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THE ECONOMIC PRODUCTS OF INDIA.

Timbers used for Cabinet-work. CABINET-WORK.

CABBAGE.
Cabbage, see under Brassica (oleracea) capitata.

The Cabbage was introduced into India by Europeans at an early

date. It is now cultivated in the plains, during the cold weather, and in

spring and summer on the hills. It is largely grown in the vicinity

of towns and cantonments, and is as much eaten by Natives as by
Europeans. Natives cook the cabbage into curry. The “drum head*’
form is that most generally cultivated by the people of India. ( Cameron,

Mysore.)

Cabbage-rose, sec Rosa alba, Linn. ; Rosacea.

CABINET-WORK, FURNITURE, AND GENERAL
CARPENTRY,
Timbers used for—

Abies dumosa.
A. Smithiana.

Acacia arabica.

A. melanoxylon.
Acer pictum.

Acrocarpus fraxinifolius.

Adenanthera pavonina.

Adina cordifolia.

Alangium Lamarckii.
Albizzia Julibrissin.

A. Lebbek.
A. odoratissima.

A. stipulata.

Alnus nitida.

Alseodaphne ? petiolaris.

Alstonia. scholaris.

Amoora spectabilis.

Anogeissus latifolia.

Anthocephalus Cadamba.
Aporosa dioica (The Coco-wood of

commerce).
Aquilaria Agallocha (Eagle-wood

of commerce).

B

Areca Catechu.
Artocarpus Chaplasha.
A. hirsuta.

A. integrifolia.

A. Lakoocha.
A. nobilis.

Atalantia missionis.

Averrhoa Carambola.
Barringtonia acutangula.

Bassia latifolia.

B. longifolia.

Bruguiera gymnorhiza.
Buchanania latifolia.

Bursera serrata.

Calamus Rotang.
Calophylium inophyllum.
Carallia integerrima.

Careya arborea.

Cassia timoriensis.

Cedrela Toona.
Cedrus Deodara.
Ceratonia Siliqua.

Chickrassia tabularis.
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2 Dictionary of the Economic

CACTUS
indicus.

Cabinet-work.

Chloroxylon Swietenia.

Cinnamomum glanduliferum.

Cordia Macleodii.

Coriaria nepalensis.

Cupressus sempervirens.

Dalbergia latifolia.

D. Sissoo.

Dichopsis polyantha.

Diospyros cordifolia.

D. ebenum.
D. Kurzii.

D. montana.
Dipterocarpus turbinatus.

Dolichandrone stipulata.

Ehretia laevis.

Elsodendron glaucum.
Erythrina indica.

Excaecaria Agallocha.

E. sebifera.

Feronia elephantum.

Ficus bengalensis.

F. retusa.

Garcinia Cambogia.
G. Morelia.
Gluta elegans.

G. travancorica.

Gmelina arborea.

Grevillea robusta.

Guazuma tomentosa.
Gyrocarpus Jacquini.

Hardwickia binata.

Heritiera littoralis.

Holarrhena antidysenterica.

Homalium tomentosum.
Hopea parviflora

Ixora parviflora.

Juglans regia.

Lagerstrcemia microcarpa.
Lophopetalum Wallichii.

Melia Azadirachta.

M. Azedarach.
Meliosma Wallichii.

Memecylon edule.

Mesua ferrea.

Michelia Champaca.
M. excelsa.

M. oblonga.

Mimusops Elengi.

Morus cuspidata.

M. serrata.

Murraya Kcenigii,

Myrsine semiserrata.

Nauclea rotundifolia.

Nephelium Longana.
Odina Wodier.
Ougeinia dalbergioides.

Parrotia Jacquemontiana.
Pentace burmanica.

Phyllanthus Emblica.

Pistacia integerrima.

Platanus orientalis.

Podocarpus bracteata.

P. latifolia.

Pceciloneuron indicum.

Poinciana elata.

Polyalthia cerasoides.

Premna tomentosa.

Prosopis glandulosa.

P. spicigera.

Prunus Puddum.
Pterocarpus indicus.

P. Marsupium.
P. santalinus.

Pyrus lanata.

Quercus semecarpifolia.

Rhododendron arboreum.
Rhus Cotinus.

Santalum album.
Shorea robusta.

Stephegyne parvifolia.

Stereospermum chelonoides.

S. xylocarpum.
Strychnos Nux-vomica.
Swietenia Mahagoni.
Talauma Rabaniana.
Tamarindus indica.

Taxus baccata.

Tecoma undulata.

Tectona grandis.

Terminalia Chebula.
Thespesia populnea.

Ulxnus integrifolia.

Vitex leucoxylon.

Wrightia tomentosa.

Cacalia Kleinia, Herb. Madr., see Notonia grandiflora, DC.

;

Composite.

C. Kleinia, as in O' Shaughncssy, see Onosma bracteatum, Wall

;

Bokaginaceje.

Cacao, sec Theobroma Cacao, Linn.; Sterculiaceje.

Cactus indicus, JRoxb., see Opuntia Dillenii, Hazv. ; Cactim.



Products of India,

The Fever-nut.
C^SALPINIA
Bonducella.

Cactus tree of the lower Himalaya (referred to by some writers) is

Euphorbia Royleana, Boissier, which see.

CADABA) Forsk./ Gen. PI., /., 108.

Cadaba farinosa, Forsk. / FU Br. Ind., /., iyj; Capparideje.

In Murray’s Plants and Drugs of Sind this plant has been men-
tioned, but its medicinal properties have not been described. It is

common in Sind and in the Panjib.

Caden, see Phoenix sylvestris, Roxb.; Palm/e.

CADMIUM.
Cadmium is imported into India as a drug.

CA5SALPINIA, Linn . , Gen. PI, /., 565.

A genus of Leguminos^: and of the Sub-Order Ca?salpinie,e, containing
some 40 species ; inhabitants of the tropics of both hemispheres. There are in
India some 9 or 10 species.

Robust erect trees, shrubs, or woody prickly climbers. Leaves large,
abruptly bi-pinnate. Flowers showy, yellow, in copious axillary racemes. Calyx
deeply cleft, with the disk confined to its base, the lobes imbricated, the lowest
being largest and cucullate. Petals spreading, usually orbicular with a distinct
claw, the uppermost smaller than tne otheis. Stamens 10, free, declinate;
anthers oblong, uniform, versatile. Ovary sessile or sub-sessile, few-ovuled ;
style filiform, sometimes clubbed at the tip, stigma terminal. Pod oblong or
bgulatc, thin and flat, or thick and sub-turgid, indehisccnt or dehiscent, smooth
or in the sub-gen. Cuilandina armed all over with wiry spines.

The genus was named after Andreas Caesalpinus, who was chief
physician to Pope Clement VIII., in the latter part of the sixteenth cen-
tury.

-aesalpinia Bonducella, Fleming ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 254 .

The Fever-nut; Physic-nut; Nickar.

Syn.—Guilandina Bonducella, Linn; G. Bonduc, W. & A Dale.& Gibs, Bomb. FI., 79, in part.

Vern. Katkaranj (ox katkaraunj), also katkaranya, katknlrja, karanju.
karanjavu

, katkalijd
, katkuliii-sdgar-ghdta

, Hind.; Ndtd
, ndtd ka-

ranja, ndtu-koranaa, Beng. ; Bagni, Santal
; Yang, kup, Lepcha -

hath karunja Oudh; Karaunj, Kumaon; Kilgach, katakardnja\A | mere hi rbut, Sind; Kakuchm
, gujga, kachki, Guj.; Sagaragota,

Gutcii ; Sagur ghota, gaja, Bomb.
; Sugaragotd, gajagd, rohedo, Mar. ;Ga,.< gutchka, gudgega Dvk.

}
Gajkai , gajagakayi, gajega balh , Kan. ;Kaehar-shtkkay

, kalichi, kahshikhty, geihthakkdy
, Tam. ; Gach-chakdya,

gaejuka, I EL.; Kazhanchik-kuru, kinanchik-kuru, Mala.; Kuberdkshi,
pHtikaranja, latakaranja

, Sans.; Khdyahe-i-ihlis, Peks. ; AkitmakiL
kitmukit, Arab.; Kumburu-atla (or Kumburu-wd), Singh.: Kalian-
dza, kaletn , Burm.; Buva gore

, Malay. Dr. Dymock says this plant

‘hk
Vul

?ar "ame °f Khdya-i-Iblis (Devil’s testicles). The specificr*° S'y*n by botanists, is derived from the Arabic nameBunduk
, a little ball or filbert.

^ti
Mb^^'~u 0Xb

'rI
l
:

lnd" n
d‘ CBC

> 3S*t Stewart’s Pb. PI., <59;

7','i .T/ o!
m - Oist., 730 ; Brandis, For. FI., iS6 ; Gamble, Man.

?”?•> lS

;

443, 44* i Modeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm.
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; Xed - Hind > 3’4; Dymock, Mat. Med.W. Ind., 2nd Ed. 248 ; Bidie s Raw Prod., Paris Exb. Cat., 7 ; Drury
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CACTUS
indicus.

Cabinet-work.

Chloroxylon Swietenia.
Cinnamomum glanduliferum.

Cordia Macleodii.
Coriaria nepalensis.

Cupressus sempervirens.
Dalbergia iatifolia.

D. Sissoo.
Dichopsis polyantha.

Diospyros cordifolia.

D. ebenum.
D. Kurzii.

D. montana.
Dipterocarpus turbinatus,

Dolichandrone stipulate.

Ehretia laevis.

Elaeodendron glaucum.
Erythrina indica.

Excaecaria Agallocha.
E. sebifera.

Feronia elephantum.
Ficus bengalensis.

F. retusa.

Garcinia Cambogia.
G. Morelia.
Gluta elegans.

G. travancorica.

Gmelina arborea.

Grevillea robusta.

Guazuma tomentosa.
Gyrocarpus Jacquini.

Hardwickia binata.

Heritiera littoralis.

Holarrhena antidysenterica.

Homalium tomentosum.
Hopea parviflora

Ixora parviflora.

Juglans regia.

Lagerstrcemia microcarpa.
Lophopetalum Wallichii.
Melia Azadirachta.
M. Azedarach.
Meliosma Wallichii.

Memecylon edule.

Mesua ferrea.

Michelia Champaca.
M. excelsa.

M. oblonga.

Mimusops Elengi.

Morus cuspidate.

M. serrate.

Murraya Kcenigii.

Myrsine semiserrata.

Nauclea rotnndifolia.

Nephelium Longana.
Odina Wodier.
Ougeinia dalbergioides.

Parrotia Jacquemontiana.
Pentace burmanica.
Phyllanthus Emblica.
Pistada integerrima.

Platanus orientalis.

Podocarpus bracteata.

P. Iatifolia.

Pceciloneuron indicum.

Poinciana elate.

Polyalthia cerasoides.

Premna tomentosa.
Prosopis glandulosa.

P. spicigera.

Prunus Puddum.
Pterocarpus indicus.

P. Marsupium.
P. santalinus.

Pyrus lanata.

Quercus semecarpifolia.

Rhododendron arboreum.
.Rhus Cotinus.

Santalum album.
Shorea robusta.

Stephegyne parvifolia.

Stereospermum chelonoides.

S. xylocarpum.
Strychnos Nux-vomica.
Swietenia Mahagoni.
Talauma Rabaniana.
Tamarindus indica.

Taxus baccata.

Tecoma undulate.

Tectona grandis.

Terminalia Chebula.
Thespesia populnea.
Ulmus integrifolia.

Vitex leucoxylon.

Wrightia tomentosa.

Cacalia Kleinia, Herb, Madr ., see Notonia grandiflora, DC. • Composite.

C. Kleinia, as in O' Skaughnessy, see Onosma bracteatum, Wall

;

Bokaginace^:.

Cacao, see Theobroma Cacao, Linn.; Sterculiace;e.

Cactus indicUS, Roxb sec Opuntia Dillenii, Hazv.; Cacte/k,

C. 2
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The Fever-nut.
CiESALPINIA
Bonducella.

Cactus tree of the lower Himalaya (referred to by some writers) is

Euphorbia Royle&na, Boissier, which see.

CADABA) Forsk*; Gen. PL, /., 108.

Cadaba farinosa, Forsk. , FI. Br. Ind 173; Capparideje.

In Murray’s Plants and Drugs of Sind this plant has been men-
tioned, but its medicinal properties have not been described. It is

common in Sind and in the Panjrfb.

Caden, see Phoenix sylvestris, Roxb.; Palmje.

CADMIUM.
Cadmium is imported into India as a drug.

GESALPINIA, Linn* / Gen. PL, /., 363.

A genus of Legumimosa and of the Sub-Order Cacsalpinieas, containing
some 40 species ; inhabitants of the tropics of both hemispheres. There are in

India some 9 or 10 species.

Robust erect trees, shrubs, or woody prickly climbers. Leaves large,

abruptly bi-pinnate. Flowers showy, yellow, in copious axillary racemes. Calyx
deeply cleft, with the disk confined to its base, the lobes imbricated, the lowest
being largest and cucullate. Petals spreading, usually orbicular with a distinct
claw, the uppermost smaller than tne others. Stamens 10, free, declinate

;

anthers oblong, uniform, versatile. Ovary sessile or sub-sessile, few-ovuled ;

style filiform, sometimes clubbed at the tip, stigma terminal. Pod oblong or
iigulate, thin and flat, or thick and sub-turgid, indehiscent or dehiscent, smooth
or in the sub-gen. Guilandina armed all over with wiry spines.

The genus was named after Andreas Caesalpinus* who was chief
physician to Pope Clement VIII., in the latter part of the sixteenth cen-
tury.

Caesalpinia Bonducella, Fleming ; Fl. Br. ind., II., 234.

The Fever-nut; Physic-nut; Nickar.

Syn.—

G

uilandina Bonducella, Linn ; G. Bonduc, W. & A*; Dais.& Gibs, Bomb . Fl., 79, in part.

Vern.—Katkaranj (or katkaraunj), also katkaranga, katkalcja, karanju

,

karanjavd, katkalijd, katkuliii-sagar-g/iota, Hind.; Ndtd, ndtd ka-
ranja, ndtu-koransa

,

BENG.;'j5a.g«i, Santal
; Yang, kup, LepchA;

Kath karunjd, Oudh; Karaunj
,
Kumaonj Kilgach, katakardnja

,Ajmekej Kirbut, Sindj Kdkdchid, gdjga , kachki, Guj.j Sagaragota
,Cutch j Sdgur ghota, gaja , Bomb. ;

Sdgaragotd
, gajagd, rohedo. Mar. ;Gajd, gutchka, gudgega, Duk. ; Gajkai

, gajagakayi, gajega balli, Kan. ;Aazhar-shikkdy, kalichi, kalishikkdy, gechchakkdy, Tam. ; Gach-chakdya,
gachcha, Tel. j Kazhanchik-kuru, kinanchik-kuru, Mala.j Kuberdkshi

,

putikaranja , latakaranja

,

Sans.j Khdyahe-i-iblis

,

Peks. ; Akitmakit,
kitmakit

,
Arab.; Kumburu-atta (or Kumburu-wel), Sinoh. ; Kalien-

dsa, kalein, Burm.; Buva gore, Malay. Dr. Dymock says this plant
hears the vulgar name of Kh dya-i-Iblis (Devil’s testicles). The specific
name of the plant, as given by botanists, is derived from the Arabic name
Bunduk, a little ball or filbert.

References.— Fl. Ind., Kd. C.B.C., 356; Stewart’s Pb. PI., 69;
Atkinson's Him. Dist., 730 ;

D J * ~ ~ *
Tim., 13$; Pharm . Ind., 68,

• Ind., 80* U. C. Dutt, Mat
W. Ind., 2nd Ed* 248 ; Bidie

'

Us. PI., 237 ; S’. Arjun's Bon,
landina Bonduc in Balfour's

jjrunuis, ror. ri., 150; uamoie, man.
445> 446 ; Modeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm.

. Med. Hind,, 314; Dymock, Mat. Med.

s Raw Prod., Paris Exb. Cat., 7

1

Drury,
ib. Drugs, 48 ; Spons ' Encylop., 794 ; Gui~
Cyclop., Kd. r88§.
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CJESALPINIA
Bonducella.

The Fever-nut.

OIL.
From seed.

7
From leaves.

8

MEDICINE.
Seeds.

9

Powder.

XO

Root-bark.

XX

Ointment.

12

Leaves.

13

Habitat.—Found all over India, especially in Bengal, Burma, and
South India; ascends to 2,500 feet in altitude in Kumaon.

_
Properties and Uses—

Oil.—The seeds contain an oil, which is mentioned by Ainslie as useful
in convulsions and palsy. “ The oil expressed from the seeds is used as
a cosmetic 5 it is said to soften the skin and remove pimples.” (Surgeon-
Major W. Dymock, Bombay.) An oil is also said to be prepared from
the leaves.

Medicine.

—

The Seeds or Nuts.—The seeds are viewed as possess-
ing well-marked antiperiodic properties, and are largely used by the
natives instead of quinine. For this purpose they are pounded with black
pepper, from 5 to 30 grains being regarded as the proper dose. Ainslie
seems first to have drawn the attention of Europeans to this powder,
but even up to the present date it has not apparently taken the position
which it deserves as a tonic and febrifuge. It was made officinal in the
Indian Pharmacopoeia, the dose of powder being 18 to 15 grains.

“ In Intermittent Fevers
,
especially in those of the natives, this remedy

has been found very useful. It is best given in the following form

:

Take of Bonduc seeds, deprived of their shells and powdered, one ounce’;
black pepper powdered, one ounce; mix thoroughly, and keep in a wcli-

stoppered bottle. Of this the dose is from 15 to 30 grains three times a
day for adults. In smaller doses it is a good tonic in Debility after Fever
and other diseases'

9
( Waring, Bazar Medicines

, p. 27.)

Thwaites says : “ Every part of the plant is used medicinally in Ceylon.”
O’Shaughnessy remarks, that “the seeds afford a powerful tonic and
very valuable febrifuge.” “ Nitric acid reddens the nut and subsequently
gives it a yellow colour.” Dr. Irvine, in his Medical Topography ofAjmere
(p. 143), says :

“ The seed is very bitter ; used very generally as a tonic,
febrifuge, and deobstruent : common at Ajmere. Natives foolishly suppose
the seed will cure a scorpion-sting.”

In an official report, the Madras Committee for the proposed revision
of the Indian Pharmacopoeia remark that “the seeds are very useful
and cheap (antiperiodic, antipyretic, and tonic), valuable in all ordinary
cases of simple, continued, ana intermittent fevers. They have also been
found useful in some cases of asthma. They resemble Aconitum hetero-
phyllum in their action, but are preferable to it for cheapness. The root-
bark is inferior to the seeds, and the root quite useless/* Fever-nut may
be substituted for Pulv. Jacobi as a febrifuge, and for Valerian as an anti-
spasmodic, and for Gentian and Culumbo as a tonic. “ In Persia and
India the seeds are considered to be hot and dry, useful for dispersing
swellings, restraining hoemorrhage, and keeping off infectious diseases.
They are also given internally in leprosy, and are thought to be anthel-
mintic.” (Surgeon-Major W. Dymock, Bombay.) Dr. Oh. Rice writes to
the author that the “seeds are used among the Malays as astringent tonics

in bowel complaints. They have also been reported as facilitating child-

In debility after fevers and other diseases, “the bark of the root of
Bonduc shrub in 10-grain doses is reported to be even more effectual than
the seeds themselves/’ ( Waring.) It would thus appear that a difference
of opinion prevails regarding the properties of the root, but all authors
agree in extolling the virtues of the seeds.

An ointment is made from the powdered seeds, with castor oil, and
applied externally in hydrocele. Dr. Dymock says the seeds are in Bom-
bay sold for R12 a cwt.

The Leaves.—" In disorders of the liver the tender leaves are consi-
dered very efficacious.” (Mr. T. N. Mukharjis Amst. Cat.) Drury
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The Fever-nut.
OffiSALPINIA
Bonducella.

says that in Cochin China the leaves are reckoned as a deobstruent and
emmenagogue, and that an oil expressed from them is useful in convul-

sions, palsy, and similar complaints. Dr. Ch. Rice informs the author
that “ the young leaves are used in intermittent fevers and for expelling

intestinal worms.”
At the late Colonial and Indian Exhibition a pale orange-coloured nut

was shown by the West Indian Colonies as obtained from a special culti -

1

vated form of this plant. This is not known in India, the nuts being all

of a slaty-olive green. Nearly every British Colony showed at the Exhi-

bition the nuts of this plant, but in most cases as ornamental nuts only.

Chemical Composition.—" According to the medical reports alluded

to in the Pharmacopoeia of India (1868), Bonduc seeds, and still more the

root of the plant, act as a powerful antiperiodic and tonic.

" The active principle has not yet been adequately examined. It may
perhaps occur in larger proportion in the bark of tne root, which is said

to be more efficacious than the seeds in the treatment of intermittent fever.
“ In order to ascertain the chemical nature of the principle of the seeds,

one ounce of the kernels was powdered and exhausted with slightly acidu-

lated alcohol. The solution, after the evaporation of the alcohol, was
made alkaline with caustic potash, which did not produce a precipitate.

Ether now shaken with the liquid completely removed the bitter matter, and
yielded it in the form of an amorphous white powder, devoid of alkaline

properties. It is sparingly soluble in water, but readily in alcohol

forming intensely bitter solutions ; an aqueous solution is not precipitated
by tannic acid. It produces a yellowish or brownish solution with con-
centrated sulphuric acid, which acquires subsequently a violet hue.
Nitric acid is without manifest influence. From these experiments, we
may infer that the active principle of the Bonduc seed is a bitter substance
not possessing basic properties.” (Fliick . and Hanh ., Pharmacog., pp .

212-13.)

Special Opinions.

—

§ "The kernel of the seeds is decidedly tonic and
antiperiodic, but much inferior in this respect to the cinchona prepar-
ations. It is useful in dispensary practice where economy is a desidera-
tum.” (Surgeon R. D. Murray\ M.B. , Burdwan.) " Natd is decidedly
antiperiodic, but feeble in its action, requiring 3 to 3^ grs. of the powdered
seed to check an ordinary intermittent fever.” (Surgeon R. L. Duit,

M.D. , Pubna.) “ I have often used it ; as an antiperiodic, it is certainly of

value. The powdered seed smoked in a hukka, in lieu of tobacco, is said

to be very efficacious in colic.” (Surgeon-Major C. W. Calthrop, M.D .

,

Moray.) "In doses of 5 to 20 grains, the powdered seeds constitute an
efficient antiperiodic, little inferior to cinchona febrifuge.” (Surgeon S. H.
Brown , M.D., Hoshangabad, Central Provinces.) “ Tonic, prescribed with
warm butter-milk ana asafaetida in dyspepsia.” (Surgeon W. Barren ,

Bhuj’, Cutch
.)

" Used in charitable hospitals as an antiperiodic, but it is

decidedly inferior to cinchona febrifuge, and in large doses it produces nau-
sea.” (Brigade Surgeon S. M. Shircore, Moorshedabad.) “ Much used
as a tonic and mild antiperiodic, in 5-grain doses, in dispensary practice.”
(Surgeon G . Price, Shahabad.) “ The kernel, in the form of a powder, has
been extensively used by me in the treatment of ague, specially the tertian

and quartian varieties, and found useful in about 50 per cent, of cases.”
(Assistant Surgeon Bhagwan Dass, Rawal Pindi, Panjab.)

“ Its antiperio-
dic properties are not well marked. I have found it useful in convales-
cence, after fevers.” (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhuttacharji,

Chanda, Central Provinces.) "The seeds are said to be useful in colic (dose
one seed), and the ash as an external application to ulcers.” (Surgeon
Joseph Parker, M.D. , Poona.) “ The burnt seeds are used with alum and
burnt areca-nut as a dentifrice, useful in spongy gums, gum-boils, &c., also

C. 15
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&ESALPIN1A
coriaria.

The American Sumach.

MEDICINE.

DOMESTIC.
Necklaces.

16
Amulets.

Rosaries.

x8

in intermittent fever and debility.” (Brigade Surgeon J* H. Thornton,
B.A., M.B. , Monghyr.) “ Sometimes used as a febrifuge in doses of about
30 grains, but has a nauseous taste and does not appear to be an efficacious

remedy.” (Assistant Surgeon Jaswant Rai9 Mooltan .)
“ I have tried the

Bonduc with black pepper for ague, and was satisfied that it had antiperiodic

properties.” (Surgeon-General William Robert Cornish, FJR.C*S., C.LE.,
Madras.) “ I tried these seeds in malarious fevers in the Upper Godavari
District, but found they had very slight antiperiodic properties.” (Surgeon-

Major H. J. Hazlitt, Ootacamund, Nilgiri Hills.) “ Root-bark is also

antiperiodic and tonic.” (Apothecary Thomas Ward, Madanapalle, Cudda-
pah.) " Decoction, made of terminal stems with leaves 5 is used as an anti-

periodic.” (Assistant Surgeon Anund Chunder Mukerji, Noakhally.) "The
kernel of the seeds of Caesalpinia (Guilandina) Bonducella is a very useful

and cheap drug, and is antiperiodic, antipyretic, tonic, and antispasmodic.
It has been used with good results in mild cases of intermittent and con-

tinued fevers, and also in asthma and general debility. Doses 5* to Jii

as an antiperiodic and antispasmodic, from 40 to 90 grains as an
antipyretic, and from 10 to 30 grains as a tonic.” (Honorary Surgeon
Modeen Sheriff Khan Bahadur, Triplicane9 Madras.) "A cake made
of 30 grains of the powdered kernel, the contents of one egg, and
fried in gh{, is taken twice a day in cases of acute orchitis, ovaritis, and
scrofula. The kernel made into a paste is used locally for scorpion-stings.”

(Surgeon W. A. Lee, Mangalore.) "The leaves, boiled with castor oil

or ghi, are thickly applied on painful and swollen testicles. The tender
leaves are said to be most efficacious.” (Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley,

Ganjam , Madras.) "The best vegetable antiperiodic used by natives.

This drug might prove very useful if its active properties were brought
into a concentrated form as an extract or otherwise.” (Surgeon W. G.

King, M.B. y Madras Medical Dept.) “The nuts ground down and
made into a paste are useful in dissolving glandular swellings, buboes,
and swelling 01 the testicles in the acute stage.” (Honorary Surgeon Peter
Anderson , Guntur, Madras Presidency.) " Both the nut and the leaf are
used internally and externally with good effect in recent orchitis. It is

powerless against hydrocele.” (Native Surgeon Ruthnam T. Moodelliar

,

Chingleput, Madras Presidency.)

Domestic Uses.—The nuts are used for making into bracelets, neck-
laces, rosaries, &c. (Guide to the Kew Museum.) " Necklaces of the seeds

strung upon red silk are worn by pregnant women as a charm to prevent
abortion.” (Surgeon-Major W. Dymock , Bombay.) " The seeds are used
by children in place of marbles.” (jf. Cameron, Bangalore.) " In Egypt
the nuts are strung as necklaces and used by women as amulets against

sorcery. In Scotland, where they are frequently thrown upon the sea-

shore, they are known as Molucca Beans. (Christy, New Commercial
Plants, No. 4, p. 48.)

Dr. Oh. Kice writes to the author that " in the Malay Archipelago they
are used for counters and playthings, especially in the game known as
tjongka .

19 Caesalpinia coriaria, Willd.

The American Sumach or Divi-divi.

Vetn.

—

Libi-dibi, Bomb.; Amrique-ka-sumdq, Duk.j Shumak, Tam.;
Sumdque-amriquah

,

Arab., Pers.
;
Vi layati-aldekayi

,

Kan.
References.—Brandis , For. FI., 157/ Gamble’s Man. Timb., 135j Govern-
ment of India, Official Correspondence : Indian Forester, Vol. IX., 99-103,

Vol. X., p. 77; Tropical Agricult., Vol. HI., 137; Vol. II., 646, 730,

734, 955; Spons’ Encycl 1983; Simmonds * Commercial Products of
Veg. King., 303 7 Wiesner, Rohstoffedes Pflans., 754; Christy’sNew Com.
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The American Sumach.
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coriaria.

PL, Part II., 21 ; Drury's Us. PI., 92 ; Mueller's Extra-Tropical Plants,

56.

Habitat.—A small tree, native of South America and the West Indies,

found in marshy situations in New Grenada, Mexico, Venezuela, North
Brazil, and Jamaica. Introduced into India and now almost accli-

matised in South India, and cultivated in Dharwar, Belgaum, and Kanara
in Bombay.

(
Gaz ., XV., Part /., 65.) It is also sparingly cultivated in the

North-Western Provinces and in Bengal and Burma.

Properties and Uses—
Tan.—The sinuous pods of this plant have, within recent years, begun TAN.

to take an important place amongst tanning materials. The chief draw- Pods,

back seems to be in the fact that if the seeds are not removed, the oil which 20
they contain, induces an injurious fermentation, which results in a discolora-

tion of the skin being tanned. To obviate this danger two suggestions have
been made with regard to the form in which the tan should be exported,—to

reduce the dried pods to a powder, and in doing so to separate the seeds ; Powder,

or to prepare from the fresh pods a tanning resinous extract. Either 21
of these suggestions would most probably minimise the danger, and would
have the effect of lessening the charges on freight. Recently, a large ex-

perimental consignment of the pods has been sent to the Secretary of

State for India by the Bombay Government. This consignment was acci-

dentally seen by the writer, and it is likely that a highly favourable report
will be furnished. The samples of Indian Divi-divi shown at London in

connection with the Colonial and Indian Exhibition were pronounced far

inferior to the usual supply to be had in the market. The tanners who visited

the Exhibition would not look at them, while they professed themselves
anxious to investigate some of the paler-coloured barks exhibited, such
as Acacia Catechu and A. leucophlcea, and the pods of A. arabica.

A considerable amount of interest has, within the past few years, been Extracts,
taken in the subject of the introduction or extended cultivation of the 22
Divi-divi in India. The following extracts from a memorandum on this

subject, published by the Government of India, Revenue and Agricul-
tural Department, may be reproduced here :

—

“ Dr. Wallich introduced the Divi-divi plant into India about the year

1830, and it has now been thoroughly acclimatised in South India, which,
in soil and climate, resembles its original home. As the plantation near
the Government Harness Factory at Cawnpore proves, however, it can be,

with a little care, successfully cultivated in the drier climate of Upper
India. But the hot winds in the summer and the frost in the cold weather
are, unfortunately, very destructive to the young seedlings. The seeds
therefore should, in the first instance, be sown in a nursery in May or

June, before the commencement of the rains, and the seedlings should
not be transplanted until they are at least 3 feet high, by which time, it is

supposed, they will be sufficiently strong to endure all the variations of

weather to which Northern India is subject. Irrigation will be necessary
as long as the trees are not sufficiently grown up to dispense with it. The
ghard system of irrigation can be advantageously employed. In South
India the tree takes three years [? 10 years

—

Ed.] to arrive at maturity, but
in a drier climate it will perhaps require a longer period. Indian bota-
nists recommend the cultivation of Divi-divi as a profitable as well as an
ornamental plant.

“The tree is cultivated for its seed-pods, which contain a large quantity
of a most powerful and a quickly-acting tanning material, rather too

strong to become a substitute for oak or babul bark, but very valuable as
a cleaning and brightening agent in the after-process of currying, when it

takes the place of sumach or Rhus coriaria. Both in England and at the

c. 22
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The American Sumach.

Cawnpore Government Factory it is used as a substitute for sumach, which
is a dearer article.

"The actual demand for Divi-divi pods is not known. England im-
ports about 4,000 tons every year, in addition to about 1 2,000 tons of
sumach. But as Divi-divi is gradually ousting the latter, its demand
appears to be capable of great expansion. For the same reason France,
which now annually imports more than five million kilogrammes of
sumach, will probably become a large market for this article. It has been
proved beyond doubt that the tree can be profitably cultivated in India,
and the quality of a consignment sent two years from the Khandesh Farm
(Bombay) was pronounced by experts in England to be very superior, and
fetched a higher price than that imported from the West Indies. One
great advantage in its cultivation is, that the tree requires no care after it

has once grown up, and the proceeds are net gain, minus the trifling cost
of picking the pods. The ground underneath can be utilised for raising
fodder grass, and the falling leaves as fuel or manure, thus meeting the
three great wants of the Upper Provinces. An acre of Divi-divi is supposed
to yield not less than one ton of marketable produce, valued in India about
R100, in England It 150.” (Mr, T. N, Mukharji, Revenue and Agricul-
tural Department,)

23 Cultivation.—The information given in the above extract might be
supplemented. The plant is, however, only being experimentally tried in
India as yet, and considerable difference of opinion prevails as to the best
methods for its cultivation, the nature of the soil most favourable to it, and
as to the prospects of the plant becoming a commercial success. In Mr.
Duthie’s experiments at the Saharanpur Botanic Gardens the trees are
planted 15 feet apart each way. The largest plantation of Divi-divi in
India is that belonging to Mr. J. B. Carbozo, of Pcrambore, Madras.
This gentleman has a plantation of about 600 trees; the trees being 22
feet apart. Dr. King in his report for 1879-80 says: "Many years ago
the cultivation of the tree, yielding the well-known Divi-divi tan (Caesalpinia
coriaria) was undertaken in this garden. There are now many large
Divi-divi trees here. They yield pods freely every year and the seeds
are regularly distributed gratis to all applicants.

Dr. Bidie of Madras thinks the tree grows best at an elevation of
2,000 feet above the level of the sea ; by others, a dry and light soil suits
it best ; and again, its favourite soil is a heavy clay associated wh Acacia
leucophloea. Some writers do not think it can ever be cultivated on a
large scale in Bengal, because the climate is too moist and the soil not
suitable, while Baron von Mueller recommends its introduction in the
salt-marshes of Australia. From the brief notice already given of a con-
signment of the pods from Bombay, it may be added that certain tracts of
the Western Presidency offer the most favourable prospects in India for
Divi-divi cultivation.

A correspondent in The Madras Times says : "The Divi-divi pods are
employed for tanning purposes, as they contain 50 per cent. of pure tannin.
I have been told that in Bangalore there is a large plantation of this tree
[Mr. Cameron of Bangalore informs the author that this is incorrect,
only a few trees exist there], and that its pods are extensively used for
giving the skins that superior smoothness remarkable in the Madras and
Bangalore skins. I have also used Divi-divi in dyeing, and I have em-
ployed a solution of acetate of iron after the bath in Divi-divi tincture.
The ink used in most of the Government offices in Fort St. George is

made from this plant. The cultivation of this elegant shrub is very easy.
The seeds should be sown in March, and the young plants can be removed
from the nursery during the following rainy season ; they require some

c. 23
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digyna.

watering till they have attained the height of 3 feet, after which no more
care is necessary. The plant grows luxuriantly in a clayish calcareous

soil, but very slowly in red soil, as I have observed at the Red Hills near

Madras.” Dr. Ch. Rice draws the author’s attention to the fact that Pro-
fessor Fltfckiger, in his Pharmakugnosi [2nd'] /., 245, mentions that ink

was reported to have been made from Divi-divi pods as early as the begin-

ning of the 16th century, and in speaking of this fact Fernandez de Oriedo
calls the plant Arbol de la Sinta.

The Madras Agri.-Horticultural Society made the following observa-

tions in their Proceedings of March 1884: “The pods undoubtedly con-

tain large quantities of tannin, and as the tree grows freely in waste land,

such as is very abundant in this Presidency, they might be worth collect-

ing, freeing of the seeds, and shipping m the form of a clean powder
closely packed in bags ; but to be really remunerative and to show conclu-

sive results, experimental shipments should be tried on a much larger

scale than has yet been attempted, and means of continuing the supply
must be available, as manufacturers will not tiy expensive experiments
unless with some certainty of being able to get more of the substance
tested, in the event of success.’*

Medicine.—According to Dr. Bidie, the pods are astringent. The
powder prepared from them is of a light-yellow colour and astringent
taste ; it has been brought forward as an antiperiodic by Dr. Cornish, who
administered it in ninety-four cases of intermittent fever, many of these

severe, and with excellent results, the dose ranging from 40 to 60 grains.

§
" Powerfully astringent.” (Brigade Surgeon G. A. Watson, Allahabad.)

“ i have had no new experience of this drug. The tree is being largely
planted about Madras for its pods, '*'hich are marketable. It makes a
good black ink.” (Surgeon-General William Robert Cornish, F.R.C.S.,
C.I.E., Madras.) “ Powder of the pods astringent, antiperiodic, tonic.

Dose one to two drachms as an antiperiodic/ 1 (Apothecary Thomas Ward

,

Madanapalle ,
Cuddapah.) “ Used for tanning leather, and makes vei^

good ink.** (Surgeon-Major J. Byers Thomas, Waltair, Vizagapatam.)
Structure of the Wood.—Not in general use (Bomb. Gaz ., XV., Pt. I.

(65) ; weight 56 lbs.

Cxsalpinia digyna, Rottl. FI. Br. ind., II., 256.

Syn.—C. OLEOSPERMA, Roxb. ; Ed. C.B.C.,356.

Vern.

—

Vdkert-mul, Hind.; Umul-kuchi, Beng.; Nunt gatcha, Tel.;
Vdkert-chebhdte ,

vdkeri-mula, Bomb.; Sunletthe
, Burm.

MEDICINE,
Pods.

24

TIMBER.

25

26

Habitat.—A prickly tree of the Eastern Himalaya, Eastern and West-
ern Peninsulas, and Ceylon.

Tan.— Dr. H. McCann, in his Dyes and Tans of Bengal, says that in
Cuttack the pods of what appears to be this plant are sold as a tan
under the name of Kunti. Tne word Kunti-paras would appear to be
sometimes, in Orissa, applied to Butea frondosa, but incorrectly, as kunti
means tanning pods, and paras Butea frondosa

; in other words, the term
Kunti-paras would mean tne tanning pods of Butea and not of Csesalpinia.—

(

L. Liotard.)

Oil.—Roxburgh says that an oil is expressed from the seeds, which is

used for lamps.
Medicine.—The root is prescribed in native practice, and has marked

astringent properties. (8. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs.) Dr. Dymock ((Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed. 251,) says : “it is given in phthisis and scrofulous
affections; when sores exist it is applied externally as well, a kind of tub-
erous swelling which is found on the root is preferred.”

TAN.

27

OIL.

28
MEDICINE.

29
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CHESALPINIA
Sappan.

The Sappan wood.

30

MEDICINE.

31

32

Caesalpinia Nuga, Ait./ Ft. Br. Ind,., II., 255 .

Syn.—C. PAN 1cu LATA, Roxb . ; FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 358; Wight, Ic„ t.

36 ; Dale, and Gibs., Bomb. FI., 79 ; Brandis
,
For. FI., 157.

Vern.

—

Kaku-mtttlu in Rheede's Hort. Mai. ; Deya-wawuUatteya, Singh.;
Sakauk, Burm. ; Aroci-mata-hiang

,

Sundaw.*

Habitat.—A scandent, armed shrub, common in Eastern Bengal
(Sylhet to Chittagong), the Eastern and Western Peninsulas, and Ceylon.

Medicine.—The roots of this plant are said to be diuretic. Dr. Rice

draws attention to the fact that the root of this plant has been reported as

useful in gravel and stone in the bladder, and that the juice of the stem
has been used externally and internally in eve diseases. For the same pur-

poses are used also the roasted fruits, which nave a bitter taste. The fi nely-

powdered leaves have also been administered to women immediately after

delivery as a tonic to the uterus.

C. pulcherrima, Swartz.; FI. Br.lnd., II., 233. Roxb., FI. 2nd.,

Ed. C.B.C., 356.
The Barbados Pride.

MEDICINE.

[1stDOMESTIC.

34

35

DYE.

36

Syn.

—

Poinciana pulcherrima, Linn.

Vern.—Krishnachurd, Beng., Sans.; Ratnagandi, Kan.; Daungsop

,

Burm.
Habitat.—An introduced plant, commonly occurring in nearly every

garden throughout India; it forms a large elegant bush; remains in flower

all the year ; one variety is red and the other yellow.

Meaicine.—The leaves, flowers, and seeds are largely used in native

medicine.” (7. Cameron, Bangalore.)

Domestic Uses.—It is sacred to Siva. Ink is made from the charred

wood. (7. Cameron, Bangalore.)

C. Sappan, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 255.

The Sappan Wood; Sampfen Wood.
Vern.—Bakam, tairi, patang. Hind., Beng.; Teri, Santal; Bokmo,

Uriya; Patang na lakaru, patang-nu-ldkdo, bakam, Guj. ; Patang-ki-
lakri, I3uk. ; Patang

, Mar.; Patanga , vattdngi, vatteku, vartangi,
Tam.; Bakamu, bakapu. okdnu-katta, patanga-katta, bakdnu-chekka,
bukkapu-chekka, Tel.

; Patanga-chekke, sappanga, Kan. ; Chappanum,
Mala.; Pattdnga, Sans. ; Bakam, bakam -i-kirmyz, or baqam, PeRS.

;

Baqqam , Arab. ; Teinn-nyet, tainniya or tamngiya, Burm. ; Patangi,
Singh.; Davon-sefjang, Malay.

References.—Roxb., FI. Jnd., Ed. C.B.C. , 356 - Bedd., FI. Sylv., 90;
Brandis, For. FI., 156 ; Kurz, Burm. For. FI., 405; Gamble

, Man.
Timb., rss >

Modeen Sheriff's Supp. Pharm. Ind., 81 ; Drury's Us. PI.,

93; Dymock's Mat. Med., W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 251 ; Pharm. Ind.,j9; U. S.
Dtspens., Ed. JSth, p. 1590; Fluck. and Hanb., Pharmacog. 216;
Ainslie, Mat. Indira, II., 450 ; Buck, Dyes and Tans, N.-W.P., pp.
43> 57 ; McCann's Dyes and Tans of Beng., pp. 1,4, 49 ; Crooke'sDyeing,
332 ; Spons* .Encycl., 867 ; Smith's Eton. Diet.; Treasury of Botany,
by Moore & Linal. ; Wtesner, Rohstojffe

,

555,

Habitat.—A small thorny tree of the Eastern and Western Peninsula
and Pegu and Tenasscrim ; cultivated in Central India.

Properties and Uses—
Dye.—The wood yields a valuable red dye, which is largely exported.

This is also said to be prepared from the pods (tairi), from the wood,
from the bark, or from all together, and the root is reported to afford a
yellow dye. The bark of Bauhinia racemosa is said to be used as a

I

mordant in Burma.
The pods are used in Monghyr, along with proto-sulphate of iron, to

I
give a black colour. Sappan (or bakam) wood is largely used in calico-
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printing, its price being about R12 a cwt. Chips of the wood steeped in

water yield a red colour. This is intensified by alkalies. Combined with

turmeric and sulphate of iron, it gives the colour known as Kalejai (or

liver-colour, “ lit de-vin”). With indigo it gives (sausni) purple. Sappan
colour, however, is not permanent, being formed through the presence
of the soluble substance Brazilin. Tannin and alum are used as mordants
in attaching the dye to cotton, and a mixture of alum and cream of tartar

in the case of wool. “ It is much used in Pegu forgiving a red tint to silk,

and in Madras for dyeing straw-plait for hat-making.’* (Spons, Encycl.)

Extraction of the Dye.—The pods (tairi

)

are pounded and then put
into cold water. After 2 or 3 hours the mixture is rubbed and afterwards

mixed with a solution of proto-sulphate of iron (liirakoshi). The result-

ing colour is a blackish grey. One seer of tairi and 2 chittacks of hira-

kosh (sulphate of iron) are sufficient to dye 60 yards of cloth 1 yard
wide. In the case of the wood, it is either cut into pieces or pounded
and then boiled in water from 5 to 8 hours ; 12 chittacks of bakam wood
are boiled in 25 seers of water till 10 seers remain. The solution is put
aside, and the same wood is again boiled in another 25 seers of water
down to 10 seers. These two resulting solutions are then mixed up and
allowed to cool. This is the process adopted in the Rajshahye District.

To extract the dye from the bark, it is boiled down till the solution attains

the necessary consistency and tint.

Mr. Thomas Wardle, in his Report on the Dyes and Tans of India,

1887, says (page 21) that “ the wood, used to a considerable extent in this

country in wool-dyeing and calico-printing, is very rich in a beautiful red
colouring matter, soluble in water which, by the application of the many
processes which may be used, will produce beautiful red and chocolate

colours on almost any fabric.” Again (page 31), speaking of the pods, he
calls them " a kind of Divi-divi,” and remarks “ that they are very astrin-

gent and much used for tanning and dyeing purposes in this country
’*

(England), producing rich blacks with salts of iron.

Gulal.—§
“ Sapan wood is used with alum to communicate to starch one

of the red colours, the Guldl—or red powder used in the Holi festival.”

(Surgeon-Major W Dymock, Bombay.)
Medicine.—Ainslie says a decoction of the wood has the property

of a powerful emmenagogue. The wood, though chiefly used as a dye,
is described as a useful astringent, containing much tannic and gallic

acids, and has been recommended by O’Shaughnessy, and later by the
Indian Pharmacopoeia, as a good substitute for Logwood. “ It is supposed
to cure a swelling in the belly, and the disease known among native
doctors as congealed blood.** (Bomb, Gae ., VI., 14.) According to Dr.
Irvine, it is used as an astringent in medicine. (Mat. Med., Patna, p. 75.)
“The natives use it as a blood-purifier; as an astringent, it is prescribed
in diarrhoea, dysentery, &c.” (Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 344.) Professor
Warden of the Medical College, Calcutta, has favoured the author with
the following note regarding sappan wood:—“The extract of Sappan
contains a crystalline principle, which, if distilled, or fused with potash,

yields Resorcin. This body is also obtained by fusing galbanum resin

with potash. Sappan extract gives a larger yield than galbanum resin.”

(Pharmacographia, &c.)
Special Opinions.—§ “Has been used as an astringent tonic in atonic

diarrhoea. ” (Assistant Surgeon Bhugwan Das, Rawal Pindi, Punjab.)

“An excellent wool dye 5 it is also an astringent, being used instead of

logwood. It is useful in some forms of skin disease—lichen especially,

—

and is given internally in decoction.’* (Surgeon-Major George Cumberland

Ross, Delhi.) “ Emmenagogue.” (Surgeon W. Barren, Bhuj, Cutch.)

Dye-tincture.

37

MEDICINE.
Wood.

C. 40
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CAJANUS
indicus.

The Pigeon Pea.

TIMBER. Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood white, heartwood red. The wood
41 takes a fine polish and does not warp or crack.

Weight from 52 to 61 lbs. per cubic foot.

Mr. J. Cameron reports that the lac insect has recently taken to this

plant in Bangalore.

42 Caesalpinia sepiaria, Roxb.; FL Br . Ind., II., 256.

The Mysore Thorn.

LAC.

Al
Bark.

oft
Pods.

>tcnMEDICINE.

DOMESTIC.

47

48

49

Vern.—Urn, uri, arlu, relit, kando
,
aila, Hind.; Phulwdt, uran (Jhe-

Lam), kando (Kashmir), dodur (Chenab), relme, didrian, dhar-ki-karer,

(Ravi), dndi, arlei, daghauri (Bias), ongmd (Sutlej), Pb. j Chilldra
or chilldr, Bomb., Mar.; Hotsige,

Kan. ; Sukyanbo

,

Burm.
References.—/?^., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 357 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 60;

Brandis, For. FI., 156 ; Kurz, For. Fl., Burm., I., 406 ; Gamble, Man

.

Timb., 135 •

Habitat.—A large, climbing, prickly bush on the Himalaya, and ex-

tending to Ceylon and Ava ; it ascends to 4,000 feet in altitude.

Gum.—“ Lac is gathered on this tree in Baroda.” (Bomb. Gae., VII.,

39 •)

Tan.—The bark is much used for tanning in the Konkan.
Oil.—“ The young pod contains an essential oil.” (Bomb. Gae., XV.,

pt. L, 65.)

Medicine.—In Chumba the bruised leaves are applied to burns.

—

(Ste-

wart.)

Domestic Uses.—Makes an impenetrable fence ; said to have been
planted for this purpose by Hyder Ali round fortified places. (Stewart.)

The Chinese are said to use the seeds and pods of several species of

Caesalpinia as soap-nuts. This property does not appear to have been at-

tributed to any of the species, wild or cultivated, in India.

CAJANUS, DC. ; Gen. PL, I., 54i.

A genus of Leguminosashi the Sub-Order Papilionaceae, containing only

one species. Some doubt exists as to whether this species is originally a
native of India or of tropical Africa.

.
It was introduced into the West Indies

from Africa ; and outside Africa, India, and the Malaya its cultivation is quite

historic.

The generic name Cajanus is derived from the Malayan name for

the plant (Katjang).

Cajanus indicus, Spreng.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 2IJ.

Pigeon, No-eye (small form) or Congo Pea (large form),

Dal or Cadjan Pea.

Syn.

—

Cytisus Cajan, Linn.; Cajanus indicus, Spr. ; C. flavus, DC.

;

C. bicolor, DC.

Vern.

—

Tuvar, arhar or arar dal. Hind. ; Arhar, thor or tor, thur, dal,
rahan , thohar, N.-W. P. and Oudh ; Arhar, oror, orol, Beng. ; Kohld,
kehd, Simla; Ddngri (Gujarat), arhar, dinger, tohar

,

Pb. ; Dhtngra,
kundi

,

Kangra ; Tur, C. P. ; Twuero, turddl, Guj. ; Tura, tuner. Bomb.;
Turi, tur. Mar.; Tuvvar, tur, Duk.; Thovaray, tuvarai, Tam. ; Kan-

dalu, Tel. ; Togari, tovaray, Kan.; Tuvara, Mala.; Adhaki tubarikd

,

Sans. ; Shakull, Pers.
;
Shdz, Arab. ; Pay-in-chong, pai-si-gong, pesi-

g6n, Burm. ; Rata-tora, Singh.
References.—/?<?*&., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 567 ; Stewart’s Pb. PL, 60;
Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., I., 242 ; tfurz, For. Fl. Burm., I., 377 • Gamble,
Man . Timb., 123; Thwaites, En . Ceylon PL, 90; Modeen Sheriff, Supp.
Pharm. Ind., 81 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 150 ; Drury’s Us. PL,
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94; Bidie's Mad. Raw Prod., Paris Exh. Cat., 74; Duthie and Fuller's
Field and Garden Crops of the N.-W. P. and Oudh, Part II., 20;
Atkinson's Him. Dist., 696 ; Church's Food-grains of India, 169; Bal-
four, Cyclop+ Ed., i88$ ; Smith's Diet., 320 ; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—Extensively cultivated throughout India even up to an alti-

tude of 6,000 feet. The Flora of British India regards this bush as doubt-
fully wild in India, and DeCandolle, in his Origin Cult. PL, views it as
more probably a native of tropical Africa, introduced perhaps 3,000 years
ago into India.

Properties and Uses—
Medicine.—The pulse is said to be easily digested and therefore suit-

able for invalids. It is regarded as hot and ary ; it, however, produces
costiveness. The leaves are used in diseases of tne mouth.

Special Opinions.—§ “ Said to be heating, disagrees with some indivi-
duals, causing acidity and heartburn. ” (Assistant Surgeon Shih Chunder
Bhuttacharji, Chanda, Central Provinces.) “ The pulse and leaves are
mixed and made into a paste, which is warmed and then applied over
the mammas to check the secretion of milk.” {Surgeon W. A. Lee, Man-
galore.)

“ The tender leaves are chewed in cases of aphthae and spongy
gums.” (Brigade Surgeon J. H. Thornton, B.A., M.B., Monghyr.) “ A
poultice made with its seeds will check swellings.”

(Ummegudien Native
Doctor, Mettapollium, Madrasi)

Food.—This pulse is highly “esteemed by the natives, who hold
that it is third in rank among their leguminous seeds, though apt to oro-

1

duce costiveness.” {Drury.) “ This is the pea which most commonly enters
into the formation of the vegetable curry of the Hindus.” (Balfour.) It is

sold either in the form of split peas or as a flour. Sometimes the green
pods are cooked in curries. Sweet cakes are often made from the flour.

There are two chief varieties : C. flavus, with the standard or upper pe-
tal plain yellow (known in the vernacular as thur); and C. bicolor, with the
standard veined with purple (the arhar). The latter is the most commonly
cultivated in the North-West Provinces and Oudh, while in the Central
Provinces and the Deccan thur takes the place of arhar. Mr. d. Cameron
of Bangalore writes that in the Mysore State there are three forms of
Cajanus indicus a large form confined to garden cultivation, known as
turuk-togari,

and two smaller field forms known respectively as walada-
togari and sauna-togari. Thur is also extensively cultivated in the
Nizam’s Dominions and in the Madras Presidency.

In the North-West Provinces and Oudh, arhar is grown mostly as
a subordinate crop along with juar, bajra, and cotton, but it is also, though
to a comparatively much smaller extent, grown by itself. Hence, when
it is cultivated as a mixed crop, the soil on which it is grown requires
to be chosen and prepared in a way answering equally to the necessities of
its associate. When sown with juar it requires the heaviest, and when
with hajra the lightest, of soils ; but a light moist soil is generally most
favourable for the arhar, enabling it to strike its roots freely. About 6
seers of seed are required for an acre, if sown singly, and 2 seers when
along with other crops. Cajanus is sown at the commencement of the
rains, the pulse ripening in March or April. The average outturn is 7
maunds of grain and 16 maunds of bhusa per acre, off land on which arhar
is the only crop, and 1 to 5 maunds where grown along with other crops.
Professor Church, in his Food Grains of India, states that “the yield of

seed varies from 7 to 16 maunds per acre.” The writer can find no record
of a higher yield than 7 maunds. The outlay on cultivation is about the
same as that for millets.

In the North-West Provinces it has been calculated that there are 35$
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lakhs of acres on which this is cultivated as a joint crop, and perhaps I\ are

under arhar solely. “
It occupies the ground for a longer period than any

other crop except sugarcane, being sown at the commencement of the

rains, and not cut till the rabi harvest time in March and April.” “ It is

cut with the rabi crops and allowed to be stacked on the threshing-floor

until the threshing and cleaning of the former are completed. The
leaves and pods are first of all stripped off the stems and then heaped
together, and the grain threshed out either by bullocks treading or by
being beaten with a stick.” “Frost is the principal enemy with which
arhar has to contend. A single cold night often utterly ruins the crops

of a whole district, and in the following morning the cultivators may be
seen sadly cutting down the withered plants as fodder for their cattle.

Its liability to damage is, however, greatly dependent on the strength of

the plants, and hence the crop grown on manured land near the village

site will often remain green and flourishing after a frost which has wither-

ed up those on outlying fields/* (
Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden

Crops.)

“A good deal of tur is grown (in Nagpore) ; it is often raised in the
same field as cotton, generally five ridges of cotton to one of tur. ** (C. P.

Gas., 327.) “ In Raipur two kinds of arhar or tur are known, the small

and early arhar called harond3 and the larger and later kind called mihi.
Both are sown at the same time, but the former ripens about two months
before the latter/*

In Thdna it is grown as an early crop in uplands, often with Eleusine
corocana and Panicum miliaceum, and also as a dry-weather crop in late

or rabi soil, and in the better rice-fields. Both crops ripen in about four
months, the early in November and the late in February. (Bomb. Gas.,

XIII., 289.)

According to Stewart, “The yellow and parti-coloured kinds are not
uncommon, the one as a cold-weather and the other as a hot-weather
crop in the eastern and central Panjab, and extend sparingly to the Trans-
Indus/* Baden Powell says that in the Panjab it is a less esteemed pulse
than the others, and is liable to produce costivencss.

“ Arhar is sown with the dus dhan or early paddy, usually in the same
field, and is cut in January. It will grow on almost any soil.** (Bengal
Administration Report, 1882-83.)

The vaiicty C. flavus or thur is a much smaller plant, and it flowers at
least three months earlier than the variety C. bicolor or arhar. According
to Roxburgh, the former requires only three months to ripen its crop but
yields only one hundred-fold, while the latter takes nine months, from
sowing to ripening of seed, and yields about six hundred-fold. The
former is sown in September and the latter in June. The small form is

known in Jamaica as the No-eye pea, and the large as the Congo pea.
In addition to these two varieties there are under each two or three other
cultivated conditions which differ from each other chiefly in the colour and
size of the pea. The fact of there being so few forms would seem to be a
powerful argument in favour of the idea that Cajanus is but a compara-
tively modern cultivated crop and not so ancient as some authors view it,

but on the other hand it is surprising that the wild stock should have dis-

appeared, at least it does not occur in India.

Chemical Composition—The following analysis shows the percentage
of nitrogen, starch, and oil contained in this pulse :

—

Nitrogenous matter (albuminoids).... 19*83 to 20*38

Starch or carbonaceous matter .... 61*901064*32
Oil or fat 1*10 to 1*12
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Calabar Bean.

Professor Church, in his Food Grains of India, publishes more recent

analyses than the above, from which it would appear that the amount of

albuminoids is slightly higher than has hitherto been supposed. A pound
of the pea would, according to liis analysis, contain i oz. and 361 grains

of water, 3 oz. and 208 grains of albuminoids, and 9 oz. and 11 grains of

starch. According to Church the nutrient ratio of dal would be about 1 :

3 5 the nutrient value 80.

The reader will be enabled to compare the relative quantities of these

constituents in other species of pulse from the following table :

—

Name.
Nitrogenous

matter.
Starchy matter.

Fatty or oily

(natter.

Ciccr arictinum.... iS-os to 21 '23 6o* 1 1 to 63*62 4*n to 4*95
Cyamopsis psoralioides 29*8o 52*Sy 1*40

Dolirhos binorus 23*03 to 23*47 6l *02 to 61*85 6*76 to 0*87
Bolichos Lablab 22*45 to 24*55 60*52 to 6081 0S1 to 2*15

Vigna Catiang .... 24*00 59*02 1*41

Eivum Ix*ns .... 24*57 to 26*18 59*34 to 59
*

9^ 1 *00 to 1 *92

Glycine Soja .... 37*74 to 41*54 29*54 to 31*08 12*31 to 18*90
Lathyrus sativus • . # 31*50 54*26 o*95
Phascolus aconitifolius 23*80 60*78 0*64

Phaseolus Mungo . , 23.54 to 24*70 59*38 to 60*36 I’ll to 1*48

Phaseolus Mungo, var. radiatus . 22*48 62*15 1*46

Pisum sativum .... 2 1 *80 to 25*20 61*90 to 64*32 1*32 to 1*12

(Baden Powell, Panjdb Products
, /., 243.)

Special Opinions.—§
“ Arhar is a highly nutritious pulse, quite equal

to peas in nutritive value ; a good substitute for animal food. It does not,
however, agree with weakly people of relaxed habits, but produces
diarrhoea or dyspepsia.’* (Surgeon-Major R . L . Dutt, M.D . , Pubna.)“

It is difficult of digestion and very unsuited to people who are
subject to acidity and heartburn. I have always found it so.*’ (Surgeon
I\. D. Ghose, Bankura.) Professor Church states that the irritant and
laxative character is greatly reduced by the grain being properly freed
from the husk. “ It is also not unusual to find that the higher priced and
finer qualities of this pea have been slightly oiled before sale to improve
their appearance. This practice is not unknown in reference to the wheat
in the south of Europe” (Food-grains of India). May not this fact account
for the purgative property attributed to dal ?

Fodder.—The leaves are considered excellent fodder for cattle.

Domestic Uses.—"The wood is in Bengal sold as fuel/* (Bengal, Ad-
ministration Report, 1882-83.) The stalks are used for roofing, for basket-
making, and for the tubular wicker-work fascines (bira or ajar) erected
within wells so as to prevent the earth from falling in. (See also under
Adhatoda Vasica.) Roxburgh says “ the dry wood is excellent fuel ; be-
sides it is one of the best for producing fire by friction/’ Birdwood
remarks that " the stalks are used in the preparation of gun-powder in

the Government works at Mazagon.” (Bombay Products, 1862,
page 17.)

Employed in the Bengal gun-powder works for charcoal. (Balfour.)

Cajllput oil, see Melaleuca Leucadendron, Linn. ; Myrtaceje.

Calabar bean, sec Physostigma venenosum, Balf. ; Leguminos/k.

c. 59
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The Andamanese Calamus.

do

CALABAR SKINS.
Calabar Skins or Siberian Squirrel Skins.

Petitgris, Ft. ; Granwerk, Germ . ; Vaor vajo, //. ; Bjelka, Rus.
Gris pepueno, Sp.

The Siberian squirrels’ skins are imported into India in considerable
numbers. They are of various shades, and in India are used for caps, and
skin jackets, and in Europe for making muffs, tippets, &c. See Squirrels.
Also under Furs.

CALAMANDER WOOD.
6x Calamander Wood.—A beautiful kind of rose-wood obtained from

Ceylon, the timber of Diospyros qusesita, which see.

Calambac, see Aquilaria Agallocha.

62 CALAMUS, Linn . ; Gen. PI., III., gj/.

A genus of palms, generally scandent, with long, thin, trailing stems, some-

times as much as 600 feet in length. There are 200 species known
; nearly all

are inhabitants of tropical and sub-tropical Asia, abounding in the Malayan
Peninsula; a few are met with in tropical Australia and Africa, and according

to Griffith 58 species are natives of India. A few are met with in Madras, but

they chiefly occur in the hot moist forests of the eastern division of India, e.g., in

Chittagong, Sylhet, Assam, and Burma, extending along the Himalaya as far

north as to the Dehra Dun.
They are characterised by having alternate, scattered, and distant, lateral

pinnate leaves, the pinnae plat linear and often armed along the edges and
nerves; sheath large, with rigid dark-coloured prickles ; mid-ribs, sheaths, or

panicles often terminating in long whip-like thongs which are armed with prickles,

either scattered or in oblique lines or rings. Flowers monoecious or dioecious,

in long axillary or extra-axillary panicles with sheathing bracts. Male flow-
ers—Calyx campanulate, 3-dentate. Petals 3, valvate in bud. Stamens 6,

surrounding a rudimentary 3-fid ovary; anthers sagittate and adnate at the

back. Female flowers often pedicellate, supported by 3 or more imbricate

bracts; calyx and petals as in the male flowers. Ovary 3-celled, surrounded by
6 sterile stamens, closely embraced by a number of imbricate, reflexed scales

;

style 3, recurved; ovules solitary, erect. Fruit, 1-, rarely 2- celled, nearly dry,

with a hard, shining wall of reflexed scales (the rind) ; albumen more or less

ruminated.

The generic name Calamus is the Latin and the Greek KaA«j«,oc,

a reed or cane.

For a more general and popular account of the genus, see under
" Canes.’'

63 Calamus acanthospathusfiriff.,Pi.cxc.,fig.i ; Palm*.
Reference.—Gamble*s Man. Timb.y 423.

Habitat.—Kh&sia Hills.

64

TIMBER.

65

C. andamanicus, Kurz, For. FI. Burm., II., 5/9.

Vttn.—Chowdah, And.
References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 424.

Habitat.—Met with in the Andamans.
Structure of the Wood.—Dr. Kurz describes it as “an evergreen

lofty, scandent, rattan-palm, the sheathed stems being as thick as the arm
and the canes up to an inch in diameter.”
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The Dragon’s-Blood.

Calamus arborescens, Griff., Pi. cixxxviii.

Vern. Danoung, dandn or eandn, theing, kyenbankyen

,

Burm.
References.—Gamble, Man . Timb.y 423 ; Kurz

,

/tor. //., Bunn //., 5/6.

Habitat.—An erect, elegant cane, often stolon iferous, met with in Pegu.

C. COllinuS, Griff., PI. clxxvi. / Gamble
,
A/00. Timb., 423.

Habitat.—An erect cane, met with in the Khasia Hills and in Upper
Assam.

CALAMUS
Draco.

CANES.
66

67

C. (Daemonorhops, Mart.) Draco, Willd. / Blume in Rumphia
, //.,

/. /J/-J2.

The Dragon’s-Blood
;
Calamus.

Vern. Abrang, rangbharat, damlakwaybi, dam-ul-akkwain, jaida rumi

,

hiradukht

,

Hind.; //*>« dakhan, hlra-dukhi , Bomb., Mar., Guj.,
Cutch ; Botanyarang, Mala.; Konda-murga-rattam, Tam.; Dam-ul-
akhmain (blood of two brothers), dam-et-tinnin, dam-eth-thuaban
(Dragon s blood), Arab.; Darn-el-akwain, khun(i)-sidvesham, Pers.

;

Kyemg-ni, Burm.; Jarnang, Penang; Rotan-jerenang, Malay.
The majority of these names would appear to refer mainly to the resin :

the terms rotan or rattain, &c., referring to the stem or cane. The Persian
name khun-i-siavesham

.
(blood of incestuous lovers) is most probably, as pointed

out by Dr. Dymock, in allusion to the love of Siavesh (the father of Cyrus) for

his step-mother.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind.,Ed. C.B.C.,719; Fliick. & Hanb., Pharma-
cog ., 672 ; Griffith , PI. cci ., A flwrf ; Drury, Useful Plants of India,

97 ; Dymock, Mat. Med., W. Ind., 2nd Rd., 806 ; 0. S. Dispens., /5*A
Ac?., Spons' Encyclop., 164C ; Balfour's Cyclop.; O'Shaughnessy's
Beng. Disp., 642 ; Fluckiger, Pharmakognosie (Berlin, 1883), p. 97—102 ;

Dobbie and Henderson, Pharm. Journ., Nov . 1883.

Habitat.—A native of the Indian Archipelago. Dr. Dymock says : "The
drug comes to Bombay from Singapore, and is valued at 9 annas to Ri
per fb, according to quality.” It is said to grow in swampy forests near

Palembang, Eastern Sumatra; also in Southern Borneo and in Penang,
&c. The Dragon’s-blood of modern commerce comes chiefly from

Borneo. There are, however, two distinct forms of Dragon’s-blood—the

modern and the ancient.

Properties and Uses—
Gum.—This gum is sold in dark-red friable masses, from which a

blood-red powder is obtained; this is often met with in the bazar packed

in the interior of canes.

The fruits of C. Draco are clustered, each covered with beautiful imbri-

cating scales, which are coated with a red resinous substance. The fruits

are collected, placed in long bags, and violently shaken ; the resinous

powder is thus separated and is thereafter baked into sticks or cakes—
the forms in which the modern drug reaches Europe. An inferior quality

is also said to be prepared by boiling the crushed fruit. Griffith, quoting

Rumphius, says that in Palembang : "The natural secretion of the fruit

constitutes the best D'jarnang or Dragon’s-blood ; a second and rather

inferior kind is produced from the fruits, from which the natural secretion

has been removed by heat and bruising. The third and most inferior

appears to be the refuse of this last process. It is perhaps doubtful

whether this article is procured from the plant by incisions.”

Other species of Calamus also yield Dragon*s-blood, and from incisions

on the stem a resinous substance resembling Dragon’s-blood is obtained

from Dracaena Draco, a tree of the Liliacea and a native of the Canary

Islands. A famous specimen of this tree, one often referred to by writers

c c. 69
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on this subject, once existed at Oratava in Teneriffe, but it was unfortu-

nately destroyed in the hurricane of 1867. The dragon’s-blood afforded by
this plant is met with as a secretion at the base of the leaves. A similar

red gum is also said to be obtained from Pterocarpus Draco, a tree of the

West Indies and South America, and also from Croton Draco, Schlecht.

The various forms of Dragon’s-blood are used in varnishing and
staining wood. The substance is chiefly judged by the dealers according
to colour and the high percentage of resinous matter soluble in alcohol.

It is of inferior quality when it gives a dull brick-red mark when rubbed
on paper, or has an earthy look on fracture.

Medicine.—Dragon’s-blood.—In the first mention we have of this

drug it is spoken of as exported to the East from Arabia and Socotra.

Ibn Batuta makes no mention of it as found in 1325 and 1349 in Java and
Sumatra. Barbosa, writing in 1514, speaks of it as a product ofSocotra.
The ancient drug referred to by Dioscorides and Pliny, under the name of

Ktvvafiapi—the costly pigment and medicine of Africa—was in reality

obtained from Socotra. This was the produce of Dracena schizantha, Baker,

and according to Captain Hunter of D. Ombet, Kotschy, and according

to Professor Balfour of D. Cionabari, also. It would thus appear that the

Dragon’s-blood of the ancients was a resinous extract from the stem of a
Dracaena, and thus to have been a substance now treated as false Dra-
gon’s-blood, the true article being got from the fruits of a Calamus. A
small quantity of the Kivvafiap, (Cinnabar) of Dioscorides still comes into

commerce by way of Zanzibar and Bombay, and is bought and sold at
the present day under the same name, Dam-ul-akhwain, as recorded by
the Arabs in the tenth century.

Dragon's-blood is used medicinally in India as an astringent, and
chiefly by the Muhammadans in the treatment of diarrhoea and dysentery.

It is also used as an astringent application to the eyes. Dr. Irvine, in his

Medical Topography ofAjmere, says : “A beautiful kind of Kino is brought
from Bombay, and considered very astringent; it is given in intestinal

hcemorrhages ; and is also used in enamelling on gold : four tolahs for one
rupee.” This allusion is no doubt to dragon’s-blood.

In European medical practice at the present day dragon's-blood is

chiefly used as a colouring agent for plasters and tooth-powders.

Special Opinions.—-§ “ Dracaena schizantha, Baker
,
yields Zanzibar

Dragon’s-blood ; and D. Cinoabari, Socotrian Dragon’s-blood.” (Surgeon-
Major W. Dymock, Bombay,)

“ The Burmese Kyeing-ni produces a red exudation like Dragon's-
blood. Dr. Mason presumes this to be C. Draco.” (J, C. Hardinge,

Rangoon .)

§
“ Astringent, used as a dressing for ulcers.” (Surgeon W, Barren

,

Bhuj, Cutch.)

Chemical Composition.—" Dragon’s-blood is a peculiar resin, which,
according to Johnston, answers to the formula Hjq 04. By heating
it and condensing the vapour an aqueous acid liquid is obtained, together
with a heavy oily portion of a pungent burning taste and crystals of

benzoic acid. The composition of these products has not yet been
thoroughly ascertained, but the presence of acetone. Toluol, C6 H6 (C H3),

Dracyl of Gtenard and Boudault (1844), Styrol, C8 H8 (Draconyl), has
been pointed out ; the latter perhaps due to the existence in the drug of

metastyrol as suggested by Kovalewsky. Both these hydrocarbons are

lighter than water
;
yet we find that the above oily portion yielded by

dry distillation sinks in water—a circumstance possibly occasioned by
the presence of benzoic alcohol, C6 H fi

(CH 2 OH).
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“ As benzoic acid is freely soluble in petroleum ether, it ought to be
removed from the drug by that solvent : on making the experiment we
got traces of an amorphous red matter, a little of an oily liquid, but
nothing crystalline. Cinnamic acid, on the other hand, is always present,

according to Hirschsohn (1877). As to the watery liquid, it assumes a
blue colour on addition of perchloride of iron, whence it would appear to

contain phenol or pyrogallol rather than pyrocatechin.’*
“ By boiling Dragon’s-blood with nitric acid, benzoic, nitro-benzoic,

and oxalic acids are chiefly obtained, and only very little picric acid.

Hlasiwetz and Barth melted the drug with caustic potash, and found
among the products thus formed phloroglucin, para-oxybenzoic, protoca-

techu ic, ana oxalic acids, as well as several acids of the fatty series. Ben-
zoin yields similar products.*' (Pluck, and Hanb., Pharmacog., 674 .)

The more recent investigations of Messrs. Dobbie and Henderson
have shown that none of the forms of Dragon's-blood which they examined
contained benzoic acid. They, however, found cinnamic acid in the resins

of Calamus Draco and of Dracaena Cinnabari. They presume that the

error of supposing the presence of benzoic acid arose through confound-
ing it with cinnamic acid or possibly from working with a resin in which
benzoic acid had been formed by partial oxidation. They established

the chemical characters of four kinds of dragon’s-blood, the origins of two
of which were authentic, namely

—

Dragon’s-blood from Calamus Draco.— Is of a brick-red colour, melts
at 8o° C., giving off highly irritating fumes ; is insoluble or nearly so in

cold caustic soda, ammonia, lime-water, and sodium carbonate, but dis-

solves when boiled in these reagents. It may be represented by the
formula C ]8 H,s Ofi

.

Dragon’s-blood from Dracaena Cinnabari.—Is vermilion-coloured, melts
at 8o° C., giving off aromatic irritating fumes ; is readily soluble in cold
caustic soda, ammonia, lime-water, and sodium carbonate. It may be
represented by the formula C 18 H 18 04 . (Pharm .

Journ ., 1883.) This is

probably the true dam-ul-akhwain of the Arabs; it occurs in tears covered
with a dull-red powder.

CANES.

Calamus erectus, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.

,

7/9.

Vern.— Sungotta, Sylhet; Tbeing, thaing, Burm.
References.

—

Kurz, For. FI., Burnt., II., sr6 ; Gamble, Man. Timb.,423 ;
Drury's Useful Plants of India, 97 ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—An erect cane found in Sylhet, Chittagong, and Pegu.
Food.— It is said that in Sylhet the poor classes use the seed of this

cane as a substitute for betel -nut.

C. extensus, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.
,
720.

Vern.—Dengullar

,

Sylhet; Nelapoka, Tel.
References.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb,, 424; Drury's U. P . of India , 96.

Habitat.—-Met with in Sylhet, and said to often attain a length of 600
feet. Extensively used in the northern Cachar and Manipur Hills for
suspension-bridges.

Food.—Seed eaten as a substitute for betel-nuts.

C. fasciculatus, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 721.

Vern. Bara bet, Beng. ; Perambu
, Mala., Tam ; Amla, vetasawmu ,

Tel. ; Dutt gives Ambuvetasa ? (= a rattan growing in water) Sans.;
but Dr. Ch, Rice informs theautho that this determination is incorrect,

c 2 C. 77
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and that the Sanskrit name of this species is more likely to be Vetra
Kyeingkha, kyenka, Burm.

References,—Griffith, PL I9S; A. & B. ; Brandis

,

For. F/., 559 / Gomi/,
Timb., 423; Kurg , F?r. FI., Burm., 5/7/ Balfour, Cyclop.

U. C. Dutt, Mat., Med., Hind., 290.

Habitat.—Met with on the plains and hills of Bengal, Orissa, Chitts

gong, Burma, and the Andaman Islands.

Domestic Uses.—Walking-canes are made of the stems of thi

species, which often exists as an erect, tufted plant, at least until it is abl

to obtain support, when it becomes a climber. Griffith says it is distin

guished from all the other species of Calamus by the direction of its clus

tered pinnules (resembling Zalacca) with spinous margins and keels

The male spikes are also shorter and broader than those of other species

79 Calamus flagellum, Griff. ; Gamble, Man. Timb
., 423.

Vem.—Rabi bet, Nepal ; Reem, Lepcha j Nagagola bet. Ass.

Habitat.—Met with in Sikkim and Assam.

80 C. floribundus, Griff., PI. cxcvii. ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 423.

Habitat.—Met with in Upper Assam.

81

83

85

C. gracilis, Roxb., hi., Ed. C.B.C., <jsi.

1 Vern.

—

Mapuri bet, Beng. ; Kraipang, Magh ; Hundi let. Ass.

References.— Griffith, PI. cxcm. ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 423 ; Drury
Useful Plants ofIndia, 97; Kurg, For. FI., Burm., 520 ; Thwaites, Eft.,

Ceylon PL, 330 ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—Met with in Assam, Chittagong, and South Ceylon.

C. grandis, Griff., PI. ccx. ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 424; Kurz .

523'

Syn.—Dcemonorops grandis, Kurg (Enum ., 30).

Vern.—Rotang sumambo, rotang chry, Malacca.

Habitat.—Met with in Malacca and the Andaman Islands ; stem about

2 inches in diameter.

C. Guruba, Mart.
Vern.—Kyeing-nee, kyeinni

,
Burm.

References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 424 ; Kurg, For. FI., Burm., 522.

Habitat.—Met with in Chittagong and Burma.

C. Helferianus, Kurz, ii., 321 (Enum., 39) ; Gamble, 424.

Habitat—Met with in Tenasserim or the Andamans.

C, humilis, Roxb., FI. Ind.,Ed. C.B.C., 7/p.

Reference.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 423.

Habitat.—An erect cane of Chittagong.

86 C. hypoleucus, Kurz, For. FI., Burm., II., 323.

Syn.—Dcemonorops hypoleucus, Kurg (Enum., 29).

Reference.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., 424.

Habitat.—Met with in Tenasserim.

C. 86
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The Rattan.
CALAMUS

Mastersianus.

Calamus inermis, T. And

.

/ Gamble
,
Man . Timb., 424.

Vern.

—

Dangribet

,

Nepal; 2bw>/, Lepcha.

Habitat—Frequent in Sikkim and Bhutdn. Furnishes the finest

alpen-stocks.

CANES.

87

C. Jenkinsianus, Griff., PI. clxxxvi. A., fig. 3; Gamble, Man.
Timb., 424, & xxx.

Syn.

—

Cymbospathes Jenkinsianus, Gamble

.

Vera.

—

Golabet, Ass.; Gallah, Cachar.

Habitat—Met with in the Sikkim Terai, the Duars, and Assam.

88

C. latifolius, Roxb., FI. Ind., ZV. C.B.C., fig.

Vern.—Aorajfc Chittagong; Magh. ; Ya-ma-ta, Burm.
References.

—

Griffith, Palms, 2?r. /«d., 68, PI. cxcviii. ; Brandis, For

.

,

A/., 560; Gamble, Man. Timb., 423, 424 ; Kurz, For. FI., Burm., $18.

Habitat—Met with in Chittagong, Burma, and the Andamans.

80

Structure of the Wood.—This cane is much used in Burma for tying
timber in rafts, and making the cables which stretch across the river at
the Salween rope station. An immense climber, with the stems about as
thick as a walking-cane.

90

C. leptospadix, Griff., PI. Icxciv. A. ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 423.

Vern.

—

Dangri bet, Nepal; Lat, Lepcha.

Habitat—Found in Sikkim and the Khasia Hills.

This species approaches C. tenuis, Roxb . ; it is, however, distinguished
from all the others by the long, filiform, distant branches of the spadix,
and lanceolate rather large limbs of the primary and especially of the
secondary spathes and the pennicillate bracts. {Griffith.)

9i

C. longipes, Griff., cciii. A. & B. ; Gamble, Ma • Timb., 424.

Vern.

—

Gola bet,
Sunderbunds.

Habitat.—Dr. King has identified this plant, proving the existence in
India of a species hitherto supposed to be confined to Malacca,

92

C. longisetus, Griff., Palms, Br. Ind., 44, PI. clxxxix. A
. ; Thwaites

En. Ceylon, PI. 330.

Habitat.—An erect palm, very much resembling C. arborescens ; met
with in Pegu and Ceylon.

93

C. macracanthus, T. And.; Gamble, Man. Timb., 424.

Vern.

—

Phekoribet, Nepal; Ruebee, greem, Lepcha.

94

C. macrocarpus, Griff., PL clxxx. VI. A., figs. / & 2; Gamble,
Man. Timb., 423.

Syn.—C. erectus, Roxb.

Habitat.—An erect cane, met with in the Bhutan Duars.

95

C. Mastersianus, Griff., PI. ccvi.; Gamble, Man. Timb., 424.
Syn.—C. Guruba, Kurz.
Vern.

—

Sundi-bet, quabi-bet, Ass.

Habitat.—Met with in Assam, and, according to Griffith, is the
smallest cane in Assam, being less than half an inch in diameter.

C. 96
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CALAMUS
Rotang.

CANES.

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

The Rattan.

Calamus mishmiensis, Griff. ; Gamble
, Man. Timb., 423.

Habitat.—Met with in the Mishmi Hills.

C. montanus, T. And. ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 424.

Vem.—Gouri-bet, Nepal; Rue, Lepcha.

Habitat.—Found in Sikkim and Bhutan. Yields the best cane for

suspension-bridges ; used also in Sikkim for dragging logs.

C. nutantiflorus, Griff., PI. ccviii. / Gamble
, Man. Timb., 424.

Habitat.—Met with in Assam.

C. palustris, Griff.

Syn.

—

C. latifolius, Kurz, ii., $t8 (Enum., 34).

Habitat.—Met with in Mergui.

C. paradoxus, Kurz
,

it., 321 (Enum 40).

Reference.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 424.

Habitat.—Met with in Martaban.

c. polygamus, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 721.
Vem.—Htidum, Chittagong.
Reference.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 423.

Habitat.—Met with in Chittagong.

C. quinquenervius, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 720.
Vein.—Hurnur-gullar, Sylhet.
Reference. Gamble, Man. Timb., 424.

Habitat.—Met with in Sylhet.

C. Rotang, Linn. (,in pari); Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 720.
The Rattan Cane.

Syn.—c. Roxburghii, Griff. It seems probable that C. Rotang,
Linn.,

included originally more than one species : following Martius it i«
desirable, therefore, to retain the name as restricted to this species. C
Rotang, mild., as in Roxb., Flora India, is the plant here described. He

{

iresumed that the Indian form was the same as Linnaeus’ Rotang
ound in Malacca, from the fact that the canes could not be distinguished.'Vem.—Bet, chachi bet, Beng., Hind. ; Pepa, prabba. C. P. • Bet Romr

*-

Veto, beta,, Mar. ; Natar, G\j].; Perambu, Tam.; Beta mu, bettam, het-

Zt
rU Pra!lb(}> Pep*, prabba chettu, prabhali

,

Tel.; Rotan, Mala. ; Vetasa (bysome authors the following, although
these names should be more applicable to a stronger species, such as
C. fasdculatus, vetra, veins), Sans.; Bed, Pers.

The generic name in Ceylon for Calamus is waiwel, Singh.

li

rft

nuH
l
'M

X
!
i
'ir

B/aZ^ For‘

^l-’
5
.
59 ’ Gamile- Man.limb., 423 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 323 ; S. Ariun Cat nf

Drugs, 146; Drupi’s Us. PI., j6; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 330- uTs
Dtspens., ijth Ed., 1O36; Balfour, Cyclop, ; Treasury of Botany; &ci.

Habitat.—Met with in Bengal, Assam, South India, Burma, and in
the hotter parts of Ceylon. It delights in rich, moist soil, where there are
bushes and trees for it to climb on. (Roxb.) It flowers at the beginning
of the rams and ripens during the cold season.

s

C. 104
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The Rattan.

Fibre.—This is the species which yields the best and stoutest rattan
canes of commerce. Other species are, however, used as substitutes.
It is split into strips and platted or woven into baskets, chairs, sofas, and
carriages. It is made into ropes, or is stretched entire across rivers, as
the main supports of cane suspension-bridges. For further information
see Canes.

Food.—It flowers during the rains, and the fruit, which ripens in the

cold season, consists of a fleshy substance surrounding the seed. This
fleshy substance is eaten by the natives, who also eat the young tender

shoots, regarding them as a delicacy.

Calamus Roxburghii, Griff,, Palms ,
Br, Ind 55, PL exit.

Syn.—C. Rotang, Roxb, (non Linn), FI. Ind., 720; Tkwaites, En.
Ceylon PI. , 330.

See C. Rotang, Linn., above.

C. Royleanus, Griff., Pi. exti.

Syn.—C. Rotang, Linn., in part.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., $59; Gamble
,
Man. Timb., 423 ; Drury,

Us. PI., 67.

Habitat.—Met with in Dehra Dun and in Northern Bengal.

C. rudentum, Lour.

Vern.

—

Md-waiwel, Singh.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 719.

Habitat.—A native of the Malaya and of Ceylon.
Fibre.—Dr. Trimen writes that this species is used by the people of

Ceylon for ropes. “ It is split into strings and used for platting beds,

chairs, baskets. Long rattans are also employed for bridges across

streams and rivulets.”

C. schizospathus, Griff. ; Gamble
,
Man. Timb., 423.

Vern.—Rong, Lepcha.

Habitat.—An erect cane, native of Sikkim and the Khasia Ilills.

Structure of the Wood.—Stem about 2 inches in diameter, with hard
wood and closely-packed fibro-vascular bundles.

C. Scipionum, Lour. ; Brandis
,
For. FI., 560.

The Malacca Cane. (See also under Canes.)

Habitat.—A native of Sumatra and Cochin China.

The canes are largely imported into India, after having been smoked,
a process which gives them their beautiful brown colour.

Calamus, sweet, see Andropogon Schoenanthus, A 1x17.

C. tenuis, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., J21.

Syn.—C. monoicus, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 722.

Vern.—Bandhari bet, Chittagong ; Kring, Magh.; Julia bet. Ass.; Jali,

Cachar.
References.—Griffith, PI. cxcAii. A., B„ & C. ; Brandis, For. FI.,

559; Gamble, Man. Timb., 423, & xxx. ; Kurz, For. PI., Burnt., 520

;

Tkwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 330.

Habitat.—A monoecious climbing cane, met with in Assam, Sylhet,

Chittagong, Pegu, and in the hotter parts of Ceylon.

c. 114

CALAMUS
tenuis.

CANES.
FIBRE.

105

FOOD.
I06

107

I08

109

FIBRE.
IIO

III

TIMBER.
112
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CALF-SKINS* Calf-skins.

115 Calamus tigrinus, Kurz, For. Fl., Burnt., 319.

Vern.

—

Leme, Burm.; Amdah

,

And.
Reference.

—

Gamble, Afan. Timb., 424.

Habitat.—Found in Burma and the Andamans.

The Vernacular names given to Canes sent to the Paris Exhibition, the

scientific names of which have not been determined.

Persons who have the opportunity of doing so may find it possible to

supply fresh specimens of these plants along with leaves and fruits so as

to admit of their identification.

"From Chittagong were received Kerak jayat and golak; the first is

probably C. latifolius ; from Assam, Riphin, ringer, risan, raidana, bent,

sowka bent, rangi, pakhori, howka, charainari, lijai; from Cachar, fait,
soondi, and gallah ; from Burma, Theinkyeng, dyauthaukyeng, engkyeng,
toungkyeng, kyengbot,yanoung,khaboung ; from South Kanara, Betha and
naga betha ; and from the Andamans, Boledah

,
jobetahdah, jobetah, and a

palm called chardah.” (Gamble, Man . Timb., 423.)

CALAVANCE.
116 Calavance.—Colonel Yule tells us that this name was once in common

use in English, and may, perhaps, to this day be used at sea for a kind

of bean, perhaps the Indian Vigna Catiang, or a species of Phaseolus.

The word comes from the Spanish garbanzos, which DeCandolle says is

the Castilian name for Cicer arietinum (gram). See DeCandolle*s Ori-

gin Cult. Plants, p. 323

.

Calcium) see under Lime ; also Marble and Limestone.

CALENDULA, Linn . ; Gen. PL, II., 434.

IX7 Calendula officinalis, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., III., 35J ; Bot. Mag., t.

3204

;

Composite.

Marigold.

Vern,

—

Aklel-ul-mulk, sergul , saldbargh, Pb. ; Htat-ta-ya, Burm.
" Aklcl-ul-mulk is Astragalus hamosus, a leguminous plant.” (Assist-

ant Surgeon Sakhdrdm Arjun Ravdt, L.M., Girgaum, Bombay.)

References.

—

Stewart, Panjdb Plants, 123 ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—Found in the fields of the Panjab and Sind, scarcely indi-

genous; Peshawar. (Aitchison.) Stewart says it is called zergul in

the Trans-Indus tracts, where it is "common, wild in some parts.”

Dye.—An extract of the flowers is, by Bel lew, said to be used to colour
butter and cheese. It is probable that some of the properties assigned
to this plant should more correctly be attributed to the genda, Tagetes
patula. Both plants are used as dyes and are often mistaken the one for

the other.

Oil.

—

Baden Powell, in his Panjdb Products, mentions this as an oil-

yielding plant. The oil is said to be used for medicinal purposes.
Fodder.—Bellew mentions the belief that when browsed on by cows,

this plant is supposed to increase the flow of milk.

alf-skins, sec Hides and Skins.

C. 120
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Calicos or Calicut Cotton Goods. CALICO.

CALICO I2Z

Calico. Cotton cloth originally made at Calicut.

Vern.—Kapra t Hind.; Tuni
,
Tam.; Gudko, , Tel.; Kapin-iapas, Malay-

The earlier writers speak of the cotton fabrics of India as "linens.*
5

When introduced to modern Europe they received the name of Calicos,

after the town of Calicut, in the Madras Presidency, where they were then
j

extensively made. At first the use of cotton fabrics was prohibited in

England, the downfall of the trade in woollen goods being anticipated

from the introduction of these cheaper textiles. Soon, however, this oppo-

sition was removed ; but instead of the centres of woollen manufacture be-

coming the seats also of the cotton industry of England, the opposition of the

woollen manufacturers drove the new industry to Lancashire. There could

have been no happier accident, since it has been abundantly shewn that both

in climate and soil no better situation could have been chosen. Indeed, had

cotton manufacture been attempted in the more midland and eastern coun-

ties of England, it may be doubted how far the unprecedented success

which rapidly ensued could have occurred. The time-honoured handlooms
of India had then to give place to competition with the delicate and beauti-

ful machinery of England, which, step by step and year by year, was made
to do all and more than the patience and experience of the Indian weaver

could accomplish. The calico and muslin trade of the world migrated

from India to Lancashire. The exports from India, which once alarmed

the British manufacturer, came to a sudden end. The tide turned, and
wave by wave the imports from Great Britain increased until the cotton

piece goods and yarns of Lancashire took complete possession of the

Indian market. India now annually receives £25,000,000 worth of cotton

goods and yarns, and exports about £14,000,000 worth of raw cotton.

But indications are not wanting that India is recovering lost ground. It

is feared over-competition has in Europe given birth in many cases

to a depreciated article, and not in India only has the outcry gone
forth against the weighted and starched piece goods which now leave

the shores of Europe for the foreign markets. This want of confidence
has recalled into new existence the hand-looms of India, and the weavers
using the European yarns are now turning out an article which, it is

admitted on all hands, may be less elegantly finished but is certainly not

inferior in quality to the imported piece goods. This demand for yarns
has enabled first one then another cotton mill to spring into life and acti-

vity. There are now cotton mills scattered all over India, keenly compe-
ting not in the yarn trade only, but in the piece goods as well, and last

year £4,000,000 worth of Indian cotton goods and yarns were exported to

Zanzibar and China to compete in these markets against the British goods.
It may confidently be hoped that India will in a not very distant future

greatly diminish her imports of foreign cotton goods if she does not at the

same time make herself felt in the other cotton markets of the world.

England has to fear English capital, English skill, and English energy es-

tablished in India, where labour is at the same time cheap and the raw
article produced at the very door of the factory. Economy of time and a
saving of two freights may yet work the same revolution in the cotton

trade of India as has become an established principle in jute.

For further information see Cotton and Gossypmm.

CALICOPTERIS.
Calicopteris floribunda, Lam. ,• Combretace*.

Syn.—Gktonia floribunda, Roxb., FI. Ind., it., 4UI.

Vern.—Kokoranj, C. P. ; Bandit murududu, Tel.; Marsada, boli, Mysore.

122
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CALLICARPA
lanata.

The Callicarpa.

i?3

MEDICINE.

124

TIMBER.

125

126

FIBRE.

127

TIMBER*
228

I2Q

MEDICINE.

230

A large climbing shrub of Central and Southern India.

Wood yellowish white, moderately hard, with numerous broad medul-
lary patches of soft pith-like texture.*

Calisaya Bark, see Cinchona Calisaya ; Rubiacea.

CALLICARPA, Linn. ; Gen. PL

,

//., u5o.

Callicarpa arborea, Roxb., FL Br. Ind., IV, ; Verbenace^:.

Vern.

—

Ghiwala,

'dera, shiwali, Kumaon
; Ghivala, Cut.ch ; Bormala

,

Beng.; Bv.nd.un ,
Kol.; Dumkotokoi,Santal; Bogodi, gogdi, Khar-

war ;
Boropatri,

Uriyaj Sakrela, Mal., S. P. ; Goehlo, Nepal; AWo,
^00, Mechi; Swnga, Lepcha ; Rajbanshi; AA07W, Ass.;

awrAz, Garo ;
Turmong

,

Magh. ; Doung-sap-pya, daung-sat-pya, Burm.
References.—Atoatf., F/. Ftf. C.B.C., 131 : Brandis, For. FI., 36ft;

Kurz

,

For. F/., Burm., 11., 274; Gamble, Afan. 7Ym6., 282; Atkinson, Him

.

Dist., 730; Balfour, Cyclop ., AW. 7&?5.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized tree, with brownish, rough, grey bark, met
with in Kumaon, Oudh, Eastern Bengal, and Burma; chiefly in second-

growth forests.

Medicine.—The bark is aromatic and bitter, and is applied in decoc-

tion to cutaneous diseases.

§
“ Tonic, carminative.” (Surgeon W. Barren, Bhuj, Cutch.)

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, moderately hard, even-grained. An-
nual rings visible. Polishes beautifully, but is not used except for charcoal.

C. Cana, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 568.

Vern.—Arusha, Chittagong.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 131; Boyle, Fib. PL, 310;

Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A shrub of Bengal ; common in forests and along road-sides

in the Terai and Duars, extending probably southwards to the Ganges.
Fibre.—Royle, in his Fibrous Plants of India, says that a fibre is

prepared from this plant, called Arusha in Chittagong. Captain Thom-
son, reporting of this fibre, says :

“ It is much too weak for either sailcloth

or cordage. It, however, possesses all the free and kindly nature of flax,

and even smells like flax. It is easily worked, with little or no waste, &c.”
(Royle, page 31 /.)

Structure of the Wood.—White, soft,

of closer pores.

Annual rings marked by a line

C. incana, Roxb., Syn. for C. macrophylia, Vahl.

,

which see.

C. lanata, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 567.

Syn.—C. Wallichiana, Walp . ; DC. Prod., XI., 641 ; Wight, Ic., 1. 1736,

fig* 5> & Ic. t. 1480 ; Beddome, clxxii.

Vern.

—

Bastra, Hind. ; Massandari, Beng.; Aisar, Bomb.; Coat comul,
Tam.; Tondi, teregam, Mala.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., I3r ; Brandis, For. FL, 368;
Bedd., For. Man., 173 ; FI. Sylv., 123 • Thwaites, En . Ceylon PI . , 243 ;

Ainslie,
Mat. Ind., II., 180 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 436;

Drury, Us. Pl., p7 ; Grah., Cat. PL, Bomb., 756 ; C. Cana, Dalz. &
Gibs., Bomb. FL, 200, non Linn . ; Dymock, Mat. Med., W. Ind.

(C. cana), p. 7*6 ; Balfour, Cyclop., Ed. 1885.

Habitat.—A shrub of Western and Southern India and the Circars.

Medicine.—Ainslie says that this plant is reckoned by the Javanese

amongst their emollients. The bark, according to that author, possesses a

c. 130
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The Calligonum.
CALLIGONUM
polygonoides.

peculiar sub-aromatic and slightly bitterish taste, and may probably be
found to have other medicinal virtues. The Malays consider the plant as
a diuretic. Drury mentions that in Upper Hindustan the root is em-
ployed in cutaneous affections. Dr. Trimen writes to the author that in
Ceylon “ the leaves, roots, and bark are used locally by the natives for
skin diseases ; they are very bitter.”

Food.—“The bark, which is sub-aromatic and slightly bitter to taste,
is chewed by the Singhalese instead of betel leaves.” {Drury,)

FOOD.
131

Callicarpa longifolia, Lamk. ; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 570.

References.—/?^., FL Ind., Ed, C.B.C., i32; Brandis, For, Fl., 369

;

Kurz, For Fl. Burnt., II., 275 ; C. Cana, Wall. Cat.

Habitat.—A shrub of the Malaya Peninsula, Penang, and Nicobar
Islands ; and mar. lanceolaria of Eastern Bengal, Kh£sia hills, Chittagong,
and Burma.

C. macrophylla, Vahl. ; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 568.

Syn.—C. INCANA, Roxb.; C. Roxburghii, Wall.; C CANA, Gamble's
Darj. List and Man. Timbers, but non Linn.

Vern.

—

Pattharman, ba-pattra, bauiia, JHELAM; Sumali, CllENAB; Den.
thar, dritss, Ravi ; Daya, shiwali, Kumaon; Mathara, mattranja,
Beng.

References.

—

Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed., C.B.C., 132 ; Brandis, For. FL, 368

,

Kurz, For. Fl., Burm., 274; Gamble, Man. Timb., 282, also 283

;

Stewart,
Pb. PL, 165 ; Baden Powell

,
Pb. Pr., 57/ ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A tall shrub of Northern and Eastern India, found as far

north as Hazara, and ascending the Himalaya to 6,000 feet, and abundant

in Bengal.
The Flora of British India establishes two varieties of this species

—

var. griffithii from Bhutdn.
•oar. sinensis from Canara.

Medicine.—§ “ In Hazara the heated leaves are applied to rheumatic

joints (whence the name ba-pattra,
from bd, rheumatism).” (Surgeon-

Major W. D. Stewart, Cuttack.)

133

MEDICINE.

134

C. rubella, Lindl. / Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 569. 135

Vern.

—

Sugriimuk

,

Lepcha.

Habitat.—A small tree of the North-East Himalaya to the hills of

Martaban.

C. vestita, Wall.,- Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 567.
I#

Syn.

—

c. LANATA, Gamble's Man. Timbers, and Darjeeling List, non

Linn.

CALLIGONUM, Linn.,- Gen. PI, III., 95.

Calligonum polygonoides, Fl. Br. Ind., V., 22 ,- Polygonace*.

Vern.

—

Balanja, berwaja, tatuke, Trans-Indus and Afghanistan ; Phok,

phog
,
phogalll (flowers), tirnx (root), Pb., Sind.

References.

—

Brandis, For . Fl., 372 ; Gamble,
Man. Timb., 303 ; Stewart,

Pb. PL, 183; Murray, Drugs & PL, Sind, 99 i Baden Powell, Pb. Pr.,

264, 57

1

; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A slow-growing shrub of the arid zone of Sind, the Panjdb,

and Rajputana, distributed into Afghanistan and Western Asia. It r

C. 137
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CALOPHYLLUM
inophyllum.

The Alexandrian Laurel.

GUM.
148

OIL.

149

Populus balsamifera, Calophyllum inophyllum, and Calophyllum Calaba.
These are generally referred to two classes—the true Tacamahaca from
Curacoa and Venezuela, and the East Indian or Tacamahaca orientate .

The United States Dispensatory notices three kinds of resin under the
name Tacamahaca, C. inophyllum being supposed to afford one of

these. Birdwood, in his Catalogue of Bombay Products, remarks that
it is stated that a resin exudes from the roots of this plant, and that this

is the Tacamahaca of the Isle of Bourbon. He also quotes Lindley, who
affirms that the true East Indian Tacamahaca is produced by Calophyl-
lum Calaba, and that Myanas resin is referred to the same species. Gui-
bourt describes several varieties of Tacamahaca, one being derived from
C. Tacamahac, which grows in the Islands of Bourbon ana Madagascar.
Ainslie, on the authority of Lamarck, says that the resin called Tacama-
haca is obtained from C. inophyllum. On the other hand. Dr. Cooke, in

his Report on Gums and Resins, after reviewing the opinions on the
subject of the supposed Indian source of this gum, says: “There is no
evidence substantially in favour of Calophyllum inophyllum, or any other
Indian tree, and it may safely be affirmed that the Tacamahaca orientate

is not obtained from India, nor is it known in Indian commerce. The resin

of Calophyllum inophyllum must therefore be held guiltless of Tacamahac.”
Smith {Dictionary , Economic Plants) says : “ A gum resin exudes from

the bark of the tree, which is one of the kinds of Tacamahaca gums of

commerce.”
Properties and Uses according to Indian writers :

—

Gum.—Speaking of Calophyllum inophyllum, Mr. Baden Powell remarks
that it yields a black resinous substance. Specimens of this were sent from
Madras to the Panjab Exhibition. Dr. Dymock informs the author,

however, that he has prepared this gum-resin by incising a tree, and that

it yields about an ounce per tree of yellowish green translucent gum. He
further states that this gum is also obtained from the fruit in small quan-
tities, chiefly in the form of very small tears. It is “soft and entirely

soluble in rectified spirit ; it has a parsley odour, and has been confounded
with Tacamahaca, the exudation of C. Calaba, not a native of India.” (Com-
pare with account given by Dymock, Mat . Med., IV. Ind., 2nd Ed., 86.)

Mr. Gamble, citing Sebert in Les Bois de la Nouvelle Caledonie, remarks
that it gives a yellowish green pleasantly-scented resin.

Pinnay, Pun, or Domba Oil.—The fresh seeds, when shelled, yield a
large quantity of fragrant dark-green oil, amounting, according to some
reports, even to 60 per cent, by weight. The seeds are collected twice a
year— in August and again in February. The oil varies in colour from
greenish yeliow to deep green ; it possesses a disagreeable flavour, and an
odour which is described as fragrant by some, but unpleasant by others.

It is used for lamps and for caulking vessels (Cooke), but it is chiefly

valued as a medicine, being employed as an external application in rheuma-
tic affections. “ It is prepared to some extent in Bombay, Tinnevelly, and
other parts of India, and used as a lamp oil.” “ Formerly the seed and oil

were exported from Madras to the Straits and Ceylon, but it has now ceased
to be an article of export ” (O'Conor). In Tanjore 437 acres are said by
Balfour to be under this tree, the yield of oil being 2,671 maunds, which
fetches R20-4 a maund, and is sold at 4 to 5 annas a seer. It is a curious

fact in connection with this oil, that though it cannot compete with castor

oil for industrial purposes in the Calcutta market, it fetches in Burma
about four times the Calcutta price of castor oil. The low price in India

generally is owing to its present crude condition, no method of refining

having been attempted. Simmonds says that as much as 60 per cent,

of oil may be expressed from the seed, and tnat this oil congeals when
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cooled below 50°. Pinnay oil is extensively used in Travancore, especi-
ally for lamps, and is largely manufactured in the southern district.

Babu Nand Kishor Das, Deputy Collector, Puri, thus reports on the
manufacture of oil as practised in Orissa :—“ The seeds being gathered
are beaten with a small wooden hammer, which causes the separation of

the shell from the kernel. This is then sliced and dried in tne sun and
put into the mill. The mill used for the purpose is the common country
oil-mill.” “A given weight of seed will produce one third of its weight of

oil. The ordinary price of the oil is nowadays R8 a maund (of 80 tolas).

It would thus appear that it does not by any means yield the large

amount of oif (60 per cent.) attributed to it by some writers, and as it is in-

ferior to castor oil, it is not likely to ever take a very high place as an
illuminating or saponaceous oil. Mr. Gamble remarks that in Orissa the

tree is much cultivated. Mr. F. W. Oliver, Deputy Conservator of

Forests, British Burma, is of opinion that there is some doubt as to the

statement that this oil is used for caulking boats. He thinks that the
oil referred to is more probably the pruet hnyet or dammar.

The oil deposits a quantity of solid fat after having been kept a short

time. It is best known in Europe as Domba oil. (Dr. Dymock, Bombay.)
Medicine.—The oil obtained from the nut kernel is highly esteemed by

the natives as an external application in rheumatism. “ The bark of the

tree when wounded exudes a small quantity of bright green gum, which is

not collected, nor does it appear to be made use of in any way.” (Dymock,

Mat. Med., W. Ind.) O’Shaughnessy, however, mentions the use of the

resin as a remedy for indolent ulcers. Rheede says that the tears which
distil from the tree and its fruit are emetic and purgative. Drury remarks
that; “ the gum which flows from the wounded branches, being mixed with

strips of the bark and leaves, is steeped in water, and the oil which rises

to the surface used as an application to sore eyes.” Horsfield adds that

in Java the tree is supposed to possess diuretic properties. There seems,

however, to be considerable doubt about the medicinal properties of the

gum obtained from this tree by reason of its being incorrectly identified

with true Tacamahaca.
Special Opinions.—§

“ The leaves soaked in water are employed as an
application to inflamed eyes, in the Archipelago.” (Dr. Ch. Rice, New
York.) “The fixed oil obtained from the kernels of the seeds is said to

cure scabies.” (Surgeon-Major Bankabehari Gupta, Pooree.) “ According
to Hindu writers, the bark is astringent and useful in internal haemor-

rhages.” (U. C. Dutt, Civil Medical Officer, Serampore.) “ Stimulant dress-

ing for ulcers.” (Surgeon W. Barren, Bhuj, Cutch.) “The juice of the

bark is used as a purgative, and is said to be very powerful in its action.”

(Surgeon J. C. H. Peacock, Nasik.) “In rheumatism the natives use this

oil as an external application, but the recovery is slow.” (Honorary Sur-

geon Easton Alfred Morris,
Negapatam .)

Structure of the Wood.—Reddish brown, moderately hard, close-grain-

ed. Used for masts, spars, railway sleepers, machinery (Kurz); also for

cabinet-work. (Sebert.) Canoes are made of it. (Bomb.Gaz., X.,38.)

It is used in ship-building. (Lisboa) “ In the Samaon islands the

large ava bowl is made from the tamanu ” wood. (Balfour.)

Calophyllum polyanthum, Wall ; FL Br . Ind., /., 2^4.

Vera.—Kandeb, Beng. ; Kironli, Nepal ; SungIyer, Lepcha.
References.—Kurz, For. FI., Burm., /., q$ ; Gamble,

Mau.Timb., 25;
Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 87.

Habitat.--An evergreen tree of Northern and Eastern Bengal, the

KMsia Hills, Chittagong, and Burma, ascending to 5,000 feet.
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Structure of the Wood.—Similar to that of C. spectabile. Mr. Ches-
ter of the Forest Department says it is used largely in Chittagong for

masts, spars, and rafters, and sometimes in small boat-building and canoes.

Weight from 38 to 40 lbs. a cubic foot.

Calophyllum spectabile, WitId. / Fi. Br. Ind., 2ji ; Wight, Ic.,

t. 128 & III.

Syn.—C. Moonii, Wight ; C. amcenum, Wall. ; C. tetrapetalum, Foxb.

Vern.—Panta-ka, kyandoo, Burm. ; Dakar tdladd’, And. ; said to be known
as Lai chuni in Kind.

References.—Foxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 438 ; Kura, For. FI. Burm., /.,

04: Gamble, Man. Timb ., 25; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 52; Bedd., FI.

Sylv., XXII.

Habitat.—A tall evergreen tree of Tenasserim and the Andaman
Islands.

Structure of the Wood.—Light red, shining, cross-grained, moderately

hard. Is used for masts and spars ; also for planking, for which purpose

it has lately been employed in building barracks in the Andamans.

156
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C. tomentosum, Wight, Ic., t. no ; FI. Br. Ind., /., 274.

The Poon Spar, Sirpoon Tree.

Syn.—C. ELATUM, Beddome,
XXII. & t. 2.

Vern.—Pun, sirpon. Bomb. ; Pun, pune, pungu, Mala. ; Pongu, Tam.
;

Siripune kuve, surponne bobbi, Kan.; Ndgani, Mar.; Kina, Singh.
References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 26; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 51

;

Dymock, Mat. Med., W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 87 ; Drury, Us. PI., 98; Cooke

,

Oils and Oilseeds, 32 ; Lisboa, Us. PI. of Bomb., 13 ; Spons, Encyclop.,

1392 ; Balfour, Cyclop., Ed. 1885; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—A large, tall, evergreen tree, often growingto a height of 150
feet, met with in the evergreen forests of the western coast from KanAra
southward ; and in Ceylon, ascending to altitude 5,000 feet.

Property and Uses—
Gum.—Dr. Dymock informs the writer that this tree yields a black

opaque gum, which, in the bazar, occurs much mixed with pieces of bark ;

it is feebly astringent, and very soluble in cold water. The solution is

brownish yellow, exhibiting a strong blue fluorescence.
M If this gum is steeped in water for some time, the solution becomes

very dark in colour. Alum, followed by carbonate of soda, throws down
apparently some of the brown colouring matter without interfering with
the fluorescence, since after precipitation the solution, although lighter in

colour, is very strongly fluorescent. A solution purified by alum in this

way has its fluorescence immediately destroyed by acids and restored
again by alkalies. Examining its absorption spectrum it is found that
while fluorescent the solution gives a broad absorption band at the violet

end of the spectrum extending to about G; this band disappears on
destroying the fluorescence by acids, but reappears on the addition of
alkalies. The solution of the gum does not appear to rotate polarised light.

The gum itself communicates only a very faint fluorescence to rectified

spirit. (Lyon.) I am not aware of either of these gums having been
applied to any industrial or medicinal uses, but as they are collected by
the natives, it is probable that they are supposed by them to have some
medicinal virtues. (Dymock, Mat. Med., W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 87-88.)

Oil.—The seeds in Ceylon yield an abundance of oil known as Keena-
tel.” It is probably used'as a lamp-oil.

Structure of the Wood.—Same as that of C. spectabile. This tree

affords the Poon Spars of commerce ; these are much used for masts, and
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often fetch large prices. The timber is also used for building and
bridge-work.

“ A single tree has been known to realize more than £100 (Ri,ooo).”
{Bomb* Gaz ., XV., 64.)

Calophyllum Walken, Wight, Ic., t. 45 ; Fl. Br., Ltd., I., 275.

Syn.—C. decipikns, Wight,
111., /., 128*

References.—Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI.

,

5// Cooke, Oils and Oil-seeds, 32 ;
Balfour, Cyclop .

Habitat.—A large tree, found in South India and Ceylon.
Oil.—The seeds yield an oil, used for burning.

C. Wightianum, Wall. ; Fl. Br. Ind., /., 2J4 ; Beddome
,

Flora

Sylval.,t. 90; Wight's III. 128. also Ic /. /06.

Syn.—C. spurium, Chois., and of Drury, Us. PI. ; C. decipikns, Wight

,

Ic., t. 106 {not of Thwaites).

Vera.—Kalpun, kull-ponne , bobbi, Kan. ; Cheru pinnay, putengi, Tam. ;

Tsirou-panna, Mala. ; Cherupinai (as in Lisboa), Sarapuna (as in Dy-

mock’s Glossary), Bomb. ; Irai, Mar.
References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 26; Dale. & Gibs., Bom. Fl., 32

;

Dvmock, Mat. Med., W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 8f ; Drury, Useful Plants;
Cooke, Gums and Gum-resins, 109 ; Cooke, Oils and Oil-seeds

, 33 ; Lisboa,
Us. PI. of Bomb., T2, 214; Spons, Encyclop., 1370, 1387, 1624, 1683, 2020,
2021; Balfour, Cyilop., Ed. 1S&5 ; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree of the Western Ghats, from the Kon-
kan to Travancore.

Gum.—“ The gum occurs in large, translucent, irregular lumps of a
yellowish colour ; it is of horny texture, somewhat brittle, without odour

;

the taste is soapy. When placed in water it gradually softens, and finally

disintegrates into a fine granular matter which floats in the form of flaky

particles of a dirty-white colour, and numerous oil-globules which
gradually collect upon the surface ; the water dissolves a small portion

and becomes slightly viscid.” (Dymock, Mat. Med., W. Ind.)

Oil.—The seeds yield an oil not differing very much from that of C.
inophyllum. It is used as a lamp-oil.

Medicine.—Bonton, in his Medical Plants of Mauritius, says that the

resin obtained from this plant acts as a “ vulnerary, resolutive, and
anodyne.” The oil obtained from the seeds is used as a medicine in

leprosy and cutaneous affections, and in infusion mixed with honey in

scabies and rheumatism.
Food.—The fruit, when ripe, is red and sweet. It is eaten by the

natives. (Drury.)

Structure of the Wood.— Hard, red. Beddome and also Lisboa say
the timber is in Kanara much esteemed, and is valuable for engineering

purposes.
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Calosanthes indica, see Oroxylon indicum, Vetii.; BiGNONiACEiE.

CALOTROPIS, R. Br. ; Gen. PI., II., 754.

The Swallow-worts.

A genus of Asclepiade/F containing only three species ; these arc inhabit-

ants of tropical Asia and Africa.

Erect shrubs, glabrous but with a hoary powder. Leaves opposite, broad,

subsessilc. Flowers medium-sized in umbclliform or sub-raccrnose cymes.

Corolla valvate, btoadly campanulas, coional-scales 5, fleshy, laterally com-
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CALOTROPIS
gigantea.

The Swallow-worts.

pressed, radiating from the large staminal column dorsally spurred. Stamens 5,
adhering around the staminal axis ; anther-cells with a solitary pollen mass in

each, pendulous, flattened ; tips of the anthers membranous, indexed. Follicles
paired, thick, short; seeds comose.

169 Calotropis Acia, Ham.

;

AscLEPiADEiE.

Syn.—

A

sclepias herbacea, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 258.

Habitat.—A form met with in Eastern Bengal and Sikkim, having

petiolate leaves, the blade tapering into the petiole and with a globular

corolla-tube.

This is much less known than either of the following species, and no
particulars of its properties and uses are available.

170 c. gigantea, R. Br.; FI. Br. Ind.,1V., 17; Wight, III.,/, /jj, /jd A.

Syn.—

A

sclepias gigantea, Willd.

Vera.

—

Maddr, (iky dg, drk, dkond
,
akan , mudhdr, safed-dk, Hind.;

Akanda, gurtdkand, swet-akond

,

Beng.; AJiauna

,

Santal ; Auk, Nepal;
Akra, rut, akanda

,
mdnddrd

,

Bomb.; Akanda, rut, akda cha jhada.
Mar.; Akado, dkddmu jhadd, dhola akdo, Guj. ; Bij-eloska, Sind;
Yercum, erukkam , erukku, Tam.; Jilledu, jilleru, nella-jilledu, man-
daramu

,
jilleduchettu, yekka, Tel.; Yekka, ekkemdle, arkagida, yekka-

da-gidd, yckkada beru, yokada, Kan. ; Erukku, yerica, erica, belerica,

Mala.; Kadrdti, Gond. ; Ak, dkra, Duk. ; Ushar, ashur, oshntor, osch

-

or, Arab. ; Khark
,
Pers. ; Arka (red-flowered form), pratdpasa, mandd-

ra, dlarka (white-flowered form), svaytaurkum. Sans. ; Mayo-beng,
mayo-md-yo-pin, ma-yo-pin, mayo, maioh, mayobin, UURM. ; Vara,
vara-gaha, mudu ward, SlNGH. ; Waduri, JAVA.

References.

—

Roxb.,Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 251; Wight, Contri. Botany,
India, 53 ; Brandis, For. FI., 331 ; Kurz, For. FI., Burm., II., 200

;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 265, xxvi. ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 144; Thwaites, En.
Ceylon PI., 196 ; Dale . & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 149 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

540; Pharm. Ind., 141, 457, 458 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind.,
82, 364 • Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 424 ; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed.,

1595 ; Hooker, Him
.
Jour., I., 86 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med., Hind.,

196 ; Grah ., Cat. Bomb . PL, 120; Dymock, Mat. Med., W.Ind., 2nd Ed.,

5 /2, S*9i Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I. 486, 488; O'Shaughnessy, Beng.
Dispens.

, 453 ; Murray, PL and Drugs of Sind, 160 ; Waring, Bazar
Med., 92; Bidie, Cat. Raw Pr., Paris Exon., 12, 117; S. Arjun, Bomb.
Drugs, 190; Drury, Us. PL, 99; Royle, Fib. PL, 306, 308, 310;
Atkinson, Him. Dist.,788, 794 • McCann, Dyes and Tans of Bengal,
$6; Birdwood, Bomb. Proa., 52, 209, 249, 269; Lisboa, Us. PI. of Bomb.,
2//, 232, 260, 279, 282, 290, 291 ; Kew Reports, 1877, p. 37 ; Kew Official
Guide to the Museums

, p. 97 ; Spons, Encyclop., 818, 933, 1627;
Balfour, Cyclop., Edf. 1883 ; Smith, Die., Zj8 ; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—An erect, spreading, perennial shrub, chiefly frequenting
waste lands. It ascends to 3,000 feet on the Himalaya and extends
from the Panjab to South India, Assam, Ceylon, and Singapore, and is

distributed to the Malay Islands and South China. It is not very common
in Burma, and as represented by the doubtfully distinct species, C. pro-
cera, it is distributed to Persia and tropical Africa.

History.—“ The ancient name of the plant, which occurs already in the
Vedic literature, was Arka (wedge), alluding to the form of the leaves,

which were used in sacrificial rites. From one of the Sanskrit names of

the plant, namely, Manddra (according to Dr. Oh. Rice), t(Maddr is a
corruption ; the latter is frequently mentioned in the writings of Susruta/’
(Fluck. iff Hanb. in Pharmacog.) Roxburgh and also U. O. Dutt tell us
that two varieties were known to the Sanskrit writers, viz., the white-flowered
or alarka (this is most probably C. procera), and the purple-flowered or arka
(C. gigantea). Rheede calls the former bel-ericu and the latter ericu.
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Mir Muhammad Husain notices three kinds,

—

ist, a large form with white
flowers, large leaves, and much milky juice, found near towns; 2nd, a
form with smaller leaves and flowers, white on the outside but lilac

within ; and 3rd, a still smaller kind with pale greenish-yellow flowers.

(Dymock.) The ist and 2nd are most probably forms of C. gigantea, and
the 3rd, C. procera.

0. gigantea was first figured and described by Rheede (Hort. Malab.,

II., t. 31) in 1679, and an accurate and detailed description was given by
Roxburgh at the beginning of the present century under the name Asde-
pias gigantea. Robert Brown subsequently showed that it was incorrect

to refer this plant to Asclepias, and he accordingly founded the genus
Calotropis,—a genus which embraces, as far as at present known, two
or probably three species. C. procera was first described from a speci-

men collected in Egypt by Prosper Alpinus (1580-84), and figured by
him on his return to Italy (Be Plantis /Egypti, 1392), It is also

the Apocynum syriacum figured by Glusius. (Fliick. (sf Hanb., Phar-

macog.)
The drug prepared from one or other of these species was apparently

well known to the Arabians. Ibn Baytar (Sontkeimer’s translation in

1842) describes the drug. Muhammadan writers at the present day refer

to it under its Arabic name Ushar

;

in Persian it L known as Khark.
The medicinal properties were first made known to Europe in 1826.

A tradition of Oomarcote narrates that the great Emperor Akbar was
born under an A'k bush ; hence his name. (Birdwood.) The word bar is

applied to the liquor said to be prepared from Ak juice.

Properties and Uses—
The Sap yields a form of Gutta-percha ; it is also used as a Tan and

Dyf; a Manna is said to exude from the plant; the bast fibre and
floss from the seeds are well-known fibres; the Root bark and Sap are
Medicinal ; a Liuuor is reported to be prepared from the juice; the

Wood is used for gunpowder charcoal, ana various parts of the plant are
employed for Sacred, Domestic, and Agricultural purposes.

GUTTA-
PERCHA.

The Milky Sap—a source of Gutta-percha.

From the milky sap may be prepared a kind of gutta-percha. A speci-

men of this substance was sent from Madras to the Panjab Exhibition.

Dr. Riddell (Journ. Agri.-Hort. Society of India , Vol., VIII.) first drew
attention to this gutta, and was followed by Royle in his Fibrous Plants,

and still later by Mr. Baden Powell, in the Punjab Products. It is pro-

bable that both this and the next species yield the same gutta substance,
and as it is doubtful how far the published experiments refer to the one or

the other, it has been thought advisable to give in one place a compila-
tion of the entire literature. It is probable, however, that Dr. Riddell's

experiments were entirely conducted with C. procera and not with

C. gigantea.

The inspissated and sun-dried milky sap from the stem constitutes the

gutta-percha. The Maddr is in fact one of the most interesting and most
hopeful plants, not belonging to the natural order Sapotacese, which can be
said to yield a substance resembling gutta-percha. Dr. Riddell, the then

Superintendent Surgeon to the Nizam's Army, was apparently the first to

separate and experiment with this Sap; his results were published, in

the first instance, by Captain (since Colonel) Meadows Taylor in a
letter to the Secretary, Agri- Horticultural Society of India, Vol. VIII.

Afterwards Dr. Riddell republished his discovery in The Bombay Times
in 1852. As these letters may not be accessible to persons likely to be

MILKY SAP.
Gutta-percha*
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GUTTA-
PERCHA.

interested by this subject, the more important parts narrating the actual
experiments are quoted below

“My dear Sir,

—

1 observe in the last number of the Society’s Transactions that
the maddr (Asclepias gigantea) affords a very valuable kind of hemp or flax ; and 1

have now the pleasure to communicate to you another valuable property it possesses,
which has been lately discovered by a friend here, under whose permission 1 make the
present communication to you.

“ Dr. Riddell, the Officiating Superintendent Surgeon of the Nizam’s Army, had
for some time been employed in extracting or determining by chemical experiments
the well-known medicinal properties of this plant

;
and during his investigation, having

had occasion to collect the milky juice or sap, and expose it to the air, ne found, as it

gradually .dried, that it became tough and hard, and not unlike gutta-percha. This
induced him to treat the juice as that of the gutta-percha tree is done, and the result
has been the obtaining of a substance apparently precisely analogous to gutta-percha,
of which 1 have the pleasure to send you a specimen, bearing the impression of
his seal, marked No. i.

“The mode of preparing this substance is as follows :

—

“ The juice or sap to be collected by incision. An open slit may be made on the
back of the plant and a pot tied to it, when the juice will flow into the pot; or it may
be collected by cutting the bark and catching as much as flows out at once. Dr.
Riddell calculates that ten average-sized plants or bushes will yield as much juice as
will make a pound of gutta-percha substance, but it is not known yet how far the plant
will bear tapping without injury, nor how olten, or at what intervals, the extractions
of juice might be made.

“The juice extracted may either be exposed to the sun in a shallow vessel, or left

to dry in tne shade : by the former process, the substance becomes a little darker than
by the latter.

“ When it has attained a tough consistency, it may be well worked up in very hot
water with a wooden kneader, or boiled ; either process serves to remove an acrid
property of the juice

p
as also all other matter but the gutta-percha itself. It is

believed that the more it is boiled and worked up, the harder it will eventually become
when cool.

“ Comparison with the true gutta-percha gives the following results
“ Sulphuric acid—chars it.

“ Nitric acid—converts it into a yellow resinous substance.
“ Muriatic acid— has very little effect upon it.

“ Acetic acid—has no effect.
“ Alcohol—ditto.

“Spirit of turpentine—dissolves it into a viscid glue which, when taken up between
the finger and thumb, pressed together, and then separated, shows numberless minute
and separate threads.

“ The above chemical tests correspond exactly with the established results of the
real gutta-percha.

“ The substance, however hard it may have become, becomes immediately flexible in
hot water, and readily takes any form required, receiving and retaining impressions of
seals, ornaments, &c. It has been made into small cups and other vessels which are
not found to alter in form.
“A test I suggested myself was, would it unite with gutta-percha, and this was

satisfactorily proved in my presence. A piece of the real gutta-percha, of similar size
with a piece of the new substance, was softened in hot water, and united readily.

“ The tests by acids on the mixed substance did not differ from those on either of
the two original substances. ...

“ If the ‘ muddir ’ could be profitably grown for its hemp alone, it is evident, if

this new substance proves in practice what it now appears to be, that an acre of cul-
tivation of it would produce a large quantity of juice, and thus materially enhance its
value. The poorest land suffices for its growth, Dut I have no doubt that if cultivated
and plentifully irrigated, not only would the yield of juice be larger, but the growth
of the plant, and the fineness of its fibre when made into hemp, materially increased,”
(Meadows Taylor , Agri.-Horti. Society's Journal, VoL VIJL)

Dr. Riddell subsequently wrote

“ As regards my experiments with the ‘ muddar * juice, they are as follows

:

Having collected about 18 fluid ounces, I had it strained through a cloth, and exposed
i3i ounces of it to solar evaporation on a flat dish. In three days it became firm,
separating itself from the dish and easily removed. I then placed it in boiling water!
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and worked it well about with a spatula, and when cool enough to handle, kneaded it

with my fingers; when cool 1 found it to weigh a little more than six ounces. 1 then
boiled it, and, as it cooled, worked it well again ; and on weighing the substance, found
it had lost one ounce. It was then pulled out into shreds and boiled a second time,
kneading it whilst cooling, and four ounces, two drachms, apothecaries* weight, was
obtained of what I call * muddar * gutta-percha.

‘‘The next experiment was with four ounces of the juice, which weighed four
ounces, apothecaries* weight ; and placing it in a basin, 1 poured about one quart of

boiling water on it, stirring it up, and then leaving it to stand, when it broke into curds
which fell to the bottom. I then partially poured off the fluid, and filtered the residue

through paper, and on its being sufficiently dry to be removed, found it to weigh one
ounce, six drachms. It was then worked well in hot water two or three times, and
formed into a mass which gave six drachms, thus losing one ounce. On the whole it

will be seen that the most economical method of preparing the juice is by solar eva-

poration, the residue being nearly double that of the second experiment.**

Mr. Liotard publishes, in his “Memorandum on the materials in India
suitable for the Manufacture of Paper,” the opinion of Professor Redwood
upon Maddr-gutta. The Professor considers it possesses many properties

in common with Gutta-percha of commerce. The specimen so reported

on was collected by Uaptain G. E. Hoi lings, Deputy Commissioner,
Shahpur (in the Panjab) in the year 1853, little more than one year after

the date of the original discovery of this gutta. We have learned nothing
further for thirty years, and it is possible that a considerable wealth of fibre

and gutta may have been lying unused along every roadside and over
everv rubbish-heap.

Chemistry of Mad&r-gutta.—§ “The chief obstacle to Calotropis gutta-

percha lies in its being a good conductor of electricity, and therefore

unfitted for cable purposes, otherwise it would at once assume com-
mercial importance.” (Colonel D. G . Pitcher, Lucknow.) Dr. Duncan in

1829 discovered in Maddr-gutta a substance which he called Mudarine.
This was said to have the property of coagulating by heat and becoming
again fluid with cold. This statement has never been confirmed, but
Dr. Warden published, in 1885, his discovery of a white crystalline mass
closely resembling the substance named Alban by Payen. This Dr.
Warden named maddr-alban. A yellow resin associated with the maddr-
alhan was found to agree with Payen’s Fluavil as found in true gutta-

percha. Speaking of these discoveries Dr. Dymock says :
“ The fact

that the sap of the maddr plant contains, in addition to caoutchouc, two
principles, analogous to alban and fluavil, of gutta-percha, is a point of

some interest, as maddr gutta-percha has been recommended as a substi-

tute for the commercial article.” (Seefurther paragraph on Chemistry of
the Drug.)
A Varnish-like Exudation.—Some time ago the writer observed the dk

plants in Chutia Nagpur completely covered with multitudes of small

green insects. The bushes did not look over-healthy, and (apparently
as a result of the action of the insects) a gummy liquid exuded from them
and trickled down to the ground below. The writer was travelling in

company with Sir Monier Williams and one or two other gentlemen,
so that this curious discovery was investigated by several persons, none
of whom had ever observed the peculiarity alluded to before, although
many years resident in the district. We were crossing the dry sandy
basin of the Upper Barakar, and our attention was drawn to this curious

fact by the ground under the bushes appearing wet. Stones were picked

up but found to be quite dry, although completely varnished with the

liquid falling from the bushes. The author is not aware of this varnish-

like exudation having been recorded before, but unfortunately was unable
to investigate its chemical nature. May it not, however, be in some way
connected with the excretion of manna described by Arabian and Persian
writers? (Seepage 47.)
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The Dye.
Dye.—-The milky sap is well known in tanning. It is made into a

paste with the flour of the small millet (Penidllaria spicata), and is used
previously to colouring the skin with lac dye. Alone it imparts a yellow
colour to the skin, and destroys the offensive smell of fresh leather. Dr.
Dymock adds that the tanners use the juice to remove the hair from the
skin. For this purpose Brandis says it should be mixed with salt. Irvine

refers, in passing, to the dye possessed by this plant. The natives are
said to adulterate safflower with the powdered flour of the root.

FIBRE.

Floss.
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The Madar Fibres.

Fibre.—This plant, as also the next species, yields two distinct fibres

—

(i) a silk cotton from the seeds known commercially as “ Madar floss

and (2) a rich white bast fibre from the bark.

1. The Floss as a Textile Fibre.—The coma of hairs or floss from the
seed constitutes one of the so-called “ vegetable-silks ” or “ silk-cottons

”

(see under Bombax malabaricum). This particular silk-cotton is generally
regarded as too short a staple to be spun, and is very difficult to deal with,

owing to its extreme lightness; but it is soft, very white, and has a
beautiful silky gloss. It is employed to some extent like the Dutch kapok
for stuffing pillows, and is much used by the natives for the small pillows

given to children, and to fever patients, having a reputation of being
cool and soothing. Brandis says that in Borneo thread is spun from it.

Balfour remarks that "The silky down of the pods is used by
natives on the Madras side in making soft cotton-like thread. It is sus-
ceptible of being spun into the finest yarn for cambric, and has been used
for the manufacture of a light substitute for flannel by Messrs. Thresher
and Qlennie of London.” 44 In 1856 Major Hollings exhibited carpets
manufactured in the jail at Shahpur in the Panj&b from the follicles in

the seed-pod.” [This may be presumed to mean the floss of the seeds
from the follicles.

—

G. Wi] No efforts appear to have been made in India
to improve the quality of the madar floss, although there would seem to

be no reason why, under careful cultivation and selection, the length of

the staple might not be greatly improved. In Spons9 Encyclopedia occurs
the following passage regarding this floss : “It is said to be sometimes
woven into shawls and handkerchiefs, and to form a good paper-stock.”

The fibre, being short, was found by Mr. Moncton very difficult to spin,

but when a mixture of one fifth of cotton was made, a good wearing cloth,

capable of being washed and dyed, was produced. (Royle.) Kurz, in

his Forest Flora of British Burma
,
says that strong ropes are made of

this fibre. In Mr. Liotard’s “ Memorandum on Materials suitable for the
Manufacture of Paper,” the hope is held out that Messrs. Thresher and
Qlennie (a firm already alluded to as having experimented with this fibre)

had at last overcome the difficulty of short staple and of lightness, and
had been able to spin the floss mixed with cotton and wool. In a letter

published in the Kew Report for 1881, they state, however, that owing
. to the shortness of the fibre and its extreme lightness they were forced
to the conclusion that “ it was practically useless.” As opposed to this

verdict Mr. Hollins recently informed the author that he had at last

fairly overcome the difficulty of shortness of staple and lightness in

weight. He had invented a machine which drew the floss mechanically

into combination with cotton. The resulting yarn, Mr. Hollins states, has
many advantages and peculiarities not possessed by cotton or wool
alone, and he is thus now prepared to take steps to establish a large and
important industry in this beautiful floss. (See page 41 .)
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The Floss as a Paper-Fibre.—Several authors refer to the possibility of

using this silk-cotton as a paper-stock, but unless cultivated its collection

would be far too expensive to admit of this. Although wild, no single

province could supply sufficient to keep an ordinary paper-mill working
for more than a few days, and indeed the yield per plant is so small as to

preclude the possibility of its ever being produced even by cultivation at

a price likely to find a market as a paper-fibre. It might, however, be
quite otherwise with the textile industries, and were the staple improved a
remunerative price might be obtained for it, as a silk substitute. There
seems every reason to hope that, taking the many uses of this plant into

account, its cultivation would prove profitable. The bast fibre from the

stem is one of the finest, in point of quality, in India; the gutta-percha

from the sap; the root-bark as a medicine; are all marketable even
at the present day.

The Bark Fibre—its separation, &c.—The bast fibre, incidentally al-

luded to in the preceding pages, has attracted considerable attention, and
is constantly spoken of as one of the best Indian fibres. The great diffi-

culty appears to consist in the inability to rapidly and cheaply separate

and clean the fibre, and in the shortness of the fibre when separated.

Royle says :
“ The mode of separation of the fibre i* tedious, and may for

the present oppose some obstacle to the ready supply of this material.

Captain Hoilings states that the sticks of the Madar were cut about i?

or 18 inches in length ; the outer bark was then carefully peeled off, and
the fibre picked from the inner part of it. Several threads were then
placed side by side, and twisted into a twine by rubbing them between
the hands. No water is used (indeed, is injurious) ; everything is done
by manipulation. In a subsequent paper Captain (afterwards in other
reports Major) Hollings observes that the best plan is to select the
straightest branches, which are always the largest ; to let them dry for at

least 24 hours before any attempt is made to separate the fibre; on the
second or third day the sticks are slightly beaten, especially at the joints,

which ensures the bark, with the fibre attached, being peeled off without
breaking. The workmen then bite through the bark about the centre of

its length ; they then hold the tissue of threads in one hand and separate
the bark with the other. He did not find that any of the ordinary
methods of separating fibre were useful, but it is probable that some of the
mechanical methods of separating flax would be effectual with this fibre

when in a dry state.” It is reported that the preparation of Maddr fibre

wears away the nails from the operator’s fingers. If steeped in water, the
fibre rots quickly, so that it cannot be separated by retting, but steaming
may be practised and with good results.

Since the facts briefly epitomised above were first published (now
nearly forty years ago), very little has been done to extend our knowledge
of this fibre. Mr. otrettell has suggested that the machinery used in the
separation of Agave fibre might be found to serve the purpose of prepar-
ing the Madar fibre, and it is probable that Messrs. Death and Ellwood’s
Universal Fibre Extractor or some other such modern machine might be
found serviceable.
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lhe writer is favouicd by Mr. L. Llotard with the following note rc-

iing his recent experiments in - the separation - and examination of

Indian fibres, and more particularly the opinion he has now arrived at re-

garding madar bast fibre :

—

“In the autumn of 1884, while testing different machines in their

power of extracting the fibres of various .fibre-yielding plants, I devoted
attention to the dkunda or madar amongst other plants. I had already
studied this shrub previously, to a certain extent, and had formed a hope
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ful idea of it. But the trials just alluded to have induced me to alter

considerably my previous opinion. I can now confidently state that the

hopes expressed by previous writers, and by myself, that the maddr would
be one of the best fibre-producers of this country, will never be realised.

Its fibre is certainly fine, strong, white, and silky, and could doubtless be
extracted in a merchantable condition (though none of the machines tested

by me produced any good results with it); but the obstacles to its profit-

able utilisation on a large scale outweigh its natural good qualities.

Without entering into many details, I may mention two of the chief

obstacles

"(i) the very small proportion of the fibre to weight of the stems, the

proportion being only 1*56 per cent 5 and
“(2) the shortness of the fibres, extending as they usually do from

joint to joint, the joints being from 3 to 6 inches apart.
M These two chief obstacles are sufficient to justify a withdrawal of the

maddr from the list of hopeful fibre-bearing plants of India. I have been
considering the fibre in connection with textiles and strings; and it follows

that it would be still less suited as a material for making paper, for in the

manufacture of paper a material is required which, besides possessing

tenacity, fineness, and purity, has also the advantage of cheapness. Maddr,

owing to its very small proportion of fibre, and to the presence of a milk

of a dangerous nature (both of which facts must necessarily raise the cost

of extraction of the fibre), can never be utilised profitably as a paper
material to any extent, and should, in my opinion, be considered as one of

the last materials to which a paper manufacturer would have recourse.”

A verdict so decisive and pronounced by a gentleman who has devoted
much time to the study of Indian fibres should be gainsaid with caution,

but opinions differ very considerably as to the prospects of maddr bast

fibre becoming of commercial importance. The attempts made by manu-
facturers hitherto would seem not to have been conducted on a suffi-

ciently extended scale to justify the expression of strong expectations or to
dispel such hopes.

The recent experiments conducted by the author in conjunction with
Mr. Cross of Lincoln’s Inn, London, have revealed the fact that by ni-

trating the fibre a substance, which can scarcely be distinguished from silk,

may be produced. This, in the first stage of its preparation, is an admir-
able gun-cotton, but its explosive nature may be destroyed without injuring
the beauty of the texture. Under chemical treatment the fibre behaves
admirably, and with different reagents various results are obtained, but it

may be concluded that the opinion we ^rrived at confirms the verdict
already given that the mechanical difficulties are too great and the ultimate
fibriles too short to justify high hopes being entertained of maddr bast fibre

becoming of any great commercial importance, although its great beauty
makes one resign it with regret.

Strength of Madir.—The comparative strength of maddr fibre has
been repeatedly shown, and the following table contains the results of the
experiments made by Dr. Wight :

—

Name of the fibre.

Weight in ft

the fibre can
sustain.

The fibre of Cocos nucifera

,, Hibiscus cannabinus

„ Sansviera zeylanica

,, Gossypium herbaceum
„ Agave americana

„ Crotalaria juncea

.

,, Calotropis gigantea
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Of the fibres experimented with by Wight, the madar was by far the
strongest.

Madar bast fibre as a paper material.—Mr. Q. W. Strettell, of the
Forest Department, in his New Source of Revenue for India, states that
the madar should “ afford a material for paper as good as, and cheaper
than. Esparto.” In this opinion he is strongly supported by the Curator
of the Victoria and Albert Museum, Bombay, who pronounces this as one
of the finest of Indian fibres, its extended use being restricted only by the

difficulty of extraction. In the Kew Report for 1881, however, an opinion

is expressed by Mr. Routledge quite opposed to this; he believes that
• 4 neither it (madar) nor any other exogenous plant of similar character

can ever compete with Esparto, nor be produced at a sufficiently low cost

to admit of its being employed as paper-making material.” With Es-
parto selling at £4 a ton, landed in London, it is hopeless to look to this

(or indeed to any fibre which requires to be prepared) to ever become an
article of export trade for the English paper market. It may, however,
come to be of some use as an Indian paper fibre. Paper is reported to be
in fact prepared from it in the following districts : Bellary in Madras, and
Furruckabad and Meerut in the North-Western Provinces. [Colonel
Pitcher throws doubt upon the accuracy of this last statement.] The plant

is abundant in the Panjdb, and, together with the next species, is there, to

a small extent, made into paper.

Cultivation ofthe Madar Plant for its Bast Fibre and Floss.—“ It thrives

on soils where nothing else will grow, and needs neither culture nor water ;

hence it is admirably adapted for bringing waste land under tillage, and for

protecting reclaimed desert from drifting sands. These reasons alone should
suffice to encourage the cultivation of the plant, apart from its value as a
fibre-producer. Its great abundance in a wild state may render cultivation

unnecessary for a time. It is stated that an acre, stocked with plants 4 feet

apart each way, will yield 10 tons of green stems, or 582 lb of fibre, as

prepared by the present native process, which wastes 25 per cent. The
cost of cultivation of the same area is placed at £2 9s. 8d., after which the

only recurring expenditure would be for harvesting the plant. When
raised from seed, it is said by some to require two years before being
ready for cutting; but if cut close to the ground, it grows again rapidly,

yielding a second crop within 12 months from the first.” (Spons* EncyclopA
Royle’s account of this fibre is the most complete statement published.

All subsequent authors appear to have simply reproduced Royle^s account
in other sentences, or in their investigations to have corroborated all that

Royle had published years before; little or nothing has been added.
Speaking of the advisability of cultivating the madar plant, Royle, quoting
a communication from Mr. Moncton, says; “It is difficult to conceive
anything less productive than dry sand, and yet the madar thrives on it.

Should its cotton be found useful, the waste lands o^ India could be covered
with it, as it requires no culture and no water . It comes to maturity in a
year, but is perennial ; when once planted or sown, it would require no further

care ; and where thickly planted, might be made the means of reclaiming
poor soils, as the leaves and some of the upper branches rot, while the

root and the stem remain. Colonel Tremenheere, of the Engineers, has
suggested that the madar should be used as a hedge to protect desert

land brought under cultivation from the encroachment of drift sand.

This would give a healthful impetus to the cultivation of the plant itself.”

(Royle, Fibrous Plants, 308.) (For further particulars see Sand-binding
Plants.)

Since the above was set up in proof the author has had many opportuni-
ties, in connection with the late Colonial and Indian Exhibition, held in
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MEDICINE. London, to discuss with manufacturers the prospects of maddr floss.

A Lancashire spinner stated that he had now completely overcome the
difficulties offered by this floss, and was prepared to purchase any quan-
tity. Being a wild plant, collected over a wide area, the supply is limited
and irregular. The question now arises, will it pay to cultivate maddr
floss? The spinner referred to, acting upon a suggestion made to him,
has placed a small sum of money in the hands of a Missionary in Chutia
Nagpur, and a few acres of land are experimentally being thrown under
this new crop. The report, so far, has been most encouraging, and the
hope is even held out that, by careful selection of seed and a little extra
attention in cultivation, the character of the floss may be changed and its

length of staple improved. It is therefore confidently expected that very
soon, and as a direct outcome of the Colonial and Indian Exhibition,

India will commence to produce on a commercial scale this new textile

fibre. Mr. Cameron of Mysore writes to the author that a demand has
recently arisen for this floss, Messrs. Col Iyer & Co. of London offering

5d. a pound for it. This is nearly twice as much as was being paid
during the Exhibition time for Semul cotton (see Bombax).

181
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Medicinal Properties.

Chemical Properties.—Much difference of opinion still prevails regard-

ing the relative medicinal values of C. gigantea and C. pr^cera. Dr. Wight
and with him the majority of authors have decided in favour of the latter, but
all agree that the difference consists only in degree. The active principle

seems to reside in a peculiar bitter principle, but no alkaloid occurs in the

drug. The able authors of the Pharmacojgraphia carefully rc-performed

Dr. Duncan’s experiments (published in The Edinburgh Med. and Surg.

Journ., July 1st, 1829), but failed to discover his Mudarine. From 200
grammes of the powdered bark they obtained 2*4 grammes of an acid resin,

soluble in ether as well as alcohol. On separating the crude resin from
the aqueous liquid and adding much absolute alcohol, an abundant preci-

pitate of mucilage was obtained. The liquid was then found to contain

the bitter principle alluded to above, which may be separated by means
of tannic acid. This was further treated with carbonate of lead, dried and
boiled with spirits of wine ; thereafter on evaporation an amorphous bitter

mass was obtained, not soluble in water, but nearly so in absolute alcohol.

By purification with chloroform or ether, this substance was at last pro-

duced colourless. Since the date of these experiments, Drs. Warden
and Waddell, of Calcutta, have carried our knowledge of the chemistry of

this subject still further by the discovery (as suggested by Fluckiger and
Hanbury) of a principle which has the properties of List’s Asclepione .

(Gmelin y
s Chemistry, XVII. 9 368.) Further investigations, however, con-

ducted by Dr. Warden, have revealed that this was not quite the case, since

the substance he has now found would be more correctly represented by
the formula C 1?

H 280, whereas List’s Asclepione would be represented

by CaoH^Oj. (
Pharm . Jour., 1885.)

Therapeutic properties of the Bark are described as “alterative tonic, dia-

phoretic, and in large doses emetic. The drug is prescribed in leprosy,

constitutional syphilis, mercurial cachexia, syphilitic and idiopathic ulcera-

tions, in dysentery, diarrhoea, and chronic rheumatism.” (Pharm. Ind.)

Moodeen Sheriff says :
“ Almost everv part of this plant is used in

medicine, but the bark of the root and dry milky juice are by far the best.”

Considerable difference of opinion prevails as to the relative value of the

bark and of the juice. The Indian Pharmacopoeia accepts the bark;
Hindu writers seem to prefer the root-bark, and Muhammadans the juice.

The Pharmacopoeia further directs that the roots should be collected in
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April and May from plants grown in sandy soil ; after carefully washing,
to remove all earth and sand, they should be allowed to slowly dry in the
shade until the sap no more flows from incisions made in the bark. The
bark should then be carefully removed, dried, and reduced to a powder,
and preserved in well-corked bottles. Moodeen Sheriff adds that the roots

from old are superior to those from young plants.

“The root-bark is said to promote the secretions, and to be usefulin

skin diseases, enlargements of the abdominal viscera, intestinal worms,
cough, ascites, anasarca, &c. The milky juice is regarded as a drastic

purgative and caustic, and is generally used as such in combination with

the milky juice of Euphorbia neriifolia. The flowers are considered digest-

ive, stomachic, tonic, and useful in cough, asthma, catarrh, and loss ol

appetite.” “ The leaves mixed with rock-salt are roasted in closed vessels,

so that the fumes may not escape. The ashes thus produced are given

with whey in ascites and enlargements of the abdominal viscera.” “ The
root-bark, reduced to a paste, with sour congt, is applied to elephantiasis

of the legs and scrotum. The milky juice of this plant and of Euphorbia
neriifolia are made into * tents

9
with the powdered wood of Berberis asia-

tica, and introduced into sinuses and fistula in ano.” (U. C. Dutt,

Mat. Med . of the Hindus.)
According to Dr. Casanora, maddr stimulates the capillaries and acts

powerfully on the skin, and is accordingly recommended as a remedy in

the obstinate cutaneous diseases of tropical climates, such as elephan-
tiasis and leprosy.

The Pharmacopeia of India gives an interesting resume of the medi-
cal opinions held regarding this drug up to 1868. Its emetic properties

are testified to by Drs. Duncan, O’Shaughnessy, Bonavia, Hutchinson,
Durand, Stewart, Newton, and Ross. Its value in the treatment of

leprosy by Drs. Robinson, Playfair, Ross, Ainslie, Rogers, and Irvine.

Its efficacy in syphilitic affections by Dr. Casanora, and in dysentery by
Dr. Durand, fn another paragraph will be found a most interesting series

of medical opinions which have been specially communicated for this

work, and which bring it abreast of the most recent researches with
the properties and uses of maddr.

Properties of the Juice or Milky Sap.—Ainslie, Modeen Sheriff, and
most other authors regard the juice as more powerful than the bark, but
less valuable, owing to its being irregular in its action. Dymock says
“the juice is described as a caustic, a purge for phlegm, depilatory, and
the most acrid of all milky juices.” (Compare this with the remarks fur-

ther on, under the heading * an alcoholic liquor said to be prepared from
this sap.

9

)
Medicinally it is recommended for skin diseases, ringworm of

the scalp, and to destroy piles. Mixed with honey, it is viewed as useful

in the treatment of aphtha of the mouth, and a piece of cotton-wool
dipped in the juice and inserted into a hollow to^th is reported to cure
toothache. “Hakim Mir Abdul Hamed, in his Commentary upon the

Tuhfat, strongly recommends it in leprosy, hepatic and splenic enlarge-
ment, dropsy and worms. A peculiar method of administration is to steep

different kinds of grain in the milk and then administer them. The milk
itself is a favourite application to painful joints, swellings, &c. ; the fresh

leaves also, slightly roasted, are used for the same purpose. Oil in which
the leaves have been boiled is applied to paralysed parts ; a powder of

the dried leaves is dusted upon wounds to destroy excessive granulation
and promote healthy action.” (Dymock.)

Roxburgh in his Flora ofIndia gives the following account of the medi-
cinal properties of this plant, from which it will be seen that nearly a cen-
tury ago its properties were as well known to Europeans as they ate
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MEDICINE. at the present day: “A large quantity of an acrid milky juice flows

from wounds made in every part ot these shrubs; the natives apply it to

various medicinal purposes ; besides which, they employ the plant itself

and the preparations thereof to cure all kinds of fits : Epilepsy, Hysterics,

Convulsions from Coitu immediately after bathing; also Spasmodic dis-

orders, such as the lock-jaw. Convulsions in children, Paralytical com-
plaints, cold sweat, poisonous bites, and venereal complaints.”

Special Ofinions.—The writer is unable to publish more than a very

limited selection from the numerous opinions which he has been favoured

with regarding this drug. The plant in some form is employed medicin-

ally in every province, and is indeed one of the most extensively used drugs
in India.

§
“ The medicinal properties of Calatropi9 gigantea have been known to

the natives of this country from the earliest period, and it is held in great

esteem by the Hindu practitioners in the treatment of some venereal and
skin diseases,—so much so, that it is called by some of them ‘ the vegetable

mercury.* There are two varieties of this plant in Southern India,—one with
blue or bluish-purple flowers, and the other with cream-white. Almost all

the parts of Calotropis gigantea are used in medicine, but the dry milky
juice, fresh flowers, and the root-bark are by far the best and most useful.

In whatever way the milky juice is collected and dried, its smell and
taste are the same, vie., nauseous and unpleasant, but its colour and exter-

nal appearance differ to a slight extent according to the method adopted
for its collection. If it is collected in shallow earthen plates and dried
under shade (which is the best way for the purpose), it is formed into

thin layers, which, when quite dry, can be easily separated from the plates

more or less entirely with a bolus knife, and are very brittle. The colour
of these layers is grey or pale brown, but if the juice is collected and
dried in a cup or deep vessel, it assumes the shape of the latter, and its

colour is much deeper externally and paler internally. The dry juice is

insoluble in water (hot or cold) and in alcohol, but soluble in ether, honey,
and some fixed oils. Although the dry layers of the juice are brittle,

they are converted into a soft mass when rubbed or bruised for the pur-
pose of reducing them into powder ; they also become soft when exposed
to the heat of the sun ; the ary juice, therefore, can only be administered
in the form of pills.

“The drug is an irritant poison in large quantities, and produces severe
vomiting or purging, and sometimes both, in more than four-grain doses

;

in medicinal doses (one to three grains, gradually increased), however, it is

an efficient antispasmodic, alterative, and nervine tonic. It is a very useful
therapeutic agent in some cases of asthma, epilepsy, and paralysis.

“ Used in equal proportion with black pepper, the fresh flowers of Cala-
tropis gigantea have lately been found to be a very useful and cheap remedy
for asthma, hysteria, and epilepsy. They are antispasmodic, alterative,
and nervine tonic, like the dry juice of the same plant, and their usefulness
in the first-named disease deserves particular attention. They should be
formed into pills, five grains each, well dried and kept in a corked bottle.

One pill is to be used every fourth'or sixth hour, according to the urgency of
symptoms. For medicinal purposes the root-bark of Calatropis gigantea
should be selected from as old plants as possible, and in the hot or dry
weather. The bark should not be removed as soon as the root is dug out,
but about 24 hours afterwards. The thick, rough, and corky epidermis
with which the bark is covered is quite inert, and should be scraped off

with a knife before the root-bark is reduced to powder. The powder thus
prepared is white and bears a great resemblance to rice-flour. It has a
nauseous and slightly acrid smell, and a bitterish taste. It should be pre-
served in a corked bottle. As an emetic and expectorant, the powder is
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Medical Opinions regarding Maddr. CALOTROPIS
gigantea.

one of the best substitutes for ipecacuanha in this country, and has been
found useful in many of the diseases for which the latter is indicated,
including dysentery. As an alterative tonic, it has a beneficial influence
over some forms of secondary syphilis, and is also temporarily useful in

some recent cases of leprosy and a few other skin diseases. As a diapho-
retic it often relieves pyrexia by producing perspiration in cases of simple
and slight fevers.” (Honorary Surgeon Modeen Sheriff, Khan Bahadur,

Triplicane, Madras.

)

The following abstract from a detailed account of the use of maddr
juice in the cure of snake-bite may be found interesting; this is the only
instance, in a very extensive series of Medical opinions, in which maddr
is recommended for this purpose s

—

* Collect the white tomentum from the leaves, and make a paste with
this and the milky juice, from which prepare pills about the size of a com-
mon marble. This will be found to be a good remedy for snake-bite.
Roll a pill in a betel-leaf and ask the bitten person to chew and swallow it.

Repeat the dose every half hour till numbness begins, when the dose may
be lessened and given every hour. In no case does it require more than
nine doses to effect a cure. If the bitten person be unconscious and not
able to swallow, the pill may be dissolved in water and given in that form.
When convalescence has set in give a purgative, and continue with light

food and no stimulants for a few days. If the patient vomits after taking the
pill, recovery will be rapid.” ( V. Ummegudien, Native Doctor, Mettapolium

,

Madras.)
“ It is a common sight in Ou^h, of a morning, to see the people col-

lecting the sap to be placed on a so»*e or skin disease.” (Colonel D. G.
Pitcher, Lucknow.) [This may be seen all over India, but it is a remark-
able fact, at the same time, that if placed on an open cut on the skin It

causes great burning and produces a bad sore.

—

G . Watt.
“The fresh juice is used with common salt in bruises and sprains, and

the fresh leaves warmed are used as poultices in rheumatism, gout, and
rheumatic anthritis, to relieve painful joints. The juice is an irritant,

and in Large quantities an irritant poison.” {Brigade Surgeon J. II.

Thornton , Monghyr.) “The dried bark may be considered a substitute
for ipecacuanha, and used as such, but it is very inferior to that invalu-
able drug.” {Brigade Surgeon S. M. Shircore,

Moorshedabad.) “ The
juice or milk of the plant is used as a rubefacient. In doses of from 5 to 10
grains with £ grain of opium given twice or three times a day, it proves
as efficient as ipecacuanha in cases of dysentery. It produces great heal
in the stomach, but is less liable than ipecacuanha to produce vomiting.”
{Assistant Surgeon Jaswant Rai, Mooltan.) “ I have used powder of

maddr (or Pulvis Calotropis ) in 10-grain doses three times a day, suspend-
ed in water with mucilage, in cases of chronic rheumatism, with consider-
able success.” {Surgeon-Major H. W. E. Catham % Ahmednagar.) " Pow-
dered root-bark has been much used in doses of from 5 to 10 grains in dy-
sentery with success. Natives apply the milky juice of the stem and leaves
to loosen foreign bodies on the skin, and also to make imputed bruises.”

{Assistant Surgeon Bhugwan Dass, Rawal Pindi, Panjdb.) “Powdered
maddr root 12 gr., black pepper 12 seeds, powdered together, are found
useful in jaundice ; they are given morning and evening. Also half a seer

of whey of milk with half an ounce of khari nimuk (sodium carbonate).

The patient will be cured in a week.” {Native Doctor Mir Comer Alt , Bhag-

nipur, Etawah.) “ A decoction of the root is used by the Santals in infantile

convulsions, and also in wandering of the mind during fever. The leaves are

also applied externally to relieve pain, being for that purpose kept warm hy
hot, dry applications/* {Rev. A. Campbell, S'antal Mission , Chutia Nagpur.)
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CALOTROPIS
gigantea.

The Swallow-worts.

MEDICINE. "A valuable remedy with similar effects to ipecacuanha, but not so good.

The bark of the root should be gathered m April. The dried juice is

also of value.” (Assistant Surgeon Nepal Singh, Saharanpore.) “Fresh
leaves and juice used in guinea-worm as local application. Given exter-

nally, produces dryness of the throat and running from the eyes, nose, &c.”
(Dr. Darasha Ilormarji Baria, L.M.S., Bombay.) “ Fifteen grains of

the powdered root-bark, combined with a grain of opium, successfully

used in acute dysentery. Milky juice from the flowering tops cures sca-

bies rapidly.” (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhuttacharji, Chanda,

Central Provinces.) “ An excellent substitute for ipecacuanha in cases of

dysentery. Much used in dispensary practice, diaphoretic in small doses

(5 grains), emetic in large doses (30 grains).” (Surgeon G. Price, Shah -

abad.) “ The juice of the ripe leaves is dropped into the ear for otorrheea.

The flowers are expectorant and are commonly used in the form of pill for

bronchitis, phthisis, &c. The juice is also applied as a rubefacient for rheu-

matic pains. The leaves are used as a poultice for pain and constipa-

tion.” (Surgeon-Major J. Robb, Ahmedabad.) “A valuable remedy in

acute dysentery, and an efficient substitute for ipecacuanha. It has been
known to effect a cure when ipecacuanha has failed.” (Surgeon R.D. Mur-
ray,

Burdwan.) “ Alterative, emetic ; dose 1 to 3 grains ; used in leprosy,

secondary syphilis, chronic diarrhoea and dysentery, rheumatism, intes-

tinal worms, mercurial cachexia, bronchitis, elephantiasis.” (Hospital

Assistant Choona Lall
, Jubbulpore.) “The dried and powdered pistils

and stamens, in doses of 2 to 3 grains repeated hourly, useful in cholera.

The vomiting is checked or moderated. The leaves are used as appli-

cations to rheumatic pains.” (Narain Misr, Hoshangabad, Central Pro-
vinces.) “The powdered root-bark, smoked like tobacco, is used by
native physicians in syphilis. The flower-buds, in doses of 5 grains,

combined with black pepper and salt, are useful in dyspepsia with palpi-

tation, and in cholera. In the latter disease they are used to check vomit-
ing. The leaves are used as a local application in rheumatic affections.”

(Hospital Assistant Lai Mahomed, Hoshangabad, Central Provinces.)

“The bark is said to be useful for chronic rheumatism, but I did not find

it to be so.” (Surgeon-Major H. J. Haslitt, Salem , Madras.) “ Mixed
with pepper the leaves are used in Mysore for cleaning the teeth. The
milky juice is also used with salt to allay toothache.” (J. Cameron , Mysore.)
“ Maddr leaves are very useful in relieving pain and swelling due to the

f

jresence of guinea-worm, and also in other inflammatory swellings. The
eaves arc smeared with sweet-oil and then heated by holding near a fire,

and applied one over the other until a dozen or more have been placed on
the affected part,” (Surgeon G . G. Ward, Mhow.) “ Is called * Jilledo
ochettu

9
in Telugu. This is one of the articles used by natives to pro-

cure abortion. This is effected by brushing the mouth of the womb
through the vagina with the milk or juice of the plant. Root-bark in

powder or infusion or decoction is useful as an emmenagogue.” (Sur-
geon-Major E. W. Levinge, Rajamtindry, Godavery District.) “The pow-
dered root-bark is much employed in the hospital in all obstinate forms
of skin diseases and leprosy. It is a useful alterative; as an emetic also

it acts welk In skin diseases it has been used in combination with Hydro-
cotyle asiatica, and, in cases attended with anaemia, iron preparations, such
as the sulphate or peroxyde. Dose, &c., vide * Indian Pharmacopoeia/ page
141.” (Apothecary J. G. Ashworth

, Kumbakonam, Madras.) “The dried

bark of tne root is a good substitute for ipecacuanha. The dried flowers

are used in Mysore,infrom 1 to 2 grain doses, along with sugar, in leprosy,

secondary syphilis, and in gonorrhoea, with milk diet.” (Surgeon-Major
John North,

Bangalore.) “ The leaves, smeared with castor oil and heat-
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Madar Manna.
CALOTROPIS
gigantea.

ed, are applied to the scrotum in epididymitis.” {Surgeon fames McClo- MEDICINE.
ghry, Poona.) “ The green leaves, tied in bundles and cut into halves, are
used as a fomentation by heating the cut ends in a pot in which castor
oil has been warmed; useful in rheumatic affections, and largely used
by the natives.** {Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley, Chicacole, Ganjam,
Madras.) “The freshly-pounded root-bark is used by natives as an
alterative, and the milky juice as a vesicant in rheumatism. In abscess
of foot, the natives heat a brick and place half a dozen leaves over the
heated brick and warm the foot on it.” {Honorary Surgeon Easton Alfred
Morris, Negapatam

,
Tranquibar.) “Externally used as a blister. The

leaves made into a decoction are used for rheumatism.” {Surgeon-Major
D. R. Thomson, Madras.)

“ Decoction of the root or bark is useful as an
antiperiodic. The flowers, made into poultice, relieve pain in the heels.”
{Surgeon John Lancaster, Chittore.)

It is probable that the above special medical opinions refer to both
this and the next species. As already stated, the majority of writers agree
in regarding both as of equal medicinal merit. The reader is referred to

C. procera under “ Medicine ” for one or two special opinions regarding
that species.

MadIr Liquor and Manna.

Food and Liquor.—The Ah is said by the Arabs and Persians to MANNA
yield a sugar or manna : this fact is briefly alluded to by Royle {Him. „
Bot., 275) and by Birdwood, but definite information regarding this pro- I®7
perty does not appear to have been published. It may be doubted, if

indeed produced from Calotropis in Persia, whether this excretion occurs
in India at all. There are other instances of a plant producing a product
in one country which it fails to do in another ; witness Cannabis sativa
for example. The manna said to be obtained from this plant is known
in the bazars as Sakkur-el-ushar

, and is said to be produced through the
parasitic action of Larinus ursus.

§
“ Most of the Arabian writers agree in describing a sugar or honey-

dew which is produced upon the plant, probably by an Aphis as sug-
gested by Dr. Watt’s observation in Chutia Nagpur. The different
kinds of Larinus build nests or cocoons (on various species of Echinops)
which contain sugar, e.g., the Persian Shakar-i-Ughdl, for a description
of which (with figures) see Hanbury s Science Papers {Dr. W. Dymock,

Bombay.) {Compare with the account at page 37 of the varnish-like juice
alluded to by Dr. Dymock.)

An intoxicating liquor is by some authors said to be prepared from LIQUOR,
the juice of this plant, and by others the juice would appear to be used as -00
an auxiliary only in the fermentation of an alcoholic-producing substance.
Speaking on this subject, Sir Q. Birdwood {Bomb. Prod., 208) says ; “The
intoxicating liquor Bar is prepared by the tribes of the Western Ghats.
It is the last plant in the world from which an intoxicating spirit might be
expected ; and Barth also states of the tribes of the Tagamah, that they
ferment their Giya with its milk-sap.”

Mr. Lisboa
( Useful Plants of Bombay), on the other hand, says:

“ Barth states that the pagan tribes of Central Africa also prepare from
this plant their giyaP At present, therefore, it is impossible to gather
whether the juice itself, by fermentation, directly affords an intoxicating
liquor, or is only used as a ferment like yeast, or as a bitter adjunct simi-
lar to hops and Acacia bark. It is remarkable that, for whatever purpose
itmay be used, the practice of employing die juice (or bar) in the preparation
of intoxicating liquors should be known to the inhabitants of Western

jIndia in common with certain African tribes, but apparently be un-
|
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The Swallow-worts.

LIQUOR. known to the people on the eastern side of the peninsula. This would
seem to point to the probability of the practice having reached India from
Africa, and so, as far as India is concerned, and from a historic point of

view, it would be of comparatively little interest. It should be remember-
ed, however, that the sacred Soma of the ancient Sanskrit writers has by
many botanists been associated with a species of Sarcostemma, a genus
belonging to the same tribe of Swallow-worts, and not very far removed
from Calotropis. We have abundant evidence of the antiquity of the

practice of using auxiliaries in the indigenous processes of distillation (and
madar juice may prove of this nature), but the subject of the careful in-

vestigation of the bar and gtya liquors is commended to the attention of

officers who may have the opportunity of removing the ambiguity indicated

above.
Timber.

Structure of the Wood.—The plant rarely produces wood of any size

;

it is, however, valued for making charcoal, and is employed as gunpowder
charcoal in Kathiawar and in the Deccan. (C. P. Gaz ., 504.) It is also

made into gunpowder charcoal in the Godaveri District.

Domestic and Sacred Uses.

DOMESTIC. Domestic and Sacred Uses.

—

Manure.—“ The leaves and stalks serve

for reclaiming reh (covered with saline efflorescence) lands. These leaves
*90 arc strewn about the ground and covered with earth, and then crushed by

being stamped upon. Water is then let on the land enough to flood it.

When the water subsides, the crushing is repeated, and the land again in-

undated. The decomposition of the leaves somehow or other ‘kills the salt*

as the natives say. In fact, land that was thus treated for two successive

years became so free from saline matter as to yield a very fair crop.”

(Lisboa, Us. PL, Bomb., 233.) “ In Mysore the branches are much sought
after as a manure for paddy-fields. It is estimated that wet land thus
manured will yield a much superior crop.” (y. Cameron, Mysore.) The
leaves and twigs are used in Madras to manure the fields. (Indian
Forester, IX., 35.) Col. Pitcher writes to the author that he has chemi-
cally examined the madar leaves in order to discover w'hether or not they
possess any substance which might have an effect on reh soil. He has
arrived at what seems a correct opinion, that they can have no special virtue

over straw or any other green manure. Indeed, land would appear to be,

in the Lucknow District, reclaimed by rice-straw manure; but the opinion
tha t dk leaves have a special merit for this purpose seems a general one.

“The flowers are used in the worship of Mahadeo and Hanuman.”

(Bomb. Gaz., VII., 42 .) In Bengal the sections of the bluish corona of the
flower are carefully picked from the corolla and strung into garlands
which are worn at certain religious ceremonies. The foliowing extracts
from Mr. Lisboa’s Useful Plants of Bombay will be found instructive:

—

“ In Chaturmas Mdliatmd, Chapter XX., in the narration of Gallava
Rushi, taken from Skand Purdn, this tree is mentioned to be the trans-
formation of Surya, or the Sun. It is used in various ceremonies, both reli-

gious and those of time-hallowed custom. The leaves are used as patri

,

in the same way as those of shemi, in the worship of Ganpatti, Haritdlikd,
Ptthori, &c. They are also employed in shusti pujan (a ceremony per-
formed on the sixth day after confinement for propitiating Jewti, the god-
dess of Destiny) by females. When a Hindu is to marry a third time, it is

believed that the third wife will soon die : in order to avoid such a cala-

mity, the mean is first married to this tree, which is then cut down. This
ceremony is believed to ensure the longevity of the fourth, but really the

l third wife whom lie now marries.
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CALOTROPIS

procera._

“ It is ordered in the Shravan Mahatma to worship Maruti (who is

also known as Hanuman ), or the Monkey-god, on every Saturday, with

a garland of the flowers of this tree, which are then offered to him.

The twigs are also ordered to be used as substitutes for tooth-brushes in

the Smrttisar Granth

.

They are also employed as Samidhas for the feed-

ing of sacred fires, as mentioned before.'*

Mir Muhammad Husain gives a good description of this plant, and
mentions the fact that the wandering Arabs and Tartars make their

Makhad twist or Ydlish tinder from the seed floss.

Calotropis procera, R. Br. / FI. Br. Ind.
}
IV., 18 ; Wight

,
Ic.

f /. rsft.

Syn.—C. IIamiltonu, Wall.

Vern.

—

Safed-dk, dk, dg, madar, dkadd

,

Hind.; Ak shakar-ul-ashar
,

j

shakar-al-lighnl, Pb. ; Spulmei, spalmnk, pashkand, Trans-Indus; Ak,
|

Sind; Mdmidra

,

Mar.; Alarka
,
Sans.; Vellerku, Tam.; Ma-yo-pin, I

mehobin , Bijrm.; Spalwakka , Akg.

Moodeen Sheriff, as well as U. C. Dutt, gives the same vernacular names
for both the species of Calotropis.

References.

—

Bramlis , For . FL, 331 ; Kurz
,
For. FI., Burnt., II., 200

;

'

Gamble, Man. Ttmb 2^5 ; Dais. & GiA.v., /?/., 740; Steward
1

7J/;. 7
1
/., 144; AiUhison , Cfff. I‘b. Pl„ go; J/ort. Sub. Cal., 340; !

Pharm. Jnd., 141

,

457, *<><?; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind' H2 / \

Flmk. cV Hanb., Pharmarng., 424; Bentl. cV Trim., Med. PI, f. 176 -
i

f ;. C. Dutt, Mat. Med., Hind., ryfi • Dymmk, Mat. Med., W. Jnd., 2nd I

5'*; O'Shaughnessv, Beng Dispens., 454; Waring, Bazar Med.,
,

92; S. Arjun, Bomb. I)rug.\, S4 ; Drury, Us. PL, 102; Baden Powell, Pb.
,

/V.. Jdl, 40V, 472. 500. 5uf, 57/; Foyle, Fib. PL, 30b, 30S ; Atkinson,
;

Him. Dist., 730, 7*W, 794 ; Lisboa, l s. PL, Bomb., 233, 2f>o ; Balfour ,
1

Cyclop.; Smith, Diet., 27S, 431; Treasury of Botany ; Kcw Offnial !

Guide to the Museum, p 07.
J

Habitat.—A shrub found in the drier parts of India, chiefly in the Sub- i

Himdlayan tract, from the Indus tojhelum; Oudh, Central India, and the
;

Deccan; .also in Burma and distributed to Persia and tropical Africa.
j

Gum.—As in preceding species. I

Medicine.—As under Calotropis gigantea. Root of this species specially
mentioned as used by the Pathans for tooth-brush, having the merit of

curing toothache at the same time. The same opinion prevails in IVlysor
and other parts of India with regard to preceding species. Dr. Hove, in his 1

account of Bombay, alludes to Calotropis as a native cure for guinea-worm,
which he says is not so effectual as the juice of the aloe.

Special Opinions —§ “The fresh milk is employed in the Panjab for
the purposes of infanticide. [The mouth of the uterus is brushed with
fresh twigs of the plant in other parts of India.—

R

d.] In a drachm dose
the fresh juice will kill a large dog in isminutes; its action, though slower^
resembles that of hydrocyanic acid, but commences with foaming at the
mouth” (Brigade Surgeon J. E. T. Aitchison

, Simla). “The juice is

first rubbed on the skin, and subsequently ashes are put to darken the
patch, and make it look like echymoris or bruise’* (Asststa.it Surgeon 1

Bhugwan Dass, Rawa l Pindi, Punjab). “ The flowers are used in cases of
cholera.” (Surgeon-Major D.R. Thomson, Madras).

Fodder.—Used as a camel fodder (Sind Gaz., 322). According to !

Dr. Stocks, in his Plants of Sind (Records of the Govt. Bombay, XVII., '

606), one of thefour plants which the camel will not eat (See Camel Fodder).
Domestic Uses.— In Oudh this species is regarded as an ill-favoured

weed, notwithstanding its usefulness.
|
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CAMELUS. The Camel.

CALTHA, Linn. / Gen. Pl. } I., 6.

Caltha palustris, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., /., 21 ; Ranunculaceje.

The Marsh Marigold.

Vern•

—

Mamiri
, baringu ,

Pb.

References.

—

Stewart's Pb. PI.,2; Smith's Die., 268; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.— Marshes of the western temperate Himdlaya, from Kashmir
to Nepal ; altitude 8,ooo to 10,000 feet.

Medicine.—In Hazara the root is considered poisonous.

Caltrops terrestrial, see Tribulus terrestris ; aquatic, see Trapa bispinosa.

Calumba Root, see Jateorhiza palmate, Miers
. / Menispermace#.

CALYCOPTERIS, Lam.; Gen . PL, /., 686.

Calycopteris floribunda, Lamk. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 449 ; Roxb .,

Cor. PL, t. 8y ; Combretace^:.

Syn.

—

Getonia floribunda, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 379.

Vein.—Kohoranj, C. P.; Ukshi, Mar.; Bandi murududu, Tel.; Mar-

sada bolt, Mysor.
References.—Brandis, For. FI., 220j\Kurg, For. FI., Burm., I., 468

;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 18s ; Bale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 91.

Habitat.—A large, climbing shrub of Central and Southern India, and
from Assam to Singapore. Found from plains up to 2,500 feet above sea.

Medicine.—Young twigs when cut give out watery fluid used medici-
nally.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish white, moderately hard, tough, with
numerous broad medullary patches of soft, pith-like texture. Used for

making tool-handles.

Calysaccion longifolium, Wight ; 130, & Icon., 1. 1999,- see
Ochrocarpus Iongifolius, Benth. fe* Hook.f.

;

Guttifer®.

Calyptranthes, see Eugenia.

THE CAMEL.
Camelus, Linn.

This cetius of Ruminant Mammals contains only two species—both Asiatic

—

the Dromedary and the Bactrian Camel. It is by zoologists referred to
the Camelid^e, a family represented in the New World by the Llama and
Alpaca and two or three nearly allied animals, all belonging to the genus
Auchenia. The Camelid^e, in many respects, constitute an aberrant group
of the Ruminantia, especially in their dentition and in the peculiarities of
their feet. The two hinder supplementary toes, present in most ruminants, are
altogether absent in the Camelid&. The soles of the feet are covered by a
callous, horny, integument, connecting the two toes upon which the animal
walks. They have no horns, and the nostril can be closed at will, a provision
against the dust-storms of the regions in which camels are chiefly found.

TWO Habitat.—The two species—Camelus dromedarius, or the Arabian one-
SPECIES. humped Camel, and C. backtrianns, or the Persian two-humped Camel

—

while very unlike each other are so nearly allied that the hybrid between
them is fertile. But the progeny from the mule is said to be more un-
manageable than the mule itself, and is accordingly very little bred. The
Indian camel belongs to the former species, and, indeed, C. dromedarius
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The Camel. CAMELUS.

is, by some writers, spoken of as the Indian, African, and Arabian camel.

It is certainly found m all these countries, but in a state of domestication

only, and seems to have accompanied the Muhammadans in their con-

quests, having been even taken to Spain by the Moors and to Pisa by
one of the Dukes of Tuscany. More recently, the one-humped camel has

been introduced to Australia and to New York, where it appears to have
taken kindly to the sandy expanses of Nevada, a region in which thorny

bushes abound, similar to those on which it browses in India and other

warm countries. The Bactrian camel, on the other hand, requires a colder

climate than the dromedary. The Russian Asiatic explorer, Colonel Pre-

jevalsky, would appear to have discovered this animal east-south-east of

Lob-nor, in what some authors deem a truly wild or indigenous condition,

and others a naturalised state—an escape from domestication. Which-
ever view may be taken of this question, the Bactrian camel, in its domes-
tication, is distributed from the point fixed by Prejevalsky as its indi-

genous habitat, throughout the region north and east of that inhabited

by the dromedary, or from the Black Sea to China and northward to

Lake Baikal. In Central Asia both species are found, as also the hybrid

between them. There are numerous recognised breeds of both species, and
there are even dromedaries so acclimatised to alpine rocky regions, that

they are prized as beasts of burden by the inhabitants of such countries.

The Bactrian camel is smaller than the dromedary, has longer, darker,

and more plentiful hair, and the pads of its feet are much harder (an

adaptation doubtless to the rocky region it inhabits) than those of the

Arabian camel. Palgrave, however, informs us that dark-coloured or

even black camels exist in Arabia, and that the term dromedary should
be restricted to the pale-coloured, more elegantly-formed breed, which
might be designated as the high-blooded race-horse of his species. Ac-
cording to some writers the camel is one of the oldest mammals now
living, since fossil remains have been found in the Siwaliks of a species,

which, but for its being a little larger than the Arabian camel, is scarcely

distinguishable from it. How far this fact may be accepted as throwing
light upon the original home of the animal is a matter of speculation.

The Siwalik mountains, which skirt the foot of the PanjAb Himalaya,
have now been satisfactorily established as belonging to the pliocene period
of Geologists, although many earlier or miocene forms seem to have survived
in the Siwalik pliocenes, just as many animal forms of the latter, including
the camel, have continued to the present day. Thus wild camels may be ac-
cepted as having once upon a time existed in what is now Northern India,
or in the region south of the present Himalayas; but at the present day the
animal only occurs there in a state of domestication and need not by any
means be the actual descendant of the Siwalik camel. It is remarkable,
however, that no one has ever seen the one-humped camel in a wild state,

and unless we are to accept the somewhat extreme view that they may
after all be but varieties of one species (hence producing a fertile hybrid
or cross-breed) Prejevalsky’s home of the two-numped camel need have
no bearing on the question of the nativity of the so-called Arabian camel.

Colonel Yule, in his most instructive “ Introductory Remarks'

*

to Pre-
jevalsky’s Mongolia

, gives a valuable summary of the various references by
authors to the wild camel. He says: “This is a somewhat interesting
subject; for disbelief in the existence of the Wild Camel has been strongly
expressed, and indeed not long since, by one of the greatest of scholars as
well as geographical authorities on Central Asia. It is worth while,

therefore, to observe that its existence by no means rests on the rumour
heard by Prejevalsky. There is much other evidence ; none of it, perhaps,
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very strong taken alone, but altogether forming a body of testimony which
1 have long regarded, even without recent additions, as irresistible.

Since Col. Yule published the above opinion, Prejevalsky has himself

shot the so-called wild camel near Lob-nor, so that it is now very generally

accepted that a wild two-humped small and very woolly camel does exist

in the region referred to.

Vernacular Names.—Chameau, Fr. ; Kameelt GeR. ; Kamelos, Gr.j
Camello, Ir.andSp. ; Camelus, Latin j tint, or ut, Hind.; %amat or

gamal, Arab. ; Ottagam, Tam. ; Loti-pitta or wonte, Tel. ; Unta, Malay.

In most parts of India there are different names given to the camel
according to its age and sex : thus it is bota (male) or boti (female) until it can
carry a burden ; then it is unt (male) and untni (female). In jhang after

8 years of age it is armosh or ut (male) and jharot (female). From birth

up to 8 years of age it receives the following names :

—

To To To To To To To To
1 year. 2 years. 3 years. 4 years. 5 years. 6 years. 7 years. 8 years.

Male Toda. Mazat. jTrihun,

{ Lihak,
Chhatr. Doak . Chhiga. Nesh. Nesh .

Female . Todi. Mazat. Puraf. Lihari. Trokar. Kuteli.

M. Kostenko tells us that ir. Turkistan the two-humped camel is called

tuya and the one-humped nar-tuya .

References.

—

The following authors may be consulted :—Wellsted; Chesney ;

Stewart ; Hue (Recollections of a Journey) ; Ferricr ; Mignan ; Pottinger
(Beluchistan) ; Fontain (Egypt) ; Robinson; Postan; Kostenko; Preje-
valsky ; Palgrave, and the writings of many other travellers.
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Breeds and Races or Camels.

This subject has already been alluded to while discussing the subject of

the habitat of the camel. Veterinary Surgeon Charles Steel, in a paper
read before the United Service Institute of India

,

on the camels employed
in South Afghanistan during the expedition of 1878-79, states that of the
“ breeds of camels in India, the variety does not appear to be extensive

;

Rajputana supplies a great many, andlrom that district were derived those

which were used during the siege of Delhi ; our camels in South Afghanis-
tan were almost all Sind, amongst which was a very small proportion of

females, whereas, with the northern army, they are reported to have
abounded; we had a small number of Pahari or hill camels, and a few
specimens of the magnificent Persian.

“Some from Sind were very fine and powerful, distinguished by their

height, length of leg, and paucity of hair, amounting in some instances to

nudity, the disproportion in strength of fore and hind extremities being
very remarkable, and their susceptibility to climatic changes very great;
the Pahari is much more freely supplied with hair, is of lower stature as a
rule, shorter in leg and of more proportionate development posteriorly;

these certainly suffered much less from any cause, and I had no oppor-
tunity of making a post mortem examination.

“ The Persian possesses a thick coat, splendid capillary appendages,
especially about the neck, which has a deep and graceful curve; he has
also a wide chest, and short legs, but I am sorry to observe that, as the
climate increased in temperature, the ornamental hair began to fall off in
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patches, presenting a mangy appearance ; this would probably be re-

stored on the return of cold weather; there were only a few specimens,
bought by officers above Kandahar as curiosities, so that there was little

opportunity of judging as to their qualifications for transport.’*

Mortality among the Camels used in the Afghan War.

—

The verdict passed by the various officers whose opinions were called

for on the subject of the losses of camels during the Afghan campaign
was most pronounced and uniform. The plains camels were preferable

for the transport service on the hotter or Indian side, but were quite

useless for the higher and colder regions. Of the plains camels those ol

Bik&mr were superior to the Panjab, and these again better than the camels

from Sind. The majority of the camels that died at Thul during June
seem to have succumbed to heat-apoplexy, while in the higher altitudes,

death appears to have been caused through some affection of the lungs.

The hill camels perished through the heat of the Bolan pass and the plains

camels by the cold of the higher regions, but both had previously endured
privation and excessive fatigue. It is reported that of one consignment ol

Panjab camels nearly 39,000 died or were lost by desertion, but it

is probable that if the losses among the Sind, Baluchistan, and otl er

camels, from the commencement to the final termination of the campaign
were to be added to that number, the total losses might be close upon
60,000. These tacts are alluded to mainly with the object of showing
how the various breeds of camels have been acclimatised to widely

different conditions. Some are suitable for the caravan traffic over
hot sandy regions, which has given to this beast of burden the appel-
lation of the “ship of the desert,” while others have been so far altered

in their habits and character as to be useful on rocky and mountainous
countries and be even capable of sleeping on ground from which the snow
has been only removed for their accommodation. The principal breeds of

camels have a great aversion to water, the animals sickening rapidly when
brought into a damp atmosphere. To the majority ot camels, a slippery path,

and one crossing streams, is far more trying than rough rocky ground.
But as contrasting this state of affairs the camels of Kathiawar are stated

to graze in the mangrove swamps. It would thus seem desirable that
greater attention should be paid to the selection of camels than appears
hitherto to have been done, and it might be even commended as a desir-

able step to organise breeding stations on the hills for the rearing of

camels designed for alpine work. It was apparently with some such idea as
this that the late Lord Mayo attempted to introduce into India the South
American Llama. Unlike the camel this animal is by nature accustomed
to the hills, and if successfully acclimatised might be found serviceable in

the trans-Himdla) an trade, if not for certain military purposes. It is,

however, a much smaller animal than the camel, and perhaps even greater
results might be looked for in the direction of acclimatising and improv-
ing the Central Asiatic and Afghan breeds of camels.

PanjAb Camels.—The following extracts from the Gazetteers regard-
ing Indian camels may be found useful. According to the Panjdb
Gazetteer for Jhang there are in that district two breeds of camels. These
are known as the Thalwatt and the Bars or Bart. The Thai camel is

a much lighter animal than the Bar, and cannot carry so heavy a load.

The female of either breed comes into heat when it is three years old,

from the middle of January to the middle of April, and it mav breed
from that date for 20 years, and during the same period the male
may be worked but the female is rarely laden. A good male camel will

carry a load of 8 maunds, and he will take double marches of from 20 to
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30 miles a day comfortably. In Montgomery it is stated there are three

breeds known as Sohdwa, Ganda, and Hazara—terms which seem to apply
to the colour of the animal. “The Sohdwa camel has long lips, medium-
sized head, thick skin, and is of a brown colour. The Ganda camel is

grey, and has a large head, small mouth, and thin skin. The Hazara
camel has a small tail and is of a red colour. This is the worst of the

three kinds, as it has no endurance on a journey. The Ganda is the

best.” “ The camels of this district are of no use for riding.” “ Large
herds go down annually to Bhiwdni for employment.” “ If well treated

a camel will live for 40 years.*' The coupling season is from December to

March, and at 4 years of age the female brings forth her first young one,

gestation having lasted for 12 months. She continues bearing 9 or 10

times, at intervals of 2 years. After a year the young one is weaned,
but it begins to pick grass when it is only 22 days old. A camel will

feed her young and yield 12 seers of milk a day besides. The owner milks
the cow twice a day, leaving two teats for the young one. The milk

yields curds and butter-milk, but not butter. It acts at first as a laxative

to those unaccustomed to it, but is recommended as a simple medicine for

those suffering from disease of the spleen.

The Dera Ismail Khan Settlement Report states that the Pawindah
camels are superior to those reared in the Dera Ismail Khan district,

being similar to those in the Panjab generally. " No good riding camels
are bred in the district, the few that there are being imported from
Bhawalpur and Bikdnfr.” By the age of 16 a she-camel will have had
six foals, which is about the maximum number for Thai. TheChenab
camels are said to give as many as eight or ten foals, owing to the supe-
rior quality of grazing. “ In this district,” the author of the report says,
“ it is not the custom to make ghi of camel’s milk, though I believe that

this is done in Marwat and elsewhere.”
Sind Camels.—The Sind Gazetteer, speaking of the Jerruck district,

says: of the domestic animals the one-humped camel takes the first

place as a beast of burden. " Close to the sea-coast they are scarce, but
m the upper part of the delta droves of forty to fifty are frequently seen.

The delta-bred camel is smaller and lighter in limb than his Arabian
congener, and being better fed, is a much finer-looking animal. The Kar-
mdti tribe breed a valuable description of camel in this division—one
which in pace and hardiness is said to vie with that bred in the Thar
and Pdrkar district.”

Rajputana Camels.—The Bikdnfr camels are famous all over India
for being the swiftest and best riding camels. The Gazetteer says : "it is

a remarkable fact that the domestic animals of Bikdnfr are generally either

finer or more serviceable than those of any other part of India. The
horses, if not fine, are strong and wiry 5 ana I have known a very ordi-

nary-looking mare carry its rider eighty miles through sand one day and
forty the next, and then without a rest continue moderate daily journeys.
Well-fed riding camels will do even more than this. They do not, how-
ever, thrive well out of the sandy tract.” The experience of the Afghan
campaign of 1878-80 proved that the Bikdnir camels were far superior to

the Panjab, and the latter superior again to the ordinary Sind animal, but
of the Panjdb camels those obtained from Dera Ismail Khan were the
worst, and those from Rawal Pindi the best. The camels of Rajputana,
like those of Bikdnfr, have the reputation of being swift, and are thus good
riding animals.

Bombay Camels.—Very little can be learned regarding the Bombay
camels. In the Gujarat (Gazetteer, Ahmedabad District) it is stated that

the Ahmedabad camels are less prized than those brought from Mdrwar
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44 Those, especially the very swift Thai camel, which can easily travel forty

miles a day, are used for riding by Sindis. The largest number of Mdr-
wir camels is found in Dhandhuka and Wiramgdm.” In Kathiawar it is

recorded that excellent camels are bred in Okha, Navdngar, Mdlia, and
the Machu Kdntha, &c. “They abound where the mangrove grows
freely, and graze in the swamps.” “Camels’ milk is used for feeding

young horses, and in cases of diseased spleen.” The idea that camel’s

milk strengthens and improves foals is very general all over the parts of

India where the camel is met with, but the above statement that the camels

of Kathiawar graze in the mangrove swamps is remarkable, as in all

other districts of India the opinion prevails that the camel has a strong

dislike to water and will not thrive in damp, swampy regions. So gen-
eral is this belief that Mr. Darwin, in his “Animals and Plants under
Domestication,” was led to allude to the fact as pointing to the desert

origin of the animal, since in domestication it has not been able to conquer
its aversion to water. The Kathiawar breed may have overcome this

feeling just as the one-humped camels reared in Afghanistan and other

cold mountainous countries seem to have lost to a large extent their love

for level, burning, hot, sandy plains and deserts. These mountain breeds
have not only become acclimatised to colder regions, but they seem to

have attained the greater muscular strength in the hind legs necessary to

sustain continued marching on hilly ground. The weakness of the hind
legs of the desert camel accounts for one of his most ungainly features

—

the great muscular development of the fore as compared with the hind
legs.

Arabian Camels.—Palgrave ( Central and Eastern Arabia, /., 324)
says : “The camel and the dromedary in Arabia are the same identical
genus and creature, excepting that the dromedary is a high-bred camel,
and the camel a low-bred dromedary, exactly the same distinction which
exists between a race-horse and a hack ; both are horses, but the one of

blood, and the other not. The dromedary is the race-horse of his species-
thin, elegant (or comparatively so), fine-haired, light of step, easy of
pace, and much more enduring of thirst than the woolly, thick-built, heavy-
footed, ungainly, and jolting camel. But both and each of them have
only one hump, placed immediately behind their shoulders, where it serves
as a fixing-point for the saddle or burden. Owing to this similarity, they
are often confounded in the common appellations of 4 Baa’reer* or 1 Nok 9

male or female camels, though yet more often the dromedary enjoys his
special title of “hejeeri9 or “ dolool” For the two-humped beast, it

exists indeed, but it is neither an Arab dromedary nor camel; it belongs
to the Persian breed, called by the Arabs ( Bakhti 9

or Bactrian.”
Palgrave further adds that to see a dromedary it is necessary to go to
Arabia, “ for these animals are not often to be met with elsewhere, not
even in Syria ; and whoever wishes to contemplate the species in all its

beauty must prolong his journey to Omdn, the most distant corner of the
Peninsula, and which is for dromedaries what Nejed is for horses.” Ac-
cording to this definition the riding camels of Rajputana are the drome-
daries and Bikanfr the Omdn of India.

BREEDS.
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Rutting and Breeding.

There seems to be much difference of opinion as to the duration of the
period of gestation. According to some writers the female carries her
young for 11 months only, by others for 12 or even 13 months. She
comes into heat when she is three years old, and bears one foal every 2
vearsor so for 15 to 20 years. She suckles her young for 12 months,
but about 20 days after Birth the infant animal commences to nibble the
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grass. The period of the year when rutting commences seems to have
been so modified under domestication that the young are born in summer
or at least during pleasantly hot weather. Kostenko tells us that in Tur-
kistan the male gets must in the winter (from December to January), but
in India this occurs from January to April. During this period the male
refuses food and water and becomes unmanageable. The female is rarely

worked, but is reserved for breeding purposes, and to supply the milk

on which the camel breeders largely live. If well cared for a camel will

live for 40 to 4s years.

Power of Endurance.

Privation from both food and drink .—Incidentally allusion has been
made, in speaking of the anatomical peculiarities of the camel, to its power
of endurance. It is perhaps only necessary to state here that the most
conflicting experiences of travellers and observers prevail as to the power of

endurance of the camel. It maybe premised that an exaggerated ac-

ceptance of this notion must of necessity prove dangerous, if anything
was demonstrated more clearly than another by the high mortality among
the camels during the late Afghan campaign it was, that once the camel’s

endurance is overtaxed, it requires long rest and careful treatment to restore

it to health. A remarkable feature of the camel is that it will go on toiling

under its burden until it falls down dead. Much difference of opinion

exists as to whether the camel is stupid enough toeai poisonous plants : if

he is not normally so, privation seems to have that eflecl on him. The
camels from the plains of India at all events were observed to eat plants

which the hill camels would not touch, and which have the local reputa-

tion of being poisonous to the camel. In another paragraph will be
found a list ot the camel fodders and of the few plants which the camel
will either not eat, or, if he does so, is poisoned thereby.

Speaking of the power of doing without water, Skinner (ii.,pp. 112—113)
tells us that his camels had been 19 complete days without drinking. On
the other hand, numerous writers affirm that three or at most five days
without water will kill the camel unless the fodder given is green and
moist. Kostenko tells us that camels eat only during the day : they eat

quickly and are satisfied with 2-3 hours grazing. If subjected to pri-

vation the load must be gradually reduced, and when forage is obtainable

the nature and amount should be carefully regulated for the first few days.

If the camel is capable ol enduring a very considerable amount of priva-

tion, it can also eat to excess during times of plenty. Pottinger, in pre-

paring for an expedition, gave his camels 15ft of flour a day in addition

to all the grass they could eat. So greedy is the camel of food, after a

few days* desert marching, that Sir Samuel Baker says, when it arrives

in gooa pasture, it often dies in a few hours from inflammation caused
by repletion. Reference has already been made to the popular notion
that the hump is a store of fat used by the animal when other food is not
obtainable. It is a commonly reported opinion that no amount of grain will

serve to sustain the camel if it \s not provided with its usual amount of

grazing. Its large stomach requires a bulky material to excite digestion.

(Compare with Food , c., p. 58).

Load, Distance, and Rate of Marching.

The carrying power of the camel will depend to a great measure on the
stock it has come from, and the climate in which it is to be employed. The
Central Asiatic camel is, as a rule, more vigorous and enduring than either
the Indian or African. The load a camel will bear greatly depends on the
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nature of the work or which it is employed. For a short distance, and in

its usual avocation, a healthy camel will carry about 1,100 to 1,200ft, but

where produce or baggage has to be carried to a distance, 300 to 400ft will

be found a heavy enough load. Captain Lord estimates seven camels to the

ton, where marches of 20 miles a day (of 8 to 10 hours) have to be perform-

ed. Where more rapid movements are desired the burden should be pro-

portionately lightened. In Algeria, Morocco, Tunis, Tripoli, 300 to 400ft

is the load. In Egypt 350 to 550ft. In Syria, Asia Minor, Turkey in Asia,

Persia, and Tartary 550 to 600ft; but large-sized bull-camels are usually

employed. In Beluchistan, Kabul, Hindustan, Tibet, Burma, and Mon-
golia 300 to 400ft. In Crim-Tartary and the borders of Southern Asia

300 to 500ft; but in the latter case the Bactrian or two-humped camel is

employed.
Colonel J. I. Boswell says the Panjab camels known as Sangar are

capable of great endurance. 'They are in their prime from 4 to 12 years

ola, and should not be purchased beyond that age, although a good camel

may be worked until it is 18 or 19 years of age. In agricultural dis-

tricts they are often, however, worked until they are 20 or 25 years old, but

may live to 40 or 45 years. They should not be worked during the hot

weather, from May to October, and by the end of July it is customary
to give them a good purgative, followed after the action of the drug by a

dose of alum. It is also a common practice to anoint the body with oil at

this period so as to prevent mange. Kostenko says that the Turkistan
camel walks at the rate of 2* miles an hour with a full load, but if light-

ened he will go 3 to 3J miles. The trotting camel gets over 6| miles an
hour. If these figures be correct !t may be added that a good Bikanfr
camel trots much faster than the Turkistan animal. The trotting mo-
tion is said to be very easy, but the gallop extremely disagreeable. Swift
camels are reported to get over 100 miles a day at a push, but the ordin-
ary journey which they will keep up day after day is about 40 to 50
miles. Fortune mentions an instance of an Arab having accomplished
a journey of 225 miles in 28 hours, thus keeping up 8 miles an hour
continuously. General Chesney mentions that he crossed from Basrah
to Damascus, a distance of 958^ miles, in 19 days, a daily rate of 50 miles.
It is worth adding in this connection that in 1791 Mr. James Rennell
proposed, in the* Transactions of the Royal Society, that, owing to the uni-
formity of pace kept up by the camel, that animal might be employed
to measure distances during geographical exploration. He cited that
the distance between Aleppo and Bussora had been accomplished
bv Carmichael in 322 hours, by Cupper in 310 hours, by Hunter in 299J
hours, the variations being accounted for by the slightly different
tracts followed.
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The Kirghiz often harness the camel to their carts, the shafts being
fastened by a cord passing behind the foremost hump. When so yoked
they will draw 730ft, but if harnessed to a properly-constructed can they
will draw 1,800 to 2,160ft. In Rajputana the camel is sometimes seen
yoked to the plough.

Disposes.

Camels in
harness.
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The limited space at the writer’s disposal has compelled the present article DISEASES,
to assume the form of little more than an abstract of the literature on the sub- ??2
ject. He is thus precluded from attempting to give even the common-
est facts regarding the diseases of the camel or their modes of treatment.
It is generally believed that the camel is liable to a number of diseases
peculiar to itself, but is not subject to the attacks of infectious diseases
which carry off other cattle. For military purposes by far the most
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serious disorder is the result of careless loading and a badly fitting saddle,
namely, bruises on the back. With care these need not occur, and after

seeing that the saddle fits well the next best preventive is to ascertain if

the load be well balanced, for nothing is more annoying to the camel or
a more fruitful source of sores than a load heavier on one side than the
other. It has already been stated that many of the camels employed in the
Afghan campaign succumbed to heat and others to cold, but it has been
contended that the privation they endured for some time previously was
the actual cause of death. This seems to be proved by the immunity en-
joyed by the camels belonging to the officers, most of which returned in

safety to India after passing through both the heat and the cold to which
they were exposed while accomplishing for months heavy and forced

marches. For an account of the diseases of the camel and their treatment,

the reader is referred to a valuable memorandum written by Dr. W.
Gilchrist, of the Madras Army, in 1842, and which to this day is perhaps
the best treatise that has appeared.

Kostenko says the disease known in Turkistan as Sarpo causes the

soles of the animal’s feet to fall off, and he adds, that as with all the

other diseases to which the camel is subject, this is treated by the nomads
by freedom from work and good food.

FOOD AND
FODDER.
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Food and Fodder.

To keep a camel in health it should be allowed 6 hours* grazing and
2 seers of gram a day, or if grazing be scanty 3 seers of gram. Kostenko
says the camel eats all the herbs and grasses unfit for other animals, and
is indifferent as to the quality of the water it drinks—brackish, stagnant,

or putrid. It can pass 2, 3, or 4 days without drinking and 3 days without

food. While subjected to such privation, the load should be lightened

and not re-imposed for at least a week after. The Hadrian camel has
been referred only to by way of comparison, in the foregoing account, and
it may here be disposed of by saying that in winter, when the country is

covered with snow, it grazes chiefly on the willow. Of the plants which
the Indian camel will graze on a few are more important than the others,

because no other animal can subsist on them, and they are accordingly

treated as more peculiarly camel fodders. It would be much easier,

however, to enumerate the plants which the camel will not eat, or which
are poisonous to it, than to mention those on which it may be fed. The
latter would almost mean a list of the plants of India. The practical

object will therefore be met by furnishing two lists, viz., the plants

mentioned by authors as more peculiarly camel fodders and the plants

of which the camel will either not eat or on which at least it cannot subsist

or which are poisonous to it.

CAMEL FODDERS.
x. Acacia arabica, Willd.j Leguminosje.

a. A. Famesiana, Willd.

3. JEgiceras majus, Gcertn.; Myrsinejb.

4. Albizzia Lebbek, Benth. ; Leguminosje.

5. Aihagi maaroram, Dew . ; Leguminos/b.

The Camel Thorn or Sht}tar khAr.

Vern.—Jfwwasd orjunvdsa or yavtisd, jaydnsd. Hind., Pb., Bom.; Tamtva,
jawd, jawdsa, jawdrt, Pb. ; Dulallabhd , Beng. ;

Kandero, SlND. ; Dura•

labha ,
girikarnika

,
yavdsa ,

Sans. ; Shutar khdr, Pees, j Alhaju, Arab, a

Zazt Pushtu j Zoz, zozdn, Trans-Indus.
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A widely distributed shrub of the Ganges valley and the arid and FODDER,
northern zones; a native of south Africa, the deserts of Egypt, Arabia, Asia Camel Thorn*

Minor, Beluchistan, and Central India. Abounds in many of the arid parts
of the Panjdb plains ; also common near Delhi.

In the hot season, when almost all the smaller plants are withered up,
this puts forth its leaves and flowers. These are greedily eaten by the
camel, and so much does that animal depend upon this plant that it has re-

ceived the name of the camel-thorn. An officer, writing after the close of

the Afghan campaign, says that the camels grazed upon this plant in the
Pishin. The bush, he adds, is common all over the country. The Natives
collect it in October or November and beat it up into bhusha. It is

probable that about 50 to 60 maunds might be collected at Pishfn and
stored for winter use.

6. Anrarantus polygamus, Linn.; Amarantace/e.

7. Anthrocnemum indicum, Moq. ; Chenopodiace/e.

8. Atriplex Stocksii, Boiss. ; Ciienopodiaceje.

9. Avicennia officinalis, Linn.; Verbenaceje.

xo. Bauhinia racemosa, Lam.; Leguminosje.

XX. Berberis, various species ; Berberide/e.

12. Calligonum polygonoides, Linn.; Polygonackje.

13. Carduus nutans, Linn.; Composite.

14. Corchorus Antichorus, Rceusch. ; Tiliaceas.

15. Cressa cretica, Linn.; Convolvulace^e.

x6. Crotalaria Burhia, Ham.; Lfguminosje.

17. Dalbergia Sissoo, Roxb.; Leguminosje

18. Dodonaea viscosa, Linn.; Sapindace^e.

19. Eclipta alba, Hassk.; Composit/r.

ao. Haloxylon multiflorum, Bunge.; Chenopodi ace;e.

Syn.—Anabasis multiflora, Moq.
Vern—Gora Idnty Und or land, Sind,

j Ghalme> Trans-Indus.

Common in the North-Western Panjdb and the Salt Ranee and
distributed to Afghanistan. Camels are fond of the plant.

g

21. H. recurvum, Bunge.
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FODDER.

The Oak.

22 . Halocharis violace®, Bunge. ; Chenopodiace^.

23. Indigofera pauciflora, Delile ; Legumi nos/e.

24. Kochia indica, Wight.; Chenopodiacf,«.

25. Lippia nodiflora, Rich.; Verbenace^e.

26. Leptadenia Spartium, Wight.; Asolepiaoaceje.

27. Lycium europaeum, Linn. ; Solanace/e.

28. Melia Azadirachta, Linn. ; Meliaceas.

29. Mimosa rubicaulis,Zftf». ; Legumi nos/e.

30. Mollugo hirta, Thunb.; Ficoideje.

3X. Phoenix dactylifera, Linn.; Palmas.

32. Pistacia integerrima, J. L . Stewart; Anacardiaceje.

33. P. mutica, Fisch. They.

34. Prosopis spicigera, Linn.; Legumi nos^e.

35. Psoralea plicata, Delile ; Legumi nos/e.

36. Quercns Ilex, Linn.; Cupulifer^e.

The Holly Oak.

Vern.— Charrei
,
serei , habit

, shah habit, Afg.; Chur, ban, kathun bun,
xrri,yiru khareo, Pu. ; Spercherei

, pargdi,
kharanja . Trans-Indus.

Dr. Aitchison says that in Kuram the variety of this plant, devoid of
spines, is given as a camel fodder. Major Clifford mentions that a bush
like the holly found in Pishin was eaten by the camels, but only in June
and July, after which it became too spiny. By another writer it is stated
that a so-called Ilex eaten by the camels did not agree with them. It is

difficult to discover what these writers allude to since the holly-oak does not
occur in Pishin.

37. Rubia tinctorum, Linn.; Rubiace^:.

38. Salicornia brachiata, Roxb. ; ChenopodiacejE.

39. Salsola fcetida, Del.; Chenopodiacem.

Moti lanl. Vern •

—

Moti hint, Pb.j Mitho lani, samunanrld.ni, SlND.

A camel fodder, but also used in the preparation of khdrsajn. especially
near Jhelum.

J

40. S. Kali, Linn .

41. Salvadora oleoides, Dene. ; Salvadoracje.

Vern.—Kabbar , jhar ,
didr , jdl, vdntjhdl, ugkai, koku, pilu,pxl, piewane,

mithi van, Hind., Pb., Tam.; Pilu, Mar.; Sadnt djar, mithi-diur
Sind.

Pita* A large, evergreen shrub of the Panjdb and Sind, often forming the
greater part of the vegetation of the desert, and ascending the Trans-Indus
hills and Salt Range to 3,000 and 4.000 feet in altitude. Flowers in April,
and its fruit ripens at the beginning of the hot weather. The fruit is

sweetish and is largely eaten by the natives.

The leaves serve as fodder tor camels.
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42. Salvadora persica, Linn.

Vern.— yit, kauri van, kauri-jdl, ckhoti van, Pb. ; Jdlt N.-W. P. ;
Kabar

(kuber by Stocks), khori djhar, khari djar, Sind; Pedda-warago-wenki

,

Tel.; Opa, ughai

,

Tam.

A small, thick-stemmed, soft-wooded tree, wild in many of the drier

parts of India, e.g Panjdb, Sind, Rajputana, North-West Provinces,

Guzcrat, Konkan, and the Circars. Pioduces flowers and very small

black red juicy currant-like berries, having a strong aromatic smell, and
pungent taste somewhat like mustard or garden cresses.

The shoots and leaves are pungent, and are occasionally eaten as

salad
;
given as fodder to camels.

43. Suaeda fruticosa, Forsk. ; Chenopodiace.®.

Vern .—Ckhoti Uni
,
lunak, phesak land, baggi Una, ddtia, ClS-lNDUS;

Zamdi, Trans-Indus; Aoutldni
,
usak Uni , lunak ,

Sind.

A sub-erect bush, common in North-West India from Delhi to the

Indus, and distributed westward to Africa and America.

Employed in the preparation of khdr sajji, but also extolled as a camel
fodder, Major Clifford says, it is abundant at Chuckluk in Pishfn.

44. S. maritima, Damort., and S. nudiflora, Moq.

45. Tamarix gallica, Linn .; Tamariscine®.

Trianthema.—Four species belonging to this genus frequent the sandy
tracts of the Panjab and Sind, and, according to Stocks, one or all are
known as Fysur Uni; they are regularly eaten by camels.

The following are the better known species of this genus ;

—

46. Trianthema cyrstallina, Vahl Ficoide®.

47. T. monogyna, Linn.

48. T. pentandra, Linn .

49. Vitis carnosa, Lam . ; Ampelide®.

50. Zizyphus nummularia, W. fsf A.; Rhamnkte.

Vern —

-

Malta, her, birdr, jharit N.-W. P. ; Gangr, jnngra, Sind; Mallei ,

kokni hdr. mara her, jand
,
jharheri gari , birotd, Pb. ; Karkana, Trans-

Indus; Karkanna , Afg.

A denseh -branched, small bush, met with in the drier parts of India. Rajputana
Mr. F. Kinsman, ot the Telegraph Department, informs the writer Fodder,

that this plant may be regarded as the most important camel fodder in a
great part of Rajputana. The natives, to cut the plant, have invented a
peculiar axe, with the cutting edge turned, so that it is parallel to the
ground. The bushes are periodically lopped to the ground by means of
this axe. The thorny twigs are then beaten to separate the leaves. These
are given to the camels and the dried twigs used as firewood. The bush
grows wild over the uncultivated sterile tracts of Rajputana, but it is

left ir. the fields here and there or encouraged to grow as a hedge plant in
order thus to afford both camel fodder and fuel.

51. Zygophillnm simplex, Ltnn.: Zygophylleje.

PLANTS POISONOUS OR AT LEAST NOT WHOLESOME TO
CAMELS. “5

I. Acorns Calamus, Linn.; Aroideje.

Vern.--/?acA, Hind.; Vekhanda, Bomb.; Vaj
,
Arab.; Agri-twrki

, Pers.

;

Ban boj, Pb.
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POISONOUS.

B&eh Akri.

A semi-aquatic plant, met with in damp places in India, at altitudes

from 3,000 to 6,000 feet.

It is reported that at Quetta and Pishfn an Iris-like plant, eaten, during
the Afghan campaign, by the camels from the plains, proved poisonous to
them. The hill camels aid not eat the plant. This seems to be the same
plant which Mr. Steel speaks of under the name akri

,
a word which may

be taken as derived from the Persian name for this plant. Mr. Steel

appears to think, however, that the camels in Quetta were not quite so

stupid as to eat the akri, but several officers report that they were poisoned
by an Iris-like plant, which as here suggested may probably be Acorus
Calamus. It is necessary to add that the name akri is in the Panjab ap-

plied to Withania coagulaos (which see), a plant which bears no resem-
blance to an Iris whatsoever.

2. Calotropis gigantea and C. procera, R. Br. ; Asclepiadaceje.

Vem.—Ak, maddr, Hind., Pb. and Sind.; Spalmei spaimak, Afg.

;

Uskar, Arab. ; Khark, Pers.

Stocks enumerates this among his four plants which the camel will

not eat, but the Sind Gazetteer (page 522), under the account of the district

Mehar, states that it is a camel fodder. It is probable Dr. Stocks is correct.

3. Cannabis sativa, Linn.

;

Urticace^.

4. Euphorbia neriifolia, Linn. ; Euphorbiaceje.

5. E. Royleana, Boiss.

6. E. Tirucalli, Linn

.

7. Nerium odorum, Solander ; Apocynaceas.

Sweet-scented Oleander.

Vern.—Kanrr, kamra, ganhira, Hind., Pb. ; Karabi, Beng. ; Kanhera,
katttr

,
Bomb. ; Difli, Arab. ;

Khar-zahrah (the Asses-bane), Pers.

A common bush, with large pink or white flowers. Dr. Stocks says of

this plant :
“ It is worthy of remark that the camel eats the Nerium odorum

(Zowr or jover), a remarkably poisonous plant, which in nearly every case
proves fatal to him, as troops during the march have often found.” Several

officers have reported this same tact in connection with the high death-

rate of camels during the Afghan campaign. Speaking of this subject,

however. Veterinary Surgeon Steel discredits the idea of the camel eating

poisonous plants, and says: “ We observe that delicate appreciation of

wholesome diet by means of the olfactory powers, which strongly argues
against the probability of camels voluntarily eating poisonous herbs, as

was suspected by some, when the mortality was so great at Quetta.”
(Compare with Acorus).

8. Othonnopsis intermedia, Boiss.; Composite.

Vem.—Gdngu, Pushtu.

Mr. d. H. Lace, of the Forest Department, Quetta, reports that the

Bfluchis regard this plant as poisonous to the camel.

9. Peganum Harmala, Linn.; Rutace.®,

Vern.—

-

Harmal, Arab.; Isband, Pers. ; Spelane, karmal, Pb.; Isband, Hind.

A small bush, much branched and densely clothed with dissected

leaves. The whole plant strongly scented.

The camel will not eat this plant.
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to. Withania coagulans, Duttal

;

Solanacem.

Vern.—Akri, panir, Pb. j Panir, Sind; Panir bad
,
Pers.

While this species is not eaten by camels, the allied species, W. som-
nifera, is said to be browsed by goats, and it is possible it may therefore

be also eaten by camels. Both species occur in Sind, the Panjab, and
are distributed to Afghanistan. ( Compare Nos. 1 and 7.)

CAMEL-FLESH AND PRICES PAID FOR THE ANIMAL.

It is stated by writers on the subject that camel-flesh is very tough,

but that the flesh of the sucking camel is passable. The camel owners

are reported to kill and eat the animals that show signs of dying, and that

only the rich during festive occasions can afford to kill a young camel.

In India the price of a full-grown camel seems to average from R25 to

R150. At Taskand a camel sells for about £6 to £10, and this price

prevails over the greater part of Turkistan. Palgrave, speaking of the

Nejdean camels, says, the “camel is somewhat slimmer and smaller than

the northern, and the hair is finer. They are cheaper in proportion than

sheep ; twenty-five to thirty shillings is an average price.”

PRICES.
226

CAMEL-HAIR.

The amount of hair or wool which the camel possesses seems to be
inversely to the warmth of the country in which it is found. The two-
humped camel has a longer and more abundant crop than the single-

humped, and the wild camel most of all. It has already been stated
that the natives near Lob-nor are said to hunt the wild camel on account
of its hair, which is much valued for its softness. The single-humped
camel, acclimatised to colder regions, loses its hair when brought into

a warm country, but periodically all camels cast their hair, and the natives
cither wait for this or clip the hair shortly before the period at which it

should be shed. This generally occurs in spring in Upper Asia, but not till

May or June in India. The cold country camels yield as much as 12&
of hair a year, but in India 2lb is about the average. This is woven into
the boras or sacks used by the camel-owners, but for this purpose it is

usual to mix the camel-hair with goat-hair. It is also made into ropes.
Bellew says it “ is very highly prized for the manufacture of a superior
kind of camlet” (Kashmir and Kashgar

, p. 348). Both at the late
Calcutta International and at the Colonial and Indian Exhibitions the
Agra Jail exhibited carpets made entirely of camel-hair. Baden Powell
says; “The soft under-wool is of a light-brown colour; it is made into
chogas of a cheap kind, but they are soft, warm, and useful. The long
hair is not made use of” in India, but "it is employed in Europe for
making paint-brushes.” In the manufacture of artists’ hair-brusner or
pencils, in addition to camel-hair the fine hairs of the sable, the mini-
ver, the martin, the badger, and the polecat are also employed.

CAMEL-HIDE.

There seems to be little or no export trade from India in camel-hide.
Locally it is employed for many minor purposes, such as the fastenings
used by the camel drivers. With the hair on, it is also manufactured both
in Europe and in India into trunks. The chief use to which it is put in
India, however, is the manufacture of kuppas, or the huge skin jars employ-
ed in India for carrying oil or ght, These are most probably made in the
Lower Provinces (where the camel does not occur), of cow, buffalo, or
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MILK. Economic Products derived from the Camel.

horse hide, but the writer can discover no account of the manufacture of

the immense number of skin or leathern oil jars which form an almost
characteristic feature of every bazar in Lower India. It would, how-
ever, appear that other skins are sometimes employed in addition to

camel-hiae, but as they are more expensive and more difficult to work,
camel-hide is mainly used. The smaller ornamental jars employed for the

household supply are, however, chiefly made of the intestinal integuments
of the camel, cow, or horse. For this purpose the integuments are boiled

until they are reduced to a glutinous skin or gluey mass. In both cases

the vessel is formed in the same manner. Clay is taken and formed into

the shape and size of the desired vessel. After this it is sun-dried to a
desired extent. The fresh camel-hide freed from the hair, or the prepared
intestinal membrane, is then drawn over the mould and beaten until it

firmly adheres. The mouth is now formed by working the skin around
a stick or bamboo and reflecting the lip in the characteristic shape.

When quite dry the clay is broken up and carefully removed. The smaller

jars or kuppi are also ornamented with patterns cut out in white parch-
ment; after these have been stuck on, the vessels are varnished over the

outside. Mr. Baden Powell, in his Panjab Manufactures, says that at

Rohtak the kuppi are often made in "fantastic shapes, some like jugs, others

flattened and perforated apparently with large holes, which of course can
open only longitudinally in the thin flat body of the vase.” They are
also largely made at Maghiana in the Jhang district and at Bikanir in

RajputdnA, and at Cutch and Ahmedabad in Bombay. Ai? interesting

account of the kuppa manufacture of Lucknow will be found in Hoey’s
Trade and Manufactures of North India

, p . /j<5. It would appear that the

kuppeaz of that city use any hide available and construct the rim over a
layer of mud permanently enclosed to give rigidity.

Kuppas may be of anv desired size, the price varying accordingly.

The larger sizes used by tlie merchants for holding oil, ghi, molasses, &c.,

are often “ so large as easily to realize the familiar oil jars in the story of

Ali Baba and the forty thieves ”
(
Baden Powell). They may be made

to hold one maund or six or eight maunds, but kuppi not more than suffi-

cient to contain two ounces may also be procured.

Kuppas should not be mistaken for leather water bottles such as those
made at Bikanir and used all over Northern India. Camel-skins sell for

about R2 to R3 a piece.

CAMEL’S MILK.

It is scarcely necessary to enlarge on this subject further than has
already been done. It is regularly used by the camel-rearers ; indeed, it

forms an important item of their food. To those not accustomed to it, it

is purgative, and is accordingly recommended as a medicine. It is sup-
posed to give strength to horses, hence is commonly given to foals. Ac-
cording to some writers camel’s milk will yield butter-milk but not butter,

and by others it is said to afford butter also. The writer has at present
no means of settling this point, but a matter of this nature might easily

enough be disposed of and thus remove at least one of the numerous
ambiguities that exist in the literature of the camel.

Halwa , a kind of sweet-meat made of camel’s milk and honey, is brought
from the Persian Gulf to India via Bombay. Formerly this used to come
in flat earthen plates, but it is now done up in tin boxes and is even sold by
European provision store-keepers in India, so that a considerable trade
seems to be done in the article, although it does not appear to be anywhere
made in India. It is known in the bazars as muscat-ka-halwa.
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TEA.

CAMELLIA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, /., i8j. 233

A genus of trees or shrubs, containing in all some 14 species, and belonging
to the Natural Order Tfrnstrifmiace.v. They are natives of Tropical Asia,

India, and the Archipelago. Formerly, the Tea plant was retained as a separate

genus (Thea), but it has been shown that this isolation serves no good pur-

pose, since Thea only differs from Camellia proper in the absence of the

tendency to produce inner free stamens in fiont ot the petals, and in the flowers

becoming pendulous and having persistent sepals with fewer bracts.

Leaves evergreen, serrate, coriaceous, or membranous Flowers axillary,

solitary, or aggregated, sessile or only shortly stalked
;
petals often numerous,

large, and forming elegantly-coloured flowers, with what might be almost called

artificial regularity in their arrangement. Sepals 5-6, unequal, graduating from
the bracts towards the petals. Petals

, through their union with the stamens,
slightly coherent at the base. Stamens numerous, the outermost in many rows
slightly 01 distinctly tnonadelphous, adherent to the base of the petals : the in-

net most whorl of 5 to 12 stamens, which, in the Camellia proper, are often quite

free ; anthers at first extrorse, but as they mature becoming versatile. Ovary 3-5

celled ;
styles tubular, free to the base, or united below. Capsule woody, usually

short and loculictdal, bursting along the flattened top to expose the seeds, which
normally are three in number, but in some cultivated forms are often reduced to

two oi only one. Seed large with thick oleaginous cotyledons, but no albumen;
radicle short, superior.

The genus Camellia is named in honour of Camellus (Joseph Kamel),
a Moravian Jesuit and Asiatic explorer. The cultivated or ornamental
Camellias are mainly derived from C. japonica, a native of China and
Japan ; this was introduced ;.nto Europe in 1740. The Camellias are easy
of cultivation in warm temperate climates, the best soil being a mixture of

sandy-loam and peat. The pots should be well drained and the plants

sparingly watered, except during the growing season. They are readily

increased by cuttings or by inarching on ihe commoner kinds.

The Chinese tea-planters are said to propagate C. Sasanqua as a shel-

ter for their tea plants. This small-leaved species has sweetly-scented red
flowers, the odour of which is supposed to be communicated to the neigh-

bouring tea leaves. Sometimes, however, the planters pluck the leaves

and even the petals of this species, and mix these with the tea in order to

produce a favourite-scented mixture. The black-scented teas, shipped from
Canton, are said to be flavoured with the flowers of Jasminum Sambac.

j

This is largely grown in the suburbs of Canton, and is there known as

Mok-lei.

The seeds of C. drupifera (formerly known as C. oleifera, Wall) yield

the largest amount of oil, but all the Camellia seeds contain a useful sweet
oil. By far the most important of the Camellias, however, is that from
which Tea is obtained.

Linnaeus, in the middle of the eighteenth century, gave the Tea plant
the name of Thea sinensis (T. chinensis), but soon after, in the second
edition of his Species Plantarum , he deemed itadvisable toassume that the
green and the black teas of commerce were obtained irom different plants.

He accordingly called the plant from which he supposed the green tea

was obtained Thea viridi9, and the black tea, Thea bohea, the latter

specific name being derived from the “Wu-i or Bu-f Mountains in the
north-west of Fuh-Kien,one of the districts most famous for its black tea

”

( Yule). These hypothetical Linnaean species were soon reduced to one, and
that referred to the genus Camellia, under the name Camellia theifera,

Griff. (C. Thea, Link). The so-called wild tea of Assam was next de-
scribed as a separate species under the name of Thea assamica, Masters ;

but recent investigation has proved this to be but a large-leaved sub-
tropical form of C» theifera, and it is open to doubt if it be even indigenous.
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History of
Assam Tea.

Manipur Tea.

234

It is most probably only an escape from early cultivation, so far as

Assam is concerned. The first scienti fic tea explorers of the forests around

Sadiya, namely, Drs. Wallich, McClelland, and Griffith, describe it as

undoubtedly a form of the true tea plant of China, which had degenerated

by neglect of cultivation, and the wild conditions under which it was found

in Assam. They concluded their report by recommending that fresh seed

should be imported from China for the purpose of the contemplated

Government cultivation of tea, since the stock found in Assam was of

such inferior quality. In a correspondence with Assam tea planters, how-

ever, the writer has had this idea of the inferior quality, or rather dege-

neration, contested on the ground that the China plant, on its introduction

into Assam, became smaller instead of larger leaved, whereas the Assam
supposed escape from an early cultivation showed no such tendency and
was on this account presumably a distinct plant from the China. This

line of reasoning can scarcely be admitted, for, assuming that the Assam
and the China both came originally from the same stock, they have each

been altered by cultivation, under widely different climates, for centuries

until they have become so different that what suits the one would not

necessarily suit the other. Besides everything points towards the Assam
being a much more modern stock than the China, and the wild plants of

Manipur have larger leaves than the Assam, and even grow into large

trees. Captain (afterwards General) Jenkins, prior to the deputation of

the above Commissioners, reported that the Indo-Chinese tribes of Assam
regularly cultivated the plant and made tea from its leaves. We thus

need have no doubt as to its having been cultivated prior to the Euro-
pean effort, and with this knowledge, we may leave the disputed point as

to whether or not it should be viewed as a truly indigenous or introduced

plant. For convenience the writer prefers to adopt the popular expression
“ indigenous Assam, ” although personally he is of opinion that it has
little claim to such a title. The wild plants of C. theifera in Assam have
all the appearance of being escapes from cultivation, and it is a suspicious

circumstance that they do not occur beyond the invaded and conquered
territory now inhabited by the people who are reported to have cultivated

tea at the time of the arrival of the first European visitors to Assam.
In Manipur, however—a small Native State, 2

0
or 3

0
south of the

region of the Assam and in the very latitude of the accepted Chinese
home of the tea plant,—wild tea forms forests, the plants attaining 'to the

size of trees of 30, 50, to even close upon 100 feet in height, and having
leaves often approaching to a foot in length. It is probable that Manipur
is thus the original home of the so-called Assam and Cachar indigenous teas

if notalsoof those of China, centuries of cultivation in the temperate regions
of China having given origin to the smaller leaves which the planters lay

so much stress upon as a proof of independence of origin. (Compare
with the remark under Camellia theifera, No. 244). The historic and even
the accepted prehistoric colonization of Assam has many incidents in it

that might be cited in support of this theory. The successive waves of

Siamese and Shans which crossed Upper Burma and conquered Assam
(surviving to this day in the Ahom ana Kampti), and in still more recent

times, the Burmese conquest of Manipur, Cachar, and Assam, might
each have contributed something to the early introduction and cultivation

of tea in Upper Assam and even in Cachar. The seed brought from
China to India, in the early stage of Indian tea cultivation, was the

seed of a stunted, small-leaved form which had been cultivated in China
from very early times, and it naturally produced a plant which in many
respects differed from the large spreading bushes to be seen in the damp
glades of the hilly portions of Assam and Cachar.
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The cross fertilization of these two forms gave origin to the popular

race known as the “ Assam hybrid,” a term which scientifically must
be viewed as incorrect, since it is not a cross between two species

but between two forms of the same species. It is more accurately a
cultivated form or race holding the same relation to the original species

as do the races of wheat or of rice to the plants from which the multitudes

of widely different kinds of these cereals have been derived. This is

more than a mere technical distinction, since it accounts for many of the

peculiarities of this widely cultivated “hybrid” stock (such as the ease by
which it is propagated by seed), but it leaves absolutely the experimental

production of a real hybrid between C. theifera and some of the other

truly Indian wild (though hitherto non-tea-producing) species, a problem
that would seem well worthy the attention of the practical planter. Whether
any improvement in quality or healthiness of stock would result from
the production of such a hybrid remains to be seen. Indeed, this may
actually, although unknowingly, have been formed, but as far as the writer

has been able to discover, no one has published an account of the produc-
tion of hybrids or other special forms of tea such as have been produced
with the garden Camellia. Effort would thus appear to have been di-

verted from the cultivation of the plant to the improvement and cheapen-
ing of the manufacture of tea, so that the past 50 years of Indian tea

cultivation have seen no new forms produced, and perhaps little improve-
ment in the methods of cultivation.

It is constantly protested by the planter that he can distinguish the
Manipur stock from the Assam, the China, and the hybrid, the argument
being that, therefore, they are quite distinct plants. The contention here
urged does not for a moment discountenance the idea that these forms are
recognisable. Local varieties exist of every widely distributed plant.

Cultivation will modify almost any plant and even produce departures
from the original type that are constant under certain conditions of cli-

mate and soil. The Manipur form may be as easily recognised from the
so-called Assam indigenous (while both are in the plantation) as the
cabbage may be instantly distinguished, even in the seedling state, from
the cauliflower, but, in spite of all this, the forms of the tea plant need Recognisable
not possess so high a claim as these well-known vegetables, to be regarded cultivated
as even varieties of a common species. The term variety is here used of forms,

course in its strictly scientific sense, and not in the loose popular manner 236
in which it is but too frequently employed. A cultivated recognisable
state of a plant is not necessarily a variety. A variety is a fixed natural
departure from the specific type ; in other words, it is what might be called
a lower degree of species. According to this acceptation, all the forms of
the mango, for example, must be thrown together as unworthy of the sys-
tematic position of constituting even one, still less many, varieties of the
wild plant.

This argument is of importance in its bearing upon the ambiguity
which exists regarding the tea plant. Allow the “ Assam indigenous,” the Assam
“ Assam hybrid,” and the " Chinese ” plants to become naturalised in the Indigenous,

wild tea forests of Manipur, and it is extremely probable that they would in 237
a comparatively short time be almost indistinguishable. The Chinese plant
would doubtless retain its distinctive features longest, because it has been
cultivated for a much greater period and acclimatised to a colder country
than Manipur. Some of the forms of Chinese tea are accustomed to a
climate with a short but severe snowy winter. There are in India, however,
at least four perfectly distinct species of Camellia, which might be left for
a comparatively indefinite period, growing side by side, without losing one
particle of their distinctive features. One of these, with the true tea plant, <con

X*OQ'y
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belongs to the section Thea of the genus Camellia, viz., C. caudate, a
species met in Bhutan, the Mishmi hills, the Khdsia hills, and even in

Sylhet and Burma. Has any effort ever been made either to propagate
this species, or to use it as a hardy stock for grafting, inarching, or
hybridising with, or have its properties, as a possible source of tea, been
tested? From a purely theoretical point of view it would seem desirable

that this subject receive attention, for, should the suggested hopes of

improvement even prove but visionary, an important scientific service would
have been accomplished, while at the same time, in the event of a calamity
like that which befel Ceylon coffee, overtaki ng the Indian tea industry, one
of the problems which would then be certain to demand solution would
have been disposed of. The Assam planters are nearly unanimous in

saying that the indigenous Assam or even the Manipur is superior to

the China-Assam hybrid. Dr. d. Berry White, for instance, in an
instructive paper read before the Society of Arts (May 27th, 1887)
remarks that—“ It is a matter for profound regret that this garden
(Chabwa) did not share the fate of ns predecessor, for it proved the

chief means of disseminating the pest of Assam—the miserable China
variety—all over the province, not only by means of seed, but, owing
to its prolific inflorescence,* the indigenous Assam plants in the vicinity

were impregnated with its pollen, and thus produced the hybrid variety

which now forms the great bulk of the plants found not only in India
but also in Ceylon.” Dr. White does not therefore show much favour
either for the introduced China tea plant or for the so-called hybrid
between it and the plant found in Assam. Other planters state that a first

class hybrid is, however, at least as profitable a plant to grow as the pure
Assam, since it will yield better at the beginning and the end of the season
when the weather is too cold for the indigenous plant.

Comparing the results of the cultivation of China and indigenous Assam
Dr. Berry White says of the Assam indigenous :

“ It is a tree growing from
25 feet to 35 feet high, with leaves six times larger than the China variety.

Under like conditions, the yield of leaf from an acre of Assam tea will be
not less than double that of the China plant, and the gain is not only in
increased quantity, but the aualitv will, ca>teris paribus, realise from id. to
2d. per lb more in Mincing-lane than the smaller quantity made from the
China plant.” It is, we may presume, a statement of fact and not of argu-
ment, that the Assam tea will fetch more in Mincing-lane, pound for pound,
than Indian-grown China. But is the lesser yield, as Dr. White seems to
think, due to inherent inferior quality or to insuitability to the Assam
climate ? Is the China plant, in other words, suited to Assam, and if not, is

it possible by other means than hybridization to improve the Assam
stock ? The planter in Kangra or in the Nilghiris would most unquestion-
ably say China stock was to him superior to Assam, because the Assam
wilf not flush so well in cold as in hot climates. The quality of China tea
grown in hot climates is, however, by most planters regarded as superior
to that produced in cold regions, although, as compared with Assam, the
yield is poor and unprofitable. The point aimed at by the writer is, how-
ever, strengthened by Dr. White’s observation, namely, that we have been
forcing the cultivation of a tea stock in unsuitable regions, and it is there-
fore high time that the whole subject of the indigenous and the long
acclimatised forms of the Indian tea plant and its nearest allies should be
carefully investigated by the planter, the botanist, and the chemist.

Having thus endeavoured to bring together one or two of the more
important botanical ideas regarding the cultivated forms of the tea plant,

* This doubtless means pi oliffc flowering : the flowers are axillary, solitary.
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and enumerated the various scientific and planter’s names given to these*

it may be as well to define very briefly each of the Indian species of

Camellia, discussing their various economic and industrial properties before

giving a brief history of the rise and present position of the Tea Industry.

The reader is referred for further information to the article Tea.

Camellia caudata, Wall., PI. As. Par., III., 36; FI. Br. Ind., /.,

2gj; TERNSTKffiMIACEiE.

References.—Griff., Notul. IV., 359* t. 601; Tratts. Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind.,

V., 1838, t. A.f Kurz, FI. Burm., I., 109; Gamble's Man. limb., 30.

Habitat.—A smallish bush, found in the Bhutan, Mishmi, Khdsia and
Sylhet hills, and in Martaban ; at altitudes from 3,000 to 5,000 feet above
the sea.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Leaves with tapering points, hairy beneath and
only 3 to 4 by f to I inch in size. Flowers white solitary, nodding, with

the stamens and styles hairy, as also the outer surfaces of the sepals and
petals ; sepals persistent.

This species is apparently not used for any industrial purpose, but it

has been recommended in the preceding remarks as worthy of careful

investigation as a possible source of improvement to the cultivated tea

plant. It may indeed have had something to do with the production of

the cultivated forms, in which the calyx is hairy, in addition to the normal
ciliate margin of C. theifera.

Species of
Camelia.

238

C. drupifera, Lour.; FI. Br. Ind. I., 293.

Syn.—C. kissi, Wall., As. Pes., XIII., 429 ; Jour., As. Soc., Beng.,
IV., 48, t. 2; PI. A?. Par., III., 36, t. 2515 ; C. KR1NA, Don, Prod., Nepal

,

224; C. Masiersia, Griff., Notul. IV., 339; C. simplicifolia. Griff.,
Notul. IV., 560, t. 604; C. caudata. Griff, (non Wall); C. oleikeka,
Wall.

Vern.— Kissi, hingua, Nep. ; Chashing, Bhutia and Lepcha.
References.—Kurg, For. FI., Burm., I., 109; Gamble, Man. Timb., 30,

also Darjeclig List, 9.

Habitat.—A large evergreen shrub, with slender, much-divided branches,
met with in Nepal and on the Eastern Himalaya generally in Bhutan,
the Khasia hills. Northern Cachar hills, Manipur, Tenasserim, and the
Andaman Islands, at altitudes from 3,000 to 8,000 feet above the sea.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Leaves 3 to 4 by 1 to ij inches in size, tapering
below and having also a long acuminate apex, margin serrulate, especially
towards the apex, and often revolute. Twigs puberulent, with loose mem-
branous scales embracing the buds. Flowers erect, white with the odour
of the cherry-laurel. Sepals silky externally, deciduous (i.e., not persis-
tent). Petals emarginate. Stamens glabrous. Styles nearly free, woolly
at the base.

This is closely allied to the sweetly-scented C. Sasanqua of China and
Japan, to which allusion has been made as cultivated in China near the
bushes in order to afford shade and to impart to the leaf the sweet scent of
its flowers.

Oil.-—It is believed this species has never been cultivated in India; but
apart from any possible service it might be found to render in the direc-
tion of the suggested improvement of tea through the production of a
better hybrid, this plant would seem worthy of attention as an oil-seed-
bearing species. At the Colonial and Indian Exhibition two or three

virT*
65 t^ie ^.rom tea see^ were shown and were much admired.

Without any appreciable extra trouble this species might be reared as a
hedge and yield a fairly remunerative oil crop at the same time. It is a

C. 240
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non-drying oil of a superior quality; it is used medicinally in Cochin
China, and with the oil from C. Sasanqua is no doubt largely sold as tea-
seed oil. The latter article is of considerable importance to the tea dis-
tricts of China and is exported to Europe. It resembles olive oil, burns
with a clear bright light, and is free from unpleasant odour.

The oil of Sasanqua (Sanskwa—Japanese name) has an agreeable odour,
and is used for many domestic purposes. It is obtained first by cold pres-
sure, the pulp being boiled and again pressed.

The leaves are largely used by Japanese ladies for washing the hair.

How far the art of perfuming teas in China is carried seems uncertain,
but it is possible some of the special brands may owe more to the flowers
of C. Sasanqua than is at present understood.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, close, and even-grained ; weight 6olb
per cubic foot.

2« Camellia lutescens. Dyer ; Fl. Br . ind., /., 293.

Habitat.—Mishmi Hills.

Botanic Diagnosis.—A shrub with much divided pale grey branches.
Leaves caudate-acuminate, 2 to 3J by 1 to 1 J inches, closely serrate. Flow-
ers erect, crowded, white, becoming yellow, fragrant. Sepals caducous,
pubescent internally. Styles short. Stigmas recurved.

Very little is known of this plant.

T
pianu

a C* theifera, Griff., Notul. IV., 338, t. 601 ; Fl. Br. Ind., /., 292.

244 Tea, Fng.

;

Thj&, Fr.; Thi, Germ.; Te, Dutch
, It., Sp, &

Scotch; Chai, Bus. &f Turk.

Syn.

—

Thea sinensis (chinensis), linn.

;

Thea bohea (black tea) and
T. viridis (green tea); Camellia Thea, Link.; Thea assamica. Mas-
ters, in Jour . Agri.-Hort . Soc ., Ind., III. (1844), 63; Assam Tea,
Wallich m Jour . A. Soc., Beng., IV., 48, t. 2; Camellia, Sp., Griff.,
in Trans., Agri.-Hort. Soc., Ind., V. (1838), t. B.
DeCandolle (Orig . Cult. PI., 7/7) thinks with Seemann (Trans., Lin-

naan Soc., XXII., 33?, pi. 61) that we are justified in retaining thelgenus
Thea, while Baillon keeps the name Thea for the combined genus and
sets aside Camellia. The Genera Plantarum and the Flora of British
India adopt the course here followed, viz., of referring the Tea plant and all

its forms and allies to Camellia. Thomson, in a note published by Ainslie
(Mat. Ind., I., 440), attempts to distinguish the so-called Thea bohea
from T. viridis. The former, according to that author, has smaller leaves
than the latter, with obscurely serrate margins, while the leaves of T. viridis
are more or less oblique and denticulate. Characters so slight as these even
if constant, would not be sufficient to constitute species and they are most
probably due to climate. It has, however, been shown by Fortune, Ball,
and other writers on China, beyond all possible doubt, that the green and
black teas are due to different modes of manufacture and not to different
plants, although once upon a time this much-contested point carried about
an equal number of advocates on either side. The modern experience of the
Indian planter confirms this view, which is now all but universally accepted.
The climate of one district of India (such as Kangra) or of the more northern
latitudes of China, may favour the rapid process of manufacture more
than the slow, and thus produce even as much or more green than black tea
but that these commercial products are derived from different species or even
varieties of Camellia (Thea) is not now believed by any scientific writer,
and the species Thea bohea and T. viridis have accordingly been
entirely set aside.

Vera.

—

Te, chhd, Chinese (Crawford regards the word te as of Malay
origin, but Yule says it is Chinese, having, like many other words, reached
the west through tne Malaya); Chhd

, Arab., Peks., and Hind.; Che-
dean, Cochin-China (according to Loureiro) ; Rata-tekola (according
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to Moon) is the Ceylon name for Thea bohea. Balfour enumerates
the following names said to be Chinese : Ming-kutu, tu, ku-cha, kia, sheh,
and cfatten; he further mentions the following Indian vernaculars, but these
would appear to be tea garden names of a modern origin \-Dullicham
(white wood), Cachar; Phlap or khlap, misa phlap (in Muttack)

;

Hilkat, Assam.

References.—*In addition to the publications quoted above (under
botanical synonyms) the following, among many other books and papers,
&c., may be consulted. For convenience these nave been arranged in the
order of date of publication, commencing with those which appeared about
the beginning of the present century.

Milburn’s Oriental Commerce, &c., 2 Vols., 1813.
Moorcroft’s Travels in the Himalaya, 1821.
New Camellia in Nepal ; Wallich, in As. Res., Vol. XIII., 428

,

1820.
Thea viridis, Linn., by Ainslie, in Mat. Ind., I., 430, 1826.
Tea plant in Upper Assam—Report on, by Dr. W. Griffith, 1836.
Tea manufacture—Report on, by C. A. Bruce, Assam, 1839.
1 hea, in Royle 9

s III., 125, 1839.
Tea in Himalaya, Royle in Prod. Res., Ind., 257 and jpj, 1840.
Tea in Java, Cultivation and Manufacture of; Translated from the

Dutch, by J. Horsfield, 1841.
Tea in Robinson’s Account of Assam, 1841.
Cultivation of Tea on the Himalaya, a lecture delivered by Dr. J.

Royle, at the Royal Asiatic Society, 4th April 1844.
Tea, Report on the Cultivation and Manufacture of Tea in Kumaon
and Garhwal by Dr. W. Jameson, 1843-45 (see also Jour. Agri.-

Ilorti . Sue. Ind., II. and IV.)
Report of Committee on Com. Relations, China. (Pari. Paper, 184*7.)
l ea Cultivation and Manufacture in China, E. S. Ball (London, 1840).
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Tea chests, Lead-lining, by A. Pedler; Calcutta, 1885.

Tea, Johnson’s Chem. Com. Life, Ed. Church, p. 115; London, 1885.

Tea in Balfour's Cyclop., Vol. III., 829; London, 1885.

Tea, Yule-Burnell, Glossary of Anglo-Indian Terms, 688 ; Lon., 1886.

Indian Tea Association's Reports, 1883 to 1886.

Tea, by Stanton in the Vol. of Reports on Col. and Ind. Exh., 1885.

Tea Gazette, Indian, from 1880 to 1887; Tropical Agriculturist and
other Indian Newspapers and Journals.

Indian Tea Industry, Dr. J. Berry White, Soc. Arts Jour., p. 734; 1887.

Transactions, Agri.-Hort. Soc., India; Papers in Vols. II., pp. 181

and 195; III., p. 31; IV., pp. 1 and 29; V., pp. 94, 08, 1 02, 104,

105, 140, 155, and 160; VI., p. 10; VII., p. 1 (and Pro. pp. 45,

59); VIII., pp. 69 and 282.

Journal Agri.-Horti. Soc., Indir (old series). Vols. I., p 288; II., p.

323; App. p. 4°8 (Chittagong)
; p. 337 (Assam)

; p. 5 (Paraguay);
p. 161 (Ava) ; III., pp., 1 to 61 ^Assam); App. p. 102 (Darjeeling);
IV., p. 173; V., pp. 79 (Assam); 162, 204 (Java); App. pp. 132,
(Assam), 146 (Kumaon); VI., p. 81 (Kumaon), 72 (Java), 123
(Darjeeling); App. p. 14 (Dehra Dun); VII., 292 (Java), 31
(Darjeeling); App. pp. 3— 11 (Himalaya); VIII., p. 9r(Assam);
App.,p. 1 (Garhwal) ; IX., pp. 201 (Darjeeling) ; 207 to 342 (Sylhet);

App., p. 64 (Scented Teas); X., pp. 107, 193, 227, and 229; XL,
App., p. 28; XII. pp. 164, 229, 364 (Proc.) 37; XIII., pp. 31 and
181 (Proc.) 34; XIV., pp. 1,37, 56, 119, and 282 (Proc.) 4, 22, 33, 64.

J. E. O’Conor's Reviews of the Trade of British India, 1874-75, pp.
47» 63; 1875-76, p. 20; 1876-77, pp. 11, 49; 1877-78, p. 32;
1878 / 9, pp- 9* 33 5 1879-80, p. 42; 1880-81, pp. 39, 54; 1881-82,

PP. 47 » 76 ; 1882-83, pp. 61, 92; 1883-84, p. 39; 1884-85, pp. 21,

47 ; and 1885-86, pp. 28, 38, 30.

Habitat.-—As pointing to a common origin for the cultivated plant it is Distribution

note-worthy that the name Child or some form of that word is given to tea ofTea Plant,

in India, Persia, Russia, China, and Japan. But travellers in China do 24*>

not appear to have observed the wild plant, and DeCandolle according-
ly has come to the conclusion “ that the tea plant must be wild in the
mountainous region which separates the plains of India from those of

China, but the use of the leaves was not formerly known in India.” He
further admits that “it is probable it exists also in the mountainous
districts of south-eastern China, where naturalists have not yet penetrated.”
Loureiro (FI. Cochin, p. 414) says that the tea plant is found in Cochin-
China “ cultivated and uncultivated,” but he describes the leaves as lan-

ceolate and acutely serrate, a description which would appear to agree
better with Camellia drupifera than with the true tea plant. We now know
that in Cochin-China that species is cultivated on account of its oil-bearing
seeds. As in part supporting DeCandolle’s conclusion that the “ plant
must be wild in the mountainous region which separates the plains of India
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from those of China,” it has been established beyond doubt that one if

not two forms of the true tea plant occur in certain forest glades of Assam
(Jaipur, Sudiya, &c.) and Cachar under such a condition as to lead to the
supposition that they are either wild, that is, indigenous to these localities,

or nave become acclimatised as escapes from an early Indo-Chinese
cultivation. In Manipur (a small Native State between Assam, Cachar,
and Burma) the plant exists as a forest tree in such profusion as to

leave no possible doubt that it is truly indigenous. It is note-worthy
that Manipur occurs in the very latitude to which many authors fix

the possible Chinese wild home of the plant. It is, perhaps, desirable,

however, to prevent a too extended meaning being put upon M. De Can-
dolle’s “region which separates the plains of India from those of China.”
The genus Camellia has a distinct south-eastern range relative to India as
a whole. The species which extends furthest to the west is C. drupifera,

a plant met with in Nepal, and from there distributed east along the

Sikkim and Bhutan Himalaya, south-west to the Khdsia and Cachar
hills, and through Manipur to the mountains of Burma, and again south
to the Andaman islands and south-east to Tcnasserim and Cochin-China.

C. theifera would appear to have its most westerly habitat in the moun-
tainous tracts of Upper Assam, from which region it is distributed along
the same range as the above species, and crossing the Khdsia and Cachar
hills and the Patkoi mountains, it reaches Manipur and Sylhet and
extends even as far south-west as to the frontier of Hill Tipperah in South
Sylhet. It is not cultivated by the present ruling race of Manipur, but
the Shan tribes bordering on Manipur do cultivate the plant, and manu-
facture the leaves, in a crude way, into a form of wet tea. This is packed
in bamboo tubes and sold all over Burma, in many parts of South-Western
China, and even in India. Tea of this description is not made into a
decoction, but is eaten as a preserve with other articles of food. The
Western Tibetans boil tea with flour and butter and eat the mixture like

a pudding, a habit somewhat similar to that followed by the Shans and
Burmans of eating tea as a preserve instead of making a decoction from
the leaves. The Shans have been known to manufacture this peculiar

wet tea from almost time immemorial. One of the earliest Government
records of this fact will be found in a report by Colonel Hannay on
Bhamo and on the capacity of the Shan Countries (dated January 1836,

but reprinted in SeL Rec ., Beng. Govt., XXV., 1837). Various early

accounts also exist of a trade in tea between Assam and Burma with
Yunnan, so that there seems little doubt the true tea plant is now, and
has perhaps for centuries been, cultivated in that province of China. Nu-
merous European travellers between India and China have referred to the
tea industry of Yunnan. We have, however, little or no mention of the plant
occurring in a wild state anywhere on the Chinese side of the line indi-

cated as the known distribution of the tea plant except at the extreme
south-eastern corner or in regions more or less adjacent to Manipur. It

would thus appear that DeCandolle’s opinion, as to the home of the
tea plant being the mountainous region which separates the plains of

India from those of China, is strictly speaking too extended. The plant in

a truly wild condition occurs only in a small portion of the extreme
easterly division of that mountainous tract, and further, as already re-

marked, as far as we have any direct evidence to bear on the question,

it exists on the Indian and not on the Chinese slopes. Far away to the east,

perhaps several hundred miles from the tea forests of Manipur, in South
Eastern China, the great tea districts of China occur. We know very
little indeed of tea in the intervening tract of rich mountainous and agri-

cultural country. In the province of Si-Chuen several travellers have
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reported tea as being found in an irregular state of cultivation. Cooper
(Trav . Pioneer of Commerce,

page 171), speaking of the flourishing city of

Ya-Uow (or Ya-chau) says, “ the greatest source of wealth to the city and
surrounding district is the brick tea, which gives employment to thousands

engaged in the manufacture and portage of tea from Ya-tzow to Ta-tsian-

Ju. The tree from which this peculiar kind of tea is manufactured grows
chiefly along the banks of the Ya-ho, and unlike that which pro-

duces the tea exported to Europe, is a tall tree, often fifteen feet high

with a large coarse leaf,” This is very much like a description of

the so-called indigenous Assam tea plant, but it recalls also in some
respects the late unfortunate Captain Gill’s description (River of the

Golden Sand) of a curious tea plant (also grown in Western China) but

which cannot possibly, from his description, be a species of Camellia. It

would be worth knowing for certain if the brick tea of Western China,

so largely exported to Lhasa and other parts of Tibet, be actually made
from the leaves of a different plant from the ordinary tea of China. We
thus know remarkably little of Western China and its teas.

The lea-producing region of China lies between 23
0
and 25° North lati-

tude and 115
0 and 122

0
East longitude. Fountainier (Bulletin Soc. d 9

Acclim. 1870, 88) says that the plant grows wild and abundantly in the

mountains of Manchuria, and although not now believed to be indigenous,
it occurs throughout the entire length of the islands of Japan. The Chi-
nese and Japanese lea culivation thus extends from 20° to 24

0 North
latitude, tt is frequently found growing in regions subjected to a short
but severe snowy winter, a fact which seems to have greatly influenced
Royle and the other earlier advisers of the Government of India in

selecting the Himalayan sites for experimental tea cultivation. Localities
were actually selected where short snowy winters might be secured, and
Assam and the Nilgiri Hills were viewed as second-rate regions.

The Indian regions of wild (or so-called wild) distribution occur
between 23

0
(in South Sylhet) and 28° North latitude (in Upper Assam).

The Manipur tea forests are found on the mountains which separate the
valley of Manipur from Burma and approximately between 24° and 25

0

North latitude. But the writer saw tea in the forests far to the north-east
of Manipur, near the lofty mountain mass of Sarameti.

The region of Indian cultivated tea is much wider. It occurs in the
Himdlayan gardens of the Panjdb near 33

0
North latitude, and in South

India it is grown between io° and 13
0
North latitude. 1 1 has also been

grown on the mountains of the Central Provinces and succeeds well on those
of Central Bengal (Chutia Nagpur). In Ceylon it approaches to the 6°

North latitude, but the principal region of Indian tea cultivation is between
23

0 and 32
0 North latitude.

The other species of Indian Camellias occur approximately along the
same region as has been indicated for C. drnpifera, only that they are
much less abundant and are met with in isolated localities.

The writer feels disposed to regard Manipur and the Indo-Burman
and Chinese adjacent regions as the true home of the tea-plant, and thus
to view it as introduced into Assam and Cachar. He would even ven-
ture the suggestion that the crude mode of burying the tea leaf in the
ground so as to produce the required fermentation, as practised to-day by
the Shans in Upper Burma and on the borders of Manipur, may be the
probable original method of preparing the article. This kind of tea has
already been alluded to, and it is only necessary in this connection to add
that the danger of decomposition when carried to great distances may have
suggested the process of baking into brick tea. To be used, the brick
tea requires to be softened by boiling, and hence might have originated
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the Tibetan method of eating the tea leaves after they had been boiled in

flour and butter. From this one might be pardoned drawing on imagi-
nation still further by supposing the enlightened Chinese to have improved
the process of manufacture and to have refined the method of cooking
by preparing an infusion from the leaves instead of eating them. As
partly supporting this theory we have the astonishment expressed by
several of the earlier writers that the Chinese only pour boiling water

over their tea and do not cook the leaves. A large trade in Cardamoms
exists between the capital of Kashmir and the neighbouring hill tribes who
employ these to flavour their decoction of tea in place of the sugar used

by the people of the west. Major Ward informs the writer that he has

seen the shepherds of that region smoking tea instead of either eating it

or drinking an infusion from it. An Assam tea planter writes to the

author that he had once given him a coarse kind of tea to smoke in place

of tobacco, and that although it seemed inferior stuff he was not able for

some time to detect that it was tea and not tobacco that he had been ac-

tually smoking.
The stirring national migrations of the early inhabitants of Eastern

Asia through the Burmo-Chinese regions, and the early trade-route which
became established, with the more settled condition of the people, might
easily be supposed to have carried the tea plant at an early date to China
and to India more recently by the Siam invasions. As opposed to all this

it may be urged that there are references to tea m Chinese botanical

works (or to what appears to be tea) at a date prior to any known migra-
tions from Burma to China or from China to Burma or Siam. But in

none of the very early supposed references to tea is mention made of

eating the leaves as pickle or after being cooked into pudding or of

making a beverage from them by means of boiling hot water. May not
the tea plant therefore or some allied Camellia, have been cultivated in

ancient China for a perfectly distinct purpose to that for which it is now
grown P This line of reasoning is only on a par with the fact that down
to modern times we have no indications of the properties of the tea plant
having been known to the enlightened ancient people of India.

Botanic Diagnosis.—A small bush while under cultivation or when
found in high latitudes or high altitudes, but in warmer regions, such as in

the damp forest glades of Assam and Cachar, and in the tea forest of

Manipur, often becoming a tree from 30 to 50 or even 100 feet in height.

Leaves variable, especially when cultivated, generally tapering at both
extremities, elliptic-oblong, acute or cuspidate-acuminate, puberulous on
the nerves below, 4 to 8 by to 2\ (in the wild plant often 12 to 15 by 4
to 6) inches in size. Flowers white, solitary, pendulous. Sepals persistent.

Styles united for about $rds of their length.

In some of the cultivated states, the calyx is described as quite hairy,
the leaves small, and even obtuse. This may possibly be due to a certain
degree of hybridisation with C. caudata—a suggestion well worthy of

investigation. Indeed, it may be repeated, with the greatest assurance,
that the time has now come for thelplanter to devote a greater share of his

time and attention to the study and improvement of his plant-stock than
has hitherto been done.

CHINA TEA.

25*

THE HISTORY OF THE CHINA TEA.
There is every reason to believe that, although the habitat of the tea

plant may be somewhere on the Assam-Burman and Chinese frontier,

the practice of preparing a beverage from its leaves existed for centuries
in China before it was known in India. Apparently classical scholars

have failed to find any allusion to the plant or to the beverage in the
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works of the early Sanskrit, Arabic, and Persian writers. Tradition

would seem to point to the plant having come from India to China, but
the legend upon which this idea mainly depends is told by the Japanese
and seems unknown to the Chinese themselves. In his interesting little

work
(On the Study and Value of Chinese Botanical Books) Dr, Brets-

chneider says that the plant is alluded to by a writer as early as 2700
B.C., and that a commentator, alluding to this fact, adds (m the 4th
century A.D.) that by means of hot water a beverage is obtained from
the leaves of the plant.

Thus the literature of China allows of little doubt as to the beverage
having been known in that country at least since the 4th century, and very
possibly from a much earlier date. According to most writers it began
to be systematically cultivated in South-Eastern China about that period,
and we have a definite reference to the industry in the annals of the
T’ang Dynasty, 793 A.D., where allusion is also made to the article
having been subjected to an imperial duty. Macpherson fHistory of
European Commerce with India) remarks that Soliman, an Arabian
merchant, who wrote an account of his travels in the East about A D. 850,
describes the Chinese as using “tea (sah) as a beverage.” Japanese
writers admit that they got tea Worn China in the 9th century, and began
to cultivate the plant for themselves in the year 1206 A.D. The Portu-
guese had dealings with the Chinese in the beginning of the 14th century,
and it is probable they were the first to introduce tea to Europe. This
is claimed, however, by some authorities for the Dutch, the article having
been first shown in Amsterdam and thence sent to London. The earliest
authentic European notice of tea occurs in Ramusio’s introduction to
Marco Polo, in the year 1545, where he mentions having learned of the
beverage from the Persian merchant Hajji Mahommed. Anderson (in
History of Commerce) quotes Botero as recording that in 1590 the Chinese
“have an herb oui of which they press a delicate juice which serves them
as a drink instead of wine,” and he infers, perhaps correctly, that this was
tea. Texeria, a native of Portugal, is reported to have seen the dried
leaves of tea in Malacca in the year 1600, and Olearius found tea being
used in Persia in 1633.

Perhaps the most amusing and at the same time instructive incidents
in the history of tea are recorded in the proceedings of the East India
Company (set? Milbum's Oriental Commerce ). An officer of the Com-
pany wrote to his friend in Meaco in the year 1615, asking for “a pot of
the best sort of chaw ” {Murray's China

, II., 337). Probably the earliest
record of the importation of tea into England by the great East IndiaCompany is to be had in an entry in the Company’s books in June 1661
of having presented the King with 2 ft and 2 02. of “ thea,” which cost
jos. a 1b. Two years later the Company appears to In ve been more liberal,
for a second present to His Majesty is recorded:—

£ s. d.” lb of thea at 50s. per lb . . . . k6 17 6For the two chcete persons that attend His Majesty, thea ! 6 15 6 ”

Not, however, until the year 1677 did the East India Company .take
.teps to secure a regular and commercial supply of tea. The order theLondon Directors then issued was “for teas of the best kind to the“ln d0l

|

arS
i’’ T? °rder seems to have been exceededland 1ftmarket accordingly glutted, for we next read of complaints regarding the

/
l

j
f 4.7J3ft made in 1678 (see Macphefson's Hist.,

at from ^ Tn
*3,)' S* so,d in London about this period

t from £5 to 410 sterling a pound. Shortly after (1657) cuds ofbegan to be sold in the public? coffee-rooms^ LondonfLpecially lt
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“ Garraway's,” and a duty was claimed from the vendor of 8d, a gallon.
In Pepys* Diary

, under date of 28th September 1660, there occurs the
entry : “ I did send for a cup of tea (a China drink) of which I had never
drank before.” Yule-Burnell, in their Glossary ofAnglo-Indian Terms, give
numerous other passages from early English writers in which mention is

made of tea down to the year 1789.
The first direct duty levied on the sale of tea was in the time of

William and Mary (1689); it was then subjected to a tax of 5s. a pound
and 5 percent, on the value of the article ad valorem . This is perhaps
the heaviest duty to which it has ever been subjected. As a result tne
consumption appears to have remained stationary, and what is noteworthy
the East India Company drew its supplies at that time from Madras and
Surat and not direct from China. Towards the close of the 17th century
they began, however, to import direct, and the first consignment came from
Amoy. The annual consumption in England, perhaps in Europe, seems
to have assumed by this time the comparatively considerable proportions of

20,000ft. It is important to add that the East India Company had
secured for themselves from the British Parliament the concession of being
the only merchants allowed to import tea, and for nearly 180 years they
enjoyed this monopoly, free trade in tea having only been allowed as late

as 1833.

In 1703 the imports into Great Britain amounted to 105,000ft, and
the article was sold at 165. a lb. In 1704, the Chinese, imitating the
monopoly granted by the British Government to the F^ast India Com-
pany, endeavoured to establish a Chinaman as the Emperor’s merchant
who alone would be permitted to sell tea to the Company. This auda-
city was characterised by the indignant Company of merchants as a “ new
monster in trade,” but tne monster was conquered by the payment of a
bribe of £1,600 per ship. In 1728, we read that the F^mperor of China
was not, however, to be disposed of in this manner, and that an export
duty of 4 per cent, was levied, which was raised, in 1736, by an additional
10 per cent. (Aubor on China

, p, 150.)
In 1721 the imports into Great Britain of tea amounted to 1,000,000ft,

and seven years later they had increased by another 100,000ft, the revenue
therefrom having been £104,300. From 1722 to 1744 the duty was fixed
at 45. a ft excise, with, in addition, a customs due of 14 per cent.
Macpherson has estimated that this amounted to 200 per cent, on the
average price of the article. From 1784 to 1795 the duty was gradually
remitted until it fell to only 12 3- per cent. The imposition, at the beginning
of the 1 8th century, of so heavy a tax naturally gave encouragement for
excessive smuggling and developed a large trade in the art of adulteration.
The evils urged by many writers of that period against the habit of tea
drinking were doubtless justified from the poisonous or deleterious nature
of the admixtures. In spite of all opposition, however, the habit of tea
drinking steadily took hold of the Fmglish people, and at the present day
there is perhaps no other article of food that is so little adulterated.

During the 100 years from 1710 to 1810 the aggregate sales of tea by the
E^st India Company amounted to 750,219,016ft, valued at £129,804,595
sterling, and of that amount 116,470,675ft were re-exported to other
countries. At the present day Great Britain consumes in three years as
much tea as she thus required in a 100 years, little more than 70 years ago.
But the effect of decreasing and again increasing the duty affords a very
instructive lesson as to the influence of taxation on the luxuries of life.

In 1745 was reduced 50 percent., with the result that whereas the sales
for the five previous years had on an average been 768,520ft and yielded a
revenue of £175,222, for the five succeeding years (after the reduction)
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they were 2,360,000ft and gave an annual revenue of £318,080. This TEA.

extremely favourable result, instead of suggesting the advisability of

further reduction, seemed to excite only the cupidity of the rulers to obtain

from the supposed educated taste of the people a greater revenue. From

1759 t0 *784 the duty was steadily raised until it attained the alarming

proportion of 1 19 per cent, on the value of the article. Smuggling and
adulteration were of course renewed with greater energy than before.

But in 1784 the duty was again reduced to 125 per cent. For the three

years previous to this reduction the average sales amounted to 5,721,655ft

with a revenue of £700,000, and for the three succeeding years the sales

were 16,044,603ft and realized, from a l-ioth duty, nearly i£ the former

revenue. Unfortunately, in 1795, the old course was resorted to, viz., of

raising required money by taxing tea ; the article was again and again

burdened, until in 1819 it was made to sustain 100 per cent. duty.

The result was that during these 25 years the sales stood stationary

at an average of 2i,ooo,oot)Ib and yielded an average revenue of 2§ ReV
n"nnn

million pounds sterling. The restriction in the sale of tea thus caused £2 »500»000-

was greatly increased by the fact that the East India Company still

retained its charter as the sole importers of tea, but in April 1834 a new
state of affairs began to dawn. An Act of Parliament had abolished Removal of
the East India Company’s monopoly, and free trade considerably lowered Tea Monopoly*

the initial price of tea. At the same time the ad valorem duty was 1834.

abolished and differential rates established, and all *• bohea teas ” were sub-
jected to a customs duty of 15. 6d. p ft, the better qualities of tea paying 2s.

6d. to 3s. a ft.

In 1836 the duty was again altered to a uniform charge of 2s. and id.,

which rate, with the addition of 5 per cent, imposed in 1840, prevailed till

1851, and in 1853 it was so regulated that by 1856 it should become is. a
ft. The Russian war temporarily disturbed this arrangement, and the Eng-
lish people paid cheerfully is. and 9d. a ft for their tea, until 1857, when
it' was again reduced to is. and 5d., and in 1864 to is., and was finally

fixed in 1867 at 6d. a pound, at which rate it still remains. Coincidently present duty
with the reduction of duty occurred an equally important consideration— 6d. a lb.

a fall in the price of the article. About the middle of the 17th century
a pound of good tea cost in London as much as £10 sterling; at the Price of Tea.
present day a better article may be purchased for 2s. and 6d. a pound.

The writer has purposely passed over, in their chronological places,
the incidents connected with the history of the Indian tea industry, deem-
ing it desirable to give, in the first place, a succinct account of tea as a
whole, and then to treat of India by itself. By way of concluding this
part of the history of tea, it may be repeated that, at the beginning of the
18th century, the imports of tea into Great Britain were only 20,000ft,
but that in 1885 they amounted to 212,375,371ft, and were in 1883 even
still higher. These facts forcibly illustrate the growth of the habit of
tea-drinking during the past two centuries, and it is somewhat remarkable
that this taste should have developed almost exclusively amongst the
British people, for, with the exception of the Russians, the other nations of
Europe drink very little tea. Indeed, were it not for the hold the luxury
has long maintained in China and Japan, the growth of the British de-
mand might be accepted as indicating a peculiar suitability of tea for the
people of cold countries.

THE HISTORY OF THE INDIAN TEA INDUSTRY.
Difficulties with China early began to make the British Government INDIAN TEA.

realise the danger of having no other source of tea than China. Ulti- 255
mately the whole energies of the Chinese section of the East India Com-
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pany were concentrated in the tea trade. Friction with the Company
soon gave vent to loud outcries in England which were re-echoed by the
disaffection of America. Tea in fact became intimately connected with
the severance of the American Colony from the Crown of England.
Colonists, disguised as Indians, boarded British ships, laden with heavily-
taxed tea and threw it over-board; this was one of their first acts of

open rebellion. The taxation of tea thus became a serious problem,
and in a half-hearted way the East India Company responded to the
wish of the Government that efforts should be made to cultivate tea in

India. Seed was accordingly sent from Canton in 1780 to Bengal, and this

was handed over to Colonel Kyd, who germinated it and planted out a
small nursery in his garden. As a historic fact of considerable interest,

this garden ultimately became the Royal Botanic Gardens, Seebpore, near

Calcutta. Colonel Kyd, one of the founders of horticulture in India, and
one of the earliest botanists of whom we have mention, has a fitting

memorial in the centre of the Seebpore Gardens. Reporting on his tea

experiments he wrote to Sir Joseph Banks pointing out that the neigh-

bourhood of Calcutta did not seem the most suited locality. In reply

Sir Joseph, in 1788, addressed Warren Hastings as to the desirability

of attempting China tea cultivation in Behar, Rungpur, and Kuch-Behar.
Little more seems to have been heard of the subject, and even the dis-

covery of tea in Assam and Manipur made by Scott, Bruce and others

between i8iq and 1821, appears to have been allowed to pass without more
than a cursory consideration. Dr. Buchanan Hamilton endeavoured to press

upon the consideration of Government the importance of this discovery, but
so little did the matter seem to affect the Directors of the East India Com-
pany, that the very correspondence regarding it is vague and indifferent.

According to some writers, Mr. David Scott, the first Commissioner of

Assam, discovered tea there ; by others he is said to have received

the plant through native agencies from Manipur. According to Balfour,
he addressed Mr. Q. Swinton, the then Chief Secretary to the Indian
Government, on the subject and forwarded specimens to him. The writer

has failed to find this correspondence in the published Records of the

Government, but whether the discovery of tea was first recorded from
Assam or from Manipur is almost immaterial. There seems no doubt
whatever that Mr. Scott was the first European who drew attention to the

existence of the tea plant on the eastern frontier of India. He is also said

to have sent a plant of the Assam tea to Mr. Kyd (son of the Colonel Kyd
already alluded to above), in order to compare it with Kyd’s Chinese plants.

That specimen found its way to Dr. Wallich’s hands and is now, it would
appear, in the Wallichian Herbarium in the Linna;an Society’s Rooms,
London, with Mr. Scott’s letter attached to it.

At this period so urgent were the home authorities to secure some
other source of tea than China, that the Society of Arts, taking the matter

up, offered their gold medal to any person who would produce the best

sample of Indian or Colonial grown tea. Interest was thus awakened, but
years passed before any one claimed the medal. In 1826 the brothers

Bruce, inspired by Scott according to some authors, and acting inde-

pendently according to others, rediscovered the tea plant in Assam ; in

consequence Mr. 0. A. Bruce was awarded the Society of Arts* gold

medal; he also obtained, from the Indian Government, a grant of land

for tea cultivation. But another claimant for the medal appeared in the

person of Captain Charlton, who asserted his claim as the real discoverer

of the tea plant, and so far prevailed on the Agri.-Horticultural Society

of India that they conferred on him their silver medal. It has been

clearly proved by Mr. Burrell that Scott was prior to either of these
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pioneers, but there seems no doubt whatever that Major (and possibly also

Mr.) Bruce, had prior claims to Charlton for being the re-discoverers

of the indigenous tea of Assam.
About the time these discoveries were being made in the then (to

Europe at least) terra incognita of Assam, animated discussions were
taking place in England which ultimately culminated in the overthrow of the
East India Company’s monopoly. Lora William Bentinck, then Governor-
General of India, took up warmly the matter of Indian tea cultivation.

A committee was appointed, with Dr. N. Wallich as Secretary, to

report on the situations best suited for the experimental cultivation of

China tea in India. Drs. Wallich and Royle urged that the experiment
should be first made at Kumaon, on the Him&Taya, being guided by a
consideration of the latitude, climate, soil, and vegetation of South
Eastern China closely agreeing with certain portions of the Hima-
laya. One of the first acts of the committee was to despatch Mr.
G. J. Gordon to China, in order to collect information regarding every
feature of the Chinese cultivation and manufacture of tea, and to bring
away plants and seed. That gentleman had scarcely commenced his
enquiries when he was recalled by the announcement that’ the tea plant had
been found in Assam. Captain (afterwards General) Francis Jenkins
had become Chief Commissioner of Assam, and he went with energy into
the Bruces* discovery of tea. Had Mr. Scott’s still more early disco-
very received even a passing consideration, Mr. Gordon would, in all
likelihood, never have been deputed to China, and several years would have
been saved, and according to many planters the curse of Assam—China
tea—would have never found its way there. As it was, Dr. Wallich at
li«t refused to accept General Jenkins’ plant, as being the true tea-
yieldmg species, a fact which would point to Dr. Wallich’s having in all
probability paid little or no attention to Mr. Scott’s discovery, although
he appears to have deposited in his herbarium the specimen of the plant

Kve
P. .

consequence of Dr. Wallich’s doubting the accuracy of
the identification of the Assam plant, a commission was appointed in
1836, consisting of Drs. Wallich. McClelland, and Griffith to visitAssam and report on the tea said to be found there. One of the most
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Indian Tea
sent to Eng-
land, 1838.

Tea Disaster,
1865-67.

Growth of
Indian Tea

Trade.

In 1835 the first experimental plantation in Assam was opened up by
Government in Luckimpore, ana in 1838 the first commercial sample of

Indian-grown tea was forwarded to England; it amounted to 4881b.

The Luckimpore experiment failed, and the plants were removed to Joypur
in the Sheebsagar district. This was in 1840 sold to the Assam Company,
the first tea concern, and to this day very much the largest Company
in India. It was anything but prosperous during the first 15 years or

its existence, and its shares fell so low that they could scarcely be sold.

About 1852 its prospects began to improve, and with its success the tea

industry appeared so promising and attractive, that speculators eagerly

rushed into it. In 1851 the imports of Indian teas into England amount-
ed to nearly } million pounds. In 1855 indigenous tea was discovered

in Cachar, and in the following year it was found by Mahomed Warish
in South Sylhet (Beng. Govt. Sel . , XXV,9 45), Previous to this (in

1853) attempts had been made to cultivate tea in Darjeeling, but the

industry was not fully started there until 1856-57. Various attempts were
made between 1835 and 1840 to introduce tea into Southern India, but
little interest was taken in the experiments previous to 1865 (Robertson's

Rep. t Nilgiri Dist., 1875, J 7 )*

In Chittagong and Chutia Nagpur tea cultivation was started about
1862-67. Ultimately tea cultivation spread over every district in India,

where there was the least hope of success, but with a rapidity that was
certain to culminate, as it did in the great disaster of 1865-67. It is need-
less to dwell on the causes of that disaster, but the reader is referred to

Mr. Ware-Edgar’s excellent and full report (
Reprinted as a Parliamen-

tary paper, C. 982, 1874). 1

1

may briefly be characterised to have been
the result of reckless impetuosity, ignorant supervision, and positive dis-

honesty. Fortunes were made by the few who realised that the tide would
turn. The better-situated gardens were purchased for fewer rupees than
they had cost pounds sterling to construct. New companies were formed
to work these gardens, and with the avowed purpose of growing tea for

its own merits as a commercial article and not for the purpose of selling

their gardens at a profit whenever popular favour returned to tea invest-

ment. Out of these trying times the industry rose on a firmer foundation,
and the prosperity that has attended the labours of the planter has been
recently and fittingly told by Dr. J. Berry White in the Journal of the
Society of Arts. Dr. White has shown that the heavy expenditure on cul-

tivation and manufacture has been so effectively reduced (and that it may
be even still further lowered) that all fear of competition with China may
be said to have been removed. But while this is so many planters hold
the opinion that a danger exists in the outcry for reduction, since the
point may be thereby reached of defective cultivation. China, once sup-

E
osed an insurmountable obstacle to the Indian planter, has, however,
een practically vanquished, for within the past few months India com-

bined with Ceylon has been leading the market. Thus in little more than
half a century India has come to supply half the world’s demand for tea,

and there is no reason to suppose that she has by any means reached
her highest level. The latest returns show the shipments from China
for this year as 30 million pounds below those of the preceding year.
Hitherto the attention of the Indian planter has been directed to compete
with China in the London market, while all the time the imports into

India of cheap China teas have been steadily increasing. The time has
now come when the Indian planter, to extend his trade, must consider the

requirements of new markets.
By way of strikingly illustrating the growth of the Indian tea industry

the following table has been compiled from various trustworthy sources.
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The British Government commenced to record separately Indian teas in

1852, but the table has been drawn up from 1864-65 to 1885-86. Briefly,

it may be repeated the exports from India were in 1838 declared to be
4881b, while in 1886 they had attained the proportion of 68,784,2491b.

Year.

1 2 3 4

Quantity ex-
ported to

ail countries

trom India in

lb.

Value of the
same in

Rs.

Imports into

Great Britain

of Indian tea

(from 1873
including

Ceylon) in

ih.

Per centage
of Indian to

China teas

consumed in

Great Britain.

1864-65 3 >457 »43 <J 28,02,840 2,510,000 3 97
1865-06 2,758,187 27,50,550 5,133,000 4 to 96
1800-67 • • 6,387,08s 36,03,268 7,084,400 6 to 94
1867-08 • • 7,811,429 68,69,280 8,132,400 7 to 93
1 868-69 • • 11,480,213 95,13,764 10,448,320 10 to 90
1860-70 • • 12,754,022 1,03,78,830 13,148,900 II to 89
1870-71 • • 13,232,232 1,12,05,167 15,351,600 11 to 89
1871-72 • • 17,* 87 ,32S 1,45,49,846 16,942,000 13 to 87
1872-73 • • 17,789,911 1,57,76,907 18,424,000 15 to 85
lS73-74 • « 19,324,235

[

1,74,29,256 17,377,900 13 to 87
1874-75 • • 21,137,087 !,93 , 74 ,292 25,605,100 16 to 84
1 875-76 • • 24,3<>i,599 2,16,64,168 25,605,100 J7 to 83
•870-77 • • 27,784,124 2,60,74,251 29,383,700 19 to 81
1S77-78 • • 33 ,459,075 3 ,04 .45,713 31*883,300 23 to 77
j*j

7-s-79 • • 34 , 432,573 3,13,84,235 36,007,100 22 to 78
1 8j<j-So • • 38,i 74,52 » 3 >°5,io, 2oo 38,483,700 28 to 72
1 880-8

1

00,
• • 4rMi3 ,5 io 3,05,42,400 45,764,900 30 to 70

lo.M-OZ

1882-83
,yo, 0.

• 9

• m

48,691,725
57,766,225

3,60,91,363

3,69,94,965
54,080,300
61,666,500

31 to 69

34 to 66
in«3-«4
> CU i Up

• • 59 ,9H ,703 4,08,38,805 65,731,600 37 to 63
1084-85 • • 64,162,055 4,04 ,47,592 68,159,600 39 to 61
1 8S5-86 • • 68,784,249 4,30,61,335 76,585,000 41 to 59
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258

BARUS.
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CAMPHOR.
Camphor.
Camphor, Eng.; Camphre, Fr.; Kampher, kampfer, Germ.; Can-

fora, It.

;

Alcanfor, Sp.

Vern.

—

Kapur, kapur, ghausar, Hind.; Karpur, kdppur

,

Beng. ; Kdrpnra,

kaputt Mar. ; Kaputt karpur

,

Guj.j Kdpurt Duk. ; Karuppuram, karp-
puram,shudan, Tam. ; Karpuram, Tel. ; Kappuram, kaporbarus, kaput

,

kafutt Mala. ; Karpura, Kan. ; Karpura, chandrdhba, Sans. ; Kdf»r,
Arab., Pers. ; Pa-y6k, payo,piyo,parouk, Burm. ; Kaputu

,

Sing.
References.

—

Roxb. (Shorea), FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 440 ; Pharm. Ind., 190 /
Camphor of Sumatra

,
by J. Macdonald, Esq., in As. Res., Vol. IV.,

pp. *9—331 Mason’s Burma, 483 ; Fliick. & Hanb., Pharmacog
510-518 ; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 330 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.,
222 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 93 & 665; Ainslie, Mat.
Ind., /., 588 ; Waring, Bazar Med., 32 ; Year-Book of Pharm., 1873,
p. 97 ; Spons, Encyclop ., 57 1-778, 796, J624 • Balfour, Cyclop Ed. 1885 ;
Treasury of Botany ; Ure, Die. of Arts and Manuf. ; Kew Official
Guide, Bot. Gardens and Arboreum, 120, 125.

Camphor.—The name * Camphor* is applied to various concrete, white,
odorous, and volatile products, all of vegetable origin and possessing
similar properties. They would appear chemically to be secondary
formations from the volatile oil of the particular plant from which they
are derived. A number of plants belonging to widely different families are
accordingly found to yield this substance. Of these, however, three may
be regarded as important, but only one of these commercial at the present
day.

Forms of Camphor.

ist.—'The Formosa or Chinese Camphor, and Japanese Camphor.
This is the most important—the commercial form of Camphor. It is pre-

pared as a crystalline substance, deposited on cooling, from a decoction
made from chips of the wood boiled by a process very similar to that adopt-
ed in the manufacture of catechu. The tree which affords this substance
is known as the Camphor laurel, Cinnamomum Camphora, F. Nees., of

the Natural Order Laurineje, a plentiful tree in the interior of the
Island of Formosa, in Japan, and throughout Central China. The bulk
of the Camphor from these countries reaches Europe from Canton, and is

accordingly known by the collective name of Chinese Camphor ; but a
considerable proportion fully deserves that name, from the fact of its being
extracted at Chinchew in the province of Fokien on the mainland of China.
Camphor, however, is not extracted in the Chinese possessions of Formosa,
but is prepared in the country still held by the aboriginal tribes, or in the belt

of debateable territory which separates the Chinese possessions from the
interior. Recently, through the action of the Chinese authorities, the For-
mosan trade in Camphor has been almost entirely ruined, and the reports
of the London drug marts rarely, if ever, now mention this once valued
Camphor. In Japan, the plant flourishes throughout the three principal
islands, but the extract is chiefly prepared in the province of Tost in

Sikok, the mild damp sea-air of that island being apparently favourable
to the growth of the tree. In the districts of Satsuma and Bungo a
considerable amount of Camphor is also manufactured.

|

2nd.—The Barus Camphor (from Barus, a town in Sumatra), also

known as Kapur B*rus, Borneo Camphor, and Malay Camphor,
! and, in the Indian Trade Returns, as Bhimsaini or Baras. It is ob-

tained as coarse crystals, formed naturally in the stems of Dryobalanops
Camphora, Colebr. (D. aromatic*, Gcertn.), a tree closely allied to the
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Indian sal and a member accordingly of the Natural Order Diptero- FORMS OF.

carpeje. This is a large and handsome tree, met with in the north-western

coast of Dutch Sumatra (the Batta country) from Ayer Bagnis to Barus

and Singkel, also in the northern part of Borneo and in the Island of

Labuan. To obtain this substance the trees are felled and completely

destroyed, being cut up into small splinters in the search for the camphor
crystals. It is stated that only about one-tenth part of the trees thus

ruthlessly destroyed are remunerative. The formation of this crystalline

substance within the tissue of the wood is thought to be due to some cause

similar to that which gives origin to the crystalline substance Khersal in the

interior of the stems of Acacia Catechu, or to the formation of the highly-

prized masses of the Agar resin in Aquilaria Agallocha. The crystals of

Camphor are chiefly found in the interior of the stem, often existing in

concrete masses, which occupy longitudinal cavities or fissures in the heart

of the tree, from a foot to a foot and a half long. More frequently they .

fill the hollows and interstices within the timber, especially in the knots

and swellings formed where branches issue from the stem. The old trees

are generally the most productive ; an average tree is said to yield i ifc.

In addition to occurring within the wood, the Camphor is also found in a
concrete form underneath the bark. In searching for trees likely to yield

Camphor, the natives pierce the stem to the heartwood, thus injuring the

tree materially; but it is said that a tree left for seven or eight years will be
then found to contain Camphor.

3rd.—The Blumea or Ngai Camphor. This is scarcely known out BLUMEA.
of China, but a consignment according to the Rev. Mr. Mason was 260
.sent to Europe from Tenasserim. In China this is prepared chiefly

at Canton and in the Island of Hainan, the plant being a large, herbaceous,
or bushy member of the CoMPOSiTAein the genus Blumea. It is probable
that two if not three species are used in Burma for this purpose, the most
abundant being the plant employed in China, visn B. balsamifera, DC.
This species is common throughout the Eastern Himalaya, ranging from
1,000 to 4,000 feet in altitude. It occurs also in the Khdsia Hills, in
Chittagong, Pegu, and Burma, being distributed throughout the Eastern
Peninsula to China. In some of the reports which have appeared of the
Burmese Camphor, it is stated that B. densiflora, DC. (B. grandis, Wall),
was the species used ; but this seems improbable, since B. balsamifera is

abundant in Burma, and B. densiflora apparently absent, or at least absent
from the district where this Camphor is described as having been prepared.
Mason says “ the plant is so abundant, that Burma might supply half
the world with camphor. Wherever trees are cut down this weed springs
up, and often to the exclusion of almost everything else.” Dr. Dymock
has recently drawn attention to a camphoraceous Blumea common near
Bombay, and used by the country-people to drive away fleas. (See Blamea,
Vol. I , B. 539.)

4th.—Camphors used chiefly in Perfumery.—As already indicated, PERFUMERY
in addition to the three sources discussed above, the chemical substance CAMPHORS,
camphor can be, and is to a limited extent, actually prepared from a number 26l
of otner plants, among which the following may be enumerated ; Tobacco
Camphor, produced by distilling tobacco leaves with water; Camphor of
Thyme, a crystalline product of the fractional distillation of the essential
oil of thyme—Thymus serpillum,—one of the commonest west temperate
Himdlayan plants ; Patchouli Camphor (a substance known in per-
fumery and homologous with Borneo Camphor), prepared from Plec-
tianthus or Pogostemon Patchouli, two herbaceous plants both mem-
bers of the Labiatje, which are met with in Sylhet, Burma, and the
Malayan Peninsula and cultivated in many parts of India. There are,
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History of Camphor.

in addition, a number of other camphors, less intimately related to India,
such as Neroli Camphor, prepared from the flowers of the bitter

orange; Bergamot Camphor, Barasa Camphor, Sassafras Camphor,
and Orris Camphor.

In India, in addition to the species of Blumea above enumerated as
yielding Ngai Camphor, there are many plants which smell strongly of
camphor, some of which would most probably be found to yield that sub-
stance. Among these may be mentioned the common aquatic weed of the
plains of Bengal, Limnophila gratioloides, Br., the Karpur of the Ben-
galis ; and also the numerous species of aromatic Blumeas, some of which
have already been alluded to.

History.

History of Camphor.—Having now very briefly discussed the sources
of the various kinds ol Camphor, it may not be out of place to say some-
thing here of the history of that substance. The authors of the Pharma-

cographta inform us that there is no evidence that Camphor was known to
Europe during the classical period of Greece and Rome. The first

mention of the substance "occurs in one of the most ancient monuments
of the Arabic language, the poems of Imru-i-Kais, a prince of the Kindah
dynasty, who lived in Hadramaut in the beginning of the sixth century.”
About this period no mention occurs in Chinese writings of Camphor,
although the tree was well known and the timber described. In the thir-

teenth century Marco Polo saw forests in Fokien, South-Eastern China, of
the trees which give camphor (Yule, Book of Ser . Marco Polo, II. (i8ji),

18s ). It was not, however, until Garcia de Orta in 1563 pointed out that the
Camphor of Europe came from China, that the existence of the two forms
of Camphor became known. The earlier Arabian writers all clearly refer
to the expensive Camphor of the Malaya, which, even at the present day, is

a hundred times more expensive than that of China. In the sixth century,
Borneo Camphor was regarded as the rarest and most expensive of
perfumes. " Ishak ibn Aman, an Arabian physician living towards the
end of the ninth century, and Ibn Khurdadbah, a geographer of the same
period, were among the first to point out that camphor is an export of the
Malayan Archipelago; and their statements arc repeated by the Arabian
writers of the Middle Ages, who all assert that the best camphor is pro-
duced in Fansur. This place, also called Kunsur or Kaisur, was visited

in the thirteenth century by Marco Polo, who speaks of its camphor as
selling for its weight in gold (Pluck. &J* Hand., Pharmacog.).

Yule and Burnell, in their Glossary of Anglo-Indian Words, inform us
that the Kaisur and Kdfu r-i-Kaisuri of some authors is the result of the
perpetuation of a blunder, “originating in the misreading of loose Arabic
writing. The name is unquestionably fansurL The Camphor alfan-
stiri is mentioned as early as by Avicenna and by Marco Polo, and came
from a place called Pansur in Sumatra, perhaps the same as Barus, which
has long given its name to the costly Sumatran drug.”

The uniformity of the name Camphor, or some transparent derivative
from a common root, shows that the substance was procured originally

from one place, and it seems abundantly demonstrated that the Camphor
first known to the world was that obtained from Dryobalanops Camphora,
and not the Camphor of modern commerce, which is prepared from the wood
of the Camphor laurel tree. U. O. Dutt mentions the fact that two sorts

of Camphor are referred to by Sanskrit writers, “ namely
,
pakva and apakva,

that is, prepared with the aid of heat and without it. The latter is

considered superior to the former. It would seem from the above
description that by the term apakva karpura, was probably meant the
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Camphor obtained from Borneo from the trunk of Dryobalanops aro-

matica; and by the term pakva karpura, the China Camphor obtained by

sublimation from the wood of Cinnamomum Camphora” (Hindu Mat.

Med., 222). Dr. Dymock, in his Materia Medica of Western India, also

accepts this opinion regarding the two kinds of Camphor mentioned by

the Sanskrit writers. The fact that the earliest mention we have of the

modern Camphor is in the thirteenth century would seem, however, to

be opposed to this being the pakva karpura of the Sanskrit writers, and

the suggestion may be offered that the boiled Camphor referred to may
have been Blumea or Ngai Camphor, a substance which at the period

indicated may either have been manufactured in India or imported from

China. The history of Ngai Camphor does not appear to have been suffi-

ciently investigated, but it is cjuite possible that the strongly camphora-
ceous bush of China and India may have been the first plant resorted

to as a substitute or adulterant for the prized Camphor of Sumatra. As
a matter of fact, this Camphor is much more nearly related to the

Malayan than to the China Camphor, and even at the present day it

is ten times the price of the Formosa Camphor, and is extensively con-

sumed in China, partly as a medicine and partly in perfuming the finer

qualities of Chinese ink. Moodeen Sheriff mentions four kinds of Camphor
as met with in the bazars of South India, viz., (a) Kafure-qaisurl, (b)

Stirati kdfur, (c) ChZni-kafur, and (d) Batdi-kdfur.

HISTORY.

Trade Returns and Commercial History.

Commerce.—While some of the less important camphors do, to a limited

extent, reach Europe and India, the commercial or Chinese form is that

which has been called “Common Camphor.” This arrives at the English
and Indian markets chiefly in a crude state, and is in both countries resub-
limed. The Japan Camphor is preferred to the Chinese, as it is generally
purer. These two kinds enter commerce in different conditions. Formosa
or Chinese Camphor is met with in square chests lined with leadortinned
iron, and always in a semi-liquid state, water having been added (according
to some writers, before shipment), from an idea that it prevents evapora-
tion. Japan Camphor, on the other hand, is lighter in colour, even some-
times pinkish. It occurs in larger grains than the Chinese, and is quite dry.
It arrives in double tubs (one within the other), without any metal lining.
Hence it is sometimes called “Tub Camphor.” It fetches a higher price
than the Formosa Camphor.

Bombay and Calcutta import, in addition to crude Camphor, a small
quantity of Japan sublimed Camphor “ which comes in tin-lined cases,
which hold about golb ” (Dymock).

Indian Trade in Camphor.—Mr. J. E. O’Conor, in his Trade Review
for 1875-76, gives the following note regarding the relative value of the
Barus and China Camphors:

—

“Camphor is of two kinds, Bhimsaini or Barus, and the ordinary sort.
The first is the produce of the Dryobalanops Camphora, and is imported
from Borneo and Sumatra, where only the tree is found, via the Straits.

u-
1S

rt

VaJued * n the tariff at R80 per flb, while the ordinary kind, imported
chiefly from China, is worth not more than R40 to R65 per cwt. This
enormous difference is accounted for by the reputation (scarcely merited)
which the Bhimsaini kind enjoys of peculiar excellence.” (Para, 16.
pages q and 10.)

Of Borneo and Sumatra Camphor probably not more than 2 or 3 cwt.
are annually imported into India.

TRADE.
263
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264

The Import and Re-export trade in Camphor between India and foreign
countries for the past seven years was as follows

Year.

Value of Camphor

Imported into India.
Re-exported from

India.

Bhimsaini
or Barus.

Other kinds.
Bhimsaini
or Barus.

Other kinds.

R R R R
1879-80 • • • • • 20,909 5,34,ooi 2,316 23J74
1880-81 22,924 5 ,53,732 140 26,559
1881-82 ..... 38,574 5 ,52,33

5

1,640 21,138
1882-83 43 ,6 i 8 8,68,794 529 25,231

1883-84 38,579 6,27,278 790 28,730
1 884*85 ..... 35,5oi M3.333 270 13,432
1 885-86 ..... 25,944 6,53.545 Nil. 16,779

tyi addition to the above, a small amount of Camphor is annually import-

ed into the French possessions in India; during 1882-83 these imports were
valued at £4.3,600, and in 1883-84, 839,103. 1 1 is noteworthy that a certain

amount of the Camphor imported into India comes from Great Britain.

This is the European refined Camphor found in India—an article far

superior to the water-impregnated Indian refined Camphor.
Mr. O’Conor publishes, under the quotations of exports of articles of

u Indian Produce and Manufacture,” tne following figures for Camphor
(other than Bhimsaini or Barus)

Year. Value.

1879-

80 • •

1880-

81 • •

1881-

82

1882-

83 •

1 883*84 • «

1884-

85 .

1

885-

86 . .

R
7,5i4

7,142
6,510

9,475
6,682

6,135
6,055

Analysis of Exports for 1885-86.

Country to which exported.

Ceylon . . .

Otner Countries

Total

4,905
1,150

6,055

Province from which exported.

Bombay
Madras

Total

1,607

4,448

6,055

It is presumed that the so-called Indian Camphor referred to in the last
table is crude China Camphor, refined (or manufactured) in India, and in
that state re-exported. With the exception of a small amount of Blumea
Camphor manufactured in Burma, it is doubtful if there be any other Cam-
phor which, strictly speaking, could be called Indian.

Purification of Camphor.—Dr. Dymock gives the following account of
the process as practised in Bombay: "The process of resublimation is

a peculiar one, the object being to get as much interstitial water as pos-
sible into the camphor cake. The vessel used is a tinned cylindrical cop-
per drum, one end of which is removable 5 into this is put 14 parts of
crude camphor and 2\ parts of water; the cover is then luted with clay,

and the drum, being placed upon a small furnace made of clay, is also
luted to the top of the furnace. In Bombay four of these furnaces are
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built together, so that the tops form a square platform. The sublima-

tion is completed in about three hours ; during the process the drums

are constantly irrigated with cold water. Upon opening them a thin cake

of camphor is found lining the sides and top ; it is at once removed and

thrown into cold water. Camphor sublimed in this way. is not stored,.but

distributed at once to the shopkeepers before it has had time to lose weight

by drying. It is sold at the same price as the crude article, the refiner’s

profit being derived from the introduction of water” (Mat. Med., W.

Ind., 1st Ed., S49). This same practice seems to be followed at Delhi and

at a few other cities in India, but the method is crude and unsatisfactory,

when the purified article is compared with that imported into India from

Europe. The European process of refining camphor was long kept a

secret, and towards the end of the seventeenth century the entire camphor

of Europe had to be sent to Holland to be sublimed. A monopoly was
also held for some time in Venice, but at the present day camphor-refining

is largely accomplished in England, Holland, Hamburg, Paris, New York,

and Philadelphia.

In England the impure camphor is broken up and mixed with 3 to 5
per cent, of slaked lime and 1 to 2 per cent, of iron filings. After being

well sifted, this mixture is introduced through a funnel into a series of glass

flasks, almost completely buried in a sand-bath. Instead of treating these

by means of a fire, where flame might ignite the gas given off during
the process of sublimation, dishes of fusible metal, kept warm by a furnace

below the room, arc used. The heat is suddenly raised from 120° to 190°

C., and kept at that point for half an hour, so as to expel the water from
the camphor. The temperature is then raised to 204° C.,and maintained
at that point for 24 hours. When the crude camphor has melted, the sand
is removed from the upper half of each of the flasks and a paper cork placed
in the neck. This allows of a lower temperature in the exposed part, and
the vapour of camphor not being permitted to escape, condenses on thein-
side of the exposed part of the flask as a pure cake, leaving all impuritiesln
the bottom. Air if freely admitted would render the camphor opaque, but
this is prevented by placing a glass bell-jar over the neck of each flask just

as the vapour of camphor begins to be given off. The whole process lasts

for about 48 hours, and when completed the flasks are removed from the
sand-bath and cold water sprinkled on them. They are thus broken, and
a large cake of refined camphor, 10 to 12 inches in diameter and 3 inches
thick, and weighing 9 to 121b, is removed from each bombolo or flask.

The rationale of the process consists in preserving the temperature
uniformly at the point or volatilization ; the quicklime retains resin or
empyreumatic oil, the iron fixes on any sulphur that may be present,
while a little charcoal is often added to remove colouring matter, and sand
is sometimes mixed with the crude camphor, to allow of a more uniform
escape, and thus save bumping or the sudden evolution of confined volumes
of vapour. The process requires great care, for, in addition to the very
inflammable nature of the vapour, a too rapid evolution might result in
the refined.camphor forming loose crystals instead of compact cakes.

Cultivation of Camphor-yielding plants in India.—Definite information
cannot be found regarding the experiments which have been made to
introduce the camphor-yielding trees into India. In the report of the
Lucknow Horticultural Gardens for 1882-83 it is mentioned that a
tree there being cultivated has so far done well. It seems likely that,
instead of importing yearly over six lakhs of rupees worth of China Cam-
phor, India might become a source of supply, since there is every reason
to suppose that, if extended experiments were made, the tree could be
successfully introduced. The amount of Barus Camphor consumed in

|
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India is not sufficiently great to tempt experiments being undertaken with
Dryobalanops Camphora, but the extended cultivation and manufacture of

Blumea and China Camphors would seem highly desirable.

Camphor Oil.

Oil of Camphor.—There are t^g} very distinct substances known by
that name in commerce. The first and most important is the oleo-resin or

camphor-oil of Borneo. This is obtained by tapping the trees. Some-
times this accumulates to such an extent that (as with the South American
copaiba tree) the trunk, no more able to resist the pressure of the fluid,

spontaneously bursts open or has its tissue broken into large internal

•chambers, producing while this occurs a loud noise, “as if the tree were
rent in twain.” The Pharmacographia states that Motley, in cutting

down a tree in Labuan in May 1851, pierced one of these reservoirs in the
trunk of the tree, from which over 5 gallons of camphor-oil were obtained.

This oil is termed Borneene, and it is isomeric with oil of turpentine, being
represented by the formula C inH 16, but in its crude state it holds in

solution a certain amount of Borneol and resin.

The other so-called Camphor-oil is quite distinct and should not be
confused with the above. It is known as Camphor-oil of Formosa. This
is a brown liquid, holding in solution an abundance of common camphor,
and is found to drain from the cases containing crude camphor. It has
an odour of sassafras. From this so-called oil, or rather solution, camphor
is precipitated on the temperature of the liquid falling.

Chemical and Medical Properties of Camphor.
Chemistry.—It is not necessary to enter into this subject in great

detail. For a full account of the chemistry of Camphor the reader is

referred to works on chemistry, but more particularly to the Pharmacogra-
phia and the United States Dispensatory, as these are more likely to be
accessible than the numerous and scattered papers in which this subject

has been treated of from a purely chemical point of view.

/$£.—Ordinary Camphor.—A white, translucent substance, of a crys-

talline structure, readily pulverised in the presence of a little alcohol or of

sugar, ether, or chloroform, otherwise tough and difficult to pulverise. It

has thesp. gr. 0*990 and melts at 175
0
C., boiling at 205° C. It possesses

a penetrating odour and pungent taste, and burns with a luminous smoky
flame. It is very volatile, the vapour condensing on the bottle in which it is

kept. A small fragment, if thrown upon water, displays a peculiar circula-

tory movement, which is at once stopped by the addition of a little oil.

This fact has been taken advantage of, in detecting the presence of oily

substances in water. Camphor is only slightly soluble m water, but the

amount may be increased by the addition of sugar. Carbonic acid also

increases its solvent power. Ordinary alcohol will take 75 per cent, of

camphor. When mixed with resins or concrete oils, camphor often par-

tially or completely loses its odour. The formula given for this form
of camphor is C10H 1BO; by treatment with various reagents it yields

a number of interesting products. Prolonged boiling with nitric acid
oxidises the camphor into Camphoric acid, C10H 14O4 and Camphoronic
acid, C9H 1206, water and carbonic acid being eliminated. When repeat-

edly distilled with chloride of zinc, it is converted into Cymene or Cymol,

C10H 14,
a substance present in many essential oils.

2nd.

—

Barus Camphor.—This has the formula CjoHmO. It is some-
what harder than the preceding, is less volatile, and does not consequent-
ly crystallise on the inside of the bottle containing it. It is also heavier,

having the sp. gr. 1*009. It is easily pulverised without the aid of al-

cohol ; it is, in fact, a more compact and brittle substance than ordinary
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camphor. It requires for fusion 198° C. In optical properties an alco-

holic solution is found to be 12^° dextrogyre. By the action of nitric

acid it may be converted into ordinary camphor, and by continued oxi-

dation, into Camphoric acid. Its medieijial properties are regarded as
stronger than those of ordinary camphor.

3rd,—Ngai or Blumea Camphor is chemically more nearly related to
Barus Camphor than to Chinese Camphor. It has the same composition,
and differs mainly in the fact that its alcoholic solution is levogyre, and
remains so even after being oxidised by nitric acid, whereas Barus Cam-
phor is converted into ordinary camphor.

Medicine.—Camphor possesses stimulant, carminative, and aphrodisiac
properties, and is widely used in medicine, both externally and internally.
Its primary action is that of a diffusible stimulant and diaphoretic ; its

secondary, that of a sedative, anodyne, and antispasmodic. In large doses
it is an acro-narcotic poison. Camphor has been extensively used in the
advanced stages of fevers and inflammation, insanity, asthma, angina
pectoris, hooping-cough, and palpitations connected with hypertrophy of
the heart; affections of the genito-urinary system, comprising dysmenor-
rhoca, nymphomania, spermatorrhoea, cancer, and irritable states of the
uterus; chordee, incontinence of urine, hysteria, rheumatism, gangrene,
and gout. It has also been employed as an antidote to strychnia, but
with doubtful results. It is regarded as a medicine in impotence
{I'harm. of India ; U. C. Duft's Hind. Med.). The Hindus consider cam-
phor to be aphrodisiacal, but the Muhammadans hold a contrary opinion ;
both regard it as a valuable application to the eyelids in inflammatory con-
ditions of the eye (Dymock).

I he medicinal properties of camphor are too well known to require to
be discussed here at great detail. The reader is therefore referred to the
I harmacopa’ia of India , pp. 190, 192, and other standard works on ma-
teria medica. As having a special bearing on India, however, the fol-
!owing extract may be republished from Waring's most useful little book,
tiaza r Medictnes :

—

" In chronic rheumatism, in addition to its use externally, it may be
given internally in a dose of 5 giains with one grain of opium at bed-
time ; it affords relief by causing copious perspiration, which should be
promoted by a draught of infusion of ginger and by additional bed-
c othes. An excellent vapour-bath for these cases may be made by sub-
stituting half an ounce of camphor placed on a heated plate for the chattie
ot hot water. Thus employed, it causes speedy and copious perspiration.
Care, however, is necessary to prevent the patient inhaling the vapour,
which is of comparatively little consequence when simple water is used.
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medicine is more generally useful than camphor in doses of 4 grains
with half a grain of opium taken each night at bed-time. In gonorrhoea,
to relieve that painful symptom, chorde6, the same prescription is generally
very effectual ; but it may be necessary to increase the quantity of opium
to one grain, and it is advisable to apply the camphor liniment along the

under-surface of the penis as far as the anus. To relieve that distressing

irritation of the generative organs which some women suffer from so severe-

ly, it will be found that 5 or 6 grains of camphor, taken in the form of

pill twice or three times a day, according to the severity of the symptoms,
will sometimes afford great relief. In each of these cases it is important
to keep the bowels freely open.

“In painful affections of the uterus, camphor in 6 or 8-grain doses
often affords much relief. The liniment shoula at the same time be well

rubbed into the loins. In the convulsions attendant on child-birth, the

following pills may be tried : Camphor and calomel, of each 5 grains. Beat
into a mass with a little honey, and divide into two pills; to be followed an
hour subsequently by a full dose of castor oil or other purgative.

“In the advanced stages of fever, small-pox, and measles, when the

patient is low, weak, and exhausted, and when there are at the same time
delirium, muttering, and sleeplessness, 3 grains of camphor, with an equal
quantity of asafeetida, may be given even every third hour; turpen-

tine stupes or mustard poultices being applied at the same time to the

feet or over the region of the heart. It should be discontinued if it causes
headache or increased heat of the scalp. Its use requires much discri-

mination and caution.

“To prevent bed-sores, it is advisable to make a strong solution of

camphor in arrack or brandy, and with this night and morning to bathe,

for a few minutes, the parts which, from continued pressure, are likely to

become affected ” (Waring, Bazar Medicines).

The Lancet (May 31st, 1884) gives an account of a simple process of

curing coryza by the inhalation of camphor vapour through a paper tube,

the whole face and head being covered so as to secure the full action.

Special Opinions.—§ “Daily employed in dispensary practice in the form
of camphor-water as a vehicle for other medicines. When quinine is re-

jected by the stomach, the following formula may be used
;
Quinine gr. iii.,

camphor gr. opium J. To be made into a pill and given three or four

times daily. A drachm of camphor dissolvea in chloroform mixed with

an ounce of simple ointment forms a soothing application for piles” (As-

sistant Surgeon yasvsant Rai, Multan). “ It is an irritant and rubefacient,

good for a cold in the head with coryza, summer diarrhoea ” (Brigade
Surgeon W. R . Rice

,
Jubbulpore), “Largely used as a liniment for

muscular pains. Is a good expectorant” (Surgeon R. Gray , Lahore).
“ Used in 3 or 4-grain doses and mixed with about J grain of extract of

belladonna. I have found this to be of very great value in neuralgic pains ”

(Assistant Surgeon Doyal Chunder Shome, Campbell Medical School, Cal-

cutta). “ Stimulant, expectorant, anodyne, antispasmodic, anaphrodisiac,

and diaphoretic, doses 1 to 10 grains. I have used this in the following

cases : (1) In acute bronchitis, with other ingredients. (2) In pneumonia,
with amm. carb. and quinine. (3) In toothache and carious tooth, useful to

relieve the pain if stuffed in the cavity. (4) In bilious headache, externally

applied witn vinegar and cold water. (5) In chronic rheumatism, either mus-
cular or articular, if embrocated, mixed with mustard oil and opium. (6)

In a few cases of cholera (cold stage) the use of the spirit of camphor with

rum has proved successful. (7) In irritation and chorde£ of gonorrhoea,

if given with belladonna in the form of pill ” (Hospital Assistant Abdulla,

Civil Dispensary, Jubbulpore). “Stimulant ana diaphoretic, useful in
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neuralgic headache in doses of 5 grains; gives healthy action to foul ulcers

when applied ; 2 to 5 drops of a saturated solution in rectified spirit on sugar

is very useful in indigestion and colic. I have known several instances in

which it checked vomiting and purging in the first stage of cholera. It

preserves clothing and other articles against insects and worms” (Sur-

geon Shib Chunder Bhuttacharji, Chanda, Central Provinces). " Useful
in cholera** (Surgeon H. D . Masani, Karachi). "In the form of spirit,

camphor is very efficient in the early stages of catarrh of the inspiratory

passages. In tne collapse stage of cholera I have seen good effects from
its use, and think it worthy of more extended trial in this disease *’ (Sur-
geon S. H. Browne, Hoshangabad

, Central Provinces). “ I have found
that when given in io-grain doses every fourth hour in cholera, good
results follow. It is often administered with the fruit of the plantain to
produce abortion ; about 20 grains are said to be enough for this purpose**
(Surgeon IV. F. Thomas, Mangalore). "Stimulant, antispasmodic, dia-
phoretic, hypnotic, anaphrodisiac, doses 10 to 20 grains, used in toothache,
chronic rheumatism, dysmenorrhcea, delirium, typhus fever, debility after
fever, hooping cough, gangrene of the lungs, cholera, chorea, hysteria,
epilepsy, puerperal convulsion, palpitation of the heart’* (Hospital As-
sistant Chuna Lai, Jubbulpore). " Is taken in large doses to procure
abortion” (Surgeon-Major D . R. Thompson, Madras). "Camphor is

daily used as a stimulant, antispasmodic, sedative to the genito-urinary
system, and parasiticide. The spirit of camphor is a useful remedy in
cholera, in 1 to 5-drop doses” (Assistant Surgeon Nundo Lai Ghose,
Bankipur). " Camphor. Used in 3 or 4-grain doses and mixed with
about i grain of extract of belladonna, I have found this to be of very
great value in neuralgic pains’* (Assistant Surgeon Doyal Chunder Shome,
Campbell Medical School, Sealdah , Calcutta).

Domestic Uses.--Mr. T. W. Lee, writingin the Journal ofAgriculture,
says that most seeds are greatly hastened in their germination by being
soaked, previous to sowing, in soft water, to a pint of which a lump of
camphor, about the size of a large nut, has been added. Mr. Lee tried
this experiment on many vegetable seeds, such as peas, beans, &c., as well
as palms, castor-01 1 seeds, and various other tropical seeds which have very
hard seed-coats, many of which would require soaking in water for along
time before they would otherwise show signs of germination, but which, with
the addition of camphor, sprout easily and rapidly. This same fact may be
taken advantage of in stimulating cuttings of roses or other plants sent from
one country to another. Rose-cuttings, for example, posted in England,
carry safely to India, and the stimulation caused by dipping their freshly-
cut ends in camphor-water helps Rreatly to enable them to take rootwhen placed in the soil.

Camphora glandulifera, Nees, see Gnn&momum glanduliferum, Meissn.;
LAURINE*.

Canada Balsam, see Abies balsamea, Aiton. ; Conifers.

CANANGA, Rumph . ; Gen. PL, I. , 24.

Cananga odorata,H
. /. &T. r. ; m. Br. Ind.,l., S6 ; Anonace*.

The Ilang-ilang of European perfumers.
8yn.—Uvaria odorata, Lamb.
Vern. Kadat-ngan, ka&apgnam

, Burm.; Ilang-Hang, Mala.R
*?t ?
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Habitat.—A large evergreen tree of Burma (Ava and Tenasserim),
distributed to Java and the Philippines. Cultivated in many parts of

India on account of its sweet-smelling flowers.

Oil.—An otto is prepared from the flowers known as Otto of Hang.
It is highly esteemed, as may be seen from the fact that it fetches in Europe
about 185. to 22s. peroz. It is frequently blended with pimento, orris,

rose, tuberose, and jasmine in the preparation of handkerchief perfumes.

The volatile oil contains a benzoic ether, phenol, and an aldehyd or ketone.

The yield of oil is about 0-5 per cent. The so-called Macassar Hair
Oil is said to be a solution of Bang in cocoanut oil.

For further information see Michelia.

CANARIUM, Linn.; Gen. PI., I., 324.

Canarium bengalense, Roxb ; FI. Br. hid., I., 334 ; Bursf.kaceje.

Vem.

—

Gos^ul dh&p, Nepal} Narockpa

,

Lepchaj Tekreng

,

Garoj Bis-
jang, dkttna

,
Ass.

References.

—

Roxb ., FI. Ind.y Ed. C.B.C., S04; Kura , For. FI. Burm., /.,

2gq ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 68, xi.f Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 149;
O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 288 ; Royle, Him. Bot., 177 ; Cooke,

Gums and Gum-resins, 7 ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A tall tree, with a straight cylindrical stem ; it is met with in

the eastern moist zone, eastern Himalaya, Bengal, and Burma.
Gum. - Yields a brittle, amber-coloured resin, resembling copal, which

is u^ed as incense. The natives set little value on it. In Calcutta bazars
it sells at two to three rupees per maund.

Structure of the Wood.—Shining, white, when fresh cut, turning grey
on exposure, soft, even-grained, does r.ot warp, but decays readily.

Weight 281b per cubic foot. It is much esteemed in Bengal for tea-

boxes, and also for shingles. It is also valuable for building.

Medicine.—§
“ The leaves and bark are used externally for rheumatic

swellings.

Food .
—

“

Fruit edible.

Structure of the Wood.—

“

Strong and durable, used for common house
building” {Trimen),

C. commune, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., /., jj/.

Java Almond Tree.

Vera.—Jongall bdddm, Hind.
; ffangaU beddnd, Cutch ; Kagli mara ,

kaifga hbi)a, java badamiyanne, Kan.; Canari, Mala.; Rata-kcekana

,

Sing.

References.— Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., S04; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,
148; Pharm. hid., 5 1 • Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm., 85 • U. S. Dis-
pens., i$th Ed., Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 60; O'S/taughnessy, Beng.
Dispens.. 288 ; Drury

, Us. PL, 108; Cooke, Gums and Gum-rcsms . log;
Cooke , Oils and Oil-seeds

,
to; Spans,

Encyclop., 1392, 1649; Balfour,
Cyclop., Ed. 188$ ; Smith, Die., 12, 114,164; Treasury of Botany;
Vre, Die. of Arts and Man.; Kew Cat., 28 ; Baillon, Nat. Hist., Pis,
V., 298 .

Habitat.—A plant of the Malay Archipelago cultivated in India;
introduced into Bengal, where it does not thrive well in winter.

Gum.—The resin, imported- under the name of Manilla Elemi, has
long been supposed to be a product of this plant. The authors of the
Pharmacographia , however, affirm that “ The resin known in pharmacy
as Elemi is derived from a tree growing in the Philippines, which
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Blanco, a botanist of Manilla, described in 1845 under the name Idea
Abilo, but which is completely unknown to the botanists of Europe.
Blanco’s description is such that, if correct, the plant cannot be placed
in either of the old genera Idea or Elaphriam, comprehended by Bentham
and Hooker in that of Bnrsera, nor yet in the allied genus Canariam;
in fact, even the order to which it belongs is somewhat doubtful.”

“ Manilla Klein i is a soft, resinous substance, of granular consistence,

not unlike old honey, and when recent and quite pure is colourless ; more
often it is found contaminated with carbonaceous matter which renders
it grey or blackish, and it is besides mixed with chips and similar impuri-

ties. By exposure to the air it becomes harder and acquires a yellow

tint, if has a strong and pleasant odour suggestive of fennel and lemon,
yet withal somewhat terebinthinous. When moistened with spirit of wine,
it disintegrates, and examined under the microscope is seen to consist

partly of acicular crystals. At the heat of boiling water the hardened
drug softens, and at a somewhat higher temperature fuses into a clear

resin”
(Pharmacographia , p. 147).

The United States Dispensatory (15th Ed.), page 536, says: "The
Manilla Elemi is conjecturally referred to Canarium commune. In their

Medicinal Plants Bentley and Trimen give a detailed description of

this plant. They say : " It is also cultivated in Java, and has been grown
in the gardens at Calcutta, where, however, it did not thrive. We cannot
certainly identify it as the source of Elemi, but it is probably the ‘Tere-
binthus Luzonis prima* of Camelli, in ‘Ray’s History of Plants/ which
he says is called Laguaan , Lanvan , and Pagsaingan by the natives,
and Arbol de la Brea by the Spaniards.” Elemi is said to be derived
from the hypothetical plant Idea Abilo of Blanco, a botanist of Manilla,
who published a description of the tree from which the resin was obtained
in 1845 under that name. Its description cannot be identified, but
although, as stated above, it has been supposed to be allied to Canarium,
there is no actual evidence of this, and it is doubtful if Idea, as described
by Blanco, should be even referred to the Burskraceje.

The gum is used principally in the manufacture of varnishes, also in
felting and in medicine.

Oil.—The nut yields a semi-solid oil on expression, similar in appear-
ance to cocoanut oil. It is used for culinary purposes, and is regarded
palatable. It is also burnt in lamps.

§ “The bark yields an abundance of limpid oil with a pungent turpen-
tine smell, congealing to a buttery camphoraceous mass. It is stated
to possess the same properties as copaiba (O’Shaughnessy).” (Surgeon
C. y. H. Warden, Professor of Chemistry, Calcutta).

Medicine.—Ainslie remarks that the gum has the same properties as
Balsam of Copaiva. It is applied in the form of an ointment to indolent
ulcers. The oil expressed from the kernels might be substituted for
almond oil. Dr. Waitz, in his Diseases of Children in hot climates, speaks
favourably of the kernels in emulsion as a substitute for the European
preparation, Mistura Amygdala.

Special Opinion.—§“ A demulcent” (Surgeon W. Barren
, Bhuj, Cutch,

Bombay).
Food.—Cultivated in the Moluccas for its fruit, which is a three-sided

drupe, containing, as a rule, only one perfect seed ; this tastes somewhat
like an almond. The oil expressed from the nuts, when fresh, is mixed
with food in Java. Bread is also made from the nuts in the Island of
Celebes. If eaten fresh or too frequently, the nuts often produce diar-
rhoea (Drury).

Manilla Elem ..
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Canarium stratum, Roxb., FI. Br. Ind., /., 534 ; Beddonu, 1. 128.

The Black Dammar Tree.

Vem.—Kdlii damrntr. Hind., Brno., Guj. ; Dhup, gigul. Bom. ; Dhip
rdldhup

,

Mar. ; Karapu kongiliam, karapu dammar, congilium-marum,
karuppu ddmar, Tam.j Nalla-rojan, Tel. 5 Manda-dhup, raldhupada ,

Kan. ; Thelli, Mala.

References.—Roxb. ,
FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , S04 ; Beddome, FI. Sylv., I., p.

128 ; Gamble

,

Afa». Timb., 68: Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 52 ; Voigt,

Hort Sub. Cal., 149'; Pharm. Ind., S3 i Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm.
Ind., 85 ; Dymock, Mat . Med., W. Ind., 135, also 2nd Ea., 167 ; Bidie, List

of Raw Prod., Paris Exb ., 24; Drury, Us. PL, 104; Cooke, Gums and
Gum-resins, p3 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 264 ; Lisboa, Us. PI. ofBomb.,

40; Balfour, Cyclop.; Smith's Die., 150 ; Treasury ofBotany.

Habitat.—A tall tree of South India. Common about Courtallum in

the Tinnevelly district and in Kanara.

Gum.—It yields a brilliant resin called the Black Dammar of South
India. This is obtained by making vertical cuts in the bark and setting

fire to the bottom of the stem. This result is effected by lighting firewood

piled to the height of a yard round the base of the trunk. The dammar
exudes from the stem as high as the flames reached commencing about
two years after the above operation. The flow is said to continue for

ten years, between the months of April and November, and the resin is

collected in January.

“This substance occurs in stalactitic masses of a bright shining colour

when viewed en masse, but translucent and of a deep reddish-brown
colour when held between the eye and the light ; homogeneous, with a
vitreous fracture

;
partially soluble in boiling alcohol, and completely so

in oil of turpentine” (Pharm. Ind.).

The following is Mr. Broughton’s report on Black Dammar : “This
well-known substance offers little chance of usefulness, in Europe at least,

when the many resins are considered that are found in the market at a
far less price. It is used in this country for many small purposes, as in

the manufacture of bottling-wax, varnishes, &c. Its colour when in solu-

tion is pale, if compared with its dark tint when in mass. Thus, though
insoluble in spirit, its solution in turpentine forms a tolerable varnish.
When submitted to destructive distillation, it yields about 78 per cent, of

oil, resembling that obtained from common colophony ; but I fear, in the

majority of its possible applications, it possesses few advantages over
ordinary resin at 7s. 6d. per cwt. Major (now Col.) Beddome estimates the
price of Black Dammar on the coast of Kanara at R8 per 25fl> (or nearly
ten times the price of resin in England). The number of substances suit-

able for varnishes have lately become very numerous in Europe. Common
resin is now purified by a patent process, consisting of distillation with
superheated steam, by which it is obtained nearly as transparent and
colourless as glass, in such amount that a single firm turns out 60 tons
per week.”

Medicine.-"The resin is used medicinally, according to Dr. Bidie, as a
substitute for Burgundy Pitch in making plasters.

Special Opinions.—§ “Bathing in a tub painted inside with dam-
mar is supposed to relieve the irritation of prickly heat” (Surgeon-

Major A. S. G. Jayakar, Muskat, Arabia). “Employed as a liniment
with gingelly oil, in rheumatic pains ”

(Surgeon-Major J. J. L. Ration,
Salem).
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The Sword-bean.
CANAVALIA
ensiformis.

CANAVALIA, Adam. {P DC.); Gen . P/., /., 537.

Canavalia ensiformis, FI. Br. Ind^ II., ig$; Wight\ Ic., t.

753; LEGUMiNosiE.

Sword Bean. Sometimes called Patagonian Bean.

Syn.^C. gladiata, DC.; Dolichos gladiatus, Willd., as in Roxb., F/.

Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 559

;

D. ensiformis, Linn.

Vern.—Makham shim, mekhun, Beng. ; Tihon, Santal ; Sufid or Idl kud-
sumbal. Hind.; Scm

,

Pb. & N.-W. P. j Gavari

,

Mar.; Gaivara

,

Bom.;
Gavrin, GlIJ.; Burra shim, kudsumber abye, Duk. ; Cambe-gida, tumbay
kayi, Kan. ; Segapu, vellay thun betten, thambatin , segapu thumbatin

,

Tam.; Tellay tumbetten kata, chamma, tamma, vela or yerra tambalin,
Tel. ; Shimbt, Sans. ; Poi noung ni,pai ka lag

,

Bukm.

References.— Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 8fi ; Dalt. & Gibs., Bomb. FL,
Suppl., 23 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 6r ; Aitchison , Cat. Pb. & Sind PL, 48 ;

Voigt , Hort. Sub. Cal., 234; Murray, Drugs & PI., Sind, 124 ; Drury,
Us. PL, 104; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 702 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., u8;
Lisboa, Us. PI. of Bombay, 152 ; Balfour, Cyclop. ; Smith, Die., 304

;

Trcasurv of Botany; Kew Cat., 44; Church, Food-Grains of India,

p. 144, Fig. 27.

Habitat.—This climber is found along the eastern part of India from the

Himalaya to Ceylon and Siam, wild or cultivated. The name “ Overlook ”

is given to it by the West Indian negroes, and it is generally planted
by them to mark the boundary of their plantations, from the super-
stitious belief that it will protect their property from plunder {Smith).

There arc several forms of this plant met with in India, the seeds and
flowers being of different colours {Drury). These, according to the Flora

of British India, are referred to three distinct varieties :

—

Var. 1st, virosa, W. & A., Prod., 233; Dais. & Gibs., Bomb. FL,
6q ; Dolichos virosns, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 559. Pods often 2-4 !

inches long,4-6-seeded. Speaking of this form, Roxburgh says : “Ido not 1

find that any part of this species is in any shape useful to the natives or
others ; indeed, the natives of Coromandel, where the plant is common,
reckon it poisonous, which is corroborated by Van Rheede.” This is

known in Bengal as Kath-shim, or Kala-shim and Gaivara
(Goivara) in

Bombay.
Var. 2nd, turgida, Grah. in Wall. Cat.; C. Stocksii, Dale. & Gibs.,

Bomb. FL, 69. Pods large and turgid, 3 to 5 inches by 1 \ to 2 inches.

Var. 3rd, mollis, Wall. Found in Southern and Western India. The
pods are smaller than in either of the above ; when cultivated they are
tender and eaten like French beans.

Food.—The young, tender, half-grown pods, apparently of only var.

3, are actually eaten, but these constitute the so-called French beans at
the tables of Europeans. Natives also eat them in curry. The form
with large white seeds is considered the most wholesome. Some five
varieties are reported to be cultivated in Lucknow, of which the form
known as hilwa, a white narrow-podded variety, is considered the best. Mr.
Cameron informs the writer that the seeds of this pulse are highly
relished in Mysor. Atkinson writes of the North-West Provinces that
the sem is “ consumed by all classes.**

Professor Church gives the analysis of this pulse (p. 144), and adds
that its nutrient ratio is 1 : 2*2 and the nutrient value 80.

H C. 293
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CANES.

294 Canavalia obtusifolia,D C. ; FI. Br. Ini., II., 196.

References.

—

Thwaites, En., Ceylon PI., 88 • Voigt, Hort• Sub. Cal,, 23S

!

Drury, Us, PI,, 105; Balfour, Cyclop./ Kew Cat,, 44,

Habitat.—Met with on the coasts of the Western Peninsula, Ceylon,

and the Malaya Peninsula.

“ Is a useful binder of loose sand ” {Balfour),

295 CANELLA, Sw. ; Gen, PL, 121, gjo,

Canella alba, Murray / DC, Prod,, I., 363; Canellacem.

White Cinnamon, Eng.: Canelle blanch, Fr. : Weisser zimmet.
Germ,: Canella bianca, It .

;

Canella alba, Sp. ; Canella blanca, Sp .

References.

—

Voigt, Hart, Sub. Cal., 88; Pharm. Jnd., 25 / FI tick. &
Hanb., Pharmacog., 73; U. S. Dispens i$th Ed., 337

1

Year-Book of
Pharmacy,1873, p.43 ; Spons

, Encychp., 1419; Smith
,
Die., 84; Treasury

of Botany ; Iianbury. Sc. Papers, 353 ; Kew Cat., 14.

Habitat.—A West Indian aromatic plant, the bark of which is im-
ported into India, and is sold by druggists ; the tree might be cultivated

in India.

Oil.—“An essential oil, erroneously called 'white cinnamon,* is ob-
tained by the aqueous distillation of the bark; it is a mixture of caryo-

phyllic (eugenic) acid, an oil resembling cajuput, and an oxygenised oil.**

(Spons, Encyclop.) It is a rare article, not known to commerce.

Medicine.—The bark is met with in rolls or quills two or three feet in

length, having a bitterish acrid peppery taste. The odour is something
like a mixture of cloves and cinnamon. The bark is an aromatic stimu-
lant used to a limited extent in combination with other articles in consti-

tutional debility, dyspepsia, scurvy, &c. (Pharm. Ind.) In the West
Indies it is used as a condiment and has some reputation as an anti-

scorbutic.

CANES.

White Cinnamon; Canes.

canes. Canes.

Canne, Fr. ; Rohr, Germ. ; Bhate
,
Hind.

; Nathur
,
Guz.

The species of the genus Calamus—a genus of climbing palms

—

yields the canes of commerce. Few plants are more useful to the hill

tribes of India and the Malay than are the various forms of cane, yet
very little of a definite nature is known as to the peculiar properties and
uses of the individual species. They afford “ Dragon’s-blood,” and the
“Malacca” and “Rattan Canes*’ of commerce, but it is probable that
each of these articles is obtained from more than one species of Calamus.
Reeds and small bamboos are sometimes, but incorrectly, spoken of as
canes.

The species of Calamus are formidable but graceful objects, giving a
delicate green effect to the tropical vegetation. Sometimes they occur as
stunted erect bushes, constituting large impenetrable clumps; at other
times, by means of their prickly tendrils, clasping firmly the bushes and
trees of the forest, they ascend as gigantic climbers, often attaining to

as much as 6°° *eet *n len&th. The stems, leaves, and tendrils are covered
** with spines and prickles. The fruit hangs in great clusters, the inner
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Asiatic Uses of Canes. CANES.

succulent layer of which is edible, constituting a favourite fruit with the hill

tribes. It is a refreshing bitter sweet pulp, agreeable on a hot inarch, but

otherwise not eaten by Europeans. The stems when freshly cut contain a
large quantity of liquid, which may be collected by blowing through short

pieces. The roots and young sprouts are eaten as vegetables and some-

what resemble asparagus. Canes owe their value to their great strength,

and more particularly to the strength of the outer layer of woody structure.

As substitutes for ropes they are invaluable, and in some respects even

superior to ordinary ropes. For walking-sticks and canes, and for spear

and lance shafts, they are in great demand and are justly popular; light-

ness, strength, and uniform structure and size, are properties of the greatest

importance.
The Asiatic Uses of Canes are varied and extensive. One of the most

interesting, as illustrating the length and strength of these natural ropes,

is the construction of cane suspension-bridges. Good examples of these Cane-brWges.

Substitutes
for Ropes.a

300

may be seen in the Khasia and Northern Cachar hills. On the march
from Silchar to Manipur, for example, three have to be crossed, namely,

over the Muku, the Barak, and the Irang rivers. Within the past few

years, owing to heavy traffic, these have been strengthened by one or two
wire-ropes, but cane bridges are by no means unfrequent in the mountain-

ous tracts of the eastern side of India, and cane ladders are not uncommon
in the South on the Animalis. Carefully selected canes, 300 or 400 feet

long, constitute the chains, and bridges of that length are often thrown
across rocky valleys 50 feet above the water. This height is necessary

in order to be above the water-level in the sudden rising of the rivers which
takes place during the rains. Each bridge generally consists of three

parallel canes forming the pathway, the canes being knit together with

bamboo or bark, so as to constitute a band not more than 18 inches

in breadth, through which the rushing water may be seen below. The
.

railing affords additional support ; it consists of two canes carried about
j

three or four feet above the pathway, one on either side. These are here

and there connected by perpendicular canes passing under the pathway,
and the whole structure is bound together by a network of bark-ropes or

smaller canes. With the weight of the traveller the bridge bends until

it is often alarmingly near the water, and to prevent the railing closing on
the person crossing the bridge, barriers are thrown across here and there,

about 18 inches above the pathway ; similar stays are also carried over-

head. These barriers constitute the chief difficulty in crossing a cane
bridge, for on raising the foot, the swaying structure and the rushing
water produce the giddy sensation of walking up the river sideways.

In addition to bridges, long canes are used as ropes in towing heavy
objects—stones, logs of timber, &c.—up the hill-sides. “In Java the cane
is cut into fine slips, which are platted into excellent mats, or made into

strong ropes.” “ It is stated that in China, as also in Java and Sumatra,
and indeed throughout the Eastern Islandr, vessels are furnished with
cables formed of cane twisted or platted. This sort of cable was formerly
extensivel> manufactured at Malacca” (Royle , Fibrous Plants). Dampier
says: “Here we made two new cables of rattans, each of them four

inches about. Our captain bought the rattans, and hired a Chinese to

work them, who was very expert in making such wooden cables. These
cables I found serviceable enough after, in mooring the vessel with either

of them ; for when I carried out the anchor, the cable being thrown out
after me, swam like cork in the sea, so that I could see when it was tight,

which we cannot so well discern in our hemp cables, whose weight sinks
them down ; nor can we carry them out but by placing two or three boats
at some distance asunder, to buoy up the cable, while the long-boat rows

H 2 C. 301
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CANES.

Baskets.

702
Chairs.

Mats.

r 3°4
,Cane-work.
|

305

Walking
Sticks.

UmLrella
handles,

j

307
Umbrella ribs.

JO i
Saddlery. I

w
309

Harness. I

310
!

Furniture. 1

311 !

Central axis.

312 i

Window I

blinds. *

n S*3 '

Dyed cane.

314 i

1

Fibre from
oane.

315
Cane-

mattresses. !

316

I

i

European Uses of Canes.

out the anchor.” Ropes are regularly made in China by splitting the

rattan and twisting the lone fibres thus prepared into a rope of any desired

thickness. This is rarely if ever done m India, entire canes being always

used. The smaller canes are extensively employed in basket-work, both

entire and cut. Useful chairs, sofas, and couches are made all over India

from cane, and cane punkha ropes are almost in universal use. In Bengal

baskets (dhdma

)

are made of entire canes by twisting the canes round

and round and fastening the one to the other by thin strips. The prac-

tice of cutting the cane into narrow strips for caning chairs may be regard-

ed as a European industry, but it is now practised all over India, the

chairs made in this way being light and cool. A strong and durable floor

mat for office purposes is constructed of small entire rattans, bound to-

gether, by means of cane-strings, the canes being arranged so as to be flat

and parallel.

The European Uses of Canes are even more varied than the Asiatic.

They are valued on account of their lightness, flexibility, and strength.

They are extensively used as walking-sticks, umbrella handles, and even
as a substitute for whalebone for umbrella and parasol ribs, each set of

such ribs costing only from id. to 2\d. instead of 2s. 6d. to 35. for whalebone.
Cane is also extensively employed in saddlery and harness, and a wicker-

work of rattan is now used in the construction of the German military

helmet, which is said to make it sword proof. But the chief purpose to
which cane is put in Europe is in furniture and basket making. In India,

canes are cut up by hand, the outer strips being separated at the expense
of the central core. In Europe this central portion is saved, a patented
machine being used to split the rattans which cuts off the outer layer in

bands of any required size or thickness, while leaving the central core in

the form of a perfectly round and even rod. This rod is utilised in the
construction of fancy baskets, chairs, and window-blinds, and has one pro-
perty not possessed by the strong outer bands, namely, that it takes with
ease any desired colour. European authorities do not appear to be aware,
however, of the fact that the Nag£s and other hill tribes of Assam dye
human and goats’ hair a beautiful scarlet, as also tint with the same
colour the outer silicious layer of the rattan cane. Bands of stained
rattan they use for decorating ear-rings, bracelets, and leggings.

Prepared strips of rattan are extensively used in Europe as in India for

caning furniture, but a comparatively new and increasing trade in rattan
is the construction of baskets, which are rapidly displacing willow baskets;
these are used in cotton-mills, sugar refineries, and other factories, as
well as employed extensively by Railway Companies and by gardeners,
&c. Rattan baskets are peculiarly adapted for carrying carboys contain-
ing acids, since the silica of the cane is not acted on by acids.

(Spons,

Ettcyclop .) The waste product, after stripping the cane, is, by certain
manufactures, reduced to a fibre, and in this form is largely used for stuffing
mattresses. Cane mattresses are in great favour on the Continent, taking
the place of the coir of India.

Trade Returns of Canes.

Very little can be learned regarding the internal trade in rattan canes 5

but, from the fact of the imports (which come chiefly from the Straits Settle-

ments) into Calcutta, Madras, Burma, and Bombay, far exceeding the
exports, it seems that with improved facilities of communication a trade
might easily be opened up with Eastern Bengal, Assam, and Burma which
would to a large extent check the importation, from foreign countries, of
a product of which India has herself an unlimited amount. The following
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Trade Returns.

summary of the foreign trade in “Canes and Rattans” will be found

instructive :

—

Foreign Trade in Cams and Rattans .

Year.
Imports.

Exports and Re-
exports.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

1879-80 # • •

Cwt.

20,617

R

*.93,035

Cwt.

7,483

R

73,582

1880-81 • • • 21,164 *,99,557 16,346 1,62,363

1881-82 29,559 2,92,754 23,801 2,06,544

1882-83 24,603 2,46,476 14,244 *,33,o6 i

1,34,884I883-S4 28,183 2,5 ’,203 20,836

1884-85 . . 33 ,4o8 3 , >0,675 *4, >33 *,33,734
1885.86 • 21,213 *, 77,536 6,485 56,844

Detail of Imports, i88$-86.

Province into

which imported.
Quantity. Value.

Country whence
imported.

Quantity. Value.

Cwt. R Cwt. R

Bengal
Bombay and Sind
Madras
British Burma

7, >94

9,871
1,162

2,986

66,198

79*095
8

. 7*3
23,530

Siam
Straits Settlements .

Other Countries

4*3
20,350

45o

3.158
1,72,880

1.498

Total . 21,213 *, 77,536 Total . 21,213 *.77,536

Detail of Exports , i88$-86.

Province from
which exported.

Quantity. Value.
Country to which

exported.
Quantity. Value.

Cwt. R Cwt. K
Bengal
Bombay
Madras
British Burma

1,525
623

637
3,7oo

20,770
2,466

*,254

32,354

United Kingdom
!

United States.
Italy

\
Cape Colony .

Mauritius . .

1

Other Countries

3,827
427
63
469
187

1,5*2

35.030

8,435
1,160

6,128
1,080

5*oii

Total . 20,836 1,34,884 Total . 6,485 56,844

The reader is referred for further particulars to the information given
under the species of Calamus. In concluding this account of Canes, it is

necessary to briefly mention a few of the more common articles sometimes
sold, though incorrectly, under the name of cane. The most important is

the “ male bamboo.” Walking-sticks and alpine-stocks of bamboo are be-
coming very common, and these are very probably included in the above
returns for “ Canes and Rattans.” Reeds or the culms of several species
of grasses are also now used for this purpose ; the Whangee cane of China
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CANNA
indica.

Palm walking
sticks.

319
Male bamboo.

320

321

DYE.
Seed.

322
MEDICINE.

Root.

323

Seed.

324

FOOD.
Root.

325
Starch.

326
Aliment or
arrow-root.

327

DOMESTIC.
Leaves.

328
Seeds.

Neci<l&ces.

330

Indian Shot.

is one of the greatest favourites of this class. These are the beautifully

jointed stems, with a portion of the root, of Phyllostachys nigra. Specially

prepared palm walking-sticks may also be included under the heading

of canes. These are chiefly prepared from the betel-nut palm, the palmyra

palm, and from the cocoa-nut palm, and are now-a-days largely used for

umbrella handles. The “Malacca cane” is obtained from Calamus

Sdpionum, and the rattan from C. Ratong and one or two allied species ;

the former obtains its beautiful colour by being smoked.

CANNA, Linn . ; Gen . PI., III., 654.

Canna indica, Ltnn. ; Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 1; Scitamineje.

Indian Shot.

Vern.

—

Sabba jay Hind. ; Kiwdra, N.-W. P. ; Sarba-jayd , Idl sarbo

jaydy Beng. ; Hakik ,
Pb. ; Drva-keli, Mak. ; Soogundaraju gida, kclahu-

hudingana, Kan.; Kullvalri-mani, kundamani cheddi
,
Tam. ; Krishna-

tamarah ,
guri genssa chettu , Tel. ; Katu-bala, Mala. ; Ukilbar-ki-

munker
,
Duk. ; Sarvajayd, silarumba,

Sans. ; Budda-tha-ra-na, Bukm. ;

Butsarana
,
Sing.

References.

—

Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 320 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bom. FI.

Supply 88 ; Voigt, Hart. Sub. ( al. , 576 ; Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog
634 ; U. C. Dutt ,

Mat. Med. Hind., 317 ; Drury, Us. PL, 105 ; Baden
Powell

,
Pb. Prod., 3#2 • Atkinson , Him. Dist., 730 ; Balfour, Cyclop

Smith, Die., 220 ; Treasury ofBotany ; Morton, Cyclop ., Agri.

Habitat.—Several varieties are common all over India and Ceylon,
chiefly in gardens, where they are grown as ornamental and flowering

plants ; they are in flower all the year.

Dye.—“The seed is black, and round like a pea and yields a beauti-

ful but evanescent purple dye.” (Dalz. Sf Gibs., Bomb. Ft.)

Medicine.—The root is used as a diaphoretic and diuretic in fevers
and dropsy (Atkinson), and also given as a demulcent. (Irvine.) It

is considered acrid and stimulant (Fleming). When cattle have eaten
any poisonous grass, which is generally discovered by the swelling of the
abdomen, the natives administer to them the root of this plant, which they
break up in small pieces, boil in rice-water with pepper, and give the cattle

to drink (Drury). The seed is cordial and vulnerary (Baden Powell).

Food.—-Drury says ;
“ Nearly all the species contain starch in the root-

stock, which renders them fit to be used as food after being cooked. From
the root of one kind, C. edulis, a nutritious aliment (Tous les mois) is pre-
pared. This is peculiarly fitted for invalids, not being liable to turn acid.
To prepare it, the starch is first separated by cutting the tubers in pieces
and putting them in water; the water is poured off after a time, when
the starch subsides.”

§
“ In the West Indies arrow-root has been obtained from C. glauca,

called 'Tons les mois *
( O'Shaughnessy).” (Surgeon C. J. H. Warden »

Professor of Chemistry
, Calcutta).

Domestic Uses.—“ The leaves are large and tough, and are sometimes
used for wrapping up goods. The seeds are black, hard, and shining, re-
sembling shot, for which they are sometimes used. The natives make
necklaces and other ornaments of them. In the West Indies the leaves
are used to thatch houses ” (Drury). [See also under Beads, Vol. I.—Eai]
“In Bangalore, the leaves are used by the natives in lieu of plates, to

[

serve rdgi pudding and other dishes.” (J, Cameron , Esq.)
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Indian Hemp.
CANNABIS

sativa.

CANNABIS, Linn. ; Gen . PI. , ///., 357-

Cannabis sativa, Linn. ; DC. Prodr.
,
XVI., 30; Urticacra.

Hemp
;
Indian Hemp ;

Chanvre, Fr. ; Hanf, Germ.

;

Canape,

It. ; Konapli, Bus,

;

Canamo, Sp.; Hamp, Dan.; Kanas,

Keltic

.

/ Cannabis, Latin and Greek.

Syn.—C. indica, Larnk.

Vern.

—

Gdnjc-kd-pdr, kinnab, bhang, gdnjd ,
charas,

gur, siddhi, saltti,

phulgdnjdjHind.
; Gdnjd, bhang, sidhi

,

Beng. j
Gur-bhanga, female and

phul-bhunga male fibre plant in N.-W. P. ; Sabji, or bhang, gangd a.nd

charas, N.-W. P. j Bhangi
,
bhdttg , bengi, charas, sabzi (gulu,^ the

seeds, and thel, fibre), Pb. ;
Bangi, Kashmir ;

Gdnjd

,

C. P. ; Gdnji,
Guj. j Ganja, Cutch ; Bhangdcha-jhdda. Mar .; Sidhi, gdnje-ka-jhar,
ganja, L)uk. ; Gdnja-chedi, korkkar-muli, gdnja-ilai, bangi-ilai (leaves),

ganja-phal (resin), ganja-rasham, ganja, kalpam, Tam. ; Gdnjari

•

chcttu, bangi-aku
, kalpam-ckettu, ganja-chettu ,

ganjai, gangah, Tel.;
Tsjeru. cans-java, kanchdva-i hetti, gingi-lacki-lacki

,
ginjil-achi-lachi,

Mal\. ;
Bhangi, bhangi-gida

,

Kan.; Ganjika, vajradru-vrikshaha

,

bhanga, vijayd, gdnjd, indrdsana, ganjika, hangd, ujdya, jdvd, vrij-

patta, chapo/a, ununda, kursini, Sans. ; Kandir, Kashgar
; Kinnab,

hindb, nabatul-qunnab, kanab

,

Arab.; Darakhte-kinnab, darakte-bang,
bang, nabatul-qunnab

,

Pers. ; Bhenbin, ben
,
bin, scjdv-bin, sechaub,

BtJ KM. ; Mathansha, ganjd-gahd, kansd-gahd

,

Si NG.

The above vernacular names are either given to the plant or to the forms of the
naicotic. It has been found impossible to separate the in lor certain, and
they have accordingly been left for the present in what must be admitted an
unsatisfactory form. Much apparent confusion exists in the various pro-
vincial forms of the same word. In the Godavery District the fibre is said to

be cultivated under the name Zanumu.

References.

—

DC. Prod., XVI., p. J., 30, published in 1869; Roxb., FI.
hid., Ed. C-B.C., 71ft ; Kurz, For. FI., Burnt., II., 420; Dalz. & Gws.,
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Habitat.—-Cannabis indica has been reduced to C. sativa—the Indian
plant being viewed as but an Asiatic condition of that species. This
extends the region of the hemp-plant very considerably. It has been found
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wild to the south of the Caspian Sea, in Siberia, in the desert of Kirghiz.

It is also referred to as wild in Central and Southern Russia and to the

south of the Caucasus. The plant has been known since the sixth century

B.C. in China, and is possibly indigenous on the lower mountain tracts.

Bossier mentions it as almost wild in Persia, and it appears to be quite

wild on the Western Himalaya and Kashmir, and it is acclimatised on
the plains of India generally. Indeed, the intimate relation of its various

Asiatic names to the Sanskrit bhdnga would seem to fix the ancestral

home of the plant somewhere in Central Asia. On the other hand the
Latin and Greek Cannabis is apparently derived from the Arabic Kinnab,
De Candolle says that “ the species has been found wild, beyond a doubt,

to the south of the Caspian Sea, in Siberia, near the * Irtysch,’ in the
desert of the Kirghiz, beyond Lake Baikal, and in Dahuria.” He is

doubtful of its being a native of Southern and Central Russia, but sus-

pects that its area may have extended into China, and is not sure about
the plant being indigenous to Persia.

It has gone wild as a cold-season annual on rubbish-heaps in Bengal
and in many other parts of the plains of India. It is specially reported as
springing up spontaneously on the churs of the Subarnarekhd river and
to be wild in the territory of the Mohurbhunge State on the frontier of

Midnapur and also in Singbhum. It is cultivated more or less throughout
India, either on account of the narcotic derived from (a) the resin,

charas ; (b) the young tops and unfertilised female flowers—gdnjd (or

gdnja) ; (c) the older leaves and fruit-vessels— bhdng

;

or on account of the
fibre, hemp ; or the ripe seed from which an oil is prepared. Gdnjd is de-
rived from the cultivated plant, reared in Eastern Bengal, the Central Pro-
vinces, and Bombay ; Charas, from the cultivated plant on the mountain
tracts, such as in Nepal, Kashmir, Ladakh, Afghanistan ; Bhdng from the
wild plant on the lower hills, especially in the North-West Provinces,
the Panjab, and Madras. In Europe, especially in Central and Southern
Europe, the plant is cultivated on account of the fibre, and the seeds are
eaten or made into oil. For some time the European form of the plant
was supposed to be distinct from the Asiatic, the chief value of the latter

consisting in its narcotic properties ; but this distinction has now disap-
peared from the literature of the subject, since it could not be supported
by botanical characters. The reduction became the more necessary when
it was fully understood that, according to climate and soil, the Indian
plant varied in as marked a degree as it differed from the European.
On the mountains of upper India, for example, it yields a good fibre

which the natives separate and weave into garments or twist into ropes,

but its chief value in Kashmir and Laddkh consists in the fact that, just

before maturing its flowers, the bark spontaneously ruptures and a
resinous substance exudes. This is also found upon the young leaves,

flowers, and fruits, and when rubbed off constitutes the narcotic charas .

The same plant cultivated in the plains is found not to secrete its resin

in this way, but instead it charges the young female flowers and twigs
with the narcotic principle; this constitutes the gdnjd. It has been
observed that if even one or two male plants are left in a field, the whole crop
of gdnjd will be destroyed, since, with the fertilisation of the flowers, the
gdnjd almost entirely disappears. In other parts of India the narcotic

property is not developed until the fruits are mature ; leaves at this stage,

and sometimes the fruits also, afford bhdng. With Cannabis indica differ-

ing in so marked a degree according to the climate, soil, and mode of

cultivation, it was rightly concluded that its separation from the hemp
plant of Europe could not be maintained. We have here, in fact, one of

the most notable illustrations of the effect of climate in changing the
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chemical processes which take place in the structure and physiological

peculiarities of a plant. In most instances, a plant taken by man from

one climatic condition to another, either dies quickly, or if it survives, it

exists in a sickly condition. A few plants however, such as the potato,

the tobacco, the poppy, and the hemp, seem to have the power of growing

with equal luxuriance under almost any climatic condition, changing or

modifying some important function as if to adapt themselves to the altered

circumstances. As remarked, hemp is perhaps the most notable example

of this; hence it produces a valuable fibre in Europe, while showing little

or no tendency to produce the narcotic principle which in Asia constitutes

its chief value.

The plant for one or other of these purposes is now extensively culti-

vated throughout Persia; in India, from the level, of the sea. in Bengal

to the inner Himalaya at an altitude of 10,000 feet ; in China ; in Arabia;

and in Africa, from the extreme south to the north, and on the mountains

as well as on the plains ; in the north-eastern portions of America and

on the table-land of Brazil. It is also to be met with in Northern Russia

even as far as Archangel. In England it not unfrequently occurs as a

weed, springing up most probably from rejected birdseed.

The modes of cultivation and the nature of the soil required, depend

on the purpose for which the plant is cultivated. This subject will

accordingly be discussed later on.

FORMS OF
HEMP.

HISTORY OF HEMP.

The Narcotic.

Indian Literature.—“The earliest synonym appears to be bhdnga ,

which occurs in the Atharva Veda—the last of the four scriptures of the

Hindus. It is derived from a root which means 1 to break/ and is sup-

posed to imply the process of debarkation by which the fibres of the plant

were separated from the stem. This would indicate that even at the remote
period when the Veda in question was written, probably about 3,000

years ago, the use of hemp as a fibre-yielding plant was well known
and the knowledge fully utilised The Veda, however, reckons it, along
with the Soma, as one of the five plants ‘which were liberators of sin/

and this would imply that its narcotic property was also well known. The
word is used in the masculine form with a short final vowel, and not, as

in later literature, with a long one. Both the masculine and feminine

forms of the name are still in use by the people of the Himalayan regions,

who call the male plant Phul bhang, and the female Gul (or gur) bhdnga.
In the Kausitaki Brahminia of the Rig Veda ,

which is next in antiquity to

the Atharva,\ht attributive form of the word Bhdnga
,
derivable both from

the feminine and the masculine forms, occurs both singly and in combina-
tion : one, Bhdngajala, meaning a hempen net; and another, Bhdnga-
sayana, a * bed-stead woven with hempen cords.* The masculine form
occurs in the celebrated medical treatise of Susruta, in which the plant is

described as a medicine for the accumulation of phlegm in the larynx and
for some other diseases.

” “ In the Institutes of Manu the feminine form
is used, and the plant is noticed for its fibres. In later works the feminine

form prevails *’ (Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr), The curious fact of the popular

opinion, that the gdnjd-yielding plants are males and the staminate or

non-narcotic-yielding females, prevailing to the present day, would seem
to corroborate the inference that in Asiatic countries during ancient times

the plant was cultivated chiefly for its narcotic properties. Hence, in all

probability, the habit of speaking of the narcotic in the masculine form of

the name, and of the fibre in the feminine. As a matter of fact, the nar-
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cotic-yielding is the reverse to the popular belief : the male or staminate

plants are rooted up as being non-narcotic, and the pistilate or female are

allowed to mature, so that, botanically speaking, it is the female which yields

the narcotic, not the male. Not being fecundated, the female plants do not

mature fruits and seeds, and are accordingly viewed as male. Bretsch-

neider informs ,us thati.the male and female plants were recognised by the

Chinese as early as 500 B.C. It may be here incidentally remarked that

this distinction would seem to point to the idea that the ancient Chinese

and Sanskrit writers were aware of the existence of male and female

flowers centuries before the sexes of plants were realised in Europe.

The intoxicating property of the drug is implied in the names ananda,

" the joyous harshini,
“ the delight-giver madini,

“ the intoxicator,”

and ganjd and ganjakim, “the noisy.” The probable importation of the

narcotic in ancient times into India in a prepared form, as it comes at the

present day from Yarkand, is indicated in the name Kashmiri often

applied to it in early literature. It is thus probable that the knowledge

of the narcotic, or at least of charas, was brought to India across the

Himalaya.

Classical Literature of Europe.—The ancient Scythians seem to have
been acquainted with the narcotic properties of the plant as well as with

its fibre. Herodotus tells us that they excited themselves by “inhaling
its vapour.” “ Homer makes Helen administer to Telemachus, in the

house of Mknelaus, a potion prepared from nepenthes, which made him
forget his sorrows. This plant had been given to her by a woman of

Egyptian Thebes ; and Diodorus Siculus states that the Egyptians laid

much stress on this circumstance, arguing that Homer must have lived

among them, since the women of Thebes were actually noted for possess-

ing a secret by which they could dissipate anger or melancholy. This
secret is supposed to have been ^ knowledge of the qualities of hemp”
(
Johnston , Chemistry of Common Life , 337).

Mythological History of the Narcotic.—“ The notices of hemp in Arabic
and Persian works are much more numerous. The oldest work in which
it is noticed is a treatise by Hassan, who states that in the year 658 A.H.,
Sheik Jafer Shirazi, a monk of the order of Haider, learned from his
master the history of the discovery of hemp. Haider lived in rigid pri-

vation on a mountain between Nishabar and Rama, where he established
a monastery. After having lived ten years in this retreat, he one day
returned from a stroll in the neighbourhood with an air of joy and gaiety

;

on being questioned, he stated that, struck by the appearance of a plant, he
had gathered and eaten its leaves. He then led his companions to the
spot, who all ate and were similarly excited. A tincture of the hemp leaf
in wine or spirit seems to have been the favourite formula in which Sheik
Haider indulged himself” (Dymock, Mat. Med., W. Ind., 604).

'
A curious story is told in the Hindu mythology about the origin of

this plant. w
It is said to have been produced in the shape of nectar

while the gods were churning the ocean with the mountain called Mandara.
It is the favourite drink of Indra, the king of gods and is called vijayd,

because it gives success to its votaries. The gods, through compassion on
the human race, sent it to this earth, so that mankind by using it habit-
ually may attain delight, lose all fear, and have their sexual desires
excited. On the last day of the Durga Pooja, after the idols are thrown into
water, it is customary for the Hindus to see their friends and relatives and
embrace them. After the ceremony is over it is incumbent on the owner
of the house to offer his visitors a cup of bhdng and sweetmeats for tiffin

(lunch)” (U. C. Dutt's Mat. Med. Hind., 236).
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More Recent Historic Facts regarding the Narcotic.—The use of hemp
(bhang) in India was particularly noticed by Garcia de Orta (1563),

and the plant was subsequently figured by Rheede, who described the

drug as largely used on the Malabar coast. It would seem about this

time to have been imported into Europe, at least occasionally, for Berlu,

in his Treasury of Drugs, 1690, describes it as coming from Bantam in the

East Indies, and “ of an infatuating quality and pernicious use.”

“ It was Nafolkon’s expedition to Egypt that was the means of again

calling attention to the peculiar properties of hemp, by the accounts of

DeLacy (1809) and Rouger (1810). But the introduction of the Indian

drug into European medicine is of still more recent date, and is chiefly

due to the experiments made in Calcutta by O’Shaughnessy in 1838-

39. Although the astonishing effects produced in India by the adminis-

tration of preparations of hemp are seldom witnessed in the cooler climate

of Britain, the powers of the drug arc sufficiently manifest to give it an
established place in the Pharmacopoeia” (Pluck, &J* Hanb ., Pharmacog

547-48)-

History of the Hemp Fibre.

HISTORY*

The Fibre.

The following extract may be here published as giving the most trust-

worthy facts which can be adduced regarding the history of the fibre:

“According to Herodotus (born 484 B.C.), the Scythians used hemp,
but in his time the Greeks were scarcely acquainted with it. Hiero II.,

King of Syracuse, bought the hemp used for the coidage of his vessc's in

Gaul, and Lucilius is the earliest Roman writer who speaks of the plant

(100 B.C.). Hebrew books do not mention hemp. It was not used in

the fabrics which enveloped the mummies of ancient Egypt. Even at

the end of the eighteenth century It was only cultivated in Egypt for the

sake of an intoxicating liquid extracted from the plant. The compilation
of Jewish laws known as the Talmud, made under the Roman dominion,
speaks of its textile properties as of a little known fact. It seems prob-
able that the Scythians transported this plant from Central Asia and from
Russia when they migrated westward about 1500 B.C., a little before the
Trojan War. It may also have been introduced by the earlier incursions
of the Aryans into Thrace and Western Europe

;
yet in that case it would

have been earlier known in Italy. Hemp has not been found in the lake-

dwellings of Switzerland and Northern Italy” (DC., Grig. Cult. PL, 148),

The Arabic name for the plant, benj

,

and the Persian beng, seem but
corruptions from the Sanskrit bhdnga . The common name for hemp in

Arabic is, however, kinnab or konnab, admittedly the origin of the Greek
Kannabis and of the Latin Cannabis, and from this again the English
word canvas. So, in a like manner, the Arabic hashish would seem to be
given in allusion to the green intoxicating liquor, and allied to this would
appear to be the Hebrew shesh, a tyord supposed by some to be a name
for flax, but may have rather been applied to hemp, since it literally means
“ to be joyous.” Persons who drink the draught are called hashdshins (or

bhangis, e.g., drinkers of green liquid). As a curious illustration of the
origin of names or of words, it may be here remarked that Mr Sylvester
de Lacy, the well-known Oriental scholar, derives the modern English word
“assassin” from hashdshin (or haschischin), persons who fortify themselves
with hasish before performing certain ceremonies or perpetrating inhuman
deeds. The word according to some would appear to have been originally

used in Svria to designate the followers of “ the old man of the moun-
tains; ”by others it came into European use during the wars of the Cru-
saders. Certain of the Saracen army having intoxicated themselves with
the hasish , rushed fearless of death into the Christian camp, committing
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great havoc. It seems probable that the English form of the word was

adopted at the latter date, but that the more Arabic form was known in

Europe for some time previous. Hemp is alluded to in the “Arabian
Nights ** under its more ancient Arabic name, beng,

CULTIVATION.

It has already been incidentally remarked that the cultivation of

Cannabis sativa in India is naturally referable to two sections : (a) Cul-

tivation with a view to preparing some of the forms of the narcotic,

and (6) cultivation on account of the fibre. It has also been stated

that the hemp plant has, to a large extent, changed its character under
Indian or rather Asiatic cultivation. It is very generally admitted, for

example, that in the plains, while the narcotic principle is readily deve-

loped, the hemp fibre is but very imperfectly formed. Let it, however, be
distinctly understood that by hemp is here exclusively meant the fibre

of Cannabis sativa. This remark is all the more necessary when it is

added that in the Government returns of the Trade and Navigation of

British India, the fibre of Cannabis sativa, as well as that of Crotalaria

jancea, Musa textilis, and perhaps the fibres also of one or two other

plants, are commercially returned as hemp, and the manufactures there-

from as hemp manufactures. To obtain the true hemp fibre, a rich soil

and a high state of cultivation is required in a temperate climate. The plant

will grow anywhere in India, and may be said to be naturalised in every
province. This fact seems to have influenced the minds of the earlier

writers on this subject, who uniformly urge that since it grows so freely

in a wild state, it might be cultivated to any desired extent as a source of

fibre. Dr. Stocks (one of the most careful observers India has ever had)

wrote in 1848 :
—“The plant grows well in Sind, and if it ever should be

found advantageous (politically or financially) to grow hemp for its fibre,

then Sind would be a verv proper climate.** The writer does not think that

the question of its possible cultivation as a cold-season fibre-crop on the

plains of India has been fully tested. There may be some localities where
this might be found possible* and even remunerative ; but so far as the pub-
lished experiments go, like flax the hemp plant may be grown freely enough,
but not as a source of fibre. The flax plant of the plains of India yields

a superior oil-seed, and the hemp plant a valued narcotic, but neither

would seem to justify the expectation of becoming a profitable fibre crop.

This fact does not appear to have been fully realised by writers in Europe,
and on the one hand the existing cultivation of hemp as a source of narcotic

has been confused with a supposed fibre production, while on the other,

the reports of the limited Himalayan cultivation as a source of fibre have
been mistaken as the total Indian cultivation of the plant. The authors
of the Pharmacographia say : “It is found in Kashmir and in the Hi-
malaya, growing 10 to 12 feet high and thriving vigorously at an eleva-
tion of 6,000 to 10,000 feet.*’ Balfour, in his new edition of the Cyclo-
pedia of India, while stating incidentally that the “plant is grown in

Persia, Syria, Arabia, and throughout India,** enters into an account
of its cultivation in Garhwdl, with the apparent object of proving that it

is more extensively grown there than in the Panjab, but he makes no
mention of the fact that the principal seats of hemp cultivation, as a com-
mercial article, are in Eastern Bengal, the Central Provinces, and Bom-
bay. The Encyclopedia Britannica has also fallen into the same mistake,
and, indeed, illustrations might be multiplied to show that undue promin-
ence has been given to the fact that the plant is grown in Garhwdl, the

• See a further page regarding Godavery District.
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Panjdb, and Kashmir, the more so since by most writers the true regions

of Indian cultivation have been, to a large extent, overlooked.

Unfortunately, the available material is too meagre to allow of the

subject being dealt with province by province, although there are doubt-

less different methods pursued in each. This difficulty, fortunately, does

not exist with the Lower Provinces, since Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr in

his Report on the Cultivation of and Trade in Gdnjdin Bengal (1877)»
has placed in the hands of the public a valuable treatise which deals

both with the cultivation of the plant and the preparation of the narcotic.

Dr. Forbes Royle in 1855 issued his Fibrous Plants of India, a. work
which treats of hemp at some detail, discussing mainly the cultivation pur-

sued in Upper India. A more recent publication, Messrs. Duthie and
Fuller’s Field and Garden Crops , gives a brief account of the cultivation

in the North-West Provinces. From these works, and the writer’s own
personal observations, supplemented by several less important publica-

tions, and Government reports, the following abstract regarding Indian

hemp cultivation has been prepared.

(a) Cultivation for the Narcotic.

Bengal Cultivation.—The method pursued in Eastern Bengal, accord-

ing to Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr, is briefly as follows : After selecting the

land, for hemp cultivation, the preparation of the soil commences in March-
April, but where this can be afforded operations are started even earlier.

The sites selected are those which are moist, but not shaded, and the soil

a rich friable loam. The land is then ploughed from four to ten times, the

object being to free it as far as possible of all weeds. Fresh earth from
the surrounding ditches or from any neighbouring low-lying land is thrown
over the field, and it is freely manured with cowdung. After a week this

is ploughed into the soil, and the ploughing repeated as often as the

means of the cultivator will admit of. The belief is that for hemp the

land cannot be too often ploughed. The rains now set in, and the field is

thoroughly flooded, the surrounding banks preventing the escape of the
water. While inundated it is several times ploughed and harrowed. After
the rains subside the ploughing is again repeated, and the soil thrown
into ridges a foot high, the furrows being a foot in breadth.

Nursery.— It is customary for the cultivators to combine in the rear-

ing of seedlings. This is done in a nursery selected on high land of a light

sandy loam. The preparation of the nursery generally commences in

May after the first shower of rain. The plot is repeatedly ploughed, and if

need be harrowed, until, by August, the soil has been completely pulver-
ised. On a sunny day the seed is sown broadcast, and by the latter end
of September, the seedlings are about 6 to 12 inches high, and are then
ready for transplantation. About 4 to 5 seers of seed are deemed neces-
sary for every bigha of land to be cultivated with hemp.

Transplantation.—The seedlings are planudout 6 to 8 inches apart
on the ridges prepared for their reception, after having been simply pulled
up by the root; they are planted tne same day in the field. (Dr. Royle
says that for bhang the seedlings should be planted 9 or 10 feet apart.)

Towards the end of October the ridges are opened out, manured with oil-

cake and cowdung, and thereafter re-formed, so that freshly-manured soil is

thrown up around the plants.

Treatment of the Plants.—Trimming of the plants commences
by November. This consists in lopping oft the lower branches so as to

favour the upward growth of the shoots. The ridges are again re-dressed
and manured, the furrows ploughed, and all weeds removed. At this stage
the plants begin to form their flowers, when the services of an expert, known
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as the ganja-doctor (podddr or parakddr) are called in. This person
passes through the field, furrow by furrow, cutting down all the male or

staminate plants, or what are colloquially known as mddi (female) plants.

Speaking of the importance of this operation Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr
remarks :

“ The presence of a few mddi plants in the field suffices to injure

the entire crop, inasmuch as all the plants run into seed, and the gdnjd
yielded by them is very inferior and scarcely saleable.

,, The destruction

of the mddi plants is, however, never so complete but that a few escape

detection, the result being that a certain number of the female plants are

fecundated, fruits and seeds being produced. These are thrashed out as

far as possible in the manufacture of the drug, the quality of which may
be judged of by the freedom from such impurities.

The female plants come to maturity about the beginning of January,
but the gdnjd is not fully developed till a month later. The crop is sold in

the field to the gdnjd dealers, who bring their own men to manufacture it.

The crop intended to be made into what is technically known as flat gdnjd
is reaped a few days before that intended for the round form.

In another page will be found an account of the processes of manu-
facture of the various forms of gdnjd,

together with considerable details as

to the extent of cultivation as a source of the various forms of the narcotic.

(6) Cultivation for the Fibre Hemp.

Indian Methods.—Dr. Royle very appropriately remarks: “There is

every reason for believing that the plant is of Eastern origin, while there

is no sufficient reason for thinking that the climate of Europe is so pecu-
liarly suited to the production of its fibre as to exclude those of its

native climes, especially where attention is paid to those where the plant

is grown on account of its fibre, and those distinguished from the others

where it is cultivated for its resinous and intoxicating secretion. The
latter requires exposure to light and air. These are obtained by thin

sowing, while the growth of the fibre is promoted by shade and moisture,
which are procured by thick sowing.” It has already been pointed out
that the regions suited for gdnjd cultivation are perfecily distinct from
those where it might be possible to devclope an industry in the fibre.

However much it may be regretted it seems impossible to combine the two
industries, and it is an accepted fact that, unless utilisable as a paper
stock, the immense amount of stems annually destroyed by the gdnjd
cultivators must continue to be so.

At the same time Mr. Morris, in his account of the Godavery District,

gives some interesting facts regarding the cultivation of hemp fibre. It is

planted in November and cut by the end of March. It is grown in drills

and never watered. Clay soils and those beyond the reach of inunda-
tion are those best suited. “ About 2,200 bundles can be produced in one
putti of land, each bundle yielding

1 J viss of fibre, or a total of 3,300 viss

or 412 J maunds, and is valued at one rupee a maund. The expenses of

cultivation are estimated at R8-8, and those of the preparation of fibre at
Rioo a putti of land. The bundles are buried in mud and left to rot for

about a week when they are taken out and beaten in the water; and after

all impurities are removed, the fibre is collected.” The exports from the
district are said to have been, in 1854-55, 4,269 cwt.

Unless there be some mistake. Sunn hemp having been called
11 Cannabis sativa/

1

for Mr. Morris gives that scientific name as well as
the vernacular name zanumu for the fibre he is describing, this information
is of the greatest interest, as it would show, what the writer was not aware
of until recently, that hemp fibre was actually produced on the plains of
India.
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Early Experiments in Hemp cultivation.—In 1802 the Govern-
ment of India made various experiments on an extended scale to estab-

lish hemp fibre cultivation. European seed was imported, and farms
and factories established, but finally abandoned. Recourse was had to

improving the cultivation of the Indian stock. The cultivation and manu-
facture was carried on at Rishra, Cassimpore, Maldah, Gorackpore,

Mhow, Rohilkand, and Azimgarh, under the experienced supervision of

European hemp-dressers. The results were everywhere unsatisfactory and
the experiments abandoned.

Inquiry was re-instituted in 1871 as to whether the rejected stems from

gdnjd cultivation might not be utilised for fibre, but the enquiry in this

case met again with an unfavourable result.

Thk Possibility of more favourable Results.—In spite of these

disheartening results, it cannot be definitely stated that it is impossible that

hemp fibre can be produced in India. The efforts alluded to were mainly

directed to combining the two industries of producing resin and fibre, and
the regions selected were accordingly those where it is now believed the

plant does not develope its fibre. There may, however, be localities where
further investigation might prove that it was possible to organise a com-
mercial fibre industry. It is well known, for example, that the people of

Kumaon and Garhwal grow the plant on account of its fibre, and with the

results of the experiments conducted at the beginning of the century before

him. Dr. Royle still entertained the highest hopes of ultimate success.

From a paper which appeared in 1830, in the Transactions ofthe Agri-horti.
Society of India , Vol. VIII.

, p . 75, the following passage may be re-

printed, as it expresses pretty clearly Dr. Royle’s view:—“This (hemp)
might be cultivated in suitable situations in India, in a manner similar *o

that adopted in Europe, or like that practised with its substitutes in India.

The effect would undoubtedly be to produce a sufficiently long fibre, which
would also be softer and more pliable at the same time that it retained a
great portion of its original strength, and probably in as large a quantity
as is yielded by the sunn plant. Thus, an article might be produced which,
judging from the Italian samples, might enter into competition with the
Russian product, and at all events afford much more valuable cordage
than the several (usually considered) inefficient substitutes which are so
extensive in India, and which, imported into England, sell only for 15 to
20 shillings per cwt , at the same time that the Russian, Polish, and Italian

hemps are sellng for 42 to 50 shillings per cwt.” In his Fibrous Plants
Dr. Royle alludes to successful experiments of hemp cultivation in the
plains, especially at Chittagong. But in most cases, as was proved with
the plant reared at Saharanpur, it is admitted that the plains crop is far
inferior to that reared on the hills. The opinion is therefore arrived at that
if the cost of transmission from the hills to the sea-ports can be reduced, it

might be possible to greatly extend the cultivation of hemp on the lower
Himalaya. Mr# Atkinson (Himalayan Districts

, p . 800) gives a long and
instructive account of the methods of culture, compiled chiefly from Hud-
dleston and Batten’s notes. There are said to be two varieties common
in Garhwdl—the wild and the cultivated. The former is practically useless
either for the fibre or the drug. The cultivated form is grown in high
land having a northern exposure and in well prepared and abundantly
manured land close to the village sites. Occasionally freshly cleared
forest land gives a crop for a year or two without the aid of manure. The
plant docs not flourish below 3,000 feet, as the heat of the valleys is preju-
dicial to its growth, and it seems to thrive best at from 4,000 to 7,000
feet in altitude above the sea. After being well prepared and freed from
weeds, the ground is sown in May or June. During the growth of the
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plants the ground is once or twice dressed, and, where necessary, the plants

thinned so as to leave a few inches between each. The plants ultimately

attain a height of 12—14 feet, and from September to November the crop
is regarded as mature. In warm situations the crop is sown later than May
to June, so as to save the seedlings from running into useless stalks during
the heat and rain of the early period of its growth. In Nepal the sowing
takes place from March to April ; the plants flower in July, and reach
their full growth by August : if allowed to grow longer the fibre becomes
hard and not suitable for manufactures. Messrs. Duthie and Fuller, in

discussing the North-West Himdlayan hemp fibre cultivation, allude to the

fact that a form of charas is at the same time prepared, and Mr. Atkinson
adds that “the farm of charas in Kum&on alone, during 1880-81, was sold

for R3,357.” It is commonly reported that the cultivation of the hemp-
narcotics is prohibited in the North-West Provinces. In an early para-

graph (No. 339), it has been shown that hemp fibre would appear to be
cultivated in the Godavery District.

Season of Sowing and Reaping.—Messrs. Duthie and Fuller

remark :
—“ The seed is sown in May at the rate of 30 seers to the acre,

and the plants are thinned out if they come up too closely, and are kept
carefully weeded. By September they will nave attained a height of 12

or 14 feet. In the hemp the male and female organs are contained in

separate flowers and borne on separate plants. The male plants (called

Ohul-bhang) yield the best fibre, and they are cut a month or six weeks
before the female plants (gul-bhdng), which are allowed to stand until

their seed ripens. The next process is the collection of the charas, which
is done by rubbing the seed pods and leaves between the hands.”

European Cultivation for the Fibre.—Dr. Royle and several other

authors give accounts of the methods pursued in Europe in hemp culti-

vation. The limited space at the writer’s disposal precludes this being
entered into in detail, but the reader who may desire further information is

referred to Spons 9 Encyclopaedia of Manufactures and Raw Materials ( 1882),
Vol. /., 934. It is stated by most writers that while the plant will grow
almost anywhere in the temperate and sub-tropic regions of the globe, it

can be made to yield a profitable fibre only when reared on rich soil, freely

manured and repeatedly ploughed. “ Alluvial lands, where sand and
clay are intimately mixed, or friable loams containing much vegetable
matter, are well suited. Stiff cold clays are to be avoided. Over-rich
soils produce coarse but strong fibre ; light poor soils, when well manured,
will bear the crop for several years in succession.”

The best fibre is that raised in Italy, but it is generally stated that seed
from Holland is most esteemed : well-grown English seed is perhaps
equal to it. “ Seed from the plains of India, though of good outward
appearance, yields poor fibre for the first crop or two; but Himalaya seed
is inferior to none.” Constant change of seed is recommended and good
seed is described as plump and of a bright-grey colour.

“The fibre afforded by the male plants is tougher and better than that
yielded by the females ; it is usual to divide the harvest. The males are
gathered as soon as they have shed their pollen, about 13 weeks after
sowing ; each is uprooted singly, care being taken not to injure the stem.

“ The fibre is separated either by retting or by breaking and scutching ”

(Spons
9 Encycl.).

Properties and Uses of Cannabis sativa .

From the stems, leaves, or flowers, and even the fruits, a resin-
ous extract, of a powerful narcotic character, may be prepared. The
inner bark affords the valuable fibre hemp. The seeds are occa-
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sionally eaten ; they are much valued for feeding birds. An oil is ex-
pressed from them which is of some importance, but can scarcely be
called commercial.

RESIN or NARCOTIC.
There are primarily three forms of this substance, but under each there

exist also local modifications, special preparations from these, and adul-
terants or imitations. The three forms are known as Gdnjd, Charas, and
Bhang, Gdnjd is the female flowering tops with the resinous exudation
on these : Charas the resinous substance found on the leaves, young twigs,
bark of the stem, and even on the >oung fruits : Bhang, the mature leaves
and in some parts of India the fruits also, but not the twigs.

Bengal Manufacture.
(ist) GlNJl.—This is known in the trade as consisting mainly of two

forms: Flat Gdnjd and Round Gdnjd. Speaking of the manufacture of

gdnjd in Bengal Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr says:—“In February and
March, when gdnjd attains its maturity, the cultivator proceeds to make
arrangements for reaping the crop and preparing the drug. His first

step is to present himself to the supervisor, show him the license under
which he has grown the crop, and obtain his permission to remove the crop
from the field.” For flat gdnjd, cutting of the plants commences in the
morning ; for round gdnjd, in the afternoon, and by the Hindus Thursday,
and by the Muhammadans Friday, is considered the best day for com-
mencing operations.

Flat-Gdnja .—The stems are cut with a sickle about 6 inches above
ground, and are tied together by their ends and placed across a bamboo,
and m this manner carried to thu place of manufacture. In the preparation
offlat-gdnjd (chapta gdnjd) they are exposed to the sun till about I or 2
o’clock in the afternoon. The twigs are then cut into lengths of about a
foot, the non-flower-bearing portions being thus cut off and rejected. It by
any chance male plants (khasid) have been brought from the field, these,
together with any fruit-bearing female twigs, are carefully picked out and
thrown away, the seeds, if ripe, being first retained for next year’s crop.
At dusk the selected flowering heads are laid on the grass and left over-
night to the influence of the dew. At 2 o’clock of the following afternoon
they are assorted in bundles of from three to ten, according to their
size. These are arranged on a mat in a circular form, with their points
directed towards the centre and overlapping each other. The circle thus
formed is about 14 feet in circumference. Upon this a number of persons,
holding each other by resting their arms across each other’s shoulders, com-
mence to tread. They stamp and press down the flowering heads with
their right foot, while holding them tight with their left. This operation
is continued for three to four minutes, when the narcotic resin is pressed
firmly among the flowers in the desired form. Fresh twigs are then
arranged over those which have been pressed and the treading repeated.
This process continues until the ring rises to about a foot in height. Care,
however, is taken not to place the resinous flowering-tops exactly on the top
of each other, since this would result in the formation of an inextricable mass
Before the trampling commences the persons to be so employed salute the
gdnjd before placing their feet on it. When the proce is is complete the
treaders get down. Mats are placed over the stack, upon which one or
two men sit down and remain for about half an hour. After this fresh
mats are spread and the flowering twigs beaten two and two together so as
to shake off the leaves or any fruits that may still remain and are re-arranged
in a new circle, so that what was on the top before now forms the bottom
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layer ofthe new circle. The treading is repeated stage by stage until the
stack is again covered by the mats, and men take up their inexplicable seat
on the top. After this each twig is trodden upon separately, being placed for
that purpose on a canvas cloth ; by sunset the process is completed for the
day’s.manufacture. Next day the treading is repeated with slight modifi-
cations of little importance in the peculiar method followed. The ultimate
result of ’all this labour is that the resin and flowers are firmly consolidated
into flat patches near the apex of the twigs, and the leaves and fruit ves-
sels (if such exist) carefully removed.

The twigs are then carried to the homestead and stacked, with the tips

pointing inwards, and the stems thus exposed to be dried; when completed,
the top of the stack is carefully covered in with mats.

Round Gdnjd.—In the manufacture of round gdnjd greater care is be-
stowed. A larger amount of the twigs and leaves are rejected. Instead of
being arranged in a circle, they are placed on the ground in a straight line

and just below a bamboo bar, on which the men rest their arms and thus
support themselves while treading. Instead, however, of tramping, they
now roll twig by twig so as to force the resinous matter into the form of a
thin sausage shape near the apex of the twig. This rolling is repeated
several times, ana the twigs even taken up in the hands and individually
trimmed, superfluous leaves, &c., being picked out, and when loose the
resin pressed into the desired form by the fingers.

Gdnjd powder or chur .—When perfectly dry both the flat and round
gdnjd are next bailed in a prescribed manner, and during this operation a
certain amount of loose particles of the resinous matter falls off : this is

known locally as chur. Under the excise rules a separate rate is fixed for
chur. It is held to be more powerful than round gdnjd, and therefore the
duty on it is R4. as compared with R3 a seer on round gdnjd. The frag-
ments which constitute chur cannot be made to adhere, and although pre-
pared at one and the same time with the pressed or rolled gdnjd and from
the self-same plants, it is probable that these fragments exist in a slightly
different chemical state, and probably more nearly resemble charas than
gdnjd . Chur is also known under the name of rord.

Mr. E. T. Atkinson (in his Himalayan Districts
, p. j6i) says of the

gdnjd of the N.-W. Provinces: “ The gdnjd produced in Kum&on and
Garhwdl is considered of little value, and is not, so far as I am aware,
exported. The gdnjd consumed locally is imported from the lower dis-
tricts.. Two sorts of gdnjd are sold in these Provinces—the pattar and
the biluchar. The pattar is imported chiefly from Holkar’s territories
and is of quality inferior to the Bengal gdnjd. It is purchased at from
R5 to 6 a maund in Indur in the rough state, ” and st pays a duty of
about 4 annas per maund on exportation to British territory.^ It is sold
retail at from R3 to 4 a seer. The biluchar variety is imported from
Lower Bengal, and is sold at Rio to 12 a seer.

Bombay and the Central Provinces.
Although definite information cannot at present be obtained as to the

details of the process of manufacture of gdnjd as followed in the Central
Provinces and Bombay, it is probable that it differs but slightly from that
narrated above as pursued in Bengal. Dr. Irving, in his Materia Medica
of Patna, however, informs us that there are two imitations of gdnjd, or
perhaps more correctly, of charas. The one is obtained by evaporating
the expressed juice of the plant, and the other an extract obtained by
boiling the whole plant. To what extent these adulterants are sold separ-
ately or mixed with the pure drug it is difficult to learn ; but as far as
Bengal is concerned, it may confidently be stated that adulteration can
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alone take place when the intoxicant reaches the hands of the dealer. In

the golds it is quite pure. %
The mention of chur, and of the extracts referred to by Dr. Irving,

naturally lead to the consideration of

—

(2nd) Charas.—This may be defined as the resinous substance which
naturally exudes from the leaves, stems, and fruits of the hemp plant (see

No. 355) in more northern or higher regions where the plant* is accord-

ingly grown in a colder climate than that of the ganjd-producing districts

of the plains. In another page (No. 377) it will be seen that Dr. Aitchrson

says that the resin collected from the leaves and flowers is in Turkis-
tan called nasha—the* charas* of trade. Before being exported it is, how-
ever, very much adulterated, so that nasha and charas are practically two
very different substances. Mr. Dalgleish informs the writer tha f at

Yarkand-Kashgar the charas is collected as a fine greyish white powder
by beating the flowering twigs over a coarse cotton cloth spread on the

ground. The crop is reaped abour November and the powder stored in

small 241b bags. About May these are sold to the traders, who cut the
bags open and spread out the now partially agglutinated powder on
cloths under the sun. It softens and deepens in colour and is hard
pressed into bags or bales i£ maunds in weight (a half pony-load ready
for exportation). The quality is judged of by the amount of oil seen
through the degree of transparency in a fragment flattened on the hand
until it is of the thickness of paper, or by rolling a small piece into a cord
and exposing it to the sun for a few minutes. The oil is sucked on to the
surface of the cord; the charas deepens in colour, but il pure, on being
broken, is seen to be composed of minute granules of the appearame of

pure steel. With age the oiliness is sucked out ol the charas or by being
exposed, it is then valueless. Charas is in Yarkand adulterated wilii

linseed oil and a powder of the hemp leaves.

From the above description it would appear as if Yarkand charas was
not the resinous exudation from the leaves and stems, as in Sind, Kash-
mir, &c., but a powder formed on the flow'ers similar to the chur of Ben-
gal (see No 345) and the garda (No. 358) of the Panjdb. In KumAon
and GarhwAl the cultivators who grow the plant as a source of fibre are
said to rub the fruits between their hands so as to remove the resin.

This is regarded as a form of charas
,
and the outturn of an acre is Laid to

be four maunds fibre, worth R8,and three seers charas, R6. Of Nepdl it is

commonly reported that a very fine quality of charas known as momea is

similarly prepared. (See Church’s Ed., Johnston s Chemistry of Common
Life ; Spons’ Encyclop. ; O'Shaughnessy, &c.) Dr. Gimlette, Residency
Surgeon, Katmandu, Nepal, writes to the author, however, that the word
momea , as applied to charas, is unknown at the present clay in the vicinity

of the capital. Speaking of the modes of collecting charas as practised in

Nepal, Dr. Gimlette adds :
“ I have been unable to verify the accounts of

the collection of charas by means of leather coats worn by men who run
about among the plants; this may possibly occur on the northern frontier

of NcpAl. Within a radius of 50 miles of Katin.. ndu, the extract is collect-

ed by rubbing the young flowering tops between the hands in situ ; one
man is able thus to collect in a day 2 tolas weight. Charas is sold in the
Katmandu bazar at R2, in the Tarai markets at R3 per tola

”

It is a remarkable coincidence, however, that a drug is sold in the bazars
of Katmandu under the name of momea or mimea. This, Dr. Gimlette says,

is not a preparation of hemp. He thus describes it :
—“ Momea is a mixture

of dliup, oil, and lymph, the latter specially induced in the human subject
by a certain drug. The preparation is also brought from Tibet, where
human fat is said to be used as an ingredient. This curious drug is
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given internally in cases of wounds and ulcers along with ghi

;

dose one
masha.” It is noteworthy, in connection with Dr. Gimlette’s discovery

regarding human fat used in the manufacture of Nepdl momea, that

amongst the ignorant classes of Northern India a superstition prevails

that they may be captured and carried off to some distant land to be
made into momea . This fact has been alluded to by various officers in

their reports on the objections raised by the poorer classes against emi-
gration. Speaking ot this subject, Colonel D. G. Pitcher, in a report

dated June 1882, writes : “The feeling of the native community on the

subject of emigration is, for the most part, nil, or a ludicrous distorted

image, in which the coolie hangs head*downwards like a flying fox or is

ground in mills for oil.” “ The natives have in some parts of the country

a strong belief that coolies are suspended head downwards to facilitate the

extraction from them of oil.” In a recent expedition into Kulu this same
superstition was brought out in an alarming manner (See Pb . Gazette).

It seems probable that the word momea has been erroneously applied

to hemp, and in partial support of this suggestion, it may be added that the

word mumiai is, in Afghanistan, applied to a substance which apparently
has no relation lo the narcotic of hemp. Ball, in his Economic Geology

,

says of this substance :
“ In Afghanistan it is believed that there are

several localities where bituminous products occur, as they are commonly
sold as drugs in the bazars of that country. According to Captain
Hutton (Cal. Jour., Nat. Hist., Vol. VI., 601 ), a mineral pitch called

mumiai by the natives, which is used for external application, is found in

the Shah Makhsud range. A substance supposed to be this same
mumiai, otherwise called Rock Chetny, which was obtained by Lieutenant
Conolly as an exudation from a fissure in a rock in Ghazni, was analysed
by Mr. Peddington, who concluded, in spite of its savoury name, that it

was composed of the excreta of birds, more probably of bats, mixed with
salts of lime. There was no trace of bitumen or sulphur. In fact, this

substance was no doubt similar, as regards its origin, to the reputed dis-

covery of petroleum in the Madras Presidency” (Ball, page 126). Baden
Powell (Panjdb Products

,
pages 22 , 104) alludes to momyai as a black

substance, obtained from Kashmir, consisting “ principally of clay, which,
however, burns feebly and softens slightly to the flame of a lamp, giving
out a peculiar empyrcumatic odour.” In the chapter devoted to Panjdb
medicinal substances, he again alludes to momyai while speaking of a
substance exhibited under that name : “This is in reality a dry mass of

tar. Real momyai is said to be rarely met with ; it is supposed to be of
great efficacy in healing bones, and is in fact an “ Osteocolla.” It is said
to come from Persia, where it exudes and floats on the surface of a certain
spring where it is collected and monopolised by the Government, who sell

it at a high price.” Mr. Ribbentrop, Inspector-General of Forests,
showed the writer a substance which, in all probability, was mumea, or allied
to mumea . This was procured in Chumba State, where it was found to
exude from a crack on the face of a high rock.

There are thus numerous allusions to a substance or substances known
in the bazars of India under the name momea , but in none of the published
accounts of this drug is there the slightest reference to its being a product
of Indian hemp, although, in the early literature of that narcotic, it is

repeatedly stated that a pure waxy form of charas obtained from Nepal is

sold under the name of momea.
Charas is collected in Sind and in Central India by causing men to

run through the hemp fields. They are said to be generally clad in
leathern aprons to which the resin adheres, but in some cases are reported
to have their bodies first oiled and then to run naked through the fields.
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In either case the charas thus collected is scraped off and made into the

cakes in which it is sold. The chief supply of charas to I ndia comes, how-
ever, from the trans-Himdlayan regions. In concluding the present ac-

count of this form of the narcotic, the following extract may be here given
from Mr. Baden Powell's Panjdb Products, in which, it will be seen, the

substance there referred to is most probably more nearly related to chur
than to charas . It is prepared from the bhdng-y ielding plant :

—
“There is a kind of charas called * garda 9 which is much in use, andof

this again there are three sorts Surkhat,9 * Bhdngra, 9 and ‘ Khaki .

*

When the bhang has been gathered and placed in a store-house as soon
as it is dry, persons go in with their faces covered with a thin cloth, which
enables them to breathe without inhaling the dust which results from the
process they perform. Next the heaps of dry bhang are covered over with
a fine cloth, and the operators, putting their hands under the cloth, begin
stirring about the bhang and making hay of it. Soon a fine dust flies out
and, filling the room, settles down on the surface of the cloth spread over
the heaps. When all the dust has been shaken out and settled on the
cloth, the cloth is itself taken out and shaken : a dust falls down which is

of the best quality and of a reddish colour. This is collected and kneaded
with a little water into a cake, and forms the best charas, which is called

Surkhat; more frequently the dirt that is shaken off is of a greenish tint,

like the bhang itself, and this collected forms ‘ blidngi charas.’ Lastly,

the powder w'hich adheres to the cloths, and is scraped and shaken off,

forms the worst kind, called khaki.
(3rd) Bhang or Siddhi, Sabji, and Sabzi.—Apparently the wild

plant is the chief source of this form of the drug, which consists of the

mature leaves and in some pa.-ts of India of the fruits also. The re^in is

apparently not extracted from these and sold or used in that form ; the

leaves are directly employed in the manufacture of the preparations in

which bhang constitutes the form of the narcotic. According to -.ome
writers the wild plant does not yield bhang (sec Mr. Atkinson’s Himalayan
Districts). The comparative uniformity, throughout India, of the retail

price of bhang, namely, 8 to 12 annas a seer in the provinces where duty
is realised over and above the licenses to sell and 4 annas (except in the

N.-W. Provinces) where this is not the case, is of considerable importance
when the disproportion in the revenue credited to Government from this

article is taken into consideration.

Indian Preparations from Hemp.
Forms of I ndian H emp.—As already explained there are three forms of

this poisonous drug: (a) ganjd, the agglutinated female flowering tops and
resinous exudation on these; (b) charas, a resinous substance found on the
leaves, young twigs, and bark ; and (c) bhdng or siddhi, the mature leaves,
and in some parts of India the fruits also, and even the very young twigs,
but not the stems. Ganjd and charas are smoked, and bhang is either used in

the preparation of the green intoxicating beverage hashish, or in the manu-
facture of the sweetmeat known as mdjun (vulgarly mdjum). Bhdng is

much weaker than either ganjd or charas , and by many is supposed to be
much less injurious. It is sold in Bengal at from 4 to 8 or 12 annas a seer,

whereas ganjd and charas cost from R4 to R25 a seer. Bhdng, being col-

lected largely from the wild plant, is extensively used all over India, the

bulk of the consumption entirely escaping duty. This is mainly due to

the fact that it would be impracticable to hold a man responsible for

the existence of a wild plant growing within a certain radius of his hut,
and it would be impossible to prohibit him gathering, from such a plant,
the daily quantity used by himself and family. This is precisely the state
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of affairs which prevails over a great part of India, and, indeed, on the
lower slopes of the Himalaya and up to an altitude of 8,000 feet, the plant
is often so plentiful as to be extensively used as bedding for cattle. The
greatest difficulty exists, therefore, in regulating the consumption of bhang

,

but practically no such difficulty exists with regard to ganjd and charas.
The last-mentioned narcotics can be produced only from the cultivated
plant, and the consumption can therefore be regulated by law. The Ex-
cise Act provides that licensed persons may cultivate the plant, prepare
the narcotics, and retail these to the consumer. The right to vend is

sold by public auction, a person purchasing thereby the sole right, for one
year, to all or so many of the shops in a district. Any person, other
than a licensed dealer, having in his possession more than a very small
quantity at one time is liable to prosecution and fine. This system of

farming the wholesale and retail shops exists all over India,—Madras
being an exception to the rule, since in South India, no revenue whatever
is credited to Government from these drugs.

The administrative arrangements which are made in each Province
for levying excise uses on hemp will be found under the heading Nar-
cotics.

THE FIBRE-HEMP.
FIBRE.

364

When
Mature.

Llgniflcation.

Experiments
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India.

The reader is referred to the account given of the cultivation of the

hemp plant in a preceding page. It will there be found that a con-
siderable amount of information has been given as to the early experi-

ments made to extend the cultivation in India of Cannabis sativa as a
source of fibre ; a possible still further development has also, to a certain

extent, been dealt with. It has been urged that the regions where the

plant is grown for its narcotic, ganjd, should be carefully distinguished from
those where the plant may be found to form fibre. But an equally im-
portant fact remains to be investigated and thereafter clearly kept in view,

namely, the age of the plant and season of the year when the fibre is at its

best, in both the temperate and tropical regions of India. It cannot be
disguised that the defects complained of in many of the reports on Indian
hemp cultivation, against the quality of the fibre produced, are traceable

to ignorance as to the period when lignification is reached by the Indian
plant. The season of sowing, period of repeating, and modes of culture,

practised in Europe have, apparently, been forced on the plant in India,

and the suggestion is accordingly offered that the brittle character com-
plained of, against the resulting fibre, may have been due to the fact of

the plant reaching in India the mature state of the fibre at an earlier

stage of its growth than in European countries. Thus, for example, it

is reported that the plants experimented with on the plains of India, at
Saharanpur, grew vigorously, attained a height of 12 feet, and gave
every promise of proving successful. When reaped. Dr. Falconer,
however, reported tnat “ the hemp-fibre did not retain the strength or
flexibility which characterise it in the Himalayas.” Similar results were
obtained at Agra and in various parts of Bengal. The chemistry of fibre

and of the process of fibre-forming within the plant has, during recent
years, reached a high development. To arrive at a definite understanding
as to whether the plains of India can or cannot produce good hemp,
it would be necessary to carry out a series of systematic experiments
in certain selected districts in each province. The seed would have to be
sown and the plant cultivated according to a uniform and pre-arranged
plan. From a certain stage, say after the plants had attained a height of

two feet, a certain number of the plants from each field would have to be
microscopically and chemically examined once a fortnight, right through
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their subsequent growth, or until in each locality the period when lignifica- FIBRE.

tion was reached by the plants had been determined. It would also be

•

desirable, in such experiments, to make several sowings so as to determine
the best period for sowing, since much would depend upon the cultivation,
being so regulated that the fibre would reach maturity during the period
of the year best suited to the development of fibre. Without some such
experiments being performed we must remain in ignorance, with hemp as
with flax, whether or not the peculiar climate and soil exists in India on
which either of these fibres could be produced on a commercial scale. Up
to the present day, the experiments which have been made have either
failed to discover such regions or were imperfectly conducted, for, with the
exception of certain limited tracts of the Himalayas, no part of the plains
of India can be said to have been discovered in which there is the least
hope of hemp or flax cultivation becoming of much importance. (See
remarks as to hemp in Godavery District No. 339).

In portions of the North-West Himalaya the hemp plant has been
cultivated for its fibre for a very long time. Mr. Atkinson gives a
brief but practical account of this industry in his Himalayan Districts

ip. 799). “ The possibility, ” says that author, “ of attaining success in the
cultivation of hemp in these provinces was pointed out by Dr. Roxburgh
as early as 1800, and on the cession of these provinces, skilled Europeans
were sent to carry on experiments in the Murddabad and Gorakhpur
districts. In Garhwdland Kumdon its cultivation was encouraged, and for
many years the East India Company procured a p >rtion of its 4 arnual
investment from the Kumdon hills in the shape of hemp.' With the
abolition of the Company’s trade the cultivation languished and is now
entirely dependent on the loc.J demand, which, however, is by no means
small.” “ The male plant yields only fibre from which the bhdngela cloth
of Garhwdl is manufactured : also called hot

h

la, bora, and gdji] and the
ropes

(sel) for bridges.”
Messrs. Duthie and Fuller, speaking of the hemp fibre of these prov- Separation

inces, say that after harvest " the stalks are then laid in water to promote
of FlbPe’

a fermentation which will allow the bark to strip easily; on being taken
out they are beaten with mallets to loosen the bark, which is then detached
by hand in strips, and after a second beating breaks up into a fibre which
is made up into hanks for sale. In some places the fibre is boiled in
potash and bleached before spinning. The principal things manufactured
from it are hemp cloth (bhdngra or bhangcla ), and the ropes which are
used for the swing-bridges over hill-streams. The cloth makes an admir-
able material for sacks, and is largely used in the grain trade on the Nepal
frontier; and latterly, in the export of potatoes from Kumion. It also
furnishes a large portion of the hill population with a characteristic article
of clothing—a hemp blanket worn like a plaid across the shoulders and
fastened in front with a wooden skewer.”

It is commonly stated by European writers that the fibre from the male Defects of theplant is superior to that obtained from the female. 1 1 is urged that particu- Indlai» Fibre,
far care should be taken to strip the plant in dry weather; should the fibre
get wet, it is certain to heat and get almost totally spoiled. The method
of platting the fibre into long tails as pursued b> the hill-tribes of India
lessens the value of the fibre very much, since it increases the labour in
cleaning it, each hank requiring to be opened out by the hand.

Hfmp Substitutes. Hemp is mainly, if not entirely, employedin the
manufacture of ropes, twine, and nets. As has already been urged, care IsUBSmUTESmust be taken, however, to distinguish the true hemp fibre from the qA**
numerous substitutes for it which are often commercially grouped with the

3
true article, thus, for example, we have in India Sunn-hemp (Crotalaria
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jnncea), Jabbalpur-hemp (also Crotalaria jnncea), Bowstring-hemp (San-
seviera zeylanica), and Manilla-hemp (Musa textilis). In European com-
merce there are, besides these, several other fibres known as hemps, such
as Canada-hemp (Apocynum cannabinnm), Kentucky-hemp (Urtica cana-
densis, and U. cannabina, &c.)

European True Hemp.—Russia, even to the present day, holds the first

place among hemp-producing countries, although, since Russian hemp first

became an article of extensive demand, nearly every country in the world
has attempted the cultivation of the plant and the manufacture of its own
ropes and twine. Where this competition proved comparatively hopeless,

substitutes were brought forward, and at the present day the most exten-

sively-used fibres in the rope trade may be said to be hemp, coir (or

the fibre from the outer layer of the cocoanut), Manilla-hemp, cotton,

and sunn-hemp. Italy produces the finest hemp; France is perhaps next

in importance, then Great Britain, Servia, Germany, and of Asiatic coun-
tries China is reputed to produce good hemp.

INDIAN FOREIGN TRADE IN "HEMP.”
The following figures as to the value of the Indian trade in " hemp ”

have been extracted from the Statement of the Trade and Navigation of
British India regarding hemp, but the bulk of the imports of raw-hemp
fibre are in all probability Manilla hemp, and of the exports Sunn-hemp s

—

Foreign Foreign Indian
Hemp Hemp Hemp

imported. exported. exported.

R R R
r 1881-82 1,10,875 5*59f”2
\ 1882-83 1,82,993 4,30,325

Raw Hemp . . . 1883-84 1,76,765 ... 6,85,316
1884-85 2,14,118 5,82,679
1885-86 1,96,052 9*88,825

f 1881-82 10,179 4,182 1,409

Manufactured Hemp (excluding 1

cordage).
j

1882-

83

1883-

84
1

884-

85

27,090
32,570
41,356

8,857

4*548
150

3,176
6,510
3,129

l 1885-86 42,810 323 3,205

Cordage and rope,excluding jute, \

1881-82 3,22,485 24,886 3,25,178
1882-83 4,31,693 15*586 2,84,106

but otherwise the bulk probably 7 1883-84 3*90,584 11,198 4,92,068
Manilla Hemp and true Hemp / 1 884-85 3*52,413 13,076 3, 53,389

1885-86 3 ,24,519 7*437
|

3*28,320

Foreign Trade in Manufactured and Unmanufactured Hemp , excluding
Cordage .

Year.
Imports.

Exports
and

re-exports.

Value. Value.

1881-82
R

1,21,054

R
5,64,703

1882-83 2,10,083 4*42,358
1883-84 2,09,335 6,96,374
1884-85 .••••••••• 2,55,474 5*85,958
1885-86 2,38,862 9*92,353
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Detail of Imports, 1885-86.

Province into which imported. Value. Country whence imported. Value.

R R

Bengal ....
Bombay ....
Madras ....
Sind ....

1,33.235
1,01,600

1, ’83

2,844

United Kingdom
China ....
Phillipines ....
Straits Settlements •

Other Countries.

83,431

1,23,474
2,609

17,827
11,521

Total 2,38,862 Total 2,38,862

Detail of Exports, 1885-86.

Province from which
exported.

Value. Country to which exported. Value.

R R

Bengal ....
Bombay ....
Madras ....

3,u,55 i

6,31,444
49,358

United Kingdom
Belgium ....
Persia ....
Arabia ....
Other Countries

6,78,607
2,56,566
11,438

15,698

30,044

Total 9,92,353 Total
|

9,92,353

FIBRE.
Imports,

370

Exports.

371

It has been found impossible to give the quantities, since the raw fibre
is expressed in weight, cloth in pieces, and rope in balls of various lengths
and weights.

OIL.

Oil.—The seeds, when expressed, yield a pale, limpid oil. They con-
tain of this oil from 25 to 34 per cent. This oil is at first greenish or
brownish-yellow, but the colour deepens when it is exposed to the air.

The flavour is disagreeable, but the odour is mild. It is, however, said to
make a very bad-smelling and deep-coloured boiled oil, and on this ac-
count it is never used in England, although extensively so in East and
North Europe as a paint and varnish oil. In Russia it serves, in a great
measure, the purpose of lamp-oil, but it is chiefly employed in the manu-
facture of soft soaps, inferior to that from linseed oil. It has a specific

gravity of 0*9252 at I5°C. ; it thickens at— I5°C., and solidifies at — 25
0

to — 277C. It dissolves in boiling hot water and in 30 parts of cold
alcohol.

MEDICINE.
Medidne.—The various forms of the drug have already been described,

namely, bhang, gdnjd , and charas. Gdnjd, or the dried flowering female
tops, constitute the officinal parts in European pharmacy. From these an
alcoholic extract is prepared known as Extractum Cannabis Indicaa,and from
this a Tincture is also made. The use of Indian hemp in European prac-

c. 375
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tice has greatly decreased of late years owing to a feeling of insecurity as

to the quality of the article. It is commonly recorded that no reliance can
be put upon the uniformity in strength. The writer, at a meeting of the
Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, recently expressed the opi-

nion that the heavy fiscal restrictions now imposed on Bengal gdnjd had,
in all probability, diverted the export trade from Bengal to Bombay, so

that, instead of the carefully-cultivated Bengal article finding its way to

Europe, the much inferior but infinitely cheaper gdnjd of Bombay and the

Central Provinces was, in all probability, that which was now used in

European pharmacy. The Chemist and Druggist, commenting on this

subject shortly after, recommended the suggestion as worthy of attention,

and added The price of Bengalgdnjd may be prohibitive, but the whole
subject should be considered by authorities.” There would seem little

doubt that the high reputation the drug once enjoyed might be recovered

by greater care in selecting the article, but there is perhaps no other com-
modity in India that is produced in a larger number of forms and qualities,

or which in the hands of the retail dealer is subjected to a greater degree of

adulteration. The only guarantee an exporter can have is to purchase
his gdnjd direct from the Government golds of Bengal, not even allowing

the article to pass through the hands of a wholesale gdnjd-dealer or
“ middle-man ” of any kind. If the article be shipped under a permit
direct from the gold if is believed little complaint would be raised as to

the uniformity in strength, but none but that which is registered as of

the first quality should be purchased for medicinal purposes. From what
the writer has been able to learn it would be even preferable to use for

European pharmacy the chur or the dust obtained on packing and hand-
ling round gdnjd rather than round gdnjd itself ; flat gdnjd should be
resorted to with caution, and charas, or momea , should never be employed,
nor round gdnjd in which ripe fruits are found with the flower heads.

Medicinal Properties and Uses of Indian Hemp.—The Pharmacopoeia

of India describes the drug as primarily stimulant, and secondarily ano-
dyne, sedative, and antisp^smodic. It is also said to be narcotic, diuretic,

and parturifacient. It has been used with advantage in tetanus, hydro-
phobia, delirium tremens, ebrietas, infantile convulsions, various forms
of neuralgia, and other nervous affections. It has also been employed
in cholera, menorrhagia and uterine haemorrhage, rheumatism, hay fever,

asthma, cardiac functional derangement, and skin diseases attended with
much pain, and pruritus. In lingering and protracted labours depend-
ing upon atony of the uterus, it has been employed with the view of in-

ducing uterine contractions.

It is admitted by most Indian physicians to be of special merit in the
treatment of tetanus and cholera and has not the injurious after-effects

(constipation and loss of appetite) which but too frequently result from
the use of opium. Its action is, however, very similar to that of opium,
and it is accordingly stated that a habitual opium-eater may take large
quantities of hemp without injurious consequences.

Sir William O’Shaughnessy was the first European writer to draw
prominent attention to the peculiar properties and actions of the hemp-
narcotics. He experimented with these in Calcutta and published his

results. The reaaer is referred to his Bengal Dispensatory and to a
" Memoir on the preparations of Indian Hemp” in the Transactions of
Medical and Physical Society of Calcutta for 1839, and to two papers in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society, Vol. VIII., of the same year. Shortly
after the appearance of these most exhaustive accounts, the drug began to

be experimented with in Europe.
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Ainslie, in his Materia Indica , 2nd Vol., gives an interesting account of MEDICINE,

the uses of the drug, and according to him the majdn of South India, in

addition to the ingredients of the Bengal article, contains datura and nux-
vomica. Dr. Stocks says that the best form of bhang met with in Sind
is that known as bubakai, from the town of Bubak near lake Manchhar.
He further adds that the rndjurn of Sind is made up of some 20 to 30 dif-

ferent ingredients, of which datura and opium are frequent. In some
parts of India a beer is brewed with bhang, and this, together with bhang
itself, tndjum and other preparations, are often employed in Native phar-
macy.

Professor Christison published the following valuable remarks, deriv-

ed from his personal experience with this drug ;
“ I have for some years,”

he observes, “ used a very good alcoholic extract, sent to me from Calcutta

twenty years ago, and still as powerful as ever to subdue pain, obtain

sleep, and put an end to spasm in circumstances under which morphia either

did not suit or was objected to by the patient, and after wide experience

with it I am quite satisfied that it is an excellent substitute for it, if given

insufficient doses. The difficulty is, to be always sure of the quality of Uniformity In
the extract, or rather of the gdnjd from which the extract is obtained. I quality,

have known two grains of my alcoholic extract, given in the form of tinc-

ture, put an end, promptly and permanently, to the agonising pain caused
by biliary calculus impacted in ducts; and there ran be no more unequivo-
cal test than this of the potency of an anodyne. I have long been convinced,

and new experience confirms the conviction, that for energy, certainty,

and convenience, Indian Hemp is the next anodyne hypnotic and anti-

spasmodic to opium and its derivatives, and often equal to it.” Dr.
Christison considers that a well-prepared alcoholic extract is the best of all

forms for use, but it requires to be prepared from gdnja , not too olci,

collected in the right district and at the right season. The ordinary resin

(charas) is generally very impure and untrustworthy (Pharm . India).

'I he earlier writers express almost the same opinions as were arrived

at by the modern European physicians. According to the author of

Makhzan ,
“ the leaves make a good snuff for deterging the brain ; their

juice applied to the head removes dandrifT and vermin; dropped into the

ear it allays pain and destroys worms; it checks the discharge in diar-

rhoea and gonorrhoea, and is diuretic.” The powder of the leaves is

applied externally to fresh wounds and sores, and is used to promote gra-

nulation ; a poultice of the whole plant is applied to local inflammations,
erysipelas, neuralgia, &c. The dose of ihe leaves is 48 grains when admin-
istered internally” (Makhzan , Article Kinnab, see also in Dr. IV. Dymock,
Mat. Med. West India).

The medicinal properties of hemp, in various forms, are the subject of

some interesting notes by Mirza Abdul Russac. “ It produces a ravenous
appetite and constipation, arrests the secretions, except that of the liver,

excites wild imagining, a sensation of ascending, with forgetfulness of all

that happens during its use, and such mental exaltation, that the be-
holders attribute it to supernatural inspiration.

“Of its utility as an external application in the form of a poultice with
milk, in relieving haemorrhoids, and internally in gonorrhoea, to the ex-
tent of a quarter drachm of bhang.” He further states that the habitual
smokers of gdnjd generally die of diseases of the lungs, dropsy, and ana-
sarca, so do the eaters of majdn and smokers of siddhi, but at a later

period. The inexperienced, on first taking it, are often senseless for a
day, some go mad, others have been known to die.

Dr. U. O. Dutt says that, according to the Sanskrit writers, “the Leaves,
leaves of Cannabis sativa are said to be purified by being boiled in milk 376
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before use. They are regarded as heating, digestive, astringent, and nar-

cotic.” “In sleeplessness, the powder of the fried leaves is given in suit-

able doses for inducing sleep and removing pain.”
Special Opinions.—§ “ Used as anodyne, antispasmodic, diuretic

;

leaves may be employed in dose of 20 grains ” {Assistant Surgeon Nehal
Sing, Shaharanbur). “ During the last twelve months I have used Can-
nabis sativa with great success in the treatment of acute dysentery; similar

results were obtained by other medical officers of this station, who tried it

at my request. The dose was, of the tincture 15 or 20 m. three times a day
(Surgeon S. J. Rennie, Cawnpore) .

“ I have found a poultice of the bruised

fresh leaves, slightly warmed, very useful in affections of the eye, attended
with photophobea. Natives also use the poultice in piles” {Assistant

Surgeon Bhagvoan Dass {2nd), Punjab). “The resin collected from the

leaves and flowers in Turkestan is called Nasha

,

and this ought to be the

Charas of the trade, but it is terribly adulterated. The plant is called

in Turkestan kandir, and the oil, kandir yak. The oil extracted from the

seed is in Kashmir considered as a valuable remedy, applied by rubbing
in rheumatism ” {Surgeon-Major J. E, T. Aitchison , Simla), “ Used in

the form of * sidhi* in small quantities, it is a very good stomachic tonic,

useful in atonic dyspepsia and diarrhoea. In large quantities exhilarant

at first, depressent subsequently. Long continued use of gdnjd is a pro-

minent cause of insanity ” (Civil Surgeon D. Basu, Faridpur). “Used
to produce sleep in certain cases in which opium is contra-indicated. It

does not induce nausea, constipation, or headache as opium does. Valu-
able as a remedy for sick headache, and especially in preventing such at-

tacks. It removes the nervous effects of a malady. Useful in malarial,

periodical neuralgias. Valuable in the treatment of the sleeplessness

and restlessness of acute mania, in whooping-cough, and in asthma,
in dysuria, and in relieving pain in dysmenorrhcea” (Dr. E. G. Russell,

Superintendent, Asylums , at Presidency General Hospital, Calcutta).

“Commonly used ns a narcotic; a few grains of the leaves called siddhi
rubbed in with cardamom and other spices to allay pain ; taken as a drink
habitually by many for intoxicating purposes ; may be used as an anodyne

;

it increases appetite ;
is an aphrodisiac ; and increases the activity of the

brain, producing better flow of thoughts, and deep meditation, but often

wild reveries and causeless laughter. A small quantity of the leaves,

mixed with other drugs and spices, forms an useful compound in diarrhoea

and indigestion of children ” (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhatta-

charji, Chanda, Central Provinces). “The leaves, which are known as

bhang, are used to check diarrhoea; an extract is prepared from them; it

is made into confection and used for narcotic purposes” (Surgeon-Major
Robb, Civil Surgeon, Ahmadabad). “Used for asthma and in tetanus,

dose } to 2 grains, with sugar well fried in ghi and mixed with black pep-
per, given, in cases of chronic diarrhoea, with poppy seeds in dysentery,
with asafoetida in hysteria ” (Surgeon W. Barren , Bhuj, Cutch). “ Very
often used by natives in some parts of this Presidency as an aphrodisiac
and I believe in some cases successfully, in the form of * Mdjun,’ i.e., a
kind of pill-mass containing various drugs” (Surgeon D. N . Parakh,
Bombay). “The leaves made into a poultice used in orchitis, also dried
leaves warmed and used for fomentations” (Civil Surgeon S. M. Shir-
core, Murshedabad). “ Used frequently by all hospital assistants, parti-

cularly for asthma and other paroxymal affections. In cases of chronic
colic 1 have found the extract in one-grain doses with J grain of Ipecac,

to produce wonderful effects ” (Doyal Chunder Shome, Campbell Medical
School, Sealdah, Calcutta ). More commonly used in this country to pro-

duce intoxicating effects than for its medicinal properties in smaller doses 99
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{Dr. G. Price, Civil Surgeon , Shahabad). “ It is also used in the form I MEDICINE,

of tincture for checking ague fits, and is employed by native physicians, in
! Ague FIts#

the form of electuary, as an aphrodisiac in cases of impotence, sperma- Impotence,
torrhcea, and incontinence of urine. Taken in the form of bhang it acts

on the kidneys as a powerful diuretic, and on the liver as a mild chola-

gogue” ( Civil Surgeon J. H. Thornton , B.A . , M.B., Monghir ). “Dried
tender leaves and flowering tops with sugar, black pepper powder, and
with or without opium, proves highly beneficial in dysentery” (Civil Sur-
geon E. W. Savinge, Rajamundry, Godaveri District).

Chemical Composition.—“The most interesting constituents of hemp, CHEMICAL
from a medical point of view, are the Resin and Volatile Oil.

C
TION?*"

“ The former was first obtained in a state of comparative purity by
T. and H. Smith in 1846. It is a brown amorphous solid, burning with

a bright white flame and leaving no ash. It has a very potent action

when taken internally, two-thirds of a grain acting as a powerful narcotic,

and one grain producing complete intoxication. From the experiments
of Messrs. Smith it seems impossible to doubt that to this resin the ener-

getic effects of Cannabis are mainly due.
“ When water is repeatedly distilled from considerable quantities of

hemp, fresh lots of the latter being used for each operation, a volatile oil

lighter than water is obtained together with ammonia. This oil, accord-

ing to the observations of Person ne (1857) is amber-coloured, and has an
oppressive hemp-like smell. It sometimes deposits an abundance ol

small crystals. With due precautions it may be separated into two
bodies, the one of which named by Personne Cannabene is liquid and

j Cannabene
colourless, with the formula C

1 hH 20 ; the other, which is called Hydride of 378
Cannabene, is a solid, separating from alcohol in pla'y crystals to which
Personne assigns formula C^H^. He asserts that Cannabene has

indubitably a physiological action, and even claims it as the sole active

principle of hemp. Its vapour he states to produce when breathed a sin-

gular sensation of shuddering, a desire of locomotion, followed by prostra-

tion and sometimes syncope. Bohling in 1840 observed similar effects

from the oil which he obtained from the fresh herb, just after flowering, to

the extent of 0*3 per cent.

“It remains to be proved whether an alkaloid is present in hemp, as
suggested by Preobraschensky.

“ The other constituents of hemp are those commonly occurring in other
plants. The leaves yield nearly 20 per cent, of ash.

“As to the resin of Indian hemp Bolas and Francis, in treating with
nitric acid, converted it into Oxycannabin, C^H^NoO;. This interesting

substance may, they say, be obtained in large prisms from a solution

in methylic alcohol. It melts at I76°C., and then evaporates without de-
composition; it is neutral. One of us (F.) has endeavoured to obtain it

from purified resin of charas, but without success ” (Fliick . and Hanb.,
Pharmacog., page 549).

Dr. Dymock (in his 2nd Ed. of the Materia Medica of Western India)
goes into considerable detail on the chemistry of this drug. Preobras-
chensky discovered in China haschisch, a volatile alkaloid which he
believed to be identical with nicotine. Dragendroff and Marquiss
suggested that this may have been derived from tobacco mixed with the
beverage. Siebold and Bradbury, while concurring with this explana-
tion, announce their discovery of an alkaloid perfectly distinct from nicotine ;

they give it the name of Cannabine . Dr. Hay, some time before,

published his conviction that hemp contained several alkaloids, the principal
one being a substance he named Tetano-cannabinc. More recently to all

these published results of the chemical investigation of the narcotic resin
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of Cannabis sativa, Drs. Warden and Waddell of Calcutta have failed to

discover the principle alluded to by Dr. Hay. But they obtained, by the
destructive distillation of the alcoholic extract, an amber-coloured oil.

“This oil had a mildly empyreumatic odour which was distinctly tobacco-
like. Its taste was warm, aromatic, and somewhat terebinthinate. The
oil contained phenol, ammonia, and several other of the usual products
of destructive distillation,

“ The nicotine-like principle contained in this oil appeared to be an
alkaloid. It formed salts which evolved a strong nicotine-like odour
when acted on by alkalies. But physiologically it was found to be inert,

and therefore was evidently not identical with nicotine ”
(Ind. Med.

Gaz. 9 Dec . 1884).

FOOD.

Food.—Messrs. Duthie and Fuller, writing about the Himalayan
tracts within the North-Western Provinces, say that the seed is not un-
commonly roasted and eaten by the hill-men, and that after the oil is

expressed the oil-cake is given to their cattle. Dr. Stewart writes that
on the Sutlej the seeds are roasted and eaten in small quantities with
wheat.

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL USES.

Cannabic Composition.—“ This material for architectural decoration is

described by Mr. B. Albans to have a basis of hemp amalgamated with
resinous substances, carefully prepared and worked into sheets of large
dimensions. Ornaments in high relief and with great sharpness of detail

are obtained by pressure of metal discs, and they are of less than half the
weight of papier-mache ornaments, sufficiently thin and elastic to be
adapted to wall surfaces, bearing blows of the hammer and resisting all

ordinary actions of heat and cold without change of form. Its weather
qualities have been severely tried in Europe, as for coverings of roofs, &c.,
remaining exposed without injury.

This composition is of Italian origin, and in Italy it has been employed
for panels, frames, and centres. It is well fitted to receive bronze, paint,
or varnish ; the material is so hard as to allow gold to be burnished after
gilding the ornaments made of it” {Ure% /., 61 /).

381

CANOES.
See Boats, Vol. I., B. 548.

TIMBERS USED FOR CANOES, DUG-OUTS, TROUGHS,
WATER-PIPES, DRINKING CUPS, &c.

x. Acer caesium, Wall, (drinking cups made in Tibet).
2. A. oblongum, Wall, (drinking cups).

3. A. pictum, Thunb. (drinking cups made of knotty excrescences).

4. Adina cordifolia, Hook, (dug-out canoes, combs, &c.).

5. AEsculus indica, Colebr. (water-troughs, platters, drinking-cups).
6. Ailanthus excelsa, Roxb. (catamarans and for floats, &c.),

7. Amoora Rohituka, W. A. (Chittagong canoes).

8. Artocarpus Chaplasha, Roxb. (much used for canoes).

9. A. Lakoocha, Roxb. (canoes).

xo. A. nobilis, Thw. (Ceylon canoes).

xx. Bcehmeria rugulosa, Wedd9 (Lepchas make cups, bowls, and to-
bacco-boxes).

c. 381
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Woods used for Canoes, Dug-outs, &c. CANSCORA
decussata.

X2. Bombax malabaricnm, DC. (Bengal and Burma canoes).

13. Borassns flabelliformis, Linn

.

(dug-outs, water-pipes, gutters).

14. Calophyllum polyanthum, Wall (Chittagong canoes).

15. Caryota urens, Linn .
(water conduits and buckets).

16. Cedrela Toona, Roxb . (Bengal and Assam canoes).

17. Celtis tetrandra, Roxb. (Assam canoes).

x8. Cinnamomum grandnlifermm, Meissn. (Assam boats and canoes).

19. Cordia Myxa, Linn

.

(Bengal canoes).

20. Dipterocarpus alatus, Roxb. (canoes).

21. D. tnberculatus, Roxb. (Burma canoes).

22. D. tmrbinatus, Roxb. (Burma canoes).

23. Drimycarpns racemosus, Hook, (mostly used in Chittagong for boats

and canoes).

24. Duabanga sonneratioides, Buck, (canoes, cattle-troughs cut out of

green wood).

25. Dysoxylnm Hamiltonii, Hicrn. (canoes).

26. D. procernm, IJiern. (Assam canoes).

27. Givotia rottleriformis. Griff, (catamarans).

28. Gmelina arborea, Roxb. (clogs, canoes, &c.).

29. Gyrocarpms Jacquini, Roxb. (preierred above all other woods for

catamarans).
30. Hopea odorata, Roxb. (Burma canoes).

31. Juniperas excelsa, M. Bieb. (drinking cups).

32. Lagerstrcemia Flos-Reginae, Rets, (boats and canoes).

33. L. tomentosa, Presl. (canoes).

34. Mangifera indica, Linn, (canoes and masula boats).

35. Michelia Champaca, Linn. (Assam canoes).

36. Michelia oblonga, Wall. (Assam canoes).

37. Moras serrata, Roxb. (
Troughs).

38. Odina Wodier, Roxb. (Rice-pounders).

39. Pajanelia multijuga, DC. (Andaman Island canoes).

40. Phoenix sylvestris, Roxb. (water-tubes).

41. Pinus excelsa. Wall, (water-channels).

42. P. Gerardiana, Wall, (hollowed out for water-courses).

43. Platanns orientalis, Linn, (trays).

44. Populns ciliata, Wall, (water troughs).

45. Sarcosperma arborea. Hook

.

(Sikkim canoes).

46. Schima Wallichii, Choisy. (Assam canoes).

47. Shorea obtusa, Wall

.

(canoes).

48. S. robusta, Giertn. (Hills of Northern Bengal, canoes).
49. S. stellata. Dyer, (canoes).

50. Stereospermnm chelonoides, DC. (Assam canoes).

51. Terminalia belerica, Roxb. (canoes in South India for catamarans).
52. Vateria indica, Linn, (occasionally used for canoes).

CANSCORA, Lam.; Gen. PI.
,
II.,811.

Canscora decussata, B. & Seb.; FI. Br. Ind., IP., 104 ; Bot. Mag.,
t. 3066 ; GentianacejE.

Syn. Pladbra decussata, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B. C., 13$.Ve*a*--Sankk(*buli, Hind. \Ddnkuni

,

Beng.; Shun-khapushappi, Cutch ;

Sankhapushpi
, dandotpala, Sans.

References.— Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 204; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 520 ;
U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 201, 29b, 316 / Dymock, Mat. Med., W.
Ind., 4$r • also 2nd Ed., 342.
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CANTHIUM
didymum.

Cantharides; Canthium.

MEDICINE.

383

Habitat.—Common throughout India from the Himalaya to Burma,
ascending to 4,000 feet; is abundant in the plains of Bengal and not un-
common in Ceylon.

Medicine.—This plant is regarded as laxative, alterative, and tonic,

and is much praised as a nervine tonic. Used in insansity, epilepsy, and
nervous debility. The fresh juice of the plant, according to Chakravatta,
in doses of about an ounce, is given in all cases of insanity. A paste made
of the entire plant, including the roots and flowers, is recommended to be
taken with milk as a nervine and alterative tonic (U’. C. Dutt's Mat.
Med . Hind., 201).

Special Opinions.— §
“ This deserves a trial” {Surgeon-Major C. J.

McKenna). “ Laxative, tonic, expectorant” {Dr. W. Barren
, Bhuj, Cutch)

%

38+

MEDICINE.

Canscora diffusa,Br.; FI. Br. Ind., IV., J03; Wight, Ic ., t. 132J {not

[of Clarke).

Syn.

—

Pladera virgata, Roxb., FI. Ind Ed. C. B. C., 134.

Vera.

—

Kyouk pan, Burm.

References.

—

Tkwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 204 ; Dale, and Gibs., Bomb. FI.,

IS8 f Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., 520.

Habitat.—Common throughout India, ascending to 4,000 feet, from
Kumdon and Bhutan to Ceylon and Tenasserim.

Medicine.—Used as a substitute for C* decussata.

C. sessiliflora, Roem. and Sch. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 104.

387

Blistering
Insect.

388

CANTHARIS, Latreille.

Cantharis vesicatoria, Latreille ; Coleoptera.

Cantharides, Blistering Beetle, Spanish Flies, Eng.;
Mouches d’espagne, Fr. ; Spanische Fliegen, Germ.;
Cantf.relle, It.; Hischpanskie muchi, Rus. ; Can-
tharides, Sp.

References.

—

Pharm. Ind., 274; U. S. Dispens., i$th Ed., 342; Spons,
Encyclop., 796 ; Balfour, Cyclop. ; lire's Die. of Arts and Manufactures .

Habitat.—A dried insect imported into India and sold by chemists.

For indigenous insects used as substitutes, see Mylabris cichorii, Fabr.

389

390

CANTHIUM, Lam.; FI. Br. Ind., III., i3i.

The Genera Plantarum reduces the above genus to Plectronia, Linn.;
but Canthium has been retained in the Flora of British India, which puts
Plectronia (in part) under Canthium.

Canthium didymum, Roxb.; FI. Br. Ind., III., 132 ; Rubiacejb.

Vttn.—Garbha gojha, Santal; Yerkoli, Tam.; Yellal, porawa-mdrd,
Gal-karandu, Sing., Kan.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 180; Kurz, FI. Burm., II,
9

3S9 ; Tkwaites, En. Ceyl. PL, 152 ; Bom. Gas., XV., 65.

Habitat.—A shrub or small tree found in the Sikkim Himalaya at

an altitude of 1,500 feet and distributed east to the Khasia and Jyntea
mountains. It also is met with in Cbutia Nagpur and in the Western
Peninsula from the Concan southwards to the Malayan Peninsula and
Ceylon.

C. 3Q0
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Canthium: Canvas. CANVAS.

Medicine.—Bark used by the Santals in fever (Rev. A. Campell).
Structure of the Wood.—Hard, heavy, and close-grained

5 yellowish,

with central masses of black. (Bomb. Gag.) This is very much like

the description of the wood, as given by Brandis and by Lisboa for

C. umbellatum.

MEDICINE.

ti^2er.

392

Canthium parviflorum, Lamk.; FI. Br. Ind,, III., 136.

Syn.—Webera tetrandka, Willd.; Kan den Kara in Rheedc, Hort.

Mat., V., t. 36.

Vern.—Ktrni, Bomb.; Karai-cheddi, Tam.; Tsjdron kdrd, Mal. ; Bdlusu,

chettu , habit, Tel. (Ainslie); Kara, Sing.

References.—Roxb.,Fl . Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 179 : Gamble, Man. Timb., 230 ;

Ainslie , Mat. Med., II., 63 / Dymock, Mat. Med., W. Ind., 7 13, and 2nd
Ed., 409; Lisboa, U. PL, Bomb., 162; Thwaites, En. Cey. PL, 152

;

Trimen’s Cat., Ceyl. PL, 44.

Habitat.—A shrubby plant met with at altitudes of 4,000 feet, in the

Western Peninsula from the Concan southwards to Ceylon.

Medicine.— Ainslie says : “ A decoction of the edible leaves, as well as

the root of this plant, is prescribed in certain stages of flux, and the last is

supposed to have anthelmintic qualities, though neither have much sensi-

ble taste or smell ” (Mat. Med., II., 63).

Food.—The people of Western India are said to eat the fruits and
employ the leaves as an adjunct to their curries.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard and used for turning (Gamble).

C. umbellatum, Wight, Ic., 1. 1034 ; FI. Br. Ind., III., 132.

Syn.— Plectrona didyma, Benth. & Hook. ; Brandis, For. FI.

Vern.—Arsul, Bomb.; Neckanie, nalla, balsu, Tam. & Tel.; Abalu,
Kan.; Tolan, Uriya.

References.— Brandis, For. FI. , 2?]f> ; Bedd., Plor. Sylv., 22r ; Dale. & Gib*,
Bomb. FI., 113; Gamble, Man. Timb., 230 (under PlectOnia didyma.

Benth. & Hook.) ; Lisboa, U. Pl., Bomb., 87.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree met with in the Western Peninsula (on
the Ghats at altitudes of 4,000 to 8,000 feet) and distributed south to
Tenasserim and Ava.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, close-grained, and heavy; yellowish
white or chocolate-coloured with irregular masses of black wood in the
centre (Brandis). According to Gamble, the wood is grey, hard, with very
small, numerous and uniformly distributed pores; medullary rays fine
and numerous. Gamble makes no mention of the irregular masses of
black wood. (Compare with C. didymum). Weight 57ft a cubic foot.

Timber is used for agricultural purposes.

393

MEDICINE.

394

FOOD.

395
TIMBER.

396

397

TIMBER.

398

CANVAS.
Canvas.

Sailcloth, Eng.; Kanevas and Segeltuch, Germ.; Canevas
and Toile-a-voile, Fr. ; Zeii.dock, But. ; Lona, It., Port.,
Sp. ; CanevAzza, It., Port. ; Parussina, Parussnoe polotno’
Pus. ; Kittan, Tam., Tel.

A coarse, strong cloth, manufactured originally from hemp and subse-
quently from flax : hence it would appear the word canvas is derived from
Cannabis hemp. It is used for a variety of purposes, such as sail-cloths,
tent-cloth, floor-cloths, hand-bags, shoes, &c. ; a finer kind specially pre-
pared is employed by artists for painting on.

c.399
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CAPPARIS
aphylla.

Caoutchouc. The Caper-berry.

400

Sails are usually made with the salvages and seams of the canvas
running down parallel to the edges, though, when so constructed, they are

very apt to give way during storms. This inconvenience may be obviat-

ed in a great measure by running the seams diagonally to the edges.

Messrs. Ramsay and Orr effect the same purpose by an improvement in

the manufacture of the cloth intended for sail-making, which consists in

weaving the canvas with diagonal threads ( Ure9 /., 613),

In India the principal seats of canvas manufacture are Pondicherry,

Cuddalore, and Travancore, where it is sold in bolts of 4° yards at from

R20 to R25 the bolt; the coarser kinds selling from R8 to R15. A still

coarser description of hard brown canvas is also produced in Bengal.

In the Madras Presidency, excellent cotton canvas is manufactured by
combining two or more threads together in the loom (Balfour, /., 573),

Although originally, as stated, the term ‘canvas’ appears to have been
restricted to a hemp or flax textile, it has been found possible to meet
certain purposes of canvas by the manufacture of a fabric of jute or other

pure or mixed fibres ; this modern commercial textile is also designated as

canvas. (&£ Jute and Cannabis sativa).

401 CAOUTCHOUC.
CaOUtchoUC is in England generally restricted to mean the pure hydro-

carbon isolated from the other materials with which it forms the impure
rubber of commerce. See India-rubber.

Capillare. See Adiantum Capillus-Veneris, Linn . ; Filices, Vol. /.

402

MEDICINE.

403

CAPPARIS, Linn. ; Gen . PL, /., 108.

Capparis aphylla, Roth. ; FI. Br . Ind., /., 174 ; Capparweje.
Vern.

—

Karel, karSr, kurrel, lete, karu. Hind.; Kari

,

Behar, Bomb.;
Kirra kerin, karil, karia, karts, tenti

, delha. pinju, Pb. ; Kiral, kirrur,
dord kiram, kirab, Sind; Ker, Guj.; Kerd, karil

,

Mar.; Karyal, Duk.;
Karira, Sans. ; Soddda , Arab, (fruit); Doro (unripe fruit), pukko (ripe),
Sind; Tenti delpha

,
p'mju

,

Pis. ; Pusst (flower), Sind; Tit (bud), Sind
and Pb.

References.

—

Brandis, For. FI., 14, 571 ; Gamble
,
Man. Timb., rS ; Dale .

& Gibs., Bomb. FI., 9 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 75; Aitchison
,
Cat., Pb. PI .

,

70 / Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 75/ Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind.,

87; Dvmock, Mat. Med., W. Ind., 2nd Ed,
, 64 ; O'Shaughnessy,

Bengal Dispens., 206 ; Murray, Drugs &PI . , Sind, 53 ; S. Arjun, Bomb.
Drugs, 190 ; Drury, Us. PL, no ; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 330;
Foyle, 111. Him. Bot., 72 / Lisboa, Us. PL of Bomb., 4, 145 ; Balfour,
Cyclop. ; Kew. Cat., 13 ; Ind. For., IX., 174 ; Irvine , Mat . Med., Patna, 47.

Habitat.—A dense, branching shrub of the Panjdb, of the North-
West Provinces, and of the Dekkan,—chiefly in arid desert tracts. Distri-
bution westward as far as Arabia, Egypt, and Nubia. It flowers in early
spring, the fruit ripening in April.

Medicine.—The tender shoots and young leaves are made into a powder
which is used as a blister in native medicine, and is also said to relieve
toothache when chewed. “The plant is reckoned as heating and aperient

;

useful in boils, eruptions, and swellings, and as an antidote to poison;
also in affections of the joints/’ Dr. Dymock says that the plant
possesses somewhat similar properties to C. spinosa.

Special Opinions*—§“Tne fruit when eaten causes obstinate consti-
pation. It is used largely in the Harriana and Karnal districts as an

c. 403
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The Caper-berry.

astringent” (Surgeon-Major C. W. Calthrop, Morar). “ The bark is de-
scribed as bitter and laxative, and is said to be useful in inflammatory swell-

ings” (U. C. Dutt, Serampore).
Food.—Dr. Stewart remarks that the buds are cooked when fresh as a

pot-herb, and that the fruit is very largely consumed by the natives, “great
numbers of whom go out for the purpose of collecting it both when green
and after it is ripe. In the former state it is generally steeped for 15 days
in salt and water, being put in the sun to ferment till it becomes acid,

pepper and oil are then added. It is said that it will keep thus for a
year, and is eaten to an ounce or two at a time, usually with bread. The
ripe fruit is generally made into pickle with mustard or other oil (Hindus
are not allowed to use vinegar), to be eaten with bread.” The young
flower-buds are preserved as pickle.

Special Opinions.—§ “The fruit is eaten ” (G . A. Watson, Allahabad).
“The flower-buds are made into pickle as a condiment ” {Surgeon-Major
J. E. T. Aitchison , Simla).

Structure of the Wood.—Light yellow, turning brown on exposure,
shining, very hard and close-grained; weight 53ft per cubic foot.

Used for small* beams and rafters in roofs, for the knees of boats, for

oil-mills and agricultural implements, and is valuable owing to its not
being attacked by white-ants—a fact due to its bitterness ; it makes a
good firewood. “The branches are commonly used for fuel, burning with
a strong gaseous flame even when green, and are also used for brick-
burning” {Drury).

CAFPARI?
horride

pood.
404
Buds.

405
Fruit.

406
Pickle.

407

Flower-buds.

408

TIMBER.

409

Not eaten by
whlte-auts.

Capparis grandis, Linn./.; FI. Br. Ind., 176.

Syn.—C. bisperma, Roxb., El. Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 425.
V&m.—Puchownda, ragota, Bomb.; Kauntel, Mar.; Velldi toaratt

,

iparam, Tam.; Guli, regguti, ragota, gullem chettu, regutti, Tel.;
Tarate, Kan.

; Waghutty

,

Mala.
; Hkaw-kwa, Burw.

References.—Kurz,For. FI., Burm., /., 64; Gamble, Man. Timb ., iS}
Thwaites, Enum. Ceylon PI. , 16; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 10; Lisboa

,

U. PI., Bomb., 5; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A small tree of the Chanda district and of the eastern part
of the Dekkan, the Eastern Gh&ts and Carnatic, the Prome district in

Buima, and the north-east of Ceylon.
Oil.—“ Yields an oil which is used in medicine and for burning ”

{Bomb. Gass., XV., 65).
Structure of the Wood.—White, moderately hard, durable ; weight

46ft per cubic foot. Much used by the natives in the Madras Presi-
dency for plough-shares and rafters. Roxburgh says it is “ heavy, hard,
and durable; the natives employ it for various purposes.” Kurz remarks
that in Burma it is regarded as good for turning.

410

OIL.

4II
TIMBER.
412

C. Heyneana, Wall. ; FI. Br. Ind., /., 1J4.
Vera.—Chayruka, Hind.
References.—Data. & Gibs., Bomb:FI., 9; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—An erect shrub, distributed from the South Konkan and
Kanara to Travancore; also met with in Ceylon.

Medicine.—The leaves are used for rheumatic pains in the joints, and
the flowers are made into a laxative drink.

C. horrida, Linn.f.; II. Br. Ind., /., rj8 ; Wight, Ic., t. 1J3.
Syn.—C. zrylanica, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 425.
Vttnr—Ardanda, Hind., Sind, Duk, ; Ulta-kdnta, bipuiva-kdnta

,

Ku-
MAQN; His, karvila, fitun garno, Pb. ; Karralura, Oudh; Kalerni,

|

C. 416
k a
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MEDICINE.

414
Leaves.

Flowers.

416
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CAPPARIS
sepiaria.

The Wild Caper-berries.

MEDICINE.
Leaves.

418
Fruit.

419

FOOD.

420
FODDER.
421

TIMBER.
422

423

TIMBER.

424

425

TIMBER.

426

427

MEDICINE.

428

TIMBER.

DOMESTIC.

430

!

Gond.
;
Gitoran, Ajmir; Buru asaria, Santal; Bagnai, Monghyr;

|

Oserwa

,

Uriya j Wagatti, wag, anti

,

Bomb. ; Gowindi, Mar. ; Atanday

,

attandax, katalli kai

,

Tam.; Adonda, arudonda, Tel. ; Hunkaru

,

Sans. ;

Welangiriya

,

Sing,
j Nah-mani-tan-yet, nah-mani-than-lyet. nwa-mani-

than-lyet, Burm.
References.

—

Brandis, For

.

F/., /5 ; ATwrar, For. F?., Burnt,, /., 02 .• Gam-
M*, Afan. Timb., 75, Tkwaites, Enum . Ceylon PI,, 75 / Z?a/*. o’ Gibs.,
Bomb . F/., 70/ Stewart, Pb. PI., 16 ; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PI., to; Voigt

,

Hart. Sub. Cal., 74; Murray, Drugs and PI., Sind, S4; Boyle, 111.

i/im. Fol., /., 72 / Atkinson, Him. Dist., 730 ; Lisboa, U. PI., Bomb.,
277 / Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A climbing, thorny shrub, growing in most parts of India
and Burma and in the hot dry tracts of Ceylon.

Medicine.—The leaves are applied medicinally as a counter-irritant.

A cataplasm made from them is useful in boils, swellings, and piles

(Atkinson). "The bark along with native spirit is given in cholera. The
leaves and the fruit are also used medicinally ” (Rev. A. Campbell, Report
on the Economic Products of Chutia Nagpur).

Special Opinion.—§
“ A decoction of the leaves is used in syphilis

”

(Surgeon-Major D. R. Thompson, 1st District, Madras).
Food.—In the Southern Panjab and Sind the fruit is made into pickle

(Stewart). The twigs, shoots, and leaves are greedily eaten by goats and
elephants.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish white, moderately hard
;
weight

about 47fib per cubic foot. Used as fuel.

Capparis multiflora, Hook.f. & Th.f FI. Br. Ind., /., vjS.

Vem.

—

Suntri, Nepal.
References.

—

Kure, For. FI., Burm., I., 61 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., ii.

Habitat.—A climbing, thorny shrub of the Eastern Himalaya and
Upper Burma.

Structure of the Wood.—White, moderately hard.

C. olacifolia, Hook.f. & Th. ; FI. Br. Ind., I., 178.

Vem.

—

Naski, hais, Nepal
;
Jhenok, Lepcha.

References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 75, ii.

Habitat.—A thorny shrub of the Sub-Himalayan tract from Nepal to

Assam, chiefly in the undergrowth of Sissu forests along river banks.
Structure of the Wood.—White, hard

; weight about 44Tb per cub. ft.

C. sepiaria, Linn. / FI. Br. Ini., I., 777.

Vera.—Hiun garna, hius
,
Pb.; Kantd-gur-kdmai, kdliakard, Beng.;

Kanti kapali, Uriya; Kanthdr, Guj. ; Nella-uppi, Tel. ; Ahinsra, kdkd-
dani, Sans.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 42s ; Brandis, For. FI., is /

Kure, Far. FI., Burm., I., 66; Gamble, Man. Timb., Hi. ; Tkwaites,

Enum. Ceylon PI., 16 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. PI., 10 ; Aitchison, Cat.,

Pb. PL, 70/ Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 75 ; Murray, Drugs and PL, Sind,

S4; Royle, III. Him. Bot., /., 72 > Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A shrub, growing in dry places in India and Burma.
Medicine.—The plant possesses febrifugal properties.

Special Opinions.—

§

K Is said by Sanskrit writers to be useful in fevers

caused by deranged bile and wind. It is also considered alterative and
tonic and useful in skin diseases” (U. C. Dutt, Civil Medical Officer,

Serampore).
. _ . ,

Structure of the Wood.—White, hard
;
pores moderate sized.

Domestic Uses.—The branches make excellent hedges.

c.430
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The Trie Caper-berry.
CAPPARIS
spinosa.

Capparis spinosa, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., I., 173. 43i

The Edible Caper.

Syn.—C. Murravana, Graham ; Wight, Ic., t. 379.

Vero.

—

Kabra, bet, Hind. ; Kdbra

,

Ladak, Tibet ; Ulta kanta, Kumaon ;

Kaur, kidrt, baurt , fer, bandar
,

bassar, hakri, kander , taker, barar,

&?r*, kdbra, kabarra, bardri, bauri, Pb. ; Kalvdri, Sind ; Kabar, Bomb. ;

Kabarra, kabawa, Afg. ; Kabar, kabur , Arab. ; Kebir, Pers. (In Peisia

it is known as Kabar, k&rak.) Kabar, Syrian ;
Kabarish, Turkish.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 14 ; Kurz, For. Burnt., I., 58 / Gamble,
Man. Timb., 14; Dalz. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 9 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., VJ ; Aitt bi-

son, Cat. Pb. PI., to ; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 1597 ; Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 64; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 150 ; O'Shaugknessy,
Beng. Dispens., 2o6 ; Murray, Drugs and PL, Sind, 54 f Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., 572 ; Royle, III. Him. Bot ., I., 72 ; Lisboa, U. PL, Bomb., 145,

277 ; Balfour, Cyclop. ; Treasury ofBotany ; Smith, Diet., 90 ; Irvine, Mat.

Med. Patna, 87 ; Kew Official Guide ; Mus. of Ec. Bot., 13.

Habitat.—This is the plant which affords the Caper-berry of Europe.
It occurs in India in the central and northern parts of the Panjab and in

Sind; is less frequent in Rajputana than C. aphylla.

Medicine.— Dr. Stewart remarks that in Kangra the roots are said to be
applied to sores. The author of the Makhzan-ul-Admiya considers the
root-bark “to be hot and dry and to act as a detergent and astringent,

expelling cold humors ; it is therefore recommended in palsy, dropsy, and
gouty and rheumatic affections ; the juice of the fresh plant is directed to

be dropped into the ear to kill wo/ms, just as Cleome juice is used in India

;

all parts of the plant are said to have a stimulating and astringent effect

when applied externally ” (Dymock). Ainslie notices its use as an exter-

nal application to malignant ulcers. The United States Dispensatory say^ j

“The buds or unexpanded flowers, treated with salt and vinegar, form a
highly esteemed pickle, which has an acid, burning taste, and is considered
useful in scurvy. The dried bark of the root was formerly officinal. It is

in pieces partially or wholly quilled, about one-third of an inch in mean
diameter, transversely wrinkled, grayish externally, whitish within, in-

odorous, and of a bitterish, somewhat acrid, and aromatic taste. It is

considered diuretic, and was formerly employed in obstructions of the
liver and spleen, amenorrhoea, and chronic rheumatism.

Chemical Composition.—“ The root-bark is said to contain a neutral
bitter principle of sharp irritating taste, and resembling senegin. The
flower-buds, distilled with water, yield a distillate having an alliaceous
odour. After they have been washed with cold water, hot Water extracts
from them Capric acid (C 10H 20O2), and a gelatinous substance of the
Pectin group; Capric acid is sometimes found deposited on the calices of
the buds in white specks having the appearance of wax (Rochleder and
Bias)

M
( Watts* Diet., Chemistry).

Food.—In Europe this furnishes the Caper. Mr. Edgeworth found
the buds (prepared in the style of “Capers”) to answer very well as a
substitute for the European congener. In India the ripe fruit is either
eaten^ raw or made into pickle. In Sind and in some parts of the
Panjab, a compound of oil, mustard, feenu-greek, &c., is used in pickling
capers. In Ladak the leaves are eaten as greens.

Fodder.—The leaves and ripe fruits constitute a favourite food of
goats and sheep.
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CAPSICUM
axinuum.

Capslcwm or Red Pepper.

441

FOOD.
Pickle.

442

Capparis zeylanica, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind. f /., 174.

Syn.

—

C. ACUMINATA, Roxb. ; C. BREVISPINA, DC.
Vem.—Kalo-kera, Beng. ; Authoondy kai, Tam.
References.— Voigt, Hort. Sub . Cal., 74; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, p ;

Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.

—

Common in the Carnatic and Malabar, occasional in the
Western Dekkan and in the drier parts of Ceylon.

Food.

—

The green fruit is pickled.

CAPSELLA, Mcench.; Gen. FI., /., 86.

443

MEDICINE.
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Capsella Bursa-pastoris, Mcench.; FI. Br. Ind., /., 159; Crucifer*.

Shepherd's Purse ;
Pickpocket, Eng.; Bourse de Pasture,

Fr.; Hirtenasche, Germ.

Habitat.—A weed in the vicinity of cultivation throughout the tem-
perate regions of India ;

particularly abundant on the N. W. Himalaya.
Medicine.— This veiy common weed is bitter and pungent, yields a

volatile oil on distillation, identical with oil of mustard, and has been used
as an antiscorbutic, also in haematuria and other haemorrhages, as well as
in dropsv 99

( U. S. Dispensatory, 15th Ed., p. 1597).
Food.—Apparently the natives of India are ignorant of the uses of

this plant. No Indian writer, on economic subjects at least, alludes to it.

Balfour says it “grows in Europe, Persia, Asia, and Japan ; used by the
natives as a pot-herb.”

CAPSICUM, Linn.; Gen. PI., II., S92.

The greatest confusion exists in Indian literature as to the cultivated spe-
cies of Capsicum. Popularly the larger fruits are usually designated Capsicums,
and the smaller Chillies. According to Firminger, the powdered seeds of the
latter constitutes Cayenne pepper. That author, in his Manual of Gardening
for India , states that there are a great many varieties of Capsicum grown in
India, some of which are very ornamental when grouped together.

The writer can at most hope that he has thrown the various vernacular
names approximately under their corresponding botanical species. Much re-
mains still to be done in order to clear up the ambiguities which exist in the
literature of the Indian Capsicums. Many of the vernacular names appear to
be given to all the species alike.

Capsicum annuum,Zf«w. ;DC. Prodr., XIII.,Pt.1.412; Solanaceje.

Red Pepper.

Vern.

—

Mattisa, wdngru, Idl mirch, marcha, mirch, gdchtnirch
, Hind.

and Pb. ; Ldl-marich, lankd-marich ,
gdch-marich, Beng. ; Suru-pham-

sah, Bhote ; Matitsa-wangru,
Kumaon; Mirtz-a-vangun, mirch-wan-

gum
,
Kashmir; Ldl-mirich, marchu , Guj.; Mirchit, Cutch ; Mir-

singd, Mar. ; Milagdy , mulagdy, mollaghai, mollagu, Tam. ; Mirapa-

kdya,
merapu-kai

, Tel. j Kappal-melaka , kapii-mologu
, Mala. ; Mena-

sind-kdyi, Kan.
; Marichi-phalatn, Sans. ; Filfile, ahmur, Arab. ; Filfile-

surkh, pilpile-surkh, Pers. ;
Miris, rata miris. Sing.; Ndyu-si, na yop,

Burm.
References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C., tqs • Stewart, Pb. Pi., 156 •

DC. Orig. of Cult. PI . , 289 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 5/0/ Pharm . Ind!,
180 ; Modeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 87 ; FliXck. & Hanb., Pharma-

cog., 4$2 ; U.S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 349; Dymock, Mat . Med. W. Ind.,
SSi ; O’Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 467 • Murray, Drugs and PL, Sind,
757 ; Bidie, Cat. Raw Prod., Paris Exh., 14. 87 ;S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs,
96 ; Drury, U. PI . , lit / Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 222 ; Spans1 Encyclop.,

1803 ; Balfour, Cyclop.; Treasury of Botany ; Smith*, Diet., 91 ; Simmonds,
Trop. Agri., 479; Kew Official Guide, Mus. of Ec. Bot ., 100.
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Capsicum or Red Pepper.
CAPSICUM
annuum.

Habitat.—A native of equinoctial America, most probably of Brazil.

Commonly cultivated for its fruit throughout the plains of India, and on
the lower hills such as in Kashmir, and in the Chenab valley up to alti-

tude 6,500 feet. When grown on the hills it is said to be very pungent.
There are seven varieties, differing chiefly in the length, shape, and
colour of the fruit, some being round, others oblong, obtuse, pointed or

bifid, smooth or rugose; and red, white, yellow, or variegated. It is prob-

able that most Indian authors have confused this species with C.
minimum, which see.

History.—“This species has a number of different names in European
languages, which all indicate a foreign origin, and the resemblance of the

taste to that of pepper. In French it is often called poivre de Guinee
(Guinea pepper), but also poivre du Bresil , d*lnde (Indian, Brazilian

pepper), &c., denominations to which no importance can be attributed.

Its cultivation was introduced into Europe in the sixteenth century. It

was one of the peppers that Piso and Maxgrafsaw grown in Brazil under
the name quija or quiya. They say nothing as to its origin.** {DC. Orig .

of Cult. PL) “ Chillies are not mentioned by any Sanskrit writer, con-
sequently their introduction into India must have taken place at a com-
paratively recent date. It is probable that the Portuguese brought the
frpit from the West Indies. Up to the present time the cultivation of the
plant is carried on more extensively at Goa than at any other place on the
western coast, and capsicums are well known in Bombay by the name of

Gowat mirchi (Goa pepper)** {Dr. Dymoch, Mat . Med. W. Ind.). Hove
alludes to Capsicum as grown in Bombay in 1787 and expresses no
astonishment at its existence in India.

Cultivation of Capsicums.—“ A light well-manured soil is the best
for all kinds, in which the plants should be picked out at about four inches
apart when they attain a growth of three inches; and afterwards put out
into a bed of rich light earth when they attain six inches in height, giving
them a good supply of water and keeping them clear from weeds” (The
Gardener).

Medicine.

—

Dr. Stewart says that the fruit is used externally in the
form of plasters and taken internally in cholera ; it is eaten from a con-
viction that it counteracts the effects of bad climates.

As a drug, red pepper is considered by the natives as stomachic and
stimulant, and is used externally as a rubefacient {Dymoch). “It has
been employed with success as a topical application to elongated uvula
and relaxation of the pendulous veil of the palate. Made into a lozenge,
with sugar and tragacanth, it is a favourite remedy for hoarseness with
professional singers and public speakers. In putrid sore-throat whether
symptomatic or strictly local, gargles of an infusion of red pepper are often
very usefully resorted to’* {O’Shaughnessy, Bcng, Dispens., 468). “It is

employed in medicine in combination with cinchona in intermittent and
lethargic affections and also in atonic gout. It is a valuable adjunct to
bitters, tonics, and other stimulants in weak stages of the stomach ; in cold
leucophlegmatic habits, dyspepsia and flatulence, and as a gargle in re-
laxed states of the throat it is highly extolled and has also been used with
success in the advanced stages of rheumatism. In native practice it is

given, in conjunction with asafeetida and sweet-flag root, in cholera. By
German physicians it is supposed to be particularly injurious in gonor-
rhoea** {Murray9

s PL and Drugs of Sind).
Dr. Sakharam Arjun says that the fruit is used as a stimulant in

snake-bite.

Chemical Composition.—“Bucholz, in 1816, and about the same time
Braconnot, traced the acridity of capsicum to a substance called capsicin .

1
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CAPSICUM
annuum.

Capsicum or Red Pepper.

CHEMISTRY. It is obtained by treating the alcoholic extract of ether, and is a thick
yellowish red liquid, but slightly soluble in water. When gently heated
it becomes very fluid, and at a higher temperature is dissipated m fumes
which are extremely irritating to respiration. It is evidently a mixed
substance consisting of resinous and fatty matters.

“ Felletar, in 1869, exhausted capsicum fruits with dilute sulphuric
acid and distilled the decoction with potash. The distillate, which was
strongly alkaline and smelt like conine^ was saturated with sulphuric acid,

evaporated to dryness and exhausted with absolute alcohol. The solu-

tion, after evaporation of the alcohol, was treated with potash, and
yielded by distillation a volatile alkaloid having the odour of conine.

“ From experiments made by one of us (F.) we can fully confirm the
observations of Felletar. We have obtained the volatile base in question,
and find it to have the smell of conine. It occurs both in the pericarp
and in the seeds, but in so small a proportion that we were unsuccessful in

isolating it in sufficient quantity to allow of accurate examination.
“ Dragendorff states (1871) that petroleum ether is the best solvent for

the alkaloid of capsicum ; he obtained crystals of its hydrochlorate, the
aqueous solution of which was precipitated by most of the usual tests, but
not by tannic acid.

“The colouring matter of capsicum fruits is sparingly soluble in al-

cohol, but readily in chloroform. After evaporation an intensely red soft

mass is obtained, which is not much altered by potash ; it turns first blue,
then black, with concentrated sulphuric acid, like many other yellow
colouring substances. By alcohol chiefly palmatic acid is extracted from
the fruit, as shown by Thresh in 1877.

“ The fruits of Capsicum fastigiatum have a somewhat strong odour ; on
distilling consecutively two quantities, each of 50ft, we obtained a scanty
amount of flocculent fatty matter which possesses an odour suggestive of
parsley. Both this matter, as well as the distilled water, were neutral to
litmus-paper and the water tasteless. We separated the latter and exposed
the remaining greasy mass to a temperature of about 50°C., when it

for the most part melted. The clear liquid on cooling solidified and
now consisted of tufted crystals, which we further purified by recrystalliza-
tion from alcohol. Thus about two centigrammes were obtained of a neutral
white stearoptene having a decidedly aromatic, not very persistent taste,
and by no means acrid, but rather like that of essential oil of parsley.
The crystals melted at 38°C. On keeping them for some days at the
temperature of the water-bath, covered with a watch-glass, some drops of
essential oil were volatilized which had the same taste and did not solidify

;

the crystals were consequently accompanied by a liquid oil. When kept
for some days more in that condition, the crystals themselves began to
be volatilized, and the part remaining behind acquired a brownish hue.
This, no doubt, points out another impurity, as we ascertained by the fol-

lowing experiment. With boiling solution of potash, the stearoptene pro-
duces a kind of soap which on cooling yields a transparent jelly. If this
is dissolved and diluted, it becomes turbid by addition of an acid. This pro-
bably depends upon the presence of a little fatty matter, a suggestion
which is confirmed by the somewhat offensive smell given off by our
stearoptene if it is heated in a glass tube.

u Buchheim’s * Capsicol °is in our opinion a doubtful substance.
“Thresh (1876-77) succeeded in isolating a well-defined, highly

active principle, the Capsaicin , from the extract which he obtained by
exhausting Cayenne pepper with petroleum. From the red liquor dilute
caustic lye removes capsaicin , which is to be precipitated in minute crys-
tals by passing carbonic acid through the alkaline solution. They may
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Cayenne Pepper or Chillies.

be purified by recrystallizing them from either alcohol, ether, benzine, CHEMISTRY,

glacial acetic acid, or hot bisulphide of carbon; in petroleum capsaicin

is but very sparingly soluble, yet dissolves abundantly on adilition of

fatty oil. The latter being present in the pericarp is the cause why
capsaicin can be extracted by the above process.

“ The crystals of capsaicin are colourless and answer to the formula

C9H 1402 5 they melt at 59°C., and begin to volatilize at H5°C.; but
decomposition can only be avoided by great care. The vapours of cap-

saicin are of the most dreadful acridity, and even the ordinary mani-
pulation of that substance requires much precaution. Capsaicin is not

a glucoside : it is a powerful rubifacient, and taken internally produces

veiy violent burning in the stomach ” (Pharmacograpkia).

Special Opinions.—§“ Stimulant and rubefacient, useful in dyspep-
sia; recommended in infusion as an external application to the eye”
(Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Shaharanpur). “ Chiefly used as a con-

diment and considered to be stomachic” (Assistant Surgeon Anund
Chunder Mookerji’, Noakhally). " Anti-malarious to a certain extent”
(H. D. Masani, Surgeon , H. M’s 30th N. /., Bombay, Karachi).

" Carmi-
native, cooling medicine. The decoction with opium and fried asafeetida

seeds is used in cholera. In the form of gargle it is useful in stomatitis

and sore-throat. It is an ingredient in what is called masala in the

Deccan, Guzerat,and Cutch ” ( W. Barren, Surgeon, H. M’s 25th N. L . I.,

Bombay, Bhuj, Cutch). “ The capsule is innocuous; the seeds, as well

known, are powerfully irritant” (R. T. H., Morar). “Chillies are applied
by natives to dog-bites. An infusion made with 4 drams of chillies and
a bottle of boiling water has been found useful in severe sore-throat”
(Assistant Surgeon Bhagwan Vass, Rawal Pindi). "In delirium tre-

mens in 20-grain doses” (Surgeon-Major George Cumberland Ross, Delhi).
“Is used in liniments as a rubefacient ; in cholera pills with camphor and
asafeetida ; as an application to elongated uvula and relaxed throat it is

very useful” (A Surgeon ). “Active principle, an acrid oil-capsaicin.

In dyspepsia, a good pill is made with equal parts of capsicum, rhubarb,
and ginger” (C M. Russell, Civil Surgeon, Sarun

, Bengal). u Internally
it has a stimulant action on the bowels and helps to relieve constipation

”

(Surgeon-Major A. S. G. Jayakar, Muskat).
Food.—The fruit when green is used for pickling and when ripe is

mixed with tomatos, &c., to make sauces. It is also dried and ground for

use like Cayenne pepper (Treasury of Botany).

The consumption of chillies is very great, and both rich and poor daily
use them; they form the principal ingredient in all chutnies and curries;
ground into a paste, between two stones, with a little mustard oil, ginger,
and salt, they form the only seasoning which the millions of poor can
obtain to eat with their rice (Balfour’s Cyclop.). Dr. Dymock gives the
value of Ghdti chillies at per maund, and Goway, R2 J to 4 per maund
of 28ft) in Bombay.

Capsicum, fastigiatum, Blume. See C. minimum, Roxb.

C. frutescens, Linn. ; FI. Br . Ind.
}
IV., 239.

Spur Pepper, Cayenne Pepper, Goat Pepper, and Chillies.
The Shrubby Capsicum.

Vern.-—£o7 or gdch-marich, Idl lankd murich, lankd

,

Beng. ; Ldl or gdek-
mirich, ldl-mircha , lankd-mirchi. Hind.; Kursuni, Himalaya; Lai
mircht, Bomb. ; Mirchi, Guj. ; Tambhuda mtrchingav, mirchi. Mar.;
Mulld-ghdi, Tam. ; Mirdpa kdia, golakonda, mirapah, sima, sudi-mirapa-
kaia, Tel. ; Ladu mira, chabai, kappal-melaka, chabe-lombok, ladamera ,

C. 455
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CAPSICUM
frutescens.

Cayenne
Pepper.

Chivies.
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MEDICINE.
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Seed*

Chotera
mixture.

460

ChiHI
Vinegar.

Chilli
Extract.

462
Powder.

463

Cayenne Pepper or Chillies.

ladameta china

,

Mal. ; Menashind kdyi

,

Kan. ; marichi-phalam,
brahu or bran maricha, ? Sans.

; Filfile-ahmar, Arab. ; Fulfil-i-surkh,
Pers. ; Gas tniris, Sing.

References.—Roxb.,Fl. Ind ., Ed. C.B.C., ig3} Attchison, Cat., Pb. PI.,

102; DC. Origin of Cult. PI., 290 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 5/0; U. S.
Dispens., 15th Ed., 349 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med., Hind., 212 ; Ainslie,
Mat. Ind., I., 306 ; O’Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 468 ; Baden Powell,
Pb. Prod., 30f ; Royle, III. Him. Bot., I., 280 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist ., 705,

730; Balfour, Cyclop.; Treasury ofBotany ; Smith, Die., 91 ; Simmonds,
Trop. Agri., 479.

Habitat.—An annual, cultivated throughout India. Supposed to have
been recently, comparatively speaking, introduced from South America.
According to the best authorities, this and the other species of Capsicum,
now cultivated in India, have no Sanskrit names. Of the Indian culti-

vated species this is perhaps the commonest, as it is also the largest, being
sometimes cultivated in the hedges around fields. It is grown during the
cold weather on light sandy soil in most parts of the country, and especi-
ally so in Bengal, Orissa, and Madras. The fruit, when ripe, is generally
of a bright red colour ; it is then picked and laid out on mats to dry in

the sun.

Opinions differ slightly as to the plants which afford Cayenne pepper.
Speaking of this species, DeCandoile says: “The great part of the
so-called Cayenne pepper is made from it, but this name is given also
to the product of other peppers. Roxburgh, the author who is most
attentive to the origin of Indian plants, does not consider it to be
wild in India” (Orig. Cult. PI.) Simmonds writes that “the Cayenne
pepper of commerce is obtained chiefly from the pulverised chillies or
fruit pods of one or two species of Capsicum (C. annuum, Linn., and
C. fastigiatum, Blume ). So also in the Kew Official Guide (p. 100) the
dried and pulverised rind of the pods of C. annuum and its allies is said
to make the best Cayenne pepper.

Medicine.— Chillies are used as medicine in typhus and intermittent
fevers and in dropsy

;
they are regarded as stomachic and rubefacient. In

native practice they are prescribed in gout, dyspepsia, cholera, and ague
(Atkinson).

Special Opinions.—-§
fff When taken in curry in unusual quantities,

chillies cause, in many instances, great irritation and burning in the rectum,
especially after dcfoecation, attended also with scalding and frequent desire
to urinate

;
mixed with ginger and mustard, they form a powerful rubefa-

cient paste” (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhattacharji, Chanda,
Central Provinces). “ A dose of ten grains of finely powdered capsicum
seed, given with an ounce of hot water, two or three times a day, some-
times shows wonderful effects in cases of delirium tremens” (Surgeon R .

Gray, Lahore). “ Stimulant, aromatic, and stomachic. I use the tincture
and powder largely in the preparation of cholera mixture and pills, also
in gargles for sore-throat”

(Brigade-Surgeon S. M. Shircore, Murshed-
abad). “A powerful stimulant used as a gargle in sore-throat, also in
dyspepsia and loss of appetite” (Brig.-Surgeon ?. H. Thornton, Monghir).

Food.—In every Indian bazar chillies may be purchased; although not
natives of India, the cultivated forms, at the present date, are everywhere
met with and constitute an indispensable ingredient in native curry.
They are “ much used for flavouring pickles. By pouring hot vinegar
upon the fruits all the essential qualities are procured, which cannot be
effected by drying them, owing to their oleaginous properties ; hence chilli

vinegar is in repute as a flavouring substance. In Bengal the natives
make an extract from the chillies which is about the consistence and
colour of treacle. A form of soluble Cayenne was sent from British Gui-
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Bell Pepper; Bird’s-eye Chilli.
CAPSICUM
minimum.

ana in 1867 in the collection forwarded to the Paris Exhibition” (Sim-
monds, Trop. Agri 480).

The pods are dried on a hot plate or in a slow oven and then pounded
in a mortar. This powder is then passed through a handmill until it is

brought to the finest possible state ; thereafter it is well sifted and preserved
in corked glass bottles for use ( Treasury of Botany).

Capsicum grossum, Willd.; Ft. Br. Ind., IV., 239.

Bell Pepper.

Vern.~Kafri-murich, Beng., Hind.
References.—Roxb ., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 193 ; Flilck. & Hanb ., Phar-

macog., 452; Dymock , Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed. 640 ; Birdwood, Bomb-
Prods., 222; DC. Orig. Cult. PI., 290; Balfour,

Cyclop .; Smith, Die.,

gr ; Simmonds, Trop. Agri., 479.

Habitat.—Not much cultivated in India; native place uncertain.

Food.—Cultivated to a limited extent in gardens, but chiefly for Euro-

peans, who either cut this capsicum in stews or have it opened, stuffed with

certain spices, and pickled in vinegar. The thick fleshy skin is not so

hot as that of the other species.

C. minimum, Roxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV„ 239; Wight, Ic., 1. 1617.

Bird's-eye Chilli.
Syn.—C. fastigiatum, Blume ; C. baccatum, Wall.

Vern.—Gdch marich. Hind. ; Dhan-lung ka-murich, lankd-morich, Idl-
morich, Beng.; Lal-mirich marchd

,
Guj. ; Mirchi, Idl mirch, Duk. •

t/si-mulaghai, Tam. ; Sudmirapa kaia, Tel.
; Chalie, loda-china.

Mal. ; Kappal-melaka, Malabar; Fifil-i-surkh, Pfks. ; Filfil-i-ahmar,
(red-pepper), Arab. ; Miris

,

Sing.; Ndyu-si, gna yoke, gna yoke-no-
pmyan,

nayop, Burm.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 193; Voigt., Hort. Sub. Cal.,

510 ; Pharm. Ind., 180 ; Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 452, 453; U . S

.

Dispens ., 15th Ed., 349 ; Bentl. & Trim., Med. PI., t. 188 ; U. C. Dutt,
Mat. Med., Hind., 221 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 1st Ed., 531

;

Waring, Bazar Med., 35; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 363; Spons*
Encyclo ., 1803; Balfour, Cyclop.; Smith, Die., gr ; Simmonds, Trap.
Agri., 4790.

Habitat.—Cultivated throughout India, but not extensively; closely
resembles C. annmum, but is distinguished by the more acute corolla lobes,

the smaller seeds, and by the pod being erect, nearly cylindrical and yellow
when ripe. It is generally known as Bird’s-eye Chilli. This “is found in
many parts of India, principally in the southern districts, growing in waste
places, gardens, &c., in an apparently wild state. It is also found abund-
antly in Java and other parts of the Eastern Archipelago under similar
conditions. There is, however, good reason to believe that, in common
with the rest of the genus, it was originally brought from some part of the
American Continent. It is now cultivated to a large extent in the tropics
of both the old and new worlds” (Bentley and Trimen ).

Medicine.—The Pharmacopoeia of India describes the fruit as an acrid
stimulant. “In atonic dyspepsia, and in diarrhoea arising from putrid
or crude ingesta in the intestines, and in the vomiting of bilious remittent
fever, it acts beneficially. In scarlatina it has been used with great
repute in the West Indies. In various forms of cynanche, and in
hoarseness or aphonia, depending upon a relaxed condition of the chorda
vocales, it has been found a useful adjunct to gargles. As a rubefacient
and counter-irritant, the bruised fruit, in the form of poultice, acts
energetically; added to sinapisms it greatly increases their activity.”
“Acts as an acrid stimulant, and externally as a rubefacient used in
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CARALLIA
integerrima.

Small Chillies; Carallia.

MEDICINE.

Mixture.

469

FOOD.

470

putrid sore-throat and scarlatina; also in ordinary sore-throat, hoarse-
ness, dyspepsia, and yellow fever, and in diarrhoea occasionally; also
in piles” (Baden Powell),

st In Scarlatina, the following mixture has attained much repute in the
West Indies : Take two table-spoonsful of bruised Capsicum and two tea-

spoonsful of Salt; beat them into a paste and add half a pint of boiling

Water; when cold, strain and add half a pint of Vinegar. Dose for an
adult, one table-spoonful every four hours; to be diminished for children

according to age or the severity of the attack. The same formula forms
an excellent gargle in the sore-throat which accompanies this disease as
well as in ordinary relaxed sore-throaty hoarseness, &c.” ( Waring, Bazar
Medicines),

Food.—This small “chilli” is rarely used by natives, but by Euro-
peans is steeped in vinegar and mixed with salt ; in this form it is

employed as a seasoning in stews, chops, &c.

CARAGANA, Lam. ; Gen. PI., I., 303.

471

FOOD.
Hoots.

Foi&ER.
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Caragana pygmaea, DC. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 116; Royle, III., t. 34,

fig. 2 ; L.EGUMIN0S.2E.

Vera.—Tama., dama, trdma

,

Ladak ; Shmalak

,

Sind.

References.—Brandis, For . Fl., 134 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 61 ; Balfour, Cyclop•

Habitat.—A low shrub very much resembling furze. It inhabits the

dry highlands of the Western Himalaya; altitude 8,000 to 17,000 feet.

Fodder.—It is browsed by goats and is much valued for fuel in the

treeless regions where it is met with. Balfour states that in China the

roots of Caragana flava are eaten in times of scarcity.

CARALLIA, Roxh. ; Gen, PI,, /., 680,

474

TIMBER.
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Carallia integerrima, DC.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 439; Wight, Ic., /.

603 ; Beddome, FI. Sylv., t. CXCIII.

;

Rhizophoreje.

Syn.—C. lucida, Roxb,, FL Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 396; Kura, i,, 431.

Vem.—Kierpa, Beng. ; Jur, Kol. ; Palamkat, Nepal ; Kujitekra, Ass. j
Punschi, Bomb. ; Pansi, phansi. Mar. ; Karalli, Tel.

; Andipunar

,

phansi

,

Kan.; Dawata, davette, Sing.; Bya, Akracan; Maneioga

,

mani-aw’go, Burm.

References.

—

Brandis, For . FL, 219; Gamble, Man . Timb., 777, XX, ;
Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 120 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb . FI., 96 ; Voigt,

Hort. Sub . Cal., 42 / Royle, III . Him . Bot., /., 210; Lisboa, U.PL,
Bomb,, 73 ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree with thin, dark-grey bark, found in the
Eastern and Western moist zones ; particularly in the Eastern Himalaya,
Bengal, Burma, South India, the Andaman Islands, and Ceylon.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood perishable; heartwood red, very

hard, durable, works and polishes well ; weight from 42 to 51Tb per cubic

foot. In Calcutta used for house-building. In South Kanara employed
for furniture and in cabinet-making, and in Burma for planking, furniture,

and rice-pounders. It is tough and not easily worked, brittle and not

durable, but has a pretty wavy appearance and is peculiar in structure

(Beddome),
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The Monkey’s Horn; Carape.
CARAPA

moluccensis.

CARALLUMA, R. Br. ; Gen. PL, II., 782.

Fleshy, erect, nearly leafless herbs, with very thick subterete or angular
stems. The generic Carallum is said to be derived from a South Indian

vernacular name.

Caralluma adscendens, Br.; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 76; Asclepiadzm.

Vern.—Culli mulayan

,

Tam.
References.—Murray, Pl. and Drugs, Sind, 162 ; Balfour, Cyclop

.

Habitat.—Met with in arid places in the Dekkan Peninsula.

Food.—This fleshy plant is often eaten by the Natives in the form of

pickles, or is made into chutney.

C, edulis, Benth.; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 76.

Syn.—Boucerosia edulis. Edge.
Vern.—Chung, chunga pippd, pippd, pipa, situn, sittu, suhi-gandhal, Pb.
References.—Stewart, Pb. PL, 144 ; Aitchison. Cat., Pb. PL, 90 ; Mur-

ray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 162; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 264; Balfour,
Cyclop .

Habitat.—Found in the arid tracts of the Panj&b and Sind.
Food.—The stems have a sub-acid or bitterish taste, and are eaten by

the poorer class of natives as a relish to farinaceous food. They are some-
times sold in the bazars of the South Panjdb ( Coldstream ).

§ " Eaten as a vegetable in the Shahpore District and Salt Range, where
it is called pipa” (Brigade-Surgeon G. A. Watson, Allahabad).

C. fimbriata, Wall.; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 77.

Monkey's Horn.

Vern.—Makar-sing, Bomb.
References.—Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 755; Voigt

,
Hort. Sub. Cal., S3S i

Lisboa, U. PL, Bomb., 165.

Habitat.—Met with in arid rocky places of the Dekkan Peninsula, from
the Konkan southwards, and also in the Ava district of Burma.

Food.—In the Bombay Presidency the plant is eaten as a vegetable.

Carambola. See Averrhoa Carambola, Linn., Geraniaceje.
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FOOD
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FOOD.
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CARAPA, Auhl.; Gen. PI., 338.

Carapa moluccensis, Lam. ; FI. Br. Ind., /., 567 ; Bedd., FI. Sylv„
t. 136 ; Meliace.®.

Syn.—C. OBOVATA, J31 . (Kure, L, 226)

;

Xylocarpus Granatum, Keen.

Vern.

—

Poshur, pussur, Beng. ; Kandalanga, Tam.; Pinlayoung
, pinL

6n, peng-lay-oang, Burm.; Kadol, Sing.

References.

—

Roxb ., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 319 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 74;
Kure , For. FL, Burm., 226 / Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 61 ; Pharm. Ind.,

56; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 260; Cooke, Oils and Oilseeds, 10.

Habitat.-—A moderate-sized evergreen tree of the coasts of Bengal,
Malabar, Burma, and Ceylon.

Gum.— It yields a clear, brown, brittle resin.

Oil.—The seeds yield, on expression, a whitish semi-solid fat. This

remains fluid only at high temperatures. It is used as a hair-oil, and also

for burning purposes.

C. 484
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CARBONATE OF LIME. Carbon; Indian Lime.

MEDICINE.
Bark.

485

TIMBER.
486

487

MEDICINE.

488

489

Medicine.—“ The bark, in common with other parts of the tree, possesses
extreme bitterness, conjoined with astringency; it may probably prove
a good astringent tonic. It is much employed by the Malays in cholera,
colic, diarrhoea, and other abdominal affections ” (Pharm . Ind.)

Structure of the Wood.—White, turning red on exposure, hard.
Weight about 45 to 5oIb per cubic foot.

Used in Burma for house-posts, handles of tools, and wheel-spokes.
Oaptain Baker, in May 1829, Gleanings in Science

,

spoke of Pussuf
or Pussuah as being a jungle wood of a deep purple colour, extremely
brittle and liable to warp. He said that native boats made of the best
species last about three years, and that the wood, if of good quality,
stands brackish water better than sal .

Caraway. See Carum Carui, Linn . ; Umbelliferje.

Carbon.

CARBON.

Vern.

—

Kdyelah, Hind.; Kdyald, Beng.; Tsuing, tsuna, Kashmir ; Sal-

lah, Bhote ; Kdlasc, Mar. ; K6elo, k6lso

,

Guj. ; K6lsd, Duk. ; Kari

,

Tam. 5

Boggu, Tel. ; Kari, Mal.j Idda.Uu

,

Kan.; Angdraha

,

Sans. ; Zughdl,
Pers.; Fahm ,

or Faham, Arab.; Anguru, Sing.; Misu-e, mtdu-ye,
Burm.

References.

—

Pharm. Ind., 289 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp . Pharm. Ind.>

87 ; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 351 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 608-9; Ure,
Diet, of Arts and Manufactures, 720.

Medicine.—Wood charcoal is antiseptic, deodorizing, and disinfectant*

It has been employed successfully in dyspepsia, diarrhoea, dysentery, and
intermittent fevers. It is also used as a dentifrice. Animal charcoal is

deodorizing and antiseptic. It has been employed as an antidote in poison-

ing cases and as a poultice to foul swellings and ulcers.

Special Opinions.—§
" In place of animal charcoal, wood charcoal has

been largely used in hospitals as a disinfectant. It purifies water and may
be used in filters for that purpose ” (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder
Bhattacharji, Chanda , Central Provinces). “The charcoal of Areca nut
is a good tooth-powder” (V’. Ummegudien, Mettapollium, Madras).
'“Fine powder, with syrup or treacle, useful in sloughing dysentery”
(Surgeon-Major C. J. McKenna, Cawnpore), “ Animal charcoal is a
blood-purifier, and as such is of great value in boils. ” (Surgeon-Major
A. S. G. Jayakar, Muskat, Arabia). “ Wood charcoal mixed with oil is

used by carpenters as an external application for wounds” (Assistant

Surgeon Bhagwan Pass, Civil Hospital, Rawal Pindi, Panjab). “ Used
to stop bleeding from wounds ” (Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley, Chica-

cole, Ganjam District, Madras Presidency ).

For further information see Charcoal.

CARBONATE OF LIME.

Carbonate of Lime.

Carbonate of Lime, Marble, Limestone, Chalk, and
Lime.

Vern.—

L

ime.—Ckdnd, chunah, chunnah , Hind. ;
Chun

, chund
, Beng. ;

Chunak, dhah, (quicklime) kalai (slaked) Pb. ; Chuno, Guj.; Ch&nnd

,

kali chitna. Mar.; Chdnalt, chunnah, Duk.; Chundmbu, shunndmbu,
Tam.; Sunnam, sunna, Tel.; Capdr, nura, Malyal; Sunnd, Kan.|

C. 489
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Sudhd, churna ,
sankha-bhasm , kapardaka-bhasma, sukti-bhasma, sam-

buka-bhasma

,

Sans.; ahd, Arab.; Nurah
,
dhak

,

Pers.; Hunnu,
hunu, Sing.; Thdn-phiyu , Bijrm. ; Kapor

, Malay.
Limestone and Marble.

—

Kalai-ka-pattar,safaidpattar, sang-i-tnar-
mar (white marble), sAaA maksadi, kankar, bdjn, kothar, kdldsar , chuna-

ka-pattar,sarma safaid (Iceland spar),£<zry« matti, sang-yahddi (Jew’s
stone), sangi-khurus (a fossil encrinite), sang-i-irntali, (a fossil nummu-
lite), hajr-ul-ya hudi, sang-i-sarmai, san-i-shadauj, sangcha, tabd-khir,

Pb.

Chalk.—Khart-mitti, Hind., Pb. ; Khari-mdti, Beng. ; Vildyati-

chuna, Mar. ;
Chdk, vildti-chund, Guj.; Vildyati-ckunnd, Dvk. ; Shi-

maa, shanndmbu, Tam. ;
Shima-sunnum, Tel.; Shtmanura

,

Malay ;

Shima-sunnd, Kan.
;
Ratauhunu, Sing. ; Mie-phead or me-biyu, thorn-

6*yw, Burm.
Unslaked Lime .—Kali kd-chund, Hind.; Kar-shunnambu

,

Tam. ;

Ralla sunnamu, Tel.

References.

—

Page, Hand-book of Geology , <&Y. / Dana, Manual of
Mineralogy , 112

,
Ball, Geology of India, 455-472 ; Miller, Chemis-

try, pt. 2, 460-466 ; Pharm. Ind., 335, 33f

5

; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm.
Ind., 83, 1 17 1

Ainslie, Mat . 7«d., /., jp5/ £/. C. Dutt, Mat. Med.
Hind., 82; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 322, 853, 865 ; S. Arjun, Bom.
Drugs, 163 ; Waring, Bazar Med., 85-89 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod.,

36, 37* 39-40, 41, 99; Atkinson , 7//m. 7>w*., 294; WW*, The Art of
Soap-making, 116 ; Spons' Encyclop., 232, 360, 459-60, 1460, 1529, 1848-

49, 1864-65, 1930-3, 1969; Balfour, Cyclop.; Morton, Cyclop. Agri
Ure, Die. Indust.. Arts and Manuf., II., 871-74 • Johnson, How Crops
Grow, 126, T72 ; Mallet, in the Man. of Geol. of India, Pt. IV., 149, (1887.)

The further Bibliography of Lime, Limestone
, Marble, and Kankar

will befound in Ball's Economic Geology, pp. 625, 627.

The Minerals of India having been treated in considerable detail in

Mr. Ball’s “ Economic Geology ” and in the other voluminous publications

of the Geological Survey, it is not intended to do more in this work than
to indicate briefly the minerals of commercial value. Limestone, Lime,
and Marble are, however, of such importance as to justify an account being
given, the more so since the literature of these substances is scattered

and not readily obtainable. Lime is also intimately associated with many
industries, and plays a distinct part in the manufactures which fall fairly

within the scope of the present work. It has therefore been thought
desirable to give a brief abstract of the available information regarding
Lime, Limestone, and Marble. See Marble.

I. The term Marble should be restricted to limestone capable of receiv-

ing a polish. The two unicoloured conditions are white marbles and
black marbles, but streaked and parti -coloured marbles are frequent. The
colouring is derived from accidental minerals, or from metallic oxides
producing the colouring and veining, and from the presence of imbedded
shells, corals, or other organisms (See Marble).

II. The quality or richness of a Limestone is generally perceptible to

the eye, but when this is not the case, it may be detected by the violence
of the effervescence produced on the application of a little sulphuric or
muriatic acid, or by heating a fragment before the blow-pipe so as to con-
vert it into quicklime.

III. Chalk is a soft and earthy-looking limestone, or a "soft amor-
phous carbonate of lime, which can be converted into quicklime by calci-

nation and used for all the purposes of ordinary limestone’* (Page). It is

composed of 44 parts of carbonic acid and 56 parts of lime. Pure chalk
dissolves readily in dilute muriatic acid, and gives no precipitate with the
addition of ammonia water.

C. 489
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Lime.

LIMESTONE.

490

491

IV. Lime is an oxide of the metal Calcium. It is known as quicklime
before being slaked with water; the expression "quicklime” is in allusion

to its corrosiveproperty. It is literally Calcic Oxide (Ca O) or Carbonate
of Lime deprived of its carbonic acid. On being slaked it is converted
into Calcic hydrate (CaH202), which on being mixed with sand forms
mortar or cement. “ As an earth, lime is properly disseminated in nature

;

as a rock, it enters largely into the composition of the earth’s crust; it is

less or more diffused in all its waters; it forms the principal ingredient
(earth of bone) in the skeletons of the larger animals ; and is secreted
by many classes of the invertebrate to form their shells, crusts, shields,

corals, and other means of protection. Economically it is also of vast
importance, being used in the manufacture of mortars and cements, in

tanning, bleaching, deodorising, and the like, and also in agriculture as
a fertiliser or promoter of vegetable decays” (Page),

FORMS OF LIME USED IN INDIA.
There are three kinds of lime used in India s (a) lime prepared from

limestone, (b) lime found on the surface of the ground and known as
kankar, and (c) lime prepared from fresh-water or marine shells.

(a) Lime from Limestone.

Speaking of the distribution of limestone and marble, Mr. Ball in

his " Economic Geology ” says :
“ Limestones can hardly be said to be

absent from any of the formations in India, though in some they are either

rare or so impure as hardly to deserve the title. In the metamorphic
series, bands of crystalline limestones occur locally in some abundance,
but they are capriciously distributed, being often absent over large areas.

In some of the groups of the next succeeding or transition series, namely,
in the Kadapah, Bijdwar, and Arvali, the limestones attain a considerable

development, and some of the varieties have yielded the marbles which
have played such an important part in Indian architecture. In the lower
Vindhyan series the limestones are more notable for their abundance, and
the wide areas over which they spread, than for producing any marbles of

particular beauty. In the upper Vindhyans, limestones are principally

found in the Bhanrer group, where they sometimes attain as great a tnick-

ness as 260 feet, and are used both as a building stone and for lime.
“ In the Gondwana series, limestones arc rarely met with, and then

chiefly in the Talchir and R£niganj groups, where they occur as lenticular

or concretionary masses.
** In the rocks of cretaceous age, within the peninsula, limestones of

both sedimentary and coral reef origin occur. The other sources of lime
are principally sub-recent and recent tufaceous deposits of kankar, traver-

tin, &c.
“ In the extra-peninsular regions the principal formations containing

limestones are of carboniferous, jurrassic, cretaceous, and nummulitic ages.
Another source of lime . . . .is recent coral. On the whole it

may be said that, although lime is a dear commodity at most of the centres

of consumption owing to the cost of carriage, possible sources of lime
occur m the greatest variety throughout the country, while, on the other
hand, some of the marbles are probably unsurpassed for beauty by any to

be obtained in any other part of the world.”

Mr. Ball further gives, in the succeeding 16 pages of his work, a de-
tailed account of the limestones and marbles, arranged according to prov-

inces. The following abstract may be found useful ;

—

In Madras,
good limestones and marbles occur at Trichinopoly,

Coimbatore, Kadapah, Karnul, and Guntur. These, since the opening

c.491
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of the railways, have largely replaced the kankar formerly employed for
building purposes in the Presidency.

In Bengal^ although not so valuable as the limestones of other parts
of India, workable stones are found in the Manbhum district, where the
supplies are practically inexhaustible; also in Singhbhum, Hazarib^gh,
and Lohardaga. In the last-mentioned districts the limestones have a
peculiar interest because of their proximity to iron ore.

In the Central Provinces, limestones occur at Sambalpur, Raipur,
and Jabalpur, the latter consisting of the famous marble rocks of that
name. Limestones also occur throughout the Vindhya range, the most
accessible being in the neighbourhood of Warora. At Raipur a stone
suitable for lithography has been found.

In Kutch, limestones of different ages are met with, but those most
esteemed belong to the lower Jurassic group.

In Southern Afghanistan , limestones of cretaceous age abound, and in

Baluchistan nummulitic limestones are found in the eastern frontier as
well as in Northern Afghanistan. In the latter the Safed Sang takes its

name from a beautiful Statuary marble.

In the Panjabi marbles and limestones in considerable variety and
from different geological formations are met with.

In the North-West Provinces and along the Tarai to Darjiling, lime-

stones are not infrequent. An account of these may be found in Atkin-
son’s Economic Geology of the Hill Districts

,
and in a paper by Mr. Mallet

on the Geology of the Darjiling District and the Western Duars. Speak-
ing of the lime prepared from limestone, Mr. Atkinson, in his Hima-
layan Districts

, p. 295, says ;
(f Lime is manufactured at Naini Tal, at

Jyuli in the Kharahi range, half way between Btfgeswar and Almora, at

Chiteli, north of Dwarahat, at Simalkha, Baitalghat, and Dhikuli for

Ranikhet, and on the new cart road to Ramnagar. Lime is also made
in Borarau, Sor, Sira, Dhyanirao, and Charal. Two kinds of limestone
are used in the Tarai district, the one being obtained from the quarries at

the foot of the Kumdon hills, which give by far the best kina of lime;
the other is the tufa deposit obtained in the small ndlas of the tract itself

:

this latter kind, however, is of a very inferior quality. First-class lime-

stone costs at the quarries R5 to R8 per 100 maunds ; the tax levied

by the Forest Department is R8 on that amount, and cartage may be
averaged at half a rupee per mile for a loo maunds. Thus the stone is

landed at most points in the district for R30 per 100 maunds, and includ-

ing the expense of burning, a maund of lime costs 10 to 12 annas.

This lime will bear two or three portions of pounded brick or surki.

Second-class lime ready for use now costs R25, and delivered in Naini
Tal R50 to R100 per 100 maunds; it will, however, only bear a propor-
tion ot one part of pounded brick to two parts of lime.”

In Central India % at Gwalior an abundant supply of flaggy lime-

stones occurs.

In Rdjputana, the Arvali group of transition rocks includes many
varieties of marble, some of them being of great beauty. The Jhirri quar-

ries of Alwar afford hard white marble. Black marble is met with at

Mandla, near Ramghur ; white as well as pink and grey marbles at Raialo

in Taipur. But the most extensive marble quarries of Rajputana arc at

Makrana in Jodhpur. This marble has been celebrated for ages, the Taj
of Agra being built of itr.

In Bombay, there are numerous localities where limestone occurs, but no

marble. In the Panch Mehals, good building limestones are obtained, but

not hydraulic, and in Guzerat more or less calcareous rocks are met with.

l c. 500
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In Assam , in the Brahmaputra Valley, nummulitic limestones occur
at several localities, the southern face of the Kh&sia and Jaintya Hills

affording an inexhaustible source of supply, known in trade as Sylhet
lime.

In Burma, nummulitic limestones occur in Arracan and Pegu, and in

Tenasserim true carboniferous limestones are met with. In Upper Burma
a beautiful white semi-transparent marble, extensively used for carving
figures of Gondama, is saia to be obtained from the hills in the Madeya
district.

In the Andaman Islands, an important supply of lime,'for Calcutta, is

afforded by the coral reefs.

The writer has been favoured, by Mr. H. B. Medlicott, with the

foilowing brief account of the important commercial limestones of India :

—

Lime is a scarce article in many parts of India. Much of the lime

used in Calcutta is carried many hundred miles by river and railway.

The want of a pure limestone flux at moderate cost has been the chief

difficulty in working the iron furnaces in the Raniganj coal-field. The
most general source of building lime in India is kankar or kunkur
(meaning gravel), a granular or nodular stone found on the surface and
in the sub-soil. It is purely of secondary origin, being formed on the

spot by the evaporation of the ground-water, containing in solution more
or less of carbonate of lime produced in the slow process of soil formation

by the gradual decomposition of rock-particles. The production of it is

very much a matter of climate, by alternating periods of soaking moisture
and, extreme dryness. Where this latter condition is most pronounced, as
in North-Western India, the lumps of kankar often coalesce into a con-
tinuous mass, fit for use as building stone. A stone so formed must of

course be impure and variable in quality, as to the quantity and nature

of foreign matter according to the texture and composition of the bed in

which the concentration of the lime is effected, but when these are favour-

able an excellent hydraulic lime is the result.
" Limestone is, however, of widespread occurrence throughout British

India, but as a rule the available deposits are at a distance from the

centres of demand, and consequently the price of lime rules high. The
most important sources, commercially, are :

—

“is#, Katni, in the Jabalpur district; supplies a lime of excellent quality,

which is carried as far as Calcutta (737 miles distant), and forms a large

proportion of the lime used in that city.

“2nd, Sylhet.—Along the southern foot of the Sylhet hills there is an
inexhaustible supply of lime in the limestones of the nummulitic series,

which formerly supplied the whole of the demand of Calcutta and lower

Bengal, and still does so to a large extent.

“ 3rd, Rhotasgarh.—The lower Vindhyan limestone near Rhotasgarh is

quarried to a small extent and exported down the Son in boats ; it was
largely used in the works on the Son Canal.

“4th, Himalayas.—Along the foot of the Himalaya, boulders of lime-

stone are collected and burnt in large quantities every year ; the slaked

lime is exported on camels, and supplies a large portion of the Panjdb.
“5th, Andamans.—'There is a band of cream-coloured marble near

Port Blair which may prove of economic importance, as it is at about the

same distance from Calcutta as Katni, and the lime is of equally good
quality.

“ Other localities where limestone is known are numerous, but at present

of merely local importance, or in most cases of no value whatever. A full

list of them, as far as they are known, will be found in the Manual of the

Geology of India, Vol. III., p. 449, et seq”
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(b) Kankar or Concretionary Lime. KANKAR.

Kankar (Kunkur).—“Throughout the plains of Upper India the
principal source of lime is the kankar which is found in nodules and
layers of various sizes in the clays of the Gangetic alluvium. It yields

an excellent but somewhat hydraulic lime** (H. B, Medlicott. See also

the remarks under Limestone.)
“By Anglo-Indians the term * kankar 9 (which really means any kind

of gravel) has been specially used for concretionary carbonate of lime,

usually occurring in nodules, in the alluvial deposits of the country, and
especially in the older of these formations. The commonest form consists

of small nodules of irregular shape, from half an inch to 3 or 4 inches in

diameter, and composed within of tolerably compact carbonate of lime,

and externally of a mixture of carbonate of lime and clay. The more
massive forms are a variety of calcareous tufa, which sometimes forms
thick beds in the alluvium, and frequently fills cracks in the alluvial deposits

or in older rocks.
“ In the beds of streams immense masses of calcareous tufa are often

found, forming the matrix of a conglomerate, of which the pebbles are

derived from the rocks brought down by the stream. There can be no
doubt that the kankar nodules, calcareous beds and veins, are all deposited

from water containing in solution carbonate of lime derived either from the

older rocks of various kinds, or else from fragments of limestone and
calcareous formations contained in the alluvium ” (Blanford).

“ As a flux for iron, kankar has been tried on several occasions, and 510
opinions are somewhat divided as to its applicability to the purpose; but
owing to the uncertainty of its composition, it is distinctly less well adapted
than rock-limestones which have a well-defined average composition, even
though in the latter the proportion of carbonate of lime may average
something less.

“ Block kankar has been largely employed as a building-stone, more
particularly in connection with the Ganges Canal Works ” (Ball).

Most of the roads in Northern India, and indeed in India generally,

are metalled with kankar.

(c) Shell-Lime.

Shells.

—

Ainslie, in his Materia Indica , mentions lime produced by SHELL-LIME,
burning the sea-shells, called in Tamil kullingie chunambu. Dr. U. C. 5**
Dutt, speaking of the lime used in Hindu medicine, says :

“ We have lime
from limestone called churna. Then we have lime from calcined cowries,
conch-shells, bivalve-shells, and snail-shells, called respectively, Kapar-

daka bhasma , Sankha bhasma , Szikti bhasma , and Sambuka bhasma .** A
large quantity of this lime is annually produced by burning shells found
in the marshes of the interior of Bengal, and also on the coast, especially
near the Sunderbans. These shells are conveyed by country boats in enor-
mous quantities. Two kinds of lime are produced ; the Sambuka from
thin land-shells is regarded as inferior in quality, and is accordingly used
by the poor for building purposes ; the Gora or Jamrdl (or thick shells,

chiefly of marine origin) afford a superior quality. The latter “ is con-
sidered more valuable for building purposes than that obtained from
limestone, and fetches a higher price** (T. N. Mukharji, Amsterd. Cat.)

Formerly, when stone-lime was not much in use, the former was employed
by all classes of people as a building material.

The following account of shell lime was communicated to the Agri.-
Horticultural Society of India by Dr. A. Grant, of the Bengal Medical
Service ; “ Lime i& procured at all the ports of the east coast of China
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SHELL-LIME. that I have visited by burning the shells of the genus Ostrka, which
abound on the neighbouring shores. It is too valuable to be much used
in agriculture, but the Chinese are not ignorant of its uses.”

Dr. Anderson mentions (1883) the following shells as used in Murshid-
abad for making lime ; Unio marginalia, U. flavidens, and Ampalaria
globosa.

LIME ESSENTIAL TO VEGETATION.
AGRICUL-

TURAL USES.

512

Lime is invariably present in the ash of all agricultural plants. It is,

however, difficult to decide from this fact alone, whether it is indispen-
sable to vegetable life, since the substances found in ash are universally
distributed over the earth's surface and are invariably present in all soils.

Several experiments have been made by scientific men under various cir-

cumstances to establish fully the above facts, with results to a certain
extent satisfactory. For further information on this subject the reader is

referred to Johnson's How Crops Grow
, pp. 166-172.

INDUSTRIAL
USES.

Dye adjunct.
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INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES.
Dye.—Lime is universally used by the Manipuris to assist in the

transformation of green into blue indigo and to deepen the blue colour of
indigo; and a small piece placed in the mouth of a vessel containing indigo
is also supposed to preserve the dye. (See Strobilanthes.) Lime is em-
ployed in the Rajshahye district for dyeing thread dark blue; of this

Dr. McCann gives the following account; “The thread is first washed
with sajji matt and dried. Then 4 chittacks of koli chuna (shell-lime), £ seer
of patta sajji matt, 4 chittacks of aoosh wood (Morinda tinctoria), 2 seers
of cold water, are mixed together and allowed to stand for two or three
hours. The solution is then decanted so as to separate it from the deposit,

and 2 chittacks of indigo are rubbed down in it, and the whole is then put
in a jar in which a little old indigo dye remains

: 4 chittacks lime and 2

chittacks of aoosh wood are again added to this solution. The thread is

then twice dipped in this solution and dried. It is again twice dipped and
dried on the following day, when it acquires a permanent dark-blue colour.

A small portion of the dye is always kept as a soft leaven or permanent
to mix with new dyes.*’ Mr. (now Sir Edward) Buck, in his Dyes and
Tans of the North-West Provinces

,
gives a preparation of blue printing ink

of permanent colour. A mixture of 4ft of shell-lime, iofc of stone-dime,

ana 15& of impure carbonate of soda [reh), with 3 gallons of water, is

strained through grass ; to this is added ilb of sulphurate of arsenic and
lib of indigo; the mixture is then boiled “till it assumes the metallic

greenish-blue lustre of the peacock's tail. It is then thickened with babul
gum and is then ready for printing," Sir Edward further remarks

:

“ Lime is used in calico-printing, in combination with gum, as a 9
resist-

paste’ It is also employed with sugar to excite fermentation in indigo
and convert it into * indigo-white,’ in the presence of hydrogen."

Carbonate of lime is used as an oil paint for in-door work, and as a
watercolour when mixed with gelatine. It is sometimes employed to dilute
other pigments. Prepared chalk is used in chemical manufactories for the
purpose of saturating acid liquids (Crookes Handbook of Dying, 150 ).

Tan.—As a preliminary in the process of tanning, lime is applied to

hides for the removal of the hair. In England it is universally used for

this purpose. It has at the same time a solvent action on the nide “The
hardened cells of the epidermis swell up and soften the rete malpighi,

and the hait-sheaths are loosened and dissolved, so that, on scraping with
a blunt knife, both come away more or less completely with hair ” {Spons*
Encycl., //., 1221),
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MEDICINAL USES.
Medicine.—According to Dutt, in the Hindu Materia Medica (p. 82)

lime is used internally in dyspepsia, enlarged spleen, and other enlarge-
ments in the abdomen, and externally as a caustic. A mixture of lime,
carbonate of soda, sulphate of copper and borax, is applied as a caustic to
tumours and warts. It enters into the composition of several prescriptions
for different forms of dyspepsia, such as Amrita vati and Agnikumdra
rasa.

Ainslie says the Vytians prescribe lime water mixed with gingelly oil

and sugar in obstinate cases of gonorrhoea. " Mixed with gamboge,
quicklime is applied externally to painful and gouty limbs. It is also

used as a caustic in the bites of rabid dogs” (S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs).
The exhaustive account of the medicinal properties of lime given by
Dr. Waring in his Bazar Medicines (p. 85) may be here quoted, since by
doing so it will practically be unnecessary to refer to other authors :

—

“ Lime in a medical point of view is of great importance as the basis

of lime water, a mild and useful antacid ; it is prepared by adding two
ounces of slaked lime to one gallon of water in a stoppered bottle, shak-
ing well for two or three minutes, and then allowing it to stand till the
lime is deposited at the bottom. In cases of emergency, as burns, &c.,
half an hour is sufficient for this purpose ; otherwise it should be allowed
to stand for twelve hours at least before being used. It is only the clear

water which holds a portion of lime in solution, which is employed in me-
dicine. It is advisable always to keep a supply ready prepared, as it is

useful in many ways, and it will remain good for a long time, if kept in

well-stoppered bottles, so that the air cannot have access to it. The dose
for adults is 1 to 3 ounces twice or thrice daily ; it is best administered in

milk.
" Another form, called saccharated solution of lime, thought to be better

adapted for internal use in the diseases of childhood and infancy, is pre-
pared by carefully mixing together in a mortar one ounce of slaked lime
and two ounces of powdered white sugar, and adding to this a pint of

water, as described above. It should be kept in a well-stoppered bottle.

The dose of the clear water is from 15 to 20 drops or minims in milk, twice
or thrice daily.

“In acidity of the stomach, in heart-burn
,
and in thoseforms of in-

digestion arisingfrom or connected with acidity of the stomach, lime water
in doses of to 2 ounces, is often speedily and permanently effectual. It is

particularly useful in indigestion when the urine is scanty and high coloured,
and when vomiting and acid eructations are prominent symptoms. It

is best given in milk.
“ In diarrhoea arisingfrom acidity, lime water frequently proves use-

ful ; it is best given in a solution of gum arabic or other mucilage, and in

obstinate cases 10 drops of laudanum with each dose increase its effi-

cacy; it may also be advantageously combined with Omun water. In
chronic dysentery the same treatment sometimes proves useful. Enemas
of lime-water diluted with an equal part of tepid milk or mucilage have
also been used with benefit. It is especially adapted for the diarrhoea
and vomiting of infants andyoung children which resultfrom artificial

feeding ; in these cases a sixth or a fourth part of lime water may
be added to each pint of milk. The saccharated solution of lime has also
been found of great service in this class of cases.

“ Obstinate vomiting sometimes yields to a few doses of lime water in

milk, when other more powerful remedies have failed. It is worthy of a
trial in the vomiting attendant on the advanced stages of fever ; it has
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been thought to arrest even the black vomit of yellow fever. It is also a
remedy of much value in pyrosis or water-brash .

“ To relieve the distressing irritation of the genital organs (Pruritus
Pudendi), bathing the parts well with tepid lime water three or four times a
day sometimes affords much relief. Leucorrhoea and other vaginal dis-

charges have in some instances been mitigated and even cured by the use
of vaginal injections of a mixture of 1 part of lime water and 2 or 3 of

water.
“In scrofula, lime water in doses of £ ounce in milk, three or four

times a day, proves beneficial in some cases ; it is thought to be especially

adapted for those cases in which abscesses and ulcers are continually

forming. To be of service, it requires to be persevered in for some time.

Scrofulous and other ulcers attended by much discharge have been found
to improve under the use of lime water as a local application. For syph-
ilitic ulcers or chancres, one of the best applications is a mixture of lime
water J pint and calomel 30 grains ; this, commonly known as black
wash, should be kept constantly applied to the part by means of a piece of

lint or rag moistened with it. Many forms of skin disease, attended with
much secretion and with great irritation or burning, are benefited by lime
water either pure or conjoined with oil. To sore or cracked 7iipples it

proves very serviceable. Diluted with an equal part of water or milk, it

forms a useful injection in dischargesfrom the nose and ears occurring in

scrofulous and other children.

“In Consumption, lime water and milk has been strongly recom-
mended as an ordinary beverage. The same diet-drink has been advised
in Diabetes, but little dependence is to be placed upon it as a cure

:

it

may produce temporary benefit.
“ In Thread-worm, enemas of 3 or 4 ounces of lime water, repeated two

or three times, have sometimes been found sufficient to effect a cure.

“In Poisoning by any of the Mineral Acids, lime water given plenti-

fully in milk is an antidote of no mean value, though inferior to some
of the other alkalies. It may also be given in Poisoning by Arsenic,

“ To Burns and Scalds
, few applications are superior to Lime Lini-

ment, composed of equal parts of lime water and a bland oil. Olive oil

is generally ordered for this purpose, but linseed oil answers just as well,

ana where this is not at hand Sesamum oil forms a perfect substitute.

When thoroughly shaken together, so as to form a uniform mixture, it

should be applied freely over the whole of the burnt surface, and the parts
kept covered with rags constantly wetted with it, for some days if neces-
sary. This liniment on cotton-wool, applied to the pustules, is said to be
effectual in preventing Pitting in Small-pox”

LIME AS A CONDIMENT.
Food.—Lime forms one of the essential ingredients of the preparation

known as pan which is universally chewed by the natives of India. Either
the lime prepared from limestone or from shells may be used for this pur-
pose. Tne latter, however, being an animal product, is not used by persons
who are strict in their religious observances. It is also mixed with the
pulp of the fruit of Borassus flabelliformis, in preparing the cake called

talpatali (see the remarks under B. 901). The Pharmacopoeia of India,

alluding to the use of lime in pan, says, “when used for any lengthened
period, it considerably modifies the natural condition of the mucous cover-

ing of the mouth, ana alters the appearance of the tongue so as to render
it useless or fallacious as a means of diagnosis in disease. Its use in

moderate quantities does not appear to act prejudicially on the system, but
when largely indulged in, it lays the foundation of much visceral disease.”
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DOMESTIC AND OTHER USES.
Manure.—As a manure, lime plays an important part. It is largely

employed for this purpose, and is “ particularly valuable upon very rich

vegetable soils, such as those formed over peat bogs ; its effects in these

cases are partially due to the decomposition of the organic matter, which
it renders soluble and capable of assimilation, while the lime itself is con-
verted into carbonate ” [Miller*s Chemistry, Part II. , 466). The black
cotton soils are usually rich in most of the elements of plant food except

lime. Lime therefore “acts beneficially on the soil itself. Owing to the

general absence of lime in these black soils, the crops produced on them
are not so diversified as is desirable. A dressing from 1,000 to 5,ooolb

of lime may be applied per acre, according to the price at which the lime

can be obtained ” (IV. R. Robertson, Agriculture, 13).

Lime is often employed as a deodorising agent. “ It is mixed with

decaying vegetable matter, and with animal bodies, with the view of

hastening their destruction and preventing the escape of offensive and
noxious effluvia. This effect lime produces by its tendency, in common
with the other caustic alkalies, to carry the decomposition through the

intermediate stages of putrefaction at once to the ultimate products”
(Morton, Cyclop ., Agriculture, Vol. II., 266).

Soap.—Lime is used in preparing soap according to Lunge’s method,
which is described thus : “ A flat-bottomed pan is preferred for making
this soap, into which is introduced any given quantity of water and
slaked lime equal to 12 per cent, of the weight of fatty matter. The
whole is to be boiled and stirred when an insoluble hard lime soap and a
solution of glycerine are produced, when the latter may be drawn off

from the bottom of the pan. A certain quantity of water and commercial
carbonate of soda (the latter being slightly in excess of the quantitv of

lime used) are next added, and the boiling and stirring continued, when
the hard insoluble lime soap will be decomposed, and a ‘granulated*
carbonate of lime will deposit, leaving a soluble soda soap floating in

flakes on the surface of the liquid. If the soda employed does not contain
sufficient salt, a suitable quantity of sea-salt is to be added to promote
the separation *'

( Watt, The Art of Soap-making, 116). Lime is also of great
importance in Candle-making. See the author’s pamphlet on Candles.

Mortar and Cement.—The use of lime in the preparation of mortars
and cements is too well known to require any special description. The
following paragraph from Miller's Chemistry, Part //., 462, is, however,
quoted here, as it will be found instructive :

“ The great consumption of

lime in the arts is for the purpose of making mortars and cements. Pure
lime, when made into a paste with water, forms a somewhat plastic mass
which sets into a solid as it dries, but gradually cracks and falls to pieces.

It does not possess sufficient cohesion to be used alone as a mortar; to
remedy this defect and to prevent the shrinking of the mass, the addition
of sand is found to be necessary. Ordinary mortar is prepared by mix-
ing one part of lime into a thin paste with water, and adding 3 or 4 parts
of sharp sand of tolerable fineness 5 the materials are then thoroughly in-

corporated, and passed through a sieve to separate lumps of imperfectly
burnt lime; a suitable quantity of water is afterwards worked into it, ana
it is then applied in a thin layer to the surfaces of the stones and bricks
which are to be united. The bricks or stones are moistened with water
before applying the mortar, in order that they may not absorb the water
from the mortar too rapidly. The completeness of the subsequent harden-
ing of the mortar depends mainly upon the thorough intermixture of the
lime and sand.”
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In India instead of sand pulverised bricks are employed, a substance
found more adapted than sana to the peculiarities of Indian life. This is

known as surkhi. The industry of s«rifc/j*-making has passed into the
hands of the natives who, instead of old fashioned pounders worked by
the feet, now employ for surkhi grinding steam power to drive heavy
rollers which work in a strong iron basin. For further information see

Cement.
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Carbonate of Potash.

Potashes, Pearl-ash ;
Carbonate de Potasse, Fr. / Koh-

lensaures Kali, Germ.

Vertl'—Sarjika, Beng. ; Jon-khdr ,
ivak-chhdr or ouk-chhdr, Hind.;

Jhdr-kd-namak , rdk-kd-namak

,

Duk.; Jhddicha-mitha

,

Mar.; Marar
vuppu, shdmbal-vuppu

,

Tam.; Mdnu-vuppu , budide-vuppu

,

Tel .

5

Karam , pappatak-karam , mara-uppa, Mala. ; Marada-uppu, Kan. i

Ddriflavanam
,
yavakshdra

,

Sans.
References.— Pharm. Ind., 31 1; Modeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm . Ind.,

20s ; Treatise on Chemistry by Roscoe and Schorlemmer, Vol . II., 91;
U. S. Dispens., 7si, ns*5 ; lire. Diet, of Arts and Manufactures, 449;
Spans' Encyclop., p. 253 ; Balfour's Cyclop.

The mon-oxide of the metal Potassium is known commercially as
Potash (K20) ; theoretically this, by combining with a molecule of carbon
dioxide (C02), forms the carbonate of potash (K2 COa). The term potash
is, however, loosely applied to the oxide and to the carbonate, the latter

being more correctly potashes, and when calcined pearl-ash. The carbonate
is soluble in about its own weight of water, but its solubility increases with
heat. It is a hard, white solid, with a strong alkaline reaction in taste. It

rapidly absorbs moisture if exposed to the atmosphere, forming thereby a
thick oily liquid known as Oleum tartari per deliquium. If subjected to

dry heat it melts at 8oo°, but loses a portion of its carbonic acid : at still

higher temperatures it volatilizes. Acids decompose it with brisk efferves-

cence of Carbonic acid, leaving behind salts of the acid employed with
potassium. A^concentrated solution of the salt on cooling yields crystals

of the carbonate in which three proportions of water have combined with
two of the salt. At 130° the whole of this water of crystallization may be
expelled and the anhydrous carbonate obtained.

Sources.—For many years the entire source of carbonate of po-
tash was the ashes of plants, land and marine. Although new sources
of supply have to a large extent diverted the industry, about one-half
of the total European supply is still drawn from plants; but this is steadily
diminishing, the extermination of forests operating greatly in favour of
the modern sources. Of plants it may in general terms be said that herba-
ceous annuals contain more pearlash than woody arborescent plants, but
even of the same plant the succulent young parts are more highly
charged than mature tissues. Of different plants, pines contain on an
average only 0*45 per cent., oaks 075 to 1*5 per cent., vine shoots 5*50,
ordinary straw 5*8, ferns from 4*25 to 6*26, 1 naian-corn stalks 17*5, nettles

25*03, wheat straw before earing 47 o, wormwood 73^0, and beet about the
same amount.

These facts naturally suggest the plants best suited for the preparation
of pearlash, and the immense development within recent years of the beet
sugar industry naturally awakened an interest in carbonate of potash as a
bi-product that might supplement the returns from beet cultivation. This
has been actually turned to account. " When the juice containing the
sugar has been extracted from the roots, we have to deal with a solution
which contains something besides sugar and water. After it has been
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clarified and the crystallizable sugar extracted, the remaining liquor is

permitted to ferment, that the uncrystallizable sugar may be turned into

alcohol and so utilized; but in the stills there will yet remain a waste
liquor, and it is in this that abundance of potash salts occur. By evaporat-
ing this liquor in a long trough divided across into an evaporating and
a calcining section, a salt is finally obtained, consisting of a mixture of

potassium chloride, sulphate, and carbonate (together 50 or 60 per cent.)

with insoluble matter and a good deal of sodium carbonate. The potas-

sium carbonate forms about one-third of the weight of the calcined mass,
and arises in a great measure from the destruction, during the calcining

process, of the potassium oxalate, tartrate, and nitrate which occur natur-

ally in the beetroot, and, consequently, in the liquor from the still”

(Prof. Church in British Manuf. Ind.). This instructive account of the ex-

traction of carbonate of potash from,the waste^of beet-root has been repro-

duced here because of its direct bearing on many of the native contriv-

ances employed in India for the preparation of pearlash. It would be
almost impossible to over-estimate the extent to which a crude carbonate
of potash is employed by the people of India. In another volume under
Alkaline Ashes (A. 769, also A. x626) will be found an enumeration of

the principal plants used by the natives of India for that purpose, and
these should be compared with the plants given under Berilla (B. 163) as
employed in the manufacture of carbonate of soda. Although in India

immense tracts of mountainous land are injuriously covered with various

species of wormwood (see Artemesia), except as a manure, the ashes of

these plants are not apparently utilized. From the high percentage of

carbonate of potash which the wormwoods contain, the preparation of

pearlash might be confidently recommended to the poorer inhabitants of

these regions as a useful new industry. A large export trade might reason-
ably be anticipated from the Himalayas to the plains of India, if not to

foreign countries.

While this is possible, an equally profitable industry might also be
organised in preparing the carbonate from the injurious amount of saltpetre

that impregnates the soil of many parts of India. One of the methods
recommended for obtaining pure carbonate of soda for the laboratory is to

heat pure saltpetre in a porcelain or earthen crucible, adding small pieces

of charcoal till deflagration ceases. This is the rationale of a process that
might readily be employed in converting crude saltpetre into carbon-
ate of potash. As a commercial fact, large quantities of carbonate are
now manufactured from the sulphate; indeed, after the ashes of plants, this

is the next most important source of the carbonate. A curious and recent
source is the Suint or perspiration on the wool of sheep.

Uses of Carbonate of Potash.—It is largely employed in the manufac-
ture of soft soap : it is practically the chief source from which the hydrate
is obtained; it is employed in the manufacture of flint glass, the commoner
kinds of glass being prepared with carbonate of soda or a mixture of both
these alkalies. “ It is also largely used for cleansing purposes, in turkey-
red dyeing, for the emulsion of oil, and, in printing, as a solvent of annatto,
&c.” (Spons9

p. 260). For** the rectification of spirit, bleaching, and in

medicine and for other purposes” (Balfour).
Manufacture in India.—Although, as already stated, the ashes of

plants are universally used, both in dyeing and in medicine, throughout
India, every district or almost each artisan holding special merits as pos-

sessed by the ashes of this and that plant, still there are no large recog-
nised centres where the carbonate (wnich alone must be held as the active

principle in these ashes) is prepared for transport, still less export. The
suggestion made above as to a possible Indian manufacture from worm-
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wood on the hills and from saltpetre on the plains seems, therefore, worthy
of consideration.

Yearly Production.—The world’s annual production is about one million

hundredweights.

Medicine.—Carbonate of potash is antacid, then alterative and diuretic,

and in over-doses poisonous. It is described in Hindu works on medicine
“ as stomachic, laxative, diuretic. It is used in urinary diseases, dys-
pepsia, enlarged spleen, and other enlargements of the abdominal vis-

cera. A decoction of chebulic myrobalan and rohitaka bark is given, with
the addition of carbonate of potash and long pepper, in enlarged spleen
and liver, and in tumours in the abdomen called gulma. In strangury
or painful micturition, carbonate of potash with sugar is considered a very
efficacious remedy” (17. C. Dutt, Mat Med. Hind., 8?).

Special Opinions.—§
“ An impure carbonate of potash (papdda khara

)

is also sold in the Bombay bazdrs, and is used in the preparation of

p&pdda (pdpun ), or little cakes made with the meal of the different sorts of

dhall and a little quantity of asafcetida; these are given as a digestive, but
more as an article of food than medicine ; the cakes are roasted over the

fire and taken with rice” (C. T. Peters, M.B., Zandra, South Afghanistan ).

For further information see Alkaline Earths, Barilla, Potash,
Reh and Saltpetre.
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Carbonate of Soda.
Vern.—Sajji, safjt-mttti, sajfi-kkdr, Hind.; Sajji, Beng. ; Chour-ki-

matt chour-kd-namak, Duk ; Sajjekhdra , Mar.; Shach-chi-kdrant,

Tam.; Lotd-sach-ch i, Tel. ;
Qili, milhul-qitt, Arab.; Shikhdr, tine-

gdzur, Pers. ; Sarjikdkshdra, Sans.

References.—Pharm. Ind., 322 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 160, 161 ; U. S.
Dispens., 1321 ; Ure, Diet. of Arts and Manufactures, 854.

Medicine.—A substance too well known to require any special descrip-

tion. (See remarks under the preceding and under Barilla, Sajji, and
Reh.) It is antacid and then alterative. “A paste made of equal parts of

yavakshdra and sajji-kakshrira with water is applied to abscesses for the
purpose of opening them ” (U. C. Dutt).

Special Opinions.-—§ " Carbonate of soda (impure), bdngada khara,

being the residue left during the manufacture of glass bangles. A second
form, which appears to be a purer carbonate of soda, is called Surdti
khara ; both are used in the treatment of dyspepsia” (C. T. Peters, MB,,

Zandra, South Afghanistan ).
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CARBUNCLE.
Carbuncle.

“The Carbuncle of the ancients is garnet cut, as it is called, en cabu-

chon . The art is still practised in India, and the stones, when of good
quality and well cut, are very beautiful and would meet with more esteem
were it not that they happen to be cheap, which has put them within the

reach of so large a circle that they are made but little account of. It is be-

lieved, however, that there is still a small trade in them from Calcutta ”

{Ball, Econ . Geo., 522 ). Dr. Balfour says they are common in South
India, where they are known as Manikiam (Tam. Tel.),

The garnet when cut as a Carbuncle is convex above and hollowed

out below, so as to leave but a thin layer of the stone through which the

light passes, revealing the bright colour. The finest carbuncles are said

to come from Pegu and Ceylon. Conf. with Carnelian.
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Heart-Pea or Winter Cherry. CARDIOSPERMUM
Halicacabum.

CARCHARIAS, Miiller and Henle
. ; Day, Fishes of India

,

7/0.

Carcharias.—Several species of sharks are employed by the natives of

India in the preparation of a medicinal oil. It seems probable that the
sharks specially selected for that purpose belong to the genus Carcharias.
Of these C. gangeticus is the most ferocious : it ascends the rivers to
about the limits of the tidal influence. C. hemiodon also goes up the
rivers, specimens having been caught near Calcutta. Several other species

are frequent in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean, particularly on the coast

of Sind. (See Sharks and Shark Fins.)

548

CARDAMINE, Linn. ; Gen . Pl., 70.

Cardamine hirsuta, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., I., 138 ; Crucifers.

References.

—

Thwaites, Kn. Ceylon PI., 14; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 7 ;

Stewart, Pb. PI., IJ; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—A herb found in all the temperate regions of India; very
abundant in Bengal during the cold weather.

Food.—The leaves and flowers constitute an agreeable salad, resem-
bling water-cress.

Cardamom, see Amomum subulatum, Roxb .,—the Greater Cardamom
;

and Elettaria Cardamomum, Malon—the Lesser Cardamom.

Cardamom seed Oil, see Amcmum subulatum, Roxb.

549

FOOD.
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CARDIOSPERMUM, Linn. ; Gen. PL, I., 393.

Cardiospermum Halicacabum, Linn., Fl. Br. Ind., /., 670 ; Wight,

Ic., t. 3u8 ; SapindacejE.

Balloon-vine, Heart Pea or Winter Cherry.

Vern. Latdiphatkari, naydphatki
, noaphutki, sibjhul

,

Beng. ; Hab-ul-
kalkal (seed), Pb.; Karolio, Guj. ; Kdnphuti, bodha, shib-fal. Bomb.;
Muda-cottan , Tam.; Nalla gulisteuda, kanaka ia bddha-kakara, Tel.;
Jyautishmati, kdravi , Sans.; Ilabb-ul-kalkal, taftaf, Arab.; Ma-la-
mai, Burm.; Pamaira-wcl, Sing.

References.—Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed C.B.C.,3SS; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II.

,

204 ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, $4 s Stewart, Pb. PI., 31 ; U. C. Duit,
Mat. Med. Hind., 139; Murray , PI. and Drugs of Sind, 6fi ; Dymoik,
Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 187 ; Lisboa, U. P. Bomb., 197 ; S.Arjun

,

Bomb. Drugs, 24; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 330 ; Balfour, Cyclop.; Trea-
sury of Botany / Rheede, VIII., t. 28 ; Rumph., VI., t. 24, f. 2 • Mason's
Bur., 502, 752.

Habitat.—A climbing herbaceous plant plentiful in the plains of India

;

chiefly in Bengal and the North-West Provinces ; is distributed to Ceylon
and Malacca. Tendrils are modifications of portions of the flower bud :

fruit triquetrous inflated. I

Medicine.—The root is used in medicine as an emetic, laxative,
1

stomachic, and rubefacient. It also possesses diaphoretic, diuretic, and
tonic properties. In combination with other remedies it is prescribed by
Hindu physicians in rheumatism, nervous diseases, piles, &c. The decoc-

tion of the root is considered aperient by native practitioners, who pre-

scribe it in doses of half a tea-cupful twice daily. It is mucilaginous and
slightly nauseous to the taste. The seed is said to be officinal in the

Panjdb (,Hab-uLkalkal). Mr. Baden Powell remarks : “it is used as a

C.553
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The Thistle.

1

tonic in fever, and a diaphoretic in rheumatism.” The fried leaves are
said to bring on the secretion of the menses. The following prescription
is given by Dr. Dutt as a Hindu cure for amenorrhcea: Equal parts of

Jyautishmati leaves, sarjtkd (impure carbonate of potash), Acorus Cala-
mus root (vachd), and the root-bark of Terminalia tomentosa (asana)
reduced to a paste with milk ; taken in doses of about a drachm for

three days (Mat, Med, Hindus), "On the Malabar coast the leaves are
administered in pulmonic complaints, and mixed with castor oil, are inter-

nally employed in rheumatism and lumbago.” Mixed with jaggery and
boiled in oil, they are a good specific in sore eyes. The whole plant,
boiled in oil, is sometimes employed to anoint the body in bilious affec-

tions. Rheede says that rubbed up with water, it is applied to rheu-
matism and stiffness of the limbs. The plant, steeped in milk, has
been used externally to reduce swellings and hardened tumours, and this

treatment is reputed to have proved successful. " The juice of the plant
taken in a dose of a table-spoonful daily, promotes the catamenial flow

during the menstrual period.” Mr. Baden-Powell adds that it is also a
demulcent in gonorrhoea and in pulmonary affections. (Ainslie ; U, C.

Dutt ; Drury ; S, Arjun.)

Food.—" In the Moluccas the leaves are cooked as a vegetable.”
(Drury, U. PL) Lisboa states that in the Bombay Presidency the leaves and
shoots are "eaten as green.” Balfour remarks that "popular super-
stition asserts that by eating the seeds, the understanding is enlightened
and the memory rendered miraculously retentive.”

CARDUUS,ZzVi«.; Gen, PL, II.
, 46J.

Carduus nutans, Linn. ; FI. Br . Ind., ///., 361

;

Composite.

The Thistle.

Vern.—Kanchdri, tiso, badaward, Pb.; Guli-b&ddwurd, Kashmir.

References.—Stewart, Pb. PL, 123 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 336; Dymock,
Mat . Med. IV. Ind., 386 ; also 2nd Ed., 466.

Habitat.—A tall stout thistle, found in the Western Himalaya, from
Kashmir to Simla, at an altitude of 6,000 to 12,000 feet; also at Hazara in

the Panjab; and in Western Tibet, at an altitude of 13,000 feet.

Medidne.—The flowers are considered febrifugal in Lahore ; according

to Mr. Baden Powell, in Kashmir, they are also used to purify the blood.

Fodder.—Eaten by camels greedily. When bruised, to destroy the

spines, is given to cattle, and in dry seasons, when other food is scarce, is

regularly used in this way. (Conf. vernacular names with those given

for Crataegus.)

Domestic.—Murray remarks that the leaves are employed to curdle milk.

CAREYA, Roxl. ; Gen. PL, I., 721.

Leaves alternate, not gland-dotted. Flowers large, 4-merous. Stamens
numerous, in several series, slightly connate at the base ; filaments filiform,

innermostland outermost without anthers. Ovary 4-5-celled, crowned by an
annular disc. Fruit large, globose, fibrous; dissepiments absorbed; seeds

numerous.

A genus, containing only 3 species, and these confined to India ; named
in honour of the Rev. Dr. Oarey—one of the distinguished Serampore

Missionaries—a distinguished botanist and a contemporary of Dr.

|

Roxburgh’s.
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Cueyi., CAREYA
arborea.

Careya arborea, Roxb., Fi. Br. ind., //., 5tt; Bedd., Ft. Sylv., t.

soj; Wight 111., pp, too; Myrtace.®.

V«rn.-.Kumbi, vikamba, kamba, kumbh, humbhi, khumbi (fruit gugaira),
Hind.; Kdmbhx (flowers), vakhumba

,

Pb.; Kumbht, vdkamba, pilu,
Banda; Gumar

,

Mandla and BalaghIt; Kumri

,

Chhindwara; Kum-
bha, kumbhdsdla, kumbya, vdkumbhd, Mar. j Gummar, Gond; Boktok,

Lbpcha; Dambel, Garo; Kumbha, kumbia
, kumbi, kdmbi wakumba,

(flowers) Bomb. ; Ayma, pailae, P&ta-tammi (or puta-tanni), posta-tammi
(ari-maru, kasaddai, panichai, in Ceylon) ; paileeputa tammi, Tam. ;

Kumbir, Santal; Asunda, Kol.; ATt£w, Bhumij ; Budd-durmi, buda
darini, dudippi, Tbl. ; Koval, Kan.; Gavuldu, Mysor ; Banbme, ham-
bway, ban-bway, bhan-bhwai, ban-bwai, Burm.; Kabuay, kumbi. Talk-
ing ; Taguyi, Karen ; Kahata , ahatte, Sing. ; Kumbht, Sans.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 447 ; Dalx. and Gibs., Bom., FI.,

95 ; Brandis, For. FI., 236 jKurz, For. FI., Burm., I., 499; Gamble, Man.
Timb 197; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 119 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 95;
Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 327 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 55 ; Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr., 273, 329, 372 ; Rev. A. Campbell, Report on Eton. Prod.,

Chutia. Nagpur ; Balfour, Cyclop. ; Treasury of Botany ; Dalz. & Gibs.,

Bomb. FI., 95 ; Lisboa, U. PI. of Bomb., 232 ; Cooke, Gums and Resins,

it.

Habitat.—A large deciduous tree, with the leaves turning red in the

cold season and the new foliage appearing in March and April just after

the flowers have faded. Frequent in the Sub-Him£layan tract from

the Jumna eastward, and in Bengal, Burma, Central, Western, and South

India, ascending to 5,000 feet in altitude. Growth rapid, often giving as

much as four rings per inch of radius.

Gum.—Yields a brown or greenish-brown gum, regarding which but

little is known (Atkinson). This forms with water a tolerably thick muci-

lage of a dark-brown colour (Dymock).

Dye and Tan.—Bark used for tanning. (Kurz .) The Rev. A. Camp-
bell says that in Manbhum the bark is used as a dye.

Fibre.-—The bark yields a good fibre for coarse cordage. (Gamble,

Campbell, ©*c.) Lisboa remarks that the bark affords a “ stuff suitable

for brown paper of good quality.” Tasar silkworms feed on the leaves.

(

C

. P. Gaz ., 1870, 504')

Medicine.—The bark is used as an astringent medicine; when moist-

ened it gives out much mucilage, and is on this account used in the pre-

paration of emollient embrocations. “ The bark is applied to the wound

in snake-bite and an infusion of the same is given internally.” (Rev. A .

Campbell,
Manbhum.) The flowers are given as a tonic in sherbet after

childbirth. They are “ administered in infusion by native midwives to

heal ruptures caused by child-birth” (Murray, PL and Drugs of Sind).

« The calices of the flowrrs are sold in the shops under the name Wa~

kumbha ; they are clove-shaped, 4-parti te, fleshy, of a greenish-brown

colour, and about an inch long ; when placed in water they become coated

with mucilage and emit a sickly odour. The natives use them as well as

the juice of the fresh bark with honey as a demulcent in coughs* and

colds” (Dymock). "The fruit is also astringent and generally aromatic,

and is used in the form of a decoction to promote digestion” (S. Arjun,

Bomb. Drugs, 55). ...
Food.—The tree blossoms during the hot season, the seed ripening

about three or four months after (Roxb.). The Rev. A. Campbell says

the fruit is eaten by the Santals, and is also used medicinally, as are the

flowers. The fruit, known as khuni, is eaten in the Panjab ; it is also

eiven to cattle. The seeds are said to be more or less poisonous.
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The Papaya or Papaw.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood whitish, large; heartwood dull red,
sometimes claret-coloured, very dark in old trees, even-grained, beauti-
fully mottled, seasons well, very durable, moderately hard. Weight from

43 to 6olb a cubic foot. Mr. Gamble says that the specimens brought
by Dr. Wallich from Tavoy in 1828, and those brought from the Mishmi
Hills by Dr. Griffith in 1836, were found to be quite sound on being cut

up, though they had been stored in Calcutta for 50 years.

The wood is little used except for agricultural implements. Drury
says “ the cabinet-makers of Monghfr use the wood for boxes. It takes

a polish, is of a mahogany colour, well veined.
,,

It is being tried for

railway sleepers on the Eastern Bengal and Northern Bengal State Rail-

ways, but the results of the experiment are not yet known. Kurz remarks
that it is used in Burma for gun-stocks, house-posts, planking, carts, furni-

ture, and cabinet-work but is too heavy for such purposes. It stands
well under water and is much admired for axles. " It is frequently em-
ployed for wooden hoops, being very flexible

99 (Drury, U. PL). Beddome
says it is a favourite wood in some parts of the country for charcoal.

Domestic Uses.—The fibrous bark is used in Mysor as a slow-match
to ignite gunpowder (Cameron). In many parts of India it is also used in

the preparation of fusees for matchlocks. Brandis says these are prepared
by pounding, cleaning, drying, and twisting the fibre into a thin cord.

This fact might be taken advantage of in the manufacture of tinder. The
Indian-made fusees burn at the rate of 12 inches an hour. In Ganjam the

fibrous bark forms the scanty clothing of Byragis and other Hindus affect-

ing sanctity (Burnt. Gaz., /., 129). "The timber was formerly used for

making the drums of sepoy corps.” (Drury, U. PI.)

Careya herbacea, Roxb.; Fl. Br. Ind., II. , 5/0 / Wight, Ic., /. 557.

Vern.

—

Bhui dalim, Beng.; Chuwa, Nepal; Bhumi darintba. Sans.

References.

—

Brandis, For. Fl., 237 ; Kurz, For. Fl., I., 499; Gamble »

Man. Timb., T97.

Habitat.—A small undershrub with pink flowers which appear from
February to March. Common in the Taraf from Kumaon to the Khasia
fl ills and Chittagong. Also plentiful throughout the plains of Bengal,

Oudh, and the Central Provinces.

CARICA, Linn.; Gen. PI. , /., 815.

Carica Papaya, L.; FL Br. hid., II., 599; Passifloreje.

The Papaw or Papaya Tree.

Vern.—Pappaiyd, pepiyd, papeya , Beng. ; Papaya or papiya amba
,
pepiya

,

popaiyd 01 popaiyah, Hind, j Arandkharbuza or simply kharbuza (orCAs-
tor-oil-melon), Pb. ; Popdi, Duk.

; Papaya
,
Mar. and Cutch ; Papai,

Bomb.; Paputa,katha chibhado, Sind; Papia
,
papdyi, kath, chibda,

eranda kakdi
, Guj. ; Pappdyi, pappdli

,

Tam.; Bappayi or boppayi

,

madana-anapakaya, Tel. ; Perangi
, perinji

, Kan. ; Pappdya

,

Mal. ;

Thinbaw, thimbawthi, thimbaw, simbo-si. timbo-si
,
ptmoo-si, Burm.;

Aanabahe-hindt, amba-hindi, Arab., Pers. ; Peepol, papaw, Sing;
Kai-du-du, Cochin China.

References.— Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 736 ; Brandis, For. Fl., 244;
Kurz, For. Fl., Burm., $33; Gamble , Man. Timb., 207 / Dalz. & Gibs-,
Bom. Fl. Supp., 37 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 99; De Candolle, Ong. Cult. PL,
293 ; Pharm. Ind., 97; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 1598, 1720 ; Moodeen
Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Jnd 89; Waring, Bazar Med., 114 ; Dymock, Mat.

Med., W. Ind., 294, and 2nd Ed., 356 ; Kew Official Guide to Museums,
p. 70; Christy, New Commercial Plants, Parts ll. and VII.; Fleming, List

C. 581
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The Papaya or Papaw.

ofDrugs in Asiatic Researches; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 343; O’Shaugh-

nessy, Betig. Dispens., 3S2 ; Irvine
,
Med. Topog . Ajmir, 149; S. Arjun»

Bomb. Drugs, 60 ; Atkinson's Econ. Prod. Pt. V’, 77 ; Lisboa , £/. Pi. of
Bomb., 157 ; Drury. U. PI., 113; Tropical Agriculturist, 1882-83, pp. 775,
567; Balfour, Cyclop .; Smith, Diet., 311 ; Treasury of Botany, &c., &c.

Habitat.—A sub-herbaceous, almost branchless tree, commonly cultiva-
ted in gardens throughout India ; from Delhi to Ceylon. Fruits all the
year round, but the fruit is most luscious during the summer and when
cultivated in a hot moist climate : does not succeed well in the dryer parts
of India. DeCandolle believes it to be a native of the shores of the
Gulf of Mexico and of the West Indies and doubtfully of Brazil. All the
other species of the genus are unquestionably American. The non-Asiatic
origin of the Papaw is conclusively proved by its not having been known
before the discovery of America; by its having no Sanskrit name, and
by the modern Indian names being evidently derived from the American
word papaya

,

itself a corruption of the Carib ababai. Ainslie says it is a
native of both Indies, an opinion held by many propular writers, but not
supported by modern botanists. Atkinson regards it as introduced into

India by the Portuguese. Brandis tells us that its Burmese name,
thimbawthi

,

means fruit brought by sea-going vessels. In 1626, seeds
were sent from India to Naples, so that the tree must have been intro-

duced into India at an early date or shortly after the discovery of

America. It is generally dioecious, the female flowers sessile, and the
male on long peduncles. Sometimes, however it is monoecious or the
flowers even hermaphrodite.

Resin.—Exudes a white resin. (Kurz .)

Fibre.—Dr. Dymock recommends the fibre from the stem to be exa-
|

mined : he is of opinion that it is used in America and Africa.

Medicine.—The juice of the fruit (in all countries where the tree is found)
is regarded as medicinal. Ainslie writing of it in 1826 says :

“ The milky
juice of the unripe fruit is supposed by the natives of the Isle of France to

possess powerful anthelmintic properties, but 1 perceive by the Hoitus
Jamaicensis (Vol. II., 37) that in Jamaica it is reckoned as most injurious

to the intestines : the same fruit when ripe is excellent and whole-
some.” “ The anthelmintic properties of the milky

j
uice of the unripe friJit

were first noticed in the seventeenth century by Hernandez. The attention

of the medical profession was in India called to it in 1810 by Dr. Fleming
(Asiatic Researches, Volume XI), who cites an interesting passage from the

writings of M. Charpentier Cossigni in support of its alleged virtues. Fur-

ther confirmatory evidence has more recently been added by M. Bouton
(Med. Plants of Mauritius, 1857, p. 65), and it may justly be con-

cluded that the statements as to its efficacy as an anthelmintic are founded
on fact. The following mode of administration was employed by Dr..

Lemarchand, of Mauritius (quoted by Bouton), and it would be desirable

to adopt it in all future trials with this remedy. Take of the fresh Papaw
milk and honey, of each a table spoonful ; mix thoroughly

;
gradually add

three or four table-spoonfuls of boiling water, and when sufficiently cool

take the whole at a draught, following its administration two hours sub-

sequently by a dose of castor oil, to which a portion of lime-juice or vine-

gar may be added. This may be repeated two days successively if re-

quired. The above is a dose for an adult; half the quantity may be given

to children between seven and ten years of age, and a third, or a tea-

spoonful, to children under three years. If it cause griping, as it occasion-

ally does, enemas containing sugar have been found effectual in relieving

it. Taking the dose above named as correct, the statement of Sir

W. O’Shaugh nessy (Bengal Disp., p. 352) that he had prescribed the
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The Papaya or Papaw.

milky juice as an anthelmintic, in doses from 20 to 60 drops, without
obvious effect, is fully explained. It is principally effectual in the ex-
pulsion of lumbrici. On taenia it is reported to nave little effect. Anthel-
mintic virtues have also been assigned to the seeds, which have a pungent
taste, not unlike that of mustard or cress, but the evidence of their efficacy
is very inconclusive. A belief in their powerfully emmenagogue properties
prevails amongst all classes of women in Southern India; so much so,

that they assert that if a pregnant woman partake of them, even in

moderate quantities, abortion will be the probable result. This popular
belief is noticed in many of the reports received from India. In them
it is also stated that the milky juice of the plant is applied locally to the
os uteri with the view of inducing abortion *'

(Pharm. Ind. % pp. 97, 98).

The opinions so liberally contributed for this publication, by the
Indian medical officers (see below), give so much of personal experience
regarding the properties of this drug that it is scarcely necessary to ab-
stract an account of it from the publications usually consulted. The fol-

lowing passages may, however, be found useful.

A writer in the Ceylon Observer (30th July 1884) says; "Papain,**
papainum, or vegetable papsin, may be prepared from the juice of the
green fruit of Carica Papaya by adding alcohol, which precipitates pa-
pain. This precipitate is dried and powdered, and is then quite ready
fpr use. Brunton considers that, in its peptonising powers, it is superior
to the ordinary animal pepsin, and it has the additional advantage of
neither requiring the addition of an acid nor an alkali to convert the con-
tents of the stomach into peptone. It is extensively used both in France
and Germany, and has been given with good results even to children. It

is an invaluable remedy in the dyspepsia of those recovering from attacks
of cholera. No planter up country should have any difficulty in prepar-
ing it. It should be thoroughly dried in the sun on a hot plate and pre-
served in well-stoppered bottles. In France it is mixed with starch to pre-
serve it, and is often made up in the form of papain lozenges, * Drgies de
Papaine* of which two form a dose. The ‘ Syrop de Papaine * is also a
favourite form, as well as papain wine and papain elixir. The alcoholic
preparations of it are the most popular. This vegetable pepsin is said to
digest the tapeworm in the intestines, and the juice of the Carica Papaya
is a favourite domestic remedy for the expulsion of that worm in Brazil/*

The author of Makhzhan mentions it as a remedy for haemoptysis,
bleeding piles, and ulcers of the urinary passages ; it is also useful in dys-
pepsia

;
rubbing the milk in, two or three times, cures ringworm, or psoriasis

(Uyi), causing a copious serous exudation attended with itching. Evers
has employed the milk in splenic and hepatic enlargements with good
results ; a tea spoonful with an equal quantity of sugar divided into three
doses was administered daily. (Ind. Med. Gazette, Feb. 18751 Dymock,

Mat. Med.)

Leaves.

587

u Dr. Boucher, in conjunction with Dr. Wurtz, who has tried papaw
so successfully, has obtained good results with this drug in diphtheria. A
solution of 10 to 30 drops, applied as a paint, rapidly dissolved the false
membranes. A number of cases in the hospital for infants were cured
by this treatment.** (journal de Therapeutique.) "Physicians in Ger-
many, in cases of diphtheria, give papaine in doses of 4 to 5 grammes,
and paint the throat with a solution (no) with great success ** (Christy9

s

New Com . PL). The Rev. George Henslow reported to the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society that he had carefully tested the property of the leaves to
soften meat and found that it unquestionably did so, but that it imparted a
peculiar flavour to the meat. In Africa the odour emitted by the flowers is
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one or two grains with sugar or milk after meals should be given to adults.

A few drops of juice added to tough meat render it quite tender and fit

for immediate cooking. This is very desirable in the case of invalids.

Tincture of the juice does not keep well and is disagreeable to taste. A
syrup of the powder may be made if required for children and delicate

women** (Surgeon R. L . Dutt, M.D. , Pubna). “The milk-like juice of
the green or unripe fruit is a good digestive, and most efficacious in

dyspepsia. I have frequently prescribed it with marked success. The
ripe fruit is alterative, and if eaten regularly every morning, corrects

that habitual constipation so common in India. The dry fruit is said

to reduce enlarged spleen, but I administered it in several cases without
any apparent benefit. The leaves are reputed to promote the secre-

tion of milk. I tried this, and the result was not unfavourable, but I

think the good effect was chiefly owing to the maintenance of a uniform
heat. However, more experiments are necessary to decide the ques-
tion. The leaves should be gently bruised and heated in a pan and
applied warm to the breast. The dose of the milk-like juice is 30 drops,

mixed with water, two or three times a day. The juice must be fresh, as it

decomposes quickly, but it may be obtained by picking the green fruit on
the tree and collecting the white fluid in a glass” (R. A . Barker, M.D .

,

Civil Surgeon, Dttmka, Santal Parganas). “The ripe fruit is very
pleasant eating indeed. The leaves of this tree have the peculiar property

of making tough meat tender. If a fowl, recently killed, be wrapped up in

papya leaves for a couple of hours, and then cooked, it will be as tender

as if it had been hung for 24 hours. I have seen spleen grow smaller in

young persons who have been treated with the dried and salted fruit.

The juice called papaine has digestive ferment properties and will re-

move thickened skin, as in eczema and corns. It is also said to be a
certain remedy in cases of scorpion sting ” (Surgeon E'. Borill, Motihari,

Champaran). “ Fruit much eaten, and has an agreeable flavour ; used to

render meat tender; has the power of digesting and dissolving albumen ”

(Brigade Surgeon G. A. Watson, Allahabad). “ The fruit is good in chronic
diarrhoea

99
(Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Sahdranpur). “Papya juice

is used in dyspepsia as a vegetable substitute for pepsine” (Surgeon
R. Gray, Lahore). “It has the property of rendering meat tender and
of facilitating theproccss of cooking. It contains a vegetable peptinc and
can be used as pepsine ” (Brigade Surgeon J. H. Thornton , B.A., M.B.,
Monghir). “The juice has great solvent properties. If dropped on raw
meat, it dissolves it in a few minutes. The green fruit when boiled with
meat renders it tender. The green fruit is used as a vegetable. Is a
mild laxative and diuretic. The ripe fruit is cooling at first, but has a
laxative effect afterwards. The fresh

j
uice is rubefacient

M
(Surgeon D . Basu

,

Faridpur). “The juice of the green fruit is a reliable stomachic and is

slightly laxative. It should not be given to pregnant women, as it is em-
menagogue, and is occasionally used to produce criminal abortion. It

digests raw meat in a short time ” (Assistant Surgeon Devendro Nath Roy,
Campbell Medical School, Sealdah, Calcutta). “ Ripe fruit is laxative and
useful in piles. Milky juice of the unripe fruit is a medicine for ringworm 5

it has rubefacient properties. Hospital Assistant Gopal Chunder Gan-
guli reports that meat softens when boiled with the unripe fruit cut into
pieces ; it is also used in the form of curry by the natives ” (Surgeon Anund
Chunder Mukerji, Noakhally). “ A fowl or piece of meat rolled up in some
papya leaves soon becomes tender. The ripe fruit is pleasant and useful
m dyspepsia” (Surgeon G . Price, Shdhabad). “I have used the unripe
fruit in enlarged spleen but with little or no effect ” (Surgeon D. Picachy,
Purnia), “The milky juice of the unripe fruit is said to possess digestive
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properties” (P. W. B., Dacca), "The juice has the power of dissolving

coagulated albumen ” (Surgeon A. Crombie, Dacca). “ Anthelmintic. A
leg of mutton or a fowl left under a papaya tree for a night is said to be-

come quite tender” (Surgeon C. M. Russell, M.D., Sdran ). " The juice

is applied in psoriasis and other skin affections of a similar character
”

(Surgeon-Major W. Dyniock, Medical Store-keeper, Bombay)* " I he fresh

juice of the fruit of this plant has the power of digesting meat if it is kept at

about the temperature of the body. It is owing to this property that it has

been proposed as a drug in cases of dyspepsia. Thefruit is largely used by

the natives when ripe in cases of piles. I nave used it myself, but did not find

it beneficial ” (Surgeon Roderick Macleod, Gaya). " Introduced by me in

the treatment of enlarged spleen.— Vide Indian Medical Gazette for Feb-
ruary 1875, page 38” (Surgeon B. Evers, M.D. ,

Wardha). "The juice

is very effective in rendering meat soft, and an extract is very good for

digestion ; also considered useful in the treatment of round-worm ”
(Sur- ;

geon-Major J. M. Zorab, Balasor). "The milky juice of the unripe fruit
|

obtained by superficial scarification contains an active principle which is !

analogous to pepsine in its physiological property, and has the virtue of \

dissolving all azotised matter. Its action on muscular fibre is peculiarly

strong 5 hence it can be used in atonic dyspepsia. The unripe fruit is cook-
1

ed as a vegetable and the ripe fruit eaten as dessert has the same effect, and •

acts as a mild cbologogue and purgative ; hence its use amongst the natives
I

for piles, enlarged liver, and spleen. The active principle has been since !

separated by Mr. Wurtz, which he has termed papyaine (vide Braith-
waite’s Retrospect of Medicine, 1873,

—

my article on Papaya juice ” (Sur-
geon G . C. Roy , Birbhum). “The ripe fruit has laxative properties, and is

said to be useful in bleeding piles ” (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder
Bhatlacharji, Chanda , Central Provinces), " I have tried the juice of the

unripe fruit in many cases of enlarged spleen, but have not found it an
effective remedy. It was given in the form of a bolus with sugar in doses of a
drachm three tunes a day ”

(Surgeon S. H, Browne, Hoshangabad, Central
Provinces). "The unripe fruit possesses ccbolic properties, and is often

resorted to by natives to induce criminal abortion. The milky juice is

irritant and is applied for the same purpose to the os uteri ” (Surgeon-
MajorJ. McD. Houston , Travancore ; and John Gomes, Esq., Medical Store-
keeper, Trivandrum). "When taken internally it produces abortion”
(Surgeon W. A. Lee,Mangalur). “ Said to produce abortion. Fruit eaten ”

(Surgeon-Major J . J. L. Ratton , M.D. ,
Salem). "The unripe fruit,

made into a curry, is eaten by women to excite secretion of milk. It

also has the property of making meat of any kind tender when cooked
with it” (Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley , Chicacol, Ganjdm, Madras).
" Acts on the spleen ” (Surgeon W. A. Barren, Bhuj, Cutch). " Very use-
ful in cases of dyspepsia due to defective gastric secretion, well mixed with
raw minced-meat ” (Surgeon H. D. Masani, Kardchi). " The green fruit

when eaten brings on an immediate flow of milk. Ri
t
.e fruit is said to bring

on abortion, and if applied to tough meat makes it tender” (Surgeon-
Major Lionel Beech, Coconada). "The fresh fruit of this small tree in

South India is eaten to procure abortion ” (Surgeon-Major John North,
Bangalor). " Mature green fruit, sliced, dried, and powdered ; dose 5 to

20 grains for dyspepsia” (Apothecary Thomas Ward, Madanapalli, Cud-
dapah). “ The peculiarities of this fruit, and its effects as a solvent of meat,
require to be scientifically investigated” (Surgeon-General William
Robert Cornish, F.R.C.S. , C.I.E., Madras). "The juice is used externally
to prevent suppuration ” (Surgeon-Major D. R. Thomson, M.D., C.I.E.

,

Madras). "The bruised leaves applied as a poultice have an excellent
,

influence in reducing elephantoid growth. The inspissated juice of the
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fruit, in doses of 1 grain injected hypodermically, will remove the morbid
tissue within the area of its contact. Fever is occasionally excited as well
as local irritation, and hence this mode must be pursued carefully. I

have used the inspissated juice also in the form of pills in 2-grain to 4-
grain doses for the same disease. The result seemed favourable, but as
other methods were used the matter is open to doubt ” (Surgeon W. G.
King, M.B . , Madras). “ The leaves are used externally for nervous pains.
The leaf may be either dipped in hot water or warmed over a fire and
applied to the painful part ” (Surgeon-Major W. Nolan , M.D . , Bombay).
“ The seeds are considered to be anthelmintic ” (Surgeon-Major f. Robb,

Ahmedabad).

The above opinions show how widely and uniformly the properties of

the papaya are believed in by Native and even by European Medical
Officers.

Food.—When ripe the fruit attains the size of a small melon ; the

interior is soft, yellow, and sweetish; eaten by all classes and esteemed
innocent and wholesome. When green it is cooked by the natives in

their curries and also pickled. The ripe fruit has a flavour peculiar

to itself ; the better qualities are eaten without sugar, and by many
persons are ranked among the first of eastern fruits. By others the papaya
is eaten with pepper and salt. The seeds have a pleasantly pungent taste,

not unlike mustard; hence in all probability the idea occasionally

alluded to that this is the mustard tree of the scriptures. Lisboa says the

fruit has a sweetish taste and makes an excellent tart. When boiled in

slices it is eaten as a vegetable. Don says that in South America the

fruit after being boiled and mixed with lime juice and sugar is used in

place of apple sauce. Sloane remarks that the unripe fruit is cut into

slices and soaked in water till the milky juice is removed. It is then
boiled and eaten as turnips or baked as apples. A few drops of the milky
sap of the papaw is said to render meat tender. The author of the
Makhzan recommends that for this purpose the juice should be mixed with
fresh ginger. In Barbadoes the flesh of animals is reported to be hung
on the tree over night in order to soften it. This idea prevails all over India
and is doubtless often resorted to by domestic servants. Drury con-
firms this and states that he has personally tested the accuracy of the
popular notion. Dr. John Davy (Edin . Ph. /., 1855) declares that this is

due to accidental causes. According to some writers the best plan to soften

meat is to wrap it overnight in the papaw leaves, or to drop a little of the

fresh juice into the vessel in which the meat is being cooked. Brandis
mentions another process, namely, to wash meat with water impregnated
with the milky juice. It is even stated that meat is rendered tender
by causing the animals to eat the seeds before they are killed. The
best qualities of papaw are said to be obtained from Singapore and
Moulmain stock. “The green fruit, when peeled, boiled, cut into small
pieces, and served with sweet oil, vinegar, salt and pepper, serves as a
very palatable vegetable, and is very similar to squash in taste ” (Mr. L .

Liotard).

Structure of the Wood.—The stem of this fast-growing tree is too
spongy and fibrous to be regarded as affording timber. Gamble describes
it as soft wooded.

Domestic.—The juice is used by native ladies as a cosmetic to remove
freckles. It is also exceedingly acrid, causing blisters and itching if

applied to the skin (Treasury of Botany). “The leaves are employed
by the Negroes in washing linen as a substitute for soap” ( O’Shaugh-
ttessy).
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The Blistering Papaya of Brazil.
CARISSA
Carandas

Carica spinosa.

A branching tree met with in Guiana and Brazil, has a much more
acrid juice than the other species. If dropped on the skin it causes

disagreeable blisters. The fruit is not eaten, and its flowers have a
carrion-like odour. The juice enjoys a considerable reputation as a useful

drug in the treatment of enlarged spleen and as an anthelmintic.

The tree might with advantage be introduced into India.

MEDICINE.
Juice.

595

CARISSA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, II., 693.

A genus of densely-branched, spinous, erect shrubs, belonging to the

Apocynackje. There are some twenty species, African, Asiatic, and Australian.

Sir J. D. Hooker remarks of the five Indian species that they are pro-

bably mere forms of one or two very variable plants.

Leaves opposite, small, coriaceous. Flowers interminal or axillary, ped un-
cled, 3-chotomous cymes. Corolla-tuhe cylindrical, naked. A nthers included,

free from the stigma; cells rounded at the base. Disc none. Ovary 2-celIed, 2

wholly combined carpels. Style filiform, stigma minutely 2-fid. Ovules 1-4 in

each cell, berry ellipsoid or globose. Seeds usually 2, peltately attached to

thelseptum without a wing or pencil of hairs.

Carissa Carandas, linn. { Fl. Br. Ind., Ill, 630 Wight, Ic., t.

426 ; APOCYNACKiE.

Syn.—C. congesta, Wight, Ic., t. 1289 ; Bedel., Fl. Sylv., Man., 156, Anal.,

t. 19, fig. 6.

Vern.

—

Karaundd, karunda ,
or karonda, garinga, karrond, timukhia,

gotho, Hind. ; Kurumia, karamchd, bainchi, kairn/a, fair, Beng. ; Timu-

khia, N.-YV. P. ; Gotho , C. P.5 Kannda, kardndd, karwand

,

Bom.;
Karavanda , boronda , Mar.; Karamarda (the tier), timbarra 7, Guj.

,

Kendakeri, kerendo kuh, Uriya; Karamarda (the tiee), karamardaka

,

avinga (fruit), krishna-pakphula, Sans.; Kalaka, kalapa, Tam.; Kalivi
kaya, waaka, Tel.; Karekai, heg^atjige, Kan.

References.

—

Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.
, 231 ; As. Res. IV., 263 •

Brandis ,
For. Fl., 320 ; Kurz, For. FL Burrn., II., 169; Gamble, Man.

Timb., 26 j ; Data. & Gibs., Bom. PL, 143 ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL,
191 { Stewart, Pb. PI., J4T ; U. C. Dutt , Mat. Med. Hind., 303

;

Dymock, Mat. Med. IF. Ind., Ed. II. (507) ; Birdwood's Bom. Prod .

;

Atkinson's Eton. Piod., N.-W. P., Part V 80; McCann, Dyes and
Tans of Beng., 142 / Balfour, Cytlop. ; Smith, Die., 92; Treasury of
Botany ; Firminger, Man. Gard., 256.

Habitat.—A dichotomously-branched bush, cultivated for its fruit in

most parts of India; said to be wild in Oudh, Bengal, and South India.
In the Panjab and Gujarat it frequents hedges, and forms spiny, low,
dense bushes; is also found in Burma, Ceylon, and Malacca.

It flowers from February to April, and produces a small fruit which is

grape-green when young, while and pink when approaching maturity, and
nearly black when ripe. The fruit is ripe in July to August.

Dye.—Dr. McOann states that in Bhagalpur the fruit is used as an
auxiliary in dyeing and tanning. The milky fluid which exudes from the
wounded part of the fruit when gathered is very adhesive.

Medicine.—The unripe fruit is astringent, and the ripe fruit cooling,
acid, and useful in bilious complaints. The root has the reputation of
being a bitter stomachic. “ It is used as a plaster in the Concan to keep
off flies, and pounded with horsepiss, limejuice, and camphor as a remedy
for itch.” {Dymock.)

Special Opinions.—§
“

It is considered to be antiscorbutic and much
used in the form of curry and chutney by the natives” {Assistant Sur

•

geon Anund Chunder Mukerji, Noakhally), “Antiscorbutic, expectoi-
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ant” (Surgeon W. Barren
,
Bhuj , Cutch), “The juice is irritant and

capable of producing ulcers. The ripe fruit is a pleasant acid, goes well

with food, and has, I believe, antiscorbutic properties ” (Surgeon-Major

J. M. Zorab, Balasore
,
Orissa). “The decoction of the leaves is very

much used at the commencement of remittent fever ” (Surgeon-Major
P. N. Mukerji, Cuttack, Orissa).

Food.—The fruit is made into pickle just before it is ripe, and is also
employed in tarts and puddings; for these purposes it is superior to any
other Indian fruit (Firminger). When ripe it makes a very good jelly

(equal to red currant), for which it is cultivated in the gardens owned
by Europeans. The natives universally eat the fruit when ripe, and ex-
cepting pickling they do not cook it.

Structure of the Wood.—White, hard, smooth, close-grained.

Domestic Uses.—Makes exceedingly strong fences. Its number of

strong, sharp thorns, renders such hedges almost impassable. (Roxb.)

Carissa diffusa, Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 231; Syn. for C. spinarum,

A. DC., which see.

[c. macrophylla, Wall. ; Fl. Br. Ind., III., 631.

Syn.—Carissa lanceolata, Dalz.', C. Dalzellii, Bedd., Fl. Sylv., Man.,
rS7

•

References.—Dalz . & Gibs., Bom. Fl., 143 ; Lisboa, U. PI. of Bom., 166

.

Habitat.—A large shrub with very strong, curved thorns, common on
the Deccan peninsula; Coorg (Heyne)

;

Konkan at Ramghat (Dalzell)

;

Courtallum (Wight). The flowers are much larger than those of the

other species.

Food.—The fruit is eaten ; it is about the size of a plum and ripens

in May. Beddome says it is superior to that of C. Carandas.

C. spinarum, A. DC., Fl. Br. Ind., III., 631 1 Wight, Ic., t. 427.

Syn.—C. diffusa, Roxb.

The Flora of British India regards this species as probably only a state of
' C. Carandas, concurring in this opinion with Dr. Brandis. It is mainly
distinguished by its being a smaller plant, with shorter and more slender
spines, more acute leaves, and a smaller berry.

Var. hirsuta is more pubescent than the type condition. It is C. villosa,

Roxb., Ed., Carey and Wall., and also of Wight, Ic., t. 437—a form which
Roxburgh regarded as quite distinct from the others described by him
and of little economic value.

Vern.—Karaunda, Hind.; Gdn, garinda, garna, Pb. ; San karunda,
anka koli, Uriya; Karamadika, Sans.; Wakoilu, Tel.; Kanuwdn

,

Oraon.
References.—Roxb.,Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 231 ; Brandis, For. Fl., 321

;

Kurz
,
For. Fl. Burm., II., ( 169 ; Gamble

, Man. Timb., 261 • Thwaites

,

En. Ceylon PL, 191 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 142; Drury, U. Pl„ 116;
Baden Powell, Pb. Pl., 361, 376, 572; Birdwoodf

s Bom. Prod.; Bal-
four, Cyclop.; Dalz. & Gibs., Bom. FL SuppL, 53 ; Lisboa, Cl. Pl. of
Bom., 166.

Habitat.—A small, thorny, evergreen shrub, wild in most parts of

India, especially in the drier zones and in the plains of the Panjab, the
Sub-HimAlayan tract up to 4,000 feet, and in the Trans-Indus territory;

also on the coast of South Andaman (Kurz), and in the hotter parts of

Ceylon. Birdwood views it as introduced into Bombay and not indigen-

ous. Roxburgh says it is a native of the Ganjam district and from
thence northward to the mouth of the Hugli (C. diffusa).
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Medicine.—This plant is mentioned by Baden Powell amongst his

drugs of the Panjdb, but its supposed properties are not stated.

“ A Kangra authority remarks that the very old wood gets quite black

and fragrant, and is sold at a high price as aggar or ud-hindi
,
an officinal

wood generally referred to Alcexylon Agallochum (=Aquilaria Agallocha)

which is given as a tonic and cholagogue” (Dr. Stewart).

Food.—The fruit is eaten in tarts. The leaves are greedily devoured
by goats and sheep.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, smooth, close-grained, said when very

old (in Kangra) to be black and fragrant (Brandis). It is generally

gregarious, often forming undergrowth in the forests of Pinus longifolia,

of bamboo, and occasionally of teak. It is used for turning and combs.

Domestic Uses. —Largely used for dry fences, but spreads so rapidly

where clearances have been made that it may impede the reproduction

and growth of the forest. It coppices freely and makes excellent fuel.

CARMINE.
Carmine and Carminic Acid.

Carmin, Fr.

;

Karmin, Germ.

;

Carminio, It.

References.

—

Balfour’s Cyclopad.; Ure’s Dictionary of Arts, Manuf , and
Mines.

A pigment of a bright red colour, made from cochineal and alumina
or bichloride of tin. This is prepared by throwing into a decoction of
cochineal a certain proportion of the base employed. A salt is produced
which is allowed to precipitate in shallow basins. The colourless liquid is

decanted and the powder carmine dried and preserved. By the old Ger-
man process carmine is prepared with alum.

The uses of Carmine have recently been greatly extended. It is em-
ployed for making fine red inks and for silk-dyeing. It is the finest red
the water-painter, and more especially the miniature painter, possesses.
The French carmine and rouge is preferred to the English. See Cochineal.

Carnation. See Clove.

CARNELIAN.
The Carnelian and the Agate are, perhaps, the best known members

of what for convenience may be generically designated the Chalcedony
group of quartzose Minerals. Quartz is the natural silicic anhydride,
but hydrated silica also exists. This has led to the classification of the
quartzose minerals into

—

ist—Transparent Crystallised Quartz or Anhydrous Quartz, as repre-
sented by the Rock Crystals. These, when violet, are known as the
Amethyst, and when yellow or sherry-coloured as the Cairngorm, but nu-
merous intermediate shades also exist from red to black.

2nd— Uncrystallised or Crypto-Crystalline Anhydrous Quartz.—This
corresponds to the Chalcedony series, but by most writers this is also made
to include Jasper, an opaque rock of undefined nature rather than a defi-
nite mineral. The term Agate is sometimes given generically to denomi-
nate this series, or Agate and Chalcedony are used as synonymous terms.

3rd— Uncrystalline Semi-transparent to Opaque Hydrated Quartz.—
The Opal may be given as the type of this group.

C» 614
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QUARTZ.

EXPORTS.
615

The quartzose stones referrible to the above sections are extensively
used in India for ornamental purposes, in the lapidaries’ art, in decora-
tive architecture, and in the manufacture of cheap jewellery. They are
popularly assigned a position with the "inferior gems”—the diamond,
ruby, sapphire, emerald, pearl, &c., being classed as the "gems ” or "pre-
cious stones and gems.” Some of the better qualities of opal have assigned
to them, however, a position with the gems, and indeed a bright colour-

flashing opal is one of the prettiest of all stones. The quartzose minerals
were apparently not known to the ancients, and when first brought to

their attention obtained fabulous prices. Pliny mentions that fragments
of a small Cambay cup were exhibited in the theatre of Nero, " as if,” adds
Pliny, " they had been the ashes of no less than Alexander the Great
himself.” Balfour remarks with much truth that "amongst the people
of India the inferior gems are held in but little esteem 5 they value a gem
for its intrinsic price, not for the workman’s skill expended in shaping it,

in which the chief value of all the inferior gems consists.” While this is

so the trade in these inferior gems, both internal and foreign, is far more
extensive than it is possible, with our present means of determining,
to definitely express. Indeed, the utmost that can be done in this direc-

tion, is to remind the reader of the elaborate decorations of the Taj
Mahal of Agra and of the other similar memorials of the Moghul Empire,
in order to convey an idea of the extent the art of lapidary decoration pre-

vailed during that period, and to add that there is little to justify the con-
clusion that it has materially diminished during the present day. It has
become more diffused, with the result that the art of the dealer and worker
in stones is now plied ir every town and village of India. His efforts are
directed to humbler objects, but his skill has in no wise diminished. Cam-
bay and Broach hold their own as great emporiums of carefully-prepared
carbuncles, carnelians, and agate cups, Vellum is still famed for its manu-
factures in rock crystals, and Jabalpur for its cheap lapidary work, while
Rajputana and the Panjab have an increased rather than a diminished
industry in ornamental stones. The following facts regarding the extent
of the foreign trade in certain of the inferior gems will convey some idea
of the Indian lapidary industry. Chalcedonic stones are in Burma
known under the generic name of ma-hu-ya.

Exports from India of Inferior Gems.—Under the heading
Jade-stone Burma is said to have exported, since the beginning of the
present decade, the following quantities and values :

—

Years. Quantity. Value.

cwt. a

1880-

81 .

1881-

82 .

1882-

83 • •

1883-

84 . .

1

884-

85 • .

1885-

86 .

1886-

87 . •

3,37 *

7,788
4,159
3,849
3,738
3,842
2,890

8,03,890
23,01,800

9.00.

900
8,12,960
5,60*050

5.00.

050
5,61,000

Total • • 29,637
|

64,40,650

Thus, during the past seven years, British Burma has exported over
half a million of pounds sterling worth of jade, an amount which has gone
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exclusively to China and the Straits Settlements. This does not of course EXPORTS,

include the exports from the mines (in Mogoung district) by land to

Yunan and China. Dr. Anderson, for example, in his Journey to Yunan,
describes the very important industry in jade at Momein, where the stone

is worked into ornaments. The Administration Reports of British Burma,
which deal exclusively with that portion of the trade in jade which comes
down the Irrawaddy to Rangoon, allude to jade as one of the standard arti-

cles of export trade from that province. It is shown, for example, that of the

total trade in 1881-82, rice represented 82*08 per cent, of the exports, teak

wood 7*64 per cent., cutch 2*56 per cent., and jade-stone 3*51 per cent.

From the table given above it will be seen that the exports of jade during
that year were exceptionally high, but it may safely be added that jade still

holds a position as the fourth or fifth most Important article of export from
Burma, and that, with the extension of the British frontier, the trade in

jade, in rock crystals, and in the nobler gems may in the future be con-

siderably extended. The exceptional development of the trade in 1881-82

was due to the discovery of a new mine and the decrease that followed

accounted for by the jade thus sent into the market having proved much
inferior to the stone usually exported.

An inferior quality of jade-stone is also found at Mirzapur, and a
very considerable trans-frontier trade is done in the Panjab in Kara-
kash jade from Turkistan, and in jade and imitations of jade or false

jade from Kashmir. (See on a further page, under Acjate, variety

plasma .)

We have alluded to jade in the present connection, not from an
established belief that it belo.igs to the quartzose group of minerals,
with which we are at present dealing, but because it is one of the so-called

inferior gems. The chalcedony and rock crystal gems, however, are
even as extensively employed in India as jade-stone, yet it has been found
difficult to furnish definite facts regarding the extent of the internal and
foreign trade in these. Perhaps the most interesting of the early ac-
counts of the Cambay trade and industry in “ Cambay stones ” and
Rajpfpla Carnelians was written in 1787 by an explorer—Dr. T. Hove

—

who has not obtained from the writers of the past hundred years the high
position which his botanical, zoological, and geological researches in

Bombay merit. Dr. Hove states that while he was in Cambay a very
considerable trade existed with Europe and Arabia in seal-shaped stones,

and with China in pearl-shaped stone, as large as a pistol ball.

From Milburirs Oriental Commerce we learn that the sales, during
the Honourable East India Company’s time, fluctuated as much as they do
at the present day. The average is now, however, much higher than
during the first few years of the present century.

The following figures give some idea of the trade :

—

The exports were valued in—

R
1804 at • ••••••« 49,140
1808 at 54,240

Passing over 70 years they were in

1874 valued at 84,370

1878 at •«••••.. ^0,97®

but the returns for the five years ending 1878 show
an average of 70,000

c. 6x5
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CARNELIAN. The Rock Crystal.

We must now describe, as briefly as possible, the principal quartzose
inferior gems

ROCK
CRYSTAL.

6l6

1st.—ROCK CRYSTAL; Mallet, Mineralogy, 62,

Vern•

—

Bilaur, Hind,; Thatak, GujraTi ; Tansala (smoky Cairngorm),
Pb. The Burmese name for an Amethyst signifies “ egg-plant. Sapphire.”

References.—Ball's Eron. Geol., 502 ; Balfour, Cycl . of India; Bomb.
Gae.y VI . , 201 ; Mason's Burma (rS’no), p. 579 ; Calcutta Jour. Nat.
Hist., II.; Madras Jour., Lt. and Sci., XII., 172 ; Mysore Gaz., I., 20;
Central Prov. Gaz., 506 ; Oldham, Jour. As. Soc., Beng., XXIII., 27 T.

Character op.—When pure this mineral consists chiefly of silicic acid

;

it is an oxide of the carbon-silicon group. Ihe differently-coloured forms
of rock-crystal owe their tints to the presence of small quantities of

foreign minerals. These coloured crystals are known by various names
such as the Amethyst, Cairngorm, Rose-quartz, Pellucid-quartz, False-to-

paz or Citrine, Smoky-quartz, Milky-quartz, Prase, Aventurine-quartz,
&c.

Colouring of.

—

Artificially, all these and many other shades are, how-
ever, produced, so that a tinted crystal may be passed off on the ignorant
as a ruby, topaz, amethyst, emerald, or sapphire. The following account
of the processes adopted to colour rock crystals is reproduced from
Dr. Balfour’s Cyclopaedia of India :

—“ If made red-hot, and plunged re-

peatedly ‘nto a tincture of cochineal, it becomes a ruby; if into a tinc-

ture of red sandal, it takes a deeper red tint; into tincture of saffron, a yel-

low, like the topaz ; into a tincture of turncsol, a yellow like the topaz; in-

to a mixture of tincture of turncsol and saffron it becomes an imitation of

the emerald.” Crystals coloured red are known in France as rubaces
or false rubies.

Provinces where met with.—Rock Crystals are very abundantly met
with in South India, as, for example, at Vellum in Tanjore, in the Godavery
basin, and at Hyderabad. In the Bombay Presidency they are found at

Tankara in Morvi. Blocks from one to twenty pounds are found as clear as
glass and capable of taking a high polish (rock crystals are also imported
into Cambay from Ceylon and China). They are by no means uncom-
mon at Sambalpur in the Central Provinces. Agates and quartz in great
beauty and variety have been reported from the Rajmahal hills in Bengal.
In the Panjab they are met with in the Gurgaon, Bannu, Sh&hpur, and
Jhilam districts, and in Kashmir crystals of a large size have been found.
In Burma the Shans are known to pass off coloured crystals as rubies ;

large crystals are found in their country. Milky-quartz occurs in

Mergui.

Economic Uses and Manufactures of. —The lapidaries of Vellum
have the reputation of being skilled as workers in the different varieties of

rock crystal—both in the crystals found in the district and the cairngorms
brought from Coimbatore. They manufacture brooch-stones cut in the bril-

liant, rose and other patterns, also watch-glasses and lenses. In Hyderabad
the amethysts found in the Nizam’s Territory are cut into beads and ring

stones, the value being about the same as garnets. The crystals oi Sam-
balpur are not worked and they have accordingly no local value. At the

loot of the Delhi palace a number of vases, pitchers, drinking cups, &c.,

cut in transparent quartz, were found. These are supposed to have been
cut out of large crystals found at the Arvali quartzites in the neighbour-

hood. The Shans of Upper Burma are said to be experts at making imi-

tation gems from rock crystals.

C. 616
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The Agate. CARNELIAN.

2nd.—AGATE; Mallet, Mineralogy, 70.

The name Agate is supposed to be derived from the achates (a\a.Tfxi)

river in Sicily, or from akik

,

a river, in Arabic. Agate Ft

.

; Achat, Germ. ;

Akik, Arab ; Yamni,
Hind, (agate) ; Chahnak (a flint). Hind. ; Manka

,

Hind, (cut agates and beads brought from Kandahar); Asshar, Hind.
(Silica); Pathanni, Hind, (blood-stone).

They are commonly known to Europeans as Cambay stones or Goda-
very pebbles.

References.—Hamilton , Capt. (/£?/), New account of the East Indies*
I., 143 ; Hove, Dr. {1787), Explorations in Bombay ; Sel. Fee.

, Bomb •

Govt., X VI., pp. 49 to 57 ; Kennedy, Dr. ( 1826), Trans. Med. & Phys. Soc.,

Calc., III., 42S; Wallace, Major (1854), Sel. Fee., Govt., ' Bomb.,
XXIII., 260; Todf

s 7'ravels ; Campbell, 7. M., Bomb. Gas., III., 13; IV.,

22; VI., pp. 199 to 208, & XXIII., 6r ; Mason, Fev. 7\ (1850), Prod-
Burma, p. t8 ; Wynne, A. B. {1878), Mem. Geol., S. I., XIV., 2f>8 ;

Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 97; Campbell, Capt. (1842), Cal. Jour., Nat.
Hist., II., 282 ; Newbold, Jour. Foy. As. Hoc., IX., 38 • Congreve, Mad.
Jour., Lit. andSci., XXII., 237 ; Asiatic Fes., X VIII.,pt. /., 106 ; Blanfoid,
H. F., Mem . Geol. S. I., IV., 217 ; Foote & King, Mein. Geol. S. I., 370 ;

Ball, Ei on. Geol., III., 503; Balfour, Cycl. lnd., 40, 285 ; Ure, Dut.
Arts, Man., &c 1., 36 ; Encyclop. Brit., I., 277 ; Dana's Mineralogy.

Sources.—Indian Agates are mainly obtained from the mines of Rewa
Kantha in the Bombay Presidency, but they exist aKo in Bengal in the

Rajmahdl and Singbhum districts, in Hyderabad, and in the Central
Provinces at Jabulpur.

Mr. Campbell thus writes of the Bombay Agates :
—“ Four Agates—the

common, the moss, the Kapadvanj, and the veined—rank next to the Raj-
pipla Carnclian. The common Agate is of two kinds—a white half clear

stone called dola or cheshatnddr, and a cloudy or streaked stone "ailed
j

junto. The colour varies, but is generally a greyish white. Both kind;

come from north-east Kdthiawar, near Mahedpur in Morvi, three miles I

from Tankara. Of the stones which lie in massive blocks near the sur- i

AGATE.
617

face, the most perfect do not exceed five pounds in weight, while those
of inferior quality, in many cases cracked, weigh as much as sixty

pounds. These stones are brought to the Cambay dealers by nu rchants,

who, paying a royalty to the Morvi Cliicf, hire labourers, generally Kolis,

to gather them. When worked up, the common agate is a greyish white,
and being hard, brittle, and massive, it takes a high polish.*’

“ Like the common agate the moss agaie, sua bhdji, comes from Bud
Kotra, three miles from Tankara in Morvi. Found in the plain about
two feet under the surface, in massive layers, often cracked, and from half

a pound to forty pounds in weight ; they are gathered in the same way as
the common agate. When worked up they take a fine polish, showing,
on a base of crystals, sometimes clear, sometimes clouded, tracings as of

dark-green or red-brown moss.’*

“Besides, from the town of Kapadvanj la Kaira, where, as its name
shows, the Kapadvanj agate is chiefly found, this stone is brought from
the bed of the river Majam, between the villages of Amhy&ra and Mand-
va, about 15 miles from Kapadvanj. It is found on the banks and in

the beds of rivers, in round, kidney and almond shaped balls, from half a
pound to ten pounds in weight?’ “ The trade names for the chief

varieties are khdriyu
, dgiyu, and rdtadin .”

“The most valued Cambay agate, the veined agate, dorddar, comes
from Ranpur in Ahmedabad. Found near the surface, in pebbles of

various shades not more than half a pound in weight; they are gathered
in the same way as moss agates, and when worked up take a high polish.

C. 617
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:ARNELIAN. The Agate.

AGATE. showing either a dark ground with white streaks, or dark veins on a light

black ground.”
Character of.—Agates are concretionary masses or nodules, which

occur usually in hollows or veins in volcanic rocks. When cut across the
sections show layers. M The colour markings are often in concentric
rings of varying forms and intensity, or in straight parallel layers or
bands. The colours are chiefly grey, white, yellow or brownish red.”
The composition of most of the forms of agate and carnelian is from 70
to 96 per cent, of silica, with varying proportions of alumina, coloured by
oxide of iron or manganese.

Colouring of.—When the colours are indistinct or not deep enough
they arc readily intensified by artificial means. Ure says :

“ By boiling the
colourless stone in oil, and afterwards in sulphuric acid, the oil is absorbed
by the more porous layers of the stone; it subsequently becomes carbo-
nised, and thus the contrast of the various colours is heightened. The
red varieties, also, are artificially produced by boiling them in a solution

of proto-sulphate of iron ; after which, upon exposing the stones to heat,

peroxide of iron is formed, and thus red bands or rings of varying inten-

sities are produced. Carnclians are thus very commonly formed, the

colouring matter of the true stone being a peroxide of iron.”

In the concluding account of the carnelian a few extracts from Indian
writers will be found as to the methods adopted in this country to colour
agates and carnelians.

Forms of. —Some difference of opinion prevails amongst writers as to
the stones which should be treated as forms of agate. The following are

those most frequently described as such (separating the Carnelian by
itself) :

—

I. “ Mocha stones
,
originally brought from the East, are clear greyish

chalcedonies, with clouds and dashes of rich brown of various shades.
They probably owe their colour chiefly to art.” Mocha stones arc found in

Dekkan traps. Irving (Med . Top . of Ajmere) mentions them as found in

the bed of the Chambal.

2.

“ Moss agates are such as contain arborisations or dendrites of oxide
of iron, some of which seem to be putrefactions of real vegetable forms.”

Summers {Sel. Rec Bomb . Govt., IV., 28) specially mentions these
stones as met with at the village of Khijaria, and Newbold records moss
agates as found in the beds of the Godavery, Kistna, and Bhima rivers.

3. “ Bloodstone is a dark green agate containing bright red spots like

blood drops.

4. “ Plasma ,
a grass-green stone, found engraved in ruin c at Rome, on

the Schwartzwald, and on Mount Olympus, appears to be chalcedony
coloured with chloride.” According to some writers the false jade sold
in Upper India has its nearest affinity to plastna. It is found at Kanda-
hdr and is brought down the Indus on rafts floated with inflated skins to
Attock. It is then conveyed to Bhera, where it is extensively employed
by the lapidary cutlers. Plasma has been reported as found in the
Nizam’s territory south to the Bhima river, and Dr. Voysey mentions a
form of plasma as seen in the Dekkan trap of the Sawilgarh hills.

5. “ Chrysobrase
,
found in Silesia, is an agate coloured apple-green

by oxide of nickel.”

6. The Scotch Pebble or Fortification agate .—This is a form known
chiefly by its zigzag pattern.

Uses of.—Agates are much used for ornamental and decorative pur-
poses. These are made into brooches, rings, seals, and cups, knive handles,
sword hilts, beads, smelling-bottles, snuff-boxes, paper-weights, buttons,
paper-cutters, &c., &c. They were in India formerly much used for inlay-
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The Carnelian. CARNELIAN*

ing in marble and to a certain extent are so employed at Agra and
other places, where marble plates, boxes, &c., are made. Agates are also

used for burnishing gold and silver and by the book-binders ; they are

made into the finer mortars used by the chemist, as well as employed for

the pivots of chemical balances, &c.
Some doubt seems still to exist as to the material of which the murr-

hine cup which Nero paid £56,000 for was made. Professor Muller
seems to be of opinion that it was flourspar, but Ball very properly com-
ments upon this opinion : ‘if it was obtained at Ujein or Ouzein, or any
other locality within the trappean area, it was almost certain to have been

one of the chalcedonic minerals, viz., carnelian or agate. Flour spar is

not known to occur in the trap .’
99

3rd—CARNELIAN (from Caro-nis, flesh, in allusion to the colour); CARNELIAN.
Mallet, Mineralogy , 72. 618

Cornaline, Fr.

;

Karneol, Germ .; Cornalina, It.

Vern.—Sang-i-dkik, Hind. & Pb. j
Ghori (white and red Carnelians from

Kandahar), Pb. ; Qhdr, >n its uncut state, and Akik when worked up, in

Gujarati. One of its Burmese names, according to Mason, is Kyat-

thwe . or fowl’s blood. Sard is the name generally given to deepied car-

nehans.

References.

—

Ball, Econ. Geol.,sofi ; Balfour, Cycl., /., 555 & 383 ; EncycL
Brit.y i., 277,- Ure's Diit ., Arts, frc., 1., 636 ; Baden Powell, Pb. /'rod.,

97 ; Copeland, Bomb. Researches ; Thomson, Mad. Jour., Lit. and Sci.,

V., lf>l.

Mr. J. M. Campbell, in his Gazetteer of the Cambay States, gives an
instructive account of the history and present position of the industry in

agates and carnelians. Space cannot be afforded to do more than to single

out, in the following remarks, the prominent features of that trade; th

reader is referred tor further information to Volume VI. of the Bombay
Gazetteer. The works and Journals referred to under Agate may also

be consulted.

Characters of.—Dana defines the carnelian as a reddish variety of

chalcedony, generally of a clear bright tint, but it is sometimes of a yellow

or brown colour, passing into common chalcedony through greyish red.

White carnelians also occur and are prized, but they are rare.

Source.— Ihc principal source of Carnelians are the mines of Rdtan-
pur in the Rajpipla State, about 14 miles of Broach. Agates come
mainly from Rewakantha, Kapadvanj, and Sukultirth on the Nerbadda,
and from Rajkot in Kathiawar. Carnelians are also found in Burma,
Mergui, and abundantly so in Japan.

Artificial colouring of Agates into Carnelians.—While col-

lecting the pebbles the miners divide them into two primary classes

—

those that are not improved in colour by burning, and those that are.

Of the former there are three chief varieties : (1) the Onyx, known as mora
or bawa ghori ; the Cat’s-eye, cheshamddr or dola ; and (3) a yellow

half clear pebble called rori or lasania. All other stones are baked to

bring out their colour. “ During the hot season, generally in March and
April, the stones are spread in the sun in an open field. Then in May,
a trench, two feet deep by three w'idc, is dug round the field. The pebbles

are gathered into earthen pots, which, with their mouths down and a hole

broken in their bottoms, are set in a row in the trench. Round the pots

goat or cowdung cakes are piled, and the whole is kept burning from sun-
set to sunrise. Then the pots are taken out, the stones examined, and
the good ones stowed in bags. About the end of May, the bags are
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ARNELIAN. The Onyx and the Jasper.

ARNELIAN, carried to the Nerbadda and floated to Broach. Here they are shipped
in large vessels for Cambay, and are offered for sale to the Carnefian
dealers.
u By exposure to the sun and fire, among browns the light shades

brighten into white, and the darker deepen into chestnut. Of yellows,

maize gains a rosy tint, orange is intensified into red, and an intermedi-
ate shade of yellow becomes pinkish purple. Pebbles in which cloudy
browns and yellows were at first mixed are now marked by clear bands of

white and red. The hue of the red carnelian varies from the palest flesh

to the deepest blood red. The best are a deep clear and even red, free

from cracks, flaws, or veins. The larger and thicker the stone, the more
it is esteemed. White carnelians are scarce. When large, thick, even
coloured, and free from flaws, they are valuable

;
yellow and variegated

stones are worth little.”

IJsks of.—Carnelians are extensively used for seals. Many of the
antique gems are engraved on carnelian.

ONYX.
619

4th—ONYX; Mallet, Mineralogy, 73.

Onyx, onice, Fr . / Onyx, Germ, ; Onique, Sp.

References.

—

hall's Econ . Geo]., $03; Mason's Burma, 581 ; B. Heyne,
Indian Tracts, p. 26$ ; Newbold. Jour. Royal Asiatic Soc. t IX., 37.

The Onyx resembles the agate very closely, differing only in the fact

that the colours are arranged in flat horizontal planes. Tins stone was
once highly esteemed. A form of it, known as the Onicolo

,

is still used,

although not so extensively as formerly, for Cameos. The surface colour

of the Onicolo is bluish white and the underlying layer of a deep brown.
This brown layer in the Cameo is made to form the ground, the figure

being cut in the white. Sard-Onyx is Onyx with stripes of sard or deep
red carnelian. Irvine, in his Topography of Ajmere , alludes to onyx as

found in Rajputana. Mason says : “The Onyx is often seen in Burma,
but the localities whence it comes are not known.” This mineral has, how-
ever, been recorded as found in the Dckkan traps of the Godavery, Kistna,

and Bhima, and also near Hyderabad.
Uses of.—Onyx is employed lor brooches, signets, rings, seals, studs,

and such like articles.

JASPER.

620
5th—JASPER; Mallet, Mineralogy , 76 .

Jaspe, Fr.; Jaspiss, Germ. & Dutch ; Diaspko, It. ; Jaschma,
Fuss.

References.—Mason's Burma ,
$tii ; Ball, Econ . Geol . , 505.

As already stated this stone has been referred to the present position

more as a matter of convenience than of scientific classification. It is

a quartzose mineral of a red or yellow colour. The former occurs among
the Cambay stones from the Dekkan, and the latter is found in Tenas-
serim. A soft green jasper and also a striped Jasper are found in Burma,
and known as na-ga-thiDay (? naga the dragon, and thwe blood). Mason
says: “Jasper is regarded as a variety of quartz, and is not uncommon.
I have met with yellow jasper on the Tenasserim, and red jasper on the

Toungoo Mountains.” Jasper is abundant in the transition rocks of

Kadapah; ribbon jasper is said by Mr. Foote to be largely produced in

the Sandur hills in Bellary. Bright red jasper is also reported to be
abundant in the transition rocks of the Narbada and Sone Valleys.

Nodules of jasper are also common in conglomerate rocks.
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The Opal and the Cat’s-Eye. CARNELIAN.

Uses of.

—

Sometimes employed for seals.

The helietrope is by most writers treated as a form of jaspcr.but by
some it is regarded as a form of bloodstone (see under Agate No. 617).

It may almost be said in general appearance to differ from green jasper

merely in being spotted or streaked.

6th—OPAL ; Mallet, Mineralogy, So.

Opalf., Ft.; Opal, Germ.; Opalo, It.; Dhudid pathar,
Hind.

Chalcedony and Opal are sometimes known as Gomed
sannibh ,

Hind.

This is a compact uncrystalline semi-transparent to opaque hydrated

silica. When of milky-white colour, opalescent, and exhibiting a rich

play of colours, it is the Noble Opal. When not opalescent it is the

Common Opal. The former arc obtained chiefly from Hungary and
Mexico, and the latter are fairly abundant in the Dekkan trap rocks. While
this is so the first mention of the Noble Opal describes it as having come
from the Indus. Colonel Sikes mentions opals as found at Poona, and
Captain Newbold refers to those found on the plains of Bejapore and
Sitabaldi.

On being first dug out of the earth opal is said to be soft, and to harden
and diminish in bulk on being exposed to the atmosphere.

yth—CAT'S-EYES ; Mallet, Mineralogy , 69.

This stone is perhaps closely allied to Onyx ; but by some writers it is

placed nearer rock crystal. It is a translucent quartz, presenting a pecu-
liar opalescent reflection, said to be due to the presence of asbestos. It

is called cat’s-eyc from the resemblance it bears to the eye of a cat an
idea which the Burmans have also accepted, their name for the stone,

kyottng,
meaning cat. Mason says: “The stones are common and

cheap, but the Burmese localities where they are found are not known.”
A stone collected at various localities on the Malabar Coast is generally
accepted as a form of cat*s-cycs. They are sent from Cambay to Bom-
bay, thence to Persia and Arabia, and are best known in India under the
name ol Chush-Maidar or Lasniyan. Laliasanid is the name given to pecu-
liar green coloured cat’s-cycs that are said to “ have reflecting powers
like those of the looking-glass ”

(Raja Sourindro Mohun Tagore). Rori
and Lussunidarc names given to a much valued pebble, found scantily with
catVeyes in the Rajpfpla mines of Bombay (Select. Records, Bomb.. New
Series, No. IV., 31).

Lapidaries’ Art.

It is not proposed to deal with this subject in the present article, it

having been deemed desirable to give in one place under “Lapidary”
an abstract of all that is known regarding this industry, not merely as
practised with the inferior gems but with all gems and ornamental stones.
For convenience the reader may, however, be referred to the following
works which deal more immediately with the cutting, &c., of the inferior
gems :

—

Bom. Gaz ., VI., 201 ; Hoey
,
Trade and Manuf. of Northern India

,

pp. 54 and 119 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Manuf., 192 ; Kipling, Cat. Cal. Intern.
Exit., Pb. Section

, 28 j Burma Admin . Rep., 1882-83, p. 64; Ilendley

,

Indian Art Journ., Part 2, 28.

HELIETROPE.

CAT’S-EYES.
622

The above account of the inferior gems was in type before the writer
received Mr. Mallet’s Vol. IV. of the “Manual of Geology of India.”
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CARPETS AND RUGS. Carpets*

CAT'S EYES. He has therefore been unable to do more than give references to Mr. Mal-
let’s account of these minerals, but the reader is referred to that work for

fuller particulars.

See “Carbuncle,” “ Dlamond,” “ Jade,” “ Garnet,” " Lapidary,”
“ Precious Stones,” and Ruby.”

Carob tree* See Ceratonia Siliqua, Linn / Leguminos.®.

623

(21

DYE.

625

626

CAROXYLON, Thumb

.

; Gen. PL, III., 71.

Caroxylon fcetidum, Moq. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 18; Chenopodiacb®.

Syn. for Salsolafcetida, Del., which sec; also under Camel Fodder, 39.

C. Griffithii, Moq.; DC. Prodr., XIII., 2, 173.

An Afghanistan plant, supposed by Stewart and several other writers to

be the botanical name for the Sind and Panjab land, from which Khdr-sajji
is made. This is Haloxylon recurvum, Bunge, ortheSalsola lana, Stocks:
FI. Br. Ind., V., 75. See also under Camel Fodder 21, and Haloxylon
recurvum. Correct the mistake of Caroxylon Griffithii into Haloxylon
recurvum in BARILLA, B. 163.

CARPESIUM, Linn.; Gen. PL, II., 336.

Carpesium abrotanoides, Linn., FI. Br. Ind., III., 301

;

Composite.

Syn.—Carpesium racemosum, Wall.

Vern.

—

Woliangil, Kashmir; Hukmandds, Pu.

Reference.

—

Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 357.

Habitat.—A stout herb, met with abundantly in Kashmir, extending
along the Himalaya to Sikkim; altitude 5,000 to 10,000 feet. Some of

the specimens so named by Wallich belong to Rhynchospermum verti-

cillatum, Reinw., a plant which extends to the Khasia Hills and Burma,
descending to lower altitudes than Carpesium.

Dye.—Largely used in Kashmir as a yellow dye for silk. This dye-stuff

is quite unknown outside Kashmir. It is described by Vigne and Stewart
and by the Flora of British India, iii., 301. It is unknown to the dyers
in the plains of India, and has never been experimented with in Europe.
Specimens of the plant and of the dye-stull are very much required, as
well as definite information as to the method of extracting the dye.

Medicine.—Mr. Honigberger says that the plant is also used medi-
cinally in the Panjab. The plant is common at Simla, but its properties

are quite unknown to the hill people.

CARPETS.
Carpets and Rugs.

Tapis, Fr.

;

Teppiche, Germ.; Tapyten, Dutch; Tappeti,
It.; Tapetes, alfombras, alcitifas, Sp.

;

Kowru, kilimi,

Pus.

The term Carpet is probably connected with the Latin tapetes from

whence tapestry.

Vern.—Dari (small rug), satranji (large carpet), cotton; Kalin (large

carpet), gdlicha or kdltcha (small rug), woollen, Hind. ; Ghalichah
,

Pers. ; Vantkalam, Tam. ; Jamcana, iEL. ; Jemkhani (in Uelgaum),
Bomb.; Parmadani, Malay.
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Carpets. CARPETS AND RUGS.

References*—Bird-wood, Memo., 29th Sept. 1879; Indian Arts, 284

;

Vincent J. Robinson, Eastern Carpets , also Journ. Soc. Art (1886),

p. 447; Baden Powell, Manuf. and Arts , Panjab
, pp. 10 & 26;

Dr. Forbes Watson's Rep. ; Col. Davidson in Rep ., Hyderabad Com-
mittee ; Balfour, Cyclot> . of Ind., 584 ; Ure, Diet. Art and Manuf.

,

/.,

(557 / Spons* Encycl., //., 2<?p5, 2/<X5 / Encycl. Brit., V., 127; Calc.
Intern. Exhib. Cats., Kipling, Vunj. Sec., 42 / Bidie, Mad., 34; Uriffith,

Bom., and Pitcher, N.-W. P., 61 ; Hyderabad, p. 18 ; Gats., Bom.
Vols. XII., 232 ; XVI., 169; XXI., 342 XXIII., 37

2

/ AT.-PF. />., /.,

//(5 / Punj. Vols. Ambala, S3 ; Amritsar, 44; Dera Ghati Khan, 92;
Dera Ismail Khan, 142 ; Lahore, lai ; Multan, 107-8 ; Peshawar, 148.

It is not contemplated in the present article to do more than draw
attention to the main facts regarding the Indian Carpet Industry, the

object being more to indicate the nature of the carpets made, the materials

of which they are woven and the dyes employed in their coloration, than
to treat of the historic and artistic features of the manufactured articles.

Indian carpets may be classified either according to the nature of the

materials of which they are made or the manner in which they are woven*
There are cotton, woollen, silk, goat’s-hair, yak’s hair, and pashm carpets,

or mixed carpets of any two or more of these materials. Then again,

there are carpets woven by the warp horizontal, and others in which
it is vertical. The former are chiefly cotton carpets and the latter nearly

always woollen, although it is frequent in both classes to use cotton
j

or hemp for the warp and wool or hair for the woof. The warp, with the

single exception of the so-called Jabbalpur dart, is not coloured, but the

woof is so manipulated that in both these classes of carpets it covers the warp.
The Jabbalpur darts are almost precisely of the same character as the
Kidderminister or Scotch errpets—a certain proportion of the pattern
being developed by the coloured warp which may be either in bands of

different shades or of one uniform colour. In such carpets longitudinal or
checked patterns are produced, whereas in the ordinary dart or cotton
carpet the patterns run across the warp.

Popularly the terms dart and satranji are applied synonymously
to cotton carpets, but in more precise language, the former is a rug
or small cotton carpet and the latter a large one. Darts {~dar, a door,
darts being literally door-mats) are used by the natives to sleep or to pray
upon, and satranjis to cover the floor of a room or tent. Woollen carpets
are known gencrically as Kalins (carpets) or Kaltchas or gdlichas (rugs).

The Anglo-Indians speak of “darts” for all cotton carpets and carpets for

woollen carpets, but more particularly pile carpets or those woven on a
vertical warp.

The following extracts from the Bombay Gazetteer (Vol. XIII., 401)
express clearly the difference between the dart and the kalin

,
while at the

same time they describe the processes which are pursued, with only slight
variations, throughout India in the manufacture of these carpets :

—

1 st, Daris.

—

“The cotton carpet loom which lies horizontally along the
floor passes round stout poles at either end which are secured by ropes
tied to strong wooden pegs driven into the ground. The weavers crouch
on a broad wooden plank placed across the warp. This plank rests on
stones at the side of the loom, and as the work goes on is moved forward.
The design is formed in the same way as in weaving Persian carpets—by
passing the different coloured threads through the strands of the warp,
as called out by the overseer in charge. Instead of being cut off, these
threads are left slack and driven home by a fork-like instrument called
the heckle, the white warp threads being entirely hidden by the weft,
which forms the colouring of the carpet. The loom has only two heddles.
The striped cotton, carpet loom differs from the coarse cloth-loom only by
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being broader and having a stronger reed or bhant . The chief aim
of the carpet-weaver is to hide completely the wnite warp-yarn, leaving

unbroken belts of the coloured weft. For this purpose, each time the

shuttle passes, the weaver inserts his index finger about the middle of the

warp and pushes the weft-yarn forward to the middle of the reed or phani

,

making an angular arch with the fabric already woven. He then drives

the weft-yarn home, thus using a greater length of weft-yarn than the

breadth of the carpet.
“ A cotton carpet costs from 3$d. to 7 \d. (2I annas to 5 annas) a

square foot. There are (1882) twenty cotton carpet weavers.”
Mr. Baden Powell describes the process by which the shuttle and

with it the woof is carried across, and by which after each passage of the

woof the warp is crossed and re-crossed. “ This is effected by placing

a long pole, supported at either end by two legs, trestle fashion, across the

whole width of the warp. This pole is called a ‘ gori 9 (which literally

means • mare, * and so called from its rude resemblance to a quadruped)

;

from the * gori ’ are hung two bamboos, each of which carry a number
of threads, which are attached to the under and upper threads of the web
respectively. When it is desired to cross the threads of the warp, it is

simply necessary to pull up one of the bamboos and lower the other :

as the bamboos are merely hung to the ‘ gori ’ by ropes at each end,
the raising and lowering is easily done by tightening or loosening the

suspending string by means of a stick attached. No regular shuttle

is used. A number of workmen sit in a row, on that part of the durree
(dart) which has already been completed, and pass the thread along
between the lines of the warp, from hand to hand. The thread is wound
in a long egg-shape on an iron skewer or needle.

“ If the pattern',is elaborate there will be a considerable number of these
thread shuttles at work : each workman has charge of his own, and passes
it along according to the pattern, taking the thread out and allowing the
next workman to insert and withdraw his shuttle in the same manner,
and so on ; the threads as they are passed through the threads of the
warp, are kept close together and the work is rendered compact and
even by striking between the lines of the warp with a kind of fork, having
a wooden handle and iron teeth and called a kangt.”

Sir George Birdwood sa\s

:

w Davis and satrangis are made of cotton,
and in pattern are usually^ striped blue and red, or blue and white,
or chocolate and blue ; and often squares and diamond shapes are
introduced, with sometimes gold and silver, producing wild picturesque
designs like those seen on the bodice and apron worn by Italian peasant
women. They are chiefly made in Bengal and Northern India, and, like

the loom-made dhotis and saris, illustrate the most ancient ornamental
designs in India, perhaps earlier even than the immigration of the Aryas.
In Bombay cotton carpets of some note are made at Nasik, Bijapur,
Khandesh, and Belgaum.” In the North-West Provinces they are made at
Lohamandi, Navobosti, and Fatehpur Sikri, about 2,000 persons being so
employed : small praying rugs are largely made at Agra.

Woollen darts are, however, also made in many parts of India, as in
the Panjdb and Bombay. Those woven by the aboriginal races are
small in size, thick in texture, and even painfully uneven in quality but
they are elaborately and quaintly ornamented.

2nd% Pile Carpets or kAlins, the smaller sizes or rugs being known as
GiLiCHAS.—In Europe it is customary to speak of oriental pile carpets as be-
longing to either of three classes—Persian^ Turkey, and Indian . It seems
likely, however, that, as pointed out by Sir George Birdwood, this indus-
try was introduced into India by the Saracens. Hence in all probability
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the fact that in India they are often spoken of as Persian carpets, CARPETS,
the darts described above being viewed as Indian carpets " Carpet-mak-
ing, which from the Hindustani names for all the parts of the loom, seems
to have been brought from North India, is almost entirely in the hands
of the Musalmans (Bom. Gas., XII/., 401 ).

M

“Persian carpet-looms differ from plain carpet-looms in having the

warp fastened vertically, instead of horizontally, in the absence of heddles
and treddles, and in the absence of the reed phani . The loom consists of

two uprights, from fifteen to twenty feet high and from ten to fifteen feet

apart, supporting two beams, one fixed to the lower ends of the uprights

and the other moveable. The warp-yarn is passed round these beams
forming a huge embroidery-likc frame. On one side of this frame from
three to six workmen sit, while on the other side the overseer stands w'ith

a sketch or sample of the design before him. When all is ready, he calls

out to the workmen the number of loops of each variety of coloured wool
that have to be taken up for the first row. The workmen repeat in

chorus what the overseer says, and fix up the loops, tie a knot, and cut

the pieces off. As soon as the first row is ready, a weft-yarn is passed
between the two sets of the warp, and is fixed tightly in its place by the

aid of a fork-like instrument called the heckle. In this manner row after

row is laid up, till the whole of the carpet is woven, when it is taken down
from the loom, spread on the floor, and sheared,

“Persian carpets vary in price, according to textire and design, from
145. to£i-8s. (R7—R14) the superficial square yard. There are (1882)
seventy-five Persian carpet weavers ” (Bomb. Gas., XIII., District 401).

Present Position and Future Prospects of the Indian Pile
Carpet Industry.

Mr. Kipling writes as follows :
—“ There is not the faintest doubt mat a

great trade is possible in Indian carpets, if they are good in design. One
great secret of the demand for them is believed to be their durability as
compared with carpets of English make. The warp is of strong elastic

cotton threads, which are soft in texture and not made hard and tight

b> over-twisting and sizing. On these wool thread is tied, and the allow-
ance of wool is very liberal. The looms are large enough to make any
size of carpet, and there are, therefore, no seams. For ordinary English
carpets the warp is of hard fine cords, and there is very frequently an
underlay of jute, which does not appear either on the back or front of

the carpet, but which gives substance and firmness to the fabric. Into
this sub-structure the woollen threads are tightly woven, a long needle
holding the loon, which, as it is cut by the withdrawal of the knife with
which the needle is terminated, forms the pile. The demand for cheap-
ness makes economy of wool a great point in the manufacture, and many
English carpets are in reality a firm fabric of flax or cotton and jute with
a slight covering of wool. The jute is exceedingly hard and sharp, and
as the wool is pressed against it by use, the softer material wears and
cuts away. In an Indian carpet, the whole fabric sinks together under
the foot.

“Moreover, very few of the English jacquered power looms are more
than three-quarters of a yard wide. Hence the necessity for seams, which
are the first places to wear thread-bare.

“ So it may be said that it is more economical, when buying a carpet, to
give three or four times the English price for an Indian hand-woven
fabric. It is not, of course, contended that bad Indian carpets are
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impossible. There are several practices, such as jhutha bharni,—literally,
a false weft, a way of taking up two threads instead of one, which are
common even in some good jail factories, and which detract considerably
from their value. But the general conditions of Indian carpet-weaving
are distinctly more favourable to the production of a serviceable fabric
than those which obtain in England. Mr. Morris, of the well-known
Oxford Street firm of designers and decorators, has indeed started looms
in England which are similar to those in use in this country, and young
Englishwomen produce Hammersmith carpets of great beauty, but at a high
rate. This instance, however, is scarcely necessary to prove a well-known
fact—the demand for a good hand-made carpet. One of the difficulties

that industrial schools like those of Hoshiarpur and Kasur have to contend
with is the absence of continuous direction by any one who is in touch
with the requirements of the largest consumers. It may be worth while
to indicate briefly the sorts of carpets for which there is likely to be a
regular demand For the very best there can only be a limited sale.

Carpets at and above fifteen rupees a square yard must be not only of
good quality and a fine count of stitch, but they must also be of a choice
design. Where facilities exist for the production of these costly fabrics,

and pains are taken to secure good designs, they can be profitably made

;

but a greater variety of patterns than such schools have contented them-
selves with is absolutely necessary. A cheaper carpet, with no more than
nine stitches to the inch, and costing about seven rupees a square yard, is

now wanted ; and for such goods, if the colours are good and the designs
are characteristic, there will be an almost unlimited sale. The jails have
set a pattern which is followed too faithfully by industrial schools. This
type is the design known as ‘old shawl;’ an equal and formless sprinkling
of somewhat hot colour all over the field. Ana modern native designers
are too apt to imitate mere minuteness. In the best Persian carpets and
those of Warangal, which, though made in Southern India, are really of
Persian origin, precisely as the cotton prints of Masulipatam are identi-
cal in tone ana pattern with the ‘ persiennes ’ of Teheran, the designs
are bold and full of variety, each carpet possessing a distinctive character
and key-note. The slavish and spiritless copying of both jails and indus-
trial schools does not seem to promise much for the future; but if models
of a larger and more artistic quality of design are followed it may be that
in time the natural aptitude for design which still exists will again be de-
veloped ” (J. Kipling, Esq., C.I.E. , in Fb. Gaz., Hoshiarpur Dist,, p. hi).

Much difference of opinion seems to prevail amongst writers on Indian
pile carpets as to the position this industry occupied 30 or 40 years ago.
Mr. Vincent Robinson, adopting the views advocated by Sir George
Birdwood in his Indian Arts, lays a large share of the acknowledged
degeneration to the charge of the Indian jails. In his paper read before
the Society of Arts (March igth 1886) he says :

** Twenty years ago—
the reputation of India for its carpets having been established in Europe
at the first Exhibition of 1851, and subsequently well developed by private
enterprise—the Government of India, casting about in the midst of diffi-

culties with taxation, blundered on the scene” and introduced carpet
manufacture into the jails in the hope of thereby making those at least
self-supporting instead of a burden to the country. He continues :

“ I have
already shown that the reputation of these carpets was not a fresh creation;
it was an art upon the practice of which thousands of our fellow-subjects
in India depended for their livelihood. It had its traditions, its methods,
its caste.” The Government, through the hope of gain, rushed into the
resuscitated industry. “ Buildings were adapted, plant on so-called im-
proved English or European models obtained and fixed, and the arma-
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merits of chemical laboratories with their processes introduced ; and such PILE
a system of organised work set up as completely transformed not only the CARPETS,

trade but actually the carpets themselves which were the foundation of

it.” But may it not fairly be asked, since pile carpet-weaving is admit-
tedly a Muhammadan introduction to India, is it likely to have ever been
bound by Hindu “ caste influences ” and well established “ traditions ” and
"methods?” The Warangal weavers of Hyderabad, who are held by
many to produce the best Indian carpets, are Muhammadans of the Sunni
sect, who are said to be descendants of Persian settlers. So in Bombay, and
indeed in most parts of India, the weavers are to this day Muhammadans
and therefore never had any caste. Is it, however, a fact that in the jails

European machinery has been extensively applied to the pile carpet indus-
try? Mr. Kipling holds a different opinion to Mr, Robinson, and remarks:
"it has been said that the Panjib jails have injured the indigenous industry
of carpet-weaving. It would be more like the truth to assert that they have
created such as exists. It was not until the Exhibition of 1862, that the
Panjab was known beyond its border for the production of carpets, and
then only by the productions of the Lahore jail executed for a London
firm. There exist no specimens to show that the Multan industry, the
only indigenous one of the province, was of either artistic or commercial
importance. The success of the Lahore jail led to the introduction of the
manufacture in other jails, and it is now taken up by independent persons.”
Sir George Birdwood would appear to have modified his opinion as to
the injurious influence of the Indian jails, for, in his remarks on Mr.
Vincent Robinson’s address to the Society of Arts, he is reported to have
said—“Atone time I attributed this degeneration almost exclusively to
the influence of the Government Schools of Art and the jails: but at
present l feel that it is chiefly due to the influence of English commerce
on the historical handicrafts of India.” This seems a much more likely
explanation, and that a considerable trade was done in western and southern
India, in Indian pile carpets, previously to the Exhibition of 1851, is un-
deniable. Reference is repeatedly made to this trade in the records of the
Hon’ble Kastlndia Company’s proceedings. This, for example, is alluded
to as follows in the Gazetteer for Cambay :

—

"Cambay carpets had once a great name. Among the articles men-
tioned in the proclamation of 1630 ‘for restraining the excess of private
trade to the East Indies,’ are rich carpets of Cambay. Later on a
chief part of the Senior Factor’s duty at Cambay was to buy carpets
‘valuable in Europe; * and in another place, Cambay carpets are spoken
of as equal to any of Turkey and Persia. Though this trade has greatly
fallen off, there are still four carpet factories, each paying the Nawab a
yearly tax of £1-10-0 (H15).”

That the extent and character of the Indian pile carpet trade has
declined is all but universally admitted.

Pile carpets are made of cotton at Hyderabad and at many other
places, tufts of cotton yarn being used in placu of wool. In the same way
expensive pile carpets are made of silk, but more frequently silk is used
with certain colours to bring out the pattern : especially so with camel-hair
and pashima carpets. In Hyderabad cotton pile carpets are said to be
preferred because ‘« prettier and more durable, and they therefore fetch
higher prices than the others.”

Pile Carpets are made at a limited number of jails in each Presi-
dency and Province and by a few private manufacturers scattered here
and there over the country. The references given to the Gazetteers convey
some idea of the distribution of the industry, but it may be concluded that
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the carpets of Kashmir, Afghanistan, Lahore, Multan, Delhi, Jeypore,
Agra, Mirzapore, Jhansi, Lucknow, Fatehgarh, Allahabad, Jabbalpur,
Sind, Baluchistan, Bombay, Hyderabad, Warrangal, Malabar, Coconada,
Masulipatam, Tanjore, Ellore, Salem, Midnapur, Calcutta, Murshed-
abad and Benares are best known.

For farther information the reader is referred to the articles “ Cotton,”
“Hair, ” Pashm,” “Silk,” and “Wool.” For the dyes used in carpet

making to the article “ Dyes and Dyeing.”
Complete information as to the places at which various kinds of car-

pets, cotton and woollen, are made can be obtained from the authorities of

the Indian Museum in Calcutta.

629
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CARPINUS, Linn.; Gen. PL, ///., 405.

Carpinus faginea, Lindl. ; DC. Prodr., XVI., 2, I2J

;

Cupulifbrje.

Vem.—Shirash, tmar, bijavwi, Pb. ;
Gish, N.-W. P.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 492 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 390.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized tree of the Himalaya, from Kumaon (and
Nepal ?) eastward, altitude 4,000 to 7,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Similar to the next species.

C. viminea, Wall.; DC. Prodr. ,
XVI., 2

, I2J.

Indian Hornbeam.
Vern.— Charkhri, kdi, Pb.; Pumne, goria, chamkharak, N.-W. P.; Chukisst,

konikath

,

Nepal.
References.—Brandis

, For. FI., 492; Kurz., For. FI. Burm., 477 / Gamble,
Man. Timb., 390; Stewart, Pb. PI., 200 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr.,S?2

;

Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized tree of the Himalaya, from the Ravi east-

ward, from 5,000 to 7,000 feet, frequent near water. Also met with in the
Martaban Hills, altitude 5,000 to 6,000 feet, and, according to Brandis,
on the Khasia Hills.

Structure of the Wood.—White, shining; no heartwood; warps in

seasoning. Weight 5oIb per cubic foot
;
growth moderately slow. The

stem is irregular in section, like that of the European Hornbeam, which
It much resembles both in bark, wood, and general appearance. Cleghorn
states that it is much esteemed by carpenters.

Carrot. See Daucus Carota, Linn.; Umbelliferje.

632 CART AND CARRIAGE BUILDING-Woods used for—

During the Colonial and Indian Exhibition two conferences were held
to examine the timbers shown in the Imperial Indian Section. Mr.
Hooper, the well-known London Coach Builder, remarked ; “That a wood
was much wanted in the carriage trade for making wheels intended for
foreign countries. The export trade in English carriages to India, for
example, had almost ceased, owing to the fact that the wood used in these
carriages would not stand the climate. He thought if the woods employed
in India for wheel-making could be cut up into working sizes and well
seasoned before being exported to Europe, the carriage trade could be
revived, as English-made carriages were preferred to the Indian.” “Sir
E. O. Buck added that during the Egyptian war it was noticed that the
wheels which stood the climate best were those made in India, where the
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tinctorius.

hot dry weather of the north seasoned the wood in a way very much
superior to the artificial methods employed in Europe.” The following

are the timbers used in India for these purposes, more especially those
marked*:

—

Acacia ferruginea (carts).

A. melanoxylon (coaches, railway

Albizzia amara (carts). [carriages).

Barringtonia acutangula (carts).

B. racemosa (carts.)

Bassia longifolia (carts.)

Berrya Ammonilla (carts).

Briedelia montana (carts).

B. retusa (carts).

Calamus Rotang (carriages).

Careya arborea (carts).

Cassia Fistula (carts).

Chloroxylon Swietenia (carts).

Cynometra ramiflora (carts).

*Dalbergia latifolia (wheels ;
gun-car-

riages).

*D. Sissoo (felloes, naves; carts).

Diospyros melanoxylon (carriage

Eugenia Jambolana (carts), [shafts).

Ficus bengalensis (cart yokes).

Gmelina arborea (carriages, palan-

quins).

Heritiera littoralis (buggy shafts).

Hymenodictyon excelsum (palan-

quins).

•Lagerstrcemia Flos-Reginae (carts,

gun-carriages).

*Lagerstrcemia parviflora (buggy
Melia Azadirachta (carts.) [shafts).

Michelia Champaca (carriages).

Miliusa velutina (carts).

Mimusops Elengi (carts).

Prosopis spidgera (carts).

Pterocarpus indicus (carts, gun-
P. Marsupium (carts), [carriages).

Pterospermum suberifolium (carts).

Sandoricum indicum (carts).

Sapindus emarginatus (carts).

Schleichera trijuga.

Shorea robusta.

Strychnos Nux-vomica.
S. potatorum.
Tectona grandis (railway car-
Terminalia Aijuna. [riages),

T. belerica.

T. Chebula.

T. tomentosa.
Thespesia populnea (carts and car-

riages).

Ulmus integrifolia (carts).

Vitex altissima (carts).

Xylia dolabriformis (carts).

Zizyphus zylopyra (carts).

WOOD USED
FOR CART
AND CARRI-
AGE BUILD-

ING.

CARTHAMUS, Linn. ; Gen . PI., II., 483.

Carthamus oxyacantha, Bieb. ; FI. Br. Ind., III., 386 Composite.

Vern.

—

Kantidri , kandidra, poll, khdreza , karat, poliydn

,

Pb.

References.—Stewart, Pb. PI., 123 ; Aitchison, Cat., Pb. PI., 80 ; Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr., 336 ; Cooke, Oils and Oilseeds, 34 / Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—Wild in the North-West Provinces and the Panjab, most
common in the more arid tracts. Mr. O. B. Clarke thinks this may be
the wild form of Safflower.

Oil.

—

Dr. Stewart says that near Peshawar and elsewhere in the
Panjab, an oil is extracted from the seeds which is used for illuminating
purposes, as well as for food. Dr. Stocks probably alludes to this when
ne says, under the oil from the seed of C. tinctorius: “There is a wild
seed” in Sindl** which is also called Powart, out it is of no use.”

Medidne.— Dr. Bellow remarks that the oil is used medicinally.
Food.—The seeds are sometimes eaten by the natives parched, alone

or with wheat, or are ground and mixed with wheaten flour.

C. tinctorius, Linn. ; PI. Br. Ind III., 386.

The Safflower, Wild or Bastard Saffron, African Saffron,
American Saffron, Carthamine Dve, Eng.; Cartame,
Safran batard, Fr. ; Der Safflor, Farberdistel, Falsche

C. 637
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CULTIVATION
638

Safran, Germ.; Zaffronb, Cartamo, It. & Sp. / Polerroi,
Russ.

Vem.—Kusum, kasumba
, (the seed), Hind.; Kusum , kusamr

phul, kajirah, Beng.; Ga/a/> machd, Manipur; Kusam, kurtam, kw
shumbha, ma, sufir, karar, Pb. ;

Barre, kar, N.-W. P.; Bundi

,

Raj.;
Kusumba\, karda i, Bomb.; Kusumbo, Guj. ; Kurdi, kararhi, kasdi,
sadhi (oil plant), kardai, Mar.; Kusumba, Cutch; Powdrt-jo-biy (seed),
khoinbo (the plant), Sind. ; Sendurgam, kushumbd, kushumba-virai,

sertdurkun ,
Tam.; Agnisikha, kushumba-vittulu, Tel.; Kusanbe (or

kusambi), kusumba

,

Kan.; Heboo

,

sw, hshu, supdn, subdn, Burm.;
Qurtum

,
qirtum, usfar, Arab. ; Kazhirah, muasfir, kasakddnah

,

Pers. ;
Kusumbha, kamalottara, kdshumbha. Sans.; Kurtim, Egypt. The
KvrjKos, kvIkos of the Greeks.

In Sind the seeds are called Kardai (kurtum), and in Panjib Khar, polian.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., SQ5 ; Stewart, Pi. P/., 124;
Aitchison, Cat., Pb. PL, So; DC., Origin of Cult . P/., 164; Moodeen She-
riff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 89; U. 5. Dispens ., 15th Ed., 503, IS99; Stocks

,

Account of Sind ; Murray, Drugs and Pl., Sind
,
f<?5; Bidie , Catf. Paw

Prod., Paris Exh., 55, J/J; S.Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 76 ; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., 355 ; Cooke, Oils and Oilseeds, 34 ; L. I.iotard, Memo., Dyes,
pp. 26-32 ; McCann, Dyes and Tans of Beng., 4-18 ; Wardle, Report on
Indian Dyes ; Report on the Dyes of Ajmir • Admin. .Rep., Beng.,
1882-83, p. 24; Crookey

s Dyeing, 384; Birdwood , Bomb. Prod., 126, 163,
300; Duthie & Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, N.-W. P. and Oudh

,

51 ; E. James ,
Ind. Industries, p. 128; Lisboa, U. PI. of Bomb., pp.

163, 218, 246; Drury, Us. Pl. Ind., 116 ; Spons' Encycl. , 864; Balfour

,

Cycl. ; Simmonds, Trop. Agricult., 374; Smith, Die., 361; Treasury
of Botany ; Morton, Cycl. Agri. ; Ure, Diet, of Arts , Man. and Mines ;
Gazetteers :—Rajputana, 227 ; C. P. 326; Bomb. III., 52 • VII, 97 ; X,
lSS,rf4; Pb. (Hoshiarpur), 91 ; (Karnal), 182 ; (Lahore), 89; (Kan-
gra), 154.

Habitat.—An annual, herbaceous plant, with large orange-coloured
flower-heads, cultivated as a dye-crop all over India, also in Spain, Southern
Germany, Italy, Hungary, Persia, China, Egypt, the Sunda Islands,
South America, and Southern Russia. Some doubt seems to exist as to
the origin of this plant. It has never been found in a wild state, but botan-
ists assign to it an origin in India, Africa, or Abyssinia. De Can-
dolle (Origin, Cult. PL) says that the grave-cloths found on Egyptian
mummies are dyed with carthamine. The Chinese received the plant only
in the second century B.C., when Chang-kien brought it back from Bac-
triana. The Greeks and Latins were probably not acquainted with it,

although Birdwood and other writers give ki^kos as its Greek name. As
the plant has not been found wild either in India or Africa, although pro-
bably cultivated in both these countries for thousands of years, De Canaolle
suggests that it may possibly be found indigenous to Arabia. The know-
ledge of the red dye which the flowers possess appears in India to be
modern—a fact opposed to any idea of the plant naving been first culti-
vated in India.

Cultivation.

A few years ago Safflower was an exceedingly important substance, but
recently the aniline colours have driven it almost entirely out of the
European market. "It still, however, holds its place with the natives
as a brilliant though evanescent dye, and as they employ it largely
for home use, it must still rank among the industries of the country, as
many people are employed in its cultivation and preparation.”

(E. James.)
Safflower is cultivated more or less all over India on account of the
florets, which are used as a dye-stuff, and the seeds as a source of oil.

Although occasionally sown broadcast as a primary crop, safflower is
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chiefly grown as subsidiary to some other crop, participating, therefore,

in the treatment given to its associate. On this account it is extremely

difficult to obtain trustworthy details as to the area under safflower,

the method and cost of cultivation, nature of soil necessary, or value of the

CULTIVATION*

crop.

(a) In Bengal it is chiefly grown in the Eastern division, where even still

it constitutes a crop of some considerable value, although greatly decreased

through the introduction of aniline dyes. In fact, the Indian safflower

industry rnay be regarded as ruined, at least for the present, but similar

fluctuations have occurred with other dye-stuffs, and it is quite possible the

safflower trade may be resuscitated. Of Indian safflower, that from Dacca
bears the highest reputation. It is there sown from the middle of October,

and later sowings not till the beginning of December. The period of sowing
varies slightly in different parts of Bengal : in Chittagong, for example,

it is reported to be sown as late as January. Low churs are, as a rule,

referred, and especially where these are either new or have been left fal-

ow for a few years. It appears to be an exhausting crop, and is reported

to give a very poor yield if cultivated for three successive seasons on the

same soil. In Hazaribagh it is grown on high lands, and in Jessor the

high land crop is said to be earlier than that from the low. It requires,

however, a light, well-ploughed, sandy soil, with a fair amount of moisture,

and when grown on high lands it will not succeed unless it receives three

or four supplies of water in its early state. It is accordingly chiefly cul-

vated on irrigated land as a subsidiary crop, and is carefully weeded for

the first month. Rain is of course good for the plant until it attains a
height of one foot, but very injurious afterwards, as it extracts the colour

from the flower-heads. It i
e a common practice to nip off the central bud

of each plant, when the flowers begin to appear, so as to cause the plants
to become bushy, and thus produce a larger amount of flower-heads. The
flowering commences about the end of January and is fairly established in

February, and the plants are carefully picked every two or three days,
the flowers being gathered just as they begin to get brightly coloured.
Delay in plucking is said to considerably weaken tne dye. The picking
of the florets continues till the end of March, or in favourable seasons
even till May. In removing the florets, the flower-heads are not much
injured, and as they are fecundated before the time of removal, the seeds
continue to mature within their small, white, angular, one-seeded fruits,

and are ripe in April to May. They are then collected for the oil crop
(Agri.-Hurt. Soc . Journ ., VII., 191).

A c already stated, safflower is grown but to a limited extent as a primary
crop; it chiefly occurs in lines or along the margins of fields, especially of
gram, wheat, barley, tobacco, chillies, or opium. When grown by itself, the
seed is sown broadcast after the soil has been carefully prepared. It is,

however, almost impossible to arrive at any definite idea of the area
under this crop in Bengal, but the following figures are quoted from
Dr. McCann’s work (which is taken from the official returns sent to the
Economic Museum): Dacca, 11,500 acres; Gya, 2,260 acres; Monghir,
2,000 acres ; Midnapur, 15,000 acres; all other districts about 2,000 acres.

(6) In the North-West Provinces and Oudh , safflower is not so exten-
sively cultivated, and the dye produced is considered decidedly inferior to
that from Eastern Bengal. It is also exceedingly local, being confined,
apparently through the necessities of trade, to the Meerut Division and to

Rohilkhand. The Bulandshahr district of the Meerut Division (which is

nearest to Delhi) contains above 91 per cent, of the entire area which in

the North-West Provinces is annually under safflower, and it has been
computed that the total area under this crop is about 18,000 acres, of which
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38 per cent, is irrigated land. The mode of cultivation is very similar to

what has already been described for Bengal. Light soils are preferred

;

the plant is rarely grown alone, but is generally sown in the gram fields

and disposed like rape in lines. It is extensively grown along with carrots
near wells, participating in the rich cultivation bestowed on the latter.

It is also associated with cotton, wheat, or barley. In the North-West
Provinces the sowings generally take place in October to November, so
that the crop is obtained a little earlier than in Bengal.

“ Lightning is popularly supposed to do great injury, if it occurs while
the heads are in flower, and the plants are reported to suffer occasionally

from the attacks of an insect known as the al, the scientific name and
affinities of which have not been ascertained'’ (Duthie and Fuller). In
a report on the dyes and processes of dyeing in Ajmi'r it is stated that

about 20,000 maunds of safflower arc annually received from Delhi, the
best quality being valued at R30 a maund and the inferior sort at R24.

(c) In Bombay it is reported to be cultivated in Ahmedabad, Kaira,
Surat, Nasik, Khdndesh, Sholapur, and Broach. Lisboa says the cultiva-

tion ” is very expensive and unremunerative if carried out by itself; it is,

therefore, almost always grown as a subordinate crop along with barley,

gram, &c., to which last the cultivator looks for his profits." Probably
not more than 5,000 acres are annually under this crop in the whole of the
Bombay Presidency. A considerable trade is done in Ahmednagar, where
the plant is sown in strips along with millets, wheat, and other crops, the
seed being put into the ground in October and the crop of florets collected

in March. Mr. Liotard states that the town of Nagar imports from the
Nizam’s dominions the prepared dye-stuff to the val ue ofR 12,000 annually,
nearly two-thirds of which is forwarded to Bombay ; and he adds that
the neighbourhood produces about R8,000 worth of the dye. In Kaira it

is stated that 41,134 maunds are annually produced, of which 25,600 maunds
are used up locally. The official reports from Bombay state, however, that
the crop is grown more for oil than for dye. In the Deccan two forms
of the plant are grown

—

sadhi, a strong plant with thorny leaves grown
chiefly tor its oil-seeds; kusumbydchi, a slenderer plant grown for its dye-
yielding flowers (Bomb. Gaz. t

XII., 164). In Gujardt the " kabri or
kasumba is grown both in gorddu and black soil. The land is ploughed
for ten to twenty times before the sowing. The seed is thrown broad-
cast at the rate of iofe to the higha and is reaped in February. The
average yield is in seed 4oolband in flowers 8oflb” (Bomb. Gaz., VII., 97).
Bombay safflower is commercially much inferior to that from Bengal.

(d) In the Punjab, safflower appears to be grown to a very limited
extent, and entirely as a local article, there being no export. It is sown
in September and reaped in April. In the Delhi district there were,
during the settlement, 288 acres under the crop, and in Hoshiarpur 6,722
acres, especially in the northern part of the Garhshankar Tahstl. It is

generally grown as a mixed crop in lines with gram and requires a sandy
soil. It is sown in September.

(e) In the Central Provinces,
a little over 6,000 acres are annually under

this rabi crop, and Raipur is stated to export the dye-stuff to about
R 10,000 a year.

The brief notices given above regarding the safflower of Bengal, the
North-West Provinces, Bombay, the Panjab, and the Central Provinces,
may be accepted as pretty nearly correct ; but the official reports for the
remaining provinces and Native States are either incomplete or quite
incorrect, and it seems probable that not more than 10,000 acres are
under this crop in the remaining provinces of India.
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(f) In Berar, safflower, however, appears to be cultivated to a very

considerable extent ; Mr. Liotard informs us that the area under it is

over 40,000 acres. This statement is compiled from official returns, but is

obviously incorrect, since cultivation on so extensive a scale would indi-

cate a very important trade, whereas we are informed that the dye-stuff

is not exported. In the reports from the Nizam’s territories, safflower

seems to be an imported article, but this is at variance with the statement

of the imports from His Highness’s dominions into Ahmednagar.

(g) In Mysore and also in Madras it is cultivated very generally, but
only in small patches, and there is no export trade.

(h ) In the Prome district alone of Lower Burma there are said to be
260,000 acres annually under safflower. It is unnecessary to say this

statement must be incorrect, since Burma has only a little over four million

acres of arable land, of which three million acres are annually under rice.

This remarkable agricultural peculiarity almost precludes an extensive cul-

tivation of safflower, since rice-lands are not suitable for this crop, and
besides, Burma, instead of exporting safflower, receives annually a small

amount from the Straits Settlements.

Cultivated Varieties.— It has already been stated that, according to

Mr. C. B. Clarke, Carthamus oxyacantha— a wild plant in the Panjtfb

—

may possibly be the source from which by cultivation C. tinctorius has
been derived. It is frequently observed that plants, which in a w'ild state

are very spiny, show a tendency to lose the spines under cultivation.

This might account for some of the peculiarities of the cultivated plant (C.
tinctorius), and there exists the curious fact in further support of this, that

there are two distinct cultivated varieties met with in India:

—

(a) Very spiny form. This may be regarded as *he typical condition.

It is known as kutela in Patna and kati in Berar, and is supposed to

give an inferior quality of dye. This is the sadhi or oil-yielding form of I

the Deccan alluded to above.
I

(b) Almost spineless form. This is known as bhmU in Patna, bod-kt
in Berar, murilia (or shaved) in Azamghar and the kusumbyachi in the
Deccan. A superior quality of dye is derived from this form.

Average Outturn and Profit of Cultivation.—The average out-
turn of safflower sown thickly amongst carrots has been estimated at R15
along with R5 for seed, and allowing the other crop to pay its ‘diare of
rent of land and expense of cultivation, as much as one-third of the earn-
ings may be regarded as profit; but it is difficult to obtain trustworthy
information regarding the profits from safflower cultivation, and it cannot
pay now-a-days to cultivate it alone. Dr. McCann gives the profits in

Bengal as from R3 to R 15 a bigha.
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Present position of the Safflower Industry.

Simmonds in his Tropical Agriculture says: “The cultivation of
safflower, known as Coosttmban in Bengal, is receiving attention at the
hands of the local Government. The prosperity of Bengal, though it

mainly depends upon the jute trade, is in some measure attributable to
the demand for safflower.” The writer proceeds to state that the value
of the exports from Dacca alone “ would be from nine to ten lakhs of
rupees— £90,000 to £100,000. The cultivation is said to be largely ex-
tending.” Then follows: “Safflower is grown, but to a limited extent,
in Bengal, and does not grow promiscuously all over the district.” Mr.
Simmonds* work was published in 1877, and in that year the total exports
from all India were only Ri,48,806, or a little over £10,000, and in 1874-75
they were R6*5o,827, so that the decline of the safflower trade was fully
established at the time Mr. Simmonds described it as “largely extend-
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in#.” The total exports for 1886-87 were only R83,8ig. The following
table gives the exports from India for the past fourteen years :

—

Exports.

Safflower. II

Year.
Quantity. Value.

Mds. R
1873-74 . . 13,206 7,58,9o6
1874-75 . 14,222 6,50,827
1875-76 . . 4,080 1*63,528
1876-77 7,662 3,04,672
1877-78 3.698 1,48,806
1878-79 4,977 1,86,711
1879-80 2,411 1,81,456
1880-81 6,675 3 .5 i,i57
1881-82 • • 2,293 94,754
1882-83 • • 3.008 92,038
j 883-84 • • 2,333 64,492
1 884-85 • • 2,167 83,083
1885-86 • • 1,898 68,991
1886-87 • • 2,149 83,819

Instead of extending, the safflower industry in India has been steadily
declining for the past 15 years, and (like lac-dye) may now be pronounced
as almost ruined, being rapidly displaced by aniline dyes both as an
article of internal and foreign trade. Messrs. Duncan Bros. 8l Co.
report in June 1883 that “ there is no land under safflower cultivation in
Tipperah and Faridpur this year, as this crop does not now pay the grow-
ers. In the Dacca district the outturn of this season’s crop will not exceed
600 maunds of flowers.” Chinese safflower is considered superior to
Indian, and of Indian the Bombay and Panjdb are viewed as very inferior.

THE DYE.

Preparation of Dye-stuff.—The florets are picked as fast as they appear,
since they lose their colour if left exposed to the sun. They are carefully
dried in the shade and sometimes by being pressed; in this condition they
are generally sold for the home market, or when perfectly dry they are
powdered and sifted. The first and last harvests are always inferior to
those gathered in the middle of the season. In the former case many
undeveloped florets are collected, and in the latter the plant is becoming
exhausted and does not produce such brilliant colours. Care in the pre-
paration and preservation of the dye-stuff exercises a most important
influence over the quality ; but the produce of one district is often much
superior to another— a fact accountable for either by the more favourable
nature of the soil or the care bestowed in cultivation. If intended for
export, after having been dried as above, the florets are either placed in a
bag or on a basket or other contrivance, permitting of the easy escape
of a supply of water which is kept poured on them while beaten or
trodden on. This process is continued until the water passes through quite
clear. At first it is bright yellow, because of the soluble yellow colour
which the florets contain in addition to their valuable red dye. The
yellow colour is useless, and as its presence greatly injures the quality of
the red dye, especially in dyeing silk and wool (fabrics fon which the yellow
colours possess a strong affinity), the florets are repeatedly washed until
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they are quite freed from the yellow colour. River water (if clean) is re-

garded as preferable to tank water, but the presence of mud or other im-
purities in the water is most detrimental. The red colouring matter is

completely soluble in dilute alkaline solutions, and care must be taken
that the water used does not contain soluble alkaline salts; in fact, to be
safe it should be slightly acidulated, otherwise a large proportion of the

red colour may be removed during the process of washing away the yellow

pigment. The tramping or kneading is continued at intervals for three

or four days, the mass being allowed to get dry between the washings. To
ascertain if all the yellow colour has been removed, a small quantity is

thrown into a basin of clean water; if it does not impart yellow colour, the

dye-stuff has been sufficiently washed. The pulpy mass is now squeezed
between the hands into small, flat, round cakes, like biscuits ; or it i

c some-
times, though less frequently, made into balls. These are known in the

trade as “Stripped Safflower.” When the cakes or balls have been
carefully dried, they are ready for the market.

The Gazetteer for the district of Karnal in the Panjib describes the

process generally followed in that province, in which apparently the florets

are baked into cakes without removing the yellow colour. “ When the

florets open, the women pick out the petals ; three days later they repeat

the operation ; and again a third time after the same interval. If hired

they take a quarter of the picking as their wages. The petals are bruised

the same day in a mortar, rolled between the hands, and pressed slightly

into a cake Next day they are rolled again, and 'hen spread in fhe sun
for two days to dry, or still better one day in the sun and two days in the

shade. One seer of petals will give a quarter of a seer of dry dye. Any
delay m the preparation injures the dye.” This process is*so very defec-

tive from that pursued in Bengal and other parts of India that it may be
accepted as accounting for the lower price obtained for Panidb safflower.

Mr. d. Q. French, writing of Dacca district in Bengal in thcAgri.*
Horticultural Societys Journal for 1850, remarks: "Safflower is said

to have been formerly grown solely for the evanescent yellow the petals so

readily yield, while their valuable properties being unknown, they were
then thrown away as so much rubbish.” This is a remarkable fact, and
would seem to indicate that safflower in India is, comparatively speaking, a
modern dye-stuff, and this may even bp viewed as of some importance in re-

lation to the question of the origin of the plant. The supposition is almost
justifiable that if the cultiv«ation of this plant originated m India, its red
dye would have been known for centuries.

Adulteration of Safflower Cakes and Test for Purity.—The above pro-
cess of preparing the dye-stuff may be accepted as applicable for all

India, and indeed it differs but slightly from that pursued in Europe,
China, and Eg>pt. The brighter the colour of the safflower cakes, the
more valuable they are. Dullness may be due either to the inferior quality
of the plant, defective modes of cultivation, carelessness in the washing pro-

cess (the whole of the yellow colouring matter not having been removed)
or to mud being allowed to mix with the florets through using dirty water.
Direct adulteration is also practised, and this has proved most injurious
to the continuance of even the present greatly reduced trade. The
cultivators, apparently trying to compensate themseDes for the fall in the

price of safflower (due to the introduction of aniline dyes to many of the
purposes for which safflower was formerly used), have, within the past few
years, taken to adulterate the cakes with cow-dung, rice-flour, jute cuttings,
and turmeric. “ When safflower is damaged, as it easily is by salt

water, it is employed by fraudulent dealers in the adulteration of shag
tobacco.” (Morton's Cycl., Agri.)
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The quality of safflower cake is estimated by dyeing a known weight
of cotton ; about 4 ounces of safflower will dye ifb of cotton cloth light

pink; 8 ounces will dye it full rose-pink; and from 12 ounces to lfc will

dye it a full crimson. In order to take up this quantity, the cotton must
be several times dyed in fresh solutions of the colouring matter.

Chemical History.—It is scarcely necessary to go into great detail re-

garding this, now almost unimportant, product. It has already been stated
that the florets contain two colouring principles, or, to be more correct,

three, namely, two yellows and one red, the latter being Carthamin or Car-
thamic acid, C14H 1607

. By treating safflower with cold water or oil, the
•first yellow colouring substance is removed (known as pujan of the North-
West Provinces). This is soluble in water, and constitutes about 26 to

36 per cent, of the florets, while from 0*3 to o*6 per cent, is the usual
amount of Carthamin. The proportion of Carthamin present varies, how-
ever, in the inverse ratio to the amount of the soluble yellow principle. The
second yellow colour is soluble only in an alkaline liquor.

If the dye-stuff, after the removal of the soluble yellow principle, be
acidulated with acetic acid, filtered, and first acetate of lead and next
ammonia added, the second yellow colour will be precipitated along with
lead salt. (Crookes.) Carthamin, the valuable red colour, may be extracted
in a pure form by making use of its solubility in alkaline solutions and in-

solubility in pure or acidulated water. The alkali in most frequent use is

carbonate of soda (or ordinary washing soda, 15 per cent, to the weight
of the florets). In India pearl-ash is most frequently used, especially that
prepared by incinerating bajra (Penicillaria spicata) or of chir chira
(Achyranthes aspera), (impure potassium carbonates), but the natural
earth carbonate of soda or sajji-mdti is also frequently employed for this

purpose.

European Dye Solutions.

Preparation |of Dye Solution and European Methods of Dyeing with
Safflower.— In principle the method of preparation of the red dye as prac-
tised in India is the same as in Europe, and the following passages may
therefore be extracted from Crookes' most valuable Hand-book of Dyeing
and Calico-printing, and Lire’s Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and
Mines :

“ The mixture is well squeezed, and to the clear bright yellow liquid

thus obtained an acid is added, whereby the carthamic acid, along with
many impurities, is precipitated. It would be almost impossible to free

the carthamic acid irom these foreign substances, but this result is very
readily brought about by immersing into the alkaline solutions, previous
to the addition of an acid, a quantity of cotton-wool. This material at-

tracts, by special action, the carthamic acid at the moment it is set free

by the addition of an acid ; and cotton-wool may first be washed in a
weak acid, and next in water, and, lastly, again with a weak alkaline
liquid, which re-dissolves the carthamin. After removal of the cotton-
wool, plenty of which should be used, it is re-precipitated by an acid, very
dilute citric or tartaric being the best. It falls down in the state of a
beautifully rose-ied flocculent matter, which may be collected on a filter,

washed, and dried. In order to obtain a still purer material, the floccu-

lent dry substance should be dissolved in alcohol, and this solution, after

having been strongly concentrated, is poured into a large bulk of water,

and the precipitate thus formed is again collected on a filter and dried.

Care should be taken to avoid the use of too strong alkaline solutions,

nor should they be exposed to air for any length of time, since this com-
pletely alters the colouring matter.
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•* Carthamin in a pasty state, as obtained by the process just described,

is met with in commerce suspended [in water for direct use. The paste

is dried upon suitable vessels—porcelain saucers, plates, or even upon
polished cardboard.

“Carthamin is insoluble in ether, almost so in water, but soluble in alco-

hol, to which it imparts a cherry red. This alcoholic tincture dyes silk

immediately, no mordant being required.”

Ure gives the more general practice of extracting the carthamic

acid; this, while of course not so accurate as that given above, is neverthe-

less the mode pursued where absolute purity is not necessary. The fol-

lowing passage may prove useful to Indian dyers or persons interested

in the safflower industry ;
“ Carthamus from which the yellow matter has

been extracted, and whose lumps have been broken down, is put into a
trough. It is repeatedly sprinkled with crude pearl-ash or soda, well pow-
dered and sifted, at the rate of 61b for i2olb of carthamus; but soda is

preferred, mixing carefully as the alkali is introduced. This operation is

called amestrer, The amestred carthamus is put into a small trough with

a grated bottom, first lining this trough with a closely-woven web. When
it is about half filled, it is placed over a large trough, and cold water is

.poured into the upper one till the lower one becomes full. The carthamus
is then set over another trougli till the water comes from it almost colour-

less. A little more alkali is now mixed with it, and fresh water is passed
through it. These operations are repeated till the carthamus be exhausted,
when it turns yellow.

“ After distributing the silk in hanks upon the rods, lemon-juicc, brought
in casks from Provence, is poured into the bath till it becomes of a fine

cherry-colour; this is called ‘ turning the bath.’ It is well stirred, and
the silk is immersed and turned round the skein-sticks in the bath, as
long as it is perceived to take up the colour. For ponceau (poppy-colour)

it is withdrawn, the liquor is run out of it upon the peg, and it is turned
through a new bath, where it is treated as in the first. After this it i«? dried

and passed through fresh baths, continuing to wash and dry it between
each operation, till it has acquired the depth of colour that is desired.

When it has reached the proper point, a brightening is given if by turn-

ing round the sticks seven or eight times in a bath of hot water, to which
about half a pint of lemon-juice for each pailful of water has been added.

“ When silk is to be dyed ponceau or poppy-colour, it must be pre-

viously boiled as for white; it must then receive a slight foundation of

arnatto. . . . The silk should not be alumed. The nacarats and the
deep cherry-colour are given precisely like the ponceaux

,
only they receive

no arnatto ground ; and baths may be employed which have served for the

ponceau , so as to complete their exhaustion. Fresh baths are not made
for the latter colours, unless there be no occasion for the poppy.

“With regard to the lighter cherry-reds, rose-colour of all shades,
and flesh-colours, they are made with the second and last runnings of the
carthamus, which are weaker. The deepest **hades are passed through
first.

“ The lightest of all these shades, which is an extremely delicate flesh-

colour, requires a little soap to be put into the bath. This soap lightens

,
the colour,^ and prevents it from taking too speedily and becoming
uneven. The silk is then washed, and a Iittle 4brightening is given it in

a bath which has served for the deeper colours.

“All these baths are employed the moment they are made, or as
speedily as possible, because tney lose much of their colour upon keeping,
by which they are even entirely destroyed at the end of a certain time.
They are, moreover, used cold, to prevent the colour from being injured. It
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DET. must have been remarked, in the experiments just described, that caustic
alkalis attack the extremely delicate colour of carthamus, making it pass
to yellow. This is the reason why crystals of soda are preferred to other
alkaline matters.

“In order to diminish the expense of carthamus, it is the practice in

preparing the deeper shades to mingle with the first and the second bath
about one-fifth of the bath of archil ” (lire’s Diet, of Arts, Man., and
Mines, Vol . /., 661).

INDIAN DYE
SOLUTIONS.

664

Combinations.

665

Indian Dye Solutions.

Indian Method of dyeing with Safflower.—As already stated, the

method adopted in India is in theory identical with the European, but as
practised it is crude, giving much inferior results when compared with the

delicate shades prepared in Europe from this dye. The separation of the

carthamic acid from mechanical impurities by precipitating it on cotton-

wool and again dissolving off this pure dye by means of an alkali, does not

appear to be known to the natives of India. The dye-stuff, after the
removal of the yellow colour, is rubbed up, by the hand, with the pearl-ash,

and thereafter strained through a cloth. The first straining is regarded as

the best, and is reserved for giving the final shade in dyeing, but the

process of rubbing up with an alkaline solution and straining is repeated
three or four times, until no more colour can be extracted. No mordant
is required when dyeing with safflower, but it is a common practice in India

to dye the fabric first with the yellow liquid, then with the last straining

of carthamin, and so on until, when depth of colour is required, the first

straining is used to give the final immersion. Before the fabric is dipped
in the carthamic liquid, however, a dilute acid is added in order to preci-

pitate the red carthamic acid. This fine powder remains for a consider-

able time minutely diffused through the liquid, instead of subsiding to the

bottom. It has no actual chemical affinity for fibres, but when a fabric is

dipped in the red liquid, the fine powder is rapidly precipitated within the
fabric, producing the well-known and brilliant shades of orange, pink, and
even dark red. The acid used is generally lime-juice in the proportion

of about lib of lime-juice to 2lb of dye solution. Sometimes the juice of

the tamarind is employed in place of lime-juice. In Manipur the fruits

of Garcinia pedunculata are viewed as superior to lime-juice, and have
the reputation of rendering the colour less fleeting.

Indian Dye Combinations.— Different depths of red colour are gene-
rally obtained either by longer immersion in the dye solution or by
frequent repetitions in fresh solutions. Shades of orange are generally

produced either by dyeing the fabric first with the yellow soluble colour

(in some parts of Bengal known as peworree water, according to McCann,
a name which, if actually applied, must be carefully distinguished from
the yellow urine dye or peori or peri rung). Instead of the safflower

yellow, a ground colour may be given with turmeric or any other yellow

dye, when different shades of orange or ndrangi will be obtained ; so also

combinations with arnatto, kamala , and harsinghar, the shades of orange
passing into pink. Red is produced by three immersions in safflower dye,

the 3rd straining, 2nd straining, and last of all the 1st straining, the cloth

being allowed to dry between each, and finally washed out with turmeric..

This is known in Farukhabad as gulanar ; if instead of turmeric indigo be*

used, a magenta colour is produced, the gulabbasi of Agra. The sappai

C
ink of Cawnpore is produced with harsinghar and safflower, the latter

eing weak if concentrated, orange or the ndrangi of Etawah is the result

;

and a more yellow orange, safrdni, is produced, when the cloth is first dyed
with harsinghar and afterwards with safflower. (Buck's Dyes and Tans of
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N,-W, P.) With Terminalia Chebula or T. dtrina and protosulphate of

iron, safflower gives a dark neutral tint; with safflower, sappanwood, and
alum a purplish brown ; and with indigo and safflower, greens and purples.

(McCann , Dyes and Tans of Beng.)

An almost indefinite series of colours are obtained in India by various
combinations with safflower. It should be carefully observed, however,
that the red dye-stuff, carthamin, is only formed from the alkaline solution

when an acid has been added. In many official reports it would appear
that the writers have in some cases overlooked this important point, and
considerable confusion has accordingly crept into the published accounts
of this dye-stuff. In some instances writers expressly state that an acid
is used to produce one colour, while in their accounts of other colours they
make no mention of an acid, leading thus to the conclusion that in the
latter case acid is not used. It is probable that the associated dye-stuffs

employed along with the alkaline dye solution may have the power of

precipitating the carthamin, but from the chemical facts which have already
been given it will be clear that carthamin having no affinity of itself for !

fabrics, alkaline preparations in which the carthamin exists in a soluble
condition cannot be used as d^e solutions. It is necessary that this

peculiarity be fully appreciated, otherwise the observer cannot give an
accurate account of the indigenous modes of dyeing with safflower.

Fixing Safflower Dye.— It is much to be regretted that no one has as
yet discovered a mode of preventing the decoloration of safflower dye;
its fleeting property appears to depend on the oxidation of the particles

of carthamin held mecnanically in the fabric. The inhabitants of differ-

ent parts of India boast of possessing a secret of effecting this purpose,
and careful observation on the part of local officers may help to throw
some light on the subject. All that is necessary to re-establish the
carthamine dye as an important industry is the discovery of some mode
of preventing this oxidisation of carthamin. The fruit of Garcinia
pedunculata, a common tree in Assam, has already been alluded to.

Although there would not appear to be much hope of finding the property
attributed to this fruit confirmed on careful examination, its extensive use
as a dye auxiliary by most of the hill tribes of Assam certainly justifies this

matter receiving careful attention. Dr. McCann informs us that the
dyers of Chittagong district claim to be able to produce a “ semi-perma-
nent” safflower dye. This is done by adding safflower to water in which
tamarinds and the ashes of burnt plantain rinds have been well soaked
The principle here employed is the mixing of the acid and alkali together,
instead of first extracting the dye with an alkali and precipitating the car-

thamin with an acid upon the fabric. In some parts of India the pearl-
ash and lime-juice are mixed together, and the liquid thus prepared is

used to extract the carthamic acid direct. It is difficult to understand this

action, but it is nevertheless frequently practised.
“ The colours safflower yields, although the most beautiful and delicate

shades which the art of the dyer can produce, have the disadvantage of
being \ cry unstable ; nothing is easier than to detect safflower colours upon
fabrics ; the rose, pink, or crimson hue is at once turned yellow by a single
drop of alkali, and is destroyed by any further washing : this property is

actually made use of now and then as a discharge, so as to produce a
yellow pattern upon a pink ground ; weak acids do not affect the colours, but
chlorine and sulphurous acid destroy the colour at once.” (Crookes,)
Safflower-dyed fabrics should not be washed with soap, as the colour is

removed by the alkali of the soap.
Rouge.— It is necessary to refer here very briefly to an important

purpose for which safflower is employed, vis,, the manufacture of rouge
|
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vigitalc. This trade is unaffected by the aniline imitations of safflower,

and constitutes an article of considerable importance. The dry cartha-

mine precipitate is sometimes called India or China lake, and this mixed
with finely-pulverised- talc constitutes rouge vdgitale. (See Carmine; also

Carnelian—the coloration of inferior gems.)

The Oil.

There are two kinds of seeds, or, to be more accurate, of fruits—one
the cultivated, a white and glossy form, the other

(
Karar)

is a smaller but
similarly-shaped seed, mottled or dusted, brown-grey and white; both
yield oil. As already explained, an oil-bearing variety is often specially

cultivated, the flowers of which yield little or no dye. In Bombay in fact

the plant is mainly grown for its oil. The oil is very clear and yellow ; it

is esculent, and would be peculiarly suitable for burning in lamps, on
account of the little heat which it gives out (Baden Powell). It is used
locally for culinary purposes, and is said to form an ingredient of the
“ Macassar Hair-oil. In the Gazetteer for Karnal it is stated that the oil is

bitter, but that 40 seers of seed will give 3^ seers of oil. Lisboaremarks
that in Bombay the “ seeds yield 28 per cent, of a light yellow oil, possess-

ed of drying properties, and useful for ordinary culinary purposes and for

lamps.” The average yield of oil is said to be about 25 per cent.
“ In Bulandshahr the safflower yields about 7 maunds of seed per local

bigha. The oil-cake is supposed to be the perquisite of the oil-presser

in lieu of wages. A maund of seed yields 7 seers of oil, 14 seers of

oil-cake, and 19 seers of husk or bhusd
,
and the oil sells at from 4 to 5

seers for the rupee, the cake at 36 seers, and the bhusd at 4 maunds” (E.

T. Atkinson).

“The pure oil is seldom offered for sale. Though it lowers the quality

of the oil, the outturn is generally increased by mixing its seeds with
gingelly seed” (Bomb. Gaz., 153). Although the oil is apparently not
exported from India a considerable trade is done with Liverpool' and
London in the seeds.

Expression of Oil.—“The oil is expressed in the same manner as the
other oil-seeds. After the husks have been removed, the husks of the seed
are thick and would weigh about one-third of the weight of seed. When
they are removed, 25 per cent, of the remainder will represent the extract-
able oil, which is of a light colour and burns well. I am only surprised
that it has not been brought more into use for English lamps. I use
scarcely any other oil.”

Dry Hot extraction of Oil.
—

“ There is also another way of extracting
the oil, which is, I think, so peculiar that I will attempt to describe it. It

renders the oil useless for burning purposes,—charring it, in fact ; but this

is the oil used by the native agriculturist for greasing his well-ropes,
leathern well-buckets, &c., and in fact all leather-work used for exposure
to water. It is a rude still, with process inverted. A hole is dug in the
ground deep enough to receive an earthen jar or gurrah of any capacity,
on the mouth of which is placed an earthen plate with a hole of about a
quarter of an inch diameter bored in its centre. Above this is placed
another similar jar nearly filled with the bhurra or kussum seed invert-

ed upon the plate. The juncture of the three is luted with clay, and
earth then filled in up to some inches above the juncture of the vessels,—
in fact, up to the swell above the neck of the upper inverted vessel. Dried
cow-dung is then heaped above the upper vessel and set on fire. The
fire is kept in ignition for about half an hour, when it is removed. The
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upper inverted vessel is found to be about half full of the charred seed,

and the lower one, which was imbedded in the ground, about one-third

full of a black sticky oil. By this process the oil as well as the seed is

charred, but the natives assert that it is all the more valuable for the pre-

servation of leathern vessels exposed to the action of water. It might be

worth the while of chemists to enquire why this should be, and whether

this kind of oil would be of any commercial value at home. The yield of

oil by this process is more than a fourth larger than by the press”

(/?. JV. Bingham
, Jour. Agri.-Hort. Soc ., XII., 340). j

t

THE MEDICINE.
\

“This plant is the kusumbhu of Sanskrit writers, who describe the
j

seeds as purgative, and mention a medicated oil which is prepared
1

from the plant for external application in rheumatism and paralysis.

Muhammadan writers enumerate a great many diseases in which the seeds
j

may be used as a laxative ; they consider them to have the power of
j

removing phlegmatic and adust humours from the system.” (Dymock's «

Mat. Med . W. Ind.) Ainslie gives the following account of the plant
: j

** A fixed oil is prepared from it which the Vytians used as an external
j

application in rheumatic pains and paralytic affections, also for bad ulcers;

the small seeds are reckoned amongst their laxative medicines, for which
;

purpose I sec they are also used in Jamaica (the kernels beat into an
emulsion with honeyed water).” Burham tells us that a drachm of the .

dried flowers taken internally cures jaundice ( Hort. Jamaica , /., 72).
j

Loureiro says that the seeds are considered as purgative, or eccoprotic,
j

resolvent, and emmenagoguc. In South America, as well as in Jamaica, I

the flowers are much used for colouring broths and ragouts. I

*' In Bombay the seeds, under the name of kardayi
, are pressed along :

with ground-nuts and sesamum to form the sweet oil of the bazars ; they
1

are also universally kept by the druggists for medicinal use ”
(Dymock ).

The “flowers are sometimes fraudulently mixed with saffron, which they
resemble in colour, but from which they may be distinguished by their

tubular form, and the yellowish style and filaments which they enclose.

In large doses carthamus is said to be laxative; and administered in

warm infusion, diaphoretic. It is used in domestic practice as a substi-
tute for saffron in measles, scarlatina, and other exanthematous diseases
to promote the eruption. An infusion, made in the proportion of two
drachms to a pint of boiling water, is usually employed, and given without
restriction as to quantity.” (U. S. Dispens) !

Special Opinions.—§
“ The powdered seed made into a poultice are used

to allay inflammation of the womb after child-birth. The oil is used as a
liniment in rheumatism ”

(Surgeon-Major C. W. Calthrop , M.D., Moray).
“ The seeds are said to have properties like linseed, and to be useful
in unhealthy ulcers” ( U. C. Dutt, Civil Medical Officer, Serampore).
“Decoction used as a diuretic. The seeds ar-> laxative. The oil is used
as a dressing for ulcers ” (Surgeon W. Barren , Bhuj, Cutch).

Food.—Poultry fatten on the seeds. Mr. Atkinson savs the leaves
are eaten as a spinach in some parts of the North-West Provinces. “ The
tender leaves of the cultivated plant, which are not spinous, are used as

jan article of food. The roasted seeds are eaten ; they were much pro-
j

cured by well-to-do people during the late famine at Sholapur. The cake !

is excellent for fattening poultry ”
(Lisboa, Us. PL, Bomb., 163). Safflower

\

is sometimes used to^Iye cakes, biscuits, and toys, but as it is purgative it !

should not be too freely employed for this purpose.
|
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CARUM, Linn

.

; Gen . PI., /., £90.
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682

Carum Carui, Linn . / P/. Pr. Ind., II., 680 ; Umbelliferje.
Caraway

; Fruits ou Semences de Carve, Fr. ; Kummel,

Vern.

—

Shid-jird (U. O. Dutt), zira, Hind.; lira, Beng. ;
Zira siyah,

Pb.; G&nyun, Kashmir and Chenab; thnb&, Ladak; Zira, N.-W. P.

;

Wilayati-zirah, Bomb.; Shimai-shombu, kikku-virai, Tam.; Shtmau
sapu, Tel.; Karoya, karawya, Arab.; Kardya, Pers. ; Sushavi (U. C.
Dutt), Sans. The Kapos 0f Dioscorides, and the Careuvn of Pliny.

References.

—

Stewart, Pb. PL, 104; DC. Prodr., IV., 115 ; Pharm. Ind.,
gfi; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 362 ; Pluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 304;
Bentley & Trim., Med. PL, 120; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 174,

319 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 304 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens.,

358 fMurray, PL and Drugs of Sind, 201 / S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs ,

63 / Irvine, Mat. Med . Patna, 94; Kcw. Cat., 74; Atkinson, Him. Dist.,

7o5, 730 ! Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 39; Lisboa, U. Pl. of Bomb., 161 f

Spons' Encyclop., 1418 ; Smith, Die., 92 ; Treasury of Botany; Morton

,

Cyclop. Agri.

Habitat.—A herbaceous plant cultivated, for its seeds, as a cold-

season crop on the plains of India and frequently on the hills, as a sum-
mer crop, as in Bal Listen, Kashmir, and Garwhal, &c., at an altitude of

between 9,000 to 12,000 feet. Distributed to Western and Northern Asia
and Europe. The Greek and Latin names of the plant are said by some
writers to be “derived from Caria, the native country of the plant ”( Bird-
wood) ; by others this is doubted, since the plant does not occur in Caria.

Condiment.—

T

he spice seems to have come into use in Europe about
the 13th century, and it was known in England at the close ol the 14th cen-
tury, since it is mentioned “with coriander, pepper, and garlick in theform
of curry, a roll of ancient English cookery compiled by the master'cooks
of Richard II., about A.D. 1390.” “ The oriental names of Caraway show
that as a spice it is not a production of the East : thus we find it termed
Roman (i. e., European), Armenian, mountain or foreign Cummin; Per-
sian or Andalusian Caraway ; or foreign Anise. And though it is now
sold in the Indian bazars, its name does not occur in the earlier lists of

Indian spices” (Pharmacog., 303-6).
Many recent writers agree in viewing the true Caraway plant as wild

in certain parts of the Northern Himalayas, and it is certainly cultivated
both on the hills and in the plains, so that the expression that it is sold in

the bazars is slightly misleading. Then again it is scarcely correct to say
that the oriental names for Caraway show that it is not a production of the
East. Such names as Gunyun and Umbu , and others given above, leave
little doubt of the indigenous nature of the plant, so far as vernacular
names alone can be accepted as of significance. The spice was well
known to the Persians, ana in the Makhean the name karawya or kuruya
is said to be derived from the Syrian kdrui. It is quite customary to
find in oriental names of plants that two species, or even two widely
different things, are spoken of as “ white ” or “ black ” forms of the same.
Accordingly, the name zira {ziraka or jiraka. Sans.) may be viewed in the
terminology of spices as generic. By some writers and in some parts of
India that word is restricted to mean Cuminum Csrminvm, while by others that
spice is spoken of as the (white) safedzira (in the Punjab, &c.) and Nigella
s&tiva as the (black) kale jira. But in the same way there are many forms
of black jira or substitutes for black jira, as, for example, Veraonia aothel-
mintica, and the form of Carum which will be found discussed under
C. nigrum. The existence of the name Wilayati-zira, that is, European
zira, should not by itself be viewed as excluding the true Caraway from an
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oriental origin since such a name might simply mean that in that part

of the country it was first brought to the attention of the natives by the

Europeans. Indeed, the facilities of trade offered by the Persian Gulf
can easily be understood to have made the people of Bombay more fami-

liar with an imported article than with a wild or event cultivated plant of

the Panjdb Himalaya. Authors are about equally divided in the restric-

tion of the word ztra to Carum Cam! on the one hand, and to Cuminum
Cyminnm on the other. (Conf. with C. nigrum.)

Dr. Dymock says that Caraways are brought from the Red Sea Ports

to Bombay where they are sold at Ri per pound. Dr. Stewart alludes to

a considerable trade from Afghanistan, Kashmir, and other parts of the

Panjdb Himalaya to the plains of India. The imports of Caraway into

Great Britain are about 20,000 cwts. a year and chiefly from Holland.

It is also largely grown in Kent and Essex.

CARUM
Carui.

CONDIMENT.

TRADE.
683

Oil.—A valuable essential oil is obtained from the seeds, called Cara-
way Oil. This oil is colourless or pale yellow, thin, with a strong odour
and flavour of the fruit. It is used in medicine and more extensively as

a perfume for soaps. (Spons\

)

Perfumery.—Piesse, in his book on perfumery, remarks that the odori-

ferous principle obtained from the seeds by distillation, when dissolved in

spirit, may be combined with lavender and bergamot for the manufacture
of cheap essences in a similar way to cloves.

OIL.

684

PERFUMERY.

68S

Medicine.—As a medicine the dried fruit possesses stimulant and
carminative properties. It has been found useful in flatulent colic, atonic
dyspepsia, and spasmodic affections of the bowels. Two preparations are
given in the Pharmacopoeia India, viz . , Oil of Caraway and Caraway
Water. The oil is used as an aromatic stimulant, and also as an adjunct
and solvent in the preparation of the resinous cathartic pills. An infusion
is also prepared by adding two drachms of the seeds to a pint of boiling
water.

“ Muhammadan writers describe the fruits as aromatic, carminative, and
astringent; from them they prepare an eye-ash which is supposed to
strengthen the sight; they are also used as a pectoral, and considered
diuretic and anthelmintic. A caraway bath is recommended for painful
swelling of the womb, and a poultice for painful and protruding piles.”
(Dymock’s Mat . Med. IV. Ind., 304).

Chemical Composition.
—

"

Caraways contain a volatile oil, which the
Dutch drug affords to the extent of 5*5 per cent., that grown in Germany
to the amount of 7 per cent.; in Norway 5*8 per cent, have also been
obtained from the indigenous caraways. The position and size of the
vitse account for the fact that comminution of the fruits previous to distil-
lation does not increase the yield of oil.

“Volckel (1840) showed that the oil is a mixture of a hydrocarbon
C I0H 16 and an oxygenated oil, C I0H 14O. Berzelius subsequently termed
the former carvene and the latter carvol.

" Carvene, constituting about one-third of tne crude oil, boils at 173
0
C.,

and forms, with dry hydrochloric gas, crystals of C 10H, 6 +2 HC1. It
has been ascertained by us that carvene, as well as carvol, has a dextro-
gyrate power, that of carvene being considerably the stronger ; there are
probably not many liquids exhibiting a stronger dextrogyrate rotation.
Carvene is of a weaker odour than carvol, from which it has not yet been
absolutely deprived

;
perfectly pure carvene would no doubt prove no

longer to possess the specific odour of the drug. By distilling it over
sodium, it acquires a rather pleasant odour ; its specific gravity at 15

0
C.

is equal to o*86i.
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"Carvol at 2o° C. has a specific gravity of 0*953 ; it boils at 224
0
C. ; the

same oil appears to occur in dill (Fructns Anethi), and an oil of the same
percental constitution is yielded by the spearmint. The latter, however,
deviates the plane of polarization to the left. If four parts of Carvol, either
from caraways, dill, or spearmint, are mixed with one part of alcohol,

specific gravity 0*830, and saturated with sulphuretted hydrogen, crystals
of (C 10H 14C) 2SH 2 are at once formed as soon as a little ammonia is

added/’ (Pharmacog.)
Special Opinions.—§ "Stimulant and laxative. The white variety is

lactagogue” (Assistant Surgeon Nehal Singh , Saharanpore). "Have
used it to increase the flow of milk with no decided effect” {Surgeon
D. Picachy, Purneah,)

Food.—The seed is used parched and powdered, or raw and entire.

In the former case it is employed to flavour curries; in thelatter it is putin
cakes. It is used in confectionery and in flavouring drinks. It also "pro-
duces a spirit cordial ”

( Morton ). The roots of thecaraway plant are very
agreeable and are much eaten in the north of Europe ( O’Shaughnessy).

Special Opinions.—§
" As a condiment with curries ” (Surgeon C. M.

Russell, M.D. , Sarun). "Carminative; largely used in curry-powder ”

(Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhattacharji , Chanda , Central Prov-
inces).

Carum copticum, Benth. ; FI . Br. Ind., II., 682 ; Wight, Ic., t. 566.

The Bishop’s Weed
; Lovage

;
Ajava Seeds

; Amyzad,
Dutch / Sison, Fr. ; Ameos, Port .

Syn.—

A

mmi copticum, Boiss.; Ligusticum Ajawain, Fleming

;

L.
Ajouan, Roxb.

;

Ptychotis coptica, DC.; P. Ajowan, DC,

;

Sison
ammi,Jacq.f Bunium aromaticum, Linn.

Vern.

—

Ajowan, ajwain

,

Hind.; Jowanl juvani, Beng. ; Ajamo, Guj.;
Chohara , Cutch; Owa, Mar.; Jawind, Kashmir; Aman, oman,

Tam.; Omami, omamu, Tel.; Omu, oma, Kan.; Ajwdn, owa,

B

omb. ;

Ova, Mar.; Yamani (and according to Ainslie Ajm6dum,brahmadarbha),
Sans.; Kamue muluki, tdhb-el-khubz, Arab.; Ztmdn, ndnkhwah
(appetiser) Pers.

; Assamodum (in Ainslie), Sing.; Chcelle, Egypt.
References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 271 ; Flem., Cat. Ind. Med.,

70 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI. Supp 41 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 107 ; Aitchi-

son, Cat. Pb. PI., 67 ; DC. Prodr., IV., 108 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 2r ;
Pharm. Ind., 99; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 5/, 52, 90; Fliick.

& Hanb., Pharmacog., 302; V. S. Dtspens., 1433; U. C. Dutt, Mat.
Med. Hind., 172, 173» 324; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 365;
Ainslie, Mat. Ind., 38; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dtspens., /., 357

;

Murray, Drugs and PI. of Sind, 196 ; Waring, Bazar Med., 123;
S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 65; Drury, U. PI., 359; Baden Powell, Pb.

Prod., 301; Atkinson, Him. Dist ., 705,730; Lisboa, U. PI. of Bomb.,

161, 223 : Spons* Encycl., 791 ; Smith, Diet., 7 / Irvine, Mat . Med. Patna,

5; Top. Ajmir, 124; Kew Cat., 74-

Habitat.—Cultivated extensively in India on account of its seeds; from

thePanjdb and Bengal to the South Deccan. This seems to be the a/i/a

of the Greeks. It is first mentioned in Europe as brought from Egypt about

1549 and had come into medical use in London about 1693, since it is

mentioned by Dale.

Oil.—The seeds yield an oil on distillation with water, which is used

medicinally in cholera, colic, and indigestion.

Medidne.—In native practice the seeds are much valued for their

antispasmodic, stimulant, tonic, and carminative properties. "They are

considered to combine the stimulant quality of capsicum or mustard with

the bitter property of chiretta, and the antispasmodic virtues of asafeetida.”
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The Bishop’s Weed. CARUM
copticum.

(Waring*s Bazar Med.) They are administered in flatulence, flatulent

colic, atonic dyspepsia, and diarrhoea, and are often recommended for

cholera. They are used most frequently in conjunction with asafoetida,

myrabolans, and rock-salt. A decoction is supposed to check discharges,

and it is therefore sometimes prescribed as a lotion, and often constitutes

an ingredient in cough mixture. Ainslie remarks that the small, warm,
aromatic seed resembling anise seed in its virtues, is much used by the

native doctors as a stomachic, cardiac, and stimulant, and also by the veter-

inary practitioners in India in the diseases of horses and cows. Dr. Bidie is

strongly in favour of the extended use of this medicine. “ As a topical

remedy it may be used with advantage, along with astringents, in cases

of relaxed sore-throats. For disguising the taste of disagreeable drugs
and obviating their tendency to cause nausea and griping, I know of no
remedy of equal power.” The seeds have come into special notice in

England and Germany for the manufacture of Thymol , enormous quan-
tities of which are now made and used as an antiseptic (Smith),

MEDICINE.

Thymol.

694
Omum Water—or distilled water from the seeds—is sold in the bazars

of India, also a crystalline essential oil (Ajvsan-ke-phul). This is chiefly

prepared at Oojeinand elsewhere in Central India. (Pharm. Ind.) lt-is

identical with thymol (C
1?
H 14 0), and is used as a powerful carminative in

flatulence and as an antispasmodic in hysterical pains. Of late, it has
been extolled as a powerful antiseptic superior to carbolic acid (Home
Dept. Cor., Nov. 18S0). " In cholera, much reliance is placed by the natives

and Anglo-Indians on omum water, and although it appears to have no
claim to the character of a specific in that disease which popular opinion
assigns to it, there can be little doubt that it exercises considerable power,
especially in the early stage, of checking the diarrhoea and vomiting, and
at the same time of stimulating the system. It is not to be trusted to

alone, but forms an admirable adjunct to other remedies. In habitual
drunkenness and dipsomania, omum seems worthy of trial.” ( W.. ring's
Bazar Med.) Dr. Stocks was the first to draw attention to a crystalline

substance sold in the bazars of the Deccan and Sind, known as Ajwain-

ka-phul. This is prepared from the fruits of Cagim copticmm or forms
spontaneously on the surface of the distilled water. (Pharm. Ind.)

Chemical Composition.—The authors of the Pharmacographia say

:

"The fruits on an average afford from 4 to 4-5 per cent, of an agreeable,
aromatic, volatile oil; at the same time there often collects on the surface
of the distilled water a crystalline substance, which is prepared at
Oojem and elsewhere in Central India, by exposing the oil to spontane-
ous evaporation at a low temperature. This steoroptene, sold in the shops
of Poona and other places of the Deccan under the name of Ajwain-ka-

phul, i.e., flowers of ajwain, was shown by Stenhouse (1855) and by Hains

C 0 H )
(1856) to be identical with thymol, C 6H 3 l C H 3 >, as contained in

v. C 3H 7 )
Thymus vulgaris.

"We obtained it by exposing oil of our own distillation, first rectified
from chloride of calcium, to a temperature of 0° C., when the oil deposited

36 per cent, of thymol in superb tabular crystals, an inch or more in

length. The liquid portion, even after long exposure to a cold some
degrees below the freezing point, yielded no further crop. We found the
thymol thus obtained began to melt at 44

0
C., yet using somewhat larger

quantities, it appeared to require fully 51
0
C. for complete fusion. On '

cooling, it continues fluid for a long time, and only recrystallizes when a
crystal of thymol is projected into it.

OMUM.
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“ Thymol is more conveniently and completely extracted from the oil

by shaking it repeatedly with caustic lye, and neutralizing the latter.

“The oil of aiwain, from which the thymol has been removed, boils
at about 172

0
, ana contains cymcne (or cymol) C 10H 14, which, with con-

centrated sulphuric acid, affords cymen-sulphonic acid, C10H 18SO2OH.
The latter is not very readily crystallizable, but forms crystallized salts

with baryum, calcium, zinc, and lead, which are abundantly soluble in
water. In the oil of ajwain no constituent of the formula C10H 16 appears
to be present; mixed with alcohol and nitric acid, it at least produces no
crystals of terpin.

“The residual portions of the oil, from which the cymene has been
distilled, contains anoLher substance of the phenol class different from
thymol.”

Special Opinions.—§ Sometimes used by the natives for colds; useless
as far as my experience goes [Surgeon -Major C. J. McKenna , Cawn-
pore). “Much used in flatulence, diarrhoea, and with other drugs in

dyspepsia. Very useful in flatulence and with dyspepsia, especially
administered in powder mixed with other antispasmodics ” {Surgeon
G. Price, Shahabad). “ Exported to England for the sake of the thymol it

contains, and which is used in surgery as an antiseptic. Native doctors
in Madras famine relief camp used to give ‘ ornum water* for dysentery.
I don’t think it was of any use, nor, for the matter of that, was any other
drug, but they and their patients had great faith in it " (G. B . Madras).
“ Aromatic, stimulant, antispasmodic, tonic, sialagogue ; used in dyspep-
sia, vomiting, griping, diarrhoea, flatulence, faintness” {Hospital Assis-
tant Choonna Lull, Juhbulpore). “ Carminative and stomachic ; mixed
with black pepper and salt, and taken in empty stomach, relieves flatu-
lence and colic and promotes digestion *’ {Assistant Surgeon Shib Chun-

der Bhaltacharji
, Chanda , Central Provinces). “ The water distilled from

the seeds is very useful as a carminative, and is largely used by the
natives, being administered to newly-born infants as a carminative and
stimulant. This plant is commonly cultivated in this district, being large-
ly used as a condition t ” (Surgeon S. H. Browne

,
M.D., Hoshangabad,

Central Provinces). “The seeds form a constant ingredient in all native
mixtures for rheumatism. In combination with cardamoms and nutmegs
in powder, and mixed with the mother’s milk, they are commonly given
to newly-born children ” {Narain Misser, Hoshangabad, Central Pro-
vinces). “ A very good carminative ” {Honorary Surgeon E. A. Morris

,

Negapatam). “Stimulant, anti-scorbutic, heating medicine ” {Surgeon
IV. A. Barren

, Belgaum, Bombay).
Food.—The seeds are aromatic, and form an ingredient of the prepa-

ration known as pan.

Carum nigrum,? Royle ; Him. Bot. y 229,
Black Caraway.

Syn.—Stewart, Baden Powell, &c., refer the name Carum gracilb,
Btk., to this species, or rather place both under C. Carui.

Vern.—Shdh-zirah, shah-zirdh, Hind., Dux.; Shimai-shlragam, pilappu
shiragain, 1am.; Sima-jilakara

,

Tel.; Shima-jirakam, Malay;
Shime-jerage, Kan.; Kamene-hirmdni

,

Arab.; Zirahe-siydh, zirahe
kirmdm , stydh-zirah, Peks.

References.—Pharm . Ind., 99 ; Baden Powell
, Pb. Prod mi 35 f ; Moodeen

Sheriff, Supp. Pharm . Ind., 90 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 305 ; S.
Arjun, Bomb . Drugs, 63; Birdwood, Bomb. Drugs, 39.

Habitat.—Royle mentions that seeds under the name of Zeera seeah
are imported from Kunawar, and that these are “a kind of caraway.” To
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Black Caraway.
CARUM

Roxburghianum.

these seeds he gave the name Carum nigrum, without apparently having

either seen the plant or ascertained anything more about them. Stewart
seems to have gone into the subject for he reduces Royle’s C. nigrum
to C. Carui. In this view he appears to be supported by Mr. O. B. Clarke
in the Flora of British India, since Royle is by that author quoted as having
found the true caraway in Kashmir and uarwhal. In what has been
already said under C. Carui this opinion has been supported; but at the

same time it must be added that Dr. Dymock and many other writers

continue to allude to a black form of caraway. Dr. Dymock says s
“ Sajira

or Siah-zirah {Bomb.) has more slender and darker-coloured fruits than

the true caraway; a transverse section shows a similar structure. The
flavour approaches that of Cummin, and the Persian name which it bears

signifies black cummin. It is probably the article described in Persian

works on Materia Medica as Kirmani or black cummin.”
“Siah-zirah is imported in large quantities from the Persian Gulf ports,

average value R8 per Surat maund of 37^Ib.” “ In 1881-82 the imports

into Bombay from Persia amounted to 2,683 cwts. valued at R7I,886. The
exports were 5 cwts. to Mauritius and 4 cwts. to Aden.”

Under C. Carui it has already been stated that a considerable trade

is done between the North-Him&layan and trans-Himalayan regions with

the plains of India in what has been accepted as the true caraway.
These two seeds are distributed all over India, the Europeans using the

latter and the Natives, especially the Muhammadans, preferring the

former. Whether or not the Sidh-zirah of Bombay may prove a variety, or

perhaps even a species, of Carum remains to be determined when the seeds

are cultivated, but there would appear no reason to doubt that that seed is

not what Royle had in view when he published the name C. nigrum. The
information here given refers exclusively to the Persian Gull seed, and it

has been placed under the botanical name published by Royle in order to

forcibly draw attention to the fact that recent writers have, as it would
appear, been confusing two very distinct seeds under one botanical name.

It is thus probable that the vernacular names given under C. Carui
and C. nigrum (above) may have to undergo a rearrangement when the

two species, or two varieties of one species, to which they refer, have been
finally determined. The name Sidh-zirah is applied to both as matters
stand, at present, but the other Panjab names refer to the cultivated and
wild forms of the Panjdb plant only. It is of course possible that the Per-
sian Gulf Sidh-zirah may prove a form of the Panjab plant, and that both
may be even referable to Carum Carui.

Medicine.—The seeds are used as a carminative.
Food.—In Western India the seeds are used mostly by Muhammadans

as a spice, and also to a certain extent by the Marathas (Dymock).

Carum Roxburghianum, Benth. FI. Br. Ind., II., 682 ; Wight, Ic.,

t. 567.

Syn.—Afium involucratum, Roxh.

;

P^ychotis Roxburghiana, DC.
Vern.

—

Bazrul-karafs

,

Arab.; Tukhme-karafs, Pers. ; Ajmud, djmudd,
ajmot,

ajmod, Hind.; Ajmuddh, djmudah-ajvan, Dec.; Randhuni
,

C. P. ; Asham tdgam , ashamtd-oman

,

Tam. ; Ajumdda-votnam, ashuma-
ddga-vdtnan, ajumoda vomaru

,

Tel.; Ajmud, rdndhoni, or radhuni,
chanu, Beng. ; Ajmddd-vdva, koran3a, Mar.; Ajmodd-ydmd, Kan.;
Ajmod, bodiajamo, Guj.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind.
, Ed. C.B.C. , 273 ; Dale. & Gibs

,
Bomb., FI.,

106 ; DC. Prodr., IV., log ; Pharm. Ind., 108 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp.
Pharm. Ind., gi ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 173 ; Atkinson, Him.
Dist., 70s ; Birdwood, Bomb . Prod., 39 ; Lisboa , U. PI. of Bomb.,
16 / ; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 6; Ajm. Med. Top., 124 / Fleming,
Cat., Ind. Med.
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Habitat.—A herbaceous plant extensively cultivated throughout India,

from Hindustan and Bengal to Singapore and Ceylon.

Medicine.—The seeds of this species are useful in hiccup, vomiting, and
pain in the bladder. They form an ingredient of carminative and stimulant
preparations, and are useful in dyspepsia.

Special Opinions.—§ “Carminative. It is an essential ingredient of

native cookery, and is generally called Randhuni 99
(Assistant Surgeon

Shib Chunder Bhattacharji, Chanda, Central Provinces).

Food.—Often raised in gardens during the cold season for the seed
which is used in flavouring curry ; also used by the Europeans as a sub-

stitute for parsley (
Royle). Extensively cultivated in (jajarat (Lisboa).

Leaves though of an unpleasant smell are now and then used by Eu-
ropeans as a substitute for parsley (Voigt).

Carving, Fancy work, Images, &c.—
Timbers used for :

—

Berberis nepalensis, Spreng. (use-

ful for inlaying).

Buxussempervirens, Linn . (carving)

Cedrela Toona, Roxb. (carving).

Celastrus spinosus, Royle (carving

and engraving).
Chickrassia tabularis, Adr. Juss.

(carving).

Cocos nucifera, Linn, (fancy work).

Crataeva religiosa, Forst. (models).

Cupressus torulosa, Don. (images).

Dalbergia cultrata, Grah. (carving).

D. latifolia, Roxb. (carving and
fancy work).

D. Sissoo, Roxb . (carved work).

Diospyros Ebenum, Konig. (used

for inlaying).

D. melanoxylon, Roxb. (fancy work
and carving).

Euonymus grandiflorus, Wall, (carv-

ing).

E. Hamiltonianus, Wall, (carving

into spoons).

Givotia rottleriformis, Griff, (carv-

ing figures).

Gmelina arborea, Roxb. (carving
images).

Hardwickia binata, Roxb . (orna-
mental work).

Holarrhena antidysenterica, Wall.
(carvings).

Kydia calycina, Roxb. (carving).
Melia Azadirachta, Linn . fidols).

Pistacia integerrima, J. L. Stewart
(carving, ornamental work).

Premna tomentosa, Willd. (fancy
work).

Santalnm album, Linn . (carving).
Stephegyne parvifolia, Korth. (carv-
ed articles).

Symplocos crataegoides, Ham. (carv-
ing).

Tecoma undulata, G. Don (carving).
Ulmns integrifolia, Roxb. (carving).
Viburnumerubescens, Wall, (carving).
Wightia gigantea, Wall. (Buddhist

idols).

Wrightia tinctoria, R. Br. (carving).

W. tomentosa, Rom. & Sch. (carved
work).
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CARYOPHYLLUS, Linn. ; Gen. PL, I., 7ig.

Caryophyllus aromaticus, Linn. ; DC. Prodr., III., 262

;

Cloves. [Myrtace*.
Syn.

—

Eugenia caryophyllata, Thunberg.

Vern.—Mckhak , Pers.; Lavanga , langa

,

Beng. ; L6ng , laung, Hind.
Laung, karanfal

,

Pb. ; Rating , Kashmir; Lawanga, laytnga

,

Mar.,
Guj.; Lavang

,

Bomb. ; Kiramber, kirdmbu , ilavangap-pu, karuvdp-pui
crambu

,

Tam.; Lavangalu , Tel.; Chankt, Mal. ; Labang

,

Dec.;
Lavanga, Sans. ; Varrala, Sing.

References.

—

Rorb., FI. Ind ., Ed. C.B.C. , 401 ; Kurs,For. FI. Burnt., /.,

47/; Gamble, Man. Timh., J88 ; DC. Origin of Cult. PI., 128 ; Pharm.
Ind., 91; Flock. & Hanb., Pharmacog ., 280; U. S. Dispens., 15th

Ed., 363 ; Bentley & Trim., Med. PI., 112; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., /.,
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593; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med . Hind ., 764, 307 ; Dymock, Mat. Med.
W. Ind.y 2nd Ed., 328 ; O'Shaughnessy,

Beng. Dispens.,334 ; Murray,
PI. and Drugs of Sind, 192; Baden Powell

,
P6. /V., 349; Waring,

Bazar Med., 44; S. Arjun, Bomb . Drugs
, 56 ; Birdwood, Bomb.

Pr., 35 ; Lisboa, U. PI. of Bomb., 156 ; Dalz. & Gibs, Bomb. FI. Suppl.,

34; Spoils, Encyclop., 1807 ; Balfour, Cyclop.; Smith, Die., 120;
Treasury of Botany ; Ajmtr Med. Top., 144, 145 ; Foyle, Him. Bot., 217.

Habitat.—A native of the Moluccas. Cultivated in Southern India-

The Dutch tried to restrict its cultivation to the Island of Amboyna,
but in the course of time it got introduced into India and other tropical

countries. The flower-buds of this plant yield the cloves of commerce.
Cultivation and yield.—“ In cultivating cloves, the mother-cloves (fruits)

areplanted in rich mouIdabouti2 inches apart, screened from the sun, and
duly watered. They germinate within 5 weeks, and, when 4 feet high, are

transplanted at distances of 30 feet. There should be a certain amount of

sand in the soil to reduce its tenacity, and less manure is required than
for nutmegs. The tree naturally selects a volcanic soil, and a sloping posi-

tion. The yield commences at about the 6th year, and is at its maximum
in the 12th year, when the average annual produce may be estimated at

6-7ftj of marketable fruit from each tree. There is usually a crop every
year, but in Sumatra the trees often bear only twice in 3 years. When past
its prime, the tree has a ragged appearance. Its existence in Sumatra is

supposed to be limited to a duration of about 20 years, except in very
superior soil, when it may perhaps last 24 years

;
yet in Amboyna, it does

not bear till the I2th-i5th year, and continues prolific to the age of 75-150
years. Hence, it is necessary to plant a succession of seedlings when the
old trees have attained their 8th >ear, this octennial system being adhered
to throughout. The slight hold which the trees have upon the soil, renders
it very desirable that they should be provided with shelter from strong
winds The harvesting of the flower-buds (cloves) com-
mences immediately they assume a bright red colour. The best and
most usual plan is to pluck them singly by hand, moveable stages facili-

tating the operation in the case of the upper branches. Sometimes,
however, they are beaten off by long bamboos, and caught in cloths
spread below. The plucked cloves undergo a process of drying, which
confers a brown hue, and prepares them for packing. In Sumatra, simple
exposure to the sun for several days on mats is the common method ; but
elsewhere they are occasionally also smoked on hurdles covered with
matting near a slow wood-fire; and very rarely they are scalded in hot
water before smoking. They are ready for packing when they break
easily betwen the fingers.” (Sports’ Encycl.)

Oil.—Every part of the plant abounds with aromatic oil. The flower-
buds and flower-stalks of cloves yield, when distilled with water, an essen-
tial oil. The process of distillation is largely carried on in England. It

is a colourless or a yellowish oil, having a powerful odour and flavour
of cloves. It easily combines with grease, soap, and spirit, and is exten-
sively made use of in the manufacture of perfumery. In Germany it is

often adulterated with carbolic acid. The essence of cloves is obtained by
dissolving oil of cloves in the proportion of four ounces of oil to one gallon
of spirit.

Description of the Drug.—"The varieties of cloves occurring in com-
merce do not exhibit any structural differences. Inferior kinds are dis-
tinguished by being less plump, less bright in tint, and less rich in essen-
tial oil. In London price-currcnts, cloves are enumerated in the order of
value thus: Penang, Bencoolen, Amboyna, Zanzibar” (Pharmacog., 284).
The cloves met with in the Indian bazars are generally old and worthless.
Those suited for medical use should have a strong, fragrant odour, a bitter,

C.707
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spicy, pungent taste, and should emit a trace of oil when pressed with the
nail ( Waring*s Bazar Medicines). “ The Americans have introduced into

commerce an imitation : deal-wood cut into appropriate pieces are soaked
in a solution of true cloves ” (Lisboa), “ Clove-stalks, the vikunia of the
natives, are largely shipped from Zanzibar, and used in the manufacture
of mixed spice and for adulterating ground cloves Mother-
cloves or fruits are also exported, probably for a similar purpose” (Spons*

Encycl . , 1808),

Medicine.—The dried flower-buds which constitute the cloves of com-
merce are, aromatic, stimulant, and carminative; they are used in atonic

dyspepsia and in gastric irritability, especially in the vomiting of pregnancy.
Ainslie recommends the use of the infusion made with one drachm of

bruised cloves and half a pint of boiling water, to be taken in the dose
of from Ji to Jiis, thrice daily in languors and in dyspepsia. A five-

grain pill made of equal parts of jalap and powdered cloves generally
opens the bowels. “ Cloves are much used in Hindu medicine, as an
aromatic adjunct. They are regarded as light, cooling, stomachic and
digestive, and useful in thirst, vomiting, flatulence, colic, &c. An infusion

of cloves is given to appease thirst ”
( U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind, 164 ).

A mixture of equal parts of the infusion of cloves and chiretta has an
excellent effect in debility, loss of appetite, and in convalescence after

fevers. “The oil, Lavanga-tela, is used externally in rheumatic pains,

headache, and toothache " (S. Arjun), and “is a frequent ingredient of

pill-masses.” “ Muhammadan writers describe cloves as hot and dry, and
consider them to be alexipharmic and cephalic, whether taken internally or
applied externally; they also recommend them for strengthening the gums
and perfuming the breath, and on account of their pectoral, cardiacal,

tonic, and digestive qualities. They have a curious superstition to the

effect that one male clove eaten daily will prevent conception ” (Dymock's
Mat. Med. W. Ind., 329).

Chemical Composition.—“Few plants possess any organ so rich in

essential oil as the drug under consideration. The oil known in pharmacy
as Oleum Caryophylli,

which is the important constituent of cloves, is

obtainable to the extent of 16 to 20 per cent. But to extract the whole,
the distillation must be long continued, the water being returned to the
same material.

“The oil is a colourless or yellowish liquid with a powerful odour and
taste of cloves, sp. gr. 1*046 to 1*058. It is a mixture of a hydrocarbon
and an oxygenated oil called Eugenol, in variable proportions. The for-

mer, which is termed light oil of cloves, and comes over in the first period
of the distillation, has the composition C

1§
H

?4, a sp. gr. of 0*918, and boils

at 25 1° C. It deviates the plane of polarization slightly to the left, and is

not coloured on addition of ferric chloride; it is of a rather terebinthina-
ceous odour.

“ Eugenol, sometimes called Eugenic Acid, has a sp. gr. of 1*087 at o° C.,
and possesses the full taste and smell of cloves. Its Soiling point is 247*5°.

With alkalis, especially ammonia and baryta, it yields crystall izable salts.

Eugenol may therefore be prepared by submitting the crude oil of cloves
to distillation with caustic soda ; the * light oil * then distils the eugenol,
being now combined with sodium, remains in the still. It will be obtain-
ed on addition of an acid and again distilling. Eugenol is devoid of
rotatory power, whence the crude oil of cloves, of which eugenol is by far

the prevailing constituent, is optically almost inactive. The constitution

f OCHg
of eugenol is given by the formula C6 H 8 < OH j. It belongs

C CH. CH. CH| /

C. 708
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to the phenol class, and has also been met with in the fruits of Pimento offi-

cinalis, in the Bay leaves, in Canella bark, in the leaves and flower-buds

of Cinnamomum zeylanicum, and in Brazilian clove bark (Dicypellium

caryophyllatum, Nees).
“ Eugenol can be converted into Vanillin .

“The water distilled from cloves is stated to contain, in addition to the

essential oil, another body, Eugenin, which sometimes separates after a
while in the form of tasteless, crystalline laminae, having the same compo-
sition as eugenol. We have never met with it.

“According to Scheuch (1863), oil of cloves also (sometimes) contains a

little Salicylic acid, C6 H 4 [cOOH which ma>’ be removed by shaking

the oil with a solution of carbonate of ammonium.
Caryophyllin , C?0

H 32 O, is a neutral, tasteless, inodorous substance,

crystallizing in needle-shaped prisms. Wc have obtained it in small quan-

tity, by treating with boiling ether cloves, which we had previously

deprived of most of their essential oil by small quantities of alcohol. E.

Mylius (1873) obtained from it, by nitric acid, crystals of Caryophyllinic

Acid, Cjq Hjj Ojj.

“ Carmufellic Acid, obtained in colourless crystals, C 12 H 20 O 1B , in 1851,

by Muspratt and Dansan after digesting an aqueous extract of cloves

with nitric acid, is a product of this treatment and not a natural consti-

tuent of cloves.

“Cloves contain a considerable proportion of gum ; also a tannic acid

not yet particularly examined ”
(Pharmacog 285).

Special Opinions.—§
“ Cloves relieve tickling cough when kept in the

mouth. They are stimulant ” (Surgeon-Major W. Moir, Meerut). “Mix-
ture formed by rubbing cloves with honey on a copper plate, is applied

by means of a feather to the conjunctiva of the lower eyelid in cases of

conjunctivitis. Oil extracted from cloves is useful in toothache ” (Suigeon
Anund Chunder Mukcrji, Noakhally). “ Clove-stalks (vikuria) are also

imported for shipment to Europe, where they are distilled. India is

largely supplied from Zanzibar with cloves and mother-cloves (nar laung)’ 9

(Surgeon-Major W. Dymock, Bombay). “Said to be stimulant and car-

minative’* (Surgeon-Major C. jf. McKenna, Caivnpore). “Useful in

heartburn and colic. Burnt in the flame of a lamp, &c., then taken they
relieve irritation of the throat and hacking cough 99 (Brigade Surgeon
G. H. Thornton, B.A., M.B., Monghir). “Stimulant and carminative”
(Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhattacharji, Chanda, Central Pro-

. vinces).
“ The oil of cloves is a well-known application to relieve toothache

used in the same way as creosote ” (Brigade Surgeon W. H. Morgan ,

Cochin). “Useful in carious tooth ” (Surgeon H. D. Masani, Karachi ).

Food.—The dried flowers (cloves) are used to a limited extent as a
hot spice throughout India. They are also chewed in pan

.
j

Foreign Trade in Cloves.

CARYOPHYLLUS
aromaticus.

*

lento offi- MEDICINE.

Imports. Exports and
Re-exporis.

Quantity.

ft

2,583,852
2,653,836
3,878,232
3,893,'59
4,791,006

Value. Quantity. Value.

R ft R
14,40,739 1,064,115 6,20,331
12,64,254 735,892 3,49,879
13,09,5*8 1,230,104 3,74,857
10,61,206 1,068,906 2,75,564
11,09,841 1,649,040 3,67,249

C. 710
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TRADE. Imports for 1884-85.

Presidency to

which imported.
Quantity. Value.

Country from which
imported.

Quantity. Value.

ft R ft R

Bombay •

Bengal
Britsh Burma
Madras

4 >59^4 T9
190,526

1,288

773

10,50,680

58,283
425
453

Zanzibar
Aden
Other Countries

4,776,842
11,767

2,397

11,05,877
2,908
1,056

Total 4,791,006 11,09,841 Total 4,791,006 11,09,841

Exports for 1884-85 .

Presidency from
which exported.

Quantity. Value.
Country to which

exported.
Quantity. Value.

ft R ft R

Bombay • •

Bengal
Madras
Sind •

1,618,465

29,165

20

3 ,55 ,692
10,090 :

1,462
1

5

1

United Kingdom .

China—Hongkong .

Straits .

Turkey in Asia
Aden ,

France .

Other Countries

1,112,224

349»698
124,101
I 5 ,i 37
7,000
7,000

33»8So

2,32,739
84,966

33,543
3,887
1,790
i, 75<>

8,574

Total 1,649,040 3,67,249 Total 1,649,040 3,67,249

Very little can be said regarding the present position of the new
industry of cultivating cloves in South India. Good samples were, how-
ever, shown at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition.

CARYOPTERIS, Bunge ; Gen. PL, II., 1157.

Caryopteris Wallichiana, Sckauer ; DC. Prodr., XT. , 625/
[VERBENACE®.

Vern.—Mont, mohdni
,
Kumaon; Shechin, Nepal; Malet

,

Lepcha.
References.—Brandis, For. FI., 370; Gamble, Man. Timb ., 2pp.

Habitat.—A large shrub with thin, grey, papery bark, peeling off in

vertical strips; met with on the outer Himalaya, from the Indus to

Bhutan, ascending to 3,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Dark grey, moderately hard, with the scent
of cherry-wood.

CARYOTA
URENS.
711

CARYOTA, Linn.; Gen. PL, III., 918.

Caryota urens, Linn. ; Gamble, Man . Timb., 420 ; Palm-®.

Known in Bombay as the Hill Palm
; also “ Sago Palm. ”

Vern.—Mari, Hind.; Rungbong
, simong, Lepcha; Bara flavtar. Ass.;

Salopa, Uriya ; Mari-ka-jhdr, Dec. ; Bherawa, berli, bhirli mahad, berli

C. 711
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Sago Palm.
CARYOTA
urens.

mad, bherld mdda, berli mhdr, ardhi supdri
, Mar.; Birli-mhad, birli

mhar

,

Bom. ; Shiwajatd, shaukar jata

,

Guj. ; Birli mad

,

Konkan ; ^/Aa>
mardi, mari,Jirdgu, goragu, gorregu, Tel. j Conda-panna, erim-jpanna

,

ntalipanna,
kunaal-panai, Tam.; Bhyni, beina

,
bagni, baini, Kan.;

Shuttda pana, Mal. ; Kittul, nepora

,

SlNG.; Hlyamban, Magh ; Minbo,
minbaw, kimbo, Burm.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 668 ; Brandis, For. FI., 550;

Kurzy For

.

Z?/. Burm., II., 530 / Kozg/, /for*. Sw£. Ca/., dJ7 ; Thwaites,

En. Ceylon PI., 329 ; Dalz. 6f Gibs., Bomb. FI. , 278; Pkarm. /«<*., 248 ;

Moodecn Sheriff, Snpp. Pharm. Ind., 92; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I., 452;
S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 147 f Lisboa ,

£/. PL of Bomb., 135, 212, 237 ;

Spons, Encyclop., 938, 1827, 1904; Balfour, Cyclop.; Smith, Die., 307,

362 / Boyle, Fib. PL, 98 ; Treasury of Botany : Journ. Soc. of Arts,

XXXII., 734; Mason's Burma, 81 r ; Bomb. Gat., XI., 30 ; XIII., 21 ; XIV.,

252. Settlement Reports, C. P„ Upper Godavery, 39, Chanda, J08.
j

Habitat.

—

A beautiful palm, with smooth, annulated stem, met with in
j

the forests of the western and eastern moist zones. On the Western
Ghats, it extends to near Mahablcshwar. In the Settlement Reports of

the Chanda district it is stated that thisr palm abounds in the south-

eastern corner of Aheree, and might with advantage be extended to all

parts of the district, for it thrives well wherever it is planted. It is com-
mon in Burma, Bengal, and Orissa, ascending in Sikkim to 5,000 feet.

Fibre.—“The leaves give the Kittul Fibre, which is very strong and
is made into ropes, brushes, brooms, baskets, and other articles; the fibre

from the sheathing petiole is made into ropes and fishing-lines ” (Gamble),

and is said to be suitable for paper manufacture.

At the Colonial and Indian Exhibition (1886-87) much interest was
taken in salopa fibre sent from Orissa, Burma, and Kolaba in Bombay,

jA corset manufacturer applied at the office of the Indian section for a I

fibre which might take the place of whalebone in corset-making. He I

was shown the salopa (kittul) fibre and also the similar cord-like fibres
j

from the interior of the stems of the cocoanut and palmyra palms. It
j

was suggested that if either of these were to be sewn in bands into the I

fabric of the corset the desired object would be obtained. The idea I

met with approval, and within a few days the manufacturer exhibited a
sample and expressed the utmost confidence that if he could procure a
continuous supply of the fibre a large trade might be done. He was
referred to the Commissioner for the Ceylon Court, since a considerable
trade was being done with that Colony in its kittul fibre. Shortly after,

however, he returned with the report that while the kittul fibre was per-
haps preferable for the brush-maker, the softer nature of the salopa fibre

of India made it preferable for his purpose. These facts are alluded to

in the hope of awakening interest in an Indian fibre that has been much
neglected. For a good few years past Ceylon has done a by no means
inconsiderable trade in kittul fibre, but no person seems to have thought of

I ndiaas a possible source of supply. Since its introduction into commerce in

i860, the uses of kittul have greatly extended, and there would, therefore,
seem everything to justify the expectation that India might with advan-
tage enter into competition with Ceylon. The kittul, or as it is called in

Orissa the salopa fibre, is the cord-like fibro-vascular bundles which sur-
round the base of the leaf sheath. Mr. A. Robottom was the first to
introduce kittul fibre to European commerce: that gentleman is reported
in Spons* Encyclopaedia to have stated that Indian kittul is inferior to

Ceylon. At the Colonial and Indian Exhibition he pointed ont to the
writer a sample of the much inferior kittul-like fibre from Arenga sacchari-
fera (see A. 133^) as the kittul he had formerly seen as sent from India.
He admitted that the sample of salopa shown him at the Exhibition was

FIBRE.
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Sago Palm.

as good as any he had ever seen from Ceylon, and seemed confident a
large trade could be done in the Indian fibre.

It is commonly reported that in Ceylon the black fibre from the
leaf-stalks is manufactured into ropes wnich are of great strength and
durability, being used for tying wila elephants. A woolly material found
at the base of the leaves is sometimes used for caulking ships in Burma.
In some parts of India the cord-like fibre from the stem of this and other

palms is employed as a bow-string or as a fishing line (see B. 667).
\Roylc, Fib. PL)

Medicine.—

“

An excellent spirit is obtained by the fermentation and
distillation of the toddy obtained from this elegant palm, which is not un-
common on the west coast of the Madras peninsula. It is well adapted
for pharmaceutical purposes.” “A glass of the freshly-drawn toddy,
taken early in the morning, acts as a laxative” (Pharm . of India).
u The nut is used as an application to the head in cases of hemicrania,
from an idea of the supposed efficiency of the half nut in curing the affect-

ed half of the head ” (S. Arjun , Bombay Drugs).

Food.—Roxburgh writes : “This tree is highly valuable to the natives

of the countries where it grows in plenty. It yields them, during the hot

season, an immense quantity of toddy cr palm wine. I have been in-

formed that the best trees will yield at the rate of 100 pints in the 24.

hours. The sap in some cases continues to flow for about a month.
When fresh, the toddy is a pleasant drink, but it soon ferments, and
when distilled becomes arrack, the gin of India. The sugar called jag-

gery is obtained by boiling the toddy. The pith or farinaceous part of

the trunk of old trees is said to be equal to the best sago; the natives

make it into bread, and boil it into thick gruel ; these form a great part
of the diet of those people, and during the late famine (1830?), they
suffered little while those trees lasted. I have reason to believe this sub-
stance to be highly nutritious. 1 have eaten the gruel, and think it fully

as palatable as that made of the sago we get from the Malay countries.”

(FI. Ind.)

“ The trees are tapped when they are from fifteen to twenty-five years
old. Besides bruising and binding it, the spathe, which is called kote,

I

is heated to make the juice flow. Every three or four days a white
1 cottony substance called kaph, which forms in the centre of the spathe, is

removed. The stem of the tree is so soft that notches cannot be cut, and
the tapper climbs by the help of branches tied to the trunk. Tapping
goes on for eight months in the year. It is stopped during the rainy
season (June to October), because the tree becomes slippery and the spathe
cannot be heated. The trees are not allowed to rest, but are tapped until

they are exhausted. In good ground they last for ten years, and in

poor soil for four or five. After this they are useless. In yield, or in the
value of the juice, the big-trunked palm differs little from the palmyra.
Since 1879, when the tree-tax was raised from is.6d. to 6s.

(annas 12 to R3),
the number of trees tapped has greatly fallen

99 (Bomb. Gas. (Kolaba),
XI., p. 30).

Structure of the Wood.—The outer part of the stem is hard and dur-
able, and the vascular bundles crowded, black, very large. The wood
is strong and durable; it is used for agricultural purposes, water conduits,

and buckets. It is “ useful for building purposes” (Thwaites). “ Is in

general use for field-tools” (Bomb. Gas., XV., I, 65).

Cascarilla bark) the bark of Croton Eluteria, Euphorbiacejk.

A native of the Bahamas. The bark is imported into India.
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CASEARIA,/^./ Gen. PI., /., 796.
j

Casearia esculenta, Roxb. ; Fi. Br. Ind , II., 592 $ Samydaceje.

Syn.—C. laevigata, Dalz ., in Hooker's Jour. Bot., IV., 107 / C. cham-
pionii and C. zeylanica, Thwaites.

Vern.—Kunda-jungura

,

Tel. ; Wal-wareka, Sing.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 377 ; Drury, U. PI., 119; Dalz.
& Gtbs., Bomb. Fl., 11 ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 19.

Habitat.—A shrub or small tree, frequent in Malabar from Bombay to
Coorg; common in Ceylon. It is also met with in Burma from Moulmein
to Singapore. Roxburgh mentions it as met with on the Circar mountains.

Medicine.—“The roots are purgative, and as such used by the hill

people.” (Roxb.)

Food.—“The leaves are eaten in stews by the natives.” (Roxb.)

C. glomerata, Roxb.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 591.

Vein,— Liirjur, Sylhet; Burgonh, Nepal; Sugvat, Lepcha.
References.—Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 376 ; Kurz, /., 530 ; Gamble,

Man. Timb ., 206.

Habitat.—A shrub or (in the interior of Sikkim) a tree 20 to 30 feet
in height. Frequent in Bhutan and on the Khasia Hills at an altitude
of 3,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish white, moderately hard, rough,
weighing between 45 and 481b per cubic foot. Used for building*
charcoal, and occasionally for tea-boxes.

C. gravedens, Bah. ; Fl. Br. Ind., II., j92

.

j

Vern.— Chilla, ndro, alodl, kathera, pimpri, Hind.; Rari, Kol. ; Beri
Khakw \ R ; Newrt, SaNTAL; Girchi, tiindri, GoNd.; Rewat, Kurku ;Moda. Mar.

References.—Brandis, For. Fl„ 243 ; Gamble ,
Man. Timb., 206 ; Dalz. &

Gibs., Bomb. Fl., ll ; Lisboa, U . PI. of Bomb., 3 1 and 265.

Habitat.—A shrub or small tree, 20 feet in height, found in Garhwal
and Kumaon; Sikkim at an altitude of 1,500 leet ; Deccan Peninsula and
in Burma.

|

Structure of the Wood.—Light yellow, moderately hard, rough ; weight 1

between 40 and 5olb per cubic foot. Not put to any economic purpose.
|

Domestic Uses.—The fruit is used to poison fish. An infusion of the
|

leaves is also said to have a poisonous effect on human beings.

C. tomentosa, Roxb.; Fl. Br. Ind., II., jgj; Wight, Ic„ t. 1849.
Syn.—C. Anavinga, Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl., n ; C. Canziaj \ Ham •

C. ovata, Roxb.; C. ELLIPTICA, Wdld.
* ’ *

Vern.—Chilla, chdara, bairi, bhari

,

Hind., Maun, Manbhum- AW'
Koi..; Beri, Kharwar; Chnrcho, Santal; Munkuro-knri,

M

a\.x Giran\
I. Ki\ A ; Thundn, Gonij ; Khesa

,

Kurku; Men, wasa, gamgudu Tj* l •

Lam/a, massei , karci , Mar.
‘

References. —Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 377 ; Brandis, For. Fl., 243-
Kure,J.,m; Gamble, Man. Timb., 206; Stewart, Pb. PI., 44. Lisboa',
V. PI. of Bomb., Si and 272; Drury, U. PI., nS ; Thwaites

, En.
Ceylon PL, 19.

Habitat.-—A shrub or small tree, attaining a height of 25 feet, common
throughout India and Ceylon.

/km
Me<Mcine.--7 he bark is bitter and used as an adulterant for the

(Mallotus philipptnesis or) Kamela powder. “The pounded fruit >idds a
p c.726
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!
milky, acrid juice, employed to poison fish” (Brandis). The leaves are
used in medicated baths, and the pulp of the fruit is a very useful diuretic

j

(Lindley).

Special Opinion.—§
“ Bark applied externally in dropsy ” (Rev. A.

|

Campbell, Santal Mission , Bengal).

\
Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish white, moderately hard, rough,

1 close-grained; weight 41ft) per cubic foot; used to make combs*

Cashew-nut. See Anacardium occidental, Linn.

;

Anacardiaceae.

Cassareep, and

Cassava Bread, and Tapioca, see Manihot utilitissima, Pohl.

;

Euphorbiace/e.

i CASSIA, Linn. / Gen. PI /., 57/.

The word Cassia is taken from the Latin and the Greek Kaacrta, and
from this has been derived Ca.ssia the Italian, and Casse, the French. In

the Scriptures two or three different things appear all to be rendered as

Cassia. The genus is of considerable importance from a medical point of

view.

i
Cassia Absus, Linn, ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 265.

|

Vern.

—

Tashmizaj, chashmizaj, hab-es-souddn, Arab. ; Chashmizak

,

chashum , cheshmak, Pers. ; Chdkut, chaksu , bandr

,

Mind., I)fc. ;

Mulaippdl-virai,
karunkd-nam, kdttukkol, edikkol, 'I'AM. ; Chanupdla-

vittulu, Tel. ; Karin-holla. Mala.
; Chdksie , Bomb. ; Kdn-kuti, Mar. ;

Chimar or chitnr, chindl, Guj.
; Chowun, SlND; Kaiu-kollu , bu-tdra

,

Sing.
References.—

,

77. 7«d., Ed. C.B.C.

,

35'; Gamble, AW
Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 96; Stewart

, Pi. 77 ., /5/; Aitrhison,

C«f. /’ft. /*/., 5// Pharm. Ind., JR / Moodeen Sheriff\
Supp. Pharm.

Ind., 92 ; Dymock

,

IF. 7«rf., Ed., 267 ; O'Shaughuessy,
Beng. Dispens., 309; Murray , Drugs and PI . , Sind, 132 ; Stocks'
account of Sind ; Bidie , /faw Prod., Paris Exh., 27 ; S. Arjun

, Bomb.
Drugs, 45; Drury

,

f/. PI., ug; Baden Powell, Pb. PL, 343 ; Atkinson ,

7//w. 7>w/., 7,?// Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 27 ; Balfour, Cyclop.;
Treasury of Botany, 232.

I

Habitat.—An erect annual, 1-2 feet high, having grey, bristly, viscose

hairs. Found growing at the foot of the Western Himalaya, and from
thence distributed to Ceylon.

History.—The seeds of this plant were used by the ancient Egyptians
in the treatment of ophthalmia, and through them the Roman and the Greek,
and from the latter the Muhammadan writers, became aware of their pro-

perties. Dioscorides speaks of them under the name of Ahdkalis. Their
Arabic names, Ilab-us-Souddn and Tashmizai, are corruptions of the Per-
sian Chashmizak. According to I bn Baitar, the Soudan seeds are the best

and the largest. (Dr. Dymoch, Mat. Med. W. Ind.)
Medicine.—A preparation from the seeds is applied beneath the eyelids

in the treatment of ophthalmia. Dr. Stocks says that in Sind “ the

kernels are put into the inflamed eve made up with water.” “ For this pur-

pose the seeds are reduced to a fine powder, and a small portion, a grain

or more, is introduced beneath the eyelids. In an epidemic of purulent
ophthalmia, which visited Brussels in 1882, Dr. Harbauer gave a fair

trial to this treatment, and the results were on the whole confirma-

tory of its alleged efficacy. Dr. Q. Smith, Superintendent of the Eye
Infirmary at Madras, in his report, characterises it as a dangerous
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Alexandrian Senna of Commerce.

application in catarrhal ophthalmia and granular lids, adding that its

application causes great pain. As met with in the bazdrs, these seeds
are of a black, shining colour, somewhat flat, of an oval or oblong
form, pointed at one extremity, about one-sixth of an inch long, having i*

a bitter taste.” (Pharm . Ind.) They are very bitter, somewhat aromatic
j

and mucilaginous, and, as such, have been found very useful in mucous
disorders. An extract is prepared from them and used to purify the
blood. Dr. Irvine, in his Materia Medica of Patna

,

says that the recep-
tacle of the seed possesses stimulant and diuretic properties (dose 5 1

grains to 1 scruple). According to some authors, a plaster made from the

seeds is a useful /application to wounds and sores, especially of the penis.

Special Opinions.—§ “Seeds are found efficacious in ring-worm”
(Surgeon C. J. W. Meadows, Burrisal). “ Cathartic, dose £ to 3 drachms,
used in habitual constipation, or in constipation caused by pregnancy,
with confection of rose and liquorice, have proved effective. In dyspepsia,
flatulent colic, and bilious headache, it is given as a compound powder,
containing ginger, black rock-salt, amla and bury, and chotty hits”

(.Hospital Assistant Abdulla, Civil Dispensary, Jubbulpore).
According to Dr. Dymock, the Bombay supply comes from Sind and

Cutch ; value, R4. a Surat tnaund of 37-0 lb.
j

Cassia acutifolia, DeliU.
!

Tiie Alexandrian Senna of Commerce,
Syn.—C. Senna, /$. Linn ., C. i.\ncrolata, Ncctoux, non Forsk. nee* 1

W. &A. ; C. LKNITIVA, Bisch. ; ShNN \ ACUriPoiiA, Batka. See also the 1

remarks under C. lanceolata, Forskhal .
|

Habitat.—A native ol Nubia (at Sukkot, Mahas, Dongola, Berber), of
j

Kordofan and Sennaar, and other parts of Africa.
i

For Indian Senna see C. angustifolia, C. Burmannii, and C. obovata.
j

C. alata, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 264. I

Vern.

—

Dddmardan, dddmdri, Beng.; Dddmurdan, ddt-kd-pdt, Hi NO. >
|

Dddamardana, Bomb., Mar.; Ddl-kd-pattd ,
vildyati-at*ati, I>iJK.» '

Padrugh no. Sans.
;
Shimai-agafi, vandukolh , Tam. ; Sima avis/, Tkl. ;

Shima-akatti, Mala. ; Sh/me-agasr, K \n. ; Attora, Sing. ; Timbu-mesaL
or simbo-maizah . maizali-gi, Burm.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 354 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 136 ;

Pals. c‘V Gibs. ( Supf> .), Bomb. FI . , 2(j ; Thwaiirs, bn. Ceylon PL, <j7 ;

Pharm. Ind., *7 , Mnodeen Sheriff, Sufip. Pharm. Ind., 17 ,• U. C. Putt,
Mat . Med. Hind., 155 ; Amalie, Mat. hid., 1/., 361 ; O'Shaughnessy,
Beng. Pispens., 30b'; Bidie, Raw Prod., Pans Exit., 26 ; S. Arji.n.

Bomb. Drugs, iqu ; Drnrv, If. PI, HQ; McCann, Dyes and Jans of

Bein>
. , nsA, l.tdfoa, U. PL of Bomb., 254; Balfour , Cyilop.

CASSIA
alata._

MEDICINE,

Extract.

730
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732

Habitat.—A small shrub, with very thick, finely downy branches, cos-

mopohtan in the tropics; met with in Lower Bengal, Western Peninsula,
j

Burma, and Malacca. Very probably introduced into India from the 1

West Indies, as it does not appear to occur far away from human dwellings

Tan.—“Specimens of Sunari bark used in tanning in Cuttack sent as / TAN.

Cassia Fistula proved on examination to be Cassia alata ” (McCann's ,

Dyes and Tans). The numerous samples of this bark, shown at the late i 733
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, were highly commended by the tanners .

who attended the conference on tanning materials.
|

Medicine.—The Pharmacopoeia of India gives the following account of MEDICINE.
the medicinal properties and uses of this plant : The tree “is often cultivated Leaves.

by the natives for the sake of iis leaves, which are held in high esteem as 734
a local application in skin diseases. A belief in their powers in this cha-
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racier prevails also in the West Indies, Brazil, Mauritius, Java, and other

tropical countries. Their efficiency, especially in Herpes circinatus, is con-

firmed by Dr. McKenna (Madras Med . Jour., VoU /., p . 431), Dr. Ar-
thur (Indian Ann . of Med. Science , 1836, Vol. III., p. 632), and others.

Favourable statements as to their efficiency in this class of cases are con-
tained in the reports of Dr. Q. Bidie, Dr. W. d. Van Bomeren, Dr. L.

Stewart, and Dr. Rean. As a general rule, they appear to be more effec-

tual in recent cases than in those of long standing. The Bengal Pliarma-
copceia contains the following formula for an ointment of the leaves,

which is described as being almost a specific in ring-worm :
f Take of the

fresh leaves of Cassia alata a sufficiency, bruise into a paste, and incor-

porate with an equal weight of simple ointment .
5 A more effectual mode

of application, however, is thoroughly to rub in, over the affected part, the

bruised leaves worked into a paste with a small portion of lime-juice. In

many cases it is productive of excellent effects. The leaves taken inter-

nally act as an aperient. Mr. J. Wood reports that a tincture of the

dried leaves has been found to operate in the same manner as senna; and
Dr. Pulney Andey states that an extract prepared from the fresh leaves

is a good substitute for extract of Colocynth. It is desirable that further

trials should be made with them .

55

Roxburgh remarks that, according to theTelingaand Tamil physicians,

the leaves cure all poisonous bites as well as venereal affections, and
strengthen the body. The fresh leaves are often employed to cure ring-

worm. They are well rubbed into the parts affected, once or twice a day,
and generally with great success. In Jamaica, a poultice made of the

flowers is used by the natives in cases of ring-worm (Dr. Wright).
Special Opinions.—§ “ The roots with hur and borax made into paste

are used as a specific in ring-worm " (Assistant Surgeon T. N. Ghose

,

Meerut).
“ The fresh leaves bruised form an excellent application for ring-

worm ”
(Brigade-Surgeon J. H. Thornton , B.A., M.B. , Monghyr). “ I

have used it with good effect in ring-worm ” (Surgeon R. D. Murray, Burd-

wan). “ 1 have pretty largely used the fresh leaves bruised on patches of

ring-worm met with in this district, with great success. I did not intend to
blister the part, but let the patients rub the leaves on the part for a few
minutes every day. In most cases the part became natural in about ten days.
There is a tendency to relapse, but if the leaves are applied for a few days
after the apparent cure, the disease does not reappear ” (Surgeon D. Basu

,

Faridpitr). “The efficacy of the leaves is increased by the addition of
common salt ” (Surgeon-Major J. M. Zorab, Balasore). “Expectorant,
tonic, and astringent, used as a mouth-wash in stomatitis ” (Surgeon-
Major J. M. Houston , Travancore ; and John Gomes, Esq , Medical Store-
keeper, Travandrum). “ Used in ring-worm, but its efficacy is uncertain 55

(Brigade-Surgeon S. M. Shircore, Moorshedabad). “ Efficacious in ring-
worm ” (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhuttacharji, Chanda, Central
Provinces). “ Leaves fresh rubbed on parts affected with ring-worm with
great benefit ” (Surgeon-Major J . J, L. Ration, Salem),

737 Cassia angustifolia, Vahi. ; Ft. Br. ind., //., 264.

Indian or Tinnevelly Senna.

Syn.—c. LANCFOLATA, Rnxb., W. & A., and (?) Wall., but not C. LANCKO-
LATA, Forskhal, as in Brandis, For. FI., 166 ; C. klongata, Lem.-Lis •

Senna officinalis, Roxb.

;

S. angustifolia, Batka.
' '*

Veril.—Sand-e-kindi, Ara 3. and Pfrs. ; Hindisana, hindi-sa nd-kd-pdt.
Hind. ; Sanna makki, shon-pdt, sdn-pdt, Bkng.

; Send makhi, middtdwal,
Guj.; Ndt-kisana , nat-ki-sana-ka-pattd, Duk.; BhAitarvada,mulkdihiu
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angustifolia.

shbnd-makhi

,

Mar. ; Ndttu-nild-virai, nild virai, nila-vdkai

,

Tam.; Nelar ^

tangedu

,

Tel.; Nila vdkd

,

Mala.; Neldvarike
,
Kan.; Sana-kola, nild-

vari3 neld-vari, Sing.; Puve-kaiti-yoe, Burm.

References. —Royle, Him. Ill.,pp. 186, 187, also PI ., 37 ; Wight & Am.,
Prod., Vol.I.,

2<V-V ; Aitckison

,

/
5
£. ZV., 5/ „• Pharm. hid., 6$ ; Moodeen

Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 94; Flack. & Hank., Pharmacog., 216 ; f/.

S’. Dispens., rsth Ed., 1296 ; Bentl. & Trim., Med. PI., 90 ; Royle, Mat.
Med., 2nd Ed., p. 402; Ainslie, Mat. lnd., 11 ., 249 ; 0'Shaughncs\v,
Bong. Dispens., 306 • Bidie, Raw Prod., Paris F.xh., 7 ; S. Arjnn, Bomb.
Drugs, 4b; Drury, U. PL, 121 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 27; Spans, !

Encytlop., 823 ; Balfour ,
Cyclop.; Smith, Die., 375 ; Treasury of Bot.,232;

|

Kew Official Guide, Museums, p. So ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. lnd., 268.

Habitat.—The plant abounds in the Yemen and Hadramant in Southern
Arabia ; it is also found on the Somali coast. According to Brandis (who

j

gives incorrectly C. angustifolia, Void., asasyn. for C. lanceolata, Forsk.),
j

this in addition is a native of Sind and of the Panjab, and is cultivated in

many parts of India. The Flora of British India says C. angustifolia !

w has no claim to be considered indigenous to India.” C. lanceolata,
i

Forsk., is a native of Arabia. It seems probable that the mistake made
,

by Dr. Brandis gave origin to the statement (see Pharmacographia, also
j

Bentley and Trimen
, Med. PI.) that C. angustifolia is indigenous to Sind :

and the Panjab.
The cultivated plant, as met with in India, is the Tinnevelly Senna of :

commerce, and the uncultivated, the Bombay Senna or Senna Mekki ,

or Sana-maki, Sona-maki of the Hast. The last mentioned is imported into
j

India from Arabia. In Bombay it is cultivated at Poona to supply the !

requirements of Government Hospitals and not as an article of commerce. '

Stocks say it is grown in Sind.

Botanic Diagnosis. —This species is closely related to the preceding,
but the leaflets are usually 5 8-jugate, are narrower, being oval, lanceolate,

j

tapering from the middle towards the apex ; they are longer, often 1

nearly 2 inches long, and are cither quite glabrous or furnished with
j

a very scanty pubescence. The legume is narrower (7-8 lines broad), with
1

the base of the style distinctly prominent on its upper edge.

Description of the Drug,—This plant thus affords two of the commer-
cial forms of senna ;

—

1st. Tinnevfxly Senna —This is the leaf obtained from the plant Tinnevelly.

carefully cultivated in South India and (at Poona) in Bombay. Owing to 73®
greater care in its collection, Tinnevelly senna is of better quality than
the Arabian article. The leaves are also larger, being 1-2 inches long, of

a yellowish-green colour on the upper surface and a duller tint on the

under, glabrous or thinly pubescent on the under-side, with shoi^t, adpressed
hairs. The leaflets are less rigid in texture than the Alexandrian senna,
and have a tea-like odour. Tinnevelly senna has of late fallen off in

quality, the leaves being so small as to resemble Alexandrian senna.

Dr. Dymock says that large quantities of Tinnevelly senna are now
j

sent to Bombay, and that so successfully does this Indian article compete
|

m the market, that the importation of Arabian senna is rapidly declining,

Tinnevelly senna being exported to Europe in its place.

2nd . Arabian, Moka, Bombay, or East Indian Senna.—As already

stated, this drug is derived from the wild plant as met with in Southern

Arabia, and is imported from Moka, Aden, and the other Red Sea ports to

Bombay, and thence re-exported to Europe. From being collected and
dried without care, this is mostly an inferior commodity, fetching in Lon-

don as low a price as £d

.

or id. a lb. It is now, however, never adulterated.
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CHEMISTRY,

Medicine.—Senna was first made known by the Arabs in the ninth
century : it is extensively employed as a simple and active purgative.
The Alexandrian is generally regarded as more powerful than Tinnevelly
and the Arabian or Moka much inferior to either of these. The objec-

tions urged against the drug are its taste and the tendency to gripe which
it manifests, combined with a somewhat irritant action. These dangers
arc, however, greatly lessened by administering the drug in the form of

an alcoholic preparation, thus very considerably removing the taste. The
griping is greatly checked by combination with salines such as bitartrate

of potash, tartrate of potash, or sulphate of magnesium, along with an
aromatic, as in the preparation commonly known as “ black draught.” Dr.
Sakharam Arjun says that the leaves are sometimes chewed in pan , “and
thus a combination of a laxative and an aromatic corrective is at the

same time obtained.”

Dr. Waring (Bazar Medicines) says ;
“ The imported senna met with in

the bazars is usually of very inferior quality, consisting of broken pieces

of old leaves, pieces of stem, and other rubbish. That grown in India,

especially in Tinnevelly, is preferable to that imported from Arabia, which
is called Sana-mukhi or Mecca-senna

.

The leaves should be unbroken,
clean, brittle, pale green or yellow, with a heavy smell. It is a good, safe

aperient, and may be given as follows: Take of senna leaves one ounce;
of bruised ginger and cloves, each half a drachm; boiling water, ten

ounces. Let it stand for one hour and strain. This is a good aperient in

all cases of constipation ,
in doses of one and a half to two ounces: half

this' quantity, or less, is required for children, according to age.”
In a list of Economic Plants sent to the Calcutta International Exhi-

bition a sample of this plant from Cuddapah was described as given in

decoction for fevers and also to cattle.

Chemical Composition.—The purgative property is considerably in-

creased by combination with bitters. This fact has been confirmed by
many observers. The purgative properties arc due essentially to a glu-

cosidc acid named Cathartic Acid. This, which is almost insoluble in

water or strong alcohol, is readily soluble in ether or chloroform. In senna
it is, however, combined with calcium and magnesium, and in this form
it is very soluble in water, although still insoluble in alcohol. The objec-
tionable taste is removed, therefore, by alcoholic decoction, although the
cathartic acid is only slightly altered. Senna yields rapidly one or
more of its properties to urine, and 20 or 30 minutes after partaking the

drug the urine will indicate these properties by being reddened on the

addition of ammonia. Senna taken by wet-nurses with equal rapidity

influences the milk, purging the sucking infant. If injected into the
blood, senna acts as a cathartic.

For further particulars see “Alexandrian Senna” under C. acutifolia,

and for Senna substitutes see C. obovata.

Special Opinions.—§
“ Bombay senna, prepared from the same plant as

the senna imported from Arabia, has been for many years the only senna
obtainable in this market. It now seems likely to be driven out of the market
by the lower qualities of Tinnevelly senna, which are cleaner and can be
purchased at one anna a lb ” (Surgeon-Major W. Dymock, Bombay),
" Powdered leaves are used in secondary syphilis ” (Surgeon-Major

J. L . Ratton , M.D. , Salem). “Senna leaves are always purchased in the
bazdrs and esteemed for their cathartic properties” (A Surgeon), “An
efficient purgative, commonly taken by the natives as a cold infusion,

causes griping and abundant flow of mucus” (Assistant Surgeon Shib
Chunder Bhuttacharji, Chanda , Central Provinces). “Not much used in

these days” (Biigade-Surgeon S M. Shircore, Moorshedabad),
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Cassia auriculata, Linn.; Fi. Br. ind„ //., 263.

The Tanner’s Cassia.

741

Syn.—

S

enna auriculata, Roxb.

Vem.

—

Tar'war. taroar, Hind., Duk. ; Tarota, Bkrar; Taravarta, Mar.;
Awalt aval, Guj. ; Awala t Cutch ; Av&ri, ammera verat, dvirai, Tam. ;

Tangedu, thdgedu tangar,
Tel.; Avareke, tengedu, tangadi-gida,

dnara-gidd, taravadagida, Kan.; Avdra, ponndvtram , Mala.; Rana-
•uara

,
Sing.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Rd. C.B.C., 354 ; Brandis
,
For. FI., 7^5.;

Kurzt For. FI. Burm.t / Gamble, Ttmb., 136 ; Thwaites , At #1

Ceylon PL, 96 ; Dalz. & Gibs., Bomb, FI . , A’ 7 ;Pharm. Ind.,78; Moodcen
Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., Q3 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed.,
264 ; Atnslie

,
Mat. Ind., II., 931 ; O'Shaughnessy. Beng. Vispen s., 309;

Murray, Drugs and PI. , Sind, 132 ; Bidie

,

7faw Prod., Paris Exh., 27,

10 : S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 46 ; Drury, V. PI . , 120; Baden Powell,
Pb. PL, 343; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 27 ; Lisboa , U. PI. of Bomb.,
198, 243 ; Spans, Encvtl., 1693 ; Balfour, Cyclop.; Treasury of Botany,
232; Kew Official Guide , Museums, p. 49; liotard, and Tans of
India, App. II., VI. ; Wardle. lives and 7 a /z.v a/* • Reports on the
Col and Ind. Exhib., published by the Soc . «/‘ A', 405 ; Report of the
Commercial Conferences held in the Indian section of the Col. and Ind.

Exhib.

Habitat.—A tall shrub, with the virgatc branches and under-side of the
leaves finely grey-downy. Wild in the Central Provinces, the Western
Peninsula, South India, and Ceylon ; often planted elsewhere.

Gum.—It is said in Spons ' Encyclopedia to yield a medicinal resin,

very scarce; but Dr. Dymock informs the writer lie has never seen this

supposed resin, although he has frequently handled the bark. In Bengal
a brownish sap hardens on the surface of wounds on the bark; this may
be the so-called resin.

Tan and Dye.—The bark is one of the most valuable of Indian tans,

and is also, like myrabolans, used to modify dyes. It is said to give a
buff colour to leather. Bidie remarks that “ when the Government Tannery
existed at ITunsiir, this bark was used almost exclusively for tanning
purposes.” This bark was highly commended by the Tanners who
attended the conference on tanning materials held at the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition in London. It was regarded as a little too dark-
coloured, but the leather shown as tanned by it was admired. It was
recommended that an effort should be made to have an extract prepared
from this bark for export to Europe similar to Culch. Mr. Wardle in his

recent report says: “The bark does not produce much dye, only light

browns and drains peculiar to Indian dye-stulfs, the one with no mordant
on unbleached tussur producing more colour than the rest with mordants,
except perhaps the tussur mordanted with alum, which has a similar

shade.” The bark is said to sell at 2 annas a pound, retail, in Madras.
At Bangalore it is said to be sold at R6o a ton but that the price is rising 1

owing to an increasing demand. The flowers yield a yellow colouring

matter, apparently not used economically. •

§
“ Skins of animals are tanned by soaking them in water in which

the bark of this shrub has been infused for several days ” (Honorary
Surgeon P, Kinsley, Chicacole, Ganjam).

Fibre.— Specimens of the bark were sent to the Calcutta Exhibition

from Cuddapah, Madras, as a tanning material, but an excellent fibre was
prepared from a surplus of this bark and made into rope. 'The fibrous

property of the plant does not appear to have been investigated.

The caterpillar of a large species of silkworm feeds on the leaves of

this plant. (Roxb.)
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Medicine.—“ The seeds of this common Indian plant, like those of

C. Absus, are a valued local application in that form of purulent ophthal-

mia known in India by the name of ‘country sore-eye.’ Dr. Kirkpatrick
(Cat. of Mysore Drugs

,
No. 258) expresses his opinion that they constitute

an undoubtedly useful application in these cases, when not severe. They
are smooth, flattish seeds, of an oval, oblong, or obscurely triangular form,
obtusely pointed at one extremity, and varying in colour from brown to

dull olive-green : they are tasteless and inodorous. The bark is highly

astringent ; and Dr. Kirkpatrick states (op. cit., No. 475) that he has
employed it 111 the place of oak bark for gargles, enemas, &c., and found
it a perfect substitute for the imported article. Both the seeds and bark
appear worthy of further trials. A spirituous liquor is prepared in some
parts of India by adding the bruised bark to a solution of molasses, and
allowing the mixture to ferment ”

( Waring,
Pharm. Ind., pp. 78, 79).

A decoction or infusion of the leaves of this plant is much esteemed
as a cooling medicine by the Singhalese, and also as a substitute

for tea (Thwaites j Murray). Ainslie says that the Vytians reckon the

seeds amongst their refrigerants and attenuants, and prescribe them in

electuary, in cases in which the habit is pretcrnnturally heated or depressed,

in doses of a small teaspoonful twice daily. Dr. Ainslie also records his

opinion in favour of the use of the seeds in the treatment of ophthalmia,

and he adds that for tins purpose the powdered seeds arc generally blown
into the eyes.

Special Opinions.— §
“ Bark substituted for oak-bark. Seeds powdered

a good local application for ophthalmia” (Apothecary Thomas Ward,

Madanapalle, Caddapah). ft Antiscorbutic, antibilious ; trifala, which is

made up of dry awala ,
gall, and hirada

, is used as a diuretic and also as an
expectorant” [Surgeon W. Barren, Bhuj, Cutch). “The whole plant, or

any part of it, is used in diuresis and diabetes with fair results. The
decoction ol the flower-buds is an agreeable form in which it is taken in

the morning as a drink in the diseases mentioned. It acts as an astringent
tonic. The flower-bud is also rubbed into a paste with some unboiled rice

and rubbed on the skin before bathing. It is a cooling detergent ” (Native
Surgeon T. RutImam Moodelliar, Chingleput, Madras). “ The seed testa

removed and kernels thereafter powdered finely ; this powder if blown into

the eye, is useful in conjunctivitis.” (Surgeon-Major A. F. Dobson ,

Bangalore).

Food.—The leaves are eaten as a green vegetable in times of famine
(Lisboa),

Domestic Uses.—The branches are largely used by natives as tooth-

brushes, and are esteemed as preferable to those of any other plant for this

purpose. The root is of great use to workers in iron for tempering the
metal (Ainslie).

Cassia Burmannii, Wight (in Madras Jour., VI., t. 5).

Vern.—The same as those of C. anguStifolia, Vahl.

References.—-Brandis, For. FI., 165 ; Gamble , Man. Timb., 136 ; Dale. &
Gibs., Bomb. FI., 81 ; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PI.

,

52/ Pharm. Ind., 65

;

Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 94; Ainslie, /., 389; O'Shaugh-

nessy, Beng. Dispens., 307 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs
, 47.

Habitat.—A glabrous, shrubby plant, 1-4 feet in height, often procum-
bent ; pod much curved into a kidney-shape, with a crest in the middle
of the valve opposite each seed ; leaflets 4-8 pairs. Frequent in the
Panjab (Salt Range, ascending to 2,500 feet, where it is known as sanna)
and Trans- Indus (where it is called jijan), according to Brandis; it
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The Purging Cassia.
CASSIA
Fistula.

extends to Sind and the Western Peninsula. Distributed to Arabia,
Egypt, Nubia, and Abyssinia.

Medicine. —The whole plant is sold in the bazdrs as a substitute for

the true senna under the name of country senna. Its action is of course
similar, though much inferior, to Tinnevelly or Mecca senna.

It seems probable that many Indian authors have confused this with

C. angustifolia in the published descriptions of that drug. (Conf. with

C. obovata, Colladon.)

MEDICINE.
Plant.

755

Cassia Buds. See Cinnamomum Tamala, ATecs ; Laurinf.e.

C. Fistula, Linn ., FL Dr. Ind //., 261 ; Wight, /. 269.

Tiie Indian Laburnum, the Cassia Fistula or Purging
Cassia, Eng.; Cassk Officinale, Casse Mondee, Casse,

Fr.

;

Rohrknkassie Purgiercassie, Fistklkassie, Germ.

;

Cassia, It.; Cana Fistula, Sp.

Syn .

—

Cathartocarpus Fistula, Pees. ; Cassia Fistula, WilUL, as in

Roxb., FI. lad.

Vera .

—

Anialtds
,
girmdlah, Hind., Duk.; Ala\h

, ali, karangal, kiar, I

kanidr, Pb. j Raj-brtksk, kitola, Kumaun; Raj In iksha, Nepal ; Chun -

kani, SiND; SundoIt , sonah , dniultd s, hatidarluh , 13kng. ; Nuruil
S\NTAL ; Sonawir, Mal. (S. P ) ; Han , K6l. ; Ditnrds

,

Kharwar ;

Rajhinj

,

Nepal; Sonata. Gako; Bonurlati, bonurlauri

,

Pm.amow;
Suttnru , Ass. ; Baudotat, Caciiar; Soudan or sennet, Ukisa ; Kitwdli

,

ktfoh, itata, shvnaeea. s ten, N.-YV. P. ; Oumi; Jaggarwah,
eaila

, tueoiah, karkadta
, C. P. ; Raelta. B\k.aS

; Jnggra, jugarua,
kambar, rera, Gonu ;

Bating, bangru, Kukku ; Bohavd, bhd'wa baya.
bawa

,

Mar.; Garrnal or garmdld, Gu |. ; Konraih-kdy, skarak-konrutk-
kdy , kone

,

Tam. ; Reylu, rifla-raid, rrla-kdyalu , suvaenattt, T kl. ; Konttak-

Mala.; Kakec, Kan.; A’h tya r-.sha nbar. kalha-ul-Iliad, Arab.;
Khiyde-i hanbar, Phis. ; Suvarnaka, denyhadha, edjataru. Sans.; Ahal-
la or alulla, SlNG. ; Gnooslvway, guoo-kycc, BiiRM.

References —Roxb., FI. 2nd., Ed. C.B C., 34#; Brandis, /'Vir. A7., 1^4;
Kites, For. FL Barm., J 391 ; Bedd., Fl. Sylv., 91 Gamble, Man.
Tirnb 13ft ; Tnwaite s, F.11. Ceylon PL, 93 ; Dais. & 'jilts.. Bomb. FL,
bo ; Attclnson , Cat. Pb. Pl„ 5/ / Phaeut. lad.. 63 ; Mooaeen Sheriff, Sapp.
Pharm. lad ., 93 ; Flaik. Ff Hanb., Pitaratat og., 221 ; U.S. Dispens., 13th
PA., 368 ; Bentl. C<r Trim., Med. PI., 87 ; l\ C. Daft. Mat. Med. Hind.,
135 ; Dymotk. Mat. Med. W. hid., 209; Kew Oftidal Guide to the
Museums, p. 49 : A indie, Mat. lad., J.. fl ; Murray, Drugs and PL,
Sind, 130; Bidie

, Raw Prod., Paris Exit., ft; Baden Powell, Pb. PI.

341, 572 ; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 722, 731 . 779, 782 ; also Eton. Ptod., N.-
W. P, Pt. V-, 61 ; Buck, Dyes and Tans, of N.-W. P Xr ; Mt Cann,
Dyes and Tans of Bengal, ftft, 145 , 158, 167 ; Birdwnod, Bomb. Prod., 28 ;
Lisboa, U. PI. of Bomb., 254; Spans' Kncycl., 798; Balfour, Cyilop. ;

Smith, Diet., 339 ; Treasury of Botany, 233; Ure, Diet, of Arts and
Manuf.,747 ; Waidfe’s Dyes and Tans of India, 30 and 34; LiotortVs
Dyes and Tans ofhid., App. VII ; Gmdette's Report on Nepal Exhibits to

Col. and lnd. Exh. ; CampbeWs Report on Econ. Prod., Chutia Natjpur.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized, deciduous tree of the Sub-Himala>an
tracts, and common throughout India and Burma, ascending to 3,000 feet

in altitude. Very common on the lower mountainous tracts skirting the

Himalaya (from the Khasia Hills to Peshawar), and extending through
Chutia Nagpur and Central India to Bombay. It chiefly occurs as a small

spreading tree, not more than 20 feet in height, leafless in March, the

long pendulous racemes of bright yellow flowers and fresh green leaves

appearing together in April, but sometimes a second flowering occurs in

autumn. The long, brown, pendulous, sausage-like pods, 1-1J feet in
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The Purging Cassia.

length, ripen in the cold season. U. C. Dutt thinks this must be Rajataru
of the Sanskrit writers, the king of trees.

Gum.—From the stem exudes a red juice which hardens into a gummy
substance. This is generally known as kamarkas. Its economic uses, if

any, are at present unknown co authors on Indian economic science, but
it is stated to be astringent. A specimen was contributed to the Paris
Exhibition from Travancore.

Dye and Tan.—The bark is used in tanning, chiefly along with Termin-
alia. Dr. McOann reports that in the district of Lohardaga, in Bengal,
a light-red dye is obtained from the bark, with alum as a mordant; 2
chittacks of bark with 2 tolas of alum being boiled together. The colour
is deepened by the use of pomegranate rind. Mr. Wardle reports that

the bark contains only a very small quantity of colouring matter. It

yielded yellowish drab with tusser silk, light fawn with corah and eri silks,

and light yellow-brown with wool. The wood ash is used as a mordant
in dyeing. In Dacca and in Cuttack the bark is used as a tan. McCann
describes the process of tanning as follows: “Skins, after being treated

with lime and cleaned, are soaked in the astringent solution prepared by
pounding the bark of sunari (Cassia Fistula), bark of Asan (Terminalia
tomentosa), and pods of kunti (Caesalpinia digyna), and soaking in water
for 24. hours. The process of soaking is repeated three times.” Mr.
(now Sir E.) Buck says it is used to a small extent in Cawnpore and at

Bijnor. Experiments were tried at the Government factory, the result

being that amaltas bark was pronounced a very valuable tanning mate-
rial. The North-Western Provinces do a small trade in exporting the

amaltas bark.

Medicine.—The pulp of the fruit and also the root-bark are used medi-
cinally. They constitute, especially the former, one of the commonest and
most useful of domestic medicines—a simple purgative. This drug is also
used as a mild cathartic. The Makhzan-ul-Adwiya recommends that the
pods be warmed to extract the pulp, which should then be rubbed up with
almond oil for use. It is a safe purgative for children and pregnant women.
In small doses (yg to 7‘8 gr.) it may be prescribed as a laxative, and larger
doses (31*1 to 62’2 gr.) as a purgative. {U. S. Dispens.) It is described as
lenitive and useful in relieving thoracic obstructions. It is often combined
with tamarinds, and in this preparation is regarded as a good purge for

adust bile. Externally it is useful in gout and rheumatism
(Dymoch).

It is also employed in the essence of coffee. The flowers are made into a
confection, known as gttl-kand ,

and viewed as a febrifuge. “ The bark and
leaves rubbed up and mixed with oil are applied to pustules ”

(Drury ).

As in most other species of this genus, they are valued as an external
applicant in skin diseases, especially in ring-worm. Mr. Campbell says
that the Santals use an infusion of the leaves as a laxative. Dr. Irvine

(Med. Top. of Ajmir) states that he found the root act as a strong pur-
gative. Thwaites says that every part of the plant is used as a purga-
tive by the Singalese. According to Bellew, the root is given as a tonic

and febrifuge in the Panjab (Dr. Stewart, Pb. PI., 62).

The name Cassia Fistula (Latin) and Kaena^ (Greek) was first

applied to a form of cinnamon very similar to the Cassia Lignea oi the present

day, the name Fistula having been given because of the bark being rolled up.

The tree which now goes by that name was described by Abu I Abbas
Annabati of Sevilla in the thirteenth century, and the fruit is mentioned as

a medicine by Joannes Actuarius, who flourished in Constantinople towards

the close of that century. The drug was a familiar remedy in England in

the time of Turner, 1568 (Fliick. and Jianb ., Pharmacog., 222). It is never

prescribed at the present day in England, except in the form of the well-
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The Purging Cassia. CASSIA
lanceolata.

known Lenetive Electuary (Confectio Sennee), of which it is an ingredient.
Special Opinions.—§

“ A very useful and safe purgative when procur-
able. The pulp does not keep iresh more than a few weeks, even within
the unbroken pod” (Brigade Surgeon S. M. Shircore , Moorshedabad).
“The fruit imported into Yarkand is there called Foluse’* (Surgeon-
Major J. E. T. Aitchison , Simla). “ A poultice made of the leaves is said
to relieve the chilblains which are common in Upper Sind. It has been
beneficially used in facial paralysis and rheumatism when rubbed into the
affected part. Internally it is given as a derivative in paralysis and brain
affections. The leaves are principally used ” (Surgeon H. P. Dimmock,
Shikarpur). “The tender leaves rubbed into a paste and taken internally

act as a laxative” (Native Surgeon T. Ruthnam Moodeliar, Chingleput,
Madras). “The confection is given in cases of diabetes mellitus ” (Sur-

geon W. F’. Thomas, Mangalore). “ Gulkand is a cooling laxative which
l frequently use in constipation, especially in delicate women. Half an
ounce with warm milk at bed-time is enough for a dose” (Surgeon-
Major R . L. Dutt, Pubna). “The pulp of the ripe pod is commonly used

1

as a purgative mixed with tamarind pulp; taken as a drink at night, this ,

acts on the bowels mildly the following morning” (Assistant Surgeon
Shib Chunder Bhuttacharji, Chanda

,
Central Provinces). “In the flatu-

lent colic of children, it is commonly applied round the navel to produce
motions. The new leaves worked "down to a paste are applied in ring-

worm ” (Assistant Surgeon T. N. Ghose, Meerut). “A good purgative, ex-

tensively used by natives ” (Honorary Surgeon Easton Alfred Morris,

Negapatam). “A favourite laxative and purgative amongst natives”
(Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saharunpore ).

Food.—The leaves, parched, are said to be eaten as a mild laxative

with food. “The flowers are largely used by the Santals as an article of

food” (Campbell). The pulp of the pods is largely used in Bengal to

flavour native tobacco.
|

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood large, heartwood varying in colour i

from grey or yellowish red to brick-red, extremely hard. The difference

between the wood of this tree and that of Ougeinia dalbergiodes consists

in the fact that in the former the patches of white soft tissue form con-

tinuous belts, whereas in the latter they are rhomboidal, pointed at

the ends, and form interrupted belts.

The wood is very durable, but rarely of sufficiently large size for

timber. It makes excellent posts, and is good for carts, agricultural

implements, and rice-pounders.

Cassia glauca, Lam. ; FI. Br. Ind., ll.,\2(>5.

Vern.—Konda tantepu chettu, Tel. ; Wal-ahalla , Sing.

References.—Roxb FI. Ind., Rd. C.B.C., SS2 ; Kurz, For . FI. Burnt., /.,

3Q4 ; Gamble ,
Man. Timb ., 136 ; TJvwaites

,
En. Ceylon PI. , g6 ; Balfour,

Cyclop.

Habitat.—A small tree of the eastern part of South India and of

Burma to Ceylon and Malacca.

Medicine.—The bark mixed with sugar and water is given in diabetes,

and a preparation of the bark and leaves, mixed with cummin seed, sugar
and milk, is given in virulent gonorrhoea (Balfour).

c

c

. lanceolata, Roxb.; Wall.; W. & A. (but not of Forskhal)\ also

[ C. angustifolfr* Vahl.]

• lanceolata! Necloux, see C. acutifolia, Delile.
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Country or Italian and Jamaica Senna.

Cassia lanceolata, Forskhai.

This species is, by the majority of authors, viewed as quite distinct

from cither C. acutifolia or C. angustifolia. It is a native of Arabia,
and doubtless to a certain extent is used as a substitute or adulterant
for the Mecca senna. It differs chiefly from C. acutifolia in having
glandular petiolets; the plants are, however, very nearly allied, and, as
Forskhal’s description is anterior to Delile’s account of C. acutifolia,

both might be reduced to one, which in that case would have to receive

the name C. lanceolata, Forskhai. Most Indian authors give C. lan-

ceolata, Forskhai

,

buLin the writer’s opinion incorrectly, as a synonym for

C. angustifolia, Vahl.

C. Lignea. See Cinnamomum Tamala, Nees ; Laurineje.

C. marginata, Roxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., II, 262; Wight, III., t. 83.

Syn.— C. Roxburghii, DC.
Vern.— Unmidi , uskiamen

,

Tel.; Ngoomee, Burm., Ratoo-waa, Sing.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind Ed. C.B.C. , 350 ; DC. Prod., II., 489 • W.
& A., Prod., 286 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 137 ; Thmaites, En. Ceylon Pi.,

95 ; Bedd., FI. Sylv., t. 180.

Habitat.—A small deciduous tree, with deeply cracked, brown bark,

found in the Western Peninsula, and in Madras, Ceylon, and Burma
(Thoungyeen forests).

Structure of the Wood.— Heartwood light brown, very hard. The
wood is well adapted for turning, naves of wheels, and handles of tools.

C. mimosoides, Linn, ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 266.

Vern.—Patwa-ghds, Santal.

Habitat.—Grows on the Himalaya, ascending 5,000 to 6,000 feet in

Kumadn, and on the hills of Bengal and of the Khasia, to Ceylon and
Malacca.

Medicine.—§“ Root given for spasms in the stomach (Rev. A. Campbell ,

Santal Mission, Pachamba).

C. nodosa, Ham . ; FI. Br . Ind., II, 261.

Vern.— Gnu-theing, Burm.
References.—Mason’s Burm., 404, Tjo.

Habitat.—A common species in the Eastern Himalaya, Manipur, and
Burma.

It has the properties assigned to most of the wild species.

C. obovata, Colladon ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 264 / Wight, Ic ., t. 575.

Syn.—

C

assia senna, Linn.-, ?Senna obtus\, Roxb.

Known, in India, as Country Senna
;
and as Italian, Tripoli,

and Jamaica Senna; from its being one of the first species

made known to Europe
;

it was cultivated in Italy during the

1 6th century.

Vern .

—

Bhui 'J'arwar
, Bomb.

References.—/?^., FI. Ind. (Ed. C.B.C.), 332-, w. and A. Prod., 288 ;

Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 04. in part
;
Flunk and Hanb.,

Pharmacog., 218 ; Bentley andTnm., Med. PI. ,1
<S9 ; U . S. Dtspens., 12<j6 ;

Ainslie, Mat. Med., II., 249; Treasury of Botany ; Dymock, Mat. Med.
W. Ind., 263.

Habitat.—The \Veuern Peninsula, Mysore, and South India, e special-

ly the Coromandel coast. A small shrub, with the leaves smaller (leaf-
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1

Negro Coffee.
CASSIA

occidentalis.

lets 3-6 pairs) than in C. Burmannii, and the pods not near so promi-
nently tubercled over the seeds as in that species.

The writer is by no means certain that he is correct in regarding the

plant known in Europe as C. obovata as distinct from the Indian corre-

sponding species, still less, in viewing Roxburgh’s Senna obtusa as more
nearly allied to C. obovata, Colladon (which, indeed, may prove to be only
an acclimatised plant) than the more northern form which the writer has
retained under Wight’s name of C. Burmannii. The Flora of British

India may probably be correct, however, in throwing these plants into one
species ; but it is deemed desirable to stimulate more careful investigation

by forcibly placing a doubtful point like this before the reader.

Medicine.—The leaves are collected and sold as country Senna. For-

merly cultivated in Italy, the West Indies, &c., 3 parts in 10 of Alexan-

drian Senna being used as an adulteration in the commercial article.

This habit has now for some time been discontinued, as also the cultivation

of the plant (Conf. with C. Burmannii.)

Cassia occidentalis, Linn
. ; FI. Br. Ind ., //., 262.

Tiie Negro Coffee.

Vern.

—

KasSndi, bari-kasondi or kdsundd, Hind, and Duk.; Hikal
,

Bomb.; Kdsamara
,

Sans.; Kdlkdshundd, Heng. ; Ndttam-tobora
i,

peyu-veri, Tam.; Kasindhd, Tf.l.; Natram takara. Mala.; Kalan

,

mezali, maiaali, Uukm. ; Peni-tura, SiNG. The Scime vernacular names
are generally given to this species as to C. Sophera.

References.— w. A., Prod.. 290; Bot. Reg., t. tij; AW;., FI. Ind.. Ed.
C.B.C., s$2 ; Thwaites, Eh. Ceylon PL, 95 ; Dalz. & Gibs.. Bomb. FI.,

til ; Ait(hison. Cat. Pb. PL, 52; Pharm. Ind., 7A . Moodeen Sheriff,
Supp. Pharm. Ind., 94; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed... 262;
O'Shaughnessy, Heng. Dispens., 3oq;S. Arjun, Bomb , Drugs, 4b ; Drury,
U. PL, 121 ; Lisboa, U. Pl. of Bomb., 19ft; Spoils\ Encyt L, 707, 79k

;

Balfour, Cyclop. ; Treasury of Botany ; Kew Official Guide, Museum,
p. so; Kew Reports, 1*77, P- 39; and ititit, pp. 34-35-

Habitat.—A diffuse, sub-glabrous under-shrub, scattered from the
Himalaya to the Western Peninsula, Bengal, South India, and Burma to

Ceylon. Probably introduced. Distribution cosmopolitan in the tropics.

Medicine. —The leaves, roots, and seeds are used medicinally
; and

by Hindu and Muhammadan writers they are supposed to have the same
properties as C. Sophera. They are “ alexipharmic, useful in the expul-
sion of corrupt humours and to relieve cough, especially whooping-cough.
In the French-African colonies the seeds arc called * Negro coffee they
are employed in France and in the West Indies as a febrifuge, chiefly in

the form of vinous tincture (Jii to (?ij of Malaga wine). An infusion of

the root is considered by the American Indians to be an antidote .against

various poisons. Torrefaction is said to destroy the purgative principle in

the seeds, and make them taste like coffee. The whole plant is purgative.
Dose of the leaves about 90 grains” (Dr. Dymock, Mat . Med. W. Ind.).

“In the West Indies the root is considered diuretic, and the leaves,

taken internally and applied externally, are given in cases of itch and
other cutaneous diseases, both to men and animals. The negroes apply
the leaves, smeared with grease, to slight sores, as a plaster. The root is

said by Martius to be beneficial in obstructions of the stomach, and in

incipient dropsy.” (Drury, U. PI.)

Chemical Composition.—Professor Clonet has analysed the seeds.

The following abstract of his views and results taken from the Year-Book

of Pharmacy for 1876, p. 179, will be found instructive :

—

“Fatty matters (olein and margarin), 4*9; tannic acid, 0*9; sugar, 2*1 ;

gum, 28*8 ; starch, 2*0
; cellulose, 34*0; water, 7*0; calcium sulphate and
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phosphate, crysophanic acid, 0*9; malic acid, sodium chloride, magnesium
sulphate, iron, silica, together, 5*4 ; and achrosine, 13*58 parts in 100.

The latter substance was obtained by exhausting the powder of seeds,

previously treated with ether, by means of alcohol of 60 per cent ; the
alcohol is distilled off, the syrupy residue treated with absolute alcohol,

which dissolves out various constituents, leaving a solid brown-red mass,
having when dry a resinous fracture, and being soluble in water, to which
it communicates a garnet colour. It contains C, H, O, N, and S, but its

exact composition has not been determined. (It is most likely a mixture
of various bodies.) It is soluble also in weak alcohol, and in acids and
alkalies. The colour cannot be fixed upon tissues by any known mor-
dant. This circumstance induced the author to term it achrosine, or * not-

colouring,* although being coloured itself.’*

Special Opinions.—§
“ Leaves pounded and made into a paste are

applied to fresh wounds to bring on their healing by first intention”

(Assistant Surgeon Anund Chunder Mukarji, NoukhaU), “The mature
seeds are used as an external application in ring-worm ” (Surgeon jf, //.

Thornton, B.A., M.B. , Monghir). “The seeds are used in the treatment
of scabies” (Surgeon-Major C. W. Calthrop, M.D., Morar).

Food.— In the Kew Reports interesting information is given regarding
the use of the seeds of this plant as a substitute for coffee. The following

passages may be republished here :

—

“Negro Coffee.—The Commissioners of Customs forwarded to me in

the early part of the year a sample of an article imported at the port of

Liverpool from Bathurst, River Gambia, under the above name. They
were identified at Kew as the seeds of Cassia occidentalis. According to

Livingstone, these are used under the name of * Fedegozo seeds* on the

Zambesi as a substitute for coffee. Monteiro, however, states in his

‘Angola and the River Congo’ (Vol. //., p. 240) that Fedegoza seeds
are used only medicinally as a substitute for quinine. The seeds are

roasted and ground, and their infusion taken either alone or generally

mixed with coffee ” (1877, p . jp).
“These seeds occasionally find their way into the European market.

The following extract from a letier from Dr. Nicholls of Dominica, dated
September 27, 1881, shows that their use is well known amongst the negro
inhabitants of that island :

—

“ Cassia occidentalis is, I find, an excellent coffee substitute. It is called

in Dominica by the following names :
‘ Vherbe puantej ‘ cafe marronj and

‘wild coffee.* I have often heard of the negroes using the seeds of a
native plant as coffee, but it is only lately that I have enquired into the

subject, with results that will, I believe, be of interest to you.
“ I collected some seeds and directed my cook to roast and grind

them, so that I might taste the ‘coffee.’ Other matters engaging my
attention, I forgot the circumstance uatil several days afterwards, when
one evening my wife enquired how I liked my after-dinner cup of coffee.

I turned to her enquiringly, when she laughingly said, ‘That is your wild

coffee.* I was indeed surprised, for the coffee was indistinguishable from
that made of the best Arabian beans, and we in Dominica are celebrated

for our good coffee. Afterwards some of the seeds roasted and ground
were brought to me, and the aroma was equal to that of the coffee ordi-

narily used in the island.

“I intend to send you a good quantity of the * cafe marron 9

in its

stages of preparation, in order that you may have an opportunity of

undergoing my experience, and afterwards you will, I think, be willing to

raise Cassia occidentalis above the rank of a weed. I may inform you
that the plant itself is used by the native ‘doctors’ medicinally in the
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Kasondi Senna.

form of a decoction, and it has the reputation of being a good diaphoretic.
I will enquire into the matter, experiment physiologically on myself, and
report the result to you. The weed is very common, indeed troublesome
to the sugar-planters, so if it turns out to be valuable it can be obtained
in large quantities.” (1881, pp. 34-35.)

Cassia Oil, See Cinnamomum zeylanicnm.

C. siamea, Lamk. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 264 .

Syn.—C. FLORIDA, Vahl. ; Senna sumatrana, Roxb,

Vern.—Kassod, Bomb. ; Beati , manje konne

,

Tam. ; Simp tangadi, Kan. ;

Waa, Sing.; Maisalee, Burm.

References.—'Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 3S3 ; W. & A. Prod.) 288 • hurg.
For. FI. Burnt., I., 392 ; Gamble , Man. Timb ., 138 ; Thwaitcs, En. Ceylon
PI. , q6 ; Bedd.y FI. Sylv ., t. 179 ! AVw Official Guide, Museum , p.49 ;

Mason's Burma, 404.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized tree, with smooth bark, found in South
India, Burma, and Ceylon. Distributed to the Malayan Peninsula and
Siam.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood whitish, rather large. Heartwood
dark brown, nearly black ; very hard and very durable. Used in Burma
for mallets, helves, and walking-sticks. In South India it is little known,
but it is considered one of the best kinds of fuel for locomotives in Ceylon.

(Beddome.)

C. Sophora, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II, 262.

Syn.—Sfnna Sophera and S. esculenta, Roxb.; C. chinensis, Jacq.;

Senna purpurea, Roxb.

Vern.

—

Banar, kdsundd , bds-ki-kasondi , Hind.
; Kdl-kdshundd, Be*g. ;

Sari-kasbndi ,
janghdakla, 1)UK. ; Kuwddire

,

Guj.; Ran-tankala

,

Mar.; Pan n d-vira l, penya-taknrai, pdrd-anrai, Tam.; Paidi-tangedu

,

nuti-kashindha ,
kdsd-mardhakamu. tagara-t hettu, Tel. ; Ponndm-

takara, Mala. ; Kdsamarda , Sans. ;
iJru-tora, Singh.

References.

—

Roxb FI. Ind. 9 Ed. C.B.C.,3^2 ; Thwaites , En. Ceylon PI.

,

5>5/ Dalz. Gibs., Bomb. FI., 81 ; Pharm. Ind., 78 ; Moodpen Sheriff,

Sttpp. Pharm. Ind , 95 / C. Dull, Mat. Med., Hind., 755 • Dymock,
Mat. Med. W. Ind., 212 ; Murray, Drugs and PL, Sind, 133 f Bidie,

Raw Prod., Paris Exh., 26; Drury, U. PL, T22 ; Baden Powell, Pb,
PL, 343 ; Atkinson, Him. Ihst., 731 ; Lisboa, U. PL of Bomb., 153, iy8

;

Balfour, Cydop.

Habitat.—A closely allied species to C. occidentals, from which it

differs by its more shrubby habit, more numerous, smaller and narrower
leaflets, and shorter, broader, and more turgid pods. {FI. Br. Ind.) Cos-
mopolitan in the tropics ;

common throughout India, from the lower Hima-
laya to Ceylon and Penang.

Medicine.—The b\rk, leaves, and seeds are used as a cathartic, and
the juice of the leaves is viewed as a specific in ring-worm, specially when
made into a plaster in combination with sandal-wood. A paste made from
the root is sometimes used instead of the juice of the leaves. The pow-
dered seed is used for the same purpose and also for itch. The Sanskrit

name means "destroyer of cough it is supposed by Hindus to have

expectorant properties. It is noticed in Muhammadan works as a remedy
for snake-bite, the root being given along with black pepper. The bark,

in the form of infusion and the powdered seeds, mixed with honey, are

given in diabetes {Drury), " An ointment made of the bruised seeds

and leaves and of sulphur is used in itch and ring-worm” (Taylor’s

Top. of Dacca),
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Chemical Composition.—“ This plant, like several others of the same
genus, owes its medicinal activity to the presence of chrysophanic acid,

sometimes called Rhein, form C 14H 602
" (O.H.2) This substance be-

longs to the |anthracene group of carbon compounds, and, like alizarin,

is regarded as dioxyan thraquinone, C, 4H 602

,/

{oh} • It crystallizes in

six-sided prisms, is tasteless, and may be sublimed without decomposition ;

it is contained in Goa powder (50 percent.), rhubarb, most varieties of dock.
Lichen orcella, Permelia pariciina, Cassia alata, C. occidentalis, C. Tora,

tsfc. As met with in commerce, it is in the form of a light-yellow powder,
soluble in benzol, chloroform, turpentine, and in the fixed and volatile

oils to a large extent, sparingly soluble in ether and alcohol, and insoluble

in water, glycerine, and in solid paraffin. It is dissolved by sulphuric and
nitric acids (in the latter to a less extent), by caustic potash and by ammo-
nia; fuses at I23°*3 C. f and boils at232°'2 C. At the latter temperature
it is decomposed into a dark-green resinous substance, which is largely

soluble in ether. Oil Jecoris dissolves twice its weight of the acid,

yielding a mixture containing 70 per cent. Oil olivze, Oil Pini sylvest.,

Creasotum, Oil Terebinth., Oil Lavand., and Vaseline, dissolve readily

their own weight of acid, yielding mixtures containing 52 per cent.

“Taking advantage of its solubility in the fixed oils, a considerable
saving may be effected by preparing ointments direct from Araroba.
Oil olivie thoroughly exhausts that substance, yielding the acid after re-

moval of the oil by ether in a state of purity. The Singhalese doctors take
advantage of this fact, and fry the leaves of Cassia alata, C. Tora, C. occi-

dentalis, and C. Sophera in gingelly or castor oil. The strained product is

used as an ointment for ring-worm and other skin diseases ” {J. Laker
Macmillan , Phar. Journ ., 15th March 1870 ; Dymock , 2 61).

Special Opinions.— § “The sap is used locally for ring-worm and other

skin diseases; a good specific for * dhobics-itch.’ The flowers are eaten
by the natives” {Surgeon W. Barren, Bhuj, Cutch). “ The leaves of this

shrub are made into an infusion which is taken internally for gonorrhoea in

its sub-acute stage” (Surgeon W. F. Thomas, Mangalore), “Anthel-
mintic, used externally for syphilis ” {Surgeon’Major D. R. Thompson ,

M.D., CJ.E , Madras ).

Food.—“The leaves are eaten by men and animals” (Atkinson),

The disagreeable smell is removed by boiling.

Cassia, sp (?)

Major Ford sent from the Andaman Islands, in 1866, a sample of a
hard, durable wood, olive-brown, with a structure very similar to that of

Ougeinia dalbergioides. Evidently some common Andaman wood, and
known by the name of GntigyL ( Gamble, Man. Timb.)

C. timoriensis, D C. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 263.

Vern.

—

Arremene, Sing.; Toung maizalee, Uukm.
References.

—

Kura, For. FI. Burnt., 393 ; Gamble, Man . Tttnb., 138;
Thwaites, Kn. Ceylon Pl., 96.

Habitat.—A handsome, small, evergreen tree, met with in Burma and
Ceylon. _

Structure of the Wood.

—

Dark brown, nearly black, resembling that ot

C. siamea; used in Ceylon for building and furniture.

C. Tora, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 263.

The Fcetid Cassia.

Vern.

—

Chakundd, panevdr. Hind, and Beng.; Chakaoda arak\ Santai. ;

Pawdr, panwar, pawns, ihakunda, Pb. ; Panwar, N.-W. P. ; Takdld

,
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The Foetid Cassia. CASSIA
Tora.

tarotd, takla, tdnkli, Mar. ; Kawdrio , kovariya

,

Gut. ; Tdnkald, kowaria

,

kovariya, Bomb.; Tarota

,

Dec.; Prabundtha, ddaamari, dadamardan

,

Sans.; Sanjsaboyah
,
Arab.; Sang sabdyah

,

Pers. ; Ushit-tagarai

,

tarotah, Tam.; Tagarhha-chettu, Tel.; Dan-gywe, dang-we, kujne

,

Burm. ; Peti-tora, Sing. ; Mwango, swahili, S. Africa.

References.—/fork, FJ. /nd., C.5.C., 55/; Tkwaites

,

£«. CV?y<m />/.,

pfl/ Ztotar. (&* Bomb. Fl.y Sr ; Aitchison, Cat, Pb. PL, 52 • Pharm.
Ind., 78 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm, Ind ., p5 / £7. C. fl/af.

Hind., rS3 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 216 ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind.,
II., 405 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 309 ; Bidie, Raw Prod., Paris
Exh., 26, no; S. Arjun

,
Bomb. Drugs, 47, 190 ; Drury, U. PL, 122

;

Baden Powell, Pb. PL, 343 ; Atkinson , Him. Dist., 731 s McCann, Dyes
and Tans of Beng., 124, 142; Lisboa, V. Pl. of Bomb., 153, 198, 243,

291 ; Balfour, Cyclop . ; Wardie. Report on Dyes & Tans of India.

Habitat.—A gregarious annual under-shrub, from 1 to 2 feet in height,

found everywhere in Bengal, and widely spread and abundant throughout
the tropical parts of India.

Dye.

—

Baden Powell, Atkinson, and other writers say that the seeds
of this shrub are used as “ a blue dye.” There are annually from 15 to 20
tons of these seeds collected in South India, which are sold for 2 to 3 annas a
pound. The statement of their yielding a blue dye is apparently derived
originally from Ainslie, who remarks that “ in Coimbatore the seeds are had
recourse to, in combination with the pala (Wrightia tinctoria. Hr.), in pre-

paring a blue dye.” Mr. Hutchins, Assistant Conservator of Forests,

Mysore, reports that the average collection of seeds of this plant is about 12

tons in Nundidroog, and imagines that they act the part of starch in the

indigo solution. It is a little difficult to understand what Mr. Hutchins means
by “ indigo solution.” Wrightia tinctoria yields of course the chemical sub-
stance indigo; but from the use of the popular word “.indigo,” one would
infer that either the blue dye was extracted from the Wrightia in such quan-
tities in Mysore as to justify the word w indigo,” or that Mr. Hutchins was
alluding to the use of Cassia Tora seeds along with the true commercial
indigo. Ihe latter conclusion, if correct, is exceedingly curious and appa-

rently practically unknown to the indigo dyers of Bengal. Dr. McCann
says, however, that the seeds are used in Maldah along with indigo, so that

their property, whatever it may be, is much more widely known in India than

might at first sight have been supposed. The peculiar action of starch

upon the dye is difficult to understand. The natives of Assam and Mani-
pur use lime along with their indigo (the produce of Strobilanthes flaccidi-

folius), and it seems likely that the reactions with the indigos of different

plants may be peculiar and specific. In Mr. C. T. Gardner’s report of

Ichang (China) for the year 1883 occurs the following passage; “Two
green dyes are made from the barks of the Rhamnus and Cassia.” In

China apparently Cassia bark is used, but as the barks of several species

of that genus afford yellow dyes, it is probable that the green referred to

is the result of the combination of a Cassia yellow with a blue (or indigo)

dye extracted from the Rhamnus. The much-talked-of green indigo of

China is, however, often said to be prepared from a species of Rhamnus,
and to be a pure colour and not a combination. The use of Cassia seeds

or bark with indigo dyes seems worthy of careful chemical examination.

Meantime Mr. T. Wardle, while examining the dyes of India, had occasion

to try the seeds of this plant, and found that they afforded a most use-

ful yellow dye suitable for tasar silk. Mr. Wardle does not appear to

have investigated the question of their special property, if any, of being

used along with indigo, but from his results it is natural to infer that

they would produce a green shade with indigo instead of assisting the

blue.

q c. 798
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CASSYTHA
filiformis.

The Foetid Cassia: Akaswel.

MEDICINE.
Leaves.

8oo

Root.

801

FOOD.
Seeds.

802
Coffee

substitute.

803
Leaves,

804

Medicine.—The leaves are used as an aperient ; both leaves and
seeds constitute a valuable remedy in skin diseases, chiefly for ringworm
and itch. This is known in Sanskrit as Chakramarda . Dr. Dymock says

:

“ Chakradatta directs the seeds to be steeped in the juice of Euphorbia
neriifolia, and afterwards to be made into a paste with cow’s urine as an
application to cheloid tumours. He also recommends the seeds, together

with those of Pongamia glabra, as a cure for ringworm.” Muhammadan
writers “ consider the seeds and leaves to have solvent properties in those

forms of skin disease accompanied by induration, such as leprosy, cheloid,

psoriasis, &c.; and mention their having been used with advantage in the

plague (waba)P O’Shaughnessy remarks that the leaves “ are much used
for adulterating senna.” There is no evidence that this is done at the

present day in India. O’Shaughnessy also records his testimony in favour

of the properties of this plant in curing itchy eruptions : “The root rub-

bed to pulp with lime-juice has almost specific powers in the cure of ring-

worm. He adds :
“ Like all the allied species of Cassia, this seems to owe

its virtues to its astringency.” Ainslie, one of the earliest European
writers who alludes to this drug, says : The mucilaginous and foetid-smell-

ing leaves of the Cassia Tora are gently aperient, and are prescribed in the
form of a decoction, and in doses of about two ounces, for such children as

suffer from feverish attacks while teething ; fried in castor oil, they arc con-

sidered as a good application to ioul ulcers ; the seeds, ground with sour-

butter milk, are used to ease the irritation of itchy eruptions; and the root,

rubbed on a stone with lime-juice, the Vytians suppose to be one of the

best remedies for ringworm.”

§ " I have used the powdered leaves of a Cassia shiub common in

waste places in Madras with success in dhobie’s itch” (Depuiy Surgeon-
General G . Bidie , C I.E., Madras). “ 1 he seeds are an art cle of commerce
in Bombay, under the name of Kovariya-bij” (Surgeon-Major W. Dymock,

Bombay). “ Decoction of the leaves used as a wash in skin diseases (Zan-
zibar)” (Surgeojt-Major Joint Bobby Surat, Bombay Presidency).

Food.—The small seeds of this plant are eaten in times of scarcity.

Recently they have been brought to notice, in British Burma, as worthy
of use as a substitute for coflee when roasted and ground, very similar to

the way in which “ Negro coffee ” seeds arc used in tropical Africa, Central
America, and the West Indies (see C. occidentalis).

The tender leaves are boiled and eaten as a pot-herb. They are largely

used during times of famine {Lisboa). The Santals regularly use this

pot-herb, both leaves and fruit {Campbell).

§
“ The seeds are said to yield a decoction which is reported to be in

every respect as good as coffee ” (Mr. C. D. Hardinge, Rangoon). “ A
kind of coffee is made from this in Arracan” (Prof. Romanis, Rangoon).

CassiSj see Ribes nigrum.

805

CASSYTHA, Linn.; Gen. PI., III., 164.

Cassytha filiformis, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 188; Wight, Ic.,t. 1847

;

Laurineje.
Vern.—Amarbeli, Hind.; Akdsbel, Beng.j Alagjari , Santal ; Akaswel

,

Bomb. ; Amarvela, Mar. ; Kotan, Duk. ; Cottan, Tam.; Paunch figa,
Tel.; Acatsjabulli

,

Mala.; Akdsvallt, Sans.; Shway-nway-pin, Burm.
References.—Roxb ., Fl. Ind Ed. C.B.C.,342 ; Dalz. & Gibs., Bomb.

FI., 223 ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 258; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.,
290 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 555 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 227 ;
Murray, PI. and Drugs of Sind, III.; Drury, U. PI., 123 ; S. Arjun,
Bomb. Drugs, 115; Treasury of Botany ; Balfour, Cyclop .
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Sweet or Spanish Chestnut. CASTANEA
vulgaris.

. .

Habitat.—A small parasitic plant, much resembling a Cuscuta, for which
it is often mistaken; met with in almost every part of the coast of Indiaand very general from Banda to Bengal. It is common in the hotter parts
of Ceylon, especially near the sea (Thwaites). Distributed to Arabia,A

?. .
America, and through the Polynesian islands to Australia.

Medicine.—“ Akdswel is used in native practice as an alterative in bilious
affections and for piles" (Dymock). “ It is put as a seasoning into butter-
milk, and much used for this purpose by the Brahmins in South India”
{Ainshe). “The whole plant pulverised and mixed with dry ginger and
putter is used in the cleaning of inveterate ulcers. Mixed with gingelly oil,
it is employed in strengthening the roots of the hair. The juice of the
plant mixed with sugar Is occasionally applied to inflamed eyes.” (Drury,
U. PI.) A decoction of the plant is occasionally prescribed in retention ol
the placenta (S. Arjun

, Bomh. Drugs).
Special Opinions.—§

“ It is used by the natives in a vapour bath for
dropsical affections, the boiling decoction being placed under the bed ”
(Assistant Surgeon Bhugwan Das, Rawal Pindi , Punjab). ** Sanskrit
writers describe it as a tonic and alterative, and regard it as possessing
“

1?
P™perty of increasing the secretion of semen” (U. C. Dutt, Civil

Medical Officer, Serampore).
Domestic. “A portion of the plant is by the Santal tied round the

neck, arm, and ancles, as a cure for rickets ” (Rev. A. Campbell, Report,
Chutia Nagpur).

MEDICINE.
Plant.

8o6

DOMESTIC.
Charm.
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CASTANEA, CarIn. ; Gen. PL, 111., 409.
rferje

Castanea vulgaris, Lam. ; DC. Prodr., XVi., 2 , 114, 683; CuruLi-
The Sweet Chestnut or Spanish Chestnut; Chataignier,

Fr.; Edelkastanie, Germ.
Syn.

—

C. vesca, Gcertn.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 491 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 379; DC., Ori-
gin of Cult . PI., 353 ; Smith

,
Die., no.

808

Habitat.—" A large, long-lived, deciduous tree, of rapid growth, more
rapid than the oak ; introduced in the Himalaya, and growm in various
localities, and especially in a large number of places in the Panjab and
the hills of the North-West Provinces, in Darjiling, and the Khasia
Hills” (Gamble).

Cultivation.—“ It has been sown or planted in several parts of the
south and west of Europe, and it is now difficult to know if it is wild or
cultivated. However, cultivation consists chiefly in the operation of graft-

ing good varieties on the trees which yield indifferent fruit. For this pur-
pose the variety which produces but one large kernel is preferred to those
which bear two or three, separated by a membrane, which is the natural
state of the species.” (DeCandolle , Grig. Cult. PI.)

Food.—The nuts are eaten. When ground into meal they form an
important article of food for the poor. Mr. Atkinson says the tree was
introduced by Sir John Strachey in Kumaon, and in Dehra by Dr.
Jameson, where the fruits are now brought into the market.

Structure of the Wood.—Sapwood white, heartwood dark brown.
Weight from 32 to 54 lb per cubic foot. “The timber is not so durable
as that of oak ; in the south of Europe it is used for building, furniture,

and cask-staves ; but the legends of the roofs of old churches and other

buildings made of chestnut timber, in France and England, are mythical

;

wherever examined, such timber has been found to be oak. It coppices

CULTIVATION
8C9

FOOD.
8l0

TIMBER.
8lZ

Q 2 C. 811
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CASTANOPSIS
tribuloides.

Probable New Tanning Material for India.

8X2

FOOD.
813

TIMBER.
814

815

FOOD.
816

TIMBER.
817

8l8

FOOD.
8lO

TIMBER.
820

vigorously; along the Vosges it is grown for vineyard poles, in Kent and
Sussex for hop-poles” (Brandis).

CASTANOPSIS, Spach. ; Gen. PI. , ///., 409.

Several species of this genus are met with on the mountains of Eastern
India, but none are reported to be used for tanning. This is probably
an oversight, since the European members possess this property to a
considerable extent, Castanea vesca containing 14 to 20 per cent, of tannic
acid.

Castanopsis indica, Alph. DC., Prodr . ,
XVI., 2, 109 ; Cupuliferie.

Syn.—Castanea indica, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 674; Kurz,ii., 478 ;

Quercus serrata, Roxb. {1. c„ 641, probably).

Vern.—Banj katus , Nepal; Kashiordn, Lepcha ; Sevang, Ass.; Cha-

rang , Garo; Tailo, Cachar ;
Nikari, gol-shingra, SYLHET; Theet-khya,

Burm.
References.—Brandis , For. FI., 490; Gamble, Man. Timb., 388 ; Kurz, For.

FI., Burm., 478 ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized, evergreen tree, met with in Nepal, East-
ern Bengal, Assam, and Chittagong, ascending to 5,000 feet.

Food.—“The fruit is eaten; it much resembles the filbert both in

shape and in flavour, but has a thinner shell” (Gamble).

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, hard. It splits well, and is very largely

used for shingles in Darjeeling. It coppices freely, and is often pollarded

and the branches burnt for manure.

C. rufescens, Hook.f. & Th.; Gamble, Man. Timb., 389.

Vevn.—Dalne katus, Nepal; Sirtkishu, Lepcha ; Hmgori, As6 .

Habitat.—A very large evergreen tree of Sikkim Himalaya, from
6,000 to 9,000 feet.

Food.—The fruit is small, but edible and of good flavour.

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, hard. Annual rings marked by narrow
belts of firmer texture. It is used in Darjiling for house-building, agri-
cultural implements, and other purposes, exactly as that of Quercus pachy-
phylla, which it very closely resembles. It makes excellent shingles, and
is more valuable as planking and posts wherever exposed to wet than
other species of this genus.

C. tribuloides, Alph. DC., Prodr., XVI., 2, III. ; Wight, lc., t. yyo.

Syn.—

C

astanea tribuloides, Kura («., 480)

;

Quercus ferox, and Q.
armata ,Roxb., FI. Jnd., Ed . C.B.C. , 673.

~

Vern.—Tiimari, katonj, Kumaon; Musre katus, kotur, chisi, maku,
shingali, Nepal; Bar hingort, kanta singar, Ass. ; Dingsaot, Khasia;
Stnghara, Tipperah; Kanta lal batana, Chittagong; Kyantsa,
Burm.

References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 3S9 ; Brandis, For. FI., 490 ; Balfour

,

Cyclop.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree, met with in South-East Kumaon, Nepal,
Eastern Bengal, ascending from the plains to 6,000 feet, in Chittagong
and hills in Burma, above 3,000 feet.

Food.—The fruit is eaten.

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, moderately hard. Annual rings

marked by darker lines. Used for planking and shingles, being good and
' durable.

c. 820
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The Bay Chestnut : The Ule Tree.
CASTILLOA

elastica.

The tree coppices admirably, and with Castanopsis indica, Quercus
spicata, and Engelhardtia might be grown on the hills wherever firewood
and charcoal forests are required.

CASTANOSPERMUM, J. Cunn.; Gen . PL
, /., 556.

f< A genus of plants so named in consequence of the supposed resemblance
of the seeds to the sweet chestnuts of Europe.”

Castanospermum australe, A. Cunn. Leguminos.®.

The Moreton Bay Chestnut.

References.—Drury, U. PI., 124; Balfour, Cyclop.; Smith, Die., iio ;

Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—A tree of the sub-tropical regions of Australia, occasionally

planted for ornament ; introduced into India about thirty years ago.

Food.—The seeds are eaten by the natives of Australia, but arc un-
palatable to Europeans (Smith).

Structure of the Wood.—White, with a yellowish tinge ; hard.

CASTILLOA, Cerv.; Gen. PL, III., 372.

Castilloa elastica, Cerv. ; Urticace®.

The Ule Tree.

References.

—

Brandis, Far. FI., 427 ; Kura, For. Ft., Burnt., II., 419;
Smith, Die., 87, 89; Spans' Rncyclop ., 1659-61; Reports of Bot. Gar-
dens, Nilgiri Hills,for 1881-82, 1882-83, and 1885-86.

Habitat.—A lofty forest tree of the Bread-fruit family, native of
America; lately introduced into Ceylon and some parts of India. In
Kew Report for 1877, P- 15, is given an account of the attempts made to

introduce this plant into India. Burma, Assam, Ceylon, and the lower
slopes of the Nilgiris have now been pronounced as suitable for its

cultivation.

Mr. Lawson reports of the Nilgiri plants :
“ In these days of uncertain

coffee crops and low prices, planters are anxious to cultivate any plant

. that will return a small interest on their outlay.” “
I have no doubt many

localities in the Wynaad and on the slopes of the hills will be found to

suit the Castilloa, and where it will yield a profitable return to the culti-

vator.” Colonel Campbell Walker writes of Castilloa cultivation in

Calicut: “It has been found easy to raise these trees from cuttings. I

hope they will in the future form no unimportant item in the forestry of

this place. The other rubber-producing plants have so far been a failure,

either from their not yielding as much rubber as they do in America, or
because we have not yet learnt how to tap the trees properly.”

Gum.—The tree exudes, on tapping, a milky juice which, when thick-

ened, forms what is called the Central American rubber. In some coun-
tries the trees are cut down, and thereafter rings are made by cutting out

a few inches of the bark. The trunk is then raised to a certain angle, and
vessels are placed under each ring into which the milk flows; it thickens

on exposure to the air, but it is said to do so more quickly by the addition

of the juice of Ipomoea bona-nox.
For further particulars of this gum see under “ India-rubber.”

Castor Oil, see Ricinus communis, Linn.; Euphorbiace£.

P'51

FOOD.
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823
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CASUARINA
equisetifolia.

Beefwood of Australia.

CASUARINA, Farit. ; Gen . PI., ///., 402.

826

CULTIVATION
827

GUM.
828
DYE.

829

Casuarina equisetifolia, Forst. ; DC. Prodr., XVI., 2, 338 Casu-

The Beefwood of Australia. [arinace.®.

Syn.—C. mURICATa, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 623.

Vern.— Jangli sarv

,

Hind.; Jdu, Beng. ; Vildyatisaro, wildyatt-saru

,

saroka jhar. Bomb. ; Jurijur, mujjun, Sind. ; Sarpuhala, sarova, suru.
Mar. j Janglijhdtt,

janglt-saru, janglt-saru-chal, Duk.; Chouk, shavu-
ku-maram , snavuku-pattay

,

Tam. ; Serva, chavuku-mdnu, chavuku

-

patta, Tel.; Kdsrike

,

Mysor; Sura, Kan.; chavaka-maram.
Mala. ; Tm-yu , Burm. Many of the Indian names are modern adapta-

tions; Conf. with Tamarix.

References.—Gamble, Man. Timb ., 34/5 / Brandis, For. FI., 435 ; Kurs,
For. FI., Burm., JJ., 494 ; Dais. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., Suppl ., 82 ; Pharm.
Ind., 217 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., ; Dymock, Mat.
Med. IV. Ind., 2nd Ed., 750 ; Ainslie, Mat. Med. Ind., II., 443 ; Murray,
Drugs and PI., Sind, 27 ; Liotard, Dyes of India, 10 ; Wardle, Dyes of
India, 1, 45 ; Bidie, Cat. Raw Prod., Paris Exh , 44 ; S. Arjun, Bomb.
Drugs, 131 ; Drury, U. PL, 124 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 573 ; Lisboa,

U. PI. of Bomb., 132 ; Kew Cat., 121 ; Hutchins, Report on, in
Madras

, 1883 ; Report, Agri. Dept., Madras, 1878-79, pp. 38-39 ; Balfour

,

Cyclop.; Smith, Die., 294; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—A large, evergreen tree, with leafless, drooping branches
and branchlets, which are deciduous, and perform the functions of leaves.

Found on the coast of Chittagong, Burma, the Malay Archipelago, North
Australia, and Queensland ; cultivated all over India, except in the north-

western portion of the Panjab. Thrives best in the sandy tracts near
the sea-shore. Introduced into the plains of India as a road-side tree

(valuable on account of the rapidity of its growth) about the beginning of

the present century, and from its resemblance to the Tamarix received

the vernacular names of that plant.

Cultivation.—“ It has been largely planted in North Arcot, South
Arcot, Madras, and other districts of the Madras Presidency, for fuel, for

which it is excellent, but it requires to be near the sea-coast and to have water
at the roots, at least 10 feet from the surface of the ground. Trees planted
in sandy soil often suffer much from drought the first two or three years,

the tap-root then finds its way down to about 10 feet, and reaching water
the tree begins to thrive. It is of course best near the sea, but fine trees

may be seen in places in Northern India, especially at Saharanpur and
Amballa” [Gamble).

The Madras Agricultural Report for 1878-79 gives particulars of the

cost of cultivation of an acre containing 1,200 trees. The initial cost is

put down at R85 : with interest at 10 per cent, for four years this raises the
gross capital to Ri 19. At this time half the trees (600) should be removed.
Valuing these at 8 annas each the capital is returned and a balance left

of R181. Two years later another 200 trees are removed, worth Ri each,
and in the eighth or ninth year the land may be cleared ; the remaining
trees, at the lowest estimate, after paying all expenses on the same, would
realize R600.

Gum.—Reported to yield a good resin.

Dye.—The bark is used in tanning [Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., and
Bidie, Mad. Exh. List for 1855). A brown dye is extracted from it

according to Balfour. Mr. Wardle remarks : “ The bark contains a small
quantity of colouring matter, and produces in dyeing light-reddish drab
colours on each of the fabrics on which I have experimented.” He
further adds: " The shades produced by this dye-stuff are very good

C. 829
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Cedrelas or Toon-woods. cedrela.

though faint, but the dye-stuff contains too small an amount of colouring
matter to be of any great value in the dje-house.” Lisboa says that it is

used in Bombay as a mordant.
j

Medicine.—The bark is slightly.astringent, and is employed in infusion
|

as a tonic ; according to Dr. Gibson it is an excellent and at the same
time a readily available astringent, useful in the treatment of chronic
diarrhoea and dysentery (Murray).

Structure of the Wood.—White, brown near the centre, very hard;
it cracks and splits. It is hard and heavy, and difficult to cut; weighs
from 55 to 62 ft

1

per cubic foot. “Casuarina seems to coppice well, and
undoubtedly is, in suitable localities, and considering its extremely quick
growth and the qualities of its wood, one of the most important trees

we have for fuel and other plantations ” (Gamble). “The wood is used
for fires, as it burns readily, and the ashes retain the heat for a long
time. It is much valued for steam-engines, ovens, &c.” (Treasury of
Botany.) Clubs made of the hard wood are used in Fiji for beating the
bark of the Paper Mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera, Vent.) for the
manufacture of Tapa cloth (Kew Official Guide to Museums, 121).
The natives of Australia make their war-clubs from this wood (Smith).

Domestic Uses.—“The burnt ash is made into soap ” (Smith).

Catechu, see—

[A. 139.] (?) Acacia Catechu, Willd., Leguminos.® (black catechu).
(b) Uncaria Gambier, Roxb., Rubiace^e (pale catechu).

[A. 1298.] (c) Areca Catechu, Linn., Palmje (palm catechu).

Cattle and Buffaloes, see Oxen.

Cat, Civet, see Tigers and Panthers.

Catha. Several species exist in India, but by the Flora of British India

they have been all reduced to Celastrus, which see.

Catha eduliS yields the Kat or Kafter of the Arabs, the leaves of which

if chewed are said to prevent sleep. Sometimes imported into India,

largely so to Aden, where they are used as a substitute for Tea.

Cat’s-eyes, *ee Chalcedony.

Cat’s-skins, see Skins.

Cauliflower and Brocoli, see Brassica (oleracea) botrytis, B 851.

Caustic Potash, see Potassium, also Carbonate of Potash, C. 527.

Caustic Soda, see Sodium, also Carbonate of Soda.

CEDRELA, Linn.; Gen. PL, /., 339

The Flora ofBritish India has reduced at least three if not four easily-

recognisable trees to one species, not even retaining the old specific names
to denote varieties. If dried specimens in the Herbarium do not exhibit

the characters of the Cedrelas, there is no mistaking the living plants.

C. serrata, Royle , is so dissimilar from C. Toona, Roxb., that were they to

be found growing side by side, through the aid of a glass, they could be

distinguished miles off. The former is a sparsely-branched tall tree, with

palm-like clusters of pale green leaves, at the ends of its ascending

branches, from which when in flower a panicle three or four feet long is

suspended. This is the characteristic form of the North-Western

laya at altitudes from 4,000 to 8,000 feet. It frequents damp shady

streamlets, growing so gregariously as to exclude all other trees.

C.834
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CEDRELA
serrata.

The Toon woods.

In the Monograph of the Meliaceae published in 1878 by Casnpir do

Candolle, the species of Cedrelft formerly grouped under the one head

of Cedrela Toona, Roxb., have been separately described.

They are thus distinguished :— •

Ovary glabrous

—

Leaflets petioled C. serrata, Royle.

Leaflets subsessile .... C. glabra, C. de Cand.

Ovary hairy—
Leaflets acute at the base . . . C. Tpona, Roxb.

Leaflets round at the base • • . C. microcarpa, C. de Cand.

Mr. Gamble, in his Manual of Timbers,
XII., remarks that in his

« Trees, Shrubs, and Climbers ofthe Darjiling District, three varieties were

spoken of and separated as follows :

—

No. 1. Deciduous ; flowering March ; fruiting June ; bark grey-brown, smooth
exfoliating ; found in the plains on low land.

No. 2. Evergreen ; flowering October-November ; fruiting February and March;
bark dark-brown, rough, not exfoliating ; found in the lower hills

up to 4,000 feet.

No. 3. Evergreen ;
flowering June ; fruiting November-December ; bark light-

reddish brown, exfoliating in long flakes ; found in the upper hills

from 5,000 to 7,000 feet and of great size.

“ No. I is C. Toona, Roxb. : No. 2 probably C. microcarpa, C. de

Cand. ,* No. 3 probably C. glabra, C. de Cand. It would, however, have

probably been better to describe No. 1 as 'deciduous in the cold season/

and Nos. 2 and 3 as * deciduous in the rains/ There is perhaps a fifth

species.

"They may also be distinguished as follows by the capsule

: &2S*.
Capsule covered with corky tubercles . . C. glabra.

"Of the Northern Bengal specimens which we have examined, E 360
and E 2333 will be C. glabra, while K 655, E 2332, E 3599, E 3619, and
E 3623 will be C. microcarpa. Some of the Assam, Chittagong, and
Burma specimens are probably C. microcarpa.

“ No. B 3378 from the Salween, 2,000 feet, is probably C. multijuga,

Kurz,i., 229.—Vern. Toungdama , Burm. ; Nee, Karen (Trade name,
like the other Toon-woods, Thtitktado). It has alight, soft, pink wood,
with the usual characteristic scent strongly perceptible, and structure

resembling that of the other species of Toon, the pores being perhaps

more scantily distributed. Weight 35*5lb per cubic foot/’

The preceding remarks may for the present be accepted as indicating

the Nepal plant, C. glabra, DC., and the Sikkim C* microcarpa, DC., as

distinct from the following :

—

835

TIMBER.

836

Cedrela serrata, Royle s ill., p. 144, t. 25 ; Monog., DC., I., 742
[ MELIACEiE.

Syn.—C. Toona ; Roxl. {Hook., Fl. Ind., i, 568, in part).

Vern.—Dram, dalli, dal, dauri, khishing, khtnam, N.-W. H.

Habitat.—A tree of the N.-W. Himalaya up to 8,000 feet; particularly

abundant in the valleys a little below Simla. Found by the writer in the

forest of the Naga hills and Manipur, and especially abundant on the

moraine-like walls which extend from Japvo at an altitude of 6,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Heartwood light red, even, but open-grained,

fragrant. Annual rings distinctly marked by broad belts of numerous
large pores,

c.836
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The Toon-woods.

Domestic Uses.—Used about Simla, for the hoops for sieves, for
bridges, and lor many such purposes. The shoots and leaves are lopped
for cattle fodder.

Cedrela Toona., Roxb . / Fl. Br. Ind., I., 568 ; Wight, Ic., /. 1C1.

The Toon or Indian Mahogany Tree
;
Moulmkin Cedar.

Vern.—Tun, tuni, lint, mahd-nim , mahd-limbo, tunkd-jhdr, tuna , lad.

Hind. ; Tuni, tun, Itid, tunna, Beng. ; Knjya ,
Tippera ; Somso, Bhutia ;

Katangai, Kol. ; Maha limbu, Uriya; Mdhlun, Satpukas; Drawl,
chiti-sirin, tun, gul-tun (flowers), drab, deri, chutt-sirin, der, dort,
blsru, gidddr, darab, khAshing, khanam, Pb. ; Tuni, babich, labs hi,
Nepal; Sinial, Lkpcha ; Poma, henduri poma, tun, jia, tungd. Ass.;
Deodari, kuruk, Mar. ; Deodari, kuruk , tundu , tun, tunna, mahd-nim,
limb, tuni, tupa, kudaka. Bomb. ; Tunu-maram , tun-maram, malt,
wunjuli, thuna-maram, wunjuli-maram, Tam. ; Nandi-chettu, nandi,
Tel. ; Arana-maram, Mala. ; Stili, malt , Salem ; Kal kilingi, Nil-
giris; Sandani vembu , Tinnevelly; Tundu, kempA gandaghcri

,

tunda, sauola-mara, kanda gariga mara, devdari, Kan. ; Nogd, brlandi,
C00RG ; Tunna, kuberaka, kachla, nandl-vriksha , tunna-kubcraka.
Sans.; Chikado, tsltkado, Magh; Shurtizbed, Chakma; Thit-kadoc

,

Burm.
References.—Roxb., Fl. Ind„ Ed. C.B.C., 2T3, 633 ; Brandis, For. FL,

72; Kurz., For. Fl. Burm., I., 228 ; Bedd. Fl. Sylv., t. to ; Gamble , Man.
Timb., 77, 70, xii. ; Dalz. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl., 38; Stewart, Pb. PI.,

34; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PI. , 30; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 137 ; Pkarm.
Ind., 55 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Sitpp. Pharm. Jnd., 96 ; U. C. Dutt

, Mat.

Med. Hind., 311, 321 ; Dymock. Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 17j ;
Ainslie, Mat. 2nd., 21., 429 ; Murray, Drugs and 2*

1., Sind., 83 ; Baden
2Jawcll, Pb. 2Jr., 334, 573 ; Cooke, Gums and Gum-resins, 12 ; Idotard,
2Jyes, &c„ 2nd., 82 ; Wardie. Dyes of 2nd., 9, 49 ; McCann, Dyes and
Tans of Bong., 74; Buck, Dye v and Tans, N.-W. P., 28, 23 ; Bird-
wood, Bomb. Prod., 325; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 46, 241,258; Balfour,
Cyclop.; Treasury of Bot. ; Kcw Cat., 29 ; Fleming's Med. PI. and
Drugs in As. Socy. Res., Vol. X2., 163 ; Med. Top., 2X., 93.

Habitat.—A large tree, about 50 to 60 feet in height, growing in. the

tropical Himalaya from the Indus eastward, and throughout the hilly dis-

tricts of Central and South India to Burma; ascending to 3,000 feet in

the N.-W. Himalaya and in Sikkim (?) to 7,000 feet. Distributed to Java
and Australia.

Gum.—It yields a resinous gum, of which little is known at present.

M. Nees von Essenbeck has published an account of some experi-

ments with the bark, which indicate the presence in it of a resinous

astringent matter, a brown astringent gum, and a gummy brown extract-

ive matter, resembling Ulmine
.

(Balfour.)

Dye.—The flowers yield a red and a yellow dye (in Bengal generafly

known as Gulnari) said to be used in Mysore for dyeing cotton. This
must be to a small extent only, since Dr. Bidie omits it from his list of

Madras dyes sent to Paris. The flowers are boiled to extract the colour

which is known as basanti in the North-WesL Provinces. It is fleeting

and apparently only used by the poorer classes. In Burma it is used in

conjunction with safflower. Sir E. Buck, in his Report on the Dye-stuffs,

N -W. Provinces, says that a red dye is obtained from the seeds; and Dr.

McCann, in his Report on the Dyes of Bengal, remarks that the seeds arc

used as a dye-stuff at Palamau. Apparently Tun is not used with mordants,

and is rarely combined with other dyes. The sulphur yellow (basanti)

of Cawnpore is produced from tun, turmeric, lime, and acidulated water.
“ It was a commoner practice under native rulers than it appears to be now
to wear fowawtff-coloured clothes in the spring, whence its name basant”

or spring time. Safflower and tun are combined in Tirwa. Dr. McCann
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says the cloth previously dyed yellow is changed into red by the pan
eaten by Hindus.

Mr. Wardle reports :
“ These flowers contain a large quantity of yellow

colouring matter; ” they " appear well adapted ” for tasar silk.

Medicine.—The bark has astringent properties, and is a mild febrifuge,

useful in diarrhoea and dysentery, especially of children. The following
is an extract from the Pharmacopoeia of India on the medicinal properties

of the bark : “The bark of this tree is a powerful astringent, and may be
resorted to when other remedies of the same class are not available. Dr.
Waitz (Diseases of Children in Hot Climates

, p. 225) used with success an
extract of the bark in chronic infantile dysentery. Blume attributes valu-
able antiperiodic virtues to it, and in this character it is favourably
noticed by Dr. d. Kennedy (Ann, of Med., 1796, Vol. I., p. 387). Dr. JE.

Ross speaks of it as a reliable antiperiodic, and Dr. J. Newton as a
good substitute for cinchona. The dose of the dried bark is about an
ounce daily in the form of infusion. The powder of the bark was found
by Dr. Kennedy to be of great service as a local astringent application

in various forms of ulceration.” According to Dr. Dymock, the native

physicians use the bark in combination with bonduc nuts as a tonic and
antiperiodic, a fact also mentioned by Ainslie in his Materia Indica. The
1’lowers are called Gul-tun in Bombay and considered emmenagogue.
“The bark was used in Java by Blume in epidemic fevers, diarrhoea,

and other complaints. Horsefield gave it in dysentery, but only in the
last state, when inflammatory symptoms had disappeared” (Balfour).

Food.—The seeds are used to feed cattle. The young shoots and
leaves are lopped as cattle-fodder.

Structure of the Wood.—Brick-red, soft, shining, even but open
grained, fragrant, seasons readily, does not split nor warp. Annual rings
distinctly marked by a belt of large and numerous pores.

It is durable and is not eaten by white-ants ; is highly valued and
universally used for furniture of all kinds, and is also employed for

door-panels and carving. From Burma it is exported under the name
of Moulmein Cedar ,

and as such is known in the English market. It

there fetches about R65 per ton ; according to Major Seaton the cost of

cutting and delivery being R44. In North-West India it is used
for furniture, carvings, and other purposes. In Bengal and Assam it is

the chief wood for making tea-boxes, but is getting scarce on account
of the heavy demand. The Bhutias use it for shingles and for wood-
carving; they also hollow it out for rice-pounders. It is—or rather used to

be, for very large trees are now rather scarce—hollowed out for dug-out
canoes in Bengal and Assam. In Bengal, Assam, and Burma it grows
to a very large size, trees 20 feet in girth with a height of 80 to 100 feet of

clear stem being not uncommon in forests which have been only little

worked, like those in Dumsong and in some parts of the Chittagong Hill
Tracts. At page 91 of the Indian Forester (Vol. I.), the cubic contents of
four trees in the Rcyang Valley, Darjeeling, are given as 211, 375, 720, and
400 cubic feet respectively; the third of these had a mean girth of 12 feet

and a length of 80 feet, while the second had a girth of 20 feet. It is

easily propagated from seed, but the seeds being very small and light, the
seed-beds must be sheltered till the seedlings have well come on. It also
coppices freely.

Dr. Dymock says that the wood resembles mahogany, and is used in

Bombay for making medicine chests and surgical instrument cases. It

is also employed for the hoops for sieves, for bridges, and for many other
purposes.
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The Deodar or Himalayan Cedar.

CEDRUS, Loud.; Gen . PI., III., 93.

CEDRUS
Deodara.

Cedrus Deodara, Loudon ; DC. Prodr., XVI., 2, 409.

Deodar : HimAlayan Cedar.

Syn.—

P

inus Deodara, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 677.
Vern .

—

Kilan-kd-pdr, k'dan, deodar. Hind, j Dcwddr, geydr, keli, krlu,

keori, krlai, kalam , kdlon, kcttwal, kcoli-kelmang, kaiwal, kclmang

,

palurr, dadd, Pb. ; Nakhtar
, Imanza

,

Afg.
; Didr, deodar, dewdar , deo-

war,\daddr, Hazara, Kashmir, Garhwal, Kumaon: Paludar, Hazara ;

Kelu

,

foo/i, kilar, kilei, Himalayan names; Deodar, dar ,
Kashmir;

Kelmang

,

Kunawar; Ciam, Tibet; Dcvaddru, devdar, debddru,
Beng.; Devddr, vdnseo-deoddr, Guj. ; Dcvaddrucha-jhdda, devictdar.
Mar. ; Devddru, Duk. ; Devaddri-chedi , Tam. ; Devaddri-rhettu

,

Tkl. ;

Devatdram, Mala. ; Devaddri-mnra

,

Kan. ; Devaddru, Sans. ; Shaj-
ratud-devddr, sandbarul-hind, Arab. ; Darakhte-devddr, sanobare-

hindt, nashtar
,
Pers.

References.

—

Brandis, For. FL, 516 ; Gamble, Man. 7'imb., 400 ; Stewart,
Pb. PI., 220; Voigt, Hurt. Sub. Cal., SS7 ; Pharm Ind., 225; Moodcen
Sheriff, Sapp. Pharm. Ind., 199; U. C. Dutt

,
Mat. Med. Hind., 247,

296; Dyniock
, Mat. Med. IV. Ind., 2nd Ed., 757 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng.

Dispens., 612 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 132; Baden Powell ,
Pb. Pr.,

410, 424, 573; Cooke, Gums and Gum-resins
, 123; Atkinson, Jfdim.

Dist., 830; Atkinson, Gums and Gum-resins, N.-W. P., 42; Bal-
four, Cyclop.; Foyle, III. Him. Bot., 350; Browne, Forester, 374;
Irvine, 28.

Habitat.—A very large and tall tree, found in the North-West Hima-
laya, between 4,000 and 10,000 feet, extending east to the Dauli river (a

tributary of the Alaknanda below the Niti Pass), in the mountains of

Afghanistan and in North Heluchistan.

Gum.—Ityieldsatruc oleo-resin, called Kclon-ka-tcl. The preparation
of this oleo-resin is thus described by Mr. Baden Powell :

—

“ First, an earthen gliarn, or vessel with a wide mouth, and capable
of containing about 4 seers, is sunk into the ground. Next, a large

ghara of about 12 seers capacity is taken, and three small holes are
drilled in its under-side ; it is then filled with scraps of the pine Avood,

and over its mouth another smaller jar is placed, and kept the»*e by a
luting of clay very carefully applied ; and then both the jars are smeared
over with a coating of clay. These two jars thus stuck together are next
set on the mouth of the receiver or glwra sunk into the ground, and the

joint or seat is made tight by a luting of stiff clay. Light firewood is now
neaped around the apparatus and ignited, and kept burning from four to

eight hours ; the rationale of the process being that the heat causes the tar

contained in the chips inclosed in the large ghara to exude, and it falls

through the three holes drilled in the bottom, and into the receiver sunk
into the ground. When the fire is out, the ashes are raked away, the jars

very carefully separated, so that pieces of dirt may not fall into the re-

ceiver, and the latter is then exhumed and the contents poured out. It is

only necessary to replace the receiver, with the jars over it as before, duly

charged with chips, and lute the joints up carefully, and the process can be

carried on as before. With care the same jars may be made to do over

and over again without cracking. One seer of wood yields about 2*6

chitaks of tar and 4*3 chitaks of charcoal. To procure a seer of tar

requires 6 seers 4 chitaks of wood-chips to charge the pot, and 2 maunds
6 seers and chitaks of chips f'or fuel.” (Pb. Prod., 410.)

Oil.
—“An oil is obtained from the wood by destructive distillation ;

it is dark coloured, thick, and resembles crude turpentine. It is used for

anointing the inflated skins which are used for crossing rivers; and as a
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remedy for ulcers and eruptions, for mange in horses and sore feet in

€31110.” (Gamble, 406.)
Medicine.—The aromatic wood is employed medicinally as a carmi-

native, diaphoretic, diuretic, and useful in fever, flatulence, inflammation,
dropsy, urinary diseases, &c. It is chiefly used in combination with other
medicines (17. C. Dutt’s Mat . Med. Hind., 247). The tree yields a
coarse, very fluid kind of turpentine, held in much esteem by the natives as
an application to ulcers and skin diseases. The oil also enters into nos-
trums used by the natives in the treatment of leprosy. Dr. Gibson re-

commends the use of oil in large doses, as highly effectual in this disease.

Dr. J. Johnston is said to have cured a severe case of lepra mercurialis
by treating externally and internally with deodar oil It has been
remarked that a drachm of the oil was as large a dose as the patient’s

stomach could bear. Its use may be extended to other skin diseases

with advantage. Dr. Royle states that the leaves and small twigs of

the Deodara are also brought down to the plains, as they arc supposed to

possess mild terebinthenatc properties.
(
Pkarm . Ind.) In Kangra the

wood is pounded with water on a stone, and the paste applied to the
temples to relieve headache. Assistant Surgeon Sakharam Arjun de-
scribes the wood as a bitter stomachic, useful in fever, costiveness, piles, and
pqlmonary complaints.

Food.—The young shoots and plants are eagerly browsed by
goats, &c.

Structure of the Wood.—Hcartwood light-yellowish brown, scented,
moderately hard. In each annual ring the outer belt of firmer and
darker coloured tissue is generally narrow, and the inner belt is not very
soft, but in exceptional cases, and under certain conditions which have not

yet been studied, the inner belt is soft and spongy. This peculiarity has
nothing to do with the rate of growth or with the altitude, as fast-grow'n

trees possess hard tissue in the spring wood. Medullary rays fine and
very fine, unequal in width. No vertical resinous ducts, as in Pinus, but
the resin exudes from cells which are not visible to the naked eye. On
the edge of certain annual rings are frequently found concentric strings

of dark-coloured pores or intercellular ducts, which are prominent on a
vertical section as dark lines, and in the vicinity of which the wood is

sometimes more resinous.

In common with most species of the Order, the Deodar has well-marked
annual rings which, there is little, if any, reason to doubt, each repre-

sents the growth of a year. More information has, perhaps, been collected

on the subject of the rate of growth of Deodar than of any other species of

Indian tree, though we have as yet no such complete scries of trees of

known age to deal with as wrere available at Nilambur for the question of

the rate of growth of teak. The geographical range of Deodar, specially

in altitude, is very wide, and this circumstance, considering that some
specimens may be obtained from sheltered places in comparatively warm
valleys, w'hilc others come from exposed and high situations, makes it

doubtful whether much value can be attached to general deductions from
data collected from many quarters, and whether it should not usually be
the practice to take only for use in any forests, the experiments made on
trees in that or neighbouring localities. But the experience we have
hitherto gained is very valuable, and it will be best to put together the
items of information available. In Brandis’ Forest Flora of North-West
and Central India

, pp. 520 to 524, a large amount of information is col-

lected, to which reference can be made. It is there stated that the Deodar
forests may be classified in three great divisions, viz .

:

—

1st—Those in a dry climate in the vicinity of the arid zone of the

c. 850
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inner Him&laya, having usually the age of trees 6 feet in girth
above 140 years

;

2nd—Those in the intermediate ranges and valleys, having 6 feet in

girth for an age of between no and 140 years;
3rd—Those in the outer ranges under the full influence of the mon-

soon, and having the age of trees 6 feet in girth usually below
1 10 years.

Deodar wood is extremely durable, being by far the most durable of

the woods of the Himalayan conifers. It is the chief timber of North-
West India, and is used for all purposes of construction,—for railway

sleepers, bridges, and even for furniture and shingles. (Gamble.)

TIMBER.

CELASTRUS, Linn. ; Gen . PI
, 364.

The Flora of British India raised Wight and Arnott’s sub-genera (1)

Eucfxastrus and (2) Gymnosporta to the rank of genera. This was at

first followed by the authors of the Genera Plantarum , but subsequently
(Vol. I., page 997) was corrected back to the original position. The
former embraces some four species of unarmed climbers, and the latter fif-

teen armed shrubs or small trees. Accepting the above restoration we shall,

in this instance, depart from the nomenclature established in the Flora of

British India ; but this need occasion little or no inconvenience, since the

principal synonymy of the economic species will be found below.

Celastrus emarginata, Willd. f Celastrineje.

Syn.—

G

vmnosporia emarginata, Roth., in FI. Br. Ind., I., 621

;

Celas-
trus EMARGINATA, W. and A ., Prod., 160 ; Roxb., FI. hid Ea.
C.B.C., 20$ ; Catha emarginata, G. Don.

C. oxyphylla, Wall.

Syn.—

G

ymnosporia acuminata, Hook./.; FI. Br. Ind ., /., 619.

C. paniculata, Willd. ; FI. Br. Ind., I, 617 ; Wight, Ic., t. 158.

Black Oil; the Oleum Nigrum Plant.

Syn.—

C

elastrus alnifolia, Don.

;

C. dependens, Wall. ; C. multi-
flora and nutans, Roxb.

Vern.

—

-Mdl-kangni, mdl kungi, IIind.; Sankhd, sankhii (leaves
, kotaj,

kuter), Pb. ; Mdlkdkni, Oudh, Kumaon ; Mdl kangni,^ Beng. ; Kujarl
,

kujri

,

Santal ; Kujtin , Kol. ; Chiron, Mal. (S. P.) ; Kdkundan rangul,
•wahrangur

,

C. P. ; Kanguni, mdl kangni , Bom. ; Malkangana
, Guj.

;

Mdlkdnguni , mdl kdnganttcla, kangani, pigave, Mar. ; Ruglin
,

Lepcha; Atiparich-cham, vdluhai,
Tam. ; Mdlkanguni-mttulu, gundu-

meda, bavungie, nianeru, moierikata, maiyala erikut, Tel.; Vdlu-
zhuva, Mala. ; Kariganne

, Kan.; Jiothhmati, Sans. ; Myin khoung-

na-young , Bukm. The vern. names of Oleum Nigrum : M'dlkangni-ka-
jantar, Duk.; Vdluluvai-tailam, Tam.; Mdlkanginitailamu , Tel.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 209; Brandis, For. FI., 82;
Kurz, For . FI. Burm., I., 252 ; Gamble, Man . Timb., 86, xiii. ; Thimites,
En . Ceylon PI., 72; Dalz. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 47 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 40;
Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PL, 3? l Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 166 ; Pharm. Ind.,

56 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 97 ; Dymock, Mat . Med. W.
Ind., 144; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 27 r ; Murray, Drugs and
PL, Sind, 147 ; Bidie, Cat. Raw Prod., Paris Exh., 24, 61, 104 ; S. Ar-
jun. Bomb. Drugs, 30 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr.,sj6 ; Cooke, Oils and Oil-

seeds, 35; Birdwood
,
Bomb. Prod., 18; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 216;

Balfour , Cyclop.; Treasury of Bot. ; Mysore Cat., Cal. Exh., 42 ; Irvine
,

Mat. Med. Patna, 66 ; Kew Cat., 31 •
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CBLASTRUS
iculata.

5 The Oleum Nigrum.

Habitat.—A scandent shrub of the outer Himalaya, from the Jhelum
to Assam, ascending to 4,000 feet; Eastern Bengal, Behar, South India,

and Burma; in Ceylon it is common up to an elevation of 2,000 feet.

Oil.—The seeds yield by expression a deep scarlet or yellow oil, used
medicinally. The oil deposits a quantity of fat after it has been kept a short

time. Its odour is pungent ana acrid, and treated with sulphuric acid it

turns of a dark bistre colour. It is much admired as an external appli-

cation along with a poultice of the crushed seeds. It is also burnt in

lamps, and employed in certain religious ceremonies. The seeds submit-

ted to destructive distillation yield the 11 Oleum Nigrum,” an empyreuma-
tic black oily fluid employed medicinally in the treatment of beri-beri

(1Cooke). According to Dr. Dymock, the seeds are distilled along with ben-
zoin, cloves, nutmegs, and mace. This oil is manufactured in the Northern
Circars, the best in Vizagapatam and Ellore, where it is sold in small blue
or black bottles, each containing about £ oz., at prices from 12 annas to

one rupee a bottle.

Medicine.—The red seeds are used medicinally, principally for cattle.

They are given in rheumatism and paralysis. An empyreumatic oil is

obtained from the seeds by a rude form of distillation, which is applied
externally. This oil, under the name of “ Oleum Nigrum,” was brought
forward by the late Dr. Herklots as a sovereign remedy in beri-beri.

When administered in doses of from ten to fifteen drops twice daily, its

action as a powerful stimulant is generally followed in a few hours by
free diaphorisis not attended by exhaustion. It is specially efficacious in

recent cases, and where the nervous and paralytic symptoms predominate.
(Baden Powell ; Pharm. Ind.) It will be seen from the note below that

Dr. Moodeen Sheriff holds a strong opinion regarding the merits of this

oil. The seeds are considered by the Muhammadans to be €t hot and dry,
aphrodisiacal and stimulant, useful both as an external and internal

remedy in rheumatism, gout, paralysis, leprosy, and other disorders which
are supposed to be caused by cola humours. They may be administered
in such cases commencing with a dose of one seed, to be gradually in-

creased to fifty by daily increments of one ; at the same time the oil may
be applied externally, or the crushed seeds combined with aromatics.
The latter application is said to be very efficient in removing local pains
of a rheumatic or malarious nature " {Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 144).
Stewart says the leaves also are used medicinally. "The oil of the seeds
is a diuretic and has been used successfully in healing sinuses and fistulae”

{Bomb. Gas., VI., 75). The Rev. A. Campbell remarks that the Santals
use the oil in disorders of the stomach.

Special Opinions.—§ "The compound and empyreumatic oil obtained
by a destructive distillation of the seeds of Celastrus paniculata, which is

commonly known as Oleum Nigrum—Black Oil—is quite different from
the oil of the same seeds extracted by compression. The former is black
and thick, with a strong and peculiar aromatic smell; and the latter,

yellow and of the consistence of oil. The black oil manufactured at
Vizagapatam and Masulipatam is the best. It is a good diuretic, dia-
phoretic, and nervine stimulant. It is certainly the best remedy for beri-

beri. I have seen many cases which did not benefit for weeks or months
under the use of other medicines, but began to improve at once when
this oil was employed. The first good effect of this medicine is generally
the increase in the quantity of urine, and with this the dropsical effusion
begins to disappear. A relief in paralytic symptoms accompanying beri~

beri is also noticed in some cases about this time, but generally much
later than this period. During the use of this medicine the native practi-

tioners invariably enjoin a very low and strict diet, giving nothing to the
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senegalensis.

patient except milk and bread—-a restriction which is as injurious as un-
necessary in my opinion. The patient labouring under beri-beri requires
a very liberal and nourishing diet. I have also used Oleum Nigrum in

some cases of simple and uncomplicated dropsy, and with good and en-
couraging results. Dose

:

From io to 30 minims as a diuretic, from 5 to 15
minims as a diaphoretic and nervine stimulant*’ (Honorary Surgeon
Moodeen Sheriff\

Khan Bahadur, Triplicane, Madras). “ The seeds boiled

in milk are used by natives in nervous affections. They are also used
as food for quails” (Assistant Surgeon Bhagwan Dass, Rawal Pindi

,

Punjab). “Said by some natives to be useful as a nervine tonic, specially

in impotency, but the fact seems to be doubtful” (Surgeon-Major C. y.
McKenna, Cawnpore).

“ Called in Telegu Mdl-kangni ; an oil is obtained

by distillation from the red seeds. The oil is given in ten-drop doses two
or three times a day on betel leaf as a vehicle. During the time the

patient is under this treatment he should eat meat roasted. I have seen

two or three cases of beri-beri cured by this treatment, and have also

given it, with a fair amount of success, in dropsy from anaemia ” (Surgeon-
Major Lionel Beech, Cocanada). “The juice of the leaves mixed with'

that of the leaves of Hydrocotyle asiatica, and powdered spikenard, is

considered a cooling application in inflammatory brain affections ” (Assist-

ant Surgeon Sakharam Arjun, Bombay). “The ‘black oil ’ obtained by
destructive distillation, in combination with several aromatic substances,

is a powerful diuretic, and used successfully in beri-beri and dropsy. The
diet, while using it, should consist exclusively of wheaten cakes and flesh

of sheep” (Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley , Ganjam, Madras Presidency).

“An oil extracted by heat is a specific in the treatment of beri-beri with
marked success. Also used in dropsical affections with invaluable results.

Is a stimulant and diuretic ; under the administration of this drug, strict

diet should be observed, chiefly of wheat, chappatties

,

with fried meat

,

and milk, and nothing else should be taken. Is an invaluable remedy
among the people of the Northern Circars, especially of those of the

malarious tracts” (Surgeon-Major E. W. Levinge, Rajamundry, Godavery
District). “ Said to be useful as an aphrodisiac ” (Surgeon-Major D. R

.

Thompson, Madras).
Structure of the Wood.—Pinkish yellow, soft.

Celastrus senegalensis, Lam.

Syn.—

G

ymnosporia (Celastrus) Montana, Roxb., as in FI. Br. Jnd., /,,

621

;

c. MONTANA, W. & A., Prod.y 159; Catha Montana, Don.
Vera.

—

Sherawane

,

Trans-Indus; Talkar, dajkar, mareila , kingaro,
khardi, Pb.; Baikal , gajachinni, C. P. ; Mdl kangoni, Bom.; Danta,
babur, Gondi : Dhattiy Bhil; Bharatti, yekaly Mar. ; Uanti, dantdusi,

pedda chintu, TEL.
References.

—

Roxb.y FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 208 / Brandis, For. FI., 8r

;

Kura, FI. Burnt., /., 252 ; Beddome, FI. Sylvat., LXVI / Dale. & Gibs.,
Bomb. FI., 48 ; Gamble, Man . Timb ., 8j.

Habitat.—A profusely-armed tall shrub, common in the northern dry
and intermediate zones of Central, South-Western, and North-Western
India; distributed to Afgh&nistdn, Central Asia, and Australia. The
Flora of British India distinguishes several forms: C. montana, Roxb.,

comprises those forms which nave the branches less profusely armed, and
the leaves larger and broader; C. senegalensis, Lam., those in which the

stems are more robust, and profusely armed, and the leaves smaller and
narrower.

Medicine.—The bark, ground to a paste and applied to the head, with

mustard oil, is said to destroy pediculi

.

MEDICINE.

Food for
Quails.

TIMBER.
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MEDICINE.
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CELOSIA
argcntea.

862

MEDICINE.
Seed.

timber.
864

86S

Celestite; Celosia.

Celastrus spinosus, Royie.

Syn.—Gymnosporia Royleana, Wall., as in FI. Br. Jnd /., 620.
”^n*77JdMdhar, Hind.; Dearal, Trans-Indus; Kandu, kamla

,

kandiari, kander, Idp, patdki, lei, /<, phdpdri, badlo, kadewar, Pb.;
**ra, bagriwala darim, gwdla darim, N.-W. P,

References.—Boiss.Fl. Orient., 11., n ; Brandis, F<?r. F/., to; Gamble,
Man. Timb.

f 86; Baden Powell
,
Pi. Prod., sto; Stewart, Pb. PI., 41.

Habitat.—A thorny, distorted bush, abundant on the outer North-
Western Himalaya (kumaon and Garwhal, altitude 1,000 to 4,500 feet)
and distributed to the Concan and thence to Afghanistan j common on the
Salt Range at about 5,000 feet in altitude.

Medicine.—In the Salt Range the smoke from the seeds is said to be
good for toothache.

Structure of the Wood.—Lemon-coloured, hard and close-grained;
weight 49 ft a cubic foot. Gamble says the wood deserves attention as a
possible substitute for boxwood, for carving and engraving. Baden
Powell remarks that it is used in the Panjdb for walking-sticks.

Celery, See Apium graveolens, Linn.

;

Umbellifekje.

Bombay.
866

CELESTITE; Malle/, Mineralogy
, 141.

Celestite or Celestine is a natural mineral, found in rhombic or
tabular crystals or in masses. It is a form of Strontium sulphate, which is

used in the arts in the preparation of Strontium nitrate—a Salt employed
in fireworks to give a red light. There are two localities in India where
Celestite has been found—in Bombay and Sind, scattered over the surface
of the Kirthar limestones ; and in the Panjdb, on the tertiary red clays of
the Salt Range.

868

MEDICINE
Seed*

OD.

PJ&ll.
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CELOSIA, Linn. ; Gen. PI., III., 24.

For botanical characters of the genus see under Amarantaceae (A. 914).

The name is derived from kelos, burnt, in reference to the colour of the
flowers in the common garden species.

Celosia argentea, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 714; Amarantace.b.

Vtm.—Debkoti, sufaid murgha, sarwari, Hind.; Sirgit arak, Santal ;

Sarwdli ,
strait, ghogiya, N.-W. P. j Sarwali, salgdra, chilchil

, sil,

sarpankha , Pb. j Swet-murgd, Beng. j Surwalt, ucha-kukur , Sind;
Ldpadi, Guj. ; Kudhu, kurdu, Bomb. ;Kurdu, kurada, Mar.; Gurugu,
panche chettu

,

Tel.; Kirri-handa, SlNG. Several of these vernacular
names imply white-cock*s-comb.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 228 ; Tkwaites, Bn. Ceylon Pi.

247 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb . FI., 215; Stewart, Pb. Pi., 181 ; Aitchison

,

Cat. Pb. PI., 130 ; Murray, Drugs and PI. Sind, too; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., 373; Lisboa, U. Pi. Bomb., 170; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—An abundant weed of the fields in Central and Northern
India (from Chutia Nagpur to the Panjdb), occasionally ascending to

altitude 5,000 feet in the Himalaya; it is also met with in the warmer
parts of Ceylon. It appears very commonly in the monsoon season.

Medicine.—The seeds are officinal, being an efficacious remedy in
diarrhoea. The Rev. A. Campbell says the Santals extract a medicinal
oil from them.

Food.—The plant is used as a pot-herb in times of scarcity, and is

eaten by cattle, especially buffaloes.

c. 872
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Celosia; CelaU.
CELSIA

coromandeliana.

Celosia cristata, Linn

.

/ FI. Br. Ind., IV., 7IS I Wight, Ic., t. 730.

Vem.—Kokan, pila-murghka, Idl-murgkka, Hind.; Mawal, taji kkoros,

bostdn afraa, kanjd, dhurd-dru ,
Pb. ; Afdwal

,

Kashmir ; Ldl murgd (the

red form), hdldi-m&rga (th© yellow), Beng.; Erra-kodi- utta-totakuru,
kodi-juttu-tota-kura, Tel. ; Mayur asikha

,

Sans. ; Kyet-monk

,

Burm.
References.—JRoxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., Sa8; Dal0. & Gibs., Bomb.

FI., 2iS; Stewart, Pb. PI., 182; Murray
, Drugs and PL, Sind, /or;

Baden Powell, Pb, Pr., 373; Balfour, Cyclop.; Treasury of Botany ;

Spons, Encyclcp., 938.

Habitat.—Cultivated as an ornamental plant in the plains, and on the

Himalaya, Kashmir (5,000 feet). In Spans' Encyclopedia occurs the

remark that this plant is "Common all over Bengal ana Northern India

generally.”

Fibre.—“ It yields a strong flexible fibre, so highly esteemed that rope

made of it sells at five times the price of jute rope/ 1 Confirmation of this

fact is much required, and also samples of the plant from which the fibre

has been extracted. It is known in Bengali as Ldl-nturga, but Roxburgh
makes no mention of the fibre ; indeed, with the exception of the notice in

Spons* Encyclopedia quoted above, no author, as far as the writer can

discover, alludes to the fibre.

Medicine.—The flowers are officinal, being considered astringent

;

they are used in cases of diarrhcea and in excessive menstrual discharges.

The seeds are viewed as demulcent.

Special Opinion.—$ “ Seeds demulcent and useful in painful micturi-

tion, cough, and dysentery ” {Dr. U. C. Dutt, Serampore).

Food.—Cultivated in gardens— both the red and the yellow forms—on
account of the stem, which is eaten as a pot-herb. Professor Church
(in Food-Grains of India) is apparently in error when he speaks of the

food-properties of the seeds of this plant. The writer can find no mention

of the plant being cultivated on account of its seeds, nor indeed of these

being eaten. Besides, three of the vernacular names given by the Pro-

fessor are not names for this plant. Sil (and names derived from that

word) are more correctly applied to Amarantus panicalatas, the seed of

which is eaten, so that it seems probable Professor Church’s account of

Celosia cristata should be transferred to Amarantus paniculatas.

CELSIA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, II., 929.

Celsia coromandeliana, Vahl. ; Ft. Br. Ind., IV., 231; Wight, Ic.,

t. 1406; ScROPHULARINS*.

Vertl.—Kukshima, loksima, Beng.; Kutki, Mar.; Kulihala, Sans.

References.—Roxb.,Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 49ii Thwaites, En. Ceylon Ft.,

aij; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 176; Aitchison, Cat.Pb.Pl., 10,; Voigt,

Hart. Sub. Cal„ 497 ; Pharm. Ind., 1611 Moodeen Sheriff, Supp-Pharm.

Ind., p7 ; V. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 306; Dymock, Mat. Med. W.
Ind., 481 ; S.Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 191 i Drury, V. PI., itS ; Balfour,

Cyclop.

Habitat.—An herb found throughout India, from the Panjib to Pegu

and Ceylon, ascending to 5,000 feet in altitude. It generally appears

during the dry season as a weed, on garden or cultivated lands.

Medicine.—The inspissated juice of the leaves has been prescribed in

cases of acute and chronic dysentery. It acts as a sedative and astnn-

* Special Opinions.—§ "Juice of the whole plant, including the root,

leaves, and stem, squeezed out by pounding it, is used m halt cnittack

doses, morning and evening, in cases of syphilitic eruptions. The juice of

R C. 879
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CELTIS
caucagjcau

UDICHE.

The Honey-berry.

the leaves mixed with mustard oil, in equal proportions, is applied as an ex*
ternal application for relieving the burning sensations of tne hands and
feet’* {Surgeon Anund Chunder Mukerjt, Noakhally). "If a little of

the root is chewed in fever, or when there is urgent thirst, a cooling sensa-
tion will occur and thirst be appeased" {Surgeon William Wilson

,

Bogra ). " Expressed juice of the leaves, mixed with sugar and water, used
as a drink in bleeding piles ” (Brigade Surgeon S'. M. Shircore, Moor-
shedahad).

M
I have been told that the roots, leaves, and flowers are used

as an astringent in diarrhoea, acute and chronic dysentery. The action

of the drug is said to be immediate and direct. It is also reputed to be an
emetic ana expectorant, being employed in capillary bronchitis of children.

An Assistant Surgeon tells me he has used it with good results in diabetes,

both insepidus and melletus” {Surgeon J. French Mullen , Satdpur).

"The root is used in dysentery and as a cholagogue ” {Brigade Surgeon
y. Ji. Thornton, Monghir).

FOOD.
Fruit.

882
FODDER.
883

TIMBER.
884

DOMESTIC.
885

886

CELTIS, Tourn.; DC. Prodr., XVII., 168

.

Celtis australis, Linn. ; DC. Prodr., xvii 169, 170, 179; Urticacejc.

The European Nettle-tree
; the Honey-berry Tree.

Syn.—It is probable Brandis is correct in viewing all the following species

as but varieties of C. australis, at least all those with glabrous fruits.

Vern.—Kharak,
kharika

,
khirk , N.-W. P. ; Kharak

,

Simla, KumaoN;
Brimlu, khirk, khalk, khark

,
khirg, ku, roku

,
choku, bramji

, hatkar, kdi,
higni

, bittgli, Pb.; gar, Kunawar; Tagha, Sind; Tagho, takhum
, Afg.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 428 / Gamble, Man. Timb., 343; Aitchison,

Cat. Pb . PL, 130; Treasury ofBotany.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized, deciduous tree, found in the Suliman and
Salt Ranges, and throughout the Himalaya from the Indus to Bhutan,
ascending to 8,500 feet; also in the Khdsia Hills. Extensively cultivated

in South Europe.
Food and Fodder.—The tree is largely planted for fodder ; cows fed

on the leaves are supposed to give better milk. The fruit is also eaten.

"It is remarkably sweet, and is supposed to have been the Lotus of the

ancients, the food of the Lotophagi, which Herodotus, Dioscorides, and
Theophrastus describe as sweet, pleasant, and wholesome, and which
Homer says was so delicious as to make those who ate it forget their

native country. The berries are still eaten in Spain, and Dr. Walsh
remarks that the modern Greeks are very fond of them " {Treasury of
Botany ). It is nowhere grown as a fruit tree in India, although, as
Atkinson adds, it is eaten by all classes and is esteemed.

A dark-purple form of the fruit is called roku and a smaller yellow

form choku.

Structure of the Wood.—Grey or yellowish grey, with irregular

streaks of darker colour. Weight 47ft per cubic foot. It is tough and
strong, and is used for oars, whip-handles, and for other purposes requiring

toughness and elasticity (Gamble).

Domestic Uees.—"The branches are extensively employed in making
hay-forks, coach-whips, ramrods, and walking-sticks” (Treasury of
Botany).

c. caucasica, Willd.; DC. Prodr. ,
xvii., 170.

Vtm.—Batkar, brumij, brlmdu, brimla, bigni, bi&gu , kharg, khark, khirk,

karik, kharak,
khalk, ku, takhum, tdgho, wattamman. kanrak, kirki, kar,

iargam, taghum, takpun, kurg, kanghol mirch (the fruit), Pb.; Tughar,
Pushtu.
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The Nettle-trees.
CELTIS

cinnamomea.

References.

—

Brandis, For. Ft., 428, 429 / Gamble, Man. Timb., 3441
Stewart, Pb. PI., 209s Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PL, 139 / Baden Powell, Pb.

/V., 574; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat—A moderate-sized tree of Afghanistan, Beluchistln, the Salt

Range, Haz&ra, and Kashmir. Aitchison says it is cultivated near shrines
and graveyards in Afghanistan.

Fibre.—The bark is made into cordage (Baden Powell).

Medicine.—The fruit is officinal, being given as a remedy in amenor-
rhcea and colic.

Food.—The fruit, a small drupe, is eaten by the natives, who regard
it as sweetish, but it has almost no flesh. (Roxb.)

Structure of the Wood.—Light yellow, hard to very hard. Structure
resembling that of C. australis. M r. J. H. Lace wri tes that he has “ been
told Biluchfs use the wood for gun-stocks.” It is, however, subject to the

attack of insects, and is accordingly chiefly used for charcoal and fuel.

Domestic Uses.—Dr. Bellew mentions that in the Peshawar valley the
wood is often made into charms to keep off the evil eye from man and beast,

and Dr. Cleghorn states that its bark is used for sandals (Stewart, Pb.
PL, 209).

Celtis cinnamomea, Lindl. ; Kurz, For. FI. Burm ., II., 4?2.
Syn.—c. dysodoxylon, Thw.
Vem.—Gdrenda, Sing.
References.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., 343 ; Thw., En. Ceylon PL, 267;
Trimen, Cat. Ceylon PI. , S3; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 748.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree, frequent in the foresls of the Eastern
Peninsula, from Assam and Chittagong to Pegu and Martaban; also
common in Ceylon and the Malayan islands.

Medicine.—A light-brown wood, sold in India under the name Nara-
kya-ud (or Hell’s Incense), is used as a charm against evil spirits. This
was described by Dr. W. Dymock in the 1st edition of his Materia
Medica of Western India under its vernacular name. The writer’s atten-
tion having been drawn to this, a correspondence was instituted. Dr.
Dymock stated that the Bombay supply came from Ceylon. A reference
was then made to Dr. H. Trimen, to which the following reply was re-

ceived : “ I send you a dried specimen of Celtis cinnamomea and a piece
of the wood. This is the Gurenda of the Sinhalese, a name which implies the
odour of the wood. I should be glad if you would satisfy yourself that it

is really the wood sold in Indian bazaars. I cannot get any trace of its

being exported from Ceylon ; indeed, such export is denied here by persons
who would be likely to know.” The wood furnished was of a pale grey
colour and had nothing like the degree of odour of the wood sold in India.

In his 2nd edition of the Materia Medica of Western India, Dr. Dy-
mock adds additional information regarding the wood and under the
name of Celtis dysodoxylon. It appears to be known to the Tamil-speak-
ing people as pudacarpan. Thumberg says of it s " The tree was called
by the Dutch strunthout, and by the Singalese urenne, on account of
its disgusting odour, which resides specially in the thick stem and the
larger branches. The smell of it so perfectly resembles that of human
ordure, that one cannot perceive the smallest difference between them.
When the tree is rasped and the raspings are sprinkled with water, the
stench is quite intolerable. It is nevertheless taken internally by the
Singalese as an efficacious remedy. When scraped fine and mixed with
lemon juice it is taken internally as a purifier 01 the blood in itch and
other cutaneous eruptions, the body being at the same time anointed with
it externally,”
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CBLTIS
Wightii.

The Nettle-trees.

Dr. Dymock states : “ The peculiar odour is probably due to the
presence of napthylamine

.

The price of the wood in Bombay is R3oper
candy of 7J cwts. The Portuguese call it Pao de merda and Pao Suio.”

It has thus still to be proved that the Narakya-ud is derived from
Celtis dnnamomea, but should this be found correct, it is probable India
may get its supplies from Assam or Burma, or perhaps from the Malayan
Peninsula, instead of from Ceylon. The various opinions given above
have been here recorded as a basis of further investigation, since the
Indian trade in the wood is of some importance.

896 Celtis eriocarpa,.D«w./ DC. Prodr., XVII., ijg.

DOMESTIC.

897

898

TIMBER.

899

Vera.—Akata, Matdia> Hind.; Batkar,, bat tamanku, Pb.; Tagha

,

Afg.
References.—Brandis, For . Fl.t 429 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 343; Baden

Powell, Pb . Pr,y 574 ; Balfour, Cyclop

.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized, deciduous tree, found in the Suliman and
Salt Ranges, from 2,000 to 3,000 feet, and distributed along the Himalaya
from the Indus to Nepal, ascending to 4,500 feet.

Domestic Uses.—The bark is used for making shoes (Baden Powell).

C. Orientalis, Ltnn. See Sponia orientalis, Planch.

C. Roxburghii, Planch.; Brandis, For. FI., 429.

Syn.—C. trinervia, Roxb., FI. Ind ., Ed. C.B.C., 262.

Vera.—Kharak, batkar, brdmaj, brkndu
,
Pb.; Cheri chara, kathunidr,

C. P.; Bowmaj, Bomb.
References.—Bedd., FI. Sylv., CCCXII.i Gamble, Man. Timb., 343;

Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 273 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 131.

Habitat.—A glabrous, evergreen tree, common in the forests of South
India, the Central Provinces, the Panjab, Bengal, and Burma ; also in the

Kumaon Himalaya. Uses similar to those of the preceding species.

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, hard, and close-grained. The Paihans
use the wood for churn-sticks.

900

TIMBER.
901

902

TIMBER.

903

C. tetranda, Roxb. / DC. Prodr., XVII., tyg.

European Myrtle Tree.

Vem.—Adona (?), Hind. ; Kdmsdm, sungsum, Lepcha; Haktapatia
, Ass. j

Tagho* Sind. ; Takkum ,
Afg.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 262; Brandis, For. FI., 429;
Kura, For. FI. Burm., II., 472; Gamble, Man. Timb., 344; Murray, PI.
and Drugs, Sind, 145.

Habitat.—A tall tree of the outer Himalaya, from Kumaon eastward,

to the Ava Hills in Burma ; also on the Western Gh&ts.

Structure of the Wood.—Greyish white, moderately hard. Used in

Assam for planking and canoes.

C. trinervia, Roxb. SeeC. Roxburgh!!, Planch.

C. Wightii, Planch. 7 DC. Prodr., XVII., 184; Wight, Ic., /. 1969.

Syn.

—

Solenostigma Wightii, Bl. / Kura, For. FI. Burm., II., 471.

Vem.

—

Vella-thorasay , Tam. ; Tella-kdkd-mushti, Tel.

References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 343; Thwaites,En. Ceylon PI., 267;
Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A small evergreen tree of the mountains of South India and
the Andaman Islands ; is also met with in the hot dry parts of Ceylon.

Structure of the Wood.—Greyish white, very hard, close-grained.

Weight 53 ft per cubic foot. Annual rings indistinctly marked by a nar-

row belt without pores (Gamble).

c. 903
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Cements. CEMENTS.

CEMENTS.
Ciments, Fr,; Camente, kitte, Ger.

The term u Cement” is applied to a class of substances used for

uniting two bodies, and which ultimately harden and bind them together.

The following classification of these substances from Spons* Encyclopedia
maybe here given: (a) Calcareous cements, (3) Gelatinous cements, (c)

Glutinous cements, (d) Resinous cementing compounds, and (s) -Non-
resinous cementing compounds. Interesting information regarding the
Cements of India will also be found in Balfour's Cyclopedia of India,
See also Baden Powell's Panjdb Products.

(a) Calcareous Cements.—These are of mineral origin, and are
limited in number. The mixture of lime and sand is an important cement
of this class which is commonly known as mortar. (See Carbonate of Lime.)
There are also a few called hydraulic cements, such as Portland cement,
which have the property of setting or becoming hard under water.
u Common lime does not possess this property; but limestones containing
from io to 25 per cent, of alumina, magnesia, and silica, yield a lime, on
burning, which does not slake when moistened with water, but forms a
mortar with it, which hardens in a few days when covered by water.”
{Page.) “ Portland cement is now made in Calcutta from argillaceous
kankar, to which a fat limestone is added in the proper relation with the
argillaceous constituents. Hitherto this fat limestone has been obtained
in Calcutta, at a cheap rate, as it is brought out as ballast.” (Ball, Econ.
Geology

;

see also Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, published
at Rurki ; Indian Economist, Vol, //., p. 276, &c.) Cocoa-nut water and
also jaggery is in India often mixed with lime in making polishing
cements. (See Cocoa-mil Juice under Cocoa nudfera.)

(b) Gelatinous Cements.—These have their origin in the substance
known as “gelatine” obtained by boiling animal tissues in water. It is

separated from water by simple evaporation, when it is converted into a
dry hard substance called by different names, such as “glue,” “size,”
“isinglass,” &c., according to the sources from which they are derived.
Of these, “glue” and “size” are employed as cements, and in India a
strong and useful glue, made from cartilage obtained from fish, is used
by every jeweller and gold-leaf beater.

(c) Glutinous Cements.—The base of this class of cements is a sub-
stance containing a large proportion of gluten, such as the flour of rice,

wheat, &c., which is commonly known as “ paste.” Special rices are grown
in Burma for this purpose and largely exported. (See Rice.) A strong
cement in common use in India is made from the gluten of rice mixed
with a small quantity of pure lime.

(d) Resinous Cementing Compounds.—The cementing properties of
this class of substances are due to the presence of resin, gum-resin, or gum,
such as common rosin, india-rubber, gutta-percha, gum-arabic, &c. The
following are a few of the Indian plants which are known to afford sub-
stances used as cements

Adenanthera pavonine (seeds).

/Egle Marmelos (glutinous and
tenacious matter).

Artocarpus hirsute (juice).

A. integrifolia (juice).

Balsamodendron Roxburgh!! (gum-
resin).

Banhinla retusa (gam).
Borasaus flabelliformis (juice)*

Crataeva religiose (fruit).

Dichopsis elllptica (gum).
Euphorbia Cattimandoo (milky

juice).

E. Royleana (juice).

Feronia Elephanturn (gum).
Tamarindus Indies (seeds).

Typha angustifolia (down of the
ripe fruit).

c. 908
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CENTIPEDA
orbicularis.

White Behen.

Besinoftf. The resin from the Sdl, Shore* robista, is employed by the Santals to
• repair metal cooking-pots.

See also the list of plants under India-mbber and Gutta-percha.
Non-resinous (e) Non-resinous Cementing Compounds.—

T

he cements under this

909 class are too numerous to be mentioned here. The reader is referred to
the list given in Spons* Encyclopedia

,

pp. 626-627.

CENCHRUS, Linn. ; Gen . PI., III., no5.

Cenchrus catharticus, Del. ; Du/hie, Fodder Grasses, 13; Gramineje.

Syn.—C. echinatus. Rich.

f
Vern.

—

Bhurt, Hind.; Dhaman, argana

,

N.-W. P.j Basla, led, lapta,
bhort, Pb.; Bkarbhunt

,

Jeypore; Bharout

,

AjMiR; Kukar, Banda.
References.

—

Stewart, Pb. PI., 252 ; Aitchison, Cat.Pb . PI., 163 ; Murray,

PI. and Drugs, Sind, 10, 13 / Duthie, List of Grasses, N.-W. P., 9.

Habitat.—This grass is met with in arid ground in the plains of the
North-West Provinces and of the Panjab.

FODDER. Fodder.—-Eaten when young by cattle in the hot weather; nutritious

QIO shoots are given out during the hottest season (Crooke quoted by Duthie).
By some it is considered excellent fodder, by others only middling. The
seeds are eaten in times of scarcity (Stewart).

C. montanus, Nees.

This fodder grass is known as the anjan and dh&man in the Panjdb,
and is considered by some one of the most nutritious of grasses and makes
good hay.

CENTAUREA, Linn. / Gen. PI., II., 477.

Centaurea Behen, Linn. ; Composite.
The White Behen or White Rhapontic.

Vern.—Bahman safaid, suffaid bahman

,

Hind., Bomb.; Behen (or
bahman) abiad, Arab.; Bahman-i-suffatd, Pers.

References.

—

Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind ., 379 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs

,

77 ; Baden Powell, Pb.Pr.,3SS; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 49; Balfour,
Cyclop .; Hanbury, Sc. Papers, 290.

Habitat.—A native of the Euphrates Valley. The root is largely im-
ported into India, reaching Bombay from the Persian Gulf. It is always
to be found in native druggists* shops.

CENTIPEDA, Lour. ; Gen. PL, II., 430.

Centipeda orbicularis, Lour.; Fl. Br. Ind., III., 317; Wight, Ic.,

[/. 16jo; Composite.
Syn.

—

Artemisia sternutatoria, Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 600.
Vera.

—

Nakk-chikni, nagdowana, pachittie. Hind., Beng., and Bomb.;
Mechitta , Beng. ; Ndkacinkani, Mar.; Afkar, Arab., Sind.

References.

—

Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 362; Murray, PI. and Drugs,
Sind , 184 ; S. Arjun, Bomb . Drugs, 75 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 47.

Habitat.—A common plant throughout the plains of India and Ceylon
in moist places, appearing in fields during the latter part of the cold
season, it forms procumbent, densely-branched tufts.

Medicine.—“ Tne minute seeds are used as a sternutatory by the
Hindtis, also the powdered herb. The plant does not grow in this part of
India, but the dry herb, both entire and in powder, is always to be obtain-
ed in the druggists* shops.** (Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.) “The pow-
dered leaves are used in affections of the head, such as colds, &c., as
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sternutatory. Boiled to a paste and applied to the cheeks, it is employed
in the cure of tooth-ache ” (Murray).

Special Opinions.—§ “ Nak-chikni, sulphur, vinegar, and the leaves

called chitta* mixed together, are used for pityriasis versicolor ”
(Surgeon-

Major C. W. Calthrop, Morar). “It is used for hemicrania” (Surgeon-
Major y. Robb, Ahmtdabad).

MfiDICINH.

CEPHAELIS, Swartz.; Gen. PL, II., 12J.

Cephaelis Ipecacuanha, Rich.; FI. Br. Ind., ///., /;<?,* Bot. Mag.,

[/. 4063 ; Rubiace-e.

Ipecacuanha Root, Eng.

;

Racine dTp£cacuanha annel£e,

Fr. ; Brbchwurzel, Germ .

Syn.—C. emetica, Pets.; Callicocca Ipecacuanha, Brot./ Ipeca-

cuanha OFFICINALIS, Arruda.
References.—Kurz, For. FI. Burnt., II., 5 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 2 T9 ;

Pharm. Ind., 115 / Flack. & Hanb., Pharmacog., $]o ; Ainslie, Mat.
Ind., S43 / O'Shaughnessy, Beng . Dispens., 379! Year-Book of Pharm.,
1873, 233 ! Atkinson, Him. Dist., 884; Balfour, Cyclop . ; Hanbury. Sc.

Papers
, 343, 423; Kent Cat., 82 / Kew Reports for 1877, 1882/ four.

Ag. Hort. Soc Vol. V., p. 47.

Habitat.—A native of Brazil, introduced into India and Burma, being
cultivated at the Government Cinchona plantations with scanty success.

There are two wild members of the genus, however, met with in Malacca.
Cultivation of Ipecacuanha in India.—“To the late Dr. Ander-

son, Superintendent of the Royal Botanic Gardens near Calcutta, must be
attributed the honour of having conceived the possibility of the cultiva-

tion in India of this most valuable drug. An interesting sketch of the

early efforts in this direction is given in the following passages. The im-
portance in India of ipecacuanha as a remedy for dysentery, and the in-

creasing costliness of the drug, have occasioned active measures to be
taken for attempting its cultivation in that country. Though known for

several years as a denizen of botanical gardens, the ipecacuanha plant has
always been rare, owing to its slow growth and the difficulty attending
its propagation.

“With regard to the acclimatisation of the plant in India, much diffi-

culty has been encountered, and successful results are still problematical.

The first plant was taken to Calcutta by Dr*. King in i860, and by 1868
had been increased to 9; but in 1870-71 it was reported that, notwith-

standing every care, the plants could not be made to thrive. Three
plants, which had been sent to the Rungbi plantation in 1868, grew rather

better; and by adopting the method of root propagation, they were
increased by August 1871 to 300. Three consignments of plants, num-
bering in all 370, were received from Scotland in 1871-72, besides a
smaller number from the Royal Gardens, Kew. From these various
collections, the propagation has been so extensive, that on 31st March
1873* there were 6,719 young plants in Sikkim, in addition to about 500 in

Calcutta, and much more in 1874.
“The ipecacuanha plant in India has been tried under a variety of

conditions as regards sun and shade, but thus far with only a moderate
amount of success. The best results are those that have been obtained at

Rungbi, 3,000 feet above the sea, where the plants, placed in glazed frames,

were reported, in May 1873, as in the most healthy condition” (Pharma-
cographia, 372).

Dr. King reported to the Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
in i877,that he had distributed plants from the Calcutta Botanic Garden
to Ceylon, Singapore, Burma, and the Andaman Islands, and also stated

c. 916
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that "the peculiarly slow growth of this plant tends to prevent the culti-

vation of it from being taken up with spirit by European planters. The
insignificant struggling appearance of the plant is, besides, little calcu-
lated to excite enthusiasm, or even interest, among the planting commu-
nity.” Mr. Oantley reported from Singapore, in 1882, that the ipeca-
cuanha plants grown in partial shade under some trees were transplanted
into pots, and the change was found to be highly beneficial to their vigor-
ous growth (Kew Reportsfor 1877 , 1882).

In communication with Messrs. P. Lawson and 8on of Edinburgh,
Dr. Anderson arranged for the propagation of seedlings, and in 1870-71
had a few experimental plants sent to India. Some of these were culti-

vated in the Calcutta gardens and the others sent to Madras. Of the
latter Colonel Beddome early reported that the higher regions of the
Nilgiri hills were not found to be suitable. About this stage the Bom-
bay Government became anxious that a consignment of plants should
be furnished to that Presidency for cultivation at the Cinchona planta-
tions at Mah&baleshwar. The first definite consignment of Messrs.
Lawson’s seedlings was entrusted to Mr. W. Walton of the Cotton De-
partment, Bombay. The Wardian case, under the care of that gentle-
man, contained 12 seedlings, all of which Dr. King, in 1871, reported as
having arrived in Calcutta in a healthy condition. These were sent to
Darjeeling, one plant having died on the journey. Shortly after, several
other Wardian cases, containing seedlings, were received at Calcutta, both
from Messrs. Lawson and from the late Professor Balfour, Superinten-
dent of the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens.

From the extensive official correspondence and reports which the
writer has been permitted to peruse, it would appear that the process of
acclimatisation has been attended with a certain amount of success. As
early as 1874, it was reported there were at the Rungbi plantation near Dar-
jeeling 63,292 plants. These were mostly, however, small root-cuttings,
and Dr. King {Journal, Agri-Horti . Soc., 1874, Vol-> V. p. 47) wrote of
them : “The recent success in propagating has been entirely due to the
discovery that this plant, unlike most others, can be propagated freely
by root-cuttings, while from the slowness of the plant’s growth, materials
for stem-cuttings are yielded veiy sparingly. Propagation has all along
been carried on in glass-covered frames and at an elevation of about
3,000 feet above the sea. Our efforts have naturally been confined
hitherto to increasing the number of plants, so as to get a sufficiently
large stock for experiment, with the view of determining the conditions
under which Ipecacuanha can be grown as a crop. The work has been
carried on by the Cinchona establishment, and very little, if any, special
expenditure has been incurred on its account.

“ When this experiment in acclimatization was first begun, very little
was known regarding the plant and the conditions required for its growth.We have now learnt from experience, that it is a humble creeping under-
shrub, of peculiarly slow growth, that it apparently requires a thoroughly
tropical climate, by which

^
I mean a pretty equal day and night temper-

ature, the absence of a decided cold season and an atmosphere pretty
Steadily and thoroughly saturated with moisture. We have proved that
it cannot stand exposure to a hot sun, and that it is apparently impatient
of stagnant moisture at its roots. We do not as yet know what sort of
soil best promotes the development of the root (the medicinal part), but
experiments are now going on with the view of settling this point.

“As already stated, what remains to be done is to find out how to grow
Ipecacuanha profitably as a crop. As a first step towards this, patches
of plants have been put out at different elevations and under different
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conditions as to soil, moisture, and shade. We have not even now a CWLTTVA-

sufficiency of large enough plants to do this on a large scale, for it must
be remembered that the great majority of the plants above returned are
still tiny things, under two inches high, and which, with their slow rate

of growth, will not be much more than double that height a year hence.

“In conclusion I would remark that no part of Sikkim has a tropical

climate, that of the bottom of the lowest valleys being no more than sub-
tropical. It may, therefore, be found necessary to afford the plants,

during the cold season at any rate, some cheap ana rough kind of shelter.
1”

In an official communication (dated February 1888), Dr. King says

:

“ It does not appear to me that the cultivation of Ipecacuanha in India is

a matter of very great importance. Fears were freely expressed, some
twenty years ago, that the supply of the drug from South America would
fail, and that the price would rise in consequence. These fears have,

however, fortunately not been realized, and the drug is now obtainable at

pretty much the same price as twenty years ago.”
In South India cultivation seems more hopeful than in Sikkim. The

late Mr. Mclvor, in May 1870, planted a few Ipecacuanha plants in the

Botanic Gardens at Barliydr. These succeeded fairly well, but in 1881-82,

Mr. Lawson, the present Superintendent of the Botanic Gardens, reported
that he did not think the plant could be there grown as an article of com-
merce. Later on, he seems to have attained more confidence in the pos-
sibility of its successful cultivation, and his reports are accordingly more
hopeful. In 1885-80, he reported having 200 plants in a healthy condition,
and states he had seen abed of Ipecacuanha “growing very vigorously
in the teak forest at Nilambur, the climate of which seemed to suit it much
better than that of Barliydr.” The last account gives the plants in the
Government plantations of South India as having increased to 700.

In the official communication from Dr. King, to which reference has
been made above, that gentleman says of the South Indian experiments

:

“ During the year 1878, I had an opportunity of seeing some plants that
were being cultivated at the Government teak plantations at Nillambore
in the Madras Presidency. These were very healthy indeed, and I

pressed on the overseer in charge of them the advisability of growing
Ipecacuanha there on a large scale. The matter has, I believe, been lately

taken up by Dr. George Bidie, C.I.E., Surgeon General of Madras. Some
good results from the impetus given to the cultivation in Madras by that
officer may, therefore, I think, shortly be forthcoming.” Dr. King (in

the letter already quoted) says : “The growth is so very slow, and the
protection required in the cold season is so considerable, that I found I

could not produce the drug in any quantity at the usual market rate

(from 4. to 5 shillings per pound), at which it can be bought in London.”
In an official communication dated May 1887 Dr. Bidie writes hopefully.

“ It appears to me,” he says, “ that the time has arrived for India to culti-

vate her own supplies of the precious root as in the case of cinchona, so
as to be no longer dependent on Brazil, from which unforeseen circum-
stances, such as war or epidemic, may at any time interrupt the supply/*

Propagation.—The discovery of the ease with which the plant may be PROPAOA-
raised by root-cuttings has already been alluded to. That Ipecacu- TION.
anha can be grown in India has been shown, but with the exception of the

locality in South India mentioned above, so far no other district has been •

shown to afford the hope that it can become an important commercial
product. There are doubtless, however, many other similar regions where
it might be grown. The plant grows slowly, and has little in it to attract

the attention of the cultivator, so that it may be doubted when private

enterprise may be prepared to relieve the Government of its present
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efforts. Dr. King, in his paper read before the Agri-Horticultural Society,

indicates clearly the peculiarities and necessities of the plant, and in his more
recent communication (the official papers referred to above) he reiterates

more strongly the same opinions. "There can be no doubt that the
occurrence of a distinctly marked cold season is disadvantageous to the
growth of Ipecacuanha. I sent plants of it for trial to the Andaman
Islands and Singapore, both being localities where there is no cold season.
But at neither place has the cultivation been much of a success. I had
an opportunity of seeing, in the Singapore Garden, during the year 1879,
the Ipecacuanha plants which I had sent from Calcutta, a year or two pre-

viously. And contrary to my expectations, I found them growing very
indifferently. The plants sent to the Andamans I have never seen, but
I understand that they did not come to much.”

Large numbers of plants have been freely distributed to private culti-

vators, but it may be concluded that it still remains to be demonstrated
whether or not the medicinal properties are preserved in the Indian culti-

vated stock. These may improve as in the case of some of the Cinchonas,
but on the other hand, they may decline, so that it must be concluded
Ipecacuanha in India is even now but in its most early experimental
stage.

Medicine.—In large medicinal doses Ipecacuanha is emetic; in small
doses expectorant, diaphoretic, and alterative ; and in intermediate doses
nauseant. The powdered Ipecacuanha, in the form of ointment, acts as a
counter-irritant. In dysentery it is by modern use regarded as a specific.

"The treatment of this disease by large doses of Ipecacuanha (grs. xxx
to grs. lx), of late years re-introduced, has been found most effectual.

In diarrhoea, and in some forms of dyspepsia, especially when connected
with functional derangement or torpidity of the liver, it acts beneficially.

As an expectorant it is in common use in catarrhs, chronic bronchitis,

asthma, phthisis, the early stages of hooping-cough, &c. In haemorr-
hages, especially in uterine noemorrhages ana in menorrhagia, it has proved
an effectual remedy. For removing crude and indigestible matter from
the stomach. Ipecacuanha acts with certainty and safety as an emetic,
without inducing nearly the same amount of subsequent depression that
follows tartar emetic ; it is especially adapted for childhood and for persons
of a delicate constitution. As a counter-irritant (2 drs. of powdered Ipe-
cacuanha incorporated with 2 drs. of olive oil and 4 drs. of lard, rubbed
into the skin for a few minutes, once or twice daily), it has been advan-
tageously used in hydrocephalus, chronic chest affections, &c. The pow-
der, moistened and made into a paste, applied locally to the stings of

venomous insects, is said often to allay the pain and irritation in a remark-
able manner. As an emetic, from 15 to 30 grains, its action being pro-
moted by warm diluents. As a nauseant and expectorant, from 1 to 3 grains.
As an alterative, from a quarter to half a erain” (Pharm . Ind., //<).As an alterative, from a quarter to half a grain” (Pharm, Ind., 7/5).

"The re-introduction of Ipecacuanha in large doses in the treatment
of acute dysentery is due to Mr. E. J. Docker (Lancet, July and August,

1858), Much valuable information on this mode of treatment, drawn
mainly from facts supplied by the medical officers of the Madras army, is

furnisned by Dr. W. R. Oornish (Madras Quart, Med, Journ., Jan, 1861,

, 41), A full risumi of the subject has been published by Dr. d. Ewart
(Indian Ann. of Med. Sc., 1863, Vol . VIII., p. 396). The results, on the

whole, have been of the most satisfactory description” (Pharm. Ind., 434).
Chemical Composition.—“ The peculiar principles of Ipecacuanha are

Emetine and Ipecacuanhic Acid, together with a minute proportion of a
foetid volatile oil. The activity of the drug appears to be due solely to

the alkaloid, which, taken internally, is a potent emetic.
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"Emetine, discovered in 1817 by Pelletier and Magendie, is a bitter CHEMISTRY*

substance with distinct alkaline reaction, amorphous in the free state as
well as in most of its salts ; we have succeeded in preparing a crystallized

hydrochlorate.

"The root yields of the alkaloid less than 1 per cent.; the numerous
higher estimates that have been given relate to impure emetine, or have
been arrived at by some defective methods of analysis.

" Theformula assigned to emetine by Reich (1863) was C20 H80 N* O5
,

that given by Gldnara (1875) C 15 Hw NO2
, and lastly that found in 1877

by Lefort and F. WUrtz, C28 H 40 N 2 O5
.

"The alkaloid may be obtained by drying the powdered bark of the

root with a little milk of lime, and exhausting the mixture with boiling

chloroform, petroleum-benzin, or ether. It is a white powder, turning
brown on exposure to light, and softening at 70°C. Emetine assumes an
intense and permanent yellow colour with solution of chlorinated lime and
a little acetic acid, as shown by Power (1877). A solution containing but

o-ufas of emetine still displays that reaction. We found that alkaloid to be
destitute of rotatory power, at least in the chloroform solution.

" The above reactions may be easily shown thus : Take 10 grains of

powdered Ipecacuanha, and mix them with 3 grains of quicklime and a
few drops of water. Dry the mixture in the water bath and transfer it to
a vial containing 2 fluid drachms of chloroforfh : agitate frequently, then
filter into a capsule, containing a minute quantity of acetic acid, and
allow the chloroform to evaporate. Two drops of water now added will

afford a nearly colourless solution of emetine, which, placed in a watch-
glass, will readily give amorphous precipitates upon addition of a satu-

rated solution of nitrate of potassium, or of tannic acid, or of a solution of

mercuric iodide in iodide of potassium. To the nitrate Power’s test may
be further applied.

" If the wood, separated as exactly as possible from the bark, is used,

and the experiment performed in the same way, the solution will reveal

only traces of emetine. By addition of nitrate of potassium, no precipi-

tate is then produced, but tannic acid or the potassico-mercuric iodate

affords a slight turbidity. This experiment confirms the observation that

the bark is the seat of tne alkaloid, as might, indeed, be inferred from the

fact that the wood is nearly tasteless.

Ipecacuanhic acid, regarded by Pelletier as gallic acid, but recognised

in 1850 as a peculair substance by Willigk, is reddish brown, amorphous,
bitter, and very hygroscopic. It is related to caffetannic and kinic acids

;

Reich has shown it to be a glucoside.

"Ipecacuanha contains also, according to Reich, small proportions of

resin, fat, albumin, and fermentable and crystallizable sugar; also gum
and a large quantity of pectin. The bark yielded about 30 per cent.,

and the wood more ,.than 7 per cent., of starch ” (Pharmacographia,

p. J74).
Special Opinions.—§

" Applied locally to bites of venomous insects and
scorpions” (Surgeon^Major C. W. Calthrop, Moray). "With out-door

patients suffering from dysentery, Ipecacuanha in large doses was found

unsuited and inconvenient. The following formula in such cases was
used with much benefit : Ipecacuanha 5 grains, opium i or $ grain in one

pill, and given every third or fourth hour ; when for a malarious origin,

quinine one grain to each pill was added ”
(Honorary Surgeon Peter

Anderson , Madras Presidency). "In 3-gr. doses it is a most efficient calm-

ative and sedative in delirium tremens” (Surgeon-Major W. Farquhar,

Ootacamund).
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CEPHALANDRA, Sekrad. ; Gen. PI, I, 827.

I Cephalandra indica, Naud.; FI. Br.Ind,., II., 621/ Wight. III..

t* 10$ f CuCURBITACEJE.

Syn.—Coccikia indica, W. & A. ; Momordica monadelpha, Roxb.

Vem.—Bhimb,kanduri-ki-bil, oi kanduri, Hind. ; Kanddri, ghol, kdndrt,

Pb. ; Teld-kichd
, bimbu, Beng. ; Golaru, kanduri, Sind ; Gkobe,

galidu, Guj. ; Tendli rdntondla, tenduli bhimb

,

Bomb. ; Zidadt, iendlt,

tondali, bitnbi. Mar.; K&vai, kwe, kwai, Tam. ; Donda, bimbtkd,kdki-

dottda, kai-donda

,

Tel. j ATw*/, gwel, kdva, Mala. ; Tonde-oalli, Kan. ;

Bimba (or vimba), bimbika, Sans. ; Kabare-hindi, Arab. & Pers. ; Ken-
bung, tsa-tka-khwa, Burm.j Kdvakd, Sing.

References.—Roxb., Fl.Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 696; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI.,

128; Dal*. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., ro3t Stewart, Pb. PI., 96; Atichtson,

Cat. Pb. PI., 64; V. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., i\ri: Dymock, Mat.

Med. W. 2nd., 2nd Ed., 351 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Sufp. Pharm. Ind no;
Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 41 ; Atkinson, Him. Dtst., ; Lisboa,

U. PI. Bomb., i$9; Balfour, Cyclop. ; Treasury ofBotany, 3Q4*

Habitat.—Common throughout India, often cultivated.

Medicine.—"The expressed juice of the thick tap-root of this plant is

used by the leading native Kavirdjas as an adjunct to the metallic

nrations prescribed by them in diabetes.” “The expressed juice

ected to be taken *n doses of one tola along with a pill, every

morning.” (V. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.) The root, according to

Moodeen Sheriff, is sold as a substitute for Icabar (Capparis spinosa root)

in the bazars of Southern India. The leaves are of a deep preen colour,

and are useful as a colouring agent in preparing Savine ointment from

the essential oil. “ The root when cut exudes a somewhat sticky juice,

which hardens into a reddish gum on drying, and is very astringent, but

not bitter like the fruit ” {Dymock). “ The bark of the root, dried and
reduced to powder, is said to act as a good cathartic, in a dose of 30

grains” {Medical Topography of Dacca, 38). “ The leaves, mixed with

ght, are applied as a liniment to sores. The whole plant, bruised and
mixed with the oil of Euphorbia neriifolia and powdered cummin seeds, is

administered by natives in special diseases ” {Atkinson). " The leaves

are applied externally in eruptions of the skin, and the plant internally in

gonorrhoea” (Balfour). “In the Concan the green fruit is chewed to

cure sores on the tongue ” (Dymock).

Food.—“The oblong fruit, about 2 to 2J inches long, green when
young, scarlet-red when ripe, fleshy, smooth, is eaten both raw and
cooked. The ripe fruit is sweet ” (Lisboa). The fruit is one of the com-

monest of native vegetables (Dymock). It is eaten fresh when ripe and
cooked in curries when green (Roxb.)

Cephalocroton indicum, Beddome
, 261

;

Euphorbiaceje,

A common tree in the moist forests of South India (altitude 1,500 to

4,000 feet) ;
yields a timber useful for building purposes.

CEPHALOSTACHYUM, Munro , Gen. PI, HI., 1213.

(See Vol. I., B 69, No. 9.)

Cephalostachyum capitatum; Munro; Graminejb.

Vem.—Gobia, gopi, Nepal ; Payong, Lepcha; Silli, sullea, Khasia.

Reference.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., 429.

Habitat.—Found in Sikkim and the Khdsia Hills.
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Food.—This semi-scandent and often gregarious bamboo, on flower-

ing, produces a rice-like grain, which is eaten by the natives in times of

scarcity. The leaves are good for fodder. %

Structure of the Wood.—The stems are 12 to 30 feet long, strong, TIMBER,

with internodes about 2} feet, thin, yellow, used for bows and arrows by 527
the Lepchas. It flowered in Sikkim in 1874 {Gamble).

Cephalostachyum latifolium, Munro. P®
Reference.

—

Gamble, Man . Timb., 429.

Habitat.—A species with large leaves, found in Bhutan.

C. pallidum, Munro ; Kurz, For. FI. Burm., II., 363. Q2Q

Vern.—Beti, Ass.

Reference.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 429

.

Habitat.— A bamboo with shrubby stems. It grows in the Mishmi
Hills and in Ava.

C. pergracile, Munro S Brandis, For. FI., 567. 93®

Vern.— Tin-wa, kengwa , Burm.
References.—Kurz, For . FI. Burnt., II., 564 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 429.

Habitat.—A bamboo common in upper mixed forests of Burma; often

gregarious. It has stems often 40 to 50 feet long.

CERA.
Cera alba and flava. 93*

Wax (which see for further information ; as also Honey).
Vern.—M6m, Pers., Hind., Dec., Beng. ; Sinth, Kashmir; Min, Guj.

;

Mina, Mar., Kan. ; Shama, Arab. ; Moehukku, millugu, Tam. j Mai-

nam, minum, Tel. ; Mezhuka, lelin. Mala. ; Madhujam, siktha, Sans.;
Itti, miettie. Sing.; Phayouii, Burm.

References.—Pharm. Ind., 278; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm . Ind.,
97 ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I., 470 ; Bidie, Cat. Paw Prod., Paris Exb.,

64; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 160; Fleming, Med. PI. and Drugs, Asia-
ttc Res., XI., 195.

Description.—“ The prepared Honeycomb. Occurs in masses; firm,
breaking with a granular fracture; yellow, having an agreeable honey-
like odour. Not unctuous to the touch ; does not melt under 140°

; yields
nothing to cold rectified spirit, but is entirely soluble in oil of turpentine.
Boiling water in which it has been agitated, when cooled, is not rendered
blue by iodine. Yellow Wax, bleached by exposure to moisture, air, and
light. Occurs in circular cakes, hard, nearly white, translucent. It is

not unctuous to the touch, and does not melt under 150° F.” {Pharm.
Ind.)

Medidne.

—

M Honey is emollient and slightly laxative, and is often MEDICINE,
employed as a flavouring agent in cough mixtures and gargles. Wax 932
is also emollient and demulcent, and has occasionally been prescribed in

dysentery, diarrhoea, and catarrh ; but its chief use is as an ingredient in

ointments, plasters, and suppositories. Dose : of White Wax from ten
to twenty grains suspended in a mixture by aid of mucilage.

95 {Pharm.
Ind.) For further information see Bees, also Wax.

Special Opinions.—§
“ The oil is used as a liniment, and is ofgreat value

in muscular and chronic rheumatism 51 {Surgeon-Major A. S. G. Jayar
kar, Muskat, Arabia).

C. 932

Wax.
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CERATONIA
Sillqua.

The Cerob Tree.

Ceramic Manufactures, see Earthen-ware.

Cer^SUS cornuta, Wall., see Pnmna Padua, Linn.

933

CULTIVA-
TION.

934

CERATONIA, Linn. ; Gen. Pl„ I, ^4.

Ceratonia Siliqua, Linn.; DC. Prodr., II., 486 / LeguminosjV.

The Locust-tree; the Carob Tree; St. John’s Bean, or Bread
or Locust Bean

;
Algaroba of Spain

;

Carrubio, It. /

Caruba, Ger.

Vern.

—

Kharnub, kharnub n&bti (the pods), Pb.
; Kharnub shdmi or

khirndb nubti

,

Arab.
References.—/?^., FI. Ind. t Ed. C.B.C. , #// Brandis, For. FI., 166 /

Gamble , Afan. Timb., 133, 14$; Data. & Gibs., Bomb . FI. Suppl., 28 /
Stewart, Pb. PI., 62 ; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PL, 52 ; DC., Origin of Cult.
PI., 334 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 246 ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I., 364;
S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, ; Baden Powell, P6 . Pr., 342 ; Atkinson,
Him. Dist., 885 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 28; Lisboa

,
£7. /Y. Bomb.?

1541 Balfour, Cyclop./ Morton, Cyclop . Agri. ; Kew Cat., 50; Treasury
of Botany ; Smith's Diet. Econ. PL, 93 / Church, Food-Grains of India ;

Duthie in Agri.-Hort. Soc. Ind. Journal, VI, Vol., New Series, 98.

Habitat.—A slow-growing, evergreen tree, indigenous in Spain and
Algeria, the eastern part of the Mediterranean region, and in Syria ; now
almost naturalised in the Salt Range and other parts of the Panjab.

Cultivation.
—"The carob grew wild in the Levant, probably on the

southern coast of Anatolia and in Syria, perhaps also in Cyrenaica. Its

cultivation began within historic times. The Greeks diffused it in Greece
and Italy; but it was afterwards more highly esteemed by the Arabs, who
propagated it as far as Morocco and Spain. In all these countries the

tree has become naturalised here and there in a less productive form,

which it is needful to graft to obtain good fruit. The carob has not been
found in the tufa and quaternary deposits of Southern Europe. It is the

only one of its kind in the genus Ceratonia, which is somewhat exception-

al among the Leguminosa especially in Europe. Nothing shows that it

existed m the ancient tertiary or quaternary flora of the south-west of

Europe ” CDeCandolWs Orig. of Cult. PL, 337).

Mr. d. E. O’Oonor published in 1876 a veiy exhaustive paper on the

subject of the Carob tree. This gives an abstract of all that is known on
the subject, while at the same time it deals fully with the efforts which
have in India been made to introduce the plant.

The experimental cultivation has been carried on in most provinces, but

chiefly in the North-West Provinces, the Pani£b, and Madras.
In the North- West Provinces it was first introduced by Dr. Royle in 184.0,

and again "was introduced by Dr. Jameson from Malta in 1861, and by
1863 it was extensively propagated and distributed in the Dun. The trees,

though they flourish well, do not seem to give pods in such quantities

as they yield in Malta and Italy. In 1866 the same report was received,

and in 1880 it was decided to try to improve the quality of the pods

by grafting, which, in Italy, not only produces better fruit, but gives a
yield in a much shorter spate of time. The trees appear to be unaffect-

ed by any extremes of temperature or excessive moisture” (Atkin-

son. Him. Dist., 885). Mr. G. Ricketts of Allahabad made experiments

at Benares and Cawnpore, and found that the tree grew extremely well

in the latter district. Mr. Duthie is doubtful of the extent to which the

Carob is likely to be able to stand " the soaking condition of the ground
during the rainy season.”
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Cultivation of the Carob.
CERATONIA

Siiiqua.

In the Punjab, considerable quantities of seed have been sown from as
early as 1844, in the districts of Panipat, Gurgaon, Rohtak, and Delhi,

with little or no success. In 1862 some of the seed imported by Mr. George
Ricketts were tried at Lahore and Ferozepore. The tree was found to

thrive, “though it does not grow rapidly, and does not yet ripen its seed,

or indeed produce pods, except in rare instances. One or two female
trees existed in one of the Lahore gardens, and were cut down by the

owner. Vandal-like, probably because he did not care to be bothered
by questions from the Agri.-Horticultural Society as to their progress”

( 1Stewart, Pb. PL, 63). Mr. Ricketts was of opinion that the seeds should
be well soaked before planting, and the trees when planted out should not
be too far from each other to ensure their fruiting.

In Madras, the experiments were made in various localities, but the

general result was anything but satisfactory. The seeds did not germi-
nate in some cases, and in others, the seedlings soon died off.

In Bombay and Sind.—" During the last two years. District Forest
Officers in the Bombay Presidency have been engaged in carrying out

experiments with carob seed, but the results do not appear to have been
very promising. In Sind the Conservator states that all the plants were
protected by mats from the frost during the cold season, and adds that

when once these plants have established themselves in the soil, they should
be able to exist without artificial irrigation or protection; at present they

are too small, and it would be premature to express an opinion as to then-

flourishing in Sind or not. The Superintendent of the Economic Garden
at Haidarabad, Sind, also states that, though the plant will grow, the

slowness of growth will prevent its being of much use except as an orna-

mental shrub in gardens. The reports from other stations in all parts of

the Presidency are of a similar nature. At some stations the plants have
died, and at others the growth is very slow. In the Government gardens
at Poona there are two trees about fifteen years old. The peculiarity of

this tree is that it has the sexes on separate individuals. From the female
tree in the Poona gardens about 71ft of fairly good fruit were obtained in

May last year, and the crop would have been heavier if protected from
parrots”

(
Indian Daily News, 1883).

In Oudh, the tree did remarkably well at Lucknow. Dr. Bonavia re-

ported that some of the trees attained! a height from 18 to 20 feet and were
in a very healthy condition. Mr. Duthie recommends the tree should be

planted on well-drained soils.

The Lower Provinces of Bengal are, according to Dr. King, unsuitable

for the cultivation of Carob, although experiments in Hazaribagh were

reported on favourably. It was there discovered that the germination was
facilitated by carefully peeling off a portion of the seed-coat.

The North-Western Provinces, Panjab, and Oudh are recommended
as the best localities for the purpose ; but it must be admitted that on the

whole the efforts to introduce the tree into India have not been successful.

Medicine.—Mr. Baden Powell says that the pods are used by the

natives in coughs attended with much expectoration. They are said by

Ainslie to be viewed by the Arabians as cold, dry, and astringent. The
husk of the pods has been considered as antacid, purgative, pectoral, and
astringent. The author of the Makhean-ul-Adwiya alludes to them as

medicinal.

Food.—The pods, full of sweet, nutritious pulp, are a common article

of food in the Mediterranean for man, horses, pigs, and cattle, and are im-
- - . rn . m r wart V T- -A • / Ti..

John the Baptist.

CW

MEDICINE.
Pods.
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CBRBBRA
Odollam.

The Carob Tree.

In the Treasury of Botany occurs the following account of Carob

S
ods as a food-stuff : “ These pods contain a large quantity of agreeably-
avoured, mucilaginous, and saccharine matter, and are commonly em-

ployed in the south of Europe for feeding horses, mules, pigs, &c., and
occasionally, in times of scarcity, for human food. During the last few
years, considerable quantities of them have been imported into England
and used for feeding cattle; but although they form ar. agreeable article

of food, they do not possess much /eal nutritive property, the saccharine

matter belonging to the class of foods termed carbonaceous or heat-givers,

the seeds alone possessing nitrogenous or flesh-forming materials, and
these are so small and hard that they are apt to escape mastication.

They form one of the ingredients in the mucn-vaunted cattle-foods at

present so extensively advertised, the green tint of these foods arising from
this admixture. Some years ago they were sold by chemists at a high
price, and were used by singers, who imagined that they softened and
cleared the voice. By fermentation and distillation, they yield a spirit

which retains the agreeable flavour of the pod.” Professor Ohurcn in

Food-Grains of India (p. 170) states that “ The nutrient ratio is here

about 1 : 8*5, and the nutrient value 68. As sugar, pectose, gum, &c.,

occupy the place of starch in these pods, the starch-equivalent cannot be
calculated in the ordinary way, for the sugar, &c.,are of less nutrient worth
than starch, containing for a given weight less carbon.” “The tree

flourishes in a dry and poor soil.” In Cyprus, where the tree grows
luxuriantly several varieties are distinguished ; the pods of the best kinds
are less astringent than those of the wild sort.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, heavy, excellent as fuel, and valued for

cabinet-work. {Brandis,)

Domestic Uses.—“ The seeds are said to have been the original carat

weight of jewellers ” {Notes, Dept, Rev,, Agri. and Commr., 1871-1879),

This seems, however, an error, as there is little to lead to the conclusion

that the Asiatic plant Abrus precatorius afforded the ratti seeds.

CERBERA, Linn, / Gen. PI., II., 699.

Cerbera Manghas, Linn., see Tabemaemontana dichotom, Roxb.

;

[ Apocynaceje.

C. OdoUam,G<zr/*.; FI, Br. Ind., Ill, 638 ; Wight, Jc., t. 441

.

Syn.—C. lactaria. Ham ,

;

Tanghinia Odollam, lactaria, and lauri.
folia, Don,

Vern.—Dabur, dhakur, Beng.; Kadd md, kat-arali, kadaralai, kadu

,

Tam. ; Odallam , Mala. ; Gon-kaduru, Sing. ; Ka-lwah

,

Burm.
References.—/?^., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 232 ; Brandis, For. Fl., 322 / Kura,

For. Fl. Burm., II., 17 1 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 262 / Tkwaites, En. Ceylon
PI., 19s g Dale. & Gibs., Bomb . Fl. Supp., 53 ; Voigt, Hort . Sub. Cal.,
53* ; Pham. Ind., 139; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 508 ;
Cooke, Oils and Oil-seeds, 36 / Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 99 ; Balfour,
Cyclop . ; Treasury ofBotany; Ken Cat., 96 / Rkeede, Hort. Mai., t. 39.

Habitat.-—A small tree of the salt swamps, or of the coasts of India,
Ceylon, and Burma; common in the South Ronkan.

Fibre.—A fibre prepared from the bark is said to have been sent by
the Forest Department of Madras to the Amsterdam Exhibition of 1883.
(See T. N. MultharjVs Amsterdam Exhib. Descriptive List.)

Oil.—The seeds yield an oil which is used for burning, and by the
Burmese to anoint the head. {Kure, Gamble, &c.)

Medicine.—'* Emetic and purgative properties are assigned to the
milky sap and to the lbaves ; but their use is to be condemned, as the
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Cerbera : The Yeast Plant.
CEREVISILE
Fermentum.

number of safe and efficient medicines of both classes is quite large enough,
and there is reason for believing that this tree, even in moderate quan-
tities, is possessed of poisonous properties.”

(Pharm . Ind,) DeVry has
separated from the seeds a crystalline poisonous glucoside similar to that
obtained from Thevetia, which see. The nut is narcotic and poisonous.
The QRKBN fruit is employed to kill dogs {Balfour), The bark is pur-
gative.

Special Opinions.—§ The kernel of the fruit is an irritant poison, pro-
ducing, when taken internally, vomiting and purging, soon followed by
collapse and death ” {Surgeon-Major J, M, Houston, Travancore ; John
Gomes, Esq,, Medical Storekeeper, Trevandrum),

Structure of the Wood.—Grey, very soft, spongy. Annual rings
marked by a sharp line; weight, 2 ifb per cubic foot, it is only occasion-
ally used for firewood.

Domestic Uses,—The poisonous juice of the fruits was formerly used
in Madagascar as an ordeal in cases of suspected crime or apostacy
(Kew Cat,, g6).

MEDICINE.

Nut.

Od8
Fruit*

, 040
Bark,

950

TIMBER.

951

DOMESTIC.
Ordeal Nut.

95*

Cerbera Thevetia, Linn,, see Thevetia neriifolia, fuss.

CEREALS.
The term "Cereal ” is applied to all edible grains obtained from the

family of grasses (Graminf.-*). The following are the principal cereals
cultivated in India:—Rice, Wheat, Barley, Oats, Indian-corn, and
the various species of Millet. As these grains are treated separately,
the reader is referred to their respective places in this work for detailed
information. The term " Pulses ” is applied to edible leguminous seeds,
such as the pea, and u Other Grains " to all edible seeds that do not fall

into Cereals or Pulses, such as buckwheat, amarantus, &c.

953

CEREVISIAE FERMENTUM.
Cerevisiae Fermentum.

Yeast Plant or Torula Cerevisl®.

Reference.—Pharm, Ind,, 262,

The history of yeast is replete with interest, even although many of
the details of the action of the plant in the process of fermentation are
unexplainable even at the present day. There is little doubt but that the
discovery of the peculiar effect of yeast upon sugary liquids, in converdng
these into alcoholic beverages, has been known from antiquity, and that
too by the most remote and diverse members of the human family.
While the knowledge of the practical utility of this agent has therefore exist-
ed for ages as an established principle with the inhabitants of the world in
the preparation of beverages, it is only within recent years that its action
has been shown to be due to the growth within the malted liquid of a
microscopic and fungoid plant, belonging to the genus Torula. It is

highly probable, indeed, that we shall discover that a good many other
fungi besides Tonila have this action, and in fact there seems abundant
evidence that many other vegetable substances, not in the least related to
the fungi, also exercise a like influence over sugary liquids. The action
seems to be almost mechanical—simple contact of the fermentation agent
with the sugary liquid. This must be viewed as a closely allied pheno-
menon to the effect of sulphuric acid on starch, contact converting the
latter into sugar, while the acid itself remains unchanged in quantity or

S C. 95s
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The Yeast Plant

chemical nature* In the process of beer-brewing two manifestations of

the same kind are met with. The grain from which the beverage is to be
prepared is first moistened either with hot water or by being placed in a
warm confined atmosphere. As the result, it sprouts or germinates.
The chemistry of this action consists in the fact that in a warm moist
atmosphere the simple contact of a substance known as diastase with the
starch of the grain converts the latter into sugar. Diastase may be
defined as a transformed condition of gluten produced within the 9eed
daring the first stage of germination, and no sooner is the diastase

formed than it immediately commences to act upon the insoluble starch.

This is a wise provision of nature. The embryo plant is imbedded
in a mass of starch. The base of the embryo contains gluten, but both
starchand gluten are insoluble, and cannot be transformed into the structure

of the germ until rendered soluble. On the seed falling into the ground
and on being subjected to moisture, it germinates or 9prouts. A portion of

the gluten degenerates into diastase, and the simple contact of this sub-
stance when thus formed causes the insoluble starcn to pass through one
the gluten degenerates into diastase, and the simple contact of this sub-
stance when thus formed causes the insoluble starcn to pass through one
or two transformations, until it is ultimately reduced to grape sugar. This
new substance is rapidly absorbed, and for the first period of its existence

the infant plant feeds upon the food stored up for it within the seed. It

produces first a root ana then a stem, and by the time the nourishment con-
tained within the seed has been exhausted, the root has commenced to

absorb food from the soil. In fermentation this curious property is taken
advantage of. The grain is first germinated, and when by simple con-
tact the resulting production of diastase has converted the starch of the

when the diastase completes its action on the still insoluble starch. It has
been found that for every ioo parts of starch, in goodmalt, ift of diastase
is produced, but that' Quantity will suffice to convert the starch of i,ooo!b

of grain into sugar. Hence has come into existence the practice of mix-ot grain into sugar, nenee nas come into existence tne practice ot mix-
ing, in the second stage of brewing, malted with unmaltea grain. (Com-
pare with the account of Vinegar given under Acetum, Vol. I., A. 356.)
when the diastase has completely converted the starch into sugar, the
liquid is heated to the boiling point, to kill, as it is called, the diastase,
and the sweet liquid is now ready for the yeast. Before supplying this, the
brewer filters the wort, for the boiling has not only killed the diastase,
but has coagulated it, as also all the other albuminous matter, and by
filtration the turbidity is removed.

The yeast is now applied and the liquid kept for five or six days at a
fixed temperature. The fungus rapidly grows and multiplies. What
nourishment these minute plants take has never been clearly established,
but through their simple presence or contact with the sugar they cause that
substance to break up into two new compounds—alcohol which remains
in the liquid, and carbonic acid gas which escapes into the atmosphere.
A curious fact has been recorded, that yeast propagated time after time
on the same kind of beer loses its power ; hence tnepractice prevails of
fermenting one brew with yeast reared on another. The modern system
of Pasteurising beer by heating it in carbonic acid gas is practised with
beers fermented at low temperatures. These beers, containing no yeast,
are clear, and are at the same time found to stand the climate of India
in some respects better than the beers that used formerly to come to this
country In such large quantities. The yeast is killed by the process of
heating to <kr. In the brewing of beer only about a quarter of the
fermentable substance is converted into alcohol, the remainder giving the
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sweet flavour to the beverage. The yeast lives and increases in the fer-

menting liquid, but appears to abstract nothing from it ; and just as con-

tact of diastase has changed starch into sugar, so contact of yeast with

sugar produces alcohol.

It has already been said that there would appear to be other sub- 957
stances which similarly produce fermentation. Through the kindness of

Mr. O. B. Clarke the writer received from the Khisia Hills a small cdke
prepared from a fungus found growing on the flowering heads of what
appears to be a cyperaceous plant (probably Rkyacospbra aurea), ahd is

used like yeast to produce fermentation. This is an exceedingly ctirious

and important discovery, for there is perhaps no commodity more difficult

to procure than bread, in the camp life which many Indian officers have

to endure for months together, if these convenient cakes are found
suitable for baking, the Khisia yeast may be put to a much rtiore extended

use than hitherto. While travelling in Minipur in 1880, the writer

discovered at a small village called Seugmoi a large native distillery.

After some little trouble he was allowed to inspect this, and had every detail

of the process of making a sort of rice-whiskey explained to him. The
malting and preparing of the liquid while crude was similar to the Euro-
pean method, but he was greatly astonished on being shown flat white

cakes used for fermentation. These were made from rice-flour and a
powder prepared from the wood of an extensive climber, the ingredients

bang baked with a little water and sun-dried. Apparently the particles

of the wood act the part of a ferment, or probably give birth in the malt to

a species of fungus which does so. The writer was afterwards shown the

climber which appeared to be a new species of Cnestis, and he provision-

ally named it Cnestis potatorum. The climber was not in flower, how-
ever, and he was unable to name it for certain, so that it may even prove
a species of Millettia and not a Cnestis at all. ncg

Throughout the hill tracts of India, beer and spirits of various kinds
are prepared, and nearly always through the aid of some astringent plant

which may either play the part of hops or be connected in some way with
causing or facilitating fermentation. The substances chiefly used in this

way are Anamirta Cocculus (fruits), Acada arabica, A. teiginea, and
A. leucophlcsa (the bark), the fruits of Pfayllanthus EmbHca, leaves and
pods {bhang) of Cannabis sativa, and Datura fastnosa (the seeds burned on
a charcoal fire, over which empty vessels are placed to get impregnated
with the poisonous smoke before being filled with date-palm juice). In
the last two instances the additions are made to make the beverage more
intoxicating and poisonous, and there are doubtless many other substances
used for this purpose. It seems probable, for example, that in Upper
India the Darnel (Lolism temalentum) is used to render liquor intoxicating.

The bark of Ligustrum robnstum has the reputation of accelerating fer-

mentation. In the Santal country mahua flowers are regularly fermented
and distilled. The flowers are placed in earthen vessels and mixed up
with a powder produced from the barks of the following trees : Tefndnalia
belerica, T. tomentosa, Fhyllanthus Emblica, Anogeissus latifolia, Shorea
robusta, and the roots of common rice. After a time the mahua ferments
and is distilled, but the distiller carefully preserves the earthen vessels

for future use, having discovered that if not washed out these vessels

will cause the mahua flowers to ferment without the aid of the astringent

barks. Rev. A. Campbell informs the writer that the Santals use Ruellia

snffruticosa, Roxb. (the chaulia), when they wish to prepare a pleasant

beverage from rice, but add to this Clerodendron serratum, Spreng, (the

Saram lutur), to make the beverage intoxicating. According to some
authors, an alcoholic beverage is prepared from the juice of CaldtrOpis
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gigantea, but by others this plant is only used as an adjunct with alcoholic
liquors. However used, this fact is interesting, since the plant is not far
removed botanically from Sarcoetenuna, the genus supposed by some to
yield the Soma of the Sanskrit writers. The Homa of the Parsfs is the dried
twigs of Ephedra vulgaris, which to this day are used in the preparation
of a sacred beverage. It seems highly probable that the Soma of the
Vedas was an auxiliary used in the preparation of an alcoholic beverage,
and may possibly have been the Homa of the Parsfs, the jointed character
of Ephedra stems answering considerably to the descriptions of the Soma.

Our knowledge of the subject of yeast and yeast substitutes is too
imperfect to justify more than suggestive observations, and it may be
shown that the substances indicated are after all only flavouring ingre-
dients or at most auxiliaries to fermentation ; but in that case the true
yeast plant must spontaneously attack the sweet liquids, since, with the
exception of the Rh&sia fungus alluded to, no other instance is known
of fungi being directly used.

The Angami Nagi prepares his ad beer from rice, A log of
wood 20 feet in length and 3 feet in thickness is hewn out into a large
trough. This is placed in the centre of the village, constituting the com-
munal brewery from which every man can take at will his allowance of
ad. A large quantity of rice is placed in the trough, and over this hot
water is poured. After a day or so, a further quantity of hotwater is added,
when on the third day the beer is ready. At this stage it is a milky
liquid, having a bitter sweet and refreshing flavour. On the fourth day
it becomes intoxicating. In most parts of India a spirit is distilled from
rice (known as Surd), but the writer is not aware of any record having
hitherto been published of a rice beer. He has on several occasions drawn
attention to a remarkable similarity that exists in the names of plants and
modes of using them between Japan and the Nagd Hills, The ad rice
beer almost bears out this idea with the sake rice beer of Japan.

The visitor to Upper Sikkim has presented to him a pleasant drink of
hot marwd beer as a token of friendship. This is sucked through a straw
from a bamboo jug. The Angami drinks his ad from a similar natural
tankard, but he also sups with a bamboo spoon the white sediment of
rice-flour. Men with bamboo jugs drinking and supping the ad in the
public square constitute a striking feature of the Angami village. An
alcoholic beverage is in India prepared from most species of millet (Paisht)
and from mahua flowers,from the fruits of Eugenia J&mbolana and from the
flower-heads of Anthocephalus Cadamba, in Sind from dates and in
Afghanistan from raisins. But apparently wheat and barley are but rarely
used for this purpose, the liquor from the former being called Madulikd
and from the latter Kohala.

In India the favourite beverages are prepared from the juices of trees,
chiefly palms (Vdruni), or from sugar-cane (Sidhu). For this purpose the
juice is extracted from the cocoanut, the date, the palmyra, Caryota
arena, and the n(m tree. Fermentation is generally set up in these
beverages by means of fermentation seed. This consists of rice satur-
ated in a former fermentation, the grains of rice retaining apparently the
germs of the yeast plant. Yeast from the tari beverage is largely used
Ui India for baking bread.

For further information see “Spirits,” also “Wines.”
Medicine.—The ferment obtained in brewing beer is successfully used

as a stimulant in the adynamic forms of fever and dysentery. It is chiefly
used as a poultice. In India, where yeast is rarely procurable, the toddy
(tori) poultice, in a great measure, answers the purpose. (Pharm . Ind.

:

see also thefermentation seed of Boratsus, B. 689.)
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The Mangrove.
CEROPEG1A
Arnottiana.

CERIOPS, Am.; Gen. PI., 6jg.

Ceriops Candolleana, Arno//; FI. Br. Ind., II, 436; Wight, Ic.y

[/. 240 ; RhIZOPHORKJC*

The Mangrove.

Vem.

—

Kirrari, kiri, chauri, Sind ; Gorin, Beng. ; Madi, And.
References.

—

Brandist For. Fl„ 318; Kura, For. FI. Burnt,, I, 44$ ; Bed-
dome, FI. Sylv. Anal., PI., XIII., Fig. S; Gamble. Man . Timb., 176 /

Thwaites, an. Ceylon PL, 120 ; Aitcnison, Cat. Po. PL, 59

1

Murray,
Pl. and Drugs, Sind, rgo.

Habitat.—A small, evergreen tree, met with on the muddy shores and
tidal creeks of India and the Andaman Islands. Common in Sind.

Dye.—The bark is used for tanning. This and the next species are

economically not distinguished, both being used under the name oigaran
or gordn. They are exceedingly valuable tans, imparting a good red

colour to leather; they seem to deserve to be brought prominently to the

notice of European tanners. They, no doubt, to a small extent, reach Eng-
land under the name of Mangrove Bark. This, according to Murray, is

said to be superior to oak, completing in six weeks an operation which,
with the latter, would occupy at least six mon ths. Sole leather so tanned is

also reported to be more durable than any other.

Medicine.—The whole plant abounds in an astringent principle. A
decoction of the bark is used to stop haemorrhage, and is applied to

malignant ulcers. On the African coast, a decoction of the shoots is

used as a substitute for quinine.

Structure of the Wood.—Red, hard ; weight, 63ft per cubic foot. Used
in Sind for the knees of boats and other similar purposes; in Lower
Bengal for houseposts and for firewood.

Domestic Uses.—The bark is used as a litter for cattle.

C. Roxburghiana, Arno//; FI. Br. Ind., II, 436.

Vern.—Garin ox Ghorin, Beng. ; Kabaing, kyabaing, ka-pyaing, Burm.
References.

—

Kura, For. FL Burm., /., 448 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 176 ;
McCann, Dyes and Tans, Beng., 133, 158, 458.

Habitat.—A large shrub of the coast of Chittagong, down to Tenas-
serim (Kura).

Tan: Dye.—The bark is used in tanning leather. This and the pre-

ceding species might be supplied to any extent and very cheaply
g there

seems a good future for Garin barks in tanning. They also yield a good
colouring matter. In Balasore the GarAn grows abundantly on the sea-
shore ; a good dye is prepared from the bark in that district, and is used
to give a brown colour. It is supposed to strengthen ropes and boatmen's
cloths (McCann).

Structure of the Wood—Weight of the wood, 4691 per cubic foot.

CERIUM.
This metal is used medicinally in India. Minerals supposed to contain

it have been collected in the Karnal district, in Madras, and in Nepal
(See Balls Econ. Geology).

CEROPEGIA, Linn. / Gat. PI., II., 777.

Ceropegia Arnottiana, Wights Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 74s Asclzpiadk*.

Vern.

—

Uta4ong, Burm.
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CBjETOCARPUS
JUS.

Ceropegia t Iceland Mon.

Reference,

—

Balfottr, Cyclop.

Habitat.—Grows in Kh&sia Mountains, Burma, and Tenasserim.

978

POOD.

984

Ceropcgis. bulbosa, Roxb; var. esculenta ; Pi. Br. Ind., IV., 6j

;

' I Wight, Ic., t. 84$.

Vttn.—?Khappor Jkadu, Hind. ; Patalatum bari, Bomb.
*

Reference!.— Rpxb., FI. Ind., Ed,. C.B.C., 2§0 ; Dal*. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.,
r53; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 534 i Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd
Ed., 526 ; Lisboa, U. Pi, ofBomb., 16$; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat—Met with in the Panjdb and in the Bombay Presidency.
Fooda—Tubers and leaves are used as pot-herbs in Multan ana Sind.

Shepherds are fond of eating the tubers, which they consider to be tonic
and digestive. “ Every part of this plant is eaten by the natives* either
raw or stewed in their curries. The fresh roots taste like a raw tur-
nip” {Roxburgh).

C, tuberosa, Roxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 70.

Syn.—C. acuminata, Dal*. & Gibs.,l.c., not of Roxb.

Vtrxb—Kkapper-kadu, Bomb. ; Pdtdl tumbdi, Mar. ; Commd-madu, Tel.

References,—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 251 ; Dal*. & Gibs., Bomb.

FI., *53} Dymock,
Mai. Med. W. Ind., 436/ Murray, PI. and Drugs,

Sind, i6i} S. Arjun» Bomb. Drugs, 65.

I Habitat—Met with in the Deccan Peninsula from the Konkan south-

wards.
Medicine.—"The starchy, somewhat bitter tubers, are used as a nutri-

tive tonic in the bowel complaints of children.” (Dymock, Mat. Med. W.
Ind.) They are also eaten. It is probable the economic information

given under C. balboas and this species has been confused or is equally
applicable to both plants and perhaps to one or two other species such
as C. juncea and C. acuminata.

Cetaceum, see Physeter macrocephalus, Linn. ; Mammalia.

Cervidse, the family of the deer, of interest economically for their antlers

and their skins. See “ Horns ” and also “ Skins.”

CETRARIA.

985 Cetraria islandica, Achar.,- Lichenes,

Iceland Moss.

Reference*.

—

Pharm. Ini., jyff ; Flack. & Haiti., Tharmactg., J3J

,

(yShaugknessy ,
Beng. Dispens., 672.

Medicine.—Imported into India and sold in chemists* shops.

Cevadilla or Sabadilla, see Assgnea officinalis, Lindl.

;

Liliaceje.

cpylon M0S5, see Gradllari* (Plocaria) lichenoides, Greville ; Algx.

987

CHATOCARPUS, Thvo.s Gen. PI., Ill, jaj.

Chaetocarpus caatangascarpus, Tkw. f DC. Prodrn XV., a, nay;
[Euphorbiacea.

Vcm.—Bilkokra, Beng.; Palakuna, sadavaku, Tam.; Heddka, hida*
waka, Sing.

C. 987
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Clam and Nlteila.
CHARA

involucrata.

References.

—

Euro, For. FI. Burm., //., ^op ; Gamble, Man. Timb,, 366 /
Tkwaites, En. Ceylon Pl„ 275 ; Trimen, System* Cat,, Ceylon PL, 82,

Habitat—A moderate-sized tree, found in the Kh&sia Hills, Eastern

Bengal, Burma, the Andaman Islands, and Ceylon.

Structure of the Wood.—Light red, moderately hard, close-grained j

weight 58ft per cubic foot ; Used in Ceylon for building.
. TIMBER*

988

CHAILLETIA, DC.; Gen. PL, /., 34t.

Chailletia gelonioides, Hook.; FI. Br.Ind., /., 570; Ckaillktiacea.

Syn.

—

Moacurra gelonioides, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 264.

Vern.

—

Moakurra, SiLHBT, Beng. ; Balu-nakuta, Sing.

References.

—

Kura, For . FI. Burm., I., 230; Gamble, Man. Timb., 80 ;
Bedd., Flm Byfa, so ; Tkwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 79 s Trimen, System. Cat.
Ceylon PL, 17 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, 52; Lisboa, XJ. PL Bomb., 47.

Habitat—A small subdicecious tree, commonly met with in the hilly

eastern parts of Bengal and Silhet, in the forests of Madras, and in the

Western Peninsula on the Gh&ts from the Konkan southwards ; it is also

met with in the moister parts of Ceylon up to an elevation of 3,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—This is one of the timber trees specially

mentioned by Dr. Lisboa in his Useful Plants of the Bombay Presidency,

but very little of a definite character can be learned regarding the value
of the wood.

Chalcedony, see Carnelian.

Chalk, see Carbonate of Lime.

989

TIMBER.
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CHAM/EROPS.
Chamaerops Ritchieana,^^. / Gen. PI., III., 924; see Nannorh.pt

Ritchieana; Palma.

Chamois Leather, see Leather & Skins.

Chamomile or Camomile, see Matricaria ChamomiUa, Linn.

;

Cox-

Ch&nay K£l£ngu, "see Tacca pinn»tifida(?) [posit*.

Chattk shells, see Shells and also Pearl Fisheries.

99*

CHARA.
Chara involucrata, Roxb.) Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 648.

Vern.

—

Jangli pita, Hind. ; Jhanj, Beng. (These vernacular names are
applicable to all Charas, indeed to most submerged plants.)

Habitat.—There are a large number of species both of Chara and Nitelja
found in tanks and pools of water near Calcutta during the cold and hot
season.

Domestic Uses.—w Used to purify water and clarify sugar.” (E. F. T.
Atkinson.) In Bengal Hydrilla vertidllata, L. C. (Valliaaeria vertidllata,

Roxb.), is used for this purpose, and the writer has never seen Chara so
employed. Roxburgh says of Hydrilla : “The Barhampur sugar refiners

use this herb, while moist, to cover the surface of their sugars, as clay is

used in the West Indian islands, and in two or three days the operation is

finished exceedingly well.**

c* 993
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CHARCOAL. Timber* need for Charcoal.
•

Charcoal, see Carbon.

99*

995

CHARCOAL. Timbers used for—

Abies Smithiana.
Acacia arabica.

A. Catechu*
A. modesta.
Adhatoda Vaska (gunpowder).

Albissia procera.

A. stipalata.

Anacardium ocddentale.

Anogeissus latifolia.

Betula cylindrostachys.

Boswellia serrate*

Butea frondosa (gunpowder).

Cajanus indicus (gunpowder).

Callicarpa arborea.

Calotropis gigantea.

Oasearia glomerate.

Cassia Fistula.

Castanopsis tribuloides.

Colebrookla oppositifolia (gunpowder).

Corchonss capsularis (gunpowder).

Cornua macrophylla (gunpowder).

Cynometra polyandra.

Daphne mucronata (gunpowder).
Dillenia indica.

D. pentagyna.
Echinocarpus dasycarpus.

Ehretia Wallichlana.
Eleocarpus lanceaefolius.

Eucalyptus Globulus.

Eugenia tetragons.

Euphorbia antiquorum.

Excecaria Agallocha.
Ficus cordifolia.

F. infectoria.

F. religiose.

Hippophae rhamnoides.

Juniperus excelsa.

Lagerstrcemia parviflora.

Mangifera indica.

Mimosa rubicaulis (gunpowder).
Phyllanthus Emblica.
Pieris ovalifolia.

Pinus excelsa.

P. longifolia.

Premna latifolia.

Prosopis glandulosa.

P. spidgera.
Quercus Ilex.

Q. incana.

Q. semecarpifolia.

Q. spicata.

Rhododendron arboreum.
Salix tetrasperma (gunpowder).
Semecarpus Anacardium.
Sesbania segyptiaca (gunpowder).
Sponia orientalis (gunpowder).
S. politoria (gunpowder).
Stereospermum suayeolens.
Tamarix articulate.

Terminalia myriocarpa.
T. tomentosa.
Xylosma longifolium.

Dr. Schlich, in a note (dated January 1883), regarding the supply of

fuel for the Barwai iron-works (in Holkar’s territory) near Nimar, estimated

that the Punassa and Chandgarh reserves contain 44*384*000 maunds of

fuelf chiefly of Boswellia thurifera, Hardwidda binata* Anogeissus latifolia*

Odina Wodier, and Pterocarpus marsupium trees* which, with the excep-

tion of Anogeissus and Boswellia* are not specially mentioned by writers

on the subject as being good for fuel. These trees may* however, be added
to the above list. Dr. Schlich, in his note* estimated that to produce 15
tons of pig iron a day* 372,604 maunds of charcoal would be annually
required* or say 1,800*000 maunds of firewood.

Qmulmugra, see Gynocardia odorata* R. Br.

;

Bixinejb.

Chavannesia esculenta, A. DC., see Urceola esculenta, Benth.

Chavica Betle, Miq., see Piper Betle* Linn . / Piperacsa.

C. officinarum, Miq., see Piper offidnarum, C. DC.

C. Roxburghii, Miq., see Piper longum* Linn .

Chay root, see Oldenlandia umbellate, Linn. ; Rubiacex.

c. 995
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The Wall-flower : The White Goose-foot.
CHENOPODIUM

album.

Cheepy see Shells.

Cheeronjee (chfronjf or chfraulf) oil, see Buchanania latifolia, Roxb.i

Cheese, see Ghl. [Anacardiacre.

Cheilanthes tenuifolia, Sw. ; Filices.

Vem.—ATonAa, dodhari, Santa l.

The Reverend A. Campbell writes that the Santals prescribe a pre-

paration from the roots of this fern for sickness attributed to witchcraft or

the evil eye.

CHEIRANTHUS, Linn.; Gen . PL, I., 68.

Cheiranthus Cheiri, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind I., 132; Cruciferje.

The Wall-flower.

997

Vern.—Todri surkk, Hind.; Khueri, Beng.j Todri surukh, todri nafarmdni
(seeds), todri sty4k, Pb. The vernacular name todri (or towdri) has been
given to this plant by Stewart and Murray, but Dr. Dymock affirms

that the parcels of todri seed imported from Persia contain coivmbs of
small pods, and cannot, therefore, be obtained from this plant. They are
probably derived, as he suggests, from a species of Iberis, which see.

References. Stewart. Pb. PI., 13 ; O’Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 186;
Irvine, Mat. Med., Patna, 114; Murray, Drugs and PI., Sind, 49; S.
Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 11; Dymock, Mat. Med. West. Ind., 2nd Ed., 56;
Year-Book ofPharm ., t874,p. 622; Baden Powell , Pb. Pr., 327 ; Balfour,
Cyclop. ; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—Cultivated in gardens in North India, but is not indigenous;
known as “ Viole gialle,” or yellow violets.

Oil.—The flowers are employed to make a medicated oil. For this
purpose they are boiled in olive oil ; this prepared oil is much used for
enemata (Year-Book of Pharmacy, 1874, 622).

Medicine.

—

Flowers said to be cardiac, emmenagogue, and aphrodisiac,
employed in paralysis and impotence. " The dried petals are much used
in Upper India as an aromatic stimulant” (O'Shaughnessy). “The seed
is also used as an aphrodisiac ” (Irvine).

Special Opinion.—§ “ Used as an aphrodisiac ” (Surgeon J. Ander-
son , M.B., Bijnor).

OIL.
Flowers.
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CHENOPODIUM, Linn. { Gen. Pl„ III., s/.

A genus of annual or perennial herbs, belonging to the Natural Order
Chbnopodicea (xWt * goose, and irovg, a foot).

Erect or prostrate herbs. Stem angled. Leaves alternate, entire lobed or
toothed. Flowers minute, 1-5 merous. Ovary free, depressed or compressed
Styles 2-3. Seed horizontal or vertical, testa crustaceous, albumen floury.

There are about 50 species of the genus, met with in the world. These
are distributed in all climates. India possesses seven species, with per-
haps numerous varieties and cultivated forms of most of these.

Chenopodium album, Linn:; FI. Br. Ind., V., 3; Chenopodiacea.

The White Goose-foot.

Syn.—C. viride, Linn.; Roxb. FI. Ind'., II; $8.

X003

C. 1003
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CHENOPODIUM
album.

The White Goose-foot.

VtTTL-Bathi-sag or betkud sdk, chandan beti, Beng. and Hind. ; Ba

-

thua, bdthi, jausdg, linak, Pb. Plains; Irr (Chbnab Valley), and
Bm (Ladak), Pb.; Bethuwa, chardi,jausdg, bhutwa, N.-W. P.; Bkatua
arak\ Santal, and Khartua sag, Hind, in Santal Perganas; Chakwit,
Bomb.; JhiL Sind; Khuljen ke baji, Due.; Parupu hire, Tam.;
Pappu kura, Tel.; Vastuk

,

Sans. ; Kuff, Arab.

References.—Roxb., FI, Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 260; Stewart, Pb, PI,, 178:
Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PL, 126 : Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 32s / U. C. Dutt,
Mat. Med. Hind., 123 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., $23 ; Mur-
ray, Drugs and PL, Sind, 103 : Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 372; Lisboa, U.
PL Bomb., 169s Atkinson, Him. Dist 696,708,731 / Buck, Dyes and
Tans, N.-W. P., 9 / Balfour, Cyclop. %

DYE.
Plant.

Z004

MEDICINE.

zoos

FOOD.
Plant.

Z006

Seeds.

X007

Habitat.—Common throughout the tropic and temperate Himdlaya
from Kashmir to Sikkim, ascending to 12.000 feet above the sea. and in

Tibet to 14,000 feet. General in the plains of India from the Panjdb to

Bengal, Western and Southern India. Wild and also cultivated.

There are various cultivated and wild forms of this plant. Voigt de-

scribes three of these: (a) album proper, chandan beta of Bengal; (Q) viride,

the bettushak, entirely green : and (y) purpuream, the Idlbethi, a form with
“ the angles of the stem and branches of a fine purple colour : leaves and
the mealy panicles somewhat reddish.”

Slewart describes what appears to be a form of this plant as a Cheno-
podivm which he was unable to identify. He gives the following verna-

cular names for it, and expresses the opinion that it is quite equal to

C* Quinoa :—

Vem.—Mustakh, Kashmir; Gaddi siingar, bajari banj, ratta, Rav.;
Siridri, Bias; Bithd, bdthi, tdkd, SUTLEJ; Gnii, Ladak, Pb.

The leaves of this plant “ are eaten as a pot-herb on the Sutlej, but
the plant is chiefly cultivated for its grain, whicn is considered better than
buck-wheat. ”

Dye.—A decoction of the plant is added to the indigo solution, to aid
the fermentation process to which the dye is subjected before it is applied
to cloth. This practice prevails at a certain town named Chibraman in

the Farakhabad district {Buck, Dyes and Tans, N.-W. P., 9). Compare
with the use of Cassia Torn, C. 998.

Medicine.—Said to be used “ in special diseases and as a laxative in

spleen and bilious disorders” {Atkinson). It is also given “ in bile and
worms ” {Baden Powell). Dymock (in Mat. Med. W. Ind., 879) remarks
that the drug known as “ baer-el-katif (Arab.), tukm-i-sarmak ( Pers.),

”

may be the seeds of "a kind of spinach : some say that it is the Bathda of
Hindustan, which is Chenopodium album*” It is " deobstruent and
diuretic.”

Special Opinion.—§ “ Considered laxative and recommended for use by
Sanskrit writers in the form of pot-herb in piles” {U. C. Dutt, Civil Medi-
cal Officer, Serampore).

Food.—Cultivated by the Hill tribes on the higher western Himdlaya,
and occasionally in other parts of India. The wild plant is also regularly
collected and eaten as a pot-herb and green vegetable. The seed of the
cultivated plant is the principal product, but the leaves and twigs are also
eaten as a spinach. Atkinson (Him. Districts, p. 697) says “it is entirely

a rain crop and attains a height of six feet. The seeds ripen in October.

'

The plant is often injuriously present in the cold-weather crops of the plains.
Professor Ohurch {Food-Grains of India) says the leaves of C. albvm

“are rich in mineral matters, particularly in potash salts. They likewise
contain a considerable amount of albumenoids and of other compounds
of nitrogen.” The seeds are said to be superior to buck-wheat.

C. 1007
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Mexican Tea : The Jerusalem Oak.
CHENOFODIUM

Botrys.

Domestic Usea.-i-Baden Powell says that this plant is used in the

Panjib “to clean copper vessels preparatory for tinning them/1

Chenopodium ambrosioides, Linn Fl. Br. Ind., V„ 4,

The Sweet-Pigweed; Mexican Tea.

Syn.—C. valpinum. Wall; Ambrina ambrosioides.

Vera.—Herba Santa Maria in Brazil. In Chili this is known as Culen.

References.

—

Dal*, and Gibs., Bomb, Fl. Supply 73; Bant, and Trim.,

Med. PI., 2i6.

Habitat—An old world, widely-spread species, now introduced into

America, common in many parts of India, sucn as Bengal (Voigt says it is

completely domesticated about Serampore), Silhet, the Deccan, and Coim-
batore, &c. It has a weaker and less offensive smell than C. anthelmintl-

cum, from which it may be distinguished by having its flowers in leafy

racemes.
Medidne.—This is said to afford an essential oil to which the tonic and

antispasmodic properties of the plant are attributed. It is commonly
reported that this plant is used as a substitute for the officinal C. anthel-

smnticum, having in a milder degree the anthelmintic properties of that

plant. It is employed in pectoral complaints and enjoys the European
reputation as a'useful remedy in nervous affections, particularly chorea.

Omcinal preparation an infusion.

It is somewhat remarkable that the properties of this plant should be
practically unknown to the people of Inaia, although it is probable that the

writers on the drugs of India have dealt collectively or generically with
the species, and that they may be so used by the people of India, the

various species not being distinguished.

Food.—This plant affords the Mexican tea.

C. Blitum, hook.f. / Fl. Br. Ind., V., j.

Syn.—Blitum virgatum, Linn.
Vem.—Sdndar (J.), kdpdld (C.), Pb.
References.

—

Stewart, Pb. PI., 177 ; Von Mueller, Extra-Tropical Plants.

Habitat.—North-Western India: Kashmir, altitude 8,500 feet and
Western Tibet at 12,000 to 14,000 feet. Stewart found the plant wild in
the Jhelam, Chenib, and Ravi basins and in the Trans-Indus at altitudes
from 7,000 to 10,000 feet.

Dye.—According to Von Mueller, "the fruits furnish a red dye .

99

Food.—Stewart remarks that "the extremely insipid fruit is sometimes
mistaken by Europeans for a kind of strawberry, and which it much
resembles. In Laddk the leaves are eaten as a pot-herb.

99

C. Botrys, Linn./ Fl. Br. Ind., V.
$ 4.

The Jerusalem Oak.
Syn.—C. ilicifouvm. Griff. Notul., IV., 337.
References.—Dalo. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl. Suppl., 73.

Habitat.—Temperate Himalayas from Kashmfp to Sikkim, at altitudes
from 4,000 to 10,000 feet: Tibet 11,000 to 14,000 feet. Stewart says it

occurs at Peshawar, and DalzelV that it was originally introduced into
Bombay but has now gone wild. A weed of fields.

Medidne.—Reported to be used as a substitute for C. antbelmentteum
and to_possess the same properties as C. ambrosioides. According to
v.S. Dispensatory it has been used in France with advantage in catarrh
and humoral asthma. The officinal preparation is an oil.

c. IQ17
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CHICKRASSIA
tabiiiaris.

The Qeinoa : The Chittagong Wood.

IOX8

POOD.
10X9
1020
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X025

V.,4.Cbenopodium murale, Linn. s Fl. Br. Ind.,

Vena Biti, Hrtni, iharatua, Pb.
Reference..—Stmort, Pb. PI., ij8.

Habitat.—General in many parts of India from the Panjib to the'
Gangetic Valley, the Deccan, ana South India.

Pood.—Used as a pot-herb in the Panjib.

C. Quinoa, an American species, has once or twice been tried in India, but
apparently with little success (See Church, Food Grains of India, p. 110).

Cherry, see Prams Census, Linn.

;

Rosace*.

Chestnut, Horse, see JEsculus Indies, Colebr. (A. 567), and AS. Hippo-

castanum, Linn. (A. 573) ; Sapindace*.

Chestnut, Sweet, see Castanea vulgaris, Lam.

;

Cupuufer*.

Chestnut, Water, seeTrapa bispinosa, Roxb., and T. nutans, Linn*:
Onagraceje.

CHICKRASSIA, A
.
fuss. ; Gen . PL, /., 339.

Chickrassia tabularis, Adr. Juss. / Fl. Br. Ind., 368; Beddome,

Fl. SylDat., /. 9 ; Meliacem.

The Chittagong Wood.
Syn.—

S

wzetenia CHICKRASSIA, Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 370; C.
Nimmonii, Grab.; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl., 38.

Vem.

—

Chikrassi, pabba, dalmara , Bhng. ; Boga poma. Ass.; Pabha
pubha. Bomb.; Pabba, palara, nul. Mar.; Aglay, agal, ogle-marurn
eleutharay, Tam.; Madagari vembu

,
chittagong chettu, Chittagong

karru, cheta kum karra, Tel.; Dovedah, Mala.; Ganti malle, Salem;
Dalmara, lal, devdari, Kan.; Main, Hyderabad; Saiphra, sey
barasi, Magh. ; Chegarasi, Chakma; Yimmah, yeng-ma, yimma, nga-
bai, tawyeng-ma, tawyimma, eimma

,
Burm. ; Arrodah

,

And.; Hulan-
ghuk-gass, kulan-hick-gala, hulodi

,

Sing.

References.

—

Brandis, For. Fl., 66; Kura, For. Fl. Burm., I., 227 ; Gamble,
Man . Timb.. 76 ; Thwaiies, En. Ceylon PI., 61; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb.

Df nO . T/«/ C.iA f'j.J rle . CY nr DVcAomp

- , .,325;

45 / Balfour, Cyclop. ; Treasury of Botany ; Kew Cat., 29.

Habitat.—A large tree, native of the hills of Eastern Bengal, South
India, and Burma, and also found in the warmer parts of Ceylon.

Gum.-—It yields a transparent, amber-coloured gum, said to have been

sent from Madura to the Indian Museum in 1873 (Sponf Encycl.) The
gum "consists of irregular tears, amber-coloured or light brown, some-

what transparent, but not brittle” (Cooke, Gums and Gum-resins, 13).

Dye.—The flowers yield a red and a yellow dye.

Medicine.—'The bark is powerfully astringent, though not bitter.

Structure oftheWood.—Heartwood hard, varying from yellowish brown
to reddish brown, with a beautiful satin lustre 5 seasons and works well

;

sapwood of a lighter colour (Gamble). Weight from 40 to 52ft per cubic

foot The wood is used for furniture and for carving. w
It is the Chitta-awood of commerce, and from its fresh cedar-like smell is called lal or

ri in Kanara. The wood is dark-coloured and close in the grain.

It is used for every purpose, and is much valued ” (Bomb. Gas., XV., 66).

"The wood is well known in Madras and easily procured, and is

extensively used in cabinet-making, coming under the denomination of

C. 1025
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The Chittagong Wood : Chlorophytam.
CHLOROPHYTUM
breviscapum.

'Chittagong wood/ being imported from that district, though it is

abundant in the mountainous parts of the peninsula. It is close-grained,

light-coloured, and delicately veined, makes beautiful and light furniture,

but is apt to warp during the season of hot land-winds. According to Dr.
Gibson, it is a fine straight-growing tree, rather common in the southern
jungles of the Bombay Presidency, but much less so in the northern. Its

wood could easily be creosoted. It is valuable for cabinet and house
purposes, and is used in the Madras Gun-Carriage Manufactory to makeE tables and for furniture work. It furnishes one of the deodars of

bar. It is found also in Kanara and Sunda, in the tall jungles near
and on the Ghdts, particularly at Gunesh Wood. Wood there whiter,

but tough and close-grained; and, from its general situation, it is hardly
known to the carpenter. It grows in the warmer parts of Ceylon.

(Balfour, Cyclop.)

Chicory, see Cichorium Intybua, Linn, ; Composite.

China Root, see Smilaz china, Z. ; Liliacea.

Choinanthus albidiflora, Thw.
f see Linodera albidiflora, Thw.

C. zeylanica, Linn see Linotiera purpurea, Vahl. ; Oleacea.

Chirdta, see Swertia Chirata, Ham . / Gentianacea.

Chloride of Ammonium, see Ammonium chloride.

Chloride of sodium, see Sodium chloride.

CHLORIS, Sw./ Gen. PI., III.
,
II6S.

Chloris barbata, Swartz / Duthie
,
Fodder Grasses

, 53; Graminea.

Syn.—Andropogon barbatus, Linn.

Vern.—Gandi, gavung, paluah
,
jargi, konda-pulla, N.-W. P.; Ganni,

jharna, Pb.j Phundi, Ajmir ; Prenji, MerwarA; Chhinkri

,

Jey-
pur; Bdrdiya, phulkia, .C. P.; Boiya jharo

,

Berar; Konda-pulla,
South India ; Mayil-kondai-pullu %

Tam.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., ill; Tkwaites, En. Ceylon PI..

Habitat.—Very common in Northern India, Sind, and Ceylon; grows
. in large tufts on pasture ground, especially on sandy soils.

Fodder.—Cattle eat it up to the time of flowering, after which they do
not seem to touch it (.Roxburgh ; Duthie).

c. Roxburghiana, Edgew.; Bdmna, Ajmir; Mathaniya, Lalitpur
;

Hikagadi\ sala-kodam gadi, C. P.
;
a grass, not uncommon in Northern

India, is in Ajmir considered good fodder.

C. tenella, Roxb. ; Kagva, Ajmir, Morbhaga , Udaipur
;
a grass com-

mon in Rajputana, Bundelkhand, and Central Provinces, is also consider-
ed good fodder.

CHLOROPHYTUM, Ker. ; Gen. PI., III., 788.

Chlorophytum breviscapum, Dalz . in Kew Journ., II., 142,
[Liliacea.

Vern.—Bimp6l, Sing.

teferencss.—Dale. &
339 i Baker, Linn. Soc., XV., 321 ; Treasury ofBotany, II.

References.^— &Gibs.^ Bomb. FI., 252 ; Thwaites , En. Ceylon PI.,

Habitat—Frequent in the Malwan District, Bombay, in rocky [situ-

ations. C. Heynei, Baker, a nearly allied species, met with in the southern
and central parts of Ceylon, at no great elevation.

C. 1029
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chloroxylon
Swietenia.

The Indian Satin-wood.

Medicine.—Used medicinally by the Singhalese (Thwaitesj En. Ceylon
PI, 339). There are several other species of this genus met with in India,

and it seems probable their medicinal properties have been overlooked.
C« tuberosum is general throughout India, from Bombay to Prome, as-
cending the Himalaya to 3,000 feet in altitude. C. nepalensis occurs in

the eastern sub-tropical Himilayas, while C. armndinace«m occurs on the
sub-tropical Himalaya and on Parisnath in Behar, altitude 4,000 feet.

CHLOROXYLON, DC.; Gen. PI.
, 340.

Chloroxylon Swietenia, DC. ; FI. Br. Ind., /., $69; Bedd., FI. Syl-
vat., t. 11 ; Wight

\
Ic., t. 36; Meliacej*.

The Indian Satin-wood.

Syn.—Swietenia Chloroxylon, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 370.

Vern.—-Dhoura, bhirra
,
girya

,

Hind, j Behru, biluga, bhayru, bheyri ,

Uriya ; Behra, girya, behru, bihri, bhirra
,
bihra, C. P . ; Sengel sail,

Kol. ; Bharhul, Karwar ; Bhira, Gond ; Bhirwa Baigas; Hulda, billu,

,

hardi, bheria. Bomb. ; Halda, bheria, Mar. ; Mud&dad, hurts, punish

-

mududad-marum, purus-burus, vummray, mududa, vummaai-pora

-

sham, kodawah-dorash, kodawah-porasham, vummay-fnatam, kodawa,
purrh, Tam. ; Billu, billuda, bilgu, biluga, billu-chettu, btlla kora, billu

kura, bhallu-chettu, Tel. j Mashudla, Kan. ; Huragalu

,

Mysore; Bilu,
Kurnul ; Btrttch gala, buruta, burute {mutirai,TKUi'L, in Ceylon), ma,
burute, Sing.

References.

—

Brandis, For. FI., 74; Gamble, Man. Timb., 77 / Thwaites,
En. Ceylon PI., 61 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 39 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub.
Cal., 137 / Dymock, Mat. Med. IV. Ind., 2nd Ed., 177 i Drury, U. PL,
131; Cooke, Gums and Gum-resins, 25, its / Atkinson, Gums and Gum-
resins, 34; Atkinson, Him . Dist., 814; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 46 ; Bal-
four, Cyclop.; Treasury ofBotany ; Kew Cat., 29.

Habitat—A moderate-sized, deciduous tree, found in Central and
South India, and Ceylon. Common in the forests of the Konkan, Deccan,
and Coromandel, flower in March.

Gum.—“Satin-wood gum was contributed by Dr. Cleghorn to the
Madras Exhibition of 1853. The specimen in the collection from Salem
(1S73) referred to this source is in irregular, fractured, and agglutinated
tears, very variable in size, brittle, with a shining resinous fracture, trans-
lucent, brown, somewhat resembling bdbul gum, but more brittle, solu-

ble in water, tasteless or slightly sweet. Mucilage rather turbid, dark
mahogany colour, with an odour as of fusil oil. It was a peculiar and
remarkable phenomenon which the mucilage of this sample exhibited, in

that its surface was in an hour or two covered by a thick pellicle of gum,
the upper surface of which became quite dry, as if, by rapid evaporation
of the water in which it was dissolved, it was returned to the solid state.

Although this pellicle was broken up, it continued daily to re-form on the
surface of the solution.

M Another sample in the reference collection is from Ceylon, paler in

colour, and in definite, rounded, shining, amber-coloured tears ” (Cooke,
Gums and Gum-resins, 25).

Dye.

—

w Yields a yellow dye ”
(C. P. Gap., *03).

OU.—The tree yields a wood-oil (Beddome).

Medicine.—“The astringent bark is prescribed sometimes fay Hindu
physicians, but it is not in common use, nor is it to be met with in the
shops 99 (Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 144). The leaves are applied to

wounds (Beddome). Behra is also used in rheumatism (C. P. Gas., 118).
Structure of the Wood.—Very hard, yellowish brown, and close-grain-

ed ; the inner part of a darker colour, with a beautiful satiny lustre, but there
is no distinct heartwood } seasons well. Annual rings distinct. Weight,
56ft per cubic foot.
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Garden Chrysanthemums. CHRYSANTHEMUM.

It is durable and excellent for turning ; used for agricultural imple-

ments, cart-building, furniture, and picture-frames. It is, however, very
liable to warp and split if not well seasoned in the shade. In Madras it is

prized for ploughs and oil-mills, and also used for naves of gun-carriage
wheels; it is found to stand well under water. It has been tried as a
substitute for boxwood in engraving, but has not been found suitable. It

is imported into England for cabinet-work and the backs of brushes.
Dr. Dyvriock says that the wood is oily and turns well, making nice stetho-

scopes, &c. Balfour says that the Peradenia bridge in Ceylon—a single

arcn of 205 feet—is made of this wood.
“ Small quantities are taken to Europe, but the consumption there is

very small, and the value of the wood for furniture is not known as much
as it merits. The market is at present glutted with an over-supply, and
the brokers, who were selling wood twelve to fifteen months ago at /20
a ton, cannot now get £6. In Ceylon, satin-wood is used for building,

furniture, &c. Ola satin trees are frequently hollow-hearted to a height
of 8 to 10 feet from the ground, and these hollow logs fetch high prices as
kotties or wfell-pipes— as a casing for surface wells. In the Batticaloa

district and in other parts of the island no other wells are used. The
kotties

;
part of the satin-wood cut is exported to Madras, where it is used

for furniture and general building purposes ” (Indian Forester, X,, i. 38).

Chocolate nut and bean, see Theobroma Cocao, Linn.; Stbjrculiaceje-

SATIN-WOOD.

CHONEMORPHA, Don ; Gen. P/., II., 720.

Chonemorpha macrophylla, G. Don ; FI Br. Ind., III., 661;

[ Wight, lc., /. 432; Apocynaceje.

Syn.—Echitks macrophylla, Roxb ., PI. lnd.y Ed. C.B.C., 246 .

Vern.—Gar badero, Hind.; Yokchounrik

,

Lepcha; Harki, Sylhet.
References.—Brandis, For. FI 328 / Kura, For. FI. Burnt . ,

II, t8j ;
Gamble, Man. Timb., 261 ; Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 146 ; Voigt, Hort.

Sub. Cal., 523 ; Balfour, Cyclop

.

Habitat.—A large climber with milky sap, met with in North and East
Bengal and Burma.

Gum.—Yields a kind of Caoutchouc, which see.

Medicine.—Balfour alludes to a plant (C. malabarica) “ the leaves of

which, rubbed up in rice water, are applied to carbuncles ; and the roots

used in fever with dried ginger ana coriander seed.” The Flora of
British India alludes to that plant as a doubtful species.

Chowlf, or Chaulf, see Vigna Catiang, Endl.

;

Leguminosje.

CHROMIUM AND CHROMITE.
The metal Chromium occurs to a limited extent in India in the form

of chrome ochre (chromite) in Salem in Madras and Spiti and Kashmir
in the Panjib Himalaya. It is the colouring principle of many minerals,
such as the emerald, |serpentine, olivine, &c. It is employed in the arts
in the manufacture of pigments, the commonest and best known of which
is the yellow chromate and the red bicarbonate of potash. For further
information see Ball's Econ. Geology, 332 ; Mallet, Mineralogy, 33

;

Balfour's Cycl 717.

IO38

GUM

MEDIANS.
1040

ICtyl

CHRYSANTHEMUM, Linn. ; Gen. PI, II., 424.

There are three wild species belonging to this genus met with in

Western Thibet and one in upper Sikkim—all alpine in their character,

never occurring below 9,000 feet. The Chrysanthemums of Indian phar-
macy are the two garden species.

XQ42
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CHRYSANTHEMUM
indicum.

The Common Garden Chrysanthemum.

X043 Chrysanthemum coronarium, Linn. ; Fl. Br. Ind., in., 314 • Bot.
Chrysanthemum. [Mag., t. 1521 / Composite.

Syn.—C. Roxburghii, Desf.

;

Pyrbthrum indicum, Roxb., Fl . Ind.,
Ed., C.B.C., 604; Matricaria oleracea, Bam. in Wall., Cat., 3229.

Vtm.-~G4l‘Chlnl, Hind., Dec.; Akur kurra, gdl\ ddudi, Hind. 5 Gdl-
* daudi, Beng. ; PiVAa garkah, Ass. ; Zanil, bagaur, Pb. ; Kalnang,
Ladak; Siotf, Bomb.; Tursiphali gule-sewati, Mar.; Gul ddudi, Guz.;
Sh&mantip-pd, Tam.; Chdmanti, Tel.; Hale, Kan.; Shdvantikd, chan-
dra-mallila, sennit, swenti, Sans.; Gule-daudi, Pers.; LawAid-gas,
Sing. GU<hini is also applied to Plumiera acutifolia, Pairet, Apo-
CYNACEiE.

References.— & Gibs., Bomb. Fl. Supp., 48; AitckisOn, Cat. Pb.

PI., 77 ; Pharm. Ind., 127 s Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind,, 99 /

Dymock, Mat . Med. W. Ind., 371 ; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 183 ;

S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 79; Drury, U. PI., 133i Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—A native of the Mediterranean region, only known in India

under cultivation as an ornamental garden plant. There are several very

distinct varieties, some large, others small flowered, and white, yellow, or

orange coloured. The foliage also varies considerably, some forms having

large and coarse, others small leaves. Two of the coarser forms seem
almost naturalised in India, and to such an extent that Roxburgh viewed

them as “ natives of Bengal.”

MEDICINE. Medicine.—"The flowers are stated by Dalzell and Gibson to form
Flowers. a tolerable substitute for Chamomile for medicinal purposes. The root,
X044 chewed, communicates the same tingling sensation to the tongue as pelli-

Root. tory, an(j might doubtless be used as a substitute for it. The people of

1045 the Deccan administer the plant, in conjunction with black pepper, in

gonorrhoea {Dr. Walker, Bombay Med. Phys. Trans., 1840, p. 71).”

{Pharm. Ind.)

*• Akur kurra is a drug commonly used for toothache, and assigned by
Jameson to Spilanthes oleracea.” (In Flora of British India, S. Acmella,

Linn., var. oleracea, Clarke 2 Roxb., Fl. Ind., III., 410.)
H

It is probably

derived from different plants in different places. It is prescribed largely in

infusion, in conjunction with the lesser galangal and ginger, by native prac-

titioners ; and by itself in European practice, for colic, hysterical affections,

pain in the head, and lethargic complaints ; also in typhus fever. In

paralysis of the tongue it has been used as a local application with advan-

tage ; also in apoplexy, chronic ophthalmia, and rheumatic affections of the

face. By the Persians it is considered discutient and attenuant, and
according to Celsus it was an ingredient in the famous cataplasm which,

in his time, was employed as a resolvent and for maturing pus ; also as

an agent for opening the mouths of wounds ”
(
Murray, Plants and Drugs

of Sind).

Sacred Uses.—“ The beautiful yellow fragrant flowers of this plant

Garlands, are made into garlands and offered at the shrines of Vishnu and Siva ”

1046 (Balfour).

Z047 C. indicum, Linn. ; Fl. Br. Ind., III., 314 / Bot. Mag., t. 327, 204a,

The Common Garden Chrysanthemum of India. {,2536.

Syn.—Pyrethrum indicum, DC. Prodr., VI., 62; Chrysanthemum
indicum, Willd. in Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed., C. B. C., 604 •

Vern.—Gdl ddudi, Hind., a name applied, according to Roxburgh, toall

the varieties 5 Gendi, bdgdur (genda is the Hindustani for Tagetes erecta),

Pb.; Kaleang, Ladak; Chevati, akurkura, Bomb.; Shevati, Mar.;

I

Akkara carum, Tam.; Chdmunti, Tel.

C. 1047
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Chrywnthemum : Fodder Gruses. CHRYSOPOGON

aciculatus.

References,—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 004 ; Clarke, Composite* Ind.,

146 } Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI. Supp„ 48 : Stewart, Pb. PI., 124 / ^
Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 192; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., $SS i Birdwood

,

Bomb. Prod., so.

Habitat.—Commonly cultivated in Indian gardens, and is in fact only
known in a garden state.

Medicine.—It would appear that this and the preceding plant are not
distinguished from each other by the natives of India, and the vernacular
names apply to both. In medicinal properties they, more or less, resemble
each other. Baden Powell says of this species that it is considered by the
natives heating and aperient, and useful in affections of the brain and
calculus, and also to remove depression of spirits. Drury says the “ natives
of the Deccan administer the plant, in conjunction with black pepper, in

gonorrhoea.”
Sacred Uses.—The flower-heads are sacred to Vishnu and Siva.

CHRYSOPHYLLUM, Linn. ; Gen. PL, II, 633.

Chrysophyllum Roxburghii, G. Don; FI. Br. Ind., III., 333

;

Bedd., FI. Sylv., /. 236 ; Mkliaceje.

The Star Apple.
Syn.~C. acuminatum, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 20 r.

Vein.

—

Petakara, Beng. ; Pithogarkh, Ass. ; Halt, halt-maru, Kan. ; Tarsi»

tarsiphalai Bomb.; Tarsi, Mar.; Lawulu, Sing; Thankya, than-kya-
pen, thagya, Bukm.

References.

—

Kurz. For. FI. Burm ., II., n8 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 242 •

Thwaites ., En. Ceylon PI., 1741 Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 138; Voigt,
Hort. Sub. Cal., 340 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 88 ; Balfour, Cyclop .

Habitat.—An evergreen .tree of Bengal, Burma, the Western Gh&ts,
and Ceylon.

Food.—Fruit edible. Roxburgh says :
“ The fruit ripens in October,

and is greedily eaten by the natives, though to me the taste is by no means
agreeable i the pulp being almost insipid, and, though tolerably firm,

uncommonly clammy, adhering to the lips or knife with great tenacity.”

Structure of the Wood.—White, close-grained, moderately hard; pores
small, in short radial lines between the numerous, very fine, medullary
rays. “The wood is used for building, but is not by any means in

general use.” (Bomb. Gag., XV., pt. %., 66.)

CHRYSOPOGON, Trin.; Gen. PL, III., 1133.

Chrysopogon aciculatus, Trin.;Duthic,Fodder Grass, 39; Grahinks.

Syn.—

A

ndropogon aciculatus, Ltnn. (I Rets.); Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed.
C.B.C., 88; A.aoioulabis, Kunth.

Vern.—Sitrwala, lampa, Hind.; Chor-kdntd, Beng.; Kate chettu, katle

f
addi, Tel. ; Kudira-gullu, Mala. ; Shunkhini, chorapushpi

, keshini

,

ans. ; Tuttiri, Sing.; Gnung-myit, Burm.
References.—Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 366 ; Trimen, System. Cat., 108 /

Dale. & Gibs., Bomb . FI., 303 ; U. C. Dut 1
, Mat. Med. Hind., 295;

Balfour, Cyclop
. ; Watt

,
in Report, Calcutta Intern. Exhbn.

Habitat.—A small, coarse grass, growing on barren, moist pasture

ground throughout Bengal, also in the North-West Provinces, Central

Provinces, and in the warmer parts of Ceylon. Along with Cyperus
rotundas and Imperata arundinacea this constitutes the characteristic turf

of Bengal.
Fodder.—Cattle do not seem to like it. Its thin, straight culms, 1 to 2

feet high, flower, and the small spikelets of awned, barbed, fruits which
follow, are troublesome to those wno walk through the grass, as they stick

t c. 1054
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CICBR
arietinum.

Fodder Grasses: The Common Gram
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to the stockings and produce until removed a pricking and itching
sensation. As soon as tne spikelets appear cattle refuse to eat the grass.

ChrySOpog'OZl coeruleus, Nees ; Du/hie, Fodder Grasses, p. 39.
Syn.—

R

hAPHIS ccxrulba, Nees.
Vern,

—

Dhaulian, Pb.j Khar, Salt Range: Dhaula, Siwalik RanOe;
Ghzoria, Kumaon ; Tigri, Bundelkhand ; Pdlla paggar gadi, Chanda;
Jhingra-ka-jhara, khtdi

,

Berar.

Habitat—A common grass on the hilly tracts of Northern India,
usually on stony or sandy soils.

Fodder.—On the Siwalik range it is extensively used as fodder.

C. gryllus, Trim. ; Duthie, Fodder Grasses
, 40.

Syn.—C. Royleanum, Nees

;

Andropogon Gryllus, Linn.

Reference.

—

Aitchison, Cat. Pb. Pi., 176.

Habitat.—The plains and hills of the PanjSb and N.-W. Provinces.

Fodder.—Mueffer says it is a useful fodder grass in Australia.

* C. montanus, Trin.; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, p. 40.

Syn.—C. parviflorus, Benth. • Andropogon montanus, Roxb.
Vern.

—

Ballak

,

Raj.

Habitat.—The hilly parts of Northern India (Mount Abu).
Fodder.—In Rajputana it is said to be viewed as excellent fodder,

and the grain is also sometimes collected and eaten by the natives.

Cicca disticha, Linn., see Phyllanthus distichus, Eupuorbiaceje.

Cicendia hyssopifolia, W. A., see Enico sterna littorale, Blume ;

[ GENTIANACE.fi.

CICER, Linn. ; Gen. PI., I., 524.

Cicer arietinum, Linn . ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 176 ; Wight, Ic., t. 20.

[LEGUMINOSfi.
The Common Gram or Chick Pea

;
Cece, It.

;

Garbanzos, Sp.
Vern.

—

ChoU, but, but kaldi

,

Beng . ; Chana, chunna. Hind.; But,
SantaUi; Channa, chold, Pb.; Chold, chand, Rajputana; Chana,
harbara , Bomb.; Chenna, Duk.; Kadli, Karnatick ; Chahna, ckano,
SlND; Chania, chana, Guj.j Harbara, Mar.; Kadalai

,

Tam. ; Sanna-

gain, harimandhukam, TEL. ; Kudoly, kempu kadale, kari kadale,
Kan.; Humez

,

Arab.; Nakhud, Peks. ; Chanaka, chennuka

,

Sans.;
Kalapai, Burm.j Homos, Egypt.

The vernacular names of the acid liquid are : Chanf-kd-sirkah, bunt-kd-sirkak.

Hind. ;
Harbare-kd-sirkd, Duk. ; Ckana-amba, amba. Bomb.; Bunt-nu-

mirko,
khdri, atnbu, Guj.; Kadalai-pulippu,kadalai-kddi, Tam. ; Shan-

aga-pulusu, shanagakddi, Tel. ; Kadale-kddi, Mala., Kan.; Chana•

kdnua. Sans. ; Khallul-himmas

,

Arab. ; Sirkahd-nakhud, Pers.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 5^7 ; Stewart, Pb. PL. 63;
Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PL, 4$ ; DC., Origin of Cult. PL, 323 ; Voigt, Hort.
Sub. Cal., 226 ; Pharm. Ind., 80 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm Ind.,

99 i U . C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 149 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd
Ed., 2$6 f Ainslie, Mat. Ind., 56 ; Murray, Drugs and PL, Sind, 120 •

Bidie, Cat. Raw Prod., Paris Exhbn.,72 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 241,

342: Atkinson, Him . Dist., 693 , 709, 732 i Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 293

;

Lisboa, V. PL of Bom., l$2, 277 / Duthie & Fuller, Fteld aud Garden
Crops, pt. 3J

;

Balfour, Cyrtoh., 2J6 ; Treasury of Botany ; Kew
Official Guide to Museums , 42 ,

Church, Food-Grains of India, 128.

Habitat.—Extensively cultivated, as a rabi crop, throughout India,

especially in the northern provinces.

I

This is the Deer of the Romans, and the parched seed, as an article

j
of food with the poor, is alluded to by Horace {Cicer frtetum). It is also
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or Chick Pea.
CICER

arietinum.

the ep-e/3ivfo$ of Dioscorides. The botanical specific name owes its origin

to a not altogether fanciful resemblance of the seed, when first forming
in the pod, to a ram’s head (the krios of the Greeks). The English name
“ gram ” is applied to a totally different product in the Madras Presidency,
where it denotes the seed of the plant known in the other provinces as
kurti (Dolichos biflorus)” (Duthie and Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, /.,

33). In Madras D. biflorus is more correctly horse-gram* two forms of

Phaseolus Mungo being known as “ black and green gram/’ and Cicer as
M Bengal gram. These terms are, however, unknown in other provinces,

where the word “gram” is exclusively given to the pea of Cicer.

Histoty.—The chick-pea was thus known to the Greeks in Homer’s
time under the name Erebtnthos, and to the Romans as Cicer; and the

existence of other widely different names shows that it was early known
and perhaps indigenous to the south-east of Europe. It is supposed
that tne chick-pea has been cultivated in Egypt from the very earliest

times of the Christian era, and was perhaps considered common or unclean,
like the bean and the lentil. But it is most likely that the pea was intro-

duced into Egypt as well as amongst the Jews from Greece or Italy. Its

introduction into India is of more early date, for there is a Sanskrit name
and several other names in modern Indian languages. “The Western
Aryans (Pelasgians, Hellenes) perhaps introduced the plant into Southern
Europe,where, however, there is some probability that it was also indigenous.
The Western Aryans carried it into India. Its area may have extended
from Persia to Greece, and the species now exists only in cultivated
ground, where we do not know whether it springs from a stock originally
wild or from cultivated plants.” {DC., Orig. Cult. PI.)

Cultivation.

N.-W. Provinces.—The varieties grown in the North-Western Pro-
vinces are classed as large-grained and small-grained, the former of a
reddish and the latter of a light-brown colour. There are also a black-
grained variety and a white-grained, known as “ Cabuli.” Gram is grown
either alone or mixed with other crops, namely,—wheat and barley. The
area under cultivation in the temporarily-settled districts is estimated at
about 42I lakhs of acres. It is sown from the middle of September to
the middle of October at the rate of 80 to ioofb to the acre, generally
in a soil which lay fallow during the preceding kharif; the crop is

gathered in March, April, and May. The soil for gram varies from the
heaviest clay to the lightest loam, but it is found to prefer the former.
It does not require so fine tillage as wheat and "barley do, nor much
irrigation, and a deep rather than well-pulverised seed-bed is all that is

necessary. The tops of the shoots are picked off with a view to make the
plants bushy and strong, and increase the outturn of grain.

The cost of cultivation, according to Messrs. Duthie and Fuller, is as
follows :

—

ft a. p.
Ploughing (four times; 300
Seed (8oE>) . . . . , . . .200
Sowing o 14 o
Reaping >99
Threshing 20 o s
Cleaning 060

Total . 9 13 o

Rent .300
Grand Total . 12 13 o

HISTORY.

CULTIVA-
TION.

N.-W. P.
Large.

1062
Small.

1063
Cabuli.

1064
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The approximate average outturn for unirrigated land in the several
' divisions varies from 5 to 8 maunds per acre in the case of gram, and

from 6 to 9 maunds in the case of gram-barley and gram-wheat. For
irrigated land the outturn is estimated at ia maunds for gram alonev

14 for grafti-barley, and 13 for gram-wheat.
The Central Provinces*—In these provinces gram is described as one

of (he principal rabi (winter) crops. It is sown in October and Novem-
ber and harvested in March and April. To ascertain the yield 33 expe-
rimental harvestings were made in 1886 in eleven districts. The high-
est return was in Narsinghpurf where 873ft) to the acre were obtained,
and the lowest, 237ft!, in Chanda. Taking the mean of all the returns
in the eleven districts the yield may be expressed at 557ft!. In the
Chanda Settlement Report, it is stated that two kinds of gram are grown

—

the grey and the white. It is remarked that gram is not a popular crop in

the Wardah District.

Bombay.—There are 692,295 acres under this pulse, and in Sind
34,166 acres. The crop experiments made in the Bombay Presidency reveal

the following results s In Kaira District a large form of gram gave 738ft!

to the acre, the total value of the crop having been £14-15-6, the assess-
ment being 31*38 per cent, on the return. In this experiment 54ft of

seed were given to the acre, and the remark is made that it was a dry
crop following rice, poorly cultivated, on a black soil, and without manure.
In another experiment made in the Panch Mehals, the yield was 7506!
with 1 ,200ft) straw from 40ft! seed, the assessment being 1373 on the value
of the crop. This crop is said to have followed as a second crop on a field

that had been manured for maize. As much as 985ft! are also recorded as
the yield, but on the other hand returns as low as 139ft! are mentioned.

The following extracts from the Bombay Gazetteers will be found
interesting, especially the very general opinion which prevails in Bombay,
that the gram crop kills weeds, and at the same time enriches the soil.

* This opinion, hela to a large extent throughout India, may have some-
thing to say to the very general association of gram and wheat or gram
and barley grown on the same field. The idea that it does improve
the soil is one well worthy of careful scientific investigation. Such ex-
amples as the associated cultivation of tomatos in protecting cabbage
and cauliflower from the attacks of caterpillars are well known to the
gardener, and it is possible the association of this pulse with cereal crops
is based upon established experimental results of a more sound character
than that hitherto advanced,—a safeguard against failure, one crop suc-

ceeding should the other fail. With this as a possibility it would seem
unwise to discourage the cultivator from the practice of such mixed crops,
until the point here raised has been disposed of. The gram crop ripens
before the wheat, and the admixture of the pea with wheat so loudly com-
plained of by European merchants is the consequence of either of two
things—istrthe wilful purchase of such admixture ; for the natives of India
regularly eat the two grains mixed, and to meet this demand the Indian
corn merchant always has in stock a supply of mixed gram and wheat or
mixed gram and barley. The Indian Agents of the European firms make
the mistake of buying this Indian marketable mixture, ana having done so
th* firms they represent are loud in their condemnation of gram as an
adulteration of wheat. But, and, taking advantage of this fact, and of the
fact also that gram and wheat are grown together on the same field, there

I seems every reason to suppose that a certain amount of wilful—one might
almost say criminal—admixture of gram takes place in wheat sold as
pure wheat. Such admixture is mainly, if not entirely, effected by the
dealer not by the cultivator.
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Of Poona it is stated that the chana or harbhara (gram) is the most
largely grown of all the pulses, but chiefly in the east of the district. It

requires good black soil and is sown in November without either water

or manure and is harvested in February. The leaves are said to be used
as vegetables. The grain is eaten green, is boiled as a vegetable, and is

parched, when it is known as hola . When ripe it is split into d&l and eaten

boiled in a variety of ways and in making a sweet-meat called puran^poli.

It is slightly soaked, parched in hot sand, and called phutands

,

which are
sometimes flavoured with turmeric, salt, and chilies. The grain is largely

given to horses, and the leaves and stalks are dried as fodder (Gag., XVIIf.,

p. 42). In Nasik it is sown in October and November and reaped in

March. It is stated to be admirably suited for cultivation on new lands

as the oxalic acid of the leaves is supposed to kill the weeds. In Sdt&ra
there are said to be several varieties grown either on dry land or on
manured and irrigated lands. In Belgaum gram is known as kadlixn
the Karnatak language, but the Marhatta name harbhara is that by which
gram is best known in Bombay. In Kolhapur it is said to be sown in Sep-
tember and the beginningof October, taking five months to ripen. In black
soil it is sown as a first crop, and in rice and garden lands it is raised as a
second crop following rice. Gram is considered the best bevad or pre-

paratory crop for Sorghum vulgare and cotton. “It certainly checks
weeds. But it as certainly benefits the land in other ways also, which are
not yet satisfactorily known. The average acre outturn is 6501b”
(Bomb. Gag., XXIV., p. 169).

u As it takes very little out of the soil and
checks weeds, gram is grown more to clear the ground than for profit, the
returns seldom more than covering the cost of tillage ” (Bomb. Gag., XII.,

1p. r5*)•

In the Panjab, as, indeed, in all wheat-producing provinces, gram is

grown. In the Bannu District it is stated to be cultivated on light sandy
soils. Previous to sowing, the land requires fewer ploughings than for

wheat. The sowings are generally begun and fairly completed in October.
The amount of seed to tl.e acre various from 32 to 48ft. Rain in March
and April, so beneficial for wheat, and indeed abundant rain or prolonged
cloudy weather at any time after germination, is injurious for gram, as it

causes the plant to sprout too exuberantly, and to flower prematurely.
The crop ripens about 15 days before wheat, and is generally plucked by
the hand before wheat-reaping commences. “ In Marwat it is rotated with
wheat, the people alleging, as a reason for the practice, that gram leaves
catch the dust of the spring dust-storms, so common in that tract, while
the high even surface of wheat hardly intercepts it ” (Pb. Gag., Bannu
Dist ., p. 142). In Jhang gram is grown upon almost any soil, but the in-
undated tracts are considered the best. The habit prevails of turning on
the cattle to graze down the plants. By this treatment they branch more
freely and are supposed to stand the injurious effects of rain better. The
seed is sometimes sown (45ft to the acre) with a drill plough but more
frequently it. is scattered broadcast after one imperfect ploughing of the
soil. Rain in March to April causes the pods to be attacked by cater-
pillars. In Montgomery 30 to 40ft of seed to the acre are given, but, as
in all other parts of tne province, the seed is sown broadcast after a Red.
careless ploughing has been given to the soil. As a fodder the stalks and 1073
leaves are considered injurious to milch-cattle, and little better than poison Black,
to horses. Three kinds of gram are said to be grown—red, black, and 1074

- white ; the last is, however, rare. It is known as Cdbuli chhola

.

It is White,
softer, parches better, and yields a better dal than the others. Con- 1075
fectioners use it as it does not require to be peeled before use. Gram is

injured by lightning and rain. Of the Karnal District it is stated that the *070
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gram grows best on the stiff soils but is exceedingly sensitive to frost. A
green worm called sundi attacks the seed, especially if the Christmas rains
Are late. In Hoshiarpur it is believed a line of linseed around the gram
field is supposed to protect the crop from the injurious effects of lightning.
In Gurgaon the people also believe lightning is injurious to the gram crop
when in flower ; in Gujranwala hares are very destructive to the gram crop.
Of Dera Ismail Khan it is said gram fails altogether one year out of every
three. In Muzaffurgarh the young leaves are eaten as a vegetable, being
known as phalli. The pods are roasted and eaten under the name of

dmin and dhadhri’. Amin, plural dmidn, is used in the north, dhadri in

the south. The word amin is said to take its origin from an expression
in allusion to gram ripening first of the rabS crops. The effect of gram
in improving the soil is known in Multan. “The crop is not only profit-

*

able, but it is also said to act as a manure and improve the land for the
next kharifcrop ”

In Rajputana and Central India
,
gram is also grown, and especially

along with wheat. There is nothing, however, of a special nature to
record.

Bengal.—Gram, except in the wheat-producing districts, is not very
extensively cultivated. The Director of Agriculture reports that “There
are two varieties grown, vie., the straw-coloured and the white, or
Kdbull. Gram requires a heavy soil, does best in the clay or wheat
soil, can be grown in loam, but not in a sandy soil, comes after the kele

paddy, a connecting link between the aus paddy and the amun. Five or
six ploughings suffice to prepare the land, fine pulverisation of the soil

not being required.”
“ Gram may be sown alone or mixed with wheat ; in the first case seven

seers and in the other five seers, to the bigha.” The sowing time extends
from the second week in October to the first week in November. “ No
after-cultivation is required.” Harvest time is, February to March.
“Threshing is effected by beating with a stick or treading under bullocks’
feet. At the first beating or treading only the pods come out, the second
and^ the third beating or treading gives the seed. The outturn is from

In Burma.—Mason says gram is grown extensively by the Burmese.
Gram as a rotation with wheat—In a recent lecture, on Indian

agriculture, delivered before the agricultural students of the Edinburgh
University, Professor Wallace, while stating his opinion that wheat culti-

vation could not be greatly extended in this country, alluded to the bene-
ficial effects of leguminous crops cultivated in rotation with wheat. It has
already been shown in the remarks under gram cultivation in the Bom-
bay Presidency, that this fact is fully recognised by the Indian cultivator.

The Professor anticipates a Vuinous reduction of pulse cultivation in India,

but admits that, although the scientific principle of a rotation of crops is

not thoroughly understood by the Indian cultivator, the habit of cultivating
pulses, and particularly gram, as a mixed crop with wheat, or in rotation

with wheat, in a measure meets this necessity. It should be borne
in mind, however, that seasonal peculiarities force on the Indian farmer a
rotation. He has at least two if not three crops every year—the rdbi
and kharff, the former reaped in spring and the latter in autumn. The
majority of the pulses belong to the latter crop and are thus cultivated in the
season when wheat cannot be grown, and are on that account not likely to
be seriously displaced by an extended wheat cutivation. Gram is in tact

the only leguminous crop that might suffer in this direction, and hence it

9eems desirable that as little as possible should be urged against the prac-
tice of growing that pulse as a mixed crop with wheat or barley. From
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what has been said, it may be inferred that adulteration of gram with wheat

grain is more an accident than a necessity of the habit of mixed cultivation.

Gram as an article of cattle diet.—In an address delivered before

the Society of Arts the writer took occasion to recommend the extended

importation of gram into England as an article of diet for horses. Through-

out India it may safely be said gram is the staple article of horse food.

In Madras another pulse takes the place of gram, but horse diet in this

countiy has always a much larger percentage of pulses in it than in

Europe. The animals thrive admirably on such a diet, and the opinion

may be advanced that where muscular strength is required a diet that

contains a distinct and rational proportion of nitrogenous matter u* a

more wholesome one than the over-starch diet given in Europe. The
writer stated in the paper alluded to: u Chemically, a horse diet which

consists exclusively of cereals, cannot possibly be so good for the animal,

nor so likely to produce muscular strength, as a diet with a liberal admix-

ture of some kind of peas. Husked gram contains of albuminoids 21*7 per

cent., and of starch 59*0 per cent. Indian corn contains only 9*5 per cent,

to 70*7 per cent, of starch. When it is recollected that the albuminoids are

the muscle-forming constituents of diet, it becomes apparent that a diet

which would contain oats and gram, or Indian corn and gram, would be more

nutritious and strength-giving than the modern English food for horses

of oats and Indian corn. To obtain the indispensibly necessary amount
of albuminoids from an English diet, the animal has to eat a greatly

excessive and injurious amount of starch.” This opinion was supported

by some of the gentlemen present at the meeting of tne Society of Arts, Sir

Joseph Fayrer remarking that gram M was a much better food than that

used m England, being more nutritious. It would be a great advantage

if the English would feed their horses on gram rather than oats and
crushed Indian corn.” As in a measure opposed to these views—views

that would lead to the supposition of a possible future large export trade

in Indian gram—Professor Wallace, in a paper read before the Farmer’s

Club of London, while admitting that a large trade seemed possible with

India and England in gram and other pulses, remarked :
“ These foods,

however, are not to be adopted without caution. No less than two diseases #
in horses are attributed to gram. The one may be called Principal

Williams* Manchester Horse disease, a blood poison which I believe to be
identical with the anthrax of India. The other is a nerve disease, de-

scribed by Principal McCall of Glasgow, in which the tongue becomes
paralysed.** Without attempting to dispute these high opinions, it may
be said that our horses do not appear to suffer more than those of Europe,
and that it hardly seems possible gram-feeding has in England been
tried to the extent to justify either a favourable or unfavourable opinion.

The writer has, besides, consulted the fairly complete library that now
exists on the subject of cattle and cattle diseases in India, and in no in-

stance is there the slightest allusion to gram as the cause of any disease.

Indeed^ anthrax would appear to occur far more frequently among cattle

not fed on gram than among those that get a regular amount of that pulse
in their diet. In the small Native State of Manipur, where graqi is not
grown, as food for cattle, anthrax or a closely allied disease, is a very
common cause of death among the rice-fed ponies. The disease alluded
to is in India attributed to a sudden and large supply of fresh grass after

periods of scarcity—an annual occurrence due to tne periodicity of the rains
following a hot season when all grass is burned up. May it not be that
the pulse viewed as f< gram ** by the above mentioned authorities was
n
?1 at but the injurious seed of Lathyrus sativus, the properties

of which, in causing paralysis, are well known P
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These remarks regarding anthrax have, however, been made in this

place mainly to prevent undue alarm, until Professor Wallace’s sugges-
tions regarding a possible connection between it and gram-feeding nave
been proved correct.

CHEMISTRY.
1084

Chemical Properties of Gram.

Professor Ohurch, in his Food-Grains 0/ India, gives an interesting

account of this pulse, but is in error in too prominently restricting the
name gram to the forms of Phaseolas Mango. This is the case only in

the Madras Presidency ; throughout the rest of India the terms black
and green gram are practically unknown, the word gram signifying the
pulse Cicer arietinam, although the term horse-gram is sometimes applied

to the pea of Dolichos bifloras. In Madras it might fairly well bear that

name, since it takes the place of Cicer arietinum as a food for horses.

The Professor gives a valuable table as the result “ of nine analyses of the

unhusked peas and of four analyses of the peas from which the husk has
been removed/’

“Composition or the chick-pea.

In 100 parts.

Husked. With Husk.
In 1 9k.

Husked.

01. Grs.
Water • 9 • • n *5 11*2 1 367
Albuminoids . • • • 21*7 19*5 3 207
Starch • • • 9 59*o 53*8 9 192
Oil • • . 9 . • 4*a 4*6 0 294
Fibre . . . 9 . . 9 ro 7*8 0 70
Ash ... • • . • 2*6* 3

,,t 0 182

* 1*1 of Phosphoric Acid,

t o‘8 of Phosphoric Acid.

“ The nutrient ratio in the unhusked peas is 1 : 3*3 5 the nutrient value
is 84.”

The unhusked peas are therefore more nutritious than the husked, and
it may be concluded that the process of steeping them in water before
being mixed with the oats or other cereal both softens the pea and removes
entirely the dust and mud associated with the pulse. This is an import-
ant point, for a large amount of mud mixed with the food must of necessity
prove injurious to cattle. It is a common practice in India for clubs and
messes to specially feed up their sheep on gram, gram-fed mutton having
a high reputation.

TRADB.
XO85

Trade and Prices.

Veiy little can be learned regarding the internal trade in gram. It

is extensively eaten by the natives in every part of the country, and there
must therefore exist a very considerable internal trade in the pulse. The
grain could be most conveniently obtained from Bombay, Karachi, or Cal-
cutta, the supply being drawn from Cawnpore, Patna, and Lahore, among
many other centres of agricultural produce. Of the Bombay Presidency
gram is largely grown in Sdtdra, Ahmadnagar, and Nasik. In Madras
gram mostly means other pulses than that presently under consideration.
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The foreign trade is at present not very extensive. The following were TRADE,
the exports during the past five years

Cwt, R

1882-

83 .it*... 3*2,953 8,28,647

1883-

84 392.694 * *>99*796
1884*85 «•••••• 3*4.965 9*28,848

1885-

86 338,129 *0,74,771

1886-

87 ....... 306,979 9,84,046

The exports in 1870 were only 23,171 cwt., valued at Rq4,90o; but it

seems probable these returns include with the true gram the peas of Doli-

chos bifioras, and perhaps also those of Phaseolas Mango. During the
late Colonial and Indian Exhibition the writer took the opportunity to ask
several grain merchants the commercial terms used in Europe for the
various Indian pulses. The majority of these gentlemen agreed in

calling the peas of Phaseolus Mungo (the black and white grams) muttar,

a word which in India would at once be accepted as an English corruption
of the native name for grey-peas—Pisum (which see). It therefore seems
desirable, in the view of a future extended trade, that greater care should be
taken in distinguishing the various pulses of India; and the vernacular name
for the true gram, chand, would perhaps be a safer one to use than any
other.

Prices.—In a recent number of the publication issued by the Depart- PRICES,
ment of Finance and Commerce under the title of Prices and Wages in 1086
India,

9* Mr. O'Conor has published tables which afford perhaps the most
trustworthy data for arriving at a knowledge of the price of gram ; his
figures represent seers (2IB) to the rupee. Mr. C’Conor’s results of
average prices may be thus summarised s

—

I 11
1

hi IV
1873 to *76. 1877 to *8o. § ftO ? 1873 to *8o.

Madras • . • • •

Bombay and Sind . • .

23*63 17*77 32*05 20*7
17*06 i *‘47 *845 14*27

Bengal
North-Western Provinces and

20-58 *5
*

3 * 21*77 17*94

Oudh . . • • . 26*61 18*36 24*53 22*48
Panjab ..... 30*04 18-29 26*7 24*16
Central Provinces . • 31*02 18*1 27*25 24*56

It would, perhaps, be unsafe to carry these figures further j but the mean
of Column Iv. might give the reader an average" approximation of the
retail price of gram in India. But it must not be lost sight of that
** gram ” as presently exported means more than the pea of Cicer arieti-
num, and includes (as perhaps do the above figures) pulses that have a
lower value than the true gram.

It may, however, be said that gram could be landed at a price con-
siderably below that at present paid in England for horses’ food. Refer-
ring to the recent provincial publications (Crop Experiments, and the Agri-
cultural Department Reports), some useful facts of prices may here be
placed before the reader, with the remark that these will be found to differ in
some respects from those given above by Mr. O’Conor.

In the Central Provinces during 1886 the price of gram varied con-
siderably, according to the district and season of the year. It would be
unsafe to attempt to strike an average for all these prices, but the follow-
ing exhibits the two highest and two lowest quotations, the prices being
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PRICES. seers to the rupee, in which of course a larger quantity for the sum men-
tioned would mean cheapness and a less quantity dearness :

—

Districts. August
15th.

November
15th.

February
15th.

May 15th.

Mandla • • 45
* 42* 40* 40*

Damoh.... , 39
' 27* 29*8 40*

Sambalpur . , 15
* 19*8 19*8

Wardha • 20* 22* 31 * 24*

The difference between the prices at which the cultivators sell the pro-

duce of their fields to the dealers, at harvest time and at other periods

throughout the year, is not as a rule very great, still the prices are a little

more favourable after harvest. Gram being a rabi crop it is harvested from
February and March to April, and a mean of the quotations for the Central

Provinces gives the average price in May as 26*8 seers to the rupee or

53*8fc for, say, 15. $d. at present rate of exchange.
BENGAL. Bengal is not a large gram-growing province, and it is accordingly

1088 dearer there than in most other parts of India. The Director of Agri-

culture, in his report for 1886, gives the price of gram at 24 seers to the

rupee after harvest and 20 seers at other seasons. Taking a high ex-

change, these quantities would represent 48 to 4ofb for 1$. 5d.

BOMBAY. Bombay.—The quotation has been given in one of the Crop Expert-

1089 ments of 60 seers to the rupee, or, at the rate of exchange adopted in the

preceding estimates, 120ft for is. 5<f. It is probable, however, that this

figure is much too low, and that the average price in the Western Presi-

dency bears a closer approximation to that given for the Central Provinces

and Bengal.
PANJAB. Panjdb—In the Lahore district, according to the Gazetteer, gram is

X090 stated to be sold at ioolb to the rupee (= is. 5<f.). In the Mooltan dis-

trict, the average price for the past 20 years is given as 6oIb and in the

Jhelam district for the past 44 years as from 68 to 110ft according to the

various parts of the district.

N. W. P. Jn the North-West Provinces gram is variously quoted in the Gazetteers ;

XOQI thus, in Bulandshahr 26 seers; in Meerut since 1850 to the present date

it has ranged from 55 seers to 20, and in 1869 fell to 9J seers; in Mu-
zaffamagar since 1821 the price has varied from 70 seers the highest to 14
the lowest; in Budaun it is given at 30*8 seers ; in Bijnor about the same;
in Bareilly it is much more expensive, and in Gorakhpur gram is consider-

ably dearer than wheat.
BYE. Dye.—The leaves are said to give indigo. This curious fact is known
1092 to the Chinese. The dye is allied to the Assam so-called green, obtained

from Vigna C&tiang, which see.

MEDICINE. Medicine.---In medicine the seeds are considered antibilious. The
Seeds. chief interest medicinally is, however, in the acid liquid obtained by col-

1093 lecting the dew-drops from the leaves. The fact that the drops of dew
are thus chemically changed through contact with a living plant is a point

of great botanical interest not at present fully understood. The liquid

Gram is found chemically to contain oxalic, acetic, and malic acids. This vme-
Vtnegar. gar js mentioned by the old Sanskrit writers as a useful astringent, which
*094 might with advantage be given in dyspepsia, indigestion, and costiveness.

One of the earliest European writers who describes “ Cicer Vinegar ”

was the Polish explorer Dr. Hove, who spent the greater part of two years

in the Bombay Presidency in 1787-88. His report was some 70 years
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afterwards published in the Records of the Bombay Government (xvt.

1855): at page 57 he says :—" On the road to Dowlat ” (a village aoout

7 miles from Dholka), "we met with numerous women who gathered the

dew of the grain called by the inhabitants chana or gram, by spreading
white calico cloths over tne off-spring, which was about 2 feet nigh, and so

drained it out into small hand-jars. They told me that in a short period

H becomes an acid, which they use instead of vinegar, and that it makes
a pleasant beverage in the hot season, when mixed with water 5 as likewise

they used it as an antidote for the venom of pernicious snakes, of which
there is a great number in the wet season. I tasted the dew but found
it of no particular taste, except rather softer than common water, as it is

peculiar to the dew.” Further on at p. 63, he observes that the natives

"attributed many different qualities to this dew, but especially that against

the venom of snakes. Although it was fresh off the plant it had a parti-

cular mineral acid peculiar to itself. I compared that which I had gathered
a few days ago, which had likewise already acquired a mineral acid, but
not quite so powerful.”

Sir George Birdwood gives the following account of the acid liquid

in his Catalogue of the Bombay Products : “ When at Sholapore, some
years ago, my munshi asked me to lend him some towels to gather 'a
spirit

9 which he stated fell at night on fields of growing gram, and which
with water formed an agreeable drink in the hot season. The cloths were
laid over the tender gram, and by the morning were saturated with dew,
having an intensely acid taste. This was wrung off and bottled. Though
unfamiliar to Europeans, this substance is well known to natives, and is

mentioned by Royle and others. The acid is said to be oxalic.”

Dr. Moodeen Sheriff gives an interesting account of the collection

of this liquid. " A piece of clean cloth is tied to the end of a stick and the
pulse crop is brushed with this in the early morning, so as to absorb
the dew. This is then wrung out and preserved.” “ The genuine drug
can only be obtained from persons who own fields of gram ; what is sold
by native druggists is dilute sulphuric acid slightly tinged with some
colouring matter.” It is useful in diarrhoea and dysentery, and is given
as a drink with water in sunstroke. The boiled leaves are applied as
a poultice to sprains and dislocated limbs. The fresh juice of tne leaves
mixed with crude carbonate of potash is administered with success in

dyspepsia (S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, g9 193). The acid liquid is employed
as a refrigerant in fever. It is much used in the Deccan in the treatment
of dysmenorrhoea ; the fresh plant is put into hot water and the patient
sits over the steam. Dr. Walker observes that this is another way of
steaming with vinegar. (Pharm . Ind.) “ The free use of the vegetable,
owing to the abundance of oxalic acid, is apt to do harm to persons liable
to calculus, as it leads to the formation of oxalate of lime in the bladder.”
(Drury, U. PL) It is said " to increase the secretion of the bile; also,
when roasted like coffee, is considered aphrodisiac ; also used in cases of
flatulency, and in retention of urine and cutamenia. It serves as a
substitute for coffee.** (Baden Powell, Pb . Prod.)

Special Opinions.—§ " The liquid obtained from macerating the seeds
in water is used as a tonic among the natives

9
'(Assistant Surgeon Nil

Rutton Banerji, Etawah). "Is used to allay vomiting ” (Surgeon-Major
D. R. Thomson, Madras). " Cold infusion of chkola is also considered to
be antibilious ” (Surgeon Anund Chunder Mukerji, Noakhally). “ The
vinegar (Chana-amba, Bom.)—that sold in the bazars —is generally dilute
sulphuric acid coloured with sugar 99 (Surgeon-Major W. Dymock,

Bombay), f It is used with the tender leaves of nim in cases of leprosy.
The water in which it has been macerated is used as a remedy for bilious-

MEDICINR.

Chana-amba.
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ness” (Brigade Surgeon J. H. Thornton, B.A., M.B., Monghir).
*9 The

vinegar, which is known here as chdnakhar, is used for enlarged spleen.”
(Surgeon-Major 7 . Robb, Ahmedabad). “ In bronchial catarrh, the seeds,
eaten in a parched condition at night, followed by a cup of warm milk,
give great relief” (Surgeon-Major A.S.G. Jayakar, Muskat, Arabia).
“ It is believed that the plant exhales acid vapour which is absorbed by
the dew. It is also collected by spreading muslin cloth on the plants over-
night, and wringing out the moisture from it early in the morning. The
acid solution thus obtained is useful in vomiting and dyspepsia ” (Native
Surgeon T. Ruthnam Moodelliar, Chtngleput, Madras Presidency). M The
dew-drops are. used to check nausea and vomiting successfully: also in

cholera ” {Surgeon-Major J. 7 . L. Ration, Salem). u
It is believed to

have alterative properties ” (Aligarh).

Chemical Composition.—The seeds contain, according to Balfour,
moisture io*8o per cent., fatty matter 4/56 per cent., nitrogenous matter
19*32 per cent., mineral constituent (ash) 3*12 per cent., and starchy
matter 62*20 per cent. Dr. Warden, however, gives the following compo-
sition : “ One hundred parts without husk contain water 11*39, nitrogenous
matters 22*7, fat 376, starch 63-18, and mineral matter 2*60 (Parkes). ”

(Conf. with Church’s Analysis of Pulse on a previous page.)
Food.—Gram forms the chief food for horses. Amongst the poorer

classes of natives parched gram (chdbena) is much eaten. Masson informs
us that in the Panjab it is made into bread, which was a favourite article of
food with the Sikh sirdars. The natives also eat it boiled in the form of
ragout, seasoned with a little pepper or capsicum. The young plants are
sold and eaten throughout the Deccan, Madras, and Gujarat, either raw
or roasted in hot ashes. The stalk and leaves, after the seed is threshed
out, constitute one of the most valued kinds of bhusa for fodder (Stewart ;

Murray). In Oudh the young leaves are used like spinach. Dr. Chris-
tie remarks, in Madras Journal of Science

,

No. 13, that the acid exudation
from all parts of the plant is collected by the ryots and used in their cur-
ries instead of vinegar.

The following account of gram given in the Treasury of Botany may be
quoted here : “ In India the seeds form one of the pulses known under
the name of * Gram, * and are greatly used as an article of food by the
natives, being ground into meal, and either eaten in puddings or made
into cakes. They are also toasted or parched, and in this state are com-
monly carried for food on long journeys. Rolled in sugar-candy, these
toasted peas form a rough sort of comfits, and gram-flour made up with
sesamum oil and sugar-candy is an Indian sweetmeat.”

Cicer Lens, Willd„ see Ervum Lens, Linn.

C. soongaricum, Steph . ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 176.

Vem.—Tight,jawdne, banyarts, sdrri, serri

,

Pb.

References.—Stewart, Pb. PI., 63 5 Murray, Drugs and PI. Sind, 120

;

Church, Food-grains of India, p, 131.

Habitat.—Met with in the Western Himalayas, temperate and alpine
region, altitude 9,000 to 15,000 feet ; Piti, Lahouf, Kumaon, Yarkand, Tibet.

Food.—" Said to fatten cattle quickly. Its seeds were sent to the
Agri.-Horticultural Society many years ago (having been first found in the
Himalaya by Oaptain Munro about 1844-45), with information that the
grain is eaten by the people. The young shoots are prepared as a pickle
by the Chinese, and a vinegar is made from the leaves. The latter

are often covered by a viscid exudation, with a strong aromatic odour,
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The Wild or Indian Endive.
CICHORIUM

Intybus.

Aitchison states that in Lahaul shoots are used as a pot-herb, and that the

peas are eaten there, as they are, both raw and cooked, in parts of Ladak ”

{Stewart, Pb. PL, 63 : Hinderson, Mission to Yarkand).

CICHORIUM, Linn.; Gen. PL, IL, 306.

Cichorium Endivia, Linn.; FI. Br. 2nd., III., 391

;

Composite.

The Garden Endive.

Vera.—’Kasini, Hind., Bomb., Beng. ; Kashini-virai, Tam.

References.—Kura, For. FI. Burnt., 78 ; Aitchison, Pb. PL, 81 / DC.,

Origin of Cult. Pl., tff / Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed . ; Lisboa,

U. PL Bombay, 163 / Irvine, Top. Ajmere, 142 ; Treasury ofBotany.

Habitat.— 1" The Endive is generally considered to be a native of

Persia, Northern India, China, and perhaps Egypt. Be this as it may, there

is no doubt of its having been used as an esculent food from a very

early period by the Egyptians, through whom the Greeks and Romans
probably became acquainted with it {Treasury of Botany). The Arabs call

it Hindyba, evidently a corruption of Intyba

,

and the Persians Kasni, a
name which is current all over India, proving the introduction of the plant

from the West. Muhammadan writers mention several varieties of Endive
which are probably the same as those known to us.” {Dymock, Mat. Med.
W. Ind.)

Medicine.—" Endive is much valued by the hakims as a resolvent and
cooling medicine, and is prescribed in bilious complaints much as taraxa-

cum is with us. The seeds are one of the four lesser cold seeds of old
writers, and as such are still in use in the East ” (Dymock). The root is

“ considered warm, stimulating, and febrifuge ; given in ' munjus,* the
diluent taken preparatory to purging; the seed is used in sherbets”
(Med. Top. Ajmere, 142).

Food.—"Endive, radishes, and succory are mentioned by Ovid as
forming part of a garden salad; and Pliny states that endive in his time
was eaten both as a salad and pot-herb. As such it has been used in

Great Britain for three centuries, and it is a singular fact that the manner
in which it was prepared for winter use, as described by Gerardo in 1597,
differs but little from the mode that is often practised at the present day.*'
“ It is cultivated solely for the stocky head of leaves, which, after being
blanched to diminish their bitterness* are used in salads and stews during
winter and spring” (Treasury of Botany).

C. Intybus, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., III., 391

;

Composite.
The Wild or Indian Endive, Chicory, or Succory.

Vern.—Kasni, Hind., Pers. ; Hindyba

,

Arab.; Kashini-virai, Tam.;
Kasini-vittulu, Tel.; Hand, gal, suchal, kdsni

,

Pb. ; Kdsani, Guj.
References.—Brandis, For. FI., 77 / Kura, For . FI. Burnt., 77/ Stewart,

Pb. PL, 124 ; Aitchison, Pb. PL, 81 ; DC., Origin of Cult. PL, 96;
O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 408 ; Murray, Drugs and PI. Sind., 186;
S. Aryan

,
Bomb. Drugs, 77 / Year-Book of Pharmacy, 1874, 626; Baden

Powell, Pb. Prod., 3SS i Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 49; Balfour, Cyclop.,
236; Morton, Cyclop . of Agri.,457 ; Ure, Diet, of Arts, &c„ 770 ; Kew
Official Guide to Museum, 87 / Johnstone, Common Life (Ed., Church),
iS9i Smith's Diet., Economic Plants, 112 ; Bell, Chemistry, Foods, 60.

Habitat.—North-West India, Kumaon, distributed westward to the
Atlantic.

§ In the plains of the Panjib it is cultivated by natives as a pot-herb
(sag), and may be an escape; truly wild at 4,000 to 11,000 feet” (Sur-
geon-Major f. E. T. Aitchison, Simla).

C. xxo8
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CICHORIUM The Wild or Indian Endive,
lotybus.

HISTORY.

“W.4-

ZZ09

History.

—

1,c The wild perennial chicory, which is cultivated as a salad,,

as a vegetable, as fodder, and for its roots, which are used to mix with

coffee, grows throughout Europe, except in Lapland, in Morocco and
Algeria, from Eastern Europe to Afghanistan and BelucHist&n, in the

Panj^b and Kashmir, and from Russia to Lake Baikal in Siberia. The
plant is certainly wild in most of these countries ; but as it often grows by
the side of roads and fields, it is probable that it has been transported by
man from its original home. This must be the case in India, for there is

no known Sanskrit name " (DC. Origin of Cult PI., g6).

Cultivation of Chicory.—Chicory flourishes on any kind of soil, and has

been found to be abundantly profitable upon poor sandy lands as well as

on richer and more productive soils. The cultivation of chicory as a
fodder plant is simple enough. The seed is sown broadcast upon land

that has been dug or deeply ploughed, from seven to twelve pounds per
acre. This is the way the plant is grown in the best meadows in the south

of France and in Lombardy. '‘The best mode of culture, however, for a
fodder or herbage crop, is as follows: Prepare the soil, by thorough
cleansing and pulverization, as early in the spring as the season will admit

;

apply a good coat of partially decayed fold-yard dung, and drill in the seed

during March, 4ft per acre, at about nine-inch intervals between the

rows. When the plants are about five inches in height, carefully hoe
them and single out, leaving them about six inches apart, after the usual

method in turnip culture,—that is, by boys following the hoers. Some
recommend that the seed be sown in a bed, and when the plants are fit for

transplanting—which will be when about five inches high—they are to be
set out in rows nine inches apart, and at six-inch intervals from plant to

plant in the rows. In either case, the land must be kept clean, and well

hoed, particularly in the first season ; ordinary attention will afterwards

suffice, and the crop will continue luxuriant and profitable for five years at

least, and frequently from eight to ten. When the plants begin to exhibit

symptoms of failure, the ground should be cleared of the roots, and the

course of cropping pursued for a few years, and it may then be again
sown or planted with chicory.

“In preparing the land for a root crop, deep ploughing is recom-
mended j but, unless the soil is very deep, it is probable that subsoil plough-
ing will answer better. The surface must be well worked; indeed, it

cannot be reduced to too fine a mould. As the plants are a long time in

coming up, generally five or six weeks from the time of sowing the seed,

it is necessary that the land should be very clean, or the weeds (parti-

cularly chickenweed) are liable to overtop and smother the young plants.

The time of sowing varies in different districts ; in the midland and
eastern counties, the second or third week in May is considered best, fot

if sown earlier (when cultivating for the root), many of the plants will run
to seed ; in which case they are called * runners,' or 1 trumpeters,' and must
be carefully dug out and destroyed, when the time for taking up has ar-
rived; because, if allowed to become mixed with the bulk, they will spoil

the sample. The best crops have been obtained when the seed has been
sown broadcast ; but the preference is usually given to drilling, the crop
being easily hoed and cleaned. The rows are generally from nine to
twelve inches apart, and about 3 or 4ft of seed per acre is the quan*
tity used. Most of the cultivators of chicory single out the plants so
as to leave spaces between them in the rows, each about six or eight
inches long ; but there are many who do not do this, fancying that four or
five small plants produce more weight of root than one large plant. The
expediency of this, however, is very questionable, as it does not allow of
the land being nearly so well cleaned as when the practice of singling
is adopted" (Morton

, Cyclop of Agri ., /., 4Si)*
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Chicory and Coffee.
CICHORIUM
Intybus.

In India .—Very little of a trustworthy character can be learned regard-

ing the cultivation of chicory in India. It is alluded to in the Kangra Gazet-
teer as cultivated on account of its seeds, which are used medicinally as an
alterative. It seems probable that the plant is also grown as a fodder in

some parts of the Panjdb plains, but although a large trade might easily

be done in the root, this fact seems quite unknown to the Indian cultivator.

It would seem desirable that some effort be made to introduce the industry

of chicory root cultivation into India, a crop that would give a good return,

while affording a useful and much needed fodder at the same time.

Baden Powell alludes to the root as grown in the Panjdb as a drug and
selling at 2 annas a seer. He mentions specimens of root and of seed as

sent to the Lahore Exhibition from nearly every district.

Great Britain imports annually close upon 200,000 cwts. of the root. It

is extensively grown in England, but the best roots are imported from
Belgium and Holland.

Medicine.—“ Has tonic, demulcent, and cooling properties. The seeds

are considered carminative and cordial. A decoction of the seed is used
in obstructed menstruation” (S. Arjun), The root is bitter and used
medicinally in the Panjab. It contains nitrate and sulphate of potash,
mucilage, and some bitter extractive principle. An infusion of chicory

mixed with syrup causes a thickening of the liquid (Balfour).

Special Opinions.—§“ Used as a substitute for taraxacum” (Assistant

Surgeon Nehal Sing
,
Saharunpore).

“ Found to act usefully on the liver

in cases of congestion” (Surgeon F. Perry
,
fullunder). “A strong

infusion of powdered seeds proves highly useful in checking bilious vomit-
ing” (Surgeon E. W. Levinge, Rajabundry, Godavery District). “Much
used by natives as a cooling medicine in fevers” (Assistant Surgeon
Bhugwan Dass, Rawal Pindi).

Food.—“The young plant is in some places employed as a vegetable.”
“ It is used as a salad by the French under the name of Barbe

du capucine,
the young leaves being blanched like endive. Its roots are

roasted, ground, and mixed with coffee to flavour it. They are sometimes
used as a substitute for coffee, as was the case in France during the sus-

pension of the foreign trade of that country” (O'Shaughnessy). Chicory
is used largely by the Egyptians, and it is well known that both the leaves and
roots once constituted half the food of the poorer classes, as they probably
do at the present day. “ Within the last few years, grocers mixing chicory
with coffee are bound to affix a label on the outside of the pacrage an-
nouncing the admixture, so that purchasers can now have pure coffee, or

coffee mixed with chicory, as they prefer, for there are some who like the
mixture. It need hardly be said that chicory is entirely destitute of those
properties which render coffee an agreeable and nutritive beverage, while,
on the other hand, it possesses medicinal properties closely like those of
dandelion, and which therefore render it unwholesome for constant use ”

MEDICINE.
XXIO

FOOD.
XXXI

Chicory In
Coffee.

(Treasury of Botany). The working of the Act regulating the admix-
ture of chicory with coffee in England has by many persons been viewed
as inferior to the French system, where the grocer is ordered to sell the
chicory by itself. All that the English grocer requires to do is to sell

pure “coffee” when he advertises such. His special “ coffee mixture

”

may be anything he pleases to make it. The sale of chicory separate
from coffee has been strongly recommended by 8ir dames Elphlnstone.
“The root tastes at first sweetish and mucilaginous, and then very
bitter ; the bitterness is greater in summer than in spring. For over a
hundred years chicory has been used as a substitute for, and admixture
with, coffee. In preparing chicory, the roots are washed, cut into small
pieces and kiln-dried, and then roasted and ground. Roasted chicory

C. mi
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CIMICJFUGA Chicory ud Coffee : Black Snake Root
loetioa.

FOOD.

ADULTERA-
TIONS.

ZZI2

contains a volatile empyreumatic oil, to which its aroma is duev and a
bitter principle. It contains no caffeine. Infused in boiling water it

yields a drink allied in flavour and colour to coffee. It is largely used
in Belgium. In some parts of Germany, the women are said to be regular

chicory topers (Parry)** (Surgeon C. j. H. Warden, Prof, of Chemistryt
Medical College, Calcutta).

The following extract, relating to the fact of the chicory roots being a *

new source of alcohol, was published in the Tropical Agriculturist of ist

December 1882, page 495 ; also p. 57 s

—

* According to Erfindungen und Erfahrange n, the celebrated coffee

substitute, chicory, seems likely to become of importance as a source of

alcohol. The root contains an average of 24 per cent, of substances easily

convertible into sugar, and the alcohol obtained by its saccharification,

fermentation, and distillation, is characterised by a pleasant aromatic taste

and great purity ” (Chemist and Druggist).

Adulterations.—" Roasted ch icory is extensi vely adulterated. To colour

it, Venetian red and, perhaps, reddle are used. The former is sometimes
mixed with the lard before this is introduced into the roasting machine 5

at other times it is added to the chicory during the process of grinding.

Roasted pulse (peas, beans, and lupines), corn (rye and damaged wheat),

roots (parsnips, carrots, and mangold wurzel), bark (oak-bark tan), wood-
dust (logwood and mahogany dust), seeds (acorns and horse-chestnuts),

the marc of coffee, coffee husks (called coffee-flights), burnt sugar, baked
bread, dog-biscuit and baked livers of horses and bullocks (!), are sub-
stances which are said to have been used for adulterating chicory. A
mixture of roasted pulse (peas usually) and Venetian red has been used
under the name of Hambro* powder for the same purpose" (Ure*s Diet .,

Art and Manuf.) A recent examination of certain " coffee mixtures ”

revealed the fact that roasted cockroaches and iron rust were employed
as adulterants. (See Coffea arabica, para. Adulterants.)

CIMICIFUGA, Linn. ; Gen. PI.

,

/., 9.

zxz3

MEDICINE.
Root#

ZXI4

Cimicifuga feetida, Linn. ; FI. Br. lnd., /., 30 ; Ranunculaceae.

Vera.—Jiunti, Pb.

References.—Stewart, Pb. PI., S; Treasury of Botany ; Kew Official Guide
to the Museum, 8.

Habitat.—Found in the temperate Himalaya, from Bhutan to Kash-
mir ; altitude 7,000 to 12,000 feet.

Medicine.—'The root is said to be poisonous. In Siberia it is used to

drive away bugs and fleas. Under the name of a nearly allied plant
(Actaea spicata), the writer has already referred to this plant, and chiefly

with the view of attracting attention to these useful but apparently neglect-
ed plants.

Garrod, in his Materia Medica, calls Cimicifuga racemosa, Linn., the
Black Snake Root, and remarks that it is a remedy much used in America.
He gives the dose of the tincture as 30 to 40 minims. He remarks :

0
Its use is said to have been attended witn much success in rheumatic fever,

in chorea, in lumbago, and in some forms of puerperal hypochondriasis."
The Pharmacographia gives the history of C. racemosa. It was first

made known to Europe in 1696, and was scientifically identified and
named by Linnaaus in his Materia Medica in 1749. In 1823 it was intro-

duced into medical practice in America, and to England in i860.

There seems every reason to expect that the Indian species, which differs

from C. racemosa only very slightly, will be found to possess all its medi-
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Black Snake Root : Cinchona Bark. CINCHONA*

cinal virtues. C. racemose is chiefly prescribed in the form of tincture,

and employed in rheumatic affections, dropsy, the early stages of phthisis,

and chronic bronchial diseases. Externally, a*strong tincture has recently

been used to reduce inflammations (See Year-Book of Pharmacy, 1872).

A section of the root exhibits a central pith with broad radiating plates

subdividing the wood into 3-5 wedge-shaped sections, with a thick brittle

bark surrounding the wood. It contains a resinous active principle

which has been termed Cimicifugin or Macrotin. In its action tnis drug
resembles hellibore on the one hand and colchicum on the other. It is

most useful in acute rheumatism, and a powder of the root is perhaps the

best mode in which to give the drug, in doses of 20 to 30 grams (Royle’s

Mat. Med. ed. by Harley).

Special Opinion.—§ “ A poultice prepared of the fresh leaves is used

here, and said to be very useful in rheumatic affection of joints” (Surgeon

C. J. W. Meadows, Burrisal).

CINCHONA, Linn.; Gen . PL , //., 32 .

.

Cinchona, Linn.; Rubiace2e.

Cinchona Bark, Peruvian Bark, Jesuit’s Bark, Countess’s
Bark; Ecorce de Quinquina, Fr.; Chinarinde, Germ

.

MEDICINE.

448; Ainslie, Mat. Ina., I., 72; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 383 ;
Moodeen Sheriff Supp. Pharm . Ind., for ; FlUck. & Hand., Pharmacog
338-70; U. S. Dispens. , 15th Ed., 42$; Bent. & Trim., Med. PI., 140,
143; Bidie, Cat . Raw Pr., Paris Exh„ ro ; Martindale and Westcott,
Extra Pharm., 130; Pharm. Jour., Sept. 6th

, 1873, 18 r ; Howard's
Analysis and Observations , Pharm. Jour , XIV. ( 1855), 6f, 63 ; Papers
Showing Results of Medical Trials of Cinchona Febrifuge, 1878 ; Brough-
ton in Pharm. Jour., 1873, 52 / / Report on Qitinological work in Madras

Cinchonas, by W. G. Mclver, 1867 ; The Introduction of Cinchona Culti-
vation into India , also Notes on the Culture of Cinchonas, by C. R. Mark-
ham, i8S9 ; Manual of Cinchona Cultivation in India

, by G. King, M.B.,
1880; Notes on the Quinquinas by Weddell, 1871 ; Cultivation of the Cin-
chonas in Java by K. W. Van Gorkom, 1870; Cinchona Committee's Re-
port on the Nilgiri Plantations, by Walker, 1878; Reporton Collections
and Seeds of the Chinchonas of Pitayo, by Cross, 1871 ; Quinquina Plant-
ations ofJava by Jungluhn and Vrij, 1861 ; Agri. Hort . Soc. Ind., Vols.
VI., Pt. II., i; IX., 140-146; XI., Ap.p. LXXVII. to LXXXVII.; XII.,
26$, 27 r, and Ap. XXXV. ; XIV., log and iig • Indian Forester, X,,

177; Year-Book Pharm., 187 f, 8$; 1874, 19-21, i$o; 1873, 443-447 ;

224, 22s ; Tropical Agriculturist, 1883, 704 f Administration Reports,
Bengal. 1882-83, 25, 280 ; Madras

, 99; “ Cinchona Cultivation in
India,' 9 in Calcutta Review, 1866 (No. 84, Art. VI., 384) ; Balfour

,

Cyclop.; Smith, Die., 116 ; Treasury of Bat., 284; Ure, Die., Indust.,
Arts, and Man., 732, 401 ; Kew Reports, 1877, 1$; 1879, 13; 1880,
tlmS8i t88i,io; 1882, 18-19; Kew OM. Guide to the Mus. of Ec. Bot.,
33; KewOffl. Guide to Bot . Gardens and Arboretum, 74, 75 s Sim -

monds, Trap, Agri., 38, 78.

Dr. King of Calcutta, and Mr. Lawson of Madras, each contributed
a historical account of the Cinchona cultivation of India, in connection
with the samples shown by them at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition
held in London in 1886. The writer has availed himself of these notes in
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CINCHONA. Cinchona Bark.

compiling the present article, bat has at the same time verified the his-
toric ana other facts by consulting the works enumerated above.

Habitat.—Dr. King says : “The trees producing the medicinal barks
are all natives of tropical South America, where they are found in the
dense forests of the mountainous regions of the western parts of that
continent at a height of from 2,500 to 9,000 feet above the level of the
sea, and in an equable but comparatively cool climate. The Cinchona-
producing region forms a crescentic zone which follows the contour of
the coast line, but nowhere actually touches it, beginning at io° N. and
extending to 20° S. latitude. The crescentic belt is nowhere much above
a hundred miles in width, but its length (following its curve) is more
than two thousand. During its course, it passes through the territories

of Venezuela, New Granada, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.”
” It must not be supposed that each of the medicinal species is to be

found growing throughout the whole length of the zone just described ; on
the contrary, the distribution of the various species is very local, not only
as regards latitude, but as regards elevation above the sea. The species
found in the region between io° N. and the equator (the barks of New
Granada) were described by Mutis in the last century, and more recently

by Karsten in his Flora Colombia. Mutis1 notes remained in manuscript
until 1867, when Mr. Olements Markham succeeded in unearthing and
printing them ; and both his notes and drawings have still more recently
been published at Paris by M. Triana in his Nouvelles Etudes surles
Quinquinas. The Cinchonas of the region between the line and 14° S.
(the barks of Ecuador and Northern Peru) were first examined by Ruiz
and Pavon, and a magnificient work founded on Pavon’s specimens was
published by Mr. d. E. Howard in 1862; while those indigenous in the
region from the fourteenth parallel of south latitude to the extremity of
the zone in 20° S. were described by M. Weddell in his splendid mono-
graph published at Paris in 1849.”

HISTORY.

The
ALKALOIDS.

Ill6

HISTORY OF THE INTRODUCTION OF THE DRUG
INTO EUROPE.

“The introduction of the medicinal Cinchona bark to Europe was
effected by the Countess of Chinchon, wife of a Spanish Viceroy of Peru.
This lady having been cured by its use of an attack of fever contracted
while in that country, brought a quantity of the bark to Europe on
her return from South America, about the year 1639. Jesuit missionaries
appear also to have taken an active part in its introduction. Hence the
early names given to the medicine were Peruvian or Jesuit's bark, and
Counters powder. Nothing, however, was known to science of the tree
producingthis bark until 1739, when La Oondamine and Jussieu, mem-
bers of aTrench exploring expedition then in South America, obtained
plants with the intention of sending them to the Jardin des Plantes at
Paris ; but the whole collection unfortunately perished in a storm at sea
near the mouth of the River Amazon. The first living Cinchonas ever
seen in Europe were some Calisaya plants raised at the Jardin des Plantes
from seeds collected by Dr. Weddell during his first journey to Bolivia in
1846. In 1743 Linnaeus established the botanical genus Cinchona, a term
which continues to be employed by the majority of botanists, although some
writers (more particularly Mr. O. R. Markham, O.B.) prefer the name
Chinchona, as more accurately perpetuating that of the noble lady who
introduced this invaluable remedy to Europe” {King).

History of the Alkaloids.—*" The most important and at the
same tim^ peculiar constituents of Cinchona barks are the alkaloids
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enumerated in the following table s

—

Alkaloid.

Cinchonine • • • • .

Cinchonidine (quinidine of many wnters)

Quinine . . . • • •

Quinidine (conquinine of Hesse) .

Quinamine

Chemical composition.

. Ca, Hs4Ns O
• Same fcormu la.

Cjo H« Nj Oi
Same formula.

CnHasNtO,
“ There are other cystallizable alkaloids, but they have no medicinal value

so far as is yet known, and there is a non-crystall izable alkaloid which has
febrifugal power. These alkaloids exist in the bark in combination with

certain organic acids called kinic, cincho-tannic, and quinovic. Of the

alkaloids above mentioned the most valued is undoubtedly quinine*

Although Cinchona barks have been employed in Europe as febrifuges

for the past two centuries, it was not until the year 1820 that any of the

several active principles to which they owe their efficacy was obtained in a
separate form. The first to be so separated were quinine and cinchonine.

Quinidine was discovered in 1833, and cinchonidine not until 1847.
Quinamine was discovered so recently as 1872 by Hesse in bark of

C. incdrabra grown in Sikkim.
“ Soon after the discovery of quinine, the sulphate of that alkaloid began

to be used by the faculty as a medicine in cases where some preparation

of * bark ’ was required, and gradually the new salt drove out of fashion

to a very large extent the powder, tinctures, and decoctions of bark which
formerly enjoyed such reputation in medical practice. Until the disco-

very of quinidine and cinchonidine, commercial sulphate of quinine con-
sisted really of a mixture of the sulphates of all the Cinchona alkaloids,

the outward appearance of these being alike. With the separation of the
new alkaloids, chemical tests for their recognition began to be inserted in

the various Pharmacopoeias, and pure quinine began to be insisted on in

medical practice. The other alkaloids fell therefore into unmerited neg-
lect, and they were not, until quite recently, included in the British Phar-
macopeia. Their excellence as febrifuges, as will be subsequently related,

has now been thoroughly established by the trials given to them by
officers of the medical services of the three Indian Presidencies. Cinchona
bark still continues tolerated by the European quinine-makers in propor-
tion to the percentage of quinine it contains, the other alkaloids being
counted for little or nothing as marketable products. These unsaleable
alkaloids have accordingly been accumulating in the hands of makers in

Europe, and are purchaseable at a comparatively low price. Regarding
the proportion of these alkaloids in Cinchona bark, the learned authors of

the Pharmacographia write as follows :

—

“ This is liable to very great variation. We know from the experiments
of Hesse (1871), that the bark of C. pabescens, Vahl., is sometimes de-
void of alkaloid. Similar observations made near Bogota upon C. pitay-
ensis, Wedd., C. corymbose, Karst., and C. landfolia, Mutis, are due
to Karsten. He ascertained that barks of one district were sometimes
devoid of quinine, while those of the same species from a neighbouring
locality yielded 3$ to 4$ per cent, of sulphate of quinine.

"Another striking example is furnished by Do Vry in his examination
of quills of C. officinalis grown at Ootacamund, which he found to vary in

percentage of alkaloids from 1 z ‘96 (of which 9*1 per cent, was quinine)
down to less than % per cent

** Among the innumerable published analyses of Cinchona bark, there
are a great number showing but a very small percentage of the useful
principles, of which quinine, the most valuable of all, is not seldom
altogether wanting. The highest yield, on the other hand, hitherto
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HJSTORY observed, was obtained by Broughton from a bark grown at Ootacamund.
lt^rmnc This bark afforded not less than 13J per cent, of alkaloids, among which

quinine was predominant
"The few facts just mentioned show that it is impossible to state even

approximately any constant percentage of alkaloids in any given bark.
We may, however, say thatgood Flat Caltsaya Bark, aa offered in the drug
trade for pharmaceutical preparations, contains at least 5 to 6 per cent, ot
quinine.

" As to Crown or Loxa bark, the Cortex Cinchona palida of pharmacy,
its merits are, to say the least, very uncertain. On its first introduction
in the seventeenth century, when it was taken from the trunks and large
branches of full-grown trees, it was doubtless an excellent medicinal bark ;
but the same cannot be said of much of that now found in commerce, which
is to a large extent collected from very young wood. Some of the Crown
Bark produced in India is, however, of extraordinary excellency, as shown
by the recent experiments of DeVry.

* As to red bark, the thick flat sort contains only three to four per
cent, of alkaloids, but a large amount of colouring matter. The quill
Red Bark of the Indian plantations is a much better drug, some of it

yielding 5 to 10 per cent. 01 alkaloids, less than a third of which is quinine
and a fourth cinchonidine, the remainder being cinchonine and some-
times also traces of quinidine (conquinine).

“The variation in the amount of alkaloids relates not merely to their
total percentage, but also to the proportion which one bears to another.

S
uinine and cinchonine are of the most frequent occurrence ; cinchoni-
ne is less usual, while quinidine is still less frequently met with, and

never in large amount. The experiments performed in India have
already shown that external influences contribute in an important manner
to the formation of this or that alkaloid ; and it may even be hoped that
the cultivators of Cinchona will discover methods of promoting the forma-
tion of quinine, and of reducing, if not of excluding, that of the less valu-
able alkaloids’* (Fluck. & Hanb ., Pharmacog., 361).

History of the Introduction of Cinchona into India.

.
Dr. King writes : * The practice of the bark collectors in the wild regions

in which Cinchonas naturally grow involved the destruction of each tree
felled for its bark, yet no measures were ever taken by the owners of either

INTRODUC- public or private forests to secure supplies for the future by conservancy
TI
iwnKT0 ?r ^pknting. Meanwhile the consumption of bark in Europe steadily
india. increased, and, as a natural result, prices rose, and fears began to be

entertained that the supply would ultimately fail. The British and
Dutch Governments being, by reason of their tropical possessions, the
largest consumers of Cinchona barks and of the alkaloids prepared from
them, their attention began to be seriously attracted to the increasing price
and scarcity of the drug.”

6 r

Mr, Lawson remarks : “ Dr. Royle, Botanist to the Indian Govern-
ment, was the first to suggest that the several species of the genus Cin-
chona, which yield the celebrated fever-curing barks, should be introduced
into India for cultivation. In June 1852 in a report on the subject he
writes j “ Among the vast variety of medicinal drugs produced in various
parts of the world, there is not one, with probably tne single exception of
opium, which is more valuable to man than the quinine-yielding Cinchonas.
The great value of Peruvian bark as a medicinal agent was universally
acknowledged very shortly after it became first known in Europe. Its
utility and employment nave been greatly increased ever since its active
principle has been separated in the form of quinine. So greatly indeed

^

has the consumption increased, and so little care has been bestowed upon
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the preservation of the natural forests, that great fears have been enter-

tained that the supply might altogether cease, or be obtainable only at a
price which would place it beyond the reach of - the mass of the com-
munity" *

And again in the same report :
" The probability of entire success in the

cultivation of the Cinchona trees in India seems to admit of hardly any doubt
if ordinaiy care is adopted in the selection of suitable localities. 1 myself
recommended this measure many years ago, when treating of the family HISTORY
of plants to which the cinchonas belong. I inferred from a comparison of jntRODUC-
soil and climate with the geographical distribution of cinchonaceous plants, TION INTO
that the quinine-yielding Cinchonas might be cultivated on the slopes of INDIA*

the Nilgins and of the Southern Himalayas in the same wav that I had
inferred that Chinese tea plants might be cultivated in the Northern
Himalayas.”

“ Dr. Royle’s recommendations, although approved of, were not>atthe
time acted upon, but were allowed to remain in abeyance until 1859,
when the increasing demand for the Cinchona drugs, combined with their
constantly increasing dearness, forced the subject again upon the atten-
tion of Government. Indeed, things had come to such a pass that it

seemed almost certain that, in the course of a very few years, the whole-
sale destruction of the trees which was going on in America, would
reduce the supply of bark to almost nothing.” Dr. King carries the his-
tory to more recent dates by furnishing a brief sketch of Mr. Markham’s
mission to the Andes. “In 1850 Dr. Grant, the Honourable East India
Company’s Apothecary-General in Calcutta, urged this measure; and
in 1852 Dr. Falconer, then Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanical
Garden, recommended that an intelligent and qualified gardening collec-

tor should be deputed for a couple of years to the mountains of South
America for the purpose of exploring the Cinchona forests, and of pro-
curing an ample stock of young plants and seeds of all the finest species.

“ Dr. Falconer’s proposals were, however, not approved of, and instead,
an unsuccessful attempt was made to procure seeds through the agency
of Her Majesty’s Consuls on the western coast of South America. Three
years after Dr. Falconer’s suggestion had been made and disapproved.
Dr. T. Thomson (his successor at the Calcutta Garden) again pressed
the matter, as also did the late Dr. T. Anderson. The Medical Board
supported the proposals of these officers in an elaborate minute. It was
not, however, until 1858 that the despatch of a special agent to South
America was sanctioned by the Secretary of State for India.

“The agent selected for this work was Mr. O. R. Markham, O.B., who
organised a triple expedition to the forests of the Andes for the purpose of
collecting seeds and plants. Mr. Markham himself undertook to collect
seeds of the Calisaya or yellow bark tree (the most valuable of all the
Cinchonas) in the forests of Bolivia and Southern Peru, where alone it is

to be found. He arranged that Mr. Pritchett should explore the grey
bark forests of Huanacoand Humalies in Central Peru, ana that Messrs.
Sprue© and Oross should collect the seeds of the red bark tree on
the eastern slopes of Chimborazo, in the territory of Ecuador. Mr.
Markham has narrated his adventures in an interesting volume in
which he has, besides, collected much valuable information concerning
the inhabitants and flora of regions he traversed. Landing at Islay in
March i860, Mr. Markham, accompanied by Mr. Weir (a practical
gardener), proceeded inland in a north-easterly direction, crossed the two
chains into which the Andes are there divided, and, after considerable
hardship, arrived in one of the series of long valleys which stretch along
the western slopes of the snowy range of Caravaya, and descended to the
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t plain of western Brasil. Mr. Markham penetrated this valley
sd Tambopata) to a point beyond that reached by the distinguished
ich traveller, M« Weddell, and by the Dutch Agent, M. Hasskarl,

and, notwithstanding that his proceedings were prematurely cut short by
a failure in his food supplies, he was successful in collecting 497 plants
of Cinchona Calleaya and 32 of the less valuable species ovata and
micrantha.

“ Instead of sending these plants direct to India, Mr. Markham was
compelled by his orders to take them to India via Panama, England,
the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, and thus to expose them to tran-

shipments and alterations of temperature which ultimately killed them all.
n About the time Mr. Markham was exploring the yellow bark forests

of Southern Peru, Mr. Pritchett was collecting seeds and plants of the

species producing grey bark in the forests near Huanaco, in the north-

ern part of the same territory, and was successful in bringing to Lima in

the month of August a collection of seeds and half a mule-load of young
plants of the three species C. micrantha, peruviana, and nltida. The task of

collecting seeds ana plants of the red bark was undertaken by Messrs.
Spruce and Cross. Mr. Spruce had a previous knowledge of the

Andes, and he was thus enabled very speedily to form at Limon a nur-

sery of young plants of Cinchona sucarubra, which were ultimately con-

veyed safely to India by Mr. R. Cross. A quantity of seeds of this species

was also collected and sent to India by post. Mr. Oross was subse-

quently commissioned to procure seeds of the pale barks in the forests near
Loxa, and this commission he executed with great success. A third ex-

pedition to New Granada was made by the same collector with the object

of securing seeds of the Carthagena bark. Cinchona lancifolia and pita-

yens!*. The seeds obtained by Mr. Oross were sent to Kew, where they
germinated well, and the resulting plants were sent out to India.*'

*• While these arrangements for collecting seeds and plants were being
carried out in South America, it had been settled that the experiment of

cultivating Cinchona in British India should be begun in the Nilgiri Hills,

and a patch of forest-land, fifty acres in extent, situated behind the Gov-
ernment garden at Ootacamund, was accordingly taken up and prepared
for the first Cinchona experiment. Mr. Markham’s consignment of

Callaaya plants, having reached England in a promising state, continued in

that condition until they reached Alexandria; but on their arrival in the
Nilgiris in October, they were all in a dying state. Some cuttings were,
nevertheless, made from them, but not one of these struck root. Mr. Prit-

chett’s plants of grey bark were quite as unfortunate, for they reached India
either dead or dying. Mr. Gross's plants of sucdrubra, raised from cut-

tings at Limon, together with six Callsayas which had been raised at Kew
in 1862, were the only living Cinchona plants collected by Mr. Mark-
ham’s triple expedition that reached India in good condition. The sup-
plies of seedsjprocured by the three expeditions were more fortunate than
the plants. These were sent, in the first instance, to the Royal Garden at
Kew, where some were retained and sown. A few of the plants brought
from South America were also retained at Kew, so that a sort of reserve
dep6t was formed there in case of failure in India. For the successful

introduction of Cinchona into India and other British possessions, Gov-
ernment are largely indebted for advice, as well as for more active

assistance, to Sir William and 8ir Joseph Hooker, the illustrious botanists,

father and son, with whose names the tame of the great national institution

at Kew has for half a century been identified.
“ The seeds not retained at Kew were sent to India. Those of the grey

barks arrived in the Nilgiris in January 1861, and those of the red barks
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two months later. In the month of December 1861. Or. Anderson deli-

vered over to Mr. Mclver at Ootacamund the plants he had brought from
the Cinchona plantation fthich the Dutch had just succeeded fn establish-

ing in Java. Dr. Anderson had been sent by the Government of India
to visit these plantations, and by the courtesy of the Dutch authorities he
was allowed to take away with him 50 plants of Cinchona Caliaaya, four

plants of landfolia, and 284 plants of Pahudi&na. On the 4th March
1862, Mr. Cross9

collection of pale or crown bark seeds from Lorth ar-

rived, and the introduction of Cinchona to India became thus an accom-
plished fact

,9 (King).
Introduction into South India.—“The success of Cinchona aucdrubra

and officinalis on the Nilgiris has been remarkable. Not only do the

trees grow luxuriantly, but their bark is richer in alkaloids than much
of the Cinchona bark imported from South America. The Government
plantations there, according to the returns for 1884-85, contain 1,618,744
trees of sorts. The Nilgiri plantations were under the superintendence of

Mr. Mclver until his death, since which they have been under Mr. M. A.
Lawson*

“Encouraged by its success on the Nilgiris, Cinchona cultivation was
warmly taken up by European residents in the other high lands and hill

ranges of the Madras Presidency. The coffee planters of Wynaad put
out a good many red bark trees on their estates, and these are found to

grow well. In South Canara a small plantation was formed in 1869, at

a place called Nagooli, above the Koloor Ghit, and at an elevation

of 2,500 feet above trie sea; but the experiment there was pronounced
by the Madras Government as unlikely to be productive of useful

results, and was abandoned. On the Mahendra Mountain, in the
Ganjam district, the opening of a small plantation was sanctioned by the
Madras Government early in 1871; but this also was given up. Under
the Forest Department, an attempt was made to introduce Cinchona on
the Nulla Mully Hills, but the first hot weather killed all the plants (red
barks), and, a similar fate overtaking a second supply planted in 1867,
the experiment was abandoned. In Coorg, Travancore, the Pulney, Tin-
nivelly, and Shevaroy ranges in the Madras Presidency, the planting of

Cinchona was taken up to a greater or less extent, both by private planters
and the Government ” (King).

Mr. Lawson enlarges on the history of the Nilgiri cultivation. He
writes of Mr. Markham’s mission and its results :

—

“ After a series of adventures, often attended with much danger and
more discomfort, the first consignment of plants, consisting of C. aucdrubra,
was despatched from Guayaquil on the 2nd January 1861, under the su-
perintendence of Mr. Cross, to England, and from thence they were
transported through the Red Sea to India. Here 463 arrived in good
condition. These were taken to the Nilgiri Hills, the district previous-
ly selected by Dr. Royle as that in which the different varieties would
most probably thrive best. For the hardier kinds Mr. Markham
selected a site near the top of Dodabetta, the highest rounded knoll of

which is about 8,700 feet above the level of the sea, while for the more
tender sorts he selected a tract of country about Naduvatam, a small
Toda village which lies on the edge of the hills facing the west, and which
ranges between 5,500 and 6,000 feet. The plants, on their arrival, were
handed over to Mr. W. G. Mclver, who, tor some time previously, had
held the appointment of Superintendent of the Government Gardens at

Ootacamund, and it is to his care and sagacity that the rapid, enormous
increase of the plants is due. Easy as It is now found to propagate and
rear the different kinds of Cinchona, it ought never to be forgotten that
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this ease is the result of the patience and intelligence which fflr. Mclver
brought to bear upon their cultivation, at a time when nothing about it

was Known, and everything had to be discovered by experimentation.*
4

Mr. Lawson concludes his account by furnishing a list of the species

and commercial forms that have been introduced into the Madras planta-

tions. Of these the following are the more important s—

(1) C. officinalis.

(2) C. succirubra.

(3) C. Callsaya.

(4) C. Ledgeriana.

(5) C. javanica.

(6) C. Santa Fe (com. form).

(7) C. morada (com. form).

(8) C. verde (com. form).

(9) C. zamba morada^com. form),

(zo) C. carthagena (com. form).

(1 1) C. Pahudiana.

(12) C. Humboldtiana.

(13) C. Pitayensis.

(14) C. micrantha.

Bengal.

He adds : "Of these, the only kinds which are largely grown in the Govern-
ment ^plantations are C. officinalis and C. succirubra, and innumerable
varieties which are believed to be hybrids between these two species. The
other kinds are kept only as botanical curiosities, for they are either worth-
less as quinine-yiefders, or are such as the elevated climate of Dodabetta
and Naduvatam does not suit.”

Introduction into Bengal.—Dr. King gives the following interesting

sketch of the Sikkim plantations :

—

" Cinchona cultivation in the Bengal Presidency was begun under the
direction of Dr. Thomas Anderson, Superintendent of the Royal Bota-
nical Garden, Calcutta. Subsequently to the death of Dr. Anderson, the
Sikkim plantation has been under the charge of Dr. Anderson’s succes-
sors, of*., Mr. C. B. Clarke, during 1870 and 1871, and Dr. George
King, since the latter date. Since 1866, the Sikkim plantations have
been under the executive charge of Mr. d. Gammie, the Resident Mana-
ger. The first Cinchona seeds received by Dr. Anderson were some
sent by 8ir W. J. Hooker to the Botanical Gardens, Calcutta, in 1861. In
December of that year, these had produced thirty-one plants. During
the same year, the Government of Bengal and the Supreme Government
of India had taken up the matter in earnest, and accordingly, in the month
of September, Dr. Anderson was sent to Java with the double object
of familiarising himself with the Dutch mode of cultivation, and of con-
veying to India the plants which the Governor of that colony had gener-
ously offered to the Government of India. Dr. Anderson returned from
Java in November, bringing with him 412 living Cinchona plants and a
quantity of seeds of Cinchona Pahudiana. Shortly after his return from
java, Dr. Anderson proceeded to Ootacamund, and there made over to
Mr. Mclver 50 of the Callsaya, 284 of the Pahudiana, and 4 of the land-
folia plants which he had brought from Java. In return, he took to
Calcutta from Ootacamund 193 plants of sucdrabra and of the species
yielding grey bark. Some of the Java plants died in Calcutta, and on the
ipth January 1862 the total stock in the Botanical Gardens there from
afi sources consisted of 289 plants.

" Dr. Anderson recommended that these should be sent to Sikkim,
that being the part of the Himalaya which offered, in his opinion, the
greatest hope of success. The Sikkim plantations of Government have
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been largely increased, and at 31st March 1885 their contents were
as follows :

—

.
Red (Cin-
chona suc-
cifubra).

Yellow 1

(Cinchona
Calisaya
and Ledge-

riana).

Yellow
(Cinchona
Calisaya,
verde and
morada).

Hybrid
(unnamed
variety).

Other
kinds.

Total of
all sorts.

Mungpoo Division
Sittong „ .

Rungjung „

2.132.000
1.100.000

801,118
70,000

2,15,000

I34»30o
15.000

34.000

345 ,
1 00

40,000
25,593 3.438,111

1,225,000
249,000

Grand total of
ALL KINDS

3,232,000 1,086,118 183,300 385,100 25,591 4,912,111

DRY

INTRODUC-
TION INTO
INDIA.

“ A Cinchona plantation was begun by a private company in Sikkim
almost simultaneously with that belonging to Government, and more
recently a second such plantation has been opened out in Bhotan.
Patches of Cinchona were also planted in several tea gardens in the
district, but the cultivation has not commended itself to private enterprise
to the same extent in Sikkim as in the South of India and Ceylon.”

M Attempts to introduce Cinchona into the Khasia hills.—In 1867, a
Cinchona plantation was opened at Nunklow on the north-western slopes
of the Kh&sia Hills. The trees throve very well, but on account of the
scarcity and dearness of labour, the plantation was abandoned.

“Into North-Western Provinces.—The cultivation also received a very
patient trial for several years in the North-Western Provinces of India, and
plantations were begun'at various altitudes from 2,000 to 6,500 feet above
the sea; but the plants all ultimately perished from frost. A similar
result followed the spirited attempt of Oolonel Nassau Lees to grow
Cinchona in the Kangra valley.

“ Into Bombay.—The cultivation was attempted also on the Mahablesh-
war Hills in the Bombay Presidency ; but there it failed from the exces-
sive moisture of the climate.

“Into Burma.—In Burma several attempts were made to grow Cin-
chonas. The most successful of these dates from 1870, and experience has
shown that the red barks thrive moderately well ; but the difficulty in

Burma as in the Khisia Hills is scarcity of labour” (King).
In the Forest Administration Report of Burma for 1881-82, there occurs

the following passage regarding Cinchona : “ Much money has been
spent on the Cinchona plantation at Thandoung, some miles to the
north of Toungoo, and about 54,000 plants are now alive. But the
plantation does not thrive so well as could be wished, and it is desirable
that the advice of an expert should be obtained as to the best course
to be taken. It was hoped that Dr. King would have visited Burma,
but as yet he has been unable to do so. If the Government of Bengal
can spare him, perhaps he will be able to come in May 1883. At Pyoon-
choung the cultivation of Cinchona has done so poorly that orderohave
been given to abandon further outlay on the experiment there. About
300ft of Cinchona bark were1

' recently received from Thandoung, and
arrangements have been made for testing its medicinal value. A portion
of the Thandoung plantation has been sacrificed to make room for a
sanitarium for the troops in garrison at Toungoo.”

Introduction into Ceylon.-—“In Ceylon the cultivation of Cinchona
was begun in 1861 under the late distinguished botanist, Dr. Thwaites,
Director of the Botanic Garden at Peradeniya. It was subsequently
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The Yellow Bark of Commerce*

taken up with great vigour by the very spirited planting community of
that then most flourishing colony, and to such an extent was the cultiva-
tion carried, that in the year 1881 no less than three millions of pounds of
dry Cinchona bark were exported from that island to England* and in
subsequent years the exports have materially increased ” (Ktttg). During
the years 1885-86-87, Dr. King informs the writer the annual exports from
Ceylon touched 15 million pounds.

THE SPECIES OF CINCHONA*
There are between 30 and 40 species of Cinchona plants with numer-

ous hybrids and varieties. Indeed, so readily do these species hybridize
that some doubt may be entertained as to the desirability of retaining as
species many forms that have been described as such. The commercial
barks are obtained from about a dozen species, Calisaya and Ledgeriana
being the chief quinine-yielding forms. In a further paragraph reference
will oe made to the commercial Indian hybrids, but in this place it

will be necessary only to allude to the better known species and varieties
which are cultivated in India.

XXI7

NONE,
lark.
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XXX9
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Cinchona Calisaya* Weddell; Rubiaceje.

The Calisaya Bark or Yellow Bark of Commerce, a term
also applied to the bark of C. Ledgeriana.

Vern.—BUrak, Dec.; Shurappattai

,

Tam.; Jradap^patta, Tel.
References.-—Kew Reports, 1877, PP- 14* *8; *879, PP> *2, 13; 1880, pp.

it, 2S, 32 ; 188/, 25/ 1882, pp. 18, 19, 38; Trop. Agriculturist, 1883,1706.

Habitat.—A very variable tree, with a trunk twice as thick as a man's
bodv when well grown. Cultivated in Sikkim at moderate elevations.

Dr. king, in a report dated 1872, says : “ This plant yields the yellow bark
of commerce, ana is a sort second to none in value ; it promises to do well

in Sikkim. From the difficulty of propagating this species artificially, the

progress made hitherto has been slow. * Since the above was written the

cultivation of this species has been so successfully extended that it is at

most only second to C. saccirubra in point of importance in the Sikkim
plantations. In a Resolution of the Bengal Government dated March
1888, it is stated that Mr. Wood was of opinion that good quinine barks

could be grown in Sikkim. “ Dr. King, the Superintendent of the planta-

tions, was very strongly of this opinion, and in 1875 he recommended that

all further planting of red bark trees should cease. This recommenda-
tion was not acted upon for some time. Full effect has, however, been
given to it of recent years, and succirubra has been supplanted by
Calisaya to the extent of about a million trees.” On the other hand, the

attempt to cultivate this species in the Nilgiri hills has been practically

abandoned. Calisaya was discovered by M. Weddell in 1847; lt *s a
native of Bolivia and South Peru. The supply of bark from natural

sources is uncertain.

Medicine.—This yields one of the most valuable of the Cinchona barks,

rich in alkaloids, among which quinine forms i to
f.

The bark and
powder form the officinal parts, being powerfully antiperiodic, tonic, and
astringent : the two former properties are due to the presence of quinine.

The leaves also possess tonic and antiperiodic properties.

|
“ Useful in conjunctivitis

M
(Surgeon Major G. Hunter, Karachi).

Mr. W. 1 Elborne, in the Pharmaceutical Journal, remarks of this

bark 3
“ Two varieties of Calisaya bark are distinguished in commerce,

—

flat and quilled. Flat Calisaya bark is flat or nearly so. It is generally

C. 1120
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The Ledgeriana Bark of Commerce.

uncoated, consisting almost entirely of liber ; is i to J inch thick. Its

texture is compact and uniform ; the transverse fracture is finely fibrous.

Externally the colour is slightly brownish, tawny-yellow, frequently inter-

spersed with darker patches; the surface is marked by shallow longi-
tudinal depressions which are caused naturally on separating the periderm
from the lioer and not by the instruments used in detaching it, as former-
ly supposed. Internally the surface has a wavy fibrous appearance. The
taste is veiy bitter, the bitterness being gradually developed on chewing.
The bark of the root is readily known by occurring in short, more or less

curved or twisted pieces. Quill Calisaya occurs in tubes } to 1} inches
thick, often rolled up at both edges. They are coated with a thick, rugged,
corky layer, marked with deep longitudinal and transverse cracks,
the edges of which are elevated. Small specimens 'are difficult to dis-

tinguish from Loxa bark (Pkarmacog,, j5j). Calisaya bark is the best of
all the Cinchona barks—good qualities yielding at least 5 or 6 per cent, of

quinine. Var. Ledgeriana, which yields a bark of extraordinary richness
in alkaloids, is more especially cultivated in Java and Sikkim. Supplies
of Calisaya bark are chiefly derived from India and Java, South America
now supplying but very little. This species yields the Cortex Cinchonace
Flavte of the Pharmacopoeia•

Structure of the Wood.—Reddish-grev, moderately hard, even-grained.
Pores small, in short radial lines. Medullary rays fine, closely packed.

Varieties of C. Calisaya.

Numerous varieties and hybrids have been distinguished of this species,

especially by Weddell. The best known are var. Josephiana (named after
its discoverer, Joseph de Jussieu), and var. Ledgeriana ; but C. zamba,
morada, verde, and blanca are recognised and are being experimentally
grown at the Naduvatum plantation, Nilgiri hills. Dr. Van Gorkum, the
Director of the Cinchona culture in Java, wrote in 1873 5 *‘Our plantation
consists mostly of C. Calisaya, in which quinine is the chief alkaloid.” “ The
Java Cinchona barks are celebrated in Europe for their superior outward
appearance and have been able to command a high price. I do not know
how far that superior outward appearance may be dependent on the
manner of hanresting, drying, and packing, but certain it is that their
treatment is highly spoken of.” “There are numerous varieties of C.
Calisaya, but we possess one with which we have become acquainted,
especially from the numerous analyses of Mr. Moens, and which produces
a superior manufacturing bark.”

The variety known under cultivation as C. Ledgeriana may now be
separately alluded to.

Cinchona Ledgeriana (a cultivated form).
v

This is by many writers viewed as but a form of the preceding species.
In cultivation it has many peculiarities that entitle it to a separate posi-
tion, at least commercially. Mr. Lawson says, of the South Indian plant-
ations, after having discussed C. officinalis and C. snedrnbra :

“ The only other kind of Cinchona which is being grown at all exten-
sively is the C. Ledgeriana. This kind flourishes well at the lower eleva-
tion of the Waindd (3,000 feet), where it yields a very high percentage of
quinine. On this account it is deservedly a great favourite with many

bark also, when it is renewed, is less rich in quinine than the natural bark,
so that the trees, instead of having their bark improved by the process of I

c. X127
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Loxa or Crown Bark of Commerce.
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stripping, as is the case in the other kinds of Cinchona, decrease in value.
These two circumstances make it doubtful if plantations of C. Ledgeriana
will, in the long run, be much more profitable to the planter than those
formed of the more robust kinds, although the bark of the latter may have
a lower percentage of quinine.”

During the Colonial and Indian Exhibition several Cinchona experts
spoke in the highest terms of this plant. It was urged that its cultivation
was certain to prove more remunerative than that of any other species.
It could be propagated at lower altitudes than the others (scarcely growing
above 4,000 feet), and was, from this point alone, a more economical
plant. In Sikkim C. Ledgeriana grows v^ell as low as 2,500 feet.

The learned authors of the Pharmacographia say of this plant s
u To-

wards the middle of the year 1865, Oharles Ledger, an English traveller,
obtained seeds of a superior Cinchona, which had been collected near
Pelechuco, eastward of the lake Titicaca, about 68° west longitude and
15

0 south latitude, in the Bolivian province of Canpolican. In the same
year the seeds arrived in England, but were subsequently sold to the Dutch
Government, and raised with admirable success in Java, and a little later
in private gardens in British India. The bark of C. Ledgeriana has since
proved by far the most productive in quinine of all Cinchona barks. The
tree is a mere form of C. Calisaya. Mr. Hooper, Quinologist to the
Madras Government, in a recent report, remarks : “In the Ledger bark
it will be noticed that there is a steady rise of quinine up to the age of
between five and six years, after which there is no apparent increase?'

Cinchona carthagena. (Commercial name.)

This has been successfully introduced into the Nilgiri hills within
the past few years, and Mr. Lawson alludes, to it in his reports. In
1881-82 he says that up to date “the propagation of this valuable Cinchona
was carried on with most satisfactory results.” Again, in 1882-83, the
plants “ continue to make a very satisfactory growth.

C. officinalis, Hook .

Loxa or Crown Bark
; the Pale Bark of Commerce.

Syn.—C. CoNDAMiNEA, Humb.
References.—Year Book of Pharm,, 447 ; 1875, 16 1 ; 1878, 444.

Habitat.—A native of Ecuador and Peru. Cultivated at high eleva-

tions on the Nilgiris, in Ceylon, and in Sikkim, but not extensively.

Mr. Lawson says of the Nilgiri plantations ;
“ the C. officinalis, in its most

luxuriant condition, forms a weak straggling tree, which rises at the very
most to something less than 20 feet. It has dark glossy leathery leaves,

which give to a plantation consisting of this species a black andf sombre
appearance.” The cultivation of this species has been practically
abandoned in Sikkim, as the climate is found to be too moist.

Medicine.—The chief alkaloid afforded by this species is quinine.
This affords the Cortex Cinchona Pallida of the Pharmacopoeia.

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish-grey, similar in structure to that
of C. Calisaya.

Mr. W. Elborne describes the bark of this species

“The bark breaks easily with a fracture which exhibits very short fibres

on the inner side. The Loxa bark of commerce is chiefly produced by
this species, though occasionally other species of Cinchona contribute to

furnisn it. At the present day it is scarcely possible to obtain genuine
Loxa or Crown bark from South America; India, Ceylon, and Jamaica
being the chief sources of the bark in commerce.
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Red Bark of Commerce.

w The South American Crown bark yields on an average ‘5 to I per cent*

of alkaloids, while the Indian bark yields as much as 4*30 to 5 per cent.,

consisting principally of quinine, and next in order cinchonidine and
cinchonine. ”

CINCHONA
sucdrubra.

Cinchona sucdrubra, Pavon.

Red Bark.

References.— Year-Book of Pharm., 1873, 70—73, 447; 1874, fp

—

to,

*$0-/54 / /<#759 /*% /59 i Kew Report, 1877, 28.

Habitat.—Cultivated on the Nilgiris and other hills of South India ; at
the plantations of Rangbf and Poomong in Sikkim ; on the hills east
of Toungoo, in Burma; and in parts of the Satpura Range in Central
India.

Mr. Lawson writes of South India, while speaking of C< officinalis:
“ The C. sucdrubra, on the other hand, has a bold sturdy stem, which,
in rich soil and sheltered situations, grows to the height of 50 feet or more.
The leaves are a bright apple-green in colour, and a plantation made up
of this species looks as lignt and bright, as that of the C. officinalis looks
dark and gloomy.*'

This and C. Calisaya and the Sikkim hybrid are the principal kinds
grown in Bengal, and C. officinalis, while practically a failure in Sikkim,
is the chief species grown on the Nilgiri hills, and after that C. sucdrubra,
and third in importance C. Ledgeriana.

Medidne.—This species thrives at a lower elevation than the others,
but is comparatively poor in quinine, though rich in cinchonine and
cinchonidine. It yields its best bark when eight years old. From it is

chiefly derived the w Cinchona Febrifuge,” which is now largely manu-
factured at the Government Plantation of Rangbf. Mr. W. Elborne
remarks {Pharm. Soc. Jour%)\ “The experiments of Mr. J. E. Howard
and others have proved that the bark of the root contains a larger pro-
portion of alkaloids than that of the stem, and that the proportion of
alkaloid diminishes upwards to the branches.” Mr. David Howard has
also shewn that the nature of the alkaloid varies according to the part of

the tree from which the bark has been taken.
In the opinion of pharmacists the bark most suitable for medicinal

use is the Cinchona sucdrubra. The cause of this preference, as pointed
out by Mr. Holmes, are the following : (1) the red bark supply will pro-
bably be always equal to the demand on account of its growing on a much
lower elevation and consequent distribution over a much wider area; (2)
if of a good quality it contains all the alkaloids with the exception of <m-
cine ; (3) it is less liable to be mixed with hybrids on account of its char-
acteristic appearance. Professor Fluckiger suggests the use of Cinchona
sucdrubra in the Pharmacograbhia*, and both Mr. Umney and Mr. R, W.
Giles have repeatedly pointed out the unsatisfactory results of using the
yellow barks for pharmaceutical preparations.

Red Cinchona bark is generally coated, and consists of liber, the cellu-
lar and tuberous coats, and usually more or less of the epidermis ; its outer
surface is rough, furrowed, and frequently warty ; the colour of the epider-
mis varies from reddish brown to chestnut brown, cryptogamic plants are
not so frequent as on some other kinds of bark. The cellular coat of the
flat pieces is very thick and spongy. The inner surface of the quills is

finely fibrous, giving a comparatively smooth fracture, while the fracture
of the flat pieces is both fibrous and splintery, (Elborne,)

As to tne proportion of alkaloids in red bark, the thick flat sort con-
tains from 3 to 4 per cent, of alkaloids, but a large amount of red colour-
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ing matter. The brick-red colouring matter is not found in the growinjg
plant but in the dried bark, and Mr. d. E~ Howard considers that it is

really an excretory product of vegetation, a part used up and brought by
contact with the air into a state in which it can no longer be serviceable

to the living plants, and from which it still degenerates by a still further

degeneration into humus. It is by a process of eremacausis that the red
bark acquires its colour, the cinchotannic acid in which it abounds having
become oxidised and changed into cinchona red, and under these condi-
tions the alkaloids also appear to undergo some corresponding alter-

ations. They are now implicated with resin which appears to have also

become oxidised so as to act the part of an acid, ana is with difficulty

separated. But the most remarkable feature is the altered condition of

the alkaloids themselves. Quinine, which formed a considerable por-
tion of the whole, is now diminished, while cinchonine and cinchoniaine
remain much the same. The quill red bark of Indian plantations is a
much better drug, some of it yielding 5 to 10 per cent, of alkaloids, less

than a third of which is quinine and a fourth cinchonidine, the remainder
being cinchonine and sometimes traces of quinidine. (ELborne.)

Structure of the Wood.—Yellow, moderately hard. Pores small in
radial lines ; medullary rays, closely packed, fine and very fine.

HYBRIDS.
Z135

AngaitUblU.

1136

Bonplandiana

x*37

Hybrids of Cinchona.

Kuntze, after examining the living Cinchonas in the Indian planta-

tions and working through the collections of dried specimens in the Her-
baria and the literature of the species Cinchona, proposed to reduce all

to four forms. It has been admitted by most writers that consider-
able reductions will have to be effected, since in few genera do the species

manifest a greater tendency to variation and hybridization than do the
plants referred to the genus Cinchona. Mr. J. Broughton, in a report

submitted to Government in July 1871, furnishes interesting information as
to the tendency to hybridism among the species of Cinchona. On this

same subject he also communicated a paper in 1870 to the Linnaean Society
of London. Speaking of a hybrid between C. aucdrubra and micrantha he
remarks : " Tnis plant was picked up a seedling under a tree of the latter.

I analysed its bark, and found its yield was poor, but represented a mean
between the qualities of the two species. Examination among seedling
trees led to the discovery of many other examples of hybridism, especially

cross-breeds between C. aucdrubra and officinalis.” " I cannot but think
that this ready hybridism between the species of Cinchona affords an
explanation of the occurrence of the numerous varieties which have been
recognised by botanists.

99
In the course of this examination of hybrids

Mr. Broughton picked up an interesting form which he called “ lanceo-
late ”—a name afterwards corrected into “ angistifolia,” The analysis of
the bark of this form revealed the fact that it was extremely rich in alka-
loids. It has been established that this form is a hybrid from officinalis

allied to the form Bonplandiana. Prom the fact that it is reproduced by
seed, Mr. Howard suspects that it may be a species not a hybrid. Bie

that as it may, it yields a very high percentage of pure quinine. Mr.
Broughton on analysis found the bark of thisTorm to contain “a total of

8 per cent, of alkaloids (of which 7*15 proved to be quinine).*
9 u

I do not
think I am exaggerating,99 observes tne same chemist, " by adding that the
quinine product of this bark is the finest yet obtained, possessing as it does
all the qualities that constitute excellence.

99
Suffice it to say that this form

is now extensively propagated on the Nilgiri hills.

About the samejperioa a valuable hybrid appeared in Sikkim among
plants reared from Ceylon seed. This is known as “ the hybrid 99

to distin-
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Chemical peculiarities of the Cinchonas. CINCHONA.

guish it from the numerous self-sown hybrids that are constantly appearing
m the plantations. Of this form Mr. O. B. Olarke wrote in 1871, that the
gardener took it for C. jdtayensis. Mr. Mclver thought it was C. uzita-
singa, an opinion which Mr. Broughton could not concur in. It has con-
tinued to be alluded to ever since as the Sikkim hybrid and is now exten-
sively cultivated- Dr. King, in his report for 1874, says: “ The analysis of the
bark ’* of this hybrid or species “ shows it to contain much quinine. Since
the discovery of this fact, every effort has been made to propagate this
variety. Experience, moreover, proves that it grows well in Suckim and at a
higher level than Calisaya.” Then, again, in a Resolution of the Govern-
ment of Bengal, in the following year, it is remarked: “The hybrid plants
promise great success ; they yield a bark rich in alkaloids and are of a
vigorous growth/'

Although repeated reference is made by writers to the Nilgiri and Sik-
kim hybrids down to the present date, the subject seems to nave lost the
interest it created in the early stages of Cinchona cultivation. More is now
said of the cultivation of the recognised specific forms described in the
preceding paragraphs than of the hybrids, while it has been suggested by
many writers that the true future of the industry lies in the improvement,
by hybridization or otherwise, so as to produce a plant that will give the
maximum of quinine or other alkaloid desired to be obtained.

Chemical Peculiarities op the Cinchona Plants.
We may conclude this account of the forms of Cinchona grown in

India by displaying their chemical peculiarities in the following table of
comparative analysis taken from Mr. Lawson’s report:—

The Analyses of the different kinds of barks grown on the Government estates
given below, have been made during the past year by Mr, Hooper, the
Government Quinologist.

1 C. officinalis, natural
2 „ mossed
3 „ renewed
4 C. auguatifolia, natural

5 „ mossed
0 „ renewed
7 C. succirubra, natural ,

° ,, mossed
9 „ renewed

»> branch
11 a root .

I? » renewed shavings
13 C. robusta, natural .

J4 „ mossed .

»i renewed .

I? „ »’ branch .
*7 C. micrantha, natural

I* a renewed

i® _ „ •> branch
20 C* Calisaya, natural . .
31 a branch .

Quinine.

Cinchonidine.

2-77 i *57

3*40 1 ’So

4‘2I •85

3*97 1*32

5*60 i’4i

4*91 •89

‘"91 2*1

1

1-69 2*03

1*84 ,-4«

1*38 2*28

1-24 *77

2*30 rio
1*43 2'08
1*92 3*16

4*40 2*S4
1*64 2*71

tr. 2*45

1*21 2*32
•59 73

CHEMICAL
PECULIARI-

TIES.
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CINCHONA. Chemical Peculiarities of the Cinchonas.

CHEMISTRY. Analytes ofdifferent kind of barksgrown on Government estates, &c.—contd.

|

Cinchonidine. 4
i
5

Cinchonine.
Amorphous

al-

kaloids. “ 1
*3
C/3

32 C. Calisaya var. Anglica, natural •81 *88 •29 1*49 *44 39* I*°9

23 ,, 1, branch tr. tr. •25 2*04 •36 2*65

*4 C. LedgerUna, natural 5*49 1*33 •82 *88 8*52 7*38

25 „ branch 2*21 ’49 ... 1*07 *50 4*27 2*97
26 C. javanica, natural . ... 1*32 2*64 •48 4*44 ...

27 „ branch • ... ... 1*43 1*49 '45 3*37 ...

28 C. Hnmboldtiana, natural . 2*24 1
'55 tr. 49 •90 5*18 3*01

29 „ renewed

.

1*28 •64 ’43 1*07 3*43 1*72

30 C. pitayensli. natural 2*34 56 rio i*93 *39 6*32 3**4

31 „ mossed 3*8

1

*95 •63 i’9* *37 7*67 5*12

32 ,, renewed 2*50 *5* •78 2*33 *55 6*68 3*36

33 C. nitida «... 1*42 2‘45 ... 1*45 •67 5*99 i’9*

34 Pahudiaaa, natural . * •04 *10 ... *39 *43 •96 *05

35 ,, renewed . • ’51 1*19 ... •28 *87 2*85 *68

CULTIVA-
TION.

In Bengal.

«»

Dr. King furnishes the following analysis of the yellow and hybrid

barks of Bengal s

—

“The Sikkim plantations produce red and yellow barks. Of the yel-

low barks the following four analyses may be taken as characteristic

Yellow Bark—(Sikkim).

Crystallized Sulphate of Quinine • . 3*93 4*83 6*04 3*49

Ditto of Cinchonidine . 076 0*51 0*97 0*32

Ditto of Quinidine . . traces. 0*06 0*04 0*85

Cinchonine ...... 0*17 0*21

“ But besides red and yellow bark the Sikkim plantations now produce
a large quantity of hybrid bark, the composition of which may be seen

from the following analysis of four samples :

—

Hybrid Barks—(Sikkim).

Crystallized Sulphate of Quinine . . 6*13 3*99 3' 12 3*24
Ditto of Cinchonidine . 2*46 3*33 1*21 2*46

Ditto of Quinidine . . traces, traces. 070 ...

Cinchonine (alkaloids) .... 0*55 0*57 071 0*52”

Climate, Situation, and Soil suitable for Cinchona
Cultivation.

Dr. King’s account of these is as follows

“With regard to the climate suitable for Cinchonas, it may be laid

down as a universal rule that none of the medicinal species will stand frost.

They prefer rather a cool climate, in which the contrast between summer and
winter and between day and night temperatures is not very great. These
conditions are in some measure obtained in the Nilgiris and in Sikkim.

At Ootacamund, about 7,500 feet above the sea, the minimum lowest

temperature in the shade, calculated on an average of the three years, is

about 49° and the maximum 69° Fahrenheit; and at Neddiwattum,
situated about 2,000 feet lower, the minimum, calculated also over three

years, is found to be about 54
0
Fahrenheit, and the maximum 66° Fahren-

heit. Observations taken in 1866 and 1867 at an elevation of 3,332 feet
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Climate, &c„ evitable for Cinchona Cultivation. CINCHONA*

in the R&ngbf valley# in Sikkim, show a minimum temperature of 40° and
41° Fahrenheit, ana a maximum of 88° Fahrenheit; the mean minima for

the two years being 59*20° and 57*53°; the mean maxima 71*7* and 352*28?

Fahrenheit 5 and the mean temperatures 65*6° and 64*89°, respectively.

The latter figures give an idea of a climate fairly suitable for auedrubra,

but rather cold for Calisaya. A more congenial climate for both species

is indicated by the figures obtained at a lower station (elevation above the

sea 2,556 feet) which, for the years 1866 and 1867, areas follow

Minimum temperature *

Maximum „
Mean minimum temperature

„ maximum „
„ temperature . •

40° and 41° Fahr.
92*3° „ 94° »,

59'3° » 60*94° m
8o*6° „ 81 *59° $$

7o*i° „ 71*26° „

“ In various parts of Ceylon a favourable climate for Cinchona is ob-

tained, as will be seen from the following extract from a most reliable local

publication :

—

“ In the Dimbula district, for example, there is a mean temperature of

65*8° Fahrenheit, with nothing colder in the shade in winter than 44*5° (12°

above freezing point) and nothing hotter in the shade in summer than 89°,

both extremes being exceptional; and the latter helping to produce a
maximum temperature favourable to coffee cultivation, equally so to tea

and Cinchona without being injurious to human health. Dismissing the
rarely occurring extremes, we get a mean maximum in the shade of 73*2°

Fahrenheit, against a mean minimum of 58*4° Fahrenheit, resulting, as we
have already noticed, in a mean shade temperature of 65*8° Fahrenheit.

“In the matter of moisture, the peculiarities of the Cinchonas were at

first rather misunderstood, their preference for incessant rain and mist
having been exaggerated. It is found, especially on the Nilgiris, that all

the species (and particularly the red barks) withstand long droughts. All
the species assume a yellowish tint during the rains (indicating an exces-
sive supply of moisture), and (in the Nilgiris) all make their most vigorous
growth during the seasons in which sunshine and showers alternate.

After a continuance of dull steamy days all the species seem to become
tender, and a sudden change to bright sunny weather affects the plants in
a most marked way, causing their leaves to flag. In Sikkim, sucdrabia
makes its most vigorous growth during the latter half of the rains, but
both on the Nilgiris and Himalayas the trees continue to grow for two
months after the rains cease.

u Observations which have been made show that (calculated on the re-
turns of five years) there are at Ootacamund no fewer than 218 dry days
in the year and at Neddiwattum about 240 dry days. The rainfall of the
former locality (on an average of three years) is about 44 inches per
annum, and that of Neddiwattum 105 inches. The rainfall in Sikkim is

CULTIVA-
TION.

inches fell.

“ As regards elevation above the sea, it is found that in the Nilgiris
tucrirubra succeeds best at altitudes of from 4,500 to 6,000 feet An ele-

vation of 7,000 feet is found to be too high, the growth being too slow to
be profitable. Pale or crown barks thrive in a zone above this, and seem
to succeed well even up to 8,000 feet. Calisaya on the Nilgiris has not
been a success at any elevation ; but it does rather better, as also do the
grey barks, within the smedrabra zone than at higher elevations. In Sik-
kim, 160 further north, experience has shown that «uccinibra and the grey
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CINCHONA. Methods of Propagation in India.
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XI40

braks thrive well from 1,500 to 3,500 feet, and can be got to grow both as

low as 800 feet and as high as 5,000 feet ; Calisaya thrives between 1,500

and 3,000 feet ; officinalis does not thrive at any elevation.

"All the species are most impatient of stagnant moisture at their roots,

and therefore require an open subsoil, a sloping exposure, and the other

conditions of perfect drainage. They cannot be got to grow on flat land.

Like most other plants, they prefer a rich soil, and for this reason they do
better in newly-cleared forest than in grass lands of the sort so extensive

in the Nilgiris.* The brown or pale barks, however, are more tolerant

than the others of a soil poor in vegetable humus, and grow fairly well on
grass land. The freer and more friable the surface soil the better 5 but an
open well-drained subsoil is above all things indispensable to their suc-

cessful growth. As soon as the roots of a Cinchona tree get down into

subsoil in which there is any tendency for moisture to collect, the plant

most certainly begins to sicken and die. The basis of the soil of the

Nilgiris is decomposed gneiss; in Sikkim it is composed both of gneiss

ana of decaying mica schist."

Methods of Propagation in India.—Dr. King writes:—
w In Bengal .—The Cinchonas may be propagated by cuttings or seeds.

But as seeds, even of the most valuable sorts, are now obtainable, it is un-

necessary to describe the modes of artificial propagation. The seeds

germinate best at a temperature varying from 65** to 70° Fahrenheit; but
they will germinate at a temperature as low as 55

0
Fahrenheit. The

most efficient mode of sowing them is in open beds which are sheltered

by thatched roofs. The seeds must be sown in fine, rich, thoroughly-

decayed vegetable mould, either pure or mixed with an equal volume of

clean sharp sand which does not feel clayey or sticky when a little of it is

taken up and compressed between the fingers. Mould of this sort can

usually be easily collected in the forest, and is specially abundant at the

base of old clumps of bamboo. After being sifted, the soil so collected

should then be spread in layers about two or three inches in depth and
five feet wide on beds of ground which have been previously well cleared

and which should slope to one side, so that no water whatever may lodge

in them at any season. These beds should be protected from rain and
sunshine and from all drip by a single sloping thatch. The surface of the

seed-bed should from the first be smooth and even, but not hard and com-
pressed. The seed should then be scattered pretty thickly on the surface,

and afterwards a very little fine earth or sand may be sprinkled above it.

It is not desired to cover the seeds, but merely to steady them by a little

earth above them here and there, so as to get them into proper contact

with soil. Water should be given by means of a very finely drilled sy-

ringe. The seeds will germinate in from two to six weeks’. When the

seedlings have got two or three pairs of leaves, they should be transplant-

ed into nursery beds formed in every respect like the seed-beds, but with

a thicker layer of vegetable soil. They should be pricked out in lines at

distances of a little less than ij inches, with a space between the lines of

about 2 inches. After having been pricked out, the plants should remain
untouched until they are about 4 inches high, when a second transplanta-

tion will be necessary. On this second occasion they should be planted
out in the same manner as before, only at distances of about 4 to 4 inches

each way. When from 9 to 12 inches in height, the seedlings are ready
for transplanting into the situations they are permanently to occupy.

“ In tne early Nilgiri planting the trees are put out at distances of

twelve feet apart; subsequently at distances of eight feet; and latterly at

six by six feet In Sikkim, the earlier planting stands six by six feet,

but for the past twelve years a distance of four by four feet nas been
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adopted. The red bark, even in South America, is never a large tree; PHOPAGA-
Cinchona officinalis is but a big shrub, and it is doubtful whether in India
Calisaya will ever attain any very great size. Wide planting is therefore

obviously an error. All the Cinchonas, moreover, have the habit of

throwing out a quantity of superficial rootlets, and young Cinchona plant-

ations do not thrive until the soil between the trees is sufficiently protect-

ed from the sun to allow these superficial rootlets to perform their func-
tions freely. The growth of weeds is also checked by shade. By close

planting, therefore, two desirable objects are speedily obtained, and more-
over, the trees are encouraged to produce straight clean stems. As the
trees begin to press on each other, they can be thinned out, and a quantity
of bark may thus be got at a comparatively early period, with positive

advantage to the plants that are allowed to remain on the ground.
In Madras,—Mr. Lawson gives the following account of the method In

pursued in South India: "All the Cinchonas may be propagated very
readily by seed or cuttings. The former mode is usually adopted for the
sake of cheapness, while the latter is only resorted to when it is desired to

obtain a stock of some well-known variety very rich in particular alkaloids.

The seed is sown broadcast in beds specially prepared and made of rich

leaf-mould. They are protected from the sun by light pandals, that is,

by a thatch of ferns or mats raised 3 feet above the beds, or by branches
of ferns simply stuck in the ground, sufficiently thick to completely shade
the soil. When about an inch in height, these seedlings are pricked out
into other beds at a distance of 3 inches apart. When they have grown
g inches or a foot in height they are ready to be planted out in the estate.

This is always done in wet and cloudy weather, and each plant is im-
mediately protected with a little dome of fern. If this is not clone, and the
sun scorches the plants before they are well-rooted, their destruction is

certain. For each plant a pit 2 feet cube is dug some months beforehand,
so that the soil, when it is returned to the pit, is well aerated and pulverized.

As all Cinchonas are lovers of rich food, their well-being in the early

stages of their growth is greatly enhanced if the pits are liberally manured.
After the first winter is past and the spring showers have set in, the plants,

if healthy, are no longer in any danger of destruction from the ordinary
climatic changes, and, at the expiration of four or seven years, according
to the species, they will yield their first harvest of bark.”

Modes op collecting the Bark. COLLECTION.

In Bengal .
—"Various methods of harvesting the bark crop have Bengal,

been adopted. On the Sikkim plantations, the most profitable has been XX42
found to be the complete uprootal of the trees, and the collection of the

whole of the bark from root, trunk, and branches. A modification of this,

which has also been practised there as well as on some of the plantations

in South India and Ceylon, is coppicing. It does not, however, by any
means invariably happen that the stools yield coppice ; for they not un-
frequently die, m which case the whole of the root-bark is lost : for the
bark of any dead part of a Cinchona tree is always destitute of alkaloids.

" So long ago as 1863, the late Mr. Mclver discovered that, if a portion

of the bark of a living Cinchona be carefully removed so as not to injure

the young wood of the tree, the removed bark will, provided certain pre-

cautions are taken, gradually be renewed. At the same time he discovered
that bark so renewed is richer in alkaloids than natural bark, and he
further discovered that the exclusion of light from growing bark materially

increases its richness in alkaloid. These discoveries gave rise to the prac-

tice of harvesting Cinchona bark by stripping off a certain proportion of

their bark ^from a third to a half) from living trees, and of covering the
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stems that had been operated upon with a coating of moss or straw in

order to exclude light. The results of this process were very satisfactory

both in the Nilgiris and Ceylon. It was also discovered that, provided
natural shade be afforded, it is not necessary to coat the partially decorti-

cated trees with moss or straw. Mr. Moena, Director of the Dutch
plantations in Java, suggested a modification of this process which consists

in shaving off the superficial layers of bark from the whole surface of the
stem, care being taken that at no point shall the young wood be laid

bare. Mr. Moons found that the bark of trees thus treated gradually
acquires its former thickness, and that the renewed bark is richer in

alkaloids than the original bark. This process has been successful in

Java, and also to some extent in the Nilgiris and Ceylon 33
(King).

“ The practice of stripping bark from living trees was not resorted to
during the past year, as it was found that the renewal of the bark under
moss was rendered impossible in Sikkim by the attacks of ants 4

’ (Reso-

lution of the Government of Bengal, dated October 1876 ).

In Madras .—The following account deals in greater detail (than in

the above references) with the practice pursued in Madras
“ The ordinary way of taking the bark from the trees on the Govern-

ment plantations is that known under the name 01 stripping. The barker,
with the sharpened point of ax ordinary pruning knife, makes several

cuts running down the stem parallel to each other, about an inch apart,
and then with the blunt back of his knife, he raises every alternate narrow
strip and removes it from the tree, being very careful all the while not
to crush through the layer of delicate cambium cells which lies between the
strip of bark he has to take off and the wood of the tree. If the opera-
tion is performed carefully and the cambium cells are not injured, a new
layer of bark will be formed in the place of that which has been taken
away. If, on the other hand, the layer of cambium cells is crushed or
scratched off by clumsy workmanship, no new bark will be formed. In
order to facilitate this new formation of bark the stem is covered with
moss, grass, leaves of the New Zealand flax * (Phormium tenax) or some
other similar substance, and this is kept in its place by being bound round
by rope made from coir yam. At the end of a few weeks, if recuperation
has gone on satisfactorily, there will be seen on the wounded surface small
corky(pustules ; these gradually increase in size and eventually coalesce,
so as to form a new bark. The tree should then be manured, if possible,
and allowed tc remain for three years, after which those intervening
strips of bark which were left on the tree are removed. And this process
is repeated every third year, until the tree dies or it becomes too old to re-

new its bark sufficiently quickly to allow of its being profitably grown. In
the latter case it is either up-rooted and a young plant put in its place, or it

is cut down and one or more shoots are allowedto spring up from its stool.
c< Instead of taking the bark from the tree in narrow strips, it is the prac-

tice with some planters, and especially with those in Java, to shave the trees.

This is done by an ordinary pruning knife or by an American spokeshave.
The experiments made in tne Madras Government plantations, with the
view of discovering which of the two processes is the best, have been either
very faulty or show most decidedly that, while the shaving process may be
suitable in the case of young trees, the older trees suffer much less severe-
ly when the bark is taken from them in strips” (Lawson).

Treatment of the removed Bark.

In Bengal.—" After removal from the trees, Cinchona bark has to
be carefully dried, and on the best modes of doing this careful experiments
have been made. From these it has been found that exposure to a high
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temperature, especially in a moist atmosphere, causes bark to become
almost worthless* Even the sun's rays are hurtful* if bark is long? exposed
to them* To secure it in the best possible condition, bark should be
taken off the trees in large pieces, ana these should be arranged on dry-
ing stages, under shelter from the light and heat of the sun's rays, but
freely open to the access of air. The pieces should be frequently turned.
Bark should be taken off in dry weather only. If allowed to become
mouldy and to ferment, as is apt to happen if it be taken off during wet
weather, deterioration more or less serious surely occurs. Dry bark, on
the other hand, will keep unchanged for many months. Mr. Broughton
calculates that trunk bark loses from 70 to 74*8 per cent, of weight in

drying, and branch bark from 75 to 76 per cent. Tne Sikkim experience

goes to show that trunk red bark loses 73 per cent., and twig bark 75
per cent” {King).

In Madras*
—" After the bark is removed from the trees it is dried by

the sun or by artificial heat. It is then packed in gunny bags, forming
bales containing loolb of the bark. It is then despatched for sale, and
sold either locally in Madras or in London” (Lawson). Mr. Broughton
urged in his reports that the yield of alkaloids is injured by exposing the
bark to sunlight. He remarks :

“ The experimental evidence of this,

already adduced, appears to me to be quite conclusive of the fact, so
that further proof is scarcely needed. Further proof appears, however,
in the circumstance, of which I have been for some time aware, that the
bark of opposite sides of the same tree differs in yield of alkaloids.

This is, of course, only fully apparent in trees that are equally exposed
to sunlight on each side, which from the site of the plantations does not
generally occur. ” He then gives the analysis of bark in support of this,

and shows that the bark from the north exposed side of a tree—a side

which for four months was more exposed to the sun than the south

—

afforded 68 per cent, less alkaloid.

Diseases of the Cinchona Trees. DISEASES*

** Cinchona trees are liable to a kind of canker, which often destroys the
terminal and lateral branches, and not unfrequently kills the plants out-
right. This canker is most abundant in situations where the subsoil is

badly drained. In Java and Ceylon an insect pest, a species of Heleopeltts,

causes considerable injury to tne expanding leaf-buas ” (King). In the
official correspondence which the writer has perused, the question of the dis-

eases to which the Indian cultivated Cinchonas are subject is hotly contested.

This was made one of the subjects of special enquiry by the Cinchona
Commission which sat in 1871. The late Mr. Mclver reported to the
Madras Government that he anticipated the cultivation of Cinchona in

Sikkim would soon come to an end, as disease to an alarming extent had
made its appearance. Several of the persons examined by the Commission
stated that the supply of plants received from the Nilgiri hills manifested
the disease referred to on their arrival. This Mr. Mclver disputed,and
advanced the argument that the disease might have been acquired during
the journey to Bengal. About this time, however, Mr. Davison, an officer

of the Madras Cinchona staff, admitted that the disease in question was also

known on the Nilgiri hills, but that the trees on manifesting it were cut
down. The improvements in cultivation pursued in Bengal soon proved
that, however obtained, the alarmist statements made by Mr. Mclver were
unfounded, and that the Cinchona industry of Bengal had if anything
less to fear from disease than almost any other branch of agricultural

enterprise. Dr. King, in the correspondence alluded to, established two
diseases : “ one, a constitutional malady affecting the whole plantand usual-
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DISEASES. ly fatal ; the other local and by no means fatal. The former disease is

confined entirely to trees which nave been originally planted in damp situ-

ations, or in situations which have become damp subsequently by the ooz-
ing of drainage water in the way already explained. Disease first attacks
the roots of such trees. Its existence becomes apparent by the discoloriza-

tion of their leaves, which ultimately fall off. Gradual shrivelling of the
cortical and woody tissues then takes place from the root upwards, and
before this process has gone far the death of the plant has begun. This
disease is in fact apparently nearly identical with that known to gardeners
in England as ( Canker.’ It is not in any way infectious or contagious, as
some appear to think. It depends entirely on a local cause, namely, excess
of moisture in the soil ; and where that does not exist, it cannot occur.”
“The second form of disease does not affect the entire constitution of the
plant, but manifests itself in patches on the stem and branches. The
appearance of one of these patcnes is as if some escharotic had been dropped
on the bark, which is of a dark unnatural colour, shrivelled, dry, and brittle

;

occasionally these appearances extend to the wood, but asa rule they do not.

In size the patches vary ; many are about the size of a shilling, others are
much larger. They are not numerous on one tree and are often confined
to a single branch. When small, no apparent affection of the general
health of the plant occurs, and growth goes on unchecked. When, how-
ever, a large patch occurs on a small tree, involving the bark pretty nearly
all round the stem, death results. Death from this disease is, however, as
far as my observations go, not common, and it is a well-established fact

that a tree which has been extensively affected will, when cut down, throw
up from its stump perfectly healthy shoots, while in hundreds of trees at
Rangbf, I have seen illustrations of recovery, the little patches of diseased
bark being thrown off and replaced by perfectly healthy tissue, and the
plant apparently as robust as if it never had been attacked.*’ Dr. King
adds that the disease is most prevalent during the rains, and that he is not
prepared with any theory as to its cause. ** This disease is not confined
like the last to certain spots, but is found on plants in all parts of the
plantation.”

A careful examination of all that has been written and of the evi-
dence recorded before the Cinchona Commission, leads to the con-
clusion that the two diseases distinguished by Dr. King were by the
earlier observers viewed as one and the same. If anything, Mr. Mclver
and most other writers allude to the second disease,—the professional
gardeners and Cinchona planters assigning as a cause the damp soil to
which Dr. King attributes the first disease. The late Mr. Scott, in his
evidence before the Commission, attributed, as a probable cause of the
disease of the bark, the excessive humidity of the atmosphere checking
the transpiration and retarding thereby the circulation of the sap—an
effect which he thought might cause extravasation of sap into the tissue,
and thus produce the isolated patches of disease. This explanation would
be in keeping with Dr. King’s observation, that it is more prevalent
during the rains, and would at the same time point to the conclusion that
in point of humidity Sikkim possesses about tne maximum that the Cin-
chona plant can be successfully propagated under. This idea receives
further support from the fact that, while Cinchona sucdrubra and C. Cali-
aaya can be readily propagated in Sikkim, C. officinalis cannot, but that
species has been most successfully grown on the less humid slopes of the
Nilgiri hills.

It may be concluded that, with care in the selection of sites and the
more perfect system of cultivation now pursued, all danger from disease
has been practically removed.
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Annual Yield of Bark. YIELD.

In Bengal.—The outturn of bark from the Government plantation

was, in 1885-86, 339,2018), bringing the total yield of bark up to

3,256,927ft. Almost the whole of this large amount has been used up in

the manufacture of the Government Cinchona Febrifuge—a medicine of

which, during 'the past eleven years, 68473ft has been used up in India
(for the effect of these on the imports of Quinine see the two concluding
paragraphs of this article). The yield of bark shown above for Bengal,

land that to follow for Madras, do not include the bark from private plant-

ations, the particulars regarding which are not available.

In Madras.
—“The average amount of bark taken annually from the

several Government estates is about 100,000ft or 1,000 bales, and the

price realized per bale about R100; but in the course of a few years, when
the estates have been restored to their former prosperous condition, the

amount of bark annually taken will be greatly increased ” (Lawson).

Bengal.

1147

Madras.

II48

Respective Value of the Alkaloids.
M As has been already explained, the medicinal cystallizable alkaloids

contained in the bark are quinine, cinchonidine, quinidine, and cincho-

nine, together with an amorphous alkaloid. A fifth called aricine is

occasionally found, but has never been used in medicine. M. Hesse has

also recently announced the existence of another alkaloid occurring only in

the succirubra bark grown in Sikkim. This base has received the name of

quinamine. As everybody knows, it is the first named of these which has
hitherto formed the specific for malarious fever. Bark for the manufacture
of this alkaloid consequently brings a price in direct proportion to the
amount of quinine contained in The barks of Calisaya officinalis and
Calisaya contain the largest proportions of quinine, and are consequently
the most valuable to a quinine-maker, who, in buying a bark, takes account
only of the quinine in it, and allows little or nothing for the other alkaloids.

Cinchona barks, however, have long had a recognised value otherwise than
as sources of quinine. They have long been regarded as most valuable

tonics, and as such are used for making various pharmaceutical prepara-

tions, decoctions, tinctures, &c. For the manufacture of such preparations

red bark, as being the richest of all in its yield of total alkaloids, has
always been much esteemed, and of late years (since it began to get

scarce) has brought a price as high or even higher than that got for the
barks richer in quinine

99
(King).

VALUE OF
ALKALOIDS.

GOVERNMENT CINCHONA FEBRIFUGE AND QUININE.

“It had for many years been suspected that the other alkaloids in

which red bark is so rich are nearly, if not quite, as efficacious febrifuges

as quinine. The settlement of this point naturally demanded attention

at an early stage of the Cinchona experiment. In order to settle it by
actual trial. Commissions of medical officers of Government were appointed,
and the result of an extended series of trials instituted by them may be
given in the following extracts from their reports :

—

“ In regard to the relative effects of the three new alkaloids, and with
them chemically pure sulphate of quinine, the evidence derived from
their use shows that with the exception of sulphate of cinchonine, as

already stated, they, in a remarkable degree, so closely resemble each other

in therapeutical and physiological action as to render distinctive descrip-

tion of little or no practical utility. In a largeproportion of cases in which
they were tried chemically, pure sulphate of quinine and sulphates of

quinidine and cinchonidine appeared to indicate nearly equal febrifuge
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FEBRIFUGE. power, and in equal circumstances their use produced almost the same
physiological results.

“ The result confirms the general opinion expressed by the Commis-
sion last year, and likewise conclusively established beyond doubt, that
ordinary sulphate of quinidine, chemically pure sulphate of quinine, and
sulphate of quinidine possess equal febrifuge power, that sulphate of
cinchonidine is only slightly less efficacious, and that sulphate of cin-

chonine, though considerably inferior to the other alkaloids, is, notwith-
standing, a valuable remedial agent in fever.

“ There is no longer room to doubt that the alkaloids are capable of

being generally used with the best effects in India. They have been com-
pared with quinine, a drug which possesses, more than any other that
can be named, the confidence of medical practitioners here ; and have been
found by more than one observer, to supplement this sovereign remedy in

some of its points of deficiency. The risk attending their use is clearly

not greater than in the case of quinine, nor such as to be in any way deter-

rent; while the diversities of opinion on their relative usefulness and
potency are no more than will be found between opinions concerning any
three drugs of the Pharmacopoeia examined by separate observers.

“Red bark is rich in total alkaloids, but not very rich in quinine; and
the quinine in it is difficult of extraction. Crown bark is, on the other
hand, rich in crystallizable quinine, and is nearly as highly valued by
the quinine-maker as good American yellow. The establishment of the
therapeutic excellence of these alkaloids largely increased the value of the
red bark plantations in India, and made muen easier of solution the pro-
blem of supplying its fever-stricken population with a cheap and effec-

tual febrifuge. And for the solution of this problem the Government
very speedily took active steps, by appointing Mr. J. Broughton, a
skilled chemist educated in England, as Quinologist to the Nilgiri plant-
ations. Mr. Broughton, after making some valuable observations on
the chemistry of living Cinchonas and initiating a process for extracting
the whole of the alkaloids from suedrubra bark, retired from the service
of Government about 1877. The manufacture of Mr. Broughton’s
amorphous quinine was, however, discontinued on the departure of Mr.
Broughton, and since then the whole of the bark produced on the
Nilgiri plantations has been disposed of by sale. In 1873, Mr. O. H.
Wood was appointed Quinologist to the Government plantation in
Sikkim, and by him a process ofmanufacture was indicated by which the
mixed alkaloids of red bark are extracted in the form of an amorphous
white powder. This powder is called Cinchona Febrifuge, and up to the
31st March 1885, 70,491ft of this drug had been manufactured at
the Sikkim plantation. This drug is disposed of only in India, and is

issued to Government medical institutions and to private purchasers for

charitable distribution at the rate of R 16-8 per pound. Although not such an
elegant preparation as sulphate of quinine it has been proved (during the
very extended trials to which it has been submitted) to be an equally efficient

febrifuge. The methods in use for the extraction of the alkaloids from

,
Cinchona bark depend, first, on the displacement of them from their

natural combination with quino-tannic acid by prolonged maceration with
lime or an alkali ; secondly, on their removal in a free state by dissolving

therii in spirit or mineral oil ; thirdly, by their separation from the spirit

or oil in combination with hydrochloric or other suitable acid ; and finally,

by their crystallizations as sulphates or tartrates. The details of the pro-
cesses by which these results are effected vary in different factories” (King),

Mr. Wood, in his report for 1875-76, described his process of prepar-
ing the febrifuge as follows s—“ The dry bark is crushed into small pieces
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(but not powdered) and is put into wooden casks, where it is macerated FEBRIFUGE,

in the cold with very dilute hydrochloric acid. The liquor is then run off into

wooden vessels ana mixed with an excess of a strong solution of caustic

soda ; a precipitate forms, which is collectedon calico filters, and well wash-
ed with water. The precipitate is then dried at a gentle heat and powdered.
It constitutes the crude febrifuge which is next submitted to a process of

purification. In the latter process a certain weight of the crude product is

dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, and a small quantity of a solution of

sulphur in caustic soda is added to the liquor. After the lapse of 24
hours the liquor is carefully filtered. The filtrate is mixed with caustic

soda, and the resulting precipitate collected on calico and washed with a
small quantity of water ; dried and powdered it is then ready for issue,

and is sent out under the name of Cinchona febrifuge.”
Quinine.—By a Resolution of the Government of Bengal (1888) publi- QUININE,

cityhas been given toan important discovery of a simple means of isolating 1150
pure quinine and the other alkaloids. The history of this discovery may be
here given :

—“ During a visit which he paid to Holland in 1884, Dr. King
acquired some hints as to a process of extraction by means of oil. And
now, benefiting by the advice of some chemical friends, Mr. Gammie has
been able to perfect this process, with the result that the whole of the

quinine in yellow bark can be extracted in a form undistinguishable,

either chemically or physically, from the best brands of European manu-
facture. This can be done so cheaply that, as long as the supply of bark
is kept up, quinine need never cost Government much above twenty-five

rupees per pound. It is true that, at the present moment, quinine is

obtainable in the open market at rates not very different from this ; but
that is due to entirely exceptional causes. For some time back the

Ceylon planters have been up-rooting their Cinchona trees, both to save
them from disease, and to make way for tea-planting which appears now
to be becoming the principal industry of that Colony; ana Cinchona
bark has actually been sold in London below the cost of its production

in Ceylon. Indeed, so far has the fall in price gone, that South American
bark has been practically driven out of the market. This is a state of

matters which cannot continue very long, and which is not likely to recur.

In the ordinary course, therefore, quinine might be expected soon to

rise to what may be considered its normal price. The object of making
public the process now discovered is to check this rise in the price of a
drug of such general utility.”

Mr. Gammie describes his process as follows

Method of extraction of the alkaloids from Cinchona hark by cold oil as

used at the Government Cinchona Factory in Sikkim .

“ In order that the oil may speedily and effectually act on the Cin-
chona bark, the latter is reduced to a very fine powder by means of Carter’s

Disintegrator ; and to get the powder of a uniform fineness, it is passed
through a scalper, which is a machine commonly used for sifting flour.

The scalper is in the form of a box enclosing a sloping, six-sided, revolve-

ing chamber, covered with silk of 120 threads to the lineal inch. It

is driven at the speed of about thirty revolutions to the minute. Any
particles of the powder which may be too coarse to pass through the silk

meshes drop out at the lower end of the revolving chamber and are again

passed through the disintegrator.
•' 2. A hundred parts of the finely-powdered bark are then set aside to

be mixed with 8 parts of commercial caustic soda, 500 parts of water, and
600 parts of mixture composed of 1 part of fusel oil to 4 parts kero-

sine oil. If the caustic soda be of inferior quality, a little slaked lime
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QUININE* (about 5 parts) may be used in addition to the 8 parts of caustic soda ;

or caustic soda may be altogether omitted, and 15 parts of slaked lime
may be used instead of it. The caustic soda is dissolved in the water
and mixed with the bark. Then the oil is added, and the whole is kept
thoroughly intermixed in an agitating vessel. Should lime be used, it is

mixed in fine powder with the dry bark before adding the water and oil.

“3* The agitating vessels in use at Mungpoo are barrels with winged
stirrers revolving in them vertically, and with taps on the sides for drawing
off the fluids. The first stirring is carried on for four hours, and then the
whole is allowed to rest quietly in order that the oil may separate out to the
top of the watery fluid. When the oil, which has now taken up the greater
part of the alkaloids, has cleared out, it is drawn off by a tap placed just

above the junction of the two fluids. The oil is then transferred to another
agitator, and is there thoroughly intermixed with acidulated water for

five or ten minutes, the mixture being again allowed to rest for the separa-
tion of the oil. It will now be found (if sufficient acid has been used and
the stirring has been thorough) that the alkaloids have been removed from
the oil to the acidulated liquor. The oil is again transferred to the bark
mixture, and is kept intermixed with it for two or three hours ; the oil is

again drawn off in the same way, washed as before in the same acidulated
liquor; and this process is repeated a third or a fourth time or until it is

found, by testing a small quantity of the oil, that the bark has been
thoroughly exhausted of its alkaloids. Each stirring subsequent to the
second, need not be continued for more than an hour. The quantity of

acid required to take up the alkaloids from the oil will entirely depend on
the quality of the bark operated on. If the bark contains 4 per cent, of

alkaloids, about 2ft of either sulphuric or muriatic acid mixed in twenty
gallons of water should be sufficient, and so on in proportion.

" 4. The after-treatment of the acidulated water containing the alkaloids

depends on the product desired, and on the kind of acid that has been used.
Should sulphate of quinine be desired and sulphuric acid have been used,
the liquor is filtered (if necessary), heated, and made neutral by adding a
very weak solution of either caustic soda or liquor ammonia. It is then
allowed to cool, and as it cools the crystals form out. These crystals are
afterwards separated from the mother liquor by draining through a cloth

filter. After they have been thus obtained, the crystals are dried. They
are next dissolved in about fifty times their weight of boiling water. The
resulting liquor is filtered hot through a little animal charcoal. On cooling
after filtration the crystals again form out, and they are separated
as before from the mother liquor by filtration through a cloth. The
crystalline mass obtained by filtration is then placed in small lumps
on sheets of white blotting paper stretched on slabs of plaster of Pans.
By this means they are practically dried. They are afterwards thoroughly
dried by being laid on blotting paper in a room heated to about 10
degrees above the temperature of trie open air.

** 5. If Cinchona febrifuge is wanted, the alkaloids are exhausted from the
oil by muriatic acid, the solution being neutralized and filtered in the same
way. On an excess of caustic soda solution being added, the alkaloids

are precipitated. After standing some hours the whole bulk of liquor and
precipitate is passed through cloth filters ; and when the alkaline liquor

has drained off, the precipitate is washed with a little plain water, dried,

and powdered. The powder is Cinchona Febrifuge ready for use.”

TRADE,
XI5I

TRADE IN CINCHONA.
Present Condition op the Bark Trade.—

D

r. King has kindly fui>

nished the following paragraph on this subject s—"The present condition
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Foreign Trade in Cinchona* CINCHONA*
+*

of the Cinchona bark trade is one of depression. This is by no means * TRADE*

due to any diminution of the demand tor the Cinchona alkaloids, but
in a great measure to the fact that an entirely new source of quinine has
of late been discovered in the northern parts of South America. This
new source lies in a species of Remija, the bark of which is found to con-
tain quinine in comparatively small proportions, but in an easily-extracted

form. Remija trees are at present found growing in situations quite close CUPREA OR
to the ports of shipment. There is therefore little expenditure in collect- REMIJA
ing this bark, and as the trees are plentiful, it has within the past few
years been poured into the London market in enormous quantities under 115*
the designation of Cuprea bark. The depression is also greatly due to

the enormous exports from Ceylon, where cinchona is evei^rwhere being
up-rooted to make way for Tea. The effect of these flushings has been
temporarily to swamp the market, the Cuprea crushing out the more
costly Cinchona barks. The Cinchona planter, however, has only (if he

can afford it) to play a waiting game : for, if the importation of Cuprea
bark goes on much longer at the present rate, Remija trees will soon
become scarce in all easily accessible spots; and the exports from Ceylon
must soon diminish. With the extension of civilization, and with the

increase of wealth in tropical countries, the consumption of quinine must
steadily increase; at any rate, as long as malarious fevers continue to

exist in these countries.
”

Remija plants have only recently been introduced into India. Plants

are being grown in the Sikkim plantations, and Mr. Lawson alludes to

those in the Nilgiri plantations as too young to advance any opinions

regarding the success of this new undertaking. It seems probable, however,
that it may be found possible to cultivate the Cuprea-bark plant in

regions where labour may be less expensive than is the case with the
Cinchona plantations. Remija purdieana and R. pedunculata yield the

Cuprea bark of commerce.
In the official correspondence regarding Cinchona, various opinions

have been given as to future prospects. Mr. J. E. Howard, in a letter ad-
dressed to the Secretary of State in 1872, remarked ;

“ It remains that the

planters should not over-supply the demand of the world ; this, indeed, is

a possibility, but one so remote that it may be dismissed from all thought
for at least the present generation, and the range of altitude above the

sea level and the climate under which the Cinchona can be profitably

grown are at best extremely limited, as Mr. Broughton’s reports abun-
dantly shew, and it will be found eventually that the really productive

plantations are not too numerous for profit.” It must, however, be ad-
mitted that the spirit with which the Ceylon planters took up and are now
abandoning Cinchona cultivation, and that the discovery of a new Ameri-
can source of supply, have precipitated Mr. Howard*s possibility in little

more than fifteen years. An experienced Ceylon planter stated at a
meeting of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society that the price now paid for

bark had fallen so low that profit had become problematic.

Indian Foreign Trade in Cinchona and Quinine.

The earliest notice of Indian-grown Cinchona bark in the London
market occurs in 1867, but it was some years later before the bark as-

sumed a commercial position. Ten years later, in the Review of Trade
for 1875-76, Mr. d. E. O’Oonor remarks: “The total value of the

imports of quinine in 1875-76 was {(1,91,619; but it would seem that the

removal of the import duty in August 1875 has stimulated the imports

which, in the nine months of the current year, are valued at £2,28,978.

It is manifest that as yet, even with the aid given by Government in the
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CINNABAR. Foreign Trade in Cinduma : Cinnabar.

TRADE IN
CINCHONA.

shape of imported quinine and the alkaloids of Cinchona produced in

India at the cost ot the State, this valuable febrifuge can reach only a
fraction of the population.”

From the value shown in 1875.76 the imports steadily increased, till in

1883-84 they became 0,9362b valued at R 7,25,2 27, since which date they
appear to have steadily declined in value, being last year 12,088ft valued
at R3,62,466. These facts indicate the depreciation in the value of

quinine which has taken place, for in quantity it will be seen the imports
are greater than at any previous year. The exports of Indian Cinchona
bark have steadily increased for years past. In 1882-83 they amounted
to 641,608ft valued at R7,90,861, and last year 1,286,900ft valued at

R14,56,381. Thus, both in quantity and value the exports are double
what they were five years ago. These facts would seem to almost point

to an opposite conclusion to that alluded to in the concluding sentence of

the last paragraph, for, while the imports of quinine have nearly doubled,
the declared value of these is only naif that of the imports of 1882-83.

The exports of Cinchona bark from India are mainly from Madras, the

bulk of that produced in Sikkim being used up in the manufacture of the

Government Cinchona febrifuge. Commenting on the present Cinchona
trade, Mr. d. E. O’Oonor, in his last Review of the Trade of British India

,

,

says :
“ This trade has not developed to the extent which was at one time

hoped, and indeed it has been somewhat a disappointment to those who
invested in the business with expectations of large fortunes in the no
distant future. The fall in prices and the competition of other countries

have restricted the trade ; but though its dimensions are still relatively

small, the trade has been increasing.”

In addition to the imports of quinine as a commercial article, reference

must be made to the quantities included among Government stores. It

is satisfactory to observe, that, as a direct result of the manufacture of the

febrifuge, the imports of quinine have fallen off from an amount valued

in 1876-77 at R2,6g,734 (£26,000) to R683 (£68). If alongside of this

fact be placed a statement of the financial position of the Government
plantations, the immense benefit conferred on the people of India by the

Government effort to provide the only trustworthy specific against the

malaria which carries off annually its thousands of the population. In a
note written for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition Catalogue Dr. King
says s

“ The total cost of the Sikkim plantation has been under eleven lakhs

of rupees” (£110,000). "The actual profit on the sale of Cinchona pro-

ducts from the beginning of the plantation to the present time (1884-85)

amounts to R4,95>5*3 (&45.5I3)* while the saving to Government by
substitution in its Dispensaries, and Hospitals of cinchona febrifuge for

quinine amounts to over twenty-five lakhs of rupees ” (£250,000).
” The Government plantations on the Nilgiris contained on 31st March

1885, 1,618,744 cinchona trees of various sorts. During the official year

of 1884-85 these plantations yielded a crop of 1x8,017ft. The financial

results of the Nilgiri plantations since their commencement shows a net

surplus o! profit of R5.5i.743 (£55 .174)-”

CINNABAR.

Cinnabar is a sulphide of mercury, known in the vernacular as Shin-

gaff,. It is used in dyeing, but more for domestic use than by the profes-

sional dyer. It is said to be found in Central India and to be also pro-

duced artificially ; it sells for R140 a cwt.

See Mercury*
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Camphor Wood.

CINNAMOMUM, Blume / Gen . PI., III.

,

755.

CINNAMOMUM
iners.

Cinnamomum Camphora, iWw/ Br. Ind K, /j*,- JFi£A/, /c.,

/. /<?/<£/ Laurineje.
«5*

Japan Camphor of Commerce is obtained from this tree.

Syn.—Camphora officinarum, Nees

;

Laurus camphorifbra, Kamp.f
Roxb., FI, Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 340.

Habitat.—A tall tree, with smooth, shining leaves, a native of China,
Japan,and Malay Islands ; introduced into the Botanic Garden at Calcutta
m 1802. This is one of the sources of camphor. For further information
see Camphor.

C. glanduliferum, Meissn. / FL Br. Ind., V., 13$.

The Nepal Camphor Wood
;
the Nepal Sassafras.

Syn.—Laurus glandulifkra, Wall,in Act. Ser., Med. and Phys., Cal

45 *

Vem.—Malligiri, marisgiri, Nepal; Rohu, Lepcha; Gunserai, Mechi,
Ass. ; Gundroi, Cachar.

References.—Brandis, For. FI. , 376 ; Gamble, Man. Timb ., 306; Voigt

,

Hort. Sub. Cal., 308 ; Pharm. Ind., 196.

Habitat.—A large tree of South Himalaya from Kumion eastwards
to Assam, the Khasia Hills, and Sylhet.

Medicine.—In the Indian Pharmacopoeia this plant has been recom-
mended as worthy of more attention than has been hitherto paid to it.

The wood may be used as a substitute for sassafras. (Home Dept. Cor.)

Structure of the Wood.—Rough, pale brown, highly scented, with a
strong smell of camphor when fresh cut ; has a certain lustre. Weight
38*58) per cubic foot. It distantly resembles that of an Albizzia on a
vertical section, but is rougher ; it is soft to moderately hard, even-grained.
Durable, easily worked, and is not touched by insects. Used in Assam
for canoes and boat-building ; in Sikkim for boxes, almirahs, and other
articles; also for planking. It is being tried for sleepers [Gamble).

C. iners, Reinw. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 130 / Wight, Ic
.,

t. 130, 122, 133.

Syn.—Laurus nitida, Roxb., FI. Ind,, Ed. C.B.C., 338.

Vern.—Jangli-ddrchtni, dar chin*. Hind.; ¥angli ddlckini, Dec.; Rd-
ndcha-ddl-chini, ran-dal-chini

,
Mar.; Tikhi, Bomb.; Kdttu-karuvdp

pattai, sembela puli pilla, Tam.; Adavi-lavanga-patta
,
packaku, Tel.;

Kattu-karuvdtoli, kot-karva, kdt carva, Mala.; Adavi-lavanga-patte
,

dalchini, yellagada, ddlchini yanne, lavanga yale, lavangada yale,
cuddu-lavanga, Kan.; Sikiyabo, tikyobo, luleng-kyaw, thit-kyam-bo

,

len-kyan, nalingyaw

,

Burm.
References.—Brandis, For. FL, 375! Kura, For. FI. Burm., II., 287 ;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 305 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal , 307: Pharm . Ind.,

195,460; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind,, 102; Flick. & Hanb.,
Pharmacog., 5*?, 533: Waring, Bazar Med., 44; Drury, U. Pl„ 137

;

Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 7/; Lisboa, U. Pl., Bomb., 111 ; Balfour, Cy-
clop Treasury\of Bot.; Simmonds, Trop . Agricult., 490 ; Kew Cat., no.

Habitat.—A tree of Eastern Bengal, South India, and Burma. It is

w a native of Sumatra; from thence Dr. Charles Campbell sent plants in

1802 to the Botanic Garden at Calcutta, under the Malay name Kulit

manew. After seven years the young trees blossomed in February and
ripened their seeds in May.” (Roxb)

Medicine.—“The inner bark possesses in the fresh state a powerful

cinnamonic odour and taste, ana by careful drying and preparation

appears capable of affording cassia lignea of good quality. Dr. /E, Ross
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CINNAMOMUM
Parthenoxylon.

Martaban Camphor Wood*

MEDICINE.
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MEDICINE.
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XX71
Oil.

XI72

states that this tree is very abundant in the Balaghat jungles o! North
Kanara, and that it was from this ^locality that the cassia bark, once so
largely exported from that district, was obtained. The smaller branches
when carefully prepared, he pronounces to be nearly equal to that of

C. zeylanicum* At his recommendation, Dr. Ross states, the Bombay
Government now farms out these trees, and by this means a very consi-
derable addition has bden made to the revenue. It may be used as
a substitute for cinnamon, to which, adds Dr. Ross, it can hardl> be
reckoned inferior." (Phartn. Ind.) “ The seeds, bruised and mixed with
honey or sugar, are given to children in dysentery and coughs, and com-
bined with other ingredients in fevers." {Drury, U. PL)

Food.—The bark and the leaves are used for curries. {Lisboa.) See
Cassia bmds under C. Tamala.

Structure of the Wood.—Billets of this tree are often sold, together with
other kinds of firewood, by the wood-cutters.

Cinnamomum obtusifoliura, Ntes; FI. Br. Ind., V., 128/ Wight,
Ic., 1. 139.

Syn.—Laurus obtusifolia, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 339 ; L. Cassia,
in Herb. Ham.

Vern.—Tezpat, ramteepat, kxnton, Beng. ; Bara singoli, Nepal; Nupsor

,

Lepcha j Patichanda, Ass. ; Dupatti, Mechi ; Krowai, Magh. ; Lvt-leng -

leyaw, Burm.
References.—Brandis, For. FI., 375; Kura, For . Pl. Burnt., II., 287 ;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 305 ; Voigt, Hort . Sub. Cal., 307 ; FlUck. & Hanb.,
Pharmacog., 528 ; Balfour, Cyclop.; Simmonds, Trop. Agri., 490 ; Kern
Cat., no.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree, with grey aromatic bark, quarter inch

thick, native of the outer North-East Himalaya, ascending to 7,000 feet,

and of Eastern Bengal, Burma, and the Andaman Islands. v

Fibre.—The “ Muga ** silkworm {Anthercea assamce) sometimes feeds

on its leaves.

Medicine.—Dr. Kurz says the aroma of the bark is variable, and the

bark of the root of the Martaban plant is as aromatic as the best Ceylon
cinnamon. Dr. Gimlette says the bark is

M collected in Dunabaisia, a
valley adjacent to that of Nepal proper ; it is used in dyspepsia and liver

diseases.

Food.—

L

eaves are aromatic 5 used in curry. In Assam the dried

leaves are used as a spice.

Structure of the Wood.—Reddish grey] moderately hard, shining,

mottled on a vertical section by the medullary rays, the pores containing a
gummy substance which exudes copiously on the wood being wetted.
Weight, 41ft per cubic foot. Balfour says that the wood is useful for

various purposes.

C. Parthenoxylon, Meissn . ; PI. Br. Ind., V.,133 ; Wight, Ic., t. 1832.

The Martaban Camphor Wood.
Syn.—Laurus porrecta, Roxb.; Parthenoxylon porrectum, Blume;
Laurus Parthenoxylon, Jack.; Sassafras Parthenoxylon, Nees.

Vera.—Kayo»gadis, Mal.
References.—Kurz, For. FI. Burnt., II., 289; Gamble, Man. Timb., 305 •

Pharm. Ind., 196; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 103; Balfour,
Cyclop.

Habitat.—A native of South Tenasserim, to Penang and Sumatra,
Java and China.

Medicine.—The fruit yields an oil used in rheumatic affections. An
infusion of the root is also employed as a substitute for sassafras.
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The Cassia Lignea.
CINNAMOMUM

Tamala.

Cinnamomum pauciflorum, Nees ; FL Br. Ind., V., iog.

Syn.

—

Laurus recurvata, Roxb., FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 338
Vera.—Dinglatterdop, Khasia.
References.—*Gamble, Man . Timb., 305; Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog .,

$28; Simmonds, Trap. Agri., 490.

Habitat.—Met with in the Assam Valley Kh4sia Hills, and Sylhet.
Roxburgh says the leaves and bark, while possessing the generic pe-

culiarities as to aromatic flavour, are inferior to the other species.

Structure of the Wood.—Light red, very aromatic, beautifully mottled
on a radial section by the medullary rays : rough, hard. Weight, 39B&

per cubic foot.
|

C. sp.
Vern.—Hmanthin, Burm.
Reference.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., 307•

Habitat.—Met with in South Tenasserim.
Structure of the Wood.—White, with a pink tinge, shining, moder-

ately hard, highly scented. Weight 36 to 43Tb per cubic foot. It is

plentiful at Tavoy and Mergui, where it is used for building.

C. sp., perhaps C. Parthenoxylon, Meissn. {Kurt, II., 289), or

Aperula Neesiana, Bl. {Brandis, 383).

Vera.—Ka away, Burm.
Reference.

—

Gamble, Man . Timb., 307.

Habitat.—Met with in South Tenasserim.

Structure of the Wood.—Orange-brown, scented, moderately hard,

oily to the touch. It resembles the wood of C. glanduliferum in structure.

Weight 43 to 46ft per cubic foot ; durable, used for house-building and
shingles.

C. sp, (This is probably C. iners, Reinw ., which see.)

Vtcn,~StnkoB%, Burm.
Reference.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., 307.

Habitat.—Met with in South Tenasserim; found by the late Mr. Lee
in Mergui, but rather scarce.

Structure of the Wood.—Red, soft, strongly scented.

C, Tamala, Fr. Nees ; FI. Br. Ind., V
.,
128.

The Cassia Lionea or Cassia Cinnamon.

1173

Bark.

117*
Leaves.

1175

TIMBER.
1176

1X77

TIMBER.
XX78

1179

TIMBER.
Il80

xx8x

TIMBER.
1X82
1X83

Syn.—Laurus Cassia, Roxb ., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 337* 339 (C. Cassia,

Don , not ofLinn.) ; C. albiflorum, Nees. in Wall, PI. As. Rar., II., 75.

Vern.—Dalchini, kirkirta, kikra, talisputar, talispatri
,
barahmi. silkanti.

jpat, oarmi, lieu. , uarcnim, lumaia, dul , „ ,

Dalchini tiki, Mar.j Tdlisha-pattiri, Tam . ;
‘Tdllisha-patri, Tel. ; La-

vanga patte, lavangada patte, dalchini, Kan.; Thit-kya-bo, Burm.;
Tamil, tespatra, Sans. ; Zarnab, Arab.

References.—Brandis, For . Fl„ 374 / Kura, For. Fl. Burm., II., 288 /

Gamble, Man. Timb., 306; Stewart, Pb. PL, 187 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub .

Cal., 308 ; Pharm± Ind., 196 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 102

;

macog.,528 s U. C.Dutt, Mat.Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog ., Si Med. Hind., 224 /

Bomb. Prod., 72; Ptesse, Perfumery, 106, 112; Balfour, Cyclop . / Smith,

Did., ifq ; Treasury of Botany; Trop. Agri., 1882-83,^ 453, S33> 8/7> yy /

Simmonds, Trc
Vol. XI., no;

. Agrt., 490; Fleming,
Kew Cat., in.

PL and Drugs,
As. Res.
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WNNAMOMUM The Cassia Lignea.
Tamala. .

DYE.
Leaves.

ZZ84

OIL.

ZZ85

CASSIA
BUDS.
zz86

Habitat.—A moderate-sized evergreen tree on the Himalaya, sparingly

from the Indus to the Sutlej 5 common thence eastward, betweenfoooo and
7,000 feet, to Eastern Bengal, the Khdsia Hills, and Burma.

Dye.—The leaves are commonly used as a condiment, but they are

also employed in calico-printing in combination with myrabolans. Dr.

McCann says that in Lonardaga, Chutia Nagpur, the bark (taj) is used

as an auxiliary with Mallotus philippinensis. About 33 tons of the leaves

and 24 tons of the bark are annually exported from the tract between the

Ramganga and the Sarda. C. Tamala is most likely to yield the Taj (At-

kinson) and Tejpdt of the North-West Provinces ana Panj&b, but in

Bengal the leaves and bark of C. obtusifolium, Nees, more commonly
bear these names. In fact, the leaves of any species of the genus would be

at once called Tejpat by a native, but for economic purposes C. Tamala
is superior to any of the other Indian species. The bark of this plant is

the Cassia Lignea of Indian commerce. The Cassia Cinnamon of Eu-
rope is obtained from China, the source of which is still obscure. It is

chiefly, however, attributed to C. Cassia, Bl., which it seems may be

proved but a form of C. Tamala, Nees (Gamble reduces it to be a
synonym). The true cinnamon is, however, C. zeylanicum, Breyn. 'Hie

roots of C. zeylanicum, as also, sparingly, of C. Tamala and C. obtusifo-

lium, yield camphor, but the true camphor plant of commerce is C. Carn-

phora, Nees, a native of Japan.
Oil.—The outer bark 01 the plant yields on distillation an essential oil.

From one cwt. of bark, f of a pound of oil is obtained. The oil has a
pale yellow colour and the smell of cinnamon, although very inferior to it

in quality. It is chiefly used in the manufacture of soap, especially what
is called “military soap.” (Piesse. Perfumery, 10.)

Sources of Cassia Lignea.—The cinnamon known as Cassia Cinna-

mon or Cassia Lignea of Indian commerce is obtained from this plant.

It is coarser and sold in larger pieces than the true cinnamon or bark of

C. zeylanicum, for which it is often used as an adulterant. Kurz says

the bark of the root is quite as good as the true cinnamon bark. In

Manipur the writer found the natives on the eastern frontier regularly in

the habit of collecting the root-bark instead of the stem-bark.
By some authors the C. Cassia, Bl. of China is kept distinct from

C. Tamala, Nees. The Flora of British India retains doubtfully a plan t col-

lected by Kurz in Burma under that name. In medical works it is

generally stated that the Cassia cinnamon is derived from C. Cassia,

but on this point FlUckiger and Hanbury, in their Pharmacographia,

say: “Although it is customary to refer it (Cassia bark) without hesita-

tion to a tree named Cinnamomum Cassia, we find no warrant for such

reference ; no competent observer has visited and described the Cassia-

yielding districts of China proper and brought therefrom the specimens

requisite for ascertaining the botanical origin of the bark.” China is

the chief source of the Cassia Lignea of commerce, it being exported from
Canton. All doubt as to the source of the bark, buds, &c.# has recently

been removed by the collections made by Mr. O. Ford. Mr. Dyer read a
paper on this subject before the Linnsean Society, in which he was able to

establish from Mr. Ford’s specimen that the China plant was, as long

supposed, C. Cassia, BL No doubt whatever exists as to the source of

the Indian Cassia Lignea . It is obtained from C. Tamala, Nees, and from
C. obtusifolium, Nees. Gamble remarks that the bark of C. Tamala is

largely collected and sold under the name of Taj.

Cassia Buds or Flores Cassim.—These are the immature fruits of

trees yielding Cassia Lignea . They are something like cloves, and consist

of the unexpended flower-heads. They possess properties similar to those
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The Cassia Ligaea.

of the bark. It appears from a very old writing that the cassia buds
were employed in preparing the spiced wine called Hippocras (Pharma-

cog. 2 Treasury of Botany). Dr, Dymock alludes to “ K&U ndgkesar
(known in Europe as Cassia buds)

1 ’ as the immature fruits of Cisuamo-
murn Cassia, Blume, and C. iners, Reinw. t

“ imported into Bombay from
China and Southern India.

9
' He further adds : "Two kinds are found in

the Bombay market, Chinese and Malabar ; they are used as a spice by
the Muhammadans."

Description of Cassia Bark.—" Chinese Cassia Lignea, otherwise
called Chinese cinnamon, which, of all their varieties, is that most esteemed,
and approaching most nearly to Ceylon cinnamon, arrives in small
bundles about a foot in length and a pound in weight, the pieces of bark
being held together with bands of bamboo.

“ The bark has a general resemblance to cinnamon, but is in simple
quills, not inserted one within the other. The quills, moreover, are less

straight, even and regular, and are of a darker brown ; and though some
of the bark is extremely thin, other pieces are much stouter than fine cin-

namon,—in fact, it is much less uniform. The outercoat has been removed
with less care than that of Ceylon cinnamon, and pieces can easily be
found with the corky layer untouched by the knife.

"Cassia bark breaks with a short fracture. The thicker bark cut
transversely shows a faint white line in the centre running parallel with
the surface. Good cassia in taste resembles cinnamon, than which it is

not less sweet and aromatic, though it is often described as less fine and
delicate in flavour.

"An unusual kind of cassia lignea is imported since 1870 from China
and offered in the London market as China cinnamon, though it is not the
bark that bears this name in Continental trade. The new drug is in un-
scraped quills, which are mostly of about the thickness of ordinary Chinese
cassia lignea; it has a very saccharine taste and pungent cinnamon
flavour.

“ The less esteemed kinds of cassia bark, which of late years has been

“ The barks thus met with vary exceedingly in colour, thickness, and
aroma, so that it is vain to attempt any general classification. Some have
a pale cinnamon hue, but most are of a deep rich brown. They present all

variations in thickness, from that of cardboard to more than a quarter of an
inch. The flavour is more or less that of cinnamon, often with some un-
pleasant addition suggestive of insects of the genus Cimex. Many, be-
j l • *.• ___ l- li : ~:i u • :

sides being aromatic, are highly mucilaginous, the mucilage being freely im-

parted to cold water. Finally, we have met with some thick cassia bark of

good appearance that was distinguished by astringency and the almost

CASSIA
BARK.
XX87

poured into the market in vast quantity, are known in commerce as Cassia
Lignea, Cassia vera, or Wild Cassia, and are further distinguished by the

names of the localities whence shipped, as Calcutta, Java, Tfmor, &c.

entire absence of aroma 99

(Pharmacographia, 530).

Medicine.—The bark is given for gonorrhoea, and the leaves are used
in rheumatism as a stimulant (Stewart). The latter “ are supposed to have
furnished the Folia malabathri (see Tamolpathri, or Indian Leaf of Old
n I > • j \ rr*, 11 J • ! J LI. 4. I 1.I ! i.

for their stomachic ana sudorific properties (Dr. Adam’s Translation of
Paulus digineta, Vol. HI., p. 238), ana they still constitute an article of the

Indian Materia Medicaunaer the name of Tij or Tidj-pat, the Tudje of the

TaleefShereef(p. 55, No. 291). They partake of the aroma and pungency,

and probably also of the carminative properties, of cinnamon.” (Pharm.

Ind.) They are used in flatulant colic, diarrhoea, and other diseases

arising from the disordered state of the bowels. They resemble cloves

v c. 1189
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ZZ02

closely in medicinal properties, for which they may be substituted. Baden
Powell says that the leaves are considered by the natives hot and cardiac,

and that they are useful in colic, indigestion,and nausea. The bark is pre-
scribed by the hakims in debility of the stomach, enlargement of the
spleen, affections of the nerves or heart, pains in the womb, also in reten-
tion of urine and catamenia, and bites of serpents and poisoning by opium.
“ An aromatic oil extracted from the fruit and leaves is usea as a medi-
cine" (Bomb. Gae., XV., 66).

Special Opinions.—§ " Dalchinl, used in dispensary in place of true
cinnamon; equally efficacious" (Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saharun-
pore). “ The leaves in Kashmir, Barg-i-Taj, are employed as a substitute for

Chavica Betle, Rets 1
* (Surgum-Major y. E. T. Aitcniton, Simla). “ Used

decoction or powder in suppression of lochia after child-birth, with much
benefit" (Surgeon-Major J. J. L. Ratton, Salem). "Is used in coughs,
flatulence, ana fevers ” (Surgeon-Major D. R. Thomson, Madras).

Chemical Composition.—"Cassia bark owes its aromatic properties

to an essential oil, which, in a chemical point of view, agrees with that

of Ceylon cinnamon. The flavour of cassia oil is somewhat less agree-

able, and, as it exists in the less valuable sorts of cassia, decidedly different

in aroma from that of cinnamon. We find the specific gravity of a
Chinese cassia oil to be ro66, and its rotatory power in a column of

50 mm. long, only 01.
0
to the right, differing consequently in this respect

from that of cinnamon oil.

" Oil of cassia sometimes deposits a stearoptene, which when purified

is a colourless, inodorous substance, crystallizing in shining, brittle

prisms. We have never met with it.

“ If thin sections of cassia bark are moistened with a dilute solution

of perchloride of iron, the contents of the parenchymatous part of the

whole tissue assume a dingy brown colour ; in the outer layers the starch

granules even are coloured. Tannic matter is consequently one of the

chief constituents of the bark ; the very cell-walls are also imbued with it.

A decoction of the bark is turned blackish green by a persalt of iron.

"If cassia bark (or Ceylon cinnamon) is exhausted by cold mater,

the clear liquid becomes turbid on addition of iodine; the same occurs if

a concentrated solution of iodide of potassium Is added. An abundant
precipitate is produced by addition of iodine dissolved in the potassium

salt. The colour of iodine then disappears. There is consequently a
substance present which unites with iodine, and, in fact, if to a decoction

of cassia or cinnamon the said solution of iodine is added, it strikes a
bright blue coloration, due to starch. But the colour quickly disappears,

and becomes permanent only after much of the test has been added.
We have not ascertained the nature of the substance that thus modifies

the action of iodine; it can hardly be tannic matter, as we have found the

reaction to be the same when we used bark that had been previously

repeatedly treated with spirit of wine and then several times with boiling

ether.

"The mucilage contained in the gum-cells of the thinner quills of

cassia is easily dissolved by cold water, and may be precipitated to-

gether with tannin by neutral acetate of lead, but not by alcohol. In the

thicker barks it appears less soluble, merely swelling into a slimy jelly
”

(Pharmacographia, S31).
The leaves are known as Tejfat

,

and the bark as Taj.

Food.—The bark and the dried leaves are used to flavour dishes. It

is much employed to adulterate true cinnamon.

C. 1x92
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The Caaeia Lignaa.
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CINNAMOMUM
Tamala,

Structure of the Wood*—Reddish grey, splits and warps, moderately
hard, close-grained, slightly scented ; not used. Weight 39 3b per cubic

foot.

Introduction of Chinese Plant.—Dr. King, in his report of the Botanic
Gardens of Calcutta, 1883-84, alludes to plants received from Hong-Kong.
**The plant seems a slow grower, and some time must elapse before any-
thing can be gathered as to the likelihood of its being grown to a profit

in Bengal as a source of Cassia bark.”

TIMBER.
H03

1SM

Foreign Trade of Cassia Lignba. TRADE.

Year.
Imports.

Exports and
Rr-rxports.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

1880-81 • • . • •

cwt.

19,660

R
4.68.576

cwt.

4.487

R
1,18,248

1881-82 . • • 9,705 1,90,891 3.865 94,408
1882-83 13,240 a,6 i,543 2,211

5l365
45,921

1883-84 19,917 3 ,84,491 1,05,310

1884-85 14,769 2,48,344 4.69* 81,394

Imports for 1884-85.

Presidency to which
imported.

Quantity. Value.
Country from which

imported.
Quantity. Value.

Bombay
Bengal . .

Madras

Total .
j

cwt.
12,308
2,226

235

R
2,01,944
41,460
4,940

Aden
China—Hong-Kong
Straits •

Total

cwt.

1

*

3,557
1,212

R

2,24,805

23,536

14,769 2,48,344 1*4,769 2,48,344

Re-exportsfor 1884-85.

Presidency from
which exported.

Quantity. Value.
Country to which

exported.
Quantity. Value.

Bombay
Bengal
Sindh •

Total

cwt.

4,675
13

4

R
81,114

225

55

Persia * • •

Arabia .

Turkey in Asia
Other Countries

cwt.

2.785
980
715
212

R
48,826
17,051

”,956
3,56i

4,692 81,394
|

Total 4,692 81,394

Dr. Dymock (Mat. Med., W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 667) alludes to Cassia
Lignea under the name C. Cassia, Bl. He states that a considerable
trade is done in Bombay in the Chinese imported article, and that Kalfah
or Malabar Cassia is also largely used as a substitute for the Chinese.
The former, he says, is sold at 3$ to 4 annas per ft, the latter at about
R5 for 37i&. In a farther page he alludes to C. Tamala, so that, appa-
rently, the Malabar Cassia is, according to Dr. Dymock, different from
C. Tamala. Definite information regarding the Indian trade in

C. Tamala cannot be obtained, but it seems probable very little if any
of the truly Indian bark is exported,

Y 2 ' C. 1195
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CINNAMOMUM
scyianicum. True Cinnamon.

1196 Cinnamomum zeylanicum, Breyn. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 131 ; Wight,
True Cinnamon. [/*., /. 123.

Syn.—Laurub Cinnamomum, Willd. ; Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 336.
Vera.

—

Dalchini, qalami-ddr-chini, Hind., Beng., Due. 5 DdrcMni, hvrfa,
Pb.j Taj, dalchini

,

Bomb.; TV, ddlckinl

,

Guj.; Ddlchini, data
ckini, Mar.; Karruwa, lavangap-pattai, karuvdp-pattai, Tam.; &ma-

lavanga-patta, sanna-lavangapatia

,

Tel.; Cheriya-ela-vanna-
toli, lavanga-patta, Mala. ; Lavanga-patte

, ddla-chini, Kan. ; /famt
kurdndu, Singh.; Lulingyuw, thitkyabo, simbo-sikiyabo, timbodikyobo

,

Burm.; Gudatvak, Sans.; Qirfahe-saildniyah, ddrsini, Arab.;
khahe, saildniyah, ddr-chini

,

Pers.
References.

—

Brandis, For. FI., 375 / Afurjr, For. Jfl. Bunn., II., 28?

;

Beddome

,

/?!. Sy/v., 202 ; Gamble,
Jfan. Timb., 305; Thwaites, En. Ceylon

PL, 252 / Z)C., Origin of Cult. Pl., ij6; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 307 s

Pharm.lnd., 194 ; Mooaeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 103$ Bentl.
and Trim., Med. Pl. % 224 ; FlUck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 519 ; £7. C.

Afa*. Hind., 224; O’Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 839;
Murray, Drugs and Pl. Sind, no ; Bidie, Cat. Eaw Prod., Paris Each.,

15; Waring, Bamar Med., 43 ! S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 116 ; Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr„ 373 ! Buck, Dyes and Tans, N.-W. P., 37 ; Birdwood,
Bomb. Prod.,?I ! Lisboa, U. Pl. Bomb., no, i?o, 224; Piesse, Per-
fumery, 106, 112 ; Balfour, Cyclop.: Smith, Dict.

f 118; Treasury of
Botany ; T*op. Agri., 423 / Simmonds, Trop. Agrx., 490, 492; Irvine,
26, 28; Med. Top. Ajmere, 133 ! Fleming, Med. Pl. and Drugs, As.
Res., Vol. XI., 170 ; Kent Cat., in ; Kew Official Guide to the Botanical
Garden and Arboretum, 37 ; U. S. Agril. Dept. Report, 1881-82,p. 224.

CAMPHOR.
1197
DYE.
XX98

OIL.

1199

Habitat.—It is a native of the Ceylon forests, but now cultivated on the
western coast of that island ; it is also said to be met with in the forests of

Tenasserim, and is experimentally being cultivated in South India.

Camphor.—The root yields camphor (Kurs). Lisboa says that cam-
phor is prepared from the root-bark.

Dye.—“ Tejpdt is imported largely from Nepal and from the North-
West Provinces forests, and is used, together with myrobalan, chiefly

in calico-printing, apparently as a clarifier ” (Buck, Dyes and Tans of
N.-W. P., 38). It seems probable this passage should be referred to

C. Tamala and not to “ Laurus Cinnamomum.”
Oil.—The liber of this plant yields the essential oil of cinnamon, an

oil of considerable importance. Three oils are obtained from this plant,

one from the bark to the extent of J to 1 percent. Distillation is carried on
extensively in Ceylon and occasionally in England. The oil is ofa golden-
yellow colour, with the powerful odour of cinnamon, sweet and aromatic,

but with a burning flavour. It is largely used in perfumery. The leaves

yield a brown, viscid, essential oil, of clove-like odour, sometimes exported
from Ceylon and sold under the name of “clove oil.” The. third oil is

obtained from the root, of yellow colour, specifically lighter than water, with
an odour of camphor ana cinnamon, and a strong camphoraceous taste.

A fatty oil expressed from the fruit is also nodced by early writers, but it

is at present unknown.
Description of the Drug.—" Ceylon cinnamon of the finest description

is imported in the form of stick, about 40 inches in length and f of an inch
in thickness, formed of tubular pieces of bark about a foot long, dexter-
ously arranged one within the other, so as to form an even rod of con-
siderable firmness and solidity. The quills of bark are not rolled up as
simple tubes, but each side curls inwards so as to form a channel with in-

curving sides—a circumstance that gives to the entire stick a somewhat
flattened cylindrical form. The bark composing the stick is extremely
thin, measuring often no more than of an inch in thickness. It has a
light brown, dull surface, faintly marked with shining wavy lines, bearing

c. 1199
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True Cinnamon* CINNAMOMUM
zeylanicum.

here and there scars or holes at the points of insertion of leaves or twigs.
The inner surface of the bark is of a darker hue. The bark is brittle and
splintery, with a fragrant odour peculiar to itself and the allied barks of
the same genus. Its taste is saccharine* pungent* and aromatic'9

0Pharmacographia, p. 525).
Medicine*—Cinnamon is aromatic* stimulant, and carminative. It is

used in flatulence* flalulent colic, spasmodic affection of the bowels, atonic
diarrhoea* and gastric irritation, and has been supposed to act as a stimulant
of the uterine muscular fibre* and hence employed in menorrhagia and in

tedious labour depending upon insufficiency of uterine contractions. It

is also given as a stimulant with other medicines in advanced stages of

fever. The volatile oil obtained from the leaves by distillation* known as
“clove oil,” has been examined by Dr. 8tenhouse, who found it to be* like

the oil of cloves, essentially a mixture of engenicacid and a neutral hydro-
carbon having the formula Cw H lfl

. It also contains a small quantity of

benzoic acid. In medicinal properties and uses it resembles closely the
oil of cloves. (Pharm. Ind.) “Cinnamon is largely used in compound
prescriptions. A combination of cinnamon, cardamoms, and tejapatra
leaves, passes by the name of trijataka

, these three aromatics being often
used together” (U. C. Dutt). As a powerful stimulant it is given in cramps
of the stomach, toothache, and paralysis of the tongue {Murray)* Baden
Powell notices the use of cinnamon in low fever and vomiting, and also as
an addition to purgatives to prevent griping. Cordial and astringent
properties are also ascribed to it.

Special Opinions.—§ “Powdered cinnamon in 20-grain doses is a re-

puted medicine in dysentery” (Assistant Surgeon T. N. Ghose, Meerut).
“ Appears to be useful in certain forms of amenorrhcea when chewed or
as 01 Cinnamoni” (Surgeon-Major G. V. Hunter, Karachi). “The
bark ground up with water into a paste is applied to the temples in

neuralgia and severe headache” [K. N. A., Dacca). “Warm stomach
cordial, carminative and astringent, useful in flatulence and diarrhoea.
Cinnamon oil applied locally in very small quantity gives great relief in

neuralgic headache”
_

(Surgeon C. M. Russell, M.D.$ Sarun).
Chemical Composition.—“The most interesting and noteworthy consti-

tuent of cinnamon is the essential oil which the bark yields to the extent
of i to 1 per cent., and which is distilled in Ceylon, very seldom in

England. It was prepared by Valerius Cordus, who stated, somewhat
before 1544, that the oils of cinnamon and cloves belong to the small
number of essential oils which are heavier than water, €fundum petunt .

9

About 1571 the essential oils of cinnamon, mace, cloves, pepper, nutmegs,
and several others, were also distilled by Quintherus of Andernach, and
again, about the year 1589, by Porta.

“In the latter part of the last century it used to be brought to Europe
by the Dutch. During the five years from 1775 to 1779 inclusive, the
average quantity annually disposed of at the sales of the Dutch East
India Company was 176 ounces. The wholesale price in London between
1776 and 1782 was 21s. per ounce, but from 1785 to 1789 the oil fetched

63*. to 685., the increase in value being doubtless occasioned by the war
with Holland commenced in 1782. The oil is now largely produced in

Ceylon, from which island the quantity exported in 1871 was 14,796 ounces;
ana in 1872, 39*100 ounces. The oil is shipped chiefly to England.

“ Oil of cinnamon is a golden-yellow liquid having a specific gravity of

1*035* a powerful cinnamon odour, and a sweet and aromatic but burning
laste. It deviates a ray of polarized light a very little to the left. The oil

consists chiefly of Cinnamtc Aldehyde, C9 Hf (C H), C O H, together
with a variable proportion of hydrocarbons. At a low temperature it

MEDICINB.
Bark.
X200

Oil.
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CHEMISTRY.
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FOOD.
Bark.

becomes turbid by the deposit of a camphor which we have not examined.
The oil easily absorbs oxygen, becoming thereby contaminated with resin

and cinnamic acid, C* H* (C H) s CO OH.
" Cinnamon contains sugar, mannite, starch, mucilage, and tannic

acid. The cinnamomin of Martin (1868) has been shown l>y Wittstein to
be very probably mere mannite. The effect of iodine on a decoction of
cinnamon will be noticed under the head of * Cassia Lignea.’ Cinnamon
afforded to 8ch&tzlar (1862) 5 per cent, of ash consisting chiefly of the
carbonates of calcium and potassium n (Pharmacog 526),

Adulteration.—-The authors of Pharmacographta remark that “ Cassia
lignea being much cheaper than cinnamon, is very commonly substi-

tuted for it. So long as the bark is entire, there is no difficulty in its

recognition, but if it should have been reduced to powder, the case is

widely different. We have found the following tests of some service

when the spice to be examined is in powder : Make a decoction of

powdered cinnamon of known genuineness, and one of similar strength
of the suspected powder. When cool and strained, test a fluid ounce of

each with one or two drops of tincture of iodine. A decoction of cinna-
mon is but little affected, but in that of cassia a deep blue-black tint is

immedintely produced. The cheap kinds of cassia, known as Cassia vera,

may be distinguished from the more valuable Chinese Cassia, as well as
from cinnamon, by their richness in mucilage. This can be extracted by
cold water as a thick glairy liquid, giving dense ropy precipitates with
corrosive sublimate or neutral acetate of lead, but not with alcohol.”

Food.—It is chiefly used as a condiment and for flavouring confec-

tionery; also in curry, and enters into the preparation known aspdn.

1203
TRADE.
1204

Foreign Trade of Cinnamon.

Year.
Imports.

Exports and
Re-exports.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

ft ft ft R

1879-80 1.785 484 202 24
1880-81 7.707 3 ,5*1 * 9,432 4,833
1881-82 2,244 512 67,466 14,436
1882-83 J 8 .73 1 3,641 27,768 11,068

1883-84 13.687 2,640 35,i 8 i 9,330

Detail of Imports, 1883-84.

Province into

which imported.
Quantity. Value.

Country whence
imported.

Quantity. Value.

ft R ft R

Bengal
Madras
British Burma

916
12,547

224

437
2,143

60

Straits Settlements
Other Countries

11,924

1,763

2,034
606

Total 13,687 2,640 Total 13,687 2,640
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False Pereira Brava.
CISSAMPELOS

Pareira.

Detail of Exports, 1883-84,
|

TRADE.

Province from
which exported. Quantity. Value.

Country to which
exported.

Quantity. Value.

9k R 9k R
Bengal
Bombay
Madras

4,032
7*5

30,434

860
122

8,348

United Kingdom .

Mauritius . •

Other Countries

3o,334

3,47*
i,375

8,328
690
312

Total 35, *81 9,330 Total 35,* 81 9,33o

CISSAMPELOS, Linn. ; Gen . PL, I., 37, g6a.

Cissampelos Pareira, Linn.; Fi. Br. Ind., I., ioj ; Menispermacejr.
i205

False Pareira Brava.

Syn.—C. hernandifolia, Wall., Cat., 49, 19, partly ; Roxb., FI. Ind.,
Ed. C.B.C.,

Vem.

—

Akanddi, dakh nirbisi, pari, harjeuri. Hind.; Akanddi, nemukd,

Beng. ; Tejo malla, Santal ; Batulpoti, Nepal; Katori, tikri, parbik,
patdki, bat bel, eakhmi haiydt, aucum-yeat, batindu pith (leaves),
pilijari, pilajur, and katori (root), Pb. ; Katori (root), belpatk (leaves),
Sind; Nirbisi (root), Duk. ; VeniveL Bomb.; Parayel, Goa; Po-
mushtie, pin mushtie, vdta-tirupie

,
Tam,; Pata, Tel.; Ambashthdi

pdthd, Sans. ; Deyamitta , weni-uxela. Sing.
References.—Brandis, For. FI., JO, 577; Gamble, Man. Timb., ill

Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 13, 399 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, 5; Stew-
art, Pb. PL, 6; Aitckison, Cat. Pb. and Sind Pl., 3 ; Pharm. Ind.,
7 ; Fliick. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 28 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.,
103 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 22; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 3*5;
O Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 200 ; Murray, PL and Drugs, Sind, ;
Year Book Pharm, 1873,66. 23, 450, and 1874, p. 85; S. Arjun, Bomb.
Drugs, 193; Drury, U. PL, 138 : Atkinson

, Him. Dist., 732 ; Birdwood,
Bomb. Prod., 4; Balfour, Cyclop Smith, Diet., 313; Treas. ofBot.;
Hanbury, Science Papers, it, 382; Kew Offl. Guide to the Museum, to.

Habitat.—A lofty climber, common both to the Old and New Worlds.
In India it is met with in the tropical and subtropical provinces from
Sind and the Panj4b to Ceylon and Singapore, ascending in the hotter
valleys of the Himalaya to about 5,000 feet. Common below Simla at that
altitude. It furnishes the Radix Pareira, or False Pareira Brava of drug-
gists. The true drug is, however, derived from Chondodendrontomentosum,
Ruie et Pav., growing in Peru and Brazil. Cissampelos Pareira was, for
a long time, believed to have been the source of the true drug.

Description of the Drug.—« The dried root occurs in the form of cylin-
drical, oval, or compressed pieces, entire or split longitudinally, half an
inch to four inches in diameter, and from four inches to four feet in length.
Bark greyish brown, longitudinally wrinkled, crossed transversely by
annular elevation; interior woody, yellowish grey, porous, with welt
marked, often incomplete, concentric rings and medullary rays. Taste at
first sweetish and aromatic, afterwards intensely bitter." (Pharm. Ind.)

In distinguishing the true from the false drug, the following facts have
to be borne in mind : “ In the root of Chondodendron there is a large
well-marked central column composed of wedges diverging from a common
axis, round which are arranged a few concentric rings intersected by

MEDICINE.
Root.

1206
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Coiocynth.
CITRULLUS
Colocynthis*

Syn.—

C

ucumis Colocynthis, Linn., Roxb. FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 700

.

Vem.—Indrdyan, mdkdl, Hind.; Makhal, indrayan, Bbng. ; Indraun-

maraghune, khdrtuma
, ghurumba, kdrtamma, tumbi, ghorumba, vish-

lumba {hangal and indrdyan

,

fruit; tukkhm Hmma
,

seeds), Pb. ;

Tru-jo-gosht, tru-jo-par

,

Sind ; Triind deda, tras, indrdvand, indrdvena ,

indrak, Guj. ; Indrayan, kaddu-kankri

,

Bomb.: Henail
,
indrawan,

Duk. : Thorli indrdyan
, indrdyan ,

indravana, kadu vrindavana, Mar. ;

Paycumuti, pey-ko-mattitumatti, jpeyt-tumatti, verit-tumatti, veriecum-
uttie, Tam. ; Putsa kayachoythu-putsa, eti-puch-cha, papara budama,
Veri-pich-cha pdtsa-kaia, chitti-fapara, Tel. ; Tumti kayi, pdva-mekke,
kayi, Kan.; Peycom muttie, Mala.; Indra-vdruni, vishala, indral-

varum, mdkhdl. Sans.; Habzal, aulqum, Hamzat, Arab.: Hindavanahe-
talkh, khar-buzahe rubdh, khar-buzahe-talkh, kabiste-talkh, PERS.: Kiydsi,
khid-si, khidti, Burm.; Sheti-putsa,yak-komadA, tittacommodA

,

Sing.

References.

—

Thwaites, En . Ceylon PL, 126 ; Da/*. & Gtfo., Bomb. FL,
lot g Stewart

,

P6. P/., ptf / Aitchison

,

Cof. Pd. ami P/., 64; Pharm.
Ind., 94 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Sufp. Pharm. Ind., 103 g FlAck. & Hanb.,

Pharmacog., 29s g Bentley & Trim., Med. PL, 114 s U. C. Dutt

,

Mat. Med. Hind., 172 g Dymock , Mat . IF. /na., jyp/ Ainslie,

Mat. Ind., I., 84; O'Shaugknessy , Disfens., 344 g Murray, Pl.

and Drugs, Sind, 39 g Btdie, Cat. Raw Products, Paris Exb.,9,62 ;

Year-Book Pharm., 1873, p. S7 t S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 57 g Drury,
U. Pl., 139; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 388 g Cooke, Oils and Oil-seeds, 37 ;
Atkinson, Him. Dist., 701, 73* / Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 37 g Lisboa, U.
PL Bomb., 254 g Stocks on Sind ; Duthie & Fuller, Field and Garden
Crops, N.-W. P., II., 57 ; Balfour, Cyclop.: Smith, Dictionary, 128;
Treasury of Botany ; Kew Off. Guide to the Museum, 71 ; Fleming,
Med. PL and Drugs in As. Res., Vol. XI., p. 164.

Habitat.—An annual found wild in waste tracts of North-West, Cen-
tral, and South India. It is the wild gourd of the Book of Kings.

The plant cannot be said to be systematically cultivated anywhere in

India ; the fruits are collected from plants which grow wild on certain

desert tracts of North-West India (Duthie and Fuller).

Oil.—Yields, according to Ainslie, a clear, limpid oil, used in many of

the southern provinces for burning in lamps. (See below.) It is said to be
used to dye the hair.

Medicine.—The Pharmacopicea of India describes Coiocynth as a
hydragogue cathartic, useful in constipation, hepatic and visceral conges-
tions, dropsical affections, and other cases requiring purgatives. Sanskrit
writers describe the fruit as “ bitter,acrid, cathartic, and useful in jaundice,

ascites,enlargements of the abdominal viscera, urinary diseases, rheumatism,
&c. An oil prepared from the seeds of Indian Coiocynth is used for black-

ening grey hairs. A poultice of the root is said to be useful in inflammation
of the breasts.” (U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind). According to the Muham-
madan writers, Coiocynth is a drastic purgative, removing phlegm from all

parts of the system. They recommend the fruit, leaves, and root to be
used in costiveness, dropsy, jaundice, colic, worms, elephantiasis* &c. It

acts as an irritant on the uterus, and its fumigation brings on the menstrual
flow. The author of the Makhzan describes a curious mode of adminis-
tration. “ A small hole is made at one end of the fruit and pepper-corns
are introduced; the hole is then closed, the fruit enveloped in a coating
of clay and buried in the hot ashes near the fireplace for some days ; the
pepper is then removed and used as a carminative aperient. A similar

preparation is made with rhubarb root instead of pepper” (Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Ind.). Murray, in his Apparatus Medicaminum, recommends the

use of the tincture of Coiocynth in cases of gout, rheumatism, violent head-
aches, and palsy, in doses of fifteen drops, morning and evening. Dr.
Kirkpatrick states that the rind with rhubarb is used by the native practi-

tioners in suppression or repression of urine.

C. X2Z5

OIL.
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GITRULLUS
Colocynthis.

Colocynth.

CHEMISTRY.
I2l6

Colocynth is rarely employed alone; it is generally given in combi-
nation with other purgatives and carminatives. It commonly causes
griping when used alone; in excessive doses it produces inflammation of

the intestines and even death. The principal efficient forms for the use
of this drug are the compound extract of Colocynth, compound Colo-
cynth pill, and Colocynth and henbane pill. {Bentley and Trim., Med*
PI., 114.) From the pulp a watery extract is prepared, which is much
employed as a purgative in the form of pills.

According to Dalzell and Gibson, a compound extract of Colocynth
is prepared in large quantities at Hewra, for the supply of the medical
stores. In Pani 4b the fruit is extensively employed as a purgative for

horses. The pulp of the fresh fruit mixed with warm water, or the dried
pulp with ajwain, is reckoned a special remedy in cholera. The dried
root reduced to powder is given as a purgative. (Bellew.) Stocks says
the root and the juice are both used medicinally in Sind. In a report of

the drugs shown at the late Colonial and Indian Exhibition from Baroda,
the properties of the fruit and root are given in very nearly the same
terms as above, so that the knowledge of this drug seems very exten-

sively diffused over India.

Special Opinions.—§ “Used in dropsy and amenorrhcea” {Native
Surgeon T. Ruthnam Moodelliar, Chingleput, Madras).

*r First-rate medi-
cine for asthma 0 {V. Ummegudien, Mettapollian, Madras).

Chemical Composition.—" The bitter principle has been isolated in 1847
by HUbschmann. He observed that alcohol removes from the fruit a large

amount of resin. By submitting this solution to distillation, the bitter

principle remains partly in the aqueous liquid, partly in the resin, from
which the Colocynthin is to be extracted by boiling water. The whole
solution was then concentrated and mixed with carbonate of potassium,

when a thickish viscid liquid separated. HUbschmann dried it and re-

dissolved it in a mixture of 1 part of strong alcohol and 8 parts of ether.

After treatment with charcoal, the solvents were distilled and the remain-
ing bitter principle removed by means of water. This on evaporating
afforded 2 percent, of the pulp of a yellow, extremely bitter powder, readily

soluble in water or alcohol, not in pure ether. Colocynthin is precipi-

tated from its aqueous solution by carbonate of potassium. Colocynthin
was further extracted by Lebourdais (1848) by evaporating the aqueous
infusion of the fruit with charcoal, and exhausting the dried powder with
boiling alcohol.

"Again, another method was followed by Walz (1858). He treated

alcoholic extract of colocynth with water, and mixed the solution, firstly,

with neutral acetate of lead, and subsequently with basic acetate of lead.

From the filtered liquid the lead was separated by means of sulphuretted
hydrogen, and then tannic acid added to it. The latter caused the colo-

cynthin to be precipitated; the precipitate washed and dried was composed
by oxide of lead, and finally the colocynthin was dissolved out by ether.

'•Walz thus obtained about £ per cent, of a yellowish mass or tufts

which he considered as possessing crystalline structure, and to which he
gave the name Colocynthin . He assigns to it the formula C66H 8403S,

which in our opinion requires further investigation. Colocynthin is a violent

purgative; it is decomposed, according to Walz, by boiling dilute hydro-
chloric acid, and then yields colocyntnein, C44H 640i8» and grape sugar.
The same chemist termed colocyntnitin that part of the alcoholic extract

of colocynth which is soluble in ether but not in water. Purified with
boiling alcohol, colocynthitin forms a tasteless crystalline powder.

" The pulp, perfectly freed from seeds and dried at ioo° C., afforded us

11 per cent, of ash; tne seeds alone yield only 2*7 per cent. They have,

C. 1216
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The Water-melon.
CITRULLUS
vulgaris.

even when crushed, but a faint, bitter taste, and contain 17 per cent, of fat

oil.

“The fresh leaves of the plant, if rubbed, emit a very unpleasant smell
”

(Pharmacog., p. 296).

Food.—The Year-Book of Pharmacy (1873) gives the following account
of the fruit as a food substance :

—

“ The fruit, which is about as large as an orange, contains an extremely
bitter and drastic pulp, from which colocynth is obtained. This pulp is

j

said to be eaten by buffaloes and ostriches, but is quite unfit for human
food. The seed-kernels, however, which contain but a very small quantity

of bitter principle, are used as food by some of the natives of the African

desert. For this purpose the seeds are first freed from pulp by roasting

and boiling, and subsequent treading in sacks, and then deprived of

their coatings, which are also decidedly bitter, by grinding and winnowing.
A single kernel, thus separated, has only a mild oily taste, but several, if

tasted together, exhibit a distinct bitterness. The kernels contain about

48 per cent, of a fatty oil and 18 per cent, of albuminous substances, be-

sides a small quantity of sugar, and may therefore be regarded as a suffi-

ciently nutritive esculent.”
“ The kernels are heated to boiling, then washed with cold water, dried

and powdered, and eaten with dried dates, or used in other ways as food ”

(Bentley and Trimen ).
“ The fruits are often used as food for horses

in Sind, cut in pieces, boiled, and exposed to the cold winter nights.

They are made into preserves with sugar, having previously been pierced

all over with knives, and then boiled in six or seven waters, until all the

bitterness disappears.” (Drury, U. PI.)
Domestic Uses.—The fresh 'root is used as a tooth-brush. The people

of the Berber upon the Nile obtain a tar from the fruit which they use tor

smearing leather water-bags. The bad smell of the tar prevents the camels
from cutting open the water-bags (Fliick. & Hanb ., Pharmacog., 297).

FOOD.
Fruit.

12X7

Kernels.

1218

DOMESTIC.
Tooth-

brushes.

X2X9
Tar.

Citrullus vulgaris, Schrad. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 621.

The Water-melon.

1220
X22Z

Syn.—

C

ucurbita Citrullus, Linn.; Roxb ., FI. Ind., Ed. CB.C., 700.

Vem.

—

Tarbuza, tarbuz, turmuz, karbuj, halinda, hindwana, samanka,
Hind. ; Tarbuza , tarmuj

,

Beng. ; Tarbuz, mathira, hindwana, Pb. ;

Karigo, ckauho, meho, Sind; Tarbuch, turbuch, karinga, Guj.j Turbuj,
kalingad, kalinga,pharai, Bomb.; Tarbuj, kulingaaa, Mar.; Pitcha,
pullum, Tam. ; Chayapula, tarambuja. Sans. ; Dilpasand, kachrehn,
Pers. ; pay6, Pha-yaithi ,

Burm.
References.

—

Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 102 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 95 ;

Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and Sind PI . , 64 ; DC., Origin Cult. PI., 262 ; U. C.

Dutt, Mat. Med . Hind., 320 / Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 289 ; Ainslie,

Mat. Ind., I., 217 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 58 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr.,

264, 265, 347 1 Cooke, Oils and Oil-seeds, 40; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 7ot ;

Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 155 ; Lisboa, 17. PI. Bomb., !S9f Duthie &
Fuller, Field and Garden Crops

,

/., 56 ; Balfour, Cyclop. ; Smith, Die.,

435; KewOffi. Guide to the Museum, 71 ; Med. Trap. Ajmere, 142.

Habitat.—Cultivated very generally for its cool, refreshing fruit, espe-

cially in Upper and Northern India, and appreciated by natives as well

as Europeans. It is supposed to be the Melon of Egypt, the loss of which
the Israelites regretted so much. It is sown in January or February, the

fruit ripening in the beginning of the hot season. The crop is often

destroyed by untimely rain or hail-storms. A peculiar form (Atkinson
informs us), known in the North-Western Provinces as hdltnda, is sown in

sugar-cane fields in June and ripens in October. In Sind the water-

melon is said to be grown in the kharif season.
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CITRULLfJS
vulgaris. The Water melon.

HISTORY.

OIL.

1222

1223

Julee.

1224

2225

2226

History.—Linnaeus believed it to be a native of Southern Italy, while
8eringe supposed it to be indigenous to India and Africa. It was after*
wards discovered that it grew wild in tropical Africa. 11 Livingstone
saw districts literally covered with it, and tne savages and several kinds
of wild animals eagerly devoured the wild fruit.

9
* It was cultivated by

the ancient Egyptians, as appears from their paintings. The Chinese
only received tne plant in the tenth century of the Christian era (DC.,

Ortg. Cult Pl.9 26j).
Oil.—-

1

The seeds yield a clear, bland, pale-coloured, limpid oil, used for
burning in lamps, and probably also as an edible oil (Cooke).

Medicine.—The seeds are used as a cooling medicine. Dr. Dymock
says that they are in great demand and kept decorticated and ready for

use. In Bombay they are considered cooling, diuretic, and strengthening,
and are sold in the bazars along with other cucurbitaceous seeds. Ainslie
remarks that the Vytiansprescnbe the juice of the fruit to quench thirst,

and also as an antiseptic in typhus fever, in which cases he himself ad-
ministered it with good results.

Special Opinion.—§ “Cooling as well as a diuretic
9
’ (Assistant Sur.

geon Anund Chunder Mukerji, Noakhally).
Food.—The fruit is large, ovoid, green, and smooth; the flesh is whit-

ish yellow or red. The seeds are compressed and variable in shape and
colour ; they are sometimes dried and the kernels eaten. 8tewart says
they are eaten parched with other grain. In the North-West Provinces
and Oudh the plant is largely cultivated, but statistics of the areas are
wanting ; the only districts for which figures are available are Bulandshahr,
Jalaun, and Meerut, and these show respectively 56, 48, and 26 sucres an-
nually. " In the sands of Bikanir, water-melons occur spontaneously in

such numbers as to form for some months in the year no small part of the
food of the scanty population. The seeds of these and of other cucurbita-
ceous plants cultivated in gardens are ground during times of scarcity into

a kina of flour*
9
(Raj. Gae.

t 31). The water-melons of the North-Western
Provinces are famed all over India and are used as refrigerants, and as a
sherbet ingredient.

2227 Var. fistulosus. Stocks: Duthie & Fuller, Field and Garden Crops,

N.-W. P., //., 46, Plate XLVII.

In the Flora of British India C. fistulosus has been given as a syn-
onym to C. vulgaris, Schrad., but it seems desirable to retain it as a
variety.

EDICINB.

2230

Vem.—Tandis, tendu , tind albinda
, tensi, N.-W. P. ; Tinda, albinda,

dilpasand, Pb. j Meho, trindus, dilpasand, tinda, alvinda, Sind.

References.

—

Stewart, Pb. PL% 96 ; Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.— In the North-West Provinces this fruit is sown some
little time before the rains, the fruit ripening during the rains. “ Culti-

vated in Sind from April to September, generally in the same plot of

ground with common melons, gourds, ana cucumbers. In the North-
West Provinces and Oudh it is cultivated in the western districts before

the rains in well-manured land, either as a sole crop or with other vege-

tables, and is eaten during the rainy season.”

Medicine.—Royle remarks that the seeds are used medicinally.

Food.—“The fruit is picked when about two-thirds grown, the size

and shape of a common field turnip. . . . It is pared, cut in quarters,

the seeas extracted, well boiled in water, and finally boiled in a little milk,

with salt, black pepper, and nutmeg. Musalmans generally cut it into

dice, and cook it together with meat in stew or curries. Hindus fry it
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The Genii Citrus. CITRUS.

in ghl with split gram-peas (Oicer arietimim) and a curry-powder of black
pepper, cinnamon, cloves, cardamoms, dried cocoanut, turmeric, salt, and
asakietida. It is sometimes made into a preserve in the usual manner.
It is often picked when small, cooked without scraping out the seeds, and
regarded a greater delicacy than when more advanced.” {Dr, Stocks, in
Hooter's Journal of Botany, quoted by Duthie and Fuller,)

CITRUS, Linn. , Gen. PI., I., 305. 1231
A genus of shrubs or trees, usually spinous, belonging to the Natural Order

RuTACEiB. Leaves alternate, i-foliolate, more or less serrate, and gland dotted,

petiole often winged. Flowers axillary, solitary, fascicled or in small cymes,
white or pinkish, sweet-scented. Calyx cupular or urceolate. 3-5-fid. Petals
4-8, linear-oblong, thick, imbricate. Stamens 20-60, irregularly united or con-
nate into bundles and inserted hypogynously round a large cupular or annular
disk. Ovary many-celled ; style stout, deciduous; stigma capitate. Fruit a
superior berry, with removable rind and separable sections, packed full of pulpy
tissue which is composed of large cells ana developed from the endocarp, pro-
jecting toward the centre, thus embracing and surrounding the seeds. Seeds
in each cell variable in number, horizontal or pendulous; testa coriaceous or
membranous ; embryo sometimes 2 or more in one seed ; cotyledons plano-
convex, often unequal ; radicle small, superior.

This genus comprises 5 tropical Asiatic species and 2 Australian.

The different varieties of the Orange, the Lemon, the Lime, and the

Citron have been critically examined by a large number of patient and
careful observers, but, it must be admitted, with but indifferent results.

Brandis, after presenting a concise and pregnant account of the Indian
species, concludes by explaining,—“My object in bringing these ques-
tions forward prominently in tnis place is to induce others, with more
leisure and more opportunities of observation, to study a subject of great
historical interest, which may eventually serve to bring out important
results regarding the spread and changes of arborescent species under
cultivation.” Since these words were penned, it is feared we have not
advanced very far towards a solution of the problems which hinge upon
the nativity of the orange and the lemon. Shortly after the appearance
of Dr. Brandis' Forest Flora , Dr. Rice of Ntw York published in New
Remedies a most interesting account of the genus Citrus, but without
giving botanical descriptions of the species. Long anterior, however, the

cultivated species were the subjects of two invaluable works, viz., Galle-

sio's Traiti du Citrus, Paris, 1811, and Risso and Poiteau’s Histoire
Naturelle des Grangers, 1818, in folio, with iop plates. Through the efforts

of Sir d. D. Hooker and other Indian botanists, a number of wild species

have been collected and described. It has thus been possible to reduce
many of Risso'a cultivated plants to their probable wild species, but the
completion, as far as may be possible, of the task which Dr. Brandis urged,
must still rest with persons in India and China who have the opportunity
and time to study the living plants. An important step has recently been
taken by DeCandolle in his Origin of Cultivated Plants, Bringing to

bear the results of an extensive study of early literature and philological

data with botanical research, he has been able to establish the lines upon
which all future study should be directed, and in doing so has fixed the

limits or the regions to which the various species may De viewed as indi-

genous. The modern authors, to whom reference has been made, view the

important forms as referable to three species, viz , C. Medica, Linn . ; C.
Aurantium, Linn,; and C- decumana, Linn, Under the first species. Sir

di D. Hooker, in his Flora ofBritish India, establishes four varieties, and
under the second three, and gives in addition a fourth and little-known

species, C. Hyatriac, DC. Kurz, in his Flora of British Burma, breaks

up one of the varieties of C. Medica into two forms, placing C. Limetta,
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CITRUS. The Genus Citrus.

Risso, as a synonym under C. nobilif, Lour, (the Mandarin)—a species

which he regards as quite distinct from C. Medica, Linn,
The specific distinctions in Citrus are based chiefly upon the degree to

which the petiole is winged, on the colour of the flower (pinkish-white in the
lemons and pure white in the oranges), and on the shape of the fruit, pear-
shaped and more or less mamillate in the lemons and globular and non-
mamillate in the oranges. Species characterised by the degree of

development of a certain feature must naturally under cultivation become
hopelessly intermixed, hybridisation rendering it almost impossible to

distinguish the forms. This is true in its fullest extent with the mem-
bers of the genus Citrus, and it is by no means an easy task to say in

what respects an orange differs from a lemon. The extreme forms are

readily enough recognised, but these break down when a large collection

is examined side by side. The writer, however, is disposed to agree with

Kurz that there is no advantage gained by combining the Sweet Lime
(C. Limetta, Risso) with the Sweet Lemon (C. Medica, var. Lumia, Risso).

It would seem desirable to accept Roxburgh’s position, and to place the

majority of the forms described by him under C. adda, Roxb„ along with

C. Limetta, Risso, but apart altogether from C. Medica. The writer

would even go further and view the lemons as having by no means so

distinct a claim as the limes to be regarded of Indian origin. The limes

appear intermediate in character between C. Medica and C. Aurantiiim,

having the rounded fruit, white flowers and winged petioles of C. Auran-
tium, with the flavour, chemical properties, and peculiar character of the

rind of C. Medica. Whether Kurz be correct in viewing the sweet lime of

India as but a form of C. nobilis,—the Mandarin of China,—may be
doubted ; but these are certainly allied plants, and to this group should be
added C. Hystrix, the three species being separated from C. Medica and
C. Aurantium by their veiy much smaller flowers. It is usual to regard
the small round, dark orange-red fruits sold at hill stations as Mandarins,
and DeCandolle states that Mr. O. B. Clarke is of opinion that the culti-

vation of the Mandarin is extending on the Kh&sia hills. Dr. Bonavia
appears to doubt the existence of the Mandarin in the Khdsia hills but
recommends its introduction. That author speaks of good Mandarins as
occurring in Ceylon, but is unaware of any in India. The true Mandarin,
in the opinion of most writers, does occur in India, but it would be in-

teresting to have the question of its relation to the sweet lime more clearly

established. According to Kurz, these two cultivated plants are one and
the same species, C. nobilis, being much cultivated all over Burma. This
conclusion may not, however, be regarded as satisfactory, from the fact

that the Mandarin is chiefly characterised by the extreme thinness of the

rind and deliciously flavoured pulp, whereas in the sweet lime the rind is

coarse or even thick, and the pulp much inferior to that of the Mandarin.
Dr. Rice regards the Mandarin or Maltese orange as a variety of C.
Aurantiiim ; C. Hystrix is the characteristic wild species of Burma.

Having now indicated very briefly the present position of this subject,

and the probable changes which may be effected in the grouping of the
known forms, it will not be necessary, for the purposes of the present publi-

cation, to depart materially from the attitude taken by the authors of the

Flora of British India, The following analysis drawn from that work,
with one or two additions from Kurz’s Forest Flora of Burma (published

subsequently), may be found useful

• Young shoots and leaves perfectly glabrous: transverse vesicles of the

pulp concrete.

t A shrub ; young shoots purple ;
petiole more or less

naked
;

petals generally tinged with red; flowers
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The Sweet Orange.
' CITRUS

Aurantium.

often unisexual ; stamens 20-4.05 style long, thick

;

fruit globose, ovoid or oblong, often mamillatej
rind very thick and rough . . . 1. C. Medic*,

tt A tree 15 to 2*5 feet in height; petiole short winged;
flowers small, white, usually solitary; style long,

thick ; fruit globose or somewhat oblong, not mamfl-
late; rind veiy thin, nearly smooth, shining, yel-

low or orange coloured • • • • 2. C. nobills (and
P C* Limetta).

Notb»—

I

f C. Limetta be added as a synonym of C. nobilis

the definition of the rind would have to be modified,

ftf A small shrub; leaflet smaller than the broadly winged
petiole ; flowers as in C. nobilis, only pedicillate and
clustered in the axils of the leaves ; style very short

;

fruit globose or ovoid, a little larger than the size of a
walnut; rind thick, yellow C. Hystrix.

tttt A tree; young shoots whitish; petals more than
twice the length of those in the two preceding spe-

cies ; flowers bisexual ; stamens 20-30 ; style long,

thick ; fruit globose or flattened
;
pulp sweet, acid

or bitter C. Aurantium.
** Young shoots and under-surface ofthe leavespubescent 2

transverse vesicles of thepulp distinct . • . C. decumans.

The writer would wish it to be observed that he does not advance any
positive personal opinions as to the Indian members of the genus Citrus.

It has been found impossible for him to institute original investigations, and
therefore, in writing the present rrticle, he has restricted himself entirely to

compilation from, and critical analysis of,the opinions held by others. There
seems eveiy probability that this difficult subject, when approached in a
scientific manner, will be radically changed; and the account here given

may help to direct attention to the points which deserve earliest investi-

gation, while giving popular and commercial information of some practical

value.

Citrus Aurantium, Linn. (Jn part); FI. Br. Ind., I., 5/jy Rutace*.

The name Aurantium is not derived from the Latin Aurum " gold ,**

but comes to us from the Arabic ndrandj. This became ndrendj (ndrang)

in the Persian, and its equivalent in Sanskrit is ndgaranga, and in Hin-
dustani ndrangi

.

Names beginning with nar are generally associated

with fragrance. The name for the orange first reached Europe through

the Moors, and became ndranga in Spanish, laranga in Portuguese,

Arancio in Italian, and in mediaeval Latin arangia, arangius, and after-

wards aurantium . There seems little doubt, however, that in Sanskrit,

as also in the European languages, these names were first applied to the

bitter orange and were only appropriated in later times for the sweet

orange. Tne English word orange is derived from the same root, (Rice,

DeCandolle, Yule-Burnell, &c.)

Var. i. Aurantium proper (var. /3 . fluids, Linn.) (For var. 2, see p. 34$.)

Botanical Diagnosis.—Petiole naked or winged
;
pulp sweet, yellow,

very rarely red ; rind loose or adhering.

The Sweet Orange, China Orange, Portugal Orange,
Eng.; Oranger, Ft.; Arancio dolce, Portogallo,
Melarancio, It.

;

Naranjo, Sp.

;

Laranjeira de fructo
dolce, Port.; Apfelsine, S(jsser Pomeranzenbaum,
Orangenbaum, Germ. ; Portogallo, Gr. ; Laranjas, Pus.

1232

Var. 1st
Aurantium.
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Aurantium.

The Sweet Orange.

HISTORY.

ndringi

,

Bomb, j

orangen, Duk. ;

auntcut*t iiBrAb, ; y*
ndrangi, Gui.j Nirangki cantra.nanngsOa.nirann, t

Nirinra. saludimba, narungasala, MAR.; Ninnghie, wrungtm, i/u*v, ,

Kichilt^chechu, kitchli, kitckUi,
kich-chilip-paxham, koehunjip-pamham,

kichlie-pullum, colltngie-pullum, kpltnjt-marum,
,
Tam. ; Ganjantmma

,

kittali, kitchlie, kich-ctyipandu,
panda, kichidi, kichidie-pandu, Teu j Ktttaboippe, ktttalestppe,kittale-

pannu, Kan. ;
Mdhura-ndrannd, kdlanji-narakam, jfroc-nams, Mala.;

simao-manis, Mysore; Ndgaranxa, Sans.; Ndranj, Arab.;

Ndrang, ndrendj, Pers.; Thau-ba-ya, shron-st, lung-man, sunguen,

shoungpang, Burm.j Dodang, ndrang-kd, dodan, pannek-dodang, Sing.

References.—£0*6., FUnd.,Ed.C.B.C.,s^;%rar^is,Far. N.,S3,S7*i
Kura For Fl. Burnt., I., /p7 ; Gamble, Man . Timb., §9J Dale. & Gibs.*

Bntrth FI Subb.t /3; PA. P/., / Aitchison, dat. Pb. andAW
PL, $01 Rice Commercial Prod. Citrus, in New Remedies, 1878 ; DC.,

oiiairl Cult PI. , /Pr; Pofctff Her#. 5«A. Co/., J42 ; Pharm. Ind., „

M^Poodeen SMff Suppfpharm. Ind., 104 f FliUk. & Hanb!,
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Habitat.—Cultivated in most parts of India, but specially so in the

valleys on the southern face of the Khdsia Hills, in Nagpur in the Central

Provinces, and to a small extent in NepSl, Sikkim, and one or two other

Himdlayan stations. In Burma, Kurzsays, the orange is met with, though

not to any great extent. “The sweet orange does not come to perfection

in all parts of India. In Lower Bengal it does not fruit at all, or does not

bear freely, and the fruit is dry and austere. Calcutta is supplied from the

valleys of the Khdsia Hills north of Sylhet. Delhi, Nagpur, Aurangabdd,

Santgur near Villore, and the Northern Circars, are famous for their

oranges, but there are large tracts where none or inferior kinds only

are produced. In India the fruit generally ripens between December

and March, according to the climate of the locality. A variety which

flowers twice a year (February and July), and yields two crops—the first

from November to January, and the second from March to April—is grown

at Nagpiir (Firminger’s Gardening, 2nd Ed., p. 223)” (Brandis).

History.—DeOandolle has shown that there is strong presumptive evi-

dence that the Asiatic names now given to this form more correctly belong

to the bitter orange, and that the sweet orange is most probably not ori-

ginally Indian. “We come back,” he says, “by all sorts of ways to

8ie idea that the sweet variety of the orange came from China and
Cochin-China, and that it spread into India, perhaps towards the begin-

ning of the Christian era.” It was, according to some authors, taken to

Europe by the Portuguese about 1548, the first tree haying stood for some

time at Lisbon. From this point, the cultivation of the sweet orange

spread to Rome and along the Mediterranean. DeOandolle, however,

is of opinion that the sweet orange may have reached Europe before the
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date just given, but of .inferior quality, so as not to attract the attention
it deserved until later. Had the sweet orange existed in India for more
than 2,000 years, it could scarcely have escaped becoming associated with
Sanskrit literature, whereas the so-called Sanskrit names now given to it

denote the property of the bitter orange or the sweet lime. The Greeks
were also sure to have known of it through Alexander’s expedition, and
the Hebrews would have received it through Mesopotamia, Both the
sweet and the bitter orange were unknown to the Romans. Whether
or not the Portuguese deserve the credit of introducing the orange to
Europe, they found it abundant in India ; the Florentine, Vasco de Gama,
having noted this fact in his account of the Mission to India. The
names Portogalls, Italian, Protokale, Albanian, and Portoghal, Kur-
dish, indicate the intimate relation which Portuguese bore to the diffusion

of the plant. The Dutch Sinnasafpbl or Appblsinna and the German
Apfelsine point to its Chinese origin. Dr. Bretschneider (On the study
and value of Chinese Botanical Works,

page 55) shows very conclusively
that the orange is a native of China; the names given to the various
forms are represented by a particular character which occurs in the most
ancient Chinese writings, whereas the names given to the pumelo and
the lime are of a much more modern character.

Dr. Bonavia has given the subject of the Indian Oranges, Limes, and
Lemons more careful consideration than any other Indian authority. In
an instructive paper read before the Agri.-Horticultural Society of India

(Journal, new series, 1887, VoL VIII.
,
pages 13 to jp) he has brought to-

gether many facts of interest. He seems to be fully ofopinion that even the
sweet orange is indigenous to India. He thus holds a different opinion
from that entertained by M. DeCandolle, and in support of his view quotes
several authorities who have furnished him with facts regarding the wild
or supposed wild sweet oranges of India. He gives the name * Suntara*
as the Sanskrit for the loose-skinned sweet oranges. At Delhi an orange
of this type is grown as the Sintra . With regard to this Dr. Bonavia
observes :

“ I need hardly mention that the ‘Sintra* orange has nothing
to do with the orange of Cintra (a town of Portugal). It is merely a cor-

ruption of Suntara, which word, as I have elsewhere explained, appears
to be of Sanskrit origin. The writer can discover nothing to justify the

opinion that the word Suntara or more correctly Sangtara or Santara, is

derived from the Sanskrit. It is, according to the best authors, a Persian
corruption, and it can hardly be doubted that Santara is derived from
Cintra—a town famous for its fruits. Yule-Burnell say: “As early

as the beginning of the fourteenth century we fincfAbulfeda extolling the

fruit of Cintra. His words, as rendered by M. Reinaud, run :
* Au

nombre des dependances de Lisbonne est la ville de Schintara ; k Schin-

tara on recueille des pommes admirables pour la grosseur et la gout.”

That these pommes were the famous Cintra oranges can hardly be doubt-
ed. Baber (Memoirs of Zehir-ed din Muhammed Baber, Emperor of
Hindustan) describes an orange under the name of Sangtarah, which is,

indeed, a recognised Persian and Hindi word for a species of the fruit.

And this early propagation of the sweet orange in Portugal would ac-

count not only for such wide diffusion of the name Cintra, but for the

persistence with which the alternative name of Portugals has adhered
to the fruit in question.” N umerous passages might be quoted in sup-

port of this : “The Sengtereh ... is another fruit • . . m
colour and appearance it is like the citron (

Taranj), but the skin of

the fruit is smooth ” (Baber (1526), Memoirs
,
page 328). Kirkpatrick, in

his Nepaul (jS/j), page ssg, speaks of the Nepaul Santola orange as

superior to that of Suhet, a name which, he says, “ I take to be a corrup-
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tion of SengUrrah, the name by which a similar species of orange is known
in the Upper Provinces.”

The sweetand the bitter cultivated oranges are, by some writers (among
whom are the learfied authors of the Pharmacographia), stated to be
derived from the same stock. The authors mentioned say :

" Northern
India is the native country of the orange tree. In Garhwal, Sikkim, and the
Khdsia Hills, there occurs a wild orange, which is the supposed parent of
the cultivated orange, whether Sweet or Bitter.” This oelief (held very
generally some ten years ago) would support the opinions publish-
ed in Dr. Bonavla’s paper alluded to above. Referring to the small
sweet orange of Nepal found at Butwal and known over the North-West
Provinces by that name, Major Buller says: “The orange is called Sunto»
lah, and is not known in Nepal under the name of Butwal orange. The
orange trees grow wild, not in the valley but on the hills.” Mr. J. H . Fisher,
Collector of Etawah, refers to an incident where the Rajah of Kulabandi (a
Feudatory State near Sambulpur in the Central Provinces) brought him
oranges, '* the produce he told me of wild orange trees, which grew
certain places in the forests on his estate.” Mr. Fisher adds, however,
that as he was unable to visit the locality he “ never had an opportunity of
seeing these wild trees.” Both the last mentioned writers appear to
allude to sweet oranges, but it would be unsafe to infer, even from the
existence of plants in forests far away from cultivation, that they were
truly indigenous. It is significant that in Nepal these supposed wild
oranges bear the same name as the oranges of many widelv removed parts
of India—a name, too, which there seems Tittle cause for doubting, is derived
from Cintra, a Portuguese town famous for its oranges about the time of the
Saracenic conquests in Europe. It would, indeed, be difficult to account
for the commonality of this name, except on the supposition, as in the case
of the pine-apple, that it came with the plant. The difficulty confronts a
hasty inference that a wild fruit of such merit should have been unknown
to tne Sanskrit writers. Authors on Sanskrit literature admit that limes
and bitter oranges but not sweet oranges are alluded to by the earlier
writers.

Cultivation op Oranges in India.—There are two great centres
of sweet orange cultivation in India—the Khdsia Hills and Silhet on the
eastern side and Nagpur in the central tracts of the country. The
former meets the Calcutta market and the latter the Bombay. It would
be difficult, however, to pitch on a district where some form of orange, lime
or lemon was not cultivated. Nepal and the lower central Himalaya are.
famous for a small exceptionally sweet orange, which is largely consumed
over the North-West Provinces. Delhi competes in a small way with Nag-
pur in the Bombay market. The Delhi supply, in addition to local orchards,
is drawn from Ulwar, Gurgaon, See. The opening up of the new Nagpur-
Bengal Railway will place the orchards of the Central Provinces in touch
with Calcutta and thereby probably greatly extend orange cultivation. The
regions mentioned are those from which the sweet oranges of India are
mainly obtained, but in many other localities these oranges are grown, the
supply, for example, offered at railway stations being mostly local produce.
At most hill stations oranges are to be had from the lower altitudes 5 in
Darjeeling an orange is sold that much resembles the so-called green
oranges of Ceylon.

Dr. Bonavla refers the sweet oranges to four cultivated races, two of
which should most probably be referred to C. nobilia, namely, the
Mandarin and the blood-red Maltese-like orange found at Gujranwala.
The Maltese orange proper has recently been introduced into India, and
is being cultivated at Jounpore and other localities. From an industrial
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or economic point of view* it is of little consequence whether* a sweet
orange be referable to C. Aarantinm or C. nobilia ; we may therefore

follow Dr. Bonavia, since that authority has very strikingly exemplified
the manner in which continental India might have a continuous supply
of oranges with extended facilities of communication.

Raceist* Santara.—These are defined as rind smooth, of a vellowish-
orange colour* the skin or jacket being loose. The centres of Santara
orange cultivation are Nagpur* Delhi* Ulwar* Gurgaon* Lahore* and
Mooltan ; turning west, Poona* the Shevaroy hills, Madras* Coorg* and
Ceylon ; and east* Silhet* Bhutan* and Nepal. It seems probable that
both this form and that to follow are grown in the Assam plantations* but
the former most abundantly. The Santara orange is plucked in Novem-
ber* December* and January.

Vera,-—The following are the special vernacular names mentioned for this

form. Kantald mogldi (Sweet forms)* ndringkt, kdki, kkdtajamir (bitter)*

Beng.; Uso santra , uso mongar (sweet)* uso sim, uso yanpriang, uso
kompkor (bitter), Khasia; Rabat (tenga ), jora tenga, Ass.; Naga
tenga* Naga Hills; Suntolak, butwal (the former in Nepal and the

latter in N.-W. P. for the same orange) ; Santara , C.P. (near Wardha
two crops are obtained ; one ripens in spring known as the miragbahar

,

and the other ripens in winter, the ambiabahar) ; the former is merely
an after-crop known in most other parts of India as dumreu) ; Sintra or
rungtra (the latter being the name of the village where mostly grown),
Delhi ; Kama or Sungtara (a pear-shaped form), Lahore ; Santara,
Poona; Kitkli, Mad,; Konda narun, Sing.

]

cui;

TOE BACKS
OF SWEET
ORANGES*
Race 1st,
Santara.
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Mr. Morris (in his Godavery District, Madras Presidency) says : "a
very luscious orange with a loose skin is grown among the hills ; but it is

so different from the thick-skinned species, that it has received an entirely

different name in Telegu—Kantald pandu ” This is a significant fact,

the word Kantald being thus claimed as both a Bengali and a Telegu
word. Dr. Bonavia says that in Assam the word Kantald is believed

to be derived from the river of that name, and in a foot-note the Editor of

the Agri.-Horticultural Journal suggests that it may come from Kumilla,
the capital of Tippera. Presuming that one of these derivations is

correct, the inference would then have to be drawn that this loose-skinned
orange of the central tracts of India came from Assam, and carried its

name with it. The plant could scarcely have been indigenous to both
localities and received accidentally the same name in two languages.

It may, however, be doubted how far it is correct to throw all the above
oranges together. The Delhi orange, for example, has a thick rind
and is very spongy, more so than either the Khisia or Nagpur orange.
The orange with a thick rind, met with in the Godavery District* Mr.
Morris informs us* was introduced by the Dutch* and to this day bears
the name Batdi ndringa pandu, a name suggestive of Batavia.

Race 2nd, Ndringhi or Keonla.—The natives make a distinction between
these ; but for practical purposes they may be viewed as identical and
distinguishable from tne preceding by the rind being rougher* of a
darker colour* thinner, and adhesive (e.g. jacket not loose). This is the
orange that comes latest into the Calcutta market. It is plucked about
January and February. The Keonla orange is* perhaps* more extensively
diffused over India than the Santara. It can stand a greater amount of
heat and is therefore the orange of the isolated and private orchards over
the greater part of the country. It is never so sweet as the Santara
orange* but its bitter sweet flavour is perhaps all the more grateful at the
season of the year at which it is available.

Vernacular names in the various provinces of India for this peculiar
form are not available.

Raee 2nd,
Keonla.
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Before proceeding to discuss the third class of sweet oranges referred
to by Dr. Bonavta it may be as well to refer to another author. Mr.
Atkinson says of Kumaon s “ The sweet orange is the form most usually
cultivated, and there are several local varieties, some named after the
localities in which they are produced, and others according to specific
local distinctions in size and flavour. The three more common varieties
cultivated in the plains are the Santara, Ndrangt, and Kaunla or Kumla.
The last is the smallest and most esteemed.” The writer feels strongly
inclined to suspect that Kaunla, Kumla, Kaottla, and even Kamald are
names derived from a common source, and that the oranges they represent
should be isolated from those designated Santara or some derivative from
that word. If this supposition prove correct, grave doubts may be enter-
tained of either form being indigenous to India. It is a coincidence not
met with (so far as the writer is aware of) in connection with any other
unmistakably indigenous cultivated plant, that names so much alike as
those given above, should occur in the most remote parts of India
and be used by peoples as distinct anthropologically as they well
could be. It may be further suggested that the thick skinned oranges
may be found to correspond to Mr. Atkinson’s second class Ndrangi.

That writer concludes his account of the Himalayan oranges as follows

:

“ The orange has been found wild or apparently wild with unwinged
petioles at Bigeswar in Kumaon (by Strachey and Winterbottom),
and with globose fruits, naked or margined petioles, and oblong-lanceo-
late, acuminate leaves in Garhwdl (by T. Thomson).” It is almost im-
possible to avoid the conviction that too strong opinions have, by all

writers, been advanced as to the Himalayan home of the sweet and bitter
oranges. The two discoveries referred to by Mr. Atkinson are those
upon which the Him&layan habitat has been mainly founded. The fact
that these wild (or only supposed wild plants) have not winged petioles or
only margined petioles is to say least suggestive of C. Medica more than of
C. Amrantium. This idea, taken in conjunction with the peculiarities men-
tioned regarding the vernacular names as given to the various forms of the
Indian sweet oranges of cultivation (and even to the supposed wild
oranges of Nepal), is sufficient to justify the conclusion that the whole
subject is still involved in the utmost obscurity. A scientific exploration
of the reputed regions of the wild oranges of India and a careful scrutiny
of the cultivated forms and the names given to them would seem likely to
upset nearly everything that has appeared on this subject. This is an
unfortunate admission, since to India and Indian exploration must be laid
the blame of the apparently mistaken notions which prevail regarding the
sweet and bitter oranges.

Race 3rd, Malta or Blood-red oranges (Conf. withC. nobills).—There are
several forms of this orange, some modern, others early introductions. It
seems probable, however, that the large coarse green oranges (see p.347) of
Darjeeling and other Himalayan stations may be but degenerations from
this stock, or perhaps Indian cultivated forms from the same wild species.
The oranges of Burma, for example, may have been derived from the in-
digenous plant, a species perhaps identical with, or at least closely allied
to, that from which the Maltese orange appears to have been developed.
Be that as it may, a blood-red orange ana also a green orange, with a
coarse thick adhesive rind, is commonly met with in many parts of India,
in both cases possessing a peculiar and distinctive odour which at once
isolates these forms from the oranges already described.' They come
into season after the Keonla orange, and, as pointed out by Dr. Bonavia,
were an effort to be made to extend, where possible, the cultivation
of the blood-red forms, India might obtain a supply of oranges in
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the hot season, the time when these fruits would be most acceptable.

Speaking of the Gujranwala oranges Dr. Bonavia says Oolonel Olarke
introduced these from Malta in 1852—56. Dr. Bonavia himself in-

troduced the same orange into Lucknow m 1863, Mr. O. Nickels

established the Jounpore stock in 1872. Prior to the Mutiny blood

oranges were grown in Lucknow, so tnat there must have been earlier

introductions than those mentioned above. From these centres, however,

the cultivation of the red oranges has been greatly extended, so that

they are now met with in most districts in Upper India. At Poona
a blood orange is grown under the name of the Mussembi, a name given

to a similar small red orange imported into Bombay from Zanzibar. At
Tanjore a red orange is grown which bears a vernacular name, but from

the absence of such names in other parts of India, Dr. Bonavia very

naturally arrives at the conclusion that the better qualities of red oranges

must be modem introductions.

Speaking of the blood oranges of Gujranwala, Dr. Bonavia says

:

“the specimens of blood oranges sent to me by Mr. Steel, Deputy Com-
missioner of Gujranw&la, in my opinion, are the best oranges that I have
tasted in India. The pulp is of the orange claret colour. Many of the

specimens were full-blooded, and smeared externally with a blood tinge.

The juice was simply nectar-like. In short, their flavour was, in my
opinion, simply perfect. I thought them equal to that of the blood
oranges of Malta.” “ Mr. Steel states that the soil on which they grow is

a stiff clay with plenty of kankar in it. But the real secret, he thinks, is

to bud them on sweet lime-stock.
”

“ It appears that in Gujranwdla there is a suitable soil and climate
and the best orange in India. There is also skill to turn these materials to

account. Here there is a chance of creating an extensive trade in blood
oranges, as a speciality of Gujranwala. They are not only exquisite oranges,
which if, properly packed, would bear long journeys, but they are late

oranges, and therefore would not compete with the Santara oranges,
which flood the Calcutta and Bombay markets from Silhet and Nagpur. ”

Mr. Steel reports that in February they are “barely ripe, and would
remain on the trees till the middle of March. Last year, some by careful
packing were kept in good condition till July.”

Race 4th, Mandarin Oranges (Conf. with C. nobilis).—Several writers
are of opinion that the small highly-scented flat oranges occasionally met
with throughout India, especially at hill stations, are Mandarins. The true
Mandarin has a peculiar smell common to both fruit and leaves, which
closely resembles tnat of the blood oranges. Indeed, by most writers the
Mandarin is a special Chinese development from the same stock as the
Maltese orange. In a further page particulars will be found regarding
this orange; suffice it in this place to add ‘that in Dr. Bonavia’s opinion
the true Mandarin, while found in Ceylon, does not exist in India.
Mr. O. B. Olarke, on the other hand, says the cultivation of this form is

rapidly extending in the Khdsia hills. Dr. Bonavia recommends its

introduction in “ the highlands of Bengal, ” “ where it would be out of
the influence of the hot winds, ” which have killed or rendered useless all

the plants grown in Upper India.

W
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Haying now briefly indicated the chief forms of sweet oranges met with
in India, the present article may be completed by giving some idea of
the orange industry at the two great commercial centres—Silhet and
Nagpur.

I.—Oranges of Silhet and the Khasia Hills.—A most instructive
paper appeared on this subject in the Journal of the Agri.-Horticultural
Society of India, from the pen of Mr. 0. Br©wnlow(K<?/./., PartIV., New

Silhet.

1239
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Series, 1869, p, 372), Mr. Brownlow gives the fullest particulate regarding
the “ Orange groves of Shalla,” his paper being a model after which all

such reports might, with great advantage, be framed. The scenery, natural

vegetation, nature of the soil and climate of Shalla are dwelt on to the de-
gree essential to affording a conception as to the adaptability or otherwise of

new localities proposed for orange cultivation. The methods of propaga-
tion, collection, and transport are next fully disposed of. Indeed, so admir-
ably has Mr. Brownlow fulfilled his task that any abridgment of his

paper must mar its usefulness. The limited space at the writer’s disposal

P
recludes the reproduction of the entire paper, and the reader who may
e specially interested in this subject is therefore referred to the original

;

the following abstracts, however, may be found useful :

—

Soil.

—

Mr. Brownlow shows that the prevalence of water below the

roots is a feature evidently favourable to orange cultivation, although this

water must not be stagnant. The peculiar underlying pebbly stratum is

such that the water percolates from the river below the orange groves and
back again, and that the floods inundate the land in spring tide, thus man-
uring the soil and preserving its fertility. “ The land is flat, having a slight

slope away from the river ; there are a few points that rise above the gen-
eral level, the uniformity of which is only broken by channels and cross-

channels of natural surface drainage. These depressions are wet and
clayey, and may be traced by the ekur grass and tehra (a wild cardamum)
that grow in them. It is scarcely necessary to say that the orange will not

thrive in them, and wherever in the groves they occur they are in conse-

quence left uncultivated. Here, in one large connected piece of perhaps
x,ooo acres, is the garden that supplies a great part of eastern as well as
western Bengal with oranges; I say perhaps 1,000 acres, because the area
under cultivation is not known to the Kh&sia proprietors themselves.

,,

“ One may walk fora good hour or two, always under the shade of orange
trees without reaching the limits of cultivation ; and when, as in December
and January, every tree is laden, no sight can be more enjoyable. I have
been through the Sorrento gardens, but this beats Sorrento, and the Neapo-
litan orange-growers would find some difficulty in selecting, out of their

entire pi&no, a piece at all approaching the size of this.” Speaking of the
merits of the Silhet orange, Mr. Brownlow says :

—“Moreover, even an
Italian sun is incapable of imparting that pure lusciousness and of combin-
ing the sweet, the tart, and the bitter in the same just proportions as we
find here.” The climate and soil, in Mr. Brownlow’* opinion, is that
eminently suited to orange cultivation, and we may therefore reproduce
Dr. Waldie's analysis of the soil, collected for that purpose by Mr. Brown-
low, from the Shalla plantations.

“ Of the sample received 100 parts dried at 2i2*F. = 97*27 or 102 8 as
received equal to dry 100.

/ Soil dried at 2i2°F
Alumina
Peroxide of iron
Lime
Magnesia
Alkalies (by difference and loss)

Silica solution

6*09

4*93
•19
•1*

•is

These dissolved by H. Cl 13*29
Alumina, chiefly with a little oxide of iron ind a little lime • 3*49
Dissolved by heating with H* S04

Organic matter and combined water lost by!buming • • 5*66
Silica and quarts 78*56

100
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It will be observed that this is a very siliceous soil, proceeding from

the decomposition of siliceous rocks alone. It contains no carbonate of

limes and is a very open i nd porous soil.”

Cultivation.-—The seed is sown in January and February, thickly

in troughs or boxes in about 6 inches of soil. These seed-boxes are raised

above tnc height pigs could reach them, and are often protected by nets

from rats ana squirrels. The seedlings are pricked out during the ensu-

ing rains; but in doing so the boxes are broken up and the earth shaken
away from the roots, so that there is absolutely no injury done to the tap-

root. They are transplanted into a nursery in the grove; here they

remain until retransplanted to their destined places in the grove. The
system seems defective and the nursery is only once a year weeded, vt>.,

in October. Grafting is auite unknown, and no care seems to be spent

on the selection of the seea.

Collection and Pruning.—Each collector has a ladder, about 20
feet long, made of light bamboo. A coarse net bag, held open at the

mouth by a cane ring, depends on his back by a strap passed over the

right shoulder and chest. Into this he throws the oranges and before

descending he removes the withered leaves and dead branches, or cuts out

boughs injured by the loranthus parasite that does such damage to the

plants. w The orange trees receive no other handling than the above

;

they are never systematically pruned or thinned, and are allowed to retain

just what fruit they set, ana yet the crop turns out wanting neither in

size, flavour, nor abundance. Contrast with this the elaborate summer and
winter pruning of the French gardens and the systematic cultivation and
manuring of the Genoese ; and yet with all their labour they produce a
fruit inferior in quality and beyond all measure dearer in price than that

produced by the comparatively thriftless and indolent Khdsia.” Boys are
employed with pellet bows to keep off the crows, squirrels, monkeys, horn-
bills, and other animals destructive to the crop. All the fruit wnich falls

to the ground by wind or otherwise is gathered " every morning, peeled
and given to pigs and dogs, and it is not a little remarkable to see how
the dogs have come by habit to relish ” this food.

Transport to the Plains.—The oranges so collected are taken
down the river in long canoes or dug-outs and sold at Chuttuck. They are
counted in fours

; 750 fours making the son (or 3,000) ; but the delicate

finer qualities with thin skins are consumed locally, as they are not found
to endure the rough handling of transport. Mr. Brownlow mentions
that at Phalli Bazar, a little above Shalla, oranges of a slightly inferior

quality are sold by bartering for rice, fish, &c., to the Muhammadan
boatmen at R6 a ton, being R4 less than the oranges at the Shalla groves,
and yet this includes the cost of cultivation, labour of plucking, and
carriage to the river.

ORANGE PRO-
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Trade in Silhet Oranges. TRADE.

Mr. Q. Stevenson, Deputy Commissioner, Silhet, has furnished the
following tabular statement

X243
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The Sweet Oranges of Nagpur.

- TRADE.

Nagpur.

1244

Dr. Bonavla, commenting on these figures, says “This averaged
about 1,21,095 maunds of oranges per annum, worth from ii to lakhs
of rupees, in favourable years ; 1,14,969 maunds of Silhet oranges are said

to be equal to about 8,05,360 oranges.” In a foot-note, however, Dr.
Bonavla further adds : “ This is the number given, but it appears too
small. Taking 8,05,360 to represent these** referred to by Mr. Brown-
low, the figures would be 2,41,60,800, or about 210 oranges to the

maund.”
II.—Oranges op Nagpur in the Central Provinces.—We have

already given several passages that refer to the so-called wild oranges
both of Nepal and the Central Provinces. It will only be necessary

further to give here a brief account from the pen of Mr. d. B. Fuller,

as published by Dr. Bonavia, in order to place before the reader a
comparative sketch of these groves to complete what has been said of

the Khdsia hills. These two localities represent the bulk of the orange
production of India. Mr. Fuller says :

—“ Within the last twelve years

many new orchards have been planted in Nagpur, Kamptee, and other

parts of the district, and orange cultivation is now spreading rapidly

in other districts of the Province. There is a great demand for the

Nagpur oranges in Bombay, and considerable quantities of the fruit

are annually exported to this and other places. In the year 1885, 22,609
maunds of orange fruit were exported from Nagpur station, out of which
21,400 maunds were exported to Bombay alone.”

It is perhaps only necessary here to repeat that the North-West Pro-
vinces receive their supplies from Nepal, Delhi, and to some extent also

from Nagpur. Panjdb, Madras, and Burma are practically dependent
on local Jproduction from isolated orchards, Madras drawing largely

from the Shevroys.

GUM.

1245

MEDICINE.
Rind.

1246

Properties and Uses—
Gum.—The orange tree is said to yield a gum of no importance. A

sample was sent from Masulipatam to be shown at the Madras Exhibi-
tion in 1855.

Medicine.—The Pharmacopoeia of India treats the sweet and bitter

varieties together, remarking that the dried outer portion of the rind of

the fruit possesses stomachic and tonic properties. It is useful in atonic dys-
pepsia and general debility, but it is rarely employed alone. The orange
peel is generally used in the form of infusion, tincture, or syrup. The
water distilled from orange flowers is employed, in one or two fluid ounces,
as an antispasmodic and sedative in nervous and hysterical cases. The
syrup of orange flower is chiefly used as a flavouring agent and to perfume
external applications.

•'The Muhammadan writers describe the best kind of oranges as large,

thin-skinned, and smooth ;
they say that the rind and flowers are hot and

dry, the pulp cold and dry, ana recommend the fruit in colds and coughs,
when febrile symptoms are present; it is best administered baked with
sugar. The juice is valuable in bilious affections, and stops bilious diar-
rhoea. The orange is the safest of the acid fruits ; the peel is useful for

checking vomiting, and the prevention of intestinal worms. Orange poul-
tice is recommended in some skin affections, such as psoriasis, &c.
Oranges are considered to be alexipharmic and disinfectant; orange-
water stimulating and refreshing. The essence is extracted by oil from
the rind and flowers, and is used as a stimulating liniment.” (Dr. Dy-

mock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.)
Alnalle makes the following remarks :

“ Oranges are in great repute
amongst the Hindi! physicians, who suppose that they purify the blood.

C. 1246
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The Bitter or Seville Orange* CITRUS
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allay thirst in fevers, cure catarrh, and improve the appetite. A sherbet
made with the juice of the ripe fruit is a favourite beverage with Europeans
in India jn hot weather, and is certainty much safer than that made with
lemon juice, which is extremely apt to bring on cholera morbus. The rind
of oranges is well known to be a useful carminative, and is a valuable
addition to bitter infusions in cases of dyspepsia and flatulence." The
rind pulverised and added to magnesia and rhubarb affords a grateful
tonic to the stomach in gout and dyspepsia. The roasted pulp is an
excellent application to foetid ulcers.

Special Opinions.

—

§ "The fresh rind of the fruit is rubbed on the face
by people suffering from acne” (Surgeon-Major R, Gray, Lahore). "If
the rind be mixed with a little water, and then rubbed on a part affected
with eczema, much relief will be derived” (Surgeon W. Wilson, Bogra),

Food.

—

The fruit is largely imported from the Kh4sia Hills and distri-

buted over Bengal, the largest quantity finding its way into the Calcutta
market. The fruit has a thin rind, and is sweet and juicy. The orange
grown in and about Delhi is on the average larger, but more spongy,
with a much thicker rind than the preceding. The Nagpur orange is

compact, and of an excellent quality. " Nagpur oranges find a market in
Bombay and the Central Provinces, and pass as far even as to Allahabad.
They are excellent, and may be anticipated to compete with the Kh$sia
orange if Nagpur be connected with Calcutta by railway ” {Mr, L. Liotard).

Orange trees are, by some authors, said to attain great age, some being
stated to live for upwards of 600 years ; in the orangery of Versailles a tree,
known as the "Great Constable,” is stated to be 450 years old. An
orange tree, at the convent of St. Sabina at Rome, dates from the year
1200, The produce of one tree ranges from 500 to 6,000 fruits a year,
and the tree sometimes grows to a height of 50 feet, with a trunk 12 feet
in circumference.

Structure of the Wood.

—

Yellowish white, moderately hard, close and
even-grained.

Var. 3. Bigaradia, FI. By. Ind., /., 5/5. {For var, at, see p. 33S andfor 3rd, p. 347.)
Botanical Diagnosis.—-Petiole short-winged; flowers large, strongly

scented ; rind very aromatic, pulp bitter.

The Bitter or Seville Orange ; Bigaradikr, Fr. / Arancio
FORTE, It,

;

PoMERANZE, Ger,
Syn.—C. vulgaris, Risso ; C. buxifolia, Poir,

Habitat.—The bitter orange is very extensively grown in the warmer
parts of the Mediterranean, especially in Spain and Malta. In India it

does not seem to be cultivated except in gardens, but it is believed by
most authors to be originally a native of the outer Himalaya from Garhwal
and Sikkim to the Knasia Hills; and it is probable that its area extends
also to Cochin-China. The Indian market is met almost entirely from
wild sources.

Marmalade is chiefly made from the rind of this species, but it is

doubtful whether Indian-made marmalade is manufactured from the true
Seville orange, or simply from one of the numerous bitter indigenous
oranges. The form known as khatta is extensively employed for grafting
as a stock for the better qualities of imported bitter oranges. Definite
information cannot be obtained as to the extent the Seville orange is being
cultivated in India.

% Oil of Nrroli.
OU and Perfumery.—Essential oils are obtained from most of the

species of the Citrus family. Sir W. O’Shaughnessy, speaking of the sweet

c. 1251
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PBRFUXMY.

Z252

X2S3

Neroli Cam-
phor.

1254

Baude
Cologne.

1255

1256

US7

oranges, says that “ the leaves are rather bitter and contain essential oil.

A still more fragrant oil, called oil of neroli by the perfumers, is afforded
by the flowers. Pietse, in his work on Perfumery, describes neroli oil,

and says that the best quality is obtained by distillation, with water, from
the flowers of Citrus Aurantium (the sweet variety). According to the
same author, an inferior quality of neroli is derived from the blossoms of'

Citrus Bigaradia (the bitter variety). This oil is called Essence de Niroli
Eigarade, and the oil from the flowers of the sweet variety bears the name
of Essence de Niroli Pitale or Niroli Louce . This statement is opposed,
however, to the opinion given by almost every other writer, the neroli otto

from the sweet orange being used only as an adulterant to that from the
bitter. The fresh flowers of the Bigaradia orange yield on distillation

Essence de Niroli Eigarade, and if the sepals are carefully removed from
the flowers, the essence is known as Essence de Niroli Pitale. The latter

is finer and much more expensive than the former. From the seeds

Essence de Petit Grain used to be manufactured, but this is now entirely

distilled from the leaves and twigs : it is therefore a misnomer to call it

Essence de Petit Grain. Similar essences are distilled from the leaves of

most species of Citrus, and these are all used together with essential oil of

orange leaf to adulterate neroli otto. The water which passes over with
the oil during distillation constitutes, when separated from the oil. Orange-

flower Water (see below).

The extraction of Neroli oil is chiefly carried on at Grasse, Cannes,
and Nice, in South France, also in Algeria. In France, about 20,000

cwt. of the flowers are annually distilled. The sweet variety yields but
half the amount of oil which may be obtained from the bitter, as much as
o*6 per cent, being often obtained. The oil of neroli is commonly adul-

terated with bergamot and petit grain . According to FlUckiger, the

neroli commonly sold contains fths Essence de petit grain

,

ith essence

of bergamot, and |ths of true neroli.

Fine neroli oil is brownish, of most fragrant odour, and bitterish aromatic
flavour; specific gravity, at n° C., being 0*889. It is neutral to test paper.
When mixed with alcohol it displays a bright violet fluorescence quite

distinct from the blue fluorescence of a solution of quinine.
Neroli Camphor.—The authors of the Pharmacographia obtained by

distillation from the oil a very small amount of camphor called Neroli Cam-

phor% and they state that they were unable to obtain any similar substance
from the oils of bergamot, petit grain, or orange peel.

Uses of Neroli Oil.—Oil of neroli is employed almost exclusively in

perfumery. The "petale” and the "bigarade” neroli are used to an enor-

mous extent in the manufacture of Hungary water and Eau de Cologne
and other handkerchief perfumes. The" petit grain” is mainly consumed
for scenting soap.

Other Perfumes.—The flowers by infusion in a fatty body make an ad-
mirable pomatum, the strength and quality varying according to the num-
ber of infusions of the flowers made in the same grease. By digesting
orange-flower pomatum in rectified spirits in the proportion of from six

pounds to eight pounds of pomade to a gallon of spirit for about a month,
the extrait de fleur d*orange is obtained, a handkerchief perfume sur.

passed by no other scent. In this state its odour resembles that of the fresh

flowers so much that with closed eyes the best judge could not distinguish

the scent of the extract from that of the fresh flowers. (Piesse.)

Orange-flower Water.—This is an important article of manufacture,
among the distillers of essential oils. It is largely used in pharmacy*
u There are three sorts of orange-flower waters found in commerce. The
first is distilled from the flowers ; the second is made with distilled water
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The Bergamot Orange. CITRUS
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and neroli; and the third is distilled from the leaves, the stems, and the

young unripe fruit of the orange tree." (Piesse.) “ As met with in com-
merce, orange-water is colourless or of a faintly greenish-yellow tinge,

almost perfectly transparent, with a delicious odour and a bitter taste/
5

(Pharmacog.)
Essential Oil of Orange peel.—*5 Largely made at Messina, and

also the south of France. It is extracted by the sponge, or by the icuelle

process, partly from the Bigarade and partly from the sweet or Por-
tugal Orange, the scarcely ripe fruit being in either case employed. The
oil made from the former is much more valuable than that obtained from
the latter, and the two are distinguished in price-currents as Essence de
Bigarade and Essence de Portugal.

45 These essences are but little consumed in England, in liqueur-mak-
ing and in perfumery/* (Pharmacog.)

PERFUMERY.

Var. 3. Bergamia, FI. Br. Ind., I., 5/5.

The Bergamot Orange.

Var. 3.
Bergamia
1258

Syn.—C. Aurantium, var. Bergamia, W. & A. Prodr., 98; C. Lim.
METTA, var. DC. Prodr., §39.

Vern.—Limdn, nibu, limit, Hind., Duk Nibu, Beng.; Lintbu, Mar.;
Limbu, nimbu, Guj. ; Limu, Sind (according to Stocks); Elumich-cham-
patham, Tam.; Nimma-pandu, Tel.; Cheru-ndrannd, jonakam -

ndrannd, Mala.; Nimbe-hanna, Kan.: Jambira-pkalam

,

Sans. ; Limue-
hdmio. limu, Arab. ; Limue-tursh, Ittnu, limeh, Pers. ; Dehi. Sing. ; J

Ldmya-si, or tdm buyu-si, Burm. 1

References.—Brandis, For. FI., §4; Dale. &
Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., 142; Pharm. Ind.

,

Pharm. Ind., 104; Pluck. & Hanb Pharm
r§th Ed., 1002 ; Bentl. & Trim., Med. PI.,
Dispens., 231 ; Waring, Baear Med., 89;
Perfumery , 100, 102 ; Spons, Encjycl., 1417
Diet., 49; Treasury of Botany ; lire, Diet. 0

Vomb. FI., Supp., 13;
'ooden Sheriff, Supp.
121 f U. S. Dispens

.,
Shuu&hnessv. Ranor

Habitat—The Bergamot Orange is cultivated near Reggio in South
Calabria, in Sicily, and in the south of France, but it is only rarely met
with in India. It may be doubted how far the above vernacular names
given to it are correct. The fruit, when full grown, is still unripe and
green; they are sometimes known as green oranges. Some of the green
oranges met with in India {and already alluded to, p. 340) may belong
to this variety.

Bergamot Oil.

Oil.—The rind of the fruit yields on expression the oil known under
the name Bergamot. For this purpose the fruits are used, and one
hundred of them are said to produce about three ounces of the otto.
Formerly the oil was extracted by distillation or by expressing the
rasped rind, but these processes have been superseded by the icuelle
a special instrument described in Spons9

Encyclopeedia, page 1457.
*

General Character, of the Oil.—The oil, as produced by the machine
referred to above, is of a greener tint than that obtained by the old pro-
cess.

45
It is a clear, limpid liquid, with a peculiar and very fragrant

odour, and a bitterish, somewhat warm, aromatic taste. Its specific gravity
varies from 0’86 to o*88, and its boiling point from about 361° to 383°. It
has a slightly acid reaction ; is mixible with rectified spirit, oil of turpen-
tine, andTglacial acetic acid; and is dextrogyre.” {Pharmacog.)

Chemical Composition.—The authors of the Pharmacographia say 1

* If essential oil of bergamot is submitted to rectification, the portions

C, 1260
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The Bergemot; The Pomelo or Shaddock.

CHEMISTRY.

Essential Oil.

X26X

that successively distil over do not accord in rotatory power or in boiling
point—a fact which proves it to be a mixture of several oils, as is further
confirmed by analysis. It appears to consist of hydrocarbons, C,0Hip,

and their hydrates, neither of which have as yet been satisfactorily isolated.
Oil of bergamot, like that of turpentine, yields crystals of the composition
C,

p
Hw+ip,0, if 8 parts are allowed to stand some weeks with i part of

spirit of wine, 2 of nitric acid (sp. gr. 1*2), and 10 of water, the mixture
being frequently shaken.

"The greasy matter that is deposited from oil of bergamot soon after
its* extraction, and in small quantity is often noticeable in the oil of com-
merce, is called Bergaptene or Bergamot Camphor. We have obtained it

in fine, white acicular crystals, neutral and inodorous by repeated solutions
in spirit of wine. This composition, according to the analysis of Mulder
(1837) and of Ohme (1839), answers to the formula C9H 603, which, in our
opinion, requires further investigation. Crystallized bergaptene is abund-
antly soluble in chloroform, ether, or bisulphate of carbon ; the alcoholic

solution is not altered by ferric salts.”

Properties and Uses.—The oil of bergamot is much employed in per-
fumery. It has stimulant properties, but is rarely used in medicine. It

is sometimes employed to give an agreeable odour to ointments and other
external applications.

Essential Oil of Leaves and Flowers.—Dr. Charles Rice of New York,
in his Commercial Products of the Citrus Family, says that an essential oil

is distilled from the leaves which is used for adulterating oil of bergamot.
The flowers also, he states, are said to yield an oil of which no information
can be obtained.

MEDICINE.
Julee.

1262

Medicine.—The juicr of the fruit possesses properties similar to those
of lemon juice (see under Citrus Medica, var. Limonum). It is often pre-

ferred to lemon juice, as the fresh juice can be readily obtained in nearly

all parts of the tropics, and as the preserved lemon juice is less effectual.

It is useful as a refrigerant drink in small-pox, measles, scarlatina, and
other forms of fever. It may also be taken with advantage in cases of

haemorrhage from the lungs, stomach, bowels, uterus, kidneys, and other
internal organs. ( Waring, Bazar Medicines,)

X263 Citrus decumana, Linn, ; FI. Br. Ind., /., j/5.

The Shaddock, Pumelo, or Pompelmos, the Forbidden Fruit,

Paradise-apple, Eng,
;
Pompelmouse, Fr. \ Pompelmoes, Sp.

The word Pumelo is a contraction of “pomum melo,” the melon apple.

Vem —Mahd nlbu, chakotra, bdtdvi nebu, saddphal

,

Hind.; Bdtdvi nebu,
mahd-nitnbu, chakotra, bator-nebd

,

Beng. ; Chakotra, Pb. ; Bijoro,

Sind, (according to Stocks)* Obakotru, Guj.;Papanass,papnass, Bom.;
Papnasa,

pants, pappa nasa

,

Mar.; Bombalinas

,

Tam.; Edapandi,

Tel.; Sakotra hannu, Kan. (according to Cameron); Bombeli-marunga,
Mala.; Pimplemus

,

Mysore; Parvata, ? Sans.; Skouh-ton-oh, shank-

tones, Burm.
;
Maha-maram

, jambula, maha-naram, Sing. ; Pimple-
mis. Mala,

References.—Roxb., FI . Jnd., Ed. C.B.C., 590; Brandis, For. FI., 58, 572 ;

Kura, For. FI. Burm., /., 196 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., S9J Ptce, Citrus

Family in New Remedies, 1878; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., Supp.,T2;

Stewart, Pb. PI; *91 DC. Origin Cult. Pl;’17j Vagt, Hart. Sub.
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The Pumelo; The Citron.
CITRUS
Medica.

boa, U. PI. Bomb., 148 ; Smith, Diet., 375 ; Treas. of Bot. ; Ure, Diet.

Arts and Manuf., 111., 765 ; Kew Offl. Guide to the Bot. Gardens and
Arboretum, 64, 65 / Trap. Agri., 117 ; Simmonds, Trop. Agri., 441.

Habitat.—A native of the islands of the Malay Archipelago, more
particularly abundant in the Friendly Isles and Fiji. Introduced into
India from Java and into the West Indies by Captain Shaddock ; hence
the name Shaddock . It is cultivated in most tropical countries. In
India and Burma it is a common fruit tree, it is, however, more
frequent in Bengal and Southern India than in the North-West Prov-
inces. The vernacular name Batavi nebu suggests its having been
originally brought from Batavia. "The fruit is very large, weighing
sometimes ten to twenty pounds, roundish, with a smooth pale-yellow
skin, and white or reddish sub-acid pulp. When the fruits attain their

largest size, they are called pompoleons, or sompilmousses ; those of the
smallest size form the * Forbidden fruit’ of all the English markets.”
(Treasury of Botany.)

Gum.—Said to yield scantily an unimportant gum. In 1855, Lieut-
enant Hawkes sent to the Madras Exhibition a sample of this gum
(Cooke).

Medicine.—Mr. Baden Powell says that the fruit is nutritive and re-

frigerant. It contains sugar and citric acid, with much essential oil in
the peel. The leaves are said to be useful in epilepsy, chorea, and convul-
sive cough.

Food.—This tree is a favourite with the natives of India, as it gives
fruit all the year round ; flower, unripe and ripe fruits may be seen on the
same tree at once. There are two varieties : one with whitish, and the
other with reddish, pulp. Besides, the individual fruits differ from one
another in size, some reaching 2 feet in circumference, and also in quality
according to the soil, climate, and situation. Dr. Bonavia (in the paper to
which repeated reference has been made) says :

“ The best puinmelows
I have seen are the thin-skinned red pummelows of the Bombay market.
They come in about Christmas. They are juicy, and of the colour of raw
beef internally and of a globose shape. Tnere is no reason why this fine

thing should not be extensively grown. All the other varieties of pum-
melows I have seen in India and Ceylon are not to be compared with this,

and are hardly worth propagating to any extent.”

Citrus Medica, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., 514.
The name Mkdica given to this species is derived from the fact that in

one of the first unmistafceable references to it, the fruit is spoken of as the
apple of Media. The acid forms at least have well-marked Sanskrit names,
and there would appear to be no doubt that the cultivation of the plant,
spread from India to Mesopotamia and Media, from whence it became
known to Europe. The presumption is therefore that it is a native of
India, and in confirmation of this opinion one or two forms of a wild plant,
supposed to be the source of the citron and the lime, are common on the
outer Himalaya, The citron, lemon, and lime are, however, so different
from each other that it is probable, if derived from one and the same
species, they are the developments of indigenous varieties which may have
originated in widely different regions. The cultivated forms of the citron

approach the pumelo, having a thick, coarse, and rough rind, while the
lime comes nearer to some of the forms of the true orange, being sphe-
rical and smooth-skinned. It seems probable that the home of the former
may be found to be the mountain tracts of Eastern Bengal, more particu-
larly of the Khdsia and Garo hills, while the latter is of a more northern
character, extending along the foot of the Himalaya to the Panj£b.
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CITRUS
Medica.

History.—The citron is supposed to have been introduced into Greece

and Italy from Persia and the warmer regions of Asia. It is described by
Theophrastus as abundant in Media three centuries before Christ, and
may nave been known to the Hebrews at the time of the Babylonish

Captivity. According to Qallesio it was introduced into Italy about the

third or fourth century. The Jews cultivated citron when under the Roman
rule, and used the fruit, as at the present day, in the Feast of Taber-

nacles ; each person bringing a citron in his hand. Or. Royle found the

species growing wild in the forests of Northern India, and, as already

stated, it may therefore fairly be conjectured that the original home of

the citron was in India. It has now spread over the whole of the civilised

world, and even in cold regions it is cultivated under artificial heat.

Gum.—Said to yield scantily an unimportant gum. Sent from Ma-
sulipatam to the Madras Exhibition in 1855.

Oil.—
1

The flowers yield on distillation a very fragrant oil resembling

neroli, which is chiefly used for the manufacture of Hungary water. An-
other perfume known as Cedrat is obtained from the rind of the fruit, both

by distillation and expression. The extract of cedrat is only the essential

oil of citron dissolved in spirits, to which bergamot is sometimes added.

(Piesse.)

Medicine.—*Citron rind is hot and dry and tonic; pulp cold and diy

;

seeds, leaves, and flowers hot and dry; juice refrigerant and astrin-

gent. According to Theophrastus the fruit is an expellent of poisons.

To one who has taken a poison injurious to life, it may be given, producing
a strong effect on the bowels, and the poison is drawn out. It also corrects

foetid breath. (Drury.) The distilled water of the fruit is used as a
sedative (Year-Bookr, Pharm ., 1874, 623).

Special Opinions.—§ “The rind is made into a marmalade and is

an antiscorbutic" (Surgeon-Major A . S. G. Jayakar, Muskat). “It
is made into preserve and is used for dysentery" (Surgeon-Major

J. Robb, Ahmedabad).

Food.—The fruit is described in the Flora of British India as large,

oblong or obovoid ; rind usually warted, thick, tender, aromatic
;
pulp

scanty, sub-acid. The rind makes good comfit; the pulp is also pre-

served in sugar. Both fruit and preserve are somewhat bitter to the
taste. The rind of the fruit candied is well known as a delicate

sweatmeat. Atkinson says the wild fruit is used for pickling (khatdi).
Dr. Bonavia remarks that citrons are very little used in India, except for

medicinal purposes. “On the Western coast of India, they have many
large, varieties, and at Mangalore they eat the thick sweet skin after

peeling off the bitter rind. In Lucknow, and in Rampur, Rohilcund, and
other places they make a preserve of the thick skin of the citron, which
they call ‘Turunj/ All the citrons, both sweet and sour, have a dry pulp.”

Structure of the Wood.—White, moderately hard.
Domestic Use.—The fruit put amongst clothes keeps away moths.

Var. a. Limonum, sp. Risso.

The word lemon is from the Arabic litnUn, and this, through the
Persian, is the Hindi limu, limbu, or nimbu ; probably adopted by the

Sanskrit people. Much stress is by authors laid upon the tact that the

name nimbu is to this day in actual use in Kashmir. It is difficult to see

why this should be viewed with such favour; nimbu is the generic name
for any lime or lemon throughout India, but there is a strong probability

that C. adda, rather than C. Limonum, is the plant most generally referred

to under that name, and the lemon is more frequently spoken of as the

bard nimbd or large nimbu .
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The Lemon, Eng.

;

Citeonnier, Limonier, Fr.; Limone
//. / Citrone, Germ .

Aurantiu“» «w. Limonum, W. & A . ZVedr., C. Limonum,
6389,' C. MEDICa, Willd. (according to Roxb.), FI. Ind., Ed.

L.S.C., S90.
Vern.

—

fdmbira, bard nimbi, pahdri-ntmbu, pakdri-kaghei, Hind., Duk. ;
Karna nebu, goto, nebu, bara-nebu

,

Beng. j Kimti,gulgul, kkutta

,

Pb./
Itmbu , mdtudimbu, mdtu-nimbu, Guj.; Thtra-limbu

,

Mar. 5
Periya-elumich-cham-paaham, Tam.j Pedda-nimma-pandu

,

Tel. ; Patsy.
ackeruttdranna, Mala.; Doddd-nimbe-hannu

, Kan.; Makd-jambtra~
<

SmQ
,a^ ARAB<i KcUinbak> P«RS‘J Kigisamyd-si

,

References.—Brandis, For. Z^., 5a ; Dot*. 6* Gifts., Zfomft. Z^Z., Sm**., rj .

Z>C. Origin Cult. PI., 179; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 14%; Pharm. Ind.,
43 / Moodeen Sheriff, Supp., Pharm. Ind., 105 j Fliick. & Hand., Phar-

Z/m. Gist., 7 ^0 ; Piesse, Perfumery, 144 • Smith, Dictionary
, 242;

Trop.Agri., 117,874 ; Simmonds, Trop. Agri., 440 ; Fleming, Med. PL
and Drugs, in As. Fes., Vol. XI., p. 164.

Habitat.—Cultivated abundantly in the south of Europe and in India.
Seems highly probable that the wild form of this plant has not as yet been
discovered. All the Himdlayan and KhAsia plants are, as far as the writer’s
experience goes, wild forms of the lime or citron, but not of the lemon. It

is highly probable the lemon is of much more recent origin than the citron
and the lime.

The question has been recently raised as to the highest altitude
oranges and lemons could be grown in India. A writer in the Agri.-
Horticultural Society’s Journal said they could not be grown above
5,000 feet. Madden refers to the lemons grown at Almora, the fruit

being collected in summer and ripened in straw. The altitude given
above is perhaps correct for the Indian species generally.

Histoiy*

—

Dr. Royle is said to have found the tree growing wild
in the north of India, and Atkinson reports that Madden spoke of
the Jamira or wild variety found in the Kota Dun of Kum&on. Royle’s
wild plants were known as behdri-nimbu or pahdri-kaghaei in the Dun.
De Candolle states that the lemon was unknown to the ancient Greeks
and Romans, and that its culture only extended into the West with the
conquests of the Arabs. On their spreading over the vast regions of

Asia and Africa, they, carried with them everywhere the orange and the
lemon. The latter was brought by them in the tenth century from the
gardens of Oman into Palestine and Egypt. Jacques de Vitry, writing
in the thirteenth century, very well describes the lemon which he had
seen in Palestine; and doubtless it was by the Crusaders first brought
into Italy, but at a date which cannot be exactly ascertained. From the
north of India it*appears to have passed eastward into Cochin-China and
China, and westward into Europe, and it has naturalised itself in the West
Indies and various parts of America" (Treasury of Botany).

Lemon Oil.

Oil.—The rind of the lemon, when rasped and subjected to expression,

or when distilled, affords an essential oil known as "essence of lemon” or
" citron-zeste,” according to the method adopted. The oil is largely
manufactured in Sicily, at Reggio in Calabria, and at Mentone and Nice
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in France. A brief account of the methods of extraction, as given in the
Pharmacographid (p. no), may be reproduced here

Sponge process.—" The workman first cuts off the peel in three thick
longitudinal slices, leaving the central pulp of a three-cornered shape, with
a little peel at either end. This central pulp he cuts transversely in the
middle, throwing it on one side and the pieces of peel on the other.

The latter are allowed to remain till the next day and are then treated
thus : the workman seated holds in the palm of nis left hand a flattish

piece of sponge, wrapping it round his fore-finger. With the other he
places on the sponge one of the slices of peel, the outer surface downwards,
then presses the zest side (which is uppermost), so as to give it for the
moment a convex instead of a concave form. The vesicles are thus rup-
tured, and the oil which issues from them is received in the sponge with
which they are in contact. Four or five squeezes are all the workman
gives to each slice of peel, which done he throws it aside. Though each
bit of peel has attached to it a small portion of pulp, the workman con-
trives to avoid pressing the latter. As the sponge gets saturated the
workman wrings it forcibly, receiving its contents in a coarse earthen
bowl provided with a spout ; in this rude vessel, which is capable of hold-
ing at least three pints, the oil separates from the watery liquid which
accompanies it and is then decanted.”

E'cuelle process.—“A stout saucer or shallow basin of pewter, about

8| inches in diameter, with a lip on one side for convenience of pouring.
Fixed in the bottom of this saucer are a number of stout, sharp, brass pins,

standing up about half an inch
;
the centre of the bottom is deepened

into a tube about an inch in diameter and five inches in length, closed at
its lower end. This vessel, which is called an icuelle a piquer, has, there-
fore, some resemblance to a shallow, dish-shaped funnel, the tube of which
is closed below. The workman takes a lemon in the hand, and rubs it

over the sharp pins, turning it round so that the oil-vessels of the entire
surface may be punctured. The essential oil which is thus liberated is

received in the saucer, whence it flows down into the tube; and as this
latter becomes filled, it is poured into another vessel that it may separate
from the turbid, aqueous liquid that accompanies it. It is finally filtered,

and is then known as Essence de Citron au Zesie. A small additional
produce is sometimes obtained by immersing the scarified lemons in warm
water and separating the oil which floats off.”

“ A second kind of essence, termed Essence de Citron distillie, is obtain-
ed by rubbing the surface of fresh lemons, or of those which have been
submitted to the process just described, on a coarse grater of tinned iron,

by which the portion of peel richest in essential oil is removed. This
grated peel is subjected to distillation with water, and yields a colourless
essence of very inferior fragrance, which is sold at a low price.”

Description and Chemical Composition.—The lemon oil is of a faint
yellow colour, of exquisite fragrance and bitterish aromatic taste. Piesse
says that what is procured by expression has a much finer odour and a
more intense lemony smell than the distilled product. The oil dissolves
sparingly in rectified spirit, but readily in anhydrous alcohol. It mixes
freely with bisulphide of carbon. The chief constituent of the essential oil
“ is the terpene, C,0 H 16, which, like oil of turpentine, easily yields crystals
of terpin, Ci0 H 16 ZO H«. There is further present, according to Tilden
1870), another hydrocarbon, Cw H 16, which already boils at i6o*C„ whereas
the foregoing boils at I 76°C. Lastly, a small quantity of cymene and
of a compound acetic ether, C9 Ha O (C16 H,7 O), would appear to occur
also in oil of lemons. The crude oil of lemons already yields the crys-
talline compound C10 Hw + Z H Cl, when saturated with anhydrous

2 A C. 1290
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hydrochloric gas, whereas by the same treatment oil of turpentine affords

the solid compound CM H 16 and H Cl." (Pharmacog p. 120.)

PERFUMERY. Properties and Uses.—Essence of lemon is used in perfumery and as
229X a flavouring agent. Pieese says: “I*emon otto may be freely used in

combination with rosemary, cloves, and caraway, for perfuming powders
for the nursery. From its rapid oxidation it should not be used for per-

fuming grease, as it assists rather than otherwise all fats to turn rancid;

hence pomatums so perfumed will not keep well. In the manufacture of

other compound perfumes, it should be dissolved in spirit, in the propor-

tion of six to eignt ounces of oil to one gallon of spirit. There is a large

consumption of otto of lemons in the manufacture of eau de Cologne.”

In medicine, oil of lemon is a stimulant and carminative when given inter-

nally, and stimulant and rubefacient when applied externally. It has

been used as a local application with doubtful results.

MEDICINE. Medicine.—There are three officinal parts of the fruit mentioned in the
I2Q2 Pharmacopeia of India : (1) the outer part of the rind; (2) the essential

oil of the rind noticed under the head “ Oil

;

99
(3) the juice of the ripe fruit.

The rind is said to be stomachic and carminative. Lemon juice is highly

valued as an antiscorbutic and refrigerant—primarily antalkaline; second-

arily, antacid. It forms the best remedy for scurvy, and an excellent

drink in fever and inflammatory affections. It has met with success in

acute rheumatism, dysentery, and diarrhoea. It also forms an antidote to

acro-narcotic poisons. (Pharm. Ind.) Mr. Baden Powell says that it is

considered by natives also an antidote to animal poisons.

In bilious and intermittent fevers it is specially useful, combined
with port wine and cinchona bark (Drury). In the Hindu Materia
Medica fresh lemon juice is recommended to be taken in the evening, for

the relief of dyspepsia, with vomiting of meals. In rheumatic affections

such as pleurodynia, sciatica, lumbago, pain in the hip joints, &c.,

Sarangaahara recommends the use of lemon juice with yavakshara and
honey (17. C. Dutt),

The best substitute for lemon juice is a solution of about eight drachms
of citric acid in sixteen ounces of water, with the addition of a few drops

of lemon oil. Lemon juice may also be used in preparing effervescing

diaphoretic and diuretic draughts. The relative proportions of lemon
juice and citric acid with the alkaline carbonates, for the formation of

effervescing draughts, are as follow

Lemon juice— or Citric acid— to 20 grains of

FI. drs. iijss • • grs. xiv . . Bicarbonate of Potash,

FI. drs. vi • . grs. xxiv . , Carbonate of Ammonia,
FI. drs. iv • • grs. xvii . . Bicarbonate of Soda.

The lemon juice, being liable to spontaneous decomposition, speedily

becomes unfit for medical use. ** One of the best methods of preserving

the juice is to allow it to stand for a short time after expression, till a
coaeulable matter separates, then to filter, and introduce it into glass

bottles, with a stratum of almond oil or other sweet oil on its surface. It

will keep still better if the bottles containing the filtered juice be suffered,

before being closed, to stand for fifteen minutes in a vessel of boiling

water. Another mode is to add one-tenth of alcohol and to filter. The
juice may also be preserved by concentrating it either by evaporation with

a gentle heat, or by exposure to a freezing temperature, which congeals

the watery portion, ana leaves the juice much stronger than before.”

(17. S. Dispens., i$th Ed., 849.)

Dr. Oharles Rice of New York states that the bark of the root has
been u&d in the West Indies as a febrifuge and the seeds as a vermifuge.
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§ " Lemons, as well as other fruits of the same order, contain a princi-

ple— hesperidene. By some chemists this substance is described as bitter

and crystalline, and by others as tasteless. Gladstone obtained from oil

of orange peel about 95 per cent, of a terpene, which he called hesperidene.
A glucosiae amantini has been isolated from the flowers of Citrus decu*
mans.” {Surgeon C. J. H. Warden , Professor of Chemistry, Calcutta.)

Citric Ada.—A crystalline acid is prepared from lemon or lime juice.

It occurs in colourless crystals, is very soluble in water, less soluble in

rectified spirit, and insoluble in pure ether. The chief use of citric acid
in medicine is in the preparation of effervescing draughts and refrigerant
drinks, dose being from ten to thirty grains.

§ " The amount of free citric acia contained in Indian limes appears to

be somewhat less than that found in the varieties cultivated in Europe,
and varies from 25 to 30 grains of uncombined citric acid per fluid ounce.”
(1Surgeon C. y. H. Warden , Professor of Chemistry, Calcutta.)

Lemon Syrup.—In the Pharmacopoeia of India the following directions
are given for the preparation of this substance : " Take of fresh lemon
peel two ounces; lemon juice, strained, one pint; refined sugar, two
pounds and a quarter. Heat the lemon juice to the boiling point, and
having put it into a covered vessel with the lemon peel, let them stand
until they are cold, then filter and dissolve the sugar in the filtered liquid
with a gentle heat. The product should weigh three pounds and a half
and should have the specific gravity 1*34.”

Special Opinions.—§ " Lime juice.—Most useful in dysentery with
sloughing of the mucus membranes. I have given 12 ounces a day in

apparently hopeless cases with success” [From a Contributor). "Lemon
oil mixed with glycerine is applied on the eruption of acne” {Surgeon
R. Gray, Lahore). "Lemon juice and gunpowder used topically for sca-
bies ” {Surgeon-Major E. C. Bensley, Rajshahye). “ The fruit in the form
of pickle is useful in hypertrophy of the spleen ” {Surgeon J. C. Penny,

Amritsar).
Food.—The lemon juice is used largely in sherbets and cooling drinks.

The fruit is also pickled.

Var. 3. acida.

The Sour Lime of India.

Syn.—C. acida, Roxb., Fl.Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 589. (Roxburgh appears
to include under this not merely the Sour Lime but all Lemons.) The C. Limetta,
Risso, described by many authors [e.g., Dr. Rice in New Remedies) as having
a "very acid, even acrid,” juice, must refer to this plant and not to the South
Indian sweet lime, the juice of which is sweet and pleasant. If this proves correct
the synonyms may require to be rearranged.

Vern.

—

Lebi, nebu, limbu, nimby. limin, nibu. limi, Hind. ; Lebu, nebu,
limbu, nimbu, pdli-nebu, kaguji-nebu

, kaghui nimbi , camral-nebu, taba,
nebu. Beng.; Nimbi, kuttah-nimbi

, Pb. ; Khata limbu, lebu, limbu-
nimbu, Guj. ; Limbu, Mar.

j Limin, nibi, nimbi, limi, Duk. 5 Elu

-

tnich-cham-pazham , elemitchum, climickumpullum, Tam.; Nimma-
pandu, nemmapindi, Tel. ; Nimbe-hannu, Kan. ; Cheru-naranna

,

jonakam-naranna, jeruk. nipls, limowe, erimitchi-narrdcum

,

Mala. ;

Jambira , limpdka, nimbuka
, vijapura (according to Dutt), Sans.;

Limun, limie-hdmi*. nimu, limi, Arab. ; Limie-tursh, limA, Prrs. ;
Thanbaya, sdmyd-si, tambiyd-si, Burm. ; Dehi, Singh.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 52/ Stewart, Pb. PI., 2q; DC. Origin,
Cult. PI., 179 i U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 226 ; Ainslie, Mat. Tnd.,
1.9*93; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 7*0} McCann, Dyes and Tans, Bengal,
*59; Rrw Off. Guide to the Museum, 25 ; Kew Off. Guide to the Bot.
Gardens and Arboretum, 64.
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Habitat—Wild in the warm valleys of the outer Himalaya, from
Garhwal and Sikkim to the Kh&sia and Garo hills, Chittagong, and pro-
bably also the mountain tracts of the Central Provinces and of the
Western Peninsula and the Satpura mountains of Central India. It

ascends to about 4,000 feet, and occurs as a small, much-branched thorny
bush. Is cultivated all over India and Burma, and isby far the common-
est species of Citrus. In the various languages of India all the others
are treated as forms of this, some being distinguished as the large lime,

others as the horse lime, the sweet lime, &c.; but this is the lime itself

according to native gardeners. There are many minor cultivated forms,

differing chiefly in size. The fruits of all are more or less round, smooth,
with a shining rind, green, or only tinged with yellow when ripe.

Dye.—'The leaves of this plant are used in tanning in Mdnbhum.
This seems to be doubtful ; at most, the leaves can be used only as an
adjunct to the tans, imparting an odour to the leather.

Medidne.—“ Lime-juice is much used in medicine by the native prac-
titioners ; they consider it to have virtues in checking bilious vomiting,
and believe that it is powerfully refrigerant and antiseptic. In the Tamool
Medical Sastrum entitled Aghastier Vytia Anyour00 there is quite an
eulogy on the lime :

* It is a fit and proper thing to be presented by an
inferior to a superior ; it is beautiful to behold ; cooling and fragrant to

the smell; the juice of it rubbed upon the head will soothe the ravings
of frenzy ; and the rind of it dried in the sun has the power, when laid

under the pillow, of conciliating affection.' Dr. Thomson, in his London
Dispensatory>, tells us that lime-] u ice, taken in the quantity of half an ounce,
allays hysterical palpitations of the heart." (Atnslie, Mat. Ind., 193.)

Special Opinions.—§ “The Kaghuze nimbo9 the juice of which is so
universally used as a cooling and grateful drink in the form of sherbet,

should be mentioned here" (Brigade Surgeon G . A. Watson, \Allahabad).
“ Fresh lime-juice often proves effectual in relieving the irritation and
swelling caused by musquito bites” (Brigade Surgeon J. H. Thornton ,

Monghyr).
Food.—The Sour Lime of India has “ flowers small, fruit usually

small, globose or ovoid, with a thick or thin rind, pulp pale, sharply acid.”

U. C. Dutt says :
“ The fruits are cut vertically into two pieces, and the

fresh juice, squeezed out with the fingers, is sprinkled on soup, dal, curry,

&c., to which it imparts a pleasant acid taste and agreeable flavour, A
pickle of pati-nebu in its own juice and salt is a popular and effectual

medicine for indigestion brought on by excess in eating, or by indigestible

articles of diet. The fruits are first rubbed over a stone, or their rind

scraped a little so as to thin it. They are then steeped in juice obtained
from other fruits of the sort, and exposed to the sun for a few days with
the addition of common salt. When crisp and of a brown colour, they
are preserved in porcelain vessels or glass jars. This preparation is

called jarak-nebu (that is, digestive lemon) in the vernacular." Atkinson
says “the Kdghazi nibu, or thin-skinned variety of Jaunpur and Azam-
gfiar, is celebrated all over Upper India. Next in value is thz\pdtun(bu or
small round variety, and there is also a large variety, the kdmardlunibu
of Bengal, or kkatta-nfbu of the North-West Provinces. The small sour
limes are used for sherbets and making lime-juice, and the larger ones
for sherbets and for preserves, especially chips." Dr. Bonav'g remarks
“ The true limes are the most used by tne natives. They are to be found
everywhere, and even where no other Citrus occurs, seme kind of

lime is sure to be seen. Nevertheless, it is astonishing that so common
a thing, so useful a fruit, and a tree so easily raised from seed, is not to

be found in the villages of the North-West Provinces. There is probably
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not a village in the whole of India where the kdghii-nimbti would not

readily grow.” " Although they are called limes, I believe them to be an

acidless variety of one of the lemons of India.” u They call them sherbetcc

or mitha-nimbu, and also amrutphal. The best-flavoured sorts are grown

in dry climates, such as Mooltan and Muscat.” The imports into Bombay
of Muscat limes were valued in 1884-85 at R 1,555 and in 1885-86 at

R 1,695. Dr. Bonavia divides the sour lemons into “ Bajouras—a sort of

Citron lemon lemon
?
proper,” and a group of sour Citrus known by

the name of gungolee and benari lemons.

Var. 4. Limetta, W. & A . ; FI. Br. Ind., I., p. 5/5.

The Sweet Lime of India,

1301

Syn.—C. nobilis, Lour., as in Kurz, For . FI. Burnt., /., 197 ; Wight.

Ic., t. $5$; C. Limetta, Risso. It might be asked, has the C. Limetta,
Risso, sweet or bitter fruits ? if the latter, it might be viewed as a synonym
of var. adda.

Vem.—Mitha nebu, nembi, mitha amrit-pkal, Hind. ; Mitha neb it,

Beng.
;
Mita-nimbu, Pb. ; Mitha limbu

,

Guj., Bomb. ; Elemitchum
,

Tam. j Nemma-pandu, gajanimma, Tel.; Erumitchi narracum. Mala.

;

Madhukarkatikd
,
Sans. ; Thanbaya, Burm. ; Dehi, Sing.

References.—Brandis
,
Far. FI., 52 ; Dal» . & Gibs., Bomb. FI. Supp ., 13 ;

Stewart, Pb. PL, 29; Rice, New Remedies, 1878 ; DC. Origin Cult. PL,
179; Atkinson, Him . Dist., 710 / Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 149 ; Piesse, Per-
fumery, iso ; Smith, Diet., 24s / Treasury of Bot.; Ure, Diet., Arts anti
Manuf., 111., H7; Trop. Agri., 1882-83, $97; Simmonds, Trop. Agri., 441 ,

Habitat.—Commonly cultivated in most parts of India and Burma.
Most probably a native of Southern India; Wight says it is indigenous
at Kolagberry in the Nilgiri hills.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Leaves with winged petioles; flowers small,
white; fruit globose or ovoid, shortly mamillale; rind with concave
vesicles.

The limes approach much nearer to the true oranges than do any of
the other forms of C. Medica. Indeed, it is difficult to say how far
the published accounts of C. Limetta have become mixed up with
C. Bigaradia, and the vernacular names given to both these forms, as
well as to C. Lumia (the Sweet Lemon), are hopelessly confused. Many of
the so-called green oranges met with in India (and referred to at pages 340
and 347) may be but sweet limes. According to some authors C. nobilis
(the Mandarin Orange) is placed under the sweet lime, and by others
under C. Bigaradia.

Medicine.—§
" Extensively used as refrigerant in fever and jaundice ”

(.Surgeon J. C. Penny, Amritsar).
Food.—The fruit is both eaten fresh and after being preserved or

cooked in various ways, but the juice is not so much valued as that of the
preceding variety.

Var. 5. Lumia, W. & A . ; FI. Br. Ind., /., 575.

The Sweet Lemon, Eng.; Lumie, Fr. Germ

,

Vern.—See C. Limetta.

Habitat.—TMs form is very little known in India, and occurs only occa-
sionally in gardens. It is probable that, with the lemon, this is not an Indian
form. Atkinson and many Indian writers use the terms “sweet lime”
and " sweet lemon ” as synonymous.

Botanical Diagnosis.—Leaf petioles simply margined ; flowers tinged
with red; fruit bright yellow, ovoid-oblong, with a long curved mamilla;
rind with convex vesicles

;
pulp sweet.
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Essential Oil.—Dr. Rice says that this oil is prepared at Squillace in
Calabria by mechanical means.

Citrus nobilis, Lour.

The Mandarin Orange, sometimes also called the Maltese
Orange.

Syn.

—

Citrus chinensis and C. myrtifolius.
Vera.—Probably the same as for C. Limetta ; it is the kdn of China.

Habitat.—Cultivated in China and Cochin-China, where it appears to

be indigenous, distributed, apparently in modern times, to the mountain
tracts of India. A small sweet orange is said to be wild on the hill tracts

beyond Sudiya in Assam, which very much answers to the character of the

Mandarin. Mr. Clarke reports that its cultivation on the Khdsia hills

has been greatly extended. Dr. Bonavia speaks in the highest terms of

the blood oranges of Gujranwala and of Jaunpore. New to European
gardens at the beginning of the present century, but now cultivated plen-

tifully in Sicily and Malta, known as tangerines in St. Michael’s.

Botanical Diagnosis.—A moderate-sized tree; fruit uneven in sur-

face, spherical but flattened on the top ; rind very thin, dark reddish-

yellow ; pulp almost blood red with a peculiar flavour; both leaves and
fruit have the same odour.

ENCOURAGE-
MENT OF

,

CULTIVATION
IN INDIA.

1308

1309

Having briefly indicated the principal forms of Citrus met with in India,

the present article may be concluded by a useful and practical suggestion
offered by Dr. Bonavia, namely, to encourage the growth, at certain

selected centres of India, of the oranges, limes, lemons, and citrons for

which they are more peculiarly famous. He urges that the blood oranges
of Gujranwala and Jaunpore should be fostered and developed, as these

are not only the finest oranges met with in India, but would come into

market in the hot season when no others are available; that the true
Mandarin might be grown in the mountain tracts of Bengal and Burma;
that Poona might extend its cultivation of Keonla and Mussembi oranges

;

that the Deccan might pay special attention to its warty keonla ,
“ the best of

its kind ;” that Lucknow might make a speciality of •* its fine large Behari
nimbu” (a name given by Royle to the wild lemon) and its Kdghet kalan;
that Lahore should give attention to its pear-shaped karua and the large,

sour, and juicy lemon known in the Panjdb as gulgul ; and that Bombay
should prepare to meet the Indian demand for its excellent pomelos. In

this way, with extended railway communication, free interchange
might be made with the various provinces and a more constant and uni-

form supply of improved fruits kept up throughout the year. “ By re-

stricting the varieties, to be grown on a large scale, to those localities to

which they are most suited, a race of growers would be trained, who would
thoroughly understand the wants of that particular variety, and would
grow up conversant with the best modes ot dealing with it, not only with
regard to the ^cultivation and propagation, but also with the best modes of

packing and preserving the fruit tor a long time.”

CLAUSENA, Linn . , Gen . PL, /., 304.

Clausena indica, Oliv. / Ft. Br. Ind. f /., 505 ; Beddome / Rutacejb.

Syn.—Piptostylis indica, Dal*. / Dal*. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl., zp; Ber-
GRRA NITIDA, Tkw., Bnum. Ceylon PI., 46.

Vem.—Migong-karapichi-gass, Sing.

Reference.—Lisboa, U. PI. ofBomb., 33.
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cuavice:

Habitat.

—

k shrub or small tree, met with in the Western Peninsula
from the Bombay Gh&ts to the Anamally Hills, and also in Ceylon.

Structure ofthe Wood*—Close-grained and hard ; adapted for the lathe.

Clausena pentaphylla, DC. / FI. Br. Ind., I., 503.

Syn.— Amyris pentaphylla, Roxb.f FI, Ind,, Ed, C,B,C,t jar,

Vem.

—

Rattanjote, surjmukha, teyrtr. Hind.
References.—Brandis, For, FI,, 49 / Gamble, Man, Timb,, 59.

Habitat.—A deciduous shrub, native of the Sub-Himalayan tracts, from
Kumaon to Nepal, especially the sal forests of the Duns and of Oudh.

Medicine.—The bruised leaves are highly aromatic, and are believed

to possess medicinal properties.

CLAVICEPS.
Claviceps purpurea, Tulsane; Fungi.

The Ergot, Ergot of Rye, Horned or Spiked Rye (Secale

Cornulum), Bunt.

Syn.—

S

clerotium CLAVUS, DC.

;

Ergotcetia ABORTIFACIENS, Quek;
OlDEUM ABORTIFACIENS, Berk. & Br,

References.

—

Pharm . Ind., 251 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Disf ., 631, 673,

76 ; Balfour, Agri. Pests of India, 61, 115 ; Flick. & Hand., Pharma-
cog. , 740 f Bentl . & Trim., Med. PL, IV., 303 ; U. S. Dispens., 15th
Ed., SS^~7 »

Dr. R. Tytler (in the Cal . Med. Phys. Trans., 1831, vol. V., p. 441)
reports that barley in the Upper Provinces of India is often affected with

a disease very similar to, if not identical with, ergot of rye. The diseased
grain is spoken of as being very poisonous. This same, or apparently the
same, disease has been observed on oats, rice, and particularly Pennise-
tum typhoideum. Wheat ergot is common in Europe, and was once con-
sidered superior medicinally to ergot of rye. Wheat ergot has not, it

would seem, been observed m India, but an allied disease known as hand-
wa or ‘ smut 9

is common. This same name is, however, given to the ergot
• bunt * found on the millets ; but from the absence of berberry bushes in the
wheat districts of India, it is almost safe to conclude that the kandwa, on
being carefully examined, will be found not to be ergot as known in Europe.

Medicine.—The sclerotium (the compact spawn} of Claviceps purpurea, MEDICINE,
produced within the paleae of the common rye, Secale cereale, forms the 1314
officinal part. " In medicinal doses ergot acts principally upon the mus-
cular fibres of the uterus, causing them to contract strongly and continu-

ously, more especially during labour and after delivery, hence it is largely

used to promote contraction of the uterus in cases of tedious parturition,

or to prevent flooding after delivery. The administration of ergot is also
most beneficial in menorrhagia and leucorrhoea. Moreover, as ergot
causes contraction of the small arteries generally by its action on their

muscular walls, it is a powerful agent in checking haemorrhage, whether
from the lungs or bowels j and also to diminish congestion in affections of

the cerebro-spinal membranes, and in other cases. It has likewise been
employed to cause the expulsion of coagula of blood, polypi and hyda-
tids, from the uterus.

“In overdoses ergot produces nausea, vomiting, colicky pains, head-
ache, and sometimes delirium, stupor, and even death. Taken fora
length of time, as in bread made with diseased rye, it acts as a poison,

producing two conditions of the constitution, termed, respectively, gan-
grenous ergotism and convulsive ergotism, both accompanied with formi-

cation ** {Bentley 1st Trimen).
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No effort appears to have been made to test medically the properties of
the Indian ergot, and up to date the supply is drawn entirely from Europe.
A good deal has, however, been written on the poisonous property of
barley, wheat, and especially of millets which, to outward appearance,
seem of good quality but which contain a fungus, most probably an ergot.
It seems probable that Indian wheat rust may be aue to a species of
/Eddium reared on a Euphorbia.

Some writers have attributed to an ergot the poisonous qualities which
kesari (Lathyrua sativus) is said to possess. An indulgent use of this pea
induces a paralysis of the lower limbs which is generally incurable.

See under Fangoid Pests.

X3I7

X318

CLAY.|

Clay is a hydrated silicate of alumina, which is expressed in miner-
alogy by the formula H- Si2 08 -f H» O which may be said to be Si O,
46*40, AIj O 39 68, Water 13*92.

Vernacular and other names.—^*7^, Fr. ; Thon, Germ.; Gil, chikni
matt, sanei-i-dalam

,

Hind.; Kali munnu (Potter’s clay), Tam.; Banka
munnu, Tel. ; Tannab (white clay), Mal.; Krishna mvrtika, Sans.

References.

—

Manual of the Geology ofIndia, Part III. {Ball), Part IV.
(Mallet); Ure's Diet., Arts, Manufactures, &c., I., 734; Spons ' Encycl.,
635 : Balfour's Cycl. , Vol.I,, 739; Encycl. Brit.; Official correspond-
ence; Other publications referred to in the text.

Properties and Classification.—The pure clay, defined above, when
it occurs, is generally known as “ Kaolin ” or “ Porcelain-clay.” There
are, however, numerous other inferior qualities, such as fire-clay, pipe-
clay, shale, clunch, loam, mud or silt, mudstone, &c., &c. Some of
these would, however, be more correctly defined as soils containing more
or less clay. Usually they are soft and plastic, and emit, when breathed
on, the peculiar odour known as “ argillaceous.” They chiefly occur as
superficial deposits in river-basins, estuaries, or dried-up lakes. Pure
clay is derived from a decomposition of felspar, from which the silicates of
potash, soda, &c., have been washed out. The purer forms of clay are
derived from granite, the quartz and mica having been washed away as
sand, and alumina silicate thrown down in the low-lying tracts of country
alluded to. Common clay usually contains a distinct proportion of sand,
but, in addition, it contains (on account of the various sources from which
it may be derived) other ingredients such as oxide of iron, lime, magnesia,
&c. The oxide of iron ana the organic constituents impart to it its colour

;

the former makes red clays, and the latter dark or even almost black
clavs. The proportion of sand and of iron present in a clay may be said
to be the chief governing principles that determine the economic value or
utility of a day. Iron may qualify a clay for one purpose but altogether
disqualify it for another. Any finely-divided mineral substance, which
contains from 10 to 30 per cent, of alumina in the form of silicate, and
which becomes plastic on being moistened and retains the form imparted
1° lt]by a mould, even when dried or burned, is popularly termed “ clay.”

These facts naturally lead to an industrial classification of the clays,
and in dealing with those met with in India we shall, as far as possible,
take them up in the alphabetical order of their better known names in
preference to attempting a scientific assortment.

I.—BRICK CLAYS.
In the early part of the present century, it was thought necessaiy to

import bricks into India from England. It was soon discovered, how-
ever, that in almost every district days suitable for this purpose existed :n
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abundance, for bricks were employed in many buildings in India long
anterior to the arrival of the English. Some of an enormous size are
found in the ancient monuments, and in more recent times others much
smaller than the European type.

Ball says : “Asa rule Indian-made bricks do not bear a very high
reputation for strength or durability ; but it has been demonstrated that
good bricks can be made, and it seems probable that, in many cases where
the bricks are bad, the system of manufacture, rather than the material,
is to blame. Of course there are some Clays so impregnated with lime
kankar nodules that without grinding they are inapplicable to the manu-
facture of good bricks. In the neighbourhood of most of the large rivers
in India, clays are, however, to be found tolerably free from these impu-
rities. The largest brick factory in India is situated at Akra near Cal-
cutta, where from 20 to 30 million of bricks are turned out annually.”
(For technical details regarding brick-making in India see the Rurki
Professional Papers on Indian Engineering.)

II.—EDIBLE AND MEDICINAL CLAYS AND FULLER’S
EARTH.

In most bazars in India a fine unctuous or oily clay is sold as a drug
or as an article of food eaten by enceinte women, or used by ladies as a
cosmetic. Allied to this is the clay used to effect caste markings on the
forehead. Balfour says such a clay “is excavated from a pit near
Koluth in large quantities, and exported as an article of commerce,
giving a royalty of R 1,500 yearly. It is used chiefly to free the skin and
hair from impurities ; and the Cutchi ladies are said to eat it to improve
their complexions. ” Throughout India the soft mud found on the banks
of the rivers is used as a detergent, the hair being well rubbed with the
clay before being washed in the stream. The writer found certain
persons excavating a pale yellow mud from a hillock near the capital of
Manipur, which he was informed was regularly eaten by the women
throughout the State. Irvine {Med. Med . of Patna

, 60) says multani
miteie—Si kind of light yellow ochre— is eaten in dyspepsia in doses from
5 to 30 grs. Sakharam Arjun {Bombay Drugs

, p. 167) remarks that
mulatdm-matti “is eaten by pregnant females to relieve acidity of the
stomach and is given mixed with sugar in cases of leucorrhoea. ” He
further comments on an imported earth known as Sang-i-Basri {a Persian
name). “This is generally imported from Bassorah and the Persian
Gulf, as its name implies. It is used in tonic preparations and in irre-
gular menses and with benefit from the iron it contains.

99 He states
that the earth in question is a silicate of alumina with lime and iron.
U. O. Dutt {Sans. Mat. Med.) after dealing with red and yellow
ochre (which see ) or the geru mdti in Beng., and gairika in Sans.,
adds: “besides gairika several other varieties of earth are described
and occasionally used in medicine. A sweet-scented earth brought from
Surat and called Saurdstra mrittikd is regarded as astringent and use-
ful in haemorrhages. It enters into the composition of several medicines
for relieving bleeding from internal organs. ” If this earth be a natural
product of Surat it is nowhere (so far as the writer can discover) de-
scribed in the records of that district, but in the same way, the so-called
multdni matt, sold under that name throughout India, is not referred to in
the Gagetteer of Mooltan. Mr. Baden Powell remarks of this earth (Pb.
Prod., 24)

:

“ The name * multdni 9
applied to the earth does not indicate

its origin, except, perhaps, as regards the trade in it.” These instances of a
name being supposed to indicate the origin of a product are of consider-
able importance m checking a too liberal application of the principle that
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Sabun Mitt.
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the source of a product may be inferred from its name. Under his

account of Rawalpindi, Mr. Baden Powell says of mitti gdchni: "This
is a soft and saponine drab-coloured earth, something like fuller’s earth,

sold in small pieces; it is used for cleaning the hair, also in medicine ; it

is to be had in every bazar, where it is called ‘ mitti Multdni* or ' gil-i~

Multdni 9 ” Oapt. F. R. Pollock, on Dera Gh£zf Khdn reports* "it is

stated that this Mdltdni mitti is imported to Dera Ghdzf Khdn from the
interior of the western range (Sulaimanf) to the extent of 10,000
maunds.” The Assistant Commissioner of Multan writes :

“ although it

would appear Multan is famous for its mitti or earth, yet there are no
mines or pits here which produce the substance. It is imported from the

sandy and rocky tracts of country lying to the south and south-west of

Mtiltdn. It is of the following descriptions •

" jst—White mitti, which is termed khajru, or eatable.

"2nd—Yellow mitti, which is termed bhakri, and is used by the poorer
classes for dyeing cloths, &c.

"3rd—Light green, or sabs mitti, which is chiefly used by the natives

for washing and cleaning the hair.

”

The writer was shown an earth in the Simla bazar, said to be edible, and
which bore the name of gagni or gari

;

the shop-keeper could, however,
give no information as to its source.

The above facts and references to authors may be accepted as indicat-

ing the extent to which certain earths are used for medicinal orquasi-
medicinal purposes. Suffice it to add that the earths alluded to are most
probably forms of or allied to fuller’s earth. Of the last-mentioned earth

O'Shaughnessy says (Beng. Disp., 34) “a superior kind of ‘Fuller’s

earth’ (or sabun mati) occurs at Colgong.” Ball {Econ. Geol., 570) gives

a much more detailed account of this earth, accepting also the supposition

that the edible earths of India are most probably forms of fuller’s earth.

His account is of so much interest that we may reproduce here the main
facts from it :

" Being of detrital origin fuller’s earth does not possess

a definite chemical composition, but in general terms it may be described

as a soft unctuous silicate of alumina. It derives its name from having
been used in the ‘ fulling

1

of woollens ; though it is still largely employed
for this purpose, other detergents are now more generally used. In India

fuller’s earth is employed in washing of cloths which are used in the

manufacture of lac, indigo, &c., and doubtless for many other purposes.

It is believed that earths of this nature afford the principal part of those

which are used as comestible. The practice of eating earth is widespread
over the world, and though there is not much information available on the

subject, in reference to India, the fact is known that these edible clays

from different localities are to be had in most Indian bazars, and it seems
possible that the practice of eating them is not limited merely to pregnant
women, as is sometimes stated.”

“The probability is, that once acquired, the habit is not easily given up.
Saucer-shaped chips, about 2 inches in diameter, of partially baked clay

for eating, are sold in the Calcutta bazar
; they are said to be made by

potters a few miles to the north of Calcutta.” Mr. Ball gives the follow-

ing as the best known Indian sources of this earth :

Bengal.—The sabun miti or soap-earth of Colgong in the Bhagalpur

Division. The earth sold in Calcutta as Rajmahal mitti, a comestible

earth, the precise source of which is not known.

Rajpvtana.—Fuller's earth used to be obtained near Ajmir.

Bikanir State,—The Gasetteer of this State mentions that fuller’s

earth is excavated at the village of Meth near Kolath. Over 2,000 camel-

loads are taken every year to Sirsa,
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The specimens were subjected to a temperature of over 3,000° Fnt.,
the melting point of cast-iron being 2,786° Fhu*

w Second experiment in January 1875 by H. B. Medlicott, Esq., M.A.,
F.Q.8., Officiating Superintendent, Geological Survey, India.

u * Several of them stood the test perfectly, shewing no sign of cracking
or of vitrification. These latter trials were made in tne presence of Mr.
Whitelaw, Manager of the Bengal Iron Company*s proposed works and
others, who agreed in the favourable estimate formed of the quality of
these br' ks/

*' In audition to the foregoing we beg to quote you the opinions of D. W.
O' * c sq., Locomotive Superintendent, East Indian Railway, and
J. b i a, Esq., Engineer and Manager of the Oriental Gas Com-
pany. The former, in a letter to us, dated 23rd February 1875, writes •

“ *
(2) I have had the fire-bricks and fire-clay tried here, they are both

i vy good; i ^ wBJ send you a requisition as soon as present stock is

exhausted.*
u And Mr. Blackburn, in his letter of 2nd March 1875, states as fol-

lows
**

‘ (3) The Gas retorts made for the Company by your firm two years

ago have since been kept in constant use at a temperature of about
2,000° Fht., and they have been found fully as durable and effective as

those of the best English manufacture.’
“ We trust that the above extracts will be found to contain the informa-

tion required by Dr. Watt for the Dictionary of Economic Products, but

in case he wishes to analyse the clay himself, we have pleasure in sending

herewith a few sample pieces obtained from the coal measures of the

Raniganj District.”

1332 IV.—PIPE CLAYS.
This is known as Namam in Tamil and Kliarra in Dukhni; its

English name is taken from the fact of its being used to manufacture
tobacco-pipes. It much resembles China-clay, only that it possesses

more silica. Balfour says : “ This is found in abundance in several

parts of India ; the Hindus employ it for making the distinguishing

marks on their foreheads, and (moistened with water) it is often applied

round the eye in certain cases of ophthalmia, as well as to parts of

the body that are bruised.” It seems probable that the clay here referred

to should be given under the heading already dealt with, war., edible and
medicinal or fuller’s earths. Ball makes no mention of pipe-clays occur-

ring in India. Blanford states that a thick bed of true pipe-clay exists

between Terany and Kauray in Trichi nopoli.

V.—POTTERY CLAYS.
These might be popularly referred to three sections or degrees of

purity :
(a) porcelain or kaolin clays ; (6) ordinary white or glazed

pottery clays 5 and (r) red or tile and flower pot clays. In every pro-

vince, indeed in almost every district of India, one or other of these

days occur. There is practically no demand, however, for white or glazed

pottery. The Muhammadans ana Christians use a certain amount of glazed

earthci \ but the caste system of the Hindus precludes them from

using mtr of their earthen vessels twice. This fact has given birth to the

practice of making the coarsest and cheapest pottery. Even in districts where

clays exist which approach in quality to that known as kaolin, the native

potter is content to evolve from his crude wheel, vessels often elegant in form,

but constructed ofn u ial little better than that used by the brick-maker.

One* European pottery, that of Messrs. Burn & Oo., of Raniganj, in
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Bengal, is attempting to compete with European imported articles.

Under the care of the School of Art, an effort is being made to utilise the
white clays or kaolins of Madras, and Mr. George Terry of Bombay has
succeeded, in connection with the Art School of that presidency, in establish-

ing an industry in art pottery, the ornamental designs being faithful copies
of the Ajanta cave paintings. With the exception of these foreign or new
industries there remains only the glazed pottery of Sind, of the Panidb, and
of the Nprth-West Provinces as rising above the all but universal type of

coarse red pottery. Ball very properly says :
—

“ There is probably no
part of the world, not excluding remote oceanic islands, where the use of

glazed pottery is less known than is the case in many parts of India.”
Mr. Kipling

(Journal of Indian Art) says : " No substance resembling
the fine clays of Dorsetshire, Devonshire, and Cornwall, is known to the

Indian potter, whose only resource, with one or two unimportant exceptions,

is the brick earth of the plains and rivers. Fuel, which is of equal
importance with potting minerals, is scarce, and coal has never been used
by the native artizans.” In Bengal, coal is used by the native brick-maker
and the common potter, but Mr. Kipling’s statement is nevertheless true of

India as a whole. He proceeds to comment on the potter’s craft “As to

social status, no craft, excepting, perhaps, that of the leather-dresser, is

held in lower esteem than the potter’s trade in Hindustan, the Deccan, and
South India.” Mr. Kipling next distinguishes the two classes of

workers in earth, vie,, Kumhars and Kashipars. The former are the
common village potters who “ produce wares which, though of little techni-

cal value as pottery and of small commercial importance, are often good in

colour and form, and perfectly fitted for the purposes they are intended to

serve.” The latter, the Kashigars, are “makers of glazed earthenware
who are only to be found in the Panjdb and in Sind, and within the last

few years in the town of Bombay and at Khurja in the North-Western
Provinces. The name of the trade is Persian, derived probably from
Kashan, the earliest seat of the manufacture, and the Kashigar is usually

a Mussulman of good caste. In India the art has been, until recently,

almost entirely architectural in its character and devoted to the covering of

the wall surfaces of mosques and tombs with enamelled plaques and tiles.

Persia may originally have borrowed the fashion from Tartar or Chinese
sources, but there seems little doubt, notwithstanding some vague tradi-

tions as to its importation direct from China, that it was introduced
into India by the Mussulman invasion, and not by means of the friendly

intercourse which there seems reason to believe subsisted at various times
with Tibet and the further East. ” Sir George Birdwood (Indian Arts)

has recorded a high testimony as to the merit of the artistic forms of the
common red pottery—forms which are seen portrayed on some of the
earliest monuments of India. He has also spoken, with the highest admi-
ration, of the elegant adaptations of the decorative designs with the forms
and uses of the vessels which are turned out by the workers in glazed
pottery. It is not within the scope of the present work to enter upon these
subjects. Sufficient has been said to convey a general impression of the
magnitude and character of the Indian ceramic art, and we may therefore

conclude the present article with a brief abstract of the published facts

regarding the clays met with in the provinces of India which are suitable

for pottery, omitting all reference to the third class of clays, vie., the

ferruginous clays suitable for the coarser articles, since such clays practi-

cally occur in every district of India. The following abstract ( 1 st to 7th)

from Ball gives the chief sources of the superior pottery clays of India

1 st, South India.—The cretaceous rocks of Trichinopoli aftord, accord-

ing to Mr. H. Blandford, some fine clays, well adapted for pottery. ** Feis-
1334
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par and kaojin are obtainable in different parts of the district.’
9 “In the

South Arcot district a fine plastic clay occurs in the Cuddalore beds near
the south bank of the Guddalum,” but it contains small quantities of lime
andiron, the latter giving it a pinkish tint. In North Arcot the granite
rocks of the district are decomposed to a certain extent, and, according to
Mr. Foote, would yield a certain but not very considerable supply of

kaolin. White goblets are made in Arcot which enjoy some reputation, but
the source of tne clay is not known. Fine pottery clays exist in great
abundance in the district of Chingleput, more especially at Sripermatur.
From the beds exposed at Coopum a supply has been taken for the
Madras School of Art.

2nd, Mysore.—For many years it has been known that kaolin earth
existed in great abundance in this State, the beds extending from Banga-
lore to Nandydrug. When mixed with quartz these clays have been
found to afford a valuable fire-clay. Specimens of a white clay sent from
Mysore were favourably reported on by Minton.

3rd
, Mangalore.—As early as 1841 Dr. Christie discovered, in associa-

tion with the laterite, an extensive deposit of what he conceived to be
pure porcelain clay.

4th, Bengal.—In Orissa white clays occur in the Mahanadi valley of
Rajmahal age. These clays are used by the natives for ornamenting
their houses and in tanning leather. The Colgong clay has already been
alluded to; it is of the same age as that used at Patharghata in the manu-
facture of pipes. In several parts of the Rajmahal hills there are beds of
white silicious clays belonging to the Barakar coal measures which are
suitable for the manufacture of many articles of hard pottery, and which,
with proper treatment, would afford suitable material for fire-bricks. But
the best known clays of this series are the refractoiy and other clays

now being worked by Messrs. Burn and Co. of Raniganj. The
clay used at the pottery works is chiefly obtained from the coal-beds and
consists of more or less decomposed shale, but a white lithomarge is

obtained under laterite at a point about 12 miles north-east of Bankura.
A certain amount of kaolin, Mr. Ball states, might be obtained from this

area. White clays have also been reported from the Darjeeling District.

5th, N.-W. Provinces.—In the year 1838, a Mr. d. Jeffreys established
pottery works at Fatehgarh and produced articles with a very considerable
degree of success. Black pottery is made at Azimgarh, which owes its

colour to the organic matter present in the clay.

6th, Punjab .—According to Mr. Baden Powell two classes of clays

occur in this province—a grey clay which burns red, and clays which burn
to a yellowish white or cream colour. Reference has alredy been made to
some of these, but for pottery purposes the clays of DeraGhazi Khan, Dera
Ismail Khan, and Konat deserve special mention. There are kaolin mines
at Kassumpur in the Delhi District, and also on the hills near the Kutub
Minar. By washing, the quartz and mica are removed from these, and the
kaolin pressed into the cakes which are sold for white-washing purposes,
and may possibly also be used in pottery. Good kaolin is also reported
to be found at Buchara near the Lota river in the Alwar hills.

fth, Assam and Burma.—Rich deposits of porcelain clays have been
reported to occur in Upper Assam near the Bhramakhund, known locally

as rukmanipitha, and a fine clay for pottery purposes is also said to be
found near tne base of the cretaceous rocks at the western end of the Garo
hills. In Burma the ordinary alluvial clay, mixed with sand, affords the
material for common pottery, but a dark-coloured seam in the Irawadi
valley is much sought after bv the potters. Some of the upper beds in

the nummulitic group are said to consist of China clay and would answer
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well for pottery, owing to their freedom from iron. Kaolin is also reported
to exist in Tenasserim. Of the clays experimented with by Sir William
O’Shaughnessy that from Singapore was said to be the best.

VI.—MATERIALS USED FOR GLAZING OR PAINTING
POTTERY IN INDIA.

1341

The indigenous art of glazing pottery, as practised in India is

crude and unsatisfactory. Ball says: "The varnish or imperfect glaze
used for the sugar-boilers’ pans, known in Bengal as kolas, is thus
described by Mr. Piddington : There are two kinds of earth used, one
of which is called belutti 5 it is a silicious and ochreous earth, the best
being found 16 or 18 miles from Kulna. By levigation it is prepared for

use, the process lasting, it is said, 15 days. The other earth is called

Uporomi, and is a tenacious loam. The best was obtained at Monad,
20 miles west of Chinsurah, and at Panchchowki, 16 miles south-west of

Kulna. Its preparation is said to take three months, and only 10 seers are
obtained from one niaund of the earth ; two varieties of the uporomi are
gad and majari. Successive layers of mixtures of gad, belutti, and upo-
romi are smeared on the sun-dried common red ware which is then burnt
and glazed at one firing. This varnish is capable of resisting great heat,
and a very penetrating solution like that of sugar.” In the experiments
performed by O’Shaughnessy the most suitable glaze proved to be borate
of lime. The black colour of pottery is often obtained from the smoke
of oil-cake thrown into the kiln when the baking is complete. At other
times an organic varnish is used for this purpose, except when, as
mentioned in connection with Azimgarh, the clay itself contains the
necessary organic matter to cause it to burn black. Artificially black-
ened pottery is produced at Monghir, Patna, Sarun, Chunar, and Surat.
In the younger rocks of the Rajmahal series certain clays occur called
khari. These are used as pigments. According to Buchanan the pot-
ters of Rajmahal use this khari for giving a white surface to pottery made
of ordinary clays. Cheap pottery is often painted after having been
baked, such as that seen at Kota, Lucknow, Benares, &c. ; at other times
it is powdered with mica, or by other mechanical means has a colour im-
parted to it. Black pottery is, for example, often etched, and a prepara-
tion of tin and mercury rubbed into the patterns in imitation of metal
bidri-ware. With the exception of these miserable attempts the kumhar
potter is innocent of the art of glazing his wares. A much more advanced
knowledge is possessed by the Kashigar; indeed, the possession of this

knowledge is the recognised characteristic of his trade. "The shades of
blue which constitute the chief feature of the Sind and Panj4b pottery
are produced by oxide of cobalt. The supply of this substance is limited
to certain mines in Rajputana ” (see Cobalt). Glazed pottery is made in

Sind, chiefly at Hala, Hyderabad, Tattu, and Jerruck, and in the Panjab
at Lahore, Multan, Jhang, Delhi, &c. The chief places for the manufacture
of encaustic tiles are at Bulri and Saidpur in Sind. Sir George Birdwood
(P'3°l) says, in the glazing and colouring, two preparations are of essential
importance, namely, kanch, literally glass, and sikka, oxides of lead. I n the
Panjab the two kinds of kanch used are distinguished as angrest kanchi,
“ English glaze” and desi kanchi, "country glaze.” " The former is said to

be made of " sang-i-safed, a white quartzose rock, 25 parts ; sajji or pure
soda 6 parts; sohaga telia or pure borax, 3 parts; and nausadar, or sal

ammoniac, 1 part. Each ingredient is finely powdered and sifted, mixed
with a little water, and made into white balls of the size of an orange. These
are red-heated, and after cooling again, ground down and sifted. Then
the material is put into a furnace until it melts, when clean-picked shora

c. 1343
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CLEIDION
javankum.

Glazing and Colonring Pottery,
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kalmi or saltpetre is stirred in. A foam appears in the surface, which is

skimmed off and set aside for use/’ The latter is similarly made of
quartzose rock and borax or siliceous sand and soda. "A point is made
of firing the furnace in which the kanch is melted with hikar ” (Acacia
arabica), “ karir

99
(A. Catechu), or “ Capparis wood/’ “ Four sikka, or

oxides of lead, are known, namely, sikko safed,, white oxide, the basis
of the blues, greens, and greys used 5 sikka sard

,

the basis of the yellows

;

sikka sharbati, litharge, and sikka lal, red oxide.” “ Sikka safed is

made by reducing the lead with half its weight of tin ; sikka sard by
reducing the lead with a quarter of its weight of tin ; sikka sharbati by
reducing with zinc instead of tin ; sikka lal in the same way, oxidising
the lead until red.” * All the blues are prepared by mixing either copper
or manganese, or cobalt, in various proportions with the above white glaze.

The glaze and colouring matter are ground together to an impalpable
powder ready for application to the vessel.” “ The rita or saffre is the
black oxide of cobalt found all over Central and Southern India, which has
been roasted and powdered, mixed with a little powdered flint.” Sir
Qeorge further describes another process of preparing the nila or indigo
blue glaze for use by itself, which consists in taking powdered flint 4 parts,

borax 24, red oxide of lead 12, white quartzose rock 7, soda 5, zinc 5, and
saffre 5, burning the mixture in the kanch furnace as before.

u The yellow glaze used as the basis of the greens is made of sikka

sard

,

white oxide 1 seer, and sang safed, a white quartzose rock or mill-

stone, or burnt and powdered flint, 4 chittaks, to which, when fused, 1

chittak of borax is added.”
“The green colours produced are

: (1) Zamrudi

,

deep green (1 seer of

glaze and 3 chittaks of chhil tamba or calcined copper)
; (2) Sabz, full

green (3) Pistaki, bright green (4) Dhani, pale green ” by smaller

proportions of the copper. “ Another green is produced by burning 1 seer

of copper filings with nimak shor, or sulphate of soda.” Sir Qeorge Bird-
wood, in his most interesting account 01 Indian pottery, after having de-

scribed the glazes and colours used, proceeds : “ The colours, after being
reduced to powder, are painted on with gum or gluten. The vessel to

receive them is first carefully smoothed over and cleaned, and, as the pot-

tery clay is red when burnt, it is next painted all over with a soapy, whitish

engobc, prepared with white clay and borax and Acacia or Anogeissns
gums called kharya mutti. The powdered colours are ground up with a
mixture of nishasia, or gluten and water called mawa, until the proper
consistence is obtained, when they are painted on with a brush, 'lhe

vessels are then carefully dried and baked in a furnace heated with her

(Zizyphus), or, in some cases, Capparis wood.”

X347 VII.—CLAYS OR EARTHS EMPLOYED AS PIGMENTS
OR DYES.

See 11 Pigments” for further information as to colouring of pottery.

Clearing Nut, see Strychnos potatorum, Linn.
\
Loganiaceje.

1348

CLEIDION, Blume ; Gen . PL, III., 320.

Cleidion javanicum, Bl. ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 444 ; Euphorbiaceje.

Syn.—Rottlera uranda, Dais . & Gibs., Bomb. Fl., 230.

Vem.—Okurugass, okuru , Sing.

References.

—

Kurs, For. Fl., Burm., II., 390 f Beddome, Fl. Sylv., t.

cclxxti; Gamble, Man. Timb., 348/ Thwaites, Bn. Ceylon PI., 272;
Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., /*i.

C. 1348
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The Clematis.
CLEMATIS

grata.

Habitat.—An evergreen tree met with in the tropical forests of North-
ern and Eastern Bengal, South India, Burma, and Ceylon.

Structure of the Wood.—Uniformly white or yellowish, rather heavy, TIMBER,

fibrous but close-grained, soft ; takes good polish, but is not durable. In *349
Madras it is used for building purposes.

[
Euphorbiaceje.

, CLEISTANTHUS, Hook . /. ; Gen . PI., III„ 268 ;

Cleistanthus malabaricus, M&ll.-Arg. ; FL Br. Ind., V., 2^6.

References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., 357 ; Lisboa , U. PI . Bomb,, 120,

Habitat.—A small tree found in the Konkan and Malabar districts of

South India.

Structure of the Wood.—Lisboa mentions this plant amongst his use-

ful timbers.

C. myrianthus, Kurz ; For. FI. Burm., II., 330 ; FI. Br. lnd., V., 275.

Vem.

—

Mo-man-tha, Burm.
Reference.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., 357.

Habitat.—A moderate-sized evergreen tree of the tropical forests of

Burma and the Andaman Islands.

Structure of the Wood.—Moderately hard, reddish grey. Weight
41 lb per cubic foot.

1350

TIMBER.

1351

I3S®

TIMBER.
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CLEMATIS, Linn. ; Gen. PL, I., 3.

Clematis barbellata, Edgew. ,- FI. Br. lnd., /., 3 Ranunculace«.
Reference.—Gamble, Man . Timb., I.

Habitat.—A woody climber of the western temperate Himalaya,
Garhwal, and Kumaon.

C. Buchananiana, DC.; Ft. Br. Ind., I., 6.

References. —Kura, For. FI. Burm., /., ly • Gamble, Man. Timb., I,;

Foyle, III. Him. Bot., 5 /.

Habitat.—A large woody climber, occurs throughout the temperate

Himalaya at 6,000 leet.

C. Gouriana, Roxb.; FI. Br. Ind., 1., 4 ; Wight, lc., t. 933-4.

References.—Roxb., FI. lnd., Kd. C.B.C., 4S7; Kura, For. FI. Burm., /.,

16; Gamble, Man. Timb., 1. : Tkwaites, En. Ceylon PI., /. ; Dale. &Gtbs.,
Bomb. FL, / / Aitchison ,

Cat. Pb. PL, I. g Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., 2;
O'Skaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 160 ; Foyle, 1U. Him. Bot., I., 44, 5/ /
Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat.—An extensive climber found in the hilly districts from the
Western Himalaya, rising up to 3,000 feet, to Ceylon and the Western
Peninsula.

Medicine.—This plant and some of the other species abound in an acrid

poisonous principle. The leaves and fresh stems, if bruised and applied

to the skin, cause vesication. In France the C. vitalba, Linn., is used by
mendicants to cause artificial sores for the furtherance of their impostures.

C. grata, Wall.; FI. Br. Ind., 3.

Vem.—Ghantidli, biliri. Hind.

References.—Gamble, Man. Timb,, /.; Voigt, Hort, Sub. Cal., 2; Foyle,

III. Him. Bot., /., 44, 45, 5 / / Balfour, Cyclop.

2 b C. 1359
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CLBOMB
viscosa.

Wild Mustard

Habitat.—A climber of the sub-tropical and temperate Himalaya at

2,000 to 3,000 feet.

Z360

Z361

MEDICINE.
Leaves.
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Clematis montana, Ham. { Fl. Br. Ind., a.

Vtxn.—GhanHMi, Hind.
References.—Gamble, Man. Timb., /. ; Hoyle, III. Him. Sol., I., 4$, 5/.

Habitat.—A woody climber of the temperate Himalaya, from the
Indus to the Bramaputra, ascending to 12,000 feet, always above 8,500 in

Sikkim, and in the Rhasia Hills, Manipur, above 4,000 feet.

C. napaulensis,Z>C.; FL Br. Ind,

„

/., 2.

Vttn.-~Pawanne, birri, wandak, Pb.

References.—Stewart, Pb. Pl.
t 3; Hoyle, III. Him. Bot., 23.

Habitat.—Found in the temperate Himalaya from Garhw&l to Bhutan.
Medidne.—In Kanawar the leaves are said to act deleteriously on

the skin.

C. triloba, Heyne; Fl. Br. Ind., 3.

Vern.—Moravela, morvel, moriel, ranjde, rdnjai, Bomb.; Moravela,
Mar.

References .

—

Dale & Gibs., Bomb. Fl., I.; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.,
2nd. Ed., 21 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 2.

Habitat.—An extensive climber met with in the mountains of the
Malwa district of the Deccan, and West Konkan.

Medidne.—The plant is used as a remedy in leprosy, blood diseases,

and fever (Dymock). The Greeks used C. vitalba for the same purposes
as the natives of India employ this and other species.

The above species of Clematis yield fibres which are regularly used for

agricultural purposes, and although authors allude to the medicinal proper-
ties of only one or two species, they are all more or less Used by the natives
of hill districts. Bracounot has pointed out that the acrid active principle
may be distilled with water and is soluble in fixed oils.

1367

CLEOME, Linn.; Gen. PL, I., 103, g68.

Cleome pentaphylla, see Gynandropsis pentaphylla, DC.; Capparide*.

C. viscosa, Linn.; Fl. Br. Ind., /., ijo ; Wight, Ic., t. 2.

Sometimes called Wild Mustard.

Syn.—C. IC09ANDRA, Linn.; Polanisia viscosa, DC.: P. ICOSANDRA,
W. & A.

Vern.

—

Kanphuti, hurhur (or hulhul), jangli harhar, khanphutia

,

Hind, j

Htir-huria, Beng.j Hul hill, bugra, Pb. ; Kattori, Sind; Tinmani,
tilwan, Guj.j Hurhuriya, kanphuti, pivala-tild-vana, Bomb. ; Kanfodi-
kdnphodi

, harhuria. Mar. ; Ckorie-ajowan, churai-ajwani, jangli hul-
vuf, Duk.j Nahi-kuddaghu, naykadughu, nayavaylie, Tam.; Kuka-

omintaw, kukka-avalu, Tel. ; Kat kuaaaghu, aria-vila, Mala. ; Nayi-
bela, Kan.; Aditya bhakta, kuka vdivinta, kuka-vumitie, svana-burbdra,

shunaca-barbara. Sans. ; Walaba , Sing.

References.

—

Hoxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,S0I; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med.
Bind., 289 ; Dymock , Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 6r / Ainslie, Mat.
Ind., II., 223 / O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens. 206 / Murray, PI. and
Drugs, Sina, 52 ; Drury, u. PI. , 351 / Baden Powell, Pb. Prod., 330 f
Cooke, Oils and Oilseeds, 37/ Atkinson, Him Dist., 132; Birdwood,

C. 1367
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or . Hurhur.
CLEOMfi
viscosa.

Bomb. Pr., 276; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb,, 1457 Sports* Encylop., 141Si
Balfour, Cyclop,

Habitat.—A common weed throughout the greater part of India, ap-
pearing in the rainy season ; very common in Bengal and South India.

Oil.—The seeds yield a light olive-green-Coloured limpid oil when
subject to a great pressure. It seems likely that this oil would prove
serviceable where a very liquid oil is required. The oil could be prepared
to any extent.

Medicine.—The juice of the leaves is poured into the ear to relieve ear-

ache. According to Rheede, it is useful in deafness. Dr. Dymock writes

that the juice mixed with oil is a popular remedy in Bombay for puru-
lent discharges from the ear, whence the Bombay name of the plant
Kdnphuti, "The leaves boiled in ght are applied to recent wounds, and
the juice to ulcers ” (Drury). In Cochin China the whole plant, bruised,
is used for counter-irritation and blistering (0*Shaughnessy). The
bruised leaves are applied to the skin as a counter-irritant. Ainslie says

:

"The small, compressed, netted-surfaced, hottish-tasted seeds of this

low-growing plant are considered by the Vytiansas anthelmintic and car-

minative; they are administered in the quantity of about a tea-spoonful

twice daily.” They are also occasionally gi\en in fevers and diarrhoea.

Special Opinions.—§"The juice of the fresh leaves if squeezed into

the ear relieves pain” (Assistant Surgeon Nil Ratton Banarji, Etowah).
"The seeds of this plant are occasionally an ingredient in chutney to

promote digestion ” (Surgcon-Major John North, Bangalore), "Used
to relieve ear-ache and as an astringent in cases of atorrhoea: the
ear should be syringed well before its application” (Brigade Surgeon

J. H, Thornton, Monghyr). "Alterative, useful in secondary syphilis

and enlargement of the liver and spleen ” (Surgeon-Major J. McD.
Houston , Travancore ; and John Gomes, Esq,, Medical Storekeeper,

Trevandrum). "The seed made into chutney has strong digestive

power” (Native Doctor Ummegudien, Mettapolliam, Madras),

"The seeds of Cleome viscosa are anthelmintic, rubefacient, and vesi-

cant ; and the leaves rubefacient, vesicant, and a useful remedy for a few
diseases of the ear. The seeds are valuable in expelling round-worms, and
aiso as a rubefacient and vesicant in all the complaints in which mustard
is used. The leaves are also useful in the same way as a local stimulant,

and, in addition to this, the juice possesses a curative influence over
some cases of otalgia and otorrhcea, but the smarting it produces in

the ear, especially in the last-named disease, is an objection to its use. The
seeds are used internally in powder with sugar, and externally in the
form of a poultice or paste by bruising with vinegar, lime-juice, or hot
water. The leaves are also applied to the skin in the form of a poultice

or paste by bruising with vinegar, lime-juice, or hot water, and their juice

for the use of the car is pressed out by bruising them without water. The
dose of the powder is from thirty grains to a drachm, twice a day for two
days, and followed on the third morning by a dose of castor oil or some
other purgative. For children the dose is from five to twenty grains,

according to their age. As a drug the leaves of Cleome viscosa are

much superior to those of Gynandropsis pentaphylla. It is the former

which possess a distinct foetid smell and efficient rubefacient and
vesicant properties, and not the latter. The above plants are frequently

found growing together and are often confused partly from a general

botanical similarity between them, and partly on account of their native

synonyms being almost the same. The close similarity of their seeds
adds greatly to this confusion. There will be, however, no difficulty in

bn.
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CLfiROOENDRON
inerme.

A Mild Antiperiodic.

MEDICINE.
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MEDICINE.
Plant.
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distinguishing the two plants if due attention is paid to the following
botanical characters :

—

uCleonte viscosa.^ Sillqua flat, striated, pubescent, and sessile or short
stalked j flowers yellow ; stem and branches quite covered with viscid

' glandular hairs ; smell foetid and strong.
w Gynandropsis pentaphylla .—Siliqua round

; glabrous, stalks long,

sometimes even as long as the siliqua itself ; flowers always white ; stem and
branches slightly covered with glandular hairs; smell foetid, but not
strongly.

“ As the seeds of both of these plants are very similar, I need not de-
scribe them separately. They are as follows : small, flat, and slightly acrid

or bitterish in taste. They yield a small quantity of fixed oil on expression.
“ As a rubefacient and vesicant, the seeds under examination are much

superior to the mustard seed in this country, and quite equal to the mus-
tard imported from Europe. If they can be reduced to as fine a powder as
Europe mustard, 1 think they will be found to excel the latter also in

remedial value ” {Honorary Surgeon Moodeen Sheriff,
Khan Bahadur

,

Triplicane , Madras).
rood.—“The seeds of Cleome viscose are much used by the natives,

chiefly the Brahmins, in their curries ; they are sold in all the bazars
at a trifling price.” (Roxb.) Lisboa says that the plant is eaten boiled

with chillies and salt as salad.

CLERODENDRON, Linn.; Gen. PI., II., ii$$.

This name alludes to the variable properties of the species kleros

,

lot,

and dendron

,

a tree.

[Verbenaceje.

Gerodendron Colebrookianum, Walp. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., $94;
Vera.

—

Kadungbi

,

Lepcha.
Reference.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., 299.

Habitat.—An evergreen shrub, with silvery-grey bark, met with in

Sikkim and the Khasia Hills, 2,000 to 6,000 feet ; also in Burma.
Food.—The young leaves are eaten by the Lepchas.
Structure of the Wood.—Grey, soft.

C. inerme, Garin. ; FL Br. Ind., IV., $86.

Syn.—-VOLKAMERIA INERMIS, Linn.

Vern.

—

Sang-kuppi
,
sdng-k&pi, Idn-jai, Hind.; Bun-jumat, bun-join, bon-

jot, ban-jai, ban-juen, batraj, Beng.j Vana-jai, Bomb. ; Vana-jai, Mar. ;

Isamdhdri, sang-kupi, Dux.; Shengan-kuppi,
pind-shengam-k upt>i,

shangam-kupi, ptnari, Tam. ; Pishinika, uti chettu
,
pisangi, pistngha,

tak-kdlapu-cnettu, nalla-kupi, eru-pichecha ,
eti-pisinika, penni ha, eru

puchcha

,

Tel.; Skangam-kuppi, nir-notsjil, kundali ,
Sans.; Pirolai

kyout, Burm.j Wal-guranda, Sing.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 477 ; Brandis, For. FI., 363;

Kura, For. FI. Burnt., II., 266; Gamble, Man. Timb., 299; Thwaites, En.
Ceylon PI., 243 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb . FI., 200 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

465 i Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 108 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. IV.

Ind., 2nd Ed., 598 :S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 194 ; Piesse, Perfumery, 225 ;
Balfour, Cyclop . ; Bomb. Gaa ., XV., i., 67 ; Rheede, Hort. Mai., V t. 49.

Habitat*—A large, ramous, often scandent evergreen shrub, common in

tidal forests in Bengal, Burma, and the Andamans.
Perfumery.—An exquisite perfume is said to be derived from the

flowers of this plant {Piesse).

Medicine.—Dr. Dymock says that the plant has a reputation as a
febrifuge in remittent and intermittent fevers. This fact is supported by
Dr. Sakharam Arjun, who, upon the authority of Dr, Hojel, states that

c. 1379
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JL

A Substitute for Chiretta.
CLERODENDRON
infortunatum.

“ the thick succulent leaves are very bitter, and on expression yield a large

quantity of thickish somewhat mucilaginous juice, with a slightly saline

but intensely bitter taste. Although not generally known, it has of late

been used as a febrifuge and antiperiodic with marked benefit.”

[Wight, Ic., t. i i.

Clerodendron infortunatum, Gcertn . ; Fl. Br. ind., IV., s94 i

Syn.—

V

olkamerfa infortunata, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 478 ; G.

viscosum, Vent.

Vern.

—

Bhdnt, bhat, Hind. ; Bhdnt
,
ghentu, Beng. ; Kharbari, form or

tuzrm, Santal ; Kulamatsal, KoL. ; Chitu, Nepal j Kdung, Lepcha;
Lukunah, Mechi ; AWt tasiki, Pb. j ATari, BoMu. ; Bhandira

,

fcm.
Mar. ; Bockada, Tel. ; Peragd

,

Mala. ; Bhandira , bhanti, bhantaka,

Sans.; Ka-aunggyl, bujiphyi, kkaoung gyt, Bjrm.;IGas-pinna, Sing.

References.—*Brandis, For FL, 3f>3} Kura, For . Burnt., II., *67/
Bedd., For. Man., if

3

; Gamble, Man. Timb., 2gg • Thwaitvs, En. Ceylon
PL, 243 ; Ztals. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, 200 ; Stewart, -Pd /¥., r05 > Voigt,

Hort.Sub. Cal., 465 ; Pharm. Ind.,164 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp, Pharm.
Ind., 1083 U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 2g3 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W.
Ind., 2nd Ed., Sv7 ! Murray

,
PI. and Drugs, Sind, 174; S. Arjun,

Bomb. Drugs, 194 ; Drury, U. PI , 144 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 364

;

Atkinson, Hint. Dist ., 732 ; Balfour, Cyclop.; Rheede, Hort. Mai., II., t. 23.

Habitat.—A pinkish-white-flowered shrub, common in waste places

throughout the greater part of India and Burma, and in the damp forests

of Ceylon up to an elevation of 5,000 feet. Grows gregariously, forming
a dense unaer-vegetation, specially associated with the Bamboo. On
passing into fruit the calyx becomes scarlet, and the plant is then even
more attractive than when covered with its fcetidly-scented flowers.

Medicine.—“ Dr. Bholanath Bose calls attention to the leaves of

this plant as a cheap and efficient substitute for chiretta as a tonic and
antiperiodic.” (Pharm. Ind.) According to Dr. Kanny Lai De, C.I.E., the
fresh juicf. of the leaves is employed by the natives as a vermifuge,
and also as a bitter tonic and febrifuge in malarious fevers, especially in

those of children. Dr. Dymock states that he has not seen the leaves

used medicinally in Bombay, but they are bitter. Dr. Honigberger men-
tions the use of the bark, in medicine by the Arabian and the Indian
physicians.

Special Opinions.—$ “ The expressed juice is an excellent laxative,

cholagogue, and anthelmintic. It is used as an injection into the rectum
in cases of ascarides. It is also a valuable bitter tonic, and the natives
believe that its presence cures scabies in the locality” (Brigade Surgeon

J. H. Thornton, mB.A., M.B., Monghir). “Is said to be a very useful
antiperiodic” (Surgeon-Major E. Sanders, Chittagong). “The juice of

the fresh leaves is used as a febrifuge for infants ana children ” (P. W.
B., Dacca). “ The juice of leaves found to be an efficient anthelmintic ” (Sur-
geon C. J. W. Meadovos, Burrisal). “The decoction of the leaves is a
powerful antiperiodic, and is a valuable adjunct to arsenic in the treatment
of malarious fevers” (Civil Medical Officer U. C. Dutt, Serampore).
“Decoction of the leaves is used as an antiperiodic” (Surgeon Anund
Chunder Muharji, Noakhally), “The fresh juice of the leaves used as a
febrifuge; used also in torpidity of the liver” (Civil Medical Officer W.
Forsyth, Dinagepore). “ U sed also in decoction as a febrifuge.” (Surgeon-
Major E. C. Hensley, Rajshahye). *

Domestic Uses.—Edgeworth mentions that this plant is used in the
Ambala district to give fire by friction.

c. 2385
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CLBRODENDRON
•erratum.

Medicine (or Cattle.

1386
\Ic., 1. 1413.

Clerodendron phlomoides, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ini., IV., 590 ; Wight,

MEDICINE.
Root.
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Vera.-—Urni, pirun, Hind, ; Panjot

,

Santali; Gharayt, Sind ; /run, ami,
Guj. ; Airan, Bomb, ; Airanamdla, Mar.; Taludalel.taludala, wada
madichi, Tam. ; Telaki, neUie, tekkali, teleki, tilaka, tel. ; Vdta-ghni,
Sans.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. 477 ; Brandis, For. FI., 363;
Gamble, Man. Timb., 298 ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI. , 243 ; Dale. &
Gibs., Bomb. FI., 2001 Aitchison , Cat. Pb. PI., 120 / Voigt, Hort . Sub.
Cal., 265 ; Bymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 498 / Ainslie, Mat . Ind., II.;

408 ; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 174; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 104 ;

Royle, III. Him. Botany, 299 ; Balfour, Cyclop

.

Habitat.—A tall pubescent shrub, common in many parts of India,

principally in the drier regions of the Panjdb, Sind, Mairwara, the Dekkan,
Behar, Bengal, Oudh, Central Provinces, and also in Ceylon.

Medicine.— Dr. Dymock says that the natives of Western India sup-
pose the root of the plant has alterative properties, but he has never
seen it used as such. " It is used as a bitter tonic, and is given in the con-

valescence of measles ” (S. Arjun). The juice of the leaves is, according
to Ainslie, considered by the Indian practitioners as alterative. It is

prescribed by them in neglected syphilitic complaints in doses of half an
ounce or more twice daily.

The Rev. A. Oampbell says the Santals give this plant to their cattle

to cure them of diarrhoea and worms, or when the stomach swells. Mr.
Oampbell also says the Santals rub the plant over their bodies in dropsy.
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C. serratum, Spreng.; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 392 { Wight, Ic., 1. 1492.

Vern.—Barangi, gant-bahdrattgi (root). Hind. ; Saram lutur, Santal;
Chua, Nepal ; Yi, Lepcha ; Bharungi, Gut. ; Bharang, bharangi

,

Bomb. ; Bhdranga-mula (root). Mar. ; Chiru aekku, vdtham addakki,
skimtek (root), Tam.

;
Bharangi, brah-mari mari, gandu-bharangx or

gantu-bhdrangi and gunti paringaie ^root), Tel. ; Cneru tekka, ndpdlu,
jeru-tika, tsjeru-teka, kanta-bhdrannl (root). Mala.

;
Barbara (root).

Sans.
;

Ken-kenda, Sing. ; Bebya, baikyo, Burm.
References.

—

Brandis, For. FI., 364 ; Kurz, For. FI. Burm., II., 267 ;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 299; Dale. Gibs., Bomb. Fl„ 200 ; Aitchison,
Cat. Pb. PL, I2T ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 466 ; Pharm. Ind., 164;
Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm . Ind., 108 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.,

2nd Ed., 598 ; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 174; Bidie, Cat. Raw
Prod., Parts Exh., 37 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, io$ / Drury, U. PL,
144; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 732; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 168 ; Balfour,
Cyclop.

Habitat—A blue-flowered shrub, common in theSub-Himilayan tract,

from the Sutlej eastward to the Khasia Hills, South India, and Burma.
Medicine.— The roots constitute the Gantu bharangi, Tel. (Gunti

Paringhie ofAinslie, Vol. II., p. 112), which, according to Sir Walter Elliot

(Flor. Andhrica, p. 57), is exported largely from Vizagapatam for medi-
cinal purposes. It is used by the natives in febrile and catarrhal affections.

It occurs in the form of a brittle, wiry, woody root, in short pieces of a thick-

ness varying from that of a large packthread to that of a small quill, fre-

quently swollen into hard, woody, globular excrescences. It has scarcely

any Qdour or taste. As a medicinal agent it is probably of little value.

(Pharm. Ind.) Dr. Dymock affirms that this species is used for the

same purposes and is known by the same name as the next. M The leaves
are boilea in oil for applications in ophthalmia, the roots boiled in water

i with ginger and coriander are given in nausea, and the seeds are slightly

aperient
8
* (Atkinson, Him. Dist., 732). The seeds boiled in butter-milk

are occasionally used in cases of dropsy,
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A Charm against Disease.
CLITOR1A
Tematea.

Special Opinions.-—§ “ Slightly aperient
33

(Surgeon H. W. Hill, Man-

bhoom). “ Used in infusion ($ to xx) in bronchial affections, and as a
febrifuge

13
(Brigade Surgeon W. H. Morgan , Cochin).

" Used medicinally
by the Santals especially in fevers ” (Rev, A . Campbell, Manbhoom ).

Food.—The tender leaves are eaten as vegetable (Lisboa). The
flowers are also eaten as greens (Balfour). The root is used by the
Santals to cause the fermentation of rice-beer (Rev. A. Campbell).

t. 173.

Clerodendron Siphonanthus, R. Br.
[Wight, III, _

FI. Br. Ind., IV., 595. ;

FOOD.
Leaves.

Root*

1303
1394

Syn.—Siphonanthus indica, Linn. / Roxb ., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.
, 481.

Vern.-—Barangi, bhdrangi

,

Hind.; Bamunhatti, brahman-patta, bdman-

hdti, Beng.

;

/Irn*, daw-di-mubartk, amah

,

Pb. ; Bharangt

,

Bomb.;
Sarum eutur, Duk. ; Brahmuni, brahmunu yushtika, brahma yasktikd,
bkdrgi, Sans. ; Naijamphd ti, Burm.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 364; Gamble, Man. Timb., 299; Thwaites
,

2T«. Ceylon PL, 24s ; Ztafc. 6* Gifts., Bomb. FI., Suppl. , dp; Stewart, Pb.
PL, 165 ,• Aitchison, Cat. Pb. PL, 121 ; Voigt, tiort. Sub. Cal.. 465 ;
U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 2x9, 294; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.,
2nd Ed. , stft ; Baden Powell, Pb.Pr.,364; Royle, III. Him. Bot .,

Atkinson, Him. Dist., 733 ; Balfour, Cyclop. ; Treasury of Botany.

Habitat.—A large shrub, with red calyx, white flowers, and blue berries*
found in Kumaon, Bengal, and South India; it is also common in gardens
in Ceylon, where it is not indigenous.

Gum.-—Yields a resin (Baden Powell, Pb. Prod , 364).
Medicine.— Mr. Home says the wood is tied round the neck by the

Bengalis and used as a chrrm against various ailments (Gamble).
“The root is considered useful in asthma, cough, and scrofulous affec-
tions. The root beaten to pulp is given with ginger and warm water in
asthma. It enters into the composition of several compound decoctions
for diseases of the lungs. A confection called Bhdrgiguda is prepared
with a decoction of this root and the ten drugs called dasamula, chebulic
myrobolan, treacle, and the usual aromatic substances. It is used in
asthma. An oil, prepared with a decoction and paste of the root in the
usual proportions, is recommended for external application in the maras-
mus of children” (U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 210). Mr. Baden
Powell writes that the plant is slightly bitter and astringent, and that
the resin is employed in syphilitic rheumatism.

Special Opinion.—§ “The expressed juice of the leaves and tender
branches is used with ghi as an application in herpetic eruptions and pem-
phigus. The branches, cut into small pieces and threaded like beads,
are put on the necks of children suffering from these diseases as a charm,

'

and it is believed by the natives that the smell of this plant is sufficient to
cure these diseases” (Brigade Surgeon J. H. Thornton, B.A., M.B.,
Monghir).

GUM.

Wood.

I35!?Root.

Confection.

1398

Oil.

SSL
1400

Juice.

1401
Beads.

1402

CLITORIA, Linn. / Gen. PI . , /., 328,

[Leguminosjc.
Clitoria Tematea, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 208 i Bot. Mag., t. /542;

Vera.

—

Aparajitd, aprijit, shobdnjdn, khirin, town, kowa-theti, kali.er,
visnukranti, kavd-thSnthi

,

Hind. ; Aparajitd, upardjitd, nxl-aparajitd,

swet-apardjita, Beng.; Dhanattar, aprdjit, visnnd-kantl, nila ghiria,
nil-kanth, kdlsar, kawd-Unti, nilAsband,

shdmi-ka-bij, dhanttar,
Pusht. ; Garani, Guj. ; Gokarna-mul, kdjalx, gokatan

,

Bomb. ; Gokarni,
sholongd-kuspi, gokurna-mula (root), gokurna-bija (seeds). Mar.;
Phikx-kt-jar-kd-jhdr,ghutti-kx-jar-kd-jhar, kalizer ke kejurr, ghutti-ki-
jar-ke-bittj (seeds), Duk.; Karka-kartum, kara-kartan, kdkkanan-kodi,

C. 1403
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Qlitoria Seeds—a Medicine used in Croup, &c. CLOVES.

again has a sub-variety, in which the flowers are double. There is no dis-

tinct difference between the action of the seeds of these varieties, or if

any at all* it is in favour of the white one. The plants are in flower
all the year. The seeds are not generally sold in the bazar, but when they
are, they are almost always of very inferior quality, in consequence of their

being collected before their maturity. They should not be removed until

they are quite matured and dried on the plant. The seeds gathered with
this precaution are nearly round or slightly compressed along the edges,
oblong, dull green, greenish brown, or brown in colour, and minutely
mottled. The ends of some seeds are round, and of others flat, as though
cut off clean by a knife; taste disagreeable and acrid, and no smell. The
thicker and rounder the seeds are, the more active they prove. The im-
mature seeds are flat and dark brown in colour; the matured thick and
round seeds are an efficient purgative, and produce five or six. motions in

one drachm or one drachm and a half doses. Their action is increased in

proportion to the increase of their quantity up to two drachms, when the
number of motions is generally eight or nine. The seeds are one of those
drugs which act very satisfactorily when used alone, but they may also be
administered in combination with cream of tartar, in equal proportion,
and with a few grains of ginger in each drachm of the compound powder.
The dose of the compound powder is from a drachm and a half to two
drachms. The fresh root, or rather root-bark, of Clitoria Ternatea is a
domestic medicine in this country, and is very frequently administered to

children in -croup and pulmonary affections by old women and midwives.
It acts in children as an emetic, nauseant, expectorant, and laxative, and
thus relieves the above affections in many cases. When employed in large
doses in adults, it acts as a demulcent and diuretic, and relieves some of

the symptoms of gonorrhoea and irritation of the bladder, as strangury,
scalding of urine and frequency of micturition, and in some cases the
gonorrhoeal discharge itself is much abated under its use. One small
root is generally a dose for children under two years, and one large
root or two small ones for those between three and six years. For adults
the dose is four or six roots if small, and three to five if large ** (Honor-
ary Surgeon Moodeen Sheriff, Triplicane). “ There are two varieties of

this plant ; one has white and another bluish-coloured flowers ; for medicinal
purposes the latter variety is preferable. Juice of the leaves mixed with
common salt is applied warm all around the ear in ear-aches, especially
when accompanied with swelling of the neighbouring glands’* (Surgeon
Anund Chunder Mukarji

',
Noahhally). “ Seeds purgative, root demulcent

;

dose, seeds powdered, 30 to 60 grains ; root, one to two drachms of dry bark
in powder** (Apothecary Thomas Ward, Madanapalle, Cuddapah). “

Is

used as a drastic purgative and diuretic in dropsy, also in cases of cystitis.

The roots of the blue species are used as an antidote in cases of snake-
bite** (Brigade Surgeon 7. H. Thornton, B.A., MB., Monghir). “The
seeds are used as a mila purgative for children ’* (Surgeon-Major 7.
Robb, Ahmedabad). “ There are two kinds : one has white flowers and the
other blue. The root of the white is considered best** (Native Doctor
V. Ummegudien, Mettapollian , Madras). “The root is a drastic purgative
and found useful in general dropsy ** (Assistant Surgeon Shib Chunder
Bhuttacharji, Chanda, Central Provinces). “ The powdered root of this

plant is used occasionally in Mysore as a cathartic in dropsy’* (Surgeon
Major John North, Bangalore).

Sacred Uses.—The flower is held sacred to the goddess Durga.

Clover, see Trifolium pratense, Linn.

;

Leguminosje.

Cloves, see Caiyophyllus aromaticus* Linn . / Myrtaceje.

MEDICINE.

1409

1410

SACRED
USES.
Z4XI
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COAL. Coal.

CNICUS, Linn

.

/ Gen. PI., II., 468.

1412

OIL.
Seeds.

X4I3

Cnicus arvensis, Hoffm.; FI. Br. Ind., III., 362; Composite.

Syn.—Carduus lanatus, Roxb. ; FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 595*Vem.

—

Bhur-bhur, N.-W.-P.
Reference,—Smith, Dictionary, 410.

Habitat.—Found throughout India, especially in cultivated fields in the
Gangetic plains ; the common thistle of India.

Oil.—Produces small black seeds, which yield a large quantity of oil.

The seeds are gathered by the poorer classes, and the oil expressed by
them for their own use. It burns with smoke; is otherwise of good
quality.

Cnidium diffusum, see Seseli indicum, W. & A.; Umbelliferje.

X4I4 Coal.
COAL.

Charbon de tIirre, Fr. ; Steinkohlen, Germ. ; Carboni fos-

sili, It. ; Carvves de pedra, Port. ; Carbones de piedra, Sp .

Vtrn.—K6ye1ah or kuela, Hind.; Kdyald, Beng. ; K6Ud, Dux.; Kari
or Simai karri, Tam.; Boggu or Sima boggu, Tel.; Kari, Mal. ;

Iddallu, Kan.; Kdelo, kolso, Guj.; Anguru, Cing. ; Fahm, Arab.;
Zughdl, PerS. ; Angdraha, Sans. ; Misu-e, midu-ye, Burm.

References.—So much has been written regarding Indian Coal that

an enumeration of the publications would occupy many pages. The
reader is referred to Bairs Economic Geology

, pp. 599-604, to the Memoirs,

Records of the Geological Survey, and to the Journals of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. The following works may, however, be specially men-
tioned:

—

Final Report of the Coal Committee ; Dr. T. Oldham's Report on the

Coal Resources of India ; Sel. Rec. Govt. Ind., LXIV.
BalVs Coal-fields and Coal productions of India : Annual Adminis-

tration Reports on Railways in India.

REGIONS OF INDIAN COAL.

The following account of the coal-fields of India has been furnished

by Mr. H. B. Medlicott for this publication

Abstract of the Features of Indian Coal.

“ India possesses extensive stores of coal, though none of it belongs to

the so-styled carboniferous period, and in India itself the coal-measure
rocks are not all of one formation. All the coal of peninsular India occurs

in the rocks known as the Gondwana system, the fossil flora of which has
a mesozoic facies ; and all the coal of extra-peninsular India occurs in

rocks of cretaceous or tertiary age. In both cases the distribution is

partial. The Gondwana coal-measures have only been found in the central

and north-eastern provinces, i.e., in western Bengal, the Central Prov-

inces, and the Nizam’s Territories, only skirting the south border of the

North-Western Provinces, with remnants in the extreme north-east of the

Madras presidency. The tertiary coal has been traced all along the outer

margin of the Indo-Gangetic plains from Sind to Pegu, but it is only in

Assam and Upper Burma that valuable measures have been found where
a cretaceous coal occurs in workable quantity.
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Coal-fields of India. (H> B. Medlicott). COAL.

«In Both regions the quality of the coal varies much, as in all coal*

measures 5 but the best in both, reaches a very high standard, almost if not

quite, up to that of high class English coals. In the Gondwana (Bengal)

coal the general defect is an excess of ash, and also in some an excess of

moisture; while in the tertiary (Assam) coal the percentage of ash is low,

but that of the volatile combustible matter is high, producing a lighter

fuel. The following tabular statement exhibits these facts

Bengal. Assam.

Average of 31. Best. Average of 23. Best.

Fixed carbon 53'2° 66*52 56*5 66*i

Volatile, exclusive of moisture JS‘83 28*12 34*6 33'5

Moisture .... 4*80 96 5'o ...

Ash 16*17 4*40 3*9 •4

IOO* 100
*

100 * IOO*

“In Bengal only the Raniganj and Karharbari fields have as yet been
largely worked, and to a small extent the Daltonganj field. Several
other large coal-fields are still quite untouched, owing to difficulty of com-
munication.

“ In the Central Provinces the Mohpani mines in the Narbada valley,

and the Warora mines in the Wardha valley, have been for some time in

work, and the* Umaria and Sohagpur fields in the Rewah State are being
opened up.

“In the* Singareni and Sasti fields of the Nizam’s Territories some
preliminary mining has been carried out pending the establishment of

railway communication.
" Vigorous mining enterprise has recently been started in the Makum

coal-field in Upper Assam.”

More Detailed Statement of the Coal-Yielding Districts.

“The mineral is more particularly developed in the central eastern por- SOUTH INDIA,
tion of the Peninsula. 1416

In the Madras Presidency it is found at

—

“ Beddadanol.—Lat. I7°i4' ; Long. 8 i°I7'3o*. The field, about 38 miles
from Raiahmundry, is about 5$ square miles in extent, and contains four
seams of very poor coal, worthless as fuel. This is the most southern
occurrence of coal in the peninsula.

u Damercherla (or Madaveram),— Lat. I7°36' ; Long. 8 i°7'. Has its

most important portion on the Nizam’s side of the River Godavari; on
the British side there are probably 25,000 tons of coal, of which only
about one-half would be available.

"Lingalla.—Lat. 18
0

; Long. 8o°54'. Two seams, neither of which ex-

ceed 2 feet in thickness, occur in the bank of the Godavari ;
and another,

5 feet thick, in its bed.
“ Singarent .—The best field as yet known for Madras, but still in the

Nizam’s Dominions, is that near Singareni, lat. i7°3o'3o"; long. 8o°ao'.

There are five seams : the thickness of one was not ascertained, those of the

* Since opened out.

C. 1416
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Coal-field* of India.

others are respectively 6, 3, 3, and 34 feet. This coal answers well for

smithy purposes and stationary engines, and was found to be a serviceable
fuel when tried on the Madras Railway. Railway communication is now
being rapidly pushed forward ; and a colliery being started, coal report-
ed of high quality.

" Kamaram,—Lat. i8°5'; Long. 8o°i4'. Two seams of fair coal, 9
and 6 feet in thickness respectively. The available coal is estimated at

1*132,560 tons ; its position is, however, unfavourable to its development.
" Tandur .—Lat. ipV 5 Long. 79°3o\ This village is situated about

the centre of a strip of Barakar rocks, extending from Kairgura to Aksa-
pali, and contains a 15-foot seam of fair coal.

" Antergaon,—Lat. I9°32'30f ; Long. 79°33
f
. South of this place a

6-foot seam occurs, 9 inches of which are shale.

"Sasti and Paoni.— In the Nizam’s Dominions, included in the Wardha
area, a 50-foot seam occurs here, a considerable portion of which is of

good quality
: 30,000,000 tons of coal are estimated to be available from

this source.
‘ “ Talchir, in Orissa.—The field is situated in the valley of the Brah-

min^ and it is about 700 square miles in extent. The coal is of an inferior

quality.
.
The field has not been practically explored.

u Rajmahal Hills.—Over about 70 square miles on the western margin
of the Rajmahal Hills, coal measure rocks are exposed; and these doubt-
less extend over a vastly greater area under the younger formations.

Separated by these overlying rocks, there are five distinct fields, namely,
Hura, Chaparbhita, Pachwara, Mohowgurhi, and Brahmini. There is no
continuity of the seams in each of these, while the data about them are

very vague and incomplete. If the coal measures extend below the

trap to the east, they would be close to the water carriage of the Ganges
and hence transport would be cheap ; but on the other hand the coal of

this region is for the most part stony and bad.
"Deogarh.—In the Jainti, Sahajori, and Kandit Karaiah fields, coal of

different qualities occurs. Some in the Jainti field is excellent, but that

known from the Sahajori area is inferior.
“ Karharbari or Kurhurbali, in the district of Hazaribagh.—This

small field, having an area of 8 square miles, is of great importance on
account of its position (about 200 miles from Calcutta by rail) and the

good quality of its coal. The coal occurs in three principal seams, with

an average total thickness of 16 feet; the estimated amount of coal is

about 136,000,000 tons, while the available portion is estimated at

about 80,000,000 tons; for steam work it is on the average superior to that

of Riniganj. The chief companies possessing mines in this field are,

the East Indian Railway, the Bengal Coal Company, and the Raniganj
Coal Association. Should the output rise to 500,000 tons per annum, as
is likely, the life of the coal-field will be 162 years.

*• Raniganj or Raneegunge.—This field is situated on the rocky frontier

of Western Bengal at a distance of 120 miles from Calcutta, The
available coal, exclusive of waste, is estimated in round numbers at

14,000,000,000 tons. The total area exposed is about 500 square miles 5

but the real area is possibly even double that, as the beds dip to the east

under the alluvium. This is the largest and most important coal-field

in which coal is worked in India; its proximity to the main line of

railway, Tsmd to the port of Calcutta, tending to give it pre-eminence over
other fess favourably situated localities. Tne principal Companies en-

gaged here in the extraction of coal are :—the Bengal, Barakar, Equit-

able, New Birbhoom, and Raniganj Association, besides many minor firms

and native associations, Many of the seams are of considerable thick-
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Coal-fields of India. (H. B. Medlicott.) COAL.

ness, one containing from 70 to 80 feet of coal. As a rule, however, the

best coal is notfound in the very thick seams.
w<fharia or Jeriah,—This field is situated in the valley of the Damuda

river, 16 miles west of the R&niganj field, and is nearly all included in the

district of Manbhum. The thickness and quality of the seams vary a
good deal, but there is much valuable fuel ; the estimated available coal is

465 million tons, the area being about 200 square miles. The immediate
future prospects of this field depend much on the new line of communica-
tion with the Central Provinces. Twenty miles of tramway would bring it

into communication with the proposed railway.
“ Bokaro.—This field is situated in the Damuda valley and commences

at a point 2 miles west of the termination of the Jharia field; its area

is about 220 square miles. The quality of the coal is fairly good. Some of

the seams are of a large size, one being 83 feet in thickness ; there is

here a large store of valuable fuel available (about 1,500 million tons).

Nothing has been done to develope the resources of this field.

“ Ramgarh.—This field, situated to the south of the Bokaro field, has
an area of about 40 square miles. The coal is for the most part of poor
quality and limited in extent. There are, however, a good many seams.
There are probably 5 million tons of available fuel. The western ex-

tremity of the field is close to the road between Hazaribagh and Ranchi,
and it is believed that some of the outcrop coal is occasionally worked
by the natives and carried to Ranchi for sale.

“ North Karanpura.—Situated at the head of the Damuda valley, has
an area of about 472 square miles, and the estimated amount of coal is

8,750 million tons,
“ South Karanpura.—Situated to the south-east of the northern field,

has an area of 72 square miles, and the estimated amount of coal is 75
million tons. The assays of some of the coal indicate a high calorific

power.
“ Chope—Is a small field of less than a square mile in extent. Situated

on the Hazaribagh plateau.
“ Ithurt, 25 miles north-west of Hazaribagh. A few seams of inferior

coal are exposed.
“ Aurunga.— In the district of Lohardaga, in the valley of the Koel, a

tributary of the Son. The area is 97 square miles, and the estimated amount
of coal is 20 million tons ; but the quality of the coal as taken from the
outcrop is poor.

*• Hutar’, to the west of the Arunga field, has an area of 78*6 square
miles. The assays of the coal gave favourable results.

** Daltonganj, also in the valley of the Koel, area 200 square miles.
The seams are not numerous. One, which has a thickness of 6 feet, contains
excellent fuel. The estimated total available amount of coal is 1 1,600,000
tons.

u Tatapani, Iria, and Morne.—-Situated in the valley of the Son NORTH-WEST
and tributaries. These fields are portions of a large tract stretching far to PROVINCES,
the westward. Several coal seams of workable thickness ana many 1419
thin ones exist.

tf Singrowli.—In this area there are several outcrops; the Kota colliery,

which is now abandoned, yielded coal of fair quality.
“ Sohagpur.—The area is 1,600 square miles. There are several seams

of coal, and owing to the horizontality of the strata they possess the
advantage of accessibility. The proposed railway from Kami to Bilaspur
passes along the western margin of the field.

" Johilla .—Also on the proposed Katni-Bilaspur railway. The area is

1 1 square miles, and a strong seam of excellent coal hqs been proved.
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X42X

HYDERABAD.
1422

BOMBAY.
1423

Coal-fields of India,

“ Umaria.—This field is more conveniently situated as regards railway
communication, and is that where successful workings have lately been
established, and good coal obtained that gave excellent results. This field,

with a proved area of about 3 square miles, and an estimated amount of
28 million tons of coal, is of great importance on account of its command-
ing geographical position (34 miles from the Katni station on the East
Indian Kailway), and its being the nearest source for the supply of the
North-Western Provinces and the Pan

j

4b.
u Korar.—Three miles north of U maria. The area is 9 square miles,

and a thick seam of good coal has been proved.

“Jhilmili—Is another area of about 41 square miles, in which seams
of some promise have been observed.

“Bisrampur—Has an area of about 400 square miles occupying the
central basin of Sarguja ; it contains some good coal suitable for locomo-
tives.

“Lajtfianpur—South of the Bisrampur area, holds some seams of good
coal ; the area is 50 square miles.

" Raigarh , Hingir, Udaipur and Korba fields in the Mahanadi valley.

—

With the other associated rocks, these occupy an area of at least 1,000

square miles ; some of the seams are very thick, two being respectively

00 and 168 feet ; but though including good coal they often contain a
large proportion of shale, and the horizontal extension of the seams is

sometimes irregular and uncertain. These fields will probably assume
importance in connection with the line to connect Calcutta with the

Central Provinces. The recent boring experiments show that the Korba
area has proved most worthy of consideration

;
particularly at Ghordewa,

9 miles to west-north-west of Korba, where there is a 5-foot seam of good
coal.

**Satpura Basin , south of the Narbada Valley.—The Mohpani field is

of importance in consequence of its position with reference to the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway (95 miles by rail, west-south-west from Jabal-

pur). The coal is worked by the Narbada Coal Company and supplied

to the railway, but the supply falls short of its requirements.
uShahpur (or Betul) on the south of the Tawa valley.—This field

contains seams of irregular thickness and inferior quality.

“ Bench Valley .—There are many coal seams, some of which are of

considerable thickness, and the coal often of fair quality.

“ Wardha-Godavari Valleys .—The Bandar field—near the village of

Chimur, 30 miles north-east of Warora in the Chanda District, contains

three seams of coal, with a maximum total thickness of 38 feet.

" Wardha (or Chanda), &c.—Includes, with several other areas, Sasti

and Paoni in Hyderabad, in which coal has been proved to exist. There
are about 1,714 million tons of coal available, vie.

:

—
Warora basin
Ghugus ....
Wun
Between Wun and Papur
Between Janara and Chicholi .

Sasti and Paoni (Nizam’s territory)

45
1,500

50
75
30J

million tons.

The only pits worked in this wide area are at Warora, whence a special

branch line conveys the coal to the Nagpur branch of the Great Indian
Peninsula Railway.

"Cutch.—There are a few thin shaly seams at Trambal (Tromba
or Trombow), about 5 miles north-east of Buj, in a stream north of

Sis-agad, and in a stream west of Guneri near Lakhpat. Besides these

jurassic seams, there are some tertiary carbonaceous layers of no promise.

C. 1423
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“ Sind*—Several layers, a few inches thick of tertiary coal, occur. SIND.
"Baluchistan and Afghanistan.--At Mach (or Much) in the Bolan Pass 14^4

several beds of tertiary coal occur, mostly less than a foot in thickness ; one TRANS-INDUS,
has, however, a thickness of 2 feet 6 inches at one point. 14^5

“ Shahrig

.

—On the Harnai route, there are outcrops of several thin seams
of tertiary coal, none being 2 feet thick, while the greater number are under
6 inches. Some of the coal is of fair quality and would be useful for local

purposes. The latest reports give a 6-foot seam of coal near Kosht ; but

the dip is said to be as high as 45° which will militate greatly against its

profitable extraction.
" Chamarlangy in the Luni Pathan country, about 75 miles from Dera

Ghazi Khan.'-—There are several seams of tertiary coal, of which the

principal one has a thickness of 9 inches.
“ Kanigaram, in the Waziri country.—A narrow seam of tertiary coal

exists near this place ; eight small beds of coal are also said to occur

in the Ghilzai country af Dobani, at His-Saruk (? Hissarlikh and at

Syghan in the Hazara country. The Syghan coal ignites with difficulty.

“ Salt Range, Trans-Indus continuation of.—At Mullakheyl and Chush-
men, there are irregular strings and nests of nummulitic coal in the alum
shales. At Kotki, beds, both of nummulitic and jurassic age, occur,

containing coal.

"At Kalabagh nummulitic coal exists in very small quantities in the

alum shales ; the so-called Kalabagh coal consists of carbonized wood in a

bed of Jurassic shale, of which it forms ^th to -faih part or less.
" Salt Range proper.—Nummulitic coal is found at Amb (or Umb), PANJAB.

Sunglewar, Chamil, Kutta, Sowa Khan, Deiwal, Nurpur (Nilawan), and 1426
Karuli, but only in small quantities, presenting no prospect of being profit-

ably worked. At Dandot, in the neighbouhood of which coal is seen at

three localities, and where thickest is 2 feet 6 inches. The later develop-
ment of the field, owing to the proximity of railway communication, has
resulted in the opening of the Dandot colliery, which is rapidly approach-
ing completion, and promises, notwithstanding the thinness of the seam,
and the friable and pyritous condition of the coal, to be a fairly remunera-
tive concern. Up to the end of 1887, 10,000 tons of coal were despatched
and utilized, and it is expected that within the present half year 20,000 tons

may be extracted, of which it is computed that 16,000 tons of screened coal

can be delivered. At Pid there is a seam of good bright fuel 3 feet thick

in places. As the locality is near a good road a fair amount of fuel

might be obtained, for the coal contains less pyrites than elsewhere. At
Bhaganwalla, the outcrop of the seam is 3 feet 6 inches and extends for

2 miles; the coal is much cracked and jointed and contains much pyrites.

By means of suitable workings good masses of bright coal might be ob-

tained, and though the locality is difficult of access, it might be improved
in this respect. The available coal is estimated at 16,20,000 maunds
(60,000 tons).

"North-West Himalayas.—At Dandli, near Kotli, on the Punch, and HIMALAVAN,

at the north-west shoulder of the Sangar Marg Mountain, there are I42/
beds of nummulitic coal, the position of which, however, seems to preclude

the possibility of successful exploitation. The latter field has been recently

examined, and seems to hold out a fair prospect of success.
" Coaly matter and lignite occurs sparsely in the Sivalik sandstones of

the sub-Himalayas, and has frequently given rise to false hopes of the dis-

covery of workable coal in these regions. There is, however, no probability

of such being met with.

"Sikkim.—There is a coal-field in the Darjiling District which occupies

a narrow zone stretching along the foot of the Himalayas from Pankabari
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to Dalingkote ; the coal is of Gondwana age and is much crushed ; some
of it is in the form of a powder, and has assumed the character of graphite.

ASSAM* 44
Dufla Hills.—A seam of Gondwana coal, 5 to 6 feet in thickness* is

1428 known to exist, but it will probably never possess any economic value.
44 Khasi and Jaintia Hills.—Both cretaceous and.nummulitic coal occurs,

but on account of the high elevations at which the basins are situated there
are great difficulties in the way of the transport of the coal to market. The
most important of the localities are : Mao-beh-lyrka,and Langrin where the
coal is of cretaceous age, and Cherra Punji, where it is nummulitic. In the
Mao-beh-lyrka field the abundance of pyrites is a drawback to its use as fuel,

though it nas been worked to supply the station of Shillong (18 miles dis-

tant). The available quantity of coal is estimated at from 387,000 to

470,000 tons. In the Jaintia Hills, carbonaceous deposits are reported to
exist at five localities, viz., Am-ur, La-ka-dong, Narpur, Sha-tyng-gah,
and Shermang. At La-ka-dong the coal is of nummulitic age, and is

irregularly developed, but its amount is estimated at 1,500,000 tons.

"Garo Hills .—The Daranggiri coal-field (cretaceous) contains a 7-foot

seam of coal, favourably situated for working, but at present useless for want
of access.

“ Ubper Assam.—There is an important field at Mahum which is being
worked by the Assam Trading Company; it contains several seams of

coal, one of which is over 100 feet thick, 75 feet being good coal. The
beds are disturbed and the coal seams lie at an average angle of about
40°, so that some difficulty may be met with in .working them. An
approximate estimate gives 18,000,000 tons as available, supposing the
workings to be nowhere carried more than 200 yards from the face or
400 feet to the deep.

44
Jaipur, in Upper Assam.—The coal in this field is for the most part

in thin seams and of poor quality, though there are a few workable seams
(one 5 feet 3 inches thick) of good quality. The coal-field is estimated to

have 10,000,000 tons of coal available ; this is exclusive of what may be
proved by borings, but is mostly of poor quality.

44 Nazira, in Upper Assam.—Some of the seams in this field are of
considerable thickness, 30 feet and over; the estimated quantity available

is 10,000,000 tons.

“ Janji and Disau—Two small and unimportant fields in Upper
Assam.

"Arakan.—In the Arakan Division, at the Baronga Islands, on the

western coast of Angara-Khyong, about 2 or 3 miles from its southern

extremity, coal is said to exist at three localities below highwater mark.
On the central island, Peni-kyong, at the south end, coal has been reported

in a seam 1 foot thick; on Ramri Island, less than one mile W. io° N. of

Tsetama, two seams occur, one of which has a thickness of 6 feet, and
the other of 2 feet 5 inches. A 2-feet 6-inch seam of similar coal occurs

on the Cheduba Land.
“ Pegu.—Coal was discovered in 1855, and a mine opened at Thayet-

myo, but after a few cwts. had been extracted, the work was abandoned
on account of the seam dying out: further explorations have been

recently carried out. At Dalnousie, near the mouth of the Bassein river,

and in other places, traces of lignite, which have at times given rise to

fallacipus hopes of a source of fuel, have been met with. In the Myanoung
division of the Henzada district several seams of coal occur.

44 Tenassertm,— Coal has been found in the tertiary rocks at a number
of localities : those at which the coal may possess a possible value are

:

Thoo-hte-khyoung (or Thatay-Kyoung) on the Great Tenasserim river,

where a mine was formerly worked by Government but subsequently

C. 2429
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to a smaller extent. The small kinds of rubble or smithy are used in

stationary engines for smithy purposes, brick-burning, and lime-burning.
w The quantity of Indian coal used on railways in 1884 was 436,804

tons, the quantity of imported coal being 197,342 tons. The imported
coal is usedon railways unfavourably situated as regards Indian coal-fields.

Quality of Indiak Coal.—“The quality of Indian coal varies much.
“ Below is a table of ultimate analyses of specimens from Karharbari

and Raniganj coal-fields with analysis of English and Welsh coals for

comparison :

—

Coal-field. Carbon. Hydrogen.
Oxygen
and

Nitrogen.
Sulphur. Ash.

Karharbari . . •

E. 1 . Railway .

Raniganj (N. B. Coal >

Co.) f

78*20

70*93

74
*

3 *

4*34
4’io

5'12

7-89

12-49

9-67

0*42
0-52

0*47

9 *i5
11-96

10-43

Main Sean.
Upper Seam.

82*83

88-47

5*32

4*59
713
3 '02

I
*
, 7

1-25
3*55

309

“ It will be noticed that in several particulars Indian coal is inferior

to English, ist% in containing more ash, and 2nd,
less carbon and hydro-

gen.
"In the table below the commercial analyses of many Indian coals b

I

the writer and Mr. T. H. Ward, F.Q.S., are given, as also commerciay
analyses of Newcastle and Welsh coals, for comparison :

—

COAL-FIFLD.

Spec,

gravity.

4
Fixed

carbon.

Volatile

matter.

Sulphur.
Heating

power

by

Thomson’s

calorimeter.

Remarks.

/Karharbari.

J sAlipore (average) •

< pi \ Barakar . .

z -g <Dhadka

g J /
Borrea . .“ v Belrooi

Tindaria ....
Central

coaWield

v^s.
Burmah coal (Murray Coal Co.)

Assam

Welsh
Newcastle ....

i *35

i *33

1*389

1-327

...

1*439

1*390

9MS
11*96

14*63

7*27

7-

64
10*03

9*59
27*68
16*03

13*55

8-

99
13-36
i*6o

66-84
60*46
60*86

64*26

49
*6 j

60*70

5370
65-22

71*77

57*95
42*85
5o*co

53*42

24*00

27*59
20*81

27*63
42*75
29-27

36*75
7-10

12*20

28*50
48*16

36*44
44*98

0*42
0*52

1*36

1-56

Trace

0*849
7*86
2*52

13*20

12-

50
12*89

13-

89

12-35
12*40

13*06

13*99

Not worked.

Not worked.

1*312 3*68

3*49

82-66

63-23

13*66

33*26
1*59

1*07 •**

“The above table shows that there is great diversity in the chemistry of

the coals of India, and the variations in physical features are just as marked.

With the exception of Tindaria and Assam coal, all Indian coals are

remarkably laminated in structure, the laminae consisting of a dark highly
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carbonaceous shale> a bright pitch-looking matter, and a mineral charcoal

—a very dull charcoal-looking substance. When these laminae are very
|

fine, the coal appears homogenous and is of good quality. But when the

laminae are thick the coal is extremely dirty and not so good in quality.

" Tindaria coal is anthracitic in look ana flaky in fracture. Assam coal

has a very peculiar fracture and breaks into small pieces. Other Indian
coals are cuboidal or conchoidal in fracture. Waroracoal breaks like shale

into long irregular splinting pieces.

"The Indian coals now in the.market from Karharbari and Raniganj
may be considered as very fair steam coals, especially the coal of Karharbari,

suitable in all respects for locomotives and steamers ; although behind the

Welsh coals in heating quality, they are not far behind the Newcastle
coals, and are much of the same character, possessing a large percentage of

volatile matter.

Comparison of Indian with Imported Coal for Railway Pur-
poses.—"The Indian and imported coals have been tried on Indian Rail-

ways with the following results

1434

East Indian Railway.

Coal.
Gross

weight of

trains.

ft per
mile of coal

consumed.

ft per
ton mile.

Karharbari .... Tons cwts.

207 19 30*12 **45
Raniganj Sanctoria 212 17 32*21 •151

„ Equitable • . 208 1 33*68 •161

„ Ordinary 204 14 36*98 •181

North Wales. . , . 215 9 31*90 •148
South Wales, Cardiff . .

New South Wales .

203 11 32*64
3**42

•160

207 14 •*5*

D. W. CAMPBELL,
Locomotive Supdt., East Indian Railway,

Coal.
Gross

weight of

trains.

ft per
mile of coal

consumed.

ft per
ton mile.

Karharbari
Raniganj
Barakar
Fothergills (S. W.)
North Wales
Australia )
Duckenfield s.

Merthyr
j

Godavari

Tons cwts.

166 12

181 7
170 3
183 12

*74 9

180 4

171 12

25*76

33*33
30*04
30*45
27*12

27*43

33*48

**55
*184

**77
•165

•156

**33

•196

V. H. TREVETHICK,
Locomotive Supdt,, Madras Railway. [
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“It will be seen from these results that Karharbari coal is a good
steam coal, little inferior to imported coals, and that the other Indian coals

(except Godavari) are of fair quality. Umaria coal, tried on the Great
Indian Peninsula, gave 42*63% per train mile with a gross load of 410
tons. This is nearly but not quite as good as Karharbari coal.

Indian Production.—“The sources of Indian coal supply and the
estimated yearly output are as under

f Warora
Central Provinces < Narbada

(, Umaria

. . .{gSgf
Assam

100,000
28.000

7,290
520.000
890.000
50.000

*435

l»59S,2oo*

As the newer fields develop this estimate will have to be increased.

Distribution of Indian Supply.—“ The Warora coal-field is con-
nected with the Nagpur branch of the Great Indian Peninsula by the
Wardha Coal State Railway; the Mohpani (Narbada) coal-field by a
branch from Gadawara with the Great Indian Peninsular. The Umaria
coal-field has been tapped by the new line from Kutni through the
East Indian Railway, Jubbulpur line. The Assam coal-field is connected
with the Brahmaputra river by a line from Dibrugarh.
“ The coal from the collieries of the Central Provinces is used on the fol-

lowing railways : Great Indian Peninsular, Rajputana-Malwa, Wardha
Coal State Railway, and the Nagpur-Chattisgarh, the smaller coal going
to mills.

" The Bengal coal finds its way to the Panjdb railways and the rail-

ways of Bengal, as also into the manufactories of Calcutta and the large

cities along the line of railway. Some is used in the steam>ship lines.

Small coal is largely employed for brick-making. Comparatively little is

utilized for domestic purposes. The Colliery Companies should endea-
vour to create a want by teaching the people how to use small coal in

large towns, such as Allahabad, instead of wood and cowdung. Agencies
like those in English cities could probably do this in a few years, and the
large waste of small coal that goes on at present would thus be obviated.

Minino in India.

“ Has made considerable progress during the past few years, machi-
nery and well-appointed heapsteads and pit frames are coming generally
into use.

“In most cases the railway is brought close to the mines, and where this

is difficult, tramways of various gauges, worked by locomotives, carry the
coal from the mine to the railway wharves.

“ The seam is generally shallow, and engine-inclines or shallow pits give
outlets for the coal. The two deepest mines in India are 23D shaft of the
East Indian Railway Karharbari collieries, Bengal, 429 feet deep, and the
Helen Pit of the Narbada Coal and Iron Company, Central Provinces,
which is 402 feet deep.

“ The system of working varies very much. At Warora, Central Pro-
vinces, where 100,000 tons per annum is wound by direct acting engines
out of two shafts 200 feet deep, the system most nearly approaches the

* It may be noted that it is the marketable coal that appears in^the Government
returns, not the actual amounts raised. In 18S3-84 these were 1,200,957 tons. Conf.
with p. 385.—Sdt
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English. No women work underground, and work is constant from Mon-
day morning to Saturday night. The work time is divided into three

shifts of 8 hours each. The seams, which vary from 8 to 1 2 feet, are worked
thus. Galleries or bords and headways are driven 12 feet wide, 6 feet

in height, leaving the roof coal, and pillars 40 feet square. The coal is

so hard, it has to be nicked and undercut and then blasted down. The
pillars are worked by splitting each from one headway to another and
then taking the far end off in slices. The roof coal comes with it.

“At the Mohpani collieries a similar system is worked. The diffi-

culties met with in these mines, owing to the faulted and disturbed nature

of strata, are probably unequalled in India.

Karharbari coal-field.-*** Is the smallest field in Bengal. It is mainly

worked by three Companies—the Ranigunge Coal Association, the Ben-
gal Coal Company, and the East Indian Railway. The mines are con-

nected with the main line wharves by metre gauge or 2-feet gauge lines

worked by locomotives. During the busy season the coal-field presents

a scene of great activity. As much as 50,000 tons of coal and coke have
been raised and despatched in one month. The coal-field is connected

with the East Indian Railway Chord line by a branch from Madhupur
to Giridi, the terminus or colliery station. In mechanical arrangements
for raising coal, this coal-field is well advanced. The old-fashioned gin

is almost obsolete and bullock-carts have little to do.
w The system here is similar to that obtaining all over Bengal. The

working hours are from 6 a.m. to 6 P.M., and perhaps later when extra

work is required. Only four days a week real work is done, and the con-

sequence is that collieries must have a far greater number of working places

than the same output in England would warrant. All the miner’s family

work with him, carrying or training his coal. Picks of English pattern

and make are now universal, the crowbar and single pick having been
ousted. The workings are on the bord and pillar system. Pillars vary
from 12 feet to 40 feet square and 40 feetX6o feet. In the shallow mines
and thin seams (7 to 8 feet) the former size obtains, in the thick seams
(from 12 to 20 feet thick) the latter. Pillars are worked in the 8-feet seam
in the following manner. A 4-feet chock is placed between each pillar in

the row of pillars (generally six in number) that are to come out. A chock
is also placed in front of each pillar. The pillar is then attacked from the

front side. When pillars are taken out the chocks are withdrawn and the

roof falls.

“ The remarks on the Raniganj coal-field given below apply in some
measure to this field. On, sinking, coal-cutting, the miners’ love of holiday,

lightingof mines, &c. the description in one case is a description in the other.

Payments in this coal-field are weekly on Sunday mornings, the miners
resorting from the pay offices to the East Indian Railway bazaar, which was
established to attract local labour, and which has done so. The labourers
consist of low caste Musulmans and Hindus, as also aborigines—Santhals
and Kols. There are some Bauris, brought from Bengal to teach the
local men how to cut coal. The local men, however, cut coal better as they
have discarded the Bauri (t Sabel.” Local labour is more tractable, ana
the Bauris are not in such requisition as formerly.

“ Drainage is effectively carried out by Tangye’s special and lifting

and forcing pumps, worked by bob-levers from horizontal engines. The
machinery is of good type, and winding and hauling are done by good
engines.

“Ventilation is attended to in the deep mines, mainly by furnaces or
steam-jets.
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“ The miners live in small villages, aggregations of huts of mud walls of
bricks set in mud with thatchea or tiled roof. The huts consist of one
room, sometimes two, of from 6'x6' to io'x 10' in size. Those better off

have cowsheds and granaries ; these two latter with the dwelling forming
three sides of a quadrangle. The larger proportion of the labourers culti-

vate during the rainy season and work at the collieries only in the cold
and hot season, say from October to June. Some of the labourers have
settled down to coal-cutting as a calling, and these work constantly, always
excepting Monday, which is invariably a holiday.

“ Coal-cutting is paid for by contract, at so much a tram or bucket ; these
are of various sizes. The price generally amounts to from 7 to 8 annas per
ton for large, and to ij annas per ton for small coal. All other work, as
stone-cutting, sinking, rail-laying, &c., is paid for by daily wages.
“ The coal is hand-picked into four kinds. Steam is larger than 2 in

cube, rubble larger than f in cube, smithy down to J in cube, and all smaller
than that is called slack or dust. This picking or screening is done by con-
tract, and for rubble and smithy the coolies get about 4 annas per ton.

Slack is not paid for. Loading is done by hand into the railway wagons.
At the mines tipplers are used for dischargingthe coal from underground
trams into the wagons that run in the narrow gauge tramways.
"A large amount of hard coke is made in open ovens in this coal-field,

the amount reaching 25,000 tons per annum, of which the East Indian
Railway makes and consumes the larger portion. Soft coke or half-burnt
smithy for smiths’ forges, &c., is also made to a large extent, about 7,000
tons per annum being the outturn.

“The following notes on the Raniganj coal-field are by Mr. T. H.
Ward

“ ‘The Chord line, East Indian Railway, passes aososs this coal-field, and
the collieries are clustered on either side and along the Barakar branch.
Sidings and branches, up to 6 miles in length, built by private enterprise,

connect most of the collieries to the main line. Here winding engines,
wire rope guides and tipplers, and the regular paraphernalia of an English
colliery are rapidly supplanting the primitive “gin “ and bucket of a few
years ago. These gins were (and some are still) turned by women, 25 to

30 being employed on each gin. They kept time to a monotonous chant,

which they sang as they tramp round and round.

“‘The sinking in the district is easy, through sound sandstones, no
brickwork being required to protect the sides. Heavy water is sometimes
met with.

“ ‘The coal in the east of the field is very strong and non-caking. The
sandstone roof is also very strong and comes right down into the coal.

Practically no timber is required in working the coal in the manner de-

scribed below. In the west of the field at Sanktoria, for instance, the coal

is not so strong, though the roof is everywhere the same. From Belroie,

near Sitarampore, westwards, the seams worked are all coking coals.

The seams worked are seldom less than 1 0 feet and sometimes reach

18 feet in thickness. In the Barakar Coal Company’s Komerdohi colliery

and the Bengal Coal Company’s Liakdi colliery on the west of the Bara-

kar, the enormous thickness, of upwards of 80 feet, has been found.

This seam has, up to the present, only been quarried at its outcrop. It

dips at x in 4 or 5 to the south.

“‘The mine is laid out underground on the same plan throughout the

district. This plan has been stereotyped all over the field, and is adopted

without reference to its suitability to the different conditions obtaining in

the various seams worked. Indeed, it has been adopted apparently more
with reference to the prejudices of the native miner than from economical
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considerations. Galleries are excavated to the full height of the seam 12
feet to 16 feet in width, leaving square pillars of varying sizes to support
the roof, many acres being thus often left on pillars. The native coolie
insists (and he has his own wav very much in this coal-field) on com-
mencing operations at the roof and working downwards until the full

height of the seam has been excavated. His chief and dearly-prized
weapon is a 1 sabal * or crowbar with a sharp point at one end. With this
he smashes the coal, standing always when at work. He never grooves
beyond the first ‘cleat ;* gangs of 4 or 5 men occupy each gallery 5 they are
paid by the bucket or tram of steam coal or small delivered at the pit bot-
tom. If any timber has to be set in a working place, a man of the carpenter
caste (Chttar) who is paid a daily wage must be sent for the purpose.

“‘Women and children work underground, and are principally em-
ployed in carrying the small coal and dust. They are also paid By the
tram or bucket. The women often take their babes, 2 and 3 months old,
down the mine, taking with them also a small cot on which the child sleeps
or plays while its parents are at work.

“ ‘Access to the mines is very generally by inclines opening to the surface.
“ ‘ In the eastern part of the district the seams are for the most part

flat, in the central and western parts the strata are often steep (the gene-
ral dip being southerly), and intrusions (dykes) of trap rock become more
freauent. The deepest shafts are about 250 feet, the largest part of the
coal get ‘won * being from much less depths. Some fire damp has been
met with in the western part of the district. Chanch colliery (west of
the Barakar) belonging to the Bengal Coal Company was abandoned
some years ago after an explosion in which several men were burnt, some
of whom died. At Sanktoria, also belonging to the Bengal Coal Com-
pany, some men were burnt in 1883.“ ‘ The quarries at Komerdobie and Liakdi have already been men-
tioned. Thousands of tons of coal have been won from the outcrops
merely, of these magnificent seams, and thousands of tons remain still

to be worked without indenting on their resources at any greater depth.
“‘ The ‘Bauri* is the principal caste which supplies coal-cutters for

the district. In some respects the Bauri colliers characteristics are
amusing like those of his western prototype. He is very fond of getting
drunk, especially at week ends, ana very much disinclined to go to work
on Mondays. For the rest he is good tempered and improvident. It is

a difficult matter to persuade him, although he is always paid a ‘ticca*
(contract) rate for his work and could easily increase his earnings, to
do more than will, with his wife’s contribution, keep the household ‘in
rice* and himself in drink for the day. The nearly universal and very-
bad custom in this district is to pay each evening for the work done
during the day. The collier orcooly has often to wait about until 8 or.

9 for his money. He then goes cheerfully home and remains up
half the night drinking and singing with his companions (he is very social
in his habits) incomprehensibly happy with his tuneless ‘ tom-tom.* In
the morning he trudges back very often 7 or 8 miles (a distance travelled
of course twice a day) to work and is down the pit at 9 or 10 a .m . All

intervals of work he sucks the comforting ‘hubble bubble.'
* The light which the collier carries with him is exceedingly primitive.

He gets an allowance of oil in proportion to the number of trams of coal
he cuts. Every morning he draws at the godown Sufficient for his require-
ments daring the day, and an allowance of cotton thread or old rags to
serve for wick. This oil he burns in a 'chirag * or small piece of stone hol-
lowed out into the shape of a boat (a piece of tile from the roof of his
house is often substituted). In this he places a small quantity of oil and
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a portion of wick. Any oil he can save from his
9 allowance ’ « his

perquisite and he can carry it home. Mohawa and castor are the chief

oils used. Some of the mines are lighted by kerosiney burnt in small
tin lamps, holding about a ounces with small circular wicks. The native
does not like this plan so well, as he cannot use it to rub on his body nor
to season his food,—a purpose for which mohawa oil is used.

99 The ventilation of the underground workings receives very little atten-

tion, and in most collieries none at all. The great freedom from fire damp
and the lofty seams exploited have kept this question in the background.
The ignorant native has not yet recognised that his health and longevity
is in question, and he has besides helped much to prevent ventilation

becoming a necessity by the wonderful power of endurance he has shown.
This power of endurance enables him to work for hours at the bottom of

a sinking shaft with water pouring over his naked body or to work all

day long and day after day in driving a ‘ rise* gallery, perhaps hundreds
of feet from any air current in an atmosphere which is foetid and laden with
steam. This want of ventilation is a blot on the mining of the district

and ought to be speedily remedied.”
General Concluding Remarks by Dr.Saise.—The coal industry in

India employs about 30,000 persons, the quantity of coal raised per annum
per person employed, surface and underground, being 51 tons.

“ In Europe the numbers are different, varying with the thickness of

seams and nature of difficulties met with :

England (average) • 348 tons per person employed under-
ground and surface per annum.

Belgium . . .134 Ditto Ditto.

Saarbruckin . . 187 Ditto Ditto.

There is no Government regulation of the coal industry ; any person can
manage a mine on any system he likes, whether or not he has experi-

ence or training. Interest has a great deal with the appointment of the

managing staff, and it is to be feared that the best is not made of the

splendid coal deposits, the favourable roof, and the moderate depths and
inclinations of the seams.”

1439 TRADE IN COAL.
The following brief note, prepared by the Revenue and Agricultural

Department, gives the most recent information regarding the internal and
foreign trade m Coal

The present consumption of coal and other mineral fuel in India may
be estimated at two million tons, of which three-fourths of a million tons
are imported from the United Kingdom and one and one-fourth million

tons produced in India.

The following table exhibits the amounts of fuel consumed by the
Indian Railways during the years 1885 to 1887 as given in the last Rail-

way Administration Report :

—

Year.
Coal.

Coke. Patent Fuel. Wood.
English. Country.

• Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

1887 •

1886 ....
1885 ....

212,529
240,063
225,721

479,210
460,948
476,277

9,564
9,132

*0,439

30,029
26,212

23,117

292,808
259,5*3
255,178
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In 1886 there were 99 collieries in Bengal (of which, however, 37 were
closed), 2 in the Central Provinces, 3 in Assam, and i in Umeria in Rewa
(Central India), or 105 in all, of which 68 were actually worked. The
output was returned as follows

Tons,

Bengal 1,187,000
Central Provinces 117,300
Assam . 70,800
Central India v

. . 13,500

Total . 1,388,600

Assam has since increased its output, the figures for 1886-87 being
returned at 72,000 tons. It is stated in the Railway Administration
Report for 1886-87 that

—

"Coal continues to enjoy the confidence of the public. Its sale to

the river steamers and tea factories is increasing. It nas been contracted
for by the Dacca State Railway, the Kaunia-Dharlla State Railway, and
the Eastern Bengal State Railway—by the latter for smithy purposes.
It is being largely enquired for by the Ocean Steamer lines trading with
Calcutta; also by the Eastern Bengal State Railway system. It has
been found suitable to the engines of the Darjeeling-Himalayan Railway
and the Northern Bengal State Railway ; but the difficulty of access to

these two railways from the river Brahmaputra prevents its extensive
use by their administrations. The coal continues dusty, though it is

being mined deep in the hill-sides. But its nature is beginning to be
understood, and its friability is not found to be a drawback to its use as
a steam fuel.

"The coke is found to be saleable to the tea factories of Lakhimpur to
an extent of about 3,000 tons per annum. The Company is preparing by
means of an increased labour force to enlarge the output of coal to 100,000
tons yearly.”

Collieries have recently been opened out at Dandot (Panjdb) and
Singareni (Nizam's Territory). Tne coal in these mines has been pro-
nounced of good quality, and in Upper Burma coal has been found (in
the Kali Valley on the Chindwin River), but arrangements have not as
yet been made to work this new source of supply.

Mr. O’Conor, in his review on the Sea-borne Trade Returns for

1878-7^, gives the following historic sketch of the Indian coal industry,—
"C02J mining in India is rapidly attaining considerable importance.

The commencement of this industry appears to date back to ib2o, when
a mine was opened in the Raniganj district in Bengal. For twenty years,
no new mine seems to have been opened, and then only three mines were
opened down to 1854. In that year the commencement of the East
Indian Railway line, which was laid to run through the coal-bearing
regions of the Damuda basin, gave an impetus to the mining industry
and new pits were opened in larger numbers—2 in 1854, 3 in 1857, 3 in

*859* 3 *860, 2 in 1861, 1 in 1865, 2 in 1868, 1 in 1869, 1 in 1870, 2 in
*8.7L 1 »n 1872, 3 in 1873, 7 in 1874, 5 in 1875, 3 in 1876, and 5 in 1877.
All these were in Bengal in the Raniganj ana neighbouring districts,
which contain now altogether 56 mines at work. In the Central Prov-
inces also the coal-fields of Narsingpur and Chanda have been utilized for
the purposes of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway.”

In the paragraph above the number of mines in 1886-87 is stated to
have increased to 105.

Foreign Trade.—The total imports into India of coal (including coke
and patent fuel, of which a small quantity is received) have more than
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doubled themselves since 1866-67, having risen from 341,000 tons, valued at
KSS lakhs mthat year to 765,000 tons, valued at R130 lakhs, in 1886-87.

1 .

ed
.
Kingdom supplies nearly all the imported coal, though

Australia, which ranks next to it as a source of supply, is now sharing
more largely in the imports, the value of its consignments in 1886-87
being K4*75 lakhs against Rrig lakhs in 1866-67. Most of the imported

coal is for steamers on their return journey from
Bombay . . .71*2 India and for the cotton mills in Bombay, which

Bengal .
are t0° remote from the Indian coal-fields to

Madras! I ! ! 4*7 take advantage of them. The percentage taken
Sind • • • • 4’* by each province in these imports is noted on the

margin.
Internal Trade.—Statistics may now be given regardingthe internal

movements of coal by rail during 1886-87 between the different blocks
(*•*•» provinces, chief towns, and Native States). The total trade amounted
in quantity to 1,097,800 tons and in value to R 158*83 lakhs. The position
of each block as a net exporting or importing centre may be thus in-or eacn diock as a net exporting or importing centre may be thus in-
dicated

Exports. Tons. Imports. Tons.

Penpal . . . 743,000 Calcutta . . . 504,000
Bombay Town . . 162,000 Bombay Presidency. 162,000
Central. Provinces • 44,000 North-Western Pro-
Karachi . . , 7,000 vinces and Oudh . 161,000
Assam . • . 4,000 Rajputana and Cen-
Madras Town . . 2,000 tral India . . 66,000
Madras . . . 1,000 Punjab . . . 35,000

Berar . . . 23,000
Sind . . • 5,000
Mysore . . . 4,000
Nizam’s Territory . 3,000

As might be expected, Bengal, where the most extensive mines in
India are situated, takes the lead among the exporting centres. Of its

exports, Calcutta took last year 68 per cent., the North-Western Provinces
and Oudh 22 per cent., Rajputana and Central India 6 per cent., and the
Punjab 4 per cent. The consignments from Bombay Town, which con-
sist mostly of English coal, are conveyed principally to the presidency mills,

the balance of the foreign imports being used by the shipping and the town
mills. The exports from the Central Provinces go to Berar and the Bombay
Presidency. Calcutta, the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, and the
Panjdb virtually receive their entire supplies from the Bengal mines, Raj-
putana and Central India draw their largest supplies from Bengal. Berar
imports its coal mostly from the Central Provinces, Sind from Karachi,
Mysore from Madras, and the Nizam’s Territory from Bombay Town.

The development of the coal industry in India is indicated by the fact

that the gross exports from Bengal to other provinces and Calcutta have
increased from 641,807 tons in 1882-83 to 755,831 tons in 1886-87, and
those from the Central Provinces from 26,451 tons to 56,125 tons during
the same period. Assam for the first time shows a net export (4,000
tons), in referring to which the Director of Land Records and Agriculture
writes ;—w This is entirely due to the increased output of the Makum
coal-mines near Dibrugarh, which now supply nearly all the coal used in

the Assam Valley, besides furnishing large quantities for export.”

Coke. (A note contributed by Dr. W. Saise.)
“ Coke is imported and also made in India. In 1883-84 the imports

amounted to 16,700 tons, valued at R4,io,738. Coke, however, is now
made to a very large extent in Bengal. It is a most important industry in
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its relation to coal raisings, as the manufacture of coke means the utiliza-

tion of small and otherwise useless coal. The industry is of recent and
very rapid growth, having increased fourfold since 1875. There are two
kinds 01 coke, called respectively hard and soft. The former is dense and is

used for foundry and locomotive purposes. It is made chiefly in ovens
consisting of two walls 6 to 8 feet high, 8 to 9 feet apart, and 40 feet

long. In the walls are vertical flues connecting with horizontal flues

running through the coal which is pressed between the walls. This primi-
tive system is universal in Bengal, and a very fair coke, at great expendi-
ture of coal, however, is made. One or two collieries have, or are about te

have, the rectangular closed oven to produce a uniform quality of. coke at

less expenditure of coal. Soft coke is incompletely burnt coal, made for

the purpose of supplying a more or less smokeless fuel. It supplants
charcoal for cooking purposes and small coal for smithy purposes.

"The traffic returns on the East Indian Railway, which taps, with the 1443
exception of the Assam field, the whole of the coke-making districts of

India, shew that in a year about 55,000 tons of coke, exclusive of foreign

coke, are led over the line 5 add to this their own consumption, the respect-

able total of 77,000 tons on them per annum is arrived at. The propor-
tion of hard coke is difficult to state, but at one large colliery which manu-
factures one-third of this quantity, the proportion of hard to soft coke is

3J to 1. Taking this all over, the quantities may be stated as under :

—

Hard coke for foundry blast furnaces, locomotive, &c. • • 65,800
Soft coke z 1,200

per annum. The former figures mean a large consumption of small coal,

a point of great importance in India. The introduction of better coking
plant, of washing machinery, will ultimately drive dear English coke out
of the market. The value of this coke may be taken at R5,3Q,ooo at the
collieries.”

COBALT.
Cobalt

;
Ball, Econ . GeoL, 324 616 ; also Mallet, Mineralogy

, 2*j.

Cobalt metal is never met with in the native form, except in small
proportions as a constituent of meteoric iron. The ores of the metal occur
chiefly in primitive rocks and are usually very complicated. They con-
tain nickel, iron, and often bismuth and copper, mineralized either by
sulphur or by arsenic, or by both together {Miller). The chief ores are
Speiss Cobalt or tin, white Cobalt CoAs2 , Cobalt Glauce CoSAs., and
Linnaeite or Cobalt Pyrites Co S+Co2 S8 .

Vern.—The mineral containing Cobalt, which is used by the Indian jewellers
and potters, is known as sehta or sdita* Hind. In the Pan jib this substance
is known by the name of *affre> and 8ir George Birdwood gives it also
that of rita, a corruption, most probably, from the Hindustani name.

Source.—A complex mineral
(sehta) is found in various mines in

Rajput&na, especially in those of Babui and Bagor near Khetri. Mr. Mal-
let says of this substance, that it has the specific gravity of 6*oo. On ana-
lysis it yielded the following composition

Sulphur
Arsenic
Antimony
Nickel
Cobalt
Iron .

Gangue

. • . 19*4®

. 43*87
. * . a trace.

. a trace.

.
•

. 28*30

, s , .
7’83

• • . . *8o

1444

1445

100*26
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This substance is generally known as Cobaltite. In the Rajputdna
Gazetteer, and in the Jury Reports of the Exhibition of 1862, occur accounts
of the Jeypur enamels, but in a recent publication. Dr. T. H. Hendley

(
Jour-

nal ofIndian Art), gives more .precise details. Sir George Birdwood
(in his Industrial Arts of India) under Enamels (pages 16$—168) and
also under Pottery (pages 301—324), gives most instructive parti-

culars regarding the Indian uses of Cobalt. He states :
“ The nta or

zaffre is the black oxide of Cobalt found all over Central and Southern
India, which has been roasted and powdered, mixed with a little powdered
flint” (p, 308). Mr. Ball says, while speaking of the Jeypore blues in

enamelling, " The production of the colours was a secret only known to

certain families, except as regards the different shades of blue, which are
stated

" “ to be produced by an oxide of Cobalt. This oxide is doubtless
prepared by roasting the Cobaltite.” The various authors who have de-
scribed Cobaltite, in the Records of the Geological Department, seem to
be unanimous in their opinion that Cobalt is only rarely met with in

India, and that, too, in the mines of Rajputdna alone (as far as peninsular
India is concerned), and that the oxide is artificially prepared; in other

words, that it does not occur naturally in Central and Southern India.

The art of producing a rose colour enamel on gold with cobalt seems still

to be a secret with the minakaris or enamellers ol Jeypore. Cobalt minerals
are also said to occur in two other localities—Nepal and Burma.

Z446 Economic Uses.—Under the head of u Clays used for Pottery ” (C. 1333)
will be found some account of the uses of cobalt in the ceramic industiy. while
in the above remarks reference has been made tothe nobler art of enamelling.
In a work specially dealing with economic products, it is perhaps unneces-
sary to enter at greater detail into a substance the uses of which are so
intimately associated with the higher branches of Industrial Art. Dr.
Hendley says that the colours used by the Jeypore enamellers " are ob-
tained in opaque vitreous masses from Lahore, where they are prepar-
ed by Muhammadan manihars or bracelet-makers. The Jeypore work-
men state that they cannot make the colours themselves. The base of each
colour is vitreous and the colouring matter is the oxide of a metal such
as cobalt or iron. Large quantities of cobalt are obtained from Bhagore
near Khetri, the chief town of a tributary State of Jeypore, and are used
in producing the beautiful blue enamel.” In these passages Dr. Hendley
does not madce it quite clear whether the Jeypore enamellers prepare their

own material for the blue colour, though unable to prepare the other

colours, or whether the entire mass of the crude material is conveyed to

Lahore and other centres to be prepared and returned in its manufac-
tured condition to the Jeypore workers in enamel. He, however, proceeds
to say ; “ All the colours Known can be applied to gold. Black, green,
blue, dark yellow, orange, pink, and a peculiar salmon colour, can be used
with silver. Copper only admits of the employment of white, black, and
pink, and even of these the last is made to adhere with difficulty (this applies

to Jeypore copper enamels). In the order of hardness and of application

to the metals, the colours are as follows—white, blue, green, black, red.

The pure ruby red is the most fugitive, and it is only the most experi-

enced workmen who can bring out its beauty.” Hoey (Trade and Manu-

factures in N. Ind.) gives some details regarding the Manihars? industry,

which he divides into two sections, viz*, the makers of glass bangles and
the makers of lac bangles. Baden Powell (Panjdh Manufactures) dis-

cusses the Mtiltdn enamel industry and furnishes particulars regarding
the Mind blue vitreous enamel. In the Mdltdn Gazetteer (p. 107) this

subject is enlarged upon, and reference is also made to the Bahdwalpur
enamels, where, in addition to opaques, a semi-translucent sea-green and
also a dark blue are produced.
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Cocculus.
COCCULUS
villosus.

In Europe Cobalt is largely used as a pigment and to colour ordinary
glass.

Coccinia indica, w.&A see Cephalandra indica, Nand.; CucURBlTACEJD.

COCCULUS, DC.; Gen. PL, I, 26, 96i.

[ PERMACEJC.
Cocculus cordifolius, DC., see Tinospora cordifolia, Miers

;

Menis-

1447

C. indicus (see Fluck. and Hanb., Pharm., p. 2i), a commercial syno-

nym for Anamirta Cocculus, W. & A., see Vol. I., A. 1037.

C. Leaeba, DC.; FL Br. Ind., I., 102.

Vera.

—

Vallur; i'liar billar, parwattx ,
vehri, Pb. ; UllaY-billar, Sind.

References.

—

Gamble,
Man. Timb., II ; Brandis, For. FI., 9 ; Stewart, Pb.

PL, 6 ; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and Sind Pl„ 3; Murray, PI. and Drugs

,

Sind, 38.

Habitat.—A large climber of the dry and arid zones, especially of

Western India; the Panjab, Sind, and the Carnatic.
Medicine.—Stewart says the stems often become as much as 3 or 4

feet in girth. It is used in Sind and Afghanistan in the treatment of
intermittent fevers and as a substitute for Cocculus indicas (Murray

j

Dymock).
Food and Fodder.—In the Trans lndus, Stewart says, it is browsed

by goats but by no other animals. Said to be used as a partial substitute
for hops in the manufacture o r Indian beer {Miffray).

C. palmatus, DC., see Jateorhiza palmata, Miers.

C. villosus, DC.; FI. Br. Ind., /., 101.

Vem.— Yamti-kt-bel, hier, dier, Hind.; Kursan, gamir, Sind; Vasana-
vela. Mar. j Wassanwel, parwel. Bomb, j Kdttuk-kodi, Tam. 5 Dusari-
tige, chipuru-tige, katle-tige, Tel. In the Concan the Vaids give this
plant the Sans, name of Vanatiktika.

This plant sometimes bears the name Farid-butt (a name which, more correctly,

should be applied to Pedalium Murex
a
so called in remembrance of the fact that

Shaik Farid Shakar-gunj is supposed to have lived on water rendered mucilaginous
by the leaves of that plant having been shaken in it). This same property is possessed

by the leaves of Cocculus villOSUS.

References.

—

Gamble, Man. Timb., it ; Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 732;
(under Menispemram hirsutum, Willd.); Drury, U.Pl., 14$ ; Dymock,
Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 32.

Habitat.—A large climber of the dry and arid zones, Sind, Panjdb,
Deccan, extending into Madras and Bengal.

Medicine.—“The juice of the leaves, mixed with water, has the pro-
perty of coagulating into a green jelly-like substance, which is applied
externally by the country-people under various circumstances on account
of its cooling nature; and is also taken internally, sweetened with sugar,
as a cure for gonorrhoea.” Roxburgh says : "A decoction of the fresh
roots, with a few heads of pepper, in goats* milk, is administered for
rheumatic and old venereal pains ; half a pint every morning is the
dose. It is reckoned heating, laxative, and sudorific.** By more recent
writers the root is said to be alterative and to be a good substitute for
sarsaparilla. Dymock remarks that in the Concan the roots rubbed with
Bonduc nuts in water are administered as a cure for bellyache in child*

C* 1454

1448

MEDICINE.

1449

FOOD and
FODDER.
14
Hop

Substitute.

1451

1452

MEDICINE.
Leaves.

*453

Root*.
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COCCUS
cacti.

The Cochineal Insect.

FOOD.

*455

FODDER.

DOMESTIC.

1457

ren; and in bilious dyspepsia, they are £iver in 6-massa doses with gin-
ger and sugar; they are also an ingredient, with a number of bitters and
aromatics, in a compound pill which is prescribed in fever. The Pharma-
copoeia of India states that this possesses the bitterness and probably the
tonic properties of gulancha (Tinospora cordifolia). Stocks alludes to

this as a Sind drug under its bazar name of eamtr

,

and remarks that it is

employed in pains of the head.
Food.—Tne leaves are made into curry and eaten by patients under

treatment, with the roots or the jelly from the leaves. It suffered to stand
for a few minutes, the jelly clears, "the gelatinous or mucilaginous parts

separate, contract and float in the centre, leaving the water clear like

Madeira wine, and almost tasteless.’* (Roxb.) With regard to this pro-

f
ertv the remark under the vernacular name Farid-buti should be read,

n Eastern Bengal the writer repeatedly observed the milkmen carrying
milk to market with a few leaves of this plant and the spine-like leaflets

of the date-palm placed in the vessel. On enquiry he was told these pre-

vented the milk Torn getting bad through the neat and the shaking to

which it was subjected. He has never been able to investigate this point

further, but it is probable the leaves of the Cocculus are added more with
the object of thickening the water-adulterated milk. A large amount of

the milk brought into Calcutta is regularly preserved or adulterated in

this manner. Dr. Dymock alludes to the fact that this plant was eaten
during the famine of 1877-78 in the Khandesh district, and that it is

always more or less eaten in Kaladgi.
Fodder.—Roxburgh says that goats, cows, and buffaloes eat the plant.

Domestic Uses.—"The juice of the ripe berries makes a good,
durable, bluish purple ink ” (Roxb.)

COCCUS ;
Packard

,
Guide to the Study of Insects

, 526.

A genus of Insects belonging to the Coctids of the Order Hemiptera.
Several species are, by Entomologists, referred to this genus, but two only are of

commercial importance,—the one a native of Southern Asia and the other of the

American Continent, namely. Coccus l&CCA and C. cacti. The former affords
the resin and the dye known as lac (or lakh) and the latter the dye, cochi-
neal. In the present article lac-dye and cochineal will be more particularly

dealt with, but to complete the account of the useful products derived from the

above insects, the reader should consult the article LAC in a further volume,
where details of the manufacture, trade, and economic uses of the Lac Resin

will be found.
As having an important bearing on the industry it may be desirable to dis-

cuss here very briefly the scientific peculiarities of tne insects which belong to

this genus. These differ from the other members of the tribe to which they are

referred, in that the females are wingless and become fixed to the plant on
which they feed. When this takes place they lose all power of locomotion, and
in the case of cochineal, the legs practically disappear through corpulent growth.
The same loss occurs in lac by tne deposit of a resinous substance around the
body. The males possess 10-iointed antennae, and have two anal bristles,

while the females have 9-jointed antennae and are covered by a flattened hemi-
spherical scale.

X458 Coccus cacti! Linn

.

The Cochineal Insect; Cochenille, Fr.; Kochenille
Scharlachwurm, Germ.; Cocciniglia, It.; Cochinilla, Sp.

Vern.

—

Kirmdana,, Beng.; Kirmax, Bomb.; Kiranda, N.-W. P.; Kirm, Pb.

References.—Royle, Prod. Res. o/Ind.,S7; Encyclop. Britannica, VI., ;

Balfour, Cycl. of India ; Liotard, Dyes and Tans of India; Wardle

,

Report on the 'Dyes of India; Buck, Dyes and Tans of N.-W. P.j
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Official Papers on Pigments used in India j Crookes, Dyeing and
Calico Printing

,, 350 / Hummel,
the Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, 348;;

British Manufacturing Industries {Dyeing and Bleaching) 7*. Sxms,

{55 / Churchill, Technological Hand-book (Bleaching, Dyeing, and
Calico-Printing), 139; Baden Powell

,
Punjab Prod., Vol. I., 190-195 g

Ure, Diet. of Arts, Manuf., &c.s Vol. /., $37; tf.S. Dispens., 466.

Habitat.--The Cochineal insect was first discovered by the Spaniards
in Mexico in the year 1518, but it was not made known to Europe until

i523* At first it was supposed to be a seed, but in 1703 Leeuwenhoek
showed it to be an insect. In Mexico it is particularly abundant in the
provinces of Oaxaca and Guerrero. It occurs in many localities in

Central America, and for long has been one of the most important articles

of export from Guatemala, but it is met with also in South America, and
recently it has been found (or perhaps only an allied insect) in the West
Indies and in the southern portions of the United States.

History and Introduction.—The immense importance of the HISTORY,

trade, early established in this insect, led to efforts for its propagation *459
in other countries, and for many years this has been profitably prosecuted
in Teneriffe, the Canary Islands, Java, Algeria, and to some extent even
in Spain. According to some writers the best quality now comes from
Honduras. The attention of the Court of Directors of the East India
Company was directed to this subject by Dr. James Anderson of Madras
in 1786. He forwarded to Sir Joseph Banks samples of a dye-yielding
insect which was proved to be a species of Coccus, but not Cochineal.
8ir Joseph Banks concluded from the existence of a species of Coccus in

India, that the true Cochineal insect might be acclimatised in that country.
Directions were accordingly issued for the introduction of both the insect
and the plant on which it feeds. A Cochineal insect was ultimately suc-
cessfully conveyed to Bengal by " Captain Neilson of H. M. 74th Regt.,on
his return to India in June 1 795. When the fleet in which he sailed repair-
ed for refreshments to the coast of Brazil, Captain Neilson, in his walks
at Rio Janeiro, saw a plantation of Opuntias, and obtained several plants
with the insect on them. Many of them died during the passage to Bengal

;

and a few only remained alive on the last plant, of which several of the
leaves had withered. Captain Neilson, on his arrival at Calcutta, sent
the survivors to the Botanic Garden, where they were placed on the several
species of Cactus or Opnntia. On the China and Manilla species of the
Nopal, and even on that from Kew, the survivors began to die fast. It

fortunately occurred to make trial of the indigenous Opuntia, (sic) on which
they were luckily found to thrive amazingly, and so rapidly, that Captain
Neilson himself writes, on the 3rd August 1795, that he had the day before
seen at the Company’s garden near Calcutta about one thousand fine
plants covered with the insects; enough to stock all India.” (Hoyle,
Productive Resources of India, p . 60, published 1840.)

The above passage has been reproduced here as being the earliest and
at the same time most complete account of the introduction of the Cochi-
neal insect into India. Without learning the details we are next informed
of its having been successfully introduced into South India, but whether
from the Bengal stock or through some fresh effort, cannot be discovered.
Passing over a gap of 60 or 80 years, numerous writers refer to "the indi-
genous insect” in such a pronounced manner as to suggest the doubt
whether or not Captain Neilson’s stock had, during that period, overrun
the whole of India and become so completely acclimatised as to be mis-
taken for indigenous. Even Royle, in the above passage, alludes to the
" indigenous Opuntia, ” whereas no member of the family to which that
plant belongs (except the Ceylon Rhipsalis) was known in the world prior
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to the discovery of America, and therefore no Cactus can be called indi-

genous to India. This is more than a quibble as to the correct usage of
a scientific term. If the Coccus sent to Sir Joseph Banks, one hundred
years apo, was found feeding on a Cactus, it must be regarded as but an
earlier introduction than the Cochineal brought to India by Oaptain
Neilson. It therefore seems probable that the Portuguese (or whoever
introduced the Opuntia) may have intentionally or unintentionally
brought the Cactus-feeding Coccus also. In 1848 Dr Dempster ad-
dressed a letter to the Governor General of India which afterwards
appeared in the Journal of the Agri.-Horticultural Society. He there

extols the superior quality of the dye obtained from 44 the native ” or 41
indi-

genous” insect as compared with the imported. 44 The quality,” he
says, 44

of native Cochineal which I found capable of dyeing a certain

weight of woollen cloth proves that the indigenous insects contain an
amount of colouring matter not inferior to the fine Mexican cochineal.”

In the same year Dr. A. Fleming published an account of the discovery
of the Cochineal insect on the Cactus hedges near Gindiala in the Panjdb.
He writes :

44
1 got satisfactory proof that the 1 ndian cochineal is an article

of commerce in the country.” In his Panjdb Products Mr. Baden Powell
refers to an occasion when the Cactus had increased so rapidly in the

Jullunder Doab 44 as to become a nuisance; and rewards were offered for

its extermination, which, however, were rendered unnecessary shortly

after, as a large number of insects of some kind of Coccus appeared and
soon effected the destruction of the plant, which is now only occasionally

to be met with.”

Mr. Liotard (Memorandum on Dyes and Tans of India) enters into

considerable detail regarding what he calls
44 the indigenous insect,” and

Mr. McOlell&nd says, 44 the insects seem to thrive on our own indigenous
species of Opuntia ; but as we have abundance of the South American
plant, O. cochinillifera, that species may also be tried along with the several

sorts of our own.
”

In all these instances the Coccus alluded to is a cactus-feeding insect ; but
the lac insect, as stated above, belongs to the same genus, and it feeds upon
many widely different trees (see a further paragraph), but has never been
recorded as feeding on the Cactus. From the travels of Lieutenant Burnes
and Dr. Gerard (see Journal, Asiatic Society, Bengal, II.) we learn that a
species of what they are pleased to call Cochineal was seen to flourish on
the roots of a plant growing in a marsh near Herat, but that the natives, in-

stead of using that dye, are stated to import their cochineal from Bokhara
and Yarkand. Without speculating too far as to what the Herat cochineal

may prove, when thoroughly investigated, it may be here remarked that the

Polish cochineal (Coccus polonicus) feeds on the roots ofa Sderanthus found
in sandy places throughout Europe. Mr. Baden Powell alludes to the
Bokhara cochineal as imported into the Panjdb. In numerous official and
other publications, trans-Him&layan cochineal is referred to. If this should
prove distinct from the cactus-feeding species, it may be found allied to the
Coccus ilicis of Greece, an insect which has long been used as a dye
under the name of kermes, chermes, or alkermes. That insect is reported
to feed upon a species of oak. The Herat Coccus may, on the other hand,
be allied to the Coccus manip&rus, Ehrenbergh, which is found in Sanai
feeding on Tamarix, and is supposed to be the cause of the gum-like
exudation known as Manna.

Thb Introduction of thr Opuntia or Prickly-pear.—
1The

above remarks may be accepted as disposing of the question of 44 the
indigenous cochineal insect which feeds oh the common prickly-pear.” If

not indigenous then, as an acdimatised insect, has it deteriorated after
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the lapse of loo to 150 years ? Perhaps the further question may also be

suggested—was the insect derived from the best stock? If unfavourable

answers have to be given to these enquiries, then it would remain to be
ascertained by actual experiment whether an improved and fresh stock

could be acclimatised. We shall return to this point later on, but it may
perhaps be desirable to reiterate the position here advocated, that the Cac-
tus-feeding cochineal, now met with all over India, is an introduced insect.

The natives of different parts of India are known, however, to collect in a

small way other insects, besides the. cochineal and. lac, and are stated to

hold that these afford tinctorial principles. They are, in all probability,

truly indigenous, and niay even be well worthy tne attention of commer-
cial experts. A scarlet dye is often alluded to in the ancient writings of

India, and some authors nave even translated these passages so as to make
them appear to allude to cochineal. If not lac-dye they may refer to the

insects mentioned above. The whole subject of Indian cochineal has, in the

writer’s opinion, been obscured through the mistaken idea regarding 44 in-

digenous cochineal insects,
5
’ and is not likely to be satisfactorily cleared up

until careful investigations have been made in Madras—the home
of the first so-called Indian cochineal insects which were sent to

Europe, and at the same time the head-quarters of the acclimatised Opun-
tias. The sudden appearance and disappearance of a Coccus in the

Panjab, mentioned by Mr. Baden Powell, would justify the conclusion

that Captain Neilson’a insect need not have taken more than a few years

to get dispersed all over India. The prickly-pear is not very abundant in

Bengal, but doubtless the heavy rains of that province account for the

non-appearance of the insect. The writer, though located 12 years in

Bengal, does not recollect having seen Cochineal on the Cactus hedgerows
of the Lower Provinces. It is significant that Dr. Hove (a botanist who
explored a large portion of the Bombay Presidency 100 years ago), makes
no mention of having seen the Cactus in the Western Presidency. Dalzell

and Qibson, in their Bombay Flora (published 1861), say :
—“The prickly-

pear, native of Brazil, now too common about most Deccan villages, where
it forms a nidus for snakes, filth, and malaria of every description. It were
most advisable that Government should, as a measure of sanitary police,

take for its eradication more energetic and continuous steps than those

hitherto adopted.55 44 The native tradition is, that a few seeds of the

plant were brought by a Sirdar in his palankin from Delhi, and verily his

gift has been as noxious to the Deccan as was that of the poisonous shirt

of Hercules. It is hardly found in Gujarat ; there we have only noticed it

in Sidhpore, between Ahmedabad and Deesa.” Dr. W. Gray says, in his

sketch of the Botany of Bombay ( 1 886),
41 the prickly-pear has spread in

some districts of this Presidency to such an extent as to have become a
noxious weed.55

It was so abundant at the beginning of the present cen-
tury, in the Madras Presidency, that Ainslie wrote of it

44 This species of

Opuntia is indigenous in India.”

Modern Efforts to reintroduce the Cochineal Insect.

There are commercially two chief kinds of this insect, but whether dis-

tinct species, or the one only the wild form of the other does not appear
to have been clearly made out. The former (the so-called wild insect)

is known in trade as the Granasylvestris, and the latter as the Grana fina.

From the early correspondence regarding the introduction of the cochineal

insect into India, it would appear that Captain Neilson’s stock was the

Grana sylvaatris. A voluminous correspondence has ensued since 1795
as to the desirability of introducing the superior quality, which fetches

(from its greater amount of the tinctorial principle) three times the price
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paid for the wild insect. As late as 1882, the Madras Government had
this subject brought to its attention, and instructions were given that

Dr. George Bidie, 0.1 .E., should supervise the experiment. The Agri.-

Horticultural Society of Madras agreed to place at the disposal of Gov-
ernment a small plot of ground for the purpose of this experiment, although
that Society does not appear to entertain any high hopes of ultimate

success. Dr. Bidie addressed two letters to the Government refuting the
position taken up by the Society, and his opinions and recommendations
were accepted by the Government.

Forms of Cochineal.
It seems probable that the insect alluded to by Dr. dames Anderson

as found in India prior to the arrival of the Rio Janeiro supply, was also

the Grana sylvestris, hence possibly a certain amount of the confusion

that has crept into the literature of this subject—that insect from its Ameri-
can name of “ the wild insect ” having come to be viewed as wild or

indigenous in India. There is no authentic information as to whether the

Grana fina exists in this country, but it seems probable that the different

qualities of the insects found may be due to the existence of breeds or

races derived from both these stocks. The want of technical knowledge
has prevented Indian writers, on this subject, from expressing a more
definite opinion than that a superior or an inferior cochineal was found
in certain districts. This would seem to point to the desirability of having
a representative series of the insects met with in India collected and scien-

tifically and tinctorially examined as the first step towards the establish-

ment in India of a commercial industry. We read of numerous futile at-

tempts to bring about this desired object but of no combined and sys-

tematic investigation. As often happens with economic questions, the

desirability of establishing a cochineal industry in India has been periodi-

cally brought to the attention of the Government, but allowed to lapse into

inactivity From many causes, chiefly the transfer to scenes of greater use-
fulness of the officers who interested themselves in the subject. Dalzell
and Gibson, under the heading Opuntia Toonah, Mil., say : “ This is a
species on which, according to Humboldt and Bonpland, the cochineal
Grana fina is fed ; others say that the false cochineal insect only feeds on
trees. We have had numerous experiments regarding the introduction of

this product. In the new-production-fever years, ranging from 1833 to

1845, sundry attempts were made by the late M. Sundt and others, Dut
after considerable expense incurred, and a heavy amount of correspond-
ence, as usual in such cases, the whole ended* in smoke.” (FI. Bomb.

Supp., 40).

Grana fina and Grana sylvestris.—Humboldt was, perhaps, the
earliest observer to distinguish “ the fine from the Silvester or wild sort of

cochineal.” The former insect, he says, is mealy, or covered with a white
powder, while the latter is enveloped in a thick cottony substance which
prevents the rings of the insect being seen. The Grana fina is reported
to be a native of Mexico, and the Grana sylvestris of South America.
Dr. Balfour remarks; “It has been mentioned that at Vizagapatam
there is a great deal of the red flowering prickly pear on which the cochi-
neal insect feeds ; that the insect under propagation at Oossoor (Banga-
lore) has been ascertained to be the true cochineal insect, and to be pro-
curable in several districts in South India; but it only destroys the plants
with red flowers and few prickles ; and that it will not propagate on the
yellow flowering prickly pear or Opuntia. I have seen it tried at Bellary
and fail.” Commenting on this, Mr. Liotard remarks (and he has been
'followed by several more recent writers) :

“ Regarding the future in India,

it may be well to lay stress on the statement made by Dr. Balfour that
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the true cochineal insect only destroys the prickly pear plant with red
flowers and few prickles, and will not propagate on the yellow-flowered

S
lant or Opuntia.” Again, “as regards the Peninsular, we learn from
>r. Balfour that not only the variety (sic) of plant required but the su-

perior species (sic) of the insect also exists in parts of the Madras Presi-

dency.” Although Dr. Balfour’s remark as to the existence of the true

cochineal insect in Madras has been thus reiterated by other writers, the

Madras Government in 1882 decided to make an effort to introduce the
true insect from Algiers. In refutation of Dr. Balfour’s opinion regard-
ing the plant on which it feeds Dr. Bidie quotes the passages in Rox-
borough, Ainslie, and Royle, which all emphatically prove that the import-

ed insect prefers the common acclimatised yellow-flowered Opuntia Dillenii

to the more scarce and recently imported red-flowered form. There can
be no doubt as to this point, but at the same time all writers seem to be
agreed that Captain Neilson’s insect, which was found to thrive best on
the common Opuntia, was the Grana sylvestris and not the Grana fina. If

Balfour be correct in the statement that the latter insect does actually

exist in Madras, he may also be correct in his further opinion that it thrives

best on the red-flowered or sub-spineless plant. It might, therefore, only
lead to further confusion to advocate the claims of the yellow-flowered

plant until it has been demonstrated whether the Madras insect that feeds

on the red-flowered cactus is or is not a race derived from the true co-

chineal insect, perhaps more ancient than Captain Neilson’s stock. The
position assumed by Mr. Liotard of urging the extended cultivation of

the red-flowered plant might, therefore, prove as subversive of success as
Dr. Bidie’s recommendation to import the Algiers insect in the hope that
it would thrive on the yellow-flowered plant. Dr. Bidie seems to have
lost sight of the fact, that, as far as can be learned, the so-called wild insect

and not the semi-domesticated, has as yet been introduced into India, and
that all the opinions he has quoted refer to the plant on which the former
and not the latter is able to subsist. It would thus appear that the first

and most natural step towards the introduction into India of a commercial
industry in cochineal should be the thorough investigation of the races of
coccus already existing in the country ana the plants on which they feed.

Such an enquiry, as already suggested, might lead to the discovery of a
race derived from the true cochineal insect, but so degenerated as to fully

justify the importation of a new stock. The plant on which the acclima-
tised insect is found to feed would naturally be that which should be
fostered in anticipation of the arrival of a fresh importation. Degenera-
tion, if established, might be accounted for by an originally semi-domes-
ticated creature having been allowed to run wild for a century or more,
or from having been forced to feed on the wrong plant. Mistakes may
thus be made, but the course indicated would most probably prove the
most direct, and it may happen that we possess a long-acclimatised stock
which, under careful treatment, would prove more hopeful than any insect
that might now be introduced.

Peculiarities of the Cochineal Insect.—This account of cochi-
neal may therefore be concluded by referring to some of the more striking
peculiarities of the insect which have a direct bearing on the question of

its propagation. Balfour says : “There are three periods of life of the
cochineal insect. It is viviparous, and at its birth is a mere speck, and at
that time no difference can be detected by a microscope between the sexes;
they are all equally active, seeming to profit eagerly of the short period
during which motion is allowed them. After a few days they attach them-
selves to the cactus plant, and from that moment the female never quits
her hold. A cottony coat grows over her, which falls off in 13 to 15 days.”

Steps to be
taken In the
Development
of an Indian
Cochineal
Industry.
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"The male also adheres to the plant, and in about 12 days becomes en-
veloped in a cottony cylindrical purse, open at the bottom ; the insects

huddle together one upon another to appearance, so that at a little dis-

tance nothing is seen but a white patch or cotton of uneven surface ; they
continually increase in bulk. After remaining in this state for a month or
thereabouts, the sexes become distinctly recognisable. The male becomes
a scarlet fly, with two transparent wings about three times the length of

his body.’* "He is now again become active (particularly an hour after

sunrise), but rarely takes to the wing, being easily carried away by the
wind ; he jumps and flutters about, and, having impregnated the female,

dies in a few aays.”
" The females go on increasing in roundness. They appear generally

so enormously overgrown, that their eyes and mouth are quite sunk in

their rugae or wrinkles ; their antennae and legs are almost covered by
them, and are so impeded in their motions from the swellings about the in-

sertions of their legs, that they can scarce move them, much less move
themselves, and the insect to the casual observer looks more like a berry
than an animal. When they are about three months old they begin to

yield their young. In this state the insect is in a torpid condition, and
may be detached from the plant. She had previously formed on her ex-
tremity an amber-coloured liquid globule, varying in size according to the
abundance of juice in the cactus, and this is supposed to indicate the
maturity of her pregnancy.”

" It is remarkable that from the moment of her fixing upon the plant,

she loses her eyes and the form of her head ; instead of a mouth she has
an extremely fine proboscis, which it is supposed she introduces into the
imperceptible pores of the leaf she feeds on ; and such is her excessive
torpor, that once removed she will not attach herself again. After shed-
ding the whole of her young, the mother dies and become* a mere shell,

turning black. It is therefore at the time that the female commences to
shed her young that measures are taken to remove the young to other
cactus leaves. A nest is formed, in the shape of a sausage or purse, of

•cotton gauze or other tissue pierced with small holes, in which 8 or 10 of
the females are put, and the purse is fastened at the bottom of a leaf of

cactus by means of a thorn. The young escape and spread themselves
over the surface of the leaf. The mid-day is found to be the best time
for this operation, to enable the newly-born insects to get rid of the gluti-

nous matter which they bring from the parent. On this account nesting
is not recommended in damp or cloudy aays.” "Thecommon belief is that
the cochineal insect lays eggs ; this is not the case. The young insects,

while contained within the mother, appear to be all connected one after

the other by an umbilical cord to a common placenta, and in this order
they are in due time brought forth as living animals, after breaking the
membrane in which they were at first probably contained as eggs. Being
thus brought forth, they remain in a cluster under the mother’s belly for

two or three days, until disengaged from the umbilical cord. Every
cochineal mother produces above a hundred young ones ; but the mor-
tality is great, and three or four mothers are required to cover one side

of a cactus leaf with sufficient young for cultivation.”

Propagation.

In an interesting pamphlet written by I. S. C. D. and published by
the Government, much useful information has been brought together

regarding the various systems pursued in America and other countries

in the propagation both of the insect and the plant. We cannot afford

space to deal with this subject, and must accept the above abstract of the
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life-history of the insect as indicating the great governing factors with
regard to the insect, and refer the reader to Opuntia Dillenii in another
volume for the more important facts regarding the plant. The following
abstract from the above pamphlet may, however, be found useful :

“ The
proper manner of gathering varies according to the object to which the
plants are devoted; but, as a general rule, tne leaves on which the bags are
placed are sharply cut off with a knife, close to the branches, and the cochi-

neal is swept off them into broad baskets closely woven to prevent loss.
”

“After the leaves are all cut off and swept, they are dropped into the

ridges, •where they are left ; another set of gatherers carefully scrape off the

insects which have passed into the branches or trunk of tne plant, since

leaving only one or two of these insects on the branches is fatal to the

health of the plant. ” “The cactus cannot bear much water when not
strengthened with manure. * “ When a plantation is reserved for the pro-

duction of a winter crop, the leaves should be covered with cochineal

in the month of October or November; by planting the young cochi-

neal at this season it ripens, and is ready for gathering at the latter end
of February or of March. Another part of the plantation is reserved for

receiving the seed at this season ; but as the plants cannot be forced to

bud during the winter, the seed must be planted in March upon last

year’s leaves, which have the disadvantage of being tough for the insect,

and this renders a winter crop more precarious than one obtained in sum-
mer.” Wind and rain are very destructive : hence a region with a pro-

nounced rainy season would either be unsuitable or the seed-stock at least

would have to be reared and preserved throughout the rains under cover.

This is, perhaps, the greatest disadvantage of cochineal as a crop for

more than certain restricted pai ts of India,—one crop only being obtained.
After collecting the insects they are killed by immersion in boil-

ing water or by exposure to a strong sun or the heat of a furnace. They
are then dried. The different modes of killing and drying account for

the characteristic peculiarities of the cochineal of certain regions.

Cochineal Dye.

Mr. Wardle, in his recent Report on the Dyes of India, mentions
experiments performed by him with several samples. Of a Hyderabad
sample he says, it “ appears to be very good.” “ The Government report,

in which reference is made to it, is by Major W. Tweedie.” “It would
be interesting to ascertain whether the cochineal is produced in the
Hyderabad Residency, or is imported from South America.” Of
Shikarpur cochineal he writes :

“ This is a moderately good sample. ” Of a
consignment from Kaladgi, Bombay, Mr. Wardle states: “This sample
of cochineal was very small and poor, and the shades are consequently rot
the best obtainable by cochineal.” Again, “the cochineal in lump con-
sists of insects matted together by some dark-coloured substance. Both
samples small and poor. Reference has already been made to Dr.
Dempster’s report on cochineal from the lower North-Western Hima-
layas. He says: “It is beyond all doubt a true Coccus cacti; and
although it will probably turn out to be a distinct and separate species, it

agrees very closely with the description given of the woodland or wild
cochineal of Mexico.” It may be observed that the word “true,” used in

the first clause of the sentence, somewhat contradicts the concluding words,
and further, that the “ wild cochineal ” is not the Mexican insect. Dr.
Dempster continues : “In the month of December the young brood were
extremely numerous, very lively, and ready to leave" the mother and
spread themselves over the plant. Sulphate of alumina, added to an
alkaline solution of the colouring matter of. the native (sic) cochineal,
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threw down a copious deposit, which, when collected and dried, turned
out a lake equal in beauty to the purple lakes found in Ackerman’s colour-

boxes.” “ My experiments in dyeing woollen cloth with Indian cochi-

neal have been eminently successful, and have far exceeded my expectations.

Using the formulae employed in Europe for dyeing scarlet with Mexican
cochineal, I substituted trie indigenous colouring matter, and produced
tints which, I think, will be pronounced equal in brilliancy to the best
Europe-dyed scarlet broadcloth.” W

I find here an imported cochineal

brought from Bombay, the price of which is quoted in a recent Bombay
price current at a pound.” Dr. Dempster goes on to say this im-
ported cochineal is used by the Ludianah Kashmir-shawl dyers, but that

the article obtained locally was superior. He adds : “Tne quantity of

native cochineal which I found capable of dyeing a certain weight of woollen
cloth proves that the indigenous insects contain an amount of colouring
matter not inferior to the fine Mexican cochineal.” This statement is

so completely at variance with the opinions of all other European writers,

that the inference is unavoidable that the imported dye with which Dr.
Dempstercompared the local article was not Mexican cochineal. The Doc-
tor admits that the insect obtained in the Panjdb was the so-called “wild
cochineal ” or Gratia sylvestris, an insect which affords only one third

the amount of dye to be obtained from the Mexican or Grana fina. The
imported cochineal experimented with by Dr. Dempster may even have
been the Bokhara cochineal, large quantities of which find their way into

the Panjab and to Bombay. Dr. A. Fleming’s account of Panjib cochi-

neal has also been incidentally alluded to, but a further passage may be
here extracted from that observer’s report : “ All the roadsides and fields

in this village are lined with magnificent specimens of the cactus, far

superior to any I have seen since I left Ludianah, and their leaves are
covered with tne cochineal insect, which, it strikes me, attains here, pro-

bably from good feeding, a larger size than I have ever seen it do before.

As l passed these hedges of the prickly pear, numerous Kashmiris were
scraping the cochineal with a blunt iron instrument from the surface of

the leaves into a basket such as the natives use for winnowing corn. On
asking them what they were collecting this for, they told me it was to sell

to the Amritsar dyers, who give them one rupee for the angraei (English)

sir (2ft) of the substance when dry . In order to dry it, they rub the

cottony matter and the insect into balls of a soft consistence, ana th’en dry
this in the sun on a sirky mat. By this process the insects are squeezed,

and their colouring matter absorbed by their cottony envelope.” From
this description there is little room for doubt that the cochineal insect

seen by Dr. Fleming was the Gnma sylvestris.

Principle of the Dve.—The colouring matter of cochineal, as of lac,

is derived solely from the female insect, and is produced only at the

S
eriod approaching parturition. If not collected at once, it is largely

eteriorated. According to Balfour, “20,000 insects, dead and dried,

make up one pound of cochineal, the ordinary value of which is Ri and
12 annas.” MacOulloch (Com. Diet.) states that 70,000 are required for

that weight. These two figures are almost alternately given by different

writers—a fact which may be accounted for by the larger or smaller size

of the different breeds of insects.

Application op the Dye.—Professor Hummel says: “It is little

used in cotton-dyeing, except by the calico-printer. Formerly much em-
ployed in silk-dyeing, it has now been almost entirelv replaced by the use
of various aniline reds ; while in wool-dyeing, since tne introduction of the

azo-reds, its use has become more and more limited.” “Two different

shades of red are obtained from cochineal, namely, a bluish red, called
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crimson
, and a yellowish or fiery red, called scarlet.” Wool mordanted

with 2 per cent, of bichromate of potash and dyed in a separate bath
receives a good purple, the colour being darkened by the addition of

sulphuric acid to the mordant. Mr. Hummel gives particulars of the
dyeing for crimson or scarlet. Wool to be dyed the former colour is

mordanted with aluminum sulphate and tartar, the dyeing being effected
in a separate bath. There are other methods, but the above is perhaps
the best. Lime-salts are not beneficial. The latter shade is produced
by the acid of stannous salt and cream of tartar or oxalic acid. The
mordanting may be performed separately or along with the cochineal.

For silk the moraant is alum, to be worked into the fabric for half an
hour and steeped overnight. The fabric is then washed and dried and
dyed in a separate bath. This gives the crimson. For the scarlet, after

boiling and washing, the silk is first grounded with a light yellow produced
with soap and arnatto and thereafter washed. For darker shades soap
should not be used. In both cases the fabric should be mordanted by
the same process as described or the crimson, only using nitro-muriate of

tin in place of alum. By the aid of iron mordants fine shades of lilac may
be obtained.

In a recent report on the pigments used in the North-West Provinces
the following particulars are given regarding cochineal. One part of

cream of tartar to of alum and four parts of cochineal are used.
These ingredients are each ground separately, after which the cochineal is

macerated in water overnight, and the tartar and alum added in the
morning. The mixture is then evaporated down to one fourth its original
bulk, and poured on to a plate, the remaining water being allowed to dry up
in the sun. The paint is then primed with 7 parts chalk, ^ hirmizi, 1

part amber, and 2 parts linseed oil.

(For Ammoniacal Cochineal see under paragraph of Chemistry )

Wool dyeing.

I4S3

Silk dyeing.

1484

Pigments.
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Cochineal as a Medicine.

Medicine*—Cochineal is used mainly as an agent for colouring drugs,
but it is supposed by some to possess anti-spasmodic and anodyne pro-
perties.

Chemical Composition.—As far as has been determined, cochineal and
lac owe their tinctorial properties to an acid apparently identical in charac-
ter. This is formed within the body of the female insect. The chemical
examination of this substance has revealed somewhat conflicting results—

a

fact which has led certain writers to presume that its composition varies.
Pelletier and Caventon isolated the acid from cochineal and called it

carmine, a nitrogenous compound which they expressed by the formula
CgH,

;<
N05 . Subsequent observers (Arppe, Warren de la Rue, Hugo

Mtiller, &c.) showed it to be an acid, and found that, in a perfectly pure
state, it does not contain nitrogen, though accompanied by nitrogenous
matter which it is difficult to separate from it. John named the colour-
ing principle cochinilin. The acid of the authors named has been ex-
pressed as CuH 1408J but the crystalline carminic acid isolated by Dr.
SchUtzenberger is given as C9

H 806 , the same substance being expressed
by Dr. Schaller as C9H 80 6 . Most recent writers give its formula as C17

Hi8Oi0 (Crookes). It may be separated from cochineal by precipitating its

aqueous extract with plumbic acetate and decomposing the washed pre-
cipitate with sulphuric acid. The solution thus obtained is alternately
precipitated, and the precipitate decomposed, a second and a third time
in a similar manner, employing, however, hydric sulphide to effect the
final decomposition. The filtered solution is evaporated to dryness, the
residue dissolved in alcohol, and the crystalline nodules of carminic acid

MEDICINE.
1486

CHEMISTRY.
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obtained on allowing this solution to evaporate treated with water
(Miller, Elements of Chemistry, P. III., 690). This same substance has
been found in the flowers of Monarda didymaand probably in other plants.
Pure carminic acid is a purplish-red substance, which, when reduced to
a veiy fine powder, is bright red. Its crystals taste decidedly acid, it is

very soluble in water and alcohol, but only slightly so in ether. It may be
heated to 136° without undergoing decomposition. The acid may for
ordinary purposes be obtained by macerating cochineal in ether and
treating tne residue with successive portions of boiling alcohol, which on
cooling deposits a part of the carminic acid and yields the remainder by
spontaneous evaporation. The watery infusion of cochineal is of a violet-

crimson colour, which is brightened by acids and deepened by alkalies.

The colouring matter is readily precipitated. The salts of zinc, bismuth,
and nickel produce a lilac precipitate, and those of iron a dark purple ap-
proaching to black. The salts of tin, especially the nitrate and chloride,

precipitate the colouring matter of a brilliant scarlet; with alumina it

forms the pigment known as lake. The pigment known as carmine is

the colouring matter of cochineal thrown aown by acids, salts of tin, &c.,
or by animal gelatine. Alum does not cause a precipitate in the aqueous
solution unless some ammonia be next added, when carmine lake is thrown
down. Neutral alkaline salts turn carminic acid to violet, while the acid
salts of alkalies (bitartrate of potash, for example) render the shade more
of an orange.

The chemical history of the carminates is, however, incomplete. The
alkaline carminates are soluble ; the others, as far as has been ascertained,

are amorphous substances. The different results obtained with cochineal
under the influence of chemical reagents is due to the presence of nitrogen,

but as indicated, as a general rule, acids turn the colour to yellowish red,

oxalic acid producing the best result, while the alkalies turn it to violets.

When actea on by dilute sulphuric acid, carminic acid splits up into car-

minic red (carmine) and a glucose which is non-fermentable.

Ammoniac*!. Cochineal.—When a solution of carminic acid in ammo-
nia is for some time left to itself, a modification takes place, the acid com-
bines with the elements of ammonia, thereby forming an amide acid.

This fact has been long known and taken advantage of to form beautiful

violets, amaranthes, and mauves—colours which are not reduced to yellow-

reds even by the action of oxalic acid. Chloride of tin, for example, gives

with this double compound a deep violet. Ammoniacal Cochineal occurs
in commerce in two forms, u cakes 99 and " paste.”

For further particulars see Carmine.

1489 Trade in Cochineal.

The Madras Government exported, in September 1797, 21,744ft.

From the reports of the sales of Indian Cocnineal during the years

1797, 1798, and 1799, it appears that 55,196ft were sold at an average of

8s. 8\d. per pound, which was a little more than the prime cost. The
Board of Trade in Madras reported in 1807 that during the past seven
years 73,366|ft had been sent to England, but that from the London
price-current cochineal was not an article of profit to the Company.
The Board, therefore, suggested the propriety of discontinuing the pur-
chase or reducing the price to be paid to the producers. The home autho-
rities, with the view of still further fostering the industry, directed the
continuance of the purchase, even although tne Company could only do so
at a loss. Gradually, however, the industry declined, the exports were ulti-

mately discontinued, and when we next read of cochineal it is as an article

of import, not of export trade* Prior to 1875 the imports of dyeing ma-

C. 1489
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terials were not separately returned, but in that year India imported 3,541ft

valued at £5,18410; 10 years later 2,138ft valued at £2,25,863, and last

year only 1,994ft. The imports have fluctuated remarkably, but a decline

may be fairly stated to have been established, a decline too which bears a
remarkable inverse correspondence with the increased imports of aniline

dyes. The imports of aniline dyes were in 1875-76 valued at £3,87,850

;

in 1885-86, £9,1 7,841. With the growth of this aniline trade lac-dye has
been entirely destroyed. During the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, the

writer was informed by a merchant that so completely had the lac-dye

trade been destroyed by aniline that a large quantity of lac-dye was
recently thrown into the Thames as worthless and unsaleable. (For the

trade in lac-dye see a further page.)

Coccus lacca, Kerr. 1491

The Lac Insect, Eng. ; Laque, Fr. ; Lack, Germ. ; Lacca, It.

Vern.—Lakh, Hind, j Gala, Beng. ; Ldkshd
,
Sans.

Habitat.—This insect is indigenous to the forests of India, and occurs

in aggregated masses around the twigs of certain trees, especially Butea
frondosa, Ficas religiosa, and Schleichera trijuga. For a complete list of

the plants on which it feeds, see below.
Description and Mode of Growth.—Lac is the resinous incrustra- 1402

tion formed on the bark of the twigs, through the action of the lac insect.

When the larvae or grubs of the Coccus lacca escape from their eggs
they crawl about in search of fresh sappy twigs. When satisfied, they
become fixed and form a sort of cocoon by excreting a resinous substance.

The male cocoon is ovoid in shape, the female circular. For about 2\
months the insects remain within their cocoons in the lethargic state, but
structural changes have been accomplished by which they have reached
the mature or imago condition. The male escapes from the cocoon by
backing out at the ventral opening. The female has also become mature ;

but since it is destined to remain in its present position, it renews activity

and commences to throw up around itself a more perfect coating of resin,

until its body becomes completely encrusted. It is supposed that there are

about five thousand females for one male. Upon the circular body of the

female there are three openings, which become developed, as the incrnst-

ation proceeds, into three filamentous tubes. One serves the purpose of

an anal opening, and through it impregnation is also accomplished; the

others are breathing stomata. When the male escapes from the cocoon,

it at once commences to crawl over the females. The impregnated
female, after depositing her eggs below her body, commences to construct

cells round each with as much precision as the Gee forms its comb.
The irritation caused by parasitic insects on vegetable tissues results in

the formation of many curious and extraordinary structures, some of

which are economically of great use to man, sucn as gall-nuts, lac, &c.

In the case of the lac insect, the plants chosen are those naturally possessed
of resinous principles, but still tne insect exercises a peculiar influence over
the resinous sap, changing its properties entirely. The Coccus lacca pene-

trates the bark of the twig by its proboscis or penetrator until it reaches the

sap-wood; from there it sucks its nourishment and transforms the sap into

the resinous excretion—lac—which it encrusts around itself. As time ad-
vances, further changes are visible ; the body of the female enlarges con-

siderably and becomes brilliantly coloured. The red colour is due to the

formation of a substance intended as food for the offspring. The eggs
germinate below, and the larvae, eating their way through the body of tne

mother, make their escape to repeat this strange history.

c. 1492
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Trees on which the Lac Insect feeds*

TREES ON WHICH THE LAC INSECT IS REPORTED TO FEED,
z. Acacia arabica, Willd. (Leguminosa). The Babul or Kikar (Gamble,

75/). "In Sind and Guzerat yields large quantities of lac.”

2. Acacia Catechu, Willd* (Leguminosje).

3* Albizda lucida, Benth. (Leguminosje). Silkori

,

Beng.

4* Alearites moluccana, Willd. (Euphorbiace®). The Akrot of the plains,

introduced from Malay, now almost wild, especially in South India.

5. Anona squamosa, Linn. (Anonances). MThe Ata, a tree introduced
from tne West Indies.

6. Butea frondosa, Roxb. (Leguminos®). The Dhak or Palas .

7. Butea superba, Roxb . (Leguminos®). A climber, scarcely distin-

guishable from the tree B. frondosa, except by its habit.

8. Carissa Carandas, Linn. (Apocynace®). Var* spinarum, sp., A . DC.

9* Celtls Roxburghii, Bedd. (Urticace®). Eastern Bengal, Central and
South India.

xo* Ceratonia Siliqua, Linn. (Lrguminos®). The Carob Tree; now
almost naturalised in the Panjab and South India,

xx* Croton Draco, Schlech

.

(Euphorbiace®).
12. Dalbergia latifolia, Roxb. (Leguminosje).

13. Dalbergia paniculate, Roxb. (Leguminos®).

14. Dichrostachys cinerea, W. & A. (Leguminos®). The Virtuli
,
a shrub

of Central and South India.

15. Dolichandrone Rheedii, Seem. (Bignoniacb®). A small tree of Burma
and the Andaman Islands.

16. Eriolaena Hookeriana, W. & A. (Strrculiace®).

17. Erythrina indica, Linn. (Leguminos®).
18. Feronia Elephantum, Correa (Rutace®).

19. Ficus bengalensis, Linn. (Urticace®).

20. Ficus comosa, Roxb., in Assam.

2X. Ficus cordifolia, Roxb. {Gamble, 335)

;

Assam Lac.

22. Ficus elastica, Bl. The India-rubber Tree (the Bar).

23. Ficus glomerate, Roxb.

24. Ficus infectoria, Willd. The Pakar or Keol.

25. Ficus iaccifera, Roxb . (Urticace®). A native of Sylhet, the Ruthal But.

26. Ficus Yeligiosa, Linn. The Aswat or Pipal.

27. Garuga pinnate, Roxb. (Burserace®). The Garuga or Kaikar.

28. Kydia calycina, Roxb. (Malvace®!). A small tree, the Pola.

29. Lagerstrcemla pamflora, Hook. f. (Lythracb®). The Bakli or Sida.

30. Mangifera indica, Linn. (Anacardiacb®). The Mango, in its wild
state, often yields lac.

3X« Nephelium Litchii, Camb . (Sapindacb®). The Lichi.

32. Ougeinia dalbergioides, Benth. (Leguminosje). The Sandan.

33. Prosopis spidgera, Linn . ^Leguminos®). The Jhandoi the arid zones
of the Panjib and Guzerat.

34. Pterocarpus Marsupium, Roxb. (Lf.guminosje). The Bijaov Kino tree,

a native of Central and South India.

35. Pithecolobium dulce, Benth. (Leguminos®). The Dakhini babul, a
tree introduced from Mexico.

36. Schima crenata, Korth. (Ternstrcemiace®). An evergreen tree of

Burma.
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37. Schleichera trijuga, W7/W. (Safindacra). The Kusum or Kusumh .

This is the most important of all the lac trees. It is a native of the

sub. Himalaya, Central and South India, and Burma.
38. Shorea robusta, Garin. (Diptrrocarpra). The Sdl Tree. The ease

with which this plant coppices, and its power of endurance and rapid

growth, make it one of the best trees for lac cultivation.

39. Shorea Talura, Roxb. A native of Mysore ; sometimes called S. i&cd-

fera or Vatica lacdfera.

40. Tectona grandis, Linn. (Verbenace.®). The Teak-wood, a native of

Central and South India and Burma.
41. Terminalia tomentosa, W. ©* A. (Combretaceab). The Sajt piasal, asan.

42. Zizyphus Jujuba, Lam. (Rhamnete). The Ber or Kul. Although the

lac yielded by this tree is inferior in quality, the ease with which it may
be propagated makes it a good lac-yielding tree, suited especially to the
Panjdb.

43. Zizyphus zylopyra, Willd. (Rhamnea). The Kat-ber.

Properties and Uses of Lac,

After the larvae escape, the old encrusted twigs are removed and cut
up into pieces 4 to 6 inches long. These form stick-lac. They are spread
upon a flat floor and a roller passed over them by which the resinous
crust is broken from off the twigs. The wood is carefully removed, and
the resin thrown into tubs of water, where it is either beaten with a wooden
pestle or trodden under foot. The liquid becomes red coloured, and one
washing after another is performed. The washings are carefully preserved
and afterwards evaporated, when a red substance is obtained which is

made into small cakes and dried like indigo. This is lake-lac or the lac-dye
of commerce. By the washings the resin has been freed from its impuri-
ties, and now exists in a fine pulverized or granular state. This is the
seed-lac of commerce. After drying, the seed-lac is placed in bags 10
feet long and 3 or 4 inches in diameter. These are stretched across
charcoal fires until the lac begins to melt. The operators then commence
to twist the bags in opposite directions, holding them every now and again
over specially-prepared glazed porcelain troughs, or simply the stems of

the plantain slit down the middle, and thus formed into smooth, glazed,
natural troughs. Through the pores of the cloth the melting lac is forced,
and dropping upon the troughs it spreads out in thin sheets. These are
removed and allowed to dry, any impurities being broken out of the thin
flakes. When packed in bags these become the thin pieces known in

commerce as shell-lac or shellac. Sometimes, and especially with the
coarser qualities used fpr home consumption, the melted lac is let drop into
rounded pieces about 1 to ij inches in diameter. These constitute button-
lac, and if formed into larger masses, sheet or piece lac.

Qualities and Prices of Lac.—The quality of lac varijes chiefly ac-
cording to the tree upon which the insect feeds. The best lac is kusum lac,

or lac from the kusum tree (Schleichera trijuga), next dhak or palas (the

Butea frondosa), then pipal (Ficus religiosa). The kusum is said to last for

ten years, while all other qualities are only good for two or three years. The
kusum lac twigs are of a light golden colour, from which orange shell-lac is

manufactured. This sells in London for about £ 10-12 per cwt. of best
quality, i.e.,

“ fine lac orange D.C.” The other qualities are known as
“ liver ” or “ native orange,” maximum price £8-9 pe* cwt.; M garnet”
£7-8 maximum; u native leaf” and w button” being generally about
£3-6 or £3-8 per cwt. The best lac comes from Siam.

Adulteration of Lac.—

L

ac is frequently adulterated with orpiment,
or still more frequently with common resin, which may be detected by its
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smell on crushing the lac. The writer was once informed bv a merchant
that his firm in the usual course of business imported! very largely
resin which he believed was used up by the native dealers in adulterating
the lac which they and other merchants exported. The gentleman in ques-
tion condemned strongly the process of adulteration, but justly remarked
that resin was an ordinary article of trade used for other purposes which
if they discontinued to import would only be more largely imported by
other firms.

Usrs of Lac.—

I

n India lac is dissolved in native spirits and coloured

;

in this form it is used as a varnish for carpentry and furniture; mixed with
sulphur and some colouring agent, it is formed into the sticks, hatti, like

in this form it is used as a varnish for carpentry and furniture; mixed with
sulphur and some colouring agent, it is formed into the sticks, hattis like

sealing wax, which are used by the toy-makers to coat their wooden wares*
In Europe it is largely made into sealing wax and dissolved in spirits,

it forms spirit varnish . It is made into cement and into lithographer's

ink, and is used to stiffen hats and other articles constructed of felt.

Lac Dye.

Having now indicated the main features of the lac industry collectively,

the present article may be concluded by dealing in greater detail with the
subject of the dye extracted from Coccus lacca. The reader is referred

for further particulars regarding the Europeon industry and trade in the
Resin to the article LAC.

The natives of India from remote times have used lac-dye not only for

textile purposes but as a pigment. It is by them largely used for colour-

ing leather and in wool and silk dyeing, although aniline has affected the
demand very seriously. The colour is not so bright as that derived from
cochineal, but it is more intense, and has the reputation of being less easily

affected by perspiration. Mr. d. E. O’Conor has written a special pam-
phlet on Lac, which contains very nearly all that is known up to date. Dr.
McOann (Dyes and Tans of Bengal

, 4Q-66) gives details regarding the dye
in Bengal, and Sir E. O. Buck (Dyes and Tans , N.-W. P., 24) furnishes
information regarding its use in the North-West Provinces. Owing to
the existence of the resinous matter mechanically mixed with the dye,
lac is not so easily worked as cochineal. All the reactions and processes

we have already discussed under Cochineal are, however, applicable with
slight modifications to this colouring agent. Taking advantage of the
properties of both dyes, lac is often combined with cochineal.

The physical tests for lac-dye are that the cakes should be tolerably easily

broken by the fingers, the fracture uniformly exhibiting a deep colour

;

that they should not have a shining resinous appearance, and that they
should evolve a pronounced and peculiar odour. The harder the cakes
the larger presumably is the amount of shellac in them. The removal
of the shellac is essentially necessary with woollen goods that require to be
hot-pressed, since if shellac be present the paper will adhere.

Dr. McOann treats of the decline of the lac-dye industry. Practically
speaking, it will not now pay to boil down the coloured washings obtained
as a by-product in the shellac industry. Although still used to some
extent in India, the article is scarcely, if at all, exported.

COCHLOSPERMUM, Kunth.; Gen. PI., I., 124, 97t.

Cochlospermum Gossypiura, DC.; Ft. Br. Ind., I., i8g; Bixinm.

Sometimes called Whits Silk-Cotton Tree.]
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White Silk-Cotton Tree.
COCHLOSPERMUM

Gossypium.

Syn.—

B

ombax Gossypium, Linn. / Roxb., FI. Ind,, Ed., C. B. C., 5/5.

Vera.

—

Kumbi,
gabdi, ganidr

,
galgal, gangal, Hind.; Hopo, SanTALI J

Gulgal, Kol. ; Gangam

,

Gond ; Kontopalds, Uriya ; Kumbi, Pb. ;

Gajra, kdmbi

,

N.-W. P.; Gdngd, kortg, gondu-gogu

,

Tel.; Tanaku»

kongillam, Tam.; 2te/*a tovare, arisina burga, Kan.; Chima-pdnji,
Mal. ; Ganeri, Bhil ; Ganeri, gunglay, kathalyd gonda, Mar. ; Katira-

Hindi, Pers. and Hind. Irvine gives the plant the name of narfaris.

For the Gum.—Moodeen Sheriff gives the following : Ndt-kd-katdrd,
ndt-kd-katdrd-gdnd ,

Dec.; Hindi-katSrd, Hind.; Tanaku-pishin, Tam. ;

Konda-gdgu-banka , konda-gogu-pisunu
, Tel.; Shima-pangi-pasha,

Mal.

For the Cotton.

—

Pili-kapds-ki-rut, kaUrd-kd-jhdr-kUr&i, Dec. ; Tanaku-

parutti, Tam.; Konda-gdgu-patti, Tel.; Shlma-pangi-paruiti, Mal.

References.

—

Brandis, For. /?/. /7; Gamble, Man. Timb., /7; Dymock

,

Mat. Med. West Ind., 2nd Ed., 73; Moodeen Sheriff, Mat. Med. S. Ind.

3S; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 14; Pharm. Ind., 27; O’Shaughnessy

,

Beng. Diiip., 22s ; Lisboa, U. P. Bomb., 6, 250 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 18,

Baden-Powell, Pb. Piod., 329, 397 i Atkinson, Econ . Prod., N.-W. P ;
Par* /., /£ ; a&0 //»w. Dw*., 7JJ, 7«5’J; Cooke, Gums and Gum-resins,
&c., 29; Drury, U. P., 146; Murray. P*. and Drugs, Sind, 47 ; Forest
Ad. Rep., Ckutid Nagpur, 1885, p. 28.

Habitat.—A small deciduous tree, with short, thick, spreading branches 5

grows in forests at the base of the North-Western Himdlaya, from the

Sutlej eastward to Central India, Bundelkund, Behar, Orissa, and the

Deccan; also in the Prome district of Burma. Commonly planted near
temples. When the tree is devoid of leaves (in March to April) it bursts

into its handsome large yellow flowers, its pendulous, pear-shaped fruits

ripening before the new leaves appear.

Gum.—This is often sold in the bazaars of India as katira or kathira GUM.
(the Persian and Arabic for Tragacanth), that name having been given 15*3
to the gum of this tree by the early Muhammadan settlers in India.

There are two gums usually sold as substitutes for the true katira, namely,
the gum of Cochlospermum and the gum of Sterculia wens. Both these

?
ims belong, like tragacanth, to the same series, namely, the pseudo-gums.
hey are insoluble in water, but swell and form a pasty mass. The writer

has already dealt with these gums at some detail in VOL. I, B. No. 383,

under their generic name Bassora or Hog-gums. In that article it will be
found that the hope has been held out that the gum from Cochlospermum
Gossypium may prove to be the gum found, by the bookbinders of America,
so useful in marbling paper and colouring the edges of books. The gum
is obtained freely on the trees being tapped. It occurs in striated and
twisted pieces, ot a pale semi-transparent colour, transversely fissured with
a tendency to split up into flat scales. While not soluble it readily becomes
diffused in minute particles through a large quantity of water; hence its

applicability to the art of marbling paper. The writer has found a mixture
of \ of this gum with ordinary gum-arabic to afford a thick paste-like £um
that sets readily, is not liable to crack, and is very adhesive, the spurious
tragacanth apparently acting as a medium for the other gum. It is

neutral and yields with alkalies a thick mucilage of a pinkish colour which,
according to Mitchell, is not precipitated by acids. The gum is largely

used by the Indian shoemakers, and, like that from Sterculia, could
doubtless be employed to impart a polish to tasar silk.

8tewart remarks s “ The katira, of which xo maunds are stated by
Davies9 Trade Report to be imported annually via Peshawar, must be
entered by mistake, or be the product of a different plant.” (Doubtless
the true katira or Tragacanth.—Ed.) “ And, oddly enough, the same
authority gives 50 maunds of this substance as exported from Ludhiana
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GUM.

FIBRE.
Floss.

1514

Bark.
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OIL.

15X6
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1517

Ross.
15X8

TIMBER.
X5X9

to Afghanistan by the Bolin.” (Perhaps the Indian katira is exported to be
used as an adulterant with tragacanth.

—

Ed.) Moodeen Sheriff remarks
there are three forms of this gum—•white, red or brown

,

and black. The
writer has never seen the tree yield any but a pinkish white or often almost
straw-coloured gum* and suspects thehlack to be an adulterant or substi-

tute. Dr. Moodeen Sheriff* however* gives the prices of these three gums :

* Best or white variety of the gum, wholesale, R5 per maund 5 retail or
bazaar, 4 annas per pound : of the second best or red variety, wholesale,

R4 per maund ; retail or bazaar, 3 annas per pound : of the worst or black

variety, wholesale, R3 per maund ; retail or bazaar, 2 annas per pound.”

Fibre.—The seeds possess a short but very soft and elastic floss, from
which fact the plant has received its specific name. This floss is much
too short to be of any service as a textile fibre, but, with the flosses of

Bombax malabaricum, Eriodendron anfractuosum, and Calotropis gigan-
tea, it has been classed as a “ silk cotton.” By some writers these have
recently been designated "kapok fibres,” but there is every reason to

believe that the true kapok ot the Dutch upholsterers is the floss of

Eriodendron anfractuosum (see Vol. /., B. 641). In some parts of India
the floss of this tree is collected and used for stuffing pillows, for which
purpose it would seem better suited than the floss from Bombax mala-
D&rfcum, as it is not so liable to get matted. It might be found serviceable

as a gun-cotton. (Conf. with C. 175 and Kapok in a further volume.)

The Rev. A. Campbell states that the Santals prepare a good, useful

cordage fibre from the bark of the tree. In the report of the Conference
held on Indian fibres, at the late Colonial and Indian Exhibition, it is

stated that Mr. Campbell’s fibres from this tree were much admired, the

floss being viewed as possessing the merit of elasticity—a merit which
might allow of its competing favourably with the true kapok.

Oil.—The Rev. A. Campbell, Santal Mission, Chutid Nagpur, de-
scribes a bright red oil which by hot expression he extracted in abundance
from the seeds. He adds, although this property of the seeds is well
known to the Santals, they never extract the oil. Cooke in his Oil and
Oil-seeds alludes to this circumstance, but remarks that beyond the fact

of the seeds affording an oil, nothing further is known. Samples of this

oil were shown at the late Colonial and Indian Exhibition and these are
now deposited in the Kew Museum. Were a use to be found for the oil it

could be produced in large quantities and afford employment to the in-

habitants of the dry hilly tracts where this tree abounds, at a season during
which they have little to do. It could therefore be produced cheap.

Medicine.—The gum has the properties in a mild degree of Traga-
canth, for which it is proposed by Moodeen Sheriff and others as a sub-
stitute. It is also used as a mild demulcent in coughs. The floss has
been recommended as admirably suited for padding bandages, splints,

&c., being soft and cool. On this account it has been suggested as
suitable for pillows and cushions used in hospitals, &c. Irvine (Mat.
Med., Patna, />. 78) says the dried leaves and flowers are used as stimu-
lants.

Structure of the Wood.—Extremely soft, grey, but has no heart-wood,

and is not apparently put to any useful purpose; weight 17th per cubic

foot.

Cockles, see Molluscs (edible).

Coco or Cocoa, see Cocos nucifera
; Coca, see Erythroxylon

and Cocoa Nibs, see Theobroma.
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COCOS, Linn

.

/ Gen, PL, III., 9^5.

Cocos nucifera, Linn.; Brandis, For . FI., 556; Palm&.

The Cocoa-nut Palm; The Coir or Cocoa-nut Fibre;
Porcupine Wood; Cocoser, Fr.; Cocosnuss, Kair,
Germ.

Vern.

—

Narel, ndriyal, ndriel, ndrlyel, ndriyaLka-pir, Hind. ; Ndrikel,

ndriyal, dab, ftdrakel, Beng. ; Nortel, nartyila, ndriera, ndliyer. ndr-

jhdda , ndryal

,

Guj. ; Maar, naril, mahad, narel, naral-cha-jhdda

,

mar, natural, BOMB.; Narela, ndrula, ndralmad, tndd, mdda, mahad,
vdrala, narel,

ndrali-cha-jhdda, naral, mar, tenginmar (the juice-yield-

ing form in Kanara), Mar.; Ndril-kdjhdr, ndril, Duk.: Tenna , tenga,
tennan-chedi, tenna-maram, tingdy, taynga, Ta M. ; A'aW kadam

,

fen-

A«*a, kobbari
,
goburri-koya, ten kaya, kobri chullu, kobbari ckettu, ten-

kdya-chettu ,
erra-bondala, gujju-narekadam, Tel. ; Thenpinna, kin-

ghenna, tengina, tengind-gida, lengind-kdyi, tengina ckippu, tenginay
amne, tenginararu, Kan. ; Tenga, tinn-maram, tenna, nur, kalapa,
nyor, kalambir. Mala. ; iVwr, Mysore ; Nari-kela, ndri kera, ndri-keli,

langalin, Sans. ; Jadhirdah, shajratun-ndrjil, shajratul-jouze-hindi,
ndrjll, jouze-hindi, Arab.; Darakhte-ndrgtl, darakhte-bdndinj, ndrgil

,

badinj (narjible in Ainslie), Pers. ; Pol, Pol-gass, pol-gaha, pol-nawasi,
tambili, Sing.; 0ng, ung-bin, 6n, onsi, onti, ondi, Burm.; Kalapa,
Java.

Dry Kernel, Copra (Kopra) or Copperah—
Khdprd, Hind. ;

Khdpru, Gut. s Khdprd, khipri-kl-batti, Duk.; Robbarait-

tengdy, Tam.; Kobbera, kobbera-tenkdya, Tel. ; Kdppara, Mala. ; ATo-

ftari, kobbari, Kan.
Oil, Cocoa-nut Qid—

Kh6pdre-kd-til, nariyal-kd-til, naril-kd-tel, Hind., Duk. ; NdrikiLtail,
ndriyal-til

,

Beng. ; Nuryal-nu-til, Guj. ; Ndralicha-tila, naral- tela,
cha-tila, Mar. ; Tengd-yenney, taynga-nunay, tengdi-yenne,

Tam.; Tenkdyarnune, tenkdia nunayfTel.; Tinna-enna, mtnak, kalapa,
minak-nur, nur-minak, kalambir, kalapa minak. Mala. ; Tengind-yanne,

co£rx, Kan. ; Ndrikela-tailam, Sans.
;
Dhonun-narjil, dhomd-jouze-hindi

(jowz-hind in Ainslie). Arab. ; Rdghane-ndrgtl, rdghane-bdndinj

,

Peks. ;

Pol-tel, Sing.

;

On-si, Burm.; Cay-dua, Cochin-Chinesb.
Water—

Yelnir-ka-pani, Duk.; Ksiia m'r, Tam.; Yella-niru, Tel.
Toddy—
Ndrill. Hind.; Ndrel-ki-sdndt, narillie, Duk.; Tingd-kallu, tennan-

kallu, tennang-kallu, Tam. ; Tenkdya-kallu, tenkala, Tel. ; Nargilie,
nargilli, Arab. ; Tdriye^ndrgil, Pers.

Fibre—
Cmr ? (See first paragraph of chapter on Coir), Hind. ; Tennam nar, Tam. ;
Tenkaia nar

,

Tel.
Cocoa-nut Cabbage—
Tennam kurtu, Tam.; Tenkaia gurtu, Tel. ; Naril-ka-krute, Arab.

Cotton or tomentum—
ZVnwa maruttu pungic, Tam.; Tenkeia-chettu-puthie, Tel.; Tennam-

Mal.

References.— P2. /«d„ c. 5. C., M41 Kurt, For. FI. Burnt.,
II., $40} Gamble, Man. Timb ., 422 ; Thwaites, Enum. Ceylon PI., 330 ;
Da/a. & Gibs., Bomb. FL, 279; D.C., OrxVin of Cult. PI., 429 ; Voigt,

,

Afar/. Ca/., <5*?; Pharm. Ind., 247 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp, Pharm .

/nrf., i/2; Pi&£. ft* Hanb., Pharmacog., *J2i • U. S. Dispens., i$th Ed.,
1616 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 247» 3/17 Dymock

,
Mat. Med. W.

\

Ind.,6$2 • also 2«a tfoo / Ainslie, Mat. Ind., /., 77, 45/ / //., 415,418,
4TQ ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens ., ^42; Car*. Aaw Prarf.
Paris Exb., 46, 63, 75, 79, 93, 95, 106, 124 / £ Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 195;
Drury, U. PL, 146, & 469 / Powell, Pb. Prod., 5//; Pay/s,
Fibrous PL, 102 / Pay/s, /ii. /ftm. Poi., I., Liotard, Memo, on
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geographical and physical conditions were different from those of our

^ CULTIVATION OF THE COCOA-NUT.
It is commonly reported that there are in India 480,000 acres under

the cocoa-nut. A number of passages from Indian authors will be found
scattered through the present account of the palm, which every now and
again recur to the question of its cultivation. It may, however, be
desirable to give here a brief abstract of the opinions published by the
better known European writers, since from these may be gathered the results

of scientific experiments.
Sowing.—Ripe nuts, carefully collected, should alone be employed as

seed, and for this purpose they are usually gathered from February to

May. Seed from very young or very old trees should be avoided. After
having been kept for a month to six weeks they should be planted.

This may take place injanuarv to April, or again in August, provided the
rains are not heavy. The seea-beds should be dug 2 feet deep and the nuts
planted 1 foot apart The nuts should be laid on their sides, leaving 2

inches of their surface exposed. Ashes, or ashes and salt, should be freely

placed in the trenches ; tnese act both as a manure and as a preventative

CULTIVA-
XIOH.

Sowing.
X532

against insects. The seed-bed thus prepared should be kept moist, but
not soaked. The germinated seeds may be transplanted when they are
in their second to their sixth or even twelfth month. In the Godavari dis-

trict they are placed in their permanent positions when three to four

years old. In damp localities the transplanting may be done in the hot
season, otherwise during the rains.

Transplanting.—The seedlings should now be put out in the plan-
tation, pits 12 yards apart having been prepared for them. In rich soils the
pits may be small, but in poor soils 1 to 2 yards wide and 2 or 3 feet deep,
in cold clay soils these pits should be filled with sand. In marshy land,
walls should be constructed around them. Ashes are often recommended to

be freely mixed with the prepared soil to be put into the pits, as this is sup-
posed to prevent the attacks of the beetles tnat prove so destructive to tne
trees. Cultivation of turmeric, arrowroot, &c., in the pits, along with the
cocoa-nuts is believed to be beneficial. The soil round the seedlings is also

often kept damp by a bed of leaves, particularly such as will not en-
courage, but rather check, the approach of ants into the prepared soil. If

the soil be naturally poor, salt, ashes, paddy-straw, fish manure, goats’

dung, and dry manures may be added during the first year.

Treatment of Plantation.—

B

y the end of the first year the normal
leaves will begin to form, and at this stage the soil around theplants <

should be dressed and ashes added. Every succeeding year the ground
should be opened out and manured about the commencement of the
rains, the soil being replaced and levelled about the close of the rains. By
the fourth year the stem begins to appear and has about 12 leaves; it

is distinctly visible by the fifth year, when the tree has about 24 leaves. The
spathes commence to be formed by the sixth year, and the stem is then

1 to 2 feet above the ground, but in exceptionally favourable climates

and soils it may be three or four times that height. The first few spathes

do not form fruits, but bye-and-bye they begin to do so, and in three or

four more years the tree is in full bearing. Dr. Shortt says that in good
soils and if watered the cocoa-nut begins to yield in the fifth year, but in

poor soils and if not watered they only commence to yield in the seventh

or not till the tenth year. About six months after flowering the fruits

set, and by the end of the year they are fully ripe.

Cocoa-nut palms may be easily transplanted, and indeed often with

advantage. Some of the fibrous roots should be cut away, and manure,
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together with a little salt, placed in the pit in which it is intended to plant

the tree.

Yisld.—

A

s a rule a cocoa-nut throws oat a spatheand a leaf every
month ; each dowering spike yields from io to 25 nuts. The produce of a
tree in full health and properly tended may be from 50 to 120 and even
200 nuts a year, the yield depending greatly, of course, on the suitability

of the climate and soil for cocoa-nut cultivation $ a safe average would be
100 nuts a year toeach tree in fall bearing* The cocoa-nut will continue
to bear for 70 to 80 years.

Cultivated Forms.

There are five recognisable varieties of the cocoa-nut met with in Ceylon.
These have been described as, 1st, the Tembtli, a plant with an oval-shaped
nut of a bright orange colour ; 2nd, a more spherical form ; 3rd, a heart-

shaped fruit of a pale yellow colour, with an edible inner rind, which
turns red when the outer skin is removed 5

4tht the ordinary form
;
3th

a small nut about the size of a turkey's egg. This last form is rare but
much admired. 8pon (EncycU

,

1353) says H there are some 30 varieties

of cocoa-nut distinguished by the natives of the districts producing them,
but many of these distinctions are obviously groundless.” Repeated
reference will be found throughout this article to tne different forms which
occur in India, but of these, wifh perhaps the exception of that met with in

the Laccadives, scarcely any desferve special mention. The Laccadive small-

fruited form, with a soft, fine, but strong coir, seems well worthy of special

consideration where the object of cultivation is the production of fibre.

Dr. Shortt says there are 30 different forms in Travancore. He adds

:

••The largest variety of cocoa-nut that 1 have seen and examined comes
from Ceylon. 1 have occasionally seen specimens nearly as large from
the Coromandel coast. There is a small dwarf variety which fruits while
it is about 2 feet high ; the plant continues to grow ana with age attains

to a height of from 10 to 15 feet.” A small form is met with in East
Africa that does not possess the fibrous pericarp— (see concluding sen-
tence of chapter on medicinal properties, page 448). In Indian newspapers
announcements of branched cocoa-nuts occasionally appear, as also of

branched date-palms. These are viewed with superstitious horror by the
ignorant. They are most probably the result of two plants growing to-

gether, or of two or more embryos in one nut.

Sou..—The cocoa-nut “ thrives best in low, sandy situations, within

the influence of the sea breeze, and never attains the same perfection when
grown inland.” (Spans

9
Encycl.) Simmonds writes : “Soils suitable

for a cocoa-nut plantation are variously described as below, particularly

observing that stony grounds, or those overlying rocky foundations, are to

be avoided :

—

*
1. Soils mixed with sand, either dark-coloured or river-washed.

“ 2. Where sand is mixed with clay, Terruginous earth, or black mould.
w

3. Clayey soils where the under-strata consist of sand.
•*4. Sand and clay, even when mixed with gravel and pebbles.
•*5. The sea-shore banks of backwaters, rivers, tanks,and paddy-fields.
** 6. Alluvium of rivers and backwaters, provided a yard and a half of

land is to be generally seen above water-level.
** 7. Marshy land even in brackish 9oils (but not where salt is formed in

crystals by evaporation).
** 8. All level lands exposed to the sea breeze where the soil is good, as

the valleys between hills, tanks, and ditches which have been
filled up.

“ 9. Lastly, even the floors of ruined houses well worked up, and any
places much, frequented by cattle and human beings on account
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of the ashes and salts of ammonia from the urine, &c., depo-
sited day by day in the soil.”

8immonds further savs : “ The nuts for seed should not, on being
gathered, be allowed to fall to the earth, but be lowered in a basket or
fastened to a rope. If let fall, the polished cover to the fibres will be in-

jured and collect damp about the nut, or the shell inside may be cracked
and the water disturbed. These are fatal injuries, or even if the plants
still grow, they will, on being transplanted, not make fresh shoots, but pro-
duce weak trees having their fronds constantly drying up, nuts rarely

matured, and often are even without kernel in those which appear perfect.

If the nuts are allowed to dry on the tree before gathering, the plants

are liable to be lost, not having water inside to cherish the growth of the
sprout (before the actual roots shoot into the soil).”

u Nurseries should be somewhat exposed to the influence of the sun,
though not too much heat

:
plants thus grown will even, though deficient

in stature, be strong, and when transplanted will not fail, nor suffer from
heat. The planting of the nuts should take place in January to April,

and also in August, provided the rains are not heavy, and then the planter
may expect fruitful trees to be produced when grown; but nurseries

formed during the heavy monsoon will generally fail, or produce trees

which will yield small nuts. Too much moisture of every kind is injurious

to the plants.” Speaking of soils Dr. 8hortt says : " The cocoa-nut requires

alluvial and loamy soil for its successful growth, but any soil with a free

mixture of sand and clay answers fairly well. Sea-sand where procurable
is recommended to be thrown into the pits when the earth is being re-

turned around the plants. Half sand half earth is considered the best

material to fill up the pits with.”

CW

Peculiarities of Indian Cultivation.

The following passages from the Gazetteers will be found instructive

and of value to intending cultivators as having a special bearing on India.

I. In Bombay (Kolaba District).—Oi the liquor-yielding trees of this dis- j.

trict the cocoa-palm is the most important. “ The moist climate, sandy Bombay,

soil, brackish water, and abundance offish manure, make its growth so
vigorous that the yield of juice is much in excess of the wants of the dis-

trict. The trees are grown within walled-in or hedged enclosures, some-
times entirely given to cocoa-nut palms, in other cases partly planted with

mangoes, jack, betel-nut, and other fruit trees. Eveiy garden has one or

two wells, from which the trees are watered by a Persian wheel. In start-

ing a cocoa-nut garden, a bed is prepared, and in it, at the beginning of

the rainy season, from twenty to forty large, ripe, unhusked nuts are plant- /

ed 2 feet deep. The bed is kept soaked with water, and after from three to

six months tne nut begins to sprout. The seedlings are left undisturbed
for two years. They are then, at the beginning of the rains, planted in

sandy soil in rows about 18 feet apart, and with a distance of about

15 feet between the plants. For about a foot and a half round each
plant the ground is nollowed 3 or 4 inches deep, and during the diy
months the plants are watered daily or once in two days, and, once or

twice imhe year, enriched with fish manure or with a mixture of salt

and ndchnt. When nine years old the trees begin to yield nuts twice a
year and sometimes thrice, 120 nuts being the yearly average yield from
each tree. The trees are then ready to be tapped. Each cocoa^palm,

when ready for tapping, is estimated to represent an average outlay of

about 181. (R9).
* The cocoa-nut gardens are generally owned by high-caste Hindus, who

let the trees to some rich Bhandiri who has agreed to supply the owner
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of the liquor-shops with fermented or distilled juice. The Bhanddri pays
the owner of the garden Ri (2 shillings) a month for every three trees

”

(Kolaba Dist Bomb. Gas., XL, sS). Of the Thana District it is stated

—

“ The seed-nuts are prepared in different ways. The best and oldest tree

in the garden is set apart for growing seed-nuts. The nuts take from
seven to twelve months to dry on the tree. When dry they are taken down,
generally in April or May, or left to drop. When taken down they are
either kept in the house for two to three months to let half of the water in the

nut dry, or, if the fibrous outer shell is not dry, they are laid on the house-
roof or tied to a tree to dry. After the nuts are dry, they are sometimes
thrown into a well and left there for three months, when they sprout.

If the nuts are left to drop from the tree, which is the usual practice in

Bassein, they are either kept in the house for some time and then left

to sprout in a well, or they are buried immediately after they have
fallen. When the nuts are ready for planting they are buried either en-

tirely or from one half to two thirds in sweet land, generally from 1 to 2

feet apart, and sometimes as close as 9 inches. A little grass, rice-straw,

or dr) plantain leaves are spread over the nuts to shade them. If white-

ants get at the nuts the grass is taken away, and some salt or saltish mud
mixed with wood ashes and a second layer of earth is laid over the nuts.

Nuts are sometimes planted as late as August {Shrdvan), but the regular

season is from March to May (Ckaitra and Vaishdkh), when, unless the

ground is damp and their inner moisture is enough for their nourishment,

the nuts want watering every second or third day until rain falls. The
nuts begin to sprout from four to six months after they are planted, and
when the seedlings are a year or eighteen months, or, what is better, two

"

years old, they are fit for planting. At Bassein the price of seedlings varies

from 5<J. (3 annas 4 pie) for a one or one and a half year old seedling, to

6d. (4 annas) for a two-year-old plant. In planting them out the seedlings

are set about six yards (12 hats) apart in the 2-feet-deep holes, in which
about 1} pounds (2 tipris) of wood-ashes have been laid to keep off white-

ants, and the garden must be very carefully fenced to keep off cattle. The
plants are then watered every second day, if not every day, for the first

year ; every third day, if not every second day, for the second and third

year ; and every third aay, if possible, for the fourth and fifth year. Water-
ing is then generally stopped, though some Bassein gardeners go on water-

ing grown trees every seventh or eighth day. For two years after they

are planted out the young trees are shaded by palm leaves or by growing
mutheli plantains. During the rains, from Its fifth to its tenth year, a
ditch is dug round the palm and its roots cut, and little sandbanks
are raised round the tree to keep the rain-water from running off. In

the ditch round the tree, 22 pounds (4 pdylis) of powdered dry fish

manure (kuta) is sprinkled ana covered with earth, and watered if there

is no rain at the time. Besides fish manure the palms get salt-mud (hhdra
ckikhal) covered with the leaves of the croton-oil plant, jepdl erand (Croton
Tiglium), and after five or six days with a layer of earth ; or they get a
mixture of cow-dung and wood-^shes covered with earth ; or nignt-soil,

which on the whole is the best manure. Palms suffer from an insect

named bhonga which gnaws the roots of the tree, and from the large

black carpenter-bee which bores the spikes of its half-opened leaves.

When a palm is suffering from the attacks of the bhonga, a dark red

juice oozes from the trunk. When this is noticed, a hole 3 inches square

is cut in the trunk from 4 to 6 feet above where the juice is coming out,

arid is filled with salt, which drives away or kills the insect. To get rid

of the boring bee, it is either drawn out by the hand, or it is killed by
pouring into die spike assafcetida water or salt-water.
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4t A well-watered and manured tree, in good soil, begins to yield when it

is five years old, and in bad soil when it is eight or ten years old. A palm
varies in height from 50 to 100 feet, and is in greatest vigour between the

ages of twenty and forty. It continues to yield till it is eighty, and lives to

be a hundred.
“ When the tree begins to yield, a sprout comes out called poiac pogi,

at the bottom of which is a strong web-like substance called pisundri.
After about a fortnight the tree flowers, though few blossoms come to

perfection. Many of the young nuts also fall off, and only a few reach
maturity. A young nut is called bonda, a nut with a newly-formed ker-

nel is called shdle, and a fully-formed nut ndrd, A good tree yields three

or four times a year, the average number of nuts being about seventy-

five” {Gas,, XIII,, I

„

2p5).
In the report of the Kdthiawdr District {Bomb. Gas,, VIII,, p. 05),

there occurs a short but interesting account of the cocoa-nut : “ At Ma-
• huva, in 1875, 1,500 acres were planted with 1 70,000 palms. At Khandera

there is a garden with 7,000 palms, and there are about 2,000 at Bhdvna-
gar. The advantage of the cocoa-nut over the mango is the uniformity

with which it bears. " A singular fact about the cocoa-palm is that it

grows freely in solid limestone, provided a hole about 3J feet deep by 3
feet in diameter is cut in the rock and filled with mould. All the trees at

Gopndth are planted in solid rock.”

In concluding this account of the cultivation of the cocoa-nut it may
be stated that, according to the various district Gazetteers, there are from
30,000 to 40,000 acres under the palm, with about 100 trees to the acre.

K&nara, Ratndgiri, and Kdthiawdr appear to be the districts where the

largest number of trees occur. Of Ratndgiri it is stated that if grown
for the fruits only, each tree gives a net yearly profit of 2s, 4\d, (R1-3).

II. In Madras,—The cocoa-nut palm flourishes in this Presidency, fre-

quenting the banks of estuaries and backwaters, and abounding on the
sandy tracts near the sea, especially along the Malabar and Coromandel
coasts. Although met with in the Bombay Presidency, it is only'plentiful

in the southern division, and barely leaves the immediate coast. On
nearing the Madras Presidency from Bombay it becomes more and more
plentiful. Of its abundance on the Malabar coast an opinion may be
formed from the description of the town of Cannanore, the clumps of the

cocoa-nuts being said “to be seen between the officers* houses, surround-
ing the cantonments in every direction, and extending in the distance as

- far as the eye can reach ; the cantonment may be said to be embedded in

a forest of these trees ” (Royle), Of South Kdnara, it has been estimated
that there are 80,000 acres under the cocoa-nut. Indeed, the Malabar
coast and the Laccadive and Maidive Islands are pre-eminently the
seats of the Indian cocoa-nut industry. The enquirer after Indian cocoa-
nuts, coir, or cocoa-nut oil, need practically concern himself with no other
part of the country unless he add to these the Nicobar Islands. The last-

mentioned islands furnish a very large number of cocoa-nuts, but appa-
rently the islanders are ignorant of, or too indifferent to earn, the art of

making coir or expressing the oil. So far this remark seems to be almost
applicable to the Maldives also, a group of large islands under a Sultan,

wno is subordinate to the Governor of Ceylon, and not to the Viceroy
of India. This fact is of some importance, since the casual examination
of the trade returns might convey the idea that the Laccadives export no
coir, if the still further error might not even be committed of supposing
the Laccadives to contain no cocoa-nuts at all. The Laccadives are
mainly under the administration of the Collector of Malabar, and the im-
ports from these islands are treated as if they were produce of the main-
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land, while the imports from the Maldives are returned as from foreign
territory. Last year the Maldives sent 7.897453 cocoa-nuts to India, and
the Nicobar Islands 4,5 10,000. Of the inhabitants of thesegroups of islands
it is not reported that they manufacture coir, and apparently they prepare
only a small amount of copra, although they sell tneir nuts at a price far
below that which prevails on the mainland of India.

Writers in Europe, who have described the commercial article Coir, are
in the habit of placing the coir from Cochin in the first rank. Some
doubt seems to be associated, however, with the commercial term " Cochin
Coir.”' The small Native State probably alluded is described in the
Imperial Gaeetteer as 44 possessing no important trade by sea or land.”
It seems impossible to believe that all the coir returned under the name
of "Cochin Coir” could therefore come from Cochin. Indeed, the sus-
picion exists that the better class of Malabar and Laccadive coir, consigned
to Europe, may be so designated, if not also some of the exports of coir
from Cochin-China and the Straits. In the returns of the coasting trade
for British India it is shown that last year the total exports of coir from
Cochin by sea amounted to only 689 cwt., valued at R4.I34, and manu-
factured coir 2,777 cwt., valued at 825,339 : these were all sent to Bengal
or Bombay ; how much may have gone by land to Madras cannot be dis-
covered. It is significant that Dr. 8hortt in his Monograph on the cocoa-
nut palm, which nas just appeared, makes no mention of Cochin coir.

Repeated reference will have to be made, in subsequent pages, to the
Laccadive and Malabar coir and the other cocoa-nut products from these
regions, so that we shall here content ourselves with this brief notice of
Madras, concluding only by giving the description of the cultivation given
in Morris's Descriptive and Historical Account of the Godavery District :
u Young plants of a year's growth are planted out, and watered for six

years, after which they do not require much water. The trees generally
bear fruit about the ninth year after transplantation. The expenses of
cultivation are stated to be R668 for a putti of land,*—namely, R140, being
the price of 600 young plants, R48 being the value of the labour required
for planting them, and R480 being the wages of labourers employed to
water and tend the trees until they come into bearing. When the trees
begin to bear fruit, the value of the produce of a tree, exclusive of the fibre,

is estimated at about 12 annas a year, making the total value of the pro-
duce in a putti of land R300 99

{p . 70).
III. In Mysore 44 there are four varieties of the cocoa-nut j 1st, red ; 2nd,

red mixed with green
;
$rd, light green ; and 4th, dark green. These varie-

ties are permanent, but although the red is reckoned somewhat better than
the others, they are commonly sold promiscuously. Their produce is

nearly the same.
“The soil does not answer in the Bangalore district unless water can

be hod on digging into it to the depth of 3 or 4 cubits, and in such
situations a light sandy soil is the best. The black clay, called ere, is

the next best soil. The worst is the red clay, called kebhe ; but with
proper cultivation all the three soils answer tolerably well.

“The manner of forming a new cocoa-nut garden is as follows: The
nuts intended for seed must be allowed to ripen until they fall from the tree,

and must then be dried in the open air for a month without having the
husk removed. A plot for a nursery is then dug to the depth of 2
feet, and the soil is allowed to dry three days. On the Ugddi feast (in

March) remove 1 foot of earth from the nursery and cover the surface
of the plot with 8 inches of sand. On this, place the nuts close to
each other, with the end containing the eye uppermost. Cover them with

3 inches of sand and 2 of earth. If the supply of water4* from
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a welly the plot must once a day be watered ; but if a more copious supply
can be had from a reservoir, one watering in the three days is sufficient.

In three months the seedlings are fit for being transplanted. By this

time the garden must have been enclosed, and hoed to the depth of 2
feet. Holes are then dug for the reception of the seedlings at 20 feet

distance from each other in all directions, for when planted nearer they
do not thrive. The holes are 2 feet deep and a cubit wide. At the
bottom is put sand 7 inches deep, and on this is placed the nut with

!

the young tree adhering to it. Sand is now put in until it rises a

inches above the nut, and then the hole is filled with earth and a little

dung. Every day for three years, except when it rains, the young tree

must have water.
M The cocoa-nut palm begins to produce when seven or eight years old,

and lives so long that its period of duration cannot readily be asceiv

tained. Young trees, however, produce more fruit which comes forward
at all seasons of the year. A good tree gives annually a hundred nuts.

A few are cut green on account of the juice, which is used as drink, but
by far the greater part are allowed to arrive at some degree of maturity,

although not to full ripeness, for then the kernel would become useless.
“ Cocoa-nut palms are planted in Chiknayakanhalli in rows round the

areca-nut gardens, and also separately in spots that would not answer for

the cultivation of this article. The situation for these gardens must be
rather low, but it is not necessary that it should be under a reservoir; any
place will answer in which water can be had by digging to the depth of

two men’s stature. The soil which is here reckoned most favourable for

the cocoa-nut is a red clay mixed with sand. It must be free of lime and
saline substances. Other soils, however, are employed, but black mould
is reckoned very bad. The cocoa-nuts intended for seed are cut in the
second month after the winter solstice. A square pit is then dug, which
is sufficiently large to hold them, and is about a cubit in depth. In this,

fifteen days after being cut, are placed the seed-nuts, with the eyes upper-
most and contiguous to each other, and then earth is thrown in so as
just to cover them, upon which is spread a little dung. In this bed, every
second day for six months, the seed must be watered with a pot, and
then the young palms are fit for being transplanted. Whenever, during
the two months following the vernal eauinox, an occasional shower gives
an opportunity by softening the soil, the garden must be ploughed five

times. All the next month it is allowed to rest. In the month following

the summer solstice, the ground must again be ploughed twice ; and next
month, at the distance of 48 cubits in every direction, there must be
dug pits a cubit wide and as much deep. In the bottom of each a little

dung is put; and the young plants, having been previously well watered
to loosen the soil, are taken up and one is placed in each pit. The shell

still adheres to the young palm, and the pit must be filled with earth so
far as to cover the nut. Over this is put a little dung. For three months
the young plants must be watered every other day; afterwards every
fourth day, until they are four years old, except when there is rain. After-
wards they require no water.

“ Every year the garden is cultivated for ragi, uddu, hesaru, or what-
ever other grain the soil is fitted for, and is well dunged, and at the same
time four ox-loads of red mud are laid on the garden for every tree that
it contains, while a little fresh earth is gathered up towards the roots of the
palms. The crop of grain is but poor, and injures the palms ; it is always
t&ken, however, as, in order to keep down the weeds, the ground must
at any rate be ploughed, as the manure must be given, ana as no rent
is paid for the grain. On this kind of ground the cocoa-nut palm begins
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to bear in twelve or thirteen years, and continues in perfection about sixty

years. It dies altogether after bearing for about a hundred years. They
are always allowed to die, and when they begin to decay a young one is

planted near the old one to supply its place.

“In this country, wine is never extracted from this palm, for that

operation destroys the fruit, and these when ripe are considered as the
valuable part of the produce. A few green nuts are cut in the hot season,

on account of the refreshing juice which they then contain, and to make
coir rope ; but this also is thought to injure the crop. The coir made from
the ripe nuts is very bad, and their husks are commonly burned for fuel.

“The crop begins in the second month after the summer solstice, and
continues four months. A bunch is known to be ripe when a nut falls

down, and it is then cut. Each palm produces from three to six bunches,
which ripen successively. A middling palm produces from 6o to 70
nuts. As the nuts are gathered they are collected in small huts, raised

from the ground on posts. When a merchant offers, the rind is removed
at his expense, by a man who fixes an iron rod in the ground, and forces

its upper end, which is sharp, through the fibres, by which means the

whole husk is speedily removed. He then, by a single blow with a crooked
knife, breaks the shell without hurting the kernel, which is then fit for sale

and is called koppari. A man can daily clean 1,300 nuts. From 20 to

30 per cent, of them are found rotten w {Mysore Gas., /.,

IV. On the Nicobar Islands the cocoa-nut palm is very abundant,
although, as already stated, it exists only under recent cultivation on the

Andaman Islands, but reappears still further to the north on the group of
the Cocos Islands. 8ir W. W. Hunter gives an interesting account of the
Nicobar frade in cocoa-nuts which may be here quoted: “At present
the principal product of these islands is the cocoa-nut palm, and its ripe

nuts form the chief export.* “ The northern islands are said to yield

annually 10 million cocoa-nuts, of which about half are exported. ‘The
estimated number exported in 1881-82 was 4,570,000. As this important
product is six times cheaper here than on the coast of Bengal or in the
straits of Malacca, the number of English and Malay vessels that come
to the Nicobars is every year increasing.” "The trade in cocoa-nuts is

carried on chiefly by native craft from Burma, the Straits Settlements,
Ceylon, Sec. Forty vessels of an aggregate tonnage of 6,270 tons visited

the islands for cocoa-nuts in 1881-82.” The Administration Report for

1885-86 gives the exports as 4,510,000 nuts and 5,730 bags of copra. In
that year 49 vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of 8,218 tons, obtained per-

mission to trade with the Nicobar Islands for cocoa-nuts. See. The same
report states that there are now 112,000 cocoa-nut palms under cultivation

at Port Blair*

V. Of Burma it is reported that the cocoa-nut is “largely cultivated,

and might be much more so in many places along the Arakan coast as it is

in Ceylon, and as doubtless it would be but for the sparseness of population,
the difficulties of approaching the coast except at a few spots, ana the ab-
sence of the means of land communication between the ports and the sites

fitted for the production of the trees.” In the Bassein district of Pegu it

has been stated that there are 10,000 acres under cocoa-nuts.

VI. In Bengal, while the palm is plentiful throughout the lower Gangetic
basin, it exists only in garden cultivation, and the produce is not much in

excess of the local demand. There are no large plantations such as have
been described in Madras, Mysore, and Bombay, because in Bengal the
date-palm is used as the source of palm-juice or toddy and not the cocoa-

nut. It is, however, fairly abundant in Noakhally, Backerganj, Jessore,

and the 24-Parganas.
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VII. In Upper India the cocoa-nut is alluded to in many works* but
only as an article of import and export ; it is not cultivated. Dr. Hartwfg
(Tropical World) says: " This noble palm requires an atmosphere
damp with the spray and moisture of the sea to acquire its full stateliness

and growth; and, while along the bleak shores ot the Northern Ocean
the trees are generally bent landward by the rough sea-breeze, and send
forth no branches to face its violence, the cocoa, on the contrary, loves
to bend over the rolling surface, and to drop its fruits into the tidal wave.
Wafted by the winds and currents over the sea, the nuts float along with-
out losing their germinating power, like other seeds which migrate through
the air ; and thus, during the lapse of centuries, the Cocoa-palm has spread
its wide dominion from coast to coast, through the whole extent of the
tropical zone.”

VI II. Ceylon .—Speaking of Ceylon cultivation Mr. Treloar says : " The
ripe nuts are first planted in a nursery, where they are covered an inch

deep with sand and sea-weed or soft mud from the beach, and watered
daily till they germinate. In two or three months a white shoot contain-

ing the foliaceous rudiments springs from one of the three holes in the

end of the nut ; the radicals emerging from the other two orifices opposite

to the shoot, and penetrate the ground.” This is not quite a correct de-

scription of the germ ination. The leaf-stalk of the cotyledon elongates and
pusnes the embryo bodily out of the seed. The blade of the cotyledon
remains within the nut forming a sort of arm of attachment. The lower
point of the projected embryo elongates and forms the roots, and from a
slit in the colyledonar sheath the plumule or stem makes its appearance.
The “three holes ” on the nut are all close together, not "opposite ” as in

the above description and are only spots not holes. But Mr. Treloar pro-

ceeds :
" The nuts set in April, grow large enough in about four months to

be planted out before the annual rains, but for the next two or three years
or more the young plants require constant care. They must be watered
and shaded from the glare of the sun by screens of plaited leaves from the
cocoa-nut tree or the tan-shaped fronds of the palmyra.”

Enemies to the Cocoa-nut.

It is commonly stated that if the soil be too rich a large grub with a
reddish-brown head soon finds its way to the roots and into the stem.

This eats its way through the tissues until the leaves turn yellow, the

terminal bud withers, and the tree is killed. This appears to be the

beetle known as Butocera rubus. "In the Straits of Malacca, the chief

natural enemy of the tree is a species of elephant-beetle, which begins

by nibbling the leaves into the shape of a fan ; it then perforates the

central pithy fibre, so Jthat the leaf snaps off; and lastly, it descends into

the folds of the upper shoot, where it bores itself a nest, and, if not

speedily extracted or killed, soon destroys the tree. A similar kind of

beetle is known on the Coromandel coast, and is extracted by means of

a long iron needle or probe, having a barb like that of a fish-hook. By
using this and by pouring salt or brine on the top of the tree, so as to

descend amongst the folds of the upper shoots, the evil may be prevented

or got rid of.” This destructive beetle is known to entomologists as

Calandra palmanun ; but still another beetle bores round holes into the stem
itself and lives there. Rats, flying-foxes, and squirrels injure the tree and
sometimes kill it by eating the tender terminal bud or cabbage. It is

equally necessary to protect the trees from wild hogs, elephants, cows, por-

cupines, all of which graze on the young plants. But of the dangers to

which the cocoa-nut is subject none are so great as the attacks of beetles,

two of which are alluded to above, Mr. Treloar says of Ceylon : "Still
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more formidable is the cooroominyo beetle (Butoceim rebus), which waits
to pierce the tender trunk near the ground, and to deposit its eggs in the
cavity whence the young grubs, directly they are hatched, begin to eat

their way up through the centre of the tree to the young leaf-ends at the
top.” The West Indian plantations are said to have been devastated by
the attacks of a small beetle (Passalas tridens), and a similar calamity is

reported to have occurred in Zanzibar through a species of Oryctes.

The Burmans are great adepts at detecting the beetles in date and
cocoa-nut palms and extract them as prized articles of food.

GUM.
The stem of this well-known tree is in Taheiti said to yield gum.

It forms large stalactitic masses, red-brown, translucent or transparent.

(Spons* EncycU) Oooke, in his report on Gum and Gum-resins, says
that this gum was sent to the Madras Exhibition of 1855 from Travancore.
No other author appears to allude to this gum however, and it therefore,

seems probable that if produced it is met with only in certain localities.

The writer cannot recollect ever having seen a gum adhering to the stems
of the palm.

DYE.

"In a patent obtained by Mr. J. H. Baker (No. 5139, March 29th

1825) the whole or every part of this tree is claimed as a dye-ware,
especially the husk enclosing the fruit, and the foot-stalks of the leaves.

The dye was to be extracted by water, cold or boiling, or by solutions of

lime, potash, ammonia, &c., and was to serve for dyeing nankeens, blue-
blacks, &c, The infusion was likewise to serve as a substitute for nut-
galls in Turkey-red dyeing. The material does not appear ever to have
come into practical use.’* [Crookes,)

Mr. Liotard says of this dye property :
“ Produces a dirty-brown

[khaki) colour, and is a good deal used from its abundance. Lime and
cbaula are added as mordants.” Drury remarks that ** the shell when burnt
yields a black paint which in fine powder and mixed with chunam is used
for colouring walls of houses. ” Cocoa-nut oil is frequently employed in

certain processes of dyeing. Thus in Mysore powdered myrobalams and
sulphate of iron mixed with cocoa-nut oil are used for imparting a black
colour to silk. It is not known whether any other oil might serve the pur-
pose of the cocoa-nut,— in other words, wnether or not that oil possesses

special properties that assist the tinctorial actions.

The natives of India generally do not seem to be aware of the dye pro-
perties. The milk is, however, said to be used by plasterers both in India
and Ceylon, from an idea that when mixed with lime or colour-washes it

increases the adhesive property and gives a polish. For this purpose
vegetable matter of some kind is as a rule added to cements (see No. 1626
and also The Article Cement, C. No. 905).

COIR FIBRE.
The thick pericarp or outer wall of the fruit yields the valuable coir

fibrr of commerce. The shbaths of the leaves are used to wrap up
articles, and as paper to write upon. At the Colonial and Indian Exhibi-
tion the writer proposed that they should be tried as* means of strength-

ening harness, the softer layers being even used for corsets and as surgical

splints. The fibre of thb leaf-stalks is also prepared, and might prove
useful in the manufacture of paper. A delicate toiirntum or cotton is

often seen at the base of the leaf ; this is used as a styptic. But the most
important fibre yielded by the cocoa-nut palm is of course coir. The name
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of this fibre is said to come from the Malayalam kdyar (from the verb
kdyaru , to twist) through the Portuguese corruption coiro, “ The word
appears in early Arabic writers in the forms kdnbar and kanbdr, arising
probably from some misreading of the diacritical points (from kdiyar ana
katydry' (Vule& Burnell). Kayer is said to be also the Tamil for a rope.

Both the fibre and the rope were first exported to Europe about the
middle of the sixteenth century, but it was not until the great international

Exhibitipn of 1851 that coir ropes and coir matting attained a commercial
importance in England. The merit of this modern trade is largely

due to the efforts of the following firms, vie., Messrs, Chubb, Round &
Co., and Messrs. Tre Ioar & Sons of London ; the Oriental Fibre Mat
and Matting Co , Highworth, Wilts ; and Messrs. W. I. Sly and T. Wilson
of Lancaster, who were the patentees of improved machinery for making
figured fabrics of coir.

Although a considerable amount both of coir fibre and yarn is exported
from India, the article, taking India as a whole, is obtained chiefly as a by-
product. It is accordingly inferior in quality and colour to the special coir

obtained from Cochin, the Laccadives, Madras, Malabar, Ceylon, Singa-
pore, &c. Locality seems to exercise a considerable influence over the

quality of the fibre,—soil climate, and proximity to the sea being import-
ant influences. .But there are other considerations. Certain varieties or
cultivated forms of the cocoa-nut are better suited than [others for the

production of coir. If cultivated specially for the supply of juice or to

afford fruit, the fibre would appear to be in the one case imperfectly formed
and in the other overgrown. A great deal depends upon the collection

of the fruit at the exact time the fibre is mature, and this followed by an
accurate system of steeping, beating, and cleaning the fibre, completes the
manipulation calculated to produce the superior qualities of coir. (Corf,
with Mr. Jackson's report in next para.) “ The fibre appears in tne
market in various degrees of fineness, depending on the age at which the
cocoa-nut was cut and husked, and the care bestowed in steeping and
cleaning.” Mr. Treloar says: “The usual indications are that the

commoner and coarser fibre comes from the old nuts, and the finer,

lighter quality from the new ; but there are, of course, essential differ-

ences in the qualities brought from each locality, and the Cochin are
usually the best.” u Here let it be parenthetically but emphatically re-

marked that any attempt to give to cocoa-nut fibre a fairer hue by the

process of bleaching is to destroy its quality if it be good, and if it be of
common quality to make it almost worthless.”

Properties of the Fibre and Season when Matare.—<f The Cochin has the
purest hue and fetches the best price.” On this account it has been cus-
tomary to imitate this by bleaching. “ Cocoa-nut fibre is tough, elastic,

springy, easily manipulated within certain limits, and eminently suitable

for manufactures where lightness, cleanliness, and great indestructibility

are required. It will stand water, is almost impervious to wind and wave,
or to damp and rain, and, as we have seen, flourishes in the saline breath
of the sea; but it will not stand bleaching. It gives up when confronted
with sulphuric acid, chloride of tin, or any other chemicals which are

designed to convert it into a sham product. For this reason we use none but

unbleached fibre in any of out manufactures ; and although two or three

varied shades of colour are frequently to be seen in one of our ornamented
mats, and sometimes form a simple pleasing pattern, they are obtained by
combining or incorporating in the same mat different descriptions of

natural unbleached fibre.” Spons * Encyclopedia has it that the fibre “ is

much impaired by waiting for the nuts to arrive at maturity, consequently,

for fibrous purposes, the latter are usually cut at about tne tenth month.

COIR FIBRE.
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If cut earlier than this, the fibre is weak; if later, it becomes coarse and
hard, requires a longer soaking, and is more difficult to manufacture.”
Or. Buchanan Hamilton in his journey across Mysore states (/., t$6)
the green cocoa-nuts are sold for their husks, from which fibre is extracted,
but the husks of the ripe cocoa-nuts are commonly burnt for fuel (//., 50).
At the same time immense quantities of apparently ripe cocoa-nuts, in

husk, are sent to Europe, the coir from the nusk being there separated,
cleaned, and manufactured. Mr. Jackson of Kew, in the Planters' Gazette,

describing a visit to Messrs. Chubb, Round & Co.’s factory, gives an
interesting account of the process of husking there pursued. He says

:

“ The enormous heap of husks—which, indeed, is known in the locality

as the 4 mountain ’—comes upon view immediately upon entering the pre-

mises, and one can scarcely, at first sight, realise the fact that the enor-

mous pile is composed entirely of these apparently useless portions of the
fruit. At the time of my visit this reserve stock of husks was estimated
at considerably over a million and a half.” Cocoa-nuts, or, as they are
generally termed in the trade, 44 Cocker-nuts,” to distinguish them from
the Theobroma Cocao, which furnishes cocoa and chocolate, are shipped
principally from Trinidad, Jamaica, Demerara, Tobago, several of the other

Leeward Islands in the British West Indies, Ceylon, Belize (British

Honduras), all round the coast of America, and the Fiji Islands. Nearly
all the nuts are imported in the husk or outer covering, from which, on
arrival, they are stripped by men using two fine-pointed steel chisels, and
who, by constant practice, become so skilful in the art that many are able

to open 1,000 to 1,200 nuts per day. The nuts themselves after being
removed from the husks are generally sold to wholesale fruit dealers*

who, in turn, supply the retailers, costermongers and others, &c.” In

the above passage Mr. Jackson has furnished the Indian people with

new ideas. India is not enumerated by "him as one of the countries that

furnish cocoa-nuts to England ; the fibre of what appear to be mature
cocoa-nuts is actually used ; the consumption of cocoa-nut kernel has in

England attained a vast proportion, and the fibre can be cleaned after

apparently having been kept for years on the nut. These facts open
up a new field of trade of which with a little assistance the Nicobar and
Laccadive Islands might profitably and without fear of any rival hope to

enjoy a large share.

Separation of Coir in India.—" The removal of the fibre from the shell is

effected by forcing the nut upon a pointed implement stuck into the
ground ; in this way a man can clean 1,000 nuts a day. The fibrous husks
are next submitted to a soaking, which is variously conducted. In some
places they are placed in pits of salt or brackish water, for 6 to 18 months 5

in other places, fresh water is used, but it becomes foul and injures the

colour of the fibre. The chief point to be considered is the duration of the

soaking ; if it be continued too long, the fibre will be weakened ; if it be
curtailed, the subsequent extraction and cleansing of the fibre will be
rendered more difficult. The most approved plan of conducting the soak-

ing is in tanks of stone, brick, iron, or wood ; steam is admitted to warm
the water. By this means the operation is rendered very much shorter,

and the fibre is softened and improved. The further separation of the
fibre from the husk is largely effected by hand, After thorough soaking,

the husks are beaten with heavy wooden mallets " and then rubbed between
the hands.” (Spons

' Encyclop . ; Royle and Marshall give the same facts.)

Robinson describes the separating and cleaning of the fibre as prac-

tised in the Laccadive Islands as follows :
" When soaked sufficiently

long, it is taken out of the pit and beaten with a heavy mallet. Subse-
quently it is said to be rubbed with the hands until all the interstitial
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nothing else would thrive. (Gen, Admin, Report, p, g$.) A curious (act

in regard to cocoa-nuts grown on salt marshes is conveyed by the
following passage

* The cocoa-nuts growing in mangrove soilsi on the side of creeks, and
more or less saturated with salt, have their milk brackish, and the sap is

saline also. These trees do not suffer from the attacks of the rhinoceros*
beetle, and are found to bear much sooner than those planted in a sandy
soil" (p. 182*83),

Interesting Facts connected with the Trade in Indian Coir
(Conf, with p, 433).

Although, as suggested, the better class fibre is most likely not pro-
duced where tapping for the juice is practised, still it should not be for-

gotten that the Malabar ports are the chief seats of the export of coir from
India. In most works (written in Europe) on the subject of coir, the state-

ment is made that the best quality comes from “ Cochin." As already
stated, it is not quite clear, however, whether the Native State of Cochin
or the whole of the Malabar coast is meant, or whether Cochin coir is

a mere commercial term for all good coir wherever obtained. In the
Indian regions alluded to above, cocoa-nut cultivation is prosecuted to a
considerable extent. Of Cochin (Madras), it may be said, coir is perhaps
the most important article of export from that Native State, but Dr.
Shortt (in his Monograph on the Cocoa-nut Palm) does not apparently
mention Cochin coir. He states that the best Madras coir comes from the
Laccadives, Amindivi, Kadamat, Kiltan, and Chetlat. As indicated by
the passage quoted above from Mr. Jackton’s paper Messrs. Chubb,
Round & Oo. do not, it would seem, use any Cochin fibre but prefer a
husk which they separate from a mature or at least edible nut

In a recent report on the trade of Madras, the progress of the coir

industry of that presidency for the past twenty-five years is shown. The
average exports to foreign and Indian ports for the five years ending
I860-01 were 148,220 cwt, valued at £3,74,804 ; and for the five years
ending 1880-81, they were 271,934 cwt., valued at £21,79,767, while for the
year 188*42 they were £23,54,202. Of the last mentioned valuation, the
exports from the Malabar coast alone amounted to £22,43,000. From
these figures a definite idea may be obtained of the immense importance
of Malabar and the Laccadives as the chief seats of the Indian coir in-

dustry, since the Madras Presidency heads the list of Indian exports.

This idea is borne out by the statement made by Royle that “ the Lacca-
dive Islands are famed for the good quality of the coir which is made there

and exported to the Malabar coast. * Again, speaking of the peculiar

form of the palm grown in the Island of Kiltan, Royle observes :
“ It

requires no attention and comes into bearing early. The tree is not so
large and strong as that of the coast, and the nut about two thirds of the
size only, and round in shape. The husk is smaller and less woody, and
the fibre finer and more delicate but stronger than that of the coast nut.

The nut is also said to be more compact and oily, and to keep better than
the coast nut, although, for the sake of the coir, the nut is cut before being
quite ripe." How far the exports of coir from the Malabar coast corre-

spond to Indian-grown coir cannot be discovered. The Northern Lacca-
dives are administered by the Collector of Malabar and the Southern by
AH Rdji of Cannanore. Sir W. W. Hunter in the Imperial Gaeetteer

(VIII,, 394) says : “ The article (coir) is paid for to the producers at fixed

prices, ana is sold on the coast at the market rates ; tne difference con-
stitutes the revenue or profits of trade of the Government and All Rdj4
respectively. The latter pays a fixed tribute of £10,000 (£1,000) to the
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Government on account of the islands which he manages. No change
has been made for many years in the' price wh ;ch is given by Govern-
ment for the coir produced in the islands attached to Kdnara/’ The
returns of the coasting trade of India do not specify the amounts of coir

sent from the Laccadives to Malabar, so that the somewhat
^
interesting

subject of how far the juice-extracting industry of the coast is combined
with the preparation of fibre cannot be definitely learned. The following

facts are, however, instructive.

Imports of coir (manufactured and unmanufactured) into Madras
from other Indian ports

—

Cwt. U
1884-85 14.745 95*884

1886-87 13,750 81,386

Exports to other Indian ports—

Cwt. U
1884-85 .....*• 186,869 12,66,356

1886-87 128,228 7»98,255

TR
c
A
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Turning to the tables that give the details of these figures, it is shown
that of raw or unmanufactured coir Madras receives none from British

or foreign Indian ports, so that unless the Laccadives, which (as stated

above, are treated as part of Malabar), furnish a very large amount, a con-
siderable local production must exist on the Malabar coast to allow of the

extensive exports given above, and the still larger exports shown in the

returns of foreign trade. In the Imperial Gazetteer it is stated of the
Malabar district alone that “ the value of exported cocoa-nut products is

estimated at nearly a million sterling annually/*

In a previous page some indication of the extent of the Nicobar trade

in cocoa-nuts has been given. There does not, however, appear to be any
trade in coir, although it seems possible that one of the inducements that

bring the native and other crafts from Ceylon and the Straits, for the cheap
Nicobar cocoa-nuts, may be to use these in supplementing their home
supplies—supplies which are in much demand in the coir market. It may-
be worth while suggesting that an effort might with advantage be made
to instruct the natives of the Nicobars in the art of preparing the coir fibre

—

an art so profitably practised by their neighbours, the islanders of the
Laccadives. This is indeed one of the most hopeful aspects of a possible

enhanced Indian trade in coir, until such time as the cultivation of tne palm
can be more vigorously prosecuted along the Coromandel coast to Burma.
It seems remarkable that the cheap cocoa-nuts sold in the Nicobar Islands
should attract traders from Ceylon and the Straits, while India appears to
make little or no effort to participate in the advantages of that trade.

This is perhaps due to the administrative arrangement which has associated
the Maidive Islands with Ceylon instead of India, the Ceylon traders call-

ing at the Nicobar as well as the Maidive Islands

Yield per Nut 09 Fpbrb and Price, T
5ttBRR?

f

Mr. Robinson, in his Report on the Laccadives, states that the differ- IS&>
ence in the quantity of coir manufactured from a coast nut and from an
island nut is very considerable. We may premise that 40 cocoa-nuts are
said toyield 6ft of coir in Ceylon. Mr. Robinson remarks :

“ Three large
coast nuts will yield ilb of coir measuring 22 fathoms; whereas, ten small,
fine island nuts go to about ift of coir, but this will measure 35 fathoms s

2ft of such yarn, measuring from 70 to 75 fathoms, are made up into soo-
tiest of which there are 14 to a bundle, averaging about a maund of 28ft. A
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Mangalore candy of 560ft will thus be theproduce of 5,600 nuts, and should
contain about 20,000 fathoms of yam. The actual price of coir received
by the islanders is about R13 per candy* The value of the coir produce,
or a tree is calculated to be from 2 to 2J annas 5 and that of the produce
of 100 trees from R13 to 15.” “The average value of the total raw
produce of a tree bearing fruit would then be seven annas to half a
rupee; and that of a plot of 100 trees, R45.” For the nuts which they
export to the Malabar coast they get from R7 to 10 per thousand, or
rather 1,100, as 10 per cent, is always allowed for luck in these sales.

The islanders export from 300,000 to 400,000 nuts annually. The natives
bring their coir to the coast in March and April, which is then received
into the Government godowns. Until the year 1820 all coir was paid
for at the rate of R21-14-0 per Mangalore' candy, or R25 per Calicut
candy of 640ft. After that year the coir was divided into three classes.

Since then the average price paid for a Mangalore candy of Ameendevy
and Kadamat coir has been R20-2-0 (or R23 per Calicut candy of

640 ft). But for the Kiltan and Chellat coirs, which are the best, an
average of R20-12-7 or R23-1210 per Calicut candy is paid. Up to
A.D. 1825*26, the Bombay and Bengal Governments took almost the
whole of the coir brought from these islands, and credited the Mangalore
Collectorate with R25 per candy. The price has since fallen very much
during the last twenty years. It has been frequently below the price
paid to the islanders, and at best has never yielded above 12 to 20 per cent,
profit. The average imports of coir have been from 500 to 600 candies.
Mr. Morris, in his account of the Godavery district, Madras, gives the
following brief statement regarding the production and yield of coir :

—

"The cocoa-nut tree yields an excellent fibre. The quantity of fibre

in the above extent of land (a putti) is estimated at 150 maunds/ yielding
R93-12-0, at 10 annas a maund. The fibre is prepared by the outer cover-
ing of the cocoa-nut being moistened and beaten with wooden mallets, after

the fibre has thus been loosened. The coir thus obtained is twisted into
ropes. The fruit is exported, but very little of the fibre ” (Morris's God.

Sponi9
Encyclopedia gives the London prices of coir as "Cochin—good

to fine, £19 to £25 a ton; coarse, £16-105. to £19-155. Yarn—good to
fine, £26-105. to £46 a ton; medium, £21-55. to £28-105.; common,
£14 to £22-105. ; roping, £18 to £24.”

Uses of Coir.

"The fibrous husk of the cocoa-nut is not Its least valuable product,
and gives rise to a very large trade, both in the East and in Europe.
At first it was only used in this country (England) for stuffing mattresses
and cushions, but its applications have been enlarged and its value
greatly increased by mechanical processes, and in a small pamphlet
issued by Mr, Treloar, more than twenty years ago, he stated that its

natural capabilities having been brought out, coir has been found suited
for the production of a variety of articles of great utility and elegance
of workmanship—table-mats, fancy baskets, and bonnets, &c. In-
stead of being formed into rough cordage only, and mats made by
hand, by means of ingeniously-constructed machinery the fibre is ren-
dered sufficiently fine for the loom, and matting of different textures and
coloured figures is produced, while a combination of wool in pleasing
designs gives the richness and effect of hearth-rugs and carpeting.
Brushes and brooms for household and stable purposes, matting for sheep-
folds, pheasantries, and poultry yards, church cushions ana hassocks,
hammocks, clothes lines, cordage of all sizes, and string for nurserymen
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and others, for tying up trees and other garden purposes ; nosebags for
horses, mats and bags for seed-crushers, oil-pressers and candle-manu-
facturers, are only a few of the varied purposes to which the fibrous coating
of the cocoa-nut is now applied/’ (Stmmonds, Trop. Agri., 23d.) The
uses of coir are of course so varied and extensive that it is scarcely neces-
sary to enter upon them in greater detail than indicated in the above
passage. To the natives of India it i& invaluable as lasting in a damp
climate. It is accordingly universally employed in tying the bamboos
used in the construction of their huts.

Fibrous Shkaths of thb Leaves and Cocoa-nut Cotton.—A brief

reference has been made to these in an early part of this article. The finer

ones are used as filters and sieves, but the coarser are apparently put to

no purpose, although they have been proposed as suitable for paper-
making. They might be used to strengthen saddlery, and even for Taaies*

corsets and splints. Knox says of Ceylon that "the filaments at the
bottom of the stem of the cocoa-nut may be manufactured into a coarse
cloth called gunny, which is used for bags and similar purposes.”

On the young sheaths and petioles a brown-coloured cotton or to-

mentum will be seen similar to that already described under Bomaras
flabelliformis (B. 680). This is sometimes collected and used by the

natives to stop bleeding from wounds. A good sample of it was shown
at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition.

Caojans.—

“

The leaves are plaited into mats and screens and also made
into baskets, and combs are said to be made of the midrib of the leaflets in

the Friendly Islands. In the Laccadive Islands mats are made of the

cocoa-nut leaf. These mats are of fine quality and much esteemed when

USBS OF
COIR.
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Cadjans.
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exported. In the islands they are employed for the sails of the smaller

boats.” "The Sinhalese split the fronds in halves, and plait the leaflets*

neatly, so as to make excellent baskets, and under the name of cadjans
they form the usual covering of their huts, as well as of the bungalows of

the Europeans.” “ The dried fronds are sometimes used as torches or

for fuel ; their midribs, tied together, are sometimes used as brooms for

the decks of ships, as the fibres of the stalk are woody, brittle, and diffi-

cult to clean.” (.Royle.)

Fronds.
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COLLECTIVE TRADE IN COCOA-NUT PRODUCTS.
This trade, as with every other article of Indian produce or manufac-

ture, is Referable to three great sections : (a) internal trade or local consump-
tion ; (b) inter-provincial trade adjusting the balance of local demand; and
(c) foreign trade (eg., imports and exports) to and from India and other

countries. Where the cocoa-nut grows it is of such importance and
enters so largely into the daily life of the people, that little or nothing can
be ascertained of the actual consumption. The returns of road, river, and
rail traffic throw some light on this, and the coasting trade affords

another means of arriving at an approximate estimate of a certain pro-

portion ; but even these returns fall far shojrt of establishing a tangible

conception of the total local consumption. Wherever the palm grows,
each villager, as a rule, has some trees, the produce of which is used up by
himself or sold to his less fortunate neighbours, without having to go
many yards from the spot where product. At the same time, a consi-

derable amount of the inter-provincial exchange must necessarily figure

again under foreign exports, or at most re-exports, so that while the returns

of foreign trade indicate but a very small proportion of the production, it

would be unsafe to reckon these up with the available returns of coasting

ana inter-provincial trade. To give some idea of the present position ana
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TRAPS. growth of the trade in the cocoa-nut palm it will not be necessary to go
further back than the year 1850. Royfe, in his Fibrous Plants of India,

gives the imports ana exports for that year compiled from the records of
the Statistical Department of the India Office. Accepting these as cor-
rect (remarking only that a certain amount of the coasting trade is Included
by that author with the foreign trade) we may summarise his results in

the following statement

•

All published Imports and Exportsfor 1850.

Imports. Exports.

*
Nuts 5*4,889

8,66,120
10,140

Kernels 4,3**008
Coir and rope
Oil
Shells 5*970

2*84*5*4

Cadjans ......... 2,990 Nil

Total •7,08,551 8,77,505

This gives a grand total of R25,86,056 ; that is to say, less than the

foreign imports <3 last year. To compare with the above statement of

total trade, the following table of the foreign trade for 1886-87 (ex-

clusive of all internal and inter-provincial or coasting traffic) may be
given i

—

Foreign Imports and Exportsfor /$$6-$7*

Imports. Exports.

Nuts
Copra (or kernels)

Coir (unmanufactured) ......
,, (manufactured but exclusive of ropes) .

Oil

Jt

5*98,203
n,7<5,799

6,839
1,50,701

7*54,515

X
8,462
79,836

77,39 i

19,14*448
*3,24,589

Total 26,87,057 34,04,7*6

If to the above table of foreign trade we were to add the returns (in-

cluded by Royle) of coasting trade from Malabar, the Laccadives, Coroman-
del, Konkan, &c., the comparison would be brought out still more forcibly,

but, as the tables stand, the foreign imports and exports to and from India
of cocoa-nut products were last year valued at over 60 lakhs of rupees,

whereas in 1850 (removing approximately the items of coasting trade)

they were considerably less than one third that amount. The most strik-

ing feature of this development has been the growth of the trade in manu-
factured coir and in oil. As far as the returns of foreign trade indicate, it

would appear that the imports and exports of cocoa-nuts and of copra or

khoprd (a commercial name for the kernels) have remained stationary curing
the past forty years. How far the returns of foreign trade can be accepted
as an indication of total trade may be learned from the following statement
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of the values of the coasting trade in cocoa-nut products during the year
1886-87

TRADE.

Coasting Trade in Imports. Exports.

Nuts
Kernels (copra) .

Coir
Oil

Total

&
24,21,941

35i3 i»"5
12,20,749

20,60,067

B
16,88,773
23*00,958
9,27,302
20,74*455

92.33.87a 69,91,488

The table furnished by Royle for the trade in 1850 practically corre-

sponds to the two last-given tables conjointly so that instead of 25 lakhs the
present sea-borne trade nas expanded until it may now be returned as valued
at 223 lakhs of rupees. It has been remarked that a certain amount of the
inter-provincial coasting traffic may reappear as exports to foreign countries

or figure in the road, river, and rail traffic to interior parts of the country.
While, therefore, the estimate of 223 lakhs must include duplex if not
multiplex returns (e.g,$ Bengal imports from Malabar figuring again as
exports to foreign countries or re-exports to other Indian provinces),

Bengal at the same time produces cocoa-nuts and the rail and river traffic

from Bengal to Assam, the North-West Provinces, the Central Provinces,
Central India, and even the Panjab, may be viewed as very considerably
in excess of the overlappings of sea-borne traffic. Take by way of

illustration one item of this internal trade :• Bengal sent to Assam in

1883-84 cocoa-nuts to the number of close upon two millions, valued at

£69,000. In a like manner Bombay imports cocoa-nut products from
Madras, Ceylon, Zanzibar, &c., and distributes doubtless a large pro-
portion of these inland, competing with Bengal for the central tracts of

India where the palm does not grow, but at the same time Bombay pro-
duces a large quantity of cocoa-nuts locally, and these are added to the
foreign imports in the competition of the Indian internal trade. The
importance of the internal trade may further be demonstrated by the fact

that while Madras exports far more to foreign countries than all the other
provinces put together (and indeed it takes the largest slice in the coasting
export trade), it receives by sea practically no cocoa-nut products. Its

entire supplies of Malabar and Laccadive fibre and copra seem to be
conveyed to the port of shipment by internal means of transport. India
is itself perhaps the largest consuming country in the world for cocoa-nut
products, so that, recollecting this fact, a conception of the total trade
may be had by adding to the sea-borne traffic an allowance for local

production. Even when this has been done, a very imperfect idea will

have been obtained of the value of the tree to the people of India. The
mere returns of trade cannot give a just conception of the importance of

a product which, like the cocoa-nut, to a large population, may be said to

be their source of wealth as well as their food, drink, and occupation.

Trade in Coir, manufactured and unmanufactured.
In all the returns of this subject care is taken to explain that these do

not include ropes—coir ropes and cords being placed under a general
heading with ail vegetable cords.

I. The exports of Raw Coir are, however, so insignificant that a false

impression is likely to be conveyed. The so-called manufactured coir,

which figures extensively in the returns, appears to be largely crude
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coir yarn which is dressed and employed by the European manufac-
turers, but of course a considerable trade is also done in mats, rugs, car-
pets, and other such manufactures. Glancing at the figures of the foreign
trade in Coir (unmanufactured), the trade would seem to have practically

remained stationary for many years past, and to be too small to justify the
conclusion that India participates anything like to the extent it might in

meeting the home market. The exports have averaged from lofioo to

IS,ooo cwt. for the past twenty years: they were last year 12,347 cwt.,

valued at R 77,391 ; but in 1883-84, they reached to 20,098 cwt., valued at

R 1,59,683. The foreign imports of coir are from Natal and Ceylon, and
the bulk of these go to Bengal. The coasting trade last year conveyed
from one Indian port to another the following quantities of unmanufactured
coir : Imports 18,052 cwt. and exports 17,733 cwt. Of this trade, Madras
exported 15,586 cwt. and imported only 30a cwt., Bombay exported

2,146 cwt. and imported 8,836 cwt., while Bengal exported only 1 cwt.

but imported 8,335 cwt. The bulk of the Bombay ana Bengal supplies

came from Madras (vis., 5,756 Cwt. and 7.645 cwt. respectively). Of the

exports to foreign countries the United Kingdom received 10,215 cwt. of

last year’s production, and of that amount 8,940 cwt. were consigned
from Madras.

II. Of Manufactured Cotr (excluding ropes) India imported last

year (18,709 cwt.) valued at R 1,50,701 and exported 208,622, cwt., worth
R 19,14448. Of the imports, Ceylon sent 17,657 cwt., of which Bengal re-

ceived 1 1,956, valued at R 1,22,552. Of the exports, Madras sent to foreign

countries 168,678 cwt., valued at R 15,69,774, Bombay and Benga1

each
sending about 20,000 cwt. Of these exports the United Kingdom
received 186,395 cwt., valued at Ri?,32i8i 5* and next in importance
followed France, 9,836 cwt., the United States, 2,621 cwt., Australia, 2485
cwt., and Arabia, 2,545 cwt., &c.

Of the coasting trade in manufactured coir the imports and exports

from one province to another were—imports 150,390 cwt., valu'd at

Ri 1,16,957, and the exports 134,665 cwt., valued at ££8,36427. Of these,

Bengal received 60,500 cwt., Bombay 74,561 cwt., Sind 1,776 cwt., Madras

1344 1 cwt. The Bengal and Bombay imports came mainly from Madras
and Travancore, Cochin ranking next. The importance of Travancore
as a seat of the coir-manufacturing industry may be demonstrated by its

imports into Bengal and Bombay; Madras sent 30,185 cwt., valued at

R2,61,199, and Travancore 27,613 cwt., valued at R2,86,277; to Bombay,
Madras sent 50,264 cwt., valued at R2,72,567, and Travancore 17,327 cwt.,

valued at R 140,260. At the same time Madras last year sent a large

amount to Travancore, vie., 14,283 cwt., valued at R 1,30,810. Of the total

exports in the coasting trade (via., 134,665 cwt.) Madras sent to other

ports 112,642 cwt, and Bombay, next in importance, exported only

21,647 cwt. Of the total coasting trade in imports (vie. 150,396 cwt.)

Bombay generally heads the list ; it received last year 74,561 cwt , while

Bengal took 60,500 cwt., being followed by Madras with 13,441 cwt. Sind
and Burma are unimportant ; the former received only 1,776 cwt. Thus it

will he seen that both in foreign and internal trade the coir industry is

mainly concentrated in the Madras Presidency.

COIR HOPES. Co,R RopM*

1569 ‘ Nothing can be learned as to the extent of the foreign and in-

ternal trade in coir lopes and cords, since the trade returns for these

are published jointly with those of all other ropes. It has been said, how-
ever, that coir string is universally employed by the natives of India in the

construction of their bamboo huts. For this purpose alone the consump-
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tion mast be enormous. The merits of coir as a rope fibre are now fully

appreciated throughout the world, the elasticity and lightness of the fibre

making it eminently suited for this purpose. But to these properties has
to be added its great power of withstanding moisture even under continued
actual submersion. On these grounds it is in great demand for maritime
purposes as hawsers, although its roughness renders it unserviceable for
standing riggings, its elasticity being for such purposes a disadvantage.
It is, however, better suited for running riggings, its lightness being taken
advantage of. In the British Manufacturing Industries (on Fibres and
Cordage) it is stated, “Coir is one of the best materials for cables on ac-

count of its lightness, elasticity, and strength. It is durable and little af-

fected when wetted with salt water. Numerous instances have been related

of ships furnished with this light, buoyant, and elastic material riding out
a storm in security, while the stronger-made, though less elastic, ropes of

other- vessels have snapped in two. Of coir and coir-made rope, about

p
or to million pounds are annually shipped from India. Much of it

is prepared in Ceylon, but Cochin is noted as the port of shipment for the

best quality of yarn, and many thousand cwt. are annually exported
from there.” This statement of many thousand cwt. being shipped from
Cochin should be compared with the trade returns quoted and the remarks
made in an early paragraph. In Spons* Encyclopaedia the following

opinion is given of coir fibre for the purpose of cordage :
*• In Dr. Wight’s

experiments, coir cordage broke at 224ft. Though not superlatively

strong, the elasticity of the fibre, and the capacity it exhibits of withstand-
ing the action of sea-water, render it valuable for cordage purposes, to

which it is widely applied locally, besides being less extensively imported
into this country for a similar use. ” Messrs. Harton & Oo., of Calcutta,
placed in the Colonial and Indian Exhibition a trophy of ropes of which a.

striking feature was the arches of hawsers, 12 inches m diameter, thrown
across the path ; some of these were made of coir.

COIR ROPES.

OIL.

The sliced kernel, dried at ordinary temperatures, either in the sun
or artificially, contains from 30 to 50 per cent, of oil. The method of

extracting this oil in India, especially when it is required to be colourless,

is as follows: The kernel is boiled with water for a time, then grated
and squeezed in a press. The emulsion thus obtained is next boiled until

the oil is found to rise to the surface. The ordinary commercial oil is

expressed by rude oil-mills worked by oxen.
The oil is white and nearly as fluid and limpid as water in tropical

climates. It has a sweet and, according to some tastes, an agreeable
odour when fresh, but is liable to become rancid in a short time.

In Europe the oil is chiefly used in the manufacture of candles and
soap. In India it is employed in cooking, and as medicine when fresh,

ana for burning, painting, soap-making, and anointing the body when
rancid.

Regions where Oil is Produced.— While in the above sentences a brief

abstract has been given of cocoa-nut oil, it is necessary to deal with this sub-
ject in greater detail. Enquiries are frequently addressed to the Govern-
ment of India by merchants interested in the trade in this substance, so

that it has become necessary to put on record as complete an account as

can be collected from the scattered publications that exist, even should that

prove but a statement of the littleness of our knowledge. One of the ear-

liest and to this day the most satisfactory descriptions of the Indian
cocoa-nut oil industiy is that written by Lieutenant H. P. Hawkes and
published in 1857. Gazetteer writers have contented themselves with

OIL.
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chief seat of the trade. Certain writers familiar only with Bengal (with
the waving feathery clumps of cocoa-nuts dispersed through its suburban
jungles or surrounding its mango topes) have advocated the claims of the
Lower Provinces as a future region of oil production. This would appear
to be a pure hallucination whicn the enormous imports of ripe nuts should
have prevented. It is extremely doubtful if Bengal is ever likely to do
more than meet the local and internal demand for ripe nuts and oil. The
European oil merchant, if he finds the suggestion impracticable which
has been offered in an early paragraph,’—«*V., to call in the aid of the
Maidive and Nicobar Islands,—will do well to concentrate his attention

on the Madras Presidency.
Mode of Preparation of the Oil.—The ripe kernel is cut out of the shell

in various ways, and either dried by exposure to the sun or by artificial

means. It is then known as copra (khoprd). Royle says : ‘‘The Malabar
method of making the oil is by dividing the kernels into two equal parts,

which are ranged on shelves made of laths of the betel-nut palm or split

bamboo, spaces of half an inch wide being left between each lath. Under
these a charcoal fire is lit, and kept up for two or three days, in order to dry
them, after which theyare exposed to the sun on mats, and when thoroughly
dried are subjected to pressure in an oil-press.” Balfour remarks : “The
purest oil is obtained by gathering the kernel and depositing it in some
hollow vessel, to expose it to the heat of the sun during the day, and the
oil drains away through the hollow spaces left for the purpose.” Hawkes
states that “the oil is generally prepared from the dried kernel of the

nut, by expression in the ordinary native mills.” The Gazetteer ofThdna
mentions three processes of making the oil. The first, giving origin to the

oil there known as khobrel, is, as in the above quotations, a process of cold,

dry expression. The method of drying is described thus : “To make
khobrel the kernel is taken from the shell by cutting the nut in half, called

vdti . After drying in the sun for a week the kernel is cut in thick pieces,

which are crushed in the oil-mill.”

But a hot wet process is also adopted by which an oil is obtained which
seems to possess different properties from that prepared by cold expres-

sion. The Thdna Gazetteer describes two such oils: “To make dvel the

Oil.

1571

1572

1573

Khobrel.

1574

Avel.

fresh kernel is scraped on an iron blade set in a wooden footstool. The
scrapings are then put in a copper vessel over a slow fire, and after boil-

ing are squeezed; sometimes instead of boiling them the scrapings are

rubbed on a stone with a stone roller, and from time to time a little water

is thrown over them. The scrapings are then squeezed and the juice

boiled in a copper vessel, when the oil rises to the surface and is skimmed
off. To make muthel dried kernels are cut into thick pieces and boiled

in water. The pieces are then crushed in water and the whole is again
boiled over a slow fire, when the oil rises to the surface and is skimmed
off.” It is worthy of careful observation that practically the difference

between dvel and’muthel oil is, that the former is made from fresh kernel

instead of from copra. Dr. 8hortt says :
“ Boiled oil is obtained by

bruising the kopra or the fresh cocoa-nut, mixing it with an equal quantity

of water, and then boiling the mixture. As the water evaporates the oil

rises to the surface. It is poured off, and the dibris of the kernel is com-
pressed by handfuls, so that any oil that remains may be extracted. Two
quarts or oil are produced, on an average, from 15 to 20 nuts.” In

Borneo an oil expressed from the fresh cocoa-nut is used as a hair-oil,

and is supposed, for that purpose, to be superior to oil obtained from
copra. Hawkes says of the hot expression oil: “When required

for edible purposes, the kernel of the fresh nut is taken, rasped and mixed
with a little boiling water. This yields by pressure a milky fluid
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tures of this oil is that it will take up a larger amount of water than any
Other commercial oil. This makes it eminently suitable for soap-making,
and but for the smell which such soap leaves on the skin the oil would
be even more extensively employed by the soap-maker than it is.

Industrial and Domestic Uses of the Oil.—This oil has now for many
years been largely used in the candle trade. Messrs. Price & Oo. intro-

!

auced in 1840, on the occasion of Her Majesty's marriage (when for illu-

mination a cheap self-snuffing candle was required), a new composite
candle, which was a mixture of stearic acid and cocoa-nut stearine. This
was subsequently greatly improved until at one time cocoa-nut oil was the

chief feature of Price’s patent candles. The immense improvements which
have taken place in the European candle industry have to some extent

lessened the demand for the oil, but it is still largely employed. “It is an
excellent illuminator, in both candles and lamps, as it emits no smoke.”

Of no less importance is cocoa-nut oil to the soap-maker. “ It forms
a hard and very white soap, more soluble in salt-water than any other

kind made on acommercial scale. During the last fifteen years its consump-
tion for soap-making in England has been greatly reduced by the com-
petition of palm-kernel oil extracted here.” (Sports'.) Watt (The Art ofSoap-
making, 27) says of this oil : “ It is extensively used in soap-making, especi-

ally for the inferior kinds of soap, and will bear a large admixture of

water, in combination with silicate of soda and other substances, and yet
form a hard soap. All soaps made with even a small percentage of cocoa-
nut oil impart an offensive smell to the skin after washing with it. This
oil is very extensively used in the manufacture of artificial mottled soaps,

but more especially in the north of England, where enormous quantities of

it are consumed annually. ” “ One of the most important additions to the
list of fatty matters, suitable for soap-making, was the vegetable substance
called cocoa-nut oil or cocoa-butter, which, from its extreme whiteness and
capability of forming a hard soap, soon became an acceptable substitute

in some ‘degree for the more costly tallow. Soap made from this oil, or
vegetable butter, is capable of taking up a larger percentage of water—and
still forming a hard soap—than any other known fatty matter. The soap
made from it, moreover, is more soluble in saline or “ hard waters,” even
sea-water, and from this reason it has long been made into soap called

marine soap for use on board ship.” The odour which it imparts to the
skin or garment washed with it will last for several hours. The odour
resembles that of infants’ vomit. On this account it should never be added
to the ingredients used in the manufacture of a toilet soap. It does not
readily saponify with caustic soda leys by itself, but does so readily when
mixed with tallow or palm oil.

A large amount of the native-made soap used in India is prepared
from this oil. This soap is made by boiling the oil with dhobie's earth, salt,

saltpetre, quicklime, and water. The oil is also extensively employed by
the richer people as lamp oil. It enters into the dietary of the mass of

the inhabitants of India, and by them is largely employed to anoint the
body or as a hair-oil ; and variously-prepared forms of the oil are exten-
sively used medicinally.

races and Yield of the Oil.—Speaking of the year 1854 Hawkes
says : “The prices of this oil vary most considerably in different parts of

the country. For the quarter ending 31 st October, the maximum and mini-
mum prices at nineteen large stations in all parts of the Madras Presidency
were, R8-5-4 at Jubbulpore, and R 1-14-0 at Bangalore, per maund. The
average of 21 large stations in the presidency gives R4-9-5 per maund, or

j

about £41 2s. per ton. The market value of “Cochin oil” in London in
!

January 1855 was £46 10s. per ton, the average being from £46 to £4&”

OIL.

CANDLES.
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OIU Further on he adds that the " Cochin is usually aoj. per ton more than the
Ceylon or Coromandel coast article.” Dr. Dymocfc, in his last edition
of the Vegetable Materia Medica of India, says : “ The value of cocoa-nut
oil in Bombay ranges from R16 to 20 per cwt.”

The Gazetteer of Kolhapur District states that 48ft of dried copra yield
26ft of oil and l8ffi of oil-cake. This would be about 54*1 per cent, of oil.

Another writer puts the yield down at 36 per cent. There are so many
different modes of preparing the oil that, apart from the possibility of there
being superior and interior oil-yielding forms of the plant, it must necessa-
rily be difficult to fix definitely what may be regardea as the yield. It may,
however, be accepted as somewhere between 30 to 50 per cent. Hawkes
states that each tree is calculated to yield at least 2f gallons of oil per
annum, and the coir obtained from the nuts is estimated to yield one fourth
of the value of the oil, whilst the oil-cake is very valuable for cattle as a
manure.” It will be observed the idea seems to be conveyed in the above
passage that the coir from the ripe or copra-yielding nut is of value. No
other writer appears to support tnis opinion.

Royle says that 2 quarts of oil may be expressed from 14 to 15 cocoa-
nuts. Spons9 Encyclopedia states that in the ordinary country oil-mill 180ft
of copra will yield 40 quarts of oil, and that about 40 nuts are required to

yield a gallon of oil. The trees grown on salt marshes are stated to yield

much less oil than those grown on mixed sandy and loamy soils.

Z586 Trade in Cocoa-nut Oil.

Royle remarks that the imports into Great Britain of cocoa-nut oil

were in 1850, 98,039 cwt., of which India furnished 85,096 cwt. Hawkes
states : “ The average annual quantity exported from the Madras Presi-

dency from 1850-51 to 1854-55 is about 1,410,963 gallons. Of this by
far the largest proportion is sent to the United Kingdom and France,
the remainder finding its way to Arabia, Mauritius, Bombay, and the
French (Indian) ports.” In 1850, as in the present day, the cocoa-nut
oil trade almost entirely centred in Madras, so that the above passages
may be taken as approximately indicating the extent of the foreign

demand for the oil forty years ago. In 1880-81 the foreign exports

amounted to 1,888,122 gallons valued at 1^20,90,797, Madras alone having
shipped to foreign countries 1,690,520 gallons, and sent in addition by
coasting trade to other Indian ports 1,493,756 gallons. In 1886-87 the ex-

ports were 1,099,864 gallons valued at R 13,24,589, and the imports 556,562
gallons valued at £7,54,515. The bulk of the exports (vie., 689,087 gal-

lons) went to the United Kingdom, Madras alone shipping 1,090,480 gal-

lons of the total exports. The imports were mainly from Ceylon (438,144
gallons), Bengal taking by far the largest proportion of these imports (vie.,

35<>437 gallons). If to these facts an abstract of the coasting traffic be
added, some idea of the present position of the cocoa-nut oil trade may be
had. The imports coastwise were last year 1,567486 gallons valued at

R'20,60,067; the exports were 1,942,809 valued at R20,74,455. These were
the amounts of the oil that went to and from the various ports of India;
but the full meaning of these figures will be brought out by giving some of

the particulars of this exchange. Of the imports, Bombay received 794,577,
Burma 338,056, Bengal 131463 gallons, and these quantities were almost

entirely obtained from Madras. Cochin sent to Bombay 15,789 gallons

and to Madras 13,188 gallons. The other items to make up the total

coastwise imports were unimportant. Local production added to these

imports would constitute the supply from which the exports could be made,
ana in the case of Madras it is noteworthy that that presidency imported
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practically no cocoa-nut oil, so that her exports to foreign countries and to

other Indian ports were drawn exclusively from local supplies. With the
exception of the small amounts obtained from Cochin, Bombay, &c., and
some 6,000 gallons from Ceylon and other foreign countries, Madras im-
ported no cocoa-nut oil. But she exported 1,754,701 gallons, of which
1,008,621 went to Bombay, 273,347 to Burma, 191,413 to Travancore, and
155.202 gallons to Bengal. But Bengal exported coastwise 8,648 gallons

and Bombay 3454. The Bengal exports went to Burma and the Bombay
to Sind, Madras, Goa, Kattywar, &c. Adding the foreign exports to the

coastwise exports and deducting the total of the imports, we learn that

Madras exported last year 3,425,221 gallons of cocoa-nut oil—an amount
which may be viewed as the surplus over local consumption. Turning to

Bengal and Bombay, a very different state of affairs is found to prevail,

the imports exceed the exports, in the former by 313,009 gallons and in

the latter by 1,125,572 gallons. By these amounts the local production

did not equal the consumption plus the internal trade from these presi-

dencies. Cocoa-nut oil is thus a speciality of Madras trade.

COCOS
nudfera*

OIL.

Copra or Dried Kernel.

A very imperfect idea of the supply and demand for this oil would,
however, be conveyed were we to omit to examine in this place the trade
in copra or dried kernel, the substance from which the oil is expressed.
This is largely exported to foreign countries and sent from one province
of India to another to be locally made into oil.

1884-85. 1885-86.

|

1886-87.

Cwt. a Cwt. a Cwt. Jt

Imports • .

Exports •

39.653
64.323

3.95.68s
5.34.29 *

105,296

21,755

10,20,841

1,86,800
125,222

9,357
".76,799

79,836

COPRA.

1587

The imports come chiefly from Ceylon and the Straits Settlements, and
are almost exclusively delivered in Bengal and Bombay, only very small
amounts being received by Madras. The exports, on the other hand, go
mainly from Madras (8,135 cwt. of-last year’s exports) Bombay being next
in inmortance. The greater part of these exports (7,149 cwt.) go to Portu-
gal, Persia, Ceylon, Russia, and Arabia, each receiving from 300 to 500
cwt. So far for the foreign traffic. The imports and exports coastwise
have now to be considered. The total imports by coasting traffic were
347,255 cwt., valued at £35,31,1 15,{and the exports 236,250 cwt., valued at

£23,00,958. Of the imports, Bombay received 219,204 cwt,, Bengal 62,971
cwt., Sind 34,658, Madras 27,025 cwt. Of the exports, Madras sent to
other Indian ports 182,509 cwt. Bombay 53,295 cwt., Bengal exporting
only 15 cwt. The balance between imports and exports will reveal, as with
the traffic in oil, the fact that Madras is the great producing region, Bom-
bay and Bengal receiving veiy much larger quantities than they export.
We shall revert to this subject again under Food since it seems possible

a certain number of the ripe cocoa-nuts imported by various provinces may
be ultimately used up in the preparation of oil.

Oil-cake or Punac.—Before passing from the consideration of cocoa- OIL CAKE,
nut oil it is necessary to say something about the oil-cake. This is viewed 1588
as an exceedingly valuable manure, especially to cocoa-nut palms grown
inland. It is also largely used to fatten fowls, pigs, cows, and other
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animals. It is sometimes exported to Europe. In Madras it sells for

to 4 maunds (of 25ft) per rupee.
3

MEDICINE.
Fruit.
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MEDICINE.

The Green fruit is given as a refrigerant, the flowers as an as-
tringent, and the oil employed as a substitute for cod-liver oil. The milk
of tne nut, the juice from tne flowering spire, and the tomentum from
the leaves are all used medicinally.

Water or Mile from the Green Nut.—'‘The water (or milk) of the
unripe fruit is described as a fine-flavoured, cooling, refrigerant drink, useful

in thirst, fever, and urinary disorders.” [U. C. Dutt.) “ It maybe drunk to
almost any quantity without injury, and is considered by the native doctors
as a purifier of the blood.” {Ainslie.) It is commonly believed in Bengal,
however, that too much cocoa-nut milk induces a hydrocele swelling of the
scrotum.

The Edible Pulp and the Milk prepared therefrom.—The
pulp of the young fruit is nourishing, cooling, and diuretic. The pulp of the
ripe fruit is hard and indigestible but is used for medicinal purposes.
Ainslie says : “ By scraping down the ripe kernel of the cocoa-nut and add-
ing a litte water to it, a white fluid is obtained by pressure, which very
much resembles the milk in taste and may be used as a substitute for it.”
" Dr. Shortt reports having successfully employed the fresh milk

—

i.e ,

the expressed juice of the grated kernel— in debility, incipient phthisis,

and cachetic affections, in doses of from 4 to 8 ounces twice or thrice daily.

It has a pleasant taste, and may be used as an excellent substitute for cow*s
milk in coffee ; it may thus be advantageously administered even to children.

In large doses it proves aperient, and in some cases actively purgative;
hence it is suggested by Mr. Wood as a substitute for castor oil and other
nauseous purgatives.” (Pharm . Ind., 247,)

The following is a prescription known in Hindu medicine as Narikela-

khandax "Take of the pounded pulp of cocoa-nut half a seer, fry it in 8
tolds of clarified butter, and afterwards boil in 4 seers of cocoa-nut water
till reduced to a syrupy consistence. Now add coriander, long pepper,
bamboo manna, cumin seeds, nigella seeds, cardamoms, cinnamon, teja-

patra, the tubers of Cyperus rotundus (mustaka)
and the flowers of Mesva

ferrea (ndga kesara ) 1 tola

,

each in fine powder, and prepare a confection.

Dose 2 to 4 tolds in dyspepsia and consumption.” ( 17. C. Dutt, Hind.

Mat . Med., 248.)

The Shell.—" The cleared shell of the nut or portions of it are burnt
in a fire, and while red hot, covered by a stone cup. The fluid which is ae-
posited in the interior of the cup is rubefacient, and is an effectual domes-
tic remedy for ringworm.”

(U. C. Dutt, p. 248.) The Bombay Gazetteer of
the Thdna District alludes to this in the following words : "The shell when
burnt yields an oil which is used as a cure for ringworm.” " In the Antil-
les, the cocoa-nut is the popular remedy for tapeworm, and its efficacy has
been conclusively demonstrated by medical men in Senegal. A cocoa-nut
is opened and the almond extracted and scraped. Three hours after its

administration a dose of castor oil is given. The worm is expelled in

two hours afterwards. In nine cases m which this remedy was tried

by a surgeon in Senegal the result was complete.—Natal Mercury
(Trojb. Agri 1882-83.)

The Oil.—

A

reference to the account given of the ordinary oil in

another page will reveal the fact that there are three or four oils obtained
from the cocoa-nut, or rather three or four methods of preparing oil from
it which seem to give to the substance different properties. In the Thdna
district, for example, three oils ai e prepared from the edible portion or ker-
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nel of the nut. These are known as khobrel, avel, and mutkel, A fourth XBDICIME.

oil is, however, repeatedly alluded to, namely, an oil prepared from the

shell of the nut (see above). This last-mentioned oil is perfectly distinct from Shell-011,

the oil of the kernel, and is used only in the treatment of ringworm. Its Z599
chemical properties have never apparently been determined, nor does it seem
to have before this been pointedly made known to European medical au-
thorities as a substance actually prepared and employed by the Indian

doctors. It is remarkable that the same properties should be assigned
to the shell by the inhabitants of other parts of the world besides India,

although they do not apparently distil tne oil from it. But of the kernel

oils used medicinally, the most conflicting statements have been pub-
lished both as to their action and mode of preparation. Thus :

w A very

cheap, hard, white soap is prepared from tne oil, suitable for pharma-
ceutical purposes, such as plaster-making and the preparation of soap

liniment” (Dymock). The Pharmacopoeia, on the other hand, says

this oil is inferior to ground-nut oil and sesamum oil as a vehicle for

liniments. 8akharam Arjun remarks; “The fresh oil is prepared for

medicinal purposes by boiling the milk of the ripe cocoa-nut. It is used

as an application for burns and in baldness.” Ainslie observes it is ob- l600
tained by boiling the bruised kernels in water, or “ on other occasions it is

obtained by expression.” Drury says s
“ The oil used internally for medi-

cinal purposes is not the common commercial oil in its crude state, but the

oleine obtained by pressure refined by being treated with alkalies, and
then repeatedly washed and distilled with water.” The therapeutic pro-

g
irties of the oil are discussed in the United States Dispensatory. “ In

ermany it has been used in pharmacy, to a considerable extent, as a
substitute for lard, to which, according to Petten Kofer, it is preferable

on account of its less tendency to rancidity, its more ready absorption

when rubbed on the surface of the body, and its less liability toproduce
chemical changes in the substance with which it is associated. Thus the

ointment of iodine of potassium, when made with lard, becomes yellow in

a few days, while if made with cocoa-nut oil it remains unchanged for

two months or more. Vegetable substances also keep better in ointment
prepared with this oil than with lard. Besides, it takes up one third more
water, which is a useful quality when it is desirable to apply saline solutions zQqx
externally.” “ A preparation has been shown to us, said to be the liquid

part of cocoa-nut oil, prepared in London, and, under the name of coco-

olein, used, instead of tne oil itself, as a substitute for cod-liver oil. The
dose of this, as well as of the oil, is half a fluid ounce three times a day.”

The various processes adopted in India for preparing oil from the cocoa-

nut result in the formation of substances that are reputed to possess wide-

ly different properties. This fact might almost be supposed to be in con-

sequence of chemically different oils being isolated. Dr. Dymock says

of the so-called muthei oil : “In the Konkan the oil which separates from

the freshly-rasped kernel, alone or mixed with tamarind-seea oil, is used z603
under the name of mutel as an application to burns and rheumatic swell-

ings; sometimes black pepper is added to it.” In the Thdna Gazetteer a
somewhat different process of preparing mutel (? muthei) oil is given. “To
make muthei ,

dried kernels are cut into thick pieces and boiled in water.

The pieces are then crushed in water and the whole boiled again over a

slow fire, when the oil rises to the surface and is skimmed off.”

Cocoa-nut oil is said to promote the growth of hair ;
“ hence it is

much used as a local application in alopecia, and in loss of hair after

fevers and debilitating diseases.” “ The oil is given in plethora and as a

vermifuge in Jamaica. It is given while fasting, warmed and with a little

sugar, in flux. An emulsia of the oil and kernel is prescribed in coughs

The Cocoa-nut Palm at a Medicine.
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and pulmonary diseases generally. Pound the kernel with water, place
it to settle, and skim on the cream. This is preferable to the expressed
ml."

X603

JlllOOe

1604.

Musk.

1605

Tomentum.
x6o6

“ Cocoa-nut oil was proposed by the late Dr. Theophilu* Thomp-
son {Proceed, of Royal Society, 1854, Pt. III., p. 41) as a substitute for

cod-Kver oil j and in this character it has been favourably noticed by
Dr. d. H. Warren (Boston Med . and Surg. Journ ., VoU III., p. 377) and
others. The substance used in these cases was not the ordinary commer-
cial oil, but the oleine obtained by pressure from the crude oil (in the
solid state it is met with in England), refined by being treated with
alkalies, and then repeatedly washed with distilled water. In his Lethso-
mian Lectures Dr. Thompson gives the result of his treatment with this

agent in 53 cases of phthisis. Of the first 30, 19 were much benefited,

in 5 the disease remained stationary, and in the remaining 6 the disease

continued to advance. Of the second 23, 15 were materially benefited, 3
remaining stationary, and 5 became worse. Dr. Garrod (Brit, and For.

Med. Chtr. Rev., Jan. 1856) has shown that it exercises a marked influence,

almost equal to cod-liver oil, in increasing the weight of the body. The

g
reat advantage of its employment experienced by Dr. Thompson, Dr.
larrod, and also by the Editor, who instituted some trials with it, is,

that under its prolonged use it is apt to induce disturbance of the diges-

tive organs and diarrhoea. Its use is favourably noticed in the Report of

Drs. Van Someren and Oswald, and Mr. d. Wood. 1
’ (Pharmacopoeia of

India.)

Dr. Dymock says cocoa-nut oil has been tried in Europe as a sub-
stitute for cod-liver oil, “ but its indigestibility is a great drawback to its

general use.” Drury observes :
“ its prolonged use, however, is attended

with disadvantage, inasmuch as it is apt to disturb the digestive organs
and induce diarrhoea.’' May it not be that the unfavourable opinions
formed by some writers regarding this medicinal oil proceed from the

fact that nearly every author describes a different mode of preparing it

and consequently that it is possible many different substances or a sub-
stance in many stages of purity or impurity may have been experimented
with ? In the Maldives cocoa-nut oil is esteemed a powerful antidote

against the bite of poisonous reptiles.

Thr Juice.—The freshly-arawn juicb is considered refrigerant and
diuretic, and is valuable as a preparation known as toddy poultice (see

also under Bomasus, B. 6fl). The fermented juice constitutes one of the

spirituous liquors described by the ancient writers. “ A tumblerful of the

fresh juice is sometimes taken early in the morning on account of its

refrigerant and slightly aperient properties.” (Dymock.)
Scrapings of the Husk.—“The outside scrapings of the husk

and branches applied to ulcers will cleanse and heal them rapidly if

soaked in proof rum ; the efficacy of this application was proved by the
case of two bad ulcers occasioned by the bite of a negro's teeth. The
young roots boiled with ginger and salt are efficacious in fevers, the same
as the bamboo.” (Royle.)

Thb Cotton or tomentum.—“This is a soft, downy, light-brown-

coloured substance, found on the outside of the lower part of the branches
of the cocoa-nut tree, where they spring from the stem, and are partially

covered with what is called panaday, or coarse vegetable matting of the

tree. The cocoa-nut cotton is used by the Indians for stopping
blood, in cases of wounds, bruises, leech-bites, &c., for which purposes it is

admirably fitted by its peculiar texture.” (Ainslie, Mat. /isd.) (Compare
with tomentum of Caryota ureas and of Boraeeue, B. 680. See also

under Tinder.)
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Tas Flowers,—

A

re sometimes used medicinally, being said to be
astringent.

Immature Nuts.—

T

hese, like the flowers, are often employed medicin-

ally, especially as an astringent in the sore-throats of children.

The Root.—“The root is used as a diuretic, as also in uterine dis-

eases.
9
* (2/. C.Dutt, 348.) It is also employed as an astringent gargle

in sore-throat.

The Ashes,—“The ashes of the leaves contain an amount of potash

;

they are used medicinally.
19

The Bud.—

T

he tender buds of this palm, as also of Borassut and
Phoenix, are esteemed as a nourishing, strengthening, and agreeable vege-

table.

Special Opinions.—§ “The husk of the fruit of the Cocoa nudfera is

used in the treatment of tapeworm. It is often as efficacious as the oil

of male fern when taken on an empty stomach 99 {Surgeon-Major
W. Nolan, M.D., Bombay). “The juice of an immature fruit is used in

acidity and gastric irritation. The volatile oil from the nut-shell is employ-

ed as a local application in ringworm 99
{Civil Surgeon J. H. Thornton ,

B.A., M.B., Monghyr). “ Scraped cocoa-nut is used as an application in

eczema of the scrotum. The milk of a young cocoa-nut drunk every morn-

ing is a popular domestic diuretic and diluent for very old men99

{Surgeon-Major John North, jst Madras Cavalry, Bangalore).

“ A black oil is extracted from the shell, and is used in itch and other

parasitic affections” {Surgeon-Major R. Thomson, M.D., C.I.E., Madras).

“The cocoa-nut milk of the green fruit is a cooling, refrigerant drink,

containing albumen and salines. It is a good drink in cholera cases.

It succeeds in checking vomiting when other means fail. Cocoa-nut oil,

prepared from fresh pulp, is a good substitute for cod-liver oil. The dose I

give is from 20 to 30 minims in the beginning, rising to a drachm thrice

daily. An ash is prepared from cocoa-nut pulp by the Koberajes which
is a valuable ant-acid and digestive. It is called * Narkel khond.

9 A
sweet extract is also prepared, which is used for similar purposes”

(Civil Surgeon R. L. Dutt, M.D . , Pubnd). “ The sweet toddy obtained

from this palm is very refreshing and possesses laxative properties. Its

continued use (twice or thrice weekly) during pregnancy has a marked
effect on the colour of the infant, which is born of a fair complexion,—i.e.,

if of dark parents, comparatively fair ; if of lighter-coloured parents, the

offspring generally assumes a European complexion ” (
Honorary Sur-

geon P. Kinsley, Chicacole9 Ganjam, Madras Presidency). “ The milk of

the green fruit is cooling and is given to allay vomiting in bilious fevers.

Cocoa-nut oil inunction nas been found to be useful in tuberculous affection

of the skin. It improves the general health like cod-liver oil” (Assistant

Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhattacharji, in Civil Medical charge, Chanda,

Central Provinces). “The water contained in the green fruit is anti-emetic

and soothing 99
(Civil Surgeon D. Basu, Faridpur). “Preserved cocoa-

nut (Narikel hhondo) is used by the Kobirajes as an alterative in cases

of chronic heartburn and phthisis pulmonaiis” (Assistant Surgeon
Anund Chunder Mukerji, Noakkalli). u The oil is extensively used to

fatten and is given for phthisis” (1Surgmn-Major Lionel Beech, Coca-

nada). “An excellent substitute for codJiver oil ;
very much used here

(Civil Surgeon C. 7. W. Meadows, Burrisal). “The oil promotes the

growth of the hair 99
(Civil Surgeon J. Anderson, M.B., Bijnor). “The

oil is considered to increase the growth of hair and render it black

(A Civil Surgeon). “ If the flowers are mixed with sugar, the root of

khus-khus
, and white chandan , with a little water, the combination will

be found good in bilious fever, will check vomiting, and produce a cooling

c. x6n
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sensation ” (Civil Surgeon William Wilson, Bogra)* Useful “ in dysen-
tery, diarrhoea, menorrhoea, and stomatitis

”
(Native Surgeon T* Ruthnam

Moodelliar, Chingleput, Madras Presidency)* '* C. mamillaris, dwarf
cocoa-nut tree, Pemba, East Africa : fruit large, smooth, distinctly three-
cornered : pinkish yellow when ripe s without the fibrous pericarp of the
common cocoa-nut. Yields very little oil, but supplies a refreshing drink
in fevers and in hot weather, and is said to produce free diuresis: used
when the nut is full grown, but before it begins to ripen. Vem • of East
Africa, Muasi* C. nudfera ; Muazi-ya Pemba, C. mamillaris (Surgeon-
Major John Robb, M.D., Surat, Bombay Presidency).

FOOD PRODUCTS*

Cocoa-nut
Cabbage.

Z613

Young Coooa-I
nut.
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Coom-nut.
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Root.
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NUTS.
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TRADE
in nuts.
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Under the head of food products obtained from this palm we may
note the following

Cocoa-nut Cabbage.—'This is the terminal bud at the summit of the tree.

It is used as a vegetable and also makes an excellent pickle, but to obtain
it the palm is killed.

Young Cocoa-nut (Vbrn. dab).—This is the tender fruit, plucked off the
tree for the cooling, sweetish, clear water, and the soft, cream-like pulp it

contains. The water is drunk and the pulp eaten by natives of all

dasses.
Mature Cocoa-nut (Vbrn. jhdna narkel)*—This is the fruit in its mature

state, with its outer, thick, fibrous covering completely dried. It contains
less water, but has a thicker and harder albuminous layer than the tender
fruit; when dried this albuminous substance is known as copra. It is

eaten with parched rice, or rasped and put into curries or made into
sweetmeats. Copra is either allowed to ripen and dry within the shell,

when it separates naturally and is removed entire, or the shell is broken
and the copra cut out and dried either in the sun or over fires. The
former exists in large pear-shaped pieces smaller than, but of the same
shape as, the interior of the nut, ana is known as "natural copra." The
latter occurs as the irregularly-cut pieces known as “ artificial copra."
An oil is extracted from copra which is employed for various culinary
purposes, and is also exported to a certain extent. (For further parti-

culars regarding copra see under the chapter Oil.)
Juice*—!The cocoa-nut also yields a juice from the flowering spike which

may be drunk in its fresh state

—

toddy ; or fermented and distilled—arak ;

or boiled down to sugar and eaten ns—jaggery.
The Root—This is said to be chewed like areca-nut with betel-leaf

in pdn.
The Nuts.

The above is a brief abstract of the food*products of this palm. The
extent to which the unripe fruit is cut, the water and unripe kernel being
consumed and the husk made into coir, maybe partly inferred from what
has been already said regarding the fibre. To a large population in
India the cocoa-nut is almost a staple article of diet.

Tradb in Cocoa-nuts.—The trade in the ripe cocoa-nut is very ex-
tensive. We have repeatedly alluded to this in the foregoing remarks, and
may rest satisfied by briefly reviewing here the main facts of the foreign
and coasting trade in these nuts, as recorded in Mr. d. E. O'Oonor’s
Statement ofthe Trade and Navigation of British India.

Foreign ,—In the year 1886-87 India imported from foreign countries ripe
cocoa-nuts to the number of 15,596,918, valued at R5,98,203 : she exported to
foreign countries 275,230 nuts, valued at R8462. Of the imports to India
the Maldives sent 7,897453, the Straits Settlements 5,542,758, Ceylon

C. 1619
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1,434,821, and East Africa 627,346. Of these imports Bengal took

8430,229, valued at Ri,75,552> Burma 5,618,949, valued at 83,72,702,
Bombay and Madras each received 700,000, and Sind 86,800. Bengal
exported no cocoa-nuts to foreign countries, but Bombay and Madras each
sent about 150,000 to Egypt, Arabia, and Turkey in Asia. The foreign

trade in ripe cocoa-nuts is therefore very unimportant, and but for the

Maldives being viewed as foreign territory (while the Laccadives and
Nicobar Islands are not), it would be scarcely worthy of notice. It is note-

worthy that India at present takes practically no part in meeting the

English market. The passage already quoted from Mr. Jackson’s paper
in the Planters

9
Gaeette conveys some idea of the magnitude of the British

demand. Speaking, however, of the extent to which the nuts are eaten

or made into confectionery, he continues : " Cocoa-nuts are largely used
in the north and west of England, and they are also in great demand at

holiday times, at fairs, on race-courses, and such' like gatherings in all parts

of the kingdom.” He also remarks that the Trinidad nuts are considered

the sweetest in flavour, and are mostly preferred by the confectioners

and bakers, though the Ceylon run them close.

Indian .—The coastwise trade or interprovincial exchange is, however,
very important. The total imports from one port to another were last year

91,756,349 nuts, valued at 824,21,941, and the exports 68,938,032, valued at

R 16,88,773. Of the imports Bengal received 2,998,61 7, Bombay 77,984,733,
Sind 1,172,819, Madras 5,541*718, and Burma 4,058462. The imports
into Bengal and Burma were largely from the Nicobar Islands ana into

Bombay from Madras (47,268,590), from Goa (18,825,703), and from ports
within the Bombay Presidency, while the imports into Madras were from
other ports within the presidency (5,162,354), presumably a large propor-
tion of which were from the Laccadives.

Of the coastwise exports in 1886-87 Bengal sent to Burma, according
to one official table of coastwise trade, 1,676,773, but according to another
only 6,890. Bombay, in addition to its exchanges between its own ports,

sent considerable numbers to Sind, Kattywar, Cutch, Cambay, &c. Madras
gave more than three fourths of its coastwise exported nuts to Bombay,
with a little over a million nuts to Bengal, the same number to Burma,
and 2,591475 to Cutch. Burma exports no cocoa-nuts, but it seems pro-
bable that some of its imports, which appear as from Bengal, may be from
the Nicobar Islands. These islands being associated in trade returns
with Bengal, direct exports may occasionally not appear as exports from
Bengal 5 hence, in all probability, the disparity in the figures of imports
into Burma alluded to above.

Juice from the Cocoa-nut.

Dr. Hugh Cleghorn has described as follows the process of tapping
the palm for its juice in Madras—a process which is essentially that
followed in Bombay and other parts of the country : this palm is not
tapped in Bengal. When the spathe is a month old, the flower-bud
is considered sufficiently juicy to yield a fair return to the {Sdndr)
toddy-drawer, who ascends the tree with surprising ease and apparent
security, furnished with the apparatus of his vocation. A years prac-
tice is requisite before the S4nar becomes an expert climber. The spathe
when ready for tapping is 2 feet long and 3 inches thick. It is tightly

bound with strips of young leaves to prevent expansion, and the point
is cut off transversely to the extent of one inch. He gently hammers
the cut end of the spathe to crush the flowers thereby exposed and to
determine the sap to the wounded part, that the juice may flow freely.

The stump is then bound up with a broad strip of fibre. This process

JUICE.

Madras.
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ping tax he had paid to Government. Government levies from the

liquor-shop keepers £60 (R6oo) a year for every hundred trees tapped.

Tnree fourths oT this the liquor-shop keeper pays ; the remaining fourth

he recovers from the Bhanadri who supplies the liquor. The Bhand&ri’s

share of the tax amounts to £15 (R150) on one hundred trees for one
year,—that is, a monthly charge of £1.5$. (R12J) on the one hundred trees,

or on each tree a monthly tax of 3d; (2 annas).

In Ratnagiri the yield is said to vary from 35 to 64 imperial gallons

from each tree. In Kol&ba a tree is said to yield on an average 4} pints

(if seers) of juice a day, or io$ imperial gallons a month. The juice is

seldom sold raw s most of it is distilled by the Bhanddri and sold by
him to the liquor-shop keeper. With the wages of an assistant the

monthly charge for distilling the produce of one tree is about ad. (i£

annas). The cost of fuel is about od. (4 annas) more, or about 8d. in all.

Distilling lowers the quantity of liquor by about one half,—that is, it reduces

the average monthly outturn of each tree from 10$ to 5$ gallons of spirit.

Taking everything into consideration, tapping, distilling, &c. # the

Bhanadri pays about 2s. 5d. ( R 1-3-3) for the produce of each palm. Allow-

ing for loss by estimating, instead of 5^ only 5 gallons, and he obtains

3s. (Ri-8) for the spirit prepared from each palm. This leaves him a net

profit of jd, (4i annas) on each tree, and it he possesses a plantation of

300 trees he makes a fairly good income.

Of Ratndgiri, it is said, there are ordinarily three kinds of palm spirit,

known respectively as rdsi, phul or dharti, and pheni ; rdsi being the

weakest and phdni the strongest. In some places a still stronger spirit

called duvdsi is manufactured. The average wholesale rates at which
the farmers buy stock from the manufacturers are for the imperial gallon,

tddi 2id. (1 anna 10 pie), rdsi 8fd. (5 annas 7 pie), phul is. ijd. (8

annas 9 pie), phdni 2s. 6}d. (R 1-4-6), and duvdsi 4s. 9Jd. (R2-6-4).

The spirits are distilled in private stills, licensed to be kept at certain

Bhanddris* houses under fixed conditions as required, in proportion to

the number of trees licensed to be tapped in the vicinity. One still is

usually allowed for every 100 trees, and the still-pot is limited to a capa-
city of 20 gallons.

COCOS
nudfera.

JUICS.

Spirit.

Has!.
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Phul.

1623
Pheni.

1624

Fermented and Unfermented Beverage.

This is one of the forms of the so-called palm-wine so much extolled by
the early European visitors to India. From what has been said in the
preceding pages regarding the juice it may have been inferred that, if left

tor a short time after removal from the tree, it rapidly ferments and becomes
intoxicating. This is the tart or toddy (or in the case of the cocoa-nut
more specifically known as the ntra), a beverage very extensively con-
sumed m India. Fermentation is said to be prevented by the addition
of a little lime to the fluid. The earthen vessels into which it drains
are generally powdered with lime when the fluid is to be drunk in its

fresh unfermented state, or is intended to be boiled down to sugar or
jaggery* It is also drawn early in the morning instead of being left

on the tree overday. Robinson says of the Laccadive islanders that a they
are Still so strict in the abstinence from all fermented liquors, that the

manufacture of toddy would not be tolerated in the islands.” Self-

fermented toddy is extensively used by the bakers in India in place of

yeast.
(
When fermented the juice may be distilled into spirits or made

into vinegar. One hundred gallons of ton yields on an average twenty-
five of arak by distillation.

TAM.
Z625
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Palm Sugar.

Instead of being fermented, the liquor may be evaporated down and
its sugar thus extracted. "Eight gallons of sweet toddv, boiled over
a slow fire, yield a gallons of a lusciouslv-sweet liquid, which is called

jaggery or sugar-water, which quantity being again boiled, the coarse
Drown sugar calledjaggery is produced. The lumps of this are separately
tied up in dried banana leaves ” (Royle), Dr. 8hortt says : "The sap
is poured into large pots over an oven, beneath which a strong wooa-
fire is kept burning, tne dead fronds and other refuse of the plants being
used as fuel. The sap soon assumes a dark-brown semi-viscid mass, well

known as jaggery or gttr, which whilst warm is poured into earthen
pots or pans for preservation. Ten to twelve seers of the sap yield one of

jaggery ; the value of a maund of this jaggery is about 2 rupees. In this

state it is sold to abkari contractors, sugar refiners, or merchants. The
sugar refined comprises several sorts, known in the market as moist, raw,
coarse, and fine sugar. The jaggery is placed in baskets and allowed to
drain ; the watery portion or molasses dropping into a pan placed below.
This is repeated, so that the jaggery or sugar becomes comparatively
white and free from molasses. This sugar—for so it may now be called

—

is put out to dry, and the lumps broken up; when dry it is termed raw
sugar, and weighs about 25 per cent, of the whole mass, the rest of it

being collected in the form of molasses.” Thus cocoa-nut sugar is

chiefly met with in the form of jaggery. It is well known, however, that
it is capable of being refined, according to European principles, and
a certain amount of cocoa-nut sugar is regularly prepared. " The suc-
cess of Dr. d. N. Fonseca (author of the History of Goa), in con-
verting toddy of the cocoa-nut tree into crystallized sugar, has been
hailed with satisfaction by the press at Goa, and flattering calculations
are made of the advantages that will accrue to the countiy from the
development of this new industry ” {Bombay Gaeette). A similar sugar
is prepared from the date-palm, from the palmyra-palm, and from the
Indian sago-palm (Caryota ureas). The date-palm is very largely used
for this purpose in Bengal, and the cocoa-nut and palmyra palms in

Madras, while in Bombay, apparently, sugar is only very occasionally
made from the juices of these trees ; but when extracted it is most gener-
ally prepared from the palmyra or Caryota palms. Some years ago
the Government of Bombay, getting alarmed at the growth of the habit of
toddy-drinking, brought Jessore sugar manufacturers to try the experi-
ment of preparing sugar from the (fete-palms of the western presidency.
According to the returns of the Surat district there are in that district alone
M95»90i date-palm trees, of which 41)9,395 were tapped in 1867-68. But
it was found that the returns from sugar manufacture were so poor, as
compared to the profits from the sale of tart, that the experiment practi-
cally failed. It is not known whether or not sugar to any appreciable
extent is actually prepared from the Bombay palms, nor even whether a
license is necessary to tap trees for sap intended to be so used. Of the
Thdna district it is said :

<f Coarse sugar or g&l is also made by boiling the
juice in an earthen pot over a slow fire?' It is worth recording that, accord-
ing to the Gazetteers, there are 3,500,000 cocoa-nut trees in Bombay, of
which 50,000 are regularly licensed. Of palmyra palms there are said to
be 47,810 trees in Surat alone, of which 10,739 are regularly tapped. Of
Caryota palms there are 70,000 trees, of which about 20,000 are tapped

;

48,900 of these occur in K&nara, 21,672 in Kol&ba, and the remainder
in Ratnlgiri.

In a recent report on the trade in Indian sugar issued by the Revenue
and Agricultural Department, no mention is made of palm sugar being

C. 1626
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prepared in Bombay, so that it may be inferred the trees licensed to be
tapped are employed entirely in the supply of toddy. It is noteworthy, in

passing, that it should pay the Bengal ana Madras people to make sugar
from tne palm juice, while it is viewed in Bombay as unprofitable to do so.

Turning to Madras it will be found that the report on sugar alluded to

above gives the area under the sugar-yielding palms in x88i-8a as—
Acres.

Palmyra • • 24,900
Cocoa-nut 5»7°o

Data 1,600

cocos
nudfera.

PALMSCGAB.

33,200

The writer of that report adds : “ In 1884-85 and 1885-86 the area under
cocoa-nut, date palms, and palmyras was 31,000 acres and 28,000 acres

respectively, ana the outturn 22*60 lakhs maunds and 19*98 lakhs

maunds. The total quantity of jaggery produced from cocoa-nuts, &c., is

apparently more than that obtained from sugar-cane.” In a special re-

port on the cocoa-nut issued by the Revenue and Agricultural Depart-
ment in 1886 it was estimated that there were 7,7765 acres under that

palm. Taking the customary estimate of 100 trees to the acre, we arrive

at the conclusion that out of a total of 7,776,500 trees, 570,000 were
tapped, or perhaps only tapped for sugar, others being tapped for toddy.
There exists in all the works and reports the writer has been able to con-
sult the greatest possible confusion as to whether or not the trees may
be tapped for sugar without paying the license levied on the tappings
made with the view to the preparation of the beverage. It would be
instructive to know if the 5,700 acres of cocoa-nuts in the above statement
of Madras are exclusively set apart for sugar, and are independent of the
trees spoken of in excise reports as licensed for the preparation of toddy.
If every tree tapped has to pay the heavy tax imposed on the preparation
of the toddy, it might fairly be inferred that the failure to develope a palm-
sugar industry proceeded to some extent from that fact. But there are
many other difficulties to the creation of a large trade in palm sugar.
In this respect the following passage will be found instructive :

—

“ From time immemorial (sic) the natives of Ceylon have known^
how to produce crystallized sugar from the inspissated juice of the cocoa-
nut spathe. About thirty years ago, in consequence of a letter from the

late Mr. J. Qlanville Taylor, of Batticaloa, asking for information as to

the probable success of attempting to utilize cocoa-nut palms for sugar-
making, we went fully into the matter, receiving considerable assistance

from Mr. D. C. Amesekere, a proctor who, when we last heard of him, was
practising at Kurunegala. On that occasion he sent us a quantity of

crystallized cocoa-nut tree sugar, which, however, was somewhat discoloured
by smoke. The result of our enquiries was that, although the juice

when collected was rich in saccharine matter, yet the cost of collection

would render the enterprise unprofitable. What pays natives on a small
scale will not pay Europeans wnen the matter is entered into on commer-
cial principles. An experiment might be tried, however, labour being
economised by the use of ladders, perhaps, and a larger use than the

natives make in toddy-drawing, of safe passages from tree to tree.”

(Tropical Agriculturist, i88^8$$ $68.)

• Do Oandolle, quoting from 8eeman, says, upon a rock near Point de Galle

may be seen “the figure of a native prince, Kotah Roya, to whom is attributed the
discovery of the uses of the cocoa-nut, unknown before him ; and the earliest chronicle
of Ceylon, the Marawansa, does not mention this tree, although it carefully reports
the fruits imported bydifferent princes.”
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Cement MADE of Limb and Cocoa-nut Jaggery.

So often is this subject alluded to that it deserves special notice. The
practice seems to prevail through Southern and Western India, but is ap-
parentlynot followed, or more likely unknown, to the natives of Bengal. In
the Thina Gazetteer it is stated :

" Mixed with lime, this palm sugar
makes excellent cement.” Drury remarks : "This jaggery is mixed with
chunam for making a strong cement, enabling it to resist great heat and
to take a fine polish.” "The water of the nut is used by the bricklayers

in preparing a fine whitewash, also in making the best and purest castor

oil, a certain proportion of it being mixed with the water in which the
seeds are boiled.”

In Spons* Encyclopedia there occurs the following regarding Ceylon
jaggery : " Amongst a variety of purposes to which it is put is that of

being mixed with the white of eggs and with lime from burnt coral or
shells. The result is a tenaceous cement, capable of receiving so beauti-

ful a polish that it can only with difficulty be distinguished from the

finest white marble.”
This subject appears to be well worthy of chemical investigation, for

there seems every reason to presume that the property of this ingredient in

combination with lime might, with great advantage, be employed to replace

the whitewashes commonly used, to the injury of the garments of who-
ever may lean against walls so coloured. (Conf. with opening sentences

under Domestic Uses, and the accountgiven under Dye, C. 1547.)

Palm Spirit or Arab.

Instead of being consumed as a fermented beverage the palm wine
may be distilled, thus forming palm spirit or arak. As no separate record
is kept of the cocoa-nut from the other palm spirits, we shall rest satisfied

with what has been said regarding the trees licensed to be tapped.
Under Spirit will be found further particulars regarding the method of

taxation and process of distillation generally pursued. The present notice

of cocoa-nut spirit may therefore be concluded by the following note
kindly furnished for this work :

—

" Dr. Lyon, of Bombay, has recorded some interesting details regard-
ing the alcoholic strength of toddy from the cocoa-nut, date and brab. In
the following table is shown the average alcoholic strength of six night-
collected samples of each of the three kinds of toddy at respectively three

and eight hours after collection, and the average maximum alcoholic

strength attained by the samples; as well as the strength of samples
collected during the twelve day-hours, when examined the morning alter

collection :

—

Pfoof spirit pbr cent.

Cocoa-nut.
Date-
palm.

Brab
(Borassus).

Night samples.

3 hours after collection

8 „ » .....
Maximum strength

r >5
10*0

1 1-9

5-8

8*o
11*0

3*9

47
79

Day samples•

15 hours after collection 10*8 117 8-3
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“ Or. Lyon finds that in toddy collected in pots which have previously
been used, fermentation commences before tne pots are removed from
the tree. The toddy appears to attain its maximum strength within 24
hours after removal ‘from the tree. The volume of toddy yielded is greater
during the twelve night than twelve day hours. Comparing trees of the
same class, a yield of toddy above the average is, as a rule, accompanied
by attainment of alcoholic strength above the average. The rapidity of

fermentation and yield of alcohol varies for different samples. (Chemical
Examiner s Annual Report, Bombay.)”—Prof. C. Warden t Calcutta•

The reader is referred for further particulars to Borassus flabelliformis

(B. 683), C&ryota urens (C. 714), to Narcotics, to Phoenix sylvestris, and
to Spirits.

Vinegar from Palm Wine.—Nearly every writer who has dealt with
the subject of the useful products of the cocoa-nut alludes to the vinegar
prepared from the juice. “ One hundred gallons of toddy produce by dis-

tillation, it is said, twenty-five of arak . Or it may be allowed to undergo
the acetous fermentation and produce very good vinegar. Or instead of

being allowed to ferment, the toddy may be made to yield jaggery or

sugar. For this purpose a supply of sweet toddy is procured mornings
and evenings, particular care being taken that the vessels employed have
been well cleaned and dried.” (Royle, Fib. PI.)

The vinegars prepared from the juice of the various palms that yield

such juices do not appear to have been carefully examined. The natives of

India attribute peculiar properties to each.

SPIRIT.

VINEGAR.
1629

STRUCTURE OF THE WOOD.
Outer wood close-grained, hard, and heavy. Vascular bundles black

or dark purple, closely packed in the outer part of the stem or horizontal

section, circular or uniform, enclosing vessels and cells.

The wood is commercially known as “ Porcupine wood;” it is used for

rafters and ridge-poles, house-posts, and other building purposes; for

spear-handles, walking-sticks, and fancy work. When freshly cut “it

possesses great elasticity, and is for this reason particularly well adapted
for temporary stockades which are exposed to cannon-shot.” (Drury.)

TIMBER.
1630

DOMESTIC SACRED USES.

So many of these have already been alluded to that it is scarcely neces-

sary to attempt to enumerate tne thousand and one uses to which the

palm is put by the people of India. Under sugar or jaggery on the op-

posite page will be found a brief notice of the very interesting uses of tne

juice and milk in the preparation of polishing cements. This art is much
practised in Madras, the smooth shining wall-plasters being much ad-

mired. By Hindds, the dried shell is almost universally used as the

water-bowl of their smoking-pipes or h&kah. In Madras these shells are

made into elegantly-carved ornamental vases, lamps, spoons, sugar-pots,

tea-pots, &c. Cocoat-nuts are largely employed as offerings to the gods by
the Hindtis, and cocoa-nut day (the full moon in August) is celebrated

throughout the country. Entire shells are obtained by filling them with salt

water and burying them in the sand for a time. By this process the kernel

is destroyed and may be washed out. If thoroughly ripened before being

treated in this manner, the shell will keep for many years ; if not, it will soon

rot. The dried kernel is sometimes cut into ornaments such as flowers or

garlands ; these are worn by H indii women. The following extract gives

a graphic account of the manner in which the cocoa-nut enters into the

every-day life of the people of the tropics 1—
Dickens in Household Words says: “To a native of Ceylon the

c. 1636
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Huk&h
Bowls.

1632
Ornamental
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1633
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Sugar-pots.

1635
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cocoa-nut palm calls up a wide range of ideas ; it associates itself with
nearly every want and convenience of his life. It might tempt him to
assert that if he were placed upon the earth with nothing else whatever
to minister to his necessities than the cocoa-nut tree, he could pass his
existence in happiness and content. When the Cingalese villager has
felled one of these trees after it has ceased bearing (say in its seventieth
year), with its trunk he builds his hut and his bullock-stall, which he
thatches with its leaves. His bolts and bars are slips of the bark, by
which he also suspends the small shelf which holds tne stock of home-
made utensils and vessels. He fences his little plot of chillies, tobacco,
and fine grain with the leaf-stalks. The infant is swung to sleep in arude
net of coir string made from the husk of the fruit 5 its meal of rice and
scraped cocoa-nut is boiled over a fire of cocoa-nut shells and husks, and
is eaten off a dish formed of the plaited green leaves of the tree with a
spoon cut out of the nut-shell. When he goes a fishing by torch-light, his
net is of cocoa-nut fibre; the torch, or chule, is a bundle of dried cocoa-nut
leaves and flower-stalks ; the little canoe is a trunk of the cocoa-palm tree,
hollowed by his own hands. He carries home his net and his string of
fish on a yoke, or pings, formed of a cocoa-nut stalk. When he is thirsty
he drinks of the fresh juice of the young nut j when he is hungry he eats its

soft kernel. If he has a mind to be merry, he sips a glass of arrack, dis-
tilled from the fermented juice of the palm, and dances to music of rude
cocoa-nut castanets ; if he be weary he quaffs 4 toddy/ or the unfermented
juice, and he flavours his curry with vinegar made from this toddy.
Should he be sick, his body will be rubbed with cocoa-nut oil ; he sweetens
his coffee with jaggery or cocoa-nut sugar, and softens it with cocoa-nut
milk ; it is sipped by the light of a lamp consti ucted from a cocoa-nut
shell and fed by cocoa-nut oil. His doors, his windows, his shelves, his
chairs, the water-gutter under the eaves, are all made from the wood of
the tree. His spoons, his forks, his basins, his mugs, his salt-cellars, his
jars, his child's money-box, are all constructed from the shell of the nut.
Over his couch when born and over his grave when buried, a branch of
cocoa-nut blossoms is hung to charm away evil spirits/' This is, of
course, a European picture, some of the illustrations being scarcely in
accordance with fact. It is, however, a true picture of the all-importance
of the “ Prince of Palms " to the inhabitants of the tropical regions.

In order to convey some idea of the numerous uses of the cocoa-nut
palm, the following extract from the Colonial and Indian Exhibition
Catalogue may be here reproduced. It is a list of certain articles prepared
from the palm, exhibited by Mr. M. O. Pereira, Head Assistant to the
Government Medical Storekeeper, Bombay ;

—

(O Coir (Kdbai, Kdthd) —The fibre made of cocoa-nut husk 5 in this state
it is used for stuffing cushions, pillows, beds, making rope-mats, &c.

() Spoon (Ulkt),—Used in the cook-rooms of Europeans, and by the
natives for drinking gruel (rice conjt) ; has tne advantage over
tfi© metallic one of not being corroded.

(3) Drainer (Zdrd).—Used for draining food fried in gh( (clarified butter)
or oil.

(4) Ladle (Doho).—Used for water.

(5) Ladle, email iBuddi).—Used by natives for taking out oil for daily
use from an earthen vessel containing the yearly or quarterly stock.

It is not corroded by the oil.

() Hubble-bubble (Gudgudi).—

'

This is the kdkah of the poorer classes.

(7) Beads (Manil
(I) Vinegar (Sirkd Made of the juice (toddy) of the cocoa-nut

palm.
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(9) Pickle (Lonche, Achdr),—Made of the pith of the top of the fresh tree
with vinegar of the juice {toddy) of the same palm.

<xo) Tne spathe of the blossom.
(II) Rib (Kadi Hiridte),—The rib of the leaf.

(ia) Broom, Goa (Kersuni\ Butard, Zadu).—Made of leaf-ribs ; it is

much used for sweeping purposes.

(13) Strainer (Mandord),—'The sheaths by which the leaves are held firm
to the tree. Used for straining cocoa-nut juice (toddy) and cocoa-
nut milk, and for general straining in the cook-room.

(14) Woolly floss (Burd ),—Much used as a styptic for cuts by the toddy
drawers and cultivators,

(15) Blossom (Konti),—The blossom in the state when it is tapped for

drawing juice (toddy),

(16) Chain (SanktfKargotd).—Used round the waist to retain the loin cloth.

The size is for a child. Set in metal may be used as a watch-
guard.

(17) Drum (/Mo/fcO'~"Made of a piece of the trunk of the cocoa-nut
tree.

<18) Wood piece of rafter (Barod Wdnsa).^Made of the lower part of

the tree 10, 20, and 25 feet in length.

(19) Oil (Khobrel).—Oil expressed in the native mills for commerce.
(ao) Oil (Muthel).—Oil extracted from fresh cocoa-nuts by rasping fine.

COCOS
nucifera.

DOKBSTIC.
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extracting the milk and separating the oil by heat. Used internally

in lieu of cod-liver oil and externally for ulcers with good results,

(si) Hair oil.—Cocoa-nut hair oil.

(22) Liquor (Daru, Rashi Urdkh).—-Spirituous liquor 6o° U.P., distilled

from cocoa-nut juice (toddy) ana drunk hot.

<23) Punch (Queimado, Portuguese name),*-'The punch is made of the
liquor of the cocoa-nut palm with spices ana sugar from the receipt

of the Portuguese. There is no native name for it, and it is only
known to the Native Christians of Bombay. Drunk hot for a cold,

one or two cupfuls.

(24) Liquor (Fheniadru Port Dobrado) (double),—Liquor made of cocoa-

nut {toddy) juice by redistillation 20° U.P. ; formerly much used
for making medicinal tinctures and country brandy.

(25) Cocoa-nut £Ndrel ).—This fruit takes a year to ripen.

(26) Sweetmeat (Ndrlipdk),—Prepared from the kernel of the nut.

(27) Sweetmeat.—Prepared from the kernel with saffron.

(28) Splints (Kambl).—Made of (poguy) the spathe of the blossom used
for this purpose by the toddy drawers and natives of Goa, &c.

<29) Door mats.

—

Made of the fibre of many shapes and sizes by natives

and in the jails.

(30) Buggy mats.—Made of the fibre of many shapes and sizes by
natives and in the jails.

<31) Carriage mats.—Made of the fibre of many shapes and sizes by
natives and in the jails.

(32) Floor mats.—Made in Malabar and in the Bombay jails of different

sorts and colours.

(33) Cage (Pinjardt Khuri),—Made of the rib of the leaf.

(34) Horn (Pipdni Tontora),—Made of the leaf of the palm
;
gives a loud

sound when fresh.

(35) Horn, small rise (Dhakti Pipdni),—Made of the leaf of the palm ;

gives a loud sound when fresh.

<36) Toy parrot (Popat),—Made by children of the leaf of the palm ; when
new it looks better.
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(37) Toy parrot in cage (Ptnjarydt Popat).—Made by children from the
leaf of the palm ; when new it looks better.

(38) Leaf woven, Cudtfan (Zavli) —The leaf of the tree, used for thatching
houses ; has the advantage over tiles of keeping the house cool.

(39) Root (J/d/).—Used medicinally, astringent, and as a gargle for sore
mouth.

(40) Rope (Kdthd, Sumbha).—This is extensively used.

(41) Oil-bottle (Donald).—Hung beneath the labour-cart with castor oil and
brush in it for lubricating axles.

(4a) Nut, immature (Khakota),—Used medicinally as an astringent;

children are fond of it.

(43) Trough (Panshtra).—Trough made of cocoa-nut tree, used for catch-

ing water drawn from a well with a Persian wheel for irrigation

purposes (model).

(44) Conduit (Panhdl).—A conduit put under the hole of the trough for

conveying water for irrigation purposes.

(45) Adapter (Nald).— Piece of the adapter used for connecting the native
still to the condenser.

(46) (Tuntuna).—Native musical instrument, used by the poorer classes.

(47) Beam (Bdhdl).—Piece of beam of the shape used for houses. It is

also used for fishing-stakes in the sea; generally two cocoa-nut
trees make a stake 60 to 70 feet long.

(48) Rosary box.—Made of immature cocoa-nuts.

(49) Charcoal Powder (Kolsd).—Burnt shell used for preparing black and
lead-coloured washes for houses.

(go) Broom (Zdd&).—Made of the ribs of the leaf; used by the Bombay
and other municipalities for sweeping roads, streets, yards, &c.

(51) Broom (Zdddu).—Made of the stems of the blossom and nuts ; used
by the cultivators for collecting dry leaves for (rab) burning on the
fields.

(52) Crab trap (Kathimbrd Dhoderd),—Made of the stem of the leaf.

(53) Fish trap (Afalai).—Made of the ribs of the leaf.

(54) String of pots (Mdl).—This is made of fibre of 60 or 70 feet in length,

and about 50 or 60 earthen pots fixed to it and put on the Persian
wheel (rahat). which in rotating brings up the pots filled with water
and takes down the empty ones.

(55) Violin (itfra»£•)-“ Used by the lower classes of natives, particularly

the gosavies (a class of professional beggars).

(56) Sling (Shtnkd).—Used for keeping sundry articles of food out of the
reach of cats, rats, and ants by hanging it on a hook to the ceiling.

Tied to the ends of a bamboo, serves for carrying water-pots, baskets,

&c. The small one is used by milkmen for carrying milk for sale.

(57) Flesh glove (Hdtdli).-*-Used tor washing and rubbing cattle and
horses.

(58) Tar with acetic acid (Kartet),—Made by burning the shells in a
pot with a small hole in the bottom, placed on another, heated by
fire on all sides. Used by the natives for ringworm and skin diseases.

(39) Rope (Dare).—Made of various sorts and sizes.

(60) Brush (Chavdr).— Made of the husk of the nut for cleaning sieves,

washing baskets and rice-drainers (Shibum).

(6x) Sugar, molasses (Gttf).—Made of the juice (toddy) in Goa.
(6a) Peeled from the outer part of the stem of the leaf. Is used

as a cord by the toddy drawers.

(63) Cocoa-nut gilded (Karydcha Ndrel).—Offered by the higher classes of

Hindds to appease the sea on the cocoa-nut fair day. At weddings
the bridegroom and bride carry it in their hands.
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ovata.

(64) Husk (Sdl, Chavdd, Sodan)*—Used as fuel. Especially for backing DOMESTIC.

purposes also affords coir fibre.

(65) Scoops.—Made of the shell. The round and deep ones are used as
drinking cups.

(66) Neck belts (Pattd).—Used for yoking bullocks and buffaloes to carts,

ploughs, oil-mills, &c.

(67) Sack (2
rhoili 7a/*).—Used for sendin^out articles ; a somewhat similar

one is attached to the cart for carrying straw or grass.

(68) Tooth-brushes (Ddton).—The pedicels of the blossom are used as
tooth-brushes.

(69) Brushes (Kunchd, Kuchra).—The peduncles of the blossom are used
for whitewashing houses, &c.

(70) Blind (Dol-Dhdpan).—Used for blinding bullocks and buffaloes while
yoked to the Persian wheel, oil-mill, &c.

(71) Nest (Gharta, Gharbd).—Made by birds out of the fibre of the leaf.

(72) Soap (Sabu).—Made of cocoa-nut oil ; has larger percentage of water
than any other soap.

(73) Puzzles and toys.—Rings, whips, neckties, rattles, crosses, &c.

(74) Bats for cricket.—Made of the wood (cocoa-nut).

(75) Oil-cakes {Pend).—Oil-cake from the native mill.

(76) Patimar (ship) (Fatemdrt) .—Toy made by the boys of the fishermen
class.

(77) Boat, fishing (Hodke).—Toy made by the boys of the fishermen class.

(78) Kernel (Khobre).—Dry kernel.

(79) Stem (Jhintar ).—Used as broom.
(80) Charpai, Cot (Khdt, Baj).— Used by the natives (model).

(81) Potash (crude) (Khar).—'The ash of the stem of the leaves ; they pro-
duce 20 per cent, of ash.

(82) Cocoa-nut, abortive ( Varied Ndrel, Vdhil).—Used as floats for begin-
ners in swimming.

(83) Spadix.—The spadix prepared for drawing juice (toddy). A thin
slice is cut from the palm stem three times a day. The juice flows
from this and drips down into an earthen pot suspended on purpose.
A small piece of the leaf is fixed above to prevent the bottom of the
pot from touching the point, the sheath of the leaf covering the

mouth of the pot to keep out flies.

Codilla.—A commercial term for the refuse separated on cleaning hemp 1637
or flax fibres.

CODONOPSIS, Wall. ; Gen. PL, II., JS7-

[/. 60
, fig. 3 / Campanulacm.

Codonopsis ovata, Benth. ; FI. Br. Ind., III., 433 ; Boyle, III., 253, 1638

Habitat.—A herbaceous plant common in the N. W. Himalaya from

Kashmir to Gurhwil at altitudes from 8,000 to 12,000 feet, distributed

into Afghdnistdn.
Medidne.—Aitchison (Kuram Valley Flora, in Linn. Soc. Jour., XIX.,

141) says "The roots and leaves of Codonopsia are made into poultices

and employed in the treatment of bruises, ulcers, and wounds.”

Food.—"The large tap-root is ground into flour and eaten m
Lahoul” (Stewart : Aitchison). In Kuram it is said to be eaten raw

or cooked.
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COFFEA
arabtca.

COPFEA, Linn . / Gen. PL, II, 114.

[Rubiacxjk.

Coffea arabica, Zim./ 2?r. /»</., ///., /jj; FPi>A/, Ic., /. jj;

Coffee, / Caf£, Fr.

;

Kaffee, Germ.

Vera*

—

2?w« (the berry), Kahwa (the same roasted and ground). Kawa,
bun, b^n, coffee, coffi. Hind. \ Kapi, kava, Bbng.; Bund, cappi, Gl/J.

;

Kawa, bun, kahwa, bind, caphi, caff, Bomb. ; Kaphi, kan, bund, bin

,

Mar.; Bind, tochlm-keweh, cahwa, Duk.; Kapi-kottai, rdpie-cottay,

capi, Tam. ; Kabi-vittulu, capi, Tel. ; Kappi-kura, kawa, kopt. Mala. ;

Kaphi, Bondo-biia , kdpi-bija, Kan.; Bun, qahvd, kahwa, kuehwa,
Arab. ; Bun, qahvd, kahwa, Tochdm-keweh, cahwa, PbRS. ; Ka-pwot

,

kdphi-si, Burm. ; K6pi-atta, copi cottd. Sing.

The Arabic term Kahwa, according to some writers, was originally applied

to wine, but by others it is a corruption from Kaffa, the name of a district ip

Abyssinia where the plant is said to be indigenous. If the latter supposi-

tion be correct, then cav6 , cafe, and coffee are remarkably near the ori-

ginal name. But kahwa and coffee are terms applied to the beverage. The
name Bun is generally given to the plant. It is the vernacular name in

Shoa, and in Yemen as applied to the berry.
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COFFEA
arabica.

Habitat.—Most authors seem to agree that the coffee plant is indi- CULTTVA-
genous to Abyssinia, the Soudan, and the coasts of Guinea and Mozam- TI01f*

bique. “ Perhaps in these latter localities, so far removed from the
centre, it may be naturalised from cultivation. No one has yet found it

in Arabia, but this may be explained by the difficulty of penetrating into
the interior of the country. If it is discovered there it will be hard to
prove it wild, for the seeds, which soon lose their faculty of germinating,
often spring up round the plantations and naturalise the species. This
has occurred in Brazil and the West India Islands, where it is certain the
coffee plant was never indigenous ” (De Candolle ).

It is a small, much-branched tree or bush 15 to 20 feet in height, with
whitish bark and white orange-like flowers. The fruit, which is red on
ripening, is about the size of a small cherry, and contains two seeds,

closely united. These, on being separated, constitute the coffee berries

of commerce ; and on being roasted and ground, the coffee of the shops.

1. In India Coffea arabica—the coffee plant—is largely cultivated, but
other species are also met with.

. C. bengalensis, Roxb., occurs from Kumdon to Mishmi, also in

Bengal, Assam, Sylhet, Chittagong, and Tenasserim. Fruit ovoid-oblong.

(Harina in Chittagong, see Agri.-Hort . Soc. Ind. Proceedings, Oct. 186$.)

3. C. fragrans, Korth ., found in Sylhet and Tenasserim. Fruit much
like the two last.

4. C. Jenkinsii, Hook, f. ; Kh&si Mountains. Fruit and seeds
different from the last, being ellipsoid.

5. C. khasiana, Hook./.; Khasi and Jaintia hills. Fruit J inch in

diameter, smooth 5 seeds ventrally concave.

. C. travancorenais, W. 9* A. ; occurs in Tranvancore. Fruit broader
than long.

7.

C. Wightiana, W. & A.; the Western Peninsula, in arid places

from Coorg to Travancore. Fruit much broader than long, with a deep
furrow.

With the exception of the first these species are not of any special

economic importance; and very little coffee is grown in the tracts in

which they are reported to be found. The coffee-cultivating region in this

country is Southern India, and the enterprise has there gained much
importance. It at present not only supplies most of the coffee consumed
in India, but exports large quantities to other countries.

(For Liberian Coffee see the concluding paragraph of this article.)

HISTORY OF COFFEE CULTIVATION AND OF THE HABIT
OF COFFEE-DRINKING.

The regions best suited for coffee cultivation lie between 15
0 N. COFFEE CJjfL*

and 1

5

0
S. latitudes, but it is grown as far as the 36° N. to the 30° TtVJOWBk

S. in regions where the temperature does not fall beneath 55° F. Xa|3
(13° C.). The area of its cultivation is in fact very nearly the same
as that of cotton. Within the tropical region it may be cultivated at

the level of the sea or even much further to the north and south of the

equator than has been indicated. The plant manifests, in other words, a
remarkable power of endurance, but it aoes not follow that where it may
be grown as an ornamental garden bush it may there afford the com-
mercial product. Within the tropics it will yield profitable returns only

if cultivated on the hills at altitudes between 1,000 and 5,000 feet. It re-

quires a climate with a temperature ranging from 6o° to 8o° F. (15
0 to

27° C.) ; as to humidity, in a suitable region there should be no month devoid

of rain, but the annual fall should not exceed 150 inches. A temperate
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Coffee Cultivation Extended.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition in London, 1886, wrote :
M The total produc-

tion of coffee in the world is roughly estimated at about 600,000 to 650,000
tons, of which Brazil alone produces between 340,000 and 380,000 tons,
and Java 60,000 to 90,000 tons ; the proportion of British-grown coffee
being only about 35,000 tons, of which Inaia contributes 15,000 to 18*000
tons, Ceylon 10,000 to 12,000 tons, and Jamaica 4,000 to 5,000 tons.
Although numerically very small, the productions of our Colonies and of
India occupy the front rank, owing to their excellence. Nowhere is finer
coffee grown than in India and Jamaica, and its value, as well as that of
Ceylon, is firmly established above that of all other kinds, even of Mocha,
which at one time stood above all others.’

9

Extended Cultivation.—The cultivation of the coffee plant began
to extend towards the end of the seventeenth century, being carried on in

various countries possessing a sub-tropical climate, such as India, Java,
Ceylon, Jamaica, and Brazil. Down to 1690, the only source of coffee-

supply was Arabia, but In that year the Governor General (Van Hoorne) of

the Dutch East Indies received a few seeds from the traders who plied be-
tween the Arabian Gulf and Java. These he sowed in a garden at Batavia
where they grew and flourished so abundantly that the culture of the plant
on an extended scale was immediately commenced in Java. One of the first

plants grown in that island was sent to Holland as a present to the Gov-
ernor of the Dutch East India Company. It was planted in the Botanic
Gardens at Amsterdam, and seedlings raised from this plant were sent to

Surinam in 1718. (Crawford (Indian Archipelago, 486) says, however,
that coffee was not introduced into Java until 1723.) Ten years later coffee

was introduced into the West Indies through a plant presented to Louis
XIV. from the Amsterdam stock, and from that date it spread through-
out the New World until now the progeny of the single plant sent from Java
produces more coffee than all the other plants in the world. In Brazil
coffee is completely acclimatised, and there are said to be 530 million

plants under careful cultivation. Coffee is also extensively grown in

Costa Rica, Guatemala, Venezuela, Guiana, Peru, and Bolivia with
Jamaica, Cuba, Porto Rico, and the West Indian Islands generally. Its

cultivation has long been pursued in Queensland, and in various other

g
irts of Australia it has been found possible of cultivation. In Sumatra,
orneo,Siam, the Straits Settlements, and Fiji its cultivation has also been

prosecuted with some degree of success; but after Brazil and Java, Ceylon
and India are the countries where its introduction has assumed an important
commercial character.

Introduction into Ceylon.— According to Dr. 8hortt and others it

was introduced into Ceylon by the Arabs, prior to the invasion of that island

by the Portuguese. Its systematic cultivation about 1690 was undertaken
by the Dutch, but on the cession of their territory its cultivation was con-
tinued by the natives of Ceylon. In 1825 the impetus to fresh effort was
given by 8ir Edward Barnes in the establishment of an upland European
plantation. In 1877 it was estimated that the capital invested in Ceylon
coffee was nearly 14,000,000/. The scourge ot leaf-disease, a fungus
(Hbmilbia vastatrix), however, made its appearance in 1869 and spread
over the island, ** weakening the trees, undermining the crop-bearing capa-

bilities, and leading to the gradual extinction of the plantations over many
of the best districts.” " One cannot avoid a feeling of sadness and regret

at the thought” that the samples of coffee shown at the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition u represent only the fast vanishing remains of what was
but nine years ago the most extensive and' flourishing of the coffee crops

raised on British soil by British enterprise and capital. The production,

which in 1873 amounted to nearly 1,000,000 cwt., declined to 665,006
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cwt. in 1876, to 312*000 cwt. in 1884* and to 230*000 cwt. in 1885*’

{Pasteur).

Introduction into India.—The history of the introduction of coffee

into India is very obscure. Most writers agree that it was brought to
Mysore some two centuries ago bv a Muhammadan pilgrim named Baba
Budan, who, on his return from Mecca, brought seven seeds with him.
This tradition is so universally believed in by the inhabitants of the

g
reater part of South India, that there seems every chance that there may
e some foundation for it. dan Huygen van Linschoten, a native of Hol-

land, who, under the protection and in the service of the Portuguese, visited

India in 1576 to 1590 (and wrote a most instructive account of his travels),

while describing all the important products of the Malabar Coast from
Sind to Cape Comorin, makes no mention of coffee. In a chapter devoted
to Japan he alludes to the remarkable practice the Japanese had of drink-
ing hot water in which they “ seethe the powder of a certaine herb called

c'naa.” H is contemporary Dr. Paludanus adds a note on this subject to the
effect that in the same way the Turks prepare a beverage from “the fruit,

which is like unto the Bakelaoe ” (laurel berry), “and by the Egyptians
called Bon or Ban.” This note proves that Linschoten did not hear of

coffee being used in South India during his visit. But the coffee plant
now grows very readily on the mountains which, to this day, bear the pil-

grim’s name. lRoyle, in his Productive Resources 0/ India, says : “The
plant has long been introduced into India, and coffee of a fine quality

is cultivated on the coast of Malabar; also to a considerable extent in

Coimbatore, and the cultivation might, no doubt, be easily extended else-

where. It was tried in the Calcutta Botanic Gardens, where it succeeded
remarkably well under the shade of the teak plantations, and nothing
could be more healthy looking or in better bearing than these coffee plants
when seen by the author in 1823. Dr. Roxburgh had long previous to

this ascertained that two middling plants, at the age of six or seven years,

produced a crop in the Botanic Gardens, in one year, of 7ft of the dry
berries, which gave three pounds of clear coffee equal to the Jamaica pro-

duce.” Dr. Wallich, in his evidence before a Select Committee of the
House of Commons, stated :

"
I will say for myself I never used to drink

good coffee except that produced in the Company’s garden at Calcutta. ”

Subsequent writers have, however, shown tnat while the plant can be
grown in the plains of India, the care necessary and the expense entailed

render the attempt unprofitable on a commercial scale. The earlier

volumes of the Journals and Proceedings of the Agri-Horticultural Society
of India contain many letters and reports on coffee cultivation in Assam,
Bombay, Bengal (Chutia Nagpur, the Rajmahal Hills, and Chittagong),
but while many of the results tnere published seem to have justified a con-
tinued effort, the experiments have nevertheless been practically aban-
doned. There are at present some 10 acres under 'toffee in Lohardugga
(Chutia Nagpur) and about an acre in Chittagong, with perhaps close on
100 acres scattered over Assam and the same amount in Bombay. Coffee-
planting in India at the present day is concentrated in the Madras Presi-
dency, and as a European industry it may be said to date from Mr. Oan-
non’s plantation at Chikmugltir, in Mysore. This was established in

1830* but as a curiosity Major Bevan, grew coffee in the Wynaad in

1822. It was cultivated by Mr. Cockburn on the Shevaroys in 1830;
Mr. Glasson formed a plantation at Manantoddy in 1840; the plant was
taken to the Nilghiris in 1846; to Belgaum a little earlier; to Darjiling,
by Oaptafn Smaller, in 1856, and to Chittagong subsequently. It has
been reported to yield 9 maunds an acre in Chittagong, and that there are
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iMty. thousand* of acres of good suitable land for coflee near navigable rivers

where manure and labour are cheap.
Coffee has also been introduced into Burma. For some time the effort

to o£en out plantations seemed to be doubtful ; and Mr. Petley, speaking of

the garden on the Karen Hills, north-east of Toungoo, reported recently
that much damage had been done by a mole cricket. Since then, however,
the construction of a railway from Rangoon through a hopeful coffee region
has given birth to new expectations. The Agn-Horticultural Society of

Burma, in their annual report for 1887, say, the demand was great for seed-
lings, both of Arabian and Liberian coffee. Large numbers are reported
to nave been sent to Upper Burma. It is added that “ it is noteworthy
that the Arabian variety does best on the Toungoo Hills, while at Tavoy
the Liberian variety is alone thought worthy of cultivation.” “Local
demands, too, are increasing, as land is being taken up along the lines of

railway between Rangoon, Prome, and Toungoo, and gardens have been
formed whereon small grantees are now cultivating fruit and other useful

trees as well as coffee.”

METHODS.
1647

METHODS OF CULTIVATION.

Space cannot be afforded to deal with every feature of this subject 2

the reader is referred to the numerous special publications quoted under
the paragraph of references ; only the more salient features will be touched
upon, and especially those which have a bearing on the future expansion of

tne industry.

Localities, Climates, and Soils suitable for Coffer Cultiva-
tion as an Agricultural Product.—Under the heading " History of

Coffee,” the subject of the region of coffee cultivation and the climate neces-
sary have been discussed. Dr. Shortt says of soil : “ This should be rich,

abounding in moisture, and containing much humus or vegetable mould;
consequently we find that the plant thrives best on either red or black clay.

Containing combinations or preparations of iron, and covered over with
humus formed by the decay of vegetable matter produced by dense forests.

When these points are overlooked, the results are soon seen in the rising
plantation. The planter, perhaps, instead of choosing forest land, has
taken up a poor grassy or stony situation, and however much water he
may have access to, his plants are stunted and soon become yellow, unless
he resorts to heavy manuring at a very early stage, which materially in-

creases the expense of the concern. In hard rocky soils the pits require to
be deeply excavated to permit of the tap roots of tne plant striking perpen-
dicularly down, and even when every precaution is taken, it will be found
that estates opened out on poor soils will always prove more expensive than
those on forest land, and are not so lasting. Tne berry produced on rich

ferruginous clay is found to contain more aroma and the bean is heavier
when compared with those of other localities. This fact is so well known
to coffee«brokers generally that, in London, a new importation is frequently
weighed after being roasted." Some difference of opinion prevails as to
the degree of moisture the soil should contain. In Sports* Encyclopaedia
there occurs the following : “The points which determine the value of a
plot for coffeS culture are—1, elevation ; a, aspect

; 3, shelter from winds 3

4, Shelter from wash
; 5, temperature ; 6, rainfall; 7, proximity to a river;

8, character and richness of soil. Most of these are necessarily subject to

variation according to locality. Shelter from wind is perhaps of para-

mount importance and should not be sacrificed for richer soil, as the latter

can be artificially obtained much quicker than the former. In wooded
country the estate may be laid out in blocks of $0 acres, encirded by
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natural belts of forest. Flat land must be avoided 5 and wet soil is fata) to

coffee, and flat lands would entail great expenditure for drainage. Steep
slopes, on the other hand, are objectionable, on account of the wash occa-
sioned by rains carrying away soil and manure and exposing the roots of

the shrubs. The surface soil must be fairly good, the subsoil may be poor
but must never be stiff clay ; the shrub is essentially a lateral feeder.

' As
a general rule virgin forest land has been found most suitable to break
up for coffee estates ; it has become naturally enriched by decayed vege-
table matters, and the burning to which it is subjected frees it frqn^ipsects

and from weeds.** Not only therefore do the opinions expressed in these
two passages differ as to the degree of moisture which the soil should con-
tain.—Dr. Shortt saying it should u abound *’ and the writer in mops’
holding that moisture is “ fatal ”—but Dr. Shortt remarks, the planter

"must be in the enjoyment of robust health, to be able to withstand {he

deadly effects of a damp atmosphere, for, in all probability, he will have
to spend his time surrounded by the direst malaria, &c.** &pons’f bn the

other hand, says :
—“ The most suitable climate is precisely that which

Europeans prefer. Frost, even though it be only at night and for a abort
period, is fatal.’* It seems probable that opinions have greatly changed
since Dr. Shortt wrote his Hand-Book of Coffee-Planting in South India.

\

The writer’s limited practical experience of coffee-planting and knowledge
of coffee plantations would incline him to the opinion that the remarks
just quoted from Dr. Shortt’s work are much more applicable to Tea than
to Coffee.

Nursery and Seed.—Having selected the site for a plantation, cleared
and burned the trees (taking care, where necessary, to have protecting

belts against prevalent winds), laid out the roads and carried tne water-
supply to the coffee-house, it next becomes necessary to select and pre-

pare the spot for a nursery. The soil should have a gentle slope,' be
well drained but retentive of moisture, rich and within access of artificial

or natural irrigation. The land should be thoroughly ploughed up or
trenched to a depth of 18 to 24. inches and the weeds entirely exterminated.
Manure at the rate of from 3 to 5 tons an acre should be worked into the
surface soil. The seed-beds may be shaded, but not to the exclusion of

the sun, nor to such an extent as to allow dripping from the protecting

trees. Each bed should be raised to allow drainage, and separated from
the others by narrow paths. If on sloping ground, a deep trench should
be run round the top portion of the nursery so as to divert the surface
water.

The seeds should be sown in rows 6—9 inches apart and about 2 inches
in depth, the seeds being carefully deposited along these lines about 1 inch
apart from each other. They should then be lightly covered with mould and
mats or by branches thrown over the beds. Watering should be done in

the morning or after sunset.
The selection of seed is of great importance. The stock should be

taken from carefully cultivated, bealthy, and vigorous plants from 7 to

10 years old and the seed should not be gathered until fully ripe. " A
bushel of seed should give 20,000 to 30,000 plants, the best is parchment
coffee, picked when fully ripe, pulped by hand, unfermented, unwashed,
and dned in the shade*' (Spons),

“ A bushel will rear 10,000 plants covering 10 acres.** {Balfour, Cyclop .

Ind.) " They should be fully npe when plucked off the branches, and sown
when fresh, at a depth of 1 inch, and dibbled in the soil in drills Jo to

12 inches apart from each other, so as to give the plantings plenty of rpom
to grow, and subsequently enable the planter to remove them w>th facility

from the nursery to the plantation ; or the seeds may be sown in drills.

Nursery,

1648
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and as the seedlings begin to grow the drills should be thinned out to the

same distance. The seeds may be even scattered broadcast in the beds,

and as they sprout should be thinned out to the regulated distance ; care

should be taken to let the plantings grow free of each other, which will

make them vigorous.’* (Shortt.)
“ When the plants have two to four leaves they should be carefully trans-

planted, in damp, cloudy weather, from the seed-beds to the nurseries, and
placed 9 to 12 inches apart. Care must be taken not to double up the
tap-root, and not to leave a space for water to accumulate and rot the

roots. If the tap-root is very long, it is best shortened by an oblique cut,

when it soon shoots again. When transplanting from the seed-beds to

nurseries is not practised, the plants are left in the seed-bed until they
have grown larger ; but 8tainbank and others strongly recommend the
former plan, as, by checking the growth, the young wood becomes hard-
ened, and better able, when finally planted out, to resist insects and un-
favourable weather. A practical suggestion for preventing young seed-

lings being eaten off at the surface of the ground by grubs,' is to lightly

wrap round a piece of paper about 3 inches broad, where the stem joins

the root, on planting.” (Spons.)

Lining and Planting out.—Soon after being cleared the estate is

“lined out” for the reception of the plants. The two following methods
are in vogue : (

1

) “ A base line is laid down, as nearly as possible, straight

up and down the slope ; a cross line is set off exactly at right angles : on
this line, stakes are driven into the ground at the distances determined
upon for the position of the plants : to each stake a rope is fixed, and
stretched parallel with the base line and as straight as possible : small
stakes are provided along these lines : a rope is finally held across them
at succeeding stages of equal width, as guided by measuring poles, and
the small stakes are put in where the moveable rope crosses the fixed ones,

each stake indicating the site for a plant. (2) A rope is furnished with
bits of scarlet rag at the distance fixed upon between the plants ; it is

stretched across the plot and stakes are inserted at each rag ; the rope is

then moved forward a stage at a time, gauged by measuring-rods. The
first plan is the better, especially in broken ground, but is more labori-

ous ; the second is available on even grass-land, but the stretch of the rope
must be estimated and allowed for.”

When about a year old the seedlings are planted out in their perma-
nent places in the plantation; but if dull weather be selected for trans-

plantation, many coffee planters prefer to have two-year old seedlings.

Much difference of opinion prevails as to the distance apart, and the ques-
tion hinges mainly on the character of the soil, the degree of shade, and
nature of the climate. In cold climates, when the plants are not likely to

attain any great size, close planting is indicated, the reverse being the
case under influences that would cause vigorous growth. In India the
distance adopted varies between 4 and 8 feet each way—7 feet being
very common, or 6 feet between the plants and 7 feet between the rows.
This would give 1,037 plants to the acre. Before the plants are removed
from the nurseries, the holes for their reception are made at the points
fixed by the pegs during lining. A ball of earth is taken up with each
seedling, ana a number of these, on a tray, is carried to the plantation. If

exposed to the air for any very long period in the process of transplanting,

each ball should be wrapped round with damp moss. The earth should
be firmly packed around the seedlings so as to prevent water lying and
soaking into the roots.

Cultural Operations.—The further treatment may be briefly re-

viewed. Weeding, or the removal of all wild plants from the plantation so
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as to prevent the young seedlings from being choked. Staking, or sup- METHODS,

porting the plants by canes against winds : this may not be enough and
then it will become necessary to shelter the seedlings. The degree to which
this may be necessary is a matter which depends upon the nature of the
climate and the extent to which the removal of trees has deprived the
plantation of the natural protection which belts of trees would have
afforded. According to many planters, however, all trees should be
removed and shade procured through the cultivation of the charcoal tree

(SpOula Wightii). In two years this forms an ample shade, but as it

grows older the leaves are shed, so that it requires to be renewed. This is

easily done, the timber coming in useful. Marshall Ward, in his report

on the coffee-leaf disease, urges the advantage of belts of trees in helping
to check the diffusion of tne spores of the fungus. “ It is a matter for

regret,” he adds, “that such immense unbroken areas of coffee exist with-

out break of any kind, and one can trace the swaying backwards and
forwards of the spore-laden winds in consequence.” Draining.—Nothing
is more important than a complete system of drains and roads. If the
operations in this direction have not been completed up to date, the ener-
gies of the planter during the first two years may very appropriately be
turned to these considerations. Drift surface-water not only removes
the soil, but may altogether wash away the plants. A proper system of

drainage becomes essential, not only to remove the water from damp and
cold water-logged soils, but to provide against the dangers of sudden
torrents of rain. A system of trenching and manuring has also to be
organised. The former is strongly recommended as saving the necessity

of terracing to protect the soil from the floods of rain. These trenches
answer the purpose of refuse pits for the accumulation of manure. Most
planters are strongly in favour of weeds being burned or exposed on the
roads to the full force of the sun. It weeds, &c., be placed in the trenches,

it is generally recommended that these should be cleaned before the setting

in of the rains, so as to afford every means for catching the fine soil

washed into them by the surface water. The trenches should be fed by
catch-drains, and have outlets by which the water can be run off into the
drainage channels. Coffee being an exhaustive crop, manuring becomes
essential, but the exhaustion is more the result of the peculiar method of

cultivation than due to the crop. The precautions against the removal of

surface soil, if fully carried out, are generally found more efficient than even
the most expensive system of artificial manuring. If the soil does not
contain lime it becomes necessary to supply it. The best nitrate manure
is well-rotted dunyg, but, if necessary, bones, oil-cake, and night-soil may
be resorted to. The manures and the methods of applying them to one
plantation are not always applicable to another, so that no general rule

can be laid down, and the indications afforded by the soil itself must be
followed. Most planters urge the necessity of forking the soil at least

once a year. This consists in softening the hard-trodaen soil by digging
it up by means of an iron fork to a depth of 12 to 18 inches.

Pruning and Treatment op the Plants.—Having attended to the pruning,
soil, the planter’s attention will now have to be turned to the treatment of the 1652
plants. Where seedlings have failed or look sickly or have been injured,

healthier ones should be substituted. The kind of pruning first indicated

is generally that known as “ topping.” The age and height at which this

should be performed are much-debated points. They are generally solved
by local circumstances. The operation of topping consists in nipping off

the central bud so as to check a too great upward growth and thus cause
the plant to branch profusely. In Ceylon this is generally performed
when the plants are 12 or 18 months old. 8abonadiere “prefers to
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postpone th* operation titl the shrubs have borne their maiden crop, even
though extra staking be required to withstand the wind. His plan is to
remove the two primaries at the required height, by a sloping outward
cut cfote to the stem, and then to remove the top by an cblique cut, so
that the stumps resemble a cross, and a firm natural knot remains to

guard against the stem splitting down. Mad {Ceylon) contends that the

plants should be topped as soon as they have reached the required height,

when the soft wood is easily severed by a pinch between the finger and
the thumb. In Natal the shrubs are topped either at their full height—

jp| to 5 feet—or at 3 feet, allowing a sucker to grow up on the weather
side to complete the height. The latter plan is preferred. There is

mudh advantage gained m limiting the height to 5 feet ; not only is

the crop gathered more easily and without damage to the tree, but
it is actually heavier, and the shrubs are more readily made to cover
the ground.* (Spfms* Encyclop 6q6.) Dr. Shortt says : “Pruning con-

sists of various operations connected with either arresting the height of

the plants to cause them to spread out laterally, or in removing the
additional growth of wood, to encourage the plants to push out new
frutebearing shoots. These various operations come under the different

heads of topping, pruning, and handling.” With regard to topping he
adds ;

“ It is undoubtedly called for on all plantations that lie exposed
and are likely to suffer from gales, &c., but in sheltered localities it does
not matter so much, though it will save a good deal of trouble, for ladders
will be required to pick the fruits off untopped trees.” Again, there are

two principal objects to be borne in mind with reference to topping,

—

v%B.t to

give security to the plant in the soil against wind and storm ; and, second-
ly, to give facility for the collection of the crop. Of the two, the latter is

tne more important, for it applies without reference to locality, whereas in

the former, locality is the chief point on which the question turns.” The
first result of topping is to induce the growth of masses of shoots; these
are removed by what is technically called handling. “ The first to appear
are vertical suckers or * gormandisers ’ from under the primary boughs :

these are immediately rubbed off without injuring the bark. From the
primaries spring secondary branches, in pairs, and at very short intervals.

All such appearing within six inches of the main stem are removed at

once, so that a passage of at least a foot is left in the centre of the tree

for the admission of air and sun. The object of pruning is to divert the

energies of the plant from forming wood and to concentrate them upon
forming fruit. The fruit of the coffee tree is borne by young wood

;
and

as the secondaries are reproduced when removed, they are cut off as soon
as they have borne, and a constant succession of young wood is thus
secured.” (Spont.) This removal of secondary twigs from the primary
boughs is what the planters call w pruning.” The practical effect of the
treatment briefly Indicated above is to cause a plant about 5 feet in height
to develops horizontally primary branches or boughs at intervals of about
6 inches throughout the height of the stem, and to form along these

boughs a constant supply of secondary fruit-*bearing twigs. All ascend-
ing or cft>|W-wi<*e branches or twigs are at once removed, so as to force

the plant into dhe arbitrary and unnatural type of horizontal spreading
branches which have the advantage of exposing to the sun and light a
large surface from which the crop can with ease be removed. When
practicable, the -bushes should be handled twice before the crop, and all

secondary kttkihg twigs primed off after removal of the crop. The prun-
ing should be finished before the ensuing flowers begin to form ; but
where this has been neglected, and it is apparent that a flush of so heavy
a character as to weaken the plant has set in, it will be necessary to sacrifice
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plants was returned at 186,500 acres, and the average yield at 31J million

pounds, which were thus distributed

Mysore •

Acres.

• 82,100

ft

7,110,000
Madras . 55*»oo 13,160,000
Coorg .

Travancore .

. 42.300 9.330,000
820.000
830.000

. 4.800
Cochin . 2,200

Total . 186,500 31,250,000

These statistics, which are in all probability defective, have been taken
from the Statistical Tables of British India published by the Department of

Finance and Commerce up to 1887. These tables include the Native
States of Cochin, Travancore, and Mysore, and hence the area given is

?
reater than that returned (i 19,142) in the Agricultural Statistics of British

ndia published by the Department of Revenue and Agriculture. The
total area taken up for coffee cultivation is 354,331 acres, of which 39,618
acres are underplants which have not as yet commenced to give a return.

Considerable areas suitable for coffee cultivation are still available in

British India: of the Nilghiris it has been said that there exists 200,000
acres of reserve suitable for coffee. The port of shipment for Nilghiri coffee

is Calicut, to which the crops are conveyed for a considerable distance by
water. The Shevaroy Hills are more inland, and cultivation does not seem
to have progressed so much on these hills, the distance from sea being pro-

bably unfavourable. Land is, however, still available on these hills, and the
ease with which the produce can be removed by the Madras and Raipore
Railways should tell much in their favour. In Mysore, coffee cultivation is

not likely to extend very much, as all the available coffee land has been
taken up. Of the total area, vis., 81,754 acres under mature plants, 81,543
are in tne Kadur district : the port of shipment being Mangalore. Mysore
for the Wynaad and Coorg. The rainfall of Coorg seems to be too great
for coffee-planting progressing much further than at present, except on
the sheltered tracts.

” A northern aspect is best, being moist during the dry season, and
possessing the most uniform temperature ; but it will be modified either

eastwards or westwards according to the locality, so as to suit the prevail-

ing winds. On the western slopes of the coast-ranges, the south-west

monsoon bursts with such force that coffee cannot withstand it ; in that

situation, therefore, an easterly tendency of aspect is imperative. Further
inland, the drier and hotter cfimate will compel a westerly deviation, so as

to catch as much as possible of the monsoon rains. In the western or
wetter districts, shade is inadmissible ; in the eastern or drier districts, it

becomes a necessity.” (Sports’ Account of the Coffee District of Mysore,)
The following passages regarding the seats of Indian coffee cultivation

may be found useful :

—

In Mysore the cultivation is limited almost exclusively to the Kadur
District. In Vol. II., page 410 of the Mysore Gasetteer published in 1876,
it is stated that ''the coffee cultivation of Southern India may be said

to have had its origin in this district; for the plant was first introduced
about two centuries ago by a Mahomedan pilgrim named Baba Budan,
who,on his return from Mecca, brought a few berries in his wallet, and, tak-

ing up his abode on the hills that now bear his name, planted them near
his hut. It was not, however, till about sixty or seventy years ago, that the
cultivation extended beyond his garden, and not above forty years since

European enterprise was first attracted to it. One of the earliest European
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planters was Mr. Cannon, who formed an estate on the high range imme-
diately to the south of the Baba Budangiri, where the original coffee-

plants are still in existence flourishing under the shade of the primeval
forest.

“The success of Mr. Cannon’s experiment led to the occupation of

ground near Aigur in South Manjarabad by Mr. Qreen in 1843. During
the last fifteen years, estates have sprung up between these points with such
rapidity that European planters are settled in almost a continuous chain
of estates from the northern slopes of the Baba Budans to the southern
limits of Manjarabad, not to mention Coorg and Wynaad beyond.”

The above account of the introduction of coffee into Mysore was first

published by Oolonel Onslow, from \vhom all subsequent writers have
borrowed their information without materially adding to or correcting any
one feature of the original statement.

Madras Presidency.—The following extract taken from pages 290 and
291, Vol. 1 . of the Madras Manual published in 1885, gives interesting

particulars regarding the cultivation of coffee in the Madras Presidency :

“The principal coffee tract of Southern India is along the western
coast, and coffee estates extend in nearly an unbroken line along the
summits and slopes of the Western Ghauts, from the northern limits of

Mysore down to Cape Comorin. The only portions of the area within
the limits of the Madras Government are the Wynaad tract and the
Nilgiri Hills, the rest being in Mysore, Coorg, and Travancore.”

Of the early plantations the Madras Manual adds :
“ Nearly all the

land taken up at this period was what is known as grass or bamboo land,

and in consequence most of the estates proved unprofitable. Of many of

them not a trace, except the ruins of bungalows, remains at the present
day. After the first attempts, coffee cultivation was transferred to South
Wynaad. For ten or fifteen years it made little progress. In 1855 and
1856 a number of new estates were opened out, some too hastily, and con-
sequently with little success. In 1862 the return showed 9,932 acres under
cultivation. In 1865 there were 200 estates covering 14,613 acres. An
official enquiry was made on the subject of Wynaad coffee in the year
1868, and, according to the returns then made, the acreage was 29,909*08,

of which 21,479*54 acres were held by Europeans and 8,429*54 acres were
held by natives. At the present moment there are in Malabar about 24,000
acres of matured plants, 2,900 acres of immature plants, and 26,000 acres

of land taken up for planting but not yet planted. The average yield

per acre in the wynaad is said to be about 156ft, and the cost of cultiva-

tion about R250 per acre, which at present prices would not give a good
return. The table below, showing the quantities of Wynaad coffee shipped
on the Malabar coast during a period of twelve years, indicates nearly all

the crops, as very little passes out by Mysore or Coimbatore

MMff

ADRAS.
I6S7

South
Wynaad
X658

1856-

57

1857-

58

1858-

59

1859-

60

1860-

61

1861-

62

1862-

63

1863-

64

1864-

65

1865-

66

1866-

67

1867-

68

Cwt.

32,658
16,204

36>934
49,680
48,742
91,080

43 »9«>7

91*947
110,548
125,891

66,552
128,011
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x66o

Travaneoiw.

x66x

“Coffee cultivation on the Nilghiris was reported on in 187a. A large
area of land on the Nilghiris has proved to be admirably suited for
the cultivation of the coffee shrub. Not less than 22*897 acres are
now under coffee plantations, besides 12*231 acres taken up for planting*
Twenty-five years ago the area under coffee did not much exceed 500
acres. This great increase is entirely the result of private enterprise* and
has added much to the prosperity of the Nilghins, while at the same
time benefiting the districts immediately adjoining. In the establishment
of these coffee estates a property has been created worth about 5 millions

of rupees. Of the total expenditure* about one third is for the payment of
wages to coolies* and most of this is carried into the low country* either in

payment for food-grains consumed by plantation coolies* or as cash carried
by the coolies themselves when they return to their homes. Estimating
that the sum sent into the low country in this way represents annually
R6,00,000, this will support about 14,000 families of labouring people.
Moreover, in carrying coffee to the coast, and sorting, packing, &cM a
large amount of other labour is employed. Until a few years previous to
1850 the coffee plantations on the Nilghiris were found only on the
eastern slopes, but they have now been extended to the southern* north-
ern, and north-western slopes 5 there are also some extensive plantations
in the Ouchterlony Valley and in the neighbourhood of Coonoor. Coffee
cultivation is also carried on on the Shevaroy Hills in the Salem District,

where nearly 6,000 acres are under the crop, and an area of 4,680 acres
has been taken up for planting; on the Pulney and Shiroomullay Hills in

Madura* where nearly 4,400 acres have been planted and a considerable
area has been taken up for planting; and in the Tinnevelly and Coimba-
tore Districts, in the former of which there are about 2*000 acres under
coffee and in the latter about 800 acres.”

In Coorg coffee is also extensively produced, for there are but few
Europeans and natives there who are not interested in its cultivation.

Tne following information is gathered from the Administration Report
of Coorg for the year 1882 :

—

“ There are in the province 212 coffee plantations owned by Euro-
peans, and 4,594 by natives, comprising an area of 77,474 acres, or a little

more than one thirteenth of the area of the whole district.

“ The area of land held by the former is 41,507 acres on an assessment
of R76,120, and by the latter 35,967 acres paying ar assessment of 1466,440 :

besides which, much coffee is grown by the latter on their banes (plots of

forest land attached to rice-fields free of assessment). The average size of

each estate held by Europeans is 196 acres and by natives 8 acres. Of the

whole area 40,350 are bearing, producing 6,125 tons of coffee, or on an
average 3 cwt. the acre; but tne average yield in most European estates,

which are much better cultivated than native estates, reaches 7 cwt. the

acre. Taking the average cost of cultivation at R 120 per acre on European
estates, and R40 on native, each cwt. of coffee costs R27. The cost of

cultivation at the rale per acre assumed above comes to nearly 32 lakhs of

rupees. Of this not less than 60 per cent, on an average may be estimated
as having been paid to labourers in wages. Calculating that 26,893
labourers, which is about the average number employed throughout the

year, received R6 each per mensem, upwards of 19 lakhs of rupees were
expended for labour during the year. The value of the coffee produced,
taking the selling price to be, on the average, R30 per cwt. on the spot, was
about 36 lakhs of rupees,

0 (Madras Weekly Mail,)
Travaneore.—The area under coffee in the former State in 1885

was 4,013 acres, and in the latter 2,437 acres. The area under coffee

in Travaneore seems to have declined considerably within the past few
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years, or the returns are more nearly correct than they used to be. In 1883
there were sard to be 6,268 acres under coffee, with 4,353 acres taken up
but not yet planted. That area comprised 56 estates distributed over the
State at altitudes from 753 to 4,800 feet above the sea. The cost of cul-

tivation per acre was returned on the average as R45 and the yield 871b,

the minimum yield being 35ft and the maximum 237th.

Speaking of the future prospects of this State, the Madras Manual says
of Travancore : “ To the north, the mountains rise to an elevation of 8,000
feet with plateaux over 7,000 feet. The more important of these is part of

the group known as the Anamallays.” “ The plateaux, by reason of their

good clime, rich soil, abundant timber and water-supply, are likely to

become better known as the demand for coffee-land increases. One
plateau alone {Eroovimullay, or Hamilton's Valley) is 6 miles long by 3
wide, and contains about 10,000 acres of excellent tea and coffee land.

In Cochin there were, in 1883, 17 gardens, and these gave the return
of 342ft to the acre at a cost of R24.

Technical Terms used by the Coffee Planters.—The ripe coffee

fruit is termed the “ cherry.” The succulent outer coat of the fruit is the
u pulp,” the inner adhesive layer the 41 parchment.” The seed-coat within
the parchment,^ which adheres closely to the seed, is called 44 the silver skin.”
The pulp is usually removed at the plantation, but it is a common practice
for planters to send the 41 berry ” or seed enclosed in its parchment to the
coast town or even to Europe, in order that by special and expensive appli-
ances it may be deprived of its parchment. This has been strongly recom-
mended within recent years, as the extra cost df transport has been found
to be more than compensated for by the better quality of the produce and
the great facilities afforded in Europe for working the complicated ma-
chinery necessary for this purpose.
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PREPARATION OR MANUFACTURE.
The preparation of the 44 berry ” from the 44 cherry ” may be said to be

accomplished in the following stages: (1) Pulping ; (2) Fermenting ; (3)
Drying ; (4) Peeling, Millingt ov Hulling ; and (5) Sizing and IVinnow-
ing.

A volume might be written on the various systems and mechanical
appliances that have been or are now employed during the various stages of

coffee preparation. The primitive native system is to sun-dry the cherry,
then to pound it in the common rice-pounder and winnow away the frag-

ments of the dry pulp and parchment separated from the berry. Besides
being tedious, ineffective, and expensive, this process does not secure the
uniformity of colour and freedom from injury to the beans which secures a
high return. This fact has led to the periodic improvement and perfect-

ing of the methods and machinery now in use.

PuLPiNG.—The operation known by this name consists in the removal
of the pulp which surrounds the beans. This is most easily and effect-

ively accomplished if the collections of ripe cherries made each day are
passed through the machinery at once. If unavoidably delayed, it may
be necessary to ferment the cherries before they can be pulped. The
most simple machine in use is that known as the 44 disc puiper.” This
consists of rotating discs the surfaces of which are covered with sheet

copper roughened by having projections punched forward. A 44 single pui-

per ” of this description will pulp 20 to 25 bushels an hourand may be worked
by three coolies. A 44 double puiper ” of this type has two such discs and
is furnished with a feeding roller. It will pulp 40 bushels an hour, and may
be worked by from four to six coolies, and double that amount if worked by
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steam. The discs work against smooth iron beds so adjusted that the
complete cherry cannot pass between. They are torn upwards against the
beds, and the projections on the discs tear off the pulp, allowing the beans
to drop into one receiver and the fragmentary pulp to be carried into
another. The disc 'pulper is in fact somewhat like the cotton gin which
drags the fibre forward and drops the seed behind. The “ cylinder
pulper ” is an older invention in its conception, but has been improved
and perfected to a much greater extent than the disc ; the latter, being
light and cheap, is more generally used in new than in well-established

plantations. In the construction of a pulping-house it is generally recom-
mended to secure a hill-side against whicn an excavation can be made for

the house. This should consist of three storeys—a loft in which the
cherries are spread out— the pulping floor or platform, and the cisterns.

By constructing this building against an embankment or steep cliff, the
cherries may be carried direct into the top loft without requiring to be
raised. A good supply of water’has also to be conveyed to the loft so as
to descend with the cherries into the pulping machine in a continuous
stream.
Space cannot be afforded for a discussion of all the inventions and contri-

vances now in use for pulping the cherry ; suffice it to say that the cylinder
pulper consists of a drum with sharp teeth working against a breast fixed to
within a certain distance of the cylinder, or by having two sets of chops
similarly adjusted. If chops be used, the bottom one should have a sharp
edge, so as to sever the pulp entangled by the teeth from the bean. '1 he
teeth fix in the pulp and thus drag it forward while the beans are carried
into the cisterns. By means of sieves the cleaned beans are separated
from the partially-pulped cherries, the latter being made to pass once
more through the pulper. The stream of water and cherries is carried
from the loft of a tube which dips to the bottom of a basin known as the
hopper. Stones subside in the hopper, while the continuous stream from
above causes the hopper to discharge a uniform supply of cherries and
water to feed the pulper.

Fermenting. -The parchment coffee, which may or may not have been
assorted by contrivances in the pulper and sieves, has* now to be fer-

mented to remove from it the saccharine matter. If this be not accom-
plished it is difficult to dry the beans. Bv taking advantage of the de-
scending flow of water, the beans are carried into tanks, and these tanks
must in their turn be higher than the drying platforms on to which
the fermented beans have finally to be dispersed. There are gener-
ally four fermenting tanks—two in which the fermentation actually

takes place, and two in which the beans are washed. One of each is used
for the produce of one day’s pulping. All the coffee pulped in one
day is allowed to remain in the front or receiving cistern until fermenta-
tion has set in. The period necessary for this will depend greatly on
tbe temperature of the atmosphere, but from 12 to 18 hours will generally

suffice. The contents of the fermenting vat are then run into the washing
cistern, and the receiving vat rendered available for another day’s pro-

duce. By having two sets of these tanks the pulping operation may be
carried out continuously, each day’s collection being disposed of so as to

have the pulper ready for the next day’s work. When properly fermented
the beans are easily deprived of their saccharine matter fey being driven

from the fermenting vat by a goodly supply of water and thoroughly

washed in the washing tanks. The size of the fermenting and washing
cisterns will of course depend on the size of the plantation. When pos-
sible they should be constructed of wood, the planks being not less than
3 inches thick. Wooden tanks are not so cola as stone or brick tanks.
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and are accordingly preferred. The tanks should slope towards the dis-

charge openings.
Drying.—The washed beans should now, through the flow of water, be

carried to the drying floors or platforms and be exposed to the influences of

the sun and atmosphere. * The drying floors are usually made of concrete,

but sometimes asphalt is employed. A simpler process is to harden the
ground and cover it with a coir matting. This has the advantage of

admitting of the surplus matting being thrown over the beans in the

event of an occasional shower, but shed accommodation into which the

beans may be rapidly conveyed is essential. During the drying, the

beans have to be turned over repeatedly either by rakes or by the coolies'

feet. The difficulties against which the planter has to guard at this stage
of the manufacture are too rapid drying cracking the beans, or a dispropor-
tioned drying through reckless turning or racking. To secure a better

and more steady slow drying, various artificial contrivances have been
invented which are now employed by many planters, but the result is the

same,—namely, the drying of the beans. Mr. Pasteur says :
w On gardens

and plantations cultivated by Europeans the cherry is removed as quickly

as possible after being picked, by being put through pulpers and under-

going a very careful ana delicate process of mashing ana washing, until

the berries are left with their parchment envelope perfectly clean. In

many cases, however, there are neither appliances, time nor labour,

to put the fresh-gathered fruit through this process, and under a tropical

sun the cherry dries quickly, and has then to be pounded to the great
detriment of the colour as well as the quality of the bean ; hence the
difference between unwashed or ordinary pale and washed or coloured
or plantation coffee,—the taste of the washed coffee being, as a rule, much
more delicate, and free from the earthiness and common rough flavour

of the unwashed.

Peeling or Milling.—This consists of the removal of the parchment
and silver from the beans. As already stated, this operation is now chiefly

effected by the dealers, at the port of shipment, and not by the planters.

Indeed, much has been written in favour of the beans being sent to

Europe in parchment, and milling machinery is now in use in London for

this purpose. The following passage from Mr. Pasteur's report will be
read with considerable interest, and may be viewed as indicating a pos-

sible new direction of coffee enterprise
“ Among the samples of Wynaad coffee, those from the Eva Estate

deserve special attention, one half of that crop having been despatched in

parchment to be peeled and sized ickLondon. The experiment nas proved
quite successful, the coffee represented by the sizes, 1st, 2nd, and peaberry,
being fully equal in colour and appearance to the corresponding sizes pre-
pared in India. The whole was sold at the same public auction—the
London-cured realising a rather better price than the other half. Similar
and more recent experiments made with some shipments from Costa Rica,
Guatemala, and New Granada have shown startling results, the portion
prepared in London having realised from ios. to 14s. per cwt. more than
that cured in Central America. These experiments would tend to show
that the parchment preserves in a remarkable degree the colour and the

quality of the berry against the incidents or accidents of a land and sea

transport. In the case of the Costa Rica and New Granada shipments
cured in London, the berries seemed fuller and of better shape and weight
than the others, as if (which is by no means improbable) the parchment left

for two or three months longer than usual around the berries had acted as

a kind of natural preserver, inside of which the berry had time, as it were,

to mature more completely than when deprived of its outer and inner
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coating almost immediately after being picked. The curing requires
machinery, motive power, drying grounds, delicate manipulation, and
constant supervision 5 where any of those requisites fail, the coffee suffers
in appearance, and consequently in value. Suitable machinery for treat-
ing parchment has been erected at two of the London wharves, and
there is every reason to hope that this is only the beginning of a new and
profitable home industry. Growers will not be slow to perceive that the
small increase of freight which they have to pay on parchment is more
than compensated for by the enhanced price which the improvement in the
quality of their coffee will enable them to obtain.” In the Kew Bul-
letin for May 1888 the advantages of milling coffee in Europe, instead of at
the plantation, are strongly urged. The cost of doing so is stated to be
only 2s. and 6d. per cwt. {Report on the Col . and Ind. Exhibition, page 169.)

The greatest danger in peeling consists in the fact that before being
passed through the mill the beans require to be again heated. On the
plantation this is generally done by exposure to the sun. The extent to
which this is necessary depends greatly on the nature of the beans, and
long experience is required to determine this point. As a practical hint it

is generally laid down that they should be dried till they resist the pres-
sure of the thumb-nail, but no two samples are alike, and overdrying will

result in serious loss of weight and underdrying will deteriorate the colour.
Sizing and Winnowing.—The peeled coffee as it comes from the

mill is subjected to a fan which (as with the chaff from corn) effectually

drives off the parchment and skin, leaving the clean coffee behind. After
this it is separated into various sizes for the market. This has the effect

of not only meeting the special demands of the consumers, but in furnish-
ing a bean of uniform size that will admit of uniform roasting. Formerly
this used to be done by the hand, but mechanical contrivances are now
universally employed.

Packing.—Having followed all the precautions and adopted all the
most approved methods and appliances, the coffee producer, to secure
the success of his labours, has now only to attend to packing. The beans
must be saved from exposure to the air, or from being packed in cases
that would impart a false aroma. This is usually done by packing the
produce in casks, care being taken to select timber that will not taint the
coffee. Bags are sometimes employed, but are inferior to casks, and the
shipments of coffee should not be made along with cargoes of merchandise
likely to injure the coffee.

ADUUm-

1670

Adulterants and Substitutes por Coffee.

Adulteration is never effected by the planter : indeed, it is practically

impossible. Until the beans have been ground, mechanical impurities such
as mud and stones are the only admixtures that may exist in the coffee as
it leaves the plantation. While this is so there is perhaps no other
dietary article that is so much and so persistently adulterated as coffee.

This in a large measure appears to be due to the legislative system
which has permitted a mixture to be sold so long as it is declared to
be such. Criminality consists alone in selling as pure coffee an article

that contains anything but coffee. Legally “chicory” may be the
roasted chicory root itself or the root of an allied plant or other vegetable
substance applk&ble for the same purpose as chicory. No questions
are therefore raised as to the ingredients of a mixture ; and indeed, if

further protection to the manufacturer be necessary, such mixtures may
even be registered as patent medicines. This fact, together with the
long-established custom of mixing chicory with coffee, has given origin
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of adulteration. The substances which are most
generally employed are

—

“ Roots such as chicory, dandelion, mangold-wurzel, turnips,

parsnips and carrots, &c.
“ z«d—Seeds such as beans, peas, date-stones, malt, rye, &c.

" 3rd—Burnt sugar, biscuits, locust-beans, figs, &c.” (Bell, Chemistry

of Foods.)

During the proceedings of a Coffee Protection Association formed in

London in 1886 the writer had the opportunity of examining certain well-

known mixtures and of seeing some of the practices of adulteration.

One of the most curious which was brought to nis attention was the use

of artificially-prepared beans in so close imitation of the real article that

the mixture of the spurious with the true coffee beans might be fearlessly

ground in the purchasers’ presence and sold as pure coffee . This subject

has already been alluded to under Chicory {see Cichorium Intybus, C.

Nos. XI07 & xio8), and need not be elaborately dealt with in this place.

A largely consumed adulterant of coffee is a substitute for chicory known as

mochara. This consists of ripe figs dried, roasted, and pulverised. Burnt
sugar is sometimes added to coffee in small quantities to give colour to the

mixture, and from an idea that it preserves the aroma. Three or four

pounds to the hundredweight might be admissible without being viewed
as an adulterant. When, however, roasted sugar or a sugar-yielding root

(known as caramel) is added to a large extent, it becomes a serious adul-
terant, and perhaps one of the most extensively used of all adulterants.

It is to the roasted sugar contained naturally in chicory (caramel) that that

ingredient owes its bitter flavour and aroma—properties which recommend
an admixture of chicory to some consumers as a desirable addition to the

beverage. This fact allows of extensive adulteration, since the sugar con-
tained in any other root will yield, when roasted, caramel bitter. Were
saccharine roots the only adulterants employed in coffee, there might be
less ground for urging the adoption of the French system which permits
the grocer to sell separately chicory or any other substance which the con-
sumer desires to mix with his coffee, but prohibits the vendor from manu-
facturing special preparations or mixtures. Roasted flour coloured with
ferruginous earth is to some extent used as a coffee adulterant, and even
roasted liver and other objectionable animal substances are said to have
been found in coffee mixtures. A simple mode of detecting the presence of

chicory or other caramel admixtures in ground coffee is to throw a little on
the surface of a glass of clear water. The readily solvent nature of the
particles of caramel will at once impart coloured streaks to the water,
while only after some minutes will pure coffee give its colour to the water.

Date-seeds were at one time supposed to be likely to come into use as
a coffee substitute, and a company was actually formed to carry out this

idea, without sufficiently reflecting on the means of procuring and collect-

ing the seeds, supposing even that when roasted and ground they were
found to possess in a sufficient degree the flavour and aroma of coffee.

The seeds of several species of Cassia have for centuries and are even
now used by the inhabitants of tropical countries in place of coffee. These
do, as a matter of fact, afford, when roasted and ground, a decoction which
closely resembles coffee. The reader is referred to the account given
under Cassia occidentals (C. No. 784) for particulars of a coffee substi-

tute which would seem to deserve more careful consideration. India
could produce, at a nominal price as compared to coffee, immense quan-
tities of the so-called “ Negro Coffee,” if that article should be found to
commend itself as a wholesome and cheap substitute for true coffee.

!
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The decline in the use of coffee which seems to have set in throughout
the world seems to be largely due to the difficulty of procuring the pure
article. If this be so, it would seem high time for the coffee planters and
others interested in coffee to take the necessary steps to remove this

injurious reputation, and to place in the hands of the consumer a cheap
and pure coffee.

Commercial Terms and Qualities.—The coffee bean usually consists

of two oval plano-convex seeds, though sometimes there is but one. which
from its shape is known as the 99 peaberry." The commercial value of coffee

depends upon many circumstances.—form, size, colour, smell, flavour,

age, and uniformity within the sample. Form to some extent, though not
always, depends upon the source : there are three commercial types as
to form—Mocha, small round peaberry ; Bourbon, pointed and medium-
sized i and Martinique, large and flattened. Colour depends entirely on
the degree of ripeness when plucked and the care taken in the preparation,

but, as a general rule, the Old World coffees are inclined to yellow and the
New World to green. Weight decreases with age or is lessened by over-
drying in the preparation. Odour is, however, the most important test,

but it can be judged of only by professional dealers.

Prices of Indian Coffee.

Mr. Pasteur, writing of the crop of 1885, says :
w Taking 90s. per cwt.

as the average value of the bulk from the estates of true Mysore type,

the Coorg Mysore estates would be worth 805. for bulk, the Nilghin 835.,

the Coorg 825., the Wynaad 785., and the Travancore 705. per cwt.; whilst

native Mysore of average quality would be worth 63s., and native Coorg or
Wynaad 60s, per cwt. The finest qualities of Mysore range in value from
100$. to 135$. per cwt.” The same writer gives Ceylon as large size rang-
ing from 90$. to 10<s,, and bulk 755. to 855., the average being 805. None
of the other British-grovn coffees, with the exception of Jamaica, were
valued as high even as those of Ceylon ; and, as stated in another para-
graph, Mr. Pasteur, one of the highest commercial authorities, gives the
first place to the I ndian coffees in poi nt of value or merit. 99 Nowhere,” he
says,

M
is finer coffee grown than in India and Jamaica, and its value, as

well as that of Ceylon, is firmly established above that of all other kinds,
even of Mocha, wnich at one time stood above all others.”

The rise in the prices paid for coffee during the first twenty years of its

cultivation by Europeans led to its rapidly extended cultivation. Dr. Bidie

says that “a hundredweight of coffee at the present day (1869) is worth
double what it was some years ago. In 1848, in Ceylon, a hundredweight
of native coffee was sold for the same price as a bushel of rice, vie,, J*4|

and, about the same time, estate coffee from the Wynaad was selling on
the coast for R17 the hundredweight. At the present day (1869), estate

coffee is worth from R30 to 34 the hundredweight, and although the work-
ing expenses of estates have greatly increased of late, still the rise is insig-

nificant as compared with the marvellous improvement in prices.”

TRADE IN INDIAN COFFEE.
99 India now stands first and foremost among British possessions, both

for the quality and quantity of its production ” Disease has, however,
99
in

many places affected the vitality and shaken the strength of the trees, so
that they have been less able to resist periods of drought or of heavy
monsoon weather, and small and irregular crops have been the conse-
quence. It would seem, however, as if plantations were gradually reco-
vering their former strength, and with good cultivation and manuring
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the erection of a pulping^house, and other accessaries to the preparation
of die bean, but Dr. Shortt adds with reference to this that “these will at

, best form but a small item.” But he has omitted apparently to estimate for
• the purchase of grass and forest land, and to take into consideration the
. cost of the labour of preparing the beans.

The author of the valuable article on coffee-planting in Spons* Ency-
clopedia gives several estimates both for India and for Ceylon. He
states : “The following estimate (in rupees) for coffee cultivation in South
India is based on the purchase of 300 acres of forest land at R50 and aoo
acres grass land at R25, bringing 200 acres of the former into full

bearing; labour, 4 annas a day, exclusive of maistries* wages.** Then
follows a balance sheet, the main facts of which may be expressed as I

follows s

—

The 200 acres by the seventh year are brought under full bearing, and
have not only cleared off the expense of the purchase and cultivation

of the estate up to date, but the plantation has given its owner over and
above R 15,97 1. To continue to work it an expenditure of R25,645
would be entailed, but the return from the crop would be about R54,ooo
a year, so that with a portion of this the estate might now be extend-
ed to its full limits, 300 acres. This estimate has not only been fram-
ed to cover the charge of building all the necessary houses, but to fur-

nish those with pulping and other machinery, and to stock the yard with
100 head of cattle and provide a horse for the superintendent. The
capital necessary to organise such an estate (without having to obtain
loans on crops) would thus be about R 75,000, or say £5,000, and during
the fifth, sixth, and seventh years that sum would be recovered. Interest on
capital is the only feature that seems to have been omitted, but this can
easily be providedagainst, and if the undertaking were started on borrowed
capital, a loan of R3§,ooo would be required up to the end of the second year, I

of R 15,000 during the third, and R24,000 during the fourth : the loans and I

interest being refunded by the eighth year. The above calculation seems to

be a liberal one, every necessary for successful cultivation being provided
for. Dr. Shortt’s statement may be viewed as an indication of what an
owner with smaller capital might do by working his own estate. The writer

is, however, unable to verify these estimates ; but since they have been
framed by high authorities, tney may be viewed as approximately indicating

the possibilities of the Indian coffee industry when, with average seasons
and fair prices, the speculation is entrusted to careful and skilful supervi-

' sion. The hopeful prospect thus presented might, however, prove visionary

through causes which not even a just and fair estimate could nave taken into

consideration. The highest hopes were once entertained of Indian coffee-

S
lanting, and yet large sums of money have been lost. It is therefore

esirable to place alongside of these estimates, opinions of a very differ-

ent character. Dr. Bidie says :
“ From ten to twelve years ago (1857-

1859), the high price of land, and the flourishing state of coffee culture in

Ceylon, induced planters from that island to come over to India, and
their presence and efforts gave a great impetus to coffee culture. The
demand for land rapidly grew in every part of the coffee districts, and as
capitalists had full confidence in the success of planting, estates multiplied

and extended their acreage very rapidly. Throughout i860 and 1861,

there was a perfect mania Tor planting—extravagant ideas of the profits

to be reaped from it having taken possession of the public mind, while

such contingencies as bad seasons appear to have been entirely forgotten.

Men of moderate means joined in buying land, and invested their hard-
won savings without a doubt as to success, while others of greater ambi-
tion established joint stock companies, spent lakhs in the purchase of
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niORTS. ready-made estates, and pleased their own minds and those of the other
shareholders with visions of 50 or 60 per cent, of profit. As might have
been foreseen, such extravagant hopes nave never been realised, the anti-

cipated fortunes having retreated far away into the future, and the 50 or
60 per cent, dwindled down to 5 or 6. In many cases, indeed, these
adventures have, from various causes, proved complete failures, the
balance always being on the wrong side ; and, taking them as a whole,
the results have been such as to render the public distrustful of coffee

culture as a safe or profitable investment, and to lower greatly the value
of estates.” {Report on the Ravages of the Borer on Coffee Estates.)

DISEASES.

. X675

DISEASES OF THE COFFEE PLANT.
The number of diseases to which the coffee plant is liable are numerous,

many depending on climate, soil, and method of cultivation. These are
all more or less local, and, as a rule, readily curable. To this class

belong the Canker which does such havoc in Natal. This is generally

believed to be due to want of depth of soil, but climate and bad cultiva-

tion may have also to do with it. Rot or the withering of the young
leaves is due to wet and cold.

There are, however, certain specific diseases some of which have prac-

tically baffled both the planter and the scientists, and have proved so dis-

astrous as to have ruined the plantations in large tracts of country. This
has been the case with Ceylon, the leaf blight having there proved so far

incurable as to have caused the planters to substitute tea tor coffee on
their estates. Numerous reports have been published, such as those by
Marshall Ward, Nietner, Bidie, Harman, Forbes Watson, Morris,
Oooke, Balfour, &c. To review even briefly ail that has been written

on the diseases of the coffee plant would take up far more space than
can be afforded in the present outline of the coffee industry, it may be
said that the specific diseases are referable to two sections—Fungoid and
Insectiform.

I. The chief Fungoid diseases are:—(a) Leaf-blight.—'This is a fungoid
disease which is supposed to have first made its appearance in Ceylon in

1869, and to have appeared in South India two years later. It has since

appeared in Java and Sumatra, but does not seem to occur beyond the
limits of the Indian Ocean. It is caused by the fungus Hemileia vasta-

trix, an organism allied to mould. It attacks the underside of the leaves,

in the form of spots or blotches, at first yellow, but which ultimately

turn black. These spots are covered with a pale-yellow powder. They
eventually extend over the whole surface of the leaf, which then drops from
the plant, thus depriving it of the power of growth, or of developing or
maturing its fruit. This blight is present throughout the year, but in its

early stage it generally occurs from December to February in the form of

invisible filamentous threads which cover every part of the bark and leaves.

Every effort has been made to find a cheap and effectual cure, but
with little success. If powdered sulphur, alone or mixed with caustic lime,

be blown over the plants and scattered on the ground below the boughs,
the disease is prevented and the coffee plants seem at the same time to
be benefited. This is, however, expensive and is more a preventative

than a cure. When once the disease has taken hold of the leaves, nothing
has yet been discovered that will destroy it without at the. same time
killing the leaves.

(b) Leaf-rot or Candelillo is a disease attributed by Dr. Oooke to the

fungus Peuicularia Koleroga, Cooke. It is prevalent in Mysore plantations

in July, the leaves, flowers,- and berries becoming covered with a shiny
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gelatinous substance which turns black about the time that the affected
parts fall from the plant (Kew Reports1 1879 . 30 ; and i88o$ 3$).

II. Of the Insrctiform diseases met with in India the following are
those which give most trouble

(c) Borer.—This pest used to be known as the "worm ” and " coffee

fly.” It is most troublesome in South India, especially in Coorg and the
Wynaad, where in 1865-66 it destroyed whole estates. It has been deter-
mined as the beetle Xylotrechus quadrupes. It is red or yellow, with
black in transverse lines. It damages the trees by boring holes into the
stem usually a few inches above the ground. These passages are at
first transverse, but soon ascend spirally to the growing tip where the
larvae are matured. The plant early shows signs of death, and ultimately
withers down to the point where the beetle entered. This pest is most
prevalent in hot exposed gardens, and may be kept in check oy free irri-

gation.

(d) Bugs.—Various insects are by the planters called bugs. They be-
long to the same family as the lac ana cochineal, vie., Cocddae. There are
three pests of this nature, known as the “ brown, ” " black, ” and " white ”

bugs. The brown bug has been determined as Lecanium coffee. This
establishes itself on the young shoots and buds, which it covers with a
scaly incrustation in which the larvae are developed. This causes the
destruction of the parts to which it adheres, the flowers and young fruits

falling freely. The pest does not do much harm, however, until it has
been two or three years on an estate. It prefers cold damp plantations at

about 3,000 feet in altitude. This bug may be first recognised as brown-
ish wart-like bodies. These are the females each of which produces some
700 eggs. Fortunately this pest is freely attacked with parasites which
greatly help the planter.

The black bug is known as Lecanium nigrum. Like the preceding this

attaches itself to the tenderest shoots; it also prefers gardens at high
altitudes in damp situations. The female somewnat resembles a scollop-

shell. When the eggs are incubated the twigs become covered with an
injurious black soot-like powder and the insects destroy the young berries.

The white bug or Pseudococcus adonium is somewhat like a wood-
louse, though much smaller, it being only inch in size. It is flat, oval,

and covered with white down in parallel ridges running across the back.
It seems toprefer hot dry plantations and disappears with the rains, onlyto
return in time to destroy the setting of the fruits. It is found on the roots

about a foot below the surface of the soil, in the axils of the leaves, and
among the clusters of flowers and young fruits. It may be easily recog-

nised by the white excretion formed around the larvae.

All these and the other less known coffee-bugs have a strong dislike to

tobacco juice. They may be prevented from developing to an injurious

extent by brushing the twigs with tobacco. Some planters recommend
saltpetre and quicklime in equal proportions dusted on to the affected

parts, or a washing with a preparation of soft soap, tar, tobacco, and spirits

of turpentine. Mr. Neitner says that a bug of some kind exists on all

estates : "Am I wrong,” he asks, “ in saying that if there was no bug in

Ceylon, it would, at a rough guess, produce 50,000 cwt. of coffee more than

it actually does?” Balfour explains the action of the bug as stopping
up the pores through which respiration and transpiration take place, thus

preparing the way for "the fungus which never fails to attend on the bug.”
"Mr. Neitner tells us that several means of checking the extension of the

bug have been proposedand tried. Amongst these the introduction of the

red ant; but their bites are so fierce and painful that the coolies refused to

go amongst the trees while the ants were there. Rubbing off the bug
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the roasting of the beixisr a larger arnovnt is? developed, to which the
aroma is due. Caffeine appears to act as a stimulant to the nervous
system. Coffee leaves have been used as a substitute for theberries : they
contain caffeine. Mr. N. M. Ward of Padang writes regarding the
use of the coffee leaves as follows :

“ 1 was induced, several years ago,
from an occasional use of the coffee leaf, to adopt it as a daily beverage,
and my constant practice has been to take a couple of cups of strong
infusion with milk in the evening as a restorative after the business
of the day As a beverage the natives universally prefer the leaf to

the berry, giving, as a reason, that it contains more of the bitter principle,

and is more nutritious.” The best mode of roasting is by holding the

leaves over a fire made of dry bamboo or other wood which gives little

smoke. When sufficiently roasted the leaves have a buff colour ; they
are ground to a powder and used in the same way as coffee; (firnnhury.)

Coffee Pulp.

It has long been known that the ripe pulp of the coffee- cherry con-
tains an amount of sugar which might with advantage be converted into

alcohol. At present the washings from the pulping machine are run off

and no advantage taken of the sugar they contain. Several writers

have urged the planters to utilise this by-product, but as yet no definite

steps have been taken in that direction. It is indeed even ques-
tionable whether or not it would pay the planter to divert his attention

to a perfectly distinct enterprise. The tendency of the present day is

to enable the manufacturer in every branch of industry to compete to

the last degree by affording him the means of deriving additional revenue
from the waste or by-products of his industry. In this light it seems pos-
sible that coffee pulp may come to be put to some useful purpose. It con-
tains much mucilage, with gum and sugar. It is said that in Arabia the
pulp is actually employed in the preparation of a pleasant beverage. The
pulp is allowed to dry on the fruit and then husked. This husk is

employed in the preparation of the infusion known as kahmae or kisciter.

Dr. 8hortt states that according to his experiment 8 oz. of dried husk,
when steeped in water until fermentation sets in; yielded on distillation I

oz. of spirits. If not employed in this manner, might not therdried husk
find a demand as an auxiliary to cattle food P

OIL.

The term w Coffee-oil
99

is in the trade given to palm-oil in which' the
kernels have been more or less burnt during the process of extraction.*

The oil thus obtained possesses the odour of coffee-: hence the name. At
the same time the roasted beans of coffee possess an essential oil to wHich
indeed they owe their aroma. During tne process of roasting a large*
proportion of this essential oil is given off, and it has often been proposed
that the drums employed in coffee-roasting should be connected with' an
exhauster so as to condense their oil in a receiver. By this means the'

aroma might be restored to the coffee or employed to flavour liqueurs.
This empyreumatic oil is formed during the roasting, and probably at \the,

expense of caffeine and other constituents of the coffee (see under.
Chemistry).'

MEDICINE! ’
•

Coffeei whiienot officinal the British Pharmaeopacra, is: s6>
in that'

of the UnitedStatexof America. Many medical men; however, recdm-
mendits use in England for mild affections* Its- dietary property; as a
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mncim* stimulant to the nervous and vascular system, is that upon which its

claims to medicinal recognition depend. It produces a feeling of buoy-
ancy and exhilaration resembling the first effects of alcohol, but it is not
followed by depression and collapse. It increases the frequences of the
pulse, and stimulates the system to throw off feelings of fatigue, or to sus-
tain prolonged and severe muscular exertion. It has even been con-
tended that caffeine has the power of checking the waste of the tissues

:

Lehmann found that the distilled oil had this effect in quite as strong a
degree as tea. The well-established property of coffee in preserving
wakefulness depends upon its stimulating property on the nervous system.
When swallowed it produces a warming cordial impression on the
stomach, quickly followed by a diffused agreeable nervous excitement
which extends itself to the cerebral functus giving rise to increased vigour
of imagination and intellect without any subsequent stupor such as
follows on the use of most other stimulants. Moleschott found that it

influences the imagination less than the reasoning powers. Its extensive
use in diet has doubtless prevented coffee taking a more pronounced posi-
tion as a drug. There seems no doubt but that it might with advantage
be prescribed in nervous affections, especially where symptoms of defi-

cient energy of the brain are manifested without congestion or in-

flammation. In light nervous headaches, not proceeding mom derange-
ments of the stomach, it often proves immediately effectual. It has
acauired much reputation as a palliative in the paroxysms of spasmodic
astnma, and has been recommended in hooping-cougn and in hysterical
affections. “Hayne informs us that in a case of violent spasmodic disease,
attended with short breath, palpitation of the heart, and a pulse so much
increased in frequency that it could scarcely be counted, immediate relief

was obtained from a cup of coffee, after the most powerful antispasmodics
had been used in vain for several hours. By the late Dr. Dewces it was
highly recommended in cholera infantum, and it has even been used with
asserted advantage in cholera. It is said also to have been used success-
fully in obstinate chronic diarrhoea” (United States Dispensatory).

Coffee is much less astringent than tea, and hence it does not cause
constipation so readily.

Wood states that "upon those who use it habitually, its characteristic
Influence is not fully evinced, as it has either lost its power in a great
measure by repetition, or the secondary are so mingled with the primary
effects, that the latter are not readily distinguished.” “ Tea differs in its

effects from coffee mainly in degree. It is less stimulant to the nervous
system, less apt to oppress the stomach, probably quite as efficient as a
tonic to the digestive organs, and more astringent in consequence of the
amount of tannic acid it contains. Certain it is that tea, especially black
tea, may be taken habitually with impunity by persons wno cannot use
coffee without suffering, and that it sits more lightly on the stomach. In
febrile diseases, a cup of tea is often not only tolerated, but agreeable to
the patient, and refreshing in its effects; while coffee, however much it

may be relished in health, is usually repulsive to the patient in a fever, and
not well accepted by the stomach or the system** (Therapeutics and
Pharmacology, /., 625).

Use in Typhoid Fever.—" Dr. Guillasse, of the French Navy, reports
that in the early stages of typhoid fever coffee is almost a specific. Two
or three tablespoonfuls of strong black coffee every two hours, alternating
with one or two teaspoonfuls of claret or Burgundy wine, produce a most
beneffciaJ effect. Citrate of magnesia daily, and after a while quinine, is

the. treatment followed by Dr. Guillasse.” (Madras Mail, 1883.) In
dohnston'* Chemistry of Common Life it is stated : "The great nseof
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coffee in France is supposed to have abated the prevalence of gravel in

that country. In the French colonies, where coffee is more used than
in the English, as well as in Turkey, where it is the principal beverage,
not only gravel, but gout, is scarcely known.”

Unroasted coffee has been employed in intermittent fever, but it is

much inferior to quinine. Roasted coffee is said to have the effect of

destroying offensive and noxious effluvia from decomposing animal and
vegetable substances, and therefore to be capable of beneficial application

as k disinfecting and deodorising agent.
Special Opinions—$

“ The powder of the roasted coffee, burnt in the

j
wards of a hospital early in the morning, is a deodoriser, and a very
fragrant one” (P. Kinsley, Honorary Surgeon , Chicacole, Ganjam ,

Madras Presidency).
0 Is also an antisoporific 5 when consumed in large

quantities, is supposed by the Arabs to have an anaphrodisiacal effect
”

(A. S. G. Jayakar, Surgeon*Major, /. M. Muskat, Arabia ). “ Dried
coffee roasted in an open vessel is a useful deoderant ” {Henry David
Cook, Surgeon~Major, Calicut, Malabar). “Is an antidote in opium-
poisoning” (G• A. Watson, Allahabad).

Chemistry.
The roasting or torrefying of the coffee-beans, combined with the pul-

verising they are afterwards subjected to, induces certain changes to

which in a large measure the flavour and aroma of the coffee are due. The
woody tissue becomes friable, and at the same time certain chemical

changes take place: The chief organic constituents of raw coffee are

caffeine, fat, caffeic acid, gum, saccharine matter, legumin, and cellulose.

Payen gives the following analysis

Cellular tissue 34*000
Hygroscopic moisture 12*000

Fat 13*000

Starch, sugar, dextrin, and vegetable acids . . • 15*500

Legumin 10*000

ChTorogenate of potash and caffeine • . • . 3*5 to 5*000

Nitrogenous matter 3*000

Free caffeine 0*800

Thick insoluble ethereal oil 0*001

Aromatic oil 0*002

Mineral constituents 6*697

Bell (in his Chemistry of Foods) gives the following table of the

analysis of two samples, raw and roasted, of both Mocha and East Indian

coffees. We reproduce the table, both because of its allowing of compari-

son between these two coffees and of indicating some of the chemical

changes effected by roasting s—

Constituents.
Mocha.

|

East Indian.

Raw. Roasted. Raw. Roasted.

Caffeine
Saccharine matter ....
Caffeic acids......
Alcohol extract, containing nitrogenous
and colouring matter....

Fat and oil

Legumin or albumin ....
Dextrin
Cellulose and Insoluble colouring matter

.

Ash . . »

Moisture

roS
9*55
8*46

6*90
12*60

9*87
•87

37-95
3*74
8*98

*82

•43

4*74

14*14

13*59
11*23
1*24

48*62
4*56
0*63

ru
8*90

9-58

•ji
u*8i
11*23

*®4
38*60

3*98
9*64

105
*41

4*53

12*67

13*41

1313
1*38

47*43
4*88
1*00

100*00 100*00 100*00 100*00

COFFEA
arabica.

mem.

CHEMISTRY.
I68O
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Should the* whole of the testa of the seed (the stiver skin of the plant-

ers) not have been removed, it separates during the process of roasting.

This is known as the roaster's "flights:” or the " fibre it should be
removed from the beans before submitting these to the grinding mill. On
being roasted the beans swell up and lose from 15 to 20 per cent, of their

weight. There is perhaps no operation of so much importance as that of

roasting. It should be performed in a covered vessel, over a moderate fire,

and the seeds should be kept in constant motion. If mixed sizes are
roasted together, the coffee will be much inferior to that obtained by
roasting carefully picked and assorted beans. The degree of roasting

required for one class of coffee is not the same as that for another. The
heat should not be greater than is sufficient to impart a light-brown
colour to the bean. When roasting is carried too far, a disagreeable
smell and a bitter and acrid taste gradually mingle with the essential

aroma, and thus lessen the merit and value of the coffee. By reducing
the beans to charcoal the aroma and flavour are entirely destroyed. When
the* roasting has been effected to the right extent, the volatile oil is

produced at the expense of some of the other constituents. A glance at

the table above will show that, nearly the whole of the saccharine matter
has disappeared. This is not the case with the sugar in chicory of other
roots# a large proportion remaining as sugar, and hence the rapid colour-

ation imparted to water by a coffee powder containing chicory or other
cane-sugar-yielding roots, as compared with pure coffee. There is some-
thing altogether peculiar in the behaviour of the sugar of coffee under
the influences of torrefication. How the volatile oil is formed seems to be a
puzzle. This oil has been termed Caffeone, and it is the aromatic principle

of coffee. It is wholly the product of torrefication, the materials of which
it is formed being obtained by the destructive influence of heat on the
other constituents of coffee. Though present only in minute quantities,

this empyreumatic oil exercises a powerful influence upon the animal eco-

nomy. "This- activity .of the volatile oil of coffee justifying us in con-
cluding, as I have already said, that the similar oil produced in tea by the
roasting, takes a similar share in the effects which the infusion of tea as a
beverage produces ” (Church ). Caffeine (C8 H 10 N4 Oa) is, however, the
principle upon which the dietetic property of coffee depends, and it does
not appear to be altered by torrefication. It is identical with the alkaloid

found in tea. Weight for weight, tea yields about twice as much theine

asr the* roasted coffee-beans yield caffeine* On this account a greater

amount of coffee is necessary to make a cup of beverage than of tea. The
"grounds” generally thrown away contain about 13 per cent, of nutri-

tious gluten. Amongst Eastern nations the habit prevails of drinking (as

is done with cocoa) the grounds as well as the decoction, thus the full

nutritive property of the’bean is secured. Several writers have strongly

advocated the adoption of this practice, but it seems doubtful whether this

is ever likely to be followed more thain that the tea leaves should be eaten
which contain the glutinous matter of tea. Several prosecutions have been
made againBt persons who have collected the rejections of coffee; and with
flour and other ingredients made these up in the form. of imitation'beans.

The English system of boiling a small quantity of coffee is far inferior

to. the more liberal French method. The wholesale system of roasting

in, stock pursued in England, packets of the ground coffee bang sold to

the consumer which may be years old, is far inferior to the. continental

system' of the consumer roasting and grinding* his owncoffee* itvsmaH
quantities as required

Structure of the Wood.—Wood white, moderately hard, clbse-grained*.

Fans very* fine and extremely- fine ; medullary rays very fine, numerous.
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LIBERIAN COFFEE.

This is the Coffee libeiica, Hiern a native of Liberia* Angola, Go-
lungo, and Alto, and probably also of several other parts of West Tropical

Africa. It is a taller and stronger plant than C. arabica, yielding also

a larger leaf and berry. It was first made known to Europe about the

time the coffee-leaf disease made its appearance in Ceylon. Its hardier

growth led to the opinion that it might be able to withstand the action of

the fungus, and on this account demands poured in to the Royal Botanic
Gardens of Kew for plants or seeds to be experimentally tried. Fortu-
nately the Director of the Gardens was fully able to meet these demands
until the question of seed-supply was taken up by certain recognised mer-
chants. The Kew Reports are full of the most interesting details regard-

ing the success which attended the experiments made in almost every part

of the tropical regions of the globe. Whether the high hopes, entertained

by some writers, of its supplanting Coffea arabica are likely or not to have
even an approximate realisation remains still to be seen. Mr. Thomas
Ohristy, for example, says :

“ Now, however, that the vigorous growth,
excellent yield, large berry, and freedom from disease of the Liberian

coffee are becoming known, it is being tried in all coffee-growingcountries,

and the success which has hitherto attended its cultivation promises soon
to cause it to supplant the Coffea arabica.*’ The coffee planters of

Ceylon have chosen to supplant their coffee by tea, and while the reports

issued by the Superintendent of the Nilghiri Gardens continue favourable,
the enthusiasm with which Liberian coffee was first received seems to

have toned down considerably, leaving the matter still in an experimental
position.

LIBERIA*
COFFEE.
2682

COIX, Linn.; Gen . PI. ,
III., 112 .

A group of grasses belonging to the tribe M AYDBAS, and popularly known
as “ Job’s Tears.” Under that designation is included not merely the species of
Coix but of Chionachne, and probably also of Polytoca. The latter are
not of such importance as to justify their separation in a work treating purely of
economic products, and therefore the popular or rather practical view of these
plants will be adopted in the following brief account of the species of ‘Mob’s
Tears.”

Coix gigantea, Koen.; Duthie
,
Fodder Grasses, N. Ind., 18 / Graminejl.

Vera.— Kesai, Berar ; Danga gurgur, Beno.

Reference.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind.t Ed. C. B . C., 650.

Habitat.—A tall, erect, aquatic grass, with large broad leaves, found
throughout the plains of India. It is distinguished from the next species
by the florets of the male spikes being in threes, the central one stalked.
Roxburgh found it in the valleys of the Circar mountains, but from his
description of this and of the form named by him C. aquatica, it seems
probable that both are referable to one species, if, indeed, they should not
be treated as varieties of C. lachryma,

It seems probable also that C. gigantea and C. aquatica are the wild
states of- the cultivated plant, C. lachryma. At all events, no one seems
to have observed them under cultivation, and thus, while the grains are
not apparently eaten, the other properties of Coix lachryma are appli-
cable to the above,

C. Koenigii, Spreng./ Duthie, Fodder Grasses
,
tg,

Syn. for Chionachne barrata, R. Br. (the Coix barbata, Roxb)

C, 1684
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Kurz in his report on Pegu refers to this plant under the Burmese name of
Kyaip. It is also known in India, where it bears the following vernacular
names: Gurgur, Bkng.j Bhus, kirma-gildram gadi, Chanda s Kadpi,
Balaghat, C. P. ; Varival, Mar. j Ghella gadi, Tel.

FODDER.
^
Fodder.—Duthie says that in Balaghdt in the Central Provinces, it is

lOoS said to be used as fodder when in the young state. Roxburgh, however,
remarks that, owing to its coarse nature, cattle do not eat the grass.

X686 Coix lachrymal Linn. ; Duthie, Fodder Grasses, iS.

Job's Tears.

Syn.—C. arundxnacea, Lamk.

;

Lithagrostis, lachryma Jobe, Gwrtn.
Vera.—A recent correspondence between the Government of India and the

various provincial Governments has brought to light new and interesting
information regarding this plant. It has been shown that Coix is much
more extensively cultivated

>
than was formerly suoposed, and that there

exists a very extensive series of wild and cultivated forms of Job's Tears,
which the writer has placed under the above species. Should this be
proved incorrect, a certain redistribution of .the vernacular names, here
attributed to the various species of Coix, would become necessary. One of the
Ynost remarkable of the forms of Coix lachryma has been figured in the
last part of Hooker's leones Plantarum, PI. , 1764, as C. lachryma, var.
Stenocarpa, and an effort, in the following remarks, will therefore be
made to indicate, as occasion occurs, the vernacular names that more pro-
perly belong to that form. Sankrd

,
Hind.; Gurgur or hunch, Beng.j

Jargadi, Santal ; Kassai~bija, Bomb, j Rdnjondhala, rdn-makkai, Mar. t

Jondhali, Poona; Sdnklu (Sabathu Hills), Pb.; Dabkir (Mount Abu),
Raj.; Sankru, (according to Royle) barn (at Siharanpur), N.-W. P.;
Ganddula, garun (Bundelkhand), kasei, galbi, gadi (Chanda), gala
(Seoni), gurlu (Balaghat). C.P. ; Sohriu (Khisia and Jaintia Hills),
Assam ; Jargadi. Sans. ; Kyeit, kalitki or cheik (the white form), kyeik-
phun, sakyetk (the edible), Burm. ; BS (Urge form), be-ma (the small),
Karen ; Kudhia thia or kudhati (the black form), so-tsa (the white), and
ke-sl or kasi (collective or generic name), Naga Hills; Hung, Manipur ;
Kirindi-mana, Sing.; Ee-jin, ee-yin, a name used in China and Malacca.
The Latin Coix and probably the Greek Kot{ were applied apparently by

early writers to an Ethiopian palm, but according to Theophrastus to a
reed-like plant which may possibly have been the modern Coix. It is worthy
of note that the name kasi by the Nagas given generically to the cultivated
forms should reappear all over India : thus kasei in Chanda, kassai in Bom-
bay, kesai in Berar (for C. gigantea) ; and that many of the names in use
in Burma should have so strong a resemblance to that word, vis., kyeit,
kyeithishe, kuldsd, kalinsee

t
&c.t &c. It seems probable that the expression

job's Tears is wrongly applied to Coix. The Arabs have a tradition that
Job used the flowers of Inula dysenterica to heal the sores on his body,
hence according to them Inula and not Coix would be the true Job's
Tears. That expression, as applied to Coix, rests most probably, however,
on the shape of the grains, and Qerarde says " every graine resembleth
the drop or teare that falleth from the eye.” The very application, how-
ever, of the name Job’s Tears would suggest an ancient cultivation ; but the
fact that in the wild state the plant yields a much larger grain than either
rice or wheat maybe taken as suggestive of Coix having at an early date
been cultivated by the inhabitants of the countries where it was found; and
it would s;em as if it had been displaced ifrom popular favour when the
superior properties of other food-grains became known.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 649/ Thwaites, En. Zey. PI.,

Habitat—Met with on the plains of India, and on the warm slopes of
the hills from the Panjib to Burma. It seems probable, as stated under
the preceding species, that the forms referable to this type are mostly cut
tivated; they are less aquatic in character than those referred to C. gigau-
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Job’i Tears.

tea, and appear to occur at higher altitudes. They are also more stunted
in growth, and the involucre (or shell around the grain) is looser, softer,

ana apparently always furrowed—at least this is so with all the cultivated
forms.

The forms of Job’s Tears.—There are three or four well-marked
forms of Job's Tears met with in India, which differ from each other in

shape, colour, and degree of hardness, and in the presence or absence of

grooves or furrows along the length of the hardened involucre. As to

shape there are three types—a long cylindrical or tubular (var, steno-

carpa), the normal pear-shaped condition, and a flattened spherical form
about the size, and not unlike the shape, of the fruits of Malva rotundlfolia,

only smooth and polished.

The writer has had the pleasure to examine a large collection of samples
made in Burma and Assam, and would offer the following remarks
regarding these.

ist— The cylindrical form is returned as frequently cultivated,and also

wild in the Pegu Divisions of Burma (in the following districts—Prome,
Pegu, Hanthawaddy and Tharawaddy) j also in the Tenasserim Division

(in the following districts—Amherst, Taung-ngu, Tavoy. Mergui, and Sal-

ween). It is said to be wild but not cultivated in the Naga Hills of Assam.
From no other part of Assam, however, have samples of this form been
received, but in the part of Hooker's leones Plantarum (to which refer-

ence has been made above) it is stated that “ Mr. R. Bruce of Balipara'9

forwarded samples to the British museum, with a note to the effect that the
u involucres are known to 'the Assamese and the Mfris, and called by
them the cowrmonee or crow-bcad, from the fondness of these birds for

this berry.*” It would appear, therefore, that the cylindrical grain may
occur in” the Mfri country, but up to date (in connection with the present

enquiry) no information corroborative of this fact has been received from
Assam, and the plant does not appear to occur in any other part of India,

so that it may safely be viewed as a native of Burma, and possibly

distributed into the mountain tracts of Upper Assam and Cachar.
The cylindrical grain is always of a white colour, smooth, polished, not fur-

rowed, but constricted towards both extremities, and whether wild or cul-

tivated, is collected for ornamental purposes only, and not as an article of

food.

2nd—Of the pear-shaped form there are numerous sorts, varying in

size and colour—some pale and bluish white ; others grey, yellow, or brown-
black. They are often constricted at the base into a disk-like annulus,

and in all the samples said to be collected from cultivated stock, the grains

are more or less deeply furrowed, and in the slate-coloured samples the
bottoms of the furrows are of a brown shade. The cultivated forms are

also loose-shelled and flattened on one side, somewhat obliquely, like the

smaller cardamom. The wild forms are smooth-shelled, the shell being
often so thick and hard that it can scarcely be broken. The cultivated

forms are frequently grey, brown, or even black, although in point of abun-
dance the straw-white form is that most extensively met with. They
rarelv ever have the shining, polished appearance of the grains returned

as collected from wild plants. From Assam has been received the most
extensive and varied series of cultivated Coix.

3rd—Of the flattened spheroidal kind all are smooth, hard-shelled, and
look like artificial beads. They are often yellow or even pink, and do not

f>ossess the disk or swelling at the base. They appear never to be cul-

tivated, and have been sent in the greatest abundance from Burma.
It seems probable these belong to a different plant from the forms

described above.

COIX
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It is somewhat remarkable that in all the cultivated forms the shoU is

loose and furrowed. These forms vary considerably as to size from that of

a grain of rice or small grey pea to a haricot bean. A sample from Akyab
is tully half an inch long, and is pronouncedly flattened obliquely with a
large swelling at the base. 1 1 seems probable that these loose-shelled forms
belong to Goix lacfaryma proper, while some of the smooth, hard-shelled
kinds (and especially the spheroidal forms without the basal annulus) may
be from €• gig&ntea or some undescribed species. Of the flattened sphe-
roid forms sent from Hanthawaddy some are extremely pretty, are pale
pink, smooth, andshining, with a natural central perforation, making tnem
look like artificial beads. A brown sample from Akyab is so hard and
shining as to closely resemble small marine shells. The Deputy Commis-
sioner says the globular form grows wild in low marshy land and is not
eaten. This may be the plant Roxburgh described as C. aquatica.

The following brief abstract of the reports received from Burma will

Convey sotne idea of the forms of Goix there met with, while it will afford

the means of recording the vernacular names that are in use with reference

to the various wild and cultivated plants.

Pegu Division.

In the Pegu District five forms exist : a large pear-shaped kind known
ascheik or kyeikthi which grows wild plentifully, but is not collected either

for food or for ornamental purposes. There are two forms of this, one
white, the other brown grey, both are smooth, polished, and very hard.

A brown edible form is cultivated—a polished grain with the characteristic

furrows and basal annulus. Lastly, there are two forms of var. stenocarpa,

both of which are cultivated—the one called ‘ male cheik,* long, thin, and
quite cylindrical, and the other * female cheik,

9
shorter and slightly swollen

in the middle. Separate names are not given to distinguish the cylin-

drical from the pear-shaped forms. The best quality is said to come from
the upper valley of the Pegu river.

In Hanthawaddy District some seven or eight forms exist in a wild

state or are cultivated. One only is grown as an article of food, namely,
fe slaty brown irregular grain, of a dull colour, furrowed, and with an
annulus. This is found only on the plains, is called Kyeikthi, and is sold

for 8 annas a basket. All the others are wild or cultivated, but collected

purely for ornamental purposes. One is a medium-sized steel grey seed.

Smooth, shining, and peat^shaped. Threeare pinkish-brown, small, of the

flattened spheroidal form, ana the most perfect beads in the whole collec-

tion of Coix seeds before the writer. These have been lettered B. D. and
£., but do not appear to bear separate names, although they are said to be
w grown u by the Karens. The sample D. would most probably command
a Targe sale in Europe, as it is of a rich colour, smooth, and polished, with

an almost artificially regular perforation, and so hard that it is impossible

to break the grains without tne aid of a hammer. Two samples of the

cylindrical seeds complete the list of the Hanthawaddy consignment of

Coix. These correspond exactly to the two forms described above under
Pegu, the sample marked G. agreeing with the so-called "male, M and
C. with the ,c female ” form.

In the Prome District both spherical and cylindrical forms are said

to occur, wild and cultivated. Of the samples forwarded along with the

report, one is a small steel gray, furrowed and loose-shelled form, which,

judgingfrom all the other samples of Coix examined by the writer, must be
cultivated, and most probably not wild. The other two samples furnished

Art the form! of the cylindrical described above, only that the longer form
is nearly as much swollen in the middle as the shorter. The Deputy
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Commissioner deals in his report with a much more extensive series than

he has furnished samples of. He says the forms of Coix are known col-

lectively by the name kyeikthi. The cylindrical being Kyeikshe (literally,

long Kyeik)

;

of the globular form there are names to distinguish certain

recognised types thus Kyeikphun, white Kyeik $ Sakyeik, edible Kyetk •,

Pyaung, or maize-like Kyeik

;

and Kyeikniy or red Kyeik .

In the Tharrawaddy District the Deputy Commissioner says that

all the forms are known by the Burmese name Kyeikthi

,

but that a large

round edible form is known to the Karens as Be, and is cultivated, while

another smaller round kind is known as the Be-ma (or female Be) and is

collected for ornamental purposes. He further forwards a sample of the

cylindrical grain, and says it is known as the Be*kwa,

FOAMS OF,

Arakan Division*

In the Akyab District the pear-shaped form is both wild and culti-

vated. From the town of Akyab, the Deputy Commissioner has furnished

three samples of the wild plant, the seeds being smooth, polished, and very

hard, especially a brown form. He states that these forms grow in the

low marshy lands and are not eaten. He, however, furnishes a sample of

a cultivated form obtained from Myohaung—the largest Coix giam yet

examined—which fully supports all that has been stated above. It is steel

grey, deeply grooved,* with a loose shell and pronounced basal swelling.

The Deputy Commissioner describes this as “ the cylindrical form,” but
while it is certainly longer than the Akyab grain, it is not the cylin-

drical form (var. stenocarpa) described above, but is a monster form of

the ordinary cultivated pear-shaped grain.

In the Kyauk-pya District three forms of Coix occur— two wild and one
cultivated. The writer has not seen any specimens of these, yet has no
reason to doubt but that they would answer very much to the types
described under Akyab. One of the wild forms is larger than the other and
is known as jaisee or kalinsee, while the smaller form is the chitsee. The
edible form is also known as chitsee, and is both eaten and made into beer.

Arakan.
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Tbnasserim Division.

In the Amherst District both the round and cylindrical forms are
grown, the former being eaten, and the latter used for ornamenting ladies’

dresses. A wild round form is said also to exist. Samples have not
been communicated, but the Deputy Commissioner reports that both are
known as kyeit.

In the Shwe-gyin District no form of Coix is known.
In the Taung-ngu District it is stated that the cylindrical form grows

wild, while the globular is cultivated s both are known as kyeit s the former
is used for ornamental purposes, and the latter is grown as an article of

food and for making beer.

In the Tayoy District the round and the cylindrical forms both exist,

Wild and cultivated ; they are known as kyeit and kahthi

.

In the Mergui District, and chiefly in the Palaw township, cylindrical

and round Coix are both cultivated and wild. The Deputy (Commissioner
forwards seven samples, of which Nos, i, 2, and 4 are cultivated, the others

wild, while Nos. 3, 5, 6, and 7 are used for ornamental purposes, and No. 4
is extensively eaten. It is worthy of note that of these samples only those
cultivated, vie.. Nos. i, 2, and 4 have the shell or involucre furrowed—the
others are smooth and shining.

(1) Kaleik is a dark brown or bluish black polished grain of the pear-
shaped series.

€* 1690
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(2) Kaletk Kauk-nyin9 the same as the last so far as the appearance of
the min goes.

(3) Kaletk Sinewb is the narrow cylindrical grain already alluded to
as “ male.” The so-called “ female ” is No. 6 of the present list.

(4) Kaletk Pauk-pauk,—This is the smallest pear-shaped and furrowed
grain in the Burmese series. It is almost round, witn an apical elong-
ation; is pale, straw-coloured, and pronouncedly furrowed. The
Deputy Commissioner says it is “ used extensively as a food grain.”

(5) Kaletk Yingwh.—This is a very small form of the flattened sphe-
roidal, grain of a dirty milky white colour, a little smaller than the
Hanthawaddy sample marked D, but of the same shape. The
seeds are less than a£ inch in diameter and not much more than
half that size in thickness through the central perforation.

(6) Kaleik Yaing, the form of atenocarpa that has been described as
“female,” a short cylindrical grain with a central swelling.

(7) Kaletk Kyauk is a large white or straw-coloured pear-shaped grain
devoid of surface furrows. This is the largest straw-coloured grain
in the Burmese collection, as No. 4 above is the smallest. Many
of the steel grey whites are quite as large as No. 7, but few of the
straw-coloured ones approach it in size.

In the Salween District both the globular and the cylindrical form is

cultivated, but the former exists also in a wild state. They are known in

Burmese as kyeit, the cylindrical being kyeithishe, ana the globular
kyeitthilon . In the Shan language they are Malweleitayaung, the
cylindrical and Malweleitamun , the globular. In Karen, Baw-kwa
the cylindrical, and Bowma, the globular ; also in Karenni Kulhe the
cylindrical and Tabusb the globular. Both forms are extensively grown in

the Shan States, where the cylindrical is sold for Ri a bushel and the
globular from 4 to 6 annas.

The following abstract of available information regarding Coix culti-

vation in Assam may be here given to complete this brief review of the
subject s

—

Sir J. D. Hooker remarks :
“ A great deal of Coix is cultivated in the

KMsia hills; the shell of the cultivated sort is soft, and the kerrel is

sweet, whereas the wild Coix is so hard that it cannot be broken by
the teeth ; each plant branches two or three times from the base, and
from seven to nine plants grow in each square yard of soil ; the produce
is small, not above 30 to 40 fold.” Mr. McOabe, the Deputy Commis-
sioner of the Naga Hills, reports : “The Nagas of this district cultivate

six varieties of Job's Tears. The generic name is Afa-z*, and the varieties

are as follows :

—

“* Sibu *—The seed is of a bluish grey colour and pear-shaped in

form. This is a medium-sized form, with soft shell deeply furrowed with
brown lines s oblique and with a basal swelling. This is smaller but some-
what like the large grain obtained from Akyab

,c ‘ Kerengiea-siS—Oi the same colour as Sibu, but more cylindrical in

shape. Hardly to be distinguished, in fact, from Sibu, except in being
more oblique and in having a pronounced apical and basal constriction.

*• * Sipta —A small grain about half the size of Sibu, of a russet brown
colour. This might also be said to be a more regularly-formed grain, with

a harder shell than either of the preceding, but not sufficiently hard to
k admit of its being used for ornamental purposes.

u ‘ Sdmdprb* —Pear-shaped in form resembling Sipia, but smaller in

size This dark brown regular grain looks at first sight remarkably like

some of the forms of black rice. It is about the same size and is pointed
at both extremities. It is considerably like an elongated caraway.
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roans or. “ The cylindrical is sown by the wild hill tribes on Kaing land or on
the slopes of hills. They do not till the land for this purpose ; the seeds
are thrown broad-cast, and no care is taken of them. In times of scarcity

of food the cylindrical are eaten, but now they are only used as ornaments
for their dresses.” The Deputy Commissioner of Kyaukpyu writes re-

garding a beautiful hard round form which is collected from the wild
plant and used for ornamental purposes. Of the cultivated forms he
says this is known as Ckitsee. “It grows in June and July and dies in

November and December. The plant is 4 or 5 feet nigh and like a
reed.” But a smaller, more delicate, variety is also cultivated, which he
remarks is eaten and also used in the manufacture of the small beer
known as Khanag.” He adds “The seed has to be cleaned and has
the taste of maize.” Of the two kinds grown he says s “ The plants,

however, differ widely ir. other respects, and I am unable to say if they

belong to the same variety or not.”

Character op the Edible Grain.—On breaking the outer shell, a
cowry-shaped grain is obtained which, Professor Church says, bears on
being cleaned the proportion of 1 to 4 to the total weight of the unhusked
article. The Professor gives the following analysis—

Composition of Job's Tears (Husked).

In 100 parts. In ilb.

Water
Albuminoids
Starch
Oil
Fibre •

Ash

13*2 2 oz. 49 grs.

187 2 „ 434 »
58*3 9 » 143 »»

5 2 o„ 364 »
1*5 o„ 105 „
a* 1 o„ 147 „

“ The nutrient-ratio is here 1
: 3*8, the nutrient-value 89.” From these

facts it may be inferred that the grain is not likely to prove of greater eco-

nomic value in the future than it is at present to the poor hill tribes who
are under the necessity of growing this cereal, since, in consequence of

their imperfect agricultural system and poor soil, nothing else will grow
even so successfully as Coix. Dr. 8mith says “ it is larger and coarser

than pearl barley, but is equally good for making gruel. As it is sold for

five pence per Chinese pound, it makes an excellent diet-drink for hospital

patients in China.” It is worthy of note, however, that from the exten-

sive series of cultivated forms which exist, and the occurrence of a long

list of names for the plant and grain in nearly every vernacular language

of India and Burma, an indication is given of an ancient cultivation

which may have taken its birth in China and spread through the Malayan
regions into Burma and thence to Assam and to India generally. If this,

on further investigation, be found to be a correct supposition, it is possible

that Coix may have preceded rice and been in the plains of India aban-
doned in favour of the more wholesome grain. Even the wild plant has
so large a grain as to favour the idea of its having been early adopted as

a plant to be cultivated. This idea of distribution into India is partly

supported by the coincidence of the vernacular names, and may also be
accepted as receiving favour from the fact that in the Indo-Burman region

the plant is met with largely in a wild state, and at the same time con-

tinues to be cultivated and exhibits a greater number of forms than occur

anywhere in India proper. Indeed, Coix can hardly be said to be culti-

vated anywhere in India at the present day. In the Khdsia and Naga
Hills some five or six forms of the loose-shelled and furrowed kind are

grown, but the plant is said to be rarely, if ever, met with in the wild

state, while the cylindrical is reported as wild in the Naga Hills but never
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cultivated. Unfortunately, samples of this wild plant have not been com-
municated. but Mr. McOabe, who writes regarding it. must know it well

from the extensive use to which it is put by the An^ami Nagas amongst
whom he is living. He describes it as the cylindrical grain. His
words are :

—

44 The cylindrical form is only found in the wild state and is

called sikra . This plant is never cultivated but is found growing on the
edges of terraced cultivation, and in the small gardens in the villages.

The leaves resemble closely those of the cultivated species, but the plant
is smaller and the stem much tougher. The seed is used, in place of

cowries, in decorating the kilts and ornaments worn by young men. The
yield is not so great as that of kasi, and the young plants suffer from the
depredations of rats.*' He gives an interesting saying regarding the kasi

which would show that the tribes on the Naga Hills apparently think that
the rotund form was produced from the cylindrical by cultivation. “ In
the beginning of the world rats brought paddy and sikra from Japvo
Mountain. Man, on seeing these products, took the paddy for himself and
left the sikra for the rats.” Japvo is the highest peak of the Naga
system, where neither wild rice nor wild coix occur. The writer does not
recollect having ever seen the cylindrical form in the Naga Hills, although
he collected numerous samples of the globular j but all under such condi-
tions as to lead him to the opinion that they were cultivated forms or at

most only escapes from cultivation.

Medicine.—In some parts of India medicinal properties are assigned
to the grain, as, for example, by the Santdls, who affirm that "the root is

given in strangury, and the menstrual complaint known as Silka ” (Rev.

A. Campbell). Dr. Dymock says the Kassat-bija is used as a diuretic.

Domestic Uses.—In many localities the wild, hard, dry, spherical

grain is extensively used by the aboriginal races for ornamental purposes.
Necklaces of these seeds are frequently worn, and baskets and other orna-
mental articles are occasionally decorated with them, especially those
made in the Nepal Tardi. The Karens cover their dresses with the
narrow cylindrical form in embroider-Iike designs, and the Angami Nagas
construct elegant earrings in which a rosette of these seeds surrounds
a greenish beetle wing. The various grains which we have in the present
article treated of popularly as forms of Coix or Job’s tears, seem to stand a
good chance of coming into use in Europe in the construction of artificial

flowers, laces, bugle-trimmings, and other such purposes for which glass

beads are now used, and possibly also in Catholic countries for the manu-
facture of Rosary beads. If found capable of being dyed a deep black
colour, there might be an extensive demand for them, since they would be
much more durable than glass. During the late Colonial and Indian
Exhibition, several merchants, especially from France, enquired after

seeds suitable for the above purposes. The writer was not able at the
time to furnish these gentlemen with samples of the cylindrical seed to

which repeated reference has been made above, but he gave them samples
of the ordinary edible pear-shaped form. They seemed to think there

might be some prospect of even that form coming into use. On being
shown the Karen ornamented dresses they professed a firm conviction

that the cylindrical grain would find a ready sale. This led the writer

to show these garments to Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, Director of the

Royal Botanic Gardens, and in consequence a requisition was in due
course forwarded to the Government of India asking that a thorough
investigation should be instituted. The greater part of the information
contained in the present article is the result of the enquiry now in course of

being carried out Specimens of the cylindrical grain and the plant yielding

these were early furnished by the Government of Burma, and were at first
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DOMESTIC* identified as Polytoca Wallichiana, but have since been determined as
C. lachryma var. atenocarpa. Subsequently, numerous samples of Job's
tears, from every district in Burma, were obtained, and it has transpired
that of the spherical form there are several small hard grains which seem
quite as likely to find a market in Europe as the cylindrical. At the Exhi-
bition only the coarser loose-shelled edible form was shown, but there would
seem every prospect that the wild forms specially collected by the hill tribes
of Burma tor decorative purposes are those which should be offered as
most suitable for the European market. Along with these the cylindrical

form would afford the manufacturer of laces, &c., a choice of two forms
which might be elegantly combined.

PRICE. Price of Coix Grain.—This has been variously estimated at from
X700 8 annas to R4 a basket, but it seems probable that were a regular de-

mand to arise, a fixed rate would soon be established, which would pro-
bably rule considerably below that of rice. It would have, however, to be
discovered whether tne hard forms could be cultivated without losing
their characters which recommend them as decorative articles. The
writer has offered the suggestion that some of these may be the produce
of a distinct species from that of the true Job’s tears (Coix lachryma),

and if so it might be found possible (as with the cylindrical) to cultivate

them without softening the pericarpium or involucre. The cultivation of

the wild walnut or of the hazelnut distinctly softens the shell, and were
this to happen with the forms of Job’s tears recommended above, their

merit would to a large extent be destroyed. On the other hand, the price
would be greatly lowered were the plants found capable of being cultiva-

ted without losing their hard glossy outer coveri ng. At present the plants
that yield these beads are abundant in Burma, and perhaps also in lower
Nepal, to such an extent that no fears need be entertained of the demand,
for some time to come, exceeding the supply,

Coke}
see Coal.

COLA| Schott Gen . PL, /., 218.

Cola acuminata,-/?. Br.; Sterculiaceje.

Syn.—Sterculia acuminata, Beauv.

References.

—

Kero Reports, 1880, p. 14 f 188r,p. 10; Christy, New Com-
mercial Plants, No. 8, p. St Treasury of Botany, p. 311; Smith, Diet.

Bcon. PL, p. 127 1 Balfour, Cycl. of India ; U. S. Disp., 15th Ed.,

p. 1754; Pharmaceutical Society Journals.

This large West Tropica. African tree has been experimentally intro-

duced into India, but it is not known with what degree of success. From
it is obtained the Cola Nut, which continues (and apparently) deservedly

to attract attention as a substitute for cocoa and chocolate (Theobroma
Cacao). It has been said the beverage made with Cola paste is ten

times more nutritious than chocolate made with cocoa. The reputation of

this substance in sustaining the system against fatigue is such that it is

I meeting with consideration from the military authorities of the world as

an article to be given to soldiers during active service.

The bean has been analysed by Messrs. Heckel and Gchlagden-

hauffen, by Dr. Attfield, and others.

There are many tracts of country in India that seem likely to prove
suitable to Cola cultivation, and doubtless this subject will in the future

receive a greater degree of attention than it has as yet obtained from the

Indian planters.
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Officinal Colchicum.
COLCHICUM
autumnale.

COLCHICUM, Linn. ; Gen. PI., III., Sat.

Colchicum autumnale, Linn.,- Liliacr®.

Officinal Colchicum ; Meadow Saffron or Autumn Crocus.

References.

—

Pham. Ind., *43; pluck & Hanh., Pharmacog.,699 ; V.
S. Dispense 15th. Ed., 469, 470 ; Bentley & Trim., Med. PI*, 288 ;

Dymock
,
Mat. Med . W. Ind., 83s ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind. Preface, xxi. /

CrShaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 658 / Year Book ofPharmacy, 1874, p.

630/ Boyle, 111. Him. Bot ., I., 385 ; Spons, Encyclop ., 808 ; Balfour,
Cyclop Smith, Die., 128; Treasury of Botany ; Morton, Cyclop. Agri.,

490.

Habitat.—The plant grows in the meadows throughout Europe.
Attempts have been Frequently made to introduce several species into India,

but with very little success. Mr. Baden Powell says that in the Panjdb
a species of Colchicum is known as Harantutiya.

The fresh cormsand the seeds of Colchicum are officinal.

C. sp.

Vem.

—

Siringun, talkh, shirin, Pb. ; Loabati-harbari, siringan, HIND.,
Bomb., Beng., Tam., and Arab, j Aaknak, Pers.

Mr. Baden Powell gives this the name of C» illyricum, The HeRmodac-
tyl or “Finger of Hermes.’* Dr. Moodeen Sheriff says there
are two kinds of the drug

—

Surinjdne-shirin (sweet Sdrinjdn) and Surin-
jdne-talhh (bitter Surinjdn). Dymock speaks of these as the tasteless

variety and the bitter, but adds a third form or rather substitute which he
says is the sliced bulbs of Narcissus tazetta, which are imported from
Persia and sold as a bitter Surinjdn. The learned authors of the Pharma-
cogfaphia (and also Dr. Cooke) are of opinion that the bitter heRmoDac-
tyl is not the produce of a Colchicum at all ; while Professor Plan-
chon, and following him several other authors, attribute the drug to Coi-
chicum variegatum, Linn. , a native of the Levant and not known to be
found in Kashmir or Persia. Planchon in his account of Surinjdn gives

a figure of C. variegatum, Linn., in the Bot. Mag., t. 1028.

References.

—

Royle, III. Him. Bot., 385 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr.,381;
Irvine, 95 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. West. Ind., 2nd. Ed., 83$; Pharmaco-
poeia of India, 246 ; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., IS3; O’Shau-
ghnessy, Beng. Dispens., 66 1 ; Makhzan, article No. 1053 ; Pereira,
Mat. Med., Vol. II., Pt. i6f j U. S. Dispens., lSth Ed., 1663; Plan-
chon, Ann. Des. Sciences Nat. Bot., IV. (1855), 132 ; Cooke in Pharm.
Journal, April 1871.

Habitat.—The plant from which this medicinal product is obtained is

said to be found in Kashmir, but the Indian supply, according to Dymock,
is imported into Bombayfrom the Red Sea ports and from Persia,

History.—Dr. Dymock gives the following account of this drug:—
“The Hermodactyl, or ‘Finger of Hermes/ was unknown to the early
Greeks ; it appears to have been first used medicinally by the Arabs or later
Greek physicians ; it was first mentioned by Alexander of Tralles, who
flourished A.D. 560 (Libr. XL). It is deserving of special notice that
under the name ot Surugen or Hermodactyl, 8erapion comprehends the

koA^ixev and tQqfiepov of Dioscorides and the apfio$ctJtivh.o$ of Paulus
AEgineta (Pereira, Vol. II., Pt. I., p. 166). Masih and other early Arabian
writers describe three kinds of;Hermodactyl—the white, the yellow, and the
black ; in this they are followed by most of the more recent Muhammadan
writers. According to Ibn 81na, the flower of the Surinjdn is the first flower
which appears in spring in the moist valleys beneath the mountains ; the
leaves, ne says, lie flat upon the ground, the flowers are yellow and white,

c. 1704
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The Surinjaa ; Trailing Coldenia.

Mir Muhammad Husain tells us in his Makhean that the white is the best,

and that it is not bitter, next the yellow; both may be used internally ; the
black, he says, is poisonous and only to be used externally. He describes
the Hermodactyl plant as having leaves like a leek and a yellow flower; it

is called in Persia Shambalid ; the black variety, he says, has red flowers,

Muhammadan physicians consider the drug to be deobstruent, alterative,

and aperient, especially useful in gout, rheumatism, liver, and spleen. In
gout they combine it with aloes ; with ginger and pepper it is lauded as
an aphrodisiac ; a paste made of the bitter kind with saffron and eggs is

applied to rheumatic and other swellings; the powdered root is sprinkled

on wounds to promote cicatrization. Two kinds of Surinjdn are met with

in Indian shops, bitter and sweet. European physicians in India who
have tried the drug consider the sweet Hermodactyl to be inert or nearly

so, and the bitter to have properties similar to Colchlcum.

Medidne.—§
" Purgative, diuretic, sedative, chologogue, doses 2 to 8

grains, used in acute gout and rheumatism, irites, periostitis, kidney and
heart diseases attended with gout, uric acid diathesis, chronic bronchitis,

constipation, gonorrhoea, jaundice, synovetis, dysmenorrhoea.” (Chun

a

Lull, ist class Hospital Assistant, in charge of City Branch Dispensary

,

Jubbulpore). "Two varieties are found in the bazar—sweet and bitter;

the latter is officinal and useful in rheumatic affections ” (T. N. Ghose,

Assistant-Surgeon, Meerut).
Colchicsm luteum, Baker, according to Aitchrson, in a note furnished

to the writer, "occurs in early Spring in the Panidb from Campbellpore,
across to Abbottabad, the Gullies, at Murree,and in Kashmir extending
to Zoja pass.

Probably it is the root of this that is Hardn-tutiya. But the root of

Merendera Persica, Bois. (Syn

.

Aitchisonii, Hooker

)

may be mixed
with it.

Substitute of StiRiNJlN.— Dr. Dymock says that the sliced bulbs
of the true Narcissus (N. tazetta) which are imported into India from
Persia as a substitute for Surinjdn are easily recognisable. He remarks this

drug " may be at once detected by its larger size and tunicated structure.

The taste is bitter and acrid, the substance amylaceous and very similar

to that of the Hermodactyl. It is used as an external application, and,
according to the author of the Makhean , has properties very similar to
those of s&rinjdn-i-talkh. Value, annas 3 per ft.

COLDENIA, Linn. ? Gen . PL, II., 841

.

Coldenia procumbens, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 144; Boragineje.

Trailing Coldenia.

Vera.

—

Tripungkhi, tripunkki, tripungki , Hind.; Bursha

,

SiND; Tri-
pakshi, Bomb.: Seru-padi, siru-padt, Tam. ; Hamsa-pa&u, hama-padi,
tel. ; Tripakshi, Sans.; Serappadi, TAM. in Ceylon.

References.—/?^., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 150: Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal.,

44S; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 2i$; Dale, cf Gibs., Bomb• FI., 17if
Aitchison, Cat. Pb . PI., pj ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., //., 43s / Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 576; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 96 ; Murray, PI.
& Drugs, Sind, 170 ; Drury, U . PI., IS3 ; Balfour, Cyclop. / Treasury of
Botany

.

HabiUt.—A small annual weed, usually quite flat, common through^
out tropical India; it generally grows on dry rice-fields during the cold
season, disappearing about the beginning of the periodical rains. It

is common m the hot dry parts of Ceylon. Distributed to Asia, Africa,

Australia, and America.
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Colebrookut; Country Borage.
COLEUS

aromaticus.

Medicine.—-As a medicine, equal parts of the dry plant and fenu*

greek seeds rubbed to a fine powder, and applied warm to boils, quickly

brings them to suppuration (Atnslie). The fresh leaves, ground up, are

applied to rheumatic swellings (Murray)*

MEDICINE.
Plants.

1708

COLHBROOICIA) Snt. / Gen* PI., //., 11S0

»

A Himalayan genus, comprising only one species, and that one of the com-
monest and most abundant plants in the Lower Himalaya and mountains of

India, ascending to 4,000 feet in altitude.

Colebrookia oppositifolia, Sm.; Fl. Br. Ind., IV., 64a; Labiata.

Vera.'—Pansra, Hind.; Shakarddna, phisbekkar, ddss, sampri, sddli,
bridli, bannera, shakarddna (Trans -Indus), Pb. ; Dulshat, Kumaon j

Dosul, Nepal ; Bhainsa, barsa pakor, Santal.
In some parts of the Panjftb called basAti, a name which is more correctly

applied to Adhatoda vasica.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 467 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

452 • Kura, For . FI. Burnt., II., 277 ; Gamble, Man. Timb ., 300 ; Darjeeling
List, 63; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 209 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., 167 ; Aitchi-
son, Cat. Pb. & Sind PI., 115 / Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 575 ; Balfour,
Cyclop. / Treasury ofBotany

.

HabitAt.—A shrub with grey bark, common on the outer Himalaya,
from the Indus to Bhutan, and Ava,alsoon the lower hills of India, flower-

ing in February and March.
The form described by Dr. Roxburgh under the name of C. ternifolia

seems to be peculiar to Western India, extending along the Gh&ts to
Mysore. It is now viewed as not even worthy of separate recognition as
a variety.

Medicine.—The leaves are applied to wounds and bruises (Stewart).

"The down is used by the Paharias to extract worms from bad sores on
the legs (Gamble). A preparation from the root is used by the SantAls
in epilepsy (Campbell).

Fodder.—The leaves are used as fodder for cattle (Balfour).
Structure of the Wood.—Greyish-white, moderately hard, close-

grained. Weight 46ft per cubic foot. It is used for gunpowder charcoal.

COLESEED or COLLARD, see Brassica campestris, Linn., var.
Napus, B. No. 8x0.

Leaves.

1709
17X0
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MEDICINE.
1712

FODDER.

1714

COLEUS, Lour./ Gen. PI., II., iry6.

Coleus aromaticus, Ben/h./ FI. Br. Ind., IV., 62s; Labiatjb.

Country Borage.

Syn.—C. Amboinicus, Lour.; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 450/ Plkctran-
thus AROMATICUS, Koxb. / Fl. Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 466.

Vem.—Pdthor chur. Hind. ; Pdtir Mr, Beno. j Pdthor ckur, pathur
ehAr, owa. Bomb.; PathAr chAr, Mar.; j

P

ashana bhedi. Sans.
In Flora Andhrica, karpAra-valli is applied to this plant, but
Dr. Moodeen Sheriff is of opinion, that tne name is more in use for

Amsochilua carnosus, than any other name.

References.—Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl. Supp., 66; Pharm. Ind., 168;
Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 114* St l Cl. C. Dutt, Mat. Med.
Hind., 3T3; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 505 / Drury, V. PI., 153 /
Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 168 / Royle, III. Him. Bot., I., 303/ Balfour,
Cyclop.

C. 1715
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MEDICINE.
Plant.

1716

Jules.

17X7

FOOD.
Plant.

X7X8

Habitat.—A native of the Moluccas, cultivated in gardens throughout
India; has a pleasant aromatic odour and pungent taste.

Medicine.—The plant "is employed in Cochin China, according to

Loureiro (Flor. Cochin
, p. 432)9 in asthma, chronic coughs, epilepsy, and

other convulsive affections. Dr. Wight (Must., Vol. //.) speaks of it as a
powerful aromatic carminative, given in cases of colic in children, in the
treatment of which the expressed juice is prescribed mixed with sugar or
other suitable vehicle. In his own practice he observed it produce so
decidedly an intoxicating effect that the patient, a European lady, who
had taken it on native advice for dyspepsia, had to discontinue it, though
otherwise benefiting under its use.” “ The Rev. d. Long (Jour.of Agri.m

Hort. Soc. of India, 1838, Vol . X., p. 23), also notices its intoxicating pro-

S
erties, and states that the people of Bengal employ it in colic and
yspepsia.” (Pharm. Ind.) Dr. Dymock, however, remarks that he has

never heard of this plant producing the intoxicating effects noticed in the
Phormacopceia of India, and that, if it does, it must be when taken in a
much larger quantity than is usual in Bombay.

Special Opinions.—§
“ Expressed juice of the leaves is considered as

an anodyne and astringent, and applied over and around the eyelids, in

cases of conjunctivitis” (Anund Chunder Afookerjee, Assistant Surgeon,
Noakhally). "Said by Sanskrit writers to have a specific action on the
bladder and to be useful in urinary diseases, vaginal discharges, &c.”
(

U

. C. Dutt, Civil Medical Officer, Serampore). " Useful in chronic dys-
pepsia” (S. M. Shircore, Civil Surgeon , Moorshedahad).

Food —According to Dalzell and Gibson, the plant forms an agree-
able addition to the cooling drinks used in the hot season. Roxburgh
says that “ the leaves, and indeed all parts of the plant, are delightfully

fragrant ; they are frequently eaten with bread and butter, also bruised

and put into country beer, cool tankards, &c., being an excellent substi-

tute for Borage.”

1719

FOOD.
1721

Coleus barbatus, Benth. / FI. Br. Ind., IV., 62s ; Wight., Ic., t. 143a.

Vern.—Carnal, Bomb.

References,— Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 449; Thvaites, J!n. Ceylon PI.,

238 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 205 / O’Shaughnessy, Bettg. Dispens.,

49

1

; Drury, U. PI., 154 ; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 168 ; Royle, III. Him •

Bot., I., 101, 103 s Balfour, Cyclop.

Habitat—A native of the Peninsula, Gujrdt, Behar, and of the sub-
tropical Himalaya, from Kumdon and Nepal; ascending to 8,000 feet.

Common on rocky places at an elevation of 2,000 to 5,000 feet ; it is also

met with on the dry barren hills about Bangalore, whence it was intro-

duced into the Botanic Gardens at Calcutta, where it grows luxuriantly

and blossoms during the cold season.

Food.—This plant w is commonly cultivated in gardens of the natives

at Bombay for the roots, which are pickled (J. Graham).” (Drury),
Lisboa says that the pickled root is much used by the Gujardtis.

Itll COLLOCALIA.
It would appear that there are two or three species of Swiftlet which form

edible neats. Dr. Jordon is of opinion tSU the best nests are obtained from
Collocalia linchi, which builds in the Nicobar Viands, and along the coast of the

Bay of Bengal, to Arakan and southwards to Java. Several other species occur
on the Malabar Coast, and even in the Eastern Atchipelago, as far as New
Guinea, one even occurring in Mauritius. The writ' us unable to discover the

C. 1721
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Edible Birds’ Nests. COLLOCALIA
nidifica.

synonym of these species, and has, therefore, thrown the economic facts procure
able under the names below, which are commonly given to the “ Edible Bird’s
Nests.”

Collocalia nidifica, Gray / Cypselidm.

C. linchi, Horsfield.

FOOD.

Z722

The Edible Bird’s Nest, Salangane, Eng.; Nids de Tun-
quin, Fr. ; Indianische-vogel-nester, Germ.; NfDi-Di-
Tunchino, It. ; Nidos de la China, Sp.

Sometimes called Edible Swallows’ Nests ; the bird is more properly a Swift than
a Swallow.

Vern.

—

Ababil-ka-ghoslah

,

Hind. ; Sarong-burone, Mal.; Hikai, Nicobar;
Gnathiet, Burn. ; Yen-wo, Chiness ; Susyh, Java; Larvet, Japanese;
Salangana

,

Malay Arc hip.

References.

—

Forbes Watson, Ind. Survey o/Ind., 344 f Balfour's Cyclo-

paedia of India, 365 ; Bomb. Gat., X., 62 ; Report of the Administration
of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, r885-86, pp. 4 & 33-35 ; Official

Correspondence, Proc. Agri. Rev. & Com., July j8fr,p. 2 ; Mason,
Burma, 201.

Habitat—The birds which construct the edible nests are found chiefly on
the Pigeon Islands (North Kdnara), Vingorla Rock, and Sacrific Rocks on
the coast of Malwan (Ratnagiri District), at Tavoy and Mergui, and in the

Andaman and Nicobar Islands. C. nidifica is known also to occasionally

visit Darjeeling, Assam, and the Nilgiri Hills, and to breed on most of the
islands on the coast of the Malabar and the Concan round the Bay of

Bengal to the Burmese Coast, and the Malay Peninsula. C. linchi is the
principal species of Java, known locally as tintyc. In most of the regions
where these birds are found, there are caves which afford shelter and pro-
tection. These caves occur chiefly in limestone formations, and are often

several miles from the coast ; at other times they have to be entered by boats.

Andaman Islands.— Mr. Portman, in his report of the Andaman
Island Edible Birds’ Nests, says :—“ I have observed two kinds of swallows,

both of which build in the caves. The larger bird has more white in his

plumage, and builds a nest of twigs and grass, &c., glued together, and
attached to the rock by a peculiar mucilaginous matter. The smaller
bird builds a nest of white mucilaginous matter entirely, and it is this

nest which is so much sought after. The nest is built in the form of a
small bracket attached to the side or roof of the cave, of a semi-circular

form, with a radius of about 1 J inches, and regarding the matter of

which it is composed opinions differ.” “The caves at present known are
Passage Island, where a small quantity of the best nests are procurable,

but which is only approachable in the calmest weather. North Cinque
Island, to which the same remarks apply, Chirya Papu, one cave. North
Coast of Rutland Island, opposite Yaratan, one cave. Jolly-Boy Island,

north side, one cave. Montgomery Island in Port Campbell, one cave on
west side. Neill Island, one cave on north-east coast, very difficult of

approach. John Lawrence Island, east coast, opposite East Island. The
cave is hidden by a mangrove swamp. Strait Island, South Point, one
cave. South Button Island, several caves, yielding the best quality of

nests. About three miles inland, at the north end of Stewart’s Sound,
large caves are to be found in a hill, from which the greatest quantity of

1

our nests are obtained.” “In Borneo, from which country China obtains

the majority of her birds’ nests, the better qualities of nests are found in

caves in the interior in crystalline limestone rock, only an inferior quality

of nests being found on the seashore. These remarks apply equally to

the Andamans ; and I have no doubt that when the interior of the islands

ANDAMAN
ISLANDS.
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BURMA.
1725

is explored, many more nest-yielding saves will be found. All our
present knowledge is derived from the Malays, who, through fear of the
Andamanese, did not dare to search the interior. The explorations
should be confined to hilly country, where the crystalline limestone forma-
tion predominates.”

Nicobar Islands.—Mr. deRoepstortf, in his official report of the
Nicobar Edible Birds’ Nests, remarks : “ The best nests I found at Kat-
chall. They were entirely snow-white, and of the best duality. The next
best quality I have got were from the Island of Bomboka. This island I

have not personally visited but he adds, the nests from it “are quite free
from foreign matter, and have not the same snow-white beautiful
colour as the ones from Katchall. The nests from Katchall are round and
egg-formed, while those from Bomboka are long, like the section of an
orange.”

“ The third quality I have is from Sambelong. This is white enough,
but intermixed with little weeds or granual stalks. These nests are of

good quality, but need cleaning to separate the stalks. The fourth quality
I got from the Car Nicobar from a cave in * Dryad’s Bay ’ in de Roep-
storff’s bluff in the north end of this island. These nests were entirely
worthless for purposes of trade, consisting of the little weeds which are
mentioned in the nests from Sambelong. These nests are, however,
fastened together by exactly the same glutinous matter which forms the
nests first mentioned.’*

“ The Island of Katchall is mostly formed of coral, limestone, and sand-
stone in all different stages, old, flinty, and yet forming. The island has
gone through a series of volcanic revolutions and convulsions, and presents
a very pretty landscape, many rents and tearings, ravines and caves extend-
ing far under the earth. In these caves dwell the bats and the little swallows.
The light of the sun never shines there. The ground is soft to tread on.
If you lift it up and inspect it under the torch-light it is seen to contain
the wings of the insects, that have fallen a prey to the bats, glimmering
like a thousand little rubies ; the soil is moist, spread it a little, and you see
the little long-shaped excrements of the swallows together with the feathers
fallen from the roosting birds. This is the guano. The swallows’ nests
are not easily seen, but if you lift the torch up to the arched roof by the
side of the alabaster-like transparent stalactites white like these, the black
head of the little mother appears out of her white little nest.”

In Burma.—Mason says of C* fuciphaga (C. linchi) : “ This particular
species occurs abundantly on parts of the coast of the Malayan reninsula,
in the Nicobar Islands, and the Mergui Archipelago, and so high as on
certain rocky islets off the southern portion of the coast of Aracan, where
the nests are annually gathered, and exported to China. From all this
range of coast we have seen no other species than fuciphaga, nor does it

appear that any other has been observed 5 and I have examined a multi-
tude both of the adults and of the young taken from the nests, collected in
the Nicobars and preserved in spirit, all of which were of the same species.
Still, what appears to be C. niaifica inhabits the mountains far in the
interior of India, though hitherto unobserved upon the coasts; and it is

worthy of notice that C. fuciphaga does not appear to have been hitherto
remarked inland in this country ” (Staunton quoted by Mason)*

“It may be here added that C. fuciphaga is constantly seen inland in
these provinces. The Karens in the valley of the Tenasserim in the
latitude of Tavoy are well acquainted with the bird, and they say it

crosses the mountains to and from the interior every year. That it is

the same species there can be no doubt, for the Karen name of the bird
is * the white swallow,' from its white beHy.”
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Edible Birds' Nests.
COLLOCALIA

nidifica.

In the Burma Gazetteer a list of the birds found in the province is given,
and among these are included three species of Collocalia, viz., C. inno-
minate, Hume, C. spodiopygia, Peale, and C. linchi, Horsf.

Malabar Coast.—Very little of a definite nature can be learned
regarding the edible swallows’ nests collected on the western coast.
They are said to be found in Ratnagiri, North Kdnara, and even in

Mysore. According to the Gazetteer of the Ratndgiri District the species
found on the Vingorla Rock is C. unicolor, Jerdon, No. 103. " The
rock on which the nests are found is about four miles long.”

Peculiarities of the Nests and the mode of collecting
them.—The greatest difference of opinion prevails regarding the nature
of the material of which the nests are formed. Early writers used to con-
tend that they were made of a sea-weed which the bird collected for the pur-
pose and chemically changed in some mysterious way. Ure (Arts, Manu-
factures, and Mines) says :

“ The nests are made of a particular species of

sea-weed which the bird macerates and bruises before it employs the

material in layers so as to form the whitish gelatinous cup-shaped nests

so much prized as restoratives and delicacies by the Chinese.” On the

other hand, many recent writers discredit this theory and believe that the

gelatinous material is either the natural saliva of the bird or a substance
brought up from the stomach for the purpose and derived from the natural

food of the swift, visr., insects. In support of this opinion they point out
that the better qualities of the nests are found in caves far removed from
the sea. Some of the nesting caves of Borneo are 140 miles from the
sea. Mr. deRoepstorff points out that there are no edible nests in the
Nicobar settlement, but a few miles off in a richer tract of country where
insect life abounds they are plentiful. " It is thus,” he says, “in places

where the food of the swallow is plentiful, that they exist under the most
favourable circumstances, and where the nests are best.” In the Ratn4-
giri District Gazetteer it is stated "the swiftlets breed in March and April,

in caverns of the rocks, the nests being made of inspissated saliva, in the
form of white gelatine, pure white when fresh, but when old, brownish
and mixed with extraneous substances.” Mr. Portman remarks :

n The
swallow is supposed by some to make this matter, which resembles isin-

glass, from a species of sea-weed (fucus) resembling Carrageen, an
Iceland moss. I have often seen this sea-weed, but have never seen the
birds on the sea-shore gathering it. Another theory is that the bird
excretes this matter from his own throat during the breeding season.”

"I am unable to give any decided opinion in the matter, but the natives

have a theory that the birds bring it down from the sun.”
Mr. Portman publishes an interesting account of collecting the nests as

pursued in the Andaman Islands. "Before the arrival of the swallows,

and as soon as the weather is sufficiently settled, say, about the first week
in November, all the caves in the islands should be visited and thoroughly
cleaned, the portions of old nests and debris being removed. After the
arrival of the birds, and as soon as it is ascertained that they have built

their nests, all the caves should be visited and the nests collected and
brought in. The date of this visit, and, indeed, the number of collections

during the season, are fixed by the time at which the north-east monsoon
rain ceases. Being unusually late this year (1885-86), we did not com-
mence nest-collecting till the end of February, but with a dry December
the collection might commence on the 15th January. As the collection

of nests from the present known caves takes about a month and the

swallows rebuild their nest in six weeks or so, the collectors should wait

about 10 days in Port Blair, and then go out again, taking care to

observe exactly the same order in their rounds. The nests may be col-
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lected until the commencement of the rains, when the collection should
cease, and the birds be left to breed. Although the great demand is for the

white nests, still it may be remarked that the fucus attachments of the

g
rass nests, and the old nests gathered in the November cleaning, may
e sold locally at R5 per seer, and should, therefore, be collected. Each

collection averages about 52ft of nests.” He then proceeds to state

the number of men employed by Government to collect the nests, adding t

“The six collectors are supplied with torches, rough ladders, axes, and
dahs% also with a large clean bag lined with linen slung to the side, and
an iron implement, about a foot long, with three prongs at one end, and
the other end being shaped like a cold chisel. These men detach, with
this implement, nests from the sides and roofs of the caves, placing them
carefully in their bag, from which, at the end of the work, they are
transferred to a box provided with a lock.

“ The greatest care is necessary in detaching the nests from the caves,

that they should not be broken or soiled. After being brought into the
settlement, they are cleaned and packed in circular bundles about a foot

in diameter, and four inches thick, ready for export. The refuse from the
cleanings should be saved and sold.

”

Cooking the Nests.—“They are first soaked in cold water for two
hours, when they swell up and become soft. They are then easily picked
to pieces and cleaned. After this they are boiled in clear chicken-broth
until dissolved, a process occupying about two hours longer. The usual
allowance is one nest (value Ri) to a teacupful of soup. Any clear soup
may be used. The nest is absolutely tasteless and flavourless, and 1 have
not found that it is particularly strengthening or useful in any way.”

Trade in Edible Nests.—Particulars are not available regarding
the full extent of the trade in Indian nests. The merchants are Chinamen
who reside in Rangoon. They recognise three classes s

—

“ No. 1, large, pure, white nests, averaging from Rno—115 per viss=»

No. 2, clean, but slightly coloured nests averaging from R100—140
a viss

;

No. 3, more discoloured and dirtier nests averaging
The refuse sells at from R5— 15 a seer.”
Balfour states that 8J million nests are annually imported into Canton,

and that nests of the first quality fetch £5—£6 the pound; those of the

second gs. ±\d, ; those of the third 35. id. McCulloch says the second
quality fetches £4-14*., and the third £2-155. The bulk of the more
expensive nests are sent to Pekin for the use of the Court. The Japanese
do not use the nests but they prepare from a sea-weed an artificial nest

called Dschin-schan, which they export to China. Of the Ratnigiri
district it is stated the right to collect nests is fanned out to Goanese, and
fetches about R28£ a year. The Andaman contractor used to pay
R3,ooo, but last year, owing to the contractor having thrown up his con*
tract, the Government worked the nesting and realized R4,goo.

GUANO.
1730

Guano in the Swallow Caves,

An inquiry was instituted into this subject, and Mr. deRoepstorff
reported 3

u The guano is so plentiful that ship-loads could be supplied

and the landing on the sandy beach would be easy.” “ I am certain that

I could produce bird nests and guano to the value of at least one lakh of

rupees per annum.” This opinion was expressed regarding the Nicobar
islands only, so that if to this be added the possible supply from the

Andaman islands, there would appear to be no reason why India might
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Kachd or Taro. COLOCASIA
antiquorunt.

not at least meet all its own demands for guano manure if not open up
an export trade in the article.

CollodioXl} see under Gossypium.

COLOCASIA} Schott. ; Gen. PL, III., 974.

DeCandotle states that the Colocasla of the ancient Greeks was most
probably the sacred lotus, but that the name became transferred to the

Aroid, to which it is now applied by modern writers. He also suggests

the possibility of coleus or kulkcts having come from kachu, and been in-

troduced into Egypt through the Arabs, and from Egypt made known to

the Greeks. It is thus doubtful which derivation of the word may be
accepted as carrying with it the greatest degree of probability. There
seems little doubt but that the Egyptian-cultivated Colocasias came from
India, although it is probable that the cultivation of these plants was com-
menced in more centres than one, and that, too, independently of each other,

such as in India, the Malay Peninsula, Japan, and the Fiji Islands. ° The
Malay names kelady, talius, ialius, tales, or taloes, perhaps gave origin to

the well known name of the Otahitans and New Zealanders—tallo or tarro,

dalo of the Fiji Islanders ”
(DeCandolle). If this be accepted then may not

the Bombay name terem be admissible as coming from the same root P

[ Wight, Ic., t. j86 ; AroidejE.

Colocasia antiquorum, Schott. / DC., Mono . Phanerog., II., 491

;

Taro, Eddoes, Scratch-Coco, Egyptian Arum, Coco,Kopeh.
Sometimes but incorrectly called Yam.

Syn.—

A

rum Colocasia, Willd.; Romb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 624 •

Vein.—Kachu, gori-kackd, ashd-kachu, arvi
,
ghoya, ghuya, avois

, ghuiya

,

aurt, ghwiya, arwi, Hind.; Kachu, kuchd, ashd-kuchd, kalo-kuchu, char-
kuchu, bun-kuchd,guri

,

Beng. ; Dbu (cultivated) and kirth (wild), Angami
Naga; Rdb, did, kasauri

,
gdgli , glvian ,

kachdld,
ghuyan, Pb. (in

Kangra there are said to be three forms known as kachdld
, gandiali,

and arbt)
; Kachu dlu , terem. Bomb. ; Aid, Mar. ; Arvi, ckamkdrd-

Ica-gaddah

,

Duk.; Saru, URIYA ;
Shamak-kizhangu, shema-kalenga

,

Tam. ; Shdmd-thdmpa, chama-kura, chama-kuru, chdma-gadda, chama-

dumpa, chema, Tel.; Chempa-kizhanna, kaladi

,

Mala.; Shame-gadde,
keshavand-gadde , Kan.; Kachchi, katchd, kachwi, kachwee

,

Sans.;
Kalkas, qulqds, kur, Arab. ; Md huya dein, Burm. ; Gahala

, tadala

,

habarala

,

the young cultivated tubers being known as kandalla, or
tadala, Sing.; Imo, Japanese.

References.— Voigt., Hort. Sub. Cal., 686 ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI.

,

335 ; Stewart, Po. PI., 247; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and Sind PI., 143 * DC.,
Origin of Cult. PI., 73; Pharm. Ind., 250; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp.
Phdrm . Ind., 114; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 301 ; S. Arjun,
Bomb. Drugs, /p5; Atkinson, Him. Dist., 704, 733; Drury, U. PI.,

154; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 182/ Birdwood,
Bomb. Pr., 186 / Royle, IU.

Him. Bot., I., 406, 407 • Balfour, Cyclop . ; Smith, Die., 403 ; Treasury
of Botany ; Morton, Cyclop. Agri., /., 491 ; Irvine, Med. Top . Ajmere

,

207.

Habitat—Wild over the greater part of tropical India, and also culti-

vated throughout India on account of its corms, which are used as an
important article of diet when boiled. Stewart says :

“ It is grown at places

in the hills to a considerable elevation ; I have seen it at nearly 7,600 feet

in Chumba and Kullu.” DeCandolle, in his Origin of Cultivated Plants,

writes: "Since the different forms of the species have been properly

classed, and since we have possessed more certain information about the

C. 1732
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COLOCASIA
ag&fruonim.

The Kachd or Taro.

MEDICINE.

1733

FOOD.

1734

floras of the South <of Asia, we cannot doubt that this plant is wild in
India, as Roxburgh formerly, and Wightand others have more recently,
asserted, likewise in Ceylon, Sumatra, and several islands of the Malay
Archipelago/*

Engler (in DC’., Mono. Phanerogm., vol. II.) describes some seven varie-
ties of this plant, three of which are apparently met with in India :

—

a. typica; Wight, Ic ., t. 786 s Arum colocasla, Roxb. FI. Ind., Ed.
C.B.C,, 624 . Chdmakura or Chima-kdra, kura or dumpa, Tel.

Of this form Roxburgh describes two cultivated conditions, the gdri-
kachti, thecorms of which ripen in Bengal during February and March, and
the ashd hachu , which does not ripen until the end of the year.

C, esculent* (Schott., Syn., 41). This is the Arisarum esculentum, L., as
in Rumph., V., t. no, f. 1, but not the Call* calytrata, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed.
C.B.C., 631, which he says is Arisarum esculentam, Rumph., Amb
f. /, cultivated form.

(. nymphaeifolia (Aram nymphseifolium, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,

624 i Wight, Ic., t. 786 ; Rheede,
Mai., XI., t. 22). This is the Sar-kachu of

Bengal and the Sepa-kilangu or Senei-kilangu of Coimbatore District,

Madras; Wel-alayakutala , Sing. Roxburgh says that this is merely a more
aquatic state; that it is rarely cultivated, but is found wild in abundance
on the borders of lakes and tanks. “ The root, or rather the subterraneous

stem, often grows to the length and thickness of a man’s arm. The peti-

oles, scape, and leaves, are of a reddish colour, and the plants considerably

larger than any of the varieties of Colocasia” (var

.

typica above), “yet the

leaves are narrow in proportion to their breadth.” The only good charac-

ter by which to know this form “ is the shortness of the club of the spadix.”
u Every part of this plant is eaten by the Hindus.”
A good deal has been written regarding the cultivated species of Colo-

casia, but it has been found impossible to discover what species, still less

which varieties, are alluded to. On this account it has been deemed desir-

able to compile the economic information here given from such authors as
could be depended on for the accuracy of their general information,

and to thus leave for future research a more detailed description than
will be found here.

The following facts seem to refer to var. typica.

Medicine.—The pressed juice of the petioles is styptic, and may be
used to arrest arterial hoemorrhage. Dr. Bholanath Bose reports very
highly in favour of this property, and states that the wound heals by first

intention after its application. (Pharm . Ind.) It is sometimes used in

emache and otorrhoea, and also as an external stimulant and rubefacient

by the natives.

Special Opinions.—§“ The juice expressed from the leaf stalks of the
black species is used with salt as an absorbent in cases of inflamed glands
and buboes. The juice of the corm of this species is used in cases of alo-

pecia. Internally, it acts as a laxative, ana is used in cases of piles and
congestion of the portal system, also as an antidote to the stings of wasps
and other insects” (Surgeon J. H. Thornton , Monghyr). “ I have seen
remarkable instances of its styptic properties (juice); if applied to fresh

and clear wounds, it enables the tissues to unite by first intention within a
few hours ” (Surgeon D. Basu, Furridpore).

Food.—The plant has large heart-shaped leaves, borne on long foot-

stalks, rising from a short farinaceous corm. This corm forms an important
article of food to the natives throughout India, being largely cultivated,

but rarely if ever eaten from the wild state of the plant, which occurs every-

where as a weed of damp places. The wild condition of the plant is by
the Angami Nagas called Kirth. “ The young leaves may be eaten like
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The Bieh K&ch*.
COLOCASIA

virosa.

spinach ; but, like the root, they require to be well cooked in order to

destroy the acridity peculiar to Aroids. A considerable number of

varieties are known, some better adapted for puddings, some for bread,
or simply for boiling or baking. The outer marks of distinction chiefly

rest upon the different tinges observable in the corm, leaf-stalks, and ribs

of the leaves,—white, yellowish, purple” (Seeman, Flora Vitiensis).

Atkinson says: “The tuber of the cultivated variety is long, white,

carrot-shapea, often weighing several pounds, and forms an important
article 'of food among the lower classes, where quantity and not quality is

a desideratum. It is usually served fried in gni or boiled and pounded
into a paste, and also in curries. There are varieties that are very small,

hardly weighing more than a quarter of a pound.” In the Manual of

Coimbatore it is stated that the corms (apparently of var. nymphseifolia)

often weigh as much as 70 to 8oIb each, and that an acre will yield 250
maunds (of 25fl>), worth 12 annas a maund. The tubers are used by
the natives of Bombay in curries, &c. They form the common food of the

inhabitants of Travancore. The Malays hold it in high estimation

(Balfour).

§
M Is considered very nutritious by the natives, who use it in their

curries” (Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley, Chicacole, Madras).

Colocasia cucullata, Schott.

Syn. for Alocasia cucullata, Schott.

C. indica, Engl. ; DC., Mono. Phanerog ., II., 494.

Syn. for Alocasia indica, Schott., which see, A. 809.

This plant is said to be specially cultivated in Brazil for its esculent

stems and small pendulous tubers. It is known as Man saru in Orissa,

and is there used in the treatment of piles.

C. macrorrhiza, Schott.

Syn. for Alocasia macrorrhiza, Schott.

A species met with in Eastern Bengal and Sylhet, also in Ceylon (the
habarella). Often cultivated, and the leaves of the very young plant also
eaten (Thwaites, En. Ceyl. PI., 336). It has been found impossible to

obtain definite information as to the extent this plant is cultivated in India,
and also as to whether or not it can be viewed as indigenous. DeOandolle,
in his Origin of Cultivated Plants, refers to it as wild in Otahiti and in

Ceylon. It is known in the former as apt and in the Friendly Islands as
kappi. Ainslie (Mat. Ind., II., 463) gives its Chinese name as dea-vew
and the verrughung kalung in Tamil, and the Hastid carnid (P) in Sans-
krit. He remarks s “ This root, in its raw state, like most of the arums,
possesses a degree of acrimony; in conjunction with gingelly oil, the native
practitioners prepare a kind 01 liniment with it, which, they allege, when
rubbed on the head, sometimes cures intermittent fevers after every other
remedy has failed.” The active principle is very volatile, so much so that
by the application of heat or by simple drying, the roots become innocuous.

C. virosa, Kunth.; DC. Mono. Phanerog., II, 495 i Roxh., FI. Ind.,

Ed. C.B.C., 632 (under calla).

ym.—Bish Kachti.

This plant, which is a native of the Lower Provinces, is the only member
of the genus which the natives of India regard as poisonous. It is

sometimes used medicinally, but is never eaten.

c. it38
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COLOCASIA
irosa.

Poisonous Properties of Aroids.

Chemistry,—Through the kindness of Messrs. Pedler and Warden
(Professors of Chemistry in the Calcutta University), the writer has had the
pleasure to receive an advance copy of their paper* on the chemical pro-
perties and medicinal uses of the species which, by the early botanists,
were all treated as belonging to Arum, but which, by modern authors, have
been thrown into some half a dozen genera. Their object in writing the
paper was to investigate the Toxic Principle possessed by these plants,

and the enquiry was suggested on receiving from the Civil Surgeon of
Dibrugarh “ some portions of raw Bish Kachu tubers and leaves with the
following statement: 4 A cool y woman administered some of the fried

kachu to another sick cooly on the same garden, but the man, experiencing
a burning sensation in his mouth, instantly spat it out. A pig ate what
was so thrown awav and died in an hour. A second pig was experiment-
ed on with some of the same stuff, and fatal results also supervened. 9

During the course of the same year a second case of poisoning by kachu
wasreTerred to the Chemical Examiner’s Department; in this case slices

of kachu tubers were introduced into a jar containing *goor.
9 The

symptoms induced were sufficiently urgent to necessitate admission of the
person into the Medical College Hospital : the stomach-pump was used,
as the symptoms were those of irritant poisoning.”

A sample of the corms and leaves of the bish kachu sent from Di-
brugarh were forwarded to Dr. King for identification; but as a flower
had not been furnished he was unable to name the plant further than that
it was a species of Alocasia or Colocasia. Roxburgh and all subsequent

* • l_l .... iL.i. *.1 z. _ * i. . . __r
writers on economic botany say that the bish kachu is Colocasia virosa,

and accepting this to have been, in all probability, the plant Pedler and
Warden experimented with, their results may be here briefly summa-
rised In peeling the tubers "considerable irritation was experienced
about the hands, but there was a complete absence of any irritative action

on the olfactory organs or conjunctivae. This fact appeared to us to

point towards the non-volatile nature of the active principle.” An alco-

holic extract was prepared and found to have no poisonous effect. The
same result followed on the administration of a distillate which was found
to have no acrid taste, and, as with many other vegetable substances dis-

tilled with water, it was found to contain a trace of hydrocyanic acid.
44

It is possible, however, that certain varieties of Arum may contain a
larger amount of prussic acid, as, for example, the A. seguinum of the

West Indies, which is stated to furnish a juice, two drachms of which has
proved fatal in a few hours. The tubers left in the retort after distillation

with water were still physiologically active, indicating that the active prin-

ciple was not dissipated by mere boiling with water. Natives, in using
Arum for culinary purposes, frequently add an acid vegetable or fruit such

and ascertained that boiling with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid

for a very short period, rendered the tubers quite inert when a fragment
was applied to the tongue. Dilute nitric acid also acted in a similar

manner. The action of acetic acid, on the other hand, was very much
feebler, and the acid had to be stronger in order to produce any decided
diminution in activity.”

44 A rough analysis of the ash indicated the pre-

sence of a large amount of potassium and magnesium ; calcium was
also present, but we failed to obtain indications of sodium. The acids

consisted of carbonic, phosphoric, hydrochloric, with traces of sulphuric, acid.

We also obtained from the dried tubers very marked quantities of potassic

nitrate, so that when they had been incinerated they behaved very like

•See Jour. Asiatic Soc. Beng., LV/I., Ft. //., No. tfor r888.
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COKBR8TUM
ovaUfoliuXXL

Bladder Senna.

1740

MEDICINE.
Leaves.

1741

COLUTBAj Linn. $ Gen* PI., /.»

[ 103 ; Legukinosje.

Colutea arboresceng, Linn.; var. nepalensie; FI. Br. Ind; II.,

The Bladder Senna ; Nepal Bladder Senna.

Syn.—C* nepalbnsis, Sims. / Sot. Mag., t. 26**.

Vem.—Brda, Ladak, Afghanistan.

References.--Brandis, For. FI; t$6 ; Gamble, Matt. Timb., US / Stewart,

-, 294 g Fluck. and Hanb.,
1298, 1617 ; Murray, PL

9t., I., 1OS, 198 ; Treasury

Habitat.—A shrub of the temperate west Himalaya, Kunawar, Tibet,

Nipal, &c., at an altitude of 8,000 to 11,000 feet.

Medidne.—The leaves of this plant are purgative, and are used to

adulterate officinal senna, and in 9ome parts of Europe as a substitute for

senna, though comparatively feeble in their action. They are adminis-

tered in infusion or decoction in the dose of about half a pint {U9 S.

Dispens., 1617).

Colza Oil, see Brassica campeatrie, Linn . ; var. Napna, B. No. 8x0.

COMBRETUM, Linn.; Gen. PI. I., 688.

1742

*743

*744

MEDICINE.

ms
1746

* [ COMBRETACEJt.

Combretum dec&ndrum, Roxb.; Fl. Br.lnd
.,

II., 452; .

Vem.—Dhobela, Chindwara; Punk, GoNDA, Oudh; Arikota, Tel.j
Kali-lara, Nepal; Pindik, Lbpcha.

References.—Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C. B. C. / Brandis, For. Fl., 221 ;
Gamble, List ofDatjtsling Climbers, &c.

Habitat.—Abundant in Bengal, at altitudes up to 3,000 feet. Very
common in thfe North Deccan plateau, in the North-Western Provinces,

Tenasserim, and the Andamans.
Is said to be used medicinally, but veiy little is known regarding the

uses of the plant. The Santdls, who call it atend> make baskets from its

long thin stems {Campbell).

Cm nanum. Ham . ; Fl. Br. Ind., II., 4$?.

Vm*—Dant jdthi, pharsia, N.-W. P. and Ps.

References.—Brandis. For. Fl., 221; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 350; Boyle,

III. Him. Bot., /., 209.

Habitat—A decumbent, low shrub of the Himdlayan terai, from

.Sikkim to the Fanjib.
Medicine.—Mr. Baden Powell mentions this plant among his medi-

cinal plants of the Panjib.

C. ovalifolium, Roxb.

Vem.—Bands kditu tige, yddala chettu, bandi ktta, Tel. (the buffalo-

calf tree).

A common dimber throughout the Deccan Peninsula, probably eaten

by buffalos.
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The Spider-wort*,
COMMELINA
communis.

COMBS) fans, brush-backs, and other smaller articles—Woods used

for:

—

Adina cordifolia (combs).
Alangium Lamarckii (cattle-bells).

Albizzia stipulate (cattle-belle).

Artocarpus integrifolia (brush-
backs).

Bauhinia Vahlii (umbrellas, rain-

caps).

Buxus sempervirens (instruments,

combs, small boxes).

Carissa diffusa (combs).
Casearia tomentosa (combs).
Chloroxylou Swietenia (picture-

frames, brush-backs).
Cordia Madeodii (picture-frames).

Coriaria nepalensis (small articles).

Corypha umbraculifera (fans, um-
brellas).

Cratseva religiose (combs).
Elseodendron glaucum (comb*,

picture-frames).

Gardenia costata (combs).

G. latifolia (combs).

G. ludda (combs).
Gmelina arborea (picture-frames).

Olea ferruginea (combs).

Platanus orientalis (pen-cases).

Psidium Guava (instruments).

Pyrus Pashia (combs, tobacco-

swietenioides (combs
and weavers’ beams).

Stephegyne parvifolia (combs),
Sterculia urena (guitars).

WOOS
COMBW

1747

COMMELINA, Linn., Gen. PI., HI., 847.

The genus of the Spider-worts is named in honour of the Dutch botanist Gommelln#

Commelina benghalensis, Linn. ; DC., Mono., 159; Clarke,

Comm . et Cyrt., 14, PL IV.; Wight, Jc. y t. 2065 ; Commelinaceje.

Vem.

—

Kanshura, Hind.; Kanehuta
t
kanuraka, kanshira, kdchrdddm,

kinchard, Beng. ; Kana arak\ SantaL; Chura, kanna, Pb.; Khanna,

Sind; Kanchata, Sans. ; Deya-mainaireya or diya-meniriya, Sing.;
Ho-tan-tu, Chinese.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind.r Ed. C.B.C., 57 : Voigt, Port. Sub. CaL,
676 ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 321 ; Dale. & Gibs^ Bomb . FI., 253 /
Stewart, Pb. PL, 236 / Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and Sind PL, 148 / Trimen

,

Syst. Cat., 95; DeCandolle, Mono. Phanerogam, 111., 159; Rev.
A. Campbell, Descript. Cat. of the PL Ckutia Nagpur * U. C. Dutt

,

Mat. Med. Hind., 303; Murray
, PL and Drugs, Stnd, 22.

Habitat.—A native of wet places all over Bengal (Roxb.). It also occurs
in the peninsula of India generally, and in Sind, Salt Range, and the
Deccan. Dalzell and Gibson say that it is common everywhere in

Bombay. Distributed to Burma, Malay, and China.
Food.—

L

eaves eaten by the poor people as a pot-herb, especially in

times of scarcity. The fleshy rhizomes of some of the species of this

genus contain mnch starch, mixed with mucilage, and are therefore
wholesome food when cooked. Balfour says C. polygama (a name which
would appear to be a synonym for C. benghalensis) is cultivated in China
as a pot-herb eaten in spring. “The juice of the flower is used as a
bluish pigment in painting upon transparencies ” (Smith).

1747

1748

FOOD.
Leaves.

»2S.

Pigment.

1751

C. communis, Linn.; DC., Mono. Phanerogam, III., 170.

Vera.

—

Kena, Bomb.; Wek kyup , Burk. Stewart says that this, as

also C. benghalensis, are in the Panj&b known as Chura, kanna.
Balfour gives the following names : Kanang kirai, kunnu katti pillu,

Tam.; Venna-devi kura, niru kassuvu, venna mudra, venna vedara
,

Tel.; Vatsa priam. Sans.

It may be here recorded of the vernacular names given to this and, in fact, to

all the species of Commelina, that they require to be verified and assorted
under the modern scientific names for the species of tins genus.
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COMMELINA
auffruticosa.

===== * ======= ^
The Spider-wort*.

FOOD.
Roods.

*753
leave*.

*75*

*755

ReierCOCM.— Voigt, Hort.Sub. Cal., 677 / Dalo. & Gibs., Bomb. PI., »S*l
Stewart, Pb. PI., X36; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and Sind PI., 14ft} Balfour‘a
Cyrlopadia of Indian

Habitat.—A native of the hot damp regions of China and Japan.
From Chittagong, plants are said to have been sent to the botanic
Gardens, Calcutta, by Mr. W. Roxburgh. (Roxb.) But it is feared a good
deal of the economic information published under C. communis should be
recorded under C. oblique or C. nudiflora, Linn . The information that
could not be established as referable to either of these plants has for the
present been left in the present position.

Food.—“The rugose seeds contained in oblong capsules were largely
consumed in the Sholdpur District during the famine ” (Lisboa). Balfour
says the “succulent leaves are used by the Hindus for feeding young
calves when they wish to wean them from their milk,'* “ The leaves are
eaten by the natives mixed with other greens."

[ Com. and Cirt. Table I.

CommeUna nudiflora, Linn.} DC. Mono., III., 144; C. B. Clarke's

Syn.—C. c/espitosa, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C., sB

;

C. nudiflora,
Linn., as described in Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C.

t
is Aneilema nUDI-

FLORUM, Linn., the Kundali of Bengal.

Habitat.—Frequent in Bengal, and distributed to Burma, Ceylon, and
the Malay, also to Africa, Madagascar, Mauritius, Sandwich Islands, and
Australia, See.

Compare this with the remarks under C, communis, Linn., and
C. obliqua, Ham.

*75*

MEDICINE.
Root.

Root.

1758
*759

FODDER.
1760

I76l

C. obliqua, Ham. ; Clarke, p. ip, pi. IX.

Syn.—C. COMMUNIS, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., &•

Veni.—Kanjurd, kdna. Hind.
; Jata-kanchura, jata-kanshira, Beno. ;

Korna , kdna, Bijnor; Kanjura, Kumaon.

Habitat.—This species is common over the low moist parts of India,

flowering during the rainy season chiefly. It also occurs on the lower
Himalaya (ascending even to 7,000 feet in altitude), and is distributed to

Ceylon, Burma, and the Malay.
'Medicine.—' The root is useful in vertigo, fevers, and bilious affections,

and as an antidote to snake-bites" (Atkinson).

Food.—Balfour says that the root is edible ; Atkinson that the leaves

and stems are used as greens during seasons of scarcity.

C. salidfolia, Roxb.} FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., p. jd.

Vern.

—

Jalabippali languli. Sans.; Pani-kdnckird, Bbng.j Valpipari,
Hind.; Bxr kana arak*, Santal.

References.

—

DeCandolle, Mono. Phanorog., ///., tS7f U. C. Dutt, Mat.
Mod. Hind., 300.

Habitat.—Common in wet places in the peninsula of India, especially

in Bengal, Coromandel, and Bombay. Distributed to Burma.
Fodder.—Cattle are said to be fond of this plant.

C, scapiflora, Roxb.

3

see Aneilema scapMorum, Wight,: A. xzaa.

C. auffruticosa, Bl. ; DC., Mono. Phanerog., III., idd.

MEDICINE.
Root.

1762

Vera.—Dare orsa, Santal.

Habitat—A native of Bengal

Medicine.—'The root is by the Sant&ls applied to sores (Campbell).

C. 1762
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Spotted Hemlock; Connarus.

CONNARUS
monocarpos.

Conch Shelly a species of Turbinella ; see Shells ; also Beads, B. 38s*

Condiments,ass S pices.

Conessi Barky see Holarrhena antidysenterica, Wall ; Apocynacejc.

CONGEAy Roxb. ; Gen . PI, //., 11$9.

[ /. 1479 i Verbenacem.

Congea tomentosa, Roxb. ; FI. Br.Ind., IV., 603; Wight, Ic.,

Vern.—Tamakanwe, ka-yan, Burm.

References.—/fort, Ar. Burm., II., 256 ; Roscoe in Roxb

.

/ad.,

JM. C. C., 411 .

Habitat.—A large climber in Chittagong and Burma ; distributed to

Siam. Roxburgh says it is found also in Coromandel, where it flowers in

the cold season, the Chittagong plant flowering in March. The Flora of
British India describes a variety—Azurea—as cultivated in North India.

All the species of this elegant genus are characterised by their purple
bracts.

C. yillosa, Wight, lc., t. 1479, fig- B.; Bl. Br. Ind., IV., 603.

A large climber of Pegu and Mergui, the leaves of which are used
medicinally (Mason, O'Shaughntssy, &c.)

«#3

1764

CONIUMy Linn. ; Gen. PI, I., 883.

Conium maculatum, Linn . / DC., Prodr., IV., 242 / Umbeluferje.

Spotted Hemlock, Hemlock, Eng. ; CiGuft, Fr. / Schierungs,
Germ.

VttiU^Showkrdn, Arab. j Kirdamina, Bomb.

References.

—

Pharm. Ind., 104; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., Preface p. XII

;

O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 369; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind.,

2nd Ed., 363 f FlUck . & ffanb., Pharmacog., 299, 301 ; U.S. Dispens.,

i$th Ed., 194, 4*4 i Bent- & Trim., Med . Pi., 118.

Habitat—Met with in Europe and temperate Asia; common in Eng-
land.

Medicine.—Although this drug is commonly used in Indian pharmacy,
and largely imported, no effort seems to have been made to cultivate the

plant in the temperate regions of India. It appears to have been the nuvstov
of the Greeks (the State poison of Athens), and the Cicuta of the Romans
(Birdwood). Dymock says " the Kirdamdna of the Bombay shops does
not appear to have been utilised by Europeans ; it comes from Persia,”
4t The seed is sold for 8 annas per lb.”

1765

MEDICINE.
1766

CONNARUS, Linn. ; Gen. PI., I., 43a, 1001.

Very little is known regarding the Indian species of Connanxs, and
the following notes have been thrown together more by way of indicating
the direction of future enquiry than as affording any definite information.
The timber of the arborescent forms is valued, and the seeds of most
afford a useful oil.

Connarus monocarpus, Linn. / FI Br. Ind., II., so ; Connaraceje.

Vern.—Sdnder, Bomb.; Kd~datmkd-let, at~kd-let, ta-le-tt, Burm.; Rada•

Ifya, Sing.
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CONVOLVULUS
arvensis.

Conaana; Baer’.-foot Bind-weed.

1760
TIMBER.

1770
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1

Reltrmuxn.—Biddome, Fl.Syl*. App. LXXXII. ; Wight and Amott;
Prod. FI. Pen . Ind. Or., 143: Thw., En. Cey. Pi., 80; Kura, Pegu
Report : Bomb. Gas., XXV., 330 ; Dale, and Gibs., Bomb. FI.

9

83 * Rheede, Mai., VI., t. 24 •

Hfcbltat.—A small tree or shrub of the Western Peninsula, from the
Conc&n to Travancore ; common on the Southern Ghits; very abundant
in Ceylon. Flowers yellow, fruit long, bright red ; the tree becoming very
ornamental when in fruit.

Oil.-—The seeds yield an Oil.
Structure of the Wood.—The timber of this, as of most other species

of the genus* is much valued for ornamental purposes.

Connarus nitidus, Roxb., in Hort. Beng., 49.

References.— Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal„ 26s / Gamble, Man. Timb.* //*

Habitat.—Said to be found in Sylhet and British Burma.
Oil.-*—Dr. McLelland says that in Rangoon the seeds of this plant yield

a quantity of sweet oil. The name C. nitidus is not referred to by the
Flora of British India, but it may be presumed that the plant which
yields tne oil in question is C. paaiculatus.

C. paniculatus, Roxb. ; FI. Ind., Ed. C.B. C., SOS ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 52.

References.

—

Kurg, For. FI. Burm., I., 3*7 1 Gamble, Man. Timb., rt4t
Wight, IU., t. 64.

Habitat.—Roxburgh, followed by Voigt and Kurz, describes this as u a
large timber tree but Hooker, in tne Flora of British India , says it is

u a

large climber” met with in Sylhet and the Khasia bills, to Chittagong.
”

C. speciosus, McLell.

'Vem.-~Gwedoak, kadon-kadet, Burm.
Habitat.—Said to be a large tree of Rangoon, Pegu, and Tounghoo.

Oil.—McUeHand says that the seeds yield an abundance of sweet oil.

The above has been extracted from Dr. Oooke's Report on Oil

Seeds. The name C. spedosus, McLell., was taken apparently from Bal-

four*s Cyclopaedia. It seems probable that the tree here alluded to is

C. gibbosuf, Wall—a large tree met with near Rangoon and in Tenas-

serim, Penang, and Singapore. The Burmese name Gvte (Spondias

mangifera) seems verv near to the above.

Structure of the Wood.—Balfour says of C. speciosus : “ It has a

large, heavy, and strong timber, white coloured, adapted to every purpose

of house*bmlding.
M

Conocarpus acuminata, Roxb.; see Anogeissus acuminate, Wall.,

COMBRETAOEJK ; A. IX46.

C. latifolia, Roxb.

;

see Anogeissus latifolia, Wall., A. 2x49.

Construction and Railway purposes—Timbers suitable for,

see Cart and Carriage Building, C. 633.

CONVOLVULUS, Linn. ; Gen. PI., FI*, Rid*

Convolvulus arvensi$,Zi’**. / Fl.Br. Ind.,IV.,219; Convolvulackju

Desk’s foot bind-webd.

Syn.—C, Malcolmi, Roxb., FI. Ind„ Bd. C. B. C., 159.
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Scasnmony. CONVOLVULUS
Scammonia

Vera.—Peri (?), karin-pddt, or by somo writers Atern paddt, Pa., HIND. ;

Hirn-pug, Sind.
References.— ttwW, tfor*. 5>»A. Cal.,362 s Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.

163 s Stewart, Pb. PI., 150; Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and Sind Pl,,o8;
&Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 50a ; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind,

t64s Year Book Pharm., 1879, 467 ; Medical fop. of Ajmir, t30 s Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr 367.

Habitat.—An abundant weed of cultivation all over the plains of the

Panjib and Western India, from Kashmir to the Deccan, ascending to

to,ooo jeet in the Himalaya. Flowers large, deep rose-coloured, sweetly

scented : they appear in the cold season ; very common on the black soil

of Gujarat and trie Deccan.
Medidne.—The officinal hiran Paddt «(or harin pddi) appears to be

this plant. The roots possess cathartic properties. Murray says the

roots are sometimes used by the Sindis as ]alap.

Fodder.—Vert is a dark green weed, usually found in wheat fields.

It is said to be greedily eaten by goats and cattle, and is gathered by
village children as a fodder.

Convolvulus Batatas, Linn

.

; see Ipomosa Batatas, Lamk.

C. parvifiorus, Vohl; FI. Sr. Ind., IF, 220.

Vera.—‘Alarany i, Tel,

A native of Assam, the Deccan Peninsula, and Ceylon, but largely

cultivated throughout India.

C. pcntaphylla, Linn./ see Ipomcea pentaphylla, Jacq.

C. pluricaulis, Chois ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 218.

Vem.

—

Vorprang, gorakh pdnw, bapkalli, dodak, Pb.

References.

—

Stewart, Pb. PI., ISO ; Aitchison, Cat . Pb. and Sind PI., 99.

Habitat.—A common plant in many places throughout the plains of

Panjdb, Hindustan, and Behar.
Food and Fodder.—“ It is eaten by cattle and is reckoned cooling, and

used as a vegetable or given in sherbet” [Stewart).

C. reptans, Linn.; see Ipomcsa aquatica, Forsk.

C. Scammonia, Linn.; DC. Prodr., IX., 41a.

SCAKKONT. . \

Vera.

—

MahmAdah (?), sakmunia, Pb.; Sugmonia, sdk mAnia

,

Hind.,

Sind, Arab., Pers.

References.

—

Kura, For. Fl.Burm., II., 212; DC. Origin Cult. Pharm.
Ind., tS3; O’Skaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., goo ; Dymock, Mat. Med.
W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 567 ; Fleming, Med. PL and Drugs, as in As. Res.,

Vol. XI., 189 ; Fliick. & Hanb Pharmacog., 438; U. S. Dispens
igth Ed., 1286 ; Bent. & Trim., Med. PL, 187 ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs,

03; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 164 ; Medical Tepog. Ajmir, 151;
Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 72.

Habitat.—A climbing perennial, native of Syria, Asia Minor, and
Greece. Cultivated in some parts of India.

Gum-resin.—A gum-resin imported into India. It is obtained by

incision from the living root. It occurs in irregular pieces of an ash-grey

colour and rough extenor. When broken, it presents a resinous surface,

and of a shining black colour when dry. Thin pieces are translucent and

c, 1784
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COWICE or COPSE. PtanU for Coppicing.

greenish, It has a cheesy odour and flavour. The bazar Scammony in
Bombay, Dr. Dymock states, is all false, and is made at Surat.

[DC.; Composite,
Conyza alopecuroides, Lam* / see Pterocaulon alopecuroideum,

C. anthelmintica, Linn.; see Vernonia anthelmintica, WillcL

Co balsamifera, Linn. / see Blumea batauuifesm, DC1

1785 Cooawanoo Oil.

This oil is said to be prepared from the Chelonian reptile Caouna
olivacea, Gray—see Turtles.

Coolda punctata, Hash.; see Mlcromelum pubescens, Blume, Var.
1st; Rutacrk.

1786 Copal Gum, or Gum Anime.
A hard, transparent substance, resembling Amber, found as a natural

exudation from certain trees. This substance is chiefly obtained from
Zanzibar, the produce of Trachylcfbium Hornemannianum, a plant belong-
ing to the Lboomino&s. It is yielded by the trees at the present day,
but the commercial substance may be said to be in a half-petrified condi-
tion. This is known as Fossil Copal, and is regarded commercially as
much superior to that obtained from living trees. It occurs in immense
masses, found buried in tbe sand, far away from any living trees, and
chiefly in the coast sands. There are other Copals sometimes met with.
Brazilian Copal is obained from Hymenaea Coui'bariL Madagascar
Copal from Trathylobium verrucosa. West African Copal is furnished
by Guibomctia copalifera, and Indian Copal from Vatena Indies, which
see. The Australian and New Zealand Copal is the produce of Dam-
mam austraHs (Contpbrjb). This forms large solid masses, often found
in places where the trees do not now occur, and in New Zealand is known
as Kawri and in European Commerce as Dammar or Cowdib Purs.

Copper, see Cuprum.

2787 Coppice or Copse

—

Plants suitable for—
The following, among many others, are plants specially mentioned as

suitable for this purpose ; but those given under Hedges and under Pol-
lard may also be added ;

—

Acacia arabica. Helicteres Isora.

Acer Campbell!!. Heritiera littomlis.

Albizxia Lebbek. Lageratroemia parviflom.

Anogeisaue pendula. Lebdiereopsis orbicularis.

Baufinia Vahlii. Moeaa montana.
Carissa diffusa. Odina Wodier.
Caatanqpaia indlca. Pithecolobium doles.

C. tribidaides. Populua euphratica.

Casuarina eqtdsetifoUa. Prosopie spitigem.

Cedrela eerrata. Quercua acuminata.

C. Toons* Q. semecarpifolia.

Caltia australis. Strablus aspar.

Dalbergia latifolia. Teucrium macrostachyum.
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Coptis or Mishmi Tecta.

Copra or Khopra—The dried kernels of the cocoa-nut, see Cocos
j

tmdfenu

COPTIS, Salisb./ Gen. PL, /„ 8, 953.

The name Corns has been given in allusion to the much-cut leaves of the
plants which have been referred to this genus.

Coptis Teeta, Wall ; Ft. Br. In<L, /., 23 ; Ranunculacejc.

Coptis or Gold Thread, Coptidis Radix, or Mishmi Tita.

MtXXL—Titd, Ass. ; Mamird, or Mdmirdn (Dymock), Hind. ; Mahmira•

SiHD; Pita-karosana

,

Sinq. Rice says that titd is a corruption of tikta,

Saks., “ bitter.
1*

References.— Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., 3 ; Maclsaac, Trans. Med. and
Phys. Soc. Calcutta

,

///., 1821, III., 431 ; 6* Pdcha Pat in Med.
-& Phys.\Soc. Calcutta

,

K///., 8Si Ind. Ann. Med. Sci. 1856, III.,

307 ; 1858, V., 621 s Jour. Agri.-HorL Soc. Ind., 1838, X., App. 6 ; Pharm.

pens., 162 f Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 114} Dymock, Mat.
Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 18 ; Flilck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 3 ; U. S.
\Dispens., 15th Ed., 1260; Bent. & Trim. Med. PI., 3;S. Artun, Bomb.
Drugs, 3; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 73 i Davies, Report on the trade

ofthe countries on the N.-W. boundary ofIndia, 1862 / Cooper, Mishmi
Hills, p. 214; Perrins, four. Chem. Soc., XV., 339

Habitat.—A small, stemless nerb, with perennial root-stock, met with in

the temperate regions of the Mishmf Hills, east of Assam. Oooper says

that the plants grow on the ground among the moss around the stems of

trees. “From each root,” he remarks, “ springs a single stem, about four

inches high, bearing three serrated leaves, attached to the head of the

stalk-like elongated trefoil.”

Pereira {Pharm. Jour., XI„ 1852, p. 204) was the first to suggest that

teeta root might be the Mafiipdg or the Mazepa of the early European
writers on medicine. He founded this opinion mainly on the fact that

mahmird is the name of a drug used in Sind in the treatment of eye

diseases, a purpose identical with that for which the Ma/upae was em-
ployed. Amslie {Mat. Ind.) alludes to a drug imported into India from
China under the name of sou-line or chyn-le», wnich, he says* possessed
“stomachic virtues.” Both the Sind mahmird and the Chinese plant

{sou-line, chuen-Uen, choulin, chouline or hivang-lien, &c.,) have by
modern writers been recognised as Coptis. Dymock says mdmirdn is

noticed by the early Arabian writers as a kind of turmeric (urdk). “The
plant is described by Mir Mahammad Hussain as having leaves like the

ivy; it is said to grow near water in the hilly parts of India, China, and
Knorassdn. The Indian kind is described as yellow with a brown tinge;

the Chinese as yellow ; the Khorassdn as greenish brown ; and the seed

is said to be like sesamum. The best kind is the Chinese, which should be
small, yellow, hard, and knotty. It is said to keep good for 20 years.

Whether the three kinds here described are all forms of Coptis it is im-

possible to decide, Indian writers say that mdmirdn used as acolly-

rium clears the sight, and as a snuff the brain, and that it relieves tooth-

ache. Internally it is given in jaundice, flatulence, and visceral obstruc-

tions ” (Mat. Med. West. Ind., 2nd Ed., 18).

Dymock further remarks that two kinds of the drug are at the

present day 'met with, in Bombay. The best quality is only about the

thickness of a crow-quill or a little thicker ; it is a yellowish rhizome, hav-
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CopOf or Miahmi Teeta.

in£ spinous projections where the roots have been broken off. Tho whole
rhizome is jointed, but the upper end is often more distinctly so, and the
remains of the sheathing leaf-stalks are often attached. The second kind
is considerably thicker and covered with thin wiry rootlets : it often
branches at the crown into two or three heads, which terminate in tufts

of lear-stalks crowded together, and not separate as in the 'first kind.
Both of these rhizomes are contorted, and have a short fracture ; the cen-
tre is spongy, and the surrounding portion bright yellow and woody

:

taste purely bitter. “ The first kind corresponds with the description of
Coptis root in the Bengal Dispensatory. The second kind with the de-
scription of that drug in the Pharmacographia While accepting this

opinion it may be here stated that considerable confusion still exists in the
European literature of the subject.

It is an interesting feature in the history of this drug that it con-
tinues to be imported from China, ',ven although the Bengal supply
reaches India through Assam. Indeed, it may be doubted how far the

Chinese imports correspond to the roots of Coptis Teeta. It is customary to

read that the Chinese chuen-lien, and probably also the #tM-/f*n,are Coptis
Teeta ; but it seems open to grave doubt wnether that plant is wild or

even cultivated in China proper, although abundant information exists

regarding its occurrence in a limited portion of the hills that separate
Assam from the Chinese frontier. It may, therefore, be safely asserted
that we do not know the plant which yields the Chinese drug. In Japan
Coptis anemoncefolia affords a medicinal root, and it is, therefore, just

possible that a portion of the Chinese drug may be obtained from one of

the allied genera Coptis Isopyrum or Hellebores, although possibly an
undescribed species. Mr. Christ/ (New Com . PI. and Drugs, No. 4,

p. 5j) says:—“The Japanese character (' oh-ren,' meaning yellow ren)9

is exactly the same as the Chinese one for ‘ hwang-lien,* which is the
rhizome of Coptis Teeta, Wall., and not a Justicia as stated by Dr. Smith
in his Chinese Materia Medica.,, May it not be possible that the Coptis
Teeta to which Christy alludes is the drug as described in the Pharma-

cographia ? Dr. Dymrfck’s account of the imported Chinese thicker form
otthe mamird of Bombay recalls, however, some of the forms of a drug
sold in Bengal under the name of Katki or kuru (Katuka, Sans.)—

a

drug now generally recognised as obtained from Picrorhiza Kurroa. Dr.
Dymock thinks there is but one root sold in India under the name of

kurd, but in connection with the Calcutta International, and again with
the Colonial and Indian Exhibitions, London, the writer had three or four

widely different roots consigned to him under the name of kurd. He is,

therefore, of opinion that at least two forms of the drug must be regularly

sold in the Bengal drug shops. Gentiana Kurroa, chips of the root of

Cosciuium fenestratum, Swertia Chirata, and other substances are fre-

quently offered as kuru. May it not be possible that one of the roots

known in lower India as kurd is in the upper and western provinces sold
as titd. This suggestion carries with it additional strength from the
well-known fact that a considerable trade is done from Kum&on and also

from the Khdsia Hills in the root of Thalictrum ioWolosam—pilijari—as a
substitute for Coptis; and "along with this it seems likely that Actoea
splcata may also be used as a substitute. Both these are abundant plants,

and have dark yellowish, bitter roots. It is sufficient for the present to

know that substitutes are regularly sold for miskmi titd. But it may be
doubted if the true titd comes from China at all, and, indeed, as already
stated, if even the plant exists in any part of the Chinese empire. The
true titd sold in Upper and Western India may thus be mishmi-titd that

may have found its way by re-exportation into the returns of the Chinese
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drugs imported into India, or may have been conveyed overland from the
Indo-Chinese frontier to Chinese ports. Hence, as far as our present in-
formation admits of conclusions being drawn, there exists a strong prob-
ability that the bulk of the Chinese drug is not Coptis Teeta at all, but the
root ofjome more easily procurable plant.

Sir J. D. Hooker, while in Upper Sikkim, received from salt traders,
met with near the frontier, a present" of a handful of the root of one of the
many bitter herbs called in Bengal teeta 5” but he adds " the present was
that of Picrorhiza, a plant allied to the Speedwell, which grows at from 12,000
to 15,000 feet elevation, and is a powerful bitter called hoonling by the
Tibetans.” The suggestion above that much of the titd sold in India
might be Picrorhiza was made before the writer thought of consulting
Sir Joseph Hooker’s Himalayan Journals ; and it is, therefore, almost
safe to add that the Tibetan name hoonling may have been the original
of the Chinese honglane, hvtang-lien, sou-line, &c., and hence Dr. Pfcreira

may have been mistaken in referring the Mayip6sof the anciehts to Coptis
Teeta, since it is this imported Chinese drug that is the mamir&n of Upper
India. Further, it seems even probable that the knotty, yellow, often
ramified rhizomes of Picrorhiza^according to modern writers the spurious
mamirdn of the Indian bazars—may have been the drug originally so
called, or at least been the Indian drug which most closely resembled the
Mafiipaj, and from that circumstance received from the Muhammadans the
name mamirdn which, in Upper India, it bears to this day. This view re-

ceives support from the fact that Picrorhiza occurs throughout the Alpine
Himalaya, while Coptis Teeta is confined to a small area inhabited by one
of the wildest of hill tribes. But there is nothing in all this to justify, the in-

ference that, in ancient times, there may have existed a much larger export
in titd than takes place at the present day. It is much more likely that a.

drtig found throughout the Himalaya would have beery in early times car-
ried to the drug-shops of Central, Northern, and Southern Asia rather than
that the root of a plant found only within a very limited area of an inac-
cessible country should have come to be in extensive demand. It is

possible, however, that in later times the Chinese supply may have been
drawn from the Assam frontier, and ultimately consisted, to some extent,
in the admittedly superior root of Coptis Teeta, until modern writers came
to view the mamirdn as Coptis and not.Picrorhiza. Dr. Aitchison, in his

second paper on the Flora of the Kuram Valley, says :
" I, this year, col-

lected Coiydalis ramosa, a plant employed medicinally by the natives in

the treatment of eye-diseases, simply, I believe, because it has a yellow
watery juice, as every plant with a yellow juice seems to be by them con-
sidered a sovereign medicine, and all are called indiscriminately mami-
rdn .” He further states that the roots of Geranium Wallichianum were
shown to him as a medicine called " matn-i-ran.”

It has been pointed out by chemists that both Coptis and Beiberis
contain a large quantity of the alkaloid berberine ; and the somewhat sig-
nificant fact nas to be added that the drugs obtained from these plants are
used in catarrhal and rheumatic affections of the conjunctiva very much
after the same fashion as the Mayipa$ of the ancients. But berberine

is present in a great many other yellow and bitter substances, and it

may therefore have been a mere coincidence (suggested by external ap-

pearances) that the root now called mamirdn and the May10a? came
to be used for the same purpose. Indeed, Picrorhiza, on being chemically

examined, may also be found to possess that alkaloid, since berberine is one
of the most frequently met with of all the alkaloids present in vegetable

substances. But even should it not possess berberine, that could scarcely
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Coptic or Mishmi Teeta.

be viewed as militating against its having been adopted as a substitute (or
a drug for which Coptic would have proved more suitable. At the same
time the Indian use of mamir&n in the treatment of eye affections is but a
recent application of the drug. The Hindu authors on Materia Medica
who wrote in Sanskrit were alike ignorant of titd and mamir&n. The
word m&mir&n is of Muhammadan introduction into India, while the drug
Picrorhiza was known to the earliest Sanskrit writers. The late Dr. U. O.
Dutt gives a detailed account of it as used by the Sanskrit physicians, but
while ne, personally, must have been quite familiar with the drug now sold

as titd, he makes no mention of it in his work on Sanskrit Matena Medica.
Not only, therefore, were the words tit& and mamir&n unknown to the
Sanskrit writers, but it seems conclusively established that even the drug
Coptic Teeta is but of modern introduction into India. The Muhamma-
dans were so little familiar with Picrorhiza that they frequently confused
it with Hellebore, and may thus be readily believed to have given to Pic-

rorhiza or to Coptic, when separately presented to them, tne name of

mamir&n—the name of a drug which either or both may possibly have
closely resembled. The Hindus are uniformly .precise and accurate in

their information regarding Picrorhiza, but say nothing of Coptic. The
earliest writers on Indian Materia Medica who allude to Coptic attribute to

the indigenous and imported Chinese drugs tonic properties of remedial
value in the treatment of nervous diseases and in debility after fever ; they
rarely make any mention of its use as a collyrium in eye affections. The
tonic properties of Coptic are possessed in a scarcely less degree by Pic-

rorhiza; and it may be concluded that Mir Muhammad Hussain's de-
scription of the leaf of one of the forms of mamir&n agrees admirably with

Picrorhiza, but is altogether inapplicable to Coptis, and Dr. Dymock’s de-
scription of the branching rhizome of a form of mamir&n is explainable only
on the supposition that it may be Picrorhiza, but quite inexplicable if

viewed as Coptis. Besides which, the frequency in our bazars of ancient

Greek names given by Muhammadan merchants to Indian drugs, suggests

a caution against the founding of too strong opinions on the bare existence

of a name clearly not of Indian origin which may now be applied to a very
different plant from that to which it was at first given.

Collection of, and Trade in, Coptis Teeta.—CoOper says :

—

w As
we neared the highest elevation, scattered trees and shrubs seemed to grow
from a thick bea of dry moss, and here, for the first time, 1 saw the tit&

plant growing abundantly. The roots (from which, when brewed and
steeped in hot water, the famous febrifuge is made) are embedded in

moss. From each root springs a single stem, about four inches high, bear-

ing three serrated leaves, attached to the head of the stalk-like elongated

trefoil. The Mishmees gather the roots towards the end of the rainy

season, and carry them packed in tiny wicker-work bamboo baskets to

Sadiya, where they are eagerly bought by Assamese and Bengali mer-
chants.” Regarding the extent of tne trade in Mishmi iitd, the Secretary

to the Assam Government reported in 1883 :
“ I have the honour to say

that the Deputy Commissioner of Kimrtip has been requested to forward

to you a parcel containing i seer of Mishmi titd” “ The Deputy Com-
missioner of Lakhimpur informs me that the annual sale of Mishmi titd

at Sadiya is estimated at a maund or a maund and a half. It is brought
down in small open bamboo baskets, weighing about i a chittack each,

and is sold at one pice a basket. ” This is, of course, the price at which the

people sell it to the dealers (<s.g., about | penny an ounce), but the small-

ness of this trade and absurdly low price paid to the producers is out of all

proportion to the extent of the trade in India and the retail price which
the drug fetches. Or. Dymock says of the Bombay supply t * Both
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u Thaiictnim foUalosnm, DC., common at Mussooree and throughout the
temperate Himalaya at 5,000 to 8,000 feet, as well as on the Khisia hills,

also affords a yellow root, which is exported from Kumdon under the
name Momiry

,

and which it is possible may have been mistaken for Coptia
Teeta.” “ In Kashmir the roots of a Swertia are collected and tied up in

bundles and are passed off as a substitute for Coptia. They resemble
the true root greatly*” (Surgeon-Major J. E. T. Aitchison, Simla.) See
a previous paragraph, where a Coryadalis and a Geranium are stated
to have both been found to be used, in Afghanistan, as a drug called
mamitdn.

Cultivation1 o* TItI.—In concluding this brief.account of titd it may
be remarked that little or no difficulty would be experienced in cultivating*

the plant in many parts of India, but that up to the present date no
attempt appears to have been made to do so, although the retail price paid
for the drug would apparently justify the suggestion that it would be
found a remunerative crop.

1804

1805

1806

CORAL.
A calcareous structure formed by certain minute animals, which belong to

the section or class of the Carlenterata known as the Actinozoa. The typo
of this class may be taken to be the sea-anemone, an animal that consists of an
erect tubular body with a sucker-like base and a flattened apex, the latter sur-

'rounded by a wnorl of simple tubular tentacles. In the middle of the apex
occurs the mouth, which opens downwards into a stomach, and this below into

a body chamber. The external body consists of two walls (the Ectoderm and
the Endoderm), which are thus separated from the stomach by the body cavity

which surrounds the stomach, and is divided into a number of compartments or
cells by a series of vertical or horizontal partitions. Upon the faces of these
partitions (and thus lin the interior of the animal, instead of on the exterior, a»
m the Hydrozoa) are borne the sexual organs in the form of bud-like ovaria.

But reproduction is frequently effected by means of a process of budding which
gives origin to compound organisms. The coral-forming Actinozoa are in the
majority of instances not separate polypes, like the sea-anemones, but are
colonies produced by budding that conjointly form for each species, a fixed and
definite compound organism, in which, however, the structural peculiarities are
preserved, each individual being a sea-anemone- like animal bound inseparably

to a number of other individuals of the same species. The Actinozoa have no
nervous system (except in the Ctenophora), nor are there any traces of a vas-

cular system. The body-walls are, in the sea-anemone, fleshy, but in other
Actinozoa, calcareous deposits take place in either the ectoderm or endoderm,
giving origin to a solid skeleton which might be described as external (some-
what resembling the shell of a Crustacean) or internal, according to whichever
wall becomes calcareous. It is this calcareous skeleton that bears the name of

Coral, and corals may be of three kinds: the skeleton of an independent
polype or a compound coral formed by external or by internal skeletons. To
the two last mentioned belong all the corals known to commerce. Coral reefs

are the result of budding on the fleshy surface of an internal skeleton-forming

polype, the multitude of skeletons being consolidated into rock by a calcareous

basis secreted for the purpose.
The Actinozoa are referred to four orders, we.—The Zoantharia, the

AlcyonaRia, the Ruoosa, and the Ctenophora. The Rugosa are entire-

ly fossil corals, which occur only in the palceozoic or oldest rocks, while the
Ctenophora (or free-swimming marine polypes) do not form a calcareous

skeleton. Of the Zoantharia two tribes, the Zoantharia sclerodermata
and the Z. sclbrobasica, form coral; the others like the sea-anemone, are,

in the majority of instances, built up entirely of fleshy materials. In dealing with

Indian coral we are concerned mainly with the skeleton forming Zoantharia and
with the Alcyonaria. But before proceeding to discuss these groups of coral-

forming polypes, it becomes necessary, in order to understand their differences,

to explain a little more fully the formation of a calcareous skeleton. The in-

ternal, or as it is technically called the Sclerodermic, skeleton is the result of

the secretion of carbonate of lime in the inner body wall (the endoderm). It is

therefore truly within the body of the animal, and in the case of a simple polype
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may to described as covered externally by the outer fleshy wall and terminated
by a cup-shaped recess within which is located the apex of the animal* with its

tentacles* mouth* and stomach, &c. Budding from the surface of such an animal
would give origin to ramifications of the fleshy wall, the ectoderm of the simple
polype thus becoming the casnosarc of the compound, so that the offspring would
be so far the continuation of the parent ; but within this common fleshy wall

would be reproduced all the structural peculiarities of the individual, the inner
wall and partition of each new polype becoming calcareous. Such an accumu-
lation* consolidated by a further secretion of lime in the common fleshy wall or
coenosarc, would form a coral mass or rock like that met with in coral reefs. In
the case of external skeletons the animal might be described as inverted. The
calcareous deposits take place within the outer wall or coenosarc itself* and the
skeleton is thus truly outside the vital organism, and is common to ail the indi-

viduals of the coiont. In this case the coral is said to be sclerobasic. The
skeleton forms, in other words, an axis or basis over which the actinosoma is

spread. No further consolidation is required ; the new individual is formed on
tne parent, and the common ccenosarc is converted into the common skeleton

or sclerobasic coral. Such a coral can therefore alone be produced in a com-
pound organism. In the sclerodermic coral each polype has a complete skele-

ton of its own, and may hence exist independently or do combined into a colony

by the subsequent formation of calcareous matter in the common fleshy wall*—

the ccenosarc. Coral reefs are sclerodermic, and the ornamental corals, of

which the red coral may be accepted as a type, are sclerobasic.

To return now to the classification : a small tribe of the Zoantharia are
sclerobasic^ but by far the most important tribe, the reef-forming corals, are
sclerodermic, and the Alcyon&ria, or ornamental corals, are sclerobasic. Both
these groups, which we may accept as represented popularly by the terms
“ Reef-forming” and “ Ornamental ” Corals, are met with in the Indian Ocean.
The former fringe the coast of India or form atolls or reef-encircled islands such
as those of the Maldives, Laccadives, and Nicobars. The latter exist in deeper
water, more especially in the Persian Gulf and Red Sea, or are distributed into

the seas of temperate regions far beyond the limits of the coral-reef-forming

area. At the same time on the mainland of India extensive beds of ancient

coral reefs exist, such as those along the Malabar coast, Tinnevelly, &c., and
fossil coral of still more ancient character occurs in various parts of the country,

as, for example, in Sind. The ancient coral beds are valued as a source of

building stone, or as affording lime, but they might be extensively employed
as a source of manure.

Corail, Fr .

;

Korallen, Germ . *• Koraalen, Dutch ; Corallo,
It.

;

Coral, Port . & Sp .

;

Korallu, Rue.; Corallium,
Lat. f HopaWiov, Greek.

Vern.

—

Murjdn, mdnga, Hind.; Bekh-i-marjdn (fragments of red-coral

used medicinally), sang-i-marjdn, Pb.; Gulli, Dec.; Pdvdlam, nurai

-

kal (foam-stone), Tam.; Pdgddam, Tel.; Vidruma, prabdla, pravdla,
Sans.; Bdsdd, Arab.; Murjdn or merjdn, Pers.; Bubdlo, Sing.;
Ky-a-vekhet

,

Burm. ; Podlam
,, karang, Malay.

References.—Man. Geology of India

,

/., 376, //., 735> UI., 4jfo, and
IV., 150 i Mem . Geol. Sure. Ind., XVII., 119, 125, and 18/, XX, 70-73,
XXI, 51, 59: C. R. Markham,

* The Tinnevelly Pearl Fishery * in Jour.
Soc. Arts, XV., 747 (1867); Caldwell*

s

Tinnevelly, 75 g Forbes Watson,
Indust. Surv. Ind., /., 400,404 g Dana , Corals and Coral Islands g
Darwin, Voyage of a Naturalist g Darwin, Structure of Coral Reefs g
Mr. 7. Murray, The Structure, Origin, &c., Coral Reefs, &c.. Royal
Institution g Various Papers and Letters in " Nature, ” XXX VII., No. 936
to XXXVIII., No. 968(1888)1 Maury, Physical Geog. of the Sea ; Intern .

Fisheries Bxhib. Report, IV., 422, V., Pt. II., 177, 197, 360-361, 391,
VI., 339,

XIII., 39-41 g Gosse, Marine Natural History g P. L. Simmonds,
Com. Prod, of the Sea, 436: M. Lacame-Duthiers, Natural History of
Coral (Paris, 1864) g U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 93 g Ainslie, Mat.
Ind., 90 g Mason, Burma and its People, 394-396, 573 ! Bomb. Gag.,
VIII. (Kdthidwdr), 93 g Baden Powell . Pb. Prod., 99, 154 g J- O*Conor,
Review of Maritime Trade ef British India, 1881-82, p. 33 g 1882-83,

P . 441 *684-85, p. 36.
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Habitat,—The Coral zone extends on either side of the Squalor for

about 1,800 miles, Mr. d. Murray, of the Challenger Expedition* has
pointed out, however, that within this area the corals abound most on the

western side of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, a circumstance account*

able for by the trade winds carrying westward the surface film of warm
water and thus leaving on the eastern shores too cold a medium for the

growth of the reef-forming polypes* The degree of warmth in which the

coral luxuriates requires to have a surface-water temperature of 70°Fh.,

and to never vary from this more than a limit of i2
#
Fh. There are a few

outlying reefs beyond the area indicated, such as the Bermuda reef, which
finds a congenial medium in the Gulf Stream. Even under the Equator
deep-water nas a temperature much below that in which the reef-forming

corals can live, and this fact may therefore be one of the governing in-

fluences that confines the corals not only within certain geographical

regions but fixes each species within its area to a certain depth of water

in which alone it is found to grow. Beyond the area of the reef-forming

corals, the ornamental corals occur, and luxuriating, under lower tempera-

tures, they are found in tropical seas at much greater depths than the

reef-forming. The latter class of corals grow between 5 and 30 fathoms of

water. They are killed by exposure to the sun, and must therefore be below

low-water level. On a land subsiding they will accordingly build verti-

cally so as to preserve their favourite depth, and on a land ascending
they will extend horizontally, advancing into the requisite depth of water

as the older landward and exposed portions are killed by being carried

above the level of the water. This was the theory established by Darwin,
and universally accepted for a quarter of a century, the atolls beyig

viewed as monuments erected by tne Actinozoa to a vast Pacific continent

which had gradually sunk beneath the ocean. While this may take

place, a new school has advanced the theory that it is by no means
essentially necessary that to construct an atoll, the island which it

encircles need be subsiding. Growth is attributed to the food materials

being most abundant along the face of the reef, the approaching water

being richer than that within the lagoon. It is even further explained

that the chemical action of the sea-water decomposes the dead coral, thus

excavating the shallow basin (or lagoon) that exists between the growing

face of the reef and the land. But if this theory be admitted we have to

explain the fact that once upon a time a coral laying the foundation of

the present face of the reef must have existed in a depth of water under

which we have no evidence of its having the power to live, or then pre-

sume the growing rim of the reef to be advancing cup-like from a pedun-

cle situated at a depth in which the first portion of the colony found it

possible to live. At the same time, however, facts exist in India that may
at least be viewed as calling for careful investigation if the subsidence

theory be still maintained. The whole western side of India is unques-

tionably rising, and reefs of various ages are now considerably above the

level of the sea, whereas a few miles seaward from these dead reefs, atolls

are being formed around the islands of the Indian Ocean.

gggys. A.—Coral Rrbfs.

*8f>9
|n Manual of Geology of India, it is stated that the coral reefs of

the Andaman Islands shouTa become a source of cheap lime for Calcutta.

"The idea has been suggested more than once during the past twenty

years, and it is supposed that the only objection to it arises from the neces-

sity for the presence of coasting vessels which would be involved, and the

consequent risk of the convicts escaping; but with so pure a source of
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CORAL Chattiram, the thickness of the coral reef exposed above the surface of the
BSSVS. water is at least io feet, and probably much more." Further on he

remarks s
M At the Pamban end of tne raised reef it shows a slight

northerly dip, and masses of dead coral, apparently in situ, protrude
through the sand below high water mark. Reefs of living coral fringe
the present coast, but these I was unable to examine, so cannot say whe-
ther the corals now growing there are specifically allied to those which
formed the reef now upraised, but all the molluscaand Crustacea I found,
occurring as fossils in the latter, belong to species now living in the sur-

rounding sea." “ All the small islands occurring along the Tmnevellyand
Madura coast appear to consist of sand based upon coral reefs which are
largely exposed at low tide. The published large scale charts of Pamban
Straits show extensive coral reefs surrounding the five most easterly

islands ; Moossel, Munnauli, Pullee, Pulleevansel, and Cooresuddy. The
only one 1 was able to visit, that on which stands the Tutikonn light-

house, shows no coral on the surface, which is sandy ; but the island im-
mediately to the north supplies large quantities of dead coral, which are
used in the town as a rough building stone. Similarly, large quantities of
dead coral are brought over to the mainland from several of the central

croup of tivus (Thevoo)or islands along the Madura coast." Concluding
nis long and interesting account of tnese sub-recent marine beds, Mr.
Foote adds: “ It is impossible to resist the speculation that it was thi9

upheaval which gave rise to the formation of what is known to the Hindus
as Rama's bridge, and to Mussulmans and Christians as Adam’s bridge,
the long narrow isthmus which once united Ceylon to India."

Mr. H. F. Blanford, in an address read before the Simla Natural His-
tory Society, thus describes one of the ancient coral reefs of South India:

—

Triehinopoly. « Years ago, when camping on the undulating plain that rolls away to
toiy the north of Triehinopoly and the Coleroon, as, standing on an old coral

reef of the cretaceous sea, I looked westwards on the swelling outlines of

the Pachamullay and Kolamullay hills, I was conscious that there, before

me, rose the land of that remote age; worn and wasted, it may be, in

the sequence of the myriad centuries that have since rolled over it, but in

Its essential features unchanged.
“And, indeed, with no great effort of the imagination, I might have

fancied myself transported back to that distant time. Not a few of those
details that give reality to mental imagery were visible at hand. The
coral reef on which I stood might have been one of the water-wasted reefs

described by Darwin, Jukes, or Dana in the Pacific Isles; so fresh and
unaltered was the creamy whiteness of the fractured rock, with half-em-

bedded corals jutting here and there from its weathered surface. The
shells, newly aisembedded from a decaying limestone, were as fresh and
polished as those one might gather on the sandy shore of the neighbour-
ing coast, with even their zig-zag colour-markings still preserved ; and hard
by stretched a bank of coarse shingle that differed in no essential respect
from a modern beach.

“ But though, to an uncritical eye, the shells of that old sea might
seem very like the volutes, olives, cowries, and ark-shells now thrown upon
the Madras sands (and perhaps, indeed, they were their remote ances-

tors), it needed but to look on the great coiled ammonites scattered here

and there in the broken ground, to know of a surety that around me lay

the relics of a cretaceous sea. When these enclosed and protected living

organisms, the coarse sandy deposits that underlie our English chalk,

were slowly accumulating in a shallow ocean, where now spread the corn-

fields and hop gardens of Surrey and Kent, and on the sinking sea bot-

tom of South-Eastern England, Northern France, and Belgium, the
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thousands of feet of white calcareous mud that, lone since upheaved and
hardened into chalk, greets the homeward-bound Indian in the Dover
Cliffs, had yet to be slowly extracted through long ages from the sea water
by minute organisms long since extinct/’

B*-—Ornamental Corals.

Very little can be learned for certain of the indigenous living orna-
mental corals. Indeed, it seems probable that in some of the passages
already quoted, reference has been made to coral in a generic sense, some
of the forms there mentioned being, strictly speaking, members of the
series we have designated ornamental in contra-distinction to reef-form-
ing. It appears desirable in every effort to develop a trade in the Indian
indigenous corals that the distinction here made should be preserved,
since, for ornamental purposes, it is only the sclerobasic polypes that form
a calcareous substance of sufficient consistence to admit of being cut
into ornamental structures. In the dealer’s shops of Europe corals of
various forms, shapes, and colours are met with, such as “ white coral ”

(Oculina virginea), “ brainstone coral ” (Mendrina cerberiformis), the
"organ-pipe coral” (Tubipora musica), the ‘‘sea-pens” (Pennatala),

the “ sea shrubs ” (Gorgonida), the “ black coral ” (G. Antipathes), and
last but by far the most valuable of all the “Red Coral ” (Corallum rubrum).
Most of tnese genera are temperate, but the Gorgonida attain their great-
est development in tropical Seas. “ White coral, ” of no market value, is

common both on the Navdnagar coast and along the west and south-west
as far as Kodindr. Red coral (sic) is sometimes found in small quantities

at Mangrol” (Kdthidwdr Gaeette, page ?j). Mason, of Indian writers,

gives the fullest account of the species of coral met with in the portion of the
country of which his work treats, namely, the coast of Burma. He says
of the coast of Amherst and Mergui that elegant specimens of Actinia
are very rare, but he describes a species of Mbandria which he
calls “club-shaped Porites.” He also says:—“I have noticed in the
bazars, though I have never gathered it on the coast, a curious species

of coral resembling the horse-tail Isis. It is branched like a tree with
white striated stony joints and black horny smaller joints between,
which render the whole flexible.” It may be here remarked that
many of the sclerobasic corals have alternating portions of a calcareous
and norny axis. But Mason describes “a scarlet coral, composed of cylin-

dric tubes united together.” A “ star coral ” is very abundant on the coast

in several distinct species, some studded with large embossed stars, others
sculptured with regular indented stars, and still others with minute meshes
giving it the appearance of lace. “Tree corals” are plentiful “on the

Tavoy Coast, ana some of the specimens very beautiful, presenting superb
sea-groves of various hue and form.” “ A handsome coral, like a tuft of

long moss, also occurs, and ‘ black coral,’ of which beads are made, is

brought from the Mergui Archipelago.” Of Tenasserim Mason further

says :—“A tree coral two feet long, ofa deep scarlet, is found on the coast,

which the residents often call ‘ red coral/ but it is not the red coral of

commerce; it does not grow like that, and the red colour is confined to the

epidermis, the substance of the coral within being grey.”

In concluding this brief review of the literature of the Indian orna-
mental corals, it must be admitted that we are grossly ignorant of the

subject* There are no coral fisheries in India, and we do not know
whether or not this is due to the absence of corals of commercial value,

nor do we possess any knowledge as to the likelihood of the more
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‘Trade to Corale.

valuable corals succeeding! if introduced into Indian waters. No effort
has as yet been made to propagate new species or improve the existing
Indian corals.

Trade in Coral.

Some conception may be arrive^at of the magnitude of the trade in
Coral when it is recollected how many races of people in India regularly
wear necklaces of coral. How far the prised ornaments may be derived
from Indian seas, it is impossible to tell. The finest red coral is obtained
from the Mediterranean ; the larger pieces of a pale colour! are said to be
often worth twenty times their weight in gold. The operation of preparing
these as jewels consists of three stages—cutting, piercing, and rounding;
but in accomplishing these operations there is generally an immense waste.
The rejected pieces and inferior qualities are exported to Asiatic countries,
and India receives a very large proportion of this—the inferior red coral.

In 1868-69! India received £03,120 worth of red coral, and for some years
the imports steadily declined, being in 1872-73 only £40,013, but this may
have been partly caused by the imposition of a duty of per cent, in
April 1870. Ten years later the imports had increased to £195.936 and
the year following £231,166, last year (1886-87) they were £175,018. Of
these imports India last year re-exported £7468 worth, and it is some-
what remarkable that of these re-exports Italy received back again
£2,000 worth, and £3,820 worth were sent to the Straits Settlements. Of
the re-exports Bengal issued £6,152 worth.

Italy supplied last year £161,741 worth of the total amount received
by India, and of these imports, Bengal took £154,848.

In the Review of Indian Maritime Trade Mr. d. E. O’Oonor says of
1882-83—" There has been an enormous increase in this ttade, the imports
having almost doubled in five years: thus, 79,6438} in 1878-79,
i52,372®j bst year. The condition of this trade is a very accurate gauge of
the condition of the agricultural classes in the North-Western Provinces,
RAjputana, and Sub-Himalayan tracts. The bulk of the imports is

bought by these classes to be worn as necklaces, the coral beads, when
a man is prosperous, alternating with gold beads. Almost all the coral
we receive is brought to Calcutta, whence it is distributed over the prov-
inces mentioned, to be sold chiefly at the larger fairs. It is principally
imported from Naples, the fishers being themselves in many, if not in most,
cases the exporters, and with the caution of small traders placing a fixed
price upon the goods below which the importers have no authority to sell.”

There is a very considerable trans-frontier trade, the Indian imported coral
finding its way to Thibet. How far the re-exports consist of Indian pre-
pared corals it is impossible to say, but there is doubtless a large commu-
nity employed in preparing the special ornaments worn by the Hindus. A
favourite necklace consists of gold and coral beads alternating, but in the
KhAsia Hills imitations of large beads of this kind form the favourite
ornament. There seems to exist an extensive trade in imitation corals,
since only an inconsiderable proportion of those offered for sale at fairs are
real.

Medicine.—In addition to being used for adornment ornamental
corals have been used in Hindu medicine from a very ancient time and are
mentioned by Susruta. u Coral,** Dr. Dutt says, •• is purified by being
boiled in a decoction of the three myrobalans.** Both pearls and corals are
used for the same puipose, namely, in " urinary diseases, consumption,
&c., and to increase tne nutrition and energy of weak persons.

9* Ainslie
remarks that u the Tamil practitioners prescribe the red coral when calcined
in cases of diabetes and bleeding piles.
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Corallocarpus.

CORALLOCARPUS, Welw.; Gen. PI., I., 83i.

[ lc., /. $0$ ; CUCURBITACK*.

Corallocarpus epigoea, Hook r /.; /7. J?r. Aid., //., 628 ; Wight,

Syn.—Bryonia bpickea, Bottler. ; B. glabra, Roxb.; Archmanora bpi-
g<EA, iin». in /foot., Jtfkr. ///., *74«

Vera.

—

Rdkas-gaddah, dkds-gaddah, Hind. : Karwinai

,

Bomb.; Rakkas-
gaddah, garaj-phal, Dec.; Gollan-kfoaik-kixhangu, dkdsha-garudan,
Tam. ; Ndga-donda, mutu-donda, Tel. j Kollan-k6va-ki*hauna, Mal. ;

Ahdsha-garuda-gadde, Kan. ; Go-palangd

.

Sing. AinBile says that—
“ In Persian the plant is called Lufa, ana in Arabic AaanutfU. The
Telegu names allude to its property of living on the air.

References.—Roxb.. FI. Ind ., Ed. C.B.C., 702 ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., JJ. %

r$8 : Dala. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., too ; Dymoch, Mat. Med. W. Ind.,
2nd Ed., 353 » Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 42; Moodeen Sheriff

\

Supp. Pharm. Ind., 78; O'Shaughnessy , Beng. Dtsp. t 347 ; Pharm .

Ind., 96: Walker in Bomb. Med. Phys . Trans., 1848, p. 60 ; Drury,
U. PI., 87 f Trimen, Syst. Cat., Ceylon PI., 38.

Habitat.—A herbaceous climber, met with in the Panjdb, Sind, Gujrit,
and south along the Deccan Peninsula to Belgaum. Distributed to
Ceylon. Ainslie, Rottler, and Drury say it is also a native of Coromandel.

Medicine.—"The root is of varying thickness and length, and much
resembles that of Momordica dioica, being in shape not that unlike a
badly grown turnip, but much larger; externally it is yellowish-white, and
marked with raised circular rings ; the taste is bitter, mucilaginous, and
sul>acid. When cut it exudes a viscid juice, which soon hardens into an
opalescent gum ” (Dymock). A drug valued by the natives of India as
an alterative tonic useful in syphilitic cases. According to Afnalfe the
Vytians of South India esteem, (and in Ainslie’s opinion justly) the merits
of this drug. They prescribe it in the latter stages of dysentery and
old venereal complaints. It is usually administered, he says, “ in powder,
which is of a very pale colour, in doses of a pagoda (about one drachm)
weight in the twenty-four hours, and continued for eight or ten days toge-
ther ; this quantity generally produces one or two loose motions. The root,

when dried, very much resembles the Columba root, to which it approaches
also in medicinal qualities.” Ainslie also states that for external use in

chronic rheumatism it is made into a liniment with cummin seed, onions,
and castor oil. It is considered an anthelmintic and deobstruent, and in

the Deccan and in Mysore it enjoys the reputation of being a valuable
remedy for snake-bite, being administered internally and applied exter-

nally to the bitten part. The authors of the Pharmacopoeia of India con-
cur with Ainslie that this drug deserves to be more carefully examined
and its properties tested.

Chemistry.—A bitter yellow uncrystallizable substance has been found
in the root which is probably allied to Bryonin, the bitter principle of

Bryonia dioica. (For the Medicinal and Chemical Properties of Bry-
onia, see Dymoch , Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd. Ed., p. 333, and also U. S.

Dispens., 302.) Conf. with Bryonia, B. 94.

Coral plant, see Jatropha.

Coral tree, see Erythrina.

Coral-wort, see Dentarta bulbifera.

CORAL
wort.
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concapRus
The Angular Fruited Corchorua.

JUTE#

1839 CORCHORUS, Linn. / Gen. PI., I., 233.

The generic name for this group of annual plants is derived from the pro-
perty of theileaves (ko/otj the pupil of the eye, and icopqeo to purge or dear).
There are about 3d species distributed throughout the tropics, of which India
possesses 8. Bnt so uniformly are these plants met with in Asia, Africa, and
America, that geographical evidence does not come to the aid of the student
who may desire to work out the history of the cultivated spedes. The following
are the Indian spedes regarding which economic information is available, but
any one of them may be used for the fibre contained within its bark, since all

are rich in fibre. Writing of the edible properties of the species of Corchorus,
Mr. Hem Chunder Kerr says : “Some of the plants yield leaves that are
excessively bitter s others slightly so. The former, calledifieta ndlitd, according
to the Rdjavallabha, a modern medical treatise, is a specific against red eruptions,
worms, and leprosy. The latter, madhura, cures cold, paralysis, phlegm, ana
wind | both of them are esteemed as good tonics. Tne middle and higher
classes of the people take them boiled with other vegetables in the form of
soups as stomachics or appetisers ; the lower classes use them as articles of

food/9 81r Walter Elliot gives C. oUtorius the Telegu name of Pdrinta

kdra but makes no mention of capsmlaris, but Patti he says is the verna-

cular for Gossypiam herbaceum and Pdtta for Cissampelos Pareira.
The confusion that exists in the literature of Corchorus and of Jute has
suggested the desirability of giving the characters which the writer accepts as
separating the more critical species. It seems highly probable that hybrid or
intermediate forms exist, however, connecting most of the Indian types. The
peculiarities of the seed would seem to afforda better means of distinguishing

the species than the form of the beak or number of cells.&nd presence or absence
of septae in the capsule.

*840 Corchorus acutangulus, Lam. ; FI. Br. Ini., I., 3g8; Wight,

[ Tiuaces.
Syn.—C. fuscus, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed . C.8.C., 429, Ic. t. 739•

Vara.

—

Titdpdt, Bbng.

References.—•Dale. and Gibs., Bomb. FT; 25; Kura, Contrib . Burmese
FI; 130; F. von Mueller, Sel. Extra-Trop . PL, 88.

Botanic Diagnosis,—Stem hairy along certain sides between the nodes

(not all round), the whole petiole having spreading hairs, and being woolly

along the upper surface, both surfaces of the leaf hairy, those of the upper
adpressed, margin often minutely ciliate ; nervules reticulate (not paral-

lel anastomising, as in C. oUtorius). Capsule short (1 inch long at most)

;

winged, beak deft into 3-4 spreading arms each, often bifid; base of

capsule contracted, position of faded flower indicated by a sharp groove.

Seeds small, broader than long, squarish ; hilum a large thickened patch

in one corner.

A very distinct, and perhaps the most abundant wild species in India,

often mistaken for C* oUtorius when not in fruit.

Habitat.—An annual herb, met with throughout the hotter parts of

India and Ceylon. Roxburgh remarks that it flowers during the rainy and
cold seasons, is never cultivated, and differs from C. tridens, L., in having

only one style; and from C. trilocularis, L., in having only one row <S

seeds in each cell. Dalzell and Gibson say that in Bombay it is a com-
mon weed, and Roxburgh that it is a native of various parts of India.

Kurz states that it is frequent in the leaf-shedding forests all over Burma
up to 3,000 feet elevation. 8tewart apparently treats C* acutangulus as

a synonym for C. trilocularis, and gives bdphalllas the vernacular for the

plant, and tsband as the bazar name for the seeds. Not only is the

above association of the scientific names incorrect, but bdphalli is the

name given to C. Antichorus, and tsband, the seeds, to G. trilocularis.

O
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capsularte.

Mr. Hem Ohunder Kerr speaks of this as "the species C. fuecus, or the
tftd variety of C. capsolarie.” It would almost seem possible that from
C. acutangulus and C. irilocularis the cultivated forms of jute might have
been produced. At all events, C. olitoriue so closely resembles this plant
in foliage that many of the reputed instances of C. olitoriue having been
found wild may be traceable to a mistake made in viewing C. acutangulus
as C. olitoriue. The beak in OlarJce’s C. olitoriue No. 23,613 is hooked,
the tips spreading somewhat as in C. acutangulus. DuthrVs 7,121 has
the foliage, capsules, and hairs of C. triiocularis with the seeds of C. olito-

rius/*

Fibre.—A coarse fibre is sometimes extracted from this species and
Mtleller alludes to this plant as an occasional source of jute.

[/. /07J.
Corchorus Antichorus, Rmusch . , FI. Sr. Ind., /,, 398; Wight, Ic.,

Syn.

—

Corchorus humilis, Munro; Antichorus dbpressus, Linn.

Vein.

—

Baphuli. Hind. ; Baphilli, kurandf, bophalll , bahdphalli, babuna.
Pb.; Mndkiri, Sind.

References.—Dal

'

m. dr Gibs., Bomb. FI., 25; Murray, PI. & Drugs,

Sind, 6s,

Habitat.—A common prostrate, shrubby, plant, wild in Upper India,

from the N.-W. Provinces to the Panjdb and Sind, and south-west to

Kdthidwdr, Gujrdt, and the Deccan—a member of the Indian desert flora,
j

Distributed to Afghanistan, Aden, Tropical Africa, &c.

Fibre.—A very indifferent fibre may be prepared from this species.

Medicine.—Stewart says the plant is rubbed down and given as a
cooling medicine; Murray that in Sind its mucilaginous property makes
it a valued demulcent, which is used in the treatment of gonorrhoea.

Fodder.—Stocks mentions this plant as a desert fodder-plant, eaten

by camels.

C. capsularis, Ltnn. ; FI. Br. Ini., jp?/ Wight, Ic., t. 311.

Vem.—Ghirnaliti'fat (according to Roxburgh)
; Narchd according

to U. O. Dutt), Brno. The last mentioned author in the Glossary
to his Mat. Med. of the Hindus gives this plant the Sanskrit name
kdlasdka.

In Bengal the words pdt and koshtd are often given to both the jute-yield-

ing species, or to the fibre obtained from them, the latter word being apparently

derived from the Sanskrit koska, a sheath, in allusion to the fibres surrounding

or sheathing the stem. But if this be a correct derivation for the word, it is in

its meaning equally applicable to hemp and sunn-hemp, in fact to any fibre ob-

tained from the bark, or even to silk in the cocoon, and can have no specific

application to jute. From Nddika has most probably been derived N&liti, the

spinach prepared from the leaves. {Con/. C. olitoriue.) The word, kosta in

Dacca means a handful of jute, and kakla, a corruption from it, is given to the

fibre dried on the stems instead of being separated by retting. One writer even

suggests that koshta may be derived from kooshtia, the name of a district in

Eastern Bengal, where a considerable amount of jute is produced. This is pro-

bably fanciful, but it is worth adding that the word koshta is only used in Eastern

Bengal, and that the name Kooshtia is probably not a very ancient one.

Harrana is a name given in Shihjahanpur District, N. W.-P. (according

to Mr. «J. F. Duthie), for this species. Mr. Hem Ohunder Kerr says

that in Orissa, for both the jute-yielding species, the following names are used

:

•• kovoria and ndlitd, other names being naskarkdni, koutra, kangra, kanta,

tita, beral, andhanuman ; but whether they are mere local names of these plants

or of their different varieties, or of other plants confounded with the jute-pro-

ducing species, it is uncertain.” Dr. Bidie failed to find Tamil or Telugu

names for C« capeularis during an enquiry instituted in 1874 into the sub-

ject of the jute cultivation tn Madras.

C. 1847
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JUTS.

1848

x8w

Reference*.—SoKb., Fl.Ind., Ed. C.B.C.
VI., mgf Rumph., " '

r»iiw*>| iWi 4*y« a*jeervoru*M.'o*

F/., / Humph*, v. t. 78,f. t: Fri#, /6r*. Co/., JJ?/ -Fra
For. jw* Gamble, Man. Timb., $2 / Kura, Contrib ., Burm. FZ.,

Zufoa. tf. F/. Bomb., 230 ; U.C, Dutt, Mat. Ftotd., 30*/ 7%wat
F». Cry. F/., 37 ; Proceedings , Madras Govt. {Rev. Dept.) 1874* Ho.
UeCandolle, Orig. Cult. PI., 131.

t Lourewot Fir Cochin Ch.9~ ‘
Cal., 12? ; Brandis,

Burm. FI., Wf
302 s Thwaites

,

‘ “ 49 ?

Botanic Diagnosis,—Alone distinguishable from C. olitorius by the
short roundedcapsule—a very unimportant character. Gamble’s No. 15,91

2

has one capsule nearly round, while the others are distinctly those of

olitorius, but some are 4-valved, others 5-valved. Kurz’s No. 1231 of C*
acutangulus has both 4- and 5-valved capsules, and Olarlce’s No. 24,899
has a 3-valved capsule. Olarke’aNo. 31,637 of C. trilocularis, has a 4-
valved capsule, and Hooker and Thomson’s sample of that species, from
the Panjib, has a 3-valved capsule. The capsule is thus variable.

Habitat.—A common plant “throughout the hotter parts of India/*

This statement, originally made by Roxburgh, is current in the literature

of jute. While it need not necessarily be implied that a plant is wild

(*#., indigenous) in the area where it is common, still that is the opinion
popular writers have derived from the above carefully worded botani-

cal description. The major portion of all we have learned regarding
Corchorus capsularis, during the past century, leads to the opposite con-
clusion. There are, however, a few notices of the plant that point either

to its being indigenous in India or indicate acclimatisation so successful

as to have deceived modern botanists. Mr. J. F. Duthie has, for example,
favoured the writer with a note to the effect that he found C. capsularis on
the banks of theGumpti near Judalpur in what appeared a wild condition.

A Native of the place gave the plant the name of Harrana, a word which
has no relation to any of the names given to the Indian species of Corcho-
rue in other parts of the country. Mr. W. A. Talbot, in a list of the
Kanara plants {Bomb. Gag. XV., /., 428), states of this species that it is
w found on road-sides sparingly throughout North K anara. ” On the other

hand Dr. Prain (Officiating Superintendent of the Botanic Gardens) has
forwarded to the writer, for personal inspection, every sheet of Corchorus
from the Calcutta Harbarium on which the word “ cultivated

n has not

been inscribed. It is a remarkable fact that Dr. Prain should have had
to say : “ All our C. capsularis are plainly cultivated, except perhaps one
by Kurz from the Pegu Yomah, Burma, which, however, may be an
escape. ” Kurz himself says of C. capsularis (Contrib . Knowledge Burmese
Flora, jr. /jo)—“ Cultivated all over Burma* and frequently seen in de-
serted tongyas, along the borders ot forests, around villages, &c.” It is

indeed significant that in the Great Indian Herbarium, which represents the
collections and labours of all past botanists—Roxburgh, Wallich, Griffith*

Gibson, Hooker, Kurz, Olarfce, King, &c., there should not be a specimen'
marked “wild," if indeed the plant be truly wild in India. Mr. Talbot
does not say the plant is wild in Kanara, and Dr. Gibson's specimens of

C. capsularis from Bombay, now in the Calcutta Herbarium, have not
been sent to the writer, so that they are presumably marked as cultivated.

Mr. Dutbis’s specimen alluded to above is undoubtedly the round fruited

condition to which the name capsularis is- given, ana it is thus the only
specimen the writer has seen that is stated to have been gathered from
“ what appeared a wild condition. ” Roxburgh has no hesitation in pro-

nouncing the non-jute-yielding species as natives of India. C. deceman-
gdaris of Roxburgh has, by several botanical writers, been reduced to

C. olitorius, but of ins plant Roxburgh statei that it is a native of Bengal.
While describing C* olitorius, so as to distinguish it from his C. deceman-
guisris, he carefully avoids committing himself to a definite opinion as to

c. 1849
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in that Presidency, and while C. olitorius was reported to have been

discovered both wild and cultivated, it is expressly stated in the report

that C. capsularis does not occur in Madras. DoOandolle, after enu-

merating all the countries where the plant is cultivated (w., the Sunda
Islands, Ceylon, India, Southern China, the Philippine Islands, and

Southern Asia generally) says i
“ I am not convinced that the species

exists in a truly wild state north of Calcutta, although it may perhaps

have spread from cultivation and have sown itself here and there.

The writer spent many years in Bengal, and botanised over the greater

portion of that Presidency, but he cannot say that he ever came across

either C. capsularis or C. olitorius in what he could regard as a wild or

rather indigenous condition. The latter may possibly be wild in some

parts of Western India, but grave doubts may be entertained as to either

being natives of Bengal,—the province where they are now mainly culti-

vated, and where they exist frequently enough as weeds around the

cultivated jute fields. The suggestion is offered, that, by experimental

cultivation, it might be found possible to produce forms of Corcnorus

from some of the truly wild species which would closely approximate

to C. capsularis and C. olitorius. With the imperfect knowledge we

possess of this subject, the writer would be much more willing to admit

the possibility of some such theory, to account for the cultivated jutes,

rather than believe that manifest escapes from recent cultivation are the

sole survivals of the wild forms of these plants. The scientific distinction

based on the length of the fruit vessel (round in C. capsularis and

elongated in C. olitorius) i«, to say the least, scarcely worthy of as much

consideration as the peculiarities recognised by the cultivators in distin-

guishing (within each of these) the various cultivated forms that yield the

commercial qualities of the fibre. A similar distinction in the shape

and the number of cells of the fruit was made to give origin to certain

species of Brassica, all of which can be produced from the seeds of any

one by careful cultivation.
, t

_ .

It is noteworthy that definite Sanskrit names should not exist for

these most useful plants, while other plants of far less value have assigned

to them names so precise as to distinguish their varieties, to separate

their wild from their cultivated forms, and to indicate every possible

structural peculiarity. There are neither Arabic nor Persian names for the
SirUvUUal uc^uiiai uy, tucib « . .—— - -

species of Corchorus, known to the people of India, and the greatest uncer-

tainty exists regarding one or two Sanskrit synonyms that have been

assigned to the jute-yielding species. Indeed, it seems highly probable

that these names are entirely incorrect or rather are referable to other fibre-

yielding plants. DeOandolle says :
" No Sanskrit name for the two cul-

tivated species of Corchorus is known.” The word jutd, in one of its

meanings, is at most, the name for a fibre which may or may not have been

the modern jute. Mr. Ram Bunker 8en gives, however, a very dl“*r®
JJ

1

derivation for the word jute which would remove it altogether iTomjuta.

He says that at the silk filatures of Eastern Bengal refuse silk is known as

*jhuta-jhut” evidently a corruption of the Sanskrit uchcktsta,^signifying

refuse. This word jhut being in constant use among the owners^hiefly

Europeans) of silk factories m the districts B“r
u
dwa

?;v v"ul
shahys, Moorshedabad, Pubna, and Malda, and the fibre of theptont known

as Pit amongst the natives—bearing a strong resemblance to the same

the term jute in its softened form came gradually to be *PP . . .

dealings and shipments at Calcutta. But, as opposed to this^it may be
]
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urged that when Roxburgh was told that the plant grown in the Botanic
< Garden was jute, there were in all probability no such dealings in the

fibre between Calcutta and Eastern Bengal. Besides, Mr. Kerr rejects

this derivation of the word, on the ground that jute is in no way a waste,

rejected, by-product or remnant, as would be implied by the word ueh*

chista. At the same time Mr. Sen’s idea would simply be that it was in

appearance Hke the first few threads drawn from the cocoons—the waste
known in Europe as "ort #> and which in India is made into chasam—but

was not itself necessarily a waste, or as Mr. Kerr puts it,
w an offal mate-

rial like ort.” It must be admitted that the long golden bands of jute

fibre bear a close resemblanceto the ribbands of waste silk or chasam, and
that there are many much more unlikely derivations for words in common
use than Mr. 8en’s explanation of J ute fromjhut-a-jhut, the H indi jhutthd,

the more so since the fibre is mainly produced in the very districts where
the people were familiar with jhut-a-jhut* But, on the other hand, the word
jhot is flie only name by which jute is known in Balasore, andjhont, jhot%
are common names for the fibre throughout Orissa. It has been pointed

out that the gardeners employed in the Royal Botanic Gardens under
Roxburgh were most probably, as at the present day natives of Orissa,

and that, therefore, the name fute given by Roxburgh, the first European
writer who used that name, was in all probability a softened^ form of ihot,

a word which may be admitted to have come from the Sanskrit jhuta,

unless we presums Mr. Sen's derivation of the word to have prevailed all

over Orissa prior to Dr. Roxburgh’s discovery of the plant.

The Sanskrit word Nddika is said by Dutt to nave been given to

C. olitoriue and kdlasdka to O. capsularis, but while Dr. Dutt's work is

devoted to the Materia Medica of the Hindus and is compiled from Sans-

krit medical works, he only gives the above names in a Glossary at the

end, and does not attribute to the plants, to which he says they refer, any
properties as known to the Sanskrit writers, while the modern Hindus use

the leaves of jute and the species of Corchorus generally, both as food

and medicine. Dr. Moodeen Sheriff, a high authority on vernacular

names, does not give Sanskrit, Arabic, or Persian names, to the species

of Corchorus, nor, indeed, can any of the local names that are in use in

the provinces of India (of a restricted or specific character) be exhibited as

derived from classical synonyms. Patta, a Sanskrit word given to jute

by some writers, reappears throughout India in some form or other,

being applied first to one fibre and then to another. In its early usage it

simply means a “ shining fibre," and was most probably originally given

to silk, although in the Mahdhhdratta
,
presents of garments are mention-

ed as fattenjam (patta-produced) and also hit am (insect-produced),

thus relieving the word patta from being silk. Patta also occurs in the

Institutes of Manu in suen a form as to leave no doubt that it was then

applied to a vegetable fibre, probably jute. Kosha, if it be the root from

which the name used in Eastern Bengal for jute, has been derived, no-

where appears in Sanskrit literature as a name for that fibre, nor indeed

for any other fibre, while Nddikd refers to the edible property of jute

and not to the fibre. Among the early synonyms for patta may be
mentioned that of Rdja sana, the large or noble sana, kahkhata patraka ,

u the rough leaved," and sanni, the sunn-like—names which would suggest
a later introduction than Crotalaria juncea to which patta is compared.

This idea receives further support from the fact that while sana occurs in

the most ancient Sanskrit works, patta appears in the comparatively

recent In one of the references to patta, it is spoken of as the chimi
(probably a misspelling for China) pdt, a fact whicn would point to the

cultivated jute plant having come to India from China. Mr- Hem
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Ohunder Kerr reviews all the reports and early books of travel that refer
to fibre or to rope-making in India, and finds that in none of theeenubli-
cations does there occur any mention of the word jute until 1700. In
several works p&t is, however, mentioned as a fibre viewed in India as a
form of hemp, but which by the home authors was pronounced to be more
nearly allied to flax. By the beginning of the present century the word
p&t was completely superseded by jute in all commercial correspondence.

With an array of facts of this kind before us we are almost justified

in believing that Jute plant is either a comparatively modern development
from some wild stock which was unknown to the Sanskrit writers, or that
the cultivation of the plant has been introduced from some other country
and most probably subsequent to the date of even the most recent Sans-
krit works. If a modern development, we can scarcely admit that the
stock from which it was derived could have disappeared, while numerous
wild plants closely allied to Corchorus capsularis and C. olitorius are
abundant and truly wild plants, all of which yield good fibres only inferior

to jute to an extent easily accountable for by cultivation. The seat of the

Indian cultivation of this plant is from the Hooghly district through
Eastern Bengal, especially on the islands and lowlying lands of &e
Meghna and Brahmaputra Rivers. C. olitorius, on the other hand, occufcs

chiefly on the lowlying lands on the western side of the Hooghly river,

more especially in the Burdwan district and in Western and Southern
India.

Although there are numerous references to Patta, J&t&, &c., in early

Indian writings, enough has been said to show that the greatest caution

is necessary m founding too strong convictions that these names allude

to the Pit and Jute of the present day, the more so since jute cultivation

in every district of Bengal is spoken of by the local authorities as of

modern origin, at least in its present form. In one district its introduc-

tion is fixed at 1872, in another at 1865, in a third before the date of the

British rule, and in a fourth it is put down at 400 years ago. In all

districts it is spoken of, however, as a crop regarding which some period

could be fixed, while no such language is used with regard to rice, cotton,

sunn-hemp, or any other crop of an importance at all comparable with

Jute. (Conf. with C. olitorius in afurther page.)

Fibre.—See a further page, and also Jute.

Medicine.—The leaves dried are used medicinally, being eaten at

breakfast-time with rice in cases of dysentery. The cold infusion is also

administered as a tonic in dysenteric complaints, fever, and dyspepsia.

Oil.—"The seed when fried over the fire yields an oil chiefly used for

lighting purposes ”
(Ramshunker Sen, Agri. Gag., 163).

Corchorus fascicularis, Lam. t Fl. Br. Ind., 1 , 398.

Vein.—Hirankhori, bhauphali, Bomb. 5 %angli or ban-pit, biU

nalita, Bbng.
.

Dymock points out that the name bhauphali must not be confused with

the Maratha bhaphali

,

a name given to an umbelliferous plant, and it may here

be suggested that the N.-W. P. name ban-phal given to C. olitorius

may have arisen from a misreading of bhauphali . The name bhauphali or

bdphulli is also given to C. AnticnoruS.

Reference..—Roxb., Fl. Ind., Ed. C. S. C., 4*9 1 Dymock, Mat. Mod. .

W. 2nd., and Ed., 1/5.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Capsules small (J-f inch) almost cylindrical, very

hairy, beak 3-4, splitting with the dehiscence of the capsule. Seedstnan-

gular or diamond shaped, more pointed at the lower end and very similar

to those of C* olitorius but smaller.

C. 1858
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Habitat—A common wild plant throughout the hotter parts of India

from the Panj4b to Bengal, and westward to Bombay (common* for

example, at Surat). Distributed to Ceylon.
Fiore.—The fibre extracted from this plant is employed in Sind in the

manufacture of ropes.

Medidne.—-Sakharam Arjun mentions the fact that the whole of this

plant is mucilaginous, and states that in Bombay "a watery extract mixed
with sugar-candy is taken as a nutritive tonic. It is also given in

seminal weakness." Dymock remarks that in Bombay the " whole plant

is sold in the shops $ it is very mucilaginous and somewhat astringent,

and is valued as a restorative." The name hitankhori given to it, means
deer’s hoof.

Corchorus olitorius, Linn. ; FI. Sr. lnd„ 1., 397.
Jew’s Mallow.

Vera.

—

Pdt, koshta (ibhunji pdt

,

according to Drury, and bkungL in

OPShaughnessy's Beng. Disp .), lalita pdt, bhunji-pdt, bhungi or ban-

pdt (according to K. L. De), Beng. ; Singin janascha, koshtd (according

to Benson), Hind PeratH-kirait punahu cheddy, Tam.; Parinta

,

pdrinta-kdra

,

Tel. ; Ban-pdt, Sind, j Ban-phal, in N.-W. P. (Atkin-
son) and Panjab (Stewart) ; Nddika (according to Dutt), patta
(according to Roxb.), and Sing gikd (according to Ainslie), Sans.

The word Ndlitd (a corruption of the Sanskrit Nddikd) is correctly speak-
ing, the name for the pot-herb prepared from any Corchorus, the species so used

being distinguished by a prefix, thus ghi-ndlitd (C. Capsuhlris), tili-ndlitd

(C. acutimgulus), and biUndlitd (apparently C. Antichorus), Ndlitd by
itself may probably have been the spinach prepared from C. olitorius, the

species most generally eaten. Ndlitd becomes nutia in Mymensing, and
narichsdg in Chittagong, thus apparently breaking down Dutt’s narchd
as the Bengali for C. capsulaiis, and Nddika the Sanskrit for C. olitorius.

81r Walter Billot alludes to this species but makes no mentioirof C. cap-
sularis, and neither assigns Jdtd nor Patta to Jute.

Ainslie was perhaps the first European writer who assigned to this

plant the Hind, name singgin-janascha, and while this has been reproduced by
several subsequent authors, the word does not appear to be in use in India at
the present day, at least not in Hindustan proper. The Sanskrit names given
above have already been commented on under C. cspsularis. Mr. Hem
Ohunder Kerr points out that the word bhunji (given by various authors

as a Bengali name for this plant) is not employed at the present day. It is

derived from the Sanskrit bhang

d

(Cannabis satfoa), and thus recalls in a
remarkable way Rumphius’ name for jute, gunfa or gania (may not gunny
or guni as now applied to jute cloth have come from the same source ?). In ever
o many ways at all events the early literature of jute is mixed up with that
of hemp ana sunn-hemp, so much so as to suggest that it may bean introduced
plant, which at first was viewed as a farm either of hemp or sunn-hemp.

References.

—

Buchanan-Hamilton*s Dinagepore ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., //.,

387 • Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., g Griff., Not. Dist., 5f2 ; Dale.
& Gibs., Bomb. FI., *5 ; Drury, U. PI., Tff / Baden Powell, Pb. Prod.,

333 ; Atkinson*s Him. Diet., 733 g V. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 311 ;
Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., 114 / Murray, PI. & Drugs*
Sind, 64; Benson, Saidapet Exper. Farm. Man., 63 g DeCandolle,
Origin Cult. PL, 13s.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Glabrous, except the upper half of the petiole,

and the primary veins on the under surface, wnere woolly hairs occur

;

nervules transverse, nearly parallel, pellucid, and anastomosing. Capsule
very long and glabrous, beak straight; remains of the flower forming
a thick scar. Seeds somewhat triangular, pointed at both extremities,

but much more so to the hilum, surface often roughened, so as to appear
as if minutely hairy.

C. 1S62
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Habitat—In the Flora of British India, it is stated of this species that
it is " indigenous in many parts of India ,

99 and is generally distributed by
cultivation in all tropical countries. The chief seat of its Indian cultiva-
tion is near Kulna in the Burdwan district of Bengal, but it is probably
cultivated also in western and southern India ; the following botanical
writers allude to the plant Dalzell and Gibson say that it is common in

Bombay, and Talbot (a botanical observer whose opinion must carry
considerable weight) remarks :

“ Abundantly wild about Yellapur.” Dr.
Gibson has left a specimen of this species in the Calcutta Herbarium
which was collected in Western India ; from the Herb. Ind. Or. Hookerfil.,
and Tomson, there is a sheet of specimens from Mysore and the Carnatic

;

Gamble’s No. 15912 is from South India; Olarke’s No. 23613 from
Kangra; and Duthie’s No 7121 from Dera Ismail Khan. With the ex-
ception of the last mentioned, all the above specimens (from the Calcutta
Herbarium) are undoubtedly the form called C. olitoriua, but they are
not stated whether collected from wild, acclimatised, or cultivated plants.

Duthie’s specimen has the seeds of C. olitorius, but instead of being gla-
brous the capsules are hairy along the angles and have a few of the
peculiar tufted hairs of C. trilocularis, as well as the long narrow capsules
of that species. It has also the thick and somewhat linear, coarsely
serrated, leaves peculiar to that plant, but the leaves are not only hairy
but have a few of the tufted glandular hairs on the under surface as
well as on the fruit. Kurz gives the habitat of C. olitoriua, as far as
Burma is concerned, as “Ava, Pegu, cultivated and wild in rubbishy
places and agrarian lands. ” Atkinson says that it is found in " Dehra
Dtin,” but in this connection it may be added that in the Saharun-
pur Herbarium, while there are specimens of the allied species,

C. acutangulus, from various localities in the North-Western Provinces
and the Panj&b, there are none of C. olitoriua. One specimen of

C. acutangulas is marked as collected at Dehra Dun, and it is pro-
bable this may be the C. olitoriua alluded to by Atkinson, Stewart,
and other writers on the Flora of Northern India. In the report (to which
reference has been made under C. capsularis) on jute cultivation in

Madras, it is stated that a considerable amount of C. olitoriua is grown in

Ganjdm, Godavery, Kistna, and Nellore, but not for its fibre. The Col-

lectors of Ganj&m and Godavery say it is wild in their districts. The
only district in the southern parts of the Madras Presidency where the

plant was discovered was Salem, the Collector having found a specimen
on the margin of a field, which Dr. Bidle identified as C. olitoriua.

A sample of C. trilocularis is, however, in the Saharunpur Herbarium
a

named C. olitoriua, and this was apparently collected by Mr. d. 8. Gamble
in the Kistna District; it bears the number 12662. The merest pos-

sibility of such a mistake existing regarding the Kistna samples reported

on above may be admitted as sufficient to throw a doubt on the indigenous

character of C. olitoriua in even the northern districts of Madras. At all

events, it is now admitted that the so-called “ jute ” of Madras commerce is

Sunn-hemp and Hibiscus fibre, but not Corchoraa at all. The Agri.-

Horticultural Society of Madras submitted in 1873 a report on the jute

cultivation and manufactures of that Presidency, but in the following year

wrote and informed Government that they had now discovered that the

plant that yielded the so-called jute of their former communication was
a species of Crotalaria and not of Cordiorus. Roxburgh points out in the

Flora Indica that there is a wild form of the plant known in Bengal as

ban~pdt or wild pdt which has reddish stems. In his Hortus Bengalensis,

he speaks of two varieties of C. olitoriua, a green form (the pdt) and a

reddish (the ban-pdf). This opinion is accepted by Ainalie and by

c. 1864
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reddish C. capinleria. The term ban or jangli pdt is, however, at
the present day, applied in Bengal to C. Sudcolaiia, a distinct species

from either of the above. Stewart remarks that C olitorius is found
wild in the Panjdb ; but he does not give its Panjdbf names, while he
says it is the ban*pdt of Bengal, a circumstance that would seem to justify

the inference that Stewart’s wild C. oUfcoriu* should be corrected into

C. faSdCularis, the more so since that species is undoubtedly wild in the
Panjab, although not alluded to by 8tewart. (For another error com-

nutted by Stewart see the remarks under C. acutangoius.) At the same
time the writer, on looking over the Saharunpur Herbarium collections

found one specimen, apparently correctly named C. olitorius, which was
I

discovered by Dr. Aftchison (No. 476), and on which the note occurs,
* occasional from Thul to Kuram. ” The Saharanpur Herbarium, as
already remarked, does not, however, possess a sample of Corchorua
olitorius as found, in the Panjdb proper.

If, after carefully considering these somewhat conflicting opinions, we
still believe that C. olitorius is indigenous to India; if, indeed, we accept
it as a truly wild form and not a product of cultivation (possibly from C.
acutftdgulua and C. trilocularis) escaped and assumed a semi-wild Condi-
tion, then it might almost be safe to believe that it was the parent of all

the cultivated forms of jute. In the writer’s opinion, however, its claim to

being viewed as indigenous rests at present on doubtful evidence, but
it may at least be confidently asserted that it is not wild in the districts

where it is now or ever has been known to be cultivated for its fibre.

Indeed, there is a strong probability that as a cultivated plant C. capsularis

came to India from China or Cochin-China, and that C. olitorius may
have been produced in India. Its extensive use as a pot-herb might ex-

plain its acclimatisation over so extensive an area as has been indicated.

But more can certainly be said in favour of a possible Indian origin for

olitorius than for capsularis. The latter would appear to have been cul-

tivated in China before the date of its having been authentically known
to the people of India. It has been grown, for example, in the neighbour-
hood of Canton for many centuries, and Roxburgh says it is there called

Ot moa . Mr. Hem Ohunder Ker suggests the strong resemblance of

this name to the Sanskrit "au-ma” signifying w flaxen.” The Malays
call C. capsularis, Rami-tsjima or Chinese hemp. But in the same way
C. olitorius has been known to the Egyptians and Syrians for a very
long time, their acquaintance with it being possibly prior to the date
of the evidence of a positive character, that a knowledge of the pro-

perties of the plant was possessed by the inhabitants of India. The
Greek Kopvofwc was applied to a pot-herb, but in all probability the
plant alluded to was not the Corchorus of the present day. Accepting
the derivation of the Greek word as implying a arug useful in the treat-

ment of eye diseases, it may be pointed out that no such property is

claimed for the species of Corchorus. It is perhaps only a fanciful idea,

but this property of a collyrium associated with papripa and uohoxiv*
with Uta ana tikta recalls the properties of Coptie Teeta or Picrorbiza
Kurroa as possibly in some strange way connected with the edible and
medicinal properties of Kopvopoc. There is no good Hebrew name for

jute; the word maUuach (Job, XXX., 4,1$20 B. C.) has been translated
mallows, and probably correctly, since in Egypt the mallow is extensively
cultivated ana used as a pot-herb. At the same time, it is well known
that C. olitorius has for centuries been cultivated near Aleppo as a pot-
herb, hence, says Rsuiwolfy the name Olusjudaicum which the French
have translateawa&w de ju%f% and the English have rendered as Jew's

c.1866
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Mallot* . It began apparently to be cultivated hi IJgypt about the begin*
nine of the Christian era. It is there kttoww* by an Arabic name
metokych, a word whidh seems in Crete to pass into maulchia (Conf.
OeOandoile). It will at once be seen that these Arabic names (if indeed

of Corchorus. This fact would point to the Muhammadans not having
known it by its Arabic names prior to or during their successive inva-

sions of India, which were continued for a thousand years from the 7th

century* In consequence of this long period of Muhammadan influence,

India obtained the Persian and Arabic names given to her plants and
animals, but there being no names in these languages fin the forms in

which they are now preserved in India) for the species of Corchorus, the

inference is practically unavoidable that the properties of these plants were
not known to the early Indian Muhammadans. To this line of reasoning
may be added the further consideration that it was not until the middle
of the 18th century that the Europeans then living in India came to

hear of the plant. Roxburgh about the beginning of the present century

was the first author to announce the name Jute as that given to a hempen
fibre of great value prepared from either of two species of Corchorus.

And, indeed, the paucity of vernacular names for the various forms of Cor-

chorus is perhaps one of the most striking evidences of the knowledge of

the properties of these plants being of a comparatively modern date.

The reader would do well to compare the names given for C. capsularia—

the jute plant—with those under Cocoa nudfera—the cocoa-nut,*—or for

Crotalaria juncea—the sunn-hemp—in order to realize the degree of im-

portance that should be attached to this suggestion and to appreciate

the spirit of caution indicated as necessary before too sweeping conclusions

are derived from the accidental observations of certain writers who have

asserted that both forms of the jute plant are natives of Bengal, because

they are plentiful weeds in cultivated situations. {Conf* vnth C. capsu-

Fibre.—See a further page and under Jute.

Medicine.—Ainslie says that Dr. Francis Hamilton (the Buchanan-

Hamilton of later writers) had brought to him, while in Behar, specimens

of this plant as an herb used medicinally by the Hindus. “ Fresh or dry

after being toasted and reduced to ashes it is mixed with a little honey,

and given daily in petal (obstructions of the abdominal viscera)."

O’Shaughnessy remarks, “an infusion of the leaf is much employed as a

fever drink among the natives of the'I^bwVr Provinces, and Mr. Twining

mentions the practice with approbation in the second volume of his admir-

able work on the diseases of Bengal.” Mr. Atkinson says : “The leaves

are emollient and used in infusion as refrigerant in fevers and special

diseases. The dried plant toasted and powdered is used in visceral

obstructions."
„ . t ,

Dr. K. L. D6, O.I.E., says : “The dried leaves of this plant are sold

in the market. A cold infusion is used as a bitter tonic, and is devoid of

any stimulating property. Mr. 8tmon of Assam informs me that it

can be safely given to patients recovering from acute dysentery to restore

the appetite, and improve the strength. Six grains of the powder, com-

bined with an equal quantity of Curcuma longa, has been used, in several

instances, with much success, in acute dysentery. It forms a cheap domes-

tic medicine in a Hindu household. Dr. Bidie alludes to the dried

plant being used in South India as a demulcent.

Food*—Throughout India this plant is more or less cultivated as a

pot-herb, although chiefly so in Eastern Bengal, The Santals have a

• • c* 18n
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peculiar form which may prove an undescribed species; it is known to
them as a useful pot-herb under the name of bir*narcha {Rev, A. Campbell),
a name most probably derived from the Bengali narchd (C. capsularis),

hence of some importance historically, since it would indicate that the
knowledge of the plant was derived from the Bengalis instead of being
anciently possessed by this primitive aboriginal race. Mr. Atkinson in

his Economic Products gives {Part V.) a complete list of all the wild or
cultivated vegetables, greens, &c., used by the people of the N.-W, Pro-
vinces, but makes no mention of any species of Corchorus.

Domestic Uses.—The stalks, after tne removal of the fibre, are used for

making gun-powder charcoal, and are also employed in the manufacture
of baskets, &c.

Corchorus tridens,Zi»»./ FI. Sr. Ind., /., 398.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Much more nearly related to the next species
than to C. acutangulus. Seed larger and raphe-like cord more distinct

than in C. trilocularis, capsule with glandular hairs in tufts.

Habitat.—The Flora of British India says of this species : "Generally
distributed.’*

Fibre.—Murray specially mentions this species as affording a cordage
fibre in Sind.

C. trilocularis, Linn. ; FI. Sr. Ind., I., 397.

Vem.

—

Kurd chuntm, Bomb. ; the seeds are in the bazars sold under the
name of Rdja-jira; Kaunti, Sans.; Tandassir

,

Kan. (according to
Lisboa) ; the seeds are known as Isbund in Sind (according to Murray).

Reference.

—

Dymock, Mat . Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 115.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Stems, petioles, and under-surfaces of the leaves
hairy (as in C. acutangulus), but upper surface often almost quite glabrous.
Capsule long thin straight angled, beak straight ; hairs on tne fruit short
ascending tufted, 3-6 spreading from a thickened gland which is often
persistent on the old fruits. Seeds black, smooth irregularly square on
section, obliquely and sharply truncate at both extremities, hilum large
with a raphe-Jike cord thrown from it to the top of the seed crossing one of
the angles. The writer would be disposed to unite C. tridens and C.
trilocularis, and bring with these, into a section characterised by the seeds,
the species C. urtlaefolius. He can put no reliance on the presence or
absence of a short style or ofa spreading stigma, as he has found both these
conditionson the same plant. Tne fruits of the species of Corchorus are
more variable than any other part of these plants.

Habitat.—The Flora of British India states that this species is met
with in the N.-W. Provinces, the Panidb, Sind, and south to the Nilgiri
hills. Roxburgh, however, says that it is a native of Bengal, and flowers
about the end of the rains, and Lisboa that it is found in Gujardt, Shold-
pur, and other high dry ranges. Dymock remarks that it appears along
with C. olitorius, from which it may be distinguished by its oblong, lanceo-
late leaves, trilocular capsules, ana small seeds.

Fibre.—"From the fibres good rope is manufactured” (Murray).
Medicine.—Dymock says :

“ In Bombay the seeds of C. trilocularis,

which are bitter, are administered in doses of about 80 grains in feverand
obstructions of the abdominal viscera. A bitter Corchorus was known to the

Greeks. Theophrastus says 6*apojpiagip.«V0$ ha r^v Tucpinpra tctp-

yopot (H. P., 77). Pliny (ai, 32, and 25, 13) also mentions it as a poor
kind of pulse growing wild. Murray states that w the plant macerated
in water for a few hours yields a mucilage which is prescribed as a
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demulcent, and the seeds as a specific in rheumatism.*’ (PI. and Drugs,

Sind, 65.)

The Ulfag Udwiyeh, by Noured-din Mahomed Abdulla 8herazi, uses
the name of isbund for a species of what appears to be mustard seed.

JUTB.

JUTE.

In connection with the reports of the Calcutta International Exhibition

the writer published the greater portion of the facts which will be found
in the present account of the fibre obtained from the species of Corchorua.
In a further volume the commercial aspects of jute will be given (seeJUTE),
while in the following pages an effort is made to present a general and
historic sketch of the subject together with certain facts of economic interest

connected with the species of Corchorua. It may here be stated that the

commercial fibre Jute is obtained from either one or both of the following

species of Cordhorua, vie., C. capaalaria, Linn., grown in Northern, Cen-
tral, and Eastern Bengal, and C. olitoriua, Linn., raised in the vicinity of

Calcutta. Little or no jute is produced in the other provinces of India, its

place being generally taken by Cann&bia sativa, Crotalaria juncea, or Hibis-

cus cannabinua. A futile effort was, however, made to establish in Bombay
a trade in Malachra capitata. The reader is, therefore, referred to the ac-

counts given of the above mentioned fibre-yielding plants to complete the

present article on the history of, and trade in, jute, and the uses of the

various species of Corchorua. The information contained in the writings

of the early authors is often so confused that a definite knowledge of any
one of these fibres can only be obtained by a careful study of all.

Comm, andVem. Name#.—Jute, or Jew’s Mallow, Eng.; Jute, mauve
desjuifs, corde textile, Fr. j Jute, Gkrm. ; Pat, Beng. Roxburgh say#

that “ the Bengalis call it iute,” but Royle enters into an explanation of

the origin of the word, which he makes out to be a corruption of choti, the

name of a coarse cloth formerly made from this fibre. In Orissa, this

cloth was called jhut, jhdto , 3hut6, from which probably Roxburgh
derived Jute, seeing that the native gardeners generally found in Bengal
are inhabitants of Orissa. Phetcwoon, Burm. j Patta, juta, or jata. Sans.
Professor Skeat, at a meeting of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

gave three meanings to the Sanskrit word jita, one of which might be accept-

ed as giving origin to the Orissa names from which Roxburgh constructed

the form of the word now in commercial use. The plant when used as a
pot-herb and dried as a medicine is in Bengal called Nalita. The fibre is

Pit or Koshta, and commercially. Jute.
The cloth, which was once largely worn by the poorer classes, although

now almost superseded by European goods, is called Tat. The coarser
cloth made into bags and used for bedding was called Choti. The word
gunny is perhaps derived from “gun," a sail; or from ugoni,” a South
Indian name for coarse sackcloth, made originally, as it would appear, from
Sunn not from Jute. (See para. 1793 and 1800, also Crotalaria juncea.)

References.—Hem Chunder Kerr's Report on Jute and other Fibres in
Bengal, 1877 1 Babu Ram Comal Sen, Trans. Agri.-Hort. Soc., Vol. II.,

91 ; Royle, Fibrous Plants Ind 240—25 2 ; Col . L. Convaay-Gordon*

s

Report on the Jute Tragic in Eastern Bengal, 1885 ! Report on Indian
Fibres by Cross, Beavan, &c., page 35 ; Spons ’ Encycl., 940 ; Roxb., FI.

Ind., Ed. C, B. C., 429 ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., ii., 387 / Drury, U. Pl„ &c„
Gfc., and to the references already given under each of the species <tf

Corchorus.

JUTB.

1879

HISTORY OF THE JUTE INDUSTRY.
The history of the modern lute industry is exceedingly Interesting

and intimately associated with the British rule in India. There can be
no doubt that jute was known to the people of India from compa-

** C. 1880
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ratively remote periods, but, as indicated under C. capeuleris and C. oli-

torius, from the confusion which existed down to the present century in the
words sunn

, fat or patta, bhanga, and hemp, &c., names applied to cer-
tain Indian fibres, it is difficult to determine for certain many of the
fibre-yielding plants referred to by ancient writers. The probability is that
sunn^hemp (the fibre of Crotalaria juncea) was better and earlier known
to the ancient Hindus than jute, and that the true hemp (Cannabis sativa)

was known to them, if not brought to India by their invading and conquer-
ing ancestors. It is almost safe to assume that in very remote times
sunni, patta, and bhangi were synonymous and generic terms for fibre

and coarse cloth, without much regard to the plant from which the fibre

was obtained. If so, about the beginning of the present century, the
word pat became fixed and associated with the fibre of Corchorus olitorius

and C. capsularis. Prior to that date the Government returns of ex-
ports from India mention hemp fibre

;

this must have been either sunn
or jute, since the true hemp fibre has not been cultivated for centuries
at least, and modern experiments have shown that the plant is not capable
of cultivation as a source of fibre in the plains of India.

With the advance of civilization came an increased demand for cloth, at
first as a luxury, and latterly as a necessity. Jute probably met this demand,
and, indeed, the poorer people, little more than half a century ago, were
largely clad in jute cloth of home manufacture, such as, at the present day,
is used by the aboriginal tribes. The increased facilities for tne importa-
tion of cheap European piece-goods checked, however, the development of

this indigenous industry ; but with the rapid progress in every other branch
of enterprise, there opened up a foreign trade in jute which the agricul-

turalist found remunerative. The resources of the rich plains of India,

Burma, and China, and latterly of America, Australia, and Egypt, were,
by the British mercantile fleet, made available for the supply of grain.

Bags were required for this trade, and thousands of rough gunnies were
greedily bought up. The high price obtained was a powerful incen-

tive to increased activity, and thus the gunny-bag trade rapidly became
a recognised part of the Bengal peasant’s work. By and by, however,
European machinery began to compete with manual labour, and in due
time it gained the day. J ute was exported to Europe for cordage, and
ultimately for the manufacture of the bags required tn the grain trade.

The first commercial mention of the word “jute” is in the customs
^ returns of the exports for 1828, when 364 cwt. were sent to Europe. Soon
-the agriculturist found that his time would be more profitably spent in

pf^ipring an extra quantity of fibre, than in manufacturing bags to

compete with steam and mechanical appliances ; the preparation of fibre

speedily outstripped the demand for home manufacture, and a large ex-
port trade was established in raw jute to feed the Scotch mills. Thus
transferred from its original home, the gunny trade took a new start in

Dundee, and down to the year 1854 little or no effort was made to im-

F
rove the Indian manufacture by the application of European machinery,
n that year, however, the " Ishera Yarn Mills Company ” was establish-

ed at Ishera near Serampore by Mr. George Ackland, a large owner of

coffee plantations in Ceylon, and non-official member of the Legislative

Council of that Island : these mills were afterwards called the “ Ishera
Company, Limited,” and are now known as the “Wellington Mills.”

Three years later (1857) the “Borneo Company, Limited,” a Company
originally established to exploit the Island of Borneo, founded the mills

now known as the “ Baranagore Jute Mills.” In 1863-64 the Gouripore
Jute Factory came into existence. Following these factories sprang up
rapidly in every direction around Calcutta. In the Trade Returns for

C. i88x
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1869-70 the exportation of manufactured jute was 6441^863 gunny bags
manufactured by power and hand looms, and brought into competition
with the Dundee bags* This trade developed steadily, and in 1879-80,
ten years later, over 55,908,000 gunnies were exported from India. The
relative importance of the export trade in raw jute, as compared with the
exports in manufactured jute of all kinds, may be seen by a careful

examination of the tables (given in another volume), but the result may be
summarised by saying that in 1886-87 the exports of raw jute amounted
to £4*869,814, whereas for the same year the entire exports from India of

power and hand-loom jute manufactures amounted to only £1,149496.
This is of course a comparison between the total exports or raw jute and
a portion of the Indian manufactures, In a further page the relative

amount of Indian manufactured jute exported as such ana tne amount used
up locally or devoted to the export trade in grain will be found. But
speaking purely of India’s foreign trade in jute and jute manufactures it

would seem that even with 24 large European factories at work in India,

and the hand-looms which still survive, scattered over the country, her raw
jute interests are four times as valuable to India as her manufactures.
A comparison between the exports of Indian " power-loom ” as compared
with “ hand-loom ” [manufactures will still further show the extent to

which the jute manufactures have passed out of the hands of the Indian
peasants, who alone, little more than 40 years ago, met the demand for

gunny bags. This is seen very clearly" when the above figures are com-
pared with the exports of 1850-51. At that time the value of the gunnies
exported was greater than that of the raw jute,—the former being

£215,978, the latter, £197,071. There were no European factories in

India in 1850, so that the market was supplied by the Indian peasant’s
hand-loom. Steadily the exports increased, the demand for gunnies
calling into existence the Dundee mills, and soon after the Indian fac-

tories. Nothing could demonstrate the development of the jute trade
more than a careful examination of the exports of raw jute and manufac-
tured jute from 1854 to 1887. During that period 24 factories, larger

than the average jute factories of Europe, have come into existence, and
have gradually commenced to pour their manufactures into the market,
largely, if not entirely, meeting tne home (Indian) consumption. While
this has been taking place, the foreign exports of raw iute have continued
to increase uninterruptedly, each year exceeding the preceding, and
apparently quite unaffected by the powerful Indian competition with the

Dundee and other foreign manufactures.

CULTIVATION AND PREPARATION OF THE FIBRE.

Area and Extent op Jute Cultivation.—Jute is largely cultivat-

ed in the northern and eastern districts of Bengal and to a smaller ex-

tent in the central tracts of the province. In Assam it is grown in

HISTORY.

Goalpara. The area under the crop in these two provinces during 1886-87
has been approximately estimated at i£ million acres and the outturn at

20 million maunds. Of this area Assam has from 15,000 to 16,000 acres.

with a production of 237,000 maunds of fibre. It has been ascertained

that more than half the annual yield of fibre is exported to foreign coun-

tries and mainly to Great Britain and the United States of America, the

proportion respectively to these countries being 73 to 17 per cent, of the

total despatches from India.
The following extract from the jute forecast issued by the Agricultural

Department of Bengal for 1887 shows the chief districts where the crop is

grown and the approximate areas under it, the latter being in acres :

—

Mymensingh 250,000, Dacca 170,000, Rungpore 162,000, Pubna 150,000,

c. 1883
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Tipperah 117,000, Furreedpore 85,000, Rajshahye 45,000, 24-Parganas
44*000, Dinagepore 40,000, Bogra 34,000, Nuddea 30,000, Jessore 30,000,
Khoolna 30,000, Purneah 24,000, Hooghly 19,000, Goalpara 15,000.

In other provinces, jute, though occasionally cultivated, is rarely so on
account of its fibre, but to a limited extent the wild, acclimatised or culti-

vated jutes are resorted to for the supply of the fibre used locally. In
various official and public reports reference is made to Madras jute. In

1873 the Agri.-Horticultural Society of that Presidency subihittea a report
to Government on certain samples of jute produced in Madras, but in the

year following the Society corrected this statement and informed Govern-
ment that the whole of the Madras so-called jute was Sunn-hemp. It would
thus appear that the jute mill now working in Madras draws its supply of
fibre from Bengal, or uses up a certain amount of Sunn-hemp or Hibiscus
fibre in the preparation of bags and cloth which it issues. In the
Madras Manual \VoL /., 36/), it is stated that a portion of the jute used
by Messrs. Arbuthnot & Co. is produced locally, "but it is hoped that

before long the supply will be drawn entirely from the district.
99 Recent

experiments have, nowever, been made in order to discover whether the
true juteplant could be profitably grown in Southern India. Mr. Benson
(in his Saidapet Experimental Farm Manual and Guide, page 63),
gives the result, arriving at the conclusion that, unless some parts of the
Northern Division be more suitable, jute cannot be grown m Madras.
So in a like manner it has been tried in Bombay and Burma, with
apparently the final verdict that, in these provinces, it cannot be produced
at a price to compete with Bengal. The plant can be grown most
successfully in Burma, but the cost of labour has proved fatal to any idea

of an extensive commercial industry. In 1872-73 Mr. Hem Chunder
Kerr estimated that there were one million acres under jute in Bengal and
Assam, distributed over 37 million acres of country, and that should the
demand be doubled, the production of that amount would absorb only
one-eighteenth part of the available and suitable land. The estimate
given above for 1887 shows a considerable increase, but it must be added
that, as the areas under the various Bengal crops have not, as yet, been
surveyed, little absolute reliance can be put on tnese returns. Forecasts
of the jute crop must, therefore, assume the form of prognostications as to

reputed extension or contraction from previous years without conveying any
definite idea of the normal area. Such forecasts can, however, receive con-
firmation from the returns of imports of jute into Calcutta and Chittagong.
Allowing a percentage for local consumption, the area which was under
each year’s crop during past years may be arrived at by dividing the total

maundage* imports by 15, that being the average yield of fibre per acre.

Thus the total imports of jute into Calcutta and Chittagong were in 1884-

85, x*5 1,15,940 maunds, Assam having furnished of that 1,85,518 maunds.
Deducting the latter and adding 25 per cent, for local consumption
the Bengal production would in that year have been 1,86,63,028 maunds
(or 13,330,734 cwt.) We thus arrive at the area as 1,233,913 acres. Upon
the same line of reasoning the annual average for the years 1880 to 1884
would have been 1,120,160 acres, and for the period from 1876 to 1880,

861,671 acres. The year 1876 was the first in which the imports of jute

into Calcutta were carefully recorded, and the above figures may there-

fore be accepted as indicating the expansion of the area under jute in

Bengal. As confirmatoiy of this general conclusion, based on the pub-

•An effort hasbeen made to correct returns in maunds into cwt. as being more
likely to be understood by European readers ; but where this has not been done, the
result may be arrived at by the following simple rule : maunds x f—cwt.
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lished figures of imports into Calcutta and Chittagong, it may be here
added that Mr. Finucane (Director of Land Records and Agriculture in

Bengal), in his report of 1886, reviews the figures furnished him by
an influential jute merchant, Mr. Field Wilson of Naraingunge. He
says : "This estimate gives the number of bales of raw jute of 400ft each
exported* year by year since 1877-78, to which Mr. Wilson adds the
quantity estimated to have been consumed by the jute mills in Bengal;
but the estimate does not apparently take into account the local consump-
tion of the jute in the interior. Making allowance for this omission,
Mr. Field Wilson’s figures, though it will he observed they are not based
on the Custom House returns , nor on the returns of import traffic regis-

tration stations
,
yet closely accord with the estimates above given, and

afford confirmation of their substantial accuracy .
91 The writer is re-

sponsible for the italics in the above quotation. It is desirable to draw
attention to the fact that the record of the jute trade preserved by mer-
chants bears a close approximation to that tabulated by Government
from the very extensive and complicated returns of road, river, and rail-

way traffic, the concentration in the ultimate centre thus being seen to

preserve a distinct relation to the far-reaching ramifications of the stream
of supply. But Mr. Finucane concludes his review of Mr. Wilson’s
figures as follows :—*• If the annual average of the eight years ending 1884-

85 be taken into consideration, the difference between the two sets of figures

is not considerable, the estimate worked out in this office from the data
above described being only 3*97 per cent, less than that of Mr. Wilson .

99

Soil.—Jute seems to be capable of cultivation on almost any kind of

soil. It is least successful and almost unprofitable; however, upon laterite

and open gravelly soils, and most productive upon a loamy soil, or rich clay
and sand. The finest qualities are grown upon the higher lands (suna) in

the vicinity of the homestead upon which the aus paddy, pulses, and
tobacco generally form the rotation. The coarser and larger qualities are
grown chiefly upon (sali lands), i.e., the churs or mud banks and islands

formed by the rivers ; and, indeed, these qualities may also be found
upon submerged lands, and may be said to luxuriate in the salt-impreg-

nated soil of tne Sunderbans.
Climate.—A hot, damp climate, in which there is not too much actual

rain, especially in the early part of the season, is the most advantageous;
in exceptionally dry seasons one frequently finds crops standing through
the cold season which the cultivator did not regard as worth cutting

down.
Preparation of Soil.—It may be stated that, when the crop is to be

raised on low lands, where there is danger of early flooding, ploughing
commences earlier than upon the higher lands. The more clay in the
soil, the more frequently it is ploughed before sowing. The preparation

thus commences in November or December, or not till February or
March ; the soil is generally ploughed from four to six times ; the clods

are broken and pulverised ; and at the final ploughing the weeds are

collected, dried, and burned.
Seed.—No special attention is paid to the selection of good seeds, nor

do the cultivators buy and sell their seeds. In the corner of the field a

few plants are left to ripen into seed, and these are, next year, sown
broadcast. The sowings, according to the position and nature of the soil,

commence about the middle of March and extend to the end of June.

Harvest.—The time for reaping the crop depends entirely upon the

date of sowing 5 the season commences, with the earliest crop, about the

end of June, and extends to the beginning of October.
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The crop is considered to be in season whenever the flowers appear, and
past season, with the fruits. The fibre from plants that have not flowered
is weaker than from those in fruit; the latter is coarser and wanting in

gloss, though stronger. It is late reaping that is chiefly accountable for

the coarse fibre found in the market
Crop.—The average crop of fibre per acre is a little over 15 maunds,

but the yield varies considerably, being as high as 30 to 36 in some
districts and as low as 3, 6, or 9 in others, and it is also very dependent
upon the season. In the experiments performed at the Saidapet farm,
Madras, the yield was 599ft of fibre per acre if reaped close to the ground,
and 703ft if pulled up by the root— less than a half of the average yield

in Bengal.
Separation of Fibre by Retting.—At present, as practised by the na-

tives, the fibre is separated from the stems by a process of retting in pools

of stagnant water. In some districts the crop is stacked in bundles for

two or three days, to give time for the decay of the leaves, which are said

to discolour the fibre in the retting process 3 in others the bundles are
carried off and at once thrown into tne water. There is some ground for

thinking that, if the drying of the leaves by stacking does not prevent the
discoloration of the fibre, the fibre itself is likely to be benefited by the

process, since it is found to separate more readily from the stems, and is

thereby saved from the danger of rotting from over-maceration. In some
districts the bundles of jute stems are submerged in rivers, but the com-
mon practice seems to be in favour of tanks or road-side stagnant pools.

The period of retting depends upon the nature of the water, the kind of

fibre, and condition of the atmosphere. It varies from two to twenty-
five days. The operator has therefore to visit the tank daily, and ascer-

tain, by means of his nail, if the fibre has begun to separate from the
stem. This period must not be exceeded, otherwise the fibre becomes
rotten and almost useless for commercial purposes. The bundles are
made to sink in the water by placing on the top of them sods and mud.
When the proper stage has been reached, the retting is rapidly completed.
The cultivator, standing up to the waist in the foetid water, proceeds “ to

remove small portions of the bark from the ends next the roots, and,
grasping them together, he strips off the whole with a little management
from end to end without breaking either stem or fibre. Having brought
a certain quantity into this half-prepared state, he next proceeds to wash
off ; this is done by taking a large handful ; swinging it round his head,
he dashes it repeatedly against the surface of the water and draws it through
towards him, so as to wash off the impurities ; then, with a dexterous throw, he
spreads it out on the surface of the water and carefully picks off all remain-
ing black spots. It is now wrung out so as to remove as much water as
possible, and then hung up on lines prepared on the spot, to dry in the
sun ” (Mr* Henley, in Royle’s Fibrous Plants, 248).

Extraction of Fibre by means of Machinery. —There seems little doubt
but that the retting weakens the fibre very considerably. Cquld a simple
mechanical contrivance be invented for the purpose of extracting the dry jute

fibre, so cheaply that it might be procured even by the poorer cul-

tivators^tfijfr and-ak. present undreamt-of industries might spring into

existence#«4thrto be feared, however, that machinery will, for some time
to come, be beyond the means of the cultivator, and that the principal

improvement may be looked for in the application of natural, mineral, or
chemical appliances somewhat on the lines of the Ekman Patent process
for the separation of the fibre* A machine deserves attention wnich is

known as Garwood’s Patent : it does no more than separate the bark from
the stem, and the fresher the stem, the more easily is the bark separated
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Mr. W. Oogswell, however, who is an undoubted authority on all ques-
tions connected with jute, expressed in December 1881 his opinion that
a softer fibre was obtained by the old process (vide A. H. Society'sPro*
ceedings, December 1881).

PROPERTIES OF JUTE FIBRE.

Chemical and Microscopic.—** The fibre, as found in commerce, con-
sists of the fibre-bundles separated from the cortical parenchyma. The
bundles contain 6 to 20 fibres. The fibres are firmly coherent in the
bundle, the cohesion taking the form of fusion of contiguous walls, the line

of fusion being very apparent. The ultimate fibres are of the normal
fusiform type, 1*5—3 mm. in length. In section they are seen to be
thick-walled and polygonal. Reactions, characteristic of the jute-allied
group of fibres, are brown with iodine ; deep yellow with aniline sulphate ;

purple with phloroglucol and hydrocloric acid; a strong affinity for the
basic colouring matters. Mercerisedfibre—Microscopic feature *. Concen-
trated solutions of the alkalies have a remarkable action on fibres of this

group. They resolve the bundles more or less completely, and cause the
fibre wall to swell so as to almost obliterate the cavity. The filaments,
in addition to being made finer, are much softened in texture, and deve-
lop a wavy outline, giving the fibre very much the appearance of wool'*

{Cross, Beavan, King, and Watt, Report on Indian Fibres, p. 36). The
chemical analysis, as given in the report just quoted, may be here briefly

reviewed. Jute, in point of percentage of cellulose (perhaps the best
criterion for judging of the value of a fibre), is about equal with Urena
777, Cftlotropis 76*5, Abutilon 75*0 and Agave 75*8, and follows after

Abroma 8o*o, Rhea 80 3, Flax 81*9, Sida 83*1, Crotalaria 83*0, Mars-
denia 88*3 and Girardinia (Nilgiri nettle) 89*6. Jute possesses 76*0 per
cent., and is thus in point of cellulose about the eighth most valuable
fibre in India. It is noteworthy that of the fibres enumerated—Abuti-
lon, Urena, Abroma, Sida, and Jute are obtained from closely allied

{

jlants and yield very similar fibres. But of these jute is the next to the
ast in point of chemical merit, Sida being the first of the series. This
is a fact of the greatest importance, when it is added that the experts who
examined these fibres at tne Colonial and Indian Exhibition pronounced
Sida by a long way superior to jute, being finer in point of fibre, possess-

ing a better colour and thus more suited for many of the higher textile and
new purposes to which jute is being applied. Should it be found possible
to produce Sida at a price anything like that of jute, a formidable rival to

the great Bengal fibre would be soon appear in the market.
Jute contains 10*3 per cent, of moisture and leaves I’l of ash; by

hydrolysis or boiling for (a) 5 minutes, in a solution of caustic soda (1 per
cent. NajO), it loses 13*3 and (b) for an hour, 18*6. As compared with
these results European flax loses (a) 14*6 and (b) 22*2 and Sida (a) 6*6 and
(b) 12-2, while other less valuable fibres lose 50 or 60 per cent. By mer-
cerising, e.g„ wetting the fibre with a concentric solution of the alkali (33
per cent. Na

2 O), jute loses only 11*0 per cent. As stated above, this has
a remarkable effect on the jute and jute-allied fibres, causing the bundles

to split up into their ultimate fibres, while at the same time obliterating

the cell cavity completely, thus causing the filaments to become much
finer and softer in texture. By nitration jute gains in weight, becoming
128, being in this respect inferior to any of its allied fibres, but it is found
to contain 47 per cent, of carbon having the highest amount of any
recorded Indian fibre ; Sida, for example, possesses 45*2, flax 43*0, and
Bauhlnia fibre only 407.
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The results of the chemical and microscopic investigation of jute,

instituted by Messrs. Oross, Beavan, and King, may be briefly stated to
be that much more might be made of jute than has as yet tieen accom-
plished, especially in the direction of altering chemically its properties and
thus adapting it for perfectly new purposes. One sample experimented
with was made to resemble tasar-silk so closely that some care was neces-
sary in distinguishing these substances; another looked remarkably like

wool.
Strength.

1899

1900

I90X

Strength and Industrial Properties.—Royle remarks : “ Jute is certainly

characterised by fineness, silkiness, and facility of spinning; but it is less

strong than many other Indian fibres, which are possessed of similar

properties with greater strength, is we hope to be able to show among
the mallow and other nearly allied tribes of plants.” This opinion has
been fully confirmed above by the results of Messrs. Oross and Beavan
in their chemical and microscopic examination of jute and the allied jute

fibres. Accordingly, at the conferences held in connection with the Colonial
and Indian Exhibition, the highest expectations were held out of a formid-
able rival to jute in the fibre obtained from SidA rhombifolia. In
the recent report of experiments with Bengal fibres issued by the Agri.-

Horticultural Society of India, it is stated that the Society had “ arrived at
the conclusion that the cultivation of Hibiscus, Abutilon, Sansiviera, and
Sida has no advantage over that of jute.” This result must be admitted
to be somewhat disheartening, but it should not be forgotten that jute has
been cultivated for centuries, that it is in conseauence more amenable
to the cultivator’s necessities and the manufacturer’s wants. The question
is not, therefore, one as to whether jute or Sida is more easily cultivated and
gives the better result in point of yield of fibre, but whether the intrinsic

superiority of Sida fibre would justify its experimental and systematic cul-

tivation until a stock was produced that could be grown as readily and
admit of as rapid decortication as is the case with jute. The plant
is wild to-day, and it is unfair to compare the yield of fibre from such a
plant with results obtained from jute. After careful cultivation for 10 or-

20 years it would be fair to compare the ease of cultivation and yield of
fibre in Sida with that of jute, and during this experimental stage remu-
nerative returns might easily be obtained since there can scarcely be two
opinions as to the superiority of Sida over jute for the finer textile

purposes. Roxburgh found in his comparative tests of the fibres of

India that a “dry line” of Corchorus capsularis broke with a weight
of 164ft and a “wet line” with the same weight, whereas Corchorus
olitorius gave way with 1x3 and 125ft respectively, the wet line gaining
lift in weight. This fact of the superiority of the fibre of capsularis

over olitoriua is well known in modern commerce. To compare with
these results it may be mentioned that, under the same test, a “ dry ” and
a “wet” line of sunn-hemp broke with 160ft and 209ft, respectively, the
latter gaining 31ft in weight. Testing jute in anotherway by macerating in

water for xx6days, white, tanned, and tarred lines, Roxburgh found
Corchorus olitorius white and fresh, to break with 68ft, after maceration, to

give way with 40ft ; C. capsularis 67ft and 50ft. Very little difference was
observed in the tanned ropes, but the tarred seemed to preserve their

strength considerably; the line fresh and tarred broke with 61ft, and after

maceration for xx6 days bore a weight of 60ft.

The defect of jute is the difficulty to spin the higher counts, 20 being
about the finest made, commercially, and when manufactured the fabric

lasts well, so long as it is not submitted to a damp influence, but rots

rapidly when damp and exposed to the atmosphere.
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PRICE OF CULTIVATION.
No trustworthy figures are available of the prime cost to the culti-

vators of raising ana extracting a maund of jute fibre. But the follow-

ing figures, which have been kindly furnished by a mercantile firm, lead to

the rates paid to the growers. Jute landed in Calcutta cost as follows, per

maund, in the four years ending 1883

Qualities.

(Fine
Narainganj ' . < Medium .

(Common

.

(Fine
Serajganj • < Medi

(Comi

Fine .

Medium .

Common •

1879-80. 1880-8 1. 1881-82. 1882-83.

& 0. pm a 0. p . R 0. p . R 0. p .

529 503 4 15 10 376
496 469 4 3 4 2 15 2

409 3 13 7 3 10 4 276
540 520 5 1 0 3 9 0
4110 480 4 4 0 3 1 0
420 3 15 0 3 12 O 290

Bengal. Assam.

R a . pm R 0. p .

3 12 0 400
3 4 0 2 13 0

3 4 0 3 1 0

3 10 0 320

V

The average prices for the last four years were as follows :

—

1883-

84 3 12 0400

1884-

85 3402 13 o

1885-

86 340310

1886-

87 3x00320
The charges per maund incurred from the time the jute is purchased

from the producer to the time it is landed in Calcutta are approximately
as follows

Freight to Calcutta •

Drumming, shipping, &c.
Aratdari
Bepari’s profit

Narainganj. Serajganj.

R a . pm080
020020
050

R a . p .080020020
050

1 1 0 1 1 0

Deducting the charges just shown from the cost of the jute landed in

Calcutta, will give the rates paid to the grower, thus

Qualities. 1879-80. 1880-81. 1881-82. 1882-83.

R» 0. pm R 0. pm R 0. p. R 0. p.

(Fine . . 4 1 9 3 15 3 3 >4 10 266
Narainganj . < Medium . 386 3 5 9 324 1 14 2

(Common

.

2 15 9 2 12 9 294 1 6 6

(Fine . . 430 4 1 0 400 280
Serajganj . j

Medium . 3 10 0 370 330 200
(Common . • 3 1 0 2 14 0 2110 180

The prime cost to the cultivators must be something lower than the
figures shown in this last statement ; and assuming that the data fur-
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nished are near the truth, if not correct, they lead to the following impor-
tant inferences, vie., (a) that the price of jute has declined considerably
during the past few years, and (ib) that while the profits of the middle-
men have not varied, those of the growers have fallen proportionately
with the fall of prices in Calcutta. Tne price of jute fluctuates very con-
siderably ; a good year induces an indiscriminate extension of the area
which must of course be attended the following year by a fall in price,

and from heavy losses this has the opposite effect of an undue contraction
of the jute area. In 1883-84 the price averaged from R3 to R8 a maund.
On the other hand, prices in Dacca fell in 1882-83 to 12 annas a maund,
and, in consequence, the cultivators suffered much, although in ordinary
years they are the most prosperous people in Bengal, and can often earn
as much as 10 to 12 annas a day. Scarcity of rain, at the sowing season,
produces a bad crop, and a caterpillar often does great damage. In the
forecast for 1887, issued by the Revenue and Agricultural Department,
Government of India, the following passage occurs:—“The trade statis-

tics of the year have shown that the importation of raw jute to Calcutta
from all sources was practically the same as in the previous year; while
the value of the exports from Chittagong was twenty-seven lakhs more
than that of the previous year. It thus appears that the crop was a larger
one than that of the previous year. Owing, however, to the lowness of

exchange, and to a brisker demand in Europe, prices were on an average
15*4 per cent, higher than in the preceding year.

“ For this reason a larger area than usual has been sown this season,
save in limited tracts which had suffered from floods in the two previous
years. The prospects of the crop were generally excellent to the end of

May, when the young plants were seriously damaged by floods which
accompanied the cyclone, especially in the districts of Rungpore, Raj-
shahye, Dinagepore, Bogra, julpigoree, and parts of Hooghly. These
localities, however, excepting Rungpore, are not of first-rate importance
as jute-growing districts.

“ On the whole, so far as can be judged at present, it may be said that

.

the area sown this year is about 10 per cent, above that of last year ; and,
taking into consideration the facts that the area sown is above the normal,
and that the deficient outturn caused by floods in some districts will be
counterbalanced by the bumper yield in others, it may be expected that

the total outturn will be a full average. Much will, however, depend on the

distribution of rainfall in the latter half of July and beginning of August.9 *

The following table, extracted from Mr. Finucanas Report (to which
frequent reference has been made), shows the average wholesale price of

jute per maund since 1876, and at the same time gives a key to the
valuations returned by the Custom House

1876-77 .

IItSi
78 *

1881*83 ..

1883-

84

1884-

85

Average whole-
sale price in 12

selected districts

in Bengal.

Average declared
value as per

Custom House
Returns.

* a. p. Ji a. p.300 440300 4 12 0400 4 10 0
4 10 6 4 13 0480 4 14 0480 4 14 0380 4 1 0
3 12 0 4 12 0
3 4 0 4 1 0
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COMMERCIAL VARIETIES.

There are several well-known commercial varieties of jute fibre, of

which the following, arranged in the order of their commercial importance,
may be mentioned : Uttariyd, Deswdl, Desi, Deord, Serajganji, Narain-
ganji, Bakrabadi, Bhatial, Karimganji, Mirsanji

,

and Jungtpuri.
For convenience of reference we shall discuss these in alphabetical

'

order, those of importance being marked *.

i. Bakrabadi.-A beautiful soft fibre, one of the finest qualities from the
Dacca district, being raised on the churs of the Megna river.

. Bhatial.—A coarse strong fibre, chiefly exported to Europe for rope
manufacture. It is grown on churs and obtained from the south
of Narainganj $ hence the name, from bhati

,

tidal.

3.

* Deora (in commerce Dowrah).—A strong useful fibre, used chiefly

in rope manufacture. It derives its name from a village near

Faridpur, where there was formerly a large mart for this variety

of jute. The name is given to all the jute from Backerganj
and Faridpur.

4. * Desi (in commerce Daissee).—This is a useful and good fibre,

largely used for gunnies; it is long, soft, and fine, but it has a
bad colour and is pronounced “fuzzy.” It is produced in the

districts around Calcutta, such as Hugh, Burdwan, Jessore, and
the 24-Parganas.

5. •* Deswal.—A fine bright-coloured fibre, much admired on account of

its strength. After the Uttartyd this is, commercially, the most
important variety. It comes from the neighbourhood of Seraj-

ganj, and is said to consist of two kinds or sub-varieties

(a) Bilan Desw£l, or fibre from the crop grown over bhils or

marshes.

(b) Charna Deswdl, or fibre from the crop grown on churs

.

, Jangipuri.—A poor fibre, short, weak, and more suited for paper
manufacture than for spinning. It comes from the Pubna
district.

7. Karimganji.—A fairly good fibre, very long, and of good colour. It

comes from the Mymensingh district, taking its name from a
small village.

8. Mirganji.—^Generally an inferior fibre; the worst kind coming from
Mirganj, a village on the Teesta. The fibre generally comes
from the Rungpore district.

9. * Narninganji (in commerce Naraingunge).—This is an excellent fibre

for spinning, being long and soft. It comes from the Dacca
district, and is exported to Calcutta from the Narainganj marts,

zo. * Serajganji (in commerce Serajgunge).—Produced in the Pubna
and Mymensingh districts.

xx. ** Uttariya.—This is regarded as the finest variety 5 it is long, has a
brilliant colour, is strong and easily spun, but it is not up to Desi

or Deswdl in softness. It comes into the market in November.
It receives its name on account of its coming from the northern

portions of Serajganj and that neighbourhood. The following

are the localities from which it is obtained : Rungpore, Goalpara,

Bogra, parts of Mymensingh, Kuch Behar, and Julpaiguri.

These 11 qualities, and others of minor importance, are in commerce
generally grouped under four leading classes represented by the Seraj-

ganj, Narainganj, Desi, and Deora ; and these, again, are classed as
« Fine,” M Medium,” and “Common,” according to the qualities of the

fibres. Mr. dames Duffus, in a letter addressed to the writer,saysof this
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subject : " Every small mart in Eastern Bengal has a jute of its own, quite

as worthy of mention as many of the minor forms alluded to above#”
This remark has an interest beyond that of commerce, for we must either

infer that this extensive series of qualities of fibre indicates distinct forms
of the plant or is due to methods of cultivation and cleaning of the fibre.

If the former, this fact might be accepted as an indication of long cultiva-

tion or even of extensive hybridisation.

FOREIGN TRADE IN JUTE AND JUTE MANUFACTURES-
For full particulars of this trade up to date see JUTE in another volume.

The present article is intended more as a historic sketch of the jute in-

dustry in which an attempt is made to give the main facts of the cultiva-

tion of the plant, and of tne Indian manufactures.

INTERNAL AND COASTING TRADE.

A good deal of the details of this trade will be discussed under the

headings “ Home Consumption of Raw Jute” and "Home Consumption
of Jute Manufactures.” It may not be out of place here to indicate very

briefly the relative share participated in the trade by the various existing

modes of conveyance. In a special Report on this subject Oolonel L.

Oonway-Gordon, C.I.E., gives the figures from 1880 to 1885, but he refers

apparently to raw jute only. During the last year dealt with by him he
states that M the amounts of jute exported by sea from Calcutta and Chitta-

gong ”‘were 7,158,868 cwt., and 1,033,733 cwt., * respectively, the latter

port thus taking 12*6 per cent, of the total. This would give the foreign

exports as 8,192,601 cwt., whereas in the statement of the Trade of British

India for that year the foreign exports were put down at 8,368,686 cwt.

and the coasting trade at 1,267,034 cwt., making a total of jute ship-

ments from Indian ports of 9,635,720 cwt. Colonel Oonway-Gordon
gives the total imports into Calcutta as 9,392,813 cwt., of which 3,579,062
cwt. were conveyed bv native boats; 1,969,237 cwt. by steamers;

3,482,522 cwt. by the Eastern Bengal Railway ; 148 cwt. by the South
Eastern State Railway

; 356,496 cwt. by road ; and 5,348 cwt. by sea.

Thus the Country Boats head the list, carrying to the sea-board 38*1

percent, of the total jute supply—the Eastern Bengal Railway carrying

37*0 per cent., and tne Inland Steamers only 20*9 per cent. The bulk

of the boat traffic comes from Serajgani on the Bhramaputra, vis.,

894,920 cwt., Pubna sends 302413 cwt., Nassirabad (in Mymensingh)
298,736 cwt., Madaripore 281,729 cwt., and Narainganj 223,889 cwt. The
Stbambrs draw the bulk of their traffic, 1,169,656 cwt., from Narainganj
and from Serajganj 602,468 cwt., while the railway traffic is mostly

from Goalundo, represented by 1,300,580 cwt., from Pangsa 242,082 cwt.,

and from Kooshtea 219,763 cwt.
These figures give a fair conception of the local trade in jute, and from

the large snare still carried by native craft, an additional proof may be
obtained of the value of the jute crop to the people of India. Were it

possible to estimate the number of people who make it an important part

of their duty to either cultivate, clean, buy, or sell the fibre, and were that

number to De added to those employed in conveying it from the fields

to the mills, it would be seen that jute is of importance to a far larger

number of persons than to the 50,000 who find daily employment in the

• For the purpose of allowing of comparison with the returns of foreign trade,

Oolonel Oonway-Qordon’s figures of m&unds have been converted into cwt.

C 1908
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European factories. But even this estimate would leave out of all consi-
deration the indigenous hand-looms that are still able to compete with
steam in the production of jute cloth, bags, and cordage.

RAW JUTE.

EXPORTATION AND HOME CONSUMPTION.

The following abstract of the exports of raw jute prom Cal-
cutta will be found interesting, as showing the steady and constant in-

crease and development of the jute trade. The mean exportations for

each period of five years, during the 55 years commencing with 1828, will

be seen to have, in round numbers, almost doubled those of the preceding
period. It should be carefully noted, however, that these figures repre-
sent but a portion of the jute industry,—namely, the exports :

—

it0 to
Average of five

p years, in cwt.

1832-33 11,800

1837-38 67,483
1842-43 '• 117.047
1847-48 «.«••••.« 234.055
1852-53 ..••••••• 439.850 —

-

l857“58 .it....*. 7*0,826 -mmr>

l862'63 ••*•*»•»# 969.724
1867“68 2,628,110
l872-73 • •••••••• 4>858,l62

1877-78 5,362,267
1882-83 • •••••••• 7,274,000 I

JHk

The foreign exports cf raw jute were, in 1882-83, 10,348,009 cwt.

valued at £5,84*69,259, since which they have declined considerably, being
in 1886-87 only 8,306,708 cwt. valued at 1(4,86,98,146. The exports of

1882-83 were the highest on record. «

The rapid, yet constant, increase in the jute trade, which the above
figures show, from 364 cwt. in 1828 to 10,348,909 cwt. in 1882-83 repre-

senting an increase in value from R620 to 1(5,84,69,259 in the short

period of 55 years (eg., from £62 to £5.846,925 for exported raw jute

alone) speaks volumes for the noble fleet of merchant vessels trading with

our Indian ports. Mr. Hem Ohunder Kerr, in his valuable Report on
the Cultivation of, and Trad* in. Jute in Bengal , has laid much stress

upon the Russian war in 1854-5553 a cause of the development of the jute

trade of India. lT3oubfless was*a cause, but perhaps only an insignifi-

cant one as compared with the demand for a cheap fibre when combined
with the internal administrative reforms and the engineering enterprise

which, by railway, road, and canal, brought the resources of India into

the field of European commerce.

The figures of Indian trade show that the exportation of jute steadily

increased from 1,092,668 cwt. in 1860-61, to 3.754.o8$ cwt. in 1870-71

;

that in 1871-72, it suddenly rose to 6,133,813 cwt., and during the past

5 years has preserved an average of about 7,274,000 cwt.

In 1882-83 Indian commercial men calculated that on an average

Scotland consumed over 18,400 bales (73,600 cwt.) a week. Of these

Messrs. Cox Brothers take 2,200; Messrs. Gilroy & 80ns, 750

;

Messrs. Malcolm, Ogilvie, & Oo., 650; Mr. John Sharp, 700. In

England the weekly consumption is over 1,860 bales, the largest consu-

mers being the Barrow Company, 600. In Ireland the total weekly
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consumption is about 730 bales, the largest firm consuming under 300
bales a week. Thus Great Britain requires over 21,000 bales or 84,000
cwt. a week, or 4,200,000 cwt. a year to keep her existing jute factories

employed. These figures, when compared with the hand-loom consump-
tion in Bengal, show how completely the gunny trade has passed out of

the hands of the Indian peasant. The entire hand-loom consumption of

jute in Bengal has been returned as 2,23,000 maunds a year, but allowingjute in Bengal has been returned as 2,23,000 maunds a year, but allowing

50,000 maunds more to cover imperfections, this would give an annual
consumption of 195,000 cwt. The Scotch power-looms alone consume
73,600 cwt. a week, or 3,710,000 cwt. a year. Although in some re-

spects this estimate has been disturbed, it is relatively correct for the pre-

sent year 1887-88.

France requires 4,000 bales a week, its largest consumer. Saint Freres,

requiring 700 bales; Germany requires 2,170 a week, of which the
Brunswick Jute Spinning Company consume 770 bales; Belgium requires

845 bales a week ; Austria, 580 ; Spain, 250 ; Holland, 400 ; Norway, 100.

Taking annual figures for the wnole of Europe it is found that Great
Britain and the Continent of Europe require 1,800,000 bales a year, or

6,428,580 cwt. It may be here stated that as merchants adopt the calen-

dar year, and Government the financial, e.g., from April to March, consi-

derable difficulty has been experienced in comparing the Government
larch, consi-

Statistical Tables of Exports with those kindly supplied by one or two
well known jute firms in Calcutta.

Comparing with the above figures the 22 Indian factories at work in

India in 1882-83, which on an average consumed each 500 bales per week,
or 600,000 bales a year, equivalent to 2,142,948 cwt., it would appear
that to keep these factories working, about 8,571,428 cwt. of raw jute

were required ; and adding to this amount the quantity annually con-

sumed by America, Australia, and other foreign countries, viz., 600,000
bales, or 2,142498 cwt., not included in the above calculation, the annual
consumption was little short of 3,000,000 bales, or 10,714476 cwt. These
were the estimates framed for 1882-83, but in an early page it has beerr

stated that this year’s production is probably close on 20 million maunds,
thus showing a very considerable expansion, although the exports of raw
jute have declined somewhnt during the past five years.

Looking at the exportation of raw jute, of manufactured jute, and the

home (Indian) consumption known to our commercial men, the statement

that the jute trade is at least represented at the present date by an
annual consumption of over 15,000,000 cwt. of raw jute does not seem to

be far from correct. This is roughly equivalent to an annual turn over

of capital equal to about 12—14 millions of pounds sterling as compared
with the exports in 1828 of £62.

THE MANUFACTURES OF JUTE AND THEIR
EXPORTATION FROM INDIA.

In the vicinity of Calcutta, since 1857, 22 jute factories have sprung
up in rapid succession, with one (a small one) at Vizagapatam, and an-

other at Cawnpore, where it commenced work in 1887. A mill was started

also in Bombay in 1885, but in the following year it was removed to Cal-

cutta. The nominal capital of the mills worked by Joint Stock Com-
panies is stated in the returns at 285 lakhs, which, at the conventional

exchange of xo rupees to the pound sterling, would be £2,850,000. The
others are private factories, but their capital may be put down at 30 to 40
lakhs of rupees. These 24 factories have 7,164 looms and 135,593 spin-
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dies, and they give employment to 29,660 men, 11,198 women, 5,113
young persons, and 3,044 children. The Madras private jute company
employs about 878 persons. Thus, up to the present date, there are in all

India 24 Jute factories, which give employment to 49,015 persons and use
up 2,869,088 cwt. of jute. They are almost exclusively employed in the
gunny bag or cloth trade, three only doing a small business in cordage,
floor cloth, or other manufactures.

In 1879 there were in England 12 factories, in Scotland 99, in Ireland

6, in all 117 factories, with 212,676 single and 7,492 double spindles, and
11,288 looms, giving employment in all to 36,354 persons. In India there
are only 24 factories, but these employ 49,015 persons.

It is difficult to make a reliable comparison without the details of
every individual factory. Judging from the published statistics of jute
factories in Scotland during the year 1870, and comparing a fixed num-
ber of these with the Indian factories for the same year, we may, however,
conclude that the Indian mill workman was inferior to the Scotch work-
man in the ratio of 3 to 7. That is to say, it requires 7 persons to work
one loom in an Indian factory, against 3 workmen in a Scotch factory.

This conclusion is arrived at by dividing the total number of persons
employed in a factory by the number of its looms, and obtaining the aver-
age for all Scotch factories and the average for all Indian factories. Of
course this calculation is open to the error of the Indian and English
factories not manufacturing the same class of goods; but relatively it

may be accepted as giving some sort of comparison.

1916

Foreign Trade in Manufactures.

Prior to 1857 the exports of Jute manufactures from India represented
hand-loom fabrics. In 1850 these were valued at £215,978, whereas the
trade in raw

j
ute was only £ 197,07 1 . Fifteen years later the manufactured

jute, exported to foreign countries, was valued at {^18,27,983 (£182,798)
and the raw jute at R 75,06,690 (£75°»6f>9)* In 1870-71 the exports
were of manufactured jute R34,24,249 (£342424) worth and of raw jute

R2>57>75»526 (£257,755)- But the revival in the exports of manufactured
jute indicated b> these figures, as also the partial decline of the foreign

raw jute trade, was at once the death of the old hand-loom industry and
the birth of the new power-loom. Ten years later (1880-81) the total

exports of manufactured jute were valued at R 1,13,06,7 16 (£1,130,671), of

which the hand-looms produced R2,69,553 (£26,955), and last year they
were valued at Rf, 15,18,577, (£1,151,857), of which the hand-looms pro-

duced R8q,220 (£8,922). These figures indicate unmistakeably the growth
of the Indian power-loom foreign trade and the decline of the hand-loom.
In a further page some idea will be given of the extent of the home
market for jute goods.

Foreign Tra^a
In Manufac-

tures.

1917

Local or Home Consumption.

It should be carefully observed that the returns published by Govern-
ment show only the exports, properly so called, of bales of prepared gunny-
bags, gunny-cloth, or jute rope as such. They do not include the millions

tof gunnies, &c., which annually leave the ports of India containing

gram or other produce, nor those used for nome purposes or sent to other

parts of India. These figures do not, therefore, show the whole outturn

of gunnies annually manufactured in India. In fact, from January to De-
cember 1882, 119,042,771 gunnies were actually made by power-looms, of

which only 41,523,607 were exported ; so that the exports were barely one*

C. 1918
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Home Con-
sumption*

third of the number actually manufactured. The following table will

show the relations of the home consumption to the exports more clearly

Statement ofHome Consumption and Exports 0^ Gunnies from 1st

January to $ist December 1882.

Burma , 13,313,306
Straits • 9,153*333
Bombay and Persian Gulf • . • 30,001,308
Madras and Malabar . . • • 1,064,848
Coromandel Coast 3*609,950
Ceylon . 177,777
Up-country by rail 11,351,000
Used in the export trade of Calcutta . 1 1*848,742

Total of Home Consumption

Australia
New Zealand . . •

Cape of Good Hope.
Mauritius
Egypt
America
Hongkong (not Hessians)
Great Britain

Europe

Total of Foreign Exports

Grand Total of Home Consumption and
Foreign Exports • • . •

n*373,387
5,060,160
706,308

' 119*078
691,078

30,554*51
4 *3*700
516,4*7
90,231

77*5>9*i64

41,523*607

119,042,771

1884-85. 1885-86. 1886-87.

18,196,002 20,626,541 23,586,403
137,870,3*8 127,084,964 *34,957,225

82,779,207 63*760,546 64,572,157

The total number of gunny-bags brought to, and carried from, Cal-
cutta during the past three years may be here given and alongside of
these the foreign exports :

—

Imports • .

Total .Exports (to other pro-
vinces of India and to foreign

countries) . . • •

Foreign exports only •

The -difference between the total exports from Calcutta and the foreign
exports approximately represents the hoqie (Indian) consumption, although
there is doubtless a balance between the total of production + imports and
the exports, which would represent the Calcutta local consumption. This
in 1882 was estimated to be over 11 million bags, so that last year the
total production of gunny-bags in Bengal was perhaps little short of
150 millions, of which 64} millions were sent to foreign countries and 85^
yiillions used up in India. This may be accepted as representing the
b^gs -employed in the home, cotton, oil-seed, rice, and wheat trade, and
in the export trade of India.

But'm addition to gunny-bags India exported last year 12,799,225 yards
of 'ganriy-cloth, valued at £9,80,741, and this exclusively of the interportal

trade which amounted to 5*728,858 yards (nearly the whole of this quantity
&>ing to Bombay), making a total of 18,480,001 yards as against 25,267,418
yards in 1885-86, and 19,923,884 yards in 1884-85. But in addition to these
•returns of gunny^cloth conveyed by sea, the Report of the River-borne
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Traffic of Bengal for 1887 states that 605,846 pieces were sent up-
country by river M direct from the jute mills without passing the Port
Commissioner’s wharves.” A piece of power-ldom gunny is equal to 80
yards, of hand-loom, to 22 yards, so that this power-loom trade alone re-

presents close upon 50,000,000 yards of doth, an amount that was convey-
ed to Ourbhunga, Monghyr, Bhagulpore, Patna, Moorshedabad, Nuddea,
Purneah, Chumparun Rajshahye, the list concluding with an entry
marked “ for all other districts," 12,625 pieces. The districts are enumer-
ated in the order of importance, Durbhunga having received 2 21,630 pieces,
or fully a third of the total arpount, while Monghyr took 164,556. Large
though these quantities are we are left no other inference than that there
must be a very considerable trade conveyed by railway, road, and river to the
other provinces. ' Accepting the published figures as they stand, however,
we thus learn that the internal trade in gunny-cloth is three or four times
as great as the foreign exports. Some difficulty exists in working out the
total internal trade, as in many of the returns of railway traffic gunny-bags
and gunny-cloth are treated collectively, while in others they are given in

maunds, or again in yards, &c. But enough has been said to convey a
tolerably clear conception of the extent of tne internal trade both in bags
and cloth. It may be added, however, that the bulk of the hand-loom
industry is conducted in Dinagepore, Purneah, Rungpore, Julpaiguri, and
Tipperah; Julpaiguri turned out last year 2,330,660 and Rungpore
1,222,410 hand-loom made bags.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE JUTE MANUFACTURES.
The manufactures from jute or pat may be referred to three primary

sections s— 1

CLASSIFICA-
,
TION OF MA-
NUFACTURE.

1921

I.—Cloth of different qualities rangingfrom substitutes for silk

to shirtings, curtains, carpets, and gunnies.

II.—Paper chiefly prepared from the “ rejections ” and "cuttings.”

III.

—

Cordage from the coarser and stronger qualities.

These three sections may each be referred to a number of sub-divi-

sions, which for convenience may be arranged in two leading groups,

vis,, native and indigenous manufactures, “ nand-loom, ” and European
or "power-loom” manufactures, whether made in Europe or in India.

We shall first enumerate the indigenous manufactures, since these bear on
the history of the industry.

Indigenous Manufactures.

Indigenous Cloth.—Every homestead in Bengal has suspended from a
beam in the roof of ‘the verandah a few bundles of jute fibre, which, while
talking pleasantly with a neighbour, the peasant twists, with various kinds
of spindles, into twine of varying thickness, intended for domestic pur-
poses or for the yarn from which the women prepare the home-spun cloth
or gunny«bags. Babu Ramcomal Sen, in the Transactions of the Agri.-
Horticultural Society, describes three different modes of preparing twine
or yarn in Bengal. The first is by means of a reel, called a dhera, the
second by the takur, and the third by the ghurgurra. The first -is said
to be used in making yarn for gunnies, the second for fine yarns intended
for cloth, and the third for twine to be afterwards made into ropes.

The natives weave three distinct kinds of jute cloth

1st, Thick cloth used for making gunny-bags. Of this there are three
Qualities, the best being known as amrabati. These correspond to the
three qualities of hand-loom gunnies in commerce.

80 * C. 1923
* *7

• Indigenous
Manufacture.
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and, Fine cloth.—This is generally known by the name of mekli
dhokrd, and is chiefly used as a cloth to sleep on ; It is often beautifully

striped blue or red.

3rd, Coarse cloth.—This is largely used for making the sails of coantry
boats

(j
pin), and also for bags to hold large seeds or fruits.

The following are the principal districts in Bengal where indigenous
jute manufactures (hand-looms) may be said to exist to any considerable
extent Hugli, consuming about 1,20,000 maunds of jute a year ; Dacca,
00,000; Rungpore, 50,000; Moorshedabad, 38/Oooj Malda, 25,000;
Julpaiguri, Pubna, &c., smaller quantities.

European
Manunie-

tures.

1923

WHISKEY,
1924

European Manufactures.

Cloth made in Factories.—Jute is now largely used in the manufacture
of carpets, curtains, shirtings, and is also mixed with silk or used for imi-
taring silk fabrics. It has been applied extensively as a substitute for
hemp i for this purpose the fibres are rendered soft and flexible by being
sprinkled with water and oil, in the proportion of 20 tons of water and 2%
tons of train oil to 100 tons of jute. Sprinkled with this the jute is left for
from 24 to 48 hours, when after being squeezed by rollers and heckled,
the fibres become beautifully soft and minutely isolated, and thereby
suited for a number of purposes unknown a few years ago.

The history of this trade is exceedingly interesting. In the year 1820
the fibre was first experimented with, but the result was unfavourable

;

and, in consequence, brokers were required to certify that sales of hemp
and other fibres were not adulterated with jute. In 1832 an enterprising
Dundee manufacturer experimented once more on the fibre, and the
result was that he was able to show that it might be used as a substitute
for hemp. From that date jute gained rapidly in public favour. It is

one of those fibres that are capable of the most minute separation or sub-
division, but only within the past few years has it been extensively used in
the finer textile industries. For a long time the difficulty of bleaching
seemed insurmountable, and the trouble experienced in dyeing the mate-
rial appeared likely to nullify every effort to utilise it. All these stumbling-
blocks have, however, been removed, and there cannot be a doubt that,
but for the want of durability, jute would soon rank as the most valuable
of all fibres. Its perishable nature, however, is fatal to its obtaining a
position much higher than it has already attained, and probably admixture
of jute in certain articles, such as sail-cloths, must sooner or later be viewed
as a criminal offence. For information regarding the most recent develop-
ments of the European applications of jute see Bull. Soc Mulhouse, i88t .

The manufactures which occupy the attention of our Indian companies
are almost exclusively the various forms of gunnies.

Jute Whiskey.
In concluding this account of jute it may be mentioned as a curiosity

that it has been proposed to utilize the jute ends in the preparation of a
spirit which somewhat resembles the whiskey made from grain. The
waste fibre is by means of sulphuric acid converted into sugar and the
resulting product thereafter fermented and distilled.

X92S

CORDIA, Linn. ; Oen. Pi., II., 838.

Cordia fragr&ntissima, Kun ; 17. Sr. Ini., IV., 139 Bokaoin*s.

Vera.

—

Kalamet, touHgkalanut, Burm.
Reference*.—Kurt, For, FU Burm., toft Gambit, Man. Timb., oft,

C. 1925
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The Sebesteu Fruit

Habitat—A deciduous tree of Burma, chiefly in the hills of Martaban
and Tenasserim.

CORJW*

Structure of the Wood*—-Wood moderately hard, reddish-brown with
darker streaks, beautifully mottled, has a fragrant scent; should be
better known* It has a handsome grain, and its fresh, fragrant odour
makes it very pleasant to use. Pieces sent to London for sale in 1878
realized £4.10 per ton (Gamble).

TUBER.
Z926

Cordia latifolia, Roxb>•/ see C. oblique, Willi.

C. Madeodii, Hook./. &• Th. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 139.

Vern.—Dhengan, dhaman
, dkdian, daman, dahi, dakipalis, dihgan,

Hind.; Renta, porponda, Kol. ; Bharwar, belaunan, Karwar; Jugia,
Santal; Dhaiman

, Sattara; Dhaiwan, dhaman, daiwas, dhaim

,

bkoti, Mar Bot, Gond ; Lauri kassamdr, Kurku ; Gondu, Raj.;
Godela

,
Merwara ; Gadru, Ajmere.

References .

—

Brandis
,
For. /7Z., 557 ; Gamble, Man . 7*V»6 „ j?r ; Duthie

,

Report on Bot. Tour in Merwara, 17 ; Griffith, Calc. your. Nat. Hist.,
III., 363; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 57$; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 103.

Habitat—A middling-sized deciduous tree of Central India, the Con-
can, and Belgaum.

Gum.—Mr. E. A. Fraser (Assistant Political Agent) says that in R£j-
putSna this tree affords a gum.

Medicine.—The Santdls use the bark medicinally in jaundice (Camp-
bell).

Structure of the Wood.—Heartwood light-brown, beautifully mottled
with darker veins, even-grained, very hard, strong, tough, and elastic;
seasons well and works easily. It is used for furniture, picture-frames,
and other ornamental work ; also for fishing-rods, which are said to be
excellent It deserves to be better known and more used. The Santdls
value the timber for making bullock yokes.

1927

GUM*
2028

MEDICINE.A
1930

c. Myxa, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 136 ; Wight, Ic., t. 169.

This fruit is known as the Sbbesteu by Anglo-Indians.

Vern.-—Lasora, lasurd, bhokar, gondi, Hind. ; Bohari, bnhal, bahubara,
boho-dari, Beng. ; Laswara, Pb. ; Borla, bairala, baurala, Kumaon ;
Embrum, Kol. ; Buck. Santal; Boeri, Nepal; Nimat, Lepcha ; Doba-
kari, Mechi ; Gondi, Uriya ; Lasora, Rat. j Lesuri, gtddri, Sind ; Motd
bhokar, bhokara, sapistdn, bargund, lesuri geduri, vargund, geduri

,

sepistar,pistan, semar,goden, gondan. Bomb.; Gundo moto, racegundo

,

gundo, rdya gundo, vad-gunda, lepistan, pistan, Guz.; Bhokar, montd
bhokar, bhokara, bhokur, bargund, vargund, semar, goden, gondan.
Mar. ; Vidi, verasu, Tam. ; Pedda boku, virgi, nakkera, irki, irikt, pedda-

baketu, Tel.; Chotte, chelutimara, chella, challemara, Kan.; Koda,
N.-W. P. ; Selte, Gond.; SUu, Kurku; Lassdri, Baigas; Bahuvdraca,
Sans.

'

(according to Fleming); Bukampaddruka, Sans, (according to
Ainslie); Ddbk, Arab.; Sugpistan, Pers.; Chains, Magh; Thanat,
toung thanat, Burm.

; Lotu, Sing.

Referencea.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 198 / Brandis, For. FI., 336 (in

part) ; Kura, For. FI. Burm., II., 208 ; Beddome, FI. Sylv., 245j Gam-
ble, Man. Timb., fjo; Thwaites, En . Ceylon PI., 214; Dale. & Gibs.,
Bomb. FI. , 173 ; Rheede, Mai., IV., t. 37 ; Fleming, Asiatic Res., Vol. XI.

(18101), 164; Official correspondence in Home Department regarding
Indian

Plants of Chutia Nagpur ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 368, 575} Atkinson

,

Him. Dist 733> 794 / Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 248, 156 / Birdwood, Bomb.

C. J93*
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COWBIA
Mga. The Sebeatea Fruit

iV.. J0p; Go#.,
Ini. For., VII., 8i,
Mus. qf Be. Bat., 9*.

GUM.

1933

FIBRE.
Z934

MEDICINE.

1935

FODDER.

Habitat—A moderate-sized deciduous tree, met with in the Salt Range
sub-Himilayan tract, from the Chenab to Assam, ascending to 5,000 feet,

the Khisia Hills, Bengal, Burma, Sind, Western (North Kanara), Cen-
tral, and South India.

Mr. Atkinson says it is cultivated throughout the plains : is wild
along the Himalayas, and flowers in March and April, the fruit ripening
in May to July.

Gum.—'Said to yield a gum in Rdjputdna.
Dye.—Dr. McCann states in his Report on the Dye* ofBengal {pp. 32,

35, and 143

)

that the green leaves of this tree are in Darjiling used in

dyeing, along with Morinda tinctoria. In the N.-W. Provinces the juice of

the fruit is used as a dye (Atkinson, Econ. Prod., N.-W. P., K., 81).

Fibre.—The bark is made into ropes, and the fibre is used for caulk-

ing boats ; fuses are also made from it. dames, in his report of Chanduka
(1S47), says “ that from the inner bark is obtained a fibre, from which the
coiled match of the native fire-arms is made.”

Medicine.—The fruit, Sebestan, is officinal and given for coughs. It is

very mucilaginous, and the mucilage of the fruit is demulcent and used in

diseases of die chest and of the urethra, and also as an astringent gargle.
“ The natives pickle the fruit of both C. Myxa and C. oblique. Medicinally

the dried fruit is valued on account of its mucilaginous nature and demul-
cent properties.’* "In large quantities it is given in bilious affections as
a laxative.” “ Both kinds of fruit when dry are shrivelled, and of the
colour of a dry prune.” The pulp of C. oblique can be separated from
the nut, that of C. Myxe cannot ; on sawing through the nut a heavy dis-

agreeable smell is observed ” (Dymock). The kernels are a good remedy
for ringworm. Mr. Baden Powell says the leaves are useful as an appli-

cation to ulcers and in headache. Mr. Atkinson remarks : The juice of

the bark along with cocoa-nut oil is given in gripes. The bark and also

the unripe fruit are used as a mild tonic. Mr. Campbell says that the
Santdls use a powder of the bark as an external application m prurigo.

According to Horsfield the bark of C. Myxa is used by the Javanese as a
tonic, ana is one of their chief remedies in fever. The leaves are also em-
ployed medicinally by the Santdls.

Special Opinion.—§ “ According to Sanskrit writers the bark is useful

in calculus affections, strangury, and catarrh. The ripe fruits are sweet,

cooling, and demulcent ” (U. C. Dutt, Civil Medical Officer, Serampore).

Food.—The fruit grows in clusters and consists of a drupe, the pulp
of which is soft and clammy.

“ The fruit when ripe is eaten by the natives and also pickled * *

:

the smell of the nuts when cut is heavy and disagreeable : the taste of

the kernels is like that of filberts ” {Drury).

In a report on Chanduka in Sind (1847), *s stated that the fruit,

which "contains a great deal of mucilage, is eaten by the natives : it is

also used in the preparation of spirituous liquors.” Mr. Atkinson says

the unripe fruit is pickled, and the npe fruit eaten raw or stewed. Dymock
mentions that the fruits were eaten during the famine of 1877-78 in the

Nasik District.

Fodder.—The leaves are given to cattle as fodder. The lac insect

feeds on this plant {Indian Forester, VIII., 82).

Structure of the Wood.—Wood grey, moderately hard. In spite of

its softness, it is fairly strong, and seasons well, but is readily attacked

by insects. It is used for boat-building, well-curbs, gun-stocks, and agri-

c. 2938
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Cordage; Coriander.
CORIANDRUM

sativum.

Boraeeue flabeiliformia.

Broaasonetia papyrifera.
Butea frondosa.

Calamus Rotang.
* Calotropis gigantea (string).
** Cannabis aattaL
Careya arborea.

Caryota urens.

Chamoerops Rttchianm.
** Cocos nudfera (coir),

* Corchorus, sp. (jute).

Cordia Myxa.
C. Rothii.

Crotalaria Burhia.
** C. juncea (Sunn-hemp).
Daphne papyracea.
Debregeasia bicolor (fishing lines).

D. leucophylla,

D. longifolia.
* Desmodium tilitefolium.

Dombeya nmbellata.
Edgeworthia Gardnerii.
Eriolsna spectabilis.

Ficus bengalensis.
* Gerardinia heterophylla.
Gnetum scandens (fishing nets).
** Gossypium, sp. (cotton).
Grewia asiatica.

G. oppositifolia.

* Hardwickia binata.

Helicteres Isora.
** Hibiscus cannabinus.
H. esculentus.

H. tiliaceus.

Holostemma RheedeL
Ischcemum anguatifolium(= Pollinia
Laportea crenulata. eriopoda).

Leptadenia Spartium.
* Linum usitafissimum (flax).

* Malachra capitate.

Maoutia Puya (fishing nets).

Marsdenia Roylei.

M. tenadssima (fishing lines).

Melochia velutina.

Memorialis pentandra.
Moringa pterygosperma.
** Musa tezUlls (Manilla hemp).
Odmum Basilicum.
Odina Wodier.
Orthanthera dtninea.
Pcsderia fcetida.

Pandanus odoratissimus.
Parrotia Jacquemontiana (bridge
Periploca apfaylla. ropes).

Phoenix paludosa.
P. sylvestris.

* Phormium tenax.
Pouzolzia yiminea.
* Saccharum Munja.
S. spontaneum.
* Sansevieria zeylanica.

Sarcochlamys pulcherrima.
* Sesbania aculeate.

S. segyptica.

Sida rhombifolia.

Silk—Tasar and Eri are sometimes
used for fishing lines.

* Sterculia villose.

Thespesia Lampas.
T. populnea.
Urena lobata.

Villebrunia appendiculata (ropes,

strings—fishing iines).

Yucca gloriosa (lines).

CORIANDRUM, Linn. ; Gen . /*/., gs6.

The name of this genus comes from Kdpig a bug, in allusion to the
peculiar smell of the plant. of the common Coriander. This fact caused the
plant to be viewed as poisonous during the middle ages. The ripe fruits
(popularly called seeds) are quite free from this objectionable smell and
were accordingly used as a spice by the Jews and the Romans and by other

a drug, from almost the remotest times. The spice was well known
in Britain prior to the Norman conquest. (Pharmacog .)

r / f fX • TTlfRVTr TVVft XT

Coriandrura sativum, Linn. ; FI. Br. In}., ’ll, 7/7, Wight, id,

Coriander.

Veni97~Dhanya or dhanU, Hind. ; DKatie, Beng. ; Dhanya, dhana (the
K*d)>Kothamtra (the plant), Bomb.; Dhanya, khotbir, khotmtr or koth-
ww^Mar.. Dhdnoy Sind. ; Danga, Nepal; Dhanydka, or (according to
Dutt) dhdnyaka, Sans. ; Kuebarah, kurbuaah

.

ARAB. ; Kushnfa, Pers. ;

Kotamalliy Tam. ; Danyalu , kotimiri, Tel. ; Kotambdri, havija, Kan.;
Nau*nau, Burm. g Ussd, Bhoti. ; Dhdnak-chi, Turki.

C. 1954
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CORIAHDRUBC
sativum.

Coriander*

Reference*.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 272; Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal., 23g
Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., Supp., 41 ; Stewart, Pb. PI., ICS; Flora An-
dkrica by Sir W. Elliot, 46,99 g Pharm. Ind., rot / Ainslie,, Mat. Ind , I.,

9*, 595 g (fShaughnessy, Bong. Dtspens., 37r; Bene. Pharm.,39 s Moodeen
8herif, Supp. Pharm. Ind., p. ri$; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. kind., 193,
$96 $ Jbymoci, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 375Fleming, Med. PI. and Drugs, as
in As. Eos., Vet. XI., 164 / Fltick &Hanb., Pharmacog., 3*9—33* f U. S.
Dispens., t$ih Ed., 493—494 g Bent. & Trim., Med. PI., t. 133 ; S. Arjun,
Bomb. Drugs, 63 ; Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, 200j Bidie, Cat. Raw
Pr., Paris Exh., to, 86: Medical Topography of Ajmir, *3* g Irvine,

PI. Bomb., 161: Birdmood, Bomb. Pr., 39, r6r, 22T ; Descriptive Account
of Godavery Diet., Madras ,

by Morris, 8 ; Manual ofCuadapah Diet.,

Madras, 199 1 Manual of Coimbatore Dist., Madras, by Nicholson, 225/
Settlement Report \Kumaon, App., 34; Bombay Manual, Rev. Accts.,

103 / W. Gao., VI., 589, 702, 784; Pb. Gao., Montgomery Dist., 104 ;
Aligarh Dist . Statistical Acct., 376 ; Official Report of Kumaon by
Batten, 279 / Spans, Encyclop ., 1420. 1808; Balfour, Cyclop., 831 ; Trea-
sury of Bot., 331 g Morton, Cyclop. Agri., 545m547 g Vre, Die. Indus.,
Arts and Manuf., 907.

Habitat.—A cultivated plant found all over India. It seems to be
sown at various seasons in the different provinces and regions of India.

In Bengal it is grown during the cold season : Roxburgh says this is the
case " over India.” Voigt remarks it is sown in the cold season, the fruits

ripening in the hot season, orfrom March to May. Of Bombay, Dalzell and
Gibson state

“

Cultivated as a rainy season crop in India, especially in

the Deccan ; is never irrigated.” Of Madras various opinions nave been
given, but the account furnished in the Manual of Coimbatore is, perhaps,

the most interesting and may be here quoted in full
'“Coriander is grown

only on black soil in the three black soil taluqas ; it is mixed with uppam
cotton and sown broadcast in October and ripens in January; occasion-

ally it is grown as a garden crop from June to September, watering once a
week being sufficient. The seed is about 10 to 12ft and the outturn is

said to be only 288 ; as a diy crop the outturn is somewhat less, but is sup-

posed to pay the cost of cotton cultivation.”

In the Panjdb it is said to be grown in every district, and Edgeworth
remarks that it is “ frequently seen in the fields in a yuan-wild state.”

Atkinson and several otqer writers allude to it as a crop met with in the

North-Western Provinces, and in Kumion it is stated to ripen in May.
Nepal grows the plant to a large extent, and*the imports from that country
regularly figure in tfre reports of the Basti District, North-Western Prov-
inces. This trade is also a very old one. Roxburgh and Ainslie allude to

it as existing in the beginning of the present century, the seed (or to be
more correct the dry fruits) being known as danga. So, in a like manner.
it as existing in the beginning of the present century, the seed (

more correct the dry truits) being known as danga. So, in a like 1

- 1 S 3 J .LI- • "1 A j i» l £a by no means inconsiderable import trade is done in the seed from Afghan-
istan into the Panjib (Davies says 25 maunds a year).

In England Coriander is often grown as a mixed crop with caraway.
the yield being about 15 cwt, the acre (Morton, Cycl. Agri.). It is also
grown in various other parts of Europe and in North Africa, but a large
proportion of the world’s supply seems to be now, and to have been toe

centuries, drawn from India. Ainslie states that in the beginning of the
present century Egypt got her supplies of the spice from India, and that

in Egypt it was then called Kurbara shamie. Dymock remarks that
u Inman Coriander is much larger than that grown in Europe, and is of an
ovoid form.”

Oil.—The fruits yield from 07 to ri per cent, of a volatile oil on distil-

lation in water. This oil is colourless or yellowish, and has the odour and
the flavour of Coriander. They also contain an essential oil which has

c. 1955
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Coriander.
CORXARIA
nepalensis.

been indicated by the formula C 10H 18O, and is therefore isomeric with
borneol. By abstraction of the elements of water (by means of phospho-
ric anhydride) this is converted into an oil having an offensive odour
C10Hia (Pharmacog., p. 330), But in addition to these oils TrommsdorfF
found Coriander seeds to contain 13 per cent of a fixed oil.

§“ Coriander fruit contains about 4 per cent of volatile oil ; isomeric, With

borneol

,

a fixed oil, is also present The fruit should be bruised before

being submitted to distillation ” (Professor Warden , Calcutta ).

Medicine.—The medicinal properties atributed to this plant are

many,—namely, carminative, refrigerant, diuretic, tonic, and aphrodisiac.

The dried fruit and the volatile oil are used as an aromatic stimulant in

colic. The seeds are chewed to correct foul breath, and the roasted seeds

are largely used in dyspepsia. Dymock writes: *' A cooling drink is prepared
from the fruit pounded with fennel fruit, poppy seed, kanchan flowers,

rosebuds, cardamoms, cubebs, almonds, and a little black pepper; it is

sweetened with sugar# Muhammadan writers describe the seeds as seda-

tive, pectoral, and carminative ; they prepare an eye-wash from them which
is supposed to prevent small-pox from destroying the sight, and to be use-

ful in chronic conjunctivitis. Coriander is also thought to lessen the in-

toxicating effects of spirituous preparations, and with barley meal to form

a useful poultice for indolent swellings. It is the Kuebara of the Arabs
and Ktshnie of the Persians, who identify it with the Koriyun of the

Greeks."
Special Opinions.—§ "As a paste it relieves pain in cephalalgia, is used

as a gargle in thrush, and as a poultice to chronic ulcers and carbuncles ”

{John McConaghey, M.D., Civil Surgeon , Shahjahanpore). “ The juice

of the fresh plant is used as an application to erythema caused by the

application of marking nut ; the bruised plant is a cooling application in

cases of headache ” ('Sakharam Arjun Koval, L.M., Assistant Surgeon ,

Girgaum, Bombay). "Also called Behan in Panjab

—

Bistduab . It is

applied by Natives in the form of a paste to relieve headache in fever

with good results ” (Bhagwan Dass (,2nd), Assistant Surgeon , General

Hospital, Raival Pindi, Panjdb). “The roasted fruit *s generally used”
|

{Dr. Bensley, Civil Surgeon , Rajshahye). “ A strong decoction of the

seeds with milk and sugar to taste, is given in cases of bleeding piles
99

{D. R. Thomson, M.D., C.I.E., Surgeon Major, Madras). “ Useful as
!

aromatic, stimulant, and carminative” (S. M. Shircore, Civil Surgeon,

Moorshedabad). “ It is reputed as an antibilious remedy 99
(T. N. Ghose ,

Assistant Surgeon , Meerut). " Cold infusion of seeds found to be very

useful in colics of children, powder of fried seeds ” (Shib Chunder BhaU
tacharji, Assistant Surgeon , In Civil Medical Charge Chanda, Central
Provinces).

Food.—Eaten by the natives as a vegetable. The seeds are univer-

sally used as a condiment, and form one of the ingredients in curry.

They are also employed in confectionery, and for flavouring spirits.

MEDICINE*

1956

FOOD.

1957

CORIARIA, Linn.; Gen . PI., /., 429.

Coriaria nepalensis, Wall. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 44; Coriarrm.

Vern.

—

Mastri. makola, Hind. ; In the PanjAb-Himtlaya, Stewart says it

bears the following names ; Guch t Jhelam j
Tadrefu balel, Kashmir ;

Shdlu, baulu, Chenab s Kande, shald, raw, Ravi ; Ratsuhara, armOra,

phapharchor, Bias ; archdlmd', shore, lichakhro, Sutlsj j Raselwa, archar

•

ru,pajerra, Simla j Bhojinsi, Nepal.
References.—Brandis, For. FI., 128 ; Kurg, For. FI. Burm., II., 281;

Gamble, Man. Timb., 113 ; Stewart, Pb.Pl., 39 / Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and

C. 1958
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60ft!ARIA
- 1

Coriaria.

TAN.

FOO^uid
FODDER.
i960

MEDICINE.
Xg6l

TIMBER.
I960

Sind PL, 56; O’SAattrfftessy, Dispense rjo ; F/£dfc. 6* //a«5.

Pharmacog., «//* £/, 5. Dtspens,, 15th Ed,, 162a /* Baden Powell,
Pi, Pr,, 336, 575/ Atkinson, Him, Diet,, 749; Balfour, Cyclop,, 813 /
Treasury of Bot„ 33*

•

Habitat.—A deciduous shrub or small tree of the outer Himalaya
from the Indus to Bhutan, ascending to 8,000 feet in the North-West and
to n tooo feet in Sikkim. Distributed to Maniptir, Burma, and Yunan.

In Simla this common shrub flowers in February and March, but in
Burma not till May. The abundance of this plant seems to have been
the cause of the name Mussoorie being £iven to the North-Western Prov-
inces Hill station; Almora, the capital of Kumaon, being in a like
manner the vernacular name for Ramex acetosa.

Tan.—All parts of the plant are rich in astringent acids which might
be used for tanning or for dyeing.

Food and Fodder.—” The branches are browsed by sheep. The fruit
is very insipid but is eaten, although at times it is reputed to cause thirst
and colic ” {Dr, Stewart),

Medicine.—Leaves are said to be used to adulterate senna, and to act
as a powerful poison when given in large doses. The seeds are stated to
sometimes produce symptoms like tetanus.

It is not known how far these opinions (which occur in the works of
many Indian authors) are, strictly speaking, applicable to C. nepalensis, or
may be the result of reading of the Mediterranean and New Zealand
species, both of which are highly poisonous. The writer has seen horses eat
the leaves freely without any injurious after-effects, and the natives regu-
larly eat the fruit, maintaining only that the seeds should be rejected. The
silkworm may be fed on the leaves (see A 666), Stewart mentions that
in one district of the Panjab the plant is viewed as highly poisonous.
No mention is made of the leaves of the Indian species being used as a tan
similar to the application of Coriaria myrtifolia —the Currier’s sumach or
Redout of France. That species is frequently grown as an ornamental
species in French gardens, and its leaves are often employed as a black
dye, and were at one time extensively used an an adulterant in Senna.
Much has been written of the poisonous properties of the New Zealand
species, the Toot-poison— Coriaria rusdfolia. Mr. Lander Lindsay gives
an elaborate account of the properties of that plant in the British and
Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review (1865, p. 153, and 1868 p. 465).
M. Rlban attributes the poison of the fruit to an active principle, which
he has called coriamyrtin, the composition of which is represented by the
formula CaoH^ 6O lo a substance ranked with the glucosides.

The inhabitants of New Zealand extract an intoxicating beverage
from the pulp of the fruit.

Professor Warden of Calcutta has furnished the following brief note
regarding Coriaria “ The Coriaria rusdfolia seeds contain a resinous
substance and a green oil—5 minims of the oil administered to a cat, after

12 hours’ fast, produced vomiting and convulsions, from which, however, the
animal recovered. These symptoms agree with those exhibited by cattle

when poisoned by the Toot-plant of New Zealand.”
Structure of tne Wood.—Grey, hard, beautifully mottled ; no heartwood.

It takes a good polish, and is very handsomely marked ; it might be used
for boxes and small articles. At present it is only used for firewood, but
as such to a large extent in the Simla District.

* References to the Mediterranean or New Zealand specie*.
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The Comas. CORNUS
macrophylla.

Corn—a term often specifically applied to Avena sativa, but generically
given to all cultivated grasses which yield farinaceous grains, such as
Wheat, Maize, Barley, Oats, &c. when ground. Corn is designated
flour or meal. See Avena Vol. I., 1631.

Corn-flag, see Iris.

Corn-Indian, see Zea Mays.

1963

Corn-silk—the silky stigmata of Zea Mays, from which a medicinal pre-
paration is made. See Zea.

1964

CORNUS, Linn

.

; Gen . PL, /., 950.

[t. 122 ; CoKNACEJB.

Cornus capitata, Wall; FI. Br. Ind., Vol. II., Wight, III.,

Syn.—Benthamia fbagifera, Lindl.

Vem.—Tkammal, tharbal , tharwar, thesi, bamaur, bamora, Hind.;
Turnbuk

,

Lepcha; Tharwar, thesi, Pb. ; Bamaurd, Kumaon.
References.—Brandis, For. FI., 253; Gamble, Man . Timb,, 212 / Stewart,

Pb. PI., m ; Ainslie, Mat. tnd., II., 454;* O’Shaughnessy, Beng

.

Dispens., 375; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Pharm ., 40 ; Atkinson, Econ.
Prod., V., 75; Treasury of Bot., 333.

Habitat—A small deciduous tree of the Himalaya, from the Beas to
Bhutan, between 3,500 and 8,000 feet : met with also in Khdsia hills, where
it is glabrous or nearly so.

The Himalaya, in April and May, often becomes almost yellow from the
conspicuous cream-coloured bracts which surround the flower-heads of

this plant. In the North-West Himalaya, it is particularly abundant in

the lower hot valleys growing along with the berberry.

Food.—Dr. Stewart says that the ripe fruit is sweetish, and is ap-
parently made into a preserve and eaten by the natives. It resembles a
strawberry somewhat in external appearance, and ripens in October.

Structure of the Wood.—Whitish, with reddish-brown heartwood,
warps in seasoning, very hard, close-grained; used only for firewood.

C. macrophylla, Wall ; 12. Br. Ind., Vol. II., J44.

Vem.—Kasir, kachir
, haleo, allian, kaddu, harm, nan?, kandara, kaksh

kachur, kochan, kagsha, ruchia

,

Hind.; Kandar, Hazara; Hallo, Pb. ;
Patmoro, Nepal; Kagshi, ruchiya, Kumaon.

References.—Brandis, Far. FI., 252, t. S»; Gamble, Man. Timb., 2T2;
Stewart, Pb. PI.,m ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 373 ; O’Shaugh-
nessy, Beng. Pharm., 40; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 57g; Atkinson,
Econ. Prod., V., 75.

Habitat.—A tree, 40 to 50 feet high, frequent in the Himalaya, from
the Indus to Bhutdn, between 3,000 and 8,000 feet; found by the writer
in Manipur. It flowers in May and Tune.

Oil.—A species closely allied to the C. sanguinea, and may, like that
species, be found to afford an oil from its fruits.

Food and Fodder.—Goats feed on its leaves, and the natives eat the fruit.

Structure of the Wood.—Pinkish-white, hard, close-grained; warps
badly, and has an unpleasant scent ;

yields good gunpowder charcoal.

* Cornus florida, alluded to as having a medicinal bark, very similar in its

properties to the bark of Melia Azadirachta.

C. 1972
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CORUNDUM. Emery Stone.

X073 Coraus oblongs, iTtf/// FI. Br. Ind., II., 744.

Vern.—Kagshi, Sutlej; Dab, Kunawab; Kasmol, bakdr, ban-baiir,
haU, Hind,

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 2S3; Kurt, For. FI., /., $4S; Gamble,
Man. Timh., 212; Stewart, Pb. PI., 111 ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng.
Dispent., 37s; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Pkarm., 39; Baden PoweU, Pb.
Ft., 576.

Habitat.—A small tree of the outer Himalaya, from the Indus to

Bhutdn, between 3,000 and 6,000 feet $ met with also in the Martaban
Hills, Burma, between 4,000 and 7,000 feet (Kurz).

WOOD* Structure of the Wood.—Pinkish-white, hard, even-grained ; warps
X974 and has an unpleasant scent.

*975 C, sanguinea, Linn., FI. Br. Ind., II., 744.

The Dogwood, Dogberry, or Hounds’ Tree, a name given in con-

sequence of a decoction of the bark having been formerly used

for washing mangy dogs; sometimes also called the Cornel
Tree.

References.—Brandis, For . FI., 2$3i Gamble, Man. Timb., 212/ (PShaugh-
nessy, Beng. Dispense 375 f O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Pharm., 39 i Cooke,

Otisand Oilseeds, 3& / Smtth, Die., /Jfl«

Habitat.—A shrub or small tree found in Europe, Siberia, and in

Kashmir; in the last-mentioned country at 7,000 feet in altitude. The
writer found the plant also growing near a village in Chumba State, but

it may there have been only cultivated. The young shoots are red in

spring, and the leaves turn of that colour in autumn ; hence the specific

name given by botanists.
OIL. Oil.—The pericarp of the fruit contains oil (Brandts). From the black

19*JQ . fruits an oil is extracted in France which is used for burning in lamps
and for soap-making. The red berries of the Cornelian cherry—Cornua
maicula, a shrub or Europe and Northern Asia—also contain an useful

oil. These facts would seem to suggest that the Indian species should

be more carefully examined, as they also may be found to afford oils.

WOOD. Structure or the Wood.—Hard, much valued in Europe for the

*977 manufacture of small articles, such as tooth-picks, butchers* skewers, &c.

It is valued as affording an admirable charcoal for gunpowder.

Coromandel or Calamander-Wood, see Diospyros quasita and

D. hirsute.

Coroxylon Griffithii, a misprint which a
PJ
pears in Balfour’s Cyclopedia

and in the writings of other authors. See Caroxylon and also Haloxylon.

Corrosive sublimate, *ee Mercury.

Z978 Corundum*
Emery Stone, Eng. / UEmeri, Ft. ; Schmergel, Germ. ; Smerig-

uo, Ital.

Vern.—Kurund, Hind. ; Samada, Guj.

This, the industrial form of the mineral, is a granular alumina, with

which a small amount of magnetic iron is associated. It is very freely

distributed among the crystalline rocks of Southern India; but the

localities where it Is sufficiently abundant for industrial work are few and

c. 1978
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Corundum or Emery Stone. CORYDALlSf
Govaniana.

far between* The finest quality of Corandim is perhaps that obtained

between Pipra and Kadopani in the Rewah State, where the supply is con-

sidered by Mr. Mallet to be practically inexhaustible
(Records, G.SJ., V,,

p, 20 2 and Manual of Indian Geology, Pari III
, p. 428). In Part IV.

of the Manual of Geology, Mallet says there “are two distinct varieties :

crystallised Corundum, which is abundant in the metamorphic rocks of

many parts of South India : and granular massive, of which an immense
deposit exists in South Rewah.” Emery stone is also reported as occur-

ring at Nongrynien, Khdsia Hills. In Southern India, the localities are

Travancore State, Coimbatore district, Salem district, Mysore State,

Punyghee in the Bellary district. North Arcot district, Kistna^ and
Godavari, and Hyderabad territory, and on into the Central Provinces.
“ The uses to which Corundum is put, when powdered, are well known.
The consumption in India must be considerable, though possibly it was
larger formerly than it is at present, as the trade of the native armourer is

perhaps not so active as it used to be. A large quantity is employed by
the cutters and polishers of stones, both precious and ornamental, who are

to be found scattered throughout India. To what extent Indian

Corundum is used in European countries is not very well known, but it

could doubtless be applied to many of the purposes for which the emery
of the Greek Islands is now used, and which, owing to a monopoly at one
time, reached the high price of £30 a ton in London ” (See Manual of
Geology of India, Part III., p. 422 ; also Part IV., 46-49 ; Manual of
Coimbatore, p. 23). Emeiy is said to be largely exported tp Bombay
(Madras Manual of Administration, II., 38 j Settlement Report of Upper
Godavery Dist 42 ; Balfour, Cyclopaedia of India, 816).

*979

CORYDALIS, Linn. ; Gen. PI., /., SS-
[III., 1. 16, f. 2 s Fumariacmc.

Corydalis Govaniana, Wall; FI. Br. Ini., Vol. I., 124 ; Boyle,

Vera.—Bhutkis, bhutkesi, HlND. & Beng.; Bhutakesi, Sans. (Dutt,

Mat. Med. Hind.)
Some doubt seems to prevail as to the source of the budkhes of the drug

shops. Stewart says that in the Ravi basin that name is given to the

root of a Ptychotls.

References.—Stewart, Pb. PL, ro, 109 ; Pharm. Ind., 23 ; O'Shaughnessy,

Beng. Dispens., 185; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 294.

Habitat.—A small herbaceous plant, found in the North-West Hima-
layas ; altitude 8,000 to 12,000 feet. Common on Hdttu near Simla and on
the Ch6r ; the flowers appear in April and May.

Medicine.—The root contains a principle, Corydalia. 8ir W. O’Shaugh-
nessy recommended this drug to be more fullv investigated and to be
experimented with as a tonic and antiperiodic. O’Shaughnessy describes

the root "as long, fibrous, tough, and exceedingly bitter ; dark brown
externally, yellow within. The tincture, rendered alkaline by ammonia,
and allowed to evaporate spontaneously, deposits abundant crystals of

the alkali, termed Corydalia .
”

“ Corydalia occurs in pearly crystals, is soluble in acids, with which it

forms salts which do not crystallize; and which are intensely bitter to the

taste. Nitric acid communicates a deep red, permuriate of iron, a rich

blue colour to the alkali, and its salts. Twenty grains have been given

in solution to dogs without inconvenience.”

"The Corydalis tuberosa and fabacea in Europe have a bitter acrid

root, usually sold as Aristolochia root, and used chiefly as an external

C.. 1982

1980

MEDICINE.
Root.

1981

Corydalia.

1982
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MEDICINE.

198*

application to indolent tumors. The small quantity in our possession
alone prevented the CorydaUa and its salts from being extensively tried
in the treatment of ague. The chemical properties of the salts are
closely analogous to those of morphia and anarcotine; an interesting
fact, as it strengthens the resemblance already detected by botanists
between the Papavbracb*! and Fumarejb. " It might be added also that
the relation of these orders to the Ranunculacsls, through Coptis and
to Serbsrio*jb through the berberry or rasout extract, is similarly borne
out by their chemical and medicinal properties. (See the next species
and compare with the remarks under Coptis Teeta, C. No. X789, and
Berberie Lydiua, B. No. 460; also Picroihiza Knrroa).

The Turkey-corn or Turkey-pea (Corydalie formosa) contains in its

roots, according to Mr. W. T. Worzell, the alkaloid corydaline

,

formic
acid, bitter extractive, an acrid resin with volatile oil, a tasteless resin,

brown colouring matter, starch, albumen, arabin, bassorin, collulose, and
various inorganic salts. He describes the crystals of Corydaline as slender,

four-sided prisms, inodorous, tasteless, insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol,

ether, and chloroform, reddened by nitric acid, and capable of forming
soluble salts with acids. H. Wicke gives the formula Cv,H 19,N04 for

the alkaloid (Corydaline

)

found in the European species—CorydaUa
tuberosus,

The roots of all these plants are supposed to be tonic, diuretic, and
alterative, and are prescribed in syphilitic, scrofulous, and cutaneous
affections, in the dose of from 10 to 30 grains. The drug is also often

used in the form of a decoction or tincture.

Coiydalis ramosa, Walls FI. Br. Ind., /., 125.

Dr. Aitchison, in his Flora of the Kuram Valley (Linncean Soc. Jour.,
XIX., page 145), says that in Kuram this common Himdlayan scrambling
annual is employed medicinally by the natives in the treatment of eye
diseases, like all other plants with yellow sap. It is there called mamirdn•

It would be interesting to know if this plant is used medicinally in other
parts of the Himalaya, but these properties are not attributed to it in Kulu,
where the plant is abundant. (See remarks under the preceding species
and compare with the account of Coptis Teeta C. No. 1789)

1985

CORYLUS, Tourn. / Gen . Pi, III., 406.

Corylus Avellana, Linn. / Cupulifer*.

The European Hazel.

MEDICINE.
Nuts.

FOOD.
Nuts.

1987

Vern,

—

Findak, bindak, Hind., Pbrs. j Chalgoga, Pers.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 494; Gamble, Man . Titnb., 390 ; O'Shaugk-

nessy, Beng. Dispens 609; U. S. Dispens., 15th Ed., 977 S Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr„ 368, tfS*

Habitat.—Found in England, France, and eastward to the Caucasus
and in Asia Minor. Alluded to by some authors as cultivated on the

Himalaya. Although this might easily enough be the case, it is probable

that all the hazel nuts met with in India are obtained from wild or semi-

cultivated states of Corylus Coluraa.

Medicine.—The nut yields an oil used for coughs. See. It is tonic,

stomachic, and aphrodisiac*

Food.—English hazel nuts are imported into India and sold m the

sea-port towns. Those carried into the towns of Upper and Central

India are probably all obtained from the next species.

c. 1987
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The Pan-Palm of South India.
COB

umbfacaiifera.

Corylus Coluraa, Linn.

Syn.—C. lacer

A

j Wall.

Vera.—Umi, Jhelam ; Winri, wirt, warawi, muriya, thangi, thankoli

,

Kashmir and Chamba; Jangi, Chbnab ; Shurii, sharoli. ban pdlu, geh,
ban dilla, Sutlej; Kaposi, bhotia bqddm, Kumaon ; Shtrol, Garhwal ;

Jhangi, Kangra.
References.—Brandis, For. Fl„ 494; Gamble, Man . 7Y«&., $90 / Stewart,

Pb.Pl., 901 ; Indian Forester, IX., 197; Baden Powell, Pf., 57$;
Atkinson, Him

.

716/ C00A*, 0s7« awrf Oilseeds, 38.

Habitat—A moderate-sized tree of the North-West Himalaya, be-

tween 5,500and 10,000 feet The flowers appear in March and April, and
the fruit ripens in the rains. “ The trees bear every third year, and yield
a crop sufficient for export to the plains 99 (Atkinson).

Oil.—There seems no reason to doubt but that an oil could be pre-
pared from this species of hazel as well as from the European nut. No
mention is, however, made of the natives of India extracting oil from it,

although the plant is sufficiently abundant in the temperate forests, so
much so as to bestrew the ground for miles with the nuts.

Medicine.—The nuts are not uncommon in drug-sellers' shops, being
considered tonic.

Food.—-The nuts are smaller than the European variety* but are
nearly as good, and are largely eaten, being exported from the various
hill stations in the Himalaya. The hazel nuts from Afghanistan and
Kashmir are much more like the European nut, and are recognised by
the natives of the plains as distinct from the Himdlavan form. It is thus
probable that they are either obtained from C. Avellana or from a culti-

vated superior stock of C. Coluraa. As seen in the forests in the Simla
district, the actual nuts are small and rarely mature their kernels, but
they are encased in a large coarse outer coat and form large succulent
heads.

Structure of the Wood.—Pinkish-white, moderately hard* It is only
used locally, but it is well grained and does not warp, and deserves to be
better known, especially as many specimens shew a fine shining grain
resembling Bird's-eye Maple.

C. ferox, Wall / Gamble, Man . Timb., 390.

Vera.—Curri, Nepal ; Langura, Bhutia.

Habitat.—A small tree of Nepal and Sikkim, 8,000 to 10,000 feet.

Food.—The fruit is covered with a prickly cup ; the kernel is edible.
Structure of the Wood.—Pinkish-white, moderately hard, even-

grained.

CORYPHA, Linn.; Gen. PI., III., 922.

Corypha umbraculifera, Linn.; Palmm.

The Talipot Palm of Ceylon and the Fan-Palm of South

MEDICINE.
Nuts.X
Nuts.

1991

Vera.—Tali, bajar-battuler, tara, tallier, tarit, Beno. ; Codda-pani, talip-

panai, kottaip-panai, Tam.; Shritalam, Tel.; Kotap-pana, Malayal. ;
Bajar-battu, tali. Mar. ; Bint, shritale

, tale, Kan. ; Jala, Sing. ; Pebin,
Burm. ; Tali, sritdlam (according to Sir W. Elliot), Sans.

References.

—

Roxb., Fl.'lnd.,Kd. C.B.C., 298-299,• Voigt, Hort. Sub.
Cal., 640; Brandts, For. FI., $49; Kure, For. FI. Burm., II., $24;
Thwattes, Bn. Ceylon PI., 329; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., Supp., 94 ;
Rheede

, Mad., III., t. 1-12; Rumph., II., 174, l. t. 8; Sir Walter

C. 1995
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Elliot, Flora Andhriea, 169; Madras, Man . Admin,, tj : Moodeen
Sheriff, Supp, Pkarm, Ind,, 116; Drury, U, PI,, t$9; Foyle, Fib. PI,,
98 ; Rom Offl. Guide to the Mus, of Ec. Bot,, 71 / Kew Oft, Guide to Bot,
Gardens and Arboretum , 33,

FIBRE.
Leaves.

X996

Fibre-bundle.

1997

Paper (olaa).

1998

Braids.

28?
2000
FOOD.
Sago.

2001

Habitat—A large tree of Ceylon and the Malabar Coast; cultivated
in Bengal and Burma. But Roxburgh says it is *' a native of Bengal,
though scarce in the vicinity of Calcutta. Flowering time, the beginning
of the hot season. The seeds ripen about nine or ten months after-

wards." Reported to be very common in the moist regions of the
Madras Presidency. This tall and handsome tree, 8ir E. Tennet says,
has leaves 16 feet in diameter, each covering an area of 200 superficial feet.

It flowers but once and thereafter dies, and the natives firmly believe that
the opening of the spadix is accompanied with a loud explosion*

Considerable confusion exists, in the writings of authors on economic
subjects, between this palm—the Talipot of Ceylon—and the Palmyra or
Talipot of Bengal and Madras—Borassus fiabeluformis. Many of the uses
of these palms are identical, and the vernacular names are accordingly
misleading.

Fibre.—The leaves are made into fans, mats, and umbrellas, and are
used fo>* writing on. They are also largely employed for thatching. Knox,
a writer quoted by Royle, says :

uOf this, the leaf, being dried, is very strong
and limber, and most wonderfully made for man’s convenience to carry
along with them; for though this leaf be thus broad (enough to cover 15
or 20 men) when :

t is open, it will fold close like a lady’s fan, and then it is

no b :gger than a man’s arm; it is wonderfully light.” Roxburgh remarks
the leaves “ are used to tie the rafters ” of native houses, as they are “ said
to be strong and durable.” It seems probable that, after removing the
edible pulp from the interior of the stem, the long fibro-vascular cords might
be used as a substitute for kittul, similar to the fibres extracted from the
stem of Caryota urens (C. 7x2). These fibres are reported to be softer

and more pliable than those found at the bases of the leaves. Drury states

that " the leaves alone are converted by the Singhalese to purposes of utility.

Of them they form coverings for their houses, and portable tents of a rude
but effective character. But the most interesting use to which they are
applied is a substitute for paper, both for books and ordinary purposes.
In the preparation of olas, which is the term applied to them when so
employed, the leaves are taken whilst tender, and after separating the
central ribs, they are cut into strips and boiled in spring-water. They are
dried first in the shade and afterwards in the sun, then made into rolls

and kept in store, or sent to the market for sale. Before they are fit for

writing on they are subjected to a second process. A smooth plank of

areca palm is tied horizontally between two trees: each ola is then

damped, and a weight being attached to one end of it, it is drawn back-
wards and forwards across the edge of the wood till the surface becomes
perfectly smooth and polished, and during the process, as the moisture
dries up, it is necessary to renew it till the effect is complete. The
smoothing of a single ola will occupy from 15 to 20 minutes.” The writer

cannot discover any description of the preparation of the palm leaves as

adopted in India, and in the case of the Palmyra palm (see B. 7x9), oil is

employed to give the polish. The whole subject of these prepared slips of

f
alm leaves is worthy of more attention, since they are coming into

uropean commerce in the manufacture of ornamental braids and in the

construction of straw or Leghorn hats.

Food.—A kind of sago is yielded by the pith. Little information of

a definite kind can be discovered as to the extent in which this starch is

used in India as an article of food, nor as to the methods adopted in its

c 2001
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Sago Palm ; the Coscinium.
COSCINIUM
fenestratura.

preparation. Knox says of Ceylon that the people ** beat it in mortars to

nour, and bake cakes of it, which taste much like white bread ; it serves

them instead of corn before their harvest is ripe.”

Structure of the Wood.—Soft, with a hard rind composed of blatk
vascular bundles. The vascular bundles in the centre oi the stem are
soft. Roxburgh remarks : " I do not find that the wood is put to any useful

purpose.”
The tree often grows to a great size before flowering ; one whose

measurements were given in the Indian Agriculturist for November
1873 as flowering at Peradeniya, Ceylon, measured : height of stem 84
feet, of flower panicle 21 feet, total 105 feet; girth at 3 feet from the

ground round the persistent bases of the leaves 13 feet 9 inches, at 21

feet from the ground 8 feet 3 inches ; age about 40 years. The leaves

are very large, often 10 to 16 feet in diameter.
Domestic and Economic Uses.—In addition to what has been said of

the leaves being used for fans, umbrellas, &c., it may be here added that

the fruit is hard tike ivory, and is extensively employed in the manufacture
of beads (see B. 837, No. 21) and are known in trade as Bagarbatu nuts.

A considerable trade is done in these nuts from Bombay, the supply
coming apparently from North Kanara and Ceylon. They are sola at

R20 to R25 per candy of 6i6fb. They are also sometimes coloured red and
sold as coral, or are made into small bowls and other ornaments. In

Europe they are now largely employed in the manufacture of buttons.

The trade in these nuts is chiefly carried on by Arabs.

Corypha Taliera, Roxb. / Cor. PL

,

/. 255.

WOOD.
2002

DOMESTIC.
Beads.

2003

Ornaments,

2004
Buttons.

2005

2006

A closely-allied species to the preceding, which bears most of the
vernacular names given above, and is put to the same industrial purposes

;

is a native of the north-eastern coast of Madras, especially in Coroman-
del. A third species may here be mentioned by name C. elata, Roxb.,

FI. Ind., 298, a stately palm and native of Bengal, where it is known as
baj&r, but Roxburgh views C. nmbraculifera as the intermediate form
between Taliera and elata, so that even if future botanists continue to

view all three as distinct species, for industrial purposes, they may be
regarded as but forms of one plant. It would, indeed, be impossible to

separate under these plants the various properties assigned to tnem.

COSCINIUM, Colebr./ Gen. PL, /.,

[Menispermaceje.

Coscinium fenestratum, Colebrooke; FL Br . Ind., Vol. /., 99;

Vera.

—

yhdr-kt-haldi or jhddi-haladi, Dec.; Haldi-gack. Beng.; Mara-

manjal, Tam. ; Manu-pasupu
, Tel. ;

Marada-arishina , Kan. ; Darvi
(Ainslie), ddri-haridrakam (Moodeen Sheriff), Sans. ; Venivel, Sinq.

References.— Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 332 * Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., /
Pharm. Ind., to ; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 461 / Moodeen Sheriff, Subp.
Pharm. Ind., n6; Materia Medica of Madras, n ; Dytnock, Mat. Med.
W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 34 ; U. S. Dispens rsth Ed., 321, 1540 / Bidie, Cat. Raw
Pr., Paris Exh ., 19, 107j Correspondence in the Home Dept, regarding
the Pharm. Ind., 238 ; Perrins in Pharm. Jour., XII., 180—500 ; Drury,
U. PI., 160 ! Christy, Com. PI. and Drugs, pt. 9*P . 65; McCann, Dyes
and Tans Beng., 91 / Liotard, Dyes, App., I. / Mysore Cat. Prod,
shown Cal. Exhib., 47 / Kern Off. Guide to the Mus. of Ec. Bot., p.

Habitat.—An extensive climber, met with in the forests of the Western
Peninsula, and distributed to Ceylon and the Straits.

3F C. 2007
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COSCINIUM The Cosdnium.
fenestratum.

DYE.
2008

MEDICINE
Root.

2009

2010

2011

Dye.—In Dr* U* C. Duffs Materia Medica of the Hindus, Darvi is

given as the Sanskrit for Berberis, sp. Neither Brandis nor Gamble record

that name, nor any apparent derivatives from it to the species of Berberis,

nor is it so given apparently by any other author. Ainslie, on the other

hand, gives Damn as the Sanskrit for Cosdnium fenestratum. Both
Cosdniamand Berberis yield a yellow dye; are valuable medicines; and
the chips of the wood, but for structural peculiarities, could not be dis-

tinguished. Ainslie apparently was labouring under one mistake; he
tome the Maramanjal, Tam., as different from the Vinivel-getta, Ceylon
specimens of which were sent to Roxburgh for identification. General
Macdowall viewed the Ceylon specimens of this species as Colomba root,

but Roxburgh corrected him. Speaking of Mara-manjal Ainslie says,
“ it is sometimes used as a yellow aye,” but this was apparently unknown
to Roxburgh.

Dr. Bidie remarks: “This wood contains much colouring matter,

akin in properties to that of turmeric,” hence the name j r-ki-haldi or

ghach-haldi'. Dr. McOann, and also Mr. Liotard, allude to the properties

of this dye as closely resembling turmeric. The former author says of

the Chittagong district that the bark (sic) ( ? wood) is imported from Kola-
dyne in Arracan. The use of this dye-stuff he describes as follows: u The
bark should be scraped so as to clean it. It is then broken up and steeped
in water for nearly 2 hours, then crushed in a rice-husking machine, after

which the dye is squeezed out of it. The cloth to be dyed is steeped in

the dye three times, and dried in the shade after each steeping.” It may
also be combined with turmeric and other dye-stuffs.

Medidne.—Ainslie says :
“ Mara-manjal is the Tamil name of a round,

yellow-coloured, bitterish root, common in the bazar, about one inch in

circumference, employed in preparing certain cooling liniments for the

head, and is also used as a yellow dye; it is brought from the mountains,
but I have endeavoured in vain to ascertain the plant.” At present the

root is extensively used in the hospitals of the Madras Presidency as an
efficient bitter tonic. A writer quoted by Christie says of Ceylon that this

root is viewed as * a very good substitute for Calumba. I have used it

with good results in the form of tincture and infusion. It has also anti-

septic properties to a great extent, and can be used for dressing wounds
and ulcers.” Moodeen Sheriff, in his new work on the Materia Medica of

Madras (proof sheets of which he has kindly furnished the author with),

says that the action of the drug is " antipyretic, antiperiodic, tonic, and sto-

machic, ” and that it is useful “ in slight cases of continued and intermittent

fevers, in debility, and certain forms of dyspepsia.” He further states

that it may be used in place of cinchona, gentian, or calumba, and that

the doses are the same as with the preparations from the root of Berberis
aristata. Chemically it has been found by Perrins to contain Berbertne

*

The drug is sometimes sold as calumba root or for berberry, from
which it may easily enough be distinguished by the peculiar structure of

the wood. Bright, greenish yellow, with open porous structure, devoid of

concentric rings, but having pronounced medullary rays. It is, besides,

lighterand softer than berberry wood. Dymock remarks :
“ I have not met

with any account of it in native works; but there is reason to believe that it

has sometimes been confounded with Darhalad, the stem of the berberry.

It is sometimes mentioned in the drug sales of Europe as False Calumba
or Tree Turmeric, the latter being literally a translation of many of the
vernacular names of the plant.

Special Opinions.—“ Used in diabetes. It is also stomachic ” (Surgeon*
Major D. R. Thomson^ M*D.9 C. I* E., Madras). "Used also in cases

of suppression of lochia ” (Surgeon-Major J. J. L. Ration, M*D» M*C

C. 20ix
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The Costus.
COSTUS
speciosus.

Salem). “This has been in use for some years in the hospital and found
to be a fairly useful medicine in certain cases of dyspepsia. 1 think it

a fairly good substitute for calumba. It has been used in the form
of powder and infusion. Preparations, &c.—The same as calumba.”
(Apothecary J. G. Ashworth

, In Medical charge, Kumbakonam).
Trade.—The root is sold in Madras at RiJ per maund, and retailed at

2 annas a pound. There are no foreign exports of the root from India
but it may be had in every large bazar throughout the country, so that
there must be a considerable local demand.

Cosmetic Bark, see Murraya exotica, Linn,

COSTUS, Linn.; Gen . PL, III., 646.

Costus arabicUS, see Saussurea Lappa and hypoleuca 5 Composite.

C. speciosus, $m. ; Wight ,
Ic

, 2014; Scitamine*.

Vern. Ktet, ked, Beng., Hind. ; Orop

,

Santal ; Gudirichdkdnda,kemuka,

Bomb. ; Pinnga, penva, Mar.; Bomma kachika, Tel. fl'sjana-kua

,

Mal.;

Keyu , keoli, kutshirin (root), N.-W. P.; Kemuka , Sans. (Sir W. Elliot

f
ives the following as Sanskrit synonyms : Pushkara mulaka and kdsmira.)

ebu

,

Sing. j
Pdldn toung-wtp, Burm.

This seems to be the Tjanakua of Rheede, Mal., XI., 15, f. 8; the

Tsana speciosa, Gmelin, IX . ; and the Herba spiralis hirsuta of

Rumph., Amb.t VL, 143, t 64,/. /.

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C.,20 ; Voigt, Hart. Sub. Cal.,

cj2 • Kurz . Report on Pegu ; Thwaites, Kn . Ceylon PL, 320 ; Dalz. and
Gibs!, Bomb, h, 274; Stewart, Pb. PL, 'p,*3* f Str W. Elliot, FI.

Andhrica, 30, 88, pr, 99, 101, and 160 ; Ainslte, Mat Ind
O'Shauehnessy ,

Beng. Dispens., 652 ; U. L. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.,

304 • DymockyMat. Med. W. Ind., 779 i Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog.,

382) Baden Powell, Pb. Pr.,380s Atkinson, Him. Dist.,733 ; Drury
,

U. PL, 161; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 86 ;

Balfour,
Cyclopatdia\of India

,

under Costus deals purely with SauS-

surea Lappa, but he alludes to Costus speciosus as a native of South

India, Cochin-China, the Moluccas, and Sanda Islands.

Habitat.—One of the most elegant plants of this family ; its spirally-

twisted stem carries its glossy leaves ana white flowers above the brush-

wood in the Indian tropical jungles. It is common everywhere throughout

the country, and especially so in Bengal, where it frequents moist, shady

places, and in the Concan and Coromandel it is equally abundant.

Perfumery.—Piesse says of it : “I have made some experiments with

a sample of kusht ; it appears to be scarcely as odorous as Orris Root.

The tincture has an agreeable smell, and would be useful, but no quantity

has as yet been seen in our markets.” An unlimited quantity might

easily enough be exported from Bengal were some effort made to bring

this root before the perfumers of Europe. There is a strong probability,

however, that Piesse is referring to the root of Saussurea Lappa orS.

hypoleuca, members of the Composite, which were formerly called

Aucklandia Costus. It is remarkable that, while associated with the word

Costus, both these widely different plants should have the same verna-

cular names, and it would be interesting to know for certain which of the

two actually possesses the odour resembling the Orris, a plant nearer allied

botanically to Costus speciosus than to Saussurea. There seems little

doubt however, that the latter and not the former is the drug sold in

Indian bazars; but it is curious how the mistake of confusing two so

widely distinct plants could ever have occurred. It has been deemed

TRADE.
2012

2013

PERFUMERY.
2014

2 P 2 C. 2014
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Cotula or Babdna : Alpine Stocks.
COTULA

anthemoides.

the root stock is said to be used as a substitute for ginger. Dr. Dymock,
commenting on this statement, remarks :

“ The rhizome resembles the
great Galangal in growth and structure, but has no aromatic properties,
the taste being mucilaginous and feebly astringent ; it could only be used
as substitute for ginger by being preserved with a quantity of that root
sufficient to flavour it.” The Revd. A. Campbell says the root is eaten
by the Santals.

COTONEASTER, Medih.; Gen. PL, 1,627.

[Rosacea.
Cotoneaster acuminata, Lindi. ; FI. Br. Ind., Vol. II., 385;

Vern.—Rid, rduns
, rids, ruinish, Hind,

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 209; Gamble, Man. Timb., 171.

Habitat.—A deciduous shrub of the Himalaya, from the Beas to Sik-

kim, and occurring between 4,500 and 13,000 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, like that of C. badllaris ; used for

walking-sticks.

C. badllaris, Wall; n. Br. Ind., Vol. II., 384.

Vem.—/?*, rid, lin, linu, lehan, khdrie, Uni, rdu, redsk, reds, rish
}
sichd,

kkeroa, kherbaba, Pb. Hills; Ruinsh, Jaunsar Bawur; Sichd, jalidar.
Salt Range ; Fauns, Kangra ; Kharwd, Pashtu.

References.—Brandis, For. FI., 208; Gamble, Man. Timb., r71 ; Stewart,

Pb. PI., 79 s Indian Forester, 1885, XI., p. 3 ; Kangra Gag., 30.

Habitat. —A small deciduous tree of the Salt Range, above 1,500 feet;

of the North-West Himalaya, from the Indus to the Sarda, between 5,000
and 10,000 feet ; and of Sikkim and Bhutan.

Structure of the Wood.—White, turning light-red towards the centre,

smooth, very hard, close and even-grained, but splits and warps much.
Used for making walking-sticks; the “ Alpen stocks” sold at Simla are

usually made of this wood, and there is a considerable trade done in ex-

porting it to the plains from many points along the Himalaya. This is

the Cotoneaster obtusa alluded to in the Settlement Report of the Simla
district, in which it is said the hill tribes use the sticks as goads (chunta ).

The larger pieces are made into jampan poles, axe handles, &c. Baden
Powell suggests that it is suitable for turning.

C. microphylla, Wall ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 383.

An ornamental plant introduced into gardens. It is known as Kharis
luni in Kashmfr and Garri in Kumaon. The wood is valued for many
purposes similar to the two preceding species. Used for making baskets,
and mixed with ParrotUi in the construction of twig bridges as in Kashmfr;
the fruit is also sweet.

Cotton and Cotton Manufactures, see the article Gossypium in

Vol. III.

2019

WOOD.
2020

2021

WOOD.
2022

2023

Fruit.

2024

COTULA, Linn.; Gen. PL, II., 428.

Cotula anthemoides, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., 111,316; Composite.

Vern.—Babina, Pb., Hind.

C. 2025
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CRAMBB
cordifolia.

MEDICINE.
„ Flowers.

2026

The Cow Tree.

HAbitat—A small herbaceous plant found in the Gangetic plain, from
Rajmahal and Sikkim westwards to the Panjab.

Medicine.—It furnishes part of the officinal babuna, which is heated
with oil and applied externally in rheumatism, &c. Compare with An-
themis nobilis, Linn., A. 1x85.

§ “The infusion is used as an eye wash, in most diseases of the eye
(Surgeon-Major C. W. Calthrop

, M.D., Morar).

Country Borage, see Coleus aromaticus, Benth . ; Labiatjb.

Cotyledon laciniata, Roxb.

;

see Kalanchoe laciniata, DC.

2027

FOOD.
2028

2029

COUSINIA, Cass.; Gen. PI., II., 467.

Couslnia minuta, Boits. ; FI. Br. Ind 359 ; Composite.

Syn.

—

C. calcitrapiformis, Jauh & Spack.f C. avalensis, Bunge.

Vem.

—

Lakhtei, poll kandieri, or kandidri, Pb.

Reference.—Stewart, Pb. PL, 125.

Habitat.—A small rigid herb, found in a wild state in some parts of the

Western Panjdb plains, and distributed to Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and
Persia.

Food.—The young plant is used as a vegetable in the Salt range
(Stewart).

Covellia glomerata, see Ficus glomerata, Roxb.; Urticacek.

Cow-itch or Cowhage, see Mucuna pruriens, DC.

;

Leguminos*.

Cowrie, Kawrie or Cowdie Pine, commercial name for Dammara aus-

tralis, see under Dammar, Hopes, and also Canarium, C. 273.

Cowrie or Cowry, see Shells, also Beads, B. 380.

COW Tree.—Many plants, with milky sap, receive the name of Cow Tree.
Perhaps the only peculiarity that more especially justifies that name is when
the sap contains very little Caoutchouc and is wholesome. The Cow Tree
of most writers is Brosimum Galactodendron, to which Humboldt was the
first to draw special attention. It is a member of the Bread-fruit family
(Artocarpeae). Several fruitless efforts have been made to introduce this

plant into India, see the Indian Forester, IX., 517.

Crab’s Eye, see Melia Azed&rach ; also Abrus precatorius, A. 73.

Crab Tree, see Pyrus Malus, Linn.; Rosacea.

Crabs, see Crustacea.

2030

FOOD.

2031

CRAMBE, Linn.; Gen. PI., /., 98.

Crambe cordifolia, Stev.; FI. Br. Ind., /„ 165; Crucifer*.

Habitat—A tall herbaceous annual, with leaves nearly a foot in

diameter. Frequent in the North-West Himalaya, Quetta, Western
Tibet, &c. 5 altitude 8,000 to 14,000 feet.

Food.—The young leaves are, in the Sutlej Valiev, eaten as a pot-herb
(Stewart), and in Baluchistan the root is eaten (Stocks).
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Hawthorn: The B41 Fruit of some Writers.
CRATjEVA
religiosa.

CRATAEGUS, Linn Gen . PL, I., 626.

Crataegus ciarkei, Hook. f. ; FL Br. Ind., II., 384; Rosace*.

A species of hawthorn met with in Kashmir, which may be viewed
as intermediate in type between the two following species.

C. crenulata, Roxb.; FI. Br. Ind., Vol. II., 384.
The Himalayan White Thorn.

Syn.—C. Pyracantha, Persoon

;

Mespilus crenulata, Don.
Vem.-~GingdrA

t gtanru, Hind, ; Gengdruy Pb.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 406 f Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal. t

198 / Brandis, For. FI., 208 • Gamble, Man. Timb.
t 170 ; Dale. & Gibs.,

Bomb. FI., Supp.y 132 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 576; Drury, U. PL,
208; Balfour, Cyclop., 836 ; Treasury of Bot., 344.

Habitat.—A large spinescent shrub of the Himdlaya, from the Sutlej

to Bhutdn ; found at altitudes from 5,000 to 8,000 feet, but in Kumdon
at 2,500 feet.

Structure of the Wood.—White, hard, very close and even-grained

;

used as axe handles, staves, &c.

C. Oxyacantha, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., II, 383.

The Hawthorn.

Vern.—Ring, ringo,
ramnia, pingydt, or pinydt, phinddk, patdkhan

f

ban-sanjU, sursinjli, or sinjli, Pb. Himalayas; Ghwanea

,

or ghwardea,
Trans-Indus; Durdna ,

Afgh.

Habitat.—A small tree (20-30 feet), met with in the North-West
Himalayas, from Quetta to the Rdvf basin. Cultivated eastwards near

villages, and in Afghanistan is a favourite tree planted near tombs.

Food.—Cultivated because of its flowers and edible fruit "which is

much better than that of the European hawthorn” (Brandts). " On the

Chen ab, particularly, the fruit is large and really decent eating” (Stewart).

Structure of the Wood.—Hard and durable, used for the same pur-

poses as the preceding.

CRATiEVA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, /, no.

Crataeva religiosa, Forst. ; Fl.Br.Ind., Vol. I., 172 ; Capparidr®.

Syn,— Capparis trifoliata, Roxb.; C. Roxburghii, Ham.; C. Nur-
VALA, Ham.

Vern.—Barna, barun , bildsi, bila, biliana
,
Hind.; BarAn, tikto-shak

,

Beng. ;
Tailadu, bunboronda, Mechi; Purbong

.

Lepcha; Barna,
barndhi

,

Pb., Raj. ; Bela, bel, C. P.; Vdyavarnd, bhdtavarnd, hdda-
varnd, kumla ,

waruna, karoan. Bomb.; KAmla, karwan, Mar.; Mara-
lingam,

marvilingd, narvala, Tam.; Nirvdld, vitusi, Kan., Mal.;
Uskia, usiki,

usiki mdnu, ulimidi, urimidi, urumitti, tella ulimidi, tella

vAle, Tel.; Nirujani

,

Coorg; Kadet , katat, Burm.; Varuna, asma-
righna. Sans. Roxburgh says that it is the Tikta-shaka of Sanskrit

writers.

History.—Linnaeus, and following him Ainslie, confused this plant with

JEgle Marmelos ; the bel fruit was named by the “ Father of Botany ” as

Crataeva Marmelos. To this day, in many parts of India, Crataeva bears

the same vernacular names as A&gle, as, for example, in the Central Prov-

inces and in the Concan. Dr. Moodeen Sheriff (Supp• to Pharm.

2032

2033

WOOD.
2034
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FOOD.
Flowers.

2036
Fruit.«
2038
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HISTORY.
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CRATiEVA
religiosa. Crataeva or Bel.

under Crataeva religiosa, gives the following vernacular names as
applied to medicinal leaves, which, on procuring samples, he found to be the
leaves of AEgle and not of Crataeva :

—

BSUpatr/, Hind. ; Vilvap-pattiri,
bilva-tlai, Tam. ; Bila-patri, Kan. ; and Bilva-patram, Sans. In his
forthcoming: work (the proofs of which the writer has been obligingly
furnished with) he gives the names for the Crataeva leaves, used in South
India, as Barm4-k4-patte, Due.; Mdvalingam-ilai, Tam.; Mavalin-

ga-mdku, Tel. He adds that while the bark is sold in the larger bazars
of India, “the leaves and root-bark” are not sold. It would thus appear
that the medicinal leaves sold at the present day are those of Aigle not
of Crataeva.

A brief review of the confusion which exists, in the literature of
Indian Materia Medica, between /Egle and Crataeva, may prove suggestive
without being supposed to commit the writer to any very pronounced per-
sonal opinion. It is significant that Ainslie, one of the medical officers of

South India and a most painstaking observer, should have written in 1826
that he had never seen the 6e/-fruit tree—Aigle Marmelos. At page 86
of his work he describes it under the old Linnaean name of Crataeva Marme-
los. He quotes Miller’s botanical description for it, gives it the Sanskrit
name of Btlva, the Malay name of Tdnghulo, and the Singhalese Belt,
11 Roxburgh,” he adds, “ speaks of it under the appellation of AEgle Mar-
melos; he tells us that it is 'a pretty large tree, from the rind of which the
Dutch in Ceylon prepare perfume, &c.” At page 188 Ainslie next de-

scribes ^Egle Marmelos, quotes the same botanical description, the same
passage from Roxburgh, and gives it the same vernacular names, only
calling the /Egle Marmelos there described by a slightly different Sans-
krit name

—

Bivalva . In both articles he affirms that the plant dealt with
is the Covalum of the Hort. MaU (Part III., J7). There would seem to be
no doubt that he alludes in both places to the beUivmt. Are we, therefore,

to conclude that in the beginning of the present century the much-prized
bel tree was not cultivated in South India. We can hardly doubt
Ainalie’s meaning when he says “ The species in question I have never
seen nor can we presume that he was labouring under the idea that

Crataeva Marmelos was a different plant from /Egle Marmelos, seeing that

in his two articles upon the medicinal product discussed he quotes the self-

same passages. In the sixteenth century, Garcia de Orta (physician to the

Portuguese Governor of Goa) wrote an account of the fruit under the name
of Marmelos de Benguala (Bengal Quince), and gave it the names of Sirifole

(= Sriphala) and Belli the former, as he says, being the physician's

name for the plant. It is worth noting that the use of the word
• Bengal * practically implies that the Madras supply was imported from
that province. Roxburgh wrote his Flora Indica about the same time as

Ainslie produced his Materia Indica, and the latter author frequently

admits tnat he had seen the MS. of Roxburgh’s work. In the Flora
Indica it is stated of /Eglt Marmelos that it is a native of the mountains
of Coromandel, “ and is also found sparingly, in the low lands.” Is it

thus possible that, before the bel fruit was cultivated to the extent it now
is, Crataeva took its place (at least as a medicine-yielding tree) and was dis-

placed from popular favour, the bel, as we now know it, receiving many
of the older names ? If so, the botanical name religiosa may rest on a
stronger basis than the mere fact that the tree is grown near temples and
tombs. Lisboa says : “So far as my enquiries go, it is not mentioned in

Hindu religious books, nor used in tneir worship.” But does this opinion

rest on the existence in classical literature of descriptions that refer un-
mistakeably to A&gle Marmelos, or simply on the words Btlva, Bel, &c.

c. 2040
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The Bel Fruit and Cratseva.

Botanical evidence would point to Aigle being almost insular in its cha-
racter, and it may be doubted if it is even grown to any extent in the pre-
sent day beyond the limits of peninsular India; it does not succeed, for

example, in Northern Panjdb. But Crataeva is more continental in its

distribution, and is therefore more likely to have been known to the
ancients.

The writers object, however, in suggesting a doubt regarding the
bel fruit will be gained if greater attention is paid to the two most
useful plants

—

JEgle Marmelos and Cratava religiosa.

CRATjEVA
religiosa,

HISTORY.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind. Ed. C.B.C., 426 ; Brandis, For. FI., 16; Kura,

For. FI. Burm. 9 L, 66 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., i$ ; Data. & Gibs., Bomb,
FI., 8 1 Stewart, Pb. PI., 17/ Rheede (Nurvala), Mai . III., p. 49, t. 42

;

Elliot, Flora Andhrica, pp. 180, 18$, 187 / Pharm. Ind., 25; Ainslie

,

Mat. Ind., II 86,197,459; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 9 ; Moo-
deen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm . Ind., iti ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind.,
7/5, 523 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 62; S. Arjun, Bomb.
Drugs, 13 ; PI. and Drugs, Sind, 53 ; Year-book of Pharm., 1873, p. 197 ;
Buchanan-Hamilton, Journey through Mysore and Malabar, Vol. II.,

p. 343; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 576; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 5, 290 ; Bird-
wood., Bomb . Pr., 7j Cen. Prov. Gaz., 59 f R*j. Gat., 21.

Habitat.—A moderately-sized, distorted, unarmed tree, with deciduous
3-foliate leaves. Met with here and there under ‘ultivation, from the Rdvf
eastwards to Assam, Manipur, and Burma. Also in Central and Southern
India and Bengal. Probably wild in Malabar and Kdnara. A favourite
tree near temples and tombs.

Varieties.—The Flora of British India refers the forms of Crataeva to

two varieties, which seem in a measure to correspond with the species of
that genus alluded to by authors on Economic Botany.

Var. 1st, Nurvala. Leaflets ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed ; berry
ovoid-oblong.—This appears to be the C. Nurvala of Hamilton and the
Nurvala of Rheede. Dalzell and Gibson say, this form is the true “ Var-
vanna,” and is met with in the Caranjah Hill, Warree country. Wight
and Arnott (in their Prod. Florce Penins. Ind . Or.) speak of it as “fre-
quent in rich moist soil on the banks of ditches and rivers on the Mala-
bar coast; also in Mysore, where it grows to the height of 15 or 20 feet.”

They also state that it is the C. Tapia, Burnt . {in part), and also the C.
inermis, Linn . (in part).

With the exception of the middle paragraph (which alludes to AZgle
Marmelos) this is the form of Crataeva described by Ainslie (Mat. Ind.,
I., 459), in which he says the leaf is medicinal, being known as “ Veelvie-
elley in Tam.; Bel-kd-pdt, Duk j Bilva-aku, TF.L.;and Vilnza patra.
Sans. These are the names already quoted from Moodeen Sheriff, which
that writer states are now-a-days in Madras at least, given to the leaves
of JEgle Marmelos. There should be no difficulty in distinguishing even
the most fragmentary leaf of Aigle from Crataeva, the presence of the
pellucid glands in the tissue would be proof positive of the leaf not being
Crataeva. Ainslie further states, however, of his plant that “the root, as
it appears in the bazars, has a singular sub-aromatic and bitterish taste,
ana is supposed to possess an alterative quality.” He further observes
“ Our article is the leaf of the Nurvala of Rheede, and the lunu-warna
of the Cyngalese.” Trimen, in his Catalogue of Ceylon Plants, affirms
that the “ lunu-vuarana” of Ceylon is the next variety. This is, there-
fore, the only serious mistake made by Ainslie in his attempt to distin-
guish the two forms of Crateva.

Var. 2nd, Roxburghii. Leaves small, ovate-lanceolate
, abruptly acu-

minate : berry globose.—This is C. Roxburghii, Br., and the C. odora,
religiosa, and unilocularis of Hamilton, and the Capparis trilocularis of

VARIETIES.

Var. 1 t,

Nurvala.

2041

Var. 2nd.
Roxburgh!!.

2042

C. 2042
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CRATiEVA
religiosa.

VARIETIES.

Leaves.

2043
Bark.

2044
Fruits.

2045

Cement.

2046

MORDANT.
2047

MEDICINE.

Forms of Crataeva.

Roxburgh. Dalzell and Qibson say it is common on the banks of the
Nerbudda; Roxburgh, that it is frequent throughout India, flowering at

the beginning of the hot season. Ainslie clearly alludes to this plant in

his article (Mat. Ind., igy) " Crataeva Tapia, Linn.*9 which, he says, is

the Mavilinghum puttay, Tam.; Birmiki-chawl, Dux.; Maredit patta,

Tel.; Tapia,* Hind.; Varuna, also Varana, Sans. He further calls it

the “ Smooth Tapia or Garlic Pear/* the latter name, as he explains,

being due to the fruit having “a strong smell of garlic, which it commu-
nicates to the animals which feed on it. Speaking of the medicinal pro-
perties of this species Ainslie remarks : “The juice of the astringent bark
of this tree, though Dr. Buchanan says it is useless, the Vytians prescribe

as a tonic in intermittent fever and in typhus; a decoction of the bark
itself is also used for a similar purpose ; of the latter the dose is half a
tea-spoonful twice or thrice daily/* Sir Walter Elliot alludes to this

form in his Flora Andhrica (pp . 180, 185, i8j), and gives it the Telegu
names of ulimidi, usiki m&nu, tella-ulimidi.

It may be worth pointing out that it is the leaves of variety Nurvala
and the bark of variety Roxburghii that are mainly deemed medicinal.
The fruits are apparently not used medicinally, but the two forms may
be readily recognised by their fruits, ovoid in the former, globular in the
latter. This fact is alluded- to by Ainslie, but it is somewhat surprising
that he does not tell us whether or not the natives of India were in his

day aware of the rubefacient properties of the leaves of variety Roxburghii.
He states, however, that in Jamaica, where that form also grows, “ Braham
says, the fruit is cooling, and the leaves are applied externally to take
away inflammations about the anus, and also for the ear-ache.** Of
another Jamaica species, C. gynandra, he says “ that the root blisters like

cantharides.*’

These facts are of the greatest importance, in the confirmation which
they afford to the opinions, expressed on a further page, by Dr. Moodeen
Sheriff, as to the rubefacient properties of the leaves. It would be
instructive to learn whether these properties were common to both forms
of C. religiosa, or only possessed by the form which bears Dr. Roxburgh’s
name. There is also another point of some importance. Ainslie in his

article on ** Crataeva Marmelos ” {Mat. Ind., /., 86), which is clearly an
account of Aigle Marmelos, and again, in the 2nd paragraph of his

article on “Crataeva religiosa/* refers to a resin found within the fruits,

which he regards as of great value “ in clearing foul ulcers.** It is also used,
he informs us, “in the arts as a cement.** This resin and cement is well

known to be produced in the fruits of AEgle Marmelos (around the seeds)

(see A. 536). In Stewart’s Panjdb Products, however, it is stated that

the fruits of C. religiosa are in Jhelum “ mixed with mortar to form a
strong cement.** This fact, if confirmed, only shows in how many different

ways the confusion between two so widely different plants as ASgle and
Crataeva becomes possible.

Gum and Dye.—“Aitchison states that at Jhelum the fruit is mixed
with mortar to form a strong cement, and the rind as a mordant in dyeing **

(Stewart).

Medicine.—From what has been said it may be inferred that some
doubt still exists as to whether the medicinal products of Crataeva can be
spoken of as afforded by the one species or two species. The writer must

* A name which does not appear now to be in use in Hindustan, although men-
tioned by the older writers.
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The Nurrala.

content himself with having indicated that, according to the literature of the

subject, the medicinal bark to be had in the bazars is obtained apparently
from variety NurvalA and the rubefacient leaves from variety Roxburghii.
If this proves correct it would become of the utmost importance, in all

efforts towards more extensively utilizing these drugs, that the two forms
should be carefully distinguished. It may, in fact, be due to an oversight

of this nature that the drug Nurvala has fallen into discredit. .

Dr. Dymock, in his account of Cratseva, alludes apparently to both
forms collectively. He says ; “ in Bombay the leaves are used as a remedy
for swelling of the feet, and a burning sensation in the soles of the feet, a
common complaint of a somewhat obscure nature. The leaf-juice is given

in rheumatism in the Concan in doses of £ to 3 tolas, mixed with

oocoa-nut juice and ghi. In caries of the bones of the nose the leaf is

smoked and the smoke exhaled through the nose. The bark and the leaf

pounded and tied in a cloth are used as a fomentation in rheumatism.”
“ The bark of the stem and root of this plant forms the principal medi-

cine for calculus affections. It is said to promote the appetite, increase

the secretion of the bile, act as a laxative, and remove disorders of the

urinary organs” (U. C. Dutt ). Irvine (Mat. Med., Patna
,
p. 128) says

of the barun, Cratseva Tapia : “The fruit and bark are used in embroca-
tions in rheumatism; not given internally.” In the Manual of Trichino-

poly (p. 77), it is stated of w Crataeva (nurvala

)

religiosa ” the “ Mari-

lingai, Tam.,” that “ the leaves, bark, and roots are used medicinally.”

But the most complete account of the medicinal virtues of Crataeva will

shortly appear in Dr. Moodeen Sheriffs Materia Medica of Madras.
That author says: “The bark is sold in some large bazars of India, not
the leaves and root-bark.”

Special Opinions.—§ The following brief note has been kindly furnish-

ed for the present publication
a The bark of Crataeva religiosa is demulcent, antipyretic, sedative, and

alterative tonic, and the fresh leaves and root-bark are rubefacient and
vesicant. The bark is also useful in some cases of urinary complaints
and fever, and in some mild forms of skin diseases in which sarsaparilla

is generally resorted to. It also relieves vomiting and symptoms of

gastric irritation. It is administered in decoction prepared by bruising

and boiling four ounces of it with one pint and a half of water till the liquor

is reduced to one pint and strained when cool. The dose of the decoction

is from two to four ounces. Bruised well with a little vinegar, lime-juice,

or hot water, and applied to the skin in the form of a poultice or paste, the

fresh leaves of C. religiosa act as a rubefacient and vesicant so efficiently

that I do not hesitate in saying that they are not only much superior to the
mustard seeds in this country, but also quite equal if not superior to the flour

of that drug imported from Europe. From 5 to 15 minutes is the time
required for them to produce their full effect as a rubefacient, and if kept
longer than this in contact with the skin they begin to act as a vesicant,

The possession of one or two trees of C. religiosa by each hospital will cer-

tainly save it from the cost of the supply of Europe mustard for external
use. The plant grows well with ordinary care. The fresh root-bark is

also a very good rubefacient and vesicant, but it is rather too dear and
not procurable in large quantities ”

(Moodeen Sheriff, Khan Bahadur,
Honorary Surgeon, Triplicane Dispensary, Madras).

Food.—The fruit is said to be sometimes eaten (C. P. Gas., 59).
Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish white, when old turning light-

brown, moderately hard, even-grained. Used for drums, models, writing,

boards, combs, and in turnery. In Trichinopoly it is also used “for
making planks and as firewood.”

CRATffiVA
religiosa,

MEDICINE.
Bark.
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Crinum amoenum,

Toxicarium.

[.Kunth , Enum. t V p. 362 ; Amaryllideje.
Roxb., FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , Herbert, 233;

CRINUM
asiaticum.

2o6i

Vtgn.—Gocinda, Sylhet.
References.—Drury, FI. Ind., ///., 454/ P**#, /for*. Cal., S90.

Habitat.-—A native of Nepdl, Sylhet, and Burma, flowering nearly all

the year, but mainly in the hot and rainy seasons j the flowers are large
and white.

C. asiaticum, Linn.

;

var. toxicarium, Herbert, Bot. Mag., 1 073. i

Syn.—C. toxicarium, Roxb., and of Wight, Ic., 2021 / C. brevikolium,
Roxb.; C. declinatum, Herbert, and of Wxlld.; C. asiaticum, Linn.;

(

Bot. Mag., 1073, 2908, 2239

;

of Herbert, p. 243, and of Kunth, Enum.,
V.. P • 547 (non C. asiaticum, Roxb., FI. Ind.).

Vtm.—Chindar
,
kanwal, pindar, kantnu, Hind.; Nagdown (according to

Dymock), Bomb.; Nagdamani, Guz. ; Nagadavana, Mar.; Nagin-

ka-paita, Duk.; Bara-kanur, nagdaun, boda-kanod (gaer-honar-patta,

according to Bidie, Dymock, &c.), Beng. ; Visha-mungil, Tam.;
Kesar-chettu, visha mungali , lakshmindrayand chettu, Tel. ; Kdydngi ,

Burm.; Tolabo, Sing. {Visha-mungil, Tam. in Ceylon); Man-sy-lan,
Cochin-China (sqs Loureiro's Flora, Cochin-China,

,
I., 198; Vishaman

data. Sans.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 283 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

S88 ; Ihwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 324 ; Trimen
, Cat. Ceylon PI., 93; Dale. &

Gibs., Bomb. FL, 275 \ Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and SindPL, 148 ; Elliot, Flora
Andhrica, 90, 106, 193 / Rheede, Hort. Mai. , XI., t. 38 / Rumph., Amo., VI.,

t.69 ; Drury, Handbook ofthe Indian Flora, 111
., 452 ; Grah., Cal. Bomb.

PL, 216; Pharm. Ind., 234; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., II., 464; O'Shaugh-
nessy, Beng. Dispens ., 655; Moodeen Sheriff. Supp. Pharm. Ind., 33,
39, 118: Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 820 ; Bent. & Trim.,
Med. Pl.,27s;S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 196 ; K L. De, Indigenous
Drugs, Ind., 12$; Murray, Pl. and Drugs, Sind, 19; Bidie, Cat. Raw
Pr. Paris Exh., 18 ; Home Dept, correspondence regarding Pharma-
copoeia ofIndia, 325* 437, 232, 225 >

Rev. A. Campbells Report on Emn.
Prod., Chutia Nagpur, 31 ; Report on Pegu, by Kure ; Drury, U. PL,
162; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 256, 270 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 89;
Balfour, Cyclop ., 837 ; Treasury of hot., 34s -

Habitat.—A fairly abundant cultivated plant, its erect stems with their

crown of large graceful leaves forming almost a characteristic feature of

Indian gardens. It may be doubted, however, as to its being a native,

although many writers have alluded to it as found in a semi-wild condition

in various parts of tha country. Dr. Hove apparently met with it in the

Thana district, Bombay, in 1787. Roxburgh urges the importance of the
erect stem in distinguishing it from C. defixum, and he expresses the opi-

nion that it may be a native of Ceylon. Speaking of that region Thwaites
remarks that “ it is very abundant on tne sea-coast of the island,” and
** frequently planted as a fence for native gardens near the sea.”

Although thus not established as an indigenous plant, from the con-
fusion in the synonymy of the Indian Crinums, many writers on Indian
Economic Botany give the facts they publish under the name C. asi-

aticum. This idea has been followed m the present article, but it is

probable future investigation may relegate to C. defixum, C. amoenum,
or C. pratense much of what is here given under the popular name
C. asiaticum.

Medicine.—Ainslie wrote in 1826: “The succulent bitterish leaves of

this plant, which are about 2 inches broad and 3 feet long, the natives

bruise and mix with a little castor-oil, so forming an application which
they think useful for repelling whitlows, and other inflammations that

come at the end of the toes and fingers ; the juice of the leaves is employed

C. 2064

2062

MEDICINE
Leaves.

2063
Juice.
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CRINUM.
pretense

Toxicarium—a useful Emetic.

BDICINB
Root.

2065

Extract.

2066

Bulb.

2067

2068

MEDICINE.

2069
2070

for the ear-ache in Upper India. In Java, by Horsfield’s account, this

plant is reckoned one of the most satisfactory emetics the inhabitants have.”
“ It i9 the root (P bulb) chewed that is the emetic, provided a little of the

juice is swallowed.” Sir Wil liam O’Shaugh nessy, who wrote some 20 years

later, says s
" From two to four drachms of the recent root or stem, bruised

into a paste, and this squeezed through cloth, affords a juice which proves
emetic after a few minutes ; in smaller quantities it is nauseant and dia-

phoretic ; we have never known it to occasion any untoward symptoms.
The dried sliced roots are also an efficient emetic, but require to be given
in double the dose of the recent article.” The extract, whether watery or

alcoholic, is very uncertain in its action. In the form of a syrup it may
probably be found to retain the native principles of the recent plant. The
tincture of the fresh plant does not succeed, doubtless in consequence of

the large quantity of spirit counteracting the emetic effect by its stimu-

lating energy.
These two passages express all that has since appeared, as, for example,

in the Pharmacopoeia of India ; Drury, Murray, K. L. De, and indeed most
subsequent writers, repeat in other sentences the same facts. Dr. Dymock
adds :

"
I have not met with any account of this drug in native works on

Materia Medica, nor doe9 it appear to be used in Bombay, though the plant

is very common. In the Concan the leaves smeared with mustard oil or
mutelare warmed and bound round inflamed joints.” Alluding to Ainslie’s

remark regarding the juice being used for ear-ache. Dr. Dymock gives
as a footnote s

“ A well-known popular U9e of the plant ; the leaves are

|

slightly roasted, and the juice is then expressed ana a few drops poured
into the ear.”

The bulb of the so-called Crinum asiaticum is made officinal in the
Indian Pharmacopoeia as an emetic, nauseant, and diaphoretic.

Special Opinions.-—§ " The juice expressed from the leaves has a sooth-

ing effect in cases of ear-ache ; it should be applied locally ” {Civil Surgeon

J. Anderson , M.B., Bijnor). “ Used in whitlows and other local inflam-

mations ” {Dr* H. W. Hill, Manhhoom).

[ 2208

.

Crinum defixum, Her. (and of Gawl Herbert, p. 2$$ 1 Bot., Mag.,

Syn.

—

c. ASIATICUM, Roxb. (non Linn.), FI, Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 283;
C. Roxburgh 11, Dalz., FI. Bomb., 275

;

Belutta pola talv, Rheede

,

XI., t. 3$; Radix toxicaria secunda, Rumph., VI., 156 .

Vern.

—

Suk-darshan, Beng. ; Nagdown. Bomb.; Kesar chettu, Tel.;

Hintolabo, Sing, (according to Ainsfie).

References.—/^*. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 275 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 204.

Habitat.—A native of the Concan, of Coromandel, and of many
parts of Bengal, as, for example, the Sunderbands. Flowers large,

sessile, white, fragrant during night; flowering time, the close of the

rainy season. Dalzell and Gibson say it is common on the banks of

the Deccan rivers. It delights in swampy situations where mud abounds.
Roxburgh lays stress upon the fact that this species is stemless in dis-

tinguishing it from C. asiaticum, Linn, (toxicarium, Roxb.). It produces
long stolon iferous roots from the top of the bulb which penetrate the mud.

Medicine.—Lisboa says the bulb is boiled and eaten as shak-baji.

C. pratense, Herbert ; AmarylL, 256

.

Syn. —C. longifolium, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 2841 C. laurifo-
lium, Herbert & Roxb.; C . elegans, venustum, and canalifolium,
Carey.

Vera.

—

Pa-taing, Burm.
References.

—

Voigt, ffort. Sub. Cat., Bot . Mag., t. 2592 and 2121.
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The Common Crocodile. CROCODILUS
paiustns.

Habitat.—A native of the interior of Bengal, Sylhet, Pegu, 8rc., flower-
ing time the rainy season. Flowers large, white, fragrant. A variable
plant, some of the names given above belonging to what may prove re-
cognisable forms.
A closely allied plant to C. defixum, being more elegant but does not 2071

possess the long spindle-shaped root of that species (Roxb.). The form
described by Roxburgh under the name C. laurifolium occurs in Pegu

:

it has very long weak recumbent leaves (2 inches by 5 feet).

Crinum
9 sp. (found in Chutia Nagpur.)

Mr. O. B. Clarke writes of this plant that he is unable to name it, and
presumes it may be an undescribed species. In that case it should bear the
discoverer’s name— the Rev. A. Campbell. Mr. Clarke also informs the
writer that he has collected another species in the tanks of Chutia Nagpur
which flowers in November; he views this as distinct from the common Sunder-
band species, which flowers in May.

Vera.—Sikyom baha

,

Santal.

Habitat.—High and dry situations in Chutia Nagpur, flowering dur-
ing the hot season before the leaves appear. In some respects, this

resembles C. latifolium as described in Roxburgh’s Flora Indica.
Medicine.—Mr. A. Campbell says :

“ The bulb is sometimes as large
as a good-sized turnip, and of the same shape. A decoction prepared
from it is given internally and pounded and made into a paste; it is

also applied externally by the Santals in dropsy. It is used for the
diarrhoea of cattle.”

2072

2073

MEDICINE.
Bulb.

2074

C. zeylanicum, Linn

.

/ Wight
,
Ic. 2019-20 .

Syn.—C. ornatum, Herbe-t; C. zeylanicum, Roxb. ; C. latifolium,
Roxb. ; C. moluccanum, Roxb.

;

C. Herbertianum, Herb., p. 263 ; also
Wall., PI. As. Rat., 2, p . 145.

Vera.

—

Sukh-darsa n, Beno.; Gadambikanda, Bomb.; Goda-mdnil,
SlNQ.

References.—Tulipa Javanica, in Rumpk., Amb., V., t. 10S ; Sjovanna

-

pola-tali in Rkeede, Hort. Mai., XI., t. 391 Bot. Mag., trfr, 2217, 2292,

and 2466 • Roxb., FI. Itid ., Ed. C.B.C., 286 ; Grah ., Cat. Bomb. PI., 216 ;

Kunth, Enum., 573 S Thwaites, En. Ceyl. PI., 324 I Trimen, Cat. Ceylon

PI,, 93; Drury, Handbook , FI. Ind., III., 454; Dymock, Mat. Med. West
Ind., 2nd Ed., 822.

Habitat.—A very variable plant, some of the above synonyms corre-

sponding to well marked varieties, which, in a work on economic products,

may, however, with safety, be treated collectively. It is fairly plentiful

throughout the Peninsula of India—the Concan, Bengal, Coromandel,

Burma, &c. It flowers in the rainy season, frequenting low, rich, unculti-

vated damp grounds ; the flowers are fragrant, white, streaked with pink, or

more or less reddish. The form which Roxburgh named C. latifolium

flowers in April, is stemless, and has a spherical bulb often 2 feet in cir-

cumference.
Medicine.—Dymock remarks of this species s “The bulb is extremely

acrid, and is used for blistering cattle, a slice being bound upon the skin.

When roasted it is used as a rubefacient in rheumatism.”

2075

MEDICINE.
Bulb.

2076

CROCODILE (CROCODILUS, Cuv.).

Crocodilus palustris, Less.

The Common Crocodile, often vulgarly called in India, the

Alligator—an American Reptile,

c. 2077
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CROCUS
sativus.

The Crocodile ; Saffron,

..
Thc

.

re
Jf®

apparently two other species besides the above met with in
India, via., C. porosus, Schneid., and C. trigonops, Gray. The long snouted
Gaviall lives on fish and turtles, and frequents the rivers of India alone with the
Crocodile.

2078

2079
2080

2081

Vom.—Magr, kumhir, Hind, ; Sisan, Sind.

Habitat,—Found throughout India and Ceylon, affecting rivers, lakes,

marshes, and even the sea coast. It may be recognised by its shorter

and broader snout than that of the Gavial, and by the first and the fourth

tooth of the lower jaw fitting into the tipper.

Although held sacred in many parts of India (and sometimes even
tamed so far as to come for food when called, as, for example, at the Mug-
ger Pier), the Crocodile is the terror of the rural inhabitants of India along
the basins of the great rivers, not even the stakes placed around bathing
places proving an effectual protection. The Crocodile often attains a
great size, being from t5 to 30 feet in length, and although it is reported

to eat the dead bodies thrown into the rivers, it lives mostly on live

animals, taking human beings when pressed for other food.

Economic Products.

—

Oil, Skin, Musk, and Flesh.
Crocodile Flesh.—It many parts. Crocodile flesh is said to be eaten or

used medicinally.

Crocodile Skin.—See Hides.

Crocodile Musk.—The natives of Africa appear to regularly extract

the musk-glands of the Crocodile. Dr. Forbes Watson, in his Industrial

Survey of India, page 392, alludes to a sample of this substance procured
from Travancore.

Crocodile Oil,—The oil of the Indian Crocodile contains a larger

quantity of solidifiable fat than either neat’s-foot or any fish-oil. It is pre-

pared by the Sanif tribe, in the Panjdb, who eat crocodile flesh, ana is

also said to be procurable in abundance at Agra (Spons* Encyclop .,

S rS6h

2082

2083

CROCUS, Linn.; Gen. PI., III., 693.

This is the jcpoico? °f Dioscorides. It is not alluded to by the earlier

Sanskrit writers, but Arabian authors speak of it as cultivated in the tenth century

at Darband and Ispahan, and Chinese writers state that it was introduced into

their country by the Muhammadans in the Yuen dynasty (A. D. 1280).

Crocus sativus, Lintt. ; Royle,
III. Him . Bot., t. go ; Iride2&.

Saffron.

Vern.—ya/Van, Beng. ; KSsar, eafran, Hind.; Safran, kessar, kecara.

Bomb.; Kecara, Mar.; Keshar,
Guz. ; Kunkuma,

kdsmtrajanmd

(Ainslie), kumkuma ( Dutt),* mra* (Dymock), Sans.; Zaafardn,

Arab., Pxrs. ; Kungumapu, Tam.; Kunkum apave, Tel. ; Thanwai,

(Mr. Oliver, Forest Officer in Burma, informs the writer that this is the

name for Turmeric not Saffron. The word appears in various works under
Saffron and is therefore given here for tne present), Bukm. j Kong

,

Kashmir
; KUrkum, Bhote ; Zafar, Turki (according to Aitchison).

References.—DC., Orta. Cult. PI., 166; Pharm . Ind., 235 ; Ainslie,

U. S. Disiens.. 15th Ed., SOT ; Bent. & Trim., Med. Med. PI., 274;

S.Artun, Bomb. Drugs, 14*; K. L. De, Indig. Drugs, 42 ; Murray, PI.

and drugs, Sind, 20 9 Year Boor Pharm., 1874, P- [35, ^76, 149 Baden
Powell, Pb. Pr., 381 / Lisboa, U. PI Bomb., 177 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr.,88,

305 i Liotard, Dyes, 94, 96, App.,lV., VI.9 Spons, Encyclop., 866; Stm-
monds, Trop. Agri., 379*
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Saffron; Indian Crops. CROPS.

Habitat.—The European supply of this plant comes from France,
Spain* and Italy. It is cultivated in Kashmir at Pimptir near the capital.

In Honigberger’s time the cultivation of Saffron appears to have been a
State monopoly in Kashmir. The Indian supply is obtained from France,
China, Kashmir, and a small quantity from Persia, in the form of cakes
known as Kesar-ki-rote.

Dye.—It is chiefly used in Europe as a dye, and to colour cheese, pud-
dings, &c., but very little as a medicine. In India it is too expensive to
be used as a dye-stuff* It is, however, held in high esteem as a medicine.
The product is obtained from the stigmas of the flowers, 4,000 of which
are required to produce an ounce of saffron.

Medicine.—As a medicine it is used in fevers, melancholia, and enlarge-
ment of the liver. It has also stimulant and stomachic properties, is

highly thought of as a remedy for catarrhal affections of children, and is

used in certain Indian dishes as a colouring agent. Mullahs (priests)

make a kind of ink with this substance with which they write charms
(Dr. Emerson). In over-doses it is generally reported to act as a nar-
cotic poison. Ainslie gives perhaps the most complete account of the
native uses of this drug, and of the opinions which prevailed among
Anglo-Indian physicians at the beginning of the present century, when it

was viewed as an antispasmodic and emmenagogue; it is now chiefly used
as a colouring agent. Dr. Dymock states that the Persian and Kashmir
Saffron is rarely met with in Bombay, the Chinese and European im-
ported article being deemed much superior. Ainslie and O’Shaughnessy
speak of the Indian Saffron as adulterated with safflower (Carthamus ttnc-
torius).

Chemistry.—§
“ The colour of saffron is due to the presence of a glu-

coside polychroit, which is decomposed by acids, with the formation of a
new colouring principle Crocin ” (Prof. Warden, Calcutta). For full

particulars as to the chemistry of this drug see the Pharmacographta, p.
666,

Trade in Saffron.—The imports of foreign saffron were in 1882-83, 226
cwt. valued at §44,25,124, and in 1886-87, 268 cwt. valued at R5,50,383.
Of the Indian imports the bulk comes from France.

SAFFRON.

DTE.
2084

MEDICINE,
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CHEMISTRY.
2087

.

TRADE.

CROPS.
An important feature of Indian Agriculture is the fact that, through the

presence of extensive montane tracts, India possesses considerable areas
that are under temperate influences, as well as vast expanses that are
purely tropical. Between these two conditions almost every possible
gradation exists in which the tendency to extreme humidity or extreme
aridity modifies the general character. From this point of view alone
India may be said to be capable of producing the crops of the arctic, the
temperate, or the tropical regions, or of the deserts and swamps of the
world. But superadded to geographical peculiarities, it possesses soils
diversified from that of the sandy desert through every grade of rich fertile

loam and humus to the recently-formed muddy swamp. Then, again, the
periodicity of the climate enforces a system of agriculture quite dissimilar
to that of Europe. In the greater part of India the rains occur during
certain months, so that the year may be divided into three seasons—the Hot
season. Rainy season, and Cold season ; and as a rule each of these seasons
produces its characteristic crops, so that the cultivator has usually two and
sometimes three harvests a year. This is modified in certain provinces
through the rains not occurring at the same period. Thus, in Bengal,
Bombay, the greater part of the Central Provinces, and in Berar, the rains

C. 2089
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CROPS.
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2094
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Indian Crops.

occur in June, July, August, and September, being preceded by the hot
season, and followed by the cold. In the Panjdb, while rain falls during
those months, it is not so heavy as in December, January, and February.
Rain during March in the Panjdb and North-West Provinces would be
most injurious. The Panjib, North-West Provinces, and Rajputana have
two seasons of rain—July, August, and September, and again December,
January, and February. In Madras, while showers fall during June, July,
and August, and on the western coast constitute as well marked a rainy
season as in Bengal, still the greater part of the Southern Presidency does
not obtain its proper rainv season until October and November. Indeed,
the commencement of the rains in Madras is the truest indication of the
close of the rainy season of Northern India. Western Rajputana, a large
portion of Sind, and the Southern Panjib, have no regular rains, and are
collectively often spoken of as the rainless area of India. It will thus be
seen that to study the crops of India, the closest attention must be paid to
this shifting of what in each province is generally called its rainy season.
In the regions indicated as possessing two periods of rainfall, two well-

marked crops exist—the spring or rabi crop, and the autumn or kharif.

The temperate mountains within these regions have accordingly a fall of

snow during winter (corresponding to the winter rains at lower altitudes),

and but for the existence of a mid summer to early autumn rainy season
they approximate to the conditions which prevail in Europe. Taking thus
into consideration the varied nature of the soil, and the climatic peculiari-

ties, India may practically be said to be capable of producing any known
vegetable product. Even in the plains (in a large portion at least of

India), the winter temperature is such that temperate annual crops may be
raised. The following may be given as a brief classification ot the chief

crops, but fuller particulars will be found regarding each in its alphabetical
place in this work.

fit, Cereals.—This includes Wheat, Rice, Oats, Barley, Indian-corn,
Millets (various kinds), and Coix (Job’s tears). (Conf. with Cereals.)

2nd, Pulses.—Such as Gram, Peas, Beans, Lentils, &c. (Conf. with
Pulses.)

3rd, Other Grains.—Buckwheat, Amarantus, Chenopodium,&c. This
practically embraces all seeds which are ground into flour or eaten boiled
as a staple article of diet, but which do not belong to the Graminejb
(Cereals), or to the Lbguminos^ (Pulses). (Conf. with Grains.)

4th, Spices and Condiments.—Turmeric, Ginger, Cumin, Coriander*
Caraway, Pepper, Betel-leaf, Capsicum, Cardamum, &c., &c. (Conf. with
Spices.)

5th, Starches and Sugar.—Sugar-cane, Arrow-root, Sago, &c. (Conf.
with Starches.)

6th, Garden Products and Vegetables.—Potatoes, Yams, Colocasia,

Cabbage, Gourds, Melons, Cucumbers, &c., &c. * (Conf. with Vegetables.)

The above might be grouped as edible products, but there are other
crops some of them of even great importance, such as

—

9th, Fibres.—Cotton, Silk, Jute, Sunn-hemp, and many others, the
fibre from Hibiscus cannabinus being, after sunn-hemp, the next most im-
portant of fibre crops. (Conf. with Fibres.)

8th, Dyes.—Indigo, Safflower, A1 (Morinda tinctoria), Madder, &c.
(Conf. with Dyes and Tans.)

gth. Narcotics.—Opium, Ganja, Tobacco, Tea, and Coffee. (Conf.

with the separate accounts of each of these products and with the article

Narcotics.)

C. 2098
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Crops; Sunn-Hemp.
CROTALARIA

juncea.

ioth. Oil-seeds.—Ground-nut, Rape, Mustard, Cotton-seed, Lin-
seed, Opium-seed, Castor-oil, Gingelly or Sesame-oil, &c. (Conf. with
Oils.)

These are the principal crops of India, but the agriculturists have
often other industries to occupy their attention, such as the collection of
forest or jungle produce,—e.g., Lac, Cutch, Myrobalams, Wild silks, Gums
and Resins, and Medicinal substances, or the extraction of the Palm juice,

used either in the distillation of spirits or in the preparation of sugar. Fruit
trees are rarely grown as a source of revenue, although every villager has,
as a rule, a few of most of the following : Plantain, Mango, Guava, Ber
(the plum of the plains). Pine-apple, Custard-apple, Oranges, Lemons, &c.

2099

CROTALARIA, Gen . PL, 4?g,

A genus of plants closely allied to the Broom, the generic name being derived

from the Greek uparaXor (a castanet), in allusion to the rattling noise made
by the loose seeds within the inflated pods. This same idea, according to

Sir Walter Elliot, is implied by the Sanskrit name Chantdr avarnu.

2100

Crotalaria Burhia, Hamilt. ; FI, Br, Ittd., II., 66 ; Leguminosa.

Vera•~Sts, stssdi, meini, pola, khippt, buta, khep, khip, hhif, lhata, but
Idthia, kharsan kauridla, Pb. ; Ghagari, Mar. ; Ghugharo, Guz.

;

Drunnd, Sind.
References.

—

Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. Ft., $4; Stewart. Pb. PI., 64; Aitchi-

son. Cat. Pb. and Sind PI., 37 ; Mueller, Select Extra-tropical Plants, 86;
Murray, PI. and Drugs, Sind, U2; Raden Powell, Pb.Pr., $08; Lisboa,
U. PI. Bomb., 231 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Prod., 13a ; Boyle, Fib. PL, 272;
Bajputana Gas., 30.

1

Habitat.—A low under-shrub, abundant in the sandy plains of Sind*
Panjab, Raiputana, and Cambay, ascending to 4,000 feet in altitude.

Fibre.— Is said by Mr. Baden Powell to yield a good fibre for cord-
age; used, to some extent, in the Panjdb in place of the 5«»«-hemp
(C. juncea) of other provinces.

Medicine.—-The branches and leaves are used as a cooling medicine.
Fodder.—The Rajputana Gazetteer states that the plant is much

valued as a fodder.

C. juncea, Linn. ; FL Br. lnd., II., fg.

Sunn or Sunn-Hemp or Indian Hemp, False Hemp, Brown
j

Hemp, Bombay or Salsette Hemp, Wuckoo-nar (or|

Travancore Flax), Jubbulpur Hemp, &c., &c.

Syn.—C. tenu 1folia, Boxb.
Vera.

—

San, sanai, sani (or sun, shon). Hind., Beng.
j Ausd, suita ,

Assam j San,phulsan, arjha san, N.-W. P. ; San tdg

,

Bomb. ; Sini, tug

-

san, Sind; San
, suna, Guz.; San, ghagharu tag, Mar.; San , tdg

%

janab, Dec. ; ^fenappa, janttmu, janapa (or shanapam), Tam. and Tel. •

Janapa, pulivanji, vakkavanji, chanam, Mal.; Wucku, Travancore ;

Sanabu shanabind,pundi

,

Kan.; Pan {}),paikhsan,paik(iven, Burm.
;

Hana, Sing. ; San

,

Phrs.; Sana (ghantdravarnu

,

a generic name accord-

ing to Sir Walter Elliot), Sans.

According to some writers the name Ambddi or ambM is, in Western
India, given to this plant, but it seems probable that that name should
be restricted to Hibiscus cannabinus. Indeed, it has been found difficult

to arrive at any definite idea regardingthe present area under sunn-hemp
cultivation from the fact that the above Hibiscus appears to be confused
with it. In Bengal, and indeed in some part$ of the N.-W. Provinces,

3 * 3 c. 2105

2Z0Z

FIBRE.
2102

MEDICINE.
Branches.
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FODDER.
2Z04
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History of Sunn-Hemp.

sunn or san is applied to the true hemp plant, a prefix being given to dis-
tinguish the fibre of Crotalaria, such as Phul-sunn , Bhdga-sunn, and BddaU
sunn . In Bengal this is known as Chunpdt But pdtsan and mestapdt
are generally applied to Hibiscus cannabinus. Even the term san is

thus often loosely used, being sometimes given to Hibiscus cannabinus,
and at other times to jute. Indeed, Sanai or Sant is a safer name to use
for this plant than the one in general use* sunn (san hemp). In the publi-
cations issued by certain provinces information occurs regarding " Bombay
hemp ” as distinct from “ sunn-hemp ; ” in others these are returned as
one and the same substance, while Cannabis sativa and Hibiscus cannabi-
nus are separately reported. It would thus appear that the term “ Bombay
hemp ” is often, though incorrectly, given to the Amb£di fibre, Hibiscus
cannabinus. It is thus unfortunate that, in modern commerce, the term
“hemp” should ever have come to be applied to any but the true hemp
plant, as, by this usage, widely dissimilar products have been almost
hopelessly confused. The sunn is a bush closely allied to the English broom
or the Indian ddl , while the ambdri is a Hibiscus or cotton-looking plant
with sharply-cut leaves not unlike those of the hemp plant,—hence the
specific name cannabinus. The true hemp has its nearest affinity, of fibre-
yielding plants, in the common nettle. The hemp fibres thus afforded by
these three plants have little or nothing in common.

References—Roxl., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.,545 / Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,
206 ; Kurz, For. FI. Burtn., I., 331 ; Kurz, Contrib . to Burmese FI., 266 ;
Gamble, Man. Timb ., 117 ; Gamble, List of PI., Darjeeling, 25 / Thwaites

,

Eft. Ceylon PL, Sr ; Dale . & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 54; Stewart, Pb. PL, 64 ;
Aitchison, Cat. Pb. and Sind Pl„ g] ; Wight and Arnott, Prod. FI. Pen-
insulae Ind., <5fc., /., 183 ; Hem thunder Kerr, Culivation and Trade in
Jute, p. 6; Flora Andhrica, by Walter Elliot, 59, 60, 73; Moodeen Sheriff,

Supp. Pharm. Ind., 119; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 316; S. Arjun

,

Bomb. Drugs, 40 ; Murray, PL and Drugs, Sind, 112 ; Bidie, Cat. Raw
Pr., Paris Kxh ., 117 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 342 ; Drury, U. PL, 163 ;
Duthie & Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, I., 82; Lisboa, U.Pl. Bomb.,
23L 290 ; Btrdwood, Bomb. Pr., 317 ; Royle, Fib. PL, 270—293; Liotard,
Paper-making Mat., 17, 27 ; Spans, Encyclop., 946; Balfour, Cyclop.,

95 : BoJih,?a*"n 111•> XI.-> 97; xu., 163; xii/., pt. 1.,

27 ; Agri-Hort. Soc. Ind. four., Vol. VII., pt. III. (New Series), pp. 224-
227 ; Sett. Rept., tipper God. Diet., C. P., p. 36 ; Ramshunker Sen, in
Agricultural Gazette, January 1874, 162-163.

Habitat.—The Flora of British India gives the habitat of this plant as
“Plains from the Himalaya to Ceylon, but often planted for its fibre.”
The writer is not aware of Crotalaria juncea having been recorded as found
in a wild state anywhere in India, although it may sometimes exist as an
escape from cultivation. Kurz says of C. juncea in Burma “like wild
along the banks of the larger rivers, especially the Irrawaddi,” and Griffiths
that C* juncea is met with in Afghdnistdn, Roxburgh describes a form
(by modern botanists reduced to the present plant, viz., C. tenuifolia)
which he states is a native of Coromandel. Many writers, however,
familiar with the living plants, still affirm that C. juncea and C. tenuifolia
are distinct. They seem at least to be cultivated recognisable states which,
owing to the reputed superiority of the fibre of C. tenuifolia, it might, for
economic purposes, be desirable to treat of separately. As a historic point
of some interest it may be here added that, after Roxburgh reported the
discovery of C. tenuifolia in a wild state in Coromandel, it was next found
under cultivation at Jabalpur, where it seems to continue to be cultivated
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to this day, although as yet it has not been reported as found anywhere
between these remotely distant regions. At the same time C. juncea is

cultivated more or less in every province of India, competing for popular
favour with Hibiscus cannabinus, until in some parts of the Panjdb and Sind
its place is taken by the wild species Crotalaria Burhia, which yields a fibre

of such quality as to render the cultivation of C. juncea superfluous.

FIBRE.

SUNN (or SAN) HEMP FIBRE.
Under the heading Cannabis sativa the suggestion has been offered

that the Greek and the Latin cannabis may have been derived from the
Arabic kinnab,* name which seems to have been adopted from the Persian
kanab. The author of the Makhsan-el-Adwiya, while giving that deriva-
tion, adds that the Syrian for the plant is kanabira. But the word cannabis,
however derived, has less of interest associated with it than the Sanskrit
Sana . There are, for example, three fibre-yielding plants which appear in

early literature to bear that name or some derivative from it. It even may
be doubted if the sana of the earliest writers is the hemp of modern
commerce. In the unmistakable references to hemp in Sanskrit, care is

taken to associate with the plant qualifying and descriptive epithets that

convey the idea of the well-known narcotic properties of the plant. Even
the Hebrew shesh, generally translated flax, is suggestive of intoxication,

and hence the possibility of its having been used for hemp rather than
flax. DeCanaolle has established very conclusively that a form of flax

was grown in Europe before the time of the Western Aryan migration,
although the plant now cultivated for flax seems to have followed the pal h
of that great civilization, having been apparently cultivated by the Aryans
prior to their invasion of Europe. This conclusion is founded mainly on
the fact that the root of the word “linen ” did not exist in Europe prior to the
period indicated, and he adds that it does not occur in the Aryan lan-

guages even of India. The mummies of Egypt are draped in garments of

flax or linen, but there is nothing to justify the supposition that the Egyp-
tians of that day knew of the hemp plant although they were familiar with
flax. Thus even the history of flax is in some instances involved with that

of hemp, such names as shesh implying an intoxicating power—a property
of the hempen fibres possessed alone by Cannabis sativa. The sana
fibres of the Sanskrit authors are Crotalaria juncea (sunn hemp). Hibiscus
cannabinus (.sanpdt), and Cannabis sativa (true hemp of modern commerce).
As already stated, there would seem to be every chance that the earliest

writers allude under Sana to the fibre of Crotalaria juncea, but that, as the

true hemp became known, care was taken by subsequent authors to dis-

tinguish it by the use of qualifying and descriptive words that implied its

intoxicating properties. It seems possible also that the narcotic of Canna-
bis sativa was known before the discovery of the fibre yielded by the
plant, although the name bhdn$a signifies to break, an idea probably sug-
gested from the breaking or isolating of the fibrous bark from the stems,

but that idea might have arisen from jute, sunn hemp, or any other bark fibre.

In many instances no room for doubt is left as to the peculiar sana re-

ferred to. Thus in the Atn-i-Akbari (Gladwin’s Translation) the plant is

described as bearing yellow flowers—a fact that clearly fixes Crotalaria

juncea as the sana there alluded to ; but in further discussing the hempen
fibres there occurs the following passage: u One species bears a flower

like the cotton shrub, and this is called in Hindustani sanpdt. It makes
very soft rope/ 9 Here we have a distinct allusion to Hibiscus cannabinus.

Frequent reference is made in the Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhdrata to a
garment called the kshauma . Kshumd is by most writers viewed as a
name for linen, but the resemblance to the Chinese chu-md (or schou-md),
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the name for grass-cloth, is worthy of mention. Certain synonyms occur
for the kshauma which convey some idea of the material of which
it was made. Thus utnd or atasi (the atast-vastram) would be the tinen-
made, the patta-vastram the Hibiscus-made, and sana»vastram in all

probability the sunn-hemp-made garment. Later writers speak of sana
garments as being used as sackloth and worn as a mark of punishment or
mortification. A prophecy in the Vishnu Purana speaks with scorn of the
Kaliyaga (or iron) age as one of degeneration, “ when the garments of

men will be like the Sant It thus seems established that a gradual evo-
lution in popular opinion took place until (as in the present day) san and
san-p&t were no longer used as textile fibres, but were relegated to the

position they at present hold as useful fibres for cordage and sacking.
The hill tribes of the North-West Himalaya weave a proportion of their

clothing of hemp, but although the plant springs up wild all over the plains

of India its fibre is but very rarely extracted. The people during all

modern historic times have been clad chiefly in cotton, and it is somewhat
remarkable that this should not have been the case from remote times,

seeing that, as far as we can learn, one of the floss-yielding species of Gos-
sypium (cotton) is truly a native of India. In the Institutes ofMand
(Book II., 44) we have an early allusion to cotton. “The sacrificial thread
of the Brahmin must be of cotton, and so as to go over his head in three

strings; that of a Cshatriya of sana thread only; and that of a Vaisya of

woollen thread.” It is believed that the substitution of cotton for the
sana has been carried, at the present day, to the extent of violating even
this injunction. Lisboa (Bombay Useful Plants, p . 2qo) states : “It
appears that Manu being a Brahmin, always tried to keep this distinction,

and claimed superiority for his class. But, nowadays, the sacred threads
of almost all the Hindus are made of cotton.”

Wljile Cannabis satlva is found at the present day in what appears
to be a wild state over the greater part of India there is little to justify

the opinion, held by popular writers, that it is indigenous, nor can it be
even said to be a native of Persia, though it may possibly be of China, as
it is of Russia, Siberia, and Kirghiz. On the other hand, Crotalaria juncea,

while met with to-day almost exclusively under cultivation, would appear to

be a native of inefia, and possibly also of Central Asia ; many other
species of the same genus are abundant wild plants. This fact, added to

the inferences to be drawn from Sanskrit literature, point to the conclusion

that it is highly probable the sana of the early writers was Crotalaria and
not Cannabis. It is scarcely possible that the people of India as a whole
should have lost all knowledge of the properties of a fibre once in general
use and obtained from a plant which grows so freely, if in early times the

true hemp was indigenous, or even was as abundant as it is now. There
is, indeqg, no evidence of hemp ever having been used in comparatively
modern times as a regular textile fibre, and with the exception of the limited

extraction of fibre pursued by the hill tribes, the natives of India do not
utilise the wild or even the cultivated hemp plant as a source of fibre, but
prefer to cultivate sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea) or san-pdt (Hibiscus can-
nabinus) for the cordage and sacking required for agricultural purposes.
There is still a further consideration, and one of some importance,

—

viz.,

that on the plains of India the hemp plant does not produce fibre of any
value. Unless, therefore, we are to presume that it has degenerated, or
that the climatic conditions of India have altered, the ancient people of

the plains were not likely to have obtained their sana fibre from Cannabis
estiva.

We may conclude this brief historic review of the hemp plants by
giving the opinions that prevail regarding the origin of our word “ hemp/*
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Royle in his Fibrous Plants of India traces hemp from sana. Speaking
of SKtttt-hemp he says: ** Its name, Shanapam or Janapa on the Mad-
ras side, is not very unlike Canapa, Hampa, Hennip, and Hanf. From
these we derive our own name ‘Hemp.* ” In Mysore it is known as sanabu
and in Ceylon as hana . On the other hand, the root of the word an or ang
may be traced from bh&nga, a synonym for sana, met with in the Atharva
Veda. De Candolle says this root occurs in the names of the true hemp
in all the Indo-European and modern Semitic languages, thus : bhdnga
and gdnja in Indian languages, hanf in German, hemp in English,
chanvre in French, kanas in Keltic and modern Breton, cannabis in
Greek and Latin, and kannab in Arabic.

Cultivation.

Sunn is grown by itself or at times is cultivated in strips or around
the margins of fields. It is never cultivated as a mixed crop. Through-
out India as a whole it is a kharif crop,—that is to say, it is sown
about the commencement of the rains and cut at the end of September
or beginning of October. It is thus off the ground to allow of being
followed by a rabi crop in the same year. But in some parts of India
there are two crops of sunn hemp. Thus in the Thana District of
Bombay it is sown in November after the rice harvest,'and the stalks are
pulled up by the root in March. “

It is also sown as a rainy-season
crop in sandy soils” (Gas., XIII., /., 290 ). This system has prevailed in
Thana and Surat for at least the past 100 years, for Dr. Hove, writing in

1 787, says :
" The Crotalaria was sown very thick and grew to the height

of 10 feet, remarkably straight and slender. I understand that it was sown
in the beginning of November after the grain had been gathered in.”
In Khandesh it is sown in June and reaped in October. In Kolaba it is

sown in November, after the rice is harvested, and the stalks are up-
rooted in March. In Kolhapur it is sown in August and harvested in

December by being cut when the plants are full grown. In Poona it

is sown in July ana ripens in October. In the Central Provinces and
the North-West Provinces it is a kharif crop, being sown with the advent
of the rains ; but in Bengal it is sown a little earlier, namely,—from the
15th April to 15th June ; in Madras the sowings take place even still earlier.

In the experiments performed at the Saidapet farm, Madras, sunn was
sown on tne 2nd of February. In the Ain-i-Akbari the plant is described
as bearing its yellow flowers in spring—a fact which Mr. Hem Ohunder
Kerr (writing of Bengal) expresses some astonishment At, since " it now
flowers in the rainy and cold seasons.” Roxburgh says it is sown in Ben-
gal in May and June, and flowers by August,—that is to say, towards the

end of the rainy season. In the last Agricultural Report of Bengal it is

stated that the crop is harvested from the 15th of August to the 15th of

September, Royle remarks that at Commercolly there are two kinds grown
—one sown in June and cut in August, the other sown in April. But this

second kind, he adds, is in Dacca sown in October. Tnus while the

mean period of sowing is about the beginning of the rains (or in June),
sunn hemp may be sown in almost any montn and occupies the soil for

4J to 5 months. This is an important feature in view of tne possibility of

securing a continuous supply of fresh fibre throughout the whole year.

It remains to be ascertained, however, what effect this varying period of

cultivation has on the quality and quantity of fibre produced. Indeed, it

is probable that (as is the case with rice and other crops sown at two or

more seasons each year) there may be different cultivated forms of the

plant produced as the result of ancient cultivation. We are ignorant of

this subject, and it seems desirable that a thorough investigation should

be made. Although, as stated, everything points to sunn hemp being a
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native of India, it may be doubted if the plant has ever been found in a
truly wild state* And the existence of distinct cultivated forms might
not only help to confirm the opinions given of an ancient cultivation, but
might also establish the superiority of certain crops over others for textile

purposes. To what extent the form C. tenuifolia is cultivated is not
known, still less do we know how lar it affords the superior sunn-hemp
referred to by writers on this subject.

Rotation.

2ZZZ

Nature of the Soil recommended for Sunn-hemp.—It requires a light

but not necessarily rich soil, and it cannot be grown on clay. It is

therefore sown on the high sandy lands less suited for the more im*
portant crops. This is the opinion which prevails in Bengal, but
Messrs. Duthie and Fuller, writing of the North-West Provinces, say:
“ Authorities differ as to whether a rich soil is necessarily required, and
although there can be no doubt that fertility m the soil is necessary to

promote great luxuriance in its vegetation, yet it cannot be contested that

sanai win grow on poorer land than almost any other crop. One pos-
sible explanation of this may lie in the theory that plants of this order 9*

(the pea family) "can assimilate nitrogen direct from the atmosphere,
and are hence less dependent on the soil for nourishment ; and another
explanation may be deauced from the fact that its roots penetrate deeper
than those of most other crops, and can hence draw supplies from a
larger body of soil.

99 At the same time the practical experiments per-
formed at the Saidapet farm, Madras, tend to prove that the plant would
not produce so much fibre on rich as on poor soil. Speaking of these
experiments Mr. Benson says: "The seed germinated well, and the plants
grew with great luxuriance, but when they had reached the time for

cutting, there was no fibre whatever in their stems. The soil of this plot

was a sandy loam, and probably the high cultivation and watering were
unfavourable to the production of fibre." A second experiment was

f

ierformed, the seed being sown on ** a light and very sandy loam, recently
evelled." The land was manured with " 12 loads or about 4 tons per
acre" of horse-manure, and the results were most favourable. In the
Mysore Gazetteer it is stated that the best soil for sanabu is the red or black
used for ragf cultivation. VVIsset remarks that clay soils are injurious, but
that on a rich soil the fibre is of a coarser quality than that grown on
dry high situations. On the other hand, Roxburgh, while speaking of
the cultivation in the Northern Circars, says it (this may be C. tenuifolia)

is sown towards the end of the rains (October or November), and that a
strong clayey soil suits it best.

Effects of Sunn Cultivation and the Rotation of Crops Pursued.— It is

all but universally believed by the Indian cultivators that sunn, like gram
(see Cicer, C. No. 1067), improves the soil. In the Bombay Gazetteer
(Kolhapur District, p. 172) it is stated : "As it is supposed to refresh the
exhausted soil, it is considered a good bevad or preparatory crop, and is

grown as such every second or third year in some of the fields required
for sugar-cane, tobacco, and other rich crops. Sometimes it is sown as a
second crop and ploughed in when young as a green manure.” From
Poona it is reported that the leaves are considered "excellent manure."
In gardens and occasionally in dry-crop lands it is grown solely for
manure, the plants being ploughed into the soil when ready to flower.”
The Director of Agriculture in Bengal states :

“ It is considered by the
people of the Lower Provinces to be a renovating crop, and is sometimes
used as a green manure to enrich poor paddy land and land that has
been infested with weeds." He adds : " it comes after one of the pulses
or mustard, and is followed by a pulse, sometimes by shara onions.
When sunn is grown on good soil, it is sometimes followed by potatoes.
It is not necessary to prepare the Jand well for sunn. Three or four
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ploughings are sufficient.” ...” Sometimes also paddy and sunn seeds
are sown together in the same field. When the plants have properly
grown, the field is lightly ploughed and the ladder (a kind of harrow) is

passed over it. The paddy plants mostly recover themselves, but the
tender and juicy sunn is buried underground and dies. A few sunn
plants remaining are removed at the time of weeding and buried in the

soil. The ryots say this green manuring does as much good to the paddy
as the application of a maund of oil-cake per bigha. This practice is not,

however, very widely extended, though the advantages of it are well

known in Burdwan. It involves early ploughing of the paddy lands, and
some extra labour which the ryot is not always able or willing to give.”

Messrs. Duthie and Fuller say of the North-West Provinces : “ plough-
ing in a green crop of hemp is known to add considerably to the fertility

of the surface soil by increasing its stock of nitrogen, and it is extraor-

dinary that this is not a general practice with native cultivators.” In

Bombay tag {sunn) is not considered a good green manure for wheat.

Tillage, Sowing, and Harvesting.—As indicated above, the opinion

prevails all over India that high cultivation is not necessary for sunn-nemp.
Of Kolaba {Bomb. Gass., XL, 97) it is said : ”The soil is roughly plough-

ed twice and the seed sown broadcast.” In Bengal “ the seeds are sown
broadcast. It is necessary to have the plants grown thick, otherwise they

become bushy and coarse and give very inferior fibres.” “There is

nothing more required after sowing till harvest time.” In the North-West-
ern Provinces ” two ploughings at most are given, and the seed is sown
broadcast at the rate of one maund to the acre and ploughed in. It ger-

minates quicker than any other crop, the seedlings snowing above ground
within 24 hours after bei ng sown. Irrigation, even when necessary, is rarely

given, and no weeding is requi red.” In the experiments made in Madras,

to which reference has already been made, it was apparently sown in drills.

“The land was prepared for an ordinary crop by ploughing and harrowing

until it was reduced to a proper state, and tne seed was then sown with the

drill in rows 9 inches apart at the rate of 12ft per acre.” In the Coimba-
tore district, where excellent sunn hemp is grown, the seed is sown broad-

cast, then ploughed in and the land formed into plots and watered twice

a week from July to November {Manual of Coimbatore, by Nicholson,

pp. 238-39). Of Mysore it is stated: “It is allowed no manure; and
the seed is sown broadcast on the ground, without any previous cultiva-

tion, at the season when the rains become what the natives call male,—that

is to say, when they become heavy. After being sown the field is

ploughed twice, once lengthwise and once across; but receives no further

cultivation. At other times the sanabu is cultivated on rice ground
in the dry season, but it must then be watered from a canal or reservoir.”

Seed.—The amount of seed to the acre is variously stated. In the

above passage from a report of experiments in Madras only 12ft to the

acre were used, but in the North-Western Provinces about one maund (or

8oIb) to the acre is general. In Bengal 20 seers (40ft) to the bigha (} of

an acre) is the customary amount of seed. Roxburgh states that from

eighty to a hundred pounds weight to the acre were used in his time. The
plants should not be more than 2\ to 3 inches apart each way, and hence

thick sowing is desirable.

Harresting and Yield.— It is customary to read that the crop is har-

vested after the flowers have appeared, but in certain localities the plants

are left on the field until the fruits have begun to form, and in some in-

stances even until they are ripe. In most cases the plants are pulled up by

the roots, in others the stems are cut with a sickle close to the ground. Of
the Poona district, Bombay, it is stated that the crop is “ left standing for

about a month after it is ripe, that the leaves, which are excellent manure,
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may fall on the land.” It is not clear whether the crop is left on its roots,—
that is to say, not reaped,—or whether it is cut and stacked on the fields—the
latter more probably. The greatest difference of opinion prevails as to

whether the cut crop should be dried before being steeped, or, like jute, be
carried at once to tne retting tanks. But even with jute some cultivators

dry the plants sufficiently to allow of the leaves being rapidly stripped since

these are supposed to injure the colour of the fibre if allowed to rot in the
water of the tank. With regard to sunn hemp, the general rule may be
almost safely laid down that in moist regions, like Bengal, rapid submer-
sion is preferred, and in dry regions, like Madras, stacking the crop is

practised. Roxburgh from actual experiments arrived at the opinion
that ** steeping immediately after the plant is pulled is the best, at least in

Bengal during the rains, for then it is very difficult to dry it, and the fibre

becomes weakened and the colour injured. Royle (Fib. Pl.) t on the other

hand, states that the strongest opinions have been expressed in favour of

first drying the plants before retting, the probability being, as indicated

above, that both theories are correct, but applicable to different climatic

conditions. Of the Coimbatore district, Maaras, for example, it is stated

:

“ The cuttings are left on the field until thoroughly dried, then shaken to get
rid of the leaves and pods, bundled, and stacked in thatched heaps till re-

quired.” Here the stems are not only dried but left indefinitely, instead of

having their fibres removed and cleaned at once. It is worth adding, in

connection with this remarkable practice, that Coimbatore is supposed of all

Madras districts to produce the finest sunn hemp.

The Produce per Acre.—Is so variously stated that it is feared little

reliance can be put on the figures. Wisset says that it varies from 3 cwt.

to 10 cwt. per acre, or, say, a medium of 700ft. In the Kolhapur District

Gazetteer, on the other hand, it is stated :
“ The average acre outturn of

Bombay hemp is 150 pounds.” In the Madras experiments made at the

Saidapet farm the results were for plants in flower, cut level with the

ground, on the 4th December, 300ft, pulled up by the roots on the same
day 325ft; on the 15th December, when the seed-pods had partly ma-
tured, cut level with the ground 425ft, pulled up by the roots 487*516

;

and on the 24th December, when the seeds were ripe, 437*56. The
average given by Wisset is thus most likely to be a high one and the

Kolhapur returns incorrect. Duthie and Fuller say of the North-West
Provinces : “The average outturn is about 8 maunds (or 640ft) of clean

fibre to an acre, worth about R20.”

Cost of Cultivation and Local Price of Fibre.—Messrs. Duthie
and Fuller give the cost of cultivation in the North-West Provinces, includ-

ing R5 for rent of land, at R15-6, thus leaving a profit of R4-10. In the

Madras experiments " the total cost of cultivating an acre” is given as

R14, but this does not appear to include rent of land. Royle says : “The
cultivation was said to yield a tolerable profit, inasmuch as the plant re-

quires scarcely any attention and consequently little labour or expense ; and
it may be off the ground in time to allow this to be prepared 'for any
cold-season crop. But the expenses and the profits are as variously stated

as the produce. The price is also given as varying from Rx-8 and Ri-12
to R3 per maund.” Duthie and Fuller state that 040ft are worth R20, or,

say, R2-8 a maund, but that
*f the value of arjhasan has suffered great

fluctuations in late years. The Settlement Officer of Allahabad writes

that in 1877 its price was as high as 6 seers (12ft) per rupee, whilst a few
years back it stood at 20 seers. The Calcutta price is about R5 a maund.
Dr. Buchanan Hamilton describes two crops of sunn-hemp as grown in his

time in Mysore. Of the one he remarks tne seed is sown any time after

the rains, and rather thick, the quantity used being two bushels to the
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acre. The produce was sold l>y the cultivators to the Telinga Chitties or
manufacturers by the thousand handfuls of the dried stems ; tall plants
fetched two rupees per thousand handfuls, and short plants a rupee and a
half. But another crop, he says, was sown in January. This crop had to be
watered and more labour spent upon it, but the produce was more valu-

able. An'acre, he says, required 4T% bushels of seed, and its produce was
sold for about £i 2s. io\d.

Area under Sunn-Hemp.—As may be inferred from what has been
stated regarding the ambiguity in the Indian literature of this subject, it is

next to impossible to discover the extent of sunn-hemp cultivation.

Messrs. Duthie and Fuller, from special returns furnished tor their Field
and Garden Crops, state that in the North-West Provinces there are

about 40,000 acres under the crop. But in the Land Administration
Reportfor 1883-86 (page 163 A) it is stated that there were 198,728 acres

under “.Saftaf or Til (sic).’* But it is further remarked that the total area
under “ fibres other than cotton and jute ” was in that year only 123,403
acres. This last return would include hemp (proper), sanai and Hibiscus

cannabinus. The Settlement Reports of Oudh show about 800 acres nnder
sanai. In Spons’ Encyclopedia it is stated that there are 50,000 acres in the

PanjAb. It is not known from what source that statement was derived, but

it seems highly improbable that there is more sunn grown in the PanjAb
than in the North-Western Provinces. The returns of the PanjAb give

about 40,000 acres under “ hemp,” but how much of that may be the true

hemp plant, how much Hibiscus cannabinus, and what balance remains
as sunn hemp, it is impossible to discover. Last year there were 26,614

acres of brown hemp (Crotalarla juncea) grown in Bombay. Full

particulars regarding Madras cannot be obtained, but of the districts for

which returns are available there were last year 775 acres under “sunn ”

and 83 acres uuder “ Bombay hemp.” What this Bombay hemp may
be cannot be learned, but in most works on the subject Bombay hemp is a
synonym for sunn-hemp. In 1884-85 there were 380 acres of " Bombay
hemp, and in 1885-86, 330 acres, so that its cultivation would appear to be
declining. Of sunn cultivation in Coimbatore it is reported :

“ It can be
grown anywhere and to any extent if a demand is made by agents with

money in hand.” In Travancore a very superior quality of fibre is pro-

duced, but it is not known to what extent the plant is cultivated. In the

Central Provinces there were 24,800 acres under “ False or San hemp,”
and in Mysore 5,076 acres. In Berar there were last year 569 acres

under “ hemp or Hibiscus cannabinus,” but Dr. Hume in his recent report,

explains that there are in Berar two kinds of hemp

—

ambada and son .

The former is in all probability Hibiscus cannabinus and the latter Crota-

laria juncea. In Burma and Assam there are about 500 acres, in each

province, of land entered as under “ fibres other than cotton and jute.” No
returns are available for Bengal, but from personal observation the writer

would be disposed to think there must be as much in the Lower, as in the

North-West Provinces.

It will thus be seen that the actual area under s«««-hemp cannot be

absolutely determined, since the fibre is not included among the agricultural

products regarding which regular annual statistics are furnished. But

it seems probable that there are at least 150,000 acres annually under the

crop in India as a whole.

Separation of the Fibre.

The question as to whether the plant should or should not be dried

before being placed in the retting tanks having been discussed above,

there remains to be given here a brief account of the various modes of

retting or of peeling the fibre and of cleaning and boiling it after it has

been separated from the stems. In some localities the stems arerecom-
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mended to be buried in the mud at the margin of the tanks ; in others9
to be submerged in the water by being weighted. In others stagnant
water is condemned as destroying the colour and lustre of the fibre,

running streams being urged as preferable {Gibson*s account of the
Bombay fibre). But practical and comparative experiments not having
been performed in the other provinces similar to those made at the begin-
ning of the present century by Roxburgh, in Bengal a definite opinion
for or against the different methods pursued cannot be offered. After
removal from the ground* the stems are tied in bundles (20 to 100 in

each!* but the leaves are generally stripped off and left on the field.

When the stems are left until quite ary, tne leaves either fall off naturally

or are removed by the stems being beaten. It is a common practice to
place the bundles of stems erect in 2 or 3 inches of water for 24 hours,

so as to give the thicker and lower ends a longer submersion. But the
length of time required for retting depends largely on the temperature
of both the atmosphere and the water. In August and September two
to three days will generally |suffice. Messrs. Duthie and Fuller say of

the North-West Provinces :
“ When stripped of the leaves they are ready

for retting. The stalk is made up i nto bundles and placed upright for a day
or two in water about a couple of feet deep, since the bark on the butts of

the stalk is thicker and more tenacious than that on the upper portion, and
requires, therefore, longer exposure to fermentation. The bundles are then

laid down lengthways in the water and are kept submerged by being
weighted with earth. The time required for retting varies from three days
in hot and damp weather, to seven days if the temperature be cool and the

air dry.” It can generally be ascertained when the retting is complete by
the bark of the lower ends of the stems separating easily, but too long fer-

mentation, while it whitens the fibre, injures its strength. Roxburgh,
writing of the period of retting, says :

“ All that seems necessary is to caution

the cultivators against oversteeping the plant, which they are apt to do
because it renders the separation of the bark from the stalks easier, but
weakens the fibre. Small pools of clear water, well exposed to the sun’s

beams, seem best suited for steeping in, because heat hastens maceration,

consequently preserves the strength of the fibres, while the dean water

preserves their colour. Deep water, being cooler, requires more time for

the operation.” In the same way running water, although recommended
by some writers, would seem to be objectionable owing to the longer time

necessary for the degeneration of the connecting tissues. Damp mud on
the margins of tanks, referred to by some, is even more objectionable, as

it seems impossible to adopt this mode of retting without serious loss to

the colour of the fibre.

Having discovered that the necessary degree of retting has been at-

tained, the cultivator, standing in the water up to his knees, takes a bundle
of the stems in his hand, and threshes the water with them until the tissue

gives way and the long clean fibres separate from the central canes.

According to some writers, the retted stems, after being partially washed,
are taken out of the water and placed in the sun to dry for some hours
before being beaten out in the way described. This practice, while it is

followed in some parts of the country, is condemned in others as injurious,

or at least as a useless delay. In Bengal this system is only followed

when the operator is afraid he may not be able to overtake the task of

washing before the stems would be over-retted. This partial drying of

the stems with adhering fibre would correspond to the sweating of hemp
pursued in some parts of Europe ; but it seems probable that if sweating be
necessary, it could better be accomplished as a further process after the

fibre has been separated and approximately cleaned.

In Salsette Island and other parts of Bombay, little or no retting is
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employed. wThe plant while moist is peeled by the hand, and immedi-
ately dried in the open air or under cover, according to the state of the
weather. By peeling, the fibres are better kept in their hatural state of
arrangement, and give support and strength to each other ; whereas, by
the process of the Bengalese, they get so materially entangled that a
great loss is always sustained. If they are restored to their natural
situation by the heckle, there is a loss of nearly one half of the original
quantity, which renders the heckled sunn of Bengal of a high price”

(Royle). The writer cannot discover any recent description of this

Bombay process of separating the fibre without retting, but, as Roxburgh
stated, tne superior quality of Bombay over Bengal sunn hemp seems
likely to be due to the fact that the fibre has not been subjected to strong
fermentation.

Washing the fibre is very tedious, and a man rarely works for more
than three hours at a time but is relieved by turns; he will clean 15 seers

a day, which represents the fibre obtained from 5 or 6 maunds of stems.

Of Khandesh it is said a man earns Ri for cleaning 40ft of fibre.

Reference has incidentally been made to the period when the crop
should be cut, and before proceeding to discuss the further treatment of

the fibre it may be as well to add here that the period of cutting will

depend on the purpose for which the fibre is required. A softer and more
delicate fibre will be obtained from stems cut just as the flowers appear
than if allowed to pass into the fruiting stage. A few plants are always
left by the cultivators to mature seed for the next year’s crop, and from
the stems of these they extract a strong, though coarse, fibre. On the
other hand, it seems to be the habit of some cultivators (the Wunjaras of

Bombay) to allow the whole crop to ripen its seeds, this coarse fibre being
all they desire, together with the seeds, which are valued as a food for

buffaloes. Old stems require a much longer period of retting.

Further Process of Cleaning the Fibre.—When the fibre has been
separated and thoroughlywashed.it is the usual custom to hang it up over
bamboos to be dried ana bleached in the sun. When dry it is combed if

required for textile purposes or for nets and lines, but if for ordinary use—
e.g., ropes and twine— it is merely separated and cleaned by the fingers

while hanging over the bamboo. In this primitive way the sunn hemp
receives all the treatment it gets of the class known to European hemp
growers as “breaking” and “scutching.” European machinery for

cleaning is never used. It is commonly admitted that it is in cleaning the

fibre that the Native generally fails most. The process of washing after

separation from the stems does not seem to be carefully done. Royle
quotes a report of a sample of sunn hemp experimented with at Hull, of

which it was stated that “ by using more care in the steeping and ex-

posure, it will befully equal to the Baltic.” Such opinions are current

in the reports of this fibre which appeared, while the error existed, of

supposing it to be Indian-grown hemp or Cannabis sativa. It is im-

possible to avoid the impression that sunn hemp fell into disfavour when
this error was exploded. An expert in 1842, for example, says: “Your
hemp is very clean—a material point,—but it wants more beating and
dressing; and I think the natives have not proper implements to do
it with. You cannot improve in your mode of packing; it is decidedly

superior to the Baltic. I do not despair of seeing the produce of the

Baltic supplanted by that of India ; as that defect appears to me solely to

arise in tne management of it : it stands too long before it is pulled or

cut, or is too much steeped or exposed, to get the fibre to separate from

the stalk” Unfortunately the aavances of scientific exploration told all

such writers that the defects they complained of were due to the fact that

Bombay hemp was not hemp at all, and instead of the fibre supplanting
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the Baltic hemp it is to-day in the same position commercially as it was a
hundred years ago. While not hemp, it is a hemp substitute that deserves
a better position than it has as yet obtained.

Property and Strength of Sunn Hemp.
Unlike the golden shining jute, which occurs in long straight bundles*

sunn hemp* as usually met with in the market, exists in tangled masses of

a dull* greyish-white colour. According to Roxburgh's experiments* it

loses one third of its mass in heckling, but the tow obtained is useful for

other purposes* such as for paper-making. Royle states that when heckled
it is 'Might coloured and clean, with the fibres lying parallel to one another*
and showing them as well fitted for spinning. Parties who have seen it

have pronounced it well worth £35 a ton.” At the beginning of the pre-

sent century the East India Company endeavoured to improve the quality
of the fibre by growing and manufacturing it carefully* and Royle men-
tions a sample of heckled fibre sent to London by the Company that
measured four to five feet in length : the ordinary length of the heckled
fibre* he adds* is only about three feet long.

The first European mention of suax-hemp occurs in Rheede’s Hortus
Malabaricus, VM IX., t. 26, but Ironside in the Philosophical Transact
tions of London, LXIV., page 99, also describes it. Roxburgh devoted
much attention to this fibre* his first paper on the subject appearing in the

Journal of the Society of Arts. Reference has been made to the fact that
the East India Company* towards the close of the last century and the

first few years of the present, cultivated the plant. The earliest definite

mention we have of the fibre having been exported was in the year
1791-02. Although numerous favourable reports appeared shortly after

this date, the whole interest in the fibre gradually died out, and the
European methods of cleaning it met with a like fate 5 at the present day
the natives nowhere practise any system of growing the plant, or cleaning
the fibre that can be traced to European influence. One of the last out-

comes of the desire to obtain flax and hemp from India was the issuing of

instructions to the late Dr. Roxburgh to institute a thorough enquiry into
the subject of Indian fibre-yielding plants. His report is the basis of all

that has since appeared, for from that day to this, while much money has
been spent in making collections of fibres and testing the properties of

fibre-extracting machinery, no new and original investigations have been
conducted in India with tne fibres themselves. The following table gives
the results of some of Roxburgh's experiments with sunn-hemp

No.
i

Names of the Plants.

Average

weight

each

line

broke

with

when

dry.

Average

weight

each

line

broke

with

when

wet.

Average

weight

gained

by

wet-

ting

the

fines.

4 Sunn (Crotalaria juncea) cut before the plants
were in blossom, and steeped immediately .

The same as No. 4, but dried, or rather Kept some
time before they were steeped ....

xi2

;

158 41
5

60 7* 30
6

l

Sunn cut when in full blossom, and steeped imme-
diately

No. 6 kept drying for some time ....
Sunn, winter crop cut when the seeds were ripe and
steeped immediately ......
The same as No. 8, but dried ....

130
100

1So

185
166

203

S
35

9 no 163 48
10 Sunn, winter crop cut when the seeds were ripe, and

steeped immediately ...... 160 209 31
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No.

3
29

Names of the Plants,

Hemp, the growth of the year 1800 from the Co.’s
Hemp farm near Calcutta •

Jeetee (Marsdenia tenacissima)
A line made of 15 threads of sail twine ( Calloee,

Bcehmeria nivea)

Average

weight

each

line

broke

with

when

dry*

Average

weight

each

line

broke

with

when

vet.

Average

weight

gained

by

wet-

ting

the

lines.

158 190 20

248 343 38

240 278 16

From these experiments there would appear to be no room for doubt
as to the superiority of the rapid steeping as compared with the drying
before retting. Further, the winter crop gave the best result, Inaeea,
casting one’s eye down the long list of Indian fibres experimented with
by Roxburgh, there are seen to be but two fibres that exceeded in strength

the winter crop of sunn , viz. (No. 10), Marsdenia tenacissima and rhea ,

Bcehmeria nivea. The results of the experiments with these fibres, toge-

ther with the experiments performed with hemp (presumably the true

hemp), have been given in the above abstract from Roxburgh’s table so
as to allow of comparison. The sample of true hemp (Indian grown) gave
a worse result than the winter sunn hemp prepared by immediate retting.

So far as they go, these experiments are of importance, but they leave

the question of the comparative study of the sunn hemps of other provinces

in a position of uncertainty. Of Bengal sunnt the rapid retting by Rox-
burgh’s experiments seemed decidedly superior to the previous drying, but

is this the case in Bombay and in Madras ? and is the BengaLsunn inferior

or superior to that of these Presidencies? This enquiry the East India Com-^10 not appear to have taken in to consideration. Their attention was
irected to the fibre in Bengal, and without ascertaining whether or not

Bengal was the best field for experimental cultivation, they prosecuted the

effort to improve the Bengal hemp, and failing, allowed the whole subject

to drop into the oblivion from which it is only now beginning to recover

;

but the new trade is from Bombay, not Bengal.

Roxburgh tried the properties of sunn hemp in another way in order

to ascertain the power of endurance which cords made of it had under mace-
ration in water for a considerable period. At the same time he tested the

advantages or otherwise of tanning or of tarring the fibres. The following

abstract from his report may be here given

—

Average weight at which each sort of line
broke.

Names^of the Plants. When bresh. Alter 1 10 days' maceration.
]

White. Tanned. s’i White. Tanned. Tarred.

English hemp, a piece of new
tiller-rope.

105BB Rotten, as was also the

English log line.

Hemp from the Company’s
farm near Calcutta.

74 J39 45 All rotten.

Sunn hemp of the Bengalese. 68 69 60 rotten. 5i 63

Jute (Bunghupat) 68 69 61 40 49 60

Comparative
value.

East India
Company's

efforts.

Roxburgh’s
experiments.
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According to these experiments sunn hemp stood the action of the ma-
ceration better than did either of the samples of true hemp. It has further
been shown that a cord 8 inches in size of best Petersburg hemp broke
with 14 tons, 8 cwt., 1 qr., while a similar rope of sunn only gave way with

15 tons, 7 cwt., 1 qr. Dr. Wight found that a rope of coir of a certain
thickness broke with a weight of 224b, of cotton with 846b, of Ameri-
can aloe with 362b, of sunn hemp with 407b, of Calatropis gigantea
with 552b, and one of Ambdri (Hibiscus cannabinus) with 290b.
Royle has shown the slight deterioration which sunn hemp undergoes
in the following statement i

“ A rope made in 1803 broke witn a weight of
6 tons, o cwt., 3 qrs., whereas in 1806 it gave way under a tension of 5
tons, 17 cwt., o qr. It is of historic interest to add in this place that the
trade in $«nn-hemp lulled until the year 1867, when the export duty was
removed. From that year returns of the trade of India were regularly
published, and it is noteworthy that from about the middle of the pre-
sent century the bulk of the exports of raw hemp (? sunn hemp) went
from Bombay and not from Bengal, in spite of the efforts made a few
years before that date to create a Bengal trade. This would seem to

g
>int to a superiority possessed by the Bombay as compared with the
engal sunn hemp. It seems probable that had this fact been realised

by the East India Company, their efforts to establish an Indian hemp
industry would have been more successful than was the case with their

attempts in Bengal.
In a Report on the Indian Fibres by Cross, Sevan, King, and Watt,

recently published by E. and F. Spon, the following passage occurs :

“ It is impossible to urge too strongly the claims of this much-neglected
fibre—a fibre which seems to have suffered severely through the immense
success of jute obscuring for a time the properties of all other fibres. At
the beginning of the century sunn hemp occupied a much more important
position than it holds to-day, and all efforts to cultivate the true hemp in

India were abandoned, from the impression that the so-called indigenous

|

hemp was, for all practical purposes, of equal merit. During the Colonial
and Indian Exhibition numerous enquiries were made as to why it was
that so little of the better qualities of sunn-hemp were procurable. Mr.
Oollyer and several other Brokers and Merchants stated that their only
difficulty in pushing the trade in sunn hemp was their inability to procure
a uniform and a large enough supply. From these and many other con-
siderations we strongly commend this well-known fibre to the attention of

the Government authorities of Western and Southern India. What en-
couragement they may be able to render may hopefully be anticipated to

lay the foundation for a textile industry that may yet come to bear a
creditable comparison with the jute trade of Bengal. The opinion ex-
pressed in the above passage that the sunn-hemps of Bombay and Madras
are superior to those of Bengal is current in the literature of this subject,
but it should be recollected that while we do possess the results of actual
experiments with Bengal sunn-hemp, we have only general statements
regarding those of Southern and Western India; but one fact remains in
support of the supposed better quality of Bombay hemp,— namely, that the
trade has migrated to the Western Presidency. At the same time Rox-
burgh seems to have been of opinion that Salsette sunn was superior to
the sunn-hemp of Bengal, but he attributed the superiority to the mode of
separating the fibre by peeling it off the stem instead of retting it. On the
otner hand, the sunn-hemp of Coimbatore (which obtained the medal at
the Madras Exhibition), according to Roxburgh's experiments would
have been improved had it been retted at once instead of being dried and
stacked for an indefinite period before cleaning. If this be iound by
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actual experiment not to be the case, then there must be something in the FIBRE,
climate or soil of Madras and of Bombay more favourable to sunn hemp
than exists in Bengal.

Chemical and Microscopic Peculiarities of Sunn. 2X24
Messrs. Oross and Bevan (in the report quoted above) state that sunn-

J

hemp treated “ with iodine and sulphuric acid gives mixed blue and brown

;

with aniline sulphate, yellow streaks showing lignification. This fibre

may be regarded, both chemically and structurally, as intermediate between
the divisions of fibres A and B, —e.g.t those suitable for higher and those
for lower textile purposes. In their table giving the results of their ana-
lyses they show that when boiled for five minutes in a solution of caustic

soda, it loses 8*3 per cent, and after an hour only 11*7 per cent Among Percentage
Indian fibres it occupies the third or fourth place in point of amount of of cellulose,

cellulose. According to this classification, Girardinia or Nilgiri nettle

heads the list with 89*6 per cent., then Marsdenia with 88*3, and after

that Crotalaria juncea and Sida rhombifolia equal, each with 80*0 per cent,

of cellulose. “ The percentage yield of cellulose of the raw fibre is the

most important criterion of its composition and value.” It may be worth
stating here by way of comparison that jute was found to possess 76*0 per
cent. ; Msa, or plaintain fibre, 64*6 5 Anona (custard apple fibre), 62*3

;

Sesbania (dancha),a fibre of great strength according to Roxburgh, 58*65
Maoutia Puya, a form of rhea

,

32*7; and Daphne, the Nepal paper-plant,

only 22*3 per cent, of cellulose. The last two have hitherto been popularly
viewed as amongst the strongest fibres of India; and it would there-

fore appear that strength may not necessarily be a consequence of high
percentage of cellulose. Without attempting to express an opinion opposed
to Messrs. Oross and Bevan’s results, the writer would throw out the sug-
gestion that there apparently exists in some fibres a principle that may
nave been removed in the process of the analysis adopted by these distin-

guished chemists. While, therefore, it may be accepted as proved that such
fibres as Daphne have ultimate fibriles that are too short to admit of their

being bleached and thereafter spun in the form of the finer textiles of

Europe, there still remains the practical fact that, under the crude methods
adopted in India, they are valued as strong and durable fibres. It will be
received with no small surprise by many that so humble a position should
be assigned to the famed Poya fibre of Assam, and thus in concluding
these remarks a possible explanation may be sought in the mode of hydro-
lysis (or washing and bleaching) employed. The Poya was found to lose

02*7 per cent, by being boiled in caustic soda, the residue being the cellu-

lose upon which the low opinion of its properties is based. May it not
be that under some other system of hydrolysis it would lose little or no-
thing, and even retain the property of great strength and durability for

which it is justly esteemed by the fishermen of Assam for their lines and
netsP The writer has for some time felt that one of the features of the ex-
ploration of unknown fibres should consist in the establishment, for each,

of the peculiar mode of hydrolysis that injured the fibre least, and in chemi-
cal reactions that would check the natural degeneration it is liable to

undergo. It seems scarcely fair to condemn or to praise a fibre according
to its behaviour with one process of hydrolysis, ana such a chemical result

is likely to be often opposed to actual practical experience. It is satisfac-

tory, however, to note that under a strong alkaline hydrolysis sunn hemp
retains all its properties, and under nitration attains a great weight (150*5),

being in this respect third in the list of the Indian fibres experimented
with by Messrs. Gross and Bevan. A writer in Spons9 Encyclopedia
says of sunn hemp \

“ Samples of the fibre, exposed for two hours to steam
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at 2 atmospheres, boiled in water for 3 hours, and again steamed for

4 hours, lost only 2*93 per cent, by weight, as against flax, 3*50 ; Manilla3s , 6*07 5 hemp, 0*18 to 8*44. This hydrolysis (without the aid of an

) so far confirms the results given above, that in point of durability

under moisture and under caustic alkali (processes of washing and bleach*
ing), sunn hemp compares most favourably with other fibres, and deserves
a far higher position in commercial enterprise than it has hitherto attained.

Mr. King, who worked out the microscopic measurements of the Indian
fibres in the recent report (auoted above), states that the fibre bundles con-
sist of from 20-50 ultimate fibres which are not easily'separated. He con-
tinues :

“ Fibres polygonal, cavity small. Fibre substance shows well marked
concentric rings.” Of the ultimate fibres he adds :

" Length, 3-5mm. ; ends
tapering abruptly ; characteristic markings spiral.” The writer in Spons

t

Encyclopedia gives microscopic results, however, that do not agree with the

above—a fact which might suggest either that a wrongly-named plant may
have been examined, or that sunn hemp varies to an alarming extent. He
says : “The dimensions of the filaments are—length : max., 0*472 in. ; min.,

0*157 in. 5 mean, 0*30 in.;—diameter : max., 0*0020 in.; min., o*ooi in.;

mean, 0*0015 in. These measurements are in round numbers double
those given by Mr. King—a fact that would suggest the desirability of the
subject being looked into once more, especially by having samples of

Bengal, Bombay, and Madras sunn examined and compared. It would
also be of great interest to have microscopic and chemical experiments made
with fibres obtained from plants in flower and from those in all stages of

maturity of seed, both separated by the immediate retting process and
by the process of drying before retting.

TRADE.
2X25

Exports.

2126

Trade in Sunn Hemp.

Little or nothing can be learned of a definite nature regarding the

extent of the trade in this fibre. It is grown in every province, and
nearly universally used by the people of India; but, as already stated,

definite information is not procurable owing to the confusion which exists

in the use of the word “ hemp” {sunn hemp in one case. Hibiscus in

another, and true hemp in a third, being the fibre alluded to). For this

same reason we are unable to discover the extent of the foreign trade in

sunn hemp. It seems probable, however, that of the exports to foreign

countries shown under Indian-grown hemp the bulk is sunn hemp, while of

the imports from other countries the bulk ot the “raw hemp ” may be Manilla
hemp (Musa textilis), and of the “ hemp manufactures ” articles made of

true nemp. We have said that shortly after the East India Company
discontinued their efforts in Bengal to cultivate the plant and to extract the
fibre according to European methods, a trade in sunn sprang up and gra-
dually developed into a position of importance in Bombay. The exports of

Indian-grown hemp* were, in 1867-08, valued at R 1,04,127, but, oy Act
XVII. of 1867, the export duty was repealed, and in the following year they
were R2,91,355, and in 1869-70^5,07,159; of the last-mentioned exports
the United Kingdom received £4,35,930 worth, France R 17,274, America
R5,62i,and the Persian Gulf R34,029. Bombay furnished R3,i2,i 1 1 worth
and Bengal only R78,926, the remainder going from Madras. From these

facts it will be seen now important a sfice of these so-called exports of

Indian hemp goes to Britain, and of how much greater importance is

Bombay than Bengal in this trade. From 1869*70 down to 1884-85 the
exports of raw hemp stood practically stationary, but in the following year

* Presumably sunn hemp or sunn hemp along with a certain amount of the fibre of
Hibiscus cann&binus—sanpdt or ambddi.
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they developed to R6,88,825, and last year attained the by no means incon-
siderable proportion of R ^6,4.1 ,384 (£164,384). Throughout the whole of

that period Bombay continued to furnish from $ to f of the total amount
exported, and her share last year was valued at R8,8o,494, while the Bengal
share amounted to R6,72,i28. It remains for the future to reveal whether

j

this remarkable advance is due to a turn in the tide of popular favour;
j

but it would seem desirable that no opportunity should be lost in pressing
the claims of this fibre. With this object in view, it would be of the

greatest practical utility to procure more carefully prepared returns both
of the foreign and internal trade, care being taken to separate the
quotations of sunn hemp from all the other fibres hitherto grouped with
it under that most inappropriate and misleading name “ Hemp.’’ 1

In 1866*67 a trade was first reported in exports of Indian Manu-
factured Hempen Goods other than cordage. This continued to expand
until, in 1870-71, when it was valued at R 1,64,433, of which Bengal
had assigned to it R 1*53,330. The bulk of these exports went to the
Straits Settlements, Ceylon, and Mauritius. From 1871-72, this trade
began, however, to steadily decline, and in 1874-75 was valued at

1(1,19,327, of which Bengal claimed Ri,15,875, and Bombay would appear
to have taken no share. Next year these exports fell to R5,299, of wnich
the Bengal portion was valued at R2,500 ;in 1880-81 they had still further

declined to R2,230, but expanded again in 1883-84 to R6,5io (Bengal
taking no part in the trade), and last year they amounted to R262 only.

The exports consisted chiefly of sunn hemp cloth and sacks, and it seems
probable that this native industry may have been ruined by the remark-
able success of the Bengal jute industry. A difficulty exists in tracing
out the extent of the hemp trade in ropes and cordage, both the foreign

imports and the Indian exports, since all returns for Ropes and Cordage,
of whatever material made, are given collectively.

Imports of Hemp and Hempen Goods.—It seems probable that

the bulk of the raw fibre so reported may be the Manilla hemp used up
in the Indian rope factories, and of the hempen goods, canvas and other

fabrics of true hemp. This trade is not extensive ; last year (1886-87) only

7.641 cwt. of hemp fibre, valued at Ri ,7 1,795, was imported, with,

in addition, “hemp cloth and sacks to the value of R43,ooo. Under the
heading of Government stores ” will generally be found an item of canvas
as imported ( P chiefly flax) ; last year this was valued at R5o,8oi. Of th$

imports of foreign hempen goods, a small re-export trade is done toother
countries, but a very much more extensive shipping trade consists in carry-

ing coastwise Indian hemp
(sunn hemp) —eg., from one port of India to

another. This is the coasting trade which, along with the rail, river, and
road-borne traffic, completes the account of interprovincial dealings. The
total value of the imports returned as received at Indian ports from other
Indian ports amounted to R 7,00,534—a trade which has shown a steady
increase since 1882-83, when it was valued at R3,90,850. In another
series of tables published by Governmeut are shown the exports of Indian
hemp from all Indian ports to other Indian ports, and these are returned
as valued at R6,24,303, the trade having steadily increased since 1882-83,
when it was valued at R96,o87.

Uses to which Sunn Hem* is put.—The chief purpose for which
this fibre is utilised at the present day is the manufacture of a coarse cloth

{tdt putt) or canvas used chiefly for sacking. A large amount of the fibre

is annually used up in the native cordage trade, for which it is well adapted,
and large quantities of the fibre are also consumed by the European rope-

makers in India. The waste tow and old materials are made into paper.

It is stated that in Jaipurand in many districts in the North-West Provinces

3 * a C. 2132
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paper is regularly made of this material, and large quantities are annually
used up by the Indian paper-mills. The paper made by the natives of

Bombay is principally of sunn hemp ; 3 parts of sunn to one part of cotton
is a common mixture. In Spons3 Encyclopedia occurs the following remark
regarding sunn paper :

“ The average weight sustained by slips of sized

paper, weighing 39 grs., made from “ raw ”
fibre, was 64ft, as compared

with Bank of England note pulp, 4.7ft. One
k
batch was reported to

make a nice, clean, smooth paper, of good colour, but not taking ink
well.

0

For European purposes the fibre may be used as a substitute for

hemp or for flax. Speaking of the special form of the fibre produced in

Travancore, Dr. Royle says : “The appearance of this fibre is totally dif-

ferent from any other which comes from India, as it is in the state

as if prepared for spinning into thread, and must have been combed
or heckled. The fibres are brownish in colour, about 3 to 4 feet in length,

clean and shining, not so fine as fiax, but still resembling some of the
coarser kinds. A very competent judge informed the author that it

might be sold for the purposes of flax, or as a kind of flax, and was
worth £35 a ton, so some specimens sent to Dundee were valued at the
same sum, and it was said could be used for the same purposes as flax,

though rather too dry.” So, again, w This hemp, when prepared with
the patent liquid, became soft, white, and so fine when heckled as to bear
the closest comparison with flax at £80 per ton. It is better than any
Russian flax for fine spinning. Bombay hemp, rough and dark, and
valued at £20 per ton. This article, being similarly prepared, was
considered equal in value with the Madras hemp.

Sunn stalks (after removal of the fibre) are used chiefly as fire-

wood. But of the Kolaba district, Bombay, it is stated: “ Hemp torches

are made by tying together, in four or five places, about 200 stalks with
their fibres, each torch being about three feet long and ten inches round.
Hemp matches are also made by Bohoris, who cut each stalk into about
six pieces and dip the ends into a solution of sulphur * 3

Before concluding this account of sunn hemp it may be as well to*

emphasize the fact that all writers agree in pronouncing the fibre obtained
from Travancore and that from the Central Provinces (the latter being
the fibre most probably of the form known as Crotalaria tenuifolia) as

* superior to the ordinary sunn hemp. We possess so little definite know-
ledge regarding the cultivated forms of the sunn plant that it can only be
added that perhaps the first and most necessary step to be taken in any
effort to increase the sunn hemp industry would be to establish the
areas under each recognisable form of the plant, and to collect such bota-
nical specimens in flower and fruit as would admit of their careful deter-

mination. Were such specimens to be accompanied with samples of the
fibre extracted when in flower and again when in fruit, each being pre-
pared according to both the immediate and the deferred process of ret-

ting, it would then be possible to inform the commercial authorities where
the best sunn hemp was to be had, and it might also be found possible to

extend the cultivation of the better races of the plant and to encourage
the natives to adopt the process of preparation of the fibre which was
found the most appropriate.

It may be added that there are three or four other species of Crotalaria

which, whether wild or cultivated, are used for fibre. It is highly probable
some of these may prove to be the peculiar sunn hemps of certain dis-

tricts. The brief notes given in the following pages regarding the more
common species, it is hoped, may help the reader to recognise these little-

known fibre-yielding plants.
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retusa.

Food and Fodder.—It has already been incidentally remarked that

in some parts of India the seeds of this plant are collected and given
to cattle. Roxburgh says :

w This plant—and it is the only one—is also

cultivated by the natives of some parts of the Northern Circars to feed
their milch-cows with during the dry season. I have found that it is

very nourishing, and causes them to give more milk than most other food.

It only bears two or three cuttings ; after that the plants perish.”
Medicine.—The seeds are sometimes used medicinally, having the

reputation of being useful to purify the blood.

FODDER.

Seeds,

2146

MEDICINE.
Seeds.

21*7

Crotalaria laburaifolia, Linn. ; Fi.Br. Ind., II., 84.

A shrubby plant met with in the Western Peninsula, particularly in

the South Concan. Properties similar to those of the next species. It is

known in Hindustani as muna, the pedda-galli-gista of Telegu. Sir Walter
Elliot gives it the further Telegu name of Chiri giligichcha , and the plant
is often seen in gardens on account of its flowering throughout the year.

2148

C. Leschenaultii, DC. / FI. Br. Ind., II., 76.

An abundant plant* on the Nilghiri Hills and higher portions of the
Western Ghats. This is alluded to by Mr. J. H. Grant as the plant used
in Satara for paper-making. It is there known as dingoda. Dalzell and
Gibson say it is the dingcua, and is common on the higher gh&ts.

2149
Satara
Paper.

2150

C. medicaginea, Lank. ; FI Mr. Ind., II., 81 .

Vera.

—

Gulabi, Pb.

A diffuse perennial abundant in the tropical regions of India from
Kashmir to Burma, ascending to 6,000 feet in altitude.

Medicine.—This plant is officinal in the Panidb being sold in the

bazdrs under the name of guldbi (Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 343).

2151

MEDICINE.

2152

C. prostrata, Roxb. ; FI. Mr. Ind., II., 67.

A slender creeping weed, common on the drier plains of India ascend-
ing to 6,000 feet.

This is known to the Santals as Nanha jhunka or Katie*jhunka, and
by them it is used medicinally in derangements of the stomach. It is

known in Bengal as Choto-jhunjhun (small jhunjhun, see Voigt, p. 207).

Roxburgh says this is known in Telegu as Seri-gally-gista .

C. retusa, Linn. ; FI. Mr. Ind., II., 75.

A robust under-shrub, 3-4 feet in height, with stout striated branches
and wedge-shaped leaves ; common on sandy soils, flowering in February
and March ; not uncommon in the tropical regions of India from the

Himalaya to Malacca and Ceylon. Also met with in China, North Aus-
tralia, and tropical Africa and America.

In India this plant is often cultivated for its fibre, which is sold as a
form of sunn hemp. To what extent it is cultivated and how far the fibre

may be passed off as the true sunn hemp it is impossible to say. Dr.

Wright states that in South India the fibre of this plant is regularly sold

as hemp and is made into cordage and canvas.
If the enquiry suggested in the concluding paragraph above regarding

sunn-hemp, be instituted, this plant would douDtless find a place among the

specimens collected as fuKK-hemp-yielding plants, and it would be most
instructive to possess definite information as to the comparative value

and property of this fibre with the true sunn-hemp. In Bengal it is

c. 2150
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known as Bil'ihunjhun, in Madras as Potu-galli-gfsta (Tkl.), in Bombay
Ghagri (Mar.), and in Ceylon as Kaha-andana-hiriya, Sing. (Con/, with
Rod., FI. Ind Ed. C.B.C., $49; Dale, and Gibs., Bomb. Ft., 5$,&c.)

Crotalaria sericea, Ren.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 75.

A plant very much like the preceding and found over the same region#

8tewart says it is cultivated m the Pan
j
4b as a garden flower, and is

known as Sanni, but apparently never cultivated as an agricultural product,
although its fibre is sometimes prepared. Kurz alludes to the plant in

his report of Pegu. It is the pipdlujhunjhun of Bengal, and Roxburgh
remarks it bears the Sanskrit name of Ghuntaruva, but Dr. Udoy Chand
Dutt corrects this into Ghantdravd, and gives it the Bengali name of

Jhanjhania. It flowers in the cold season.

C. Striata, DC.; FI. Sr. Ind., II., 84.

A low-growing shrub, with robust, sulcate, thinly silky branches, and
large yellow flowers striped with red. Fairly abundant throughout the
warmer parts of India.

The Rev. A. Oampbe 1

1

states that this is cultivated by theSantalsin
Chutia Nagpur on account mainly of its fibre. The plant is known to
them as Son jhunka, and to the Hindustani-speaking people of that region
as Son, San. He adds that the root or a small portion of the stem is

tied to the wrists and neck of -a person suffering from dropsy. Roxburgh
remarks this is known to the Telegu-speaking people of Madras as Munga.

C. tenuifolia, Roxb.; FI. Ind., Fd. C.B.C., 346.

This has been reduced by most botanists to a synonym for C. jancea,
Linn., which see.

C. tetragona, Roxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., II, 78.

A stiff, very handsome shrub, often 68 feet in height, met with on the
lower Himalaya (up to 3,500 feet in altitude) from Kum 4on to Assam and
Pegu. Kurz alludes to this plant and gives it the Burmese name of

ChuYain. The shrub flowers in October and November. Mr. Gamble,
in his List of the Trees and Shrubs &c., of the Darjeeling District , says

it is known by the Paharia 'names of Kengeni, kotulkasub, and to tne
Lepchas as Suhutung rung.

C. verrucosa, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind. II, 77. ; Wight, IcT, t. 200.

Vern.

—

Ban-san, Hind, and Beno. : Vuttei-khilloo-khilloopie ( Vutti-khillo-

killupi), Tam.; Gheiegherinta, Tel.; Kiligilippe, Sing. ; according to

Ainslie). Sir Walter Elliot gives the following Telegu names for this

species Allngiligich-cha, gila gdranta ; Nil-andana-hiruja Sing.
according to Trimen.

Habitat.—-A copiously branched half-shrubby plant, 2-3 feet in height,
with blue, white, or yellow flowers ; found in tropical regions but ascending
the Himalaya to 2,000 feet in altitude, and distributed east to Burma,
the Malaya, and China. Also met with in Africa, Mauritius, and tropical

America.
Medicine.—Ainslie says :

w
I have given this a place here, on the

authority of Rheede, who informs us that the juice of the leaves is sup-
posed to be efficacious in diminishing salivations’* (Anslie, Materia Indica

,

II, p. J05). On a further page he adds :
n The slightly bitter, but not

unpleasant*tasted juice of the leaves and tender stalks of this low-growing
plant, is prescribed by the Tamil doctors, both internally and externally,

in cases of scabies ana impetigo/’ (f. 478).

C. 2x64
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The Croton.
moroft
Joufra.

CROTON, Linn. 1 Gen. PI, III., 293.

The generic name Kporuy (a tick) was given by Linnaeus to this assem-
blage of plants .in allusion to the shape ot the seed. The chief medicinal
sp^es, Ce Tiglium, was first made known to Europe in the sixteenth century,
and for some time it was in demand ; but in the seventeenth century it fell

into disuses until about 70 to 80 years ago, when its properties were again made
known by White, Marshall, Thomson, Daly, Ainslie, Perry, Frost,
and other Indian medical officers. Most of the species mentioned below are
used medicinally by the natives of India, but very little of a special character
can be said regarding their individual properties.

Croton argyratus, Bl. / FI . Br. Ind V,, 383

;

Euphorbiacbm.

Syn.—C. bicolor, Roxb.
Vern.

—

Chonoo

,

Burm. j Talib-dd
,
And.

References.—Roxb', FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 68J ; Gamble, Man.Timb
359 ; Kura, For. FI. Burm //., 372.

Habitat.—A moderate sized or small evergreen tree of Martaban,
Tenasserim, and the Andaman Islands.

Structure of the Wood.—Hard, yellow, close and even-drained, seasons
well. It is worthy of notice and weighs 46 to 481b per cubic foot.

C. aromaticus, Linn.; FI. Br.Ind.y V.,388.

Syn.

—

c. lacciferus, Linn. / Aleurites laccifera, Willd.

Vern.— Welkeppitiyd, Sing. ; Vid-punS, Tam. (names used in Ceylon for

C. aromaticus, the form C. lacdfera being Keppitiyd i n Sing.).

References.—Beddome, Forester's Man., 204 ; Wight, Ic., t. jp, t5 ;

Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 121 ; Trimen, Cat. Ceylon PI . ,
81 / Gamble, Man .

Timb ., 358; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Disp ., 55J.

Habitat.—An aromatic shrub or small tree, met with in the Dekhan
from the Concan southward.

Medicine.—Said to be used medicinally. Thwaites remarks that the
lac obtained from C. lacciferus “is employed by the Singalese for medi-
cinal purposes.”

C. caudatus, Geisel. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 388.

Syn.—C. drupaceus, Roxb.

Vern.—Afan bhantur, Beng. j Takchabrik, Lepcha; Wusta, Uriya.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 688 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

** 0̂r' ^ 375 • Gamble» Man. Timb,, 338—359 and

Habitat.—A large straggling, more or less scandent, shrub of Bengal,

Assam, Burma, and South India; found chiefly on the banks of streams.

Roxburgh states that it is a native in the country about Dacca, and
flowers in March, the seeds ripening in September.

Medicine.—Mr. Home, Conservator of Forests, writes, the leaves are

applied as a poultice to sprains.

Structure of the Wood.—White or yellowish-white, hard, close-grained.

Home says it is used for fuel.

C. Eluteria, Bennett, affords Cascarilla Bark,—an imported drug.

2165
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C. Joufra, Roxb. ; Fl. Br. Ind., V., 387.

Vera.—According to Roxburgh Joufra is in Sylhet the name of this small

tree or shrub.

C. 2175
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CROTON
oblongifolius.

The Oblong-leaved Croton.

MEDICINE.
2x76
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2x78

MEDICINE.
2X79

2X80

OIL.

218X
MEDICINE.

seed.

2X82-
£ruK.
2183

Boot-bark.

2x84

Root.

?x85

Reference*.

—

Kurt
,
For. FI. Barm., II., 373,‘Gamble, Man. Timb., 336;

Medical Top . Ajmir, 140; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal,, t$6.

Habitat.—A small shrub very similar to C. oblongifolius, but with

smaller more accuminate leaves $ met with in the Eastern Peninsula

—

Sylhet. Sibsagar, Pegu, Upper Burma, &c. Flowering time March and
April.

Medidne.—Like most other species, the leaves, seeds, and root of this

species are occasionally spoken or as used medicinally.

Croton lacciferus. Linn,, a form reduced to C. aromaticns, Linn.,
by the Flora of British Indian

C. malabaricus, Beddome ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 386.

References.

—

Beddome, ?c„ t. 171, & Forester's Man., 204; Gamble,
Man., Timb., 359 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 121%

Habitat.—A small tree common in the western forests, ascending to

4,000 feet in altitude ; Malabar, &c.

Medicine.—Said to be used by the natives of ..India for medicinal pur-

poses.

C. oblongifolius, Roxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 386,

Vern.

—

Chucka, Patna (according to Irvine) ; Bara gach, Beng. (accord-
ing to Brandis = large plant); Arjunna, Oudh ; Ach, Nepal; Kurti,

konya, kuli, poter , Kol; Putri, Lohardugga; Gote, Santal; Kote,
Put61, Mal. ; Burma parokupi. Ass. ; Bhutan kusam, Tel.; Gonsur,
Goa; Ganasur, Bomb.; Ganasura, Mar.; Thityin, the-yin, Burm.

References.

—

Roxb,, FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 688J Voigt, Hort. Sub. Calc.,

156 ; Brandis, For. FI., 440 ; Kura, For. FI. Burm., II., 373 ;
Beddome,

Forester's Man., 204 ; Gamble, Man. Timb., 358-359, XXIX ; Thwaites,
Bn. Ceylon PI., 276 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 231 ; Pharm. Ind., 201;
Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 682 : Fluck. & Hanb., Pharmacog., 567 ;
S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 122; Irvtne, Gen. Med. Topog. of Ajmir, 128;
Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 120, 255 / Cooke, Oils and Oilseeds, 38.

Habitat.—A small tree found in the sub-Himdlayan tract from Oudh
eastward and in South India, the Deccan Peninsula, Burma, and Ceylon.
Roxburgh remarks that it is common in the forests about Calcutta,
flowering in the beginning of the hot season.

Oil.—The seeds afford an oil (Gamble).
Medidne.—Brandis says that the bark, leaves, and fruit are used

externally in native medicine. The seeds are purgative; Dr. Irvine

says the fruits are purgative, dose gr. i to gr. iii. Dr. Dymock writes
u when on a visit to Goa in 1876, my attention was drawn by the native
doctors to the root-bark of a small tree as being one of the most valuable
medicines they possessed ; this plant, unknown to me, at the time, proved
on subsequent investigation to be C. oblongifolium. The Goanese and
inhabitants of the southern Concan administer the bark in chronic
enlargements of the liver and in remittent fever. In the former disease
it is both taken internally and applied externally. As an application to

sprains, bruises, rheumatic swellings, See., it is in great request. In large

doses it is said to be purgative. FlUckiger and Hanbury (Pharmacog.,

510) state that the n seeds are said to be sometimes substituted for those of

C. Tiglium.” The Rev. A. Oampbell remarks that the Santals use the
“bark and root as a purgative and as an alterative in dysentenr.”

_

It would appear that the early writers on Hindu Materia Medica do
not allude to this plant, and many of its vernacular names would point to

c. 2185
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the properties having been but recently understood. There is no good
Hindi nor a Bengali name for the plant. It is not referred to by U. O. Dutt

nor by Amalie, and while Roxburgh describes it he makes no mention of

its medicinal products. On the other hand, there is nothing to justify a
contrary opinion but that the Kol and Santal names are very ancient, and
that, therefore, the properties of the plant have long been known to the

aboriginal tribes wno inhabit the mountains of Central and Western
Bengal. Dalzell and Qibson write that it is

" used medicinally by the

natives to reduce swellings.
91 This is perhaps one of the earliest notices

by European writers.

Structure of the Wood.—Whitish to yellow, close-grained, moderately

hard and heavy ; liable to crack in seasoning.

Domestic Uses.—The plant is frequently employed for fences.

Croton polyandrus, Roxb ., see under Baliospennum montanum, Muell.,

Vol. B. 28 .

Hooker, in the Flora of British India, V., 461, reduces this to B.

miliare, Blume. Consult also O'Shaughnessy’s Bengal Dispense 555; U.

C. Dutt’s Mat. Med. of the Hindus , 229

;

and Dymock’s Materia Medica

,

West Ind., 2nd Ed., 688

;

the last work has appeared since the issue of the

1st volume of this publication.

C. reticulatus, Heyne ; FI. Br . Ind., V., 386,

Syn.—C. hypoleucus. Dale. ; C. zeylanicus, Muell.-Arg.

Vern.

—

Pdndhari or pdndharisdld,
Mar.

References.

—

Dymock, Mat. Med. West. Ind., 2nd Ed., 684; S.Ariun,
Bomb. Drugs, 122; T^waites, En. Ceyl Pl.t 2715 / Dale, and Gibs.,

Bomb. FI., 231; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 121.

Habitat.—A shrub with slender branches, met with in the Dekhan Pen.

insula from the Koncan southwards 5
distributed to Ceylon.

Medicine.—Sakharam Arjun says the bark is “ used as a bitter and

stomachic."

C sebiferum, linn., and Sapium sebiferum, Roxb., are synonyms for

’
Stillingia sebifera, the Chinese Tallow Tree. This is now cultivated

to some extent in India, and, according to Roxburgh, is known in

Bengal as Momchina.

C. Tiglium, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., V., 393,

The Purging Croton.

Syn.^-C. Pavana (or Parana), Hamilton.

Vern.—Jayapala,
kanakaphdla (in Atnslfo dunti ,

bija). Sans. ; Jaypdl,

Beng. ;
?amdl-gota. Hind. ; Vamalagotajepdl, geydpal, Mar.; Nepdl,

Guz. ; Nepdla, Kan. ;
Nervdlam, Tam. j Nepdlauttua, Tel. 5 Ntrvdlam,

Mal.; Kanaka, Burm.; Bor*, Malay.; Ckeraken,]KWh. Dund is men
by Ainslie 48 PeRS., and &aId as Arab. Habbussaldtm, dand,

ddtun, Arab.; Bed anjire-khatai, habbe-khatdi, Pers. (according to

Moodeen Sheriff.)

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 688 ;

/j«5; Brandis, For. FI., 440 1 Kura, For. FI- Burm., 374 ; Gamble, Man.

Timh., 3SS, 3S9fThwaites,Bn.

CROTON
Tiglium.

SubO. Pharm. Ind.. I20s U. 0. uutt, Mai. Mea. nm».,
Mid. w!Ini., 2nd Ed., 684 i Firming, Mod. PI. and Drug., as in

\
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Res., Vol. XI., 164, 1840; Flick. & Hank., Phamacog., $6si V. S,
Dispens.fistk Ed., 978, lost / Bent. & Trim., Med . PL, 8391 S. Arjun,
Bomb. Drugs, 123 ; Murray, PL and Drugs, Sind, 149 / Waring•

Basar Med., 49 f Year book of Pkarm. 1874, p. 86 / Irvine, 26, 42 ; K. L,
De, Beng, Drugs, 43 / Medical Top. Ajmlr, 133, 139 ; Baden Powell

,

Pb. Pr., 374, 375/ Drury, U. PL, 164 ; Lisboa, V. PL Bomb„ 121, 255;
Btrdwood, Bomb. Pr., 77 ; Cooke, Oils and Oilseeds, 39; Kew Off.
Guide to the Mus. of Ec.Bot., 118 ; Kew Off. Guide to Bot. Gardens
and Arboretum, 67; Simmonds, Trop. Agri., 424.
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Habitat.—A small tree (15 to 20 feet high) met with under cultivation
throughout the greater part of India; probably indigenous or only natura-
lised in Eastern Bengal and Assam and southward to Malacca, Burma,
and Ceylon.

Oil.—The nuts yield an oil which is orange yellow or sherry-coloured,
of the consistence of nut-oil, has a slight odour resembling that of jalap,
and an acrid flavour. This is a valuable medicinal oil, which is used as a
drastic purgative, especially when it is desired to act speedily and power-
fully on the bowels, and when only a small volume of medicine can be
administered, as in cases of obstinate constipation, in dropsy, in apoplexy,
in paralysis, and in cases, when the patient cannot or will not swallow,
when the oil may be dropped on the tongue. As prepared in India it is

frequently so much adulterated, that it finds no sale in Europe. The
nuts are exported chiefly from Bombay and Cochin (often being also
Chinese re-exports), and the oil is expressed in England. Dr. Dymock
informs the writer that the oil is expressed at the Government Medical
Store Depdt at Bombay. It costs about 12 annas a ft, whereas in

1825, the same oil was sold for about 10 shillings an ounce in England.
The plant used to be grown for the purpose of its seeds at Hewra, but
the supply is now imported from China via Singapore. The nuts sell

for R51 per maund of 41ft.

It is necessary to be cautious in handling the nuts or the oil, owing to
their blistering the skin. The oil is frequently used for colds in the
chest as an external application, causing a severe blister. It is much
resorted to as a domestic cure but is not recommended by the profession.

§ “The drastic principle of the oil has not yet been isolated ; it appears
to exist not only in the seeds but also in the leaves and wood” (Pro

-

fessor Warden , Calcutta).

Medicine.—The seeds are used as a powerful drastic purgative, and
the oil is regarded as a valuable medicine. In overdoses they act as an
acro-narcotic poison. When externally applied the oil is a stimulant

rubefacient ana counter-irritant. Croton oil is said to possess powerful
hydragogue cathartic properties. It is also useful in dropsy, obstinate

constipation, and apoplexy. The ancient Hindu books make no mention
of the oil, the nuts boiled in milk or roasted in a pellet of cow-dung, appear
(as at the present day) to have been used. One seed is a sufficient dose,

and, according to many writers, the skin of the seed, as also the contained
cotyledons (or seed leaves), are poisonous. The boiled or torrefied al-

buminous substance, mashed up and deposited in the interior of a raisin, is

the form in which natives generally prescribe the drug, but it is often combin-
ed with astringents, such as myrobalams, cutch, &c., these additions check-

ing the acrimony of the nut and preventing griping. Waring says that

should the administration of the nut cause griping, vomiting, or too violent

purging, a good large draught of lime-juice is the best remedy; and it

may safely be repeated in half an hour if the vomiting, &c., continue.

Dutt remarks that, according to Hindu literature, the seeds are ** useful in

fever, constipation, intestinal worms, enlargements of the abdominal
viscera, ascites, anasarca, &c.”

C. 220X
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Dr. Fleming (in the Asiatic Researches, 1840) writes :

—

u The seeds of this plant were formerly well known in Europe, under
the names of Grana Tiglia and Grana Molucca . They were employed
as hydragogue purgatives; but, on account of the violence of their opera-
tion, they have been long banished from modern practice. For the same
reason, they are seldom used by the Hindu practitioners, though not un-
frequently taken, as purgatives, by the poorer classes of the natives. One
seed is sufficient for a dose. It is first carefully cleared from the mem-
branaceous parts, the rudiments of the seminal leaves, that adhere to the
centre of it ; by which precaution, it is found to act less roughly, and then
rubbed with a little rice gruel, or taken in a bit of the plantain fruit.

9 *

Ainslie quotes (in the first edition of his work published in 1813) the
opinions of a few Indian medical officers who re-made known the properties
of this drug at about the beginning of the present century or the close of

the last. Practically all subsequent writers have but slightly altered the
sentences used by these early observers without having added any thing
of consequence to the literature of the subject. The discovery of other drugs
may be viewed as having thrown into the shade croton oil and croton nuts.

Dr. Dymock remarks of the expressed oil 1
11 Ainslie (Mat. Indica, Vol.

/., p. io$) notices the use of the expressed oil (Nervalum unnay) by the
Tamils as an external application in rheumatic affections, but it does not
appear to have been used tor internal administration until the year 1821."

Completing Ainslie’s own account of it, after stating that the oil is used for

external application, he goes on to say, “ as a purge it has been of late

years often resorted to in England, and is thought to have still more
powerful effects as a hydragogue than the torrefied seeds. Mr. Thomson
tells usjthat, in some cases, merely touching the tongue with a drop has
produced many loose stools ; and in others, doses of one or two minims have
excited the most frightful hypercantharsis ; although some individuals have
taken it to the extent of even ten minims without any very sensible effect.

He adds from his own experience, that he would be veiy cautious in exhi-

biting the oil at first in larger doses than one or two minims, to adults

;

in apoplexy, convulsions, and mania the croton oil is likely to prove a
medicine of great value ; a very good mode of giving it is, rubbed up with

the mucilage of Acacia gum, sugar, and almond emulsion, by which means
its acrimony is blunted/* Ainslie adds that Mr. R. Daly of Madras found
the oil highly useful as an emmenagogue.

" Rumphius informs us that the root of the plant is supposed, by the

inhabitants of Amboyna, to be a useful drastic purgative, in cases of

dropsy, given rasped in doses of a few grains, or as much as can be held

between the thumb and finger/* " Rheede, who speaks of the plant under
the name cddil avdnicu, savs, that the leaves rubbed and soaked in water
also are purgative ; and when dried and powdered are a good external

application in cases of bites of serpents ** {Ainslie).

Chemistry.—The principal constituents of croton seeds are a fatty fixed

oil, tiglinic acid, crotonic or quartenylic acid, and crotonol. Tuson has
detected the presence also of an alkaloid analogous to Cascartllin . (See
Fliick . & Hanb., Pharmacog., and Bent . & Trim , Med. Plants.)

Special Opinions.
—

"

§ Drastic purgative, used in obstinate constipa-

tion and dropsical affections. I have known instances of extreme prostra-

tion, amounting to collapse, produced by seeds, administered by native

boids in Bengal and the North-Western 'Provinces ” (Assistant Surgeon
Shib Chunder Bhattacharji, Chanda, Central Provinces).

M In addition to

their uses as a drastic purgative the seeds are applied in the form erf lini-

ment to the penis in cases of impotence and have a high reputation in

this disease amongst the natives ” (Lai Mahomed, 1st Class, Hospl. Asstt.,
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Marti Dispensary, Hoshangabad, Central Provinces), u The seeds, half

roasted over a lamp or candle flame, and the smoke inhaled through the
nostrils, relieves a fit of asthma” (Surgeon*Major R, Thomson, M.D.,
C.I.E., Madras). u

I have found the oil diluted with 9 or 10 parts of mus-
tard oil or olive oil to be a very useful liniment in infantile bronchitis”
(Doyal Chunder Shome). “ Have used it as a diuretic, purgative, and
rubefacient ” (D. Picachy, Civil Medical Officer, Purneah). “ The seed
is frequently applied over the temples for headache and eye affections

”

(.Surgeon-Major Robb, Civil Surgeon, Ahmedabad).

Croton tinctorium, Turnsol
, see Crozophora (Chrozophora) tinctoria,

A . Juss.

Crown Bark, see Cinchona Condaminea, Huml. ; Rubiacea. C. nap.

22X0

2211

22X2

CROZOPHORA, A. fuss.; Gen. PI, ///., 303.

By an unfortunate oversight, the old error in the spelling of the name
given to this genus was not corrected when arranging the material for

the present volume, and this has had the effect of placing it in the wrong
alphabetical position. Being derived from xpat(ui the word should of

course be Chrozophora as corrected by Necker.

Crozophora (Chrozophora) plicata, A. fuss.; FI. Br. Ind., V.,

efOp / EuPHORBIACEA.

Syn.—C. Rottleri, A
. fuss.f C. plicatus, Vahl.f C. Rottleri,

Geisel.; C. tinctorius, Wall. ; Burnt.

;

C. plicatum, Willd. {in

Roxb ., FI. Ind.).

Vern.

—

Skadevi, subalty sonballi

,

Hind., Sind, and Okharada

,

Guz.; Khudi-
okra, Beng. ; Pango nan

,

Santali 5 Suryavarta, Sans. ; PM kanda,
nilkhanti, nil-ak-rai, Pb. ; Neal boti

,

Tank; Gurugu chettu, linga
mirtyam

,

Tel.
References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind. Ed. C.B.C. , 687 ; Thwaites, Sn. Ceylon
PI., 443 : Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 232 ; Stewart, Pb. PL, 192 / Elliot,

FI. Anakrica, 66, 107 ; Revd. A. Campbell, Descrip . Cat. Econ. Prod.,
Chutia Nagpur, 18 ; Ainslie, Mat . Ind., II., 398 / Dymock, Mat. Med.
W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 716; S. Arjun , Bomb. Drugs, 123j Murray, PL
and Drugs, Sind, 34 ; Drury, U. PL, 165 ; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 269 ;
Royle, lu. Him. Bot., /., 329.

Sir Walter Elliot remarks of this plant: “This is the Indian Turnsol—

Royle, 111., I., Misled by the English name Wilson, Brown, Pid-
dington, and others have imagined the plant to be the sun-flower, and

still further to increase the confusion, they have turned the old Greek name
Chrozophora tinctoria, L. (fiXiorpoirtov pucpov) into the modern

Heliotrope, and explained the various Indian names of Croz. plicata by
Helitropium (Tiardium), indicum, Lindl., Veg. King., p. 281” This

mistake has been repeated by O’Shaughnessy, who says that Chro-
zophora tinctorium, the Turnsol (Turnsole) is the llijXUrpoiror

fiiKpov of Dioscorides.”

Habitat.—There are two well marked forms of this plant—(a) a small
procumbent annual, found in sandy damp situations, such as on the
,banks of rivers and in the bottoms of driea-up tanks, (b) an erect peren-
nial bushy form. These have apparently been reduced to one species by
the Flora of British India . They both occur here and there throughout
the wanner parts of India, from the Pan

j
fib to Bombay, Madras, Bengal,

Burma, and Ceylon. In the drier regions of Upper India the bushy con-
dition chiefly occurs, and this is probably doubtfully distinct from Chrozo-
phofa tinctoria. The procumbent form is more abundant in Bengal,

C. 22Z2
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The Turnsole. CROZOPHORA
tmctona.

Madras, and Burma, and is of no interest from an economic point of
view, since the properties described below are alone applicable to the
erect plant, and to Chrozophora tinctoria. The confusion alluded to by
8ir Walter Elliot may be accounted for by the fact that the crumpled
leaves of the procumbent plant are remarkably Boraginaceous in their

general appearance ; the plant is also frequently found growing along with
Heliotropium indicum (the hatti-sura of Bengal).

Dye.—Roxburgh was, perhaps, the first author to draw attention to
the fact that the fruits of this Indian plant afford a purplish-blue dye.
Alnslie, who saw the manuscripts of Roxburgh’s Flora /mftca,says:—'" It

would appear that, cloth, moistened with the juice of the green capsules,

becomes blue after exposure to the open air; they, no doubt, contain
colouring matter, which might be turned to good account in the arts.”

O’Shaughnessy, who wrote 20 years later still, says—"The summits of

this plant and the fruits serve for the preparation of the dye named turn-

sol, used for giving a blue and a red tint.” Voigt, Drury, Murray, and
all other modern Indian writers have simply repeated Roxburgh's ori-

ginal statement regarding the dye property of these fruits without adding
any new information to tne literature of the subject. It is probable that

even O’Shaughnessy’s remark was suggested from the knowledge that a
species of Chrozophora was in some parts of Europe cultivated as a source

of dye, his statements having thus a European more than an Indian signi-

ficance. For further information regarding Turnsole dye see the next
species.

Fibre.—The Santals prepare a strong and useful rope fibre from the

bark, but it is difficult to separate {Campbell).

Medicine.—The ashes of the root are given to children in coughs.

The leaves are considered depurative, and are officinal under the name
nilkhanthi. The seeds are used as a purgative. The Revd. A. Camp-
bell states that the Santals mix the root with that of Carissa Carandas
for blistering purposes. "This is a plant which Dr. F. Hamilton (MSS.)
had brought to him in Behar, as one of those which was supposed to

have virtues in leprous affections ; the dry plant is made into decoction,

to which is added a little mustard ” {Ainsite).
Timber.—The stems of both this and the next species are regularly

collected as fuel. Dr. Stewart says of C. tinctoria :
" It is cut and carried

into the city of Lahore to be used as fuel in ovens/* This fact may be

accepted as proving that the bush forms here alluded to are both peren-

nial bushy plants 1-3 feet in height and not " prostrate annuals/* The
prostrate form would appear to be perfectly distinct, and to be most pro-

bably the Croton plicatum described by Roxburgh as met with in rice

fields of Bengal, as distinct from the bushy perennial found in Chutia

Nagpur and Upper India.

Crozophora tinctoria, A. Juss.; FI. Br. Ind., V., 408.

Turnsole, Eng.
Vtm.—Shadevi, sonballi, subali, Hind. & Sind ; Tappal butt, nilan,

kukronda, Pb.; Kap-o-chist, in the Hari-rud Valley, Afghanistan

(Aitchison).

Habitat.—Common in the Panjib, Sind, and the Deccan {distributed

eastward through Afghanistan to northern Africa and the Mediterranean

;

cultivated in the south of France. The specimens of this plant collected

in Afghanistan by Aitchison, in Quetta by Lace, and in Gilgit by Giles,

have small, almost ovate-deltoid, leaves, on long thin petioles, and show

little tendency towards the large irregularly-lobed leaves of the erect form

of C. plicate (met with in India). The last mentioned plant has much
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less woolly leaves than either C. plicate (procumbent form) or C. tincto-

ria, but is covered with a granular mealy substance.
Dye.—Although it seems probable that most Indian authors who

allude to having observed the fruits of Chrozophora yielding a purplish

dye, speak of the erect perennial form of C. plicate, still C. tinctoria

doubtless affords the same dye in this country as it is cultivated for in

France. Apparently no advantage is taken in India of the dye principle

yielded by either plant, and it may therefore be of some practical utility,

in any possible future pfforts to establish an industry in this dye-stuff,

to give here a brief abstract regarding its European uses and methods of

preparation. The researches of Dr. doly (Ann. de Chim . et de Phys., VI.%
hi.) have shown that the dye principle occurs in all parts of the plant and
not in the fruits only. It is also present during every stage of the growth
of the plant and abounds in the cellular tissue occurring as coloured parti-

cles. As with indigo green, so with this substance, by oxidation it becomes
blue. When the fruit "is immersed in twice its bulk of water and heated
to from 50° to 6o°, that liquid assumes a rather deep violet blue coloura-

tion, and deposits, on being evaporated, a beautiful azure-blue resinous

substance. Acids turn the colour of the aqueous solution to a yellowish

red which is not rendered blue again by alkalies but becomes greenish. By
this reaction, therefore, the" litmus on rags” is distinguished from the

litmus of commerce. The researches of Dr. Langdale and Dr. Martius,
made with the juice of the plant just described, have proved that it dyes,

without the aid of mordants, a violet-red upon wool, silk, and cotton

tissues, and that this colour may be rendered fast by steaming and the

simultaneous action of ammonia vapours, which, however, turn the colour

more blue” (Crookes, Hand-book of Dyeing, fefc., 383). "This dye is

called Turnesole, and is obtained by grinding the plants—little herbs
seldom more than a foot high—to a pulp in a mill, when they yield about
half their weight of a dark green coloured juice, which becomes purple by
exposure to the air or under the influence of ammonia. It is chiefly

exported to Holland, and is prepared for exportation by soaking coarse

linen rags or sacking with it, the rags being previously washed clean.

After soaking they are allowed to dry, and are exposed to the influence

of ammonia by being suspended over heaps of stable manure. They are

then packed in sacks and are ready for snipping to Holland ” (Treasury

of Botany). "The red colour of the outer crusts of some kinds of Dutch
cheese is due to the presence of some lactic and butyric acids in that

substance. No good substitute for this ‘litmus on rags* for the last

named purpose has as yet ever been found. A sum of 10,000 is annu-
ally paia by Dutch farmers, chiefly to the inhabitants of Grand-Gallar-'
gues, for a commodity which, at first sight, no one would take to be any
thing else but dirty rags, best suited for paper-making after having been
bleached. A portion of the rags, after having been used to rub cheese
with, are sent back, because it has been found that the old rags take up
and develope the colourable matter more readily than new ones”
(Crookes).

It would thus appear that Chrozophora affords a colouring principle

closely allied to Orchil and Litmus, but in the method of its preparation it is

closely allied also to Indigo. How far this dye is capable of meeting
other markets cannot at present be foretold, but there would seem every

reason to suspect that a very extensive trade might be done in it. The
plant is wild everywhere on the waste lands of India, luxuriating on
both dry sandy tracts and river margins ; it might be grown at a small

cost anywhere, and the subject thus seems well worthy of attention, as

there are many purposes to which it might be put in India. The writer
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The Crustacea—Prawns, Shrimps, Crayfish, ftc.
CRYPTBRONIA
pubescens.

can discover no evidence of its ever having been utilised by the natives TURNSOLE-

of India, but it is a remarkable coincidence that in Bengal, at least, it bears

a name (okra) now given to several introduced American plants. Dr,
Buchanan Hamilton’s remarks regarding the introduction of Biaca

Orellana having displaced an indigenous dye-yielding plant migfht be
even viewed as having reference to Chrosophora. In connection with the

Calcutta International Exhibition the author published, in his Catalogue

that plant is to Chrozophora an additional justification for a thorough in-

vestigation of the dye properties, both of Chrozophora and of Jatropha, may
be admitted as highly desirable, and it is perhaps not too much to say that Of Interest to
the Indigo planters might find it worth tneir while to be the pioneers of Indigo

this unexplored subject. Both these plants could at very little cost be
2200

grown as hedges around their indigo fields, thus affording a possible extra

revenue, while serving a purpose for which they are eminently suited, since

no herbivorous animal has as yet been observed to browse either on

Jatropha glandulifera or Chrozophora tinctoria.

CRUSTACEA.
Although the Indian waters (marine and fresh) and also marshy places

abound in examples of the group of animals that may be said to be repre-

sented by the common crab, the lobster, the crayfish, the shrimp and water-

flea, only one or two are of any economic interest. The small fresh-water

prawn (chtngra) is often very plentiful in tanks, and on certain occasions

may be seen to multiply in a perfectly marvellous manner—a tank sometimes

suddenly appearing full of them and as suddenly empty. Although largely

caught, the natives of India do not appear to fish systematically for

Crustacea. Dr. D. MacDonald says of Bombay: ‘'The Crustacea,

especially prawns, are very numerous, but mostly get caught along with real

fisninthe nets, and, except the crab-hook ” (used at low water for catching

crabs in the crevices of the rocks) “ no particular gear is used in their

capture. There are no lobsters, although large crayfish are commonly sold

by that name in the Bombay markets, and none of the numerous crabs

attain the size and auality of those of northern seas. Crab and lobster pots

are unknown.” Ainslie gives the following vernacular names : Ingrha ,

Hind.; Agni matsya, Sans.; Eerdl, Tam.; Roiclu, Tel. He remarks that

“ the prawns in India are excellent, especially on the Coromandel Coast.

As food, they are considered, by the Hindus, as stimulating and aphrodi-

siac, and to possess virtues in diabetes, which they, and perhaps with

some reason, suppose to be often produced by an insufficient quantity of

animal food.”

CRYPTERONIA, Bl.; Gen. PL, I., 782.

[Man. Timb.y rgg; Lythrace*.

Crypteronia pubescens, Blume; FI. Br.Ind., 11,, 574 ; Gamble,

Vera.—'Ananko, Burm.

Habitat.—A tree 30 feet in height, met with in Burma,
Structure of the Wood.— Pale to reddish brown, fibrous, close but not

straight, rather heavy,and annular rings narrow {Kura). Brandis says it

is used for cart wheels and other such purposes, but is mainly in demand
for fuel.
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CRYPTOCARYA, R. Br. ; Gen. PL, III., jjo.

Several species afford valuable timber.

Cryptocarya amygdalina, Nees; FI. Br.Ind., V 118, Laurinejc.

VQtn.—Patmaro, Nepal ; Kaledeo, Lepcha.

Habitat.—A tree with spreadi ng branches, found from Nepal eastwards
to the Khasia hills and south to the Andaman islands.

Structure of the Wood.—Strong and useful.

C. ferrea, Bl. • FI. Br. Ind., V., 119.

[ Lisboa, U. PL Bomb

^

//j.
C. Wightiana, Thwaites; FI. Br. Ind., V., 120 ; Wight, Ic.,t. 1829;

Vem.

—

Golu-mora, Sing.

Habitat.—A tall tree, frequent in the Dekhan peninsula from Kanara
southwards to Ceylon.

Structure of the Wood.—Strong and durable, useful for building
purposes.

CRYPTOLEPIS,i?. Br.; Gen. PL, II., 740.

[ Ic., t. 494 / ASCLEPIADEiE.

Cryptolepis Buchanani, R. & S.; FI. Br. Ind., IV., s; Wight,

Syn.

—

Nerium reticulatum, Roxb

.

Vem.

—

Karanta, Hind. ; Utri dudhi, SANTAL; Guruga-pdla-tife, adavi-
pdla-tige, madana sdku, Tel. (At Sinhachalam it is called Mdlati-like
climber; Elliot.)

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 244; Brandis, For. FI., 330 i
Dale. & Gibs., 148j Gamble, Man. Timb., 265: Rare, For. FI. Burm.,
II., 199: Elliot, FI. Andh., it, 67, 109: Campbell, Cat. Econ. PI.,
Chutia Nagpur, 49; Rheede, Hort. Mai., IX., t. 11 / Grab., Cat. Bomb*

PI., H3»

Habitat.—A climbing plant, met with throughout India from Kashmir
to Assam, Burma, Coromandel, Travancore, &c„ ascending the Himd-
layas to 4,000 feet in altitude ; distributed to Ceylon.

Fibre.—Sir Walter Elliot says the hill people of Vizianagram make
cordage and a kind of doth from the fibre derived from this plant. .

Medicine.—The Rev. A. Oampbell states that the Santals make a
preparation from the plant which they give to children to cure them of

rickets. They also combine it with Euphorbia microphylla, Heyne (the
dudhia phul), in the formation of a medicine to be given to women "when
the supply of milk is deficient or fails.” Both the plants so used having
a milky sap, it may be presumed the properties attributed to them by
the Santals rest on tne “ Doctrine of Signatures.”

CRYPTOMERIA, Don, Gen. PL, III., 4**-

Cryptomeria japonica, Don

,

Conifer*.

Habitat.—A handsome tree, native of China and Japan, but largely

cultivated throughout the districts of Darjeeling, Simla, and occasionally

in other hill stations.
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Caoutchouc-producing trees.
CRYPTOSTEGIA

crrandiflora.

Structure of the Wood.—White, soft, with a brown, often almost
black, heart-wood ; very uniform, with narrow bands of darkerand firmer
tissue at the edge of each annual ring.

CRYPTOSTEGIA, R. Br. ; Gen. PL, II., 742.

[ Asclxpiadac&b
Cryptostegia grandiflora, R.Br. ; FI. Br. Ind., Vol. IV., 6 1 2253

'Vtm.—Vilarjuti vakundi, Mar. (according to Dr. Sakharam Arjun
in a letter to the author); Palay, Mal. (according to 8ir George
Birdwood).

Habitat.—An extensive climber, cultivated in various parts of India;
supposed to be a native of Africa or Madagascar.

Caoutchouc.—Dalzel I and Gibson (.Bomb . FI. Sp. t 55) say " the whole
plant abounds in a milky caoutchoucjuice, which is like Indiaprubber,
but hardly elastic.’

4 A considerable effort is being made to extend the

cultivation of this plant both in Madras and Bombay (See Agri.-Hort.

prepared Caoutchouc, obtained from the plants grown in the Botanic
Gardens, was reported on in August 1883, as follows, by Mr. T. P. Bruce
Warren, Analytical Chemist to the Indian Rubber, Gutta Percha and
Telegraph Company, Limited, Silvertown :

M The sample herein referred

to was enclosed in a cloth wrapper. The weight of rubber when received

was 3ft si oz. net. Some portions of it had become very sticky and
much blackened by oxidation ; a very small portion only had retained

the light colour of Cedra rubber. The whole had become agglomerated by
the adhesiveness of the little separate masses of which the sample
was composed.

"The sample was carefully torn to pieces and examined, a separate

examination being made of the lighter and darker portions. The only

difference found is in the much larger quantity of moisture met with in the

lighter portions.
" It mighthave been possible to have given some assurance on this point

if the time was stated now long this sample had been collected. In its

present condition it is hardly equal to Ceara rubber from Brazil, although

its general qualities are very encouraging.
"Digested in alcohol both the lighter and dark portions gave up a con-

siderable quantity of soluble matter; the darker kind became partly

whitened, the greater portion being unaffected in this respect.

"On washing and drying, the lighter portions lost 15*6 per cent., the

darker portions Tost only 2*9 per cent. The amount of asn obtained from

the lighter portions was before washing 4*3 per cent., after washing 27 per

cent. The darker portions yielded before washing 4*2 per cent., after

washing 2*3 per cent.

"Mixed with the suitable proportion of sulphur and heated, both portions

vulcanized remarkably well, ft might have been expected that the least

oxidized portions would have yielded a tougher and harder product when

vulcanized, as compared with the darker portions, but in this respect no

difference could be perceived.”
The Conservator of Forests, Northern Circle, Bombay Presidency,

wrote on the 16th January 1888, that Cryptostegia grandiflora * is cultivated

in gardens in nearly every station in India, and can be easily propagated.

The cost of collecting the sap would be so great that a plantation is not

a. c. 2256
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CUCUMIS* The Cucumis or Melon.,

OH&t' *”
commercia,,y success^ul* The plant grows wild in the Western

Cfystal Rock) see Canadian, C. 6x6.

CTENOLEPIS, Hook.f. ; Gen. Pt.$ I.,a32.

»S7

MEDICINE.

2258

Ctenolepis Garcini, Naud. ; FI. Br. Ind. 9 //., 6jo ; CucurbitACEJt.

Vern.—Gudi muralu

,

Tel.
References.— 57. /«<*., Ed. C.B.C., 703 / d* Gifo, Bomb. FI.,

99 i Atkinson
,
j&ron. Prod., V., p. 12.

Habitat.—An annual climber, met with in Bundelkhand and the Dekhan.
Grows on rubbish heaps and hedgerows.

Medicine*—Atkinson says the fruit, seeds, and roots are used in medi-
cine.

Cubeba officinalis, Miq^ see Piper Cubeba, Linn. ; Piperack*.

Cubebs, see Piper.

2259

H1ST0BY.
2260

CUCUMIS, Linn. ; Gen. Pl.9 /., 826.

A. genus of climbing herbaceous plants embracing some 26 species, of which
half are natives of Africa; a few occur in the tropical regions of Asia, Australia,

and America ; and several are of doubtful origin though widely cultivated. Elliot
says the Telugu word Bttdama is applied generically to all species of Cucumis.
The botanical generic name (which was the Latin specific name for the Cucum-
ber) probably arose from curvus (Latin) in allusion to the shape of the fruit.

History.—Much confusion still exists regarding the Indian so-called

wild and cultivated species and varieties. Roxburgh was the first author
who systematically examined and described the Indian forms. In his

Flora Indica he gives the distinctive characters of what he regards as nine
species, two of wnich, by all subsequent botanists, have been removed to

other genera, and the remaining seven reduced to three species. Do
Candolle, however (Ortg. Cult. PI., p. 259), seems to be of opinion
that they represent but two species— C. Melo, Linn, (embracing all the
wild and cultivated Indian, African, and American forms of the Melon)
and C. aativus, Linn, (the Cucumber). Referring to Roxburgh’s nine
species, Afnslle says they are all natives of India “ except the Melon,
which is a native of Persia.” Modern Indian authors speak of Roxburgh’s
0 . Melo as the Melon, but designate the other kinds as forms of the Cucum-
ber. To Roxburgh’s list must be added an Arabian and African species

C. prophetarum, Linn., collected in Sind and Baluchistan by Stocks, and in

Belgaum by Ritchie. It may here be pointed out that DeCandolle is

scarcely correct when he says there is no Sanskrit name for the Melon.
His words are * No Sanskrit name is known, but there is a Tamil name,
probably less ancient, molam 9 which is like the Latin melo." There are
Sanskrit, Persian, Hindustani, and many other vernacular names for most
of the forms of Cucumis Melo, both wild and cultivated; and, indeed, it

seems probable that molam or mulam»pandu is but a modern corruption
from tne English word melon. There are, however, many ancient and
pure names for the forms of the melon grown in India, as, for example,
those given by W(lton, Elliot, Dutt, and other writers..

The experiments of Naudin with the various forms of Cucurbita and
Cucumis go some way towards establishing a physiological classification

ot these plants. He concludes that where it is possible to cross fertilise
‘
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Withthe production of fertile seeds, the plants so experimented with may
'

be viewed as varieties or even only cultivated races derived from a com-
;

mon species. The opposite inference, he advances, should be drawn when i

it is not possible to cross fertilize. DeOandolle, commenting on this opinion,
j

says : “ 1 have already spoken of the physiological principle on which he
(Naudin) believes it is possible to distinguish those groups of forms which
he terms species, although certain exceptions have occurred which render
the criterion of fertilization less absolute. In spite of these exceptional
cases, it is evident that if nearly allied forms can be crossed and produce

,

fertile individuals, as we see, for example, in the human species, they must
be considered as constituting a single species." Without attempting to

contest the value of Naudin’s experiments, it may at least be stated tnat
;

a too liberal acceptance of the test of the production of fertile seed by .

cross fertilization would materially upset many well established species.

For example, it might not be difficult to show that many of the recognised
and constant forms of cotton, grown in India, are hybrids between the

species Gossypium herb&cetim and G* barbadense. So also it is com-
monly stated that a fertile mule exists between the two species of Camel

—

Camellia dromedarius and C. backtrianus—but the progeny is more
unmanageable than the mule itself, and is accordingly very little bred
(see article on Camel, C. 203). But Naudin’s physiological classification

seems to be supported by recognisable structural peculiarities and may
thus be accepted as systematically correct. At the same time, in a work
devoted to Economic Products, it is not desirable to abandon well recog-

nised forms which are grown or collected from the wild state for .indepen*

dent purposes. In the following account, therefore, of the Indian forms

of Cucumis, Roxburgh’s species have been retained (to a large extent)

as the names of forms under the species established in the Flora 0/ British

India.

HISTORY.

2261

2262

[Mono. Phanerog ., III., 482 ; CucurbitacEh.

Cucumis Melo, Linn . ; FI. Br. lnd., II., 620 ; Cogniaux, in DC.,

The Swbbt Melon (Stewart and also Baden Powell calt this the

Musk Melon, but by giving it at the sar^e time the name Kharbusa thjey

remove the suspicion of Cucurbita moschata. The information furnished

by these authors under M C. Melo, L.—musk melon’* has accordingly

been compiled under this species).

Verm—Kharb&ja or kharbuja, kkurbkj or kharbuga, Hind. ; Kharmuj*

Beng. j Tarbuj, Santal ; Dungra, C. P. ; Khurbuga, Kangra (in Settl.

Kept., 25); Kharabuja, kharbuj, chibuda

,

Bomb.; Chibundg, Mar.

}

Tarbueha

,

Guz.; Gidhro (Sariyn chibhars—the ojl- according to Sakha-
ram Arjun), Sind; Zaghin

,

Ladak j Sarda or sirdapaUer, Afghan. ;

Vellarwernl, Tam.; Mulampatidu, “ Karbujd d6sa, (According to

Elliot), ” Tel. ; Khaxbieek

,

PeRs. ; Kharoujd

,

SAns. ; Re-m6t Naoa. It

seems probable that in Bombay Tarbuja and kharbuja are applied to

distinct forms of the melon.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. , 7or : Voigt, Horf. Sub. Cal,

SSj Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., irr / Dale. & Gto**, Bomb. Fl.,

36g Stewart, Pb. PL, 96 g Aitchison, Cat Pb. and Sind m
Orig. Cult. Pi., 258; Naudtn, Ann . dee Scien. Natur

b. Fl ., iQ3, Supp.,

hd PI., *3; t)C.,

fur., 4th Senes

,

Vol. XI. (1859), 34/ Stocks, Account ofSind g Campbell, Been. Prod.,

Chutia Nagpur, 63 / Elliot, Flora Anahrica, 83g Atnslie, Mat. Ind.
x

/., 218/ O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens 343 g U; C. Dutt, Mat. Med.,
Mind., ill, 299. *98, and 30s jFIM 6t Hanb.;Pharmacog., 291 f Irvine,

Med. Top. Ajmlr, 142 g Trans. Agri.-Hori. Soc. Ind., /., S^Kurg^Jour." *“ " “
* Settlement Report, oA* 91,

1st., 7ot g Bo'con.

2 8 2

As. Soc. Beng. O87U, Part II., 102 } Jkang
and 98g Bolen PomeU, Pb. Pr., 341g Atkinson, Hem. Dist., 701 g

C. 2263
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Melt .

reported that occasionally manure is altogether dispensed with. The melon

23,000 acres annually.
may be <

In the Chandwara Settlement Report it is stated that melons are gen*
erally grown in the sandy beds of rivers during the hot months. These
beds are termed dungras, and are cultivated by men of the Dhumur caste
only. Mr. Campbell remarks of the Santals that they cultivate C. Melo
during both the cold and hot seasons. 8ir W. W. Hunter, in his Orissa,

alludes to the melon, kharbuj, as grown in the Puri District. It is also

grown in many parts of Bombay and of Poona; for example, it is said s

—

“ The fruit is round, green or yellowish, the skin covered with a net-work
of raised brown lines. It is eaten uncooked in a variety of ways.” Of
the Panjdb, 8tewart writes

“

Cultivated all over the Panidb plains, some
of the kinds being excellent, especially some of those of Multan and lhang.
Those of the latter have been compared to the best Egyptian. Those of

Kashmir are stated to be rather watery; but Moorcroft declares the

people fatten on them ‘as horses are said to do in Bokhara.’ Vigne
states that the melons of Tibet, where they are grown to 10,500 feet, are

small but good. In reality those of Lad£k are very similar to those of the

plains, &c., but with less flavour. In Afghanistan (where pall* appears
to mean the Cucurbjtacka: generally, ana not melon fields as Mason puts

it), several varieties of melon are extensively grown, and Davies’ Trade
Report states that 300 mule-loads are annually imported thence via

Peshdwar. The best known and most valued of these is the sarda% which,

by express, reaches the North-West Panjib, in good condition. It has
been frequently raised in the Panj 5b, but is said speedily to degenerate

to the ordinary standard." A long and interesting account of melon
cultivation will be found in the Jhang Settlement Report in which the

writer says they are sometimes found growing wild.

In Manipur the melon is cultivated by the Nagas and is of a spherical

form with ten segments. The pulp of the fruit is usually sweetish and
pleasant, and is eaten by Europeans as well as natives.

Cultivation.— Firminger refers to two good forms of melons, one of

which—the Afghan—has been alluded to above. He says “ the kind which
ranks as finest of all, called the surdah, is a native of CTabul, and has not,

that I am aware, been cultivated with success in any part of India.”

"The seeds of this kind are at once to be distinguished from those of

any other, being fully four times larger.” “The next kind, second per-

haps only to the surdah, and superior to any other with which I am
acquainted, is, I believe, also from Cabul. Like the surdah, too, it is of

the green-flesh sort. It is of a large oval form, with very smooth, pale-

green exterior, traced here and there with a delicate network. This

succeeded most satisfactorily at Ferozepore, and was the one which

1 cultivated exclusively. The seeds of this also may be known by the

largeness of their size.” Quoting from the Agri-Horticultural Society’s

Journal Mr. Firminger gives an account of a melon sent from Buxar by a

Mr. W. H. Bartlett, wno writes "with culture in a manured soil, the

smaller of these melons may be grown to a size somewhat larger than a

large goose's egg, with a bright yellow rind. The flavour is slightly sub-

acid, exceedingly pleasant with the addition of a little sugar. The time

for sowing is June, though I think it might be' sown earlier in Bengal, say,

April ana May, and watered. The beds should be raised like those of a

tea-nursery, and watered if the weather is dry 5 it fruits from July to Sep-

tember.’ 1 A Mr. Ohew, resident at Entally near Calcutta, advocated a

c. 2271
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system py which the Cabul melon might be grown. It was, however,
troublesome and expensive though attended with success. The chief

features of this system were the selection of an open situation even by
growing in gpfnlahs pf) the ropf of a house ; the soil ith sand to fth day;
the holes to be 2 feet deep and 2 to 2\ feet in diameter and 4. to 6 feet

apart ; the compost with which the holes were filled to be half well decom-
posed horse orcow manure and the remainder earth ; to be sown in March,
a great point being the steeping of the seeds in warm water for 24 hours;

afjfrwards retaining them in wet ashes or a wet cloth until they sprout;

as spon as sprouted to be sown about a foot apart and an inch and half

deep ; lastly, to be deluged with water every day from sowing until the
plants are two inches above ground.

Mr. Firmipger comments on the watering that it should be withheld
when the plants are in blossom, given freely after they set fruit, and with-

held again at the time the fruit is ripening. In Persia pigeon’s dung has
from time immemorial been sought after for manuring melons. Iron in

the soil is fatal to melon cultivation. Many writers prefer a stiff clay to a
sandy soil. French writers affirm that the fruits produced nearest the

root are the best, hence a system of severe pruning is recommended, each
shoot from the tap root being allowed to produce only one or two fruits.

The melon, like the gourd, cucumber, and other cucurbitaceous fruits, is,

ill the early stage of its growth, subject to the depredations of a small red
beetle. The usual preventatives adopted by the native gardeners is to

dust the plants with wood ashes. This must, however, be highly injurious,

and since in most cases with age the plants cease to be attacked by the

beetle a better course is to cover the seedling plants with a muslin frame.

The following two forms are the cucumber-like plants which, by
modern European botanists, are treated as melons, and are not even
allowed the position of varieties from the type.

2273

2274

(z) Cucumia Melo, Linn . ; var. Momordica.

This form does not appear to be referred to in the Flora of British
India, but it is one of tne most easily recognised of the conditions of C.
Melo. It is the C. Momordica, Roxb. [FI. lnd., Ed. CJB.C., 700), and
which by Qogniaux (in DeCandolle's Mono. Phanerog, III., 484) has been
placed as a synonym along with C. utilissimus, Roxb., and C. aromaticus,

ttpyU, under C. Melo, Linn., var. culta, Kv,rz. The fruit is cylindrical,

quite smooth, not fluted (instead of being like the melon furrowed and
splxerical-ovbidl but it is frequently mottled. As Roxburgh says, the

plant is' more like the cucumber than the melon, except that it is less

Scabrous and larger. Atkinson remarks : “ C. Momordica, Roxb., thefhunt
or tuti of the plains, and kachra (unripe) or phunt (ripe) of the hills and
sqb-montane tracts, appears to be also a mere variety of C. sativua, which
it resembles in all respects, except that it is less scabrous and larger. It

is cultivated in cotton or maize fields as a favourite food and good sub-
stitute forcommon cucumber, and derives its vernacular name from the

fruit bursting as it ripens. Finally, even Kura (in his * Contributions to a
Knowledge of the Burmese Flora ’) treats this as a synonym of C« sativus.

”

Thtis according to many writers it is not pnly distinct from the melon but
more nearly approaches the cucumber, and so is well worthy of the in-

dependent position here assigned to it.

There are several forms) but two are readilyrecognised—the one grown
in the rains and the pther in the hot season. The fruit bursts, spontane-

ously when ripe '; it is then from a foot to 2 feet long and, from 3 to 6
inches ip diameter, and weight 4 to 82b. The seeds, are smaller than

P-2274
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those of the common melon. A good drawing is given of the plant
Duthie and Fuller in Field and Garden Crops.

CUCtlMtlS
Mclo.

Vent.—Phut orphunt (ripe), hachra (when unripe)! tuti, Hind. ; Phuti,
Beno.; Kakari-kai, Tam.; Pedda-kai, pedda-dosrai, Tel. ; Dr. U. O.
Dutt says this is the Ervdru of Sanskrit writers. Kurz in his Report on
Pegu gives Tka khwakumway as the Burmese.

Habitat.—Cultivated here and there throughout India: Roxburgh
remarks that in the Carnatic it is a cold season crop. According to

Duthie and Fuller there are, in the North-West Provinces, about 600 acres
under this vegetable. Firminger says that it is of the size and form of

a large cocoa-nut, perfectly smooth and of a pale yellow colour when ripe.

It is cultivated in tne same way as the melon.
Oil,—The seeds yield an oil.

Medicine.—The seeds are used as a cooling medicine.
Food.—Roxburgh writes s—** The fruit is much eaten both.by Natives

and Europeans 1 when young they are a good substitute for the common
cucumber, and when ripe (after bursting spontaneously) with the addition
of a little sugar they are scarcely inferior to the melon, and reckoned
very wholesome. ”

(a) Cucusnis Melo, Linn. ; var. utilisaima.

Syn.—C. utilissimus, Roxb.

Vem.

—

Kakri, kaknt, Hind. ; Kdkur, or kdnkur (Kakri

,

according to

Firminger), Beng. ; Kukri, Kangra (in Settl. Rep., 25), Dosray, velliri

(in Man. of Trichinopoly), also kakkarik

,

Tam. ; Kdkadi, Bomb. ; Kdkdi,

Deccan ; Tdrkdkdi, Poona j Karkati, Sans. ; Sir Walter Elliot says this

is the pandili dosa (dosa of the Telegus), and that naka dosa is a form
largely grown by the ryots in their grain fields ; Baerul-quUsd, tukhme-

khiyare-aarae, tukhme-khiyareah, tukhme-khiydr (the seeds). Pees, s

Takhva, Burm.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 701 ; Firminger, Man. Gard. in

Jndia% 128: Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm . Ind., res; U. C. Dutt,
Mat Med. Hind., m ; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 59 i Baden Powell, Pb.
Pr„ 265 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 156.

Description.—>The various writers who have described the Indian me-
lons, cucumbers, &c., give somewhat, conflicting accounts of this fruit.

Messrs. Duthie and Fuller (Field and Garden Crops) say :
“ this is another

of the extreme forms or varieties of the melon, differing in the shape of

the fruit, and the uses to which it is applied. The fruit varies from short

oval or cylindrical to elongate, and is either straight or curved like some
varieties of cucumber. Some specimens, grown this year in the Saharan-
pur Garden, measured over a yard in length. They also vary in colour

from dark green to nearly white, usually changing to a bright orange
colour when ripe. The seeds, like those of phunt, are rather smaller and
more slender than true melon seeds. Firminger describes the fruit as a
** bright red, prickly (sic) gourd of the size and form of an ostrich egg.

When young of a cylindrical form, and in that state eaten much by Euro-

peans in the North-West Provinces in lieu of cucumbers, being in season

long before that vegetable, but not to be compared with it in flavour.

The seed is sown in March and the vegetable is in use in the hot season 99

(Conf. with a further para, on cultivation).

Habitat. -Cultivated in Bengal, the North-West Provinces, and the

Panjdb during the hot weather and the rains. ** The fruit varies from

short oval or cylindrical to elongate, and is either straight or curved like

some varieties of cucumber. It varies in colour from dark green to nearly

'

white, usually changing to a bright orange colour when ripe*’ (.Duthie

C. 2281

2278

DESCRIPTION

2279

Seeds.

2280
Fruits.

2281
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and Fuller)• In the Gazetteer of the Khandesh District, Bombay, it is

stated of this plant that “ It is perhaps the most valuable of the gourd
tribe, is alike easy of culture in the field or garden during the rains, and
under irrigation during the dry season. It is eaten both raw and cooked,
and is considered particularly wholesome/9 Of Poona it is said that “ this

melon is usually grown in river-beds in the cold and hot weather. The
seed is planted ui the moist sand and the plant is manured when about
three weeks old. It ripens in about two and a half months. The fruit,

which is smooth and about 2 feet long, is much eaten both raw and cooked."
Stewart remarks of the Panjdb : “ This gourd attains 2 or 2\ feet, and
is stated to reach the extraordinary length of 5 feet." He adds that it is

cultivated throughout the Panj£b plains, but that he has seen it in the
Ravi basin at an altitude of 6,000 feet.

Cultivation.—" This species of cucumber (sic) has fruits from One to
two feet long. When in a young state they are covered with soft, downy
hairs, and are then of a pale green colour. When fully ripe the colour
changes to a brilliant orange. It is a true hot season vegetableand will not
succeed, in the North-West Provinces at least, during any other season.
It should be sown in the end of February and at any time during March.
It prefers a dry loose open soil. After manuring, the ground should be
laid out in beds, and tnree or four seeds sown in patches 3 feet apart.
Water should be given once in 10 days " (Indian Forester, IX., 161).

Oil.—The seeds yield an oil. Roxburgh describes it as a mild oil

which the natives" use in food and burn in their lamps."
Medicine.—“The seeds of this useful species of Cucumis are described

as cooling, edible, nutritive, and diuretic, and are used in painful micturi-
tion and suppression of urine. Two drachms of the seeds, rubbed into a
pulp with water, are given alone or in combination with salt and K&njtka "

\U. C. Dutt). O’Shaughnessy says “the powder of the toasted seeds is

described as a powerful diuretic, and serviceable in promoting the passage
of sand or gravel.”

Food.—Kakri is an important article of food with the poorer classes
during the hot weather months. Roxburgh gives the following account
of the fruit s—“ This appears to me to be by far the most useful species of
Cucumis that I know ; when little more than one-half grown, they are
oblong, and a little downy 5 in this state they are pickled; when ripe they
are about as large as an ostrich’s egg, smooth and yellow ; when cut they
have much the flavour of the melon, and will keep good for several
months, if carefully gathered without being bruised, and hung up ; they
are also in this stage eaten raw, and much used in curries, by the natives.

"The seeds, like those of the other cucurbitaceous fruits, contain much
farinaceous matter, blended with a large portion of mild oil 5 the natives
dry and grind them into a meal, which they employ as an article of diet

;

they also express a mild oil from them, whicn they use in food and to
burn in their lamps. Experience, as well as analogy, prove these seeds
to be highly nourishing, and well deserving of a more extensive culture
than is bestowed on them at present.”

Ifr. Baden Powell says of this fruit : " It is extensively eaten by
natives, who eat the whole, skin and all, raw. Europeans make a salad
of it with vinegar, which is very like the cucumber, but' has not so much
flavour."

Cucumis sativus, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., //., 620.

The Cucumber.
The larger forms of this fruit, but for the spinescent structures on the

young state, often closely resembles C. Mel©, var. Momordtca, and also van ,

C. 2287
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utilissima, mote nearly in fact than they approach the melon, Hence a certain
confusion in the vernacular names.

CUCUMIS
satmt*

Syn.—C. Hardwickii, Royle, III., 747.

VertL—*Khira, Hind.; Kaknai, Orissa; Sasa, kkird, Beng, ; Khira,
Khiyar, Pb . ; Kakrj, Simla; Kakri, kankri, Bomb.; Kakdi, Mar.j
Kakarx

,

Guz. ; Muhevehri, Tam.; Dota-kaia
,
Tel.; Sante kayi, Kan.;

Trapusha (according to Dutt), Sukasa (according: to Pidaington).
Sans.; Thagwa, iha-khwa-thee

,

Burm.
References.—Roxb., Ft. Ind

.,
Ed. C.B.C. , 700 ; DC., Origin Cult. PL, 264 ;

A'Nra, Jour. Beng., 1877, II., /oj/ Rheede, ttort. Mil., t. 6 s
Med. Top . /i/mfr, /4s / Journ, Agri.-Hort Soc. {187$), V., 40; also
IV., Part I.,120 ; Indian Forester, XIII., 162 ; O'Shaughnessy, Bene

.

Dispens., 32 : 5, Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 5 Hunter, Orissa, II., 188,

•

Firminger, Man . Gard. Ind., 126 / Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 347; Duthie&
Fuller, Field and Garden Crops, S3i Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., t$9 ; Bird

•

wood. Bomb. Pr., 283, Plates Si,52.

Habitat.—There seems no doubt that the original home of the Cucum-
ber was in North India, and its cultivation can be traced to very ancient
times. Royle's C. Hardwickii (III. Him . Bot., t. 47) is now admitted to
differ in no essential respect from the cultivated plant, and Sir J. D. Hooker
states that this is wild from Kum&on to Sikkim. DeOandolle affirms that
the cucumber has been cultivated in India ((

for at least three thousand
years,” but “was only introduced into China in the second century before
Christ, when the ambassador Chang-kien returned from Bactriana. The
species spread more rapidly towards the West. The ancient Greeks cul-
tivated the cucumber under the name of sikuos, which remains as sikua
in the modern language. The modem Greeks have also the name
aggouria, from an ancient Aryan root which is sometimes applied to the
water-melon, and which recurs for the cucumber in the Bohemian agurka,
the German gurke , &c. The Albanians (Pelasgians ?) have quite a differ-

ent name, kratsavets, which we recognize in the Slav krastavak. The
Latins called the cucumber cucumis. These different names show the
antiquity of the species in Europe. There is even an Esthonian name,
Uggurits, ukkurits, urits. It does not seem to be Finnish, but to belong to

the same Aryan root as aggouria . If the cucumber came into Europe
before the Aryans, there would perhaps be some name peculiar to tne
Basque language, or seeds would have been found in the lake-dwellings
of Switzerland and Savoy ; but this is not the case. The peoples in the
neighbourhood of the Caucasus have names quite different to the Greek :

in Tartar kiar, in Kalmuck chaja, in Armenian karan. The name chiar
exists also in Arabic for a variety of the cucumber. This is, therefore,

a Turanian name anterior to the Sanskrit, whereby its culture in Western
Asia would be more than 3,000 years old.” (Qrig> Cult. PL, 2 66).

Oil.—The seeds yield an oil.

Medicine.—The leaves, boiled and mixed with cummin seeds, roasted
and powdered, are administered in throat affections. Powdered and mixed
with sugar they are also powerfully diuretic, and are sold in the bazars
of Upper India under the same name (1lukhmi khiydrain) as is given to

those of C. Melo var. utilissima.

“ In sunstroke pieces of cucumber are put on the bed so that the patient

may breathe moistened air in order to neutralize the heat of his body”
(A Surgeon ).

Food.—There are two primary forms of this species, one a creeping
plant cultivated in the Belas during the hot season, and the other a climb-

er cultivated near the homesteads during the rains. The hot weather
kind has small egg-shaped fruits, and is sown in February and March in

any soil, preferably in a rich one, in drills. The rainy season varieties
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FOOD. have much larger fruits, one of a dark green, and the other of a creamy-
white colour ; both when full-grown change their here to a rusty brown*
The area under this variety in the North-West Provinces ranges from 15
acres in Meerut to 153 in Budaun and 183 in Allahabad (Duthie and
Fuller).

The rainy season varieties are the most common, and are universally

eaten by natives of all classes as well as by Europeans. The other varie-

ties are'also used as food, being eaten raw or cooked in curry ; the small

hot weather kind, and those gathered in a young state, and known as
gherkins, are made into pickles. It may here be remarked that the
word gherkin is of West Indian origin, although frequently used in India.

2292 It seems to have been derived from agherkin , agurke, Dutch, again derived
from al and khirgar (Arabic) for the cucumber. By most European writers

the gherkin is viewed as obtained from a debatable species—Cucumis
) Anguria, a plant wild or acclimatised only in the West Indies and closely

allied to C. prophetarum and therefore not a form of C. sativus. It is

thus probable that the small hot weather cucumber is the true gherkin,
and it so the further suggestion might be offered that it may after all

prove but a peculiar form of Cucumis sativus. Most if not all the forms of

Cucumis and Cucurbita have, in certain districts of India, hot season and
cold season forms. This subject deserves to be more carefully gone into

by those who may have the opportunity of doing so, and Naudhrs experi-

ments in cross fertilizing the two forms of cucumber alluded toarove
might be tried in addition to the preparation of carefully dried specimens
both of the natural and hybridised plants.

CULTIVA- Cultivation.—These plants are alluded to by many writers, but it is

TION. scarcely necessary to repeat all their statements. The following abstract

2293 from the Indian Forester (written by Mr. Qolian, Superintendent, Botanic
Gardens, Saharanpur) gives some particulars regarding the cultivation

of hot season cucumbers or gherkins :

—

“This is a variety of the common cucumber, with small egg-shaped
fruit, and is also a true hot season vegetable. In order to keep up the
supply until the beginning of the rains, three sowings should be made,
one in the end of February, one in the middle, and one in the end of

March. It will succeed fairly well in any soil, but prefers a rich one.
The seeds should be laid out in drills, one foot apart. The seeds
should be sown along both sides of the drill, and if the soil be dry, water
should be given immediately after sowing. After germination, water
every ten days, but like the kakri this vegetable should not be watered
too often.” {Vol.IX. f i62.)

Regarding the rainy season forms Mr. Qolian (Ind. For., IX., 201)
says they have much larger fruits and are more like the English
cucumber; there are two forms,—“when in a young state the colour of

one is a dark green, and of the other creamy-white ; when full grown,
both are about a foot long, and the colour changes to a rusty brown.
These two, although not equal to the commonest varieties met with
in England, are not to be despised. They thrive with little care and are
always sure of yielding a crop.

”

2294 Firminger, in his article on Cucumber, deals fully with the two forms of

the rainy season plant, but was apparently ignorant of the hot season one
or did not view it as a cucumber. Speaking of the rainy season forms,

he observes of the bitter sort that it “ is of smaller growth and of a
creamy-white colour when young, turning to a rusty colour at the ends
as it ripens. This answers nearly to the description of the one called the
* White Turkey. *

It is the better of the two for stewing, cooked in which

C„ 2294
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The Cucumber.
CUCUMIS
trigonus.

way it affords a very delicious dish during the rains, when so few other

vegetables are to be had. ”

Speaking of the English cucumber he states, that it cannot be grown
in India as a rainy season crop like the indigenous forms; but that if

sown in October it may be made to yield. This is a point of some
interest, since, if derived from the Indian wild stock, cultivation in

Europe has completely changed the character of the plant. A writer in

the Agri-Horticul<ural Society’s Journal (IV., 21) says, however, that in

importing seed of cucumbers, only those grown in the open air should be
got 5 frame cucumbers are useless for India. He recommends that they
M should be sown in a box in February covered lightly with leaf mould
When they have put out a strong leaf, nip off the stem above the leaf. In

two or three days after this operation, they are ready for transplantation.”
M Disappointment may often be expected with imported seeds. They
appear to be ill-suited to this country.”

Domestic and Sacred Uses.—Atkinson remarks that “ the juice is

said to banish wood-lice and fish insects by strewing freshly-cut slices in

their haunts. ” At page 371 of Vratrdj it is related that Suth told the

Kushis, and Shiv told his wife Pdrwatti to worship the plant, as by doing

so females do not lose their husbands, or that these survive them. The
fruit is cut into thin slices and employed in the worship of snakes

on Skravan shudh 5th [Ndgpanchmi day;. It is likewise employed in

the worship of many other gods ” (Lisboa , U'. PL Bomb., 283).

C. Hardwiddi, Boyle, has been alluded to as most probably only the

wild state of the cucumber. At the same time it bears separate verna-

cular names and is collected and sold for so very different purposes that it

deserves an independent notice. It is known as the air-dlu in Kumdon
and the pdhari tndrdvan on the hill tracts bordering on the plains. It is

often spoken of as hill colocynth and it is used as a substitute for that drug.

Moodeen Sheriff gives the following additional vernacular names for this

plant, some of which may refer to C. pseudo-colocynthis Malait-tu~ma*H,

Tam. ; Konda-puch-cha, Tel. ; Varik-kumatti , Mal. This is very pro-

bably the Kirbut of Sind, the dried fruits of which are considered emetic,

and in small doses are given to children along with honev as a useful

stomachic. (Conf. with account of T. trigonus, form pseudo-colydnthia.)

2295

DOMESTIC.
2296

2297

Cucumis trigonus, Roxb. ; FL Br. Ind., II., 6ig.

Syn.—c. PSEUDO-COLOCYNTH I S, Boyle.; C. TURBINATUS, Roxb.lC MADER-
ASPATANUS, Roxb. ; C. Melo, Linn., var. agkestis, Naud. ; C. PUB-

ESCENS, Wall. ; C. eriocarpus, Boiss. ; Bryonia callosa. Herb. Bottler.

These are the synonyms given in the Flora of British India, but prac-

tically all the names given by the old authors for the Indian so called

wild species of Cucumis, are now reduced 10 synonyms of C. trigonus, Roxb:

A slight modification of this view has been since advanced by Gog-

niaux (in DeCandolle’s Mono. Phanerog., III., 482), where certain of the

above are referred to C* Melo, and the others left under C. trigonus.

This may be indicated thus

C. Melo, Linn.

Var. a agrestis, Naud.; Syn. C. Melo, var. pubescens, Kuro (Trane.

Asiat. Soc . Beng., 1877, part 2,p. 102) ; C. pubescens, WiUd. ; W.&A.
Prod., I, p. 34* / Wight, Ic.,496; Boyle, III. Him. Bot., 220, table 47 ;

C. maderaspatanus, Roxb.; C. cicatrisatus. Stocks; tn Hook. Kejm

Jour, of Bot., 4, p . 148; C. ERIOCARPUS, Boiss. S C.trioowus, Benth.,

non-Roxb.

Var. 0 cult*, Kur* ; Syn. C. Dudaim, Linn.

;

C. flexuosus, Linn./ W.

& A. Prod., 342; C. aromaticus, Hoyle, III. Him. Bot., pi. *, p. **>.

C. 2299
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CUCUMIS
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Wild Forms of Cacuniis.

C, utilissimus, Roxb . ; W.&f A.t Prod., 342; C. Momordica, Roxb.
(Conf. with spits, given under C. Melo & C. sativus).

;

2300

If this view be accepted a certain amount of countenance might be
inferred as given to the possibility of C. Melo, Linn,, having been derived
from some other plant than C. trigonus. The Indian wild plant, which
perhaps most nearly approaches the melon, is that described by Roxburgh
as C. maderaspatanus, and by Watlfch as C. pubescent. But the subject

is too complex for the writer to deal with it at present, further than to exhi-

bit the opinions of the most recent authors. It may, however, be added
that the natives of India recognise as distinct many of the plants indica*

ted by the above botanical names or synonyms. Without attempting to

dispute the conclusions arrived at by systematic botanists, it may there-

fore serve a practical or industrial purpose to refer to some of the old

RoxburghIan species and to give the various vernacular names that are

in use for them in India, and, where possible, to indicate their economic
properties. It may also be admissible in passing to suggest that the

following forms may have been the sources of C. Momordica, C. utilissi-

mus, ana some of the forms of C. sativus, but probably had little to say to

the production of C. Melo, provided the claims of C. maderaspatanus,

Roxb., be excluded from consideration, as the wild state of C. Melo, proper.

2301
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OIL.

2303

z. Cucumis trigonus, Roxb.

Vern.

—

Pam-budinga (Roxburgh) and Pulcha (Elliot), Tel.

Botanic Diagnosis.—This, as Roxburgh says, resembles most nearly C. utilis-

sisnus. It is never cultivated, nor is it eaten. The fruit is oval, smooth, distinctly

three-sided, with the angles round and the surface streaked, with ten light and ten deep-
shades of yellow.

Habitat.

—

The mountain tracts of Coromandel, Central Bengal, Central Prov-

inces, and the Panjib : flowering time the wet and cold seasons.

Oil.—Dr. Ains lie remarks that the seeds yield a fixed oil by boiling, which is

used for lamps by the poorer classes. Lieutenant Hawkes reports that it is used

for burning in lamps in some parts where the fruit abounds.
“ It is extracted by boiling in water, and is procurable only in small quantities'*

(Cooke). It has been found impossible to discover to which of the plants here discussed

under C. trigonus these notes regarding an oil obtained from the seeds of a wild

Cucumis more especially refer.

§
“ First rate oil made with the fruit for asthma ”

(V. Untmegadien, Mettapol-

lian, Madras).

2304

2305

a. C. turblnatus, Roxb.

Vtm.-Nulla-budinga (Roxburgh) and nalla-budama (Elliot), Tei,.

Botanic Diagnosis.

—

It is very much like C trigonus, but the leaves are

more deeply 5-lobed and the segments bristle-toothed. It is at the same time a
smaller plant, with larger flowers, and a pyriform, maculated 3-cornered, smooth fruit,

which is regularly eaten.

Habitat.—According to Roxburgh this is a native of the same region as

C. trigonus, and it is probably only a form of that plant and semi-cultivated.

2306 3* C. maderaspatanus, Roxb.

Syn.—C. pubescens, Wall.

Vern.- Ban-gumak
,,
gomuk, Ben a.; Takmaki, Bomb.; Chiber, Sind.,

Kackri (Stewart), Kakri (Baden Powell), but Kakri is also C. util-

issimus in the Panjib. Kodubu-dinga (.K6di~budama, according to

Elliot, who calls it also Fowl's Cucumber) Tel. ; Qong-kakiri, Sing.;

Gardkshi vrikshamu (Elliot), Godumbd (Dutt), Sans.

Botanic Diagnosis.—This is almost intermediate in type between C. Momor-
2307 dies and some of the forms of C. sativus. The leaves are less deeply lobed* than are

C. 2307
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CUCURBITA The Pumpkin, Squash or Red Gourd.

231* latter in a paper which Balfour says appeared in the AgrUHorti. Soc., Proc
1S62S* While Mr* Kearns's paper cannot be discovered in the Proceedings of the
Society quoted, the information given by Balfour seems of sufficient importance
to be briefly indicated here. The plant appean to be found in North Tinnevelly and
to yield a tuber from which “ a flour* is prepared. “ A coolie load of tubers gives six
large measures of fine flour, conidsered by the natives a most excellent bread stuff.”
"The fruit, a small capsule used in sweet-meats, is known as the Adully.” The verna-
cular names above appeal in Ainslie’s Materia Medica (pub. 18x3), but are not repro-
duced by him in his second edition of the Materia Indiea (pub. 1826) ;

they also occur
in Forbes Watson’s ** Index to the names of Eastern Plants, ” the reference being
given to Ainsiie’s Mat. Ind . Could it be possible that a Dioscorea is meant ? [Ed.]

t

3315

3326

CUCURBITA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, I., 828.

The very greatest confusion exists in the Indian publications that deal

with Gourds, Pumpkins, and Vegetable Marrows ; even much more so

than has been indicated regarding the Melons, under Cucumis. All the

forms met with exist in a state of cultivation only. It seems likely that in

most provinces of India. Cucurbita maxima, C. moschata, and C. Pepo
are grown, with C. moschata, in all probability, the most abundant. It

has been found impossible, however, to furnish a satisfactory account of

each species, and the information given below, as well as the vernacular
names, will most probably have to be materially re-arranged, in which
case Lagenaria vulgaris (the common Gourd) and Benincasa cerifera (the

white Gourd), will have to be taken into consideration. DeCandolle seems
to incline to the opinion that Cucurbita maxima may be a truly Asiatic

species and the origin of " the pumpkins cultivated by the Romans, and
in the Middle Ages” in Europe generally; but that Cucurbita Pepo is

most probably a native of America, having been the source of all the

American gourds and pumpkins that existed anterior to the discovery of

America. M< DeCandolle has not ventured to assign a habitat for

C. moschata, although he states that all writers on Asiatic and African
Botany describe it as cultivated, and that “ Its cultivation is recent in China,
and American floras rarely mention the species. No Sanskrit name is

known, and the Indian, Malay, and Chinese names are neither very nu-
merous nor very original, although the cultivation of the plant seems to be
more diffused in Southern Asia than in other parts of the tropics” (

p

. 257).
The following attempt to produce a compilation of available literature re-

garding the Indian cultivated Cucurbitje fully bears out DeCandolle’s
conclusions. C. moschata is probably the most extensively grown, but the

names for C. maxima seem more accurate, while those for C. Pepo are

quite misleading, most of them probably referring to Benincasa cerifera,

including Roxburgh’s Sanskrit name kurkard.

Cucurbita Citrullus, Linn.; see Citrullue vulgaris, Schrad.; Cucurbi-
[tacejl. C. laaz.

C. lagenaria* Linn. ; see Lagenaria vulgaris, Linn.

C. maxima, Duchesne; JR. Br., 77., 622.

. Melon-Pumpkin, Squash Gourd, Red Gourd,
The name Gourd Is sometimes given to the fruit of this plant, bat that is

more correctly the name of Lagenaria vulgaris.

j
Vera.

—

Mitkd-kaddt, had*. Hind.; Lal-bhopal\, lal-dudiya, Bomb. ; Toekm
1 iiMdt

»K4N0SA (Sett. Rep.) ; Gaduwa, N.-W. Him. ; Pushini, Tam. ; Gum-
{

madly Tbl* ; Mattanga, Mal. ; Kumbala, Kan. ; Shmipay-on, Burm.
» Sir Walter El liot gives Erragummadi as the Telegu for this fruit, aad

C. 23x6
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The Sqnuh Gourd. CUCURBIT*

Bagaid as Sanskrit for a species of Cucurbita. He says that Bagali does
not occur in Wilton's Dictionary, but that its synonym Kafka does ; and
that Karka is there defined as a “ long gourd.” Moodeen 8heriff gives
the following names for C. maxima-—Mithd-kaddu, Duk. ; Pushinifakay,

Tam.s Gummadt-kaya, Tel. 5 Mattanga, Mal. j Kumbala-kdyi, hum-

bala-hannu
, Sing. ; Saphuri-komra, Bhnq.

Botanic Diagnosis.-—Leaves, 5-palmate ; lobes rounded, sinus, nar-
row ; petiole, nearly as long as the blade, not prickly 5 fruiting peduncle,
round smooth ; corolla lobes, curved outwards j calyx segments, lanceolate-
linear.

Habitat—Cultivated in India, and in most warm and temperate parts
of the globe. This does not appear, however, to be so plentifully met with
as the musk-melon. Messrs. Duthie and Fuller say that they have failed to
find either C. maxima or C. Pepo in the North-western Provinces. On
the other hand a writer in the Indian Forester (IX, > 302), and apparently,
Mr. Qollanof Saharanpur, says—“ Kudu (pumpkin) Cucuibita maxima” is

a rainy season vegetable, “ common in gardens.'* Much confusion exists
regarding the gourds of India. Attention to the brief diagnostic charac-
ters given for the three species here dealt with, would enable district offi-

cers to speak with more certainty regarding the species grown in their
respective parts of India. Atkinson, Dutt, and several other authors con-
fuse the Pumpkin (C. Pepo) with the White Gourd (Benincasa cerifera).

Roxburgh describes only two of the three species (C. Pepo and C. mos-
chata), and Voigt, who wrote after Roxburgh, describes only C. maxima,
to which he reduces Roxburgh's C. Melopepo. Stewart gives an account
of all three plants collectively under C. maxima.

Oil.—The seed yields an oil.

Medicine.—The seeds are used medicinally ; the oil as a nervine tonic.

The pulp of the fruit is often used as a poultice.

§ “ Also called in Panjdb Ghid kaddu• The fruit cut into small circular
chips is a good application to relieve the burning of hands and feet in

fevers.” (Asst, Surgeon Bhagwan Dass (2nd) i Surgeon , Rawal Pindi,

Panjdb), "The pulp is used as a poultice to boils and carbuncles.”
(Native Surgeon T. Ruthnam Moodelliar, Chinglefut, Madras) Hospital
Assistant Qopal Ghunder Qangoolee says that “he has used the boiled

pulp of the fruit as a poultice, for unhealthy ulcers, with good effects.”

Surgeon Anund Cnunder Mookerji, Noakhally ),
“ The part of the

fruit stalk in immedtate contact with the ripe gourd, is removed and dried,

and when made into a paste by rubbing in water, is considered a specific

for bites of venomous insects ofall kinds, chiefly for that of the centipede.”
(Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley, Chicacole , Ganjam ). Vide “ Practi-
tionerj* August 1878, Vol XXL, p. 128, quoting “ Medical Examiner”
June 13, 1878. “ The dose recommended is an ounce and a half beaten up
with sugar. I have tried pumpkin seeds such as are sold in Calcutta as a
vermifuge on one patient, a European male adult. He took 4 or 5 ounces
without any effect whatever except distention of the abdomen.” [Not*.

—

The above remark, which was furnished by a Surgeon, should most pro-

bably appear under C. Pepo.

—

Ed.] :

Food.—This plant produces the largest known cucurbitaceous fruit, in !

some cases weighing as much as 240$, and measuring nearly 8 feet in
j

circumference. The fruit is wholesome, and when young is used as a
vegetable. It is sweetish and yellow. When mature it will keep for

many months if hung up in an airy place. It is largely used by natives

of all classes in curry. “ When very young and tender it may be employ,
ed as a pleasant vegetable for the European table, by being boiled, press-

C. 2322?
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ed down to extract the water, and served warm, with butter, salt, and
pepper ” {Mr. L. Liotard).

Mr. Qollan says of “kudu (pumpkin) Cucurbits maximaw that there
are several varieties of this plant common in the gardens as a rainy season
vegetable* The commonest one is a large globular gourd and of a
brown colour. The young fruit resembles the vegetable marrow in

flavour but the full grown fruit is also very good. The seeds should be
sown 'Trom April to June. The plant requires very rich soil and the
general treatment is the same as that for Lagenaria vulgaris (the At

Flrmlnger remarks of the “Red Gourd ” or sufurl-kdmra, also LdU
kdmra, “ that it is a brownish-red, globular-shaped, bluntly-ribbed Gourd
of enormous size, cultivated extensively by the natives for sale in the bazdrs,
where it is cut up and sold in slices ; in my opinion the most agreeable form
of any of the Indian Gourds. Dressed and cooked with boiled beef, as
carrots are, it can hardly be distinguished from them either in appear-
ance or flavour. An annual: seed sown in the rains; vegetable in use
during the cold season ; not often cultivated in gardens. ” It may be
suspected that Flrmlnger alludes in the above to C. moschata (forma
Melopepo, Roxb.,) and not to C. maxima.

The confusion between this fruit and that of the common Gourd
(Lagenaria vulgaris) should be guarded against. Most Indian writers

seem to prefer to call C. maxima the Gourd, and Lagenaria vulgaris the
tiottle-Gourd. In the Settlement Report, Kumdon District, “ Cucurblta
maxima (pumpkin) ” is called Gudda, Hind. In another part of the same
report ana under the same scientific name occurs Turb&ea, Hind., while
* Cucurbita Pepo (Pumpkin) ” is called Bhuja, Hind.

Cucurbita moschata, Duchesne ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 622.

The Musk Melon, Eng. ; Potiron, Fr.

Syn.—C. Melopepo, Roxb.

Vern.—Sitaphal, saphari kumkra, kumra, kaddu, mitha-kaddt, N.-W. P,;

Kali-dudhi, Bomb.

This is said to be the Abobrade Guinea of the Portuguese in India.

Botanic Diagnosis.—Leaves as in the preceding but very often mar-
bled with whitish blotches : petiole hairy but not prickly : fruiting pedun-
cles angular and furrowed ; calyx segments of the female flower large

foliaceous.

There are two primary forms—one with the fruit smooth but mottled

brown and yellow (C. moschata proper), and the other with the fruit tor-

ulose or fluted, with 15 to 30 ridges (C. Melopepo, Roxb.)

Habitat.—Very extensively cultivated throughout India by the natives.

As stated above there are two forms of the fruit—one smooth and some-
what oblong in shape, the other fluted and flattened spheroidal. It

seems probable that the latter (the Melopepo of Roxburgh) is by many
Indian writers described as C. maxima. The long account given by
Flrmlnger [Man. Gar. for India , 128) under the heading “C. Melo-
pepo, squash" has reference to imported seed of Squash, Gourd or

Vegetable-marrow, and not to the Indian cultivated fruit, C. moschata.
He says in Bengal it should be sown in October but in the North-West
Provinces not before the end of February, as the plants will not live in the

cold season of these provinces. Messrs. Duthie and Fuller (in Field and
Garden Crops, Part //., LVII. to LX.) give an account of Cucurbita

moschata, but do not mention any facts regarding methed of cultivation,
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The Pumpkin or Vegetable Marrow.

Special Opinions.—$ " The seeds are anthelmintic and used in cases for

found worms though uncertain in action ” (Civil Surgeon J. H. Thornton,

B,AH M.B., Monghyr). “ Qrubler has isolated from pumpkin seeds a
crystallisable variety of albumen. Hemp and castor oil seeds also contain
a similar crystalline substance ” (Prof. Warden, Calcutta).

Food.—Very little more can be learned regarding the pumpkin than
has been given above. It is very much to be feared that many writers on
the subject have not only confused this fruit with that of Benincasa con-
fers, but also with Cucurbits moschats. An Official Note on the condition

of the people of Assam contains the following 1
—“ Cucurbits Pepo, Willd.,

Kumra—A creeper constantly grown over the roofs of houses all over the

valley. The fruit, which is large and heavy* is usually stored on the angle
of the roof, and it is common to see rows of these gourds ripening along
the tops of the houses. The fruit is eaten* cut up into small pieces and
boiled with salt or in khdr water, or fried in oil. The young tops of the

tender shoots are also sometimes fried in oil or boiled in khdr water.

There are two varieties of this plant growing and used in the same way,
but differing slightly, one called boga kumra, and the other ranga kumra
or chal kumra” It is to be feared this passage refers to either Benincasa
cerifera or Cucurbita moachata. The writer does not recollect ever having
seen the pumpkin (C. Pepo) in Assam, although the two fruits named are

common in Assam, Cachar,and Manipur. The system of boiling in khdr
water is, however, very interesting to whichever fruit it applies, and so

also is the fact that the young twigs are eaten as a pot-herb. Under the

names U C. Pepo, DC., pumpkin or white Gourd

—

kumhra, kumara,
kadimah, peth (in places), kondu, the lauka and kaddu eafed of Bijnor,”

Mr. Baden Powell, and after him Mr. Atkinson, record an interesting

fact which most probably should be given under Benincasa cerifera : "A
sherbet is made by filling the hollow centre with sugar and exposing it to

the sun until it becomes acid.”
Domestic and Sacred Uses.—The Vrat Kaumudi recommends the wor-

ship of this plant, considering it a goddess. “ Dharmrdj tells Krishna
,

ana Narad priest of the gods tells King Chandrasen, to observe the Vrat
of this cucurbit&ceous plant (vide page 370 ofVratraj in selections taken

from Padma Puran). Its fruit is also cut with some ceremony, called

kohala muhurt, a day or two before a marriage” (Lisboa, U. Pi. Bomb.,

285)-

CUMINUM, Linn.; Gen . PL, /., 926.

Cuminum Cyminum, Linn. ; PI. Br. Ind II., 718; Umbelliferjs.

Cumin, Eng., the Kvptvowf of Diqscoridks ; Cuminum of

Horace and Persius.

Vem.—Zird, Hind.; Jiraka,, jiraka or ardji (Ainslie), “Jiraka,
jirana ” (Elliot), Sans, j Jird, Beng. ; Jifd, jira-utmi, G*. 5 fire
gire. Mar.. Kamdn, Arab.; Zird» PaRS.; *£ro, Sind.; Shiragam,
Tam.; Jiraka, “jtlakarra” (Elliot), Tel

?
Jiringt, jirage, Kan. j

Jirakam, Mal.; Duru, sudumduru, Sing. ; Ztya, Burm.

A considerable amount of confusion exists in the vernacular names for this

plant, Zira or Jira being also applied to Carum Carol (See Q. 68l)*
The Black Cummin of the Bible—Melantpion of Hippocrates and DiOS-
corides, and the GUt of Pliny is Nigella sativa.

Habitat.—More or less cultivated in most provinces of India, except
perhaps Bengal and Assam. There seems no doubt the plant is not a
native of India. Roxburgh is silent on this point, but AlnaJkh who wrote
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about the same period says of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens (which were

then under Dr. Roxburgh) that “ the plant, however, is growing in the Bo-

tanical Gardens of Calcutta, introduced from Persia.” Immediately before

making this remark, the tone of which would imply that it was little known
personally to either Roxburgh orAinslie himself, he says—“ Properly

speaking the plant is a native of Egypt, but is cultivated now in India,

though I am inclined to think that the greater part of the seed found in

the bazdrs is brought from the sea ports of the Red Sea.” Passing dyer

the period from 1826 to 1869, Stewart is the next Indian author of any im-

portance who alludes to the plant. He states—“ Bellew mentions this as

being wild in the hills north of the Peshdwar Valley, and Aitchison states

that it is commonly wild in Lahoul (10,000 feet), whence the seeds are

largely exported towards the plains. ” Davies’ Trade Report gives 500

maunds as annually imported from Afghanistan through the Boldn Pass,

but, ist, the name Zita has probably caused Carum tb be mistaken for this 5

and 2nd, the quantity seems enormous. The same authority also gives 25

maunds as exported by that route. Atkinson makes no mention of

the plant in his “ Kuram Valley, &c., Afghanistan Flora,” but in his Cata-

logue of the Panjdb and Sind plants he says it occurs as an escape in Fe-

rozepur and Jhelum. Atkinson, in his Himalayan Districts of the Norths

West Provinces (also Econ . Prod. N.-W. P., Pt . V.'j, says that the plant
u appears wild in the hills 7—9,000 feet, and cultivated in the plains.” T here

would thus seem some grounds for believing that in certain parts of India

Cumin has become acclimatized, but we are justified in accepting the opi-

nion expressed, both in Hooker’s Flora of British India, and in Bentham
and Hooker’s Genera Plantarum , that it is a native of the Mediterranean

regions, though cultivated m most warm countries on account of its aro-

matic seeds. The uniformity in which, through all the languages of India,

the Sanskrit name Jiraka and the Persian Zira re-appear, points at least

to a common centre from which the plant spread over the east.

References.

23 f Data. &
Mat. Ind., too; O'Shaughncssy, Beng.Dtspcns., tjfafU.C. Dutt,

Mat. Med. Hind., 172 : Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Indy 2nd Ed.,3f>9,

Fleming, Med . PL ana Drugs, as m As. Fes., Vol. XI., 165 /

Hanb., Pharmacog., 33r t S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, ft.? ; Murray, PL and

Drugs. Sind, 199: Med. Top., Ajmir, ISS / I owelL Pb. Pr.,

301, 35 1 i Atkinson, Him. DiS,L*70S* 734t Ecfn
‘ n'Sf' pZ

Drury, U. PL, 167 ; Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 16

1

; Birdrvood, Bomb. Pr., 40,

221 fBomb. Gag., HI., S4S Bomb. Man . Rev. Acct ., 103; Man. Caddapa

Dist.,43 1 Settlement Report, Chanda, C. P*t 83.

Oil.—A medicinal oil is prepared from the seeds (rsfruits).

Medicine.—As a medicine Cumin seeds are considered aromatic, car-

minative, and stimulant. They are also stomachic and astringent^ and

useful in dyspepsia and diarrhoea. The Pharmacopeia of India.says:

« The fruit, officinal in the London Pharm., are met with rn bazars through-

out India, being much in use as a condiment. Their warm bitterish

taste and aromatic odour reside in a volatile oil* Bath fruit ana oil possess

carminative properties analogous to Coriander and Dill, but are compara-

tively rarely used in medicine by Europeans, though much valued by the

natives.” Ainslie says s “ Cumin seeds are in very genera* use amongst

and on that account forms apart or most prescripuvna
j : Tv '

is also used as an external application to allay pain and irritation.

Arabian and Persian writers describe four kinds of Kamun, m.9 Farsi

2 T 2 C. 2342
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or Persian, Nabti or Nabathean, KirmSni or black Cumin, which they
say is the Basilikon of the Greeks and Shind or Syrian. They consider
it to have the same properties as the caraway ” (Dymoch). Dutt says that
the Sanskr4t authors recommend “ a poultice made of cumin seeds with the
addition of honey, salt, and clarified butter” to be applied externally for
scorpion bites.

Special Opinions.—$
" Used as carminativeand stomachic, half drachm

doses, in combination, never alone (Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saha-
runpore). “ Seeds mixed with lime-juice are used m bilious nausea in preg-
nant females ” (Surgeon-Major J. y. L. Hatton , M.D., M.C. , Salem). “ Sa

•

faid eira is taken internally shortly after child-birth to increase the secre-

tion of milk” (Civil Surgeon R. Gray% Lahore).
“ A quantity of the seeds

lightly smeared with ghi put into a pipe and smoked relieves hiccup ”

<Surgeon-Major D. R. Thomson, M.D., C.I.E., Madras). “A reputed
galactagogue. ” “Practitioner” (Nov. 1881, Vol. XXVII., p. 385, and
p, 164 (quoting Lancet, 1872) however denies this action ” (G. B.)

Chemistry.—The chemistry of cumin has been dealt with fully by
FlUckiger and Hanbury (Pharmacog., 332), and their account reproduced
in Dymock’s Materia Medica (2nd Ed., 369). It is not necessary there-

fore to repeat the information there given, since either of the works refer-

red to is likely to be in the hands of the student of Indian Materia
Medica. Professor Warden has, however, contributed the following

brief note for the present publication :

—

“The fruit contains an essential oil, which is a mixture of Cymol and
Cunimol, and other hydrocarbons. Cymol is also a product of the dry
distillation of coal tar.”

Food.—A spice.—Cumin seeds are very like caraway, only larger and of

a lighter colour, and with nine in place of five ridges on each naif of the

fruit. They were apparently displaced from Europe by the introduction of

Caraway, but in India are still used as a spice, U. O. Dutt says : “ Cumin
seeds form an ingredient of some curry powders and pickles used by
the natives.

Trade.—Cumin (or Cummin) would appear to have been known to

the ancients ; at least there are names for it in most of the classical lan-

guages. During the middle ages it was one of the most favoured of

spices. In one instance it is recorded that during 716 A.D. an annual
provision was made for 150& of Cumin for the monastery of Corbie in

Normandy. Similar records might be quoted from the literature of most
European countries down to comparatively modern times. It was in

frequent use, for example, in England in the 13th century, and in 1453
was one of the articles of which the Grocers' Company of London had
the weighing and oversight.

At the present day the European demand has greatly declined, the

place of Cumin having been taken by Caraway. England receives her

supplies mainly from Malta, Sicily, and Morocco, only a small amount
being obtained from India. According to the returns of Sea-borne Trade
issued by the Supreme Government, Cumin appears to have been first

separately recorded in 1875 (instead of being lumped with “ seeds of other

sorts” or “spices of other sorts”), the year when a duty, formerly levied,

was removea. FlUckiger and Hanbury, quoting from the Reports of the

Sea-borne Trade as issued by the Local Governments, state that the

export of Cumin from Bombay in the year 1872-73 was 6,766 cwt. ; and
20,040 cwt. from Calcutta in the year 1870-71.” These are misleading

quotations, since only about one-fourth of those amounts left India; the

remainder represented the coasting traffic, and hence a further error, since

some of the coasting imports into each of the ports named would h&ve
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reappeared again in the foreign exports therefrom. Thus of the exports TRADE,
from Calcutta I4>°37i cwt. went to other Indian ports, nearly a,ooo cwt. Foreln

f
>ing to Bombay, an amount which must have greatly influenced the Trade*
ombay exports of the year. These remarks have been considered

necessaiy owing to its being customary to find India assigned a far
larger share in the world’s trade in Cumin than is justified by the
official returns. An analysis of the figures for the year 1875-76, com-
pared with those for 1886-87, will remove this misconception. Last year
the total exports were Indian grown Cumin 9,051 cwt. + foreign
imports re-exported 1,260 cwt., ora total of 10,311 cwt. This amount
was valued at {(1,41,486. In 1875-76 the total exports were 8,120 cwt.,
valued at {(94,919. The foreign trade in Cumin has thus slightly

improved, but it falls far short of what most readers would infer from
the amounts quoted above as exported from two of the Indian ports.

Of the foreign imports, India received in 1875-76 only 538 cwt., and last

year 2,020 cwt., so that deducting the re-exports, 760 cwt. was thus
added to the amount locally produced in 1880-87. But of the foreign z34»
imports 1,994 cwt. came from Persia and the remainder from Turkey in

Asia. Bombay received 1,780 cwt. of these imports, the remainder going
to Sind. Of the exports of Indian grown Cumin to foreign countries

Bombay sent last year 6,730 cwt., Bengal 2,070 cwt., and Madras 250
cwt. Of these exports 2,827 cwt. went to the Straits and Ceylon, Arabia
and East coast Africa each received a little over 1,000 cwt., France 430
cwt., and the United Kingdom only 95 cwt.

The Indian internal trade in Cumin must be at least four times as ex- internal
tensive as the foreign, but the ramifications of road, rail, river, and coast- Trade,

wise-borne traffic are so complex that it would serve no good purpose to 2349
attempt to adjust the inter-provincial exchange so as to form some sort of

an idea of the actual consumption of Cumin seed in India. It may, how-
ever, be stated that, judging from the coast-wise traffic, Madras appears
to consume more than any other province, and Calcutta exports far more
than can possibly be produced in the Lower Provinces. These two facts

would seem to point to the North-West Provinces and the Panjdb as the

chief seats of Indian production, the railways carrying to Calcutta a large

quantity, a portion of which is shipped to Madras to meet the South
Indian market.

Dr. Dymock says of the Bombay traffic in Cumin that it
u comes 2350

from Jubbulpore, Guzerat, Rutlam, and Muscat. Value, Rutlam, R8 to

R9 per Surat maund of 37% fl> ; Muscat R6 to R6£ ; Guzerat, R3 to R71

5

Jubbulpore, R3 to R&M
Domestic and other Uses.—By the ancients smoking Cumin seeds was D0VIBST1C

considered to produce pallor of the countenance. 335^

Cuprea Bark, the bark of Ramija purdicana or R. pedunculata, see Cin-
chona, C. 1x52.

CUPRESSUS, Linn. ; Gen . PL, ///., 42J.

[ Timb 410 ; Conifer*.

Cupressus funebris, Endl. ; Brandis, Far. II., $34; Gamble, Man.

The Weeping Cypress.

VttiU—Chandanx, tchenden, Bhutia.

Habitat*—A handsome tree with pendulous branches, and a fibrous

brown bark; often planted in Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutdn, near temples
and monasteries, and in China (Gamble).
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CUPRESSUS
torulosa.

The Cypress.

»3S3 Cupressus glauca, Lam.
HftMtat.—Very generally cultivated in Western India above the

Gbits (Dale. V Gibs., Bomb. FI. Supp., Sj).[

2354 C. sempervirens, Linn.

The Cypress.

Vera.—Sara, sards, N.-W. India; Farash, Sind; Sariioke, Man.
References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. CM.C., 678 ; Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

55<5 ; Brandis, For, FI., $33; Gamble, Man . Timb., 411 ; Stewart, Pb,
PI., 222 1 Brown's Forester, 382 ; &Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 621

;

S, Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 134 / Year Book Pharrn., 1874, p. 629 ; Baden
Powell, Pb, Pr,, 378, 576 ; Birdwood, Bomb, Pr., 83 ; Balfour, Cyclop,,

8S7 f Kew Off, Guide to the Mus, of Be, Bot,, $9 / Bew Off, Guide to Bot,
Gardens and Arboretum, J3t.

MEDICINE.
Wood.

2357

3358

Habitat.—A tall tree, cultivated in gardens in Afghanistan and North-
West India, sometimes reaching 6 to 9 feet in girth, with 70 to 100 feet

in height. Aitchison mentions (Kuram Valley FI., Pt, /., 97) a celebrated
tree near the shrine at ShdlizAn.

Medicine.—Wood and fruit are regarded as astringent and anthel-
mintic.

Structure of the Wood.'—Light-brown, close-grained, moderately hard.
Very fragrant, with a strong, peculiar, and pleasant scent.

ft is exceedingly durable, and in the Levant and Greece is prized
for trunks and boxes, the contents of which are proof against most insects.

(Brandis.

}

C. torulosa, Don.

HikAlayan Cypress.

RESIN.

236b

Vern.—Devi-dtar, Ravi J Deodar, Kulu, Bhattij Gulla, gulrai, kaXlain,
Simla; Leauri, Jaunsar j Raisatla, sarai, Kumaon ; Sarru, surah vyu,
Tibet.

References.— Voigt, Hort. Sub . Cal., 55#; Brandis, For. FI., $33

1

Gamble, Man. Timb., 410 / Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 83 ; Stewart,
Pb, PI., 222 ; Indian Forester, IX. (1883), p. $9 ; X. ( 1884;). p. 2; XL (1885),
p. St Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 576 ; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 133; Balfour,
Cyclop., 857 ; Kew Off. Guide to Bot. Gardens and Arboretum, 146.

,Habitat.—A large tree growing on the outer ranges of North-West
Himalaya, from Chamba to Nepal, scattered or in numerous isolated

localities of greater or less extent, chiefly Jon limestone, between 5,500
and 9,000 feet. Common on the north of tne Shalai, Simla, and at .Naini

Tal, where it often attains a height of over too feet with a girth of at least

6 feet, while its lowest branches all but sweep the ground (Ind. Forester).

Resin.—The wood yields a resin, which is often burnt a» incense.

Structure of the Wood.—Heartwood light-brown, with darker streaks,

very fragrant, moderately hard. Has been much used at Nairn Tdl for

building, and is sometimes used for beams on the Ravi and Sutlej. In

Kuln it is made into images, and is used for the poles which carry the

sacred ark. It is often burnt as incense in temples. The Indian Forester

( Vol

.

X, 63) gives the following analysis of the ash 8—
Soluble potassium and sodium compounds • • • . 0*004

Phosphates of iron, calcium, &c. 0.039
Calcium carbonate 0*044
Magnesium carbonate . ....... o'ooS
Silica with sand aad other impurities 0*004

Total • • 0*099
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CUPRUM or COPPER

CUPRUM.

Cuprum ; Man. Geol. Ini, ///., 239, IV., 4.

Copper; Mineral de Cuivre, Fr% ; Kupfererz, Kupper
blende, Germ. ; Minerals di rake, Ilal.

Vern.—Tanbak, tdnbi, tdmd, Hind., Dec. , Tama, Beng.j Timra, Sans. I
Tramb*, Guz. : Tumbra, Kan. & Mar.; Nohds, Arab.; Mis, Pers. ;

Shenbd (sembu),TAH. j Rdgi, tdmramu, shenba, Mal«, Tel.; Kaiye•
»», Burm. ; “Zangs, Bhotb; Miss, Turk! ; The Sulphate Niia-Hsya,
P6. ; Nila-tkokar, Bhote; Dina-fardng, TurKi (Z>r.

References.—Pkarm . 37#, 3g3-39S; Ainslie, Mat . Ind., 50+508,
510,642; Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pkarm. Ini., 123; U, C. Dutt, Mat.
Med, Hind., 62 ; Fleming, Med. PI. and Drugs, as in As. Fes., Vcl.
XI., 189: U.S. Dispens ., 15th Ed., sro: Waring, Baaar Med., 46 ;
Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 43, 59: Report, Intern. Trade, Punjab, 1884-85,

p. 31 ; Jour. Agri-Hort. Soc., 1843,6. 249 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 9, 10,

54 , 67, A?, 433; Atkinson , Him. Dist., 279, 282; Balfour, Cyclop ., 805 ;
lire. Die. Indus., Arts and Manu., 870, 903 / Man. Cudaapah Dist.,

Madras, 27,45; Bomb. Gao., V., 123 / VII., 137 / VIII, 262 / Monograph,
Brass and Copperware, Punjab, by D. C. Johnstone, 1887.

Consult also the numerous publications referred to by Ball (Man. Geo.

I

Ind., III. , 61 1).
I

Distribution of Copper Ores in India.—The following brief note

has been furnished for the present publication by H. B. Medlicott, Esq.,

F.R.8. :—“ The most widely-extended copper deposits at present known
to exist in Peninsular India are in the district of Singbhum and the State
of Dhalbhum, to work which. Companies have several times been started

and given up again. At Baraganda, in the Haziribagh district, there

are copper ores and traces of old workings : and a Company has recently
j

been started to work these ores. In Rajputana, copper ores are found in

several of the independent States, and in the British district of Ajmfr
mining has been practised on a large scale, but is now almost extinct. In

Afghanistan, copper ores have been mined to a considerable extent at

various places, in the Kumaon and Garhwal districts of the North-West
Provinces, copper deposits occur which have been several times unsuc-

cessfully worked, and although smelted on a small scale by the natives

would probably not repay working on a large scale. In the Darjiling

district, copper ores are met with and a mine was opened some years ago
at Yongri. In the Western Duars, the copper ores which occur are

worked by Nepalese. Copper ores are also known to exist and to have
been worked in the Karnul and Nellore districts of the Madras Presi-

dency.”
For detailed information regarding the Indian mines and sources of

copper ore the reader is referred to Ball’s account in the Manual of
the Geology of India (Part III., pp. 239 to 280). With a work already

1

in the hands of the public which disposes so fully of the subject it would
j

be superfluous to give here what at most could be but an abstract of
j

Mr. Ball’s article on copper. No new information of any importance has
\

been brought to light sincere appearance of the Manual of Geology, and

it need, therefore, only be stated tnat in ancient times the natives of India

appear to have worked the copper mines on a larger scale than they do at

tne present day. The tradition of the old diggings in Nellore, Singbhum,
and Hazdribagh is lost, but judging from the magnitude of the extinct

mines they must once upon a time have given employment to a large

number of people. With the appliances presently used by the native miner

the access of water has always proved fatal to extended operations. Euro*

C. 2363
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pean companies have several times been started but soon dissolved, and
it would appear that the hope of Indian copper mining lies in the improve-
ment of native means and appliances. Balt states : "The copper ores of
Peninsular India occur both in the older crystalline or metamorphic rocks
and also in several of the groups of transition rocks, as, for example, in
the Cuddapah, Bijawar, and Arvali groups. In extra peninsular India
they are found for the most part in highly metamorphosed rocks, the
precise age relations of which to those of tne peninsula are not In all cases
clearly made out as yet.

"The ore of most common occurrence is the copper or pyrites, but
towards the outcrops it is commonly altered into carbonates or oxides.
The associated minerals are in general identical with those which are
found under similar circumstances all the world over. Recent analyses
by Mr. Mallet have tended to clear up much of the uncertainty which
attached to two minerals which were found in Indian copper mines, and
were supposed, by those who first examined and described them, to be
worthy of specific distinction : these were called respectively Mysorin and
Syepoorite. As a rule, to which there are probably not very many excep-
tions, the copper ores of India do not occur in true lodes, but are either

sparsely disseminated or are locally concentrated in more or less exten-
sive bunches and nests in the rocks which enclose them; occasionally
cracks and fissures traversing these rocks have by infiltration become
filled with ore which thus resembles true lodes. In not a few cases it is be-
lieved that the ores exist only as the merest traces At the present day,
the extraction and smelting of copper ores are only carried on in the most
petty manner. In the majority of cases the miners are unable to cope with
the water which floods their mines, and, in spite of the fact that their earn-
ings are small, the copper which they turn out cannot be sold at a price

which would enable it to compete at the regular markets on equal terms
with metal imported into India.” Mr. Mallet writes :

“ Perhaps the most
remarkable specimens of native copper hitherto found in India were those
obtained in Kashmir, from the lower part of the Zdnskar river, where it

flows through tertiary rocks. In 1878, several water-worn masses of pure
metal, reaching up to 22ft in weight, were discovered in the bed of the
stream, and were subsequently, when in the possession of the Gov-
ernor of Ladikh, seen by Mr. R. Lydekker. There is a specimen in the

Geological Museum (weighing about 21 oz.) cut from a lump of some
20ft. Although nearly all solid copper, it includes a little cuprite, especi-

ally on the sides of one or two cavities 5 120 grains of the metal was tested

for silver and found to contain a minute trace only. The source whence the
nuggets came has not been traced ; but recollecting how frequently native
copper is connected with trappean rocks, as in the welMtnown Lake
Superior mines, the conjecture may, perhaps, be hazarded that the vicinity

of the trappean intrusions which occur between the tertiary and the car-

boniferous strata of the Markha valley, is one of the most likely localities

for the copper to have been washed from.”
Foreion Trade in Copper.—The imports in 1886-87 of copper ore,

old copper, unwrought and wrought copper, amounted to 615,049 cwt.,

valued at R1,9940,085. For the past 20 or 30 years the imports of

copper have steadily increased with the increased agricultural pros-
perity of the people, but within that period they have borne a marked
relation to tne fluctuations of agriculture. In the year 1885-86, the
imports amounted to 652,973 cwt , valued at R2,09,28405, and in 1882-83,
they were 450,098, valued at Rl,93,83,758. Mr. CrOonor, in his Review
of tne Sea-borne Trade of India for 1884-85, says : "The price of copper
has for some time been constantly declining in England. In January
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1883, Chili bars were quoted at £66-ios. a ton, in January 1884, at £57-51.,
in January 1885 at £48. In March of this year it had further fallen to
less than £47, and it has since gone much lower, falling below £45.
The price of copper in fact is lower than it has ever been, being more
than 12 per cent, below the lowest price ever known, and authorities
state 30 per cent, below what the trade had previously considered a
safe and moderate price. This decline is due to a greatly increased
production in the United States, and it would seem to those who are in
a position to estimate the conditions of future production there and else-
where that prices must continue permanently on a low level. In Calcutta,
Australian copper was quoted at R31-12 in January 1882, and it has
fallen persistently since to R24-10 in January 1885.” Over 50 per cent. 236A
of the imports of copper are received by Calcutta and about three-fourths
of the supply is drawn from England, but Australian copper is every year
being more largely imported. The sudden increase in this trade is,

however, more apparent than real, as a large proportion of it is due to the
fact that it comes direct to India instead of via England. This direct ship-

ment is of great value, as it means that the commercial relations of India
with Australia are becoming more intimate.

Cupri Sulphas. 2367

Copper Sulphate or Blue Stone.

cum
Sulphas>

FOl

Vera.—Nila-th&tha, nild-tutd, nlltd-tutiya, Hind. ; M6r~tuttd or mh6r-
tuttah , Dec. ; Mdrtutd, Guz. ; Titiyd, tutia, Beng. j Tuth-thanjanam 9

tuttha, Sans.; Mayil-iuttam, turichu, tuttam-turichi, Tam.; Afayilu-
tuttam , Tel.; Mayil-tutta , turiska, Mal. ; Mail-tutyd, Kan. ; Zdjul-
akhzar, zaje-akhzar, qalqand, Arab. ; Zake-sabz, Pers. ; Palmdnikam

,

Sing. ; Doulhd, Burm. ; Turi, Malay.

References.

—

Pharm . Ind., 378 ; Moodeeti Sheriff's Supp. to Pharm. Ind

t23s U* C, Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 66 / Waring
1
s Bazar Med., 46.

Medicine.—U. O. Dutt says :
“ Sulphate of Copper has been known in

India from a very remote period. It is prepared by roasting copper pyrites,

dissolving the roasted mass in water, and evaporating the solution to obtain

crystals of the sulphate. It was known as a salt of copper, for the Bhd-

vaprakdsa says it contains some copper and therefore possesses some of

the properties of that metal. It is described in this work as astringent,

emetic, caustic, and useful in eye diseases, skin diseases, poisoning, &c.

It is purified for internal use, by being rubbed with honey and fh{ and
exposed to heat in a crucible. It is then soaked for three days m whey
and dried. Sulphate of copper thus prepared is said not to produce vomit-

ing when taken internally. Dose, one to two grains.'* The Pharma •

copceia of India says :
" Hindi! practitioners place much reliance on some

of their rudely prepared salts of copper, which, for the most part, are

obtained by the action of tamarind, lime, or other vegetable acid juice on

metallic copper. None of them seem to deserve attention. The sulphate

(,NiUtutiya )
is met with in most bazars, generally of fair quality. It may

be further purified, if required, by dissolving in water, filtering and eva-

porating to crystallization .

99

According to European Medical practice pure sulphate of copper is

tonic, astringent, emetic: in large doses an irritant poison. Locally ap-

plied in substance to a denuded or granulating surface, mildly caustic,

styptic, and in solution stimulant. The article so used is imported from

Europe- It is largely used in chronic dysentery, diarrhoea, epilepsy,

chorea, and hysteria. Locally, it is applied in solution in gonorrhoea,

ieucorrhoea, purulent ophthalmia, weak ulcers, superficial hcemorrhage,

C. 2372
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RNbksMn.

Copper Sulphate.

mean.

Plate*.

2373

Leaf.
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and, in substance, to cancrum oris, aphthous ulcerations, exuberant
granulations, and granular conjunctivitis. (Pharm, Ind.) Waring re-

commends an emetic of 5 grains of sulphate of copper in tepid water for

Opium, Datura, Nux Vomica, Cocculus Indicus, Bish (Aconite), Arsenic,
or other poisoning cases. If it does not operate in half an hour it may be
repeated.

Special Opinions,—$
H Sulphate of copper can be had in all baxars. It

is a ready emetic, and a powerful astringent, both internally and exter-

nally” (Civil Surgeon G. Price, Shahabad). “The native pure copper is

calcined and reduced to the state of its oxides and is thus used as tonic,

expectorant, and depressant for fevers, asthma, &c. ” (Surgeon Major
Robb, AhmedabadJ.

“ Sulphate of copper is used internally as astringent
in chronic dysentery and diarrhcea in dose of i to 4 of grain, also applied
externally ” (Asstt. Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saharunpore). “Copper
coins, on which there is a deposit of verdigris, are kept for an hour or

two in a mixture of (ripe) tamarind and water, and then rubbed on parts

of body attacked by urticaria” (Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley, Ckica-

cole, Ganjam, Madras Presidency). “ Useful as an emetic in cases of

poisoning” (Civil Surgeon J. H. Thornton , B.A., M.B., Monghyr).

“ Copperfoil (Shabiri, Swahili, E. Africa) cut into small pieces about an
inch or more square, which are spread over the chest before and behind
is the native (African) treatment of cough and all general chest troubles.

Two dozen of these thin copper plates were counted in a case that came
up for other treatment; their application is on the principle of a series of

small blisters or counter-irritants ” (Zanz\bzr).--Surgeon-Major John
Robb, M.D., Surat, Bombay Presidency •

Copper leaf.—A thin copper foil is sold in the Muscat bazar as an
external application to unhealthy ulcers. It is applied like thin Gutta-
percha tissue over the surface of the ulcer and secured for days by means
of a bandage.

2375

CURCULIGO, Garin.; Gen. Pi., 1IL, yif.

[p. 124

;

AmaRyllideje.

Curculigo orchioides, Gcerin.: Baker, Linn. Soc. Jour XVII

„

Most authors refer the native medicinal tuber known in the Panjdb
as siydh musli to this plant, but Stewart says it is obtained from Anilema
tuberose, Ham., and Dymock describes it under Hypoxia orchioides,

Willd.f giving Curculigo orchioides as a synonym. In Bengal the tuber is

generally known as TaUlura.

Syn.

—

Curculigo malabarica, Wight, lc.9 1. 20431 Hypoxis orchioides
Kurs, in Ann . Mus. Lug. Bat. IV., >77

1

Orchis amboinica major
RADICE raphanoidea, Rumph ., Amboin, VII., 117, t. 54»f• '*

Vera.

—

Kdlirm isli, siydh-muslt, m4sl*~kand, mushali / Hind., Bomb. ;

Tola mull, Bbno.; Tdimilt, UrIYA; Mushali, talamulika (varahi,

Ainslie), Sans.j Nilap-panaik-kiehangu» ndepanny kalung, Tam. /

Nalla tody gudda, nila tdtigaddalu, nila tddi, Tel; Neladdti-gadde,
Kan.; Mussulkund, C. P.; Hin-bin-tal, Sing.

Conf. with Asparagus adscendens, A. 1562.

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C.. 286 / Ainslie. Mat. Ind., 1, 242

;

Roxb., Corom. PI., I., 14, t. 13 / Mooaeen ShotHff, Swpp. Pharm. Ind.,

i*4: Dymock, Mat. MedW. Ini., and Ed., 8:8, U.C. Dutt, Mat. Met.
Hind., s$oj S. Arfun, Bomb. Drugs, >48, 22> / Thmastes, Bnnm.Ceylon
Pin, 324! Bomb. Gao., VI., >4 / Dais, and Gibs., Bomb. Ft.r276 / Rhiede,

Hort.Mal., XII.* t. $9*
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Siyah Musli.

Habitat.—A small herbaceous plant with a rosette of radial leaves and
tuberous root, native of the greater part of the hotter regions of India and
Ceylon. Roxburgh says that in cultivation it flowers all the year round.

Medicine.—In most Hindu and Muhammadan works on Materia
Medica frequent reference is made to two forms of a tuberous root sold as
M4sU—the one is called the kdld (black) mdsli, and the other the sufid
(white) mdsli. It is now very generally admitted that these are not obtained
from the same plant, and that while there are two or three adulterants or
substitutes for each, the true black musli is Curculigo orchioides, and the
white Asparagus adscendens. According to some writers the young
roots of Bombax malabaricum constitute one of the white mdslis, and by
others the black and white forms are obtained from one and the same
plant during different stages of its growth. Dr. Moodeen Sheriff remarks
that in South India a false sufed musli is sold which is obtained from
Asparagus sarmentosus (A. 1577). On the other hand Dr. U. O. Dutt
says : "The roots of Bombax malabaricum and of Asparagus racemosus are

sometimes sold by the native druggists of Calcutta underjthe name of

saffed musli . These articles have, however, separate names and are not
designated by the name of saffed musli in any native medical works. On
the contrary, a white variety of tdla mult or musali is, as already noticed,

mentioned in the Raja Nirhantu. The tubers of Curculigo orchioides

becomei when dry, translucent like amber. The dried roots were pro-

bably considered a separate variety, namely, the white, by the ancients.”

Some confusion also exists between the so-called mdslis and the saleps (see

Eulophia). It seems probable that in the different parts of India where
it is met with, Curculigo orchioides varies considerably, forms existing

which might be said to correspond with C. brevifolia, Dryand ; C. flrma,

Kotschy et Peyr ; and C. ensifolia, R. Br. Sakharam Arjun, adopting
apparently this view, describes C. brevifolia as the musalikand and
C. ensifolia as the kali musli. He further states that much of the latter

root sold in the Bombay Presidency is Aneilema scapMtorum, Wight
(Conf. A. Z122). Dr. Dutt says of C. orchioides :

“ The tuberous roots of

this plant are considered alterative, tonic, restorative, and useful in piles,

debility, and impotence.” Ainslie says that the tuberous and wrinkled root

of this plant is considered "in a slight degree biiter and mucilaginous to

the taste, and is supposed to possess virtues nearly similar to the last-men*
tioned article. It is prescribed in electuary, in the quantity of a tea-

spoonful twice daily; it is also considered as possessing tonic qualities,

and sometimes given with milk and sugar, in doses of two drachms in

the twenty-four hours, in cases requiring such medicines.” Dr. Dymock
says :

" Musli prescribed for asthma, piles, jaundice, diarrhoea, colic, and
gonorrhoea ; it is considered to be demulcent, diuretic, tonic, and aphro-
disiac, and is often combined with aromatics and bitters.” Native
Medical works say, the plants from which the tubers are collected should
be two years old. The tubers should be washed and freed from rootlets,

cut in slices by a wooden knife and dried in the shade. Dose 180 grains,

beaten up with an equal quantity of sugar in a glass of milk until it forms
a thick mucilage. Dymock adds that the Bombay supply "comes from
Rutlam in Guxerat or from the Central Provinces. It is valued at R4 a
maundof 3741b.”

Special Opinions.—4 “ The tuber is regarded as a cooling medicine.
Is useful in the phosphatic diathesis, ana in scleroderma. It is said to

possess powerful aphrodisiac properties. It is largely used in medicines
by native practitioners.” (Surgeon Major J. M. Houston , Durbar Physi-
cian, Travancore, and Civil Apothecary John Gomes, Medical Store-keeper,

Trevandrum).

c. 2380
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CURCUMA, Linn. ; Gen. PL, III., 643.

Curcuma Amada, Roxb. ; FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C, 12; SciTAWNsa.

MEDICINE,
Tubers,

2382

External ap-
plication,

2383

FOOD,
2384
3385

Mango-Ginger.

Vem.—Am-haldi!, Hind. j Karpura-haridrd, Sans.; Amddd, Beng.;
Antba-haladar, Mar. ; of bfaki-adrak, Dec.; Mamiduallam

,

Tel.
8ir Walter Elliot (F/. Andh.,pp. t? & trt) gives this plant the Telegu

names of Mamidi allarn and Aru kanla kachdram ; but he remarks “ aru
kanla, meaning ' six eyes,

1 Shad-grandhika, *
six jointed,' are also given as

synonyms of Nalla ativasa or Curcuma Csesia and seem to be merely Sans-
krit forms of the same word, both probably referring more correctly to Co
Zedoaria or long Zedoary."

References.— Voigt, Hort. Sub, Cal., $65? Pkartn. Ind., 232; O’Shaugh-
nessy, Beng. Dtspens., 649; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 257, 304;
S. Arjun, Bomb . Drugs, 140; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, 4; Drury, U.
PI. , 169 ; Balfour, Cyclop ., 858.

Habitat.—Found wild in Bengal and on the hills; flowering during
the latter half of the rains.

Medicine.—The tubers are regarded as cooling and as useful in
prurigo. They are also employed as carminative and stomachic. When
fresh they possess the smell of the green mango, hence the various
names above. Dr. Irvine {Mat. Med. Patna, p. 4) says of this root-stock
that it is used as a carminative and to promote digestion ; dose from 3i to
5ii. In the Pharmacopceia of India it is stated that they do not possess
any advantage over ginger.

Special Opinions.—§
“ Made into a paste with spirit and white of egg

used as an application in chronic rheumatism, bruises, &c. Ext. Belladon-
na often added 91

(Dr. Darasha Harmarji Baria, L.M.S. , Bombay).

“ Locally applied over contusions and sprains w (Surgeon*Major Robb,

Civil Surgeon , Ahmedabad). “ Roots are expectorant and astringent, use-
ful in diarrhoea and gleet ” (Surgeon-Major J. M. Houston, Durbar Physn.,
Travancore , and Civil Apothecary John Gomes, Medical Store-keeper,
Trevandrum).

Food.—Used as a condiment and vegetable (U. C. Dutt).

C. angUStifolia, Roxb. ; FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., jo, //.

Wild or East Indian Arrowroot
; Narrow-leaved Turmeric.

Vtm.—Tikhur, Hind,; Ararut-ke-gadde, Dec.; Tavakhira, Mar.; Kuve-
gadde, N. Kanaka; Tickar, Bomb.; Ararut-kishangu, kua, Tam. ; Ara*
rut-gaddalu

,

Tel.

References.—Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 563 / Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 274;
Ain site, Mat. Ind., /., rp ; O'Shaughnessy, Beng. Dispens., 649 ; Dymock,
Mat. Met. W. hid., 2nd Ed., 768 ; Pluck. & Hanb ., Pharmacog., 634,
&39f U. S. Dispens., i$th Ed., 1694; S. Arjun, Bomb . Drugs, 141; Jour.
As. Soc. (1867), 82 ; Upper Godaveri District Settle. Rep., p. 40; Chanda
District Settle. Rept., 109; C. P. Gaeetteer, pp. 31*4*9 & SOS ; Drury, U.
PI., 168; Lisboa, u. PI. Bomb., 775/ Bird-mood, Bomb . Pr„ 236; Balfour,
Cvclop., 858; Ure, Die . Indus., Arts and Manuf., 972 ; Kevt Off. Guide to
the Mus. of Ec. Bot 62.

Habitat.—A native of the central tracts of India, from the mountains of
Bengal to Bombay and Madras. Is particularly abundant in the Cen-
tral Provinces, and a considerable trade is reported to be done at Raipur
in the collection of the tubers. The plant is also common at Ram Gh£t,
Bombay. Is said to grow wild in North Canara (Bombay), but to be also
cultivated (Gat., XV., pt. II., 20). Mr. Atkinson remarks that, it is

C. 238s
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Wild Arrowroot.
CURCUMA
angurtifolia.

found wild in the North-West Himalaya. The flowers are large and yel-

low, longer than the bracts ; they expand in the morning and wither in the
evening of the same day.

Cultivation of East Indian Arrowroot.—Perhaps the most complete
accounts of the cultivation of this plant are those which will be found in

the Reports of the Sydapet Experimental Farm, Madras. The following

passages may here be reproduced from these reports

Arrowroot (Curcuma angustifolia). “ A plot measuring 0*25 acres was
planted with this crop at the end of 1879, and remained down during the

year under report, it was taken up at the end of January last and yield-

ed 986ft of tuners, or at the rate of 3,944ft per acre. The yield of flour

obtained has generally been about I2^ft from 100ft of tubers, so that

the above yield would represent an outturn of 493ft of flour per acre.

In another case in the College Experimental Garden, a plot, measuring
1,160 square yards, planted with this crop yielded 1,798ft, or at the rate

of 7,500ft per acre. The culture of this crop is very simple s it is only
necessary to plant the sets in properly-prepared soil, and to water them
occasionally during the dry season. The removal of the crop is tedious

unless the tubers can be ploughed out, as potatoes are done in England,
which is seldom possible owing to the dryness of the soil, so that the

tubers have to be dug up. The preparation of the flour is also very simple
and easy. The tubers have only to be reduced to pulp on a grater, after

being well washed to remove soil and dirt, and then the pulp is mixed
thoroughly with water so as to separate the starch completely from the
fibrous matters. The whole is afterwards strained through cloth, through
which the starch and water passes, and the fibre left behind. After this

the starch has only to be thoroughly washed by decantation with clean
water, and dried in the sun. It is then rolled on a table to break it up
thoroughly into fine flour and ; s ready for sale. The flour can be pro-
duced at a very low price $ it could be sold profitably at 4 annas per
pound. And thus 400 rupees per acre could be realized. This is a re-

markable return and should also be published for the information of the
public.”

“ The following extract from a letter from the Collector of South Kanara,
dated 10th March 1882, No. 517, will be found interesting With re-

ference to paragraph 48 of your report on the Saidapet Farm, recorded
with the Board’s Proceedings dated 10th December 1881, No. 3182, I

have the honour to forward specimens ofarrowroot prepared from a plant
common in the jungles of this district, and should be obliged by your in-

forming me how it compares in quality with that grown on the Farm
which you estimate to be worth about four annas a pound. I should also
be glad to learn whether it is likely that cultivation would lead to an im-
provement in the quantity or quality, or both, and any information as to

the method of preparing the soil, and the best manner of treating the
plant in this district (with its annual rainfall of about 130 inches between
June and November) would be thankfully received. The plant, I believe,

to be the same as that experimented on by you, vie,> Curcuma angusti-
folia, but I send a few of the tubers for identification.”

M The samples were sent to Mr. Hamilton, F.C.S.,for examination and
analysis. The following extracts are from his report thereon s—
Chemistry.—“The samples of arrowroot sent are from the Curcuma ;

1

they exhibit under the microscope the characters of the granules peculiar to
this variety of starch. This starch cannot be compared with that of the
Maranta, which is the richest of all the feculas. The mucilage, however,
yielded by sample marked 4 1st sort ' is of a superior description and nearly
as good as that of the Maranta. This sample is susceptible of further

Madras Root-
stocks.

2387

Starch,

2388

Profits
‘

Rs. 400
an acre.

South Kanara.

2389

CHEMISTRY,

Inferior to
Maranta,

2391
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Arrowroot.
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2397

Thicken milk.

2398

PREPARA-
TION OP

ARROWROOT.
Travaneore.

2399

improvement; it contained a number of extraneous matters, black particles,
straw. Ac., all of which must have been introduced during the process of
drying. The other two samples were decidedly inferior. The tnree sam-
ples, when soaked in cold water, gave indications of the presence of slight
acidity; they also exhibit to a slight extent transformation of the starch
from the insoluble to the soluble form. I may add that the Farm sample
also gave the same reaction, but to a less extent. Any unnecessary expo-
sure to the solar heat should be avoided. If the samples could be ground
to a fine powder it would add to their appearance ana would fit them for

immediate conversion into mucilage. I would suggest the use of a solu-
tion of caustic soda about 200 grains (half an ounce nearly) to a gallon of
water for steeping the pulped roots, in lieu of plain water 5 this has been
found useful in disintegrating and dissolving the nitrogenous matter.
Thorough washing in pure spring water will remove all traces of the
soda."

The arrowroot is said to be largely manufactured at Cochin, Travan-
core, and Kanara. Royle says that •• a very excellent kind called tickar
is also made at Patna and Baglipore from the tubers of Batatus (Ipomoea)
edulia.”

Medicine.—The arrowroot is used medicinally in some parts of the
country.

Food.—A good quality of arrowroot is prepared from the tubers espe-
cially in Travaneore, where the plant grows in abundance. Roxburgh
observes that a sort of starch or arrowroot-like fecula is prepared,
which is sold in the markets of Benares, and is eaten by the
natives. The flour, when boiled in milk, forms an excellent diet for

patients or children. It is largely used for cakes, puddings, &c., though
it is often complained of as producing constipation. The granules much
resemble those of Maranta (the true arrowroot), but are flat and always
stratified. Dymock says of this form of arrowroot that it is "a favourite
article of diet among the natives, especially for children. The milk-
men in Bombay use it to thicken milk which has been watered.” The
edible properties of the tubers of this plant are alluded to in most of the
Settlement Reports of the districts comprising the Central Provinces. Of
Seoni it is said they are pounded and made into gruel.

Preparation op the Arrowroot.—Drury thus describes the pro-

cess as practised in Travaneore s
“ The tubers are first scraped on a rough

stick, generally part of the stem of the common rattan, or anv plant with
rough prickles to serve the same purpose. Thus pulverised, the flour is

thrown into a chatty of water, where it is kept for about two hours, all

impurities being carefully removed from the surface. It is then taken out
and again put into fresh water, and so on for the space of four or five days.

The flour is ascertained to have lost its bitter taste when a yellowish tinge

is communicated to the water, the whole being stirred up, again strained

through a piece of coarse cloth, and put in the sun to dry. It is then ready
for use.” In the Central Provinces the root is also collected and arrowroot
prepared. The process adopted in the Upper Godavari District (Gast.,

505) is thus referred to :
“ fanktr or Ttkhur is a description of arrow-

root made from the bulbs of the Curcuma angustifolia, which grows abun-
dantly in the district. It is collected by the Got£s and Kofs, and rubbed
down on a stone, washed, and allowed to settle. It is then dried, and either

sold or bartered by them to traders. The tankfr purchased in the bazars

is impure and difficult to refine, as the bulb is not pared before it is grated

down. If care be taken, the flour can be made as pure as that prepared

from garden arrowroot. It is strange that this root is not made so much
use of as it might be, either as an article of food, or even as starch

c. 2399
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CURCUMA
aromatic**

Wild Turmeric.

for export.** (For further particulars seethe paragraph on Cultiva-
tion*)

Special Opinions.— Found in the hills of Vizagapatam and Ganjam
Districts and used by the hill tribes as an article of diet.” (Honorary Sur-
geon P. Kinsley, Chicacole, Ganjam District, Madras Presidency.) “Sweet-
meats are prepared from tikhur flour, and eaten with great relish ; a favour-
ite article of diet among certain classes in these provinces n (Assistant

Surgeon Shib Chunder Bhattacharji, In Civil Medical Charge, Chanda

,

Central Provinces).
Tradk in East Indian Arrowroot.—Drury says the exports of

this “arrowroot from Travancore average about 250 candies annually. In

1870-71 were exported from Bombay 3 cwt., and from Madras, in 1869-70

3,729 cwt.. Valued at {(14,152.” Dymock under this species says : “ Mala-
bar arrowroot fetches from R3 to R4 per quarter cwt. in Bombay.'* With
the exception of Travancore it is doubtful how far the trade retuVns can
be trusted as referring to this or to the true arrowroot. See Maranta arun-

dinacea.

Dymock remarks of Turmeric (Curcuma longa) that the starch “of
the young tubers at the end of the radicles, which are nearly colourless,

forms one of the East Indian arrowroots. It is to be observed that the

tubers that yield only starch when young will yidld turmeric when old ; the

colouring matter and aromatic principles are deposited in the ceils at a
later period of growth,”

Curcuma aromatica, Salisb ; JRoxb., FI. Ind.
9 Ed. 8.

Wild Turmeric
; Yellow Zedoary ; Cochin Turmeric.

Syn.—Curcuma Zedoaria, Roxb.

Vern.

—

Jangli-haldi, ban-haldi, ban-haridra (jedwar ?), Hind.; Ban-

halud, Beng. j Kapur kaihali, Guz. ; Ran hold, ambe-haldt, Bomb.;
Kasturi-manjal, Tam. ; Kasturi pasupa, kattu-mannal, Tkl.; Anakuva,
kattu-mannar

,

Mal. ; Vanaharidrd

,

Sans. ; Judvoar (according to

Roxburgh), Arab.; Kastdri-arishinu, Kan.; Duda-kaha, wal-kaha,
Sing. ; Kiydsanoin, Burm.

References.— Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal., 593; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 274;
Ainslie, Mat. Ind., I., 490,493; Mooaeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. 2nd.,

125 ; U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., S57, 322; Dymock, Mat. Med. W.
Ind., 769; Year Book Pharm., 1880, 251 ; Home Department Corr.
regarding Pharm. Ind., 240; Liotard, Dyes, App. VII.; Balfour, Cy-
clop., 859.

Habitat.—Roxburgh says of his Curcuma Zedoaria: “This beautiful

species is a native, not only of Bengal (and common in gardens about
Calcutta), but is also a native of China, and various other parts of Asia
and the Asiatic islands. Flowering time, the hot season; the leaves

appear about the same period or rather after, for it is not uncommon to

find the beautiful, large, rosy, tufted spikes rising from the naked earth

before a single leaf is to be seen.” “The plant when in flower is highly

ornamental, few surpassing it in beauty ; at the same time it possesses a
considerable degree of delicate aromatic fragrance.”

The flowering spikes are quite distinct from the leaf-bearing stems,

and the upper bracts of each are more brightly coloured than the lower,

and are sterile. Dataell and Gibpon (FI. Bomb.) say that it is met with

in the Concans flowering in May when the leaves begin to appear.

Dr. Dymock remarks : “ The plant which produces this drug grows wild

in the Concan : under cultivation it produces central tubers as large as a
small turnip* I have had it under cultivation for some years, and
observe that the leaves when young have a central purple stain which

c. 2409
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almost disappears when they attain their full size/’ Drury remarks that
it is abundant in the Travancore forests. Of Mysore Mr. D. E. Hutchins
says C. aromatica, the Kad arasina, is collected from the forests all over
the province.

History of Jadvar and Zedoary.—The reader is referred to Aconitum
heterophyllum, (A $01 Sc 408), for further particulars regarding the use of
the Arabic word Jadv&r. According to certain writers (including Rox-
burgh) this is applied to a species of Curcuma, presumably the present
species. To Dr. Moodeen Sheriff we are indebted for the results of
much careful study on this subject, the final conclusion arrived at being
that the Arabic Jadv&r is a name which should be restricted to the roots
of the non-poisonous Aconites. The confusion which exists on this sub-
ject Moodeen Sheriff attributes to the resemblance of the word Jadv&r
or Zadv&r to Zedoary. Dar-hald and anbi-haldi, he adds, are in some Per-
sian works also used as synonymous, but the former is more correctly
the name for the medicinal wood obtained from a species of Bexberia.
On the other hand. Dr. Dymock {2nd Ed., Mat. Med. W. Ind., 769) writes

:

u This rhizome is the Vanaharidra of Sanskrit works, and there appears
to be little doubt that it is the Jadw&r described by Avicenna (Lio. II.,

5

. 155) and figured in Olusius’ Exotica, p. 378. At the present time the
adwdr of India is quite a different article. ” Dr. Dymock then refers

the reader to his account of Delphinium denudAtum, where he states that

Jadw&r and Mahferfin are Arabic names commonly given to that plant,
Zadw&r being the Persian and Nirbist the Hindustani. Dr. Royle was the
first author who affirmed that to be the case, but the writer has failed to

find a native of the North-West Himalaya who gave to D. denudatum
either of these names. Around Simla, for example, that form of Larkspur
is one of the commonest of herbs, but it bears the name of M&nila notw-
bist, and does not appear to be ever collected for medicinal or other pur-
poses. Some short time ago the writer suggested to Dr. Gimlette, Resi-
dency Surgeon, Nepal, the desirability of making a collection of the Nepal
Aconites and allied poisonous drugs. He had, as the result, the pleasure
to receive a most instructive set of specimens.

The Kala bikh of the Nepalese (the Dulingi of the Bhotias, who
make a trade in collecting and selling these roots) is a very poisonous
form of Aconitum ferox, so poisonous indeed that the Katmandu drug-
sellers will not admit they possess any. Pahlo (yellow) btkh is a less

poisonous form of the same plant, known to the Bhotias as Holingi, while
Seiko (white) btkh (the Nirbist sen of the Bhotias) is A. Napelras, and
Atis is Aconitum heterophyllum. The aconite adulterants or plants used
for similar purposes are* Cynanthus lobatus, the true Nirbist of Nepal, the
root of which is boiled in oil, thus forming a liniment which is employed
in chronic rheumatism. Delphinium denudatum, the Nilo (blue) btkh of

the Nepalese and the Nirbist of the Bhotias, Dr. Gimlette says, is used by
the Baids of Nepal for the same purposes as the Setho and Pahlo bikh.

Geranium collinum (var. Donianum) is the Ratho (red) bikh of the
Nepalese, and the Nirbist Num of the Bhotias, and like the Sethobikh is

given as a tonic in dyspepsia, fevers, and asthma. Lastly, a plant never
before recorded as usea medicinally, namely, Caragana crassicaulis, is

known as the Artiras of the Nepalese and the kurti of the Bhotias ; it

affords a root which is employed as a febiifuge. The Nepalese name
recalls Atis (A. heterophyllum) and the Bhotia, kutki (= Picrorhiza Kurroa)
—drugs also prescribed as febrifuges.

Some doubt may, therefore, be admitted as resting on the assertion

that Delphinium denudatum is the Nirbisi of the earlier writers. Ainslie

urges that the “ Nirbishie made known by Dr. F. Hamilton as found in
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Nepal, "must not be confounded with the word Nirbisi, which is the Sans-
krit for Curcuma Zedoaria. ” To the hill tribes around Simla and Kulu, at

|

least, it is neither Jadwdr nor Nirbist, and, indeed, the roots of that plant
bear but little resemblance to those of an aconite and none whatever to
the rhizomes of a Curcuma. But at the same time Dr. Dymock't historic

sketch of Jadwdr and Zedoaria is valuable, as there seems little doubt but
that many of the early authors made the mistake of viewing these names as
synonymous. Dr. Dymock continues :

M Ainslie, whose description of the
Zedoaries is excellent, tells us that in his time the Muhammadans supposed
it to be a valuable medicine in certain cases of snake-bite, administered
in conjunction with golden orpiment, costus, and aiwain seeds. He also

expresses his opinion that it was the Jadwdr of the old Arabian writers.

Ambi-haldi is no doubt the Zedoaire jaune of Quibourt, who tells us that

the plant which produces it has been well described and figured by Rum-
phlus. It is his Tommon bezaar or Tommon primum

, which has been
wrongly referred by most writers to Curcuma Zedoaria of Roscoe. (Con-

fer. Guibourt His., Nat., 6me. Ed., tom . //., p. 214.) It would appear also

that it is identical with the Cassumunar described by Pereira. {Confer.

Pareira Mat. Med., Vol. II., Pt. I., 236.) Lastly, it would appear to be the

same as the "Cochin Turmeric” noticed by FlUckiger and Hanbury
(Pharmacographia. p 580).” (Dymock, 770.)

Description of the Rhizomes.—“ Central rhizome oblong or conical,

often more than two inches in diameter, external surface dark-grey, marked
with circular rings and giving off many thick rootlets ; at the ends of

some of them are orange-yellow tubers about the size and shape of an
almond in its shell ; lateral rhizomes about as thick as the finger with a
few fleshy rootlets. Internally both central and lateral rhizomes are of

a deep orange colour like turmeric ; the odour of the flesh root is strongly

camphoraceous.” Dalzell and Gibson say : “ The tubers of the root are

palmate. ”

Dye—*It is probable that this, like the Zedoary, was formerly used in

the preparation of the Abir powder. Dymock says : ” Like turmeric its

principal use is as a dyeing agent.” Mr. Liotard (Memo. Dyeing) says

it is rarely used as a dye. It gives a dirty yellow colour with the

alkaline earth chaulu. Ainslie remarks: “ The Native women prize it

much from the circumstance that they can give with it, used externally, a
particular lively tinge to their naturally dark complexions, and a deli-

cious fragrance to their whole frame.”
Medicine.—The rhizomes are used medicinally, being regarded as

tonic and carminative. Thwaites says this drug is used by the Singhalese.

It holds an important place in native perfumery. Dymock states that
" the properties of this drug are very similar to those of turmeric, but its

flavour being strongly camphoraceous is not so agreeable. It is used

medicinally in combination with other drugs as an external application

to bruises, sprains, &c. In the Concan it is applied to promote tne erup-

tion in exanthemateous fevers; it is seldom used alone, but is combined
with astringents when applied to bruises, and with bitters and aroma-
tics to promote eruptions.” Ainslie says the Muhammadans suppose it to

be a valuable meaicine in certain cases of snake-bites, administered in

small doses, and in conjunction with golden-coloured orpiment, bust

(Costus armMcusV and aiuan.”

Special Opinions.—§ "Used externally in scabies and the eruption of

small-pox” (Surgeon-Major Henry David Cook, Calicut, Malabar).
“ Rubbed into a paste with benzoin is a common domestic application to

the forehead for headache” (Surgeon-Major John North, I. M. S.,

Bangalore). * Applied to the forehead in cephalalgia, and a cosmetic.”
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CURCUMA
caulina.

Black Jgsdoify.

(T. Ruthnar* Moodelliar, Native Surgeon, Ckingleput, Madras Presi-

dency.)

TRADE. Trade.—" The Bombay market is supplied from the Malabar coast.

2421 Value, unpeeled R24 to R25 per candy of 5$ cwt. ;
peeled R27 per

candy **
(.Dymock),

2422

Bengal.
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Curcuma cassia, Roxb.; Fl Ind Ed. CJ.C, 9.

Black Zedoary.
Vem.—Kdld kaldi or niUkantha, Benq. j Kdll katada, MaR. ; Nar-lkachdra,

Bomb.; Nar-kackura, kdli-haldi
,
Hind.; Afaww pasupu, Tel.

Sir Walter Elliot says this is tn Telegu known as wtf/te ativasa. “ One
of its Sanskrit synonyms is sals', which Wilson says is a kind of Curcu-
ma and in Bengal C. Cttsfa is still Called black kaldi and nila kantha/*

Habitat.—Roxburgh remarks 1 “This elegant strongly-marked species
is a native of Bengal^ where it blossoms in May 19 and just before the rains.
'* In the deep ferruginous purple cloud down the middle of the leaves it

resembles C. Zerumbet, but differs widely in the colour of the roots/1

Dymock says it is cultivated in Bengal to supply the Indian market.
He adds “through the kindness of Surgeon-Major Peters I have been
supplied with living tubers of this Curcuma from Dinapore ; he informs
me that it is common in gardens in Bengal, and is used as a domestic
remedy in the fresh state much as turmeric is in this part of India.”

Medidne.— Dymock says this is one of the two Zerumbdde of modern
Persian writers on Materia Medica. “Strange to say, it is not noticed by
most European writers on Indian drugs, though it Is well known
and to be found in all the shops. It is the Tommon itam of Rumphius,
and the Curcuma longa of Quibourt, who classes it with the turmerics/1

“ Nar+kachura appears to have been once imported into Liverpool under
the name of Kutchu/* It is “considered to nave nearly the same medi-
cinal properties as Kachdra” and is chiefly used as a cosmetic.

Trade.— Dymock says the tubers are internally very hard and horny,
of a greyish black, but when cut in thin slices of a greyish-orange. The
odour and taste are camphoraceous. “The drug comes overland from
Bengal. Value R4 to R5 per maund of 41 ft. Quibourt appears to have
become acquainted with it from its admixture with the turmeric of com-
merce.” Sakharam Arjun remarks that it js used externally as an appli-
cation to bruises, for rheumatic pains, and in contusions.

C. caulina, Graham ; Dali, and Gibs Bomb. FL, 2yj.
Vein.—Chavara, chonor, Bomb.

Habitat.

—

A plant common at Mahdbaleshvar, Bombay, and described
by the late Mr. Graham.

Food.—A form of arrowroot is said to be prepared from this plant.

It is described by8ir Qeorge Birdwood and other writers, the last being
Mr. Lisboa, who writes; “Curcuma caulina grows at Mahdbaleshvar
abundantly, and for many years the Chinese ticket-of-leave men used to
manufacture arrowroot from it, and sell it to the Commissariat, and in

the bazaars at Bombay. In 1878, a European prepared a few hundred
pounds of it, and sent samples to be tried by Messrs. Treacher & Oo.,
Phillips & Oo., and Kemp & Oo., but it was found wanting in nutritive

properties, though no objection was made to the colour and taste. That
it is inferior to west Indian Arrowroot may be gathered from its market
value, 5 to 6 pounds to the rupee. During the famine of 1877, it was
recommended to the suffering poor, but they never used it except in ex-
treme scarcity/

1
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Drugs, Sind, ar; Waring, Bajsar Med,, 140; Year Book Pharm., 18739
p. 1*3; Medical Topog. % Ajmir, 136; Mason, Burma, 5*3» 863/ Man,
Coimbatore Diet,, 228, 229, and 230; Baden Powell, Pb, Pr,, 299,380:
Atkinson, Him. Diet., 706, 734, 774 / Drury, U. Pl„ 169 ; Lisboa, U. PI.
Bomb., 174, 249, 288 / Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 231,304 / Liotard, Dyes,
83 s Balfour, Cyclop., 8$9 : Ure, Die. Indus., Arts, and Manuf., Vol. III.,

966; Kew Off. Guide to the Mus. ofBe. Bot., 62; Keto Off. Guide to Bot.
Gardens ana Arboretum, 79 ; Simmonds, Trap. Agri.,382, &c., die,

'
Habitat.—Turmeric is extensively cultivated all over India for its

rhizomes. It is the well-known haldi universally used as a condiment
with curry-stuffs and also as a dye, and is one of the most profitable of
crops. The dye-yielding rhizome is harder and much richer in colour
than the edible. These conditions are thus special adaptations which
possibly point to an ancient cultivation. At the same time, though several
species of Curcuma are undoubtedly natives of India, some of which
appear to have been mistaken for the true turmeric, there is little of a
positive character that would justify the supposition that Curcuma longa
itself is a native of India. Simmonds (Tropical Agriculture, p. 383)

CULTIVATION,

2436
Bangui.

2437

Ainalie even remarks that "The Curcuma longa grows wild in Cochin-
China, and is there called Kuong huynh. Loureiro gives us a long
list of its medicinal virtues in lepra, jaundice, and other disorders.

Although there is a Sanskrit name for the plant and also names for it in

most of the languages of India, the suggestion may be offered that it is

most probably a Chinese or Cochin-Cmnese species which may have
superseded some of the indigenous Curcumas formerly in use and which
bore the names now given to this plant, just as the true arrowroot plant
is rapidly displacing the indigenous or East Indian species. Dalzell and
Gibson have no hesitation in treating the plant as introduced into Bom-
bay, and Dr. Hove (a botanist of high merit who explored a large portion
of the Western Presidency 100 years ago) observed the plant being culti-

vated at Mahim, but makes no mention of its being wild. (For History of
Turmeric, seepage 664.)

Cultivation, Yield, and Soil.

Bengal,—The earliest and to this day one of the most complete accounts
of the cultivation of this plant is that given by Roxburgh. This may be
reproduced here to admit of comparison with modern systems. ,f The
ground must be rich, friable, and so high as not to overflow during the
rainy season, such as the Bengalees about Calcutta call danga. It is

often planted on land where sugar-cane grew the preceding year, and is

deemed a meliorating crop. The soil must be well ploughed and cleared

of weeds, &c. It is then raised in April and May, according as the
rains begin to fall, into ridges, nine or ten inches high and eighteen or
twenty broad, with intervening trenches nine or ten inches broad. The
cuttings or sets, viz., small portions of the fresh root, are planted on the
tops of the ridges, at about 18 inches, or a feet asunder. One acre
requires about from nine hundred such sets and yields in December and
January, about two thousand pounds weight o! the fresh root.** The
Agricultural Department of Bengal (Ann, Rep., 1886, p. LV.) publishes

some useful information regarding the modern system of turmeric culti-

vation. The Director says there are " two varieties grown—one known
as the deshi or country, and the other as the Patna variety. The latter

is of a richer colour and gives a better outturn. Loamy soil, even of a
very inferior quality, will grow turmeric. It can be grown in shady
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places, but does better on open grounds. Turmeric is grown after one
of the pulses. The preparation of the soil necessary for turmeric is similar

to that for ginger, but lands intended for turmeric need not be worked
so fine. Six or seven ploughings suffice for this latter crop. The mode of

planting turmeric very much resembles that of sugarcane : the only points

on which the two differ are the following s—The furrows in the sugar-
cane field are about 6 feet long and 22 inches apart, those in the turmeric
field being twice as large and 27 inches apart. Sugar-cane cuttings

are very lightly covered with earth ; over 6 inches of earth is placed on
the turmeric cuttings. The usual planting time is the first week of

Jaistya,*’ that is, about the 20th of May. "The plants spring up in about
a fortnight. One or two weedings are necessary, and care must be taken
that the fields are not inundated. In some parts of Bengal it is not
considered good practice to lift the plants the first year. On the setting

in of the following rains new shoots appear and the plants are tended
exactly as in the first year. 1 After about a year ana nine months tur-

meric is lifted.* When it is raised the first year, as is the practice in some
places, the produce is less in quantity and inferior in quality.** The
Director of Agriculture, Bengal, has the following estimate of the cost of

cultivation :

—

6 Ploughings •

3 maunds of seed at R3 . • • • • • . •

Planting, 8 men at 4 annas a day .•••••
To eartn up four times
Four weedings, 3 men at a time ......
Repairing the furrows, 4 men
To dig out, 6 men .

To dean, 3 men
To boil, 6 men
To dry, 8 men
Earthen pots
Rent .

k a. p.240900200
400300100
1 8 o
0 12 o
1 8 o200
1 o o400

Total . 32 o o

Itis not stated whether this is the cost of cultivating an acre or a bigha

;

the latter beinga third of the former, the difference would be very consider^

able. Dr. Mc&ann (Dyes and Tans of Bengal) published extracts from an
extensive series of reports from all the districts of Bengal furnished in

connection with the Economic Museum. In these, very contradictory

statements are made. Turmeric is planted in Rdjshdm in March to

April and dug up a year later ; in Siran not until June, and in Bhagulpur
August, "so that, if this account be correct, the season of planting

varies from February to July, and of digging up from October to April.

In Hugli the estimated cost of cultivation per bigha is R6-8, in Rdjshihf
R7-8, m Bhagalpur R15, and in Monghyr Rio. The yield is variously

stated at from 8 to 18 maunds a bigha, but Dr. McOann explains that

the errors in the returns as to yield may be due to one district stating the

yield of raw and another of the dry tubers.

N.-W. Provinces,—Mr. Atkinson explains that turmeric is grown very
generally in the North-West Provinces, and that “ it is largely cultivated in

Kumaon, Garhwal, and parts of Dehra-Diin, and forms one of the most
important and profitable articles of export from the lower hills. It is

grown in jungles where nothing else can be raised, as well as in the open
Duns and the Bhdbar. The crop is planted in April-May, and the pro-

duce is gathered in November. It nas been estimated that the cost of

cultivating a biti (40 square yards less than a British acre) to turmeric is
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{(36. (or which one rupee goes for rent, R5 for sowing, R3 for planting out,

R20 for seed, R4i for weeding and hoeing, and R2f for harvesting. An
acre will produce 30 maunds, worth R60, and when cured and dried about

7} maunds, worth R75, giving a net profit of R31 per bfsi* Sir E. O. Buck,
m his Dyes and Tans of the North-West Provinces, remarks

: " According
to An account of its cultivation in the Cawnpore District, it requires very
plentiful irrigation, and is grown on ddmat (sandy loam) soil, commonly in

company with Ghuyun (Yam, (sic) Colocaeia autiquorum). In June the

ground is well manured, 40 cart-loads being thrown on to one acre of land.

It is then watered twice and well ploughed. When the rains set in the small

roots of turmeric, to the amount of 250ft to the acre, are then planted, one
to the square foot, and so much water do they require that trenches have
to be dug through the whole field only one foot apart. After tl>e rains

it has to be watered every week. The roots are ready for digging up in

January.”
Of Bombay it has been stated—1' In Gujardt and Kaira it is planted to-

wards the end of May, and yields from 60 to 300 maunds (of 26ft each) per

bigha." Dalzell and Gibson say it is largely grown in these parts of Bom-
bay ,rwhere the garden soil is of superior quality, and water abundant.”
"An average crop will give a return equal to sugarcane, viz., R100 per
bigha.” The turmeric of the Deccan is reported to be " of several kinds, the

tuber in all cases being the useful part. The kind used in dyeing is the
lokhandi halad with very hard roots." That used in medicine is " highly
aromatic," and is also used in seasoning curries and dal.

Panjib.— It is not apparently very extensively grown in the Panjib; at

least little of a definite nature can be learned about the Panjdb cultivation.

Baden Powell says it is grown on low moist soil and requires much care
and manure. It is planted in May and is not matured till the end of Nov-
ember. Stewart writes : "This is commonly grown frequently along the

edge of fields of ginger— in the Panjab Sewalik tracts and outer hills from
2,000 to 4,000 and sometimes to 5,500 feet up to the Rivf at least, and
occasionally beyond that. Irvine is'probably mistaken in stating that it is

cultivated in Peshawar and Bannu.” In the Gazetteer of the Kangra Dis-
trict it is stated " Turmeric is reared in parts of the Hamirpur, Denra, and
Ntirpur tahsiIs. It is cultivated on low moist soils and also in the low
valleys of outer Seordj on the Sutlej, and requires much care and manure.
It is planted in May like the potato, by pieces of the root, and is not
matured till the end of November. The tubers are then taken up and
dried, partly by the action of fire and partly by exposure to the sun. It is

considered quite as remunerative a crop as sugar, and has the advantage,
that it occupies the soil for six montns only. A few localities supply
turmeric for the consumption of the whole district.” The Gazetteer

further states that in the Kanera District there were, in 1880-81, 1,621

acres under this crop and in 1881-82, 1,520 acres.

Madras.—'Turmeric cultivation is alluded to in various publications

regarding South India, but no article has been found that deals with the

Presidency collectively. Of Coimbatore it is stated that it is usually

grown as a mixed crop with yams, maize, castor, brinjal, onions, &c.
"The soil is thoroughly prepared by repeated ploughing and heavy
manuring, municipal sweepings and ashes being a favourite manure.
" In June or July, the soil having been ridged up about 2 feet apart, the

rhizomes are planted, a cubit or less from one another, on the ridges and
thereafter watered every three or four days until the end of December;
thenceforward somewhat less often till March and April, when they are

dug up. The crop is hoed and weeded several times in the first four

months. The other crops are variously planted; the onions on the
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the roots are soaked in lime juice and borax before being powdered in-

stead of being boiled.*’ Of the Panidb, Mr. Baden Powell says the
tubers are taken up in November end dried partly by the action of fire

and partly by exposure to the sun. Of Coimbatore it is reported : The
roots are carefully sized and separately boiled in a mixture of cow-dung
and water, dried and sent to market.**

AREA.

2464
Area undrr Turmeric.

Trustworthy particulars cannot be learned regarding the total area
in India annually under this crop ; but from the extensive uses of the tuber
and the remunerative nature of the crop, it may be inferred to be very
much more extensive than shown in the published returns. The following
shows the acreage returned as under this crop

Acres*

Bengal (according to Dr. McOann) perhaps • • • 30,000
Madras .,••••••*•• 15,000
Bombay 6,000
Berar 2,000
Panjib 3,500

TRADE.
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Foreign.
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Internal.

2467

BISTORT
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Total • 56,500

Trade in Turmeric*

Regarding the Indian Foreign trade in this article Mr. O’Oonor,
in his Review of the Trade in 1876-77, wrote : “Turmeric was exported tp

the value of ioj lakhs of rupees, the quantity being' 123,824 cwt. This
article has hitherto been recorded in the returns under the heading
'Spices,* but it is more appropriately classed as a dyeing material.

It is not really a spice but rather a condiment, and for this purpose
it is very largely used in India ; but it is also extensively employed as a
dye, ana almost all of that which is exported from this country is used as

a dye. It is mostly exported from Bengal to England, France, and the
United States.** In 1879-80 O’Oonor again wrote :

“ Turmeric is classed as
a dye in the returns, and for that purpose it is most largely used in Eu-
rope, though it is said also to be used to adulterate mustard. In the fol-

lowing year he stated that the exports in Turmeric had largely fallen off,

and as compared with previous years, the article was no longer of im-
portance. In 1881-82 tne exports were 70,783 cwt., valued at $<3,66,047,
as compared with 1877-78, when they amounted to R 13,40,189. In 1885-86
the trade had so far recovered itself that the exports amounted to 156,287
cwt., valued at close on 14 lakhs of rupees. Last year they amounted to

140,094 cwt,, valued at R 10,32,025.
Full particulars cannot be learned as to the extent of the internal

trade, but it must be very extensive, and even a trans-frontier trade exists

;

Kashmir receives a considerable amount. The various Indian ports
last year exchanged 281,117 cwt. of turmeric valued at R24,38,26o.

History of Turmeric.

Turmeric yields a yellow dye of a fleeting character, which for-

merly was far more extensively employed by the natives of India than
at the present day. Its chief features that recommended it for decor-
ative purposes at marriage ceremonies, &c., were cheapness, ease of
preparation, and facility of being* removed. But these are conditions
even more readily attained by aniline colours, while glaringly brilliant

results are obtained, apd, consequently, even religious injunctions have
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to a certain extent given place to the encroachments of the tar dyes.
Writing of this subject Dr. McOann (in his Dyes and Tans of Bengal,

p. 85), says s “ Formerly on festive occasions an infusion of turmeric

CURCUMA
longa.

HISTORY.

was used in dyeing garments, but magenta has now taken its place."
Not only were the wedding garments formerly coloured with turmeric but
even the body used to be (and still) is anointed with a paste of this sub-
stance. Dr. U. O. Dutt says : “The rubbing of turmeric and oil is an
essential part of the Hindu marriage festival, as well as of some religi-

ous ceremonies." Balfour writes of the domestic uses of this dye : “ The
root enters into many of the religious ceremonies of the Hindus. The
entire, or the corners, of every new article of dress, whether of man or wo-
man, are stained before wearing it with a paste made of the root and water.
Mixed with lime, it forms the liquid used in the Arati ceremony for ward-
ing off the evil eye. Women use it largely as a cosmetic and some smear
all the body with it as a detergent. It is a mild aromatic and carminative,
and is largely used as a condiment in curries ; the paste is applied to foul

ulcers. Clothes dyed with it are deemed a protection against fever.”

“With it, in conjunction with lime-juice, the Hindus of the sect of Vishnu
prepare their yellow tirdchurnum, with which they make the peculiar

mark on their foreheads."
8ir E. O. Buck, in the Dyes of the North- West Provinces, says

:

“The dye given by turmeric is of a dull yellow colour ; it is fleeting, and,
except in dyeing the commoner sort or cloth, is seldom used, except in

Wedding
Garments*

2469

Cosmetle.
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combination. The action of an alkali changes its colour to red." For
the past century or more European writers have deplored the fact that

no means could be discovered for making the dye fast. Ainslie, for ex-

be rendered permanent as a dye.” It is somewhat remarkable that John
Huyghen Van Llnschoten, who spent several years on the Malabar coast

from about the date of 1506, should describe the races of people he met
with, going into every cfetail as to their social habits, domestic and
agricultural life, marriage customs, agricultural produce, and industrial

productions, but should make no mention of turmeric. He describes Car-
damoms, Cumin seed, Galanga, Pepper, Cubebs, Tamarind, Ginger,
Mangos, &c., &c.; but while discussing the preparation of curry and
chutney makes no mention of the habit of eating turmeric or of dyeing
garments with it. This might be accepted as pointing to its use having
been much less general in these days (at least on tne Western side of India)

than at the present time. On the other hand, an ancient cultivation in

India is clearly indicated by the frequent mention of the plant in the early

literature of the Hindus, and by the fact that there are several well recog-

nised or distinct cultivated forms of the plant. Garcia de Orta, who lived

in Goa in 1563 (or shortly before Linschoten), describes under the name
Crocus indicus a tuber which appears to be turmeric, and Dioscorides men-
tions an Indian plant as a kind of Cyprus (Kwreipos) us resembling ginger,

but having when chewed a yellow colour and bitter taste. This was most
probably turmeric, but it must not be forgotten that several other species

of Curcuma afford a yellow colour that indeed it is probable some of the

so-called forms of C. long* may prove the tubers of different species.

FIQckigerand Hanbury say : “ Several varieties of turmeric, distinguished

by the names of the countries or districts in which they are produced, are

found in the English market $ but although they present differences which
are sufficiently appreciable to the eye of the experienced dealer, the char-

acters of each sort are scarcely so marked or so constant as to be recog-

nizable by mere verbal descriptions. The principal sorts now in commerce
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are known as China, Madras, Bengal, Java, and Cochin . Of these the
first named is the most esteemed, but it is seldom to be met with in the
European market.” Linschoten, while describing with the utmost detail

the trade of Cochin, makes no mention of Turmeric, but at the same time
references occur, of turmeric as employed in Europe about the time of which
Linschoten wrote, so that it must have been exported from other parts of

India or from other tropical countries. FlUckiger and Hanbury say of the
Cochin Turmeric of the present day that it “ is the produce of some other

species of Curcuma than C. longa. It consists exclusively of a bulb-shaped
rhizome of large dimensions, cut transversely or longitudinally into

slices or segments. The cortical part is dull brown, the inner substance
is horny and of a deep orange-brown, or when in thin shavings of a bril-

liant yellow. Mr. A. Forbes Scaly of Cochin has been good enough to

send us (1873) living rhizomes of this Curcuma, which he states is mostly
grown at Alwaye, north-east of Cochin, and is never used in the
country as turmeric, though its starchy tubers are employed for making
arrowroot.” (Conf. with C. anguatifolia and other sources of East India
arrowroot.)

DYE.

Dye^eldlng
Rhizomes.

2475

Yellow.

2476

Green.

2*77

Turmeric Dye.

Dye.— It has already been stated that a special form of turmeric is

grown for this purpose, namely, a harder root, much richer in the dye
principle than in the ordinary condiment form. This dye rhizome
receives separate names in the various provinces of India, but is most
generally known by the name lok handi haladi ; other dye forms are
as moela-haldi, jowala-haldi, and amba-haldi. Under the paragraph,
above devoted to an account of the preparation of the tuber, mention has
also been made of the further process which the dyer has to adopt in

preparing his infusion. The employment of borax, in Kumaon, will be
found to have a very considerable interest, since the system there pur-
sued, and doubtless accidentally discovered, is dependent on an import-
ant chemical feature of the dye principle.

The colour is only deposited in the rhizome with age, and hence, in all

probability, the above mentioned forms have been obtained by a process
of careful selection of stock observed to produce the colour freely. It

is of importance, however, that the European merchant, in purchasing
for dye purposes, should see that he gets tne hard dye-yielding form and
not the softer aromatic condition which is used as a condiment. Al-
though, of course, turmeric is still employed by itself as a simple and
cheap dye, its more general use at the present day in India, is as an
auxiliary to other dyes and in Calico printing. It is also used to some
extent to impart a colour to native-made paper. Mordants are but
rarely required with the dye, as it is found to attach itself readily

enough to wool, silk, or cotton. Alkalies deepen the colour, making
it almost red. Alum is said to purify the colour and to destroy all

shades of red. The dyers of Calcutta produce a brilliant yellow, known
as basanti rang, by mixing turmeric with Sajimati fCarbonate of Soda)
and lemon or lime juice. Dr. McOann remarks of this process : “ Here
the acid is apparently used to correct the red tint, produced always
where an alkali acts on turmeric.” Myrabolams are sometimes em-
ployed with turmeric, but the chief compound colour in which turmeric

plays an important part is the green shades formed along with indigo.

The fabric is first dyed with indigo and then dipped in a solution of hatdf.

Turmeric is also often added to sharpen or brighten other colours, as,

for example, Singrahar (Nyctanthes arbortristis), lac dye, al (Morinda
tinctoria), safflower (Carthamus tinctorius), and toon (Cedrela Toona).
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The Indian Calico-printers use turmeric by preparing a mixture of
* 4 gallons of water containing pomegranate rind and alum in the fol-

lowing proportions :—Turmeric 5ft, pomegranate rind 2ft, and alum
lift. The compound is left to stand for a night, the surface water
strained off, and |tb of indigo added. It is then prepared for use by
being thickened with gum, clarified butter, and flour in the usual way.
The colour is greenish yellow and is fleeting.” (Buck, Dyes and Tans of
N.-W- P., 55.)

The rhizome is still largely used by the European dyers, though the
fluctuations in the trade may be viewed as due to the development of the
aniline industry. Professor Hummel says of it

" Notwithstanding the
very fugitive character of the colour it yields, it is still much used, espe-
cially by the wool and silk dyers for the production of compound shades

—

olives, browns, &c. It gives a bright yellow colour without the aid of a
mordant, but when mordants are used with it, it yields other colours not
unlike those obtainable from the yellow dye-woods. The colouring matter
of turmeric is one of the few for which cotton has naturally a strong attrac-

tion.” ** The colour is not fast either to light or to alkalies ; even very
slight alkaline solutions,

—

eg., soap—change it to a reddish brown.” For
wool the dyeing should never be done under a higher temperature than
6o° C. ” Boiling should be avoided, since the bright yellow then be-

comes soiled by reason of impure extractive matters entering into solution.

If the wool is mordanted with aluminium or tin, the colour is somewhat
brighter, and in the latter case more orange. With the use of potassium
dichromate and ferrous sulphate as the mordant, the colours produced
are olive and brown. Silk is dyed in the same manner as wool. (Dye-
ing of Textile Fabrics, 167.) Crookes says '14 The colouring matter of

turmeric is very sparingly soluble in water, but alcohol, ether, and fatty

and essential oils dissolve it readily. The alcoholic solution of turmeric
is thrown down, by the addition of tin crystals, as a red precipitate ; by
acetate of lead, a chestnut brown 5 by mercury salts, reddish-yellow ; salts

of iron colour the tincture brown ; alkalies turn it brown ; weak acids do
not act upon the pigment, which is turned red by concentrated acids.

The colouring matter of turmeric has received the name of Curcumin.
" M. E. Schlumberger has been the first to investigate the modifying

action of boracic acid upon curcumin. It is well known that turmeric
paper becomes brown under the joint influence of the boracic and any
mineral acid, preferably the hydrochloric. Ammonia turns this colour

blue. When an alcoholic solution of curcumin is boiled with boracic acid

its colour turns orange, and upon the addition of water to the previously

cooled solution a vermi 11ion-coloured powder is thrown down, being a
compound of the pigment with boracic acid. This combination is broken
up by the sufficiently prolonged action of water; the boracic acid dissolves,

and there remains a yellow resinous matter which differs from curcumin,
inasmuch as it does not yield a red colouration with boracic and hydro-
chloric acids, and on being dissolved in alkalies gives a greenish-grey

colouration. The boracic compound of curcumin dissolves with a pur-
plish-violet colour in alkalies, but this soon turns to grey. When hydro-
chloric acid is added to an alcoholic solution of bromo-curcumin, ana the

fluid boiled, it rapidly assumes a blood-red tint, on cooling a new body
is thrown down, while the boracic acid remains in solution. The sub-

stance so deposited is first washed with dilute alcohol, next with pure
water, in order to eliminate all boracic acid ; the residue is dried, and
next*dissolved in a boiling mixture of 2 parts of alcohol and 1 part of

acetic acid. This fluid, being filtered while hot, deposits on cooling

rosocyanini while the pseudo-curcumin remains in solution. By pseudo-

CURCUMA
longa.

EUROPEAN
USES.

2479

Cotton.

2480

Wool.
248X

Silk.
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Turmeric.

curcumin is understood the organic resinoid substance resulting from the
prolonged action of water upon boro-curcumin, just above-mentioned.
The rosocyanin is first dried and next treated with ether, in order to re-
move the last traces of yellow colouring matter : thus purified, it is a
crystalline substance, of a cantharides-like lustre, insoluble in water, ether,
and benzol, but very soluble in alcohol, to which it imparts a most mag-
nificent deep rose-red, quite comparable to fuchim solutions. This fluid

becomes permanently yellow on being boiled. Ammonia turns the alco-
holic solution of rosocyanin a splendid blue, but this colouration changes
shortly into a dirty grey ; acias turn the blue ammoniacal solution red
again, lime and baryta water yield blue precipitates in the alcoholic solu-
tions, which do not contain any boracic acid at all.

“ The relations existing between curcumin and rosocyanin (also called
roscocyanin) and pseudo-curcumin are unknown ; neither was, until July,
1870, the true composition of curcumin known. It is very probable that
the phenomena of colouration as exhibited by curcumin, which turns red
and blue, and then yellow again, under the action of comparatively weak
re-agents, bear a relation to certain phenomena observed with flowers.

“ It is not impossible that the roscocyanin of M. Schlumberger is iden-
tical with the red colouring matter of flowers or cyanin investigated by
M.M. Fremy and Oloez, which latter substance is turned also blue by
alkalies. If this suggestion proves correct, on more precise investigation
turmeric could become a useful source of preparation of the red colouring
matter of flowers, which it is very difficult to obtain by direct extraction.

Although turmeric is rich in colouring matter, its want of permanence
is a hindrance to its application as a dye-material. Some time back the
use of turmeric was almost exclusively limited to printing and dyeing
silks. It is now employed to a vast extent in stuff-dyeing, forming an
important constituent in certain compound colours, especially the so-
called " sour browns.”

Medicine.—Used as a stimulant in native medicine; externally applied
in pains and bruises, and internally administered in disorders of the
blood. Its use as an external applicant in bruises, leech bites, &c.# is per-
haps its most frequent medicinal application. The fresh juice is saia to
be an anthelmintic. A decoction of the rhizomes is applied to relieve

catarrh and purulent opthalmia.

A paste made of the flowers is used in ringworm and other parasitic

skin diseases. Dymock says the Muhammadans * use turmeric medici-
nally in the same manner as the Hindus ; they also prescribe it in affec-

tions of the liver and jaundice on account of its yellow colour.” “ The
editor of the Pharmacopoeia of India speaks favourably of the use of a
decoction of turmeric in purulent conjunctivitis; he says it is very effec-

tual in relieving the pain. In coryza ne states that the fumes of burn-
ing turmeric directed into the nostrils cause a copious mucous discharge,
and relieve the congestion.” Murray remarks that it is “given by the
native doctors in the diarrhoeas which are so troublesome ana difficult to
subdue in atonic subjects.” Baden Powell remarks that it is employed in

“ intermittent fevers and dropsy.” “It contains much essential oil and
starch and acts as a stimulant and aromatic tonic.”

Special Opinions.—§ “The root, parched and powdered, is given in
bronchitis in doses of grs. xxx to xl ” (Civil Surgeon J, Anderson , Af.B. t

Bijnor). “The smoke produced by sprinkling powdered haldi over
burnt charcoal will relieve scorpion sting when the part affected is

exposed to the smoke for a few minutes. A paste made of fresh
rhizome is applied on the head in cases of vertigo. Fresh juice is cooling.

Fumes of burning root is employed during hysteric fits” (Assistant
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Surgeon T. N. Ghose, Meerut). “Turmeric and alum, in the proportion
of one to twenty, is blown into the ear in chronic otorrhcea ” (Dr, Barasha
fformarji Baria, L.M.S., Bombay).

11 For external application a paste
is prepared of turmeric and caustic lime which is applied over the bruised
part. It seems to avert inflammation and relieve pain. It appears also
to have vermifuge properties when externally applied either as a lotion

or a paste by itself ** (Civil Surgeon D, Basu, Faridpur), “The
powdered root is used as a fumigation in commencing catarrhs. The
inhalation is generally taken at night and no fluid is allowed for some
hours afterwards. The effect is said to be in many cases a complete cure
of cold” (Narain Misser, Kothe Bazar Dispensary, Hoshangabaa, Central
Provinces), “ Curcuma longa, the Mungal of Tamil, powdered and mixed
with warm milk and pepper powder, will suppress an attack of catarrh
with fever” (Surgeon-Major Lionel Beech, Cocanada), “ Pounded with
water to a suitable consistence and mixed with lime (the mixture has a
deep-brown colour) forms an efficacious application to bruises and
sprains. Pure turmeric is also useful in scabies and other skin diseases.

Fumes of the burning root are resorted to by witch-drivers in hysteria.

This disease is believed to depend on witch-craft, and I recollect patients

treated with mantras while burning turmeric was held to the nostrils. A
common practice with the natives is to use a rag stained with turmeric to

wipe off discharge in conjunctivitis and ophthalmia ” (Assistant Surgeon
Skib Chunder Bhuttacharji, Chandn% Central Provinces),

Food.—Turmeric forms one of the indispensable ingredients in curries,

and is used for colouring confections, &c.
Chemistry of Turmeric.—Dr. Dymock gives a brief sketch of the

chemical history of this subject which should be consulted. “ Curcumin
,

the yellow-colouring matter of turmeric, has been examined by several

chemists, whose experiments have led to the conclusion that its formula

is either CpH
l0
O8 or C iaH 1804, that it melts at 172°, forms red-brown

salts with alkalies, is converted by boric or sulphuric acid into rosocyanine,

by reduction with zinc-dust into an oily body, by oxidation into oxalic

or terephthalic acid, and by fusion with potash into protocatechuic acid.

"

(Conf. vtith paragraph treating of Dye property.)

MIDICIXBg
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Curcuma pseudo-montana, Graham.

Vern.

—

Sinderwani’, sinderbur, sindelwan, hellounda, Bomb.

Habitat.—Said to be a native of the Konkan, springing up at the

beginning of the rains.

Pood.—“The tubers, which are perfectly white inside, are boiled and
eaten by the people during seasons of scarcity. Perhaps this plant, too,

yields apart of East India arrowroot; that which comes from Ratndgiri

is manufactured from its tubers ” (Lisboa ; Dale, and Gibs.),

C. rubescens, Roxb.

Habitat.—“A native of Bengal, flowering time in the months of April

and May, soon after which the leaves appear, and decay about the begin-

ning of the cool season, in November. Every part nas a strong but

pleasant aromatic smell when bruised, particularly the root. ” (Roxb.)
*

Food.—Roxburgh and Voigt say the pendulous tubers of this species

yield a form of arrowroot.

C. Zedoaria, Roscoe (non-Roxl.) / Wight, Ic.j t. 200$,

The Long and the Round Zedoary.

mi

FOOD.
Rhizomes.

Arrowroot,

2496
2497

FOOD.
Arrowrort.

2498
2499

Syn.—C. Zerumbbt, Roxb.
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Vern.

—

Kachifa, Hind. \ Sati, shori, kackura, Bkng.; Sait, karchura

*

9
Sans.; Zurambad , Arab.; Kaskur, urik-el-kdftr, Pers.; Kachura,
Bomb.; Kieh*chilick-kighanghu, puldn-kishanga, Tam.; Kich-chili*
gaddala, kachdram

,

Tel. ; Kach-chStam, kach-churi-kiehanna, pdU*
iiskanna

,

Mal. j Kachdrd
f Kan.; Thanwwen

,

Burn.
Fleming, Ainslie, &c., call this the Nirbisi of Sanscrit writers.

References,—Roxb., FL Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 689 / Da/jr. 6* <?#«., /7.,

Rheeds,
Hoft. Mal,, XI., t. 7 / Rumph., V., t. 68 / Pharm . /nd.,

SJZ/ Ainslie, Mai, Ind., r,, 490-492/ li., 41/ O'Shaughnessy\ Beng.
Dispens,, 649 / Moodeen Sheriff, Supp. Pharm. Ind., tf/j V• C.
Afo/. Med. Hind., 257, 317, 322 / Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed.,
77/ / Fleming, Med. PI. and Drugs, as in As. Res., Vol.XI., 165/
U. S. Dispens., t$tk Ed., 1782 ; £. £. D*y, ifeng. Drugs, 46/ Murray,
PI. andDrugs, Sind, 2/; Irvine, Mat. Med. Patna, p. 42 / Kangra Gag.,
I., 159/ Medical Top. Ajmir, 140 ; Home Dept. cor. regarding Pharm*
Ind., 240; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 300, 380/ Drury, V. PL, ifo;
Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 87/ Balfour,

Cyclop., 859/ Kew Off. Guide to the
Mus. of Ec. hot., 62.

Habitat.—Roxburgh says it is a native of Chittagong, from which place
the Bengal supply is derived. It is extensively cultivated in many parts
of India in gardens, and, according to Ainslie. it is ”a native of the East
Indies. Cochin-China, and Otaheite. In the KangraGazetteer(I.,p. 159).
the kachtir is ” said to be grown over the whole district, but in very small
quantities, as its uses are limited.

’*

Abir.—The red powder, Abir, used by the Hindus at the Holi festival,

is often made from the rhizome of this plant, ground to a powder and left

for some time to saturate in water {Kangra Gag., I., 159). The powder
being purified and dried is mixed with a decoction of Sappan wood, when the

red colour is obtained. Abir is now, however, extensively made from aniline

dye. Dr. McOann describes the process adopted in Mymensing district,

Bengal, for the preparation of the Abir powder; but he appears to have
reversed the scientific names of the species of Curcuma. The Shaft has,

for the past forty years, been regarded as C. Zedoaria, Roscoe, while

Dr. McOann gives it as C. Zerumbet, Linn.,—a. name which does not exist

in botanical literature. If he means C. Zerumbet, Roxb., not Linn, (a

synonym for C. Zedoaria, Roscoe) it is unfortunate he did not publish

his economic information under the modern name, since the name
C. Zerumbet, Roscoe, is applied to a perfectly distinct species.

In Bengal the Gulal ana Abir powders seem to be made together and
sold mixed. In many parts of the country, however, this is not the case.

The red powder or Gulal is prepared from Sappan wood and alum used
to colour flour. The Abir or perfumed powder is not always of the same
composition. In Bengal the root-stocks of C. Zedoaria, Roscoe, are used
and apparently as the entire representative of the Abir powder of Upper
and Western India. The Zeaoary is also an ingredient in Ghisi Abir
along with cloves, cardamoms, deodar, Artemisia, and Cerasus. The
Abir most generally used, however, contains Hedychium spicatum, Ham.,
instead of Zedoary combined with sandal wood. {See Abir, A. 31.)

Description of the Zedoaty of the shops.—Quibourt says : “ The round
Zedoarv is greyish white, externally heavy, compact; grey and often

horny internally, having a bitter and strong camphoraceous taste, like

that of the long Zedoary, which it also resembles in odour. The odour of

both drugs is analogous with that of ginger, but weaker unless the

rhizomes be powdered, when it developes a powerful aromatic odour
similar to that of cardamoms. ” Dymock adds that Guibourt’s description

" agrees exactly with the kachttra of India, but it is often cut into transverse

slices instead of into halves and quarters.
”

Medicine.—The rhizomes possess aromatic, stimulant, and carminative
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properties. Employed in native practice as a stomachic, and also applied
to bruises and sprains. “ The natives chew the root to correct a sticky taste

in the mouth ; it is also an ingredient in some of the strengthening con*
serves which are taken by women to remove weakness after child-birth. In
colds it is given in decoction with long-pepper, cinnamon, and honey, and
the pounded root is applied as a paste to the body ” (Dymock, Mat Med.

W. Ini., 2nd Ed. t 772). In the Kangra Gazetteer it is said of what
appears to be this plant that “ it is given as a carminative medicine internally

and applied on the skin as a plaster to remove pains. ” " The root is of

a pale-yellow warm and aromatic* like turmeric, but bitter.
**

Spedal Opinions.—$
“ The rhizome of this plant is the Amba*haldi

of the Bombay bazar. Bruised with alum in water, it is applied to

bruised joints and other parts to remove echimoses ” {Assistant Surgeon
Sakharam Arjun Ravat, L. if., Girgaum , Bombay).

" Small bits of

the rhizomes are put in the mouth and chewed to allay cough ” (Assis-

tant Surgeon Anund Chunder Mukerji, Noakhally). “ Demulcent, ex-

pectorant, and aromatic, dose about 1 drachm” (Civil Surgeon John
McConaghey, M.D., Shahjahanpore). “The rhizome is considered to

be a cooling medicine, also tonic and expectorant ” (Surgeon-Major J.M.

Houston , Durbar Physn ., Travancore, and Civil Apoth . John Gomes,

Medical Storekeeper, Trevandrum). "This is the Kochora of the bazar.

It is used as an odoriferous ingredient of the cosmetics used for the

cure of chronic skin diseases and internally as a mild aromatic stimulant

in fever and colds f
* (Assistant Surgeon Sakharam Arjun Ravat, L. M.,

Girgaum, Bombay),
n The roots imported into Leh as kachur, judwar,

ana called by the Bhotes • Bozbrga * employed in Yarkand for washing

the body, acting as a rubefacient (Surgeon-Major J. E. T. At tchison ,

Simla). "The rhizomes are used by singers as a masticatory for clear-

USCUTA
refiexa.

MEDICINE.

chitis ” (Civil Surgeon J. H. Thornton, B.A., M.B., Monghyr).

Note.—The writer suspects that some of these notes allude to Acorus Calamus,

Linn., see A. 430 .

Perfumery.—The rhizomes of this plant constitute one of the most ]

important articles of native perfumery.

Trade.—Dymock says the Bombay supply comes from Ceylon, value

R20 to R30 per candy of 7 cwt : as already stated, Roxburgh affirms

that Bengal gets its supply from Chittagong.

Curcuma Zerumbet, Roscoe (non-Roxb)

The writer is unable to isolate the economic facts recorded by certain

authors under this name from those given for Curcuma 2edoaria, and he
suspects that all refer to one and the same plant, or to Roxburgh’s
Zingiber Zerumbet.

CUSCUTA, Linn.; Gen. PI., II., 88

1

.

Cuscuta refiexa, Roxb./ FI. Br, Ind., IV., 22s; Convolvulaceje.

The Dodder.
Syn.—c. grandiflora. Wall . f C. verucosa. Sweet ,*C. macrantha, Don .

VlttU—Haldi-algusi-lutta, algusi, Beno. ; Alagjari, Santal (probably for

C. chinensis) j Nila thdri, nirddhar, dmil, earbutl, Pb. ; Amaravela

,

Sans. Bazar names for the *ted.—Akas-bel, d/tirndn, kasds. Hind., Pb.;
Akas-pawan, atnarwei Dec. ; Akaswel, Guj. ; Nirmuli, Mar. ; Sitama
purgonalu, sttamma p6gu ndlu

,

Tel.

C. 2508
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The Dodder or Cuscnta.

Some confusion exists regarding the vernacular names given to the species of
Cuscuta. Dymock describes three species, two of which he has not deter-

mined botanically : he gives Akdsweli as the local Bombay name for C.
reflexa ; Aftimdn, a form with large fruits and seeds, the medicinal parts of
which are imported from Persia: and Hosts, a smaller plant imported also
from Persia* and generally attached to the spines and leaves of the plant on
which it grows. The last mentioned may be C. capitate, so frequently found

in the Western Himalaya, growing on the spiny plant— PrinsepU utilis.

Roxburgh, who first described that species, states that it was found grow-
ing on Crotalaria jnncea. The Flora of British India justly remarks

that it is a pussle to know where Roxburgh found it, since the species, as
known to modern botanists, does not occur much below 6,000 feet. It-is

distributed from Simla to Kashmir, Beluchistan and Afghanistan. Rox-
burgh gives it the name of algusi, and calls C. reflexa huldutdousidata,
a name doubtless given in allusion to the yellow colour of the whole plant

when mature. 8tewart distinguishes four species, C. macrantha, Don.—
the nila tkdri / C. pedicellate, Led. (the kwihlapot, srdnd or omit)

;

C. planiflora, Fenore; and C. reflexa, the dkdsbel, aftimdn, hosts

.

DTE*

2509

MEDICINE.
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Habitat—An extensive parasitic climber, making the trees quite hoary
upon which it occurs, often growing to such an, extent as to completely

cover every bough and leaf. It occurs throughout the plains of India ana
ascends the Himalaya to about 8,000 feet.

Dye.—Mr. Baden Powell states that at Jhelam this plant is sometimes
used as a dye. It would be a great matter if it could be utilised in this

manner, as many trees are often completely covered and often killed by the

S
lant. The dye is apparently unknown in Bengal. Mr. Baden Powell
oes not mention the colour j it is probably a yellow. Drury says it is

occasionally used in dyeing.
Medicine.—An extensive herbaceous climber, germinating in the soil,

but becoming parasitic on the trees on which it is met with. It is

chiefly found on Zizyphus, Adhatoda, Ficus, &c. The flowers are sweet-

ly scented. The seeds hre regarded as carminative, and for this pur-

pose are boiled and placed over the stomach ; they are also applied as

an anodyne. A cold infusion is given as a depurative. They constitute

part of the Kasds or purgative medicine sold in the Panjib. (Stewart)

The native doctors of Sind and the Panjib regard the seeds of this plant

as alterative and are used along with Sarsaparilla to purify the blood.

The natives having observed that the plant severs its connection from the

earth, and not having discovered the existence of parasitic roots, have a
proverb that he who finds the roots of this plant will become possessed with

boundless wealth and of thepower of invisibility. (Murray.) It is probable

that the seeds of Cassytha ffliformis, Linn., under the vernacular name of

Akas^bel, are sold and used indiscriminately with those of this plant.

Dymock says of the Persian dodder

—

Aftimdn—that it
“ has a bitter

taste 5 in Arabic and Persian works it is described as the Aftimun of the

Greeks, which had so great a reputation as a remedy in melancholy

madness ; it is still a medicine of importance with the nakfms of India,

who follow in the footsteps of Jilenus (Galen).” The stems of C. reflexa

are mentioned in the Bombay Gazetteer as specially useful in bilious dis-

orders. Baden Powell says it is purgative and used externally against

itch and internally in protracted fevers, retention of wind, and induration

of the liver. It is also said to produce thirst.

Fodder.—Stewart remarks C. macrantha is eaten by cattle and goats.
w Edgeworth mentions that the mountaineers believe that crows pluck

sprigs of this to drop into water, when they become' snakes, and so fur-

nish food for them,”

c. 25,13
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The Goar.

Cus-cus (khus-khus), see Andropogon muricetui, A. 1097.

'

CuSCUS seeds, see P.paver somnifemm.

CYAMOPSIS
psoralioldes.

Cusparia orAngustura bark, see Galipot Cueparia,Si. Hit., Rvbiace*.

Custard Apple, see Anona aqaamosa, A. 1166.

Cutch, see Acacia Catechu, A. 135.

Cuttle-fish, see Molucca.

CYAMOPSIS, DC.; Gen. PL, I., 493.

Cyamopsis psoralioides, DC.; FI. Br.lnd., II., 92; Leguminosje.

Vera. —Gudr, dararhi
,
kuwdra, kauri, syansundari, phaligawar, kachkur,

khurtii khulti, N.-W. P. and Oudh; Guwdr, Guj.; Gauti, mutki,

gawar, Bomb. ; Burn taker, Santal ; Pai-pdaoon, Burm. {Kura, Pegu
Kept.)

Habitat.—Cultivated in many parts of India from the Himalayas to

the Western Peninsula. It is a robust erect annual, 2 to 3 feet high, grown
as a rainy season crop.

Cultivation.—In the Bombay Gazetteer (Gujarat) it is said to be grown as

an early kharif crop on sandy loam, sometimes by itself, sometimes mixed
with korad (Phaseolus acomtifolius). " A crop of gwvdr is thought to do
good to the soil.” Duthie and Fuller doubt this plant being a native of

India. They say a tall robust form is often grown in the Noith-Western Pro*

vinces as a hedge. This is known as Deoband kawdra and is supposed to

have come originally from Deoband near Saharanpur.
Food and Fodder.—“ Gudr is grown in these provinces for two very

different purposes,—as a vegetable for human consumption, and as a
pulse for horses and cattle. For the former purpose it is invariably grown
on highly manured land near villages, and assumes a much more luxuri-

ant habit of growth than when grown for cattle. The portion eaten as a
vegetable is the pod, which is plucked while green, after the fashion

followed with the French beans of English gardens. As a cattle fodder it

is grown for its grain and is then sown on light sandy soil, side by side

and often mixed with bdjra.
“ The cultivation of guar as a vegetable is not very common, and is re-

stricted to the market gardeners or "kachi” caste. Its cultivation as a
cattle fodder is, on the other hand, of considerable importance in the dis-

tricts to the west of the provinces where the agricultural cattle are of far

better quality than the ordinary. Fully half of the agricul tural cattle of the

districts of tne Meerut Division are purchased from outside, the cultivators

of these districts recognizing that it is more profitable to import good
animals from tracts specially fitted for breeding, than to attempt to breed

them themselves on tne limited grazing area at their comriiand. The pro-

portion of imported to home-bred cattle reaches its maximum in Meerut
and steadily decreases as one goes eastward, until it becomes almost nil

in Fatehpur and Allahabad. The value of a purchased animal is

brought home more strongly to the cultivator than the value of a home-
bred one, and much greater care is taken of the one than of the other. The
western districts accordingly form the only tract in the provinces where
crops are grown on any large scale for cattle fodder. The large cultivation

of gudr as a green fodder crop in the Meerut Division has been already |

33t c. 2519
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CULTTVA*
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FOOD.
Vegetable.

2516
Horse-food.
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CYANOTIS
tuberosa.

2520

MEDICINE.
2521

2522

MEDICINE.

2523

The Spider-worts.

noticed. It occupies there more than ten times as large an area as in any
other Division. The cultivation of gudr also reaches its maximum in the
same tract, and is an indication of the care of agricultural stock which one
would be glad to see extended to other parts of the provinces.

#

"Guir is sown at the commencement of the rains and is cut in October.
Its average produce of dry pulse to the acre may be taken as xo maunds.”

Mr. Baden Powell says of the Panjdb : “Gujaratis the only district in

the Panj4b proper which exhibits a sample; tne pulse is stated by the

Rohtak Local Committee to be made into dal, but to be used principally for

cattle ; it is boiled in a pan and then the grains are rubbed and worked
about with the hand till a froth rises on the mass ; a little mustard seed oil

is then added ; it is given to cattle to fatten them." The Rev. A. Camp-
bell says the Santals eat the fruit.

CYANANTHUS, Wall; Gen . PI, II., 557.

[Campanulacm.
Cyananthus, sp. (?c. Unifolius, Wall) ; Ft. Br. Ind., III.

, 434:
Vern.

—

Murra

,

Pb.

Habitat.—“A plant with pretty blue flowers, growing at 10,000 to
12,000 feet in Chumba.”

Medicine.—'“ The calyces are eaten, being mawkish-sweet, and are
said to be good for asthma.” (Stewart, Pb. PI.)

CYANOTIS, Don ; Gen. PI., III., 8$i ; Wight
,
Ic., /. 2082 208g.

Cyanotis axillaris, Poem, et Schultes; DC., Mono. Phan., III., 244;
Clarke's Commelinaceoe, table jj; Commelinaceje.

One of the Spider-Worts.

Vern.

—

Nirpulli (Rheede), Tam.; Soltraj, bagha-nulla (Ainslie),HiND.;
Itsaka (Lisboa) , Bomb.

Habitat.—A herbaceous annual, met with in many parts of India; dis-
tributed to the Malay, China, and Australia.

Medicine.—Rheede says that on the Malabar coast this is viewed as a
useful remedy in timpanites, but Dymock writes (ist Ed., Mat. Mad., W.
India, 680, omitted from 2nd Ed.) that although the plant is not uncom-
mon in the western Deccan he has not known it to be used medicinally.
Aln6lie repeats Rheede’s statement, and in a further account of the plant
remarks that it was one of the plants brought to Dr. Buchanan Hamilton,
while in Behar, as a useful medicine for external application in cases of

ascites especially when mixed with a little oil. -Lisboa says that the seeds
of this, as also of Commelioa communis, were eagerly sought for during
the Bombay famine; they are wholesome and nutritious.

C. tuberosa, Rcem. & Schultes; DC., Monogr., Phan., III., 249.

Syn.—Tradescantia tuberosa, Roxb. ; C. adscendrns, Dal0. in Hook.
Jour. Bot.tp. 343 (*$5*) / C. sarmentosa, Wight

y
Ic ., 2087.

Vtm.—Merom chunchi (a name given from the resemblance of the roots to
the papillae of the goat) ; Hodojereng arak * (the vegetable), Santal.

Medicine.—The Rev. A. Oampbell says the root is given in long-conti*
nued fevers and also for worms in cattle.

Food.-—The leaves are eaten by the Santals as a pot-herb.

c. 3527



CYBIUM, Cuv. ; Day, Fishes of 2nd., 2$4.

Cybium Commersonii, Cuv. & VaU 2528
Seir Fish.

Vera.

—

Sdrmoyi, Hind.; Vunjurtum (male)! konam (female), Tel.

;

Konam, man-wu-luacht or ah-ku4ah, Tam. j Chumbum, Mal.

Habitat—Seas of India, East coast of Africa, and Malay Archipelago.
Medicine.—An oil is prepared from this fish which has been recoin- MEDICINE,

mended as a substitute for Cod or Shark oil. Dr. Bidie considers (Madras Oil.

Quart. Med. Jour., Vol. V., 281 )
that much of the offensive smell and 2529

taste of this and other Indian fish oils is due to the livers being allowed
to putrify before the oil has been expressed.

CYCAS, Linn. ; Gen . PL, III., 444.

The brief notices here given of the species of Cycas will be found supple-

mented under Sago. This has been rendered necessary, from its being often

difficult to discover to which plant the earlier writers refer.

Cycas circinalis, Linn. ; DC. Prod. XVI., II., 326 / Cycadackm.

Syn.

—

C. sphcerica, Roxb., FI. Ind. Ed, C.B.C.,709 ; C. circinalis, £***•
I

in Thwaites En . Ceylon PI, 294 / Toddkr panna, Rheede, Hart.

Vm^-Orasmaro, Uriya; Madd4,SniQ. Under Cycas drdnalis, Linn.,

Ainslie gives the following names which all appear to refer to Sago and

not necessarily to Cycas :—Shem drisi, Tam.; SaouM cJumal, Duk.j

Sdbuddnd

,

Hind.; Zowbium, Tel.; Sagu

,

Mal. ; Sehuhme, Sing. j

Sdgu, Java; Sdgd, Bali (Mat. Ind. I., 361).

Habitat.—A palm-like tree met with on the mountains of the Malabar

coast and in Ceylon. ...... -

Food.—The seeds are ground into flour and used as food in times of

scarcity
*

“The flour obtained from the seeds of this species is made

into cakes and eaten by the Cinghalese, and is reputed a remedy for some

disorders.” (Enumeratio Plantarum Zeylanue, 294.)

C, pectinate, Griff., as in Kurz, For. FI. Burm ., 50j.

Vem.

—

Thakal, Nepal.

Habitat—An evergreen simple-stemmed, palm-like tree, found in

Sikkim, Eastern Bengal, and Burma, often in sdl or eng or pine forests.

(^Foodl—Yields a coarse sago, which, with the fruits, is eaten by the

hill-people in Sikkim. (Gamble.) ... . . ,

Structure of the Wood.—Yellowish-white, in narrow wedge-shaped

plates, arranged in nearly concentric rings and separated by white tissue^

which, like the central pith, is full of starchy granules.

C. revoluta, Thunb.

Often called the Sago-palm of Japan and China,

Habitat—A Japanese species often cultivated in India j has a short

thick stem.

c, Rumphii, Miq. ; Gamble,
Man. Timb., 415*

Syn.—C. circinalis, Roxb., Ed. C.B.C., I09.

Veru,

—

Wara-gudu, Tel.; Todda-maram, Mal.; Mdndatng, Burm.

c. 25382x2
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CYDONIA
vulgaris.

CycWj-Qnlnce.

BBSIH.

MED^E.

Sago.

se

Habitat.—A palm-like tree with a simple or branched stem ; abundant
in the Malabar and Cochin forests ; in South Tenasserim and Andaman
Islands. Often cultivated in South India.

Resin.—-Exudes a good sort of resin used medicinally. {Kura.)
Medicine.—Kurz says the resin is applied to malignant ulcers, and

that it excites suppuration in an incredibly short time.

Special Opinion.—§ “ The scales of the cone of the male tree, anodyne,
dose 30 to 60 grains or more ” (Apothecary Thomas Ward, Madandpalle,
Cuddapah ).

Food.—The interior of the stem yields a good quality of sago or
starch; the nutty seeds are in Ceylon made into flour, but they are also
eaten by the hill tribes of India.

2543
2544

RESIN.

2545

Cycas siamensis, Miq.; Kurz, Burm. For. FI, II., 303.

Habitat.—An evergreen, low. stemless, palm-like tree frequent in the
eng and dry forests of the Prome clistrict, Burma.

Resin.—Exudes a peculiar whitish gum, like tragacanth. (Kura.)

CYDONIA! Tourn

.

(Pyeus, Linn.); Gen. PL, /., 626.

2546

OIL.

2547

TOKjHB,

2548

Cydonia vulgaris, Pers.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 368; Rosaceje.

The Quince.

Syn.

—

Pyrus Cydonia, Linn.

Vern.—Bihi (dbi

,

according to Ainslie), Hind.; Bam tsdnid, bamsutu,
Kashmir; Shimai-madalavirai, Tam.; Bihi tursh, safarjal

,

Arab.
Moodeen Sheriff gives the following names for Quince seeds

Habbus-safarjal, Arab.; Bihi-ddnah, beh-ddnah, tukhme-dbi, Pers.;
Beh-ddnah, Hind., Due. ; Shimai-madalai-virai, Tam. ; Shune-dalimba-
b(ja, Sing.; Shime-ddlimba-vittulu, Tel.

References.

—

Brandis, For. FI., 2Q$j Gamble, Man. Timb., 161 • Stewart,
Pb. PI., 80s DC., Origin Cult. Pi., 236; Home Dept. cor. regarding
Pharm. Ind., 224; Ainslie, Mat. Ind., /., 33*/ Moodeen Sheriff, Supp.
Pharm. Ind., 211 ; Dymock, Mat. Med. W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 302 ; Bent,& Trim., Med. PL, /., 106; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 52; Irvine

,

Mat. Med., Patna, to, 106 ; Baden Powell, Pb. Pr., 34?, S97 : Lisboa,
V. PI. Bomb., //p ; Birdwood, Bomb . Pr., 32: Pliny

, Itb*, XV., Cap.
XI. (Quince used in his day was broughtfrom Crete).

Habitat.—Cultivated in Afghanistan and the North-West Himdlaya
up to 5,500 feet. DeOandolle says it grows wild in the woods in tne
north of Persia, near the Caspian Sea, in the region to the south Cauca-
sus and in Anatolia. Naturalization may be suspected in Europe. No
Sanskrit name is known for the quince, neither is there any Hebrew name,
but its Persian name is Haivah : aiva is the Russian for the cultivated
quince, and for the wild plant armud, The names in use in Europe point
to an ancient knowledge of the species to the west of its original country.
DeOandolle adds that it may nave been naturalized in Europe before
the epoch of the Trojan War ( Orig. Cult. PI. , 237).

Oil.—Baden Powell mentions this as an oil-yielding plant in his List

(f Panjdb Products. Docynia indica, Dene., a nearly allied plant, is very

P
lentiful in Sikkim, Bhutan, Khasia hills, and Burma. In the Naga
I ills the ground at certain seasons is simply covered with the fruit left

rotting under the trees. This might easily be put to some economic
> use, and probably as a substitute for quince.

Mediane.—Ainslie says :—“ The little of this article which is found in
Indian bazars is chiefly in use amongst the Muhammadan practitioner^

c. 2548
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Quince.

who occasionally order an infusion or decoction of the seeds as a demul-
cent in gonorrhoea9 and in cases of tenesmus. It is brought to India from
the sea-ports of the Persian Gulf.

19 The seeds act as a demulcent, and are
used by the natives in diarrhoea, dysentery, sore throat, and fever. The dried
fruit is used as a refrigerant. " The sweet and sub-acid quinces are com-
monly eaten as a fruit by the Arabs and Persians, and are considered
tonic, cephalic, and cardiacal ; they are also eaten baked. The leaves,
buds, and bare of the tree are domestic remedies among the Arabs on
account of their astringent properties, in India they are considered cold,

moist, and slightly astringent, and are one of the most popular remedies in

native practice, the mucilage being prescribed in coughs and bowel com-

CYDONIA
vulgaris.

MEDICINE.

about one drachm (Assistant Surgeo

plaints as a demulcent; externally it is applied to scalds, burns, and
blisters

99 (Dymock). Professor Warden sends the following note to the

author:—“The seeds afford about 20 per cent, of dry mucilage, which
corresponds in composition with that of linseed.’*

The seeds coagulate 40 times their weight of water (Pharmacographta.)
Special Opinions.—§

“A cold infusion of the seeds forms a pleasant

demulcent drink, which is much used in native practice in cases of irrita-

tion of the urinary organs ” (Assistant Surgeon Jasuant Rat, Mooltan ).

“ I use it as a demulcent in dysentezy and catarrh as a mucilage, dose

about one drachm (Assistant Surgeon Nehal Sing, Saharunpore). “ They
are known here as muglai bedand, and are used specially for urinary com-
plaints and seminal discharges” (Surgeon-Major Robb > Civil Surgeon,

Ahmedabad). Quince seeds (Bhidana ) if placed in water over night and
then strained on the following morning make an excellent demulcent

drink which if sweetened and iced is most useful in cases of diarrhoea

for young and old (Surgeon G. F. Poynder, A.M.D. ,
Roorkee).

Food.—When ripe the fruit is eaten ; it is sweet, slightly juicy and
astringent. It is also made into preserve, and, as having a powerful

odour, is often used to flavour marmalade and other preserves. Wine is

sometimes made from it. It is supposed by some to have been the

Golden Fruit of the Hesperides. It is largely grown in Kangra (espe-

cially near Naggar), and the fruit is used in making preserves (Gas., p .

?/). It is also cultivated to some extent in the Peshawar Valley and at

Lahore. Stewart says it is common in Kashmir, where the fruit is said by
Vigne to be very fine. Cayley states that a small quantity is exported

from Kashmir into Tibet. Abundant in Afghanistan, whence fruit and
seed are largely imported into the Panjdb, and where, according to Bel lew,

the fruit is eaten fresh, candied or dried. I rvine states that that of Afghan-

istan excels all other quinces in quality (but that except them, “there is

no other fruit of remarkable goodness ”). Aitchison in his Kuram Valley

Flora makes no mention of this plant.

Trade.—Dymock says : “ Quince seeds are imported into Bombay from

the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan. Value Rio to R25 per Surat maund
of 37} ft, according to quality.

99 Moodeen Sheriff points out that Beh-

ddnah and BM&nah are so much alike in sound that mistakes are likely

to be made. The latter is the name for a peculiar seedless raisin but

is often loosely applied to all raisins.

Cymbopogon, see Andropogon ; Gramine*.

C. titratum,£C., see Andropogon dtratue, DC.; A. 1079.

C. laaiger, Desfmi see Andropogon laniger, Desf. • A. X093.

C. Martini, Roxb.j Munro., see Andropogon Schoenanthus, Linn.; A.
11x7;

'

c. 2553
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CYNODON
Dodson.

Artichoke; Doorwa Grui.

Cymbopogon Nardus, Ltnn., see Andtopogoa Nerdns, Linn.

;

A. 1107.

2554 CYNANCHUM, Linn. ; Gen. PL, 762.

POOD.
Leaves.

2555

r 354 i Asclepiadkje.

Cynanchum paudflorum, Br. ,• FI. Br. Ini., IV.\ 23; Wight, Ic.,

Syn.—

•

Asclbpias tunicata, Roxb., Ft. Ind. Ed. C.B.C., 253; Cynan-
CHUM pauciflorum, R. Br, in Bala, & Gibs., Bomb. FI., rtfs Cynoco-
tonum PAUCIFLORUM, Decaisne, Thwaites, En. Ceylon Pl,t /$$.

Vem.—ChaguLpati, Bbno.; Kan-kumbala, Sing.

Habitat#—A large twining shrub met with in the Deccan Peninsula,
from the Concan southwards to Travancore and Ceylon. This is the
region given in the Flora of British India, but according to Roxburgh
(Asclepks tunicate), it is found in Bengal also.

Food.—The Cinghalese eat the young leaves of this and of many other
plants of this natural family, in their curries. (Enumeratio Plantarum
Zeylaniee, 195.)

This does not appear to be the case in Bengal, Roxburgh simply re-

marking that its milky juice is particularly gummy.

2556

FOOD.

2557

CYNARA, Linn. / Gen. PL, II., 467.

Cynara Scolymus, Linn.i Composite.

Artichoke.

Vem.—Hati-ckoke, Beng., Hind. ; Artichoke, kingin. Bomb.
References.—Voigt, Hort. Sub . Cal., 4*6: Stewart, Pb.PL, 125 ; DC,,

Origin Cult. PI., 02 ; Firminger, Man. Gard. in Ind., 160 ; Indian
Forester, VIII., Ia,, and X. ; Jour. Agri-Hort. Soe.Ind. (/<?75)f V.,36;
Lisboa, U. PL Bomb., 163 ; Birdwood, Bomb. Pr., 163 ; Smith, Die., 25.

Habitat.—Cultivated to a limited extent over most parts of India for

the European market.
Food.—The lower parts of the thick imbricated scales of the flower-

heads are called artichoke bottoms, and being thick and fleshy are eaten

as a vegetable. Although very generally cultivated the artichoke in

India becomes larger and coarser than in Europe. Firminger says it is

better known and more generally cultivated in India than in England.
Any time from the ena of July to the beginning of September is

suitable for sowing the seed, wnicn usually germinates in about 10 or 12

days. The seedlings should be transplanted when about a hand highand
be placed at about 3 feet apart. Tney thrive best on a rich soil. The
artichoke may also be propagated by suckers which should be separated
from the stock in September. In the plains of India it flowers from about
the beginning of May, but in the hills a little later.

CYNODON, Pm. 3 Gen. PI., III., 1164.

2558
[ Gramineje.

Cynodon Dactylon, Pert.; Duthie
, Fodder Grasses, N. Ind., J2;

Creeping panic Grass or Doorwa; Couch Grass.

Syn.—C. steliXtus, WUld. > Panicum Dactylon, Linn.f Paspalum
Dactylon, DC. ; Digitaria Dactylon, Scop.

Vem.'—Ddb, daurva, dubra, kabbar, kkabbal, talla, tilla\ Pb. ; Burdmm,
Trans-Indus 1 Dob, nill dub, Raj. j Chibbur, Sind; Dub, ddrbd, ddbla

,

,C. 2558
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Dub or Doorwa Grass.

Brno. ; Dhobi-ghds, Santal; Duba, kali ghas, rdm ghds, N. W. P.;
Dhupsa , haridli, C. P. ; Durvd

,

Saks, ; Durva
, karala , haryeli, Mar. j

Arugam-pilla, karidli, Tam.
; Gfiericha, haryali (Upper Godavery),

Mr. Baden Powell recommends that the following vernacular names for

fodder plants should be carefully distinguished : Dab or dabhab (Andropogon
muricatus); Dab or kuska (Eragrostis cynosuroides) ; Dub or khabbal,

(Cynodon Dactylon) ; and Dib (Typha angustifolia).

References.

—

Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C. B. C., 97 / Voigt, Hort. Sub. Cal.,

712 1 Thwaites, En. Ceylon PI., 371 ; Dale. & Gibs., Bomb. FI., 297;
U. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. Hind., 272, 297 / Dymock, Mat. Med. W*
Ind., 2nd Ed, 854; B. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, t$3» 347 ; Journal
Agri. Hort. Soc. Ind. (1885), VII., Pt. III., Proc. CXI.; Report
issued Agri. Dept. (1879), p, /05 ; Medical Top. Dacca, 60 ; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., 514, 244-5; Lisboa, U. PI. Bomb., 208, 276, 279, 283, 290 ; Bird-
wood

.
Bomb. Pr., 128 ; Royle, III. Him. Bot., 421 ; Balfour, Cyclop., 869 ;

Smith, Die., 157

.

Habitat.—A perennial 'creeping grass and flowering all the year
round

;
grows everywhere throughout India, except perhaps in the sandy

parts of Western Panjdb, where it is rare. In winter it appears scanty, at

which time it may be said to be at rest. It abounds in theSunderbuns. It

is particularly abundant on road-sides, delighting apparently in the admix-
ture of sand and gravel which it there gets along with the ordinary soil.

It is readily propagated by chopping up the shoots and scattering the

pieces over the prepared soil. It ascends from the plains to altitudes

of 7,000 to 8,000 feet. It varies considerably both in habit and nutritive

qualities, according to the nature of the soil or climate. It makes good
hay keeping for several years if carefully stacked.

Medicine.—In the Athdvjana Vedd it is said: “May Durb£, which
rose from the water of life, which has a hundred roots and a hundred
stems, efface a hundred of my sins, and prolong my existence on earth

for a hundred years.” U. O. Dutt says : “This elegant and most useful

vegetable has a niche in the temple of the Hindu religion. Medicinally,

the fresh juice of the leaves is considered astringent, and is used as a
snuff in epistaxis. The bruised grass is a popular application to bleeding
wounds.” It seems probable that both for sacred as well as medicinal
purposes this grass is often confused with Eragrostis cynosuroides. The
latter is the Kash, Darbh or Dab (the Gramina of the Portuguese and the

Gramen of the Romans but not the aypuivns (Triticum repens) of the

Greeks) ; it is used extensively at funeral ceremonies of the Hindus, the

chief mourner wearing a ring of the grass. The latter is sacred toGanesh.
Both grasses are indiscriminately used in compound prescriptions with

more powerful drugs in the cure of dysentery, menorrhagia, &c. (Dymock.)
Sakharam Arjun says “ A white variety, which appears to be only a
diseased state of the plant, is used medicinally by the native practitioneis.

It is acidulous and is used to check vomiting in bilious complaints.” Rev.

A. Campbell says of the Santals : “ A preparation of the plant is applied

in a parasitic disease, which attacks the spaces between the toes.

This disease may be the same as that whicn is common in the West
Indies, caused by Pules penetrans.”

Special Opinions,—§
" The expressed juice is astringent and is used as

an application to fresh cuts and wounds. It is also diuretic and is used in

cases of dropsy and anasarca, also as an astringent in cases of chronic diarr-

hoea and dysentery ” (Civil Surgeon J. H. Thornton, B.A., M.B., Mon-
ghyr). “The juice of the green grass is useful in catarrhal ophthalmia, is
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Dub or Doorwa Grass.

astringent, used also with much benefit in hcematuresis ” {Surgeon*Major

J. M. Houston , Durbar Physn., Travancore, and Civil Apoth
.
John Gomes,

Medical Store-keeper, Trevandrum). “
I have found the fresh juice lo be a

very valuable styptic in epitaxis ” (Doyal Chunder Shome). “An tiperiodic,

used as an application in scabies ” (Civil Surgeen John McConaghey,MD.,

Shahjahanpore) .
“ The decoction of the roots is used in Mysore for second-

ary syphilis” (Surgeon-Major John North, I.M.S., Bangalore). " The
decoction of the root chiefly used as diuretic ” (

V. Ummegudien, MettapoU
lian, Madras).

“ A cold infusion of durba grass often stops bleeding from
piles. I generally give it with milk ” (Civil Surgeon R. L. Dutt, M.D.,
Pubna). “ Used in irritation of the urinary organs” (Assistant Surgeon
T. Ruthnam Moodelliar, Chingleput, Madras Presidency). “ Expressed
juice is used by the Hakims as an injection in the nostrils for epitaxis.

The bruised grass has been used by the Hindus from very ancient times
as a dressing for fresh wounds, probably on account of its styptic proper-
ties ” (Assistant Surgeon Nobin Chunder Dutt, Durbhanga). “ The roots

crushed and mixed with curds are used in cases of chronic gleet, dose JJii
*’

(Surgeon James McCloghay, Offg. Staff Surgeon, Poona).

Food and Fodder.—A cooling drink is also said to be made from the
roots. It is the most common and useful grass in India, and its stems
as well as its roots form a large proportion of the food of our horses
and cows. Mr. Duthie says it varies considerably both in habit and
nutritive qualities, according to the nature of the soil or climate. It

makes excellent hay and will keep for years. It is by far M the most
useful of all fodder grasses, especially for horses.” " It is considered to be
a first class fodder grass in Australia, where it is widely distributed,

though in all probability introduced with cultivation. This grass is highly
valued in the United States, where it is generally known under the* name
of Bermuda grass.” (Duthie.) The following passage from the Madras
Experimental Farm Manual will be found useful, although it would appear
it is less appreciated in southern than in other parts of India :—

Hariali Grass (Cynodon Dactylon).—The doob grass of Northern
India—the Couch grass of Australia and America—is a valuable but over-
rated fodder plant, possessing great vitality and wide-spreading roots,

which are capable of propagating the grass from each section of them ; it

is suited to our long droughts and is also capable, under high cultivation

and irrigation, of producing heavy cuttings of tough wiry fodder, which,
however, must possess considerable nutritive qualities; on poor soils it is

liable to be crushed out by inferior types of plants, but on those of fair

quality it is very persistent and difficult to eradicate ; the latter point is

detrimental to its use as a crop to be taken in a rotation. When
highly cultivated it yields heavily under irrigation and is grown for hay
near some large stations. In 1868 there was a plot of this grass on the
farm measuring 3 acres ; it yielded fairly without irrigation, and during
the year 1870-71 gave five cuttings yielding 8 tons, 13 cwt. of hay; this

hay sold for R360.13-3, whilst the cost of curing it was R105. After this

the plot was kept for pasture, and in 1875 not half of the grass then grow-
ing was Hariali, the remainder being chiefly nutt-grass (Cypersus Dulbo-
•us) and finger-grass (Panicum sangainale).

The following system is recommended for putting down this grass :

—

* The land having been well cleaned should receive a dressing of fold-

yard manure : when ploughing in the manure a woman should follow each
plough and drop the roots in the open furrow, the succeeding plough
covering them up, when its furrow is similarly planted, and the process
repeated; a heavy harrowing and rolling complete the work.”

C. 2565
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The Cynoglossum or Dog’s-tongue.
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micranthum.

Regarding the curing of hay the following remarks with reference to

this grass are of value :

—

"Hariali, like most other meadow grasses, should be cut immediately
the flower begins to appear ; in this state the juices of the grass are more
nutritious, and the hav is far superior than when made from the fully

matured plant. Besides, when cut before the seed appears, the plant is

more vigorous and produces another crop much sooner. Hariali hay is

generally spoiled in this country by being too much exposed to the sun’s

rays. It is quite unnecessary to bleach the grass, in order to make it into

hay. The great object should be to retain the green color of the grass by
drying it as quickly as possible. Under ordinary circumstances, two days
or at the most three days, should suffice for making the hay.

“ Cutting should not commence until the dew is off the grass. The
grass should remain on the ground for an hour or so after being cut. It

should then be turned and tossed until sun-set. It cannot be tossed too

much during a hot sun. To preserve the green colour and aroma of the

hay it is absolutely necessary to keep it moving. At night, if the dews

are heavy, it should be put up in small cocks, each containing from two

to three cwt. These cocks should not be tramped, though it is advisable

to beat the outside smooth with the back of a reck, in order that, should a

shower of rain fall, the water may run off without penetrating the mass.

A single hay rope should be passed over the cock, to prevent it from being

blown to pieces by a gust of wind. Next morning after the dew is off

the grouna, the cocks may be opened again, and the hay spread out. It

must be tossed and turned again, as on the previous day ; care being taken

that it is constantly kept moving. At the end of the second day, under

ordinary circumstances, it will be fit to cart j though if the weather be at

all damp or foggy it will be advisable to give it another day's sunning,

of course putting it again into cock at night.
u Hay thus rapidly made is rich in saccharine matters, and is, there-

fore, very liable to heat and ferment j this, to a moderate extent, does

no harm ; in fact it gives the hay a good flavour ; however, care must be

taken that it does not go too far and char the hay. If the hay is loose in

a room, exposure for an hour or two in the hot sun will put it all right,

or a layer or two of dry paddy or cholum straw may be put through the

mass. In the stack it is equally easy to prevent too great fermentation.

I have found a single line of six-inch drain pipes placed at about the middle

of the stack from the centre to the outside, a capital arrangement for

keeping down the temperature. A thick bamboo, or a couple of hollow

pieces of the stems of palmyra or cocoanut trees, the one resting on the

other so as to form a pipe, will equally effect the purpose, or, in building

two or three layers of dry paddy or cnolum straw placed in a stack will

prevent it heating to any injurious extent.”

“ Creeping Pannic Grass.—Of Eastern Bengal it has been said

:

This perennial grass is found in great abundance, and is of a superior

quality to that of districts to the westward; it grows luxuriantly in the

nght soil along the banks of the rivers in the southern division, and

affords the best pasturage in the district. The juice of the leaves is used

medicinally by Hindu practitioners” (Topography of Dacca by J, Tay-

lor, 60).

FODDER.
Hay.
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CYNOGLOSSUM, Linn. , Gen. PI, II., 848.
j. BaumatMm

Cynoglossum micranthum, Daf. ; FI. Br. Ind., IV., 156

1

Vtm.—Nilakrii, Pb. ; OudkupkttU, Gvi,-, Mkopuskpi, Sans, j Bu-kattu,

kenda, Sing.
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Habitat—Native in North India and the Himalaya, altitude 1,000 to
8,000 feet, from Kashmir to Bhutan and Peeu ; common.

Several species of closely allied plants belonging to this genus are
occasionally mentioned by authors as of economic value. It is doubtful
how far they have been distinguished. O’Shaughnessy says C. officinale

(?) yields a colouring matter of little value.

Medidne.—The plant is officinal in the Panjdb.

2572
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CYNOMETRA, Linn. ; Gen. PI /., 386.

Cynometra cauliflora, Linn.; FI. Br. Ind., II., 268 ; Leguminous.

Vern.—Iripa, Mal. 5 Niam-niam, Malay.

Habitat—A tree of the Western Peninsula, South India, Ceylon, and
Malacca.

Oil.— It yields an oil said to be prepared in North Arcot, and used for

medicinal purposes.

C. polyandra, Roxb. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 268.

Vem.

—

Peng, Cachar, Sylhet.

Habitat.—A large evergreen tree of the Khasia Hills, Sylhet, and
Cachar.

Oil.

—

In Spons
9
Encyclop. it is said that the oil which this plant yields is

used medicinally.

Structure of the Wood.— Light-red, hard, close-grained. Mann
remarks it is very useful for scantlings, and makes good charcoal.

C. ramiflora, Linn. ; FI. Br. Ind., II., 267.

Syn.—C. bijuga, Spanoghe.

Vem.

—

Shingr, Beng. (as in Gamble) ; Irapt, Tam.; Mynteng, kabeng,
myeng-kabin, Burm. j Gal menddra. Sing.

Habitat.—A large, evergreen tree of the Sunderbans, South India, and
Burma, in tidal forests ; frequent from Chittagong down to Tenasserim and
the Andaman Islands ([Kurt).

Dye.

—

Chips of the wood yield, in water, a purple dye.

Oil.—’The seed yields an oil which is externally applied in leprosy and
other cutaneous diseases.

Medidne.—The root is purgative. A lotion is made from the leaves

boiled in cows* milk which, mixed with honey, is applied externally in

scabies, leprosy, and other cutaneous diseases. An oil is also prepared

from the seeds, used for the same purpose. (Rheede.)

Structure of the Wood.—Red, hard, close-grained. 8kinner says that

it is used for house-building and carts. It is employed in the Sunderbans
for posts for native huts and for fuel.

CytlOSUruS cristatus, Linn., is a grass which Baron von Mueller says

is particularly valuable for withstanding drought. The roots penetrate

to a considerable depth. For other species see Eleusine.

CYPERUS, Linn. ; Gen. PL, III., 1043.

The roots of several species are tuberous, such, for example, as C. corym-

bosus, C. esculentus, C. stoloniferus, C. rotundas, C. jeminicus,

C. scariosui, &C., &C. Several of these are edible, others afford aromatic .
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Mats and Matting. CYPERUS
corymbosus.

tubers which are employed on account of that property in perfumery, in dyeing,
and in medicine. Sir Walter E 1

1

iot says under C. stoloniferus that the name
of JotdmAnsi is often given to these aromatic tubers. The culms and leaves of
several species are employed in sedge (popularly grass) matting, but much
confusion still exists on this subject. The present account of the more import-
ant useful species is more intended as a basis on which economic facts discovered
in the future may be built than as a detailed statement of their properties.

The reader is referred to Mats and Matting (in a further volume) for particu-
lars as to the species used for textile purposes, the systems adopted in preparing
the fibres, and the methods of weaving the mats. The most commonly used

species, it may be here mentioned, are C. tegetum and Ct corymosa,
but many of the others enumerated below (and regarding which special

information has not been given) are also used for that purpose.

Cyperus bulbosus, Vahl., see C. jeminicus, Rottb.; Cyperac&s.

C. compressus, Linn. ; Clarke in J. Linn . Soc. tXXL , 97.

Vera.

—

Chdncha

,

Beng. ; Salitunga, Tel. ; Wek-tamyet, Burm.

2584

References.— FI. Ind.t Ed. C.B.C., 65 ; Data. & Gibs., Bomb. FI.,

282; Cyperus in Griff. JHn. Notes No. 167,p. 12, and 191, p. 362 / Kura,

Rept., Pegu.

Habitat.—A common species throughout India, ascending the hills to

2,000 feet in altitude. A special form is known as var. pectiniformis.

This is said to occur in Lucknow, Chutia Nagpur, and Assam. Thwaftes
says it is very common in the warmer parts oF Ceylon. Roxburgh remarks
that it

u delights in a moist soil.”

C. corymbosus, Rottb.; C.B. Clarke in Jour. Linn. Soc., XXI.,
158.

Syn.—C. seminudus, Roxl ., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 63; Nees in Wight,
Contrib., p. 80$ Papyrus Pangorei, Nees in Wight, Contvib.,p. 88, in
part.

Vtm.—Golamethi, Beng.; Godv tunga kuda (Roxb.) and Goddu-tunga
kodu (Elliot), Tel. ; Gal ehi. Sing.

Habitat.—Found throughout the Eastern and Southern Peninsulas of

India from Kumaon to Bengal, Assam, Cachar, Madras, and Ceylon.
Roxburgh says it is a native of wet places.

Fibre.—This is the C. Pangorie referred to by many writers as one of

the chief sources of the Mddur (or so called Calcutta-grassl mats. It

should be observed that the name C. Pangorie is open to tne greatest

possible ambiguity. The Madras plant mentioned under that name by
Dr. Bidie, O.I.E., isC. corymbosus, Rottb., var. Pangorie, Rottb. ; but C.
Pangorie, Roxb., is C. malaccenses, Lam . ; C. Pangorei, Thw., is C.
tegetum, Roxb. ; C. Pangorei, Rets., is C. rotundus, Linn., var. procerula

;

and C. Pangorei, Nees, is C. tegetum, Roxb. These facts will show how
impossible it is to understand what plant an author alludes to if he calls it

simply C. Pangorie. This mistake has been made by Drury (Useful Plants,

p. 331) and by Mr. T. N. Muhkarji in his new work (ArUManufactures

of India, p. 310). Dr. Bidie writes—“several species of sedge appear to

be used for mat-making, but the one from which the finest sorts of mats

are manufactured at Tinnevelly and Palghat is Qyperus Pangorie. Tin-

nevelly mats of the first quality are generally uncoloured or with one or

two simple bands of red ana black at each end, and they may be made so

fine that a mat sufficient for a man to lie on can be rolled up and packed

into the interior of a moderate-sized walking stick. The strips of the split

sedge used in the Pdlghit matting are not so fine as those employed in

c. 2589
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Sedges used for

Tinnevelly, and the article is therefore heavier, coarser in texture, and not
so flexible."

Fodder.—>“ Cattle are not fond of it, and it is only eaten occasionally
by buffaloes." (Roxb.)
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Cyj>eras elegans, Linn.; C.B
t Clarke, Linn, Soc. Jour XXL, 12s

Syn.—C. mcestus, Kunth / C. nigroviridis, Thw„ En. Ceylon PL, 244*

Vern.

—

Wek chan, Burm. (Kura, Pegu Rept.)

Habitat.—A native of Bengal and the Malay Pininsula 5 Sikkim 1,500
feet, Assam, Khasia hills i,aoo feet, Sylhet, Vunan, Chittagong, Mergui,
Tenasserim, and the Andaman Islands.

C. esculentus, Linn,; C.B. Clarke, Jour. Linn. Soc* XXL, rj8.

Syn.

—

C. tuberosus, Rottb.

Vern.

—

Kasert, dila, Pb. ; Sha-ts’au, Chinese.

Habitat.—There are five or six distinct forms of this plant, of which two
occur in India, vie.,forma tuberosa (sp. Rottb.) in Madras and forma
hindustanica in Northern India.

Medicine and Food.—Stewart says : “ In N.-W. Provinces the root is

used as food, and is officinal as kaseru . The dila root, mentioned by
Bellew as eaten in the Peshawar valley, may be the same. Dila, however,
appears to be a generic name for the Cyperacee, the roots of several of
wnich are eaten by pigs, and their stems, &c., browsed on by cattle, as is

one called Murg which may be Sdrpus.”
Fibre.—Balfour remarks that in China the shoots of this plant are used

in making huts and mats. "The toasted roots have been used as a substi-

tute for coffee and yield a preparation resembling coffee."

C. exaltatus, Retz. ; C.B. Clarke
,
Linn, Soc, Jour* XXL, 186,

Syn.—c. UMBELLATUS, Vahl, : according to Roxb* FI, Ind.. Ed. C. B. C,,

69 f C. venustus, R. Br. ; Thwaites, En. Ceylon PL, 432 (nec. Nees nec•

Kunth) ; C. ALTUS, Nees, in Wight, Contrib., 84.

Vtm.—Pedda shaka, Tel.

Habitat—Commonly found in Bengal (Chutia Nagpur, Rajmahal,
&c.), and in the Peninsula of India generally (Mysore, Madras, Central
India, Mount Abu, Oudh, &c.), and in Ceylon. " A large species, grow-
ing in standing fresh water .

99 (Roxb.)

Fibre—This sedge is often used for matting. Mr. O. B. Olarke de-
scribes four forms of the plant, a the type alluded to mainly in the above
notes

: fi amosna (=C.amcenus, Koenig (non-Kunth) and C. alopecuroides,

Roxb.) This is met with in Calcutta and in Madras, y dives a native
of Egypt, but Mr. Clarke has also found it at Mutlah in Bengal 5 he
remarks s “ the type specimens of this at Kew agree exactly with my Cal-
cutta example, so that if C. dives is a distinct species, it is an Indian one.
The specimens differ from those of Retz’s exaltatus by the much more
numerous glumes to the spikelet,'while they differ from those of Koenig’s
amcenus in the rigid, not tasselled, nodding spikes. C. dives may there-

fore be held a distinct species : but whatever it is considered, it must be
remote from C. alopecuroides, Rottb* which has a 2-fid style, a compressed
nut, and a very thick rhachillal” 3 Oatesii is the fourth form, and it is

met with at Tnyet Myo, Burma.

C. Haspan, Ltnn./ Clarke
,
Linn. Soe. Jour.. XXI.,'119.

Syn.—C. ukbsllatus, Vahl., it tht TtddaMa ofthe Telegut.

C, 2600
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malacccnafc.

Cyperus inundatus, Roxb.y Clarke in Linn. Soc.Jour., XXI., 73.

Vem.—Pat*, Hind, and Bbnq.

260X

Habitat.—An aquatic species met in the jheels of some parts of Ben-
gal, and also in China. Roxburgh says “ it is found in great abundance
on the low banks of the Ganges and rivulets near Calcutta ; where the

tide rises high over it, it thrives most luxuriantly and helps much to bind
and protect the banks from the rapidity of the water.”

Medicine.— Irvine (Mat. Med. Patna, 82) writers: "The tubers are

used as a tonic and stimulating medicine.”

C. Ida, Linn. ; C.B. Clarke, Linn. Soc
.
Jour., XXL, 137.

Syn.—C. parviflorus, Nees in Wight Contrib 87, nee. Vahl., nee. C.
umbellatus, Roxb., C. Iria, Linn . as in Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C. 6j#

Vern.—Bura chucha, Beng. ; Wel-hiri, Sinq.

MEDICINB.
2602

26Q3

Habitat.—" A native of moist cultivated lands ” {Roxb.) Frequent in

India, having been collected at Almora (1,200 feet), Mussourie, Nepal,

Sikkim, Sonada (2,200 feet), Assam. Khasia Hills, Lucknow, Parisnath in

Behar, Chutia Nagpur, Central India, Mount Abu, Puna, Mangalore,
Cfeylon, &c.

Fibre.—The culms are used in mat-making.

C.jeminicus, Rottb. ; C.B. Clarke, Linn. Soc.,Jour. XXL, 173.

Syn.—C. bulbosus, Vahl.; Nees , in Wight, Contrib., 80 ; Dal». and Gibs.,

Bomb. FI., 284; C. olbracbus, Roxb
. ; C. rotundus, Kunth, inpart.

Vern.—Shilandi, Tam. ; Pura-gad,*, Tel. ; Bhadra musta, Sans. ; Thegi,
Bomb. ; Silandi-arisi, Tam. (in Ceylon).

Habitat.—Roxburgh says this is “a native of the dry sandy pasture

ground near the sea ”—he is alluding to the Coromandel Coast ; Clarke
that it occurs from Yemen, Jedda, and Beluchistan to Sind, Madras,
Ceylon, Abyssinia, and Central Africa.

Food.—“ The roots are used as flour in times of scarcity and eaten

roasted or boiled.” When roasted they have the taste of potatoes, and
would be valuable for food but that they are so small. " Dr. James
Anderson, in an excursion to the southern part of the Peninsula of India,

discovered that the shilandi artsit
growing m sandy situations by the sea-

side, and requiring but little water, was the common food of the natives

during a famine, and when other grains are scarce. It is nutritious, plea-

sant to the taste, and makes a pudding somewhat resembling that made
of sago.” (Balfour.) Some people “dry the tubers in the sun, grind them
into meal and make bread of them ; while others stew them in curries and
other dishes.” (Drury.)

FIBRE,

FOOD.
Roots.

2606
Flour.

2607

C. longus, Linn. / Clarke
,
Linn. Soc.Jour., XXI., 163. 2608

Olarke describes five or six forms of this plant, the type of the species

occurring on Mount Abu and in Cabul ; p pallescena, Boiss, in Egypt,

Cordofan, &c., y cyprica in the island of Cyprus ; 8 badia in southern

Europe, Madeira, and doubtfully in Madras; < elongate in Egypt,

Africa, &c.

C. malaccensis, Lam. ; Harke, Linn. Soc. Jour., XXL, 147 . 2609
Syn.—C. monophyllus, Vahl.; C. Pangorei, Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B. C.,

68 ; C- INCVRVATUS, Roxb.,p. 66; C. tegetiformis, Bentk.; C. GAN-

GETICVS, Roxb.

Vtnx.~Chumoti pat*, Beng.

C. 2609
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CYPERUS
rotundus. Sedge* need for

Habitat-—Roxburgh says of his C. Ptngorei that it is a native "of
the banks of the Ganges, and serves, with C. inundates, the same useful
purpose, though i n an inferior degree.” Of his C. iacurvataa remarks that
it also is a native of the banks ofthe Ganges *• flowering during the cold
season.” Olarke adds that it occurs at Noakhali, Calcutta, the Sunder*
buns, Dacca, and is distributed to Arracan, Pegu, Singapore, japan, and
China.

Cyperus niveus, Rett.; C.B. Clarke, Linn. Soc.Jour., XXL, 108.

'Vtm.—Birmutha, Santal.

Habitat.—Throughout India and Burma (Beluchistan, Kashmfr,
Pan

j

4b, Kumaon, Simla, Kulu, Nepal, Sikkim, Assam, Bengal, Chutia
Nagpur, Raimahal, &c.), Madras, &c. f &c. A native of shady moist pas-
ture land. (Roxb.)

r

C. pertenuis, Roxb., see C. scariosus, R. Br.

C. Pongarei, RaM., as in Roxburgh
, SeeC. malaccensis ; and for other

plants named by different authors as Cyperus Pangorei, see Cyperus
corymbosus.

C. rotundus, Linn.; C. B. Clarke, Linn. Soc.Jour XXL, 167.

Syru—c. HBXASTACHYOS, Roxb.

Vern.—Muthd, mothd, Bknq. 5 Batha-bijir. Mundari; Utru-banda
Ukaon ; Tandi sura, SantaL; Mustd, gundrd

t bhadra muste, mustaka*
Sans,

; K6rai, Tam. ; Shdkha tunga-vdru, bhadramuste, tunga-muste

\

mustakamu, kaivartaka-muste, gandala, Tel.; Mustd, barikmoth
Bomb, ; K6rd-ki-jhdr, Dec. ; Bimbal, Mar.; Motha, Guz.; Kalanduru

\

Sing. 9

References.—Roxb., FI. Ind., Ed. C.B.C., 66; Jour. As. Soc., Pt. IT.
(1867), p. 82; Home Dept. Official Corres , regarding Pharm. Ind.. 238 •

Hoofs Tour in Bombay, pp. 112, 120, &c., &c. ; Walter Elliot, Flora
Andkrica, pp. 25, 76, 1S4, 120, &c. ; Moodeen Sheriff, Bupp. Pharm.

Ind., i»S, V. C. Dutt, Mat. Med. hind., 264, Dymock, liat. Med.
W. Ind., 2nd Ed., 844; S. Arjun, Bomb. Drugs, 150 ; Baden Powell,
Pb. Pr., 382; Atkinson, Him. Dust., 734, 808 ; Birdwood, Bomb.Pr p/.

mils throughout the plains (Lahore, Bengal, Madras), and ascending the
mountains of the central table-land (from Mount Abu and Poona to
the Nilghiri hills). Dr. Hove, who travelled in 1787, speaks of the plant
as very abundant in Bombay.

Dye.—Used in certain dye preparations to impart a perfume to the
fabric.

Oil.—The rounded rhizomes are said to yield an essential oil, which
the natives of Upper India use to perfume their clothes. In Bengal the
tubers of this species are more largely used in perfumery than are those of
C* scariosus, being more plentiful—in fact it is a troublesome weed. Rox-
burgh says that tne dried and pounded root is used “as perfume at the
weddings of natives.**

Medicine.—Roots are used medicinally as a diaphoretic and astrin-
gent. Stimulant and diuretic properties are also attributed to them.
They are further described as vermifuge. In native practice, they are
held in great esteem as a cure for disorders of the stomach and irritation

of the bowels. The bulbous roots are scraped and pounded with green
ginger, and in this form mixed with honey they are given in cases of

C. 26x5
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CYPERUS
tegetum.

MEDICINE.

Sedges used for

Cyperus, but consider it to be inferior to C. rotundus.” “Two kinds of
Nagarmoth are met with in the Bombay market—Surat and Kathiawar,
the first is heavier and more aromatic than the second. Value, Surat, Ra
per maund of 37&lb; Kathiawar Ri£. The Surat Ndgarmoth is pro-
bably obtained from Rdjputana, where the plant is common in tanks
(Dymock), U. O. Outt says :

“The root of C. pertenuis is somewhat tuber-
ous with many dark-coloured villous hairs. It grows in low wet places*
and is chiefly used in the preparation of medicated oils.

Special Opinions.—§ ** Roots, when bruised, have a fragrant smell,
and for this reason native females keep a stock of the powdered root to
wash their bodies with

99 (Honorary Surgeon P. Kinsley, Chicacole, Gan-
jam, Madras Presidency), “ Is given in conjunction with Valerian in
cases of epilepsy” (Surgeon-Major C. W. Calthrof>, M.D., 4th Bengal
Cavalry, Morar). “The root is astringent, useful in diarrhoea” (Sur-

S
eon-Major J. M. Houston, Durbar Physn ., Travancore, and Civil Apoth,
cohn Gomes, Medical Store-keeper, Trevandrum). “ A decoction is used in

gonorrhoea and also in syphilitic affections” (Surgeon J. C, 1 H, Pcacocke,
I.MD., Nosik). “Used in fever prescriptions” (Surgeon-Major Robb,

Civil Surgeon, Ahmedabad).

2620

PERFUMERY.
2621

2622

FIBRE.

2623

Cyperus stoloniferus,^/s. / C.B Clarke, Linn, Soc. Jour., XXL,172.

Syn.—C. LirroRALis, R. Br, / C. tuberosus, Baker

.

Vern.

—

Jatdmdnsi, a name given in South India to this plant.

Perfumery.—As with other scented species the tubers of this plant are
used for various purposes of perfumery. Referring to the use of the name
Jatdmdnsi, Sir Waiter Elliot says s “ In applying this botanical name, we
have followed Heyne. But the true Jatdmdnsi is a species of Valerian
(Nardostachysjatamansi, DC, (Royle, ///.,5^)Jwhichhas been successfully

identified by Sir W. Jones with the spikenard of the ancients; Asiatic

Res., II,, 40$

—

IV., tog, and which by Persian and Arab physicians is

called Sanbal-i-Hindi and Sanbal-ul-taib and in Upper India Jatdmdnsi
and Bdlch'har, But as the true plant is only found at great elevations

beyond the tropics, the term is applied in South India to the sweet-smell-

ing tubers of various species of Cyperus, and in Upper India to the lemon-
grass (Schsenanthus) and other species of Andropogon which are known
also under the names of Askhar and Sik'hunas (o^ivos).”

C. tegetiformis, Roxb, ; C.B. C.,Linn. Soc. Jour., XXI., J57.

Syn.—C. nudus, Roxb. ; FI. Ind Ed. C.B.C.,pp. 63 and fo

;

C. benga-
LENS1S, Spreng.

Vern.

—

Gula-methi, Brno. ; Sura
, Santal.

Habitat.—“A native of low wet places over Bengal 5 flowering during

the rains.” (Roxb.) Olarke mentions as localities— Calcutta, Chitta-

gong, Noakhali, Burisal, Mymensing, Pundua, and Assam. He also

states that the plant occurs in China and Japan.

Fibre.—Roxburgh writes: “This species is very like C. tegetum,

and about the same size, though I am informed it is never used for mats.

To know it from C. tegetum attend to the involucre, which in this is only

about one-fourth the length of the umbel, but in that as long or longer.”

2624 C. tegetum, Roxb, ; C.B. Clarke, Linn. Soc. Jour., XXI., 160.

Syn.—C. corymbosus, Koening, in part; C. Sch 1 mperianus, Steud.

;

C. dehiscens, Steud.; C. Panqorei, Thwaites (non-Rottb.) Enum.
Pl.Xeyl., 344 i Papyrus dehiscens, Nees in Wight Contra., 89

1

C.
Panqorei, Nees (the greater part) and C. corymbosus, Nees.

C. 2624
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Mats and Matting.

Note by M r. Otarke :
“ This plant, abundant in India, is the authentic

C. tegetum, Roxb , ; it differs decidedly from C. corymbosus in the
much more distant glumes, which in the dried specimens have the margins
incurved not overlapping. The spikelets are more compressed than those
of C. corymbosus. The colour in India varies from pale to a high red-
brown: with the more highly coloured Indian examples many African
are absolutely identical; but there are other African specimens chestnut or
almost black. It is far more difficult to distinguish C. tegbtum in Africa
from C. LONGUS and its various forms called Cc badlUS; the only abso-
lute distinction appears to lie in the much longer leaves of C. longus.
The rhizomes of C. longus differs a good deal from that of C. tbgetum,
as is evident enough when you have the whole of the rhizome to compare,
which may be once in a hundred specimens. The narrow wing of the
rhachilla is in C. Schimpbrianus, as in C. longus, less soluble than in

the Indian C. tbgetum, but I doubt the value of this character.’*

CYPERtfS
tegetum.

Vent.—Mudar-ktai, Beng. ; Wetla, Burm.

Habitat. —A common species in India, Abyssinia, and Egypt. Mr.
Olarke mentions the following localities : Almora (1,200 feet), Chumba
(900 feet), Kumaon, Nepal, Sikkim (200teet), Khasia hills, Bengal (Chutia

Nagpur, Calcutta), Carnatic, Mysore, Ceylon, &c.

Fibre.—The Calcutta mats are chiefly made of this species. The
culms are split into two or three, and then woven into mats upon a warp
of threads previously stretched across the floor of a room. The mat-

maker passes the culms with the hand alternately over and under the

successive threads of the warp, and presses them home.
In different districts of India it is believed that two or three allied

species are used for this purpose. In Madras the form C. corymbosus
seems to be chiefly usea. Royle repeating Roxburgh states “that

the culms or stalks of the plant when green are split into three or four

pieces, which, in drying, contract so much as to bring the margins in

contact, in which state they are woven into mats, and thus show a nearly

similar surface on both sides. Specimens of the strips of this sedge were

sent to the Exhibition of 1851, as well as mats made of them.” “The
shining and useful, mats for which the Capital of India is famous, and
which are frequently imported into Europe.” Since Royle’s time the

trade in these sedge-mats has greatly increased, and at the present day it

may be said that they form a regular article of export to Europe. In the

Trade Returns, however, all mats are collectively returned, so that it is

impossible to give the actual figures. The exports of “ mats ” were last

year valued at R14416.

FIBRE.

Mats.

2625

TRADE.
2626
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